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HEADQUARTERS FOR

LATTER-DAY SAINT GARMENTS
From Factory To You

No. 88. Lt. Weight Men's and Ladies'
New Style $ .65

No. 89. Med. Wet. Men's and Ladies'

New Style 1.10

No. 80. Heavy Wt. Men's Double
Back 1.45

No. 81. Heavy Wt. Old Style, Double
Back 1-50

No. 86. Extra Fine Rayon and Double
Combed Yarn. Ladies' New
Style Only 1.25

No. 87. Lt. Wt. Old and New Styles.. .85

We Charge 10% Extra For Extra Sizes.

We Pay Postage Anywhere in the United
States. We Mark Garments For 10c

We Solicit Your Mail Orders

No. 84. Med. Lt. Wt. Men's and
Ladies' New Style $ .85

No. 85. Very Special Non-Run-
Rayon, Men's and Ladies'
New Style Only 1.10

No. 83. Extra Fine Silk-Rayon
Double Combed Yarn. Better
Than Part Wool. This Comes'
in Winter Weight Men's New
Style 1-65

New Style, Button Side. Guaranteed
Non-Run-Rayon. Ladies'

Only 1-25

Please Specify When Ordering Your Bust,

Trunk and Length, Whether New or Old
Style, and if Men's or Ladies'.

THIS IS ALSO THE PLACE TO OUTFIT THE MISSIONARY WITH ONE OF
THO«E FAMOUS RAMBOULLETTE SUITS

This is one of our Specials

Our Famous
Ramboulette
Serge.
Single or
Double Breast. Extra Pants, $4.00
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WE HAVE A LARGE ASSORT-
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Pants,
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Plenty of Money to Loan at Attractive Rates and Long Terms

Deseret Federal Savings & Loan Ass'n.
44 SO. MAIN ST. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Free Booklet on Request Explaining Insured Shares
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Ask Mother; She Knows
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A Key to Health
Proper diet is one of the keys to health.

Good bread forms a vital part of a

balanced diet.

fisher's vitamin
*D' BREAD

is your best bread—eat more of it

A Product of the

American Lady Baking Co.
"The Big Home-Owned Bakery"

Hot Soups
for

Cold Days
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that will take the chill out of zero
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vegetables for a delicious vitamin rich

soup.
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Retrospect

By Delia Adams Leitner

The old year ends and at his bier I stand.

I feel the solemn hush that parting brings.

The gladsome hours of happiness he gave
I yield reluctantly. My memory clings

To days that seemed too precious to depart

;

Days that revealed to me the strength of love,

And tho I say, "Good bye, Old Year", I keep
These treasures in my heart all else above.

He gave and took away. The balanced sheet

I look upon in retrospect and know
That tho the joys he brought me were most sweet,

The debit side has grief and pain to show.

And it is well. The recompense of tears

Is greater value for the care free day,

And I can thankful be that I have learned

This truth to strengthen me along the way.

This welcome I will give the dawning year,

Whatever it may hold I shall not fear.
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Greetings

1936 is going—1937 is nearly

here ! We are nearing another mile-

stone—a time when we pause a mo-
ment to evaluate the past, to be thank-

ful for all the lessons the Old Year
has taught, and for the shining hopes
the New Year brings. We are

thankful that all the riches of faith

and love and life, which came to us
in the Old Year, can be carried over
into the New, for out of the past

will grow the strength needed for the

future.

HPHE past year has been one of

remarkable growth. The loy-

alty and devotion of the Stake and
Ward Officers and Class Leaders
have resulted in more of our union
Meetings becoming real preparation

meetings, and thus in the lessons

given in each organization there has

been added inspiration which has

carried over into real living. In-

creased participation in lesson dis-

cussion on the part of Relief Society

members has resulted in growth, for

where there is action there is devel-

opment. There has been an increase

in the number of houses visited by
the visiting teachers—which means
that the spiritual message which they

carry has touched more hearts. Our
Magazine Agents have done wonder-
ful work, and the Magazine, with its

spiritual and cultural messages, is

now being read in 41,500 homes.

'"PHE response of the women to

the call for aid in the Church
Security Program has been wonder-
ful. One can hardly believe that

busy mothers and home makers could

do so much. But when we love, we
serve, and when we serve our love

increases. So we are nearer today

than before in keeping the first and
greatest commandment—"Thou shalt

love the Lord Thy God with all thy

heart and with all thy soul and with

all thy strength and with all thy

mind: and thy neighbor as thyself."

/^\UR hearts have been touched by

the singing of the "Singing

Mothers." We appreciate the effort

they have made to prepare for that

sweet service which is So needed, for

our Heavenly Father says : "The
song of the righteous is a prayer un-

to me, and it shall be answered with

a blessing upon their heads."

TX/"E wish also at this time to pay

tribute to another group of

Relief Society workers—the Relief

Society husbands, for without their

encouragement, cooperation and un-

selfish help the work could not be

carried on.
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A ND so we face the New Year Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,

"^ with a glow of anticipation of so that we cannot touch the hands

greater work yet to do. Let us get a of the members, but our hearts can be

glorious view of the New Year's ci0Se together, and there is no limit

work, knowing where we want it to to t^e reach f prayer, and so our
lead, in what direction we want it to prayers g0 out to each organization
go that our efforts may be purpose-

&nd each individual member for_
ful-but always with a prayer m our HAPPY NEW YEAR TO
hearts for inspiration that if there

is anything our Father in Heaven
would like us to learn, anything He
would like us to do, that we will not Louise Y

-
Robison,

m jss jt
Amy Brown Lyman,

T . . Kate M. Barker,HERE are many miles that

stretch between the Relief So- General Presidency of

ciety organizations of the Church of Relief Society

YOU!!

PLAINS' CRADLE SONG
By Veneta L. Nielsen

(Awarded First Prize in the Eliza Roxey Snow Poetry Contest)

Beloved little sleepers, let

Mother sing your sleep-song yet.

If I leave you there alone,

Cradled underneath a stone,

It is not that I forget.

Could the wagon's creaking weight

And the oxen's heavy gait

Turn about and bring me back

To you, all the pain-fraught track

Borne again were precious freight.

Now the rain falls, dark with fears,

Do my words reach Heaven's ears?

Are you listening, and know
That I sing again to you
Not to be afraid, my Dears?

Never, never, as you rest

There upon earth's languid breast

Shall there be a moment I

Walking on, will let you lie

Unremembered and unblest.

Every looming, brooding rock

Crouched before me as I walk

Is some fortress where you creep

Indian playing; when I sleep

Every dream bears baby talk.
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Not a bird can rise and stir

Dusk's fine air with singing whir

But your voices fly to me.

Luminous, again I see

Two small faces through the blur.

I shall carry, as I go
Hurt and aching, plodding slow

Over every rutted mile,

Every little childish smile,

Every laugh, and tear, and know

If your palely-lidded eyes

Search no more these alien skies

For a gift of quail or grouse

To our needy wagon house:

God is good, and God is wise.

If my groping senses find

Any pain unjust, or blind

With bitterness, I weep.

Rest, my little ones asleep;

I remember, God is kind.

Beloved little sleepers, let

Mother sing your sleep-song yet.

If I leave you there alone

Cradled underneath a stone,

It is not that I forget.

LOVE'S ROSE
By Bryce W. Anderson

Take, then, this rose, and hold it tenderly

Close to the throbbing of your hungry heart,

With careful fingers, lest your eager grip

Scatter its fragile loveliness apart.

Breathe not too deeply of its faint perfume,

Lest that sweet odor come at last to pall

On senses wearied by too much delight,

And lost may be the wonder of it all.

Seek not to look too long upon its form,

Lest, growing weary of familiar sight,

Your eyes may stray to each more garish hue

Until all color dulls to black of night.

Ask not too much, lest nectar turn to bile

—

The rose, once plucked, lives but a little while.



A Present Day Challenge
By Marianne Clark Sharp

TO develop a desire in each

citizen of this country to take

an active part in the affairs

of our government is important at

any time ; but just now when theories

of government in our nation are so

conflicting, it is especially important

that each one of us does his part.

There are at work in the world today

forces which are seeking to over-

throw government and law. Most
of the European countries, inflamed

by class or racial hatred, are thirst-

ing for greater power and with little

regard for the welfare of their fel-

low beings. We have peace in the

United States, but a peace threat-

ened by the same undermining forces

of destruction. At this time we are

asking the members of the Relief

Society, especially, to bear their

share in this struggle.

As members of this Church we
know that we live in a land of prom-
ise. Over two thousand years be-

fore Christ it was proclaimed:

"For behold, this is a land which

is choice above all other lands

;

wherefore he that doth possess it

shall serve God or shall be swept off

;

for it is the everlasting decree of

God. And it is not until the fulness of

iniquity among the children of the

land, that they are swept off." (Book
of Mormon, Ether 2:10.)

May we do our part in keeping the

fulness of iniquity from among the

children of this land, or else we, too,

will be swept off, as surely as were

those to whom this pronouncement

was given.

As members of this Church we
also have recorded what the Lord
has said concerning the Constitution

of this land and the Constitutional

Law. A hundred years ago our peo-

ple were suffering grievous hard-

ships at the hands of some of their

fellow citizens.

"That every man may act in doc-

trine and principle pertaining to fu-

turity, according to the moral agency
which I have given unto him . . .

,"

the Lord declared in December,
1833, "for this purpose have I estab-

lished the Constitution of this land,

by the hands of wise men whom I

raised up unto this very purpose,

and redeemed the land bv the shed-

ding of blood." (D. and C, 101 :78,

80.)

Four months earlier the Lord up-

held the Constitutional Law, put-

ting the blame for their troubles

elsewhere

:

"And now, verily I say unto you
concerning the laws of the land, it

is my will that my people should

observe to do all things whatsoever

I command them.

"And that law of the land which is

constitutional, supporting that prin-

ciple of freedom in maintaining

rights and privileges, belongs to all

mankind, and is justifiable before

me.

"Therefore, I, the Lord, justify

you, and your brethren of my
Church, in befriending that law

which is the constitutional law of

the land

;

"And as pertaining to law of man,

whatsoever is more or less than this

cometh of evil.

"I, the Lord God, make you free,

therefore ye are free indeed ; and

the law also maketh you free.

"Nevertheless, when the wicked

rule the people mourn.
"Wherefore, honest men and wise

men should be sought for diligently,

and good men and wise men ye
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should observe to uphold ; otherwise

whatsoever is less than these cometh
of evil." (D. and C, 98:4-10.)

Two years later, in 1835, the

Church (in Section 134 of the Doc-
trine and Covenants) puts itself on
record as to its belief in law and
government. The first verse we are

all familiar with. It reads:

"We believe that governments
were instituted of God for the bene-

fit of man; and that he holds men
accountable for their acts in rela-

tion to them, both in making laws

and administering them, for the good
and safety of society.

"We believe that no government
can exist in peace, except such laws

are framed and held inviolate as will

secure to each individual the free

exercise of conscience, the right and
control of property, and the pro-

tection of life."

The latter verse explains the wars
in Europe at the present time, for

in the warring countries their peo-

ple, not in accord with the ruling

regime, are denied these three things

:

1. the free exercise of conscience;

2. the right and control of property,

and 3. the protection of life.

I must confess that until quite

recently I took for granted the per-

sonal liberty which we enjoy in this

country. These parts of the Doc-
trine and Covenants which I have
quoted, and other parts, with the

opinions we have of early Church
leaders, seemed to me to belong to

another time and generation. I now
believe that only if we prayerfully

follow the advice given us in these

sections will we be able to combat

the insidious forces arrayed all over

the world against free governments.
It is that same old pre-world strug-

gle for free agency.

As I see it, we women of this

country have not done all that we
could with our vote. When we were
striving for the franchise we prom-
ised almost a state of Utopia if we
were granted it, and from what I

can read, instead of changing the

votes for the better, all we have done
is swell the former totals. Very
often this summer I heard women
close a political discussion half apolo-

getically,
—

"Well, I really don't

know enough about the question to

vote intelligently." Our saying that

"it is impossible for a man to be
saved in ignorance," certainly in-

cludes the women. We must arouse

ourselves, and while helping out in

local problems as most of us do

—

seeing that we get better schools and
safer streets for our children—not

suddenly discover that the govern-
ment has taken over the training of

our children. As mothers we should

teach them to appreciate their liberty

and euard our laws that they may
not lose the freedom we inherited.

Let us study not only the national

problems, but international ones as

well, as they affect us, and seek
earnestly the inspiration of the Lord
in our actions, that we may do as

He has instructed us:

"Wherefore, honest men and wise
men should be sought for diligently,

and good men and wise men ye
should observe to uphold ; otherwise
whatsoever is less than these com-
eth of evil."



BLOSSOMED TREE
By Vesta Pierce Crawford

(Awarded Second Prize in the Eliza Roxey Snow Poetry Contest)

VESTA PIERCE CRAWFORD

Once more the orchard treadles at her loom
And finest threads the early weavers ply

Are wefted in this plum tree's gauzy bloom
With tracery of branches lifted high

;

Oh make no echoed sound, walk softly now
To see these petals glossed and satin pale,

To see the flowers etched upon a bough
As broidery upon a wedding veil.

Yet even now the blossoms fall and drift,

Too brief are April's opalescent ways,

The splendor of the trees exceeding swift

;

In this ephemeral hour springtime stays

I seek to hold the season's transcient gift

And garner beauty for unflowered days.



Hazel H. Greenwood
By Ruby W . Henderson

She was tall, her wondrous beauty of soul

Enhanced and animated her stately mien.

You felt her strength like unto the granite

Of the hills around her childhood home.
Her genial humor was like the sparkling waters
Of our crystalline mountain lakes.

She had the courage and fortitude of a cedar
That grows on the jutting cliff.

She had the sympathy and understanding
Of a heart beaten upon by many sorrows.

Her arms were ever lifted up toward the light.

She gave freely of her splendid powers
That good might triumph.

She was a leader, teacher, wife, and mother;
Yet with all, she was so sweet, so dear a friend.—Nellie 0. Parker.

HPHE above lines written for Sister

Hazel Hill Greenwood beauti-

fully express the thoughts of the

many friends who knew her and
loved her dearly. Her untimely death

which occurred November 28, 1936,

marks the passing of one of the most
prominent, active, and beloved wom-
en of the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints, and of the State

of Utah.
Her activities were varied and ver-

satile. She never failed to give her

best to any task assigned her or any
duty devolving upon her. She
measured up to the very highest as a

daughter, sister, wife, mother,
friend, church and civic worker.

I loved this friend of mine with a

deep and glowing love. We spent

many wonderful, joyous hours to-

gether. They were profitable hours,

too, for she brought me a rich store

of knowledge and understanding. I

shall always treasure the memory of
her adorable smile as she came to

the door of my home, and when I

opened it she had some witty re-

mark so that there was always a
laugh and a tender word of greeting
at her entrance. We never parted
that I did not offer a little prayer
of thanksgiving for the close asso-
ciation of so noble and brilliant and
tender a friend. To me her friend-
ship was priceless. I knew her in-

nermost thoughts and ambitions.
She was very humble and always
underestimated her own abilities.

She was deeply religious, with an
abiding faith in God's purposes and
His eternal justice. Her heart was
tender and forgiving. Through all

her sorrows and disappointments she
showed a spiritual quality that was
inspiring. In making adjustments
she went on with head up, accepting
the inevitable, believing in life, and
grasping opportunities that one of a

less courageous spirit would have in-

sisted did not exist. I never knew
her to be bitter or unforgiving. She
was a happy, lovable disposition,

wanting so to be kind and making
other people happy. Yet in militant

mood she was royal, and could fight
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for right and justice with all the in-

tensity of her strong nature. I loved

her in these moods. There is noth-

ing more heartening than to see a

person who has the courage of his

convictions. Her faith in the Gospel
helped her meet life with a deter-

mination to prepare for the life be-

yond. To do this Hazel followed

these words of the poet : "Let there

be many windows in your soul, that

all the glory of the universe may
beautify it."

Her thirst for knowledge was
never satiated. She studied con-

stantly, taking Extension work and
classes at the University, attending

lectures, reading widely and intelli-

gently. She believed with Longfel-

low that:

"The heights by great men reached and
kept,

Were not attained by sudden flight,

But they while their companions slept

Were toiling upward through the night."

TUTER brilliant mind gathered

knowledge and sifted great

truths tirelessly. One of the most
beautiful companionships I have
ever known was fostered between
Hazel and Judge Greenwood be-

cause of this wonderful quality. They
read books of philosophy, religion,

fiction, travel, magazine articles, gov-

ernment administration, and it was
a great source of satisfaction to the

Judge to have such an able intellect

always ready to discuss and argue

over points of interest to him. She
brought to the discussion a keen in-

sight and ready wit that was a great

delight to her brilliant husband. We
often visited them of an evening and
found them deep in a discussion of

this sort, or talking over public af-

fairs, political conditions, and gov-

ernment problems.

Before Judge Greenwood's illness

it was their custom to walk ottt in

the early evening and call on neigh-

bors and friends. I like to think of

them together coming up the walk.

Hazel so buoyant and happy, the

Judge smiling. Their visit to our
house was always an event, a delight-

ful half-hour or more that left us

stimulated and refreshed. Her
splendid qualities of mind were only

a part of the wonderful attributes

that contributed to this companion-
ship.

CHE was a comely woman and her

husband was very proud of her.

She was always well groomed, a good
housekeeper and thrifty manager,

an excellent cook, often made her

own clothes ; and her clever fingers

fashioned lamp shades, pillows, flow-

ers, knick-knacks of all sorts to

beautify her home, adorn her person,

and as gifts to her loved ones and
friends. Her home was her shrine.

He was proud of her accomplish-

ments, and gave her encouragement
and valuable advice and assistance in

her outside activities which were
many and varied. The last two
years of his life he was ill, and she

was untiring in her tender care and
devotion to him, and when he passed

on, Grant, her son, was her comfort
and strength. The devotion be-

tween the two was inspiring; his

thoughtful consideration of her hap-

piness was a source of great joy and
satisfaction to her.

Her brothers and sisters loved her

dearly. Only the Friday before she

went to the hospital her brother

Louis went to her home, and they

went together to visit their sister.

Mrs. Rockwood. Hazel told me
about it and said, "We had such a

good time together. I love them all

so much. It's a grand privilege to

be a member of a large family." Her
widowed sister said, "How can I

live without Hazel ! She was sq
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good to me." She was so good to

everyone. Her own deep sorrows

and disappointments gave her an
understanding heart that helped her

sympathize with the troubles of

others.

LJAZEL was a born leader and or-

ganizer. The first time I saw
her she was presiding at a Parent-

Teachers Meeting at the Emerson
School, and I was impressed with her

dignity and graciousness and strong

personality. Later, it was my good
fortune to be called on the Liberty

Stake Relief Society Board, and I

met her again as Sister Myrtle Shurt-

liff's secretary. When Sister Shurt-

lifF resigned a year later, Sister

Hazel H. Greenwood was called to

succeed her. She chose Sister Ida

D. Rees and myself as her coun-

selors. I have been most grateful

for the honor and opportunities that

came to me at that time; but in-

finitely more grateful for the

precious friendship with this noble

woman that grew out of that as-

sociation. The wisdom and tact

with which she administered the busi-

ness of the board and affairs of the

Relief Society of the Stake made
for perfect harmony and highest

working efficiency in every phase of

the work. One of her Board Mem-
bers said, "She unconsciously gave
out a radiant joy that leavened the

entire organization and made each

one of us eager to do our best in

every assignment."

Her ready wit and laughter have
smoothed out many a strained situa-

tion. I like to remember the happy,

clever fun-fests we have enjoyed
together and can almost hear Hazel's

hearty laugh now at some of the

stunts and ridiculous games played.

We came away each time loving each
other and our work better.

Her call to the General Board of

the Relief Society was inevitable.

A woman of such outstanding quali-

fications of leadership and spiritual-

ity would be in a position to give

invaluable service to many stakes

instead of one. She accepted that

call with the greatest humility and
appreciation. I have heard Stake
Presidents tell of the spiritual uplift,

the understanding and spmpathetic

help she has given them in conven-
tion work with their problems. She
seemed to have the faculty of glori-

fying the common-place and making
others, no matter how humble, feel

that they were worth while. She
gave unstinted praise. Her charm
and intellect, her deep spirituality,

her refreshing sense of humor and
her understanding heart have en-

deared her to the women of every

Stake she has visited. We are told

she was a most valuable committee
member because of her splendid pow-
ers of concentration on the subject

at hand. The members of the Gen-
eral Board of Relief Society loved

and admired and knew her worth.

They have lost a most valuable

worker. At her funeral service

Apostle Ballard expressed in behalf

of the First Presidency and Council

of Twelve a deep regret and sense

of loss to the Church at her passing.

Mrs. Greenwood was elected presi-

dent of the Women's Legislative

Council a year ago last March, and
has administered its affairs with
great dignity, tact, and efficiency

since assuming office. I quote from
the "In Memoriam" of the Council
read at Memorial services held for

her Thursday, December 3, at the

Hotel Utah Ballroom

:

"To the members of the Council Mrs.
Greenwood was more than a President

:

she was a true friend, fair in all delibera-
tions and decisions, an outstanding execu-
tive of rare ability, and an indefatigable
worker. Harmony was always sought,
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Her highest aspiration was for security,

not only in the nation and the state, but
especially of the home. To accomplish
these ideals she devoted much of her life's

efforts.

She was unstinting in praise, reluctant

to criticize, always just, sympathetic and
tolerant of human frailties. The center of

her spiritual life was her faith in God
which was reflected in her faith in human-
ity."

She was an active worker in the

politics of the State, being a member
of the Democartic party. She and
Judge Greenwood were intimately

associated with the late Governor
Dern during his administration, and
were close friends of Governor and
Mrs. Blood. In March, 1935, after

the adjournment of the State Legis-

lature the Governor's Committee of

Nine began its activities. There were
appointed three members from the

House of Representatives, three

from the Senate, and three chosen
by the Governor. Because of her
splendid ability and training for pub-
lic service and social work. Mrs.

Greenwood had the distinction of

being the only woman chosen by the

Governor on this committee. It was
their function to study State prob-

lems and make recommendations to

the next legislature. Her assign-

ment was to investigate the private

charities receiving aid or appropria-

tions from the State. The Gover-
nor and members of the committee

congratulated her on her thorough
investigation and intelligent report,

which was handed in only a couple of

weeks before her death.

Her activities extended into study

and social groups where her richness

of nund and charming personality

endeared her to each member. Her
hosts of friends mourn her passing.

Death reaches not a spirit such as thine

—

It can but steal the robe that hid thy

wings

;

Though thy warm breathing presence we
resign,

Still in our heart its loving semblance
clings. —Holmes.

-4c^gia>K»—«

A NEW YEAR'S WISH

By Ann Jarvis

Years pass and take their toll but touch you not,

My parents dear, the truest friends I own.
Instead, although swift, vengeful Time has flown

On wings of wind with poisoned spears death-fraught

And bearing in his hands the fatal draught

;

Each passing season rather seems to loan

You both more hardihood. The seeds you've sown
In youth have blossomed in each wedded heart.

Since you have weathered storms without a qualm
And proved yourselves congenial as a team,

My wish is that as lovers arm in arm
And as a leaf floats gently down the stream,

You two will live in deep autumnal calm

And make of Life just one sweet happy dream.



Report on International Congress
By Amy Brown Lyman

(COUNSELOR Amy Brown Ly-

man represented the Relief So-
ciety and Young Woman's Mutual
Improvement Association at the In-

ternational Council of Women's Tri-

ennial Meeting, held at Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, September 28 to October

9, 1936.

She sent a very exhaustive report

of her trip and the meetings, some
portions of which we print herewith.

TTTHEN it was decided to hold this

meeting in Yugoslavia, the

Yugoslavia National Council thought

Dubrovnik would be a much more
interesting place than Belgrade, the

Capital, because it is a typical medie-

val city, centuries old, and the old

part of the city is as it has always
been. Belgrade, on the other hand,

is a new modern city since the war.

It was literally destroyed at that

time and has since been practically

rebuilt. It is called the modern con-

crete city of Yugoslavia. Dubrov-
nik, however, does not have enough
hotel accommodations nor transpor-

tation facilities to take care of such a

convention.

Dubrovnik, anciently known as

Ragusa, was founded in the seventh

century. It was one of the smallest

republics that ever existed. It is

located on the beautiful Adriatic Sea
backed by huge mountains. The old

wall is from thirty to forty feet high.

It is intact and surrounds the city in

a circular form from the mountains
on one side to those on the other.

There is a tall tower in the center

of the city which was used anciently

as a "look-out." And on one of the

side walls there is a huge arsenal.

The main street, King Peter Street,

is about as wide as one of our aven-
ues and is about one mile long. The
other streets are all narrower—not
more than eleven feet wide. They
are all paved with stone. The rest

of the place in this city is occupied
by tall dwellings which look like

great tenements all joined together.

Each family owns its own suite of
rooms. Wagons and automobiles
are not allowed in the old city. The
streets are too narrow and the people
are too numerous. The food, mer-
chandise, etc., are hauled about in

hand-carts. They did, however, al-

low Lady Aberdeen's car to drive
down the main street to our meet-
ing places.

You enter in the city through a
beautiful archway. The main build-
ings are the Doge's Palace, which,
it is said, rivals the Doge's Palace
in Venice, the Bishop's Palace, two
old Cathedrals and the Theater. On
every hand are beautiful archways
and sculptured friezes. The theater
resembles very much the old Salt
Lake Theater with its parquet and
three circles, the latter made up en-
tirely of boxes which are all com-
pletely separated and are entered
each by its own respective door. The
boxes each hold six people. The old
market, almost in the center of the
town, is still used and is most inter-
esting. The newer part of the city
is built outside the walls and looks
much like any ordinary city. Most,

of our meetings were held in the old
city, in the Theater and the Town
Hall. The committee meetings were
held in; a modern normal school

building outside the wall.
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Business hours in Dubrovnik are

from 9:00 a. m. to l.:00 p. m. and
from 3 :00 p. m. to 7 :00 p. m. The
banks open for the public promptly

at 4:00 p. m. During the noon re-

cess the people eat luncheon and visit.

In the evening they promenade
through the main street, and you can-

not imagine anything gayer and
more colorful than King Peter Street

at night. It is here that young peo-

ple meet in their Sunday best clothes,

dance, fall in love, etc.

Richard the Lion Hearted was
ship-wrecked near Dubrovnik, 700

years ago on his way home from
the Holy land where he went with

the Crusades, and was rescued by

the people. In gratitude he left

funds to build a church. This year

(August) King Edward VIII visit-

ed the place. He created quite a

sensation and won the hearts of

everybody. The Duke and Duchess
of Kent also visited here this summer
and are planning on building a cha-

teau somewhere near on the sea. It

is said that this coast country will

in time rival the Italian Riviera.

Yugoslavia, like the other Balkan

Countries, is doing everything pos-

sible to attract tourists. The people

are anxious to know the world and

they would like to have the world

know them. They have been brought

up through wars and tribulations

and have been controlled first by one

nation and then another. They are

now anxious to establish their coun-

try on a sound basis and to have the

sympathy and approval of the great

nations of the world.

'"pHERE were only four delegates

from America.

Lady Aberdeen, after thirty-six

years active service as President, re-

tired and was elected as Honorary
President. The new President is

Baroness Pol Boel of Brussells, Bel-

gium.

BARONESS POL BOEL

The meetings covered eleven days

and were long drawn out owing to

the fact that everything done had to

be translated into the three official

languages—English, German, and

French.

'"PHE outstanding meeting, of

course, was the Inaugural Pub-
lic session held in the theater. It

was most interesting and colorful.

The decorations of flowers and flags

lent beauty to the scene. On the

wall at the back of the stage were
two large portraits, one of Queen
Marie and the other of Little King
Peter II. Hanging from the boxes

around the theater were the flags of

all nations which were represented,

with the American flag hanging di-

rectly over the front center of the
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stage. (Our Council, as you know,
is the oldest member of the I. C.)

On its right was the English flag.

(Their Council is the second oldest.)

In the Town Hall our flag also had
first place.

Outside the theater, in front of

the entrance, fifty girls in brilliant

peasant costumes formed an aisle

through which we all passed. They
were animated and gay and their

bright black eyes indicated Slavic

snap and* temperament.
The officers and dignitaries were

seated on the stage. On the front

row were Lady Aberdeen ; Six Vice-
Presidents; the Minister of the In-

terior, representing the Queen; the

Mayor of Dubrovnik ; Madame Pet-
kovitch, the President of the Yugo-
slavia National Council. Behind
them were Secretaries and Treasur-
ers; the Conveners of the Standing
Committee ; Fraternal Delegates

;

and Presidents of affiliated Nation-
al Councils.

* if if * *

The Executive Committee pre-
sented three resolutions providing
for (a) a Jubilee Celebration in

1938; (b) a Jubilee Fund; (c) for
the establishment of a new standing
committee on "Housing."*****
The most intense feeling was

shown in connection with the sub-
ject of Peace; the idea being that

every organization should strive con-
stantly for the continuance and
strengthening of the League of Na-
tions and for the upholding of the

covenants of the League. The U.
S. Delegation took no part in this dis-

cussion nor voting. They certainly

approved of the clause recommend-
ing education for Peace throughout
the world.

Some of the important decisions

as embodied in the resolutions were

:

That the National Councils

(a) Continue to work for the

eradication of slavery;

(b) Write a short history of their

respective organizations and send a

copy to the I. C.

;

(c) Promote Journalism as a ca-

reer for women and especially to

keep the younger generation of wom-
en journalists well informed regard-

ing the progress of the woman's
movement

;

(d) Keep a card index or biblio-

graphy recording National develop-

ment in the woman's movement so

that a complete survey might at any
time be available

;

(e) Work for the equality be-

tween sexes in respect of Nationality

including the right of the spouses

to independent nationality ; also urge

their governments to accord women
the same rights and responsibilities

of citizenship as men

;

(f) Work for (1) the abolition

of child labor, (2) continuance of

part-time education and training for

all young people, after the close of

compulsory attendance, at part-time

school, (3) for the raising of the

school leaving age from 14 to 15 and
even 16, (4) for better education for

world citizenship, (5) for children's

library

;

(g) Urge the respective countries

(1) to place women as well as men
in the administration of Broadcast-

ing and let them take part in the

drawing up of programs, (2) to have
popular information and lectures on
the Woman's movement broadcast-

ing in the respective countries;

(h) Urge women who have the

vote to intensify their efforts before

election in the interest of the best

candidates

;

(i) Continue the work for Equal
Moral Standards among young peo-

ple and for the abolition of prostitu-

tion;

(j) Recommend that women
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workers join trade unions and mixed
professional organizations

;

(k) Make protests against all

measures restricting woman's right

to work, and provide for the needs

for herself and her family by paid

work ; also see to it that married or

unmarried women have the same
rights as men to keep or obtain paid

work

;

(1) Work for prison reform;

(m) Foster an appreciation of

films of artistic merit and pronounc-

ed social and educational value, so

that production of such films shall

be encouraged ; and also do their ut-

most to disseminate information con-

cerning them

;

(n) Work against and condemn
all films tended to bring one country

in contempt in the eyes of the others

;

(o) Considering the growing in-

ter-dependence between the different

parts of the world and the import-

ance of international collaboration

the I. C. W. recommends that the

National Councils promote a better

education for world understanding

and collaboration, by fostering in the

schools a spirit of good-will and
understanding and by reforming,

where necessary, the text books and

the teaching of such subjects as his-

tory, geography and civics

;

(p) By resolution the committee

on Broadcasting and Cinema was
divided into two separate committees.

The following are among the in-

teresting matters brought before the

Council.

Standing Committee on Housing
—Emergency Resolution. It was

proposed "that a Standing Com-
mittee on Housing be set up by the

International Council of Women
in order to study improved methods
of town and rural development plan-

ning, and to encourage higher

standards in matters relative to the

hygiene of housing and the comfort
and well-being of the people in every

condition of life." The Housing
resolution was considered an emer-
gency resolution and was presented

because of the great importance of

the women of the various Councils

supporting the extensive plans for

modern housing for working people,

and for the abolishment of slums,

which are going forward in many
countries. Lady Aberdeen's daugh-
ter, Lady Pentland, was later made
Convener of this Committee.

Committee Meetings : In the final

meetings held by the Standing Com-
mittees a prospective of future work
was discussed. In the Committee
on Trades and Professions it was
suggested that the study for the next

period would be: the effect of un-
employment on the young people

from fourteen to twenty-three ; trade

unions for women ; insurance for in-

tellectual and professional workers
such as nurses etc., in fact a study
of the whole question of social in-

surance.

In the education committee the

questions recommended for study

were: do the schools prepare chil-

dren for citizenship; are children

studying unnecessary subjects ; are

they learning to employ leisure prop-

erly; what can we do to improvp

our rural schools?



On the Trails of the Old Kaibab
By Elsie C. Carroll

CHAPTER VIII

AS the day of the rodeo drew
near, more and more contest-

ants gathered on the Buckskin
mountain. Tents sprang up along

the tree-bordered foothills of Pleas-

ant Valley. Russell ordered extra

supplies. Eating stands were erected

at various points near the roping

corrals. Additional waitresses and
hotel lackies were hired.

Then spectators began to arrive.

Families from towns in northern
Arizona and southern Utah had
come to make the annual rodeo the

occasion for their yearly outings.

They came prepared to stay for sev-

eral days or weeks. Rangers and
road workers drifted in from various

points of the mountain. Sporting

fans from near and far gathered.

There were lively betting and specu-

lations.

Detailed programs of the affair

had been posted for weeks, and each
day new entrants signed up. Besides

the usual contests such as roping,

milking, bronco-busting and so on,

there were to be novelty features

and spectacular exhibitions by ex-

perts barred from the regular con-

tests.

Three events were scheduled for

women, and Steve encouraged Helen
to enter the contest for roping and
tying calves.

The day before the celebration,

cars streamed into the park at all

hours. Others came early the next
morning. By noontime thousands
of people filled the wide flat in front

of the V. T. hotel.

It was all new to Helen. She was
as excited as a child.

(^)N the evening preceding the ro-

dea. Russell staged a special pro-

gram. Entertainers from the Grand
Canyon Lodge and from Bryce Can-
yon came with unique stunts. He
had imported a band and two dance
orchestras, and served free refresh-

ments.

When Helen went into the hall

that evening, she saw Bernice Haw-
ley sitting by Fred Grosbeck. They
were talking earnestly, and, Helen
surmised, about her.

She remembered Bernice's inquiry

about Lon Dean, and her statement

that her father had been looking

for him. Helen had told Steve of

this, but she had not confided to him
her suspicion that Hawley himself

was in some way connected with the

cattle stealing. She was unable to

understand just how this could be,

but her feeling persisted.

Hawley had been absent from the

Park for several days. He'd gone
to Salt Lake City, presumably, for

his wife. But tonight he was back
again without her. Helen couldn't

recall having seen him since that

night he had gone away with the

red-haired stranger.

Seating herself in a corner, she

watched the gathering crowd. Pres-

ently Mrs. Carter came and sat be-

side her.

"Have you heard the latest news
about Tess Morley? They say she's

bought silk shirts for all the contest-

ants. So everybody will get a prize

whether they win or not. And after

the rodeo she's going to have every-

body out to her place—that means
the men of course—for a big bon-fire

party with drinks and sandwiches
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—and," Mrs. Carter leaned nearer

and cupped her hand more closely

about her mouth, "they say she's

having a lot of girls come out—to

help her."

Such gossip was so distasteful that

Helen excused herself on the pretext

that she had promised the waitresses

she would help them make up for

a stunt they were to give on the

program.
As she passed Wood Russell, she

commented upon the crowd.
"Yes," he beamed, "this is the big

time of the year for us. We don't

get so much of the regular tourist

trade as they do at the Lodge, but
this sort of evens things up in a

business way, and it's great fun be-

sides."

As they stood talking, Steve en-

tered. He was handsome in new
boots, trousers, and bright shirt.

Helen tried to imagine how he would
look in evening clothes. He would
be splendid, she thought, with his

striking dark face, and his tall well-

built body; but he wouldn't seem
quite the same as in his picturesque

cowboy costumes. No wonder Ber-
nice was infatuated.

He crossed to her as Russell went
to greet some in-coming guests.

"Have you seen Uncle Billy?" he

asked.

"No. Is he here ? It's ages since

I saw him. Did your thieves de-

clare a moratorium ?"

"Nobody would miss the rodeo for

the sake of a bunch of cattle," Steve

laughed. "Now the calves have dis-

appeared there isn't so much danger,

though some years I have lost

bunches of young steers, and I have
a good bunch there at the ranch all

rounded up. I've left Lon and two
other boys out there, but of course

Wood couldn't get along without

Uncle Billy tonight. I may ride back

after awhile."

"Lon? Is he able to be at work?
What did he tell you?"

"Nothing. He can't remember
what happened before he was sick.

Isn't that irony, when he might be

able to clear up this mess?"
"But won't his memory come

back?"
"Possibly. Doc says it happens

sometimes—with a shock or some-
thing that connects with the accident

that caused the lapse. But it seems
so hopeless. I wish I could forget

the whole darned business."

"There's a great crowd here, isn't

there?" Helen said; "and everyone

seems happy and excited. Doesn't

Bernice Hawley look sweet?"

"Oh, yeah." He was totally in-

different.

"I can't understand why you treat

her as you do. Everyone knows how
wild she is about you. It's too bad
she doesn't spunk up and make you
jealous by flirting with someone else.

If she'd do that, maybe you'd be

falling over yourself to be with her,

like that young flier."

"I wish she'd try it." Steve's

eyes rested on Helen's profile as she

stood watching the scene before

them. She turned and caught a

glance she had never seen in his eyes

before. It sent her own pulses rac-

ing. He quickly shifted his gaze to

a group near the fireplace. Just

then she caught sight of Uncle Billy

and rushed to him.

I
N another moment Wood Russell

mounted the platform and the

program commenced. As the great

crowd in the long room sang "Out
Where the West Begins," and
"When It's Springtime in the Rock-
ies," Helen thrilled with a feeling

that she belonged here ; that these

were her people. She recalled oc-

casions in her childhood when she

had experienced terrible alien sensa-
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tions—feelings of homesickness for

something she had never known. She
used to think it was a longing for her

mother, or for her father who was
not much more than a dream in her
life. But tonight she felt that she

must have been hungering in those

desolate moments for the perfect

satisfaction of this moment.

After the program there was danc-

ing. One orchestra remained in the

hall. The other went to an impro-
vised outside-pavilion.

Uncle Billy drew Helen aside.

"I'm worried about Steve. He's
letting things get him down. I've

never seen the boy so quiet and hard
to get next to. He won't talk things

out like he used to. If I didn't know
him so well, I'd think maybe on top

of everything else he's in love. Last
night I woke up and found him set-

tin' out on the steps gazin' off into

the sky. When a feller can't sleep

after bein' on the go all day, they's

somethin' wrong. I'm glad the ro-

dea has partly taken his mind from
his troubles lately. But if we can't

clear this mystery up pretty soon,

I don't know what's goin' to happen
to him."

HpHE music started and couples

began to dance. Wood Russell

led Helen to the floor and called out,

"This will be a cut-in dance."

Tess Morley, as usual, was the

center of attraction. She was dressed

in a striped sport suit, her dark hair

bound with a band of silk blending

with colors in her dress. Helen
thought she had never seen a more
striking figure. No wonder she was
popular with the men.

Tess started the dance with Ted
Reeves, drunk as usual. He was al-

ways following Tess as closely as she

would allow. Presently Mr. Haw-
ley "cut in" on Reeves. Helen no-

ticed that they left the middle of

the floor and went to a window
where they stood in earnest conver-

sation.

Wood brought her back to Uncle

Billy. He pointed to Hawley and

Tess, then nodded to Bernice who
was watching them, anger and shame
in her eyes.

"Something serious may happen

in that family," Uncle Billy said,

"if Hawley don't quit makin' a

darned fool of hisself. That nice

little girl of his is mortified to death.

She thinks Tess is a bad woman

—

like all the rest of the females around

here does."

Helen was sure that Hawley was
not making love to Tess. Another
link in the chain of her theory began

to form. If only she might know
the subject of that subdued conver-

sation !

When the second dance started,

Helen was confronted by three part-

ners—Steve Heyden, Fred Grosbeck

and Pete Rockwood.

"Thank you all," she said laugh-

ing. "I think I'll dance with Mr.
Rockwood. I want to see when he

and Pegasus will take me for a ride

over the canyon." She saw Fred
and Steve talking for a moment, then

Fred and Bernice began to dance

and Steve disappeared.

He did not come back to the hall.

Helen decided that he must have

returned to the ranch. The party

seemed suddenly dull, and she soon

went to her cabin.

DY ten o'clock the next day the

rodeo was in full swing. One
after another, to the stir of music

and the shouts of the spectators, the

scheduled events were pulled off.

Helen had never witnessed such

swift, sure movements, such cool

daring. Each moment it seemed that

some man must meet his death. The
corrals were a turmoil of plunging
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horses, bellowing cattle, and singing

ropes.

Provision had been made for pos-

sible accidents. A cabin had been
fitted up for an emergency hospital,

and Fred Grosbeck was on the job.

Helen heard comments about acci-

dents of previous years. Two years

ago one rider had been instantly

killed. Every year someone was
hurt.

Tess was busy with her movie
camera. She moved from place to

place about the corrals, accompanied
by her corps of volunteer assistants,

in an effort to get the best views.

A short time after the contest

started. Helen was standing not far

from Mr. Hawley and Bernice when
she saw Hawley walk quickly from
the crowd. Alert as she had come
to be of his movements, she watched
him. Looking back to see if he had
been observed, he moved to a clump
of trees a short distance back of the

hotel. Helen could see two horses,

and she was sure that one was
mounted. Hawley took the other

horse and the two men rode into the

woods. Helen couldn't be sure, but

she felt that the other rider was the

sandy stranger.

Between the various types of con-

test-events, the exhibitions by pro-

fessionals were staged.

Helen did not see Steve until he
rode into the corral to exhibit fancy

roping. How romantic he looked

circling round and round on his

plunging horse, sending the long las-

so whistling through the air with

sure aim to the horns or hoofs of his

victim. Though his maneuvers
brought shouts of applause from the

crowd, she found herself in an agony
of fear lest he would be hurt.

During the contest which followed

Steve's exhibition, one man was hurt.

He was dragged for rods by his

horse and one of his hands was

mangled. The sight of it made Helen
ill.

Finally the roping contest for

women was announced. She had
wished all morning that she hadn't

entered. But now she must go
through with it. There were two
girls besides herself and Tess Mor-
ley. Each was to give a short dem-
onstration of rope manipulation,

then they were to compete in a calf-

tying contest.

They drew for places. Helen drew
second, and Tess fourth. The girl

who preceded Helen did only fairly

well with her rope exercises, but she

was warmly cheered by the crowd.

Helen felt smothered and almost

faint as she rode into the corral.

How grotesque this would all seem
to Aunt Nettie, to George, and to

everyone she had known until two
months ago ! It seemed she was no
longer Helen Latimer. She was
Sammy Huntsman, a child of these

mountains. That thought cleared

her mind. She sat erect and steady,

waiting. Then came the signal.

She was performing for her fa-

ther whose blood surged in her veins.

She was performing for Steve Hey-
den who was somewhere out there

in that surrounding throng watching

her. One after another she went
through the intricate manipulations

he had taught her. As she rode back

to the gates, she caught sight of him
standing by the judges' platform,

shouting his approval with the crowd.

Though the applause for her and

for the other girls had been satis-

fying, when Tess rode into the en-

closure, there was a wild clamor.

Before she was through, however,

Helen found herself cheering with

the rest. The movements of the

others had been true, but mechan-

ical. Tess' every motion was grace

and poetry. She swung one coil

after another as if it were play.
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Helen watched Steve and saw the

admiration in his eyes. No wonder

!

They were kindred artists. When
Tess finished, with the other men
in the crowd, Steve threw his hat

into the air and shouted.

And why shouldn't he? Helen
tried to fix her mind on "the roping

contest which was now to begin.

Calves were turned into the corral,

and at the sound of a pistol shot

the four women rode in at opposite

gates and each picked from the wild

melee a bellowing victim. The horses

plunged and reared. Helen threw
her rope at one calf and missed. She
wheeled and threw again. The in-

stant her rope sailed through the air,

she saw another coil coming toward

the same calf. With chagrin she

realized that she and Tess had lassoed

the same animal. The pistol shot

was heard as the two women leaped

to the ground and ran to the victim

to loosen their ropes. For a moment
their eyes met above the struggling

calf. Helen read anger and hate

in the other's black eyes. She shud-

dered. The thought flashed to her

that this woman believed she had

come to the mountain as a rival. . . .

Burning with humiliation at the

unfinished thought, Helen rode from
the corral.

The judges wanted the two to

contest again, but they both refused.

{To be continued)

The Greater Death
By Miranda Snow Walton

(Awarded Third Prize in the Eliza Roxey Snow Poetry Contest)

There is a greater death than that which comes
When God extinguishes life's sacred flame,

For Faith can light that path, and show to man
The peerless palaces from whence he came.

It is when vision's gone, and courage dead

;

It is while human hearts are chained with hate,

When love no longer whispers "Hope," to pain,

That death despairs, and grief is desolate.

When the soul sees no to-morrow, then it knows
A night of gloom for which there is no dawn

;

Oh, weary world, could you but learn this truth,

—

Death is not death unless Faith, too, is gone.



Little Moments of Eternity

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM ?

By Leila Marler Hoggan

PATTERNS

Take Time To Plan

"As we journey through life

Let us live by the way."—Moore.

O 1|UT of the vast stretches of eter-

nity the Master has given to

each of his children a little span of
time to be spent here in the earth

life before voyaging into the land
of Life Everlasting.

Since that long ago day, when the

parents of the race groped their way
out of Eden into a world filled with
necessary tasks and requirements,
man has spent a measure of his time
providing himself with the necessi-

ties of life. By the work of his brain
and his hand he has shortened his

hours of labor and lengthened his

moments of leisure.

These little moments of eternity

that we flaunt so carelessly, have
cost the race long years of patient

toil and earnest study. Knowing
this, should we not treasure them
more gratefully and use them more
discreetly ?

"Character," said Elbert Hubbard,
"is the result of two things—mental

attitude and the way we spend out

time."

Each small portion of time is a

little part of eternity. The only

way to save it is to use it so as to

make a permanent mark on our

souls for good. So spent, it is not

lost.

The hour of beginning again is

at hand. Last year's accounts are

closed. The slate is washed clean,

ready for the new record. What
are we going to write into it ? How
are we going to spend the leisure

hours of this year? Let us resolve

to accomplish some of our long cher-

ished hopes.

Why not make our program a mat-

ter of thoughtful planning and earn-

est prayer? The use to which we
put our little leisure moments will

determine our eternal progress.

Surely this is a matter of sufficient

importance to demand careful con-

sideration.

Every great event in the universe

was planned before it was accom-
plished. Careless, haphazard effort

usually ends in futility. Any worth-
while service that is performed re-

quires a recipe, a pattern, a blueprint,

or a design. A charted course leads'

to a definite destination.

Out of the crosses and losses of

long experience, patterns of life are

evolved. After much trial and error,

a plan that will work is discovered.

DATTERNS are the answers to

difficult problems. They are the

salvage carried from life's battle-

field, the heart of materialized

dreams. Patterns save time and

energy. They forestall worry. They
bring expected results. Why should

we not profit by the wisdom of the

long struggles of humanity?

The person with clearly defined

objectives and a set purpose is not

easily lured into the wobbly by-

paths that branch off from the course

of achievement. He does not loiter

in surroundings that detract from his

well being. His high purpose chal-

lenges all interference.

"I hear a voice you do not hear

That bids me not to stay.

I see a hand you do not see

That beckons me away."—Selected.
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/^\UT of years of wisdom come the

brief bits of philosophy that

shape our destiny. No need to grope

among the dim half-truths and vague

theories of men, nor to follow blur-

red ideals that lead only to disap-

pointed hopes. Under divine inspi-

ration great men have lighted their

lanterns and hung them high that

those coming after, by following the

gleam, may reach the Harbor of

Truth.

From Mt. Sinai Moses thundered

forth the Ten Commandments. Af-
ter these many years, they still stand

as the foundation of law. In the

Golden Rule the Master gave the

most perfect behavior pattern—

a

single sentence, consisting of but

eleven simple words. And yet for

nineteen hundred years it has stood

as the peak of good conduct.

The fundamental truths of the

Gospel are forever the same. Can
we not pattern life in harmony with

these simple truths?

V\7"E can not go back through the

years and undo the past. Af-

ter life's tapestry is completed we
can not weave in a design to our

heart's liking. Wasted hours can

never be recalled. ''Vanished yes-

terdays are the tyrants of to-mor-

row."

In making our pattern for the

year's guidance let it be brief and
simple and clear cut. Let it bear a

definite relationship to our eternal

progress and be an answer to the in-

most desires of our heart. What
may we do that will enrich and en-

large our lives, and add to our eter-

nal development and joy: that will

reach out into the lives of others to

bless and encourage and uplift?

Let us write into our program that

which will bring to us and to others

"life more abundant."



A Manger and a Barn
By Eva Willes Wangsgard

MRS. BROWN was singing

as she took the cookies from
the oven. It was a long time

since she had felt so happy. For
the first time in weeks she was
free from worry over how her fam-
ily would be sheltered during the

winter. They had always lived from
hand to mouth and now her husband
had been out of work for some time.

It had always taken every cent Mr.
Brown could possibly make for the

necessities of life, for the Browns
had six children and the parents were
now just twenty-eight years old. Re-
sponsibilities had descended upon
these two young things with such

weight that they were all but sub-

merged.

When they had had just twenty
dollars left to face the winter her
husband had asked, "Shall we take

this last twenty dollars and pay for

one more month's rent? Maybe
something will show up in a month."
A sudden thought had occurred

to Mrs. Brown ; "No," she answered.
"You know that old barn that fa-

ther moved up by the foothills for

housing his cattle when he brought
them to town to sell ? Well, he lined

it with bricks and divided it into

rooms so that he could stop there

himself sometimes and save hotel

bills while he was in the city. He
even plastered some of the rooms.
We could go up there, clean it out,

and use that twenty dollars to make
the necessary repairs. Then we
would be sure of a house of some
sort as long as living like this is

necessary."

They walked up to look the pros-

pects over that evening. The old

barn looked so ugly and impossible

that Mr. Brown exclaimed, "We
can't live here

!"

"We not only can, but we will,"

said Mrs. Brown and so they had.

They were sure of shelter and
warmth for the winter and Mrs.
Brown was almost bappy. The "al-

most" was because Peggy, their little

ten year old daughter was so miser-

able. Naturally Peggy was a cheer-

ful, happy child. She had blond
hair that curled in tight little ring-

lets all over her head and her eyes

were as blue as violets in the spring

woods, but ever since she entered

the new school she had been un-
happy. The rings under her eyes

were almost as violet as her eyes and
rested like rainclouds on her pale

face.

While her mother baked cookies

and smiled, Peggy was walking home
from school with two girls from her
class, Evelyn Higganbotham and
Mary Lee. Evelyn was talking ani-

matedly to Mary Lee in a tone and
manner that effectively shut Peggy
out as though it were beneath her

station to have Peggy even listen.

Evelyn's hair was a rich chestnut

brown and waved in precise little

waves that were nearly as proud and
just as rigid as Evelyn's attitude.

It was quite plain that her life had
been patterned in the same regular

little ridges down which a child

should walk, safe and sure.

"I shall ask mother as soon as I

get home what story she thinks

would be best for the contest. Then
I shall begin right away to study it.

I am sure I can win again, and moth-
er will be so proud of me." Evelyn
tossed her head in assurance. She
was a good student and had won
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many contests such as this re-told

Christmas story contest which the
teacher had announced that after-

noon.

"I should like to enter, too," ven-
tured Peggy. "O, what we could do
with ten dollars! That's a grand
prize. How I would work and if I

won mother could get some of us
some shoes

!"

Evelyn punched Mary and gig-
gled, "O, go lay an egg. You ought
to be able to do that better than
telling stories since you live in a
barn. Why don't you ask the hens
to teach you how?" Then she gig-
gled again.

Peggy, crimson-faced, hurried
ahead and burst into the kitchen.

At sight of her mother's face free
from worry she suddenly stopped
and then ducked into the bedroom.
When she felt better she came out.
Her mother noticed that something
was wrong but she, too, decided on
silence.

y^FTER supper the children of the
neighborhood gathered to play

"run, sheep, run" and "red apples"
in the hollow. Peggy ran with the
rest of them. The disagreeable
events of the afternoon were but
faint shadows in the background of
this happy play. All went well un-
til Evelyn was caught and had to be
"it." She was trained to win and
could not stand defeat. She sulked
and would not play.

While it is true that children have
an instinctive sense of fair play it

is equally true that they have just as
strong a mob spirit and can be con-
verted into the most brutal little

savages when under able leadership.
Evelyn was a born leader and soon
had the group around her ready to
follow her whims. Suddenly, she
jumped upon a rock and crowed as
realistically as a cock. The children

picked up the new game quickly.
Someone mooed like a cow, another
brayed, some bleated like sheep, and
some cackled and quacked. Peggy
enjoyed the antics of the children
until the significance of what they
were doing dawned on her. Then
she rushed off home blinded by tears
and followed by the gang of barn-
yard mimics shouting singly and in

unison their chosen barnyard calls.

CHE rushed into the house and
drooped on her knees beside her

mother who held her baby brother all

fragrant and pink from his evening
bath and looking like a bunny in his
fuzzy white gown. Peggy was too
heartbroken to notice the baby and
sobbed hysterically. Gently her
mother moved her aside while she
rose and tucked the baby into his
warm bed ; then, returning, she gath-
ered her into her sympathetic arms.
Pitifully Peggy sobbed out her grief.
Every word cut Mrs. Brown like a
scythe. Conquering her own voice
she undressed Peggy and talked
quietly to her all the while. Then she
tucked her into bed and lay beside
her until the little body began to
respond to her love and sympathy.
Finally she asked, "Can you listen
to a story now, Peggy dear?"

Peggy nodded her head and Mrs.
Brown began

:

"Once long ago, in a far away
land, a great and good people had
been conquered by a powerful na-
tion. Their conquerors were the
Romans who collected taxes from
their captives as all nations do. One
day, the governor of the land sent
out an edict that each person in this
land of Judea should gather at once
in the town of his birth that a census
might be taken and all names regis-
tered so that an accurate record could
be made and kept and the proper
taxes levied and collected.
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"Now there were, in the city of

Jerusalem, a man and his new wife

who like many of their fellow coun-

trymen had wandered far from the

city of their birth and therefore

faced a long journey. They were

poor and could travel only by donkey

and they must travel many miles to

the city of David, known as Beth-

lehem.

"They traveled slowly and arrived

late at night. So many travelers

had arrived ahead of time and the

town was so little used to such

crowds that the young couple could

find no house to shelter them and

no room in the inn, as they were

already overcrowded. Finally, one

innkeeper offered to let them spend

the night in his stable. Many ani-

mals and numerous travelers were

bedded there, but the young husband

was glad for any place that offered

his wife shelter and a resting place

for she was not well. He made her

as comfortable as he could in a man-
ger and prepared for the night him-

self.

"Now there were in the same
country," recited Peggy's mother,

"shepherds abiding in the fields

watching over their flocks by night

:

"When lo, an angel of the Lord
came upon them and the glory of

the Lord shone round about them

and they were sore afraid.

"But the angel said unto them,

'Fear not, for behold, I bring you

good tidings of great joy,

" 'For unto you is born this day

in the City of David a saviour which

is Christ, the Lord,
" 'And this shall be a sign unto

you, ye shall find the babe wrapped

in swaddling clothes lying in a man-

ger.'

"And suddenly, there were with

the angel a multitude of the heavenly

host praising God and singing,

" 'Glory to God in the highest and

on earth peace, good will toward

men.'

"And they came with haste and

found Mary and Joseph and the

babe lying in a manger."

"So, Peggy dear, if the King of

Kings was born in a manger we can

certainly live in a barn and also be

thankful for its shelter as they were

that night. He was a shepherd of

men, when he grew up, and loved

the sheep and all animals of the

field. He loved little children. His

chief mission was to teach people

the virtues of a plain and humble

life. Your little playmates just

haven't learned His lessons very well

yet. That is all." Her gentle voice

stopped as she listened for Peggy's

sobs. They also had ceased and with

a long sigh Peggy fell asleep. Her
mother lay quietly beside her for

a moment fearing to waken her and

then silently left the room.

*T\URING the following weeks

Peggy was especially quiet and

studious. She did her little house-

hold tasks in such a preoccupied

way that her mother's patience was

taxed to the breaking point, but Mrs.

Brown sensed that her daughter was

working out her own problems and

left her to solve them in her own
way, since in that way they were

most likely to be permanently

solved.

Peggy spent much time by herself

apparently thinking and often Mrs.

Brown thought she saw her lips

move as she washed dishes or swept

the floor. She had entered the re-

told story contest at school and it

was that which took so much of

her energy and attention, but she

had not told anyone for she did not

want to reveal the subject of her

story.
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\XTHEN the great day arrived,

the contest was held in the

school auditorium and the large hall

was crowded with parents and visi-

tors. The contestants drew numbers
for position and Peggy's was num-
ber five. She was sorry about that

for she knew that she would be too

nervous to hear the other children's

stories and she wanted to, very

much.
Mary had drawn the coveted first

place and Jack Hoyt, second. Eve-
lyn was third and was cross about
it. Another boy came between Eve-
lyn and Peggy, who was last of

all.

The children were well prepared
and teachers and parents radiated

pride as each well-trained child stood

before the large audience and told

the Christmas story of his or her
choice. Evelyn did especially well.

She was a beautiful girl, tastefully

dressed, and a brilliant student. She
had a pleasant voice, poise, and clear

enunciation. All through her care-

fully chosen and well-prepared story,

Mrs. Higganbotham beamed with

pride. Everybody was sure that the

prize was again hers. They scarcely

had ears for the story told by the

little boy who followed her.

Then came Peggy's turn. The
faces swam before her eyes. She

caught a fleeting glimpse of Evelyn's
face in the front row and then her
clearing vision caught her mother's
face and the great audience sank
away until to her they were no long-

er there. She saw herself weeping
at her mother's knee. Before she

was quite aware of it, herself, her

story was well begun, just as she
had said it over and over so many
times as she washed dishes or walk-
ed to and from school.

She told them the story that I

am telling you, only she told it so

much better than I can because it

was a page of life torn from Peggy's
own heart. The great audience sat

very still. They were listening

against their volition as once, not

so long ago, an audience was won
over by a guachy country lawyer

in the Virginia assembly and went
away converted to his views.

Bravely on to the end the little

heart poured out its message of hu-

mility and love until every eye was
moist and handkerchiefs hid every

face and the prize was undoubtedly
won. Those who heard her declare

that the light of heaven shone from
her eyes and made a halo of the

fringe of golden curls about her face,

while the angels' "Peace on earth,"

sang in her voice.

It is not a normal condition when a nation such as America must bow
under the disgrace of a set of circumstances in which one-fifth of our

most deadly outlaws, our murderers, our machine-gunning desperadoes,

are little beyond childhood. It becomes incumbent upon all of us, there-

fore, to recognize and admit the causes for such scandalous conditions,

and, reaching beyond, to search for the means by which they may be

remedied.

—John Edgar Hoover.



The Seventh Writers' Conference in

the Rocky Mountains
By Blanche Kendall McKey

SYLVIA CHATFIED BATES,
leader of the short story work-
shop group at the recent Writ-

ers' Conference held in Boulder,

Colorado, made the statement that

nothing better can happen to a be-

ginning writer than the formation

of a friendship with an editor. Any-
one who stops to think about this

assertion, no matter how inexperi-

enced in writing he may be, can see

immediately the advantages of such

an association. A writer necessar-

ily views the world from the pro-

duction viewpoint ; his mind is busy

with problems of creation. Asso-

ciation with an editor shows him
the other side of the fence—reveals

the broad, keen, analytical angle

from which the publisher not only

appraises a piece of writing but also

considers, as comprehensively as pos-

sible, the whole reading public. Peo-

ple—life—that is the subject-matter

of writers
;
people—life—is the sub-

ject-matter of editors—but the for-

mer attempts to reflect people, while

the latter strains to feed them. Sin-

gular as it may appear to many
people, it was this presentation of the

viewpoint of the editor, the publish-

er (perhaps given unconsciously),

that rendered me the greatest service

of the Writers' Conference.

W/"E scribblers of the Rocky

Mountain region are an iso-

lated group of workers. Geograph-

ically we are too far removed from

the large centers to make personal

contacts with men and women of

vital influence in the writing field. In

addition, in Utah and Idaho, we

have created a type of writing of

our own, one with many limitations,

and no matter how deeply the writer

may revere the standards and beliefs

that have fostered this type, as an
artist he feels a certain amount of

restriction. Isolation and limitation

are rather poor food for a sensitive,

creative spirit, and are likely to breed

a feeling of hopelessness, even of

artistic desolation. For while it is

true that every great piece of art

comes from the sacred, mysterious

depths of the artist's being, it is

equally true that the artist is not

likely to find his own depths with-

out the inspiration, the aid of his

fellows. It is in hope of reaching

someone who may have felt my own
bewilderment that this article is

written.

ETRST, may I present a few de-

tails ? The Writers' Conference in

the Rocky Mountains is sponsored

late in the summer of each year by
the University of Colorado at Boul-

der. The Conference lasts three

weeks. Anyone keenly interested in

writing may apply for entrance. This

summer there were one hundred and
twenty-nine enrolled members com-
ing from more than thirty states.

The registration fee has been fifty

dollars. A manuscript bureau is con-

ducted through which a writer may
rceeive expert criticism and advice

concerning his work. A few manu-
scripts yearly are selected to be taken

to New York with a view to pub-

lication. If you are interested, a

request sent to Dr. Edward Davison,

Director Writers' Conference, Boul-
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der, Colorado, will bring you during

the winter bulletins concerning next

year's meet.

MOW for some generalities. First

let me give you the attitude of

the promoters of the Conference to-

ward teaching creative writing.

From every indication the promoters

and leaders unanimously agree that

the writer must teach himself how
to write his stories, poems, plays,

and other creative forms, but that

certain technicalities and suggestions

can be given him by sympathetic

more experienced writers. The
noted novelist, T. S. Stribling, was
very emphatic along this line, hold-

ing that the basic point of a novel

is that it must be done the writer's

own way, but that certain funda-

mental things and "Don'ts" can be

given him as aids. Another gener-

ality was the hopeful, extremely op-

timistic spirit exhibited toward the

Western writer. To quote Mr.
Stribling: "I predict that the West
will be the next great, important

source and place of American liter-

ature, because the West approaches
the South in writability and reson-

ance." Fulton Oursler, novelist,

playwright, and editor of twelve Mc-
Fadden magazines, feels that the

West is an amazing source of fiction

and that "writers have not scratched

the surface as yet. Like New York,
one can't write a novel about the

West ; it is the subject for a library."

An amusing generality held by near-

ly all the leaders is that as a rule the

over-crowded writing field yields lit-

tle money. The serial is the most
lucrative form of fiction and next to

it comes the short story. Poetry
is the poorest paid medium. In-

deed, the majority of writers must
seek other means of support in or-

der to be able to write. The general

attitude of the Conference leaders

toward literary agents is interesting

:

A young- or beginning writer does
not need an agent. If he studies

the various publications he can do
as well for himself as an agent can.

However, when he has advanced far

enough to be, to a degree at least, in

demand and to be facing the problem
of contract-signing, a reliable agent
will be a great ally. Writers do not
need to seek agents ; by the time
their aid is needed the agents will

be seeking the writers.

jDERHAPS you are wondering
how this Conference operated.

The work was presented through
public lectures in the Little Theatre
of the campus, through round table

conferences, and by means of five

workshop groups meeting at differ-

ent hours during the day : Poetry, led
by Edward Davison; the Short
Story, led by Sylvia Chatfield Bates

;

the Novel, led by T. S. Stribling;
Playwriting, led by Carl Glick ; and
Miscellaneous Prose, led by Robert
Penn Warren.

Let me give a brief account of
these five enthusiastic leaders, all

outstanding figures in the fields they
represent.

£DWARD DAVISON, for four

years a member of the Confer-
ence staff and this year the Director
of the Conference, is at present Pro-
fessor of English Literature at the
University of Colorado. He was one
of the original group of the Saturday
Reviewers and for two years edited
the Wits' Weekly page of the Sat-
urday Review of Literature. The
Guggenheim Foundation awarded
him a Fellowship in creative writing
in 1930. He has contributed to nu-
merous periodicals in England as
well as in America. His chief vol-

umes of prose and verse are Har-
vest of Youth, The Heart's Un-
reason, and The Ninth Witch. A
native of England and known all
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over the United States as a lecturer,

Dr. Davison possesses a dynamic,

sympathetic personality which draws
people to him. He holds that poetry

is not something written in a book

;

it is much greater, more significant

than that, being a quality in human
experience. When all our being

—

mental, physical, spiritual—is alive

we are experiencing poetry. When
the experience brings spiritual in-

sight and we have the power to ex-

press what we feel and comprehend,

we become poets. So poetry as ex-

perience belongs to all people; and

out of the universal springs the par-

ticular. "Great poetry can be read

at any time and in any age," said

Dr. Davison ; "and poetry, at its very

greatest, is always intelligible."

A/TISS SYLVIA CHATFIELD
'"*" Bates is the author of six pub-

lished novels, the most recent of

which is / Have Touched the Earth.

For six years the Fiction Editor of

The Woman's Home Companion,

she wrote serials and short stories

for the Companion, Scribners, and

other national magazines. For the

past ten years Miss Bates has been

in charge of the Fiction and Short

Story Workshop at New York Uni-

versity. This remarkable teacher

feels that a writer must be first a

person. The qualities of a real ar-

tist she gives as being : integrity, sin-

cerity, spontaneity, innocence of

eyes, integration of the soul. By the

latter is meant a person's ability to

pull himself together, to draw the

various conflicts of his being into a

unity which is strong. "The artist

is emotional, childlike. He observes

stern loyalty to truth. If the artist

is a writer he has a feeling for words.

They thrill him—both through mean-

ing and sound. Then he must have

the ability to transmute emotions

through these symbols. The unpub-

lished genius is the rarest thing on
earth." Miss Bates is strong for the

plotted story, feeling that all people

like a pattern, perhaps because life

is so patternless and incomplete. In

art we strive to make a whole.

T. S. Stribling is the author of

thirteen published novels, including

his trilogy, The Forge, The Store,

The Unfinished Cathedral. For The
Store he was awarded the Pulitzer

Prize in 1933. His most recent

novel, The Sound Wagon, was pub-
lished this year. At one time Mr.
Stribling practiced law. During the

past year he has been instructor in

novel writing at Columbia Univer-

sity. In associating with Mr. Strib-

ling perhaps one appreciates most
his kind, delightful sense of humor.

In speaking of the theme of his

trilogy, Mr. Stribling holds that

catching glimpses of eternity are im-

practical as writing material in our

mechanical world. "Our social, tech-

nological, and moral set-up makes
a social religion, rather than a spirit-

ual religion, necessary. We cannot

be distracted nor take time to con-

ceive what disembodiment would be

like. Our physical, mental, and

moral energies are set on making
social religion a going concern. We
cannot get our hands nor our brains

on the intangible. Such is the spirit

of the times, against which neither

you nor I dare struggle with a hope

of success."

In discussing his political novel,

The Quiet Behind the Sound Wagon,
Mr. Stribling expressed himself as

favoring the establishment of a po-

litical school in each State, the school

to be free from politics. Cadets

would be appointed in much the

same way as they are chosen for

Annapolis. He believes that gradu-

ates of the political college would

inevitably form a code as honorable
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as that of the man from Annapolis
or West Point.

£ARL GLICK, successful play-

wright, critic, and writer of short

stories depicting Chinese life in

America, holds the record of having
built the first city-owned, city-built

Little Theatre in the United States,

which is in San Antonio and was
opened in 1930. Of the Little The-
atre movement he says: "The most
amazing thing in the history of the

theatre is happening in America to-

day and is found in the Little The-
atre movement, which has taken this

most democratic art of all and has
given it back into the hands of the

people. We all love spoken drama
so much that we are going out to

get it. We are producing our own
plays all over the United States in

more than two thousand Little The-
atres. Don't go to Broadway ! Stay
home ! Write and produce plays in

your own city, for there you will find

the theatre of tomorrow."

Mr. Glick, before devoting his en-

tire time to writing, was a member
of the English faculty of the Uni-
versity of Colorado. Speaking from
the viewpoint of the social worker
and the creative artist, he praised
the Federal theatres all over the

country, expressing appreciation to

the Government for promoting this

altruistic movement.

ROBERT PENN WARREN,
poet, critic, and editor of the

Southern Review, teaches creative

writing at Louisiana State Univer-
sity. Although a young man barely
out of his twenties. Mr. Warren
last spring was awarded the Hough-
ton Mifflin Literary Fellowship out
of eight hundred and thirty-six ap-
plicants. He is the author of a vol-

ume of poems and a biography of

John Brown. In speaking of poetry

and our machine age he said : "Pos-

sibly the entire purpose and func-

tion of the poet today may be to

save us from a super-scientific world.

What time is going to say about
modern poetry I can only conjecture

;

but it does satisfy something which
the world H. G. Wells depicts in

The World to Come does not."

UOW inadequate this brief sum-
mary is ! And yet we must hur-

ry on. In addition to these five

workshop leaders some fifteen or
twenty speakers and author-advis-
ers participated in the work of the
various groups. There is not time to

present them here, but I wish to

refer to a few. C. E. Scoggins is

an author familiar to readers of
The Saturday Evening Post, for
which magazine he writes exclusive-
ly. In a discussion concerning truth
in fiction Mr. Scoggins said: "A
truth depends upon a person's back-
ground. What is true to one is false

to another. In fiction we try to give
an impression of truth to the kind
of audience our readers are. We
attempt to transfer to the reader's

mind the impression which life has
given us. Fiction is the stripping
of truth and the adding of over-
tones." Martha Foley has endeared
herself to hundreds of beginning
writers. She and her husband, Whit
Burnett, in 1930 established Story,
a magazine which makes its selec-

tion on the merit of the material
submitted, not on the reputation of
the author. Miss Foley, herself a
recognized writer as well as editor,

said : "The most significant develop-
ment in the short story is the growth
of social consciousness. There has
been social awareness before our
time, but our period is differentiated

in that the writings are definitely

on the side of the people. The short

story is not only an art form, but it

is a part of the life of a people. Its
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vitality and importance are being felt

all over America and in Europe."

Lenora Mattingly Weber, author of

three Western juvenile books and

many short stories, came to the Con-

ference to talk about juvenile tales

but was way-laid by questions con-

cerning the confession story. Mrs.

Weber contended that sex stories, as

a confession type, are no longer in

demand. She herself has won one

one-thousand dollar prize, two five-

hundred dollar prizes, and three two-

hundred-and-fifty dollar prizes and

not one of her stories was based up-

on sex. Her formula for a success-

ful confession story is : "Let them
do wrong for twelve pages and then

repent for twelve pages. The great-

er the mistake the deeper the re-

pentance, and so the stronger the

story." Mrs. Weber sent regularly

to The Ladies' Home Journal for

eleven years before she had an ac-

ceptance. Fulton Oursler, editor of

twelve McFadden publications and

the author of Behold This Dreamer,

The World's Delight, Joshua Todd,

The Spider, and other novels and

plays, gave the writers encourage-

ment in several ways. He offered

substantial prizes for fiction ; his own
sympathetic personality and under-

standing viewpoint inspired confi-

dence ; his message to beginning

writers was optimistic. His fare-

well words were: "I think I know
of no courage greater than that of

a writer who keeps trying again and

again, meeting failure after failure

—the writer who goes back to his

task though beaten at the time, who
tries to put joy and entertainment

into his writing though working with

a broken heart, the man who will

not stop until he has reached the

top."

TT is very hard indeed to know
where to stop—these writers are

so interesting and have such inspir-

ing messages ! I cannot close with-

out mentioning two others ; it would
be a pity to overlook their contribu-

tions. Although it was Robert Penn
Warren who told us that we know
there is a God because such things

as poetry exist, and other speakers'

words were graced by inner light, it

was perhaps J. McBride Dabbs who
lent the greatest spirituality to the

Conference. There is no time here

to develop his philosophy ; let me
quote him briefly: "I am convinced

that our modern industrial life is

adverse to the religious life of today.

My general belief is that religious

values are extremely weak in our

churches. Consequently the average

person thinks he does not have re-

ligious values. In my opinion they

exist, scattered here and there

through life. I believe man needs

to be aware of these moments which
are religious and cherish them. Re-
ligion is not a matter of Sundays,

but of a series of moments. Yet the

working man cannot live a signifi-

cant religious life moment to mo-
ment because of our industrial life.

Unfortunately, the man exists for

the machine, not the machine for the

man. Man has been made an auto-

maton by the very complexity of

life. If we hope to make improve-

ment, we must realize that material

products of industry are not as im-

portant as human values." Mr.
Dabbs' new book, The Religion of
a Countryman, will be released by
the publishers very soon.

A BOOK of strong appeal, espe-

cially to us children of pioneers,

is The Westward Star, which was
reviewed by the author, Frank Er-

nest Hill. It is a novel in verse de-

picting life on the plains in 1847.

Although the Mormon pioneers are

given just a page or two, and the
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company in question settle in Cali-

fornia, we who are spiritually

tied to desert tales thrill with this

story, told in charmingly simple

words. In concluding Mr. Hill re-

veals the mind of one of his chief

characters.

"Dreamers of kingless kingdoms!

—

Now they have seized the land

From shore to farthest shore.

But, Sarah thought, the land had
seized them too,

Taking it to them more and more
Through the slow years with tight-

ening hand."

Perhaps you know a personal

story of someone who changed him-
self in conquering a wilderness and
helping to build an empire.

'
I

VHE spirit of the Conference was
not all work and no play. There

were social events, one of which
will long remain in the memory of

all participants. One calm evening

the Chamber of Commerce enter-

tained the Colorado Authors' League
and the staff and members of the

Writers' Conference at a beef steak

fry on the top of Flagstaff Moun-
tain, which towers above Boulder a

thousand or two feet. On the very

edge of the mountain the CCC boys

have built of rock and stone a cir-

cular amphitheatre with a small stage

at one side and a round enclosure

for a bonfire in the center. An im-

mense red moon arose before the

light of the sunset had died out. The
fire of pine logs blazed high. Breath
of living pines mixed with the scent

of the burning. Below were the arcs

of Boulder ; far-off the lights of

Denver ; above were many stars.

T KNOW that I should draw con-

clusions. Let me merely say that

I feel as a stranger does when he

installs a telephone. He will not

use the instrument very much ; he

has few friends to call him. But
he has established possible contact.

Nor is that contact merely physical.

There is a spiritual essence that

comes from feeling with people,

from catching the vision of great

minds, an essence that lifts and
makes one feel that, although he is

very small in the writing world, he

has a place somewhere—that, be-

cause he has much to give by way
of emotion, he is really a part of

what we vaguely call "artistic Amer-
ica."

An Ideal Method for Studying the

New Testament
By Adena W . Swenson

{Presented in the Relief Society Conference of the Manila Ward,
Timpanogos Stake)

A Demonstration

Scene:—Any living room. Mother
seated at small table reading Bible

and R. S. magazine.

Characters :—Mother and three chil-

dren, Grace, Jane and Mark.

(Enter the three children.)

Grace—What book are you reading,

mother ?

Mother—This is the Bible, dear. I

am getting my Relief Society les-
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son. This year the Theology les-

sons are about the Life of the

Savior, which is found in the New
Testament.

Jane—Grandmother told me last

Sunday that when she was a little

girl like me, before she joined our
church, she learned a verse from
the Bible every day and she re-

members a lot of them now.

Mark—Yes, and she said her father

used to read a verse from the Bible

every morning before they had
prayer. He said if they started the

day out by thinking of the Lord
they would feel happier all the day.

Grace—I wish I could learn a verse

from the Bible. Read us some
Mother.

Mother—Alright, come sit close be-

side me and you can help me pre-

pare my lesson for tomorrow.
This lesson is about the sermon on
the Mount. People who spend
lots of time studying Literature

say some of the most beautiful

verses in the world are found in

this sermon. You children may
read a few verses and we will dis-

cuss it together. When we find

some verse that we especially like,

we will memorize that one.

You know when Jesus lived in

Galilee He spent much of His
time walking from one village to

another. As He walked He talked

to His apostles and the people who
followed him. One day the crowd
was so large that He wanted to

stand on higher ground so they

could all hear Him better. So
they went to a mountain, of course

not as high as our mountains,

where Jesus gave such a wonder-
ful sermon that even today we call

it the "Sermon on the Mount."
Everyone should be able to repeat

some of this lovely sermon. Jane,

turn to the 5th chapter of St.

Matthew and read from the 7th

to the 9th verses.

Jane— {reads) — 7th—Blessed are

the merciful for they shall obtain

mercy.

8th—Blessed are the pure in

heart for they shall see God.
9th—Blessed are the peace

makers for they shall be called the

children of God.
Grace—What is a peacemaker?

Mother—This morning when the

twins were quarreling over the red

ball, Mark said, "Lets take the ball

outside where we can all play with

it." Soon you were all laughing

and playing and Mark was a

peacemaker. Now Mark you may
read this.

Mark— {reads Matthew 5 : 11-12.)

11—Blessed are ye, when men
shall revile you, and persecute you,

and shall say all manner of evil

against you falsely, for my sake.

12—Rejoice and be exceeding

glad ; for great is your reward in

heaven ; for so persecuted they the

prophets which were before you.

Mother—The prophet Joseph Smith
was arrested many, many times

but was never found guilty once.

He rejoiced that he was worthy to

be persecuted for Christ's sake.

Jane you read Matthew the 16th.

Jane— {reads)

Let your light so shine before

men, that they may see your good
works, and glorify your Father

which is in Heaven.

I have heard our returned mis-

sionaries say that if all the Saints

at home would pay their tithing,

keep the Sabbath day holy and at-

tend to their religious duties

"Their light would shine" so that

it would be easier to convert the

people of the world to our religion.

Mark—Let's learn that verse, then

when we do wrong we will remem-
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ber it and try to make our 'light

shine' brighter. Lets say it all to-

gether.

Altogether—"Let your light so shine

before men, that they may see your
good Works and glorify your Fa-
ther which is in Heaven."

Mother—It was in this 'Sermon on

the Mount' that Jesus taught the

people how to pray. He doesn't

want us to use too many words
but to mean what we say. You
children all know the Lord's Pray-

er. Let us repeat it together. {All

repeat the prayer together. At the

end of the prayer a knock is heard

at the door. Grace goes to the

door. Enter two Relief Society

teachers. Shake hands and the

mother invites them to be seated.)

First Teacher—Sister Brown we are

so glad to see you and your chil-

dren looking so well today. Since

you have your Bible and Relief

Society magazine handy, we will

proceed at once with the Teacher's

Topic.

Mother—The children and I have
been studying the Relief Society

lesson. We enjoy studying about

the Savior.

First Teacher—I am so thrilled that

the Teacher's Topics this year are

the parables of the Savior. They
are so interesting and I hope we
can learn something in each one of

them that we can use in making
our lives better. The parable to-

day is The Sower. (She tells the

story of the Sower. Matt. 13 :3-9

;

19-23.)

Mother—That explains lots of

things that have puzzled me. I

have often wondered why we don't

live our religion more fully when
we hear it taught so often.

Second Teacher—I think the Gener-
al Board of the Relief Society was
certainly inspired this year when
they chose the theology lesson, the

teacher's topic and the reading

project all from the New Testa-

ment. I wasn't satisfied with the

results of the project last year

from the Old Testament, neither

my own, nor my district's accom-
plishments.

Mother—The Old Testament seem-
ed so hard to read.

Second Teacher—The New Testa-

ment is easier and shorter to read.

I suggest that we start from the

first of the book and when we find

something especially interesting

we mark it until some of the chil-

dren can read it out aloud. I have
chosen a verse and printed a copy
for each home in my district to

hang on the wall. If we see it

often, perhaps we can memorize
a verse or two each month. (Moth-
er takes the verse. Matt. 6:33.)

Mother—Thank you. We will hang
it here children where we can see

it. Who will learn it first ? (reads

aloud) Matt. 6:33. "But seek ye

first the kingdom of God and his

righteousness ; and all these things

shall be added unto you." If we
take advantage of these things that

the Relief Society has outlined for

us, we will be like Grandmother,
with Bible verses in our Memory
Garden that we can recall when we
are lonely or discouraged.

Since we have heard that beau-
tiful story of The Sower, lets sing

a verse of that Sunday School
song, "We Are Sowing, Daily

Sowing." (Chorister leads the

audience in singing with the char-

acters. )

(The End)



Gifts
By Vera Hinckley Mayhew

JUST ten more days until Christ-

mas ! The children sang the

words joyously, the newspapers
printed them blatantly and Alice

whispered them feverishly as she

rushed from store to store. Ten
days in which to do the work of ten

weeks. It had seemed impossible to

get at her shopping earlier. First Bob
had had the "flu," then she had taken

it and been in bed three weeks. She
was hardly strong yet but Christmas

preparations must be started.

She glanced from her wrist watch

to the list she carried. It was almost

noon and so very few of the things

on the list had been checked off as

done. Everything had gone wrong
this year. The stocks were so small

and poor that it was hard to make
a selection. Things had already been

picked over and the clerks were dead

on their feet. She had handled

things she didn't like, bought things

she didn't want until she was sick of

the whole Christmas business.

11JER feelings were reflected on

the faces of other shoppers.

Such a clutching, grabbing mob. She
had the feeling that if Christ were
here today he would be as disgusted

with this mad throng as he had been

with the money changers of old. But
perhaps there never had been a

Christ ! Certainly his teachings were
little enough followed today. The
celebration of his birthday had de-

scended to a greedy exchange of

gifts. Gifts? No it could hardly

be called that. A gift was something

given freely from the heart. Some
thing that took with it a bit of the

soul of the giver. These other things

she had been buying today were not

gifts, they were presents to others

who gave presents to her. The gifts

she looked at longingly and passed

by. These she couldn't afford: the

gladstone bag for Bob, an adorable

little silk dress for Amy's Beth, a

snuggly quilted robe for Sue, who
had always been her best loved

friend and for whom life was so

pitifully hard just now.
It was especially too bad about the

bag. It seemed a shame that the

man who struggled so hard and
turned every cent he earned over to

his family should always have to

smile cheerfully on Christmas morn-
ing and say thanks for shirts and
socks, never could have any of the

small luxuries that he would love.

She bought the shirts and ties with
a sigh and passed on to a considera-

tion of things for the children.

Would the doll bed be too babyish

for Molly? Molly was eight this

month and whenever Alice thought

of her a tiny spasm of fear clutched

her heart. They had had such a time

bringing the child to these eight

years. This morning she had had
a slight cold and Alice had thought

it would be better to postpone her

shopping trip. But the time was so

terribly short that she had given

careful instructions to her mother's

helper and left home with a heavy
heart.

HPHE winter dark had descended

before Alice was through and
could climb into her car and drive

wearily home. She felt frozen

through, yet strangely soiled and
sticky. Outside all day the wind had
been bitter, penetrating the fur of

her coat as if it had been sheerest

muslin. Inside the stores had been

warm enough but the odors of cafe-

teria food and hurrying humanity
had made her faintly sick.
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When she finally opened the door
of her own home everything was so

quiet that she felt instinctively that

something must be wrong. She
called out before she saw any one,

"How's everything?"

"Fine," the mother's helper an-

swered. "Molly has slept nearly all

day and the rest are playing in the

basement."

"Slept?" Alice cried in a high un-

natural voice. "Oh, that isn't so

good. She wouldn't sleep unless her

temperature were rather high."

Alice dropped her bundles, hat,

coat, purse, gloves without regard

to where they landed on the way to

Molly's room. The child's forehead

was hot to her lips as she murmured.
"Mother wil' just slip into some-
thing easier to work in and give you
a nice cool sponge. You'll feel bet-

ter."

After the bath and a light supper

of fruit and toast the child seemed
better and Alice was free to turn her

attention to the rest of the family.

When the last one was settled and
she lay at last on her own bed she

thought she had never been so tired.

But it was long before she could

sleep. Her mind was a jumble of

thoughts. The many things she had
yet to do before Christmas, the inap-

propriateness of some of the things

she had bought today, and constantly

recurring the little demon of worry
over Molly.

A T last she dozed, only to be wak-

ened almost at once by the sound
of coughing, dry, hard coughing that

sounded as if it had no bottom and
accomplished nothing. With icy

fingers she groped for slippers and
robe and stumbled into Molly's

room. The child's head was clammy
damp, but her hands were dry and
hot. In panic Alice called to Bob
and hurried to the phone to summon

the doctor. But the doctor was out

on an all night case. They worked
alone through the interminable night.

At times it seemed as if the child

were better, but they never could

be sure. Alice thought with a shud-

der of the terrible winter when Mol-
ly had had pneumonia.

TX^HEN the doctor finally arrived

Tom had had to leave for the

office and Alice without his calm
sureness was a victim of her fears

and imaginings. She could hardly

move her legs, so weak they felt,

to let the doctor in and take him
back to Molly's room. The examina-
tion seemed endless. When he finally

raised his head and said, "We had
better get her into the hospital right

away," it seemed to Alice that her

life had been an eternity of waiting

for those fearful words. She felt

her heart turn into ice and slowly

congeal her body. She just could

force her stiffened lips to form the

dread word, "pneumonia?"

At the sound of her strange voice

the doctor looked full at her face

and said gently, "Not yet. Don't
worry. She isn't so bad, only it is

better to fight this type with oxygen
from the beginning."

He had said, "not yet" but he had
said "this type" and Alice knew too

deep for any words to affect the

knowledge that it was pneumonia,
that the child was sicker than she
had ever been. It was better to be
sure. She knew now what she had
to face. Her voice was steady as

she said, "I'll call Bob. Will you
arrange for a room for us ?"

Bob was home sooner than she
had believed possible. As he placed
the little blanket-wrapped form in

her arms in the car she could scarcely

restrain the desire to press the little

one against her throbbing heart and
cry out, "You can't leave us, oh, you
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mustn't." But the little girl with
trusting eight year old eyes looked
into the mother's face and said, "Will
I be home for Chrsitmas?"
"Of course, dear," Alice answered

with a smile that was almost more
than she could manage.

Christmas! Of what significance

was Christmas ? Oh, yes, it was sup-

posed to be the birthday of the

Savior of the world. For what had
he saved it? For little ones to be
torn from the arms of their mothers ?

For thousands to go hungry and
shivering? A sorry place it was.
Alice had always had a trusting

child-like faith but the events of the

past few years had made some pretty

deep dents in her religious armor.
Now she wondered if there were a

God why his people showed so few
of the attributes of divinity.

"You won't leave me, Mama?"
Molly asked with a note of pain in

her baby voice.

"No, I won't leave you, dear."

The child closed her eyes but the

mother cried out within herself.

"But what if you leave us? Oh, my
darling, I had rather bear you a

thousand times than lose you like

this." How she hated to put the

child in a hospital, cold, unfeeling, an
institution.

'"PHAT first day was one long

nightmare of half-hour periods.

A half-hour under the oxygen tent,

a half-hour of hot packs. To Alice,

watching the little girl so still and
blue, it seemed as if all her life had
been lived in this hospital room
watching for the pink to creep into

Molly's fingers and lips under the

blessed tent watching the dread blue

return in such a few seconds when
it was taken away.

U*ROM somewhere she gathered

strength to go through that day
and endless other days. She moved

as a woman in a dream. Nurses
came and encouraged her to drink

hot, strengthening liquids. Office

attendants summoned her to the

phone over and over that she might

assure Bob, who must keep working,

that everything was just the same.

On the second morning when she

came into the hospital she noticed

that the nurse on duty was familiar.

Her own little sister.

"Why, Florence, how did you
know?"

"Mother called me and I came,"

the girl answered simply.

"But you were on your honey-

moon? What about Charles?" Alice

asked.

"He told me to come. Often the

difference between some one the

child knows and trusts and a stranger

is enough to make all the difference."

"How can I ever tell you how
grateful I am?" Alice asked while

the tears streamed down her face.

"No need. I'm not doing any-

thing I don't want to do."

For the first time a feeling of

gratitude entered Alice's heart. She
began to notice others and to sense,

at least partly, the part they were
playing in the drama of her life. As
she entered the hospital so early

every morning the attendants

stopped to ask her how the child

was. Relatives of other patients

knocked softly on the door and made
kindly inquiries.

C\N the fifth day the doctor said,

"You can stay tonight" and she

knew the crisis was near. She sat

by the child's bed weary in every

bone and almost too numb to think.

Late in the evening the superintend-

ent himself wheeled in an operating

cart. "It isn't awfully comfortable,"

he said, "but it is better than sitting

up all night." Bob helped her on to

the cart, covered her gently and held
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her hand as together they watched

while the fever shot up, the child

became delirious and the rapid

breathing more and more uneven.

Two nurses worked madly and at

last when the watchers felt they

could bear it no longer the child re-

sumed a more normal breathing and
the doctor said, "I believe she'll

make it."

TN the next few days Alice . came
to know more of the workings of

a hospital. It was a little city in

itself. A city of pain and sorrow
and death. But a city of love and
kindness and sacrifice. Every day
people did things for her that were
far outside the bounds of duty and
she in turn felt the desire to extend
comfort and help. All these, Molly's
neighbors, had a place in her
thoughts and prayers. She came to

know the special nurses and each
morning was anxious to hear of the

progress of their patients. There
was one little nurse that interested

her greatly. Stevens, the other girls

called her. She was nursing the

pneumonia in 208 who was the moth-
er of five children. "No one thinks

she'll live but her husband and me,"
the girl told Alice. "I know she

will and I'm not going to give up or

rest till she goes home, if I only

weigh eighty pounds."

TT was four days, three days, two

days until Christmas. Alice's

preparations were forgotten. She

got a few simple gifts for Molly to

have for her nurses on Christmas

morning and she helped with the

tree being planned for the children

in the ward. She was so busy and

so thankful for Molly's improvement

that she forgot to resent it that the

child would not be home for Christ-

mas or to worry that her own Christ-

mas preparations would not be

made."
Christmas Eve she stayed all night

at the hospital to watch the even

breathing of her child and just be

thankful. She must have dozed in

her chair for she was wakened by

the sound of music.

"Glory to God, Glory to God,
Glory to God in the highest.

Peace on earth good will to men
Peace on earth good will to men."

Alice looked toward the bed

where Molly stirred slightly and

murmured, "The music is pretty,

Mamma."
"Pretty!" Alice thought. "It is

divine. An expression of the spirit

of the Master. 'Inasmuch as ye

have done it unto one of these the

least of mine. . .
.' !" Once again

the music came.

"On earth peace, good will to

A T home her table would be piled

with presents. But here in the

hospital she had found gifts. Gifts

of the spirit. Purified by suffering

she was able to see the spirit of the

Master reflected in his children. She
began to count her gifts and the

givers. The little sister who gave

her honeymoon so willingly and
the young husband who would not

have it otherwise. The nurses who
gave attention far above their price.

The visitors who brought cheer to

an overburdened heart.

Suddenly she understood the rpirit

of Chrsitmas. It did not belong to

one season only. Life was full of

gifts. Here in a hospital room she

had found the spirit of Christ and

she knew that where his spirit was
in such abundance was the sweet

assurance of the existence of God,
who looks after little children and
bestows upon all his gift9.



Notes from the Field
Julia A. F. Lund—General Secretary
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Hollywood and Pasadena Stakes

OLLYWOOD and Pasadena

Stakes, though the division was
made earlier, worked together until

the conclusion of the Relief Society

year in June, 1936. The accompany-
ing pictures are examples of the joint

efforts of these two splendid Stakes.

The one is of a pageant, which

graphically explained the educational

work of the Relief Society, and the

following picture is a beautiful dis-

play of the handicraft work. These
two pictures speak for themselves,

and tell most completely of the skill,

ingenuity and artistry of these fine

Relief Society workers. With the

opening of the latter part of the

year's work, their efforts will be di-

rected into their respective Stakes,

and we certainly expect much from
them.

Rigby Stake

TOURING the present Fall one oi

the veteran Relief Society

Presidents was released, and a most
beautiful testimonial was given in

her honor. For eighteen years Sister

Lettie E. Call has given devoted

service to the Relief Society cause,

and has been the President of the

Rigby Stake for more than twelve

years. Her co-workers and the

people of the community which she

has served so long and so well,

joined in the lovely event, which

took place in the Stake Tabernacle

in Rigby. Tributes from the peo-

ple of the Stake, including the

Priesthood, were in rich abundance.

The Relief Society Stake Board
presented Sister Call with a beautiful

wrist watch. The General Board of

Relief Society regretted very much

PAGEANT, HOLLYWOOD AND PASADENA STAKES
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not being able to have a personal

representative in attendance, but

they sent their expressions of the

high regard in which Sister Call

is held. They are deeply grateful

for the fine cooperation always ex-

perienced from her in her work.

Sister Call retires with the love and
best wishes of all who knew her,

for many happy useful years yet to

come.

Mount Ogden Stake

A NOTHER Relief Society sister

who has won great distinction

for her leadership and fine service is

Sister Almira C. Rich. For nearly

a quarter of a century. Sister Rich
has been identified with the Relief

Society work in the Mount Ogden
Stake, and the effect of her leader-

ship has been in evidence in every

field. In October of this year the

Relief Society organizations of her
Stake joined in giving a most beau-

tiful testimonial in recognition of

her fine services. This was held in

the Twelfth Ward Chapel in Ogden,
and each Ward of the Stake assumed
responsibility for the fine event. A
program of excellent music by the

Singing Mothers, and expressions of

appreciation for Sister Rich from
ber co-workers, offered a very pleas-

O 1

ant afternoon's entertainment. This

happy event was concluded by a so-

cial hour in which all participated.

Lost River Stake

|N August 21st, the annual flower

show of the Lost River Stake

was held at Darlington. According

to the press report, all previous

shows, which have been representa-

tive of the best the valley could pro-

duce, were eclipsed by this year's

display. The beauty, variety and ar-

rangement of the flowers was partic-

ularly artistic. A record number of

people attended the program, and
afterwards inspected the handwork
of the sisters of the Stake. This

Stake also records the work of one

of its Visiting Teachers, who is a

convert to the Church, and for the

past nine years has never missed
visiting her district. If her com-
panion is unable to go she does not

fail to make the call.

Deseret Stake

'"PHE following is an account of

the manner in which the Maga-
zine Drive was so successfully con-

ducted. The Magazine Agent in

the Delta Second Ward cooperated

with the Relief Society officers in

serving a hot dinner, which sold for
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PAGEANT, JEROME WARD

25c per plate. The materials used

for the dinner were donated by the

members. The proceeds from the

sale of the food was divided equally

among all who helped, and this was
found to amount to 80c per person.

The money was given to each in-

dividual with the understanding that

she subscribe to the Relief Society

Magazine. This, together with the

house to house visit by the Agent,

proved to be a very successful meth-

od of securing the desired results.

Blaine Stake

'""PHE above is a picture of a most

beautiful pageant which was
presented by the Jerome Ward Re-
lief Society. It furnished the pro-

gram for the Ward Conference and

was given under the able direction

of Viola Redford, Ward Chorister.

This pageant of "The Gate Beauti-

ful," is most expressive of the aims

and hopes of the Relief Society

women in their educational program.

Bear River Stake

'TpHE Bear River Stake decided to

try out the plan of holding dis-

trict conferences during the Sum-
mer months. The object was to

bring closer contact between the

Ward Officers and Members. There

were five of these district confer-

ences in which every Ward partici-

pated. The first was held July 28,

1936. The Presidency from each

Ward was invited to attend, and at

the close of the program a social

hour was spent and light refresh-

ments served. It proved to be a most

successful means of bringing about

the desired result, and drawing

closer the bonds of love and harmony

between Stake and Ward workers.

The program of the conventions con-

sisted of fine music, addresses of

welcome by the presidents, and in-

spirational talks on the subject of

"Growth Through Service."
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TOURING the coming year it is

hoped that the Stakes will re-

port their fine activities to the Gen-
eral Office. Be assured that the

material will be used just as soon as

possible. There are two issues of

the Relief Society Magazine where
it is impossible to include the

"Notes" and these are the May and
November issues, when all available

space is required for a report of the

General Relief Society Conferences.

The office wishes to thank the Stakes

for their fine co-operation in writing

up interesting events. The material

is used just as nearly as possible in

the order in which it is received at

the office.

Literary Department

Abraham Lincoln. As you go to

meeting, go over carefully what you
know about Abraham Lincoln. As
you walk home consider what you
have added to your store of knowl-
edge. Make note of all the stories

of home life you come across. What
qualities did Lincoln show in smooth-
ing difficulties in his home ? pp. 272-

276. In studying Abraham Lincoln
mothers will have a delightful op-
portunity of getting close to their

children and in having a common in-

terest. They should tell their chil-

dren what they learn about Lincoln
and have them in turn try to find

out all they can to tell about this

great President. A Lincoln scrap-

book would be most valuable for the

children in the home.

Many of the chapters from the
Carl Sandberg book on Lincoln
might be cut for excellent readings
which would be most suitable for
programs on the 17th of March.
Some suggestions follow : The Boy

Baby Arrives—chapter 4, beginning
at the fourth paragraph on page 9,

and ending at the middle of page 10.

(short but well written.) The death
of Nancy Hanks Lincoln. Page 23-

25, Chapter 11. Keepsakes and
Verse of Lincoln, Chapter 63, page
197-206. Many other portions of
the book could be used, as the stories

told and the style of writing are both
exceptionally good.

There is a wealth of idealism and
worthy purpose indicated in the

study of the life of Abraham Lin-
coln. He was eager for reforms in

our social and political life. "The
foundations of American society

were laid by men Who endured
economic want and physical hard-
ships that they might gain access to

opportunities few in number and in-

considerable in importance as com-
pared with those which today lie

close at hand for all of us." With
these thoughts in mind select music
for the lessons which will rekindle
love of country and our Flag— a
symbol of Liberty. "America,"
"America the Beautiful," "The Flag
Without a Stain," and many other
patriotic songs could be used to good
effect. "Your Mission" was one of
President Lincoln's favorite songs.
The words are found in "Heart
Throbs." If you can do no better,

let it be a "musical reading."

One of the most beautiful poems
that has been written is "O Captain

!

My Captain," by Walt Whitman.
Perhaps no contemporary of Lin-
coln had a keener appreciation for

the great man of the hour, than he.

This poem breathes so much of our
Western land. "My Captain," is a

most picturesque comparison of the

great War President whose steady
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hand guided the ship of state through
the troubled waters of civil war, and
brought it safely into port. Whit-
man refuses to accept the acclaim of

joy that all may feel, for to him only

the sorrow is in evidence. Nothing
could more graphically describe this

than the poem—read it

!

1. Consider impressions of Lin-

coln's personality which you gather

from reading his letters.

2. Sketch a word picture of his

early years.

3. In this connection, tell an In-

dian story.

4. Tell of Nancy Hanks.
5. Explain "The wilderness is

careless."

6. What does this suggest, "Si-

lence found him ; he met silence."

Page 30.

7. From page 39 show how,
"Other elements, invisible, yet per-

manent, traced their lines in the

tissues of his head and heart."

8. Discuss, "Books lighted lamps

in the dark rooms of his gloomy
hours."

9. Was Lincoln temperate ?

10. What can you tell of Ann Rut-
ledge ?

11. Explain Lincoln as a "Learn-
er always."

12. Name the five traits people

spoke of in connection with Lin-

coln.

13. In Lincoln's letters note the

clear, concise, original way he ex-

presses himself.

14. Tell of a "Curious marriage
offer." Chapter 46.

15. Describe Mary Todd. Chap-
ter 51.

16. Tell about Lincoln's marriage.

Chapter 58.

17. Read one of Lincoln's rhymes.

Do you like it? Why?
18. Tell one of Lincoln's "yarns."

19. Give a quotation from Lin-

coln—one you like.

20. What do you think of the style

of Sandberg's Abraham Lincoln?

President Robison Returns

f^\N December 16th President Rob-

ison returned from attending a

convention of the National Council

of Women help in New York City

December 1-4 and visits to points of

interest in the Eastern States Mis-

sion. She reports that the Council

Convention was unusually interest-

ing this year. A forum held in con-

nection with the Convention based on
the theme "A Forecast For Better

Living" stressed the part in life

played by women in the home.
After the Convention she accom-

panied President Don B. Colton of

the Eastern States Mission to a

branch conference at Cambridge,
Massachusetts. She spent a short

time with her son Rulon Y. Robison

and his family in Boston and then

visited the Habit Clinic For Child

Guidance. She accompanied Presi-

dent Colton, his wife, and President

John H Taylor of the First Council

of Seventy to Washington, D. C,
where they attended the first confer-

ence of the Eastern States Mission

to be held in that city. She found

the missionaries and members there

are doing an exceptionally fine piece

of work. Their spirit is beautiful

and their allegiance to the Church is

steadfast.

In our February Magazine Presi-

dent Robison will make a detailed re-

port of her visit.
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ELIZA ROXY SNOW MEMORIAL POEM CONTEST

A GAIN the prize poem committee

for the General Board of Relief

Society is happy to announce the

winners in the annual contest.

A slight change will be noted this

year in the contest rules, three poems
are selected for prizes and no honor-

able mention, instead of two prize

poems and three honorable mention.

The first prize was awarded to

Veneta L. Nielson of Logan, Utah
for "Plains' Cradle Song. Second
prize was to Vesta Pierce Crawford
of Salt Lake City, Utah for "Blos-

somed Tree, and third prize to Mi-
randa Snow Walton of Evanston,
Wyoming for "The Greater Death."
The judges this year were Pro-

fessor Harrison R. Merrill of the B.

Y. University, Mrs. Blanche Thomas
McKey, poet, and teacher, and Mrs.

Lalene H. Hart, member of Relief

Society General Board.

96 poems were submitted, most of

them excellent, rendering 'the selec-

tion rather difficult.

The committee congratulates the

successful authors, and thanks all

who entered the contest, hoping they

will continue their interest in this

project for the encouragement of

women writers.

The committee also expresses ap-
preciation to the judges for their

assistance and helpfulness.

Annie Wells Cannon,
Juila A. F. Lund,
Rosannah C. Irvine,

Lotta Paul Baxter,

Mary C. Kimball,

Poem Contest Committee

-*zrf!Z§»&»

GREETING CARD CONTEST

'TPHE General Board compliments

the stakes that participated in

the Greeting Card Contest as outlined

in the July, 1936, Relief Society

Magazine.

We extend our hearty congratu-
lations to the following prize win-
ners, who will each receive a copy
of Handicrafts for Every Woman.
Block Print, Mt. Ogden Stake

Mrs. E. H. Slade, 573 27th Street.

Ogden, Utah.
Linoleum Block Cut, Union Stake

Miss Effie Hughey, Le Grande,
Oregon.

Stencil, Western States Mission

Belva Fluckiger, 517 West 22 St.,

Cheyenne, Wyo.
Wax Crayon, Juarez Stake

Mrs. Margaret B. Cluff, Colonia
Pacheco, Mexico.

Spatter Paint, California Mission
Mrs. H. K. Carmen, 504 Riverside

Drive, Susanville, California.

Special Prize, R. S. Greeting Card,
Sevier Stake
Mrs. Ruth S. Peterson, 80 East

First So., Richfield, Utah.
Water Color, Wasatch Stake

Fontella C. Woolstenholm, Heber.
Wasatch Co., Utah.

We extend our appreciation to

Wasatch Stake for entering the

largest number of cards in the con-

test.



HAPPENINGS
By Annie Wells Cannon

^~PHERE would be no past regrets

if each day one lived as though
it were the beginning of a New Year.

QOUNTESS WALDECK, Hun-
garian journalist and traveller

discusses in an illuminating lecture

"Women Under Dictatorship," how
women under Hitler and Mussolini

lived under their restricted freedom
and comments what significance the

position of these women may have
in the future of all women.

A NTACIO CARMARGO, of

New Mexico, 118 years old, has

lived under four flags—Spanish,

Mexican, Texas-Republic and Unit-

ed States. She is happy to live as

long as she can work.

XTAZIMOVA, Russian tragedi-

enne has returned to the legiti-

mate drama and her favorite role

—

Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler." On the

opening night in New York she had
38 curtain calls.

I
NA CLAIRE, blonde vivacious

actress, during a starring per-

formance of "End of Summer" in

Chicago, was told that she had been

awarded a gold medal for good dic-

tion by the American Academy of

Arts and Letters. After the per-

formance she was officially notified

by Dr. William Lyons Phelps.

ERNESTINE SCHUMANN-
HEINK is mourned the world

over. Few women have been so re-

nowned and so beolved. Her rich

contralto voice thrilled in Grand
Opera in the great capitals of Europe
and America, cheered soldiers in

army camps and sufferers in hos-

pitals. Her motherly heart embraced
all mankind in love.

TZ-ATHERINE CORNELL, in

Maxwell Anderson's new drama,
"The Wingless Victory" is making
her usual success.

J_[ATTIE CARAWAY of Arkan-

sas is the only woman in the

United States Senate this year, and
there are five women in the House
of Representatives, while in Brazil

where suffrage has maintained only

two years there are two women in

Congress, ten women Mayors, eight

women Consuls and women Secre-

taries of Labor, Education and Pub-
lic Health.

A/TRS. REVA BECK BOSONE is

the first woman judge to serve

in Salt Lake City.

JUDGE FLORENCE ALLEN, of

J Ohio, in holding Ohio's minimum
wage law affecting 42,000 women
and minors constitutional, declared

the United States supreme court did

not criticize the minimum wage law

but the method of setting up wage
scales.

MARGARET FLINT'S book,

"The Old Ashburn Place," won
the $10,000 novel prize this last year

and there are other charming novels

by women well worth reading.

A/TRS. KATHERINE KENT
iV1 THURSTON, of Utah, is the

recipient of a $60 prize for a poem—"At Her Wedding." This poem
will be included in an anthology of

heretofore unpublished poems. Mrs.

Thurston is a widow and the mother

of 10 children.

LJAZEL HILL GREENWOOD,
so deeply mourned by all her

associates, gave unsparingly her tal-

ents and her service in the work of

humanity.
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Editorial

Health

T-JEALTH is a priceless boon.

People today realize more than

ever before that a great deal of ill-

ness results from not adhering more
strictly to the laws of health. Sins

of omission and commission in this

field are manifold. Especially is it

vital that children's health should be

safeguarded. There was a time

when parents deliberately exposed

their children to disease, their theory

being that if contracted while young
the cases would be light and that

they would be immune when older

when the attacks would be more
severe. This fallacy has been strong-

ly advised against by physicians.

Mothers are urged to guard their

little ones against these children's

diseases, as it is affirmed the longer

they can go without contracting them
the better.

Some mothers are very careless

and needlessly expose their chil-

dren's playmates by not keeping their

own children home when coming
down with the disease, while others

are careless in observing quarantine

regulations. Many children have
died and some have suffered perma-
nent injury through some mother
taking her sick child where others

have contracted the disease. Being
sorry or saying "I didn't think" will

not atone.

Physicians and research laborator-

ies are doing everything they can
to cut down sickness, and remark-
able success is being attained in some
lines. Some diseases have been large-

ly controlled. In others no progress

has been made, and some illnesses are

on the increase.

The Utah State Planning Board
issued in April, 1936, a valuable

book entitled Health Conditions and
Facilities of Utah. It is pointed out
that in the Beehive State, teeth de-

fects top the list of physical defects

among children. We are glad our
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organizations in many places are co-

operating with parents in removing
this defect.

While in Utah smallpox has been
the lowest in its history during the

past year, this disease may be elimi-

nated if universal vaccination is re-

sorted to. The book also states that,

"No child in Utah need have diph-

theria. This goal could be realized

by the immunization of all children

between the ages of six months and
two years." Here again our organi-

zations have aided in making many
children immune.

There were more cases of scarlet

fever in Utah in 1935 than for the

combined total of the previous seven

years, and the death rate was higher

than any year since 1911. Physicians

are inclined to believe that the mild-

ness of the cases is the primary fac-

tor in causing the rise of morbidity

rates. So often these mild cases are

not detected, properly diagnosed, and
children are either careless or mali-

ciously permitted to go to school or

to mingle with other children.

Every few years the death rate

from measles and whooping cough
reaches an exceptionally high peak
in Utah. There is a great need for

mothers to be educated, so that they

will isolate their infants during peri-

ods when whooping cough is preva-

lent.

"Acquired heart disease is most
frequently due to improper habits

of living and to infections, particu-

larly those of the rheumatic group.
Other diseases often leave heart

trouble in their wake."

While we do not have similar re-

ports from other states where our
people reside we feel sure the con-

ditions are relatively the same and we
urge our members to do all in their

power to prevent the spread of dis-

ease. We also hope that our organi-

zations will do as much as their

funds will permit in aiding parents

who are financially unable to minister

to their children's health needs.

Happy New Year

HPO our many readers we extend

heartiest wishes for a happy,

prosperous New Year filled with

good deeds and worth while accom-
plishments. This is a wonderful time

in which ot live. So many changes

arrest attention and the future doubt-

less will bring undreamed of won-
ders.

The Church is marching forward.

New wards and stakes are being or-

ganized, new buildings erected, beau-

tiful monuments dedicated and a

great Security Program is being

launched that is challenging the at-

tention of the world. The members
of the Church are showing renewed
interest as seen in the increased pay-

ment of tithes and offerings and in

their more faithful adherence to all

the Gospel requirements.

We congratulate our stakes on the

excellence of the conventions that

have just been completed. The gen-

eral preparation and the topics given

have been better than ever before.

Reports reach us from all parts of

the Church that the lesson work is

being carried forward better this

year than ever in our history. Our
women have accomplished herculean

tasks in their great desire to aid the

Security Program.
With deep gratitude we acknowl-

edge this faithful work and pray that

our Father will make our officers and
members adequate for whatever
tasks await them in the future.



Lesson Department
(For First Week in March)

Theology and Testimony

Lesson 6

Christ the Champion of Woman

Helpful References

Matthew 5:27-32; 15:21-28; 19:3-

12; 22:23-33; 26:6-13.

Mark 10:2-12; 14:3-9; 16:1-10.

Luke 7:36-50; 8:43-48; 10:38-42;

20 :45-47.

John 4:5-42; 8:3-11; 11:1-45; 12:

1-8 ;19:25-27; 20:11-18.

Smith: The Way To Perfection,

chapters 34, 35.

Talmage : Jesus the Christ, pp. 473-

475 ; 484 ; 432-434.

Rail: The Teachings of Jesus, pp.
103, 104.

Findlay: The Realism of Jesus,

chapter 8.

Silver: Religion and a Changing
World, chapter 8.

1. Woman and Her Place as a

Human Soul.

In this lesson we shall observe how
the Christ handled the second of the

five basic principles underlying the

law of Moses. It deals fundamen-
tally, as did the principle considered
in the last lesson, with the sacred

nature of human personality. The
Savior deals particularly with wom-
an and her place, first of all, as a

human soul. We shall not confine

ourselves only to a consideration of

Matthew 5 :27-32, but shall let other

Gospel references shed as much light

as possible on the subject.

2. Christ the Great Champion and
Ennobler of Womankind.

Dr. Joseph Klausner, famous au-
thority on Hebrew literature, said in

his book, Jesus of Nazareth, "The
crucial test of a nation's civilization

at any specified epoch, is the position

of its women." The good Doctor
holds, too, that the position of wom-
en among the Jews at the time of
Christ was a "tolerably high" one.

Some scholars deny this. Whatever
the facts may be, certain it is that the

Savior is regarded as the great cham-
pion and ennobler of womankind.
The late Elder James E. Talmage
remarks in his book, Jesus the Christ,

"The world's greatest champion of
women and womanhood is Jesus the
Christ." In Matthew 5:27-32 we
find the Christ's discussion of the
second basic principle of the law of
Moses. He points out that to "look
upon" a woman with lustful desire is

to do her a great wrong, for it is

nothing more or less than a degrada-
tion of her personal worth. She is

not "first of all a woman, but a hu-
man soul." As a certain writer here
points out, "the primary reality is

always humanity and the common
human relation to the common Fa-
ther." The Savior directs our at-

tention to the fact that to be domi-
nated by animal passion, however
natural it may seem, not only de-
grades the object of the passion, but
also constitutes treason to the soul of
man. At any cost man must con-
quer his impulses. Better is it to lose

a member of the body than to have
the whole body "cast into hell." Our
Lord then points out the sacred char-
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acter of the marriage tie and by im-

plication the importance of whole-

some home life. He makes allusion

to divorce as handled by the law of

Moses and recorded in Deuteronomy
24:1. His pronouncement respect-

ing divorce is to us clear and unmis-

takable. Only in the case of unfaith-

fulness may a wife be divorced. In

another connection the Christ reiter-

ated and extended this doctrine.

When certain Pharisees came to him
with questionable motives and ask-

ed? "Is it lawful for a man to put

away his wife for every cause?"

—

He answered them clearly that in the

beginning it was not so. God had
intended man and woman by mar-
riage to be one flesh. "What there-

fore God hath joined together, let

not man put asunder." Furthermore,

He points out that Moses suffered

men to put away their wives only

"bepause of the hardness of your

hearts." It is clear He means in this

instance, as in others, that the law

of Moses had an end and the higher

law was to operate. The Savior saw
with clear eyes the necessity of pro-

tecting women in the most important

of all social relations. And if men
would receive it, they also are bene-

fited beyond measure ! The pro-

nouncements of the Christ on this

vital topic have evoked a veritable

deluge of literature. The complex

nature of our modern life has per-

haps made it harder for men to re-

ceive the teaching respecting divorce

in our age than it was at the time of

Christ.

Some tell us that a new order of

society is in the making, that event-

ually marriage and the home as con-

ceived in a conservative past, are

doomed to disappear. Judging from

statistics on crime and divorce daily

presented in newspapers and period-

icals, one is sometimes tempted to

believe such is the case. However,

there occasionally arises a clear voice

facing the facts and having optimism
for the future. Abba Hillel Silver,

in his book, Religion in a Changing
World, says, "To form a judgment
of the average American home based
solely on the numerous instances of

impermanence and infidelity which
obtrude themselves upon our atten-

tion or are chronicled in the public

press, is altogether unwarranted.

The millions of American homes are

still sound. Love and fidelity and
the spirit of self-sacrifice have not

yet entirely vanished from the dwell-

ing places of our people and around
millions of firesides the sanctities of

life still hover. There are still vast

reserves of spiritual and moral
strength in the American home and
one need not anticipate its early

liquidation. . . . On the other hand,

it would be the sheerest folly to as-

sume that all is well with the Ameri-
can home. All is not well with the

American home. The American
home is in ferment. It is passing

through the preliminary stages of a

new adjustment made necessary by
the new conditions of life, and like

all adjustments, it is attended by
pain, suffering, and tragedy. The
American home is being attacked by
new social, economic, and intellectual

forces, and it has not yet perfected

the strategy with which to meet the

new conditions." While admitting

certain changes are always necessary

to meet new circumstances even in

the home, the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints still teaches the

sanctity of marriage ties and the

reverence for womanhood as taught

by the Christ. We are in thorough
sympathy with the words of a certain

English writer when he says, "There
is no such championship of the right

of woman to an equal place in the

sun in her own right as that of Jesus,

and, if we knew the whole truth, we
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should see that He is not only nearer
the ideal, but also nearer the real

facts of the case. For the Christian,

at least, the thing that counts is a
woman's soul; the salvation of the
man who loves her depends upon his

respect for what is eternal in her."

3. Christ and the Samaritan
Woman.

Some of the most charming epi-

sodes in the Gospels have references
to the Savior's talks with women.
Therein is pictured His appreciation
of the worth of their souls even
when they themselves were known to

be sinners. One of these incidents is
* given in the Gospel of John (4 :5-42)

where He is presented talking with
the Samaritan woman at the well.

The Christ and His disciples, hungry
and spent, reached Jacob's well near
a place called Sychar. The disciples

went to the town to buy something
to eat, leaving him sitting at the well.

While thus preoccupied, a Samari-
tan woman came to draw water and
the Savior asked her for a drink. The
woman was astonished, for as the
story indicates, "Jews have no deal-
ings with the Samaritans." But she
found the Christ to be no ordinary
Jew. He broke down, at one stroke,

the false barrier that prevented the
ordinary normal association of two
of God's children. Thus He paved
the way for a Gospel conversation
that showed his love of her eternal
soul. He knew the woman was a
sinner but she was reminded of it in

a most gentle way. There is no in-

stance in the Gospels in which the
Christ chides a woman with the
severity he used with certain men.

4. Mary Chose the Good Part.

Luke 10 :38-42 gives us a most un-
usual picture of the Savior at the
home of two women, Mary and
Martha. Mary sat enraptured at his
feet and "heard his word" while

Martha bustled around "cumbered
with much serving." Finally Martha
could stand the apparently unequal
situation no longer, and, approach-
ing the Savior she said, "dost thou
not care that my sister hath left me
to serve alone? Bid her therefore
that she help me." To which the
Savior answered, "Martha, Martha,
thou art careful and troubled about
many things : But one thing is need-
ful : and Mary hath chosen that good
part, which shall not be taken away
from her." Many interesting things
have been said about this incident,

but the thing of most interest to us
about it is that the Christ did not
regard women as servants merely
intended to look after men's material
comfort and well-being. He was
interested in them as human person-
alities whose spiritual well-being was
the prime essential.

Questions

1. Can you find any Christian jus-
tification for the discrimination
against women oftimes met with in

industrial and even educational insti-

tutions ?

2. What outstanding leaders in

the United States have led the way
in protecting the rights of women ?

3. What needs yet to be done in

the United States before women
fully win the rights which a Chris-
tian way of life demands for them ?

4. What did the Prophet Joseph
Smith do to improve the lot of wom-
en?

Problems for Further Study

(Treat only those that time and
circumstance permit.)

1. Examine carefully Luke 8:19-
21 and John 2:1-4. Some have said
these passages show that the Christ
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was disrespectful to His mother.

Cite scripture that would indicate

such was not the case.

2. Read John 19:25-27. What
side of the Christ's nature does this

incident portray? Who was the

"disciple"? Why was Peter or

James not chosen ?

3. Investigate the teachings of

President Brigham Young and Pres-
ident Joseph F. Smith in regard to

the treatment of women.

Teacher's Topic

(For March)

The House Built Upon a Rock
Matt. 7:24-27.

'"PHIS is not regarded as a parable

by all writers on the subject, but

it has such a strong appeal and pre-

sents such a fine opportunity for a

good lesson that it is being included

in this group of lessons.

It comes at the end of the Sermon
on the Mount. And Jesus said to the

people

:

"Therefore, whosoever heareth

these sayings of mine, and doeth

them, I will liken him unto a wise

man, which built his house upon a

rock:

"And the rain descended, and the

floods came, and the winds blew, and

beat upon that house ; and it fell not

:

for it was founded upon a rock.

"And every one that heareth these

sayings of mine, and doeth them not,

shall be likened unto a foolish man,

which built his house upon the sand

:

"And the rain descended, and the

floods came, and the winds blew, and

beat upon that house ; and it fell : and

great was the fall of it."

This comparison was especially

apt for Palestine as the sudden and
furious storms sweep down into the

low valleys. The barren hillsides

were contributive to floods and extra

care needed to be taken in building

in order to withstand wind and
water.

The hearers of the parable had no
difficulty in making the application

which Jesus intended.

If we are thoroughly familiar with

the truths of the Gospel and have a
strong faith in its principles and
teaching we can more easily with-

stand the shocks of adversity and
misfortune that come to us.

Christ emphasized the "doing" as

well as the "hearing" of the word.

To hear the Gospel and do as it

teaches makes for strength and se-

curity.

We should read the Sermon on the

Mount to determine to what extent

we are as "the wise man which built

his house upon a rock."
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Work and Business

Slip Covers

(See "Handicrafts for Every Woman" p. 47)

Uses.

SLIP covers have become a part

of home furnishing and dec-

oration. When they are put to

proper uses and in harmony with

other articles, they give a very de-

lightful effect. They can be used the

year around if both warm and cool

colors are chosen.

Slip covers serve many purposes.

They may be purely decorative, but

more often they are for furniture

protection. They are taking the place

of tidies and doilies, and are much
more practical. More comfort can

be taken in the easy upholstered

chair if simple, plain washable and

well fitted slip covers are used.

Slip covers prolong the life of the

new furniture. The thrifty home-
maker can make slips to protect and
cover worn places, and in this way
extend its usefulness, when a pur-

chase of new furniture is entirely

out of the question.

Selection of Materials.

First take into consideration the

room. For bedrooms, percales, cre-

ton, plain Indian head and chintz

in small and dainty figures. For liv-

ing rooms, more dignified conven-

tional cretons, plain and blocked

linens. For dining room, waterproof

ginghams, percales, cotton crash, In-

dian head in colors, monks cloth. For
the sun parlor or porch bold stripes

and figures may be used.

Before purchasing, when possible,

it is a good idea to get the store to

send samples of one or two yard

lengths, in a variety of materials to

lay over the furniture to see which
is best for the room before one

makes the purchase,

Always try to buy the best ma-
terial that can be afforded. The in-

expensive pieces fade both in light

and laundry. As a rule they are

filled, and soon wash out, making
them look clumsy and cheap. Better

colors and designs are found in the

better grade fabrics. Even though

they cost more in the beginning they

are pretty as long as they last.

The heavier the material the

smoother they fit and the less

wrinkles they have. Some good ma-
terials are: rep, crash, cotten dam-
ask, galatea, drapery sateen, hand-

blocked linen, denim, and tapestry.

These offer a wide range of color

and pattern.

Besides harmonizing with the

walls and floor covering, slip-covers

should be selected in good taste. For
example large rooms and large pieces

of furniture require fabric of small-

er design and lighter texture and
color. The surface of the cloth

should be smooth to keep dust from
sifting through, also free from loose

lint.

Glazed chintz and cambric muslin
in bright colors lend a cheerful at-

mosphere to a room.

Articles To Have Slip Covers.

Living room furniture, all uphol-

stered furniture, dining room chair

seats, bedroom chairs, foot stools,

cossak, also pads for straight chairs.

Steps To Be Taken.

T^OR the construction of slip-covers

an estimate of fabric and the

yardage should be very accurately

taken to determine the cost.

Fasten one end of the tape meas-
ure to the lower edge of the chair
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frame at the center back, measure

to the top of the chair, across the top

and down the front of the back along

a straight line, over the seat and
down the front edge. Always add

four inches for tucking in along the

back of the seat in case there is

shrinking in laundering; also add
six inches for seams and finishing

at lower edges.

For the arms fasten tape meas-

ure at the seat and bring up over

the arms to the outside edges. Be
sure sufficient allowance is made for

all seams. If material has large fig-

ures, or has an up and down pattern

additional yardage must be pur-

chased.

If the slip-cover is finished with

a pleated or gathered ruffle more
cloth will be needed than for a plain

cover.

For gathering fullness allow twice

as many widths as the chair meas-

ures and three times as many for

pleating, multiply the number of

widths by the desired depth of the

ruffle to obtain the total amount
needed and make additional allow-

ance for hemming and matching the

pattern.

Thus, for a seven inch gathered

valance on a chair 42 inches are re-

quired and at least a half yard more
must be allowed for hems and
matching.

It is advisable to shrink all wash-

able materials before making.

Well fitted slip-covers require a

placket or opening. Its position de-

pends entirely upon the piece of fur-

niture that is being covered, and
upon the types of fastenings being

used. Snaps, hooks and eyes or but-

tons, allow an opening to gap if

much strain is put on it. Fit covers

closely.

T OOSE cushions should be cov-

ered separately and the covering

should be the same style as that of

the cushion. Covers for box cushions

must be made boxed and never made
merely by sewing two pieces of cloth

together. The kind of seams de-

pends largely upon material used

—

French or bound seams.

For class room demonstration take

a small bedroom chair or article not

too large to handle. Pad with worn
out quilt or blanket or any soft

material.

First cut paper patterns for back,

arms and seat by laying paper over

surface and fitting as near as pos-

sible. For the first time in making
slip covers cut a try-slip cover by
using worn out sheets or just any

old material. Sew and fit on chair

very smoothly. Rip open your try-

slip cover and use for the pattern

to lay on your new material. Cut,

sew and fit before the class. Show
in class samples and prices of ma-
terials which are suitable for differ-

ent types of furniture.

Reference.

Text Book, "Handicrafts For
Every Woman," on Slip Covers,

page 47. U. S. Department of Ag-
riculture Leaflet, No. 76, on Slip

Covers. Where possible get furni-

ture stores to demonstrate slip
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Literature

(For Third Week in March)

Lesson 6

Abraham Lincoln

"Geography is about maps
;

Biography is about chaps."—Gilbert Chesterton.

THIS has been styled a "wag-
gish couplet ;" but it suggests

to us that biography is some-
times about very real chaps—chaps

whose lives have been the pivot upon
which great and stupendous changes

have taken place.

Lincoln did not remain long in

Congress. Time swept into the Sen-

ate of the United States, Stephen A.
Douglas, a Democrat, and in the

House of Representatives was also

a Democrat. Yet while Lincoln was
no longer in office he had assisted in

the national campaign for the Whigs.
A paper, in Boston, commenting on
his Tremont Temple Speech, said

:

"It was powerful and convincing and
was cheered to the echo."

Sorrow came to him in the death

of his little son, "Eddie."

Lincoln turned to his law practice.

He soon became eminent because he
won decisions that were momentous.
He declared that he would never

again go into politics ; for his law
practice was bringing to him a rich-

ness of life such as could not accrue

from service in the lower house of

Congress. Yearly his practice was
increasing.

Much as Lincoln desired to stay

with his law practice, destiny was
shaping another road for him to

travel ; for Calhoun, Clay, and Web-
ster were dead, and the country need-

ed other leaders.

Abolitionist organizations were
taking the form of a religious cru-

sade. "They had leaped into a fierce

stride with the passage at Washing-
ton of a law requiring all people

North to help slave hunters from
the South in the capture of runaway
property."

People were becoming incensed.

"One Sabbath at church a book
started to write itself," as its author

sat listening to the sermon. She
wrote it and read it to her children

and the tears ran down their faces

;

the father came in ; he cried, too." It

was Uncle Tom's Cabin.

This was in 1852. Eight power
presses were employed printing it

;

the sales reached more than 300,000.
A check for $10,000 arrived four
months after its publication. Har-
riet Beecher Stowe, a mother of six,

had achieved this remarkable result.

Mary Todd Lincoln had borne
four children. In 1850 came Wil-
liam Wallace, and in the spring of

1853, Thomas, nicknamed Tad.
As Lincoln traveled there was a

feeling of change in the air. They
began to feel the pulse of the West.
Douglas was telling the country from
the floor of the Senate : "There is a

power in the nation greater than the

North or the South. . . . That power
is the country known as the Great
West."

The people were coming in droves
from Europe. All this Lincoln saw.
"He saw Germans, Irish, English by
tens of thousands, come into Illinois.

Fourteen steamboats were ice-locked
near Cario, in the Mississippi in

1854. Up at Nauvoo, where the
Mormon colony had moved out and
crossed the Great Plains and tht
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Rocky Mountains, to settle at the

Great Salt Lake in the midst of the

Great American Desert, had come a

group of French communists. Near
Athens in Sangamon County was a

settlement of Norwegians, north of

Springfield was a huddle of Por-

tuguese."

Across the Great Plains stretching

east from the foothills of the Rocky
Mountains toward the Mississippi

River were many wagon trains. A
traveler counted 459 wagons in ten

miles along the Platte River.

Yet trouble was brewing. Riders

from Missouri, a slave state, got on
their horses with rifles and rode over

into Kansas and battled with abo-

litionists from New England.
"Peace societies organize ; they

aim to stop war. They distribute

Charles Sumner's address on The
True Grandeur of Nations, in which
he says : There is no war which is

honorable, no peace which is dis-

honorable."

'~PHE first cablegram is sent across

the sea; a rifle known as the

breech-loading rifle is on the market

;

men shoot bullets more often and
quicker.

Wendell Phillips drops his law
practice to become an advocate of

abolition. He complains that the

churches are slow ; "the theatre bow-
ing to its audience has preached im-

mediate emancipation, and given us

the whole of Uncle Tom; while the

pulpit is either silent or hostile." On
the stage, "slaves shoot their hunters

with applause." Still in many ham-
lets and towns it is the church peo-

ple who hide runaway negroes in cel-

lars, and who carry on the anti-

slavery organizations.

Civil war in Kansas threatened the

entire nation in 1856. In Massachu-
setts Emerson told the people that

they "must learn to do with less . . .

sell their acres, and their pleasant

houses." Lincoln had met with

clergymen, from the South, who said

the Bible gave authority for slavery.

One day while chatting with them
he said: "When I see strong hands
sowing, reaping, and threshing wheat
into bread, I cannot refrain from
wishing that those hands, some way,
in God's good time, shall own the

mouth -they feed!"

Now we have Douglas and Lin-

coln pitted against each other in a

contest for the United States Sen-

ate. Stephen A. Douglas, Senator
from Illinois was leading man in the

great drama of American politics.

He was nationally and internation-

ally known. "When he read from
his papers, in Washington, a speech

of Lincoln's saying, 'that -a house di-

vided against itself cannot stand,

the Senator was more than interest-

ed. When he read that the state Re-
publican convention had "with

cheers resolved 'that Hon. Abraham
Lincoln is our first and only choice

for United States Senator to fill the

vacancy about to be created by the

expiration of Mr. Douglas' term of

office ;' he was again more than in-

terested."

Judge Douglas was given an ova-

tion when he returned to his native

state. Sixty miles from Chicago, a

special train "with brass bands,

flags, streamers, and pennants met
him on July 9th and escorted the

statesman to Chicago. As he stepped

out on the Lake Street balcony of

the Tremont House that night, rock-

ets and red fire lit the" street ; he
gazed into what the Chicago Times
called 'an ocean of upturned faces'

and a transparent sign reading 'Wel-
come to Stephen A. Douglas, the

Defender of Popular Sovereignty.'
"

Lincoln expected that some day
Douglas would be the President of

the United States.
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That night Douglas made his first

speech of the campaign. In it he ac-

cused Mr. Lincoln of "boldly advo-

cating war between the North and
the South." After that whenever

Judge Douglas talked at any length

he quoted Lincoln, "that the gov-

ernment could not be permanent hal f

slave and half free," and intimated

that what Lincoln wanted was war.

Lincoln would also quote from his

"House Divided" speech and say

:

he expected a crisis ; he didn't

wish it."

A S time progressed Lincoln grew
in strength. One night there

was a parade. Following the car-

riage of Mr. Lincoln was a wagon
with thirty-two young ladies repre-

senting the states of the Union. The
wagon bore the motto: "The Girls

All Link To Lincoln, As Their
Mothers Linked To Clay." Across
the main street was a banner, bear-

ing on one side the words, "Coles
County for Lincoln, and on the

other an immense painting of a man
driving a team of six horses. This
was Abe as he appeared thirty years
ago, when he drove a wagon across

the country; then a poor teamster,

unnoticed and unknown ; now the
object of almost idolatrous devotion
from the people of the same county."

It was on an afternoon in Sep-
tember at Clinton, when he said:

"You can fool all the people some
of the time, and some of the people
all the time, but you cannot fool all

the people all the time."

Lincoln was now fifty years of
age; it had been thirty years since

he left his father's home. Sandburg
has given us a masterful description

of Lincoln at this time. He says of
him : "The instant he began to speak
the ungainly mouth lost its heavi-
ness, the half-listless eyes attained

a wondrous power, and the people

stood bewildered and breathless.

Every movement of his long muscu-
lar frame denoted inflexible earnest-

ness, and a something issued forth,

elemental and mystical, that told

what the man had been, what he was,

and what he would do. There were
moments when he seemed all legs

and feet, and again he appeared all

head and neck
; yet every look of

the deep-set eyes, every movement
of the prominent jaw, every wave
of the hard-gripping hand, produced
an impression, and before he had
spoken twenty minutes the convic-

tion took possession of thousands
that here was the prophetic man of

the present."

The people voted on November
second, and while Lincoln had 4,085

more votes than Douglas, Douglas
had a majority of the legislature,

so he became Senator. But Lincoln's

work had not been in vain, his

speeches had been published in part

and in full in the papers all over
the country ; all eyes were upon him
and the presidential election was not
far away.
They were calling him "Old Abe."

"They began that when I was thirty

years old," he once said to a friend.

Once his little son entered a room
where a new potrait of his father

was resting against the wall. As he
saw it he cried out : "Here's another
Old Abe."

Lincoln was receiving enquiries

from various parts of the country,
asking if he would consent to run
for president. He wrote to Senator
Trumbull, saying, "The taste is in

my mouth a little."

The Lincoln men arranged for

the Republican Convention in Chi-
cago. The Republican party had now
succeeded the Whigs.
Members of the convention were

astonished "at the noise and inten-

sity" of the Lincoln supporters. On
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the first two clays of the convention

the Seward men were allowed by
the Chicago managers to have free

run of the floor. But on the third

day the Lincoln shouters were

shoved through the doors till they

filled all seats and standing room,

and the New York boys were crowd-
ed out. "Nomination speeches were
in single sentences. Judd said, 'I

desire, on behalf of the delegation

from Illinois, to put in nomination,

as a candidate for President of the

United States, Abraham Lincoln of

Illinois, while Delano of Ohio said,

'I rise on behalf of a portion of the

delegation from Ohio, to put in nom-
ination the man who can split rails

and maul Democrats—Abraham
Lincoln.'

"

CEWARD was ahead of Lincoln

on the first ballot; then came a

change of votes, a second ballot was
taken and the chairman spoke : "Of
466 votes 354 were cast for the can-

didate highest, and 'Abraham Lin-

coln of Illinois is selected as your
candidate for President of the Unit-

ed States.'"

Lincoln busied himself as best he
could, for one in his anxious state of

mind on the morning of the ballot-

ing. Finally a messenger boy handed
him a telegram addressed "Abe,"
reading : "We did it. Glory to God !"

Then followed a "flurry" of tele-

grams. He told the crowd in the

Journal office he was going home to

tell his wife the news. One heard

him say, "I reckon there's a little

short woman down at our house that

would like to hear the news." An-
other heard him say : "There is a

lady over yonder on Eighth Street

who is deeply interested in this

news ; I will carry it to her." Boxes,

barrels, kindling wood, fence rails

and brushwood went up in bonfire

smoke in the Sangamon River coun-
try that Friday night."

When the chosen committee called

on Lincoln at Springfield to tell him
he was nominated he replied that he

would co-operate, "imploring the

assistance of Divine Providence."

The campaign progressed with

Lincoln showing greater strength as

the days wore on. Then came the

news of victory, which was followed

by tortuous days with office seekers.

The time to go to Washington was
near at hand. He must see his step-

mother before leaving. He missed
connection with a passenger train

and had to use a freight train part

of the way. We are shown him with

a shawl over his shoulder picking

his way through the slush, where
friends were awaiting him with a

buggy at the station.

The next morning he visited Sally

Bush Lincoln. He drove eight miles

out to the old farm along the road

over which he had hauled wood with

an ox team. Then "he and Sally

Bush put their arms around each

other and listened to each other's

heartbeats. They held hands and
talked, they talked without holding

hands. Each looked into eyes thrust

back in deep sockets. She was all

of a mother to him. He was her boy
more than any born to her. He gave

her a photograph of her boy, a

hungry picture of him standing and
wanting, wanting. He stroked her

face a last time, kissed good-by, and
went away. . . . She knew his heart

would go roaming back often, that

even when he rode in an open car-

riage in New York or Washington
with soldiers, flags, and cheering

thousands along the streets he might

just as like be thinking of her in the

old log farmhouse out in Coles

County, Illinois."

The Lincolns had left their home,
clothes, books, and household goods
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were packed in boxes and trunks.

They were staying at the Chenery
House. Lincoln had tied his trunks

himself, and had written, "A. Lin-

coln, The White House, Washing-
ton, D. C," on cards which he fas-

tened to the trunks.

"He was going to the biggest

house in the country, the hardest

house in the country to live in : the

Atlantic seaboard was the front yard,

the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific

slope the colossal back yard."

A cold drizzle of rain was falling

on the morning of February 1 1 when
Lincoln and his party of fifteen left

Springfield. A thousand people

crowded in and around the brick sta-

tion to wish him luck and Godspeed.
"A path was made for him from the

station to his car; hands stretched

out for one last handshake. He had
not intended to make a speech; but

on the platform of the car he turned
and saw his home folk, so he raised

his hand for silence. His friends

and neighbors stood with uncovered
heads as he said : "No one who has
never been placed in a like position

can understand my feelings at this

hour nor the oppressive sadness I

feel at this parting. . . . Here I have
lived from my youth till now I am
an old man. Here the most sacred

trusts of earth were assumed; here

all my children were born ; and here
one of them lies buried. . . . Today I

leave you; I go to assume a task

more difficult than that which de-

volved upon General Washington.
Unless the great God who assisted

him shall be with and aid me, I must
fail." Bells rang, the train moved.
Lincoln was on his way to Washing-
ton to face carnage and martyrdom
—and to gain immortality.

Note : You may obtain additional

material from chapters 82 to 168.

Questions

1. Where did Uncle Tom's Cabin

first take form? What amount did

the author receive four months after

its publication? What was her

name ? How many children had she

when she wrote the book?
2. Sandburg paints us a picture

of Lincoln as he stands before an

audience delivering an address. Is

it a good piece of portraiture? Do
you see Lincoln? Does his person-

ality grip you?
3. What idea of the customs of

the time do you get from Lincoln's

visit to Coles County just before he

left for Washington? How did

Coles County portray Lincoln in a

parade during the campaign? Why
was he especially dear to Coles

County, and Coles County especially

dear to him?
4. Did you mothers and some of

you who are not mothers weep when
you read of the parting of Lincoln

and Sally Bush? Do you think this

an effective piece of writing? Do
you feel that it is really the work of

an artist? If so, why; if not, why?
5. Do you feel Lincoln's charac-

ter in his parting address at the sta-

tion in Springfield, Illinois? Most
of his biographers say he was some-
times very sad. Is there evidence of

it in the farewell speech?
6. If you deem it important that

a prose writer lend interest to his

writing, would you say that Sand-
burg has met with success in this

particular? Did you cling to the

book after you had commenced it?

Did you wish to read more ?

7. Do you feel that Lincoln was
rewarded in later life for his tre-

mendous industry and upright liv-

ing ? Do you think he was rewarded
for his trust in God ?
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Social Service

(For Fourth Week in March)

Lesson 3

The Service of Government

Text : Civic Sociology by Edward A. Ross : Chapter XV.

EVERY citizen of good inten-

tions should have some knowl-
edge of the world he lives in

as to its political, social, and eco-

nomic organization if his influence

on the course of events is to be in-

telligent and constructive. Since the

close of the World War in 1918
sweeping changes have occurred in

the governments of the major na-

tions of the world. In some coun-
tries the old order has entirely passed
away and present sovereign power
functions in an entirely new manner.
In other nations changes as com-
plete are now taking place with

marked rapidity. Much of the po-
litical ideology of a few years ago
is either obsolete or woefully inade-

quate as a basis for meeting present
situations. With changing condi-

tions, duties and responsibilities of

citizenship are altered. Since the

natural tendency of changing cir-

cumstances is to bring about an eval-

uation of national ideals, the sound-
ness of these ideals is often brought
into question by the general public.

They are weighed and considered,

and often re-evaluated in the light of

the changing scene. While the prob-
lem is as broad as human experience,

itself, the present lesson proposes the
direction of attention to the follow-
ing purposes

:

1. To view government as an
agent of social stability.

2. To encourage intelligent par-

ticipation in government.

That form of government known
as democracy was the predominant

mode of political organization at the

beginning of the present century.

Perhaps Russia under the Tsars and
a few Asiatic States were the only

nations not following its basic prin-

ciples in some form or other. The
common phrase justifying the World
War, "To Make the World Safe For
Democracy," was the motivating
power for drawing millions of young
men into its ranks. Democratic na-
tions have fostered extensive suf-

frage, law-making by representa-

tion, popular education, a careful

enumeration of safeguards for indi-

vidual liberty, an elaborate system
of checks and balances between the

people and the government, and a
high degree of economic freedom in

the matter of earning a living. Mod-
erate policies rather than extreme
measures, discussion rather than
force, as a means of solving prob-
lems developed a fair degree of so-

cial stability. Such ideals consider
the individual of more importance
than the state.

Recent years have brought about
much searching criticism of demo-
cratic institutions. Conclusions have
not been drawn without a certain

amount of agitation and turmoil to

the status of democracies. Encour-
agement of individual initiative,

sometimes with special countenance

to the more able, has developed a

markedly unequal distribution of

wealth. At times unscrupulous per-

sons have been sustained in making
unwarranted profits. Large corpora-

tions and influential business men
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have exerted undue influence on po-

litical power, and have, in return,

reaped the reward of the favored.

In the United States "pressure

groups" and "lobbies" maintain or-

ganized activities to influence gov-

ernmental policies to selfish ends.

The marked technical develop-

ments in science and mechanical

means of production has completely

changed the old order which con-

fronted a man, seeking to earn his

daily bread. Unemployment is ev-

erywhere in the midst of a produc-

tive organization capable of supply-

ing people with an ample living. As
people look to government to help

them out of an undesirable situa-

tion, sound judgment and a balanced

point of view is imperative to the

development of a wholesome atti-

tude which will take into considera-

tion that level of society which finds

itself less fortunately situated in life.

The ideals of government, which
provide for all the people should be

recalled, and then, when present

practices are re-evaluated in the light

of current conditions, legislation

which is in keeping with a truer spirit

of democracy may be brought about.

It must be recognized that ideals

of government require new applica-

tion to accompany the changes which
occur in society. The demands upon
government to promote social stabil-

ity are probably more pressing and
urgent today than they have been in

any past generation. The text points

out the many fields into which the

activities of government have ex-

tended in essential regulation of

business and individual well being.

We do not question the exercise of

such functions because past experi-

ence has demonstrated the value of
such actions. It is when new fields

of activities, new regulatory func-
tions, and new applications are ad-

vocated that we need to weigh their

values in the light of established

ideals.

President Hoover's Research
Committee reports in Recent Social

Trends, "Problems of governmental

reorganization and functioning con-

stitute a major question of adapta-

tion and adjustment. It cannot be

supposed that the present proced-

ures will be able to deal effectively

with the complicated types of prob-

lems certain to arise in the future,

indeed already upon us. Specifical-

ly, the problems of government turn

about the reorganization of areas,

mechanisms, and authority ; the re-

cruitment of the necessary personnel

for administration and leadership

;

adaptation of the techniques de-

veloped through the social sciences

;

the elimination of spoils and graft

;

the determination of the scope of

governmental activity in the fields of

general welfare, social control, and
moralistic supervision of behavior

;

the determination of the amount of

governmental expenditures in rela-

tion to national income, and the ways
and means of financing the govern-

ment's operations ; the position of

the national government in its rela-

tions with the other members of the

family of nations ; the development
of liberty, equality, and democracy,

in face of the concentration of great

wealth in the hands of a few. Of
major importance are the relations

of government to industry." (Vol.

1, page LX.)
As these functions increase people

depend more and more upon addi-

tional service. Naturally such ser-

vices are attended by increasing

costs. The ideal of greater service

at decreased, or even constant cost,

is quite impossible. We must pre-

pare for increasing costs. And we
must not cling too tenaciously to the

old ideas and forms at the expense
of the new. Better to reconsider to-

tal costs and the values derived
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therefrom in relation to each other,

and economize on less pressing needs

than on some of the functions which

are being decried simply because

they are innovations, although it is

a difficult matter to distinguish be-

tween the useful and the merely ex-

treme. Experimentation is costly,

but the matter of governmental ad-

justment to changing conditions is

so intricate it is impossible to pro-

gress toward that end without a cer-

tain amount of experimentation.

Theories are inadequate without

some degree of trial.

Economic security is an ideal

which seems to become more diffi-

cult of realization as time goes on

;

yet its actuality is essential to the

happiness and peace of mind of all

people. New problems in industrial

control with exceptional technologi-

cal development mean that govern-

mental service must assume many
new forms. All these functions are

expensive. If those who are unable

to provide their own economic se-

curity are going to look to the gov-

ernment to assist them, the more able

must develop a state of mind which

is not too resistant to governmental

attempts to do so. To quote once

more from Recent Social Trends,

"The service functions of govern-

ment are also likely to expand be-

cause of the demands of the special

economic groups. The poverty of

the marginal and submarginal farm-

ers, the insecurity of the wage earn-

ers in industry, the perplexity of the

consumers, the plight of the rail-

roads, are likely to call for, indeed

have already demanded, the close

cooperation of the government. Un-
employment and industrial instabil-

ity are of special urgency in their de-

mands for governmental assistance,

first of all in times of emergency, but

also in preventing the recurrence of

disastrous crises or in minimizing

their rude shocks and ghastly losses."

(Vol. I, page LXII.)

Just how far the sovereign power
of government should go in con-

trolling such functions for social sta-

bility is a problem upon which indi-

vidual thought differs, and justly so.

Not only would it be impossible to

arbitrarily set the goal, it would be
highly undesirable. Such is the ob-

ligation of active citizenship, to ex-

ercise the right of intelligent judg-
ment : but intelligent judgment pre-

supposes thoughtful consideration

and study of the problems at issue.

Blind adherence to a slogan or the

emotional dictation of action is un-

likely to bring the greatest social sta-

bility. Yet, participation by all those

entitled to suffrage is the inviolable

obligation of the residents of de-

mocracies. Their problems ines-

capably confront all the people. Such
is the obligation of living under a

democratic form of government

;

and the more complicated the prob-

lem the greater the responsibility.

Disinterest because of ignorance of

current issues and lack of informa-
tion leaves the road open to the

grafter, the worker for special in-

terests, and the unprincipled poli-

tician. Public office is a public trust,

and should be filled only by those

qualified through technical training,

integrity, and moral character. Citi-

zens should see to it that only such

receive support when the problem of

selection is before the people. Well
qualified representatives of the peo-

ple can do much to achieve the kind

of government which is dictated by
an impartial interpretation of its

functions and ideals. The forward
and backward movements, the see-

saw manipulation of its rights and
privileges, might be a little better

balanced, a little more justly distrib-

uted, if the mass of people behind

this human-driven, ceaseless motion

of government would exert them-
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selves to an intelligent driving

power. Why should political office,

which should depend upon a knowl-

edge of and a vital and altruistic in-

terest in the problems of democratic

living be the reward of friendship

or political favor? The burden of

its responsibility should rest more
sweetly on the senses than the desire

for the financial reward and the

power it grants. Every political of-

fice should be weighted with a feel-

ing for the problems it incurs rather

than with the thought of the mone-
tary reward it carries. If the

emphasis could be shifted from the

purse to the mind and spirit, great

walls of difference among people

might be lowered and far reaches in

their interests might be united. The
humming activities of industry and
other forms of economic pursuit

might be placed on a more coopera-

tive base and a less competitive one.

Democracy requires the ability for

self-government, and self-govern-

ment rests upon, first, intelligent

leadership, second intelligent fellow-

ship, and third, the ideal of service to

fellowmen. The twelfth Article of

Faith of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints places upon
each of its members the obligation

of "obeying, honoring, and sustain-

ing the law." To do so under the

ideals of self-government means that

one should be actuated in all his do-

ings by the three requisites listed

above. Change of governmental
practice, when necessary, should be

advocated and accomplished in the

manner provided for by the law. Un-
derstandings are developed through
intelligent discussions. Whenever
discussion is used in place of force

as a means for solving the problems
of our times, social stability is pro-
moted. Both social stability and in-

telligent discussion require the ac-

tive participation in the duties and
responsibilities of citizenship.

Activities

1. Make a list of the services

which the government is performing
for you which were not performed
fifteen years ago. Evaluate each
service in terms of its social stability

to your community according to the
highest degree of your social judg-
ment.

2. Statistics show that a large pro-

portion of the people do not vote

when they have the right. Make a

list of reasons drawn from this les-

son which can be used to overcome
such indifference.

3. Make a list of the things which
can be done in the average home to

develop an active interest in intelli-

gent citizenship.

Child Guidance

Lesson 6

The Meaning and Control of Temper Tantrums

WHAT situations in general

make us angry? Whenever
our purposes are frustrated,

we are likely to grow angry. Any-
thing that conflicts with our self-

regard may make us lose our tem-
pers. What are more effective ways

of meeting these situations than
anger ?

In lower forms of life anger may
serve the purpose of reinforcing the

power for combat. Anger, in the

case of man, has a more subtle so-

cial value. Our battles are most gen-
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erally cool-headed and involve legit-

imate rules of competition. The
tongue or pen replaces the sword
or club. But man comes to this high

stage of control by a long course of

growth and training. Christ spoke

of a degree of control not commonly
achieved even by cultivated people

:

"But I say unto you, That ye resist

not evil; but whosoever shall smite

thee on thy right cheek turn to him
the other also." (Matt. 5:39). This

doctrine works because it helps us

to keep cool while we think out a

better way to meet the situation.

Goodenough, at Minnesota, has

found some extremely interesting

facts about how the incidence of an-

ger outbursts varies with age and
what conditions contribute to out-

bursts. She found that a peak in the

number of outbursts occurs for chil-

dren about one and a half years old.

There is a rather sharp decrease in

the number of outbursts for children

up until about five years. Other

studies have shown that the tendency

toward outbursts decreases even

through college into adult life. Does
this mean that we get better natured

as we grow older? Not necessarily.

It means that we learn to better con-

trol ourselves in anger as we grow
older, that we probably meet fewer

frustrations because we understand

our world better, and that we have

better insight into how to get around
frustrations when they do occur. The
outburst is a symptom of failure to

control a situation as well as we
should like. As we grow in judg-

ment and experience, our control of

situations is better.

The infant under one year is pro-

tected from many frustrations be-

cause most of its needs are satisfied

by those taking care of it. Its world

is relatively restricted and simple.

By learning to walk, the gates of

a vastly extensive and new world

are thrown open. The toddler doesn't

yet know that stoves are hot, that

pulling the table cloth brings an
avalanche of dishes clattering to the

floor—with a spanking in close suc-

cession, and that the toys of others

cannot be appropriated willy-nilly

from playmates without opposition.

He is met at every new exploration

with a storm of "don'ts." The num-
ber of frustrations he must undergo
during his first two years of walk-

ing is appalling when we stop to

count them up.

All of these frustrations which
must be undergone before the child

acquires real insight into how to con-

trol more efficiently the physical and
particularly the social world is bound
to precipitate outbursts in the most
normal children. The child learns

by an unfortunate accident, however,

that when he throws a tantrum his

mother, or some other solicitous on-

looker, rushes to the rescue. Many
children learn long before they leave

the cradle that a mother's most vul-

nerable spot is her alert ear for a

baby's cry. Fondling at every cry

"stamps in" crying as a means of

gaining attention and satisfying

wants. When the toddler becomes
frustrated, and not yet being very

fluent in the use of any other lan-

guage, he wails and his problem is

solved for him. Later on he may
find it necessary to wail louder and
longer and stamp his feet and even

throw things in order to get his way.

The more firmly his mother resolves

not to give in, the more violent the

performance becomes, until in this

endurance test the child wins and the

mother finally has pity on her jaded

nerves. This rewards the whole per-

formance so that she must yield next

time also.

COMETIMES punishment of the

child vents the mother's irrita-

tion, but it doesn't correct the tan-
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trum, and even may contribute to

negativism. Mayer, at Stanford, has

found that children become negativ-

istic (refuse to do what is asked of

them, saying "I won't" or simply

"no") as a normal part of develop-

ment at between two and four and
one-half years, with the greatest

frequency of negativistic responses

at about three years. The frequent

frustrations at this period may ac-

count for this fact. The sensible at-

titude to assume is that outbursts and
negativism are likely to occur during

these years, but that with proper

training they should be almost com-
pletely corrected by school age.

The extremely irascible child is

usually a self-centered child, a pam-
pered child, a child whose mother
has never really understood his point

of view. One investigation has
shown that children who were given

their own way in the home had tan-

trums twice as often as those who
were not.

Illness is frequently a contribut-

ing cause of tantrums. Stratton

found that college students who had
undergone the most illnesses burst

into anger the most often. This ten-

dency was particularly related to

the number of illnesses suffered be-

fore six years of age. A mother is

likely to be more attentive to the de-

mands of an ill child than one in

good health, which multiplies for

the child who has many illnesses,

his chances of learning that tantrums
"pay."

Hunger and fatigue also precipi-

tate outbursts. Goodenough found
that the number of outbursts during
the hour before the noon meal was
about twice the number during the

hour just after. Every wise mother,
and daughter, knows that her re-

quests fall more kindly on father's

ears after dinner than just before.

A person who is tired or who has

missed his sleep is also more irrit-

able than usual and therefore more
likely to "explode."

Tantrums are also frequently the

outcome of too much regulation and
not enough free opportunity to ex-

plore to heart's content. Regulation,

if it does not allow for an adequate

degree of freedom during play, is

bound to breed bad temper in the

child. The engrossing pursuits of

the child should not be interfered

with until after due notice has been
given, and then only for meals, toilet,

rest, and when actual injury to the

child or property is probable, or the

rights of others are seriously inter-

fered with.

For the correction of tantrums,
the following additional suggestions

are offered. Try always to under-
stand the nature of the child's frus-

trations and to guide him to gain in-

sight into getting around them. Give
only the minimum of assistance for
him to see his own way out. Don't
respond to his angry outbursts by
losing your own temper—to do so
indicates lack of insight on your
part. Serenity, calm, patience, and
good humor are extremely contag-
ious. The peace that comes from
deep faith in the Gospel and devo-
tion to the great cause of parenthood
should permeate every Latter-day
Saint home, and this peace is a great
step toward cultivating good dispo-
sitions in the children.

When a tantrum is thrown, the

best method is indifference—ignore
it. But by all means don't give in

even if the child holds his breath.
(Breath holding is not dangerous
ordinarily.) Don't let the tantrum
make the child the center of atten-
tion of all those in the home. Tan-
trums are more frequent in homes
where there are more adults—to pay
attention, to give in, and to buy
peace with bribes. Don't give cor-
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poral punishment. If simply ignor-

ing the "scene" doesn't seem appro-

priate, don't stop to coax ; but simply

carry the child to his room and leave

him there alone until he has it out

with himself. Tell him only that he

may come out when he can behave
himself.

DLAY with other children multi-

plies frustrations, but there is

probably no better way to teach the

child respect for the rights of others.

Careful guidance during play by a

thoughtful parent can be of great

assistance in helping the child to gain

insight into how to get along socially
;

the meddling and interference of a

thoughtless parent will promote
more tantrums than it will cure.

A routine carefully thought out

and rigidly enforced is essential for

avoidance of tantrums. Irregularity

in toilet habits, hours of eating and
rest, and inconsistency in treatment

of misbehavior are serious handicaps

to the little tot who is trying hard

to learn "what it is all about." Vio-

lent corporal punishment on one oc-

casion and complete indifference to

the same act on another leaves the

child confused as to where he stands

on anything. One treatment by the

mother and another by the father or

others in the home is equally vicious.

Decide upon a sensible routine and
plan for training the child, and then

strictly adhere to it. This is the kind-

est treatment for the child after all,

the true way to "suffer the little chil-

dren, and forbid them not, to come
unto me."
Through all correcting of anger

impulses in children, ability to catch

the child's point of view and provi-

sion for social and acceptable out-

lets for his activity is of paramount
importance. The child should be
given sufficient time and materials

to do his own experimenting as far

as possible.

Problems for Discussion

1. What do you consider to be the
legitimate uses of anger? Discuss
Mark 11:15-18.

2. Why are anger outbursts ordi-

narily of little value for modern
adults ? Point out the different uses
served by anger in animals compared
with anger as used by modern men.

3. Of what use is the tantrum to

the child? How are tantrums and
the early use of language by the child

similar ?

4. Enumerate some of the princi-

pal contributing causes of tantrums
or outbursts. What can you do in

your home to decrease the number
of these contributing causes?

5. Assuming tantrums have been
acquired by your children, outline

a program for overcoming them.

6. Why are there so many frus-

trations during the early years of

walking ? What can you suggest by

way of reducing the number of frus-

trations ?



A WORD TO MOTHERS
The following story is one o£ many that might be told. We quote from

a letter received at the office of the General Board of Primary Association

:

"A few days beforte Christmas the Postman stopped at our door and
handed Mary a strange magazine. It was entitled "The Children's Friend"
and said 'A Mery Christmas from W F '

"Then the children and I sat down
and went through the magazine very

carefully. We found an endless

number of most interesting things.

There were poems and pictures and
things to make and the best stories,

and such tales of Rollicky-Roy

!

"I discovered that this magazine
was not only a children's magazine,

but it also had interesting articles

for the children's parents, articles

to help me in the rearing of my fam-
ily, suggestions to help me provide

interesting and happy times for our

home afternoons and evenings. I

found that the Officers' Department
was also helpful with its teacher

training, its music and play and var-

ious other items.

"The very best thing about the

Friend was that it would come to us

each month and bring us new stories

and new things for the children to do.

This it has continued to do month
after month.
"One month our magazine failed

to arrive at the usual time. Billy,

Mary, and Jane were so worried.

Why did it not come? What were
they to do ? How did the continued

story end this time? What inter-

esting thing was Rollicky Roy do-
ing? These and many other ques-

tions made me realize how valuable

The Children's Friend was to my

children. Two days of anxious

watching went by. We had all de-

cided to inquire into the cause of the

delay when much to our delight, on
the third day, the Postman delivered

the long looked for magazine. The
children could hardly wait to open
it. The contents were utterly de-

voured by three pairs of eager eyes,

then Billy, the eldest read aloud the

stories they had waited so anxiously

to hear."

A year passed. The Children's

Friend not only brought the M
family useful ways to spend their

leisure hours, it not only made the

children happy each month with its

wealth of interesting material, but

it also brought to them the greatest

thing on earth : The Gospel of Jesus

Christ as revealed to the Prophet
Joseph Smith. Through this maga-
zine this family learned of the or-

ganization called the Primary Asso-
ciation which is held each week
throughout the Church. These chil-

dren have attended the Primary each

week with their little friends. Here
they have become so interested in

the Primary work that they now
want to become Latter-day Saints.

Their mother is going to let them be
baptized. They say they can never
again be without their magazine,
The Children's Friend.

THE CHILDREN'S FRIEND IS THE ONLY MAGAZINE FOR
CHILDREN PUBLISHED BY THE CHURCH. YOU CANNOT
AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT IN YOUR HOME. GIVE IT TO
YOUR CHILDREN OR GRANDCHILDREN AS A CHRISTMAS,
NEW YEARS, OR BIRTHDAY GIFT.
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Church leaders place before

us each month in the pages of

"The Improvement Era."

Begin now . . .

to gather together the num-
bers making up volume 39,

just completed, and mail or

bring them to us. In a few

days you will have in very

accessible form good reading

for the whole family.

+ +

The
Deseret News

Piess
29 Richards Street

Salt Lake City, Utah
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Spinning the Threads

of Your Life

WITH the passing of each year the pattern of your life comes

nearer and nearer to completion. What is already woven,

you cannot change. But you can determine the remainder of the

pattern.

Inextricably woven in with your future is that of your family.

For your future and theirs an adequate life insurance program is

essential for protection and for security in your old age.

There is no better time than the New Year to launch an insurance

program. And there is no better company than the Beneficial.

Invite your local Beneficial agent to help you plan a life insurance

program in this strong home company.

If It's A Beneficial Policy It's The Best Insurance You Can Buy

rtiMiY
Home Office- -Beneficial Ltfe Bldg.. Salt Lake City, Utah

Heber J. Grant, President
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

LATTER-DAY SAINT GARMENTS
From Factory To You—We Solicit Your Mail Orders

No. 84. Med. Lt. Wt. Men's and

Ladies' New Style $ .85

No. 85. Very Special Non-Run-
Rayon, Men's and Ladies'

New Style Only 1.10

No. 83. Extra Fine Silk-Rayon
Double Combed Yarn. Better

Than Part Wool. This Comes
in Winter Weight Men's
New Style 1.65

No. 88. Lt. Weight Men's and La-
dies' New Style $...65

No. 89. Med. Wt. Men's and Ladies'
New Style 1.10

No. 80. Heavy Wt. Men's Double
Back 1.45

No. 81. Heavy Wt. Old Style, Double
Back 1.50

No. 86. Extra Fine Rayon and Dou-
ble Combed Yarn. Ladies'
New Style Only 1.25
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We Charge 10% Extra For Extra Sizes.
We Pay Postage Anywhere in the United
States. We Mark Garments For 10c.

Please Specify When Ordering Your Bust,
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Style, and if Men's or Ladies'.

THIS IS ALSO THE PLACE TO OUTFIT THE MISSIONARY WITH ONE OF
THOSE FAMOUS RAMBOULLETTE SUITS

This is one of our Specials
Our Famous
Ramboulette
Serge.
Single or

Double Breast. Extra Paints,

oi our specials

$18.75
WE HAVE A LARGE ASSORT-
MENT OF HEAVY WORSTEDS AT

$21.75 Extra
Pants, $4.00

WE ALWAYS GIVE SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO THE MISSIONARY

14 SOUTH MAIN,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

\ SAFETy/

ttfto$00o

PLENTY OF MONEY TO LOAN AT ATTRACTIVE RATES AND LONG TERMS

Deseret Federal Savings & Loan Ass n.
44 SO. MAIN ST. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Free Booklet on Request Explaining Insured Shares

NEPHI L. MORRIS, President J. E. KJAR, Secretary
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Buy GALLONFRUITS
Many housewives' supply of home canned fruit is getting low.

have a full stock fortunate purchase

of No. 10 size (near gallon). These

are excellent fruits for pies, con-

centrating for jams as sweetened

for table use.

We

CLP. SttAGGS

"A Surety of Purity"

Service

Above

All

SALT
LAKE

PROVO

OGDEN

PRICE

PAYSON

MANTI

DESERET MORTUARY CO.

s-a*
5 S£

RVSUipAlACI
/mOI KJfc' I HOMiOUH.,11

a g.

^ 1st South at 3rd East—17th South at 5th East 3"

South Temple at 2nd East

We Give and Redeem %ty£ Discount Stamps.

We Feature" Utah Grown—Utah Packed Food Products
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An Old Valentine
a

By Grace C. Jacobsen

It lay among some trinkets, in an old forgotten chest,

A tiny faded valentine, all in order with the rest.

The sender's name had disappeared, the ribbon bows were frayed,

And o'er their tattered beauty a bunch of roses strayed.

A cupid's bow was broken off, a bleeding heart was torn,

A blue forget-me-not was lost, the lacy edge was worn.

The violets round a girlish form still lingered in their place

Her lover standing at her side, held her in a fond embrace.

"I love you, dearest," ran the lines, so dim I scarce could see,

But their sweetly flowing cadence, meant all the world to me.

In fancy I am winging back across the hurried years,

And live again one happy hour, amid my falling tears.

Yes, time has marred its beauty, and robbed it of its art,

But its ardent declaration, reigns triumphant in my heart.

! little time-worn Valentine, sent forth at love's request,

1 shall keep you always, within my treasure chest.



ALONZO A. HINCKLEY
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Alonzo A* Hinckley-The Man
By President David 0. McKay

W THEN we pay tribute to Alon-
zo A. Hinckley as a man we
need not qualify or limit

what we say. Everyone who knows
him will bear witness that in describ-

ing President Hinckley's upright-

ness, superlatives may be used with-

out exaggeration. His character is

like a clear spring that flows from
the rock uncontaminated. If I speak
of him as I knew him I can use only
those terms which apply to a superior

man.

It was my privilege and pleasure

to accompany President Hinckley

through the California Mission when
he was first appointed to succeed

President Joseph L. McMurrin as

President of that Mission. Our con-

tinued close association gave me a

clearer insight into his outstanding

qualities as a leader of men. I had
opportunity to observe, also, how
ideally happy he was in his congenial

home life. If I had been asked at

that time to name his most outstand-

ing virtue, I would have said it was
an abiding faith in God, and in the

efficacy of the Gospel of Jesus

Christ. This was evident not only

from what he said, and from the

testimonies he bore to audiences we
met, but by what he constantly radi-

ated in his daily conversations and
associations.

His keen sense of humor was
equally outstanding, but I would say

it was more reserved than brilliant,

more suggestive than poignant, as

was illustrated in his answer to an
Eastern lady who on one occasion

asked, "Are all your children boys,

Mr. Hinckley ?" "All but ten" was
the prompt but genial reply.

Inheritance, environment, and
self-effort are three important fac-

tors that shape and make men's lives.

All three of these influences com-
bined favorably in molding President

Hinckley's character.

TJTS was a noble heritage. His
father could have said to his

sons, and in different words un-
doubtedly did say to them, what we
find in David Livingston's legacy:

"My lads, I have looked back
through our history as far as I could
find it, and I have never found a

dishonest man in all the line. I want
you to understand that you inherit

good blood
;
you have no excuse for

doing wrong. My lads, be honest."

President Hinckley has added luster

to his worthy ancestry.

PRESIDENT HINCKLEY'S en-

vironment from boyhood to

manhood kept him close to nature

and to his fellowmen. His home
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training and companionship in youth

taught him early in life the value

of self-control as contrasted with

looseness and self-indulgence. On
the ranch in the bright sunshine, or

at night as he lay under the glitter-

ing stars, he learned from observa-

tion and practical experience that

the law of compensation and the law
of retribution are as constant as the

law of gravitation, and that cause

and effect are continuously operative.

His keen observation among men
taught him that sin and sorrow are

inseparable, as also are virtue and
happiness.

Consequently bv self-effort he de-

voted his youth and early manhood
to the cultivation of those cardinal

virtues which contribute to the full-

est life. He cherished honor as he
prized life itself. He was cour-

ageous, temperate, loyal and reverent

—qualities which contribute to no-
bility of soul. Paraphrasing a trib-

ute once paid to George Washing-
ton, we can say truly President
Hinckley was sound at heart, and .

on the surface of his nature full at

once of integrity and sagacity

;

"speaking ever from the level of his

character, and always ready to sub-

stantiate opinions with deeds ; a man
without any morbid egotism or pre-

tension or extravagance; simple,

modest, dignified, incorruptible

;

never giving advice which events did

not endorse as wise, never lacking

fortitude to bear calamities which re-

sulted from his advice being over-

ruled." Men of such sterling worth
are the veritable bulwarks of so-

ciety. The world is better for their

having lived, and poorer when they

are taken from it.

TN the home President Hinckley

was respected and beloved as a

devoted husband and honored father.

In the community he was looked up-

on as a practical, progressive builder.

In his friendships, he was true and
loyal. As an ambassador of truth,

and as an Apostle of the Lord, he

was unwavering in his testimony of

the living Christ.

"His life was gentle, and the elements
So mix'd in him, that Nature might

stand up,

And say to all the world, 'This was a

man !'
"

-•HK'^Vso «

WINDOW GARDEN
By Vesta Pierce Crawford

Outside the winds of winter blow
And blizzards gild the window pane,

Yet here where yellow flowers grow,
The colored summer comes again.

Oh narrow is the garden row,

But wide and long enough to hold

This primrose fringe of petaled glow
And daffodils of bended gold.

Here now the red geraniums stand,

Defiant of the outer gloom,

And who can see the frozen land

Beyond this flame of window bloom

!



National Council of Women
By President Louise Y. Robison

THE officers of the National

Council of Women are to be

congratulated upon the choice

of topics programmed for the For-

um, which was held under their aus-

pices in New York City, December
2-3, 1936. The theme: "A 1937

Forecast for Better Living—based

upon The Contribution of Women
in American Life." Our gracious

President, Mrs. Ruth Haller Otta-

way, presided, and in her keynote

address, made the following pro-

phetic statement:

"The concerted action of the wom-
en of the United States and the

world is both possible and probable.

The National Council, without regi-

mentation, by only presenting for

consideration to national organiza-

tions the same project at the same
time, can develop a climate of opin-

ion, a crystallization of conviction,

which will change the entire national

and international life."

Every subject discussed was vital

and of deep interest to women. It

placed home-making among the pro-

fessions, and emphasized the need

for better preparation for parent-

hood. Dr. Valeria H. Parker, dis-

cussing this subject said, "The great-

est adventure in life is for a man
and a woman to live together hap-

pily and helpfully, and rear a whole-

some family."

Mr. Ralph Barsodi advanced the

theory that women in the home con-

tribute the sum of $36,000,000,-

000.00 annually through the service

they render and the articles they

produce. Women who successfully

make homes, rear and teach children,

have the most important profession.

There was launched a three year

educational program for more intel-

ligent spending of our 1937 dollar,

using the slogan, "Know what you
want, Buy what you ask for." We
shall hear more of this helpful Con-
sumer's program.
An appeal was made for women

to promote an educational campaign
against cancer, which, it was claimed,

was the cause of one hundred fifty

thousand deaths annually.

The effect of radio and moving
pictures on children and young peo-

ple, was stressed. Eighty-five mil-

lion people attend motion pictures

weekly, twenty-one million of this

number are under eighteen years of

age. Women were urged to co-

operate in having only helpful pro-

grams. It is estimated that ninety

million people listened to high grade
music during six months. Producers
of radio and motion picture pro-

grams were in attendance and
pledged support of their companies
in any endeavor to elevate their pro-

duction.

The delightful talks on music,

books and art will long be remem-
bered. Leon Dabo said, "Art is not

a picture. Art is something one

feels—that love of the beautiful

—

that love of life—expressing the

something in one's heart."

Miss Lena Madesin Phillips,

chairman of the Committee on the

Economic Status of Women, urged
the women in the home to assume
some of the responsibility for seeing

that women who work for a living

get decent wages.

"QR. WILLIAM J. COX made an

urgent appeal for woman's in-

fluence in curtailing automobile acci-
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dents. After giving appalling statis-

tics he said, "When you see a group
of six or seven children, try to real-

ize that one out of this number will

be killed or maimed for life unless

something is done to check the ter-

rible slaughter. Education of public

is needed, not in better driving, but
popularizing the enforcement of

laws. In Rhode Island there was a

20% decrease of deaths, although
travel increased 100 %>

.

Speaking on the Public Health

program, Dr. Haven Emerson sum-
med up the sentiment of the Forum
when he said: "We cannot achieve

any progress by authority or law.

People cannot be forced. We must

patiently and constantly stress edu-
cation.

The closing session was a World
Peace dinner, at which a number of
notable people spoke. We were
charmed with Gladys Swarthout,
Metropolitan Opera and motion pic-

ture star. There were delightful

folk songs, and a stirring address
on Peace by Estelle M. Sternberger.

It was the end of two perfect days.

From the time Mr. Augustus Zanzig
opened the first session with the au-
dience singing folk songs, until

good-byes were said to new and old

friends, every moment was inspira-

tional and educational.

A Pioneer Incident

By Julia Wilson

NUMEROUS are the faith-

promoting incidents told by
the early pioneers. The fol-

lowing is rather unusual.

It was in the early eighties when
settlements had been made practical-

ly all over the state of Utah. My
husband and his father owned and

operated a saw mill near the head of

the Sevier River. They also farmed
the land surrounding the mill. This

year crops were doing well and pros-

pects were good for another year's

supply of flour and vegetables.

It was in August that this particu-

lar hail storm came and it was a real

one. If you want to know how we
felt, just imagine yourself placed in

our position. Crops were not very

sure on account of frost and if any-

thing happened to destroy them en-

tirely, it meant people would go
hungry or bring -supplies from "up
north" which was very expensive.

We could see the storm in the dis-

tance coming from the north and I

shall never forget the roar and rum-
ble as it came nearer. The men were

working in the mill which was near

the house and my father-in-law came
out and stood watching the storm.

We never knew just what happened

but presently he called us out to see

and told us that the storm would not

damage our crops. As we watched

we discovered it had reached only up
to the north fence and then began to

let up. There was a few hail stones

in the lower field and a dozen or two
at the mill—just enough to show us

what might have been.

After dinner father hitched up and
took us down to see the result of the

storm. We found hailstones an inch

or more in diameter and they were
piled two feet high in places against

the fence where the flood had wash-
ed them down. Our hearts were full

of gratitude that our crop had been
saved.



On the Trails of the Old Kaibab
By Elsie C. Carroll

Chapter IX

HELEN had a sense of defla-

tion. All the exhilaration of

a half hour ago had been
killed by the inexplicable inference

in Tess' look. She still sat on Maje,
undecided what to do. She saw Steve

walk around to the pens, and knew
he had gone to get ready for his

"bronco-busting" exhibition. She
shuddered. She didn't want to see

it. She wanted to get away—and
to cry over something she couldn't

explain.

Turning Maje to the south she

rode, unobserved, to the edge of

the forest. Not caring where she

went, she gave the horse the reins.

Maje chose a trail they had been
on before. It wound through a

dense growth of aspen trees to a

small clearing where there had once
been a cabin and a corral. Steve
had told her this was one of Uncle
Jim Owen's old camping grounds.

She rode directly to the tiny spring

where Steve had brought her after

her roping practice one day. Now
she recalled each detail of that after-

noon. He had produced sandwiches
and chocolate bars from his saddle-

bag, and they had sat on the grass

by the spring. They had knelt to

drink from the cold trickle that came
from a tiny crevice in the rocks. She
recalled just how Steve had looked
as he stretched himself full length

under the trees. An unruly lock of

dark hair had tumbled over his fore-

head. As on other occasions she
had felt an impulse to pat it back
into place.

Suddenly the truth burst upon her.

She was in love with Steve Hey-
den!

Her face burned with the knowl-
edge. She had left George's home
not three months ago in anger and

humiliation because George had al-

lowed his affections to wander. It

was incredible that in so short a time

her hurt had healed and she could

find her pulses quickening at the

thought of another man.
She tied Maje to an aspen tree and

slaked her thirst at the spring. Then
she sat where she had sat that other

day near Steve and stared helplessly

up at the blue sky. She must face

this new creature which was her-

self and try to understand what could

have happened. She must decide

what was to be done.

There were two things, she told

herself, which should have made it

impossbile for this to happen. First,

the possibility that Steve Heyden's
father had murdered her father. Sec-

ond, the fact that she was George
Latimer's wife.

What a paradox ! She must con-

quer this strange new emotion.

But even as she made the resolu-

tion, she was recalling Steve's every
word, every gesture since their first

meeting, and wondering if he loved

her.

The knowledge that Bernice Haw-
ley loved him and that Tess Morley
desired him, aroused in Helen the

primitive impulse toward possession.

She found herself arguing that Steve
was not responsible for actions of

his father. Even if his father had
been a murderer, such sins should

not be visited upon innocent chil-

dren. Such a truth would be as

horrifying to Steve as to herself.

And as for the other horn of her

dilemma, she didn't belong to George
now. He himself had broken the

bond between them. In the experi-

ence of this new emotion, she knew
that she never had really loved

George. There had been congeni-
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ality—infatuation perhaps—and the

influnece of Aunt Nettie's approval.

But all that—she now realized—was
not love.

Steve did not love Bernice Hawley,
but what of Tess Morley? Would
he fall under her spell ? She recalled

Steve's face while Tess was twirling

her lariat. Other men were victims

of her lure ; why not Steve Heyden?
His foster mother lived with Tess.

Doubtless he was there often. He
had gone there for Lon. Was he but

one of Tess' many? The thought

was maddening.

If that were true, she could not

remain on the mountain. Yet where
could she go? Not back to Aunt
Nettie and George. She could never

return to her old life. The West had
come to mean peace to her, and

—

home.
No matter which way her thoughts

turned, she faced a wall.

A CRASHING noise on the trail

"^ beyond the spring startled her.

She sprang to her feet as a horse-

man rode into the clearing.

It was Lon Dean. His horse was
flecked with foam. It's nostrils were
oozing blood. At sight of her Lon
deliberated for a moment. Then he

recognized Maje and he rode to her.

"You go find Steve," he command-
ed. "Tell him come quick. Steers

gone. Tell him bring officers. Tell

him I got clue. Tell him come to

Jim's cave."

He sat waiting for her to act.

"Hurry. Tell him bring plenty

help."

Comprehending but vaguely the

significance of her instructions, but

impelled by Lon's urgent manner,

she mounted her horse and hurried

on her strange errand.

The need of delivering Lon's mes-

sage as soon as possible, drove all else

from her mind.

By the time she emerged from the

forest, it was growing dusk. She
urged Maje to a run as she came into

Pleasant Valley.

The rodeo would be over. Would
Steve be with the crowd over at Tess
Morley's ?

As she neared the hotel, she could

see long lines of cars driving toward
the outer end of the valley from the

rodeo grounds. That last scheduled

event introduced by Steve's exhibi-

tion—how had it ended ? Steve was
to ride Demon, the meanest horse

on the mountain. Then, each in

turn, the contestants who had signed

for the event, were to try to ride

him. She was glad she had not stayed

to watch.

She urged Maje on. Even now
it was so late perhaps any effort

to follow Lon's clue would be futile.

She drew near the flat. What a

large group of people were in front

of the hotel. Something had hap-

pened. Her heart sank.

She rode to the rear of the build-

ing and tied Maje to a tree. She
entered the hotel through a side door

and spoke to a bell-boy.

"Will you please go out there and
ask Steve Heyden to come in here

for a moment?"
He stared at her.

"Steve? Didn't you know it was
Steve who got hurt?—maybe killed

in the last event?"

Helen felt her knees giving way.

She slid into a chair.

"No! No! Where is he?"
"They took him out to the Lodge.

The doctor said he might have to

operate."

For a moment she closed her eyes,

then she asked,

"Is Uncle Billy Crossley here?"

"He went to help take Steve. It

was sure a tough accident and busted

up the rodeo. Too bad it was Steve

that had to get it."
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She groped toward the door. In

a moment she was on Maje again

headed toward Bright Angel Point.

She had forgotten about Lon Dean
out in the gathering night waiting

for help. She was conscious of only

one thing—she must see Steve and
make sure he was not—going to die.

When Helen neared Bright Angel

Point she asked herself what she was
going to do when she reached the

Lodge. She had but one clear pur-

pose. That was to find out for her-

self how seriously Steve was hurt.

What if he were dead? No! God
wouldn't be so cruel ! It was all a

hopeless tangle. But—there was a

sweetness even in her pain.

She reached the Lodge and left

Maje at a hitching post.

"I came to inquire about Steve

Heyden," she told the bell-boy. "He
was injured at the V. T. rodeo this

afternoon. Can you tell me how he
is?"

Then she saw Bernice Hawley
coming toward her. "I'll see if Dr.

Grosbeck can come," the boy said,

and left the two girls together. Ber-

nice's face was swollen and stained

with weeping. Helen reached for

her hands, but Bernice drew back,

and burst into a hysterical tirade.

"You lied to me. You said you
were married. Dr. Grosbeck told

me last night that you are separated

from your husband. Why can't you
let Steve alone? Aren't there other

men just as good for all you and
Tess Morley want of them ?"

With an effort Helen controlled

herself. Bernice was nothing but a

child, and she was suffering.

"You mustn't talk like that, Ber-

nice dear. You know the things you
are trying to think of me are not

true. Steve is my friend, just as

he is yours? How is he?"
"I hate you. Why did you have

to come out here and spoil every-

thing? I hate you."

Helen forced calmness into her

own voice.

"You mustn't make a foolish scene

here, Bernice. Those people over

there can hear you."

"I don't care who hears. I love

him and I could have got him if

women like you and Tess Morley
had stayed where you belong. I hate

you both." The girl rushed through

the door to the balcony overlooking

the canyon.

The bell-boy returned.

"Dr. Grosbeck is still busy."

"Do you know how Mr. Heyden
is?"

"I think they found that he isn't

hurt as bad as they thought at first."

"Thank you. Is Mr. Crossley

here?"

"Uncle Billy? He's coming right

there."

The old scout appeared through a

swinging door and Helen hastened

to meet him.

"How is he, Uncle Billy ? Tell me
what happened."
He took her hands and led her to

a seat.

"I was glad you wasn't there. It

was that vicious horse—Demon. We
never should a let Steve do it. The
beast threw him against the gate post

and then tried to paw him to death.

It looked like he would have him
killed before we could do anything.

Then Wood run for a gun and shot

the animal."

"But how is Steve ? He's not going
to die!"

"The doctor thinks he'll be all right

if they ain't no internal injuries. It

seems like a miracle after seein' what
happened."

Helen's hands were clenched. Un-
cle Billy watched her face.

"Where was you when it happen-
ed?"
Now she remembered about Lon.
"Uncle Billy, Steve's steers are
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gone, but Lon Dean says he has a

clue."

"Lon? Can he remember what's

happened? Where did you see him?
You don't mean the steers in the

south pasture that we've been watch-

in'?"

As calmly as she could, Helen told

him all she knew.
"If Lon has found out the truth,"

he was very excited, "it may mean
everything to you and Steve both.

I must go and get some help—and
find Lon."
"Do you want to take Maje? I

can find a chance to get back to the

Park tomorrow."
"Maybe that will be best, if you'd

like to stay." He looked at her un-

derstandingly. "I come out in the

doctor's car."

He held out his hand.

"Don't look so frightened." He
patted her arm. "Steve's going to

be all right—and maybe everything

else is too." He'd read her secret.

After he'd gone Helen arranged

for a room. She'd ask Bernice to

share it with her. But she was told

that Bernice had gone back to the

Park with Pete Rockwood.

Helen left word for the bell-boy

to call her as soon as Dr. Grosbeck
was free. Then she went to her

room and tried to relax.

She took off her riding clothes,

had a hot bath, and lay down to try

to compose herself. But she could

not remain quiet. She put on her

clothes and sat before the window
overlooking the canyon.

What was she going to do? Did
Steve love her? He'd been fright-

ened that day Maje stumbled into

the gopher hole and she had been
knocked senseless. Another day
she'd got something in her eye as

they were riding and when he was
trying to remove it by turning the

eyelid back as she directed, his hands

had trembled. When she'd caught
her breath with pain as the speck was
removed, he'd put his hands on her
shoulders for a moment like a caress,

then had turned quickly away and
mounted his horse. There were other

such trifling incidents, but they prob-

ably meant nothing. It was true

what she'd told Bernice — Steve

wasn't the kind of man who would
permit himself to fall in love with

another man's wife.

'"pHERE was a tap at her door.

"Dr. Groesbeck will see you
in the lobby," the boy told her.

Fred met her coldly. "Helen, I

can't understand you. You're in love

with Steve Heyden. I wouldn't

have needed to be told. Your face

betrays you. Does George have any
idea of this real reason for your
leaving him ?"

"Oh, Fred, you are all wrong. I

never saw Steve Hayden before I

came here this summer. And I

didn't know until this afternoon that

I love him. You see, we have busi-

ness interests that throw us together.

His father and mine were partners

in the cattle business out here years

ago. Perhaps you didn't know that

my father belonged to this country.

That was why I came here instead

of going someplace else when I had
to get away."
He was still perplexed.

"Surely you don't think I'm the

kind of creature Bernice Hawley has

got it into her head that I am."
He laughed and took her hands.

"Of course not. I've known you
too long for that. And of course

I can understand that Bernice is

just a jealous kid infatuated by an
older man and that she isn't responsi-

ble for all she imagines."

"Thanks, Fred. And now will you
tell me how he is ?"

"We thought at first it was very

serious. But as far as I can find
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he has nothing but a few superficial

injuries—a rather painful gash on
his head and some nasty bruises

where his body struck the gate. But
if nothing of an internal nature de-

velops, after he recovers from the

shock, he'll soon be all right. By
the way that Morley woman is still

hovering around his door. What's
her claim ?"

Helen bit her lip.

"I don't know."

"You haven't had dinner and
neither have I." Fred said. "It's af-

ter regular hours, but I'm on good
terms with the kitchen staff; let's

go foraging."

{To be continued)

Sarah Carmichacl-Patriot Poet
By Mary Maurine Root

SEVENTY-FIVE years ago
there lived in Salt Lake City

a young woman who had a heart

and mind snapping with life. Ac-
tivity, we all know, can be of a men-
tal as well as an external nature.

Twinkling feet, flying hands and
dancing tongues accompany the vi-

vacity of physical responsiveness, but

one can be perhaps more truly living

whose body is quiescent, but whose
spirit is throbbing with ideas and
feelings, and who is experiencing

vicariously the interests and events

of a multitude of physical identities.

Sarah Elizabeth Carmichael (later

Williamson) lived exuberantly this

latter type of existence. Alert to

the significance and beauty of the

universe, she expressed her reactions

in poetry which we recognize today
as evincing many of the qualities of

genius. We could analyze her work
from a number of standpoints. One
of the most striking impressions we
can get of her, however, is that of

a pure and ardent patriotism.

She fostered this patriotism until

it became a virile, living part of her.

It was a broad, a humanistic patriot-

ism that she had. Sarah Carmichael

was no chauvenist. Rer attitude was
not "right or wrong—my country

!"

She loved her native land as a moth-
er who loves a child intelligently

enough to chastise it for its faults.

She identifies herself with its wel-

fare so intimately that its patholog-

ical condition keenly perturbed her.

pRECIOUS things must be con-

sidered earnestly, Miss Carmi-
chael felt. The profound sincerity

of her nature would not tolerate

without violent protest the "hollow
laugh" and "putrid mirth" that es-

says to cover up a tragic reality.

Evasion of the truth is far from
noble, far from intelligent. Her
sense of compatible values stimulated

a chafing that would not easily sub-
side as she saw the incongruity of

the "tremble of ivory keys" side by
side with the "passionate throb of

drums." "Soulless pageantry" and
"mimic strife" are appropriate ac-

companiments in the duel for a "jew-
elled glove," perhaps, but they are

egregiously out of place in a struggle

for a nation's life.

Several of Miss Carmichael's na-
ture poems are tinctured, not only
with a local patriotism—born of ap-

preciation for the beauties which she

saw and felt around her—but with
her concern for the entire nation in

its crisis. Her poem, "The Mines,"
which gives expression to her love

for, and pride in, the West, implores
that men "bring the nation's wealth
to the nation's need" ; but in "Cali-

fornia" we see this localized patriot-
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ism combined with her heartfelt na-

tional loyalty. The third verse is

most characteristic:

"Cheer for the coast where the billows

sing!

The proudest plume of an eagle wing,

The brightest ray of a starry ring

—

California

!

Pouring the wealth of her yellow veins,

And her ruby gems, on the battle plains

—

True to the core of her deep, warm
breast

:

All hail ! thou glorious queen of the

West-
California !"*

Isolated as she was Sarah Car-
michael eagerly kept in touch with

happenings in the eastern and south-

ern states. In "The Flag at Sumpter"
we see her typical reaction to one
of the initial events of the war. Here
is the first verse

:

"Yes, they have raised the Flag again

—

Who dares to strike it low?
Its light burns into every vein

That hath one pulse to glow.

It is the same bright Flag that rose

Above expression's frown,

Our Land's first challenge to its foes

—

Who dares to strike it down?"

The second and third verses of

"Our Country" are especially indica-

tive of her enthusiasm

:

"Our country, ours ! the tiniest flower

That lays a spangle on thy dust

And gleams amid thy turf, is ours

!

And ours to guard, a sacred trust;

But tho' the latest blossom dies,

When madness tramples thro' thy

bowers,
Still shine the stars in thy blue skies

;

Our country still !—forever ours."

"Our country ! ours !—thy glory shines

Upon the lowliest one whose claim

Is but a portion of thy sod

—

A heart-thrill woven with thy name.

But were tbe shaft of ruin thrown,

That flashes where the storm-cloud
lowers

Thy hour of sorrow is our own

!

Our country still!—forever ours!"

*The poems in this article are taken

from Poems by Sarah Carmichael, pub-

lished by Towne and Bacon, San Fran-

cisco.

poetry, the sincerest human emotions
are woven into one integrated uni-

versal appeal. From several points

of view, "Abraham Lincoln's Funer-
al" ranks, I think, as Sarah Car-
michael's masterpiece. To be appre-

ciated adequately it must be read in

full:

Toll! Toll!

Toll! Toll!

All rivers sea-ward wend.
Toll! Toll!

Toll! Toll!

Weep for the nation's friend.

Every home and hall was shrouded.
Every thoroughfare was still,

Every brow was darkly clouded,

Every heart was faint and chill.

Oh ! the inky drop of poison
In our bitter draught of grief

!

Oh ! the sorrow of a nation

Mourning for its murdered chief

!

Toll! Toll!
Toll! Toll!

Bound is the reaper's sheaf

!

Toll! Toll!
Toll! Toll!

All mortal life is brief.

Toll! Toll!
Toll! Toll!

Weep for the nation's chief

!

Bands of mourning draped the home-
stead,

And the sacred house of prayer;

Mourning folds lay black and heavy
On true bosoms everywhere.

Yet there were no tear-drops streaming
From the deep and solemn eye

Of the hour that mutely waited
Till the funeral train went by.

Oh ! there is a woe that crushes
All expression with its weight

!

There is pain that numbs and hushes
Feeling's sense, it is so great.

Strongest arms were closely folded,

Most impassioned lips at rest;

Scarcely seemed a heaving motion
In the nation's wounded breast

;

Tears were frozen in their sources,

Blushes burned themselves away

;

Language bled through broken heart-

threads ;

Lips had nothing left to say.

Her most sublime patriotic poem,
however, emanates much more than
patriotism. In it, as in all great
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Yet there was a marble sorrow

In each still face, chiseled deep

—

Something more than words could utter,

Something more than tears could weep.

Selfishly the nation mourned him,

Mourned its chieftain and its friend

;

Eye no traitor mist could darken,

Arm no traitor power could bend

;

Heart that gathered the true pulses

Of the land's indignant veins,

And, with their tempestuous spurnings,

Broke the slave's tear-rusted chains.

Heart that tied its iron fibres

Round the Union's starry band,

Martyr's heart, that upward beating,

Broke on hate's assassin hand !

Toll! Toll!

Toll! Toll!

Never again—no more

—

Comes back to earth the life that goes

Hence to the Eden shore

!

Let him rest !—it is not often

That his soul hath known repose

;

Let him rest !—they rest but seldom
Whose successes challenge foes.

He was weary, worn with watching

;

His life-crown of power hath pressed
Oft on temples sadly aching

—

He was weary, let him rest. . . .

Toll, bells at the Capitol!

Bells of the land, toll!

Sob out your grief with brazen lungs-
Toll ! Toll! Toll!

CARAH CARMICHAEL'S life

had an ironically sad ending. She
who had been mentally so alert, so

aware of the essence of living, was
doomed to exist for over a quarter

of a century a victim of mental
vacuity. Of all things she had dread-

ed death most—not death of the

body, but spiritual, emotional death

brought on by a soul shrivelled up
by cowardly and ignoble attitudes.

She loved life—noble, pulsating,

spiritual life, of which her patriotism

was a sample. A stream of con-

sciousness vibrating with gentle,

sympathetic, sensitivity : this was her
recipe for ideal living. This philoso-

phy she voiced in her poem "The
Dead," the last verse of which reads

:

Weep for the dead ; not those who claim
Immortal life on the scroll of Fame

;

Not for the soul that feared but shame

;

Not for the life that reached its aim ;

Not for the step that marked in flame

Print of a hero's tread.

Weep for the dead that breathe and
speak

;

Dead, with a life bloom on the cheek;
Dead, for they have no aim to seek;

Dead to the core—dead !

Dead as the use of a wasted hour

;

Dead as the dew on a poison flower

;

Dead as a soul's crime-palsied power

—

Dead!

I" IKE all nobly intelligent charac-

ters, Miss Carmichael had
learned that real living consists of
forgetting self in the process of
feeling for life pulses outside of one
encased identity. She sensed that

"He who loseth his life shall find

it." The only poem in which she
deigned to deal with such an unim-
portant subject as herself was in

her last one, which she wrote just

before her mental collapse. This
poem seems to have been a premoni-
tion. Beautiful in its weird, yet

sweet, solemnity, it reveals so poig-

nantly the bewildered, conflict-strick-

en Sarah Carmichael Williamson
that we find ourselves enmeshed
within the grips of a tragic qualm,

sublimely conscious of "tear-drop?"'

that "inward bleed."

LAST POEM
Down by the river,

The dark, flowing river

That flows to eternity's sea,

Pray to the Giver,

To God, the Good Giver,

And pray for my venture and me

Cold it is, dark it is,

Hushed as my heart it is,

Beautiful river sublime;
Many ships fail on it,

Still as they sail on it

—

Strange, crooked river of time

!

Down by the riverside,

Wreck-covered riverside,

Pray for my venture and me.
Pray for us, pray for us,

Solemnly say for us,

"God guide thee safe to the sea."'

Strong is the river-tide,

Rough is the riverside

—

Pray for my venture and me I



The Greatest Art
By Clara Perman

NO career is greater than that

of home-making ; the greatest

art is that of raising a whole-

some child. Mothers who know
that the success and happiness of

their children depend upon their so-

cial and emotional adjustment have
eagerly sought help on this matter

commonly known as behavior and
discipline. They have joined clubs

where authorities on child psychol-

ogy lecture on progressive methods
in child training, have read books
and magazines on this subject, and
have gone to open forums for the

purpose of discussing it. However,
so many criticisms of the modern
psychological procedures in child

training have come to my attention

recently that I am led to think that

many mothers have become discour-

aged, bewildered, and have failed

in their attempts to master this great-

est of arts.

An article entitled "We Scape-

goat Mothers," which appeared in

the May issue of the Household
Magazine, "Unspanked Boy Shows
How Dad's Fine Idea Works," a

news story recently published in the

Denver Post, and a paper read in

club not long ago entitled, "Junior
Among The Quacks," all tended to

show that the modern ideas concern-

ing the rearing of children were
neld in contempt and announced a

determination on the part of moth-
ers to do away with these fanatic

psychological theories and return to

the old tried and true methods. But
it is well for them to be reminded
that although we may have some
trouble with our new automobiles,

not one of us has traded in for a

horse and buggy.

pOSSIBLY a great deal of this

criticism arising from failure on
the part of mothers is because of

(1) lack of understanding due to a

limited psychological background

—

danger in a little knowledge, (2) an
abrupt change from old methods to

the new before its deeper signifi-

cance is sufficiently assimilated, (3)
realizing their inability to use the

newer methods they are fearful to

use any, (4) the modern idea is

found too difficult, requires more
patience—thinking.

One example of a misunderstand-
ing due to limited knowledge of the

psychologist's meaning is that of a

mother who was told that the per-

sonality pattern of the child was ab-

solutely set at the age of five. When
later a minister tried to impress up-

on her the importance of having
her children form habits of church
attendance she replied, "Oh, what's

the use? What they are going to

be is all decided when they are five

years old." Another mother having
heard that parent-domination will

kill the initiative and spontaneity of

a child mistook the freedom advo-
cated for indulgence, told me for

that reason she was doing nothing

at all with her youngest one. It was
most evident.

These are only two oroofs that

some parents are jumping at hasty

conclusions before weighing them
in the balance. If they were taking

up the art of painting or of playing

the piano what would they do about

it?

The fearful mother is to be pitied.

She realizes that she is not well

grounded in the later thought. Hav-
ing listened to talks about repres-
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sions, fixations, inhibitions, and com-
plexes, she actually cringes before

a disciplinary problem in her home.
The parents who hold the new

methods in contempt after a few
trials because it is so much easier

and quicker to take the strap down
from the wall can certainly not ex-

pect to attain any skill whatsoever in

the art of raising children, for skill

requires thinking, practice, thor-

oughness.

TT is easy to be seen then that

psychologists are being denounced
because they are trying to make
childhood happier, are attempting to

emancipate it from the slavery of

domination, are working to develop

wholesome integrated personalities.

Never do they advocate the theory

of letting children grow like weeds.
Mothers must ever stand ready to

advise, suggest, reason with children

by showing them the difference be-

tween right and wrong. Domination
is far less injurious than absolute

indulgence. And if a child's per-

sonality pattern has a few flaws

there is all the more reason why he
should have training in the forma-
tion of good habits. Naturally we
wish to decrease the number of re-

pressions and inhibitions which will

undermine his chances for success,

but there are many other factors

that enter into a child's life pattern

before he is twenty-one so there is

no child-training expert who would
advise turning him out at the age of

five—a finished product.

PSYCHOLOGY wants to be help-

ful, not hopeless. Many adults

take up the study of mental hy-
giene late in life and can do much
with themselves by way of self-gov-

ernment. A parent's panicky fear

will harm a child, so while gaining
skill in the more progressive meth-
ods it is wise to keen in mind that,

after all, we adults were raised by
the old methods and although we are

determined that our children live in

a more progressive generation, we
ourselves are not absolute failures.

Old methods are assuredly more
successful than no method at all.

What will be the reaction of a mere
baby who constantly hears a tearful,

"I am just simply powerless. I

can't do a thing with my child
!"

T AM reminded of my first horse-

back ride. When my fiery steed

(a livery stable nag about twenty
years old) tossed his head and looked

back at me with a wild eye I 'almost

fell out of the saddle. Then when
he passed an alley which led to a
barn where he had once been kept
he insisted upon going in ; at my at-

tempt to turn him he merely circled

round and round knowing full well

that I was afraid to pull the reins

hard enough to make him go the way
I wanted him to go. My ride got
neither of us any place. It merely
amounted to the satisfaction the
horse got out of having his own way.
Now children know the exact min-

ute the mother is afraid to pull the

reins and they lose no time in mak-
ing use of this new-found pleasure
of being able to pull her around by
the nose. I have yet to find the psy-
chologist who does not assert that

the child must always be made to

feel the steadying hand of author-
ity.

Some parents seem to have the
idea that the only difference between
the older and newer methods lies in

the procedure—to spank or not to

spank. The news item heretofore
mentioned, "Unspanked Boy Shows
How Father's Fine Idea Works,"
was nothing more than a caricature.

The reporter quotes the father, a
noted psychologist, as saying,
"Spanking reflects the loss of con-
trol by parents. Diplomacy works
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much better," then while the report-

er proceeded to get father's theories

concerning child government young
son was snatching trinkets from the

Christmas tree and smashing them,
throwing blocks around the room,
and hurling books at the photograph-
er. Now the news story related on-
ly that the parents did not spank.

Whether they were using other

methods of controlling him such as

attempting to divert his interests,

substitute another activity as an out-

let for his emotions, isolating him, or

depriving him of other pleasures

was not stated. The readers were
undoubtedly left with the impression

that all psychologists allow their

children to rule the home, wreck the

furniture, and be a continual men-
ace to the nerves of any one who
perchance might visit them.

Because they did not immediately
snatch the child up and spank him,

because they were willing to sacrifice

a few Christmas ornaments in order
to substitute a more reasonable ap-

proach, the reporter was contemptu-
ous. His method would have been
the easier way, no doubt. Although
many spankings have been admin-
istered by perfectly controlled par-

ents there is really nothing construc-

tive about that form of punishment.

It usually builds up only resentment

toward the parent and fails to im-

press any principle toward right

conduct. And spanking is not the

most cruel punishment as is com-
monly assumed. I have seen moth-
ers too tender-hearted to spank who
resorted to much more barbaric

forms of torture. Making a child

sit perfectly still for any length of

time or tying him to assure the lack

of movement is decidedly more in-

jurious to the nervous system. Hu-
miliation in any form is the least

constructive.

HPHE positive rather than the neg-

ative attitude will aid parents

greatly in perfecting this art of rais-

ing wholesome children. If all the

don'ts were substituted with do's

there would be little cause for discip-

linary measures. Children must be

taught that there are certain laws
which if obeyed will bring pleasure

and if disobeyed will bring grief. It

is wrong to think that we should
keep a child in a blissful state of

happiness regardless of what he
does. He must know that it depends
upon his conduct. As soon as he
has absorbed and makes use of the

knowledge that the most absolute

freedom is a matter of the most per-

fect control his adjustment is as-

sured. That is the freedom which
is advocated by the psychologist. He
can offer no prescription as a pana-
cea for the social and emotional ad-

justment of every child. He can
give only the underlying principles

and mothers must fit them to the

individual needs of each child just

as she regulates the medicine which
a physician prescribes.

OEHAVIOR is responding to

stimuli. Parents must provide

higher motives to prompt conduct.

They must have well-formed opin-

ions, definite goals. No child can
have respect for parents who are

foolish, flighty, not dependable, or

who have other interests of more
paramount value than caring for his

needs. A child must feel support

and comfort in the home ; this means
that parents must be stable, consist-

ent, not stern one day and indulgent

the next which will wreck the stabil-

ity of any child. In a happy home
where parents love and respect each

other, where children are wanted,

and where spiritual values are not

slighted we seldom find the mal-ad-

justed child. The emotionally un-

stable mother who recently hacked
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her daughter to death because she

begged for pretty clothes is a fitting

example of a home where higher

values have never been considered.

A girl who has been well grounded
in principles of right conduct will not

beg for pretty clothes from a mother
who is living on ten dollars a month
from a relief fund.

"^"O art can be perfected unless

the apprentice is willing to de-

vote much of his time to it. Par-

ents should take time to explain di-

rections which are often puzzling,

their reasons which are not always

clear, their criticisms of the child's

actions which are not always under-

stood. This time taken now will

repay them a thousand fold in in-

terest on the principle being depos-

ited, for good habits are much more
easily formed in babyhood than later

if bad habits must first be broken.

(CHILDREN learn self-control

through the self-control of their

parents. A maxim often given teach-

ers will apply as well to parents

—

"Until one has learned to control

himself he cannot expect to control

others." Temper tantrums can, as

a rule, be ignored. Let the child

see that he accomplishes nothing

when he resorts to them which will

prove to him eventually that it is a

silly indulgence. Avoid emotional

tension, attempts to make him an-

gry or jealous so that you may laugh

at his outbursts. I have seen chil-

dren teased by their parents even

to the point of telling them untruths

so that the children never quite knew
when to expect truth and when to

expect horseplay. This will never

teach them how to face situations

frankly which should be one of the

first steps in the child's development.

A child often becomes defiant, de-

structive, discourteous, or irritable

because he is unhappy. Prolonged
unhappiness is dangerous. It is well

to ferret out the cause and build

up in him a means of averting it.

Most of our unhappiness is brought

on by ourselves. If a child is laughed

at when he voices a serious opinion

he will withdraw, not attempt to be-

come independent in solving his

problems. Encourage his opinions,

respect them as you guide them.

In this way you will build up self-

reliance.

TF the child is taught co-operation

in the home he will not find co-

operation difficult when his circle

in society widens. Freedom? Yes
—but always with respect to the

rights of others. Noise? Of course.

Mothers and teachers are two classes

of women who can't have nerves

that revolt against noise—and by
that I mean a happy healthy noise.

Never-the-less in the home there

should be no noise when guests come,

when some one is asleep or ill. Very
small children are amenable to rea-

son and willingly try to do their

part. Very few children are not

eager for responsibility unless it is

killed by over-indulgent parents. All

of us must "pay our way" through
life. It is well to learn this early.

Saving a child from all responsibil-

ity, making him despise healthy la-

bor in order that he may have mem-
ories of a pleasant childhood may
be the means of leaving him with

nothing but pleasant memories when
he becomes an adult.

PERSISTENCE is one of the

chief traits to be developed. It

has been the means of bringing suc-

cess to the person who would not

rank high on the mental scale. A
combining form of intellect and per-

sistence makes up the world's great-

est leaders. Although we cannot
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change the inherited nerve system of

any child, parents can do much in

the way of encouraging persistent

effort. Concentrated interest is of-

ten a matter of early habit forma-
tion. Sincere and independent ef-

fort should always be praised ; avoid

demanding a too difficult task, either

in work or in play, or presenting too

many interests at one time as cray-

olas for drawing, blocks for build-

ing, games, and books. He will flit

from one to the other and may not

complete any one task that he un-

dertakes. Concentration may be

helped by having him think out an-

swers to questions. So often a slip-

shod "I dunno" suffices. And I

don't mean tiring children to death

with endless questions or making
concentration a trial of endurance

—

it can all be done in a spirit of fun.

Let them enter into the conversa-

tions and discussions, praise good
ideas, it will help them to get the

listening habit as well as the thinking

habit. They will be gathering a

store of information which they can
give out, and will also develop a

keener interest in what is going on
about them. An interesting person-

ality is in the making.
Sportsmanship should be taught

from the beginning. It is so easy

for mother, father, big brother and
sister to let baby win in all the games
and races, to let him have first turn

or a turn any time he pleases. We
do this at first, of course, to build

up his confidence—then gradually

he should learn to take his turn as

well as defeat with a smile as we do.

Let baby share with parents and big

brothers and sisters just as they

share with him. If a child learns

to share nobly, to be considerate and
courteous in the home there need

be no fear that his adjustment to

society will be a failure. All the

effort and time spent in teaching

the child higher values will result in

a poise and confidence that mark
well a mother's skill in the greatest

art.

4C^g2g»/Ofr-

VALENTINE DAY'S MESSAGE
By Ann Jarvis

If I could play an angel's harp,

What hidden rapture I'd betray!

I'd pluck the strings; they'd sing

and swell

And burst into a joyous lay.

But I'd much rather play on you,

Your heartstrings are my instru-

ment;
I like to hear them sing and swell

And burst into a compliment!

sk



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM?

By Leila Marler Hoggan

VALENTINES
Take Time for Love

"Oh, the world is full of beauty

When the heart is full of love."—Mrs. M. W. Hackleton.

OLD M A N
WINTER
goes grum-

bling through the

town, rattling the

windows, whistling

through the keyhole

and tossing chilly

wreaths of snow at

all the passers-by.

But who cares for

Old Man Winter
when Dan Cupid is

here, his quiver full

of love-tipped
shafts, as he sets

out to win the heart

of the world. A
flutter of lace-trim-

med, heart - bound
valentines, and a

flourish of his mag-
ic bow and darts

bring lovers young
and eld, to a happy
surrender.

This achieved,

the little god of

love curls up on a soft cushion be-

fore the fire and falls asleep. In

some homes the warmth of his gen-

tle presence permeates the whole

year, bringing messages of love and
kindly deeds to cheer and bless the

members of the household ; valen-

tines of action, of wholehearted love-

liness, that lift a burden of woe from
the heart of humanity and sweeten

and ennoble life.

Cupid's dimpled feet have long

since made a path of love that leads

straight to happiness. It is easy to

find for it is the beaten highway of

the heart. There are guide posts,

too, to hold one to the course: Un-
derstanding Hearts, Trusting Con-
fidences, Abiding Faith, Rose-Col-

"*£^=ji rS^JAs.Ur-VMUan,.*
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ored Romances and Family Tradi-

tions. The stop signs at irregular

intervals, are for little silent prayers
and expressions of appreciation. At
the wayside inn one may loiter awhile
and refresh oneself with stories and
rhymes, songs and pictures and bits

of laughter. All along the way
there are trusting blue skies, broad
meadows of contentment, laughing

brooks and sweet scented blossoms.

The passport to this delightful trip

is Loving Service, and at the close

of the journey one registers in the

substantial book of Achievement.

The blazed trail of the little god
of love leads to gladness today and
tender memories tomorrow, and hap-

py are they who have found it and
who keep straight to its course.

There are other paths that one
may follow, aye, that some do fol-

low ; paths crooked and broken, that

lead to disappointment and regret,

and sometimes to despair. From the

crossroads one may look back and
see the lost joys and vanished
dreams, that a little time and pa-

tience could have saved.

V/17"HICH road have we chosen

to travel through the coming
year ? Is the little god of love guard-
ing our hearth stone ? Will his gen-

tle presence direct us to the highway
of happiness?

The lovely graces that sweeten
life cost so little, and yet bring such

rich returns.

"To be polite is to do and say

The kindest things in the kindest way."

Babies thrive on love, half-grown
boys hunger for a word of approval,

and sweet young girls just have to

have a confidant. Loving words
lighten father's heavy burden, and
little tokens of affection brighten the

weary hours of Mother's service.

Grandfather and Grandmother re-

joice in knowing that they are not

outgrown. "And all the world loves

a lover." Dr. Frank Crane said,

"In love lies our common divinity."

'"TPHE long ago child shared with

his parents in what Tolstoy

called "bread labor." He helped to

produce the food as well as to pre-

pare it for the table. Busy parents

of today spend less time with their

children. Are we forgetting that

what brings gladness today may be

outgrown tomorrow? Shall we
awaken some morning to the realiza-

tion that Betty has outgrown her

dolls and doesn't need the blue silk

doll dress and the little cradle quilt

she has longed for these many years

;

and that Dick's Indian war bonnet

that lies unfinished in the old chest

has lost its thrill for a young fellow

who is beginning to think about dates

with his best girl friend ?

Are we so busy that we can not

find time for the lovely confidences

with our children that would bring

our lives closely together? Are we
going to let some other person take

our place in their hearts ? Some per-

son whose influence may be less

wholesome than ours would have
been, had we only claimed our beau-

tiful privilege.

What is sadder to recall than the

tears of disappointed youth, unless

it is the lament of a broken-hearted

mother who weeps, when it is too

late, that she

"Did not kiss more oft and tenderly

The little child that brought her only

good."

HpHE happiest mothers never per-

mit themselves to grow old. Hel-

en was sure she was too busy to fix a

play dinner for Mollie, besides, there

was nothing to fix. But when Grand-
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mother's twinkling eyes looked into

Mollie's little crestfallen face, she

grasped the situation at a glance,

for Grandmother, as she often re-

marked, "had not raised eight chil-

dren for nothing."

"Why, Helen dear," she laughed,

"you're too grown up. Now persons

like Mollie and me, who are in their

perpetual childhood, know very well

that one apple, two soda crackers

and a glass of milk make a perfectly

sumptuous banquet, especially when
one has a pink candle and a green
napkin left from the birthday party."

TX/'HOLESOME stories, gay lit-

tle songs and haprw jokes are

as oil on troubled waters. The repe-

tition of rhymes and jingles, each

child quoting in turn, is a delightful

pastime, and can be carried on right

along with one's work.

The game of Traveling gives quiet

fun and laughter. One person goes

on an imaginary journey, and the

others guess where he is and what
he is doing.

"You are at the North Pole in

Santa Claus' toy shop, "guesses Nel-

lie."

"You are riding down the Nile

on a crocodile's back," suggests Jack.

"You are sailing around the

world," ventures Ruth. While all

the time the traveler is quietly rest-

ing under the lid of the Queen's
sugar bowl. And so the fun goes

on and tired children forget to be

fretful.

There are many little traditions

that promote the happiness of chil-

dren. What child is not delighted

to hang his stocking by the tree on
Christmas eve, and to set a bowl for

the shakings of Santa Claus' bag
on New Year's eve? When a child

has done a kind deed or performed
a difficult task, one wise teacher

suggests that the Good Fairy reward

him by leaving a gift in his shoe or

under his pillow. In some homes
the Jolly Goblins leave gifts on the

table on Hallowe'en night ; valentines

are tucked under the door and candy
hearts under the dishes, on the morn-
ing of Valentine's Day. And on
April the first, gingerbread boys are

found hiding under the overturned

plates. Children who bravely submit

to having a tooth extracted, may put

the tooth in an envelope under their

pillow, and they are rewarded the

next morning by finding a coin in the

envelope.

Lovely letters telling children that

they are appreciated, that they have
accomplished creditable tasks and
that their life is really very much
worth while, give them courage and
determination to succeed.

Let us

"Build a little fence of trust around today
Fill the space with loving work and

therein stay."

No child wants to confess that he
is afraid or that he has failed or

done wrong. It is not easy for any
person, young or old., to admit that

he has weaknesses. But if such con-
dition exists, it is to the eternal bet-

terment of the child if he can talk

the matter over freely and confiden-

tially with one of his parents, whose
loving sympathy will help him to

make matters right and to reestab-

lish his self-respect and self-confi-

dence.

It is of greater value to a young
person to inspire him with a supreme
faith in the ultimate purpose of life,

and confidence in his superior worth,
than to present him with a gift of

gold.

While little Dan Cupid guards the

heart of the home, the firelight play-

ing across his sunny curls, let us rest

in the security of his gentle presence.

And let us make a solemn promise
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to ourselves that no day shall pass by
in which we do not perform some
loving service for the uplift and the

happiness of others.

"Every storm bends rain-bows
Over the world so wide,

Every road is a bright road
When love is by your side.

And poverty seems riches

The whole world might divide,

And heaven to earth draws nearer
When love is by your side."

—Frank L. Stockton.
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THE PRICELESS GIFT

By Viola Stone Card

Dear Lord, if in thy gracious hand

Thou hast a gift for me,

Grant me not wealth of treasures, rare.

Nor ease, nor luxury,

Nor fame, that fragile, tinsel toy

That only brings synthetic joy

;

All these are vain ; they pass away

—

Mere shadows of the real

;

And so, my gracious Lord, I pray

—

Before thy throne I kneel

—

And humbly plead for Wisdom's Light,

A lamp to make my pathway bright

;

If only just a tiny spark

Of thy eternal Flame,

To guide me safely through the dark

And glorify my name
Among the blessed Sanctified

—

Redeemed Ones for whom Christ died.



Relief Society Playlet on the New
Testament

By Alberta Stake Board

Characters : Father, Mother, Rex, aged
12 years ; Grace, aged 14 years ; John,
aged 8 years ; May, aged 6 years.

Mother, father and children seated as

a family group.
Father and mother appear to have been

discussing the Relief Society project.

Father: But I don't see where an
outline like this is going to be

much help in studying the New
Testament. If I had anything to

do with outlining a study course

I would have them read the whole
book.

Mother : But, father, you don't seem
to know just what is wanted. The
General Board of Relief Society

asked us to get a general outline

of the New Testament discussed

in every home now and the read-

ing of the books may come later.

Word has been brought back home
from the mission field that our
boys and girls know very little

about the Bible when they enter

their field of labor. Sometimes
the missionaries use weeks of their

valuable time learning some of

the fundamental things that they

should have known before leaving

home. Not long ago one returned
missionary told me that before
entering the mission field he knew
nothing of the Ten Command-
ments, Christ's Sermon on the

Mount or even a passage of scrip-

ture. He could not repeat the

names of the books of the Bible

and many of us here at home are

in the same predicament.

John : How many books are there

in the New Testament ?

Grace: About thirty, aren't there,

mother? I know the Old Testa-

ment has thirty-nine books.

Rex: I don't think that's right,

Grace. I know of a good way to

remember the number of books
in the New Testament.

John : Tell us, Rex, so we'll all know.
Rex: There are three letters in

"New," (spells n-e-w) and nine

letters in Testament (spells t-e-s-

t-a-m-e-n-t). Three times nine

are twenty-seven.

Father: Fine idea. Where did you
learn that?

Rex : Mother and I have been figur-

ing it out.

Mother : We not only want to know
how many books there are in the

New Testament but should also

know just a little of what each
book contains.

John: My teacher wants us to read
the story of the Life of Christ

and I don't know where to find it

in the Bible.

Mother: Daddy will show you if

you would like him to.

Father: You see, the Life of Christ

is told in the first four books of

the New Testament.
Rex: Father, I know what those

books are.

Father: Fine. Let's hear you re-

peat the first four books.

Rex: (repeats) Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John.

Father : Very well. There are more
of the things that Jesus taught in

the Book of Matthew than any
other book of the New Testament.
What are a few of the teachings

of Matthew, Grace?
(Grace then repeats the Beatitudes.)
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Father: Now, there is another dif-

ference between the writings of

Matthew and the writings of

Mark which helps us distinguish

between them. Matthew contains

Christ's teachings and Mark tells

of the miracles he performed.
Rex, you may tell us of the mir-

acle of the feeding of the five

thousand recorded in Mark, 6th

Chapter, commencing with the

30th verse.

(Rex then repeats the story of the

miracle.)

John: (who has the Bible, looking

at it) Mother, I never knew until

now where the story of the Prod-
igal Son was. It makes me feel

like I can forgive everyone when
I read that beautiful story.

Mother: There always was a moral
in all of the parables of the Savior,

John. But we are forgetting one
of the most important things in

our discussion. We are asked by
our Relief Society president to

have the story of the birth of

Christ told in every home and we
would appreciate having you tell

us the story of His birth, John.
(John tells the story contained in

Matthew, 2nd chapter, 1st to 20th verses.)

Father: You may learn the names
of the books and have your stories

but give me a good sermon. Now
take Paul, for instance, he tells

Mother: Yes, I know it is all told

in Acts, Romans, 1st and 2nd Cor-
inthians, Galatians, Ephesians,

Philippians, Colossians, 1st and
2nd Thessalonians, 1st and 2nd
Timothy, Titus, Philemon. Father,

you know I dare not let you get

started on Paul's teachings for

you don't know where to quit,

(laughs)

Father: I only wanted to speak of

the wonderful personality of

Christ when he had reached his

manhood and for us not to forget

what he did for the world as well

as the example he set us.

Rex: (standing and throwing back
his shoulders) When I grow to be

a man I am going to be a Bishop.

Mother: (surprised) Why, Rex,
whatever do you mean?

Rex: When our bishop was talking

to us boys one day he turned over

in his Bible like this (takes Bible

and hunts around) and told us

what a Bishop has to do and be.

Father : Son, did you say your bish-

op found that in the Bible?

Rex: Yes, father, it is there.

Father: Well, son, I guess you will

have to find it. I can't.

Rex : (takes Bible and turns quickly

to 1st Timothy, 3rd Chapter, 1st

Verse. Places book before father

and reads) "If a man desireth the

office of a bishop he desireth the

good work," and in Titus, 1st

Chapter and 7th Verse it says,

"For a bishop must be blameless

as the steward of God, not self-

willed, not soon angered, not given

to wind, no striker, not given to

filthy lucre."

Father: Good. Now grow up fast

my boy. (pats him on the shoul-

der) Nothing would please me
better than to some day see you
made a bishop.

May: (who has been holding a doll,

rises up) Don't they say anything

in the Bible about our prayers,

Daddy?

Father: What do you know about

that? I thought my little girl was
only thinking about her doll. It

is one of the greatest teachings

of Christ. I wonder if my little

girl could say the Lord's Prayer
as contained in the New Testa-

ment.

(The little girl repeats the Lord's Pray-

er as found in Matthew, 6th chapter, 9-13

verse.)
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Father: We cannot get very far

without faith and prayer in this

life.

Grace: I read a most remarkable

story from the Bible on faith and
prayers the other day, mother.

Would you like me to relate it ?

(Grace then relates story, Queen
Esther.)

Father: A great understanding has

come to me, mother, and I am in

hearty accord with you on this

project. I did not realize what it

would mean to a family to learn

the books of the Bible and what
they contain and where to turn

to things when needed. I find

I will have to brush up myself.

Grace: Let's see who can be first

to learn the project.

Mother: I would like our family to

be first to report 100%.

All: We will do it, mother.

How Mother Does It

By Bergeta Williams

(A peep into the Dean home at the

close of the day.)

The scene is the dining room of the

Dean home. A pleasant, cheerful room,
with buffet and easy chairs.

As the curtain rises, Mrs. Dean is busy
setting the table for the evening meal.

She hums softly as she works, twice she

goes to the window and looks out into

the fast gathering dusk.

Mrs. D.: (agitatedly) It's almost

dark and the children not home
from primary yet. I do wish they

would hurry; (glances up at

clock) only five thirty, it gets dark

so early these winter evenings.

(She turns on the light and re-

sumes her work at the table, that

finished she turns toward the

kitchen, when an outer door opens

and Madge, a girl of about seven-

teen, enters. She is dressed in a

pretty wool dress and jacket and
carries an armful of books, which
she drops onto a nearby table.)

Madge: Bus was late again, I wish

we could get home early once in

a while. Did you get my dress

finished ?

Mrs. D. : Yes, all pressed and every-

thing.

Madge: Gee, ma. you're a peach.

(Kisses her on both cheeks.)

Mrs. D.: Where's Ted?

Madge: Talking football with El-

mer, he'll be here in a minute. Is

dad home yet?

Mrs. D.: No, but he'll be here any
minute now.

Madge: Have I got time for a bath

before supper? I'm simply fagged,

(starts for stairs without waiting

for an answer) Mom, guess who
dated me for the dance tonight?

Mrs. D. : Oh, Bob, I guess.

Madge: Harold Eastman, and am
I thrilled! (she dashes up the

stairs)

Mrs. D.: (softly) My little girl,

almost a woman, (hurries into

kitchen)
The door opens to admit Ted, a good

looking youth of about fifteen. He drops

his books onto the table beside Madge's,
and starts toward the kitchen, calling.

Ted : Oh, ma, what have we got for

supper? I'm starved.

Mrs. D. : (enters with a plate of

cake) Hello, son, how's everything

tonight ?

Ted: Swell. Can I have a piece of

cake? (tries to take a piece, but

she pushes him playfully away)
Mrs, D, : Now. son, you wait for
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supper ;
you know cake isn't good

for you on an empty stomach.

Ted: Anything would be good for

a stomach as empty as mine. Just

a bite, you don't realize how hun-

gry I get. (tries again to take a

piece, but she eludes him and
places cake on table)

Mrs. D. : You can taste the tester,

I tried out a new recipe that I

saw in the "Relief Society Maga-
zine."

Ted : Well, if it's as good as it looks,

I'll eat my share. Oh, by the way,

those were sure swell sandwiches

you sent for lunch today.

Mrs. D.: Were they good? I know
how tiresome the same old lunches

are every day, so I like to sur-

prise you once in a while with

something different. I knew I had
seen some snappy suggestions for

school lunches in the Relief So-
ciety Magazine, so I tried them
this morning, and this cake recipe

sounded so good I just had to try

it, too.

Ted : Boy, I hope my wife can cook,

if I ever get one. (they go out

laughing but return immediately

with food which they place on

table) There, this supper looks al-

most good enough to eat.

Mrs. D. : Now, if father and the

children would only come, (a noise

is heard outside) Maybe that's

them now. (Ted goes out into

kitchen, Mrs. D. starts toward out-

er door but before she reaches it,

Harry Dean, a kindlv man of

about forty, and two children,

Tom, ten, and Isabelle, eight, en-

ter.)

Harry : (kissing Mrs. Dean) How's
my girl ?

Mrs. D. : All right. I'm glad you
remembered to call for the chil-

dren, (to children) Did you have

a good primary?

Isabelle: Lovely! we have a new
teacher, I like her.

Mrs. D.: (to Harry) How did

things go at the office? (takes his

hat) Supper's all ready. You
children run and wash quickly.

Harry : Everything was A-l today,

Mary, but I'm always glad to get

home to a warm supper, an easy

chair and—you.

Mrs. D. : No blarney, now. (they

go out together. Ted comes in

and arranges chairs at table. Isa-

belle and Tom dash in and sit at

table almost upsetting each other.)

Isabelle : Look, Tom, chocolate cake

for supper. (Tom attempts to take

a piece)

Ted : Say, won't you kids ever learn

anything? Get up from there and

wait until the rest get here—and

let that cake alone, (tries to crack

Tom's fingers with fork but Tom
jumps back)

Tom: Well, good gosh, I'm hungry.

Mrs. D.: (In doorway) Now, boys,

please be quiet, your father is

tired. Isn't Madge down yet?

Isabelle: I'll get her. (runs to foot

of stairs and calls) Madge, oh,

Madge, we're ready to eat.

Madge: Coming.
Mr. D. enters and they take their places

at the table.

Madge: (comes down the stairs

dressed for the dance, she goes

to Mr. D. and kisses him on the

forehead, then stands back for in-

spection) How do I look, daddy?
Harry : Stunning, my dear, but

when did we start diessing up for

supper.

Madge: (takes her place) What
night is this ?

Harry : Friday the seventh. Oh, a

dance, well, that's a very pretty

dress you have.

Madge : Mother made it, I just love

it.

Harry: Isabelle, you return thanks.
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(they bow their heads and are si-

lent a moment)
Tom: (raising his head first) Please

pass the beans.

Madge: What did you get on that

English test, Ted?
Ted : Oh, why bring that up ?

Madge : My, but I have a lot of work
this week-end. I have to write

a theme and a book report and a

dozen other things all for Mon-
day. That geometry is worse than

a Chinese puzzle.

Ted: Pooh! that's easy, write me a

theme and I'll help you with ge-

ometry.

Madge : That's a go. Now, answer
this one—name the ten most im-

portant women of the last one

hundred years.

Ted: I'll take the last ten years

—

Ethel Barrymore, Greta Garbo,

May West, Norma
Madge : I didn't say movie actresses

—silly.

Isabelle : Mamma, please spread my
bread, this butter is hard.

Mrs. D. : (buttering bread) I be-

lieve I can help you with that

one, Madge.
Madge : Can you, mom, that's swell,

where did you find 'em?

Mrs. D. : Well, I always squeeze

out a little time to read the Re-
lief Society Magazine, if I don't

read anything else, and just this

afternoon I noticed a little item

that gave the names of the twelve

most important women in the last

century.

Madge: Does that take a load off

my mind!

Harry: Tom, don't make so much
noise with that soup.

Isabelle: I am glad I was here yes-

terday when you had the Relief

Society teachers ; our Primary les-

son was on the beatitudes, and I

knew a lot about it after listening

to the lesson they gave you.

Ted: Gee, ma, I wish that favorite

magazine of yours would print

some hot stuff on American Lit-

erature, so you could help me once

in a while.

Mrs. D. : Well, our literary lessons

are so excellent that maybe I will

be able to help you some.
(There is a knock, Madge goes to the

door and opens it.)

Madge : How do you do, Mrs. Leads,

come in.

Mrs. L. : Good evening, everybody.
All: Good evening, Mrs. Leads.

(Mr. and Mrs. D. rise)

Mrs. D. : Won't you have some sup-

per with us ?

Mrs. L. : Oh, no, thank you, keep
your chairs. (Mr. D. indicates a

chair and she sits) I am sending
my orders for the Magazine in

the morning and I wondered if

you wanted to renew your sub-

scription ?

Ted: Oh, you don't have to ask
mother that, Mrs. Leads, she just

couldn't live without that maga-
zine.

Mrs. D. : Well, it does seem almost
indispensable.

Isabelle: Shall I get your bank?
(Mrs. D. nods, Isabelle runs into

bedroom and returns with paper
bank) I wonder how much money
you have ?

Mrs. L.: Why, how unique!

Mrs. D. : Well, it's so hard to get

that much money all at -once that

I made this little bank. It is al-

ways in plain sight on my dresser

so if Harry has an extra quarter

he drops it in, and even the chil-

dren surprise me by adding a pen-
ny once in a while, (she opens
the bank and counts the money,
the family are interested specta-

tors) Three dollars, (she holds

up a one dollar bill) Harry, you
must have put this in.

Harry: Maybe I did.
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Mrs. D. : Here is the dollar for the

magazine, and I will pay my fifty

cent membership now, too.

Mrs. L. : Oh, thank you, Mrs. Dean,
I am going to tell all of the sisters

about your bank, it is surely a

splendid idea. I must be going

now as I have several others I

would like to see before I send

that order off. (at the door)

Good-bye.

All: Good-bye.

Mrs. D. : Call again, Mrs. Leads,

(exit Mrs. Leads)

Madge: Alice is going to fix my
hair, may I run over there now?
I won't be long.

Mrs. D. : Why, yes. It's Tom's and

Isabelle's turn to wash dishes.

(Madge goes)

Tom : Ah, heck, I was in hopes you'd
forget.

Isabelle: Me, wash, (they begin

clearing the table)

Ted: Are my pants pressed, ma?
Mrs. D. : Yes, I laid them out on
your bed.

Ted : (goes to Mrs. D. and puts his

arm around her) Say, Dad, we
just couldn't get along without

this efficient, little old lady, could

we?
Harry: Well, hardly. She's just

about as indispensable to us, as

that much mentioned magazine is

to her. (they laugh)

{Curtain)

A Secret Something Whispers
By Isaac B. Ball

ALMOST all Latter-day Saints

have learned to love from in-

fancy the old familiar poem
and hymn, O My Father, in which
are found these words,

"Yet oft-times a secret something
Whispers, 'You're a stranger here;'

The lines of the illumined English

poet, William Wadsworth, are also

often quoted, lines which begin,

"Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting

;

The Soul that rises with us, our life's

Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting

And cometh from afar."

But it seems entirely possible that

most of us are not acquainted with

the interesting fact that the eminent
American poet, James Russell Low-
ell, in one of his inspired writings

refers to a vague and ghostly "some-
thing" which stirred deep feelings

within him so that he cried,

"Sometimes a breath floats by me,
An odor from dreamland sent,

That makes the ghost seem nigh me
Of a splendor that came and went."

When you read Lowell's full quo-
tation you see that he had equally

clear intimations of immortality and
a sense of a former holy habitation

where our spirits did once in truth

reside.

It may therefore be of some in-

terest and of some value to here set

down for contrast and for whatever
use the reader may wish to make
of them the three famous and clear-

est poetic expressions of that haunt-

ing "hunch" that possesses almost

all of us at some enlightened mo-
ment of a fore-existence in some far-

forgotten past. Of these three it

may in all fairness and kindliness

be said that the Utah poetess, Eliza

R. Snow, seems to have stated her

intimations in such a crystal and
convincing manner as is not ap-

proached by the two poets of wider
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acclaim. But in saying this we are

in duty bound to add that she alone

of the three favored ones enjoyed
the high privilege to have had her

own whispering, secret "something"
confirmed, inspired and enlarged by
a close personal association with

Joseph Smith, the American Proph-
et, one of the world's greatest Seers,

to whom these dim whisperings,

which to the poetic nature were but

mystic intimations, were subjects of

heavenly visions and prophetic rev-

elations from the Father to the chil-

dren of men.
We shall begin therefore with the

familiar Mormon classic, O My
Father,

"For a wise and glorious purpose
Thou hast placed me here on earth

And withheld the recollection

Of my former friends and birth

;

Yet oft-times a secret something
Whispers, 'You're a stronger here.'

And I felt that I had wandered
From a more exalted sphere."

And while this melody of word
and thought is still lilting itself

through the harp strings of your
mind will you attend to these sweet
strains from the Ode to Immortality,

by William Wordsworth,

"Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting

;

The Soul that rises with us, our life's

Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting
And cometh from afar

;

Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God who is our home."

Now that you are in the mood
and current of this fine theme I joy-

fully bring you the soul-searching

phrases of our beloved Lowell,

—

Lowell, our greatest American man
of letters in variety of theme, power,
and force,—Lowell, who gave us his

Columbus, The Present Crisis, The
Vision of Sir Launfal, and who
now in the poem, In the Twilight,

voices for us that which many feel

but so few can express, his intima-

tion that man was in the beginning
with God,

"Sometimes a breath floats by me,
An odor from Dreamland sent,

That makes the ghost seem nigh me
Of a splendor that came and went,

Of a life lived somewhere, I know not
In what diviner sphere,

Of memories that stay not and go not,

Like music once heard by an ear
That cannot forget or reclaim it,

A something so shy it would shame it

To make it a show,
A something too vague, could I name it,

For others to know,
As if I had lived it or dreamed it,

As if I had acted or schemed it,

Long ago!"

"THE contrast between these three

is marked and distinct. Words-
worth is contemplating the babe and
youth whom, he sees, come into life

trailing clouds of divinity until it is

all but lost in the world-blinded
adult. Lowell is stirred by lovely

glimmerings of a splendor and a life

he felt he had lived somewhere in

some diviner sphere, memories in-

distinct but unforgettable. Eliza R.
Snow is uttering an invocation to
the heavenly Father and Mother.
She alone comprehends that the re-

lationship in that happier estate was
as real as the relationship that exists

between any father and son or
daughter on earth, that man's spirit

is actually the offspring of Deity and
that the proper mode of address to
Deity is the Christ-taught phrase

—

"Our Father who art in Heaven."
We shall leave the reader to an-

swer whether any of the three ex-
cept the Utah poetess could have
penned with clearness and convic-
tion the last sublime verse of O My
Father,

"When I leave this frail existence,
When I lay this mortal by,

Father, Mother, may I meet you
In your royal courts on high?

Then at length when I've completed
All you sent me forth to do,

With your mutual approbation
Let me come and dwell with you."



The Longest Journey
By Joseph L. Blaine

WELL, young woman, are you
glad you're married?"

Elaine stood in the curve
of her tall husband's arm, leaning

her shining dark, head lightly against

his shoulder. They were looking

at their wedding presents. Dishes,

vases, silverware, linen, etc., were
piled on the dresser, on chairs and
peeking out of boxes in the corner

of their bed room.
Peter and Elaine were going to

live with Peter's mother. "Really,

Elaine," Peter had said, "It would
be more than foolish for us to buy
a place of our own and leave mother
alone in that big house. Father deed-

ed the place to me before he died,

but mother holds the deeds as long

as she lives. You won't mind, will

you? She is old and it would be

pretty hard for her to live alone."

Elaine had agreed, although that

had been the one shadow on their

otherwise perfect marriage. Peter

was everything she had dreamed of

for her ideal man. She gloried in

the strength and cleanness of his

splendid, young manhood. She was
so proud to be his wife. It was easy

to see that he was admired and re-

spected by young and old, alike, in

the little community in which he
lived.

A dear friend had said,

"Oh, Elaine, if you value your
happiness at all, don't, for goodness
sakes, try to live with your husband's

mother! Our first months of mar-
riage were perfect, then we moved
in with Edward's mother. You know
how things are with us now !"

Elaine did know, and it sent a little

chill over the wealth of happiness

that filled her days. She had laughed,

however, and said, gaily,

"Oh, surely, I can get along with
just one poor, old, lonesome woman.
She's awfully sweet, really, and she

must be ever so nice to have a son
as grand as Peter

!"

Now, she said, looking a little

thoughtfully at the presents,

"Where shall we put them, Pe-
ter?"

"Oh, we'd just better box them
up now, I guess. Mother has plenty

of everything."

"We might just as well not have
anything of our own," Elaine said

quietly.

She had tried to say it ever so

lightly, but somehow her disappoint-

ment sounded, all too plainly, in the

quiet words. Peter turned quickly

to look at her. Then he walked
over to the bed and sat heavily down
on the edge of it. Elaine, all re-

pentance, flew after him and put-

ting one arm around his neck, said

breathlessly,

"Don't feel badly. I didn't mean
anything."

The possibility that Elaine would
not like to live in his Mother's home
had never once entered his mind.
He really loved the old home and
it was wonderful to have his two
dearest ones together in it.

"You don't like to live here!"

grieved Peter.

"Of course I do, Peter, dear. Of
course I do. I'd be happy anywhere
with you," Elaine said quickly.

T^OR three weeks Elaine was sole

mistress of the big house. Pe-
ter's mother had gone to visit with

his sister, Martha, who had a new
baby. Before leaving, she had told
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Elaine that she might do the spring

cleaning, while she was away. Some-
how, the cleaning of the strange, big,

house, with all its enlarged pictures

and its wealth of bric-a-brac, seemed
the hardest task she had ever tried to

do. She was afraid that she might
do things wrong and she hadn't real-

ized how tired she was from the

three years of teaching school and
helping care for her mother's home
and the large amount of church work
that she had done. Always she had
loved to work in the church and
being willing and capable, one task

after another had been given her in-

cluding several responsible positions

in the different organizations. She
had given her best to every task and
responsibility and had counted each

one a privilege and an opportunity,

but now, with all of it, and the help

she had given at home and teaching

school, she was so tired. If only it

could have been their own little

home that she was to clean, how joy-

ful the task would have been.

HPHE morning Peter's mother
came home, bringing Martha and

her two children with her for a visit,

Elaine was still in bed. For the first

time Peter had prepared his own
breakfast.

"You stay in bed today, honey, I

don't like the sound of that cold,"

he had said, tenderly, when she had
started to get up.

The deserted breakfast table

showed plainly that a man had fixed

the breakfast and eaten it alone.

Elaine felt that Peter's mother and
sister saw and disapproved, although

they greeted her warmly.
Peter came bounding in when he

came from the farm.

"Hello, mother! Hello, there,

Martha ! Well, if it isn't great to see

you ! How's the new edition ?" he

cried, kissing them and laughing

over the new baby.

TOURING the weeks that followed,

it seemed to Elaine that she

never saw her husband alone. She
learned to dread to hear,

"It is none of my business, of

course, but if I were you
"

She knew that she seemed only a

child to Peter's mother, who was
really old enough to be her grand-

mother. If only she wasn't always

so firm and so kind and so sure that

with all her years and experience,

she knew best and it was her duty

to tell Elaine how to do everything.

TT really seems very extravagant

to me to use cold cream," she

said one day, "when soap and water

are just as good. That's all I've

ever used." Another day, when
Elaine started to make a cake, she

brought another recipe and said,

"Use this recipe. I've always

found it very good and it only calls

for one egg."

That time Elaine said rather firm-

ly, and much to her mother-in-law's

surprise, "I'd rather use this one,

Mother Hartford."

It was the first and one of the

few times that Elaine didn't do ex-

actly as Peter's mother said to do.

She stood by the table and looked

the impersonation of disapproval as

Elaine broke three eggs into the bat-

ter. Elaine felt so nervous at being

watched so closely that she was sure

that she would do something wrong.
She could have cried when the cake

fell and Mother Hartford said,

"It was too rich. There's no need

of using three eggs. One egg makes
as good a cake as anyone could ask

for."

HPHE second ripple that disturbed

the surface serenity was when
Mother Hartford asked Elaine what
she had done with the pictures that

had hung on the walls of Peter's

room and Elaine told her that she
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had put them in the attic. Elaine

had felt that she would scream if she

had to look again at the dreadful

prints in huge frames and Peter had
taken them upstairs for her.

Elaine saw her mother-in-law's

lips tighten.

"They will be ruined, lying up
there in the heat. We've had them

up for years and years. You'd bet-

ter hang them up again."

This time Elaine said, a little stub-

bornly, "I won't have those pictures

on the walls of my room!" Later

Peter said, coldly, "It wasn't neces-

sary to speak to mother like that."

"I'm sorry, dear, and I told her

I was. I do wish we could buy a

little home of our own. I feel like

an outsider here. Your mother has

her way of doing things and it's a

good way, I know, but I'd like to do

things my way, once in a while."

Suddenly she was weeping in his

arms and he was kissing her and say-

ing,

"Don't mind mother because she

tells you how to do things. She's

only trying to help you. She really

loves you a lot. We both seem like

kids to her. She was over forty

when I was born you know."

A/TARTHA had visited with her

mother and Peter and Elaine

about five weeks and Elaine resented

more and more that she and Peter

were never alone. If only they

could get away for an hour or so

together.

One morning Peter came in to

say that he had to go up to the

springs to change the water and he

thought he'd better go in the car.

"Oh, Mother Hartford, do you

mind if I go ?" Elaine cried eagerly.

Jerking off her kitchen apron and

hanging it behind the door, she was
off, smoothing her hair as she ran.

An hour alone with Peter! It

would be a life-saver. A nerve-

saver at least ! She squeezed herself

up close against him and smiled hap-

pily into his face. Her smile van-
ished, quickly, when she saw the

cold fury there.

"Why, Peter," she cried aghast,

"Is anything the matter ?"

"Honestly, Elaine, sometimes it

seems as if you never think of any-

one but yourself. Why couldn't you
have asked mother and Martha to

come along. They would have en-

joyed the ride, too. Instead of that,

you run off and leave them to get

dinner

!

In spite of the aching hurt and
biting disappointment, Elaine said,

contritely,

"Oh, Peter, I'm sc sorry. Let's

go back and get them."

"It is too late now, you should

have thought of it sooner," Peter

answered, coldly.

This was their first hour alone in

weeks. It had meant so much to

her and it meant only to him that

she was thoughtless and unkind to

his people. She had tried so hard to

be good to them, to obey his mother
and never to let them guess the feel-

ing of resentment that lived in her

heart because she couldn't know the

joy of having Peter to herself, or of

caring for a little home of their own.

TX/"HEN Peter got out of the car

to walk the remaining half

mile to where he must change the

water, she was desperately glad of

the chance to be alone, so that she

could cry. There was no one near

and she could release the sobs that

were choking her.

In the midst of her unrestrained

weeping, she thought she heard

someone call,

"Oh, Mrs. Hartford!"
She lifted her flushed and tear

stained face to meet the surprised
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and concerned one of an old farmer
who lived on the nearest farm.

"I thought this was Peter's car,"

he said, "Jim, my boy, is so sick

that I came over to see if Peter

would help me to administer to him."

'Til send him over just as soon
as he comes," Elaine said faintly,

controlling her voice with an effort,

"He is just up turning the irrigating

stream. I'm so sorry about Jim."

A FTER Peter had returned from
the farm house he took Elaine

tenderly into his arms.

"Oh, dearest, I'm so sorry I hurt

your feelings. I love you so."

"Peter, dear, I've wanted so much,
to be alone with you for a little

while. We never are alone," she

sobbed. "I thought you'd like it

too."

.

It was wonderful to be in his arms.

Wonderful to have him understand-

ing and his own dear self again.

TN August Elaine went home for

a short visit. It was good to see

her friends, good to see her dear

mother and father, her brothers and
sisters, but after she'd seen and
talked to them for a couple of days,

she started to long for Peter. On
the fifth day of her visit when she

went down town to buy some things

for her mother, she met a Mr. War-
ner from her new home town, who
laughed and said,

"Just on my way home. Want to

come along?"

He laughed still more at her eager,

"Yes, oh, yes
!"

Later as they were going through

the mountanis a few miles from
Heber City, Mr. Warner said, "Why
there's Peter's team. He must be

farther up, getting wood."
"Are you sure it is his team? If

you are, please let me out here!"

Mr. Warner laughed again. These

newlyweds! He waited until he saw
the tall form of Peter wave his hat

and start down the hill, as his young
wife raced up it, then he set her suit

case by the side of the road, smiled

and waved, as she turned to call her

thanks, and drove off.

In another momenc Elaine felt the

ecstas} r of being in her tall husband's

arms and hearing him say, between
kisses,

"Darling, I've been so lonesome
without you!"

A FEW days after Elaine came
home, Peter burned his arm and

she wrapped it in wet soda. When
his mother came in and was told what
had happened, she cried,

"Oh, soda is no good. I always

use salty butter."

She quickly took off the bandage

and applied the salty butter.

That night when Elaine cried

about it, Peter said,

"But, sweetheart, she does know
best. She is lots older and has had
a lot more experience than you have."

So the old feeling of being a use-

less outsider came back again.

pETER'S brother, Joe, moved into

a new brick house and his old

adobe one was for sale.

"Oh, dearest, please let's buy it!

I can't bear living here any longer.

Your mother is grand, but it is an

old saying that no house on earth is

big enough for two women. I know
we'd just love each other if we didn't

live together. That house is near

here, too, so she wouldn't be so lone-

some.

"Why, Elaine, you don't want that

old house. It's about to fall down,"
Peter teased, but he went to his

brother and asked him about the

house and Joe said he'd sell it for

$600.00.

When Peter told Elaine that he
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would buy the house if she really

wanted it, she was delighted. She
hurried to tell Peter's mother, who
burst into tears,

"I didn't think that I had treated

you so badly that you'd want to get
away. I've tried to be good to you,"
she wept.

"Why, Mother Hartford, you've
been grand to me, but it would be
such fun to fix up that place!"

"Fun !" Mother Hartford sniffed,

"the old thing will fall down on
you !"

Later Elaine saw Peter a few
minutes alone. "Your mother cried

when I told her," she said soberly,

"We'll have to forget about moving,
I can't bear to make her feel so bad-
iy."

A FEW days later, Peter awoke
with a heavy cold and by after-

noon he had a slight fever.

"I'll put on hot packs wrung out
of mustard water and then rub your
chest with Vapo rub and you'll soon
be all right," Elaine said, bringing
in the towels and the hot mustard
water.

"No, no!" cried Mother Hart-
ford. "That wet would be sure to

cause pneumonia! For goodness
sakes, don't do that!"

"You'd better not do that," Peter
said, "mother's doctored colds for

years."

The old familiar feeling of being

useless and futile descended upon
her again. The afternoon dragged
on and on. On Christmas night Joe
came in to see how Peter was feeling

and as the two brothers were talking,

with their mother listening and join-

ing in the conversation, Elaine slip-

ped into the cold parlor. It was so

silly to be always crying, she thought

fiercely, as the tears ran down her

face. She wasn't at all like herself

anymore. She should have been

called Niobe, for she was forever
dissolving into tears."

She heard a step outside the door
and hurried noiselessly over to the
window, to stand looking unseeingly
out. Peter's mother came into the
moonlit dimness of the room.
"Whatever are you doing in here,"

she asked curiously.

"Oh just looking at the moon. It

is wonderful tonight," Elaine an-
swered faintly.

Really she hadn't been aware that

there was a moon, but she was deter-
mined that 'her mother-in-law
shouldn't know that she was weeping.
She supposed that she would think
that she was either crazy or heart-
less, standing here in the bitter cold
of the seldom used parlor and look-
ing at the moon, while her husband
lay ill in their bed room.

"You'd better forget about the
moon and come out where it is

warm," Mother Hartford said short-

ly. "You'll be chilled to the mar-
row

A~PHE next morning Elaine's head
ached and felt as heavy as lead.

Peter was much better and in a few
days was over his cold, but Elaine
kept getting worse. One night she

awoke feeling very hot and with a
burning pain in her chest. She
aroused Peter. He dressed quickly,

awakened his mother and rushed out
to call the doctor.

The doctor looked grave, said

something about pneumonia, and got

to work. Mother Hartford worked
with him, quickly and skillfully.

Once he said,

"It is fine to have someone to help

who knows just how to do things."

"I've been around pneumonia be-

fore and I know that it takes work
to get the best of it," Mother Hart-
ford answered, her hands flying as

she talked.
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During the weeks of her sickness

and convalescence, Mother Hartford
was tireless in caring for Elaine,

who realized that her own mother
could not have cared for her more
intelligently or more tenderly. The
strength and calm and sweetness of

Peter's mother made her feel grate-

ful and ashamed. No wonder Pe-

ter was so fine. He had such a splen-

did mother.

"If I hadn't lived so close to her,

I could have seen how wonderful
she was long ago," she' said to her-

self.

HpHE summer was hot and Elaine,

well and strong again, thanks to

the nursing of Peter's mother, picked

English currants and gooseberries

and helped to can fruit.

One day as she and her mother-
in-law sat in the kitchen peeling

peaches, Mother Hartford said,

"You must have had lots of fruit

in American Fork."

"We did have quite a bit. Why ?"

"Because no one who had had to

be careful of fruit, would peel away
such thick peelings as you do."

Elaine had thought that she would
never again feel antagonistic towards
her mother-in-law, after the loving

care that she had given her. She
knew that she literally owed her life

to this rather stern and yet splen-

did woman, but as the days went
by, little things grew big again and
seemed to be mountains in the way
of her happiness.

/^\NE of her duties was to clean the

big, dark parlor every week and
she always pulled the blinds to the

top of the windows and opened the

door wide. As the stately room,

with its enlarged pictures and wealth

of bric-a-brac, brightened in the

flood of unaccustomed sunshine,

Elaine's spirits seemed to grow

lighter too. Mother Hartford al-

ways discovered the open windows
and door, and hastened to close the

door and pull the blinds down to a

scant six inches from the bottom.

"Really, Elaine," she said one day,

"you have faded the walls and car-

pet and everything in this room.
Even the picture frames are falling

to pieces. The sun and wind soon
dry the glue until it is no good. I've

tried for years to keep this room
nice

!"

Elaine didn't answer, but she cried

when she told Peter about it.

"I'm going home, Peter and stay

there until we can get a home of

our own, I'm of no use here. Your
mother can do everything for you
better than I can," she sobbed.

Peter laughed, then teased, then

pleaded and finally got angry, but

Elaine was determined.

"If you cared at all for me, you
wouldn't want to leave me because

mother treats you as if you were her

own daughter. You know she loves

you after the way she cared for you
when you were sick. How can you
want to leave her here alone?"

"She is well and strong and she'll

be happier managing her own home,
in her own way, instead of always
having some one in it, doing things

in a way that displeases her. She
was wonderful to me when I was
sick and I appreciate it, but I won't

live here any more."

DETER took Elaine home on Fri-

day. His mother thought that

she was just going home for a visit.

They talked very little during the

ride to American Fork. After they

had visited a while with Elaine's

family, the two talked alone for a

few minutes in the big, homelike
living room.

"Elaine, you know I can't afford

a new house and there is no need
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of it when that one is going to be
mine. Why can't you be reason-

able?"

"I am reasonable, Peter. Why
can't you see how impossible it is

for me to stay there? Our mar-
riage would have been perfect if I

could have cared for you and our
own little home. I can't stay there,

although I love you until I feel as

if I couldn't bear to be away from
you."

"If you really loved me, you
wouldn't mind that mother tries to

help you with little things. The
trouble is really all in your mind.

Now listen, you stay here a week,

or two weeks, and then come back
and everything will be fine."

"It won't be fine and it won't

work. I simply can't go back there,

Peter."

"Nonsense! Of course you can.

Don't be silly, Elaine. It is not

half so bad as you think it is."

Both were talking now in cold,

hard, biting tones.

"I'm not being silly, in fact for

the first time since we were married,

I'm being wise. It seems impos-

sible that you can't see it," Elaine

answered.

"Well, I must go," Peter said, still

more coldly. "You've made your
decision. I'm sorry. If you really

cared for me it would have been a

different one
!"

J7LAINE stood clinging to the

door knob after Peter had gone.

He hadn't even kissed her! Peter

gone ! Gone out of her life perhaps.

Surely he didn't care for her, didn't

love her as she loved him, or he

must have seen how hard, how im-

possible it was for her to live in his

mother's home.
The hours seemed to drag end-

lessly over her sleepless eyes before

she finally fell into a troubled sleep.

The days moved by like bad dreams.
She knew that her father and mother
were worried and felt that there was
some trouble between Peter and her.

She couldn't talk about it. It didn't

seem loyal to Peter.

Always before, she had enjoyed
being in American Fork, but now, it

seemed the most dreadful town in

the world. She hated to go to

church, dreaded to walk down town
and avoided meeting people. She
felt that everyone must see the un-
happiness in her face and be curious

about it.

Reading had always been her de-
light, but stories and articles did

not seem to make sense now.

Two weeks, that seemed to her
aching heart to be a lifetime, passed
and Peter hadn't written even a card.

One day she picked up a copy of
"The American Poetry Journal" and
aimlessly turned the pages. She
started reading a very short poem,
"Travel Diary," by Elinor Lennen.
in which the writer affirmed that her
longest journey was from closed

door to empty chair "the night you
said goodbye."

She read the four short lines over
and over. At last she got scissors,

clipped the poem and wrote her name
across the bottom. She slipped it

into an envelope that she quickly

addressed to Peter. When she had
posted it, a heavy load seemed to

have been lifted from her tired

heart. Peter would surely get the

little poem next day by noon or

shortly after. Tomorrow night she

would be in his dear arms again,

telling him that anything was prefer-

able to the agony of being away
from him.

Elaine awoke early, feeling that

something wonderful was going to

happen to her that day. Peter would
surely come when he got the poem.

She went about the house singing all
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morning, but as the afternoon failed

to bring Peter, fear grew in her

heart. Time is agonizingly long to

those who wait. Her eyes ached

from watching the road and her

heart ached with the longing and
fear in it.

I7OUR days dragged endlessly by.

On Friday a neighbor brought

in a copy of the little Heber City

paper. Elaine read that Mr. Peter

Hartford and his mother were in

Salt Lake City, visiting her daugh-

ter, Mrs. Martha Stanton and fam-
ily. Rather breathlessly she told her

mother that she would like to walk
out to her father's farm about a

half mile northeast of town.

"The walk will do you good," her

mother said. The mother knew that

something was wrong between
Elaine and Peter. She could see and
feel her child's suffering, but she

wisely decided that it was best to

pretend that everything was as usual

and to pray silently and earnestly

that everything would soon be all

right.

Elaine walked, her feet keeping

time to the heavy beating of her

heart.

/^\N reaching the farm she sat

down behind the friendly wil-

lows and let the tears fall unheaded
down her cheeks.

Suddenly two strong arms were
tight around her and Peter's be-

loved voice was saying, "Darling,

darling, " over and over.

Her heart was beating slowly, suf-

focatingly with the almost unbear-

able joy. She was alive again!

"Just got your letter when we
got back from Salt Lake this after-

noon. I raced down here. Your
mother told me that you had started

to walk out here. Oh, dearest, you
did miss me!"

"Miss you!" she cried, clinging

to him, her wet face pressed against

his shoulder, "Oh, Peter, I'll live

anywhere just so long as you are

there!"

"How about living in Salt Lake
then? I've landed a peach of a job.

Would you like to have that home
of your own up there ?"

"Oh, Peter!"

"V^EARS after as the deep and sin-

cere love grew in her heart for

her splendid mother-in-law, it

seemed as if the mother-in-law of

her first two years of marriage had
been another woman. Surely the

jolly, happy, helpful and lovable

woman that was Peter's mother and
the children's adored grandmother,
couldn't have been the woman who
had once seemed so "bossy."

It was hard, Elaine thought, being

a mother-in-law. If you wanted to

help or if you made a suggestion

it always antagonized the daughters-
in-law. The only solution was for

every family to have its own home.
"Men don't understand how wom-

en feel about their homes," Mother
Hartford said one day, in the slow,

serious way Elaine loved. "Every
woman needs a home of her own
to putter around and manage. Why
even the Bible says that a man
should leave father and mother and
cleave unto his wife

!"

"Mother Hartford, you are always
so sweet and wise and right. I hope
I'll never have to live with any of

my daughters-in-law when the time

comes that I'll have some. I don't

understand how I could have helped

seeing how hard it was for you to

have a thoughtless girl come into

your well-managed home and upset

things. I surely love and admire
you now."

Elaine stooped swiftly and lightly

kissed the pleasant face of her hus-

band's mother.



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

pEBRUARY—Good citizenship is

proof sufficient of patriotism.

DRINCESS JULIANA of

Orange, only child of Queen
Wilhelmina, and heir apparent to the

throne, has met and won her "Prince
Charming." The royal wedding
which occurred January 7, was one
of splendor and rejoicing ; a brilliant

event of promise, like a star in the

sky over war-clouded Europe.

HpHE new Queen of England, who
before her marriage to the Duke

of York, was Lady Elizabeth Bowes-
Lyon, daughter of a Scottish Earl,

stands for what the English people

like best in women—dignity, friend-

liness, conservatism and devotion to

home. She has graced her place

in the royal family with stateliness

and tact.

J^JRS. REVA BECK BOSONE,
first woman judge in Utah, is

making good her declaration : to im-
pose relatively heavy sentences for

reckless and drunken driving.

gETTY JAYNES, 15-year-old

Chicago girl, made a successful

debut in opera this season as Mimi
in "La Boheme."

J^OSA PONSELLE, internation-

ally famed opera singer, was re-

cently married to a Baltimore busi-

ness man. "Her art is supreme, she
belongs to a great public, it is your
duty to make her happy," admon-
ished the jurist to the young hus-
band.

VIRGINIA C. GILDER-
V SLEEVE, Dean of Barnard

College, and only woman member of

the Judicial Council of New York

State, received the award for Emi-
nent Achievement for 1936 from the

American Woman's Association.

pRAU ELSA EINSTEIN died

last December, a loss to the

world, for it is said that her watch-
fulness made the great scientist able

to carry on his research free from
worry and trouble.

TV/TARGARET EVANS PRYOR,
1V1

95, Caroline C. Harris, 91, Car-
oline W. Humphreys, 85, and Emma
Spencer Jacobs, 74, are notable Utah
women who died last winter. All

of them were pioneers and rendered
marked service to their fellow men
in their respective communities.

VERA BRITTAIN, author of

"Testament of Youth," giving

a picture of the wreckage of a gen-

eration by the World War, in her

new book "Honorable Estate," pre-

sents a wider canvas covering a pe-

riod of four decades with emphasis
on the changing status of women,
particularly wives.

A/TRS. CARRIE CHAPMAN
CATT, America's greatest liv-

ing suffragist, at the age of 78 is as

optimistic as ever. She says, "I am
neither disappointed nor encouraged

about the participation of women in

public affairs. They are behaving

just as I thought they would."

JANET BEIRTH, who wrote the

$20,000 prize novel, "No Second
Spring," and Phyllis Bottome, au-

thor of "Private Worlds," have both

published new novels this last year,

"Sand Castle" and "Level Crossing"

respectively.



Notes from the Field
Julia A. F. Lund—General Secretary

HANDWORK FROM TAHITI

Tahitian Mission

HpHE above picture is a collection

of beautiful handwork which
was sent to the office from far away
Tahiti. When the sisters of this

Mission were told by the Relief So-
ciety President that the different

member groups were having a dis-

play of handwork at the general of-

fice, they too were anxious to send

a sample of their work. The collec-

tion which is photographed above

came from the different branches,

and was brought to the office by an

Elder who returned from the Mis-

sion. According to Sister Muriel R.

Mallory, the Relief Societies of this

Mission are in a very excellent con-
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dition. The sisters are striving to

the best of their ability to cooperate
in the work, and as far as possible

follow the regular courses and ac-

tivities of the organization. It be-

comes necessary at times to substi-

tute material more suitable for the
local conditions, but the Magazine is

of great help, and the different ma-
terials sent from the office are used
as far as possible. It is felt in the

Mission that the sisters enjoy a great

blessing in their work, and they join

in sending their love and best wishes
to the other Relief Society women
throughout the world.

Brazilian Mission

pROM the Mission President, Sis-

ter Mary P. Howells, comes the
pleasant news that the Relief Society
work is getting actively started in

this Mission. While there has been
an organization for a few years in

some of the large branches, very lit-

tle has been done in any of the lo-

calities until recently. Now active

organizations will be found in all

of the branches. The material sent
to this Mission will, as in other cases,

have to be translated, but the sisters

are most appreciative of the work
and eager for instructions and for
service in the Relief Society. Sister
Howells writes: "We are very
pleased in having a number of
friends becoming interested in the
Gospel through their activities in Re-
lief Society, and we are expecting
much in the future."

Netherlands Mission

A VERY interesting report of the

work in the Netherlands Mis-
sion comes from the Mission Presi-

dent, Sister Hermana F. Lyon, and
the account of the Relief Society

conferences held shows a very dis-

tinct growth during the past year.

The native sisters are very anxious
to learn of the manner in which

Relief Society work is conducted,

and of the Church-wide program.
Some of the subjects discussed are

"How we can make our Relief So-
ciety bigger and better," and "How
Relief Society Teaching should be

done." In addition to this the sisters

have been shown samples of the

handwork, and are extremely inter-

ested in this phase of the Relief

Society program. A comparative re-

port shows that during the year

1936 there was a very decided in-

crease in attendance at the meetings,

and in the general program of ac-

tivities.

Danish Mission

VTERY fine reports come from the

Danish Mission where the Re-
lief Society work has been most suc-

cessfully conducted throughout the

past year. In this Mission the effort

was made to follow through very
carefully the programs of study as

suggested in the regular Relief So-
ciety courses, and some fine biogra-

phies which were especially interest-

ing to the sisters of this land, were
prepared by the native sisters. The
District Conferences also were a

very great success during the year,

and did much to interest the sisters

in the work. The Home Reading
Project, "Back to the Scriptures,"

has met with particular favor in this

Mission where it is enthusiastically

conducted. The Mission President,

Eliza S. Petersen, writes that they

are well and enjoying their labors

and thoroughly appreciate the co-

operation of the fine people with

whom they are working.

Hawaiian Mission

"C^ROM the Hawaiian Mission very

fine reports have come to the

office of the splendid work which

is done in the Relief Society. This

land has long been known for its

devotion- to the work, and a letter
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SISTERS OF FRANKFURT DISTRICT OF SWISS-GERMAN MISSION

from Sister Cassandra D. Bailey,

Relief Society Mission President, is

an expression of this fact. The sis-

ters are enthusiastic in carrying out,

as far as possible in all the branches
of the Islands, the program of Re-
lief Society work. The older moth-
ers like to hear the lessons given in

their native tongue, while the young
mothers prefer English, so when the

membership justifies it, two classes

are held. In this Mission, as in some
of the European, the literary lessons

were chosen from some of the native

personages, such as King Kameha-
meha I, King Kalakaua, and Queen
Liliuokalani. In some of the branches
there is a splendid cooperating course
with the University Extension Di-

vision of Hawaii, and the sisters re-

ceive valuable instructions on the

preparation of foods, balanced diets

and home-making in various ways.

Through the Relief Society the

standards of home life are being

raised to a higher level. There has

been a great increase in the enroll-

ment and in the attendance during

the past year, and it is felt that this

is largely due to the influence of

the Relief Society Magazine, which
now has a very fine circulation

through the Islands.

Swiss-German Mission

HPHE Mission President, Sister

Susan G. Kelly, reports that they

have just come to the close of the

very successful series of Fall confer-

ences in the Relief Society. The
women throughout the Mission have
thoroughly enjoyed the lessons in

every department. They are very
anxious to consider some of the prac-

tical phases of the work, and are par-

ticularly interested in subjects deal-

ing with health, care of the teeth

and kindred subjects. The work
which is done for women is gaining

each year in popularity, and the les-

sons have been much more enthusi-

astically received, and the sisters give

more attention to them. Another
interesting activity in this Mission is

the Singing Mothers, who are doing
very excellent work. The above pic-

ture is of the Frankfurt District.

There are some very wonderful
singers and musicians in this Mis-
sion, and the music is of an extreme-
ly high order.
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'~PHE Presidency and General

Board of Relief Society are

more grateful than is easily ex-

pressed, for the inspirational mes-
sages and beautiful greeting cards

sent to them by the member organi-

zations at the holiday season. They
wish to thank each one individually

for these. The tender expressions

were but another exquisite reminder

of the devoted service, the depend-

ability, the unequalled cooperation

of the Relief Society women in all

Stakes, Wards and Missions. Presi-

dent Louise Y. Robison voices the

sentiments of her co-workers when
she sends her love and best wishes

to every sister in the organization.

Her constant prayer is that 1937 will

be the happiest and most prosperous
of years!

A LARGE majority of the Stakes

have expressed a desire for the

course of nine lessons. In some
cases, however, it suits conditions

better to begin the regular courses

of study in September instead of

October, and to close in May rather

than carry through to June. There
is no objection to this, provided the

plan is uniform throughout the

Stake. In order to meet the needs
of those who desire to begin early,

the publication of the lessons will

begin in the July, 1937, issue of the

Magazine, instead of in August, as

previously announced.

Theology Department

The study of our Theological les-

sons, the Teachers' Topic, and the

Scripture Reading all have a fine

correlation one with the other. There
are different methods of approach,

but one single objective—the living,

unfaltering conviction of the divin-

ity of Jesus Christ. The following

extract which is reputed to have been
written by Napoleon, forcibly ex-

presses this

:

"Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne,
and I, have founded great empires;

and upon what did these creations

of our genius depend? Upon force.

Jesus alone founded His empire up-

on love; and to this very day mil-

lions would die for Him. I think

that I understand something of hu-
man nature, and I tell you all these

were men, and I am a man. No
other is like Him. Jesus Christ was
more than a man. I have inspired

multitudes with such an enthusiastic

devotion, that they would have died

for me ; but to do this it was neces-

sary that I should be visibly present

with the electric influence of my
looks, of my words, of my voice.

When I saw men and spoke with

them, I lighted up the flame of self-

devotion in their hearts. Christ

alone has succeeded in so raising the

mind of man toward the unseen that

it becomes insensible to the barriers

of time and space. * * * All who
sincerely believe in Him experience

that remarkable supernatural love to-

ward Him. This phenomenon is

unaccountable; it is altogether be-

yond the scope of man's creative

powers. Time, the great destroyer,

is powerless to extinguish this sa-

cred flame ; time can neither exhaust

its strength, nor put a limit on its

range. This is what strikes me most

;

I have often thought of it. This

it is which proves to me quite con-

vincingly the Divinity of Jesus

Christ."
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Literary Department

Consider Julia Ward Howe as

:

1. Writer. Poems, "Battle Hymn of

the Republic.

Essays, Select examples you en-

joy—why?
Diary and letters.

2. Homemaker. Homes. Green
Peace. "Revere the religion of

home."
Wife. Helpmate.
Mother. Daughters. Little Sam-
my.

Hostess. Entertained graciously,

often.

3. Friend. Emerson. Quote from
journal.

Whittier. Expression of appre-

ciation.

4. Crusader. Peace movement, in-

ternational.

Woman's suffrage, sacred mis-

sion.

5. Worker. Lectures. Numerous.
Subjects.

Reading. Type. For enjoyment.
Clubs, opportunities for public

service.

6. Traveler. Purpose, extent.

7. Philosopher. "The good God does
not send affliction without com-
fort, but the weeping eyes and
breaking heart must struggle

through much anguish before
they can reach it. . .

."

8. Woman of Faith. "I desire to

set my house in order, and be
ready for my departure, thank-
ful to live or willing to cease

from my mortal life when God
so wills."

Point out the changes in Julia

Ward Howe as she developed from
the shielded daughter of a rich man
to the time when she entered into

her husband's social work for the
afflicted.

Interesting it is, and very enlight-

ening to discuss Mrs. Howe's phil-

osophy of life. Her biography con-

tains many of her comments and
views which would make profitable

discussion pro and con, and this

would be a most excellent way to

socialize a lesson. For instance she

has said, "I think perfect and fear-

less frankness one of our highest

duties to man as well as to God."
. . . "The manna fell from heaven
early in the morning, and those who
neglected to gather it were left with-

out nourishment ; it is early in life's

morning that we must gather the

heavenly food, which can alone sup-

port us through the burden and heat

of the day."

Her daughter, Maud, asked her

once, "Tell me what is the ideal aim
of life?" She replied,

"To learn, to teach, to serve, to

enjoy

T EGISLATIVE. The State Leg-

islature is now in session. Many
matters of vital interest to the wom-
en of the state are being discussed.

It is advisable to keep informed on
these matters and so far as possible

have an intelligent understanding of

them. The laws that govern us

mean much in the conduct of the

home and our daily lives, and it is

the privilege of every citizen to in-

fluence legislation that will better

conditions and thwart if possible the

passage of any measure deemed
harmful to the welfare of the prog-

ress and prosperity of the state. The
delegations from the different coun-

ties generally hearken to the appeals

of their respective constituency. So
let us be watchful and awake for the

passage only of such measures as

will in the best judgment promote
the health, peace and prosperity of

the people as a whole.

(Concluded on page 131)
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Editorials

Abraham Lincoln

'"PHE people of the United States

show increased appreciation and
love with each passing year for

Abraham Lincoln, the Great Eman-
cipator. His integrity, his loving

kindness, his unswerving devotion

to the right, his charity toward all,

his happiness in bringing hope to the

discouraged and succor to the con-

demned are never-failing sources of

uplift to those who read the life of

this man who faced criticism un-
flinchingly, who knew the weight of

tremendous responsibilities and who
never wavered in his allegiance to

right. Although he was a "man of

sorrows and acquainted with grief,"

his sense of humor carried him
through many a dark valley and
through many a trying situation.

TLJIS stories never lose their savor.

At one time he said, "They say

I tell a great many stories. I reckon

I do, but I have found in the course

of a long experience that common

people, take them as they run, are

more easily influenced and informed
through the medium of a broad il-

lustration than in any other way, and
as to what the hypercritical few may
think, I don't care."

TLJE could read people very ac-

curately. He was ever ready to

grant the petition of the humble and
sincere, but turned aside from the

haughty and arrogant. At one time

a woman in an imperious mood said,

"Mr. President, you must give me
a colonel's commission for my son.

Sir, I demand it, not as a favor but

as a right. Sir, my grandfather

fought at Lexington. Sir, my uncle

was the only man who did not run

away at Bladensburg. Sir, my fa-

ther fought at New Orleans and my
husband was killed at Monterey."
"I guess, madam," Lincoln replied

dryly, "your family has done enough

for the country. It is time to give

somebody else a chance."
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jLIIS heart was full of tenderness

for the soldiers whether they

fought for or against the Union.
Only one week before his assassina-

tion President Lincoln visited the

army of the Potomac at City Point,

Virginia. Dr. Jerome Walker re-

lates that he was an agent of the

United States Sanitary Commission
attached to the 9th corps hospital at

that time. Although he was only

19, he was assigned the duty of con-

ducting the President through his

department of the hospital system.

He says, "As we went from tent to

tent I could not but note his gentle-

ness, his friendly greetings to the

sick and wounded, his quiet humor
as he drew comparisons between
himself and the very tall and very
short men with whom he came in

contact. Finally we came to the

wards occupied by sick and wounded
Southern prisoners. With feeling

of patriotic duty I said, 'Mr. Presi-

dent, you won't want to go in there

;

they are only rebels.' He gently

put his hand on my shoulder, 'You
mean Confederates.' I noticed that

he was just as kind in his handshake,
just as hearty in his interest for the

welfare of these men as when he
was among our own soldiers. As
we went to headquarters, the Presi-

dent urged upon me the importance
of caring for them as faithfully as

I should for our own sick and
wounded."

A GAIN and again did he incur the

wrath of military leaders by par-

doning those condemned to death.

At one time an old man came to the

White House to say that his son,

who was in General Butler's com-
mand, would be shot on a certain

day unless the President in his mercy
would forgive the offense. Lincoln
was sorry but felt he could do noth-
ing, for just yesterday he had re-

ceived this telegram from Butler:

"I pray you not to interfere with

the courts-martial of the army. You
will destroy all discipline among our

soldiers." After Lincoln saw his

visitor's grief, he exclaimed, "By
jings, Butler or no Butler, here

goes," and wrote his order: "Job
Smith is not to be shot until further

orders from me. A Lincoln." The
old man as he read this was disap-

pointed. He had come for a pardon.

The President kindly said to him,

"My old friend, you are not very

well acquainted with me. If your
son never looks on death till further

orders come from me to shoot him,

he will live to be a great deal older

than Methuselah."
At one time he said to Speaker

Colfax, "It makes me feel rested

after a hard day's work if I can

find some good excuse for saving a

man's life, and I go to bed happy
as I think how joyous the signing

of my name will make him and his

family and his friends."

jLJE was unusually fond of chil-

dren. He liked to have them
near him. He understood them as

few men could and could sympathize
with their restless activity. The
Reverend Mr. Alcott relates that at

one time he saw Lincoln coming
away from church very early. Tad
was slung across his left arm like

a pair of saddle bags. Mr. Lincoln

strode along with long and deliberate

steps toward home. On one of the

street corners he encountered a

group of his fellow townsmen. He
anticipated the question which the

group was about to ask and taking

his figure of speech from practices

with which the group was familiar

he said, "Gentlemen, I entered this

colt, but he kicked around so I had
to withdraw him."

"\T7"HILE criticism must have hurt

him, because he was very sen-

sitive, yet he never let it interfere
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with his work, neither did he hold

hard feelings against the ones who
criticised him. He felt that if he
did the very best he could, it did not

much matter whether people under-

stood or not. At one time President

Lincoln was talking to an officer

about an attack made on him for a

certain alleged blunder. The matter

involved had come directly under
the observation of the one to whom
he was talking and this man who
had official evidence completely re-

futing the conclusions of the one

who attacked the President, said,

"Might it not be well for me to set

this matter right in a letter to some
paper stating the facts as they actu-

ally transpired?" "Oh no," replied

the President, "At least not now.
If I were to try to read, much less

to answer, all the attacks made on
me, this shop might as well be closed

for any other business. I do the

very best I know how—the very best

I can ; and I mean to keep doing so

until the end. If the end brings

me out all right, what is said against

me won't amount to anything. If

the end brings me out wrong, ten

angels swearing I was right would
make no difference."

Control of Cancer

T TNDER the direction of Grace

Morrison Poole, Past-President

of the General Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs, now Dean of Stoneleigh

College, Marjorie B. Illig, Chairman
of the National Health Division of

the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, Dr. C. C. Little, Managing
Director of the American Society

for the Control of Cancer and Di-

rector of the Roscoe B. Jackson Me-
morial Research Laboratory, the

women of the United States are

being called upon to wage war
against one of the greatest menaces
to life—cancer. Cancer kills 140,

000 persons each year, and it is

estimated that one-half of these

could be saved if they sought medical

treatment when the cancer danger
signals appear. It is fitting that

women should form an army to bat-

tle against this disease since they

suffer more from it than do men, and
the types of cancer that strike them,

cancer of the uterus and breast, may
be cured in seventy per cent of the

cases if taken in time.

Women have already played an
important part in combattir" tuber-

culosis and in charity and public

health drives. Now they are asked

to replace fear and inert ignorance

with courageous alertness plus posi-

tive action. The slogan of this move-
ment is "Early cancer is curable.

Fight it with knowledge."

The first enlistment week is March
21 to March 27, 1937. The enlist-

ment fee is $1.00. We feel the cause

is worthy of whole-hearted support.

"Through a series of mass meet-
ings, lectures, radio broadcasts,

newspaper and magazine articles, ex-

hibits and distribution of literature,

an intensive educational campaign is

to be carried on. Nationally known
speakers have already enlisted their

services to get the MESSAGE OF
HOPE to the American people."
* * * "A continuous program of edu-
cation is necessary to rout ignorance

and mystery and bring about control

of this disease."

Those who enlist would like to

know how their money is to be

spent; 70% will go to the states

for activities within the states, 20%
to the Central Office in New York
City, for expenses involved in the

field, 10% to a contingent fund.
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Susan B. Anthony

pEBRUARY 15th is the 117th

anniversary of the birth of Susan

B. Anthony, one of the most inde-

fatigable and efficient workers for

equal rights for women that has ever

lived.

When she began her work, only

men had the franchise ; men had con-

trol of the children ; men dominated

the platform. For over fifty years,

Miss Anthony gave her entire time,

all her money, all her energy to se-

cure the franchise for women. Her
biographer says, "Never for one

short hour, has the cause of women
been forgotten or put aside for any

other object. Never a single tie has

been formed, either of affection or

of business, which would interfere

with this supreme purpose. Never
a speech has been given, a trip taken,

a visit made, a letter written, in all

this half century, that has not been

done directly in the interest of this

one object. There has been no
thought of personal comfort, ad-

vancement, or glory; the self-abne-

gation, the self-sacrifice have been

absolute—they have been unparal-

leled." She lectured in all parts of

the country and wrote articles with-

out number. She organized and con-

ducted campaigns. She was present

at 29 out of 31 annual conventions

of the National Woman's Suffrage

Association. She drafted resolu-

tions and circulated petitions. She
besieged Congress annually for forty

years. She addressed Congressional

committees. She raised and expend-

ed large sums of money for the cause.

Ida H. Harper truly said : "Every
girl who now enjoys a college educa-

tion, every woman who has the

chance of earning an honest living in

whatever sphere she chooses; every

wife who is protected by law in the

possession of her person, her prop-

erty ; every mother who is blest with

the custody and control of her own
children—owes these sacred privi-

leges to Susan B. Anthony beyond

all others." To her, too, beyond all

others, is due the honor in bringing

to women the right of citizenship.

Miss Anthony's picture now ap-

pears on a new stamp commemorat-

ing the 16th anniversary of the

Woman's Suffrage Amendment.
Women should call for these stamps

and every time they use them re-

member the debt they owe to this

good woman.

New Books

MISS ANNA JOHNSON, wide-
ly known because of her work

in the Young Woman's Mutual Im-
provement office, is a most interest-

ing personality. She is always hap-

py, cheery, deeply interested in many
things. She has several hobbies, one
is writing poetry. She has traveled
extensively and on her journeys
writes of places, people and things
that interest her.

Her two latest books are Viking

Verse and The Trail of the Exile.

Viking Verse shows that there is

poetry in everything if one but has

the eyes of a poet to see it. These
poems were written while she was
visiting Norway, the land of her
father's birth.

She gives the spirit of the North-
land. Her themes are about boats,

coasts, mountain lakes, pilots, sea-
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men, fishing towns, harbors, fjords,

etc. This book contains some beau-
tifully poetic lines. We quote two
of them:

THE AGED SEAMAN

Upon the tumbling billows of the deep
His eyes rest lovingly;

He bares his snow-white head to winds
and rains

That hiss upon the sea.

A sort of fierce delight shines in his eyes

;

He thrills from head to toe.

He sets his face against the storm and
feels

A joy that few men know.

BEYOND THE ARCTIC CIRCLE

Beyond the Arctic circle,

The summer sunshine falls

As gentle as the song-sprays
From nightbirds' fluting calls.

The landscape sways like music
By fairy breath caressed,

And color floods the night-tide

With glories unexpressed.

TN The Trail of the Exile she por-

trays the trek of the Pioneer, his

character, the indomitable spirit of

the Pioneer scout, the sorrows that

beset those who made the overland

journey, Winter Quarters, and the

graves along the way. This volume
is beautifully illustrated.

Viking Verse, 50c; The Trail of
the Exile, 25c ; Anna Johnson, Room
32, Bishop's Building, Salt Lake
City, Utah.

•K^CSp^Ol*

LINCOLN PRAYED
By Christie Lund

He felt the need to pray
And often in life's hurried stress,

Or in the calm of everyday
He knelt in quiet humbleness.

He felt the need, this man
Shaping a nation's destiny

;

And in his each important plan

He asked for help on bended knee.

Do not we, too, have need,

When frightened or dismayed

—

No matter what our race or creed

—

To kneel and pray as Lincoln prayed.



Lesson Department
(For First Week in April)

Theology and Testimony

Lesson 7

The Christ as Organizer of a Church

Helpful References

In the New Testament: Matthew
10; 16:18; 17:1-9; Mark 3:13-

19; Luke 6:12-16; Acts 1:12-26;

13:1; 14:23; John 1 :35-50 ; Luke
10:1-24; Romans 12:4-5; I Cor-

inthians 12:12-31; Ephesians 4:

11-12 ; Hebrews 5:1-5; I Timothy
3:1, 12; Revelation 1:6.

In the Book of Mormon: 3 Nephi
11:18-27; 18:5; 19:4-7; 27:1-11

;

4 Nephi 1-5; Moroni 2-6.

In the Doctrine and Covenants

:

Sees. 7:1, 7-8; 10:69 (compare
Matthew 16:18); 22:3; 84:107-

108.

Talmage: The Articles of Faith,

Chapter 11.

Talmage: Jesus the Christ, pp. 361-

363, 368, 700-702, 736-738, 741-

742.

Rail : The Teachings of Jesus, pp.
95-97.

1. Some Believe that Christ Did
Not Organise a Church.

To some Latter-clay Saints the

title of this lesson may seem rather

trite and commonplace. They may
say, "Have we not been taught all

our lives that the Christ organized

the Church during His ministry and
placed officers in it ?" What they say

would be true. But we hasten to

point out that to many people out-

side our faith such a title would pro-

voke great interest and surprise. It

is, as a matter of fact, quite common
to find in current publications state-

ments by scholarly men to the effect

that the Savior did not concern him-
self with organizing a church. One
writer says, "Ideally . . . the church
is today, a fellowship or community
of all who are trying to live as God's
children after the spirit of Christ.

If we ask for Jesus' teaching con-

cerning this fellowship, we find we
have scarcely anything bearing di-

rectly upon it. The Gospels give

us nowhere any precept from Jesus
as to the duty of organizing a
church, or directions as to how this

shall be done. Nor do the begin-

nings of the church at Jerusalem
imply this. The disciples apparently
still consider themselves a part of

the Jewish Church, though they as-

semble themselves together, as

would be expected, and look to the

twelve for guidance and leadership."

At the conclusion of his book, Jesus

of Nazareth, Dr. Joseph Klausner
tries to answer the question, What
is Jesus to the Jews? He says, "It

is somewhat strange to ask, What
is Jesus to the Jews? 'Jesus,' says

Wellhausen, 'was not a Christian

:

he was a Jew,' and, as a Jew, his

life-story is that of one of the prom-
inent men of the Jews of his time,

while his teaching is Jewish teach-

ing of a kind remarkable in its truth

and its imaginativeness. 'Jesus was
not a Christian,' but he became a

Christian. His teaching and his

history have been severed from Is-

rael. To this day the Jews have
never accepted him. . . . But Jesus
is, for the Jewish nation, a great

teacher of morality and an artist in
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parable. He is the moralist for

whom, in the religious life, morality

counts as—everything." Dr. Klaus-

ner, a Jew, is one of the most in-

fluential and celebrated Hebrew
scholars of our day. No one can

miss some of the implications in the

statement quoted above. The Savior

"became a Christian" not because

he organized a Church, but because

his teaching and his history were
severed from its Jewish environ-

ment. Such teaching about the

Christ is important for Latter-day

Saints to know. If we are to make
the message of the Church very ef-

fective it becomes necessary for us

to present the principles of the Gos-
pel in a way that takes cognizance

of the beliefs of others.

2. Our Church Organisation gives

Insight to the Organization in the

Primitive Church.

If the Christ, during His lifetime,

set up a Church, we should reason-
ably expect it to be of a pattern

that would be in fundamentals, at

least, the same for all time. Local
conditions might change, it is true,

but a relatively perfect Church or-

ganization ought to provide for that.

In other words, we should expect
the Church on earth to be patterned
in fundamentals after that in heav-
en. Such we believe the Church
organization in this dispensation to

be. The pattern we have ought,
then, to give us an insight into any
similar organization set-up in the

Savior's lifetime. Let us, therefore,

look at some of the New Testament
references that concern our problem.

3. Christ Aided by Distinct Bodies

of Men.

It will be noted that when the

Christ's ministry actually began he

saw the need of calling others to

His side to help him. The tenth

chapter of Matthew records their

names and the charge He gave them.

In the first verse it is recorded that

"he called unto him his twelve dis-

ciples, he gave them power against

unclean spirits, to cast them out,

and to heal all manner of sickness

and all manner of disease." The
word here translated as "power" is

best rendered by "authority." That
better expresses the matter. One
ought to read this chapter carefully.

The charges given by the Christ to

his apostles are not such as would
be given by an ordinary leader to his

followers. They were given by one
speaking with authority and not as

the scribes. Why would such un-
usual charges be given if the Christ

had only a fellowship with his apos-

tles in mind and not a Church or-

ganization? The tenth chapter of

Luke is also of peculiar significance.

In the first verse of this chapter we
read, "after these things the ' Lord
appointed other seventy also, and
sent them two and two before his

face." The seventy are also men-
tioned in the seventeenth verse

where, after their return, they re-

joiced over their successful mission,

and especially because of the author-

ity which was theirs. This group
of seventy would seem to be a quo-

rum of men distinct from the twelve

apostles. In this dispensation the

Lord has made it plain that there

are in the Church among others, two
distinct bodies of officers in the high-

er priesthood, the Quorum of the

Twelve Apostles, and the Quorum
of Seventy. We should note, too,

the special place Peter, James, and

John held in the organization with

which the Savior surrounded him-

self. In the seventeenth chapter of

Matthew is the record of how they

were in the presence of the Christ

when he was transfigured. The
Prophet Joseph Smith tells us that

on this occasion these three men re-

ceived certain keys of authority. In
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the Epistle to the Galatians 2 :9 two
of them are spoken of as "pillars."

The prominent role played by Peter,

James, and John shortly after the

Savior's resurrection would seem-
ingly correspond with that displayed

by the First Presidency in the Church
today. It is necessary, however, to

turn to literature in the New Testa-

ment other than the Gospels to see

the Primitive Church organization

in greater completeness. Doubtless

the pattern was given by the Christ

during his ministry. Some would
object to this statement by saying

that the Church organization por-

trayed in the Epistles reflects noth-

ing more or less than the Apostle

Paul's genius. Indeed, many con-

clude that Christianity is essentially

'Pauline Christianity." From this

conclusion we respectfully dissent

;

Paul and the other apostles of his

time simply built up the Church as

they had previously been directed by
their Redeemer.
"And he gave some apostles ; and

some, prophets ; and some, evangel-

ists ; and some, pastors and teachers
;

for the perfecting of the saints, for

the work of the ministry, for the edi-

fying of the body of Christ." (Ephe-
sians 4:11, 12.)

Questions

1. Which Article of Faith of the

Church expresses our belief with

respect to the organization of the

Primitive Church? Repeat it.

2. How many different offices of

the Priesthood can you find men-
tioned in the New Testament? The
Book of Mormon? Cite references

for each.

3. What is meant by an "evangel-
ist?" (Ephesians 4:11)

Problems for Further Study
(Treat only those that time and

circumstances permit.)

1. Give as many plausible reasons
as you can why the writers of the

Gospels did not more clearly por-

tray the Church organization set up
by the Savior.

2. Some people hold that churches
are unnecessary, that men can live

as good lives without them as with
them. Justify, if you can, the ex-
istence of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints.

3. By reference to the New Testa-
ment answer as well as you can the

assertion that the organization of

the early Christian Church was due
more to the genius of Paul than
to that of Christ. Hint—See Ephe-
sians 4:11, etc.

4. Read carefully 3 Nephi 27:1-
11. What reasonable conclusions
can be reached from this scripture
respecting the establishment of a
church in Palestine during the
Savior's ministry?

Teachers' Topic

(For April)

The Pharisee and the Publican
Luke 18:9-14

AND he spake this parable unto

certain which trusted in them-

selves that they were right-

eous, and despised others:

"Two men went up into the temple

to pray ; the one a Pharisee, and the
other a publican.

"The Pharisee stood and prayed
thus with himself, God, I thank thee,

that I am not as other men are, ex-
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tortioners, unjust, adulterers, or

even as this publican.

"I fast twice in the week, I give

tithes of all that I possess.

"And the publican, standing afar

off, would not lift up so much as

his eyes unto heaven, but smote upon
his breast, saying, God be merciful

to me a sinner.

"I say unto you, this man went
down to his house justified rather

than the other: for every one that

exalteth himself shall be abased;

and he that humbleth himself shall

be exalted."

This was spoken to or about cer-

tain persons who trusted in them-
selves, that they were righteous.

The two worshipers were taken

from the most distinguished and the

most despised classes of the Jews, a

Pharisee and a publican.

The Pharisees were a prominent
religious sect among the Jews. They
felt themselves to be separated from
other men and from the unclean in

their own nation. They were re-

spected as citizens of high standing.

They were pious observers of the

law and this strict adherence to small

points often led to hypocrisy and
self-glorification. Christ found on
many occasions much to condemn in

their actions and their attitudes to-

ward others.

The publicans were collectors of

taxes for the government. They
leased certain districts and had to

raise a certain amount of money
from them. It was necessary to im-

pose extra taxes in order to get pay
for their own services. As a result

they were very unpopular.

The time was a special hour of

prayer for the Israelites and all had
the privilege of the temple.

The Pharisee drew himself afar

off from the crowd and began "I

thank thee." He numbered his vir-

tues and good deeds.

The publican was the picture of

humility. He stood "afar off," his

prayer was one of confession and
entreaty.

The Lord drew from the parable

the suitable lesson that the proud
shall be humbled and the humble ex-

alted.

This lesson of humility of heart

is the chief end of the parable. It

brings peace and love to ourselves

and justification in the sight of God.
The "I say unto you" makes it

clear that humility is an indispen-

sable virtue.

The immediate ourpose of the

parable of the Pharisee and the

Publican was to denounce the false

profession of the Pharisee and to

approve the sincerity and toleration

of the publican.

. Papini in his "Life of Christ"

says, "Sinners when they recognize

the evil which is in their hearts and
abjure it with true humility, are

nearer to the kingdom than pious

men who daub themselves with

praise of their own piety."

Humility is not self depreciation

or lack of enthusiasm. One may be

dignified and courageous and still

humble.

"He that is down needs fear no fall,

He that is low, no pride

;

He that is humble ever shall

Have God to be his guide."
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Work and Business

(For April)

Seeds and Plants

TN this short lesson in amateur

gardening we will not go into

detail about the preparation of the

soil as we presume it has been well

dug, fertilized, and pulverized, as

these simple preparations are very

essential. We shall discuss the beau-

ty and satisfaction of having bor-

ders of some of the best known and

least expensive of all flowers.

Spring :

To have an effective Spring bor-

der it is necessary to plant in the

late summer or early fall. The
prettiest one I have ever seen was
made of a broad band of forget-

me-nots in the close background,

with double lemon tulips, "Murillo,"

in center and a broad strip of Arabus
in front touching the lawn. The
tulips and arabus will be good for

years and the forget-me-nots will

seed themselves year after year.

Pansies are beautiful in place of the

tulips and should be set out in Sep-

tember. Pansy seedlings may be

purchased at your seedsman's before

they have been transplanted into his

cold frame at V/2 cents each.

Summer :

Summer borders are easiK grown

with a minimum of expense and la-

bor. A great favorite is one made
of French marigolds in the fore-

ground, then a close bank of scarlet

sage with the tall snow-on-the-moun-

tain in the rear. The green foliage

of all of these plants is as attractive

as the flowers which are born in

almost unbelievable profusion. No
garden is complete without a row
of golden gleam nasturtium. These

flowers are double, fragrant, with

long stems and are unsurpassed for

picking. They bloom from July

first to the time of killing frost.

If you have a sunny walk in the

back yard be sure to have a gorgeous

bank of four-o'clocks on each side

of it.

Early Fall:

Zinnias and African marigolds

make a bold, showy tall border and
are at their best when planted alone

with plenty of space. All of these

seeds are easy to germinate, easy to

grow, and remain fresh and in bloom
from late spring until late fall. Pe-

rennial borders are a lasting joy,

but it takes years to establish one

that is really beautiful unless a great

amount of money is invested.

Literature

(For Third Week in April)

Lesson VII

Julia Ward Howe

HPHERE is the sharpest possible

contrast between the life of Lin-
coln and that of Julia Ward Howe,
and very much of a contrast be-

tween her life and that of Alice

Freeman Palmer. Julia Ward Howe

had behind her wealth and station

as well as gifts of both body and
mind. Lincoln and Alice Freeman
Palmer were richly endowed both
mentally and spiritually.

Julia Ward had as ancestors on
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both sides the best blood that Amer-
ica had to offer. Her father, Sam-
uel Ward, was a New York banker.

Her mother, Julia Rush Cutler, who
was married at sixteen, died at twen-

ty-seven, having had seven children.

Mr. Ward felt he could not longer

live in the house where he and his

wife had been so happy ; so he moved
to No. 16, Bond Street, which was
out of the beaten path of the city.

Mrs. Ward had asked that her sister

should have the care of her children,

so Aunt Eliza, who seems to have
been a very cheerful person, came to

the Ward home.

Julia, who bore her mother's name,
and was born May 27, 1819, was
then a child. "The amusements of

the little Wards were few" we are

told. As a child of seven Julia was
taken twice to the opera, where she

heard "Malibran, then Signorina

Garcia, a pleasure the memory of

which remained with her through
life. About this time Mr. Ward's
views of religious duty deepened in

stringency and in gloom. There was
no more opera, nor did Julia ever

attend a theatre until she was a

grown woman."

When she was sixteen the family

moved from No. 16 Bond Street,

into a "statlier dwelling," on Bond
Street and Broadway. This was the

house Julia loved, the memory of

which was dear to her throughout
her life. She often recalled the spa-

cious rooms hung with red, blue, and
yellow silk. Behind the main house
stretching along Broadway, was the

picture gallery, the first private one
in New York, which was said to

be the father's "especial pride."

"The children might not mingle in

frivolous gayety abroad, but they

should have all that love, taste, and
money could give them at home."

'

Julia studied both vocal and in-

strumental music. With her music

was a passion. Her music master,

Signor Cardini, "trained and devel-

oped her inborn taste for all that

was best in music." He also dis-

covered that she had a good voice.

It was a mezzo-soprano, "of uncom-
mon range and exquisite quality."

She was always a student. She pos-

sessed a veritable gift for language.

She is said to have known English,

French, German and Italian. "She
spoke and wrote them throughout
her life correctly as well as. fluently,

with singularly pure accent and in-

flection. She was also proficient in

history. She had no gift for mathe-
matics, and used to say that her

knowledge of the subject "was lim-

ited to the fact that four quarts

make a gallon."

Julia's girlhood evenings were
spent mostly at home, with books,

needlework, and music, varied by
an occasional lecture or concert, or

a visit to some one of the uncles

who lived nearby. But much as she

loved her home, her books, and her

music, she longed for some of the

social life her three handsome broth-

ers were enjoying. She wrote she

seemed to herself "like a young dam-
sel of olden times shut up within

an enchanted castle," and for all

her father's kindness, "noble gener-

osity and overwhelming affection,"

as she puts it, he "sometimes ap-

peared to me as my jailer."

She was now nineteen, a woman
grown and feeling it. She had nev-

er had a party of her own, nor had

she ever selected the people who
were to come to the home for an

evening. She grew rebellious and

told her brothers that she was going

to have a party. She asked them

to help her make out lists, but said

the responsibility was solely her own.

She asked her father if she might

invite a few friends on a certain

evening, and he gave his consent.
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She engaged the best caterer in New
York, the most fashionable musi-

cians, and even hired a splendid

cut-glass chandelier to supplement

the sober lighting of the yellow

drawing-room.

The evening of the party Mr.
Ward stepped into the group and
discovered "as brilliant a gathering

as could have been found in any
other of the great houses of New
York." If he was amazed or an-

noyed he concealed it and met the

guests with "charming courtesy."

When the party was over Julia's

brothers gathered about her asking

that they be allowed to go to her

father on her behalf, but she insisted

that it was her place to see him. She
sought and found him alone. She
could not speak, nor was it necessary

that she should. He told her "grave-

ly" that her idea of a few friends

and his was very different, that "he
was sorry that she had not consulted

him more freely, and begged that

in the future she would do so. Then
he kissed her good-night with his

usual tenderness and it was over."

Then followed days when there

were many admirers. An intimate

friend speaking of this time said:

"Louisa had her admirers, and An-
nie had hers ; but when the men saw
your mother they just flopped !" She
was "compassionate" with her suit-

ors but she at least could not marry
them all, "so she sang duets with
one, read German with another, and
Anglo-Saxon with a third."

The United States was struggling

with a financial panic in 1836-1837.

It called for all the strength that

men had. Mr. Ward labored inces-

santly to save the honor of the banks
of New York ; but disaster came and
the banks were obliged "to suspend
specie payments." Still Samuel
Ward was not a man to waste time
in vain regrets. He began at once

to arrange things so that the banks
could resume without unnecessary

delay. This was accomplished in a

year's time, through the Bank of

England granting a loan of nearly

five million dollars in gold. Mrs.
Howe never forgot the afternoon
when her brother Sam came into

her study from Wall Street and
cried: "Julia, men have been going
up and down the office stairs all day
long, carrying little wooden kegs of

gold on their backs marked 'Prime
Ward and King' and filled with

English gold
!"

The honor of New York State

was preserved through the English
gold. The fact that Mr. Ward pro-

cured the loan "was the greatest

asset in her inheritance from the

old firm," Mrs. Howe said.

In October, 1839, the beloved fa-

ther passed away—that father who
had fought so hard for financial hon-
or, who had nurtured his children

with great devotion if somewhat
strictly through his long widower-
hood. "Julia was with him when
he died, his hand in hers." Her
love for her father was most con-

stant and ceased only with her life.

Yearly she recorded his birthday in

her diary never failing to add words
"of tender remembrance."

In the summer of 1842 the Ward
sisters were in a cottage near Bos-
ton. With them was a friend, Mary
Ward, who was no relation but had
been betrothed to their brother Hen-
ry. Here they often received visits

from Charles Sumner and Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow. Julia had
heard of Mr. Howe's wonderful feat

in educating Laura Bridgman. The
young women were invited by their

friends from Boston to visit the

.
Perkins institution for the blind,

over which Mr. Howe had been di-

rector for nine years. As they walk-
ed about the institution, says Julia,
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Mr. Sumner looked out of the win-
dow and said: "Oh! here comes
Howe on his black horse." She
looked out, she says, and saw "A
noble rider on a noble steed."

Their acquaintance ripened into

good will and during the winter of
1843 they became engaged. Mr.
Howe is described as having a "slen-

der military figure, jet-black hair,

keen blue eyes" and a "brilliant com-
plexion."

To this we add a picture of their
courting days, from a private jour-
nal of the time. "I walked down
Broadway with all the fashion and
met the pretty blue-stocking, Miss
Julia Ward, with her admirer, Dr.
Howe, just home from Europe. She
had on a blue satin cloak and a
white muslin dress. . . They say she
dreams in Italian and quotes French
verse."

Of special interest is Mr. Sum-
ner's letter to her, written after he
had learned of her engagement. Mr.
Sumner wrote : "Howe has told me,
with eyes flashing with joy, that
you have received his love. May
God make you happy in his heart,
as I know he will be happy in yours

!

A truer heart was never offered to
woman. I know him well. I know
the depth, strength, and constancy
of his affections, as the whole world
knows the beauty of his life and
character. And oh! how I rejoice
that these are all to mingle in loving
harmony with your great gifts of
heart and mind. God bless you ! God
bless you both ! You will strengthen
each other for the duties of life;

and the most beautiful happiness
of life shall be yours—that derived
from inextinguishable mutual love,
and from the consciousness of duty
done."

"You have accepted my dear
Howe as your lover; pray let me
ever be

Your most affectionate friend,

Charles Sumner."
To her brother Sam who had mar-
ried into the Astor family she wrote

:

"The Chevalier says truly—I am
the captive of his bow and spear.

His true devotion has won me from
the world, and from myself. The
past is already fading from my
sight; already, I begin to live with
him in the future, which shall be as
calmly bright as true love can make
it. I am perfectly satisfied to sacri-

fice to one so noble and earnest the
day dreams of my youth. He will

make life more beautiful to me than
a dream."
The wedding took place at her

brother Samuel Ward's home on
April 23, 1843. Ten days later the
bride and groom sailed for Europe.
Horace Mann and his bride, Mary
Peabody, sister of Mrs. Nathaniel
Hawthorne, were on the same boat.

Mrs. Howe wrote: She never
should forget the stay in London.
"Dr. Howe's reputation preceded
him and every reader of 'Dickens'
American Notes' was eager to meet
the man who had brought a soul

out of prison." Charles Dickens had
taken them out sightseeing, and Sid-
ney Smith had been very kind. Syd-
ney Smith "calls Howe 'Promethe-
us,' and says that he gave a soul an
inanimate body."

Questions

1. To what forces do you attrib-

ute Mr. Ward's aversion to the the-

atre? Why was his daughter not
given an opportunity for more social

contacts at home and away from
home?

2. Do you think Julia solely at

fault for the elaborate party given
in her father's home ? Do you think
her father should share part of the
blame ? Discuss the situation as a
problem in rearing children.
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3. Do you feel in the lesson some-
thing of the pulse of New York
when it was growing into a city of

wealth? What are the details that

point toward it?

4. What do you think of Sum-
ner's letter to Miss Ward ? Is there

in it some promise of the man Sum-
ner afterwards turned out to be?
Would you like to see this letter in

a collection of literary letters? If

so, why? If not, why? What do you
learn concerning Mr. Howe from
the letter?

5. Who was Laura Bridgman?
What did Dr. Howe do for her that

caused people far and near to dis-

cuss the matter ?

6. Who was Prometheus?
Note : Additional material may be

found in "Julia Ward Howe," by
Richards and Elliott.

Social Service

(For Fourth Week in April)

Lesson VI
Social Progress

Text: Civic Sociology, Edward A. Ross, Chapter XVI.

/^\NE of the goals of a socially

minded people is to improve the

general conditions under which hu-
manity lives. But at times it is ex-
tremely difficult to determine how
existing methods of control over hu-
man behavior should be modified
with the hope of bettering conditions

for those who are influenced by
them. However, new situations and
problems are constantly being pro-

jected for consideration and adjust-

ment along such lines.

Civilization is so complex it is

difficult to get a standard for the

measure of progress. As each suc-

ceeding year passes it is hard to

evaluate the immediate effect of

what has transpired upon human
happiness. We speak freely about
social progress. But what is the

yardstick by which change may be
measured in the adjustment of hu-
manity to racial problems and insti-

tutions in its forward achievements
and in its retrogressions, or back-
ward movements? A comparison of
life today to that which existed in

an average community with compar-

able situations five hundred years

ago, would leave no doubt as to the

superiority of modern conditions.

The basis for judgment which leads

to this conclusion will be discussed

in this lesson by developing the fol-

lowing points

:

1. Acquiring some understanding
of the meaning of social progress.

2. The application of the princi-

ples of social progress to our own
lives and community problems with
the hope of promoting desirable in-

terest in social welfare.

The factors which help to deter-

mine social progress may be divided

into two general classifications : first,

those which condition human be-

havior ; and second, those which de-

velop control over the forces, or

gifts, of nature for man's purpose.

"Conditioning" human behavior
means influencing the emotions, or
feelings, towards a sense of gratifi-

cation and happiness, or towards one
of unrest, discontent, and the re-

verse of happiness, as well as the

intermediary stages between these

two extremes. Therefore, all the
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institutions which man has set up for

the control of human behavior might

be included in those which condition

social control. The machinery for

government, for education, and for

the supervision of health and of

crime, and of all esthetic develop-

ments a*e among the conditioning

factors.

Any change which tends to raise

the general level of these institu-

tions for the ultimate benefit of man-
kind leans towards social progress.

If time proves that the change actu-

ally produces an improved state it

may be classified as social progress.

There is undoubtedly room for prog-

ress along all the lines mentioned

above and in all conditioning factors.

But only by understanding the ne-

cessity for such changes and by sup-

porting the movements which are

planned for progress, can it be

achieved.

For example : In spite of all the

work that is being done towards its

eradication, the existence of such

things as crime, juvenile delinquen-

cy, and the exploitation of one level

of humanity for the benefit of an-

other are still prevalent. Unequal
industrial opportunity is the source

of much unhappiness. Political op-

portunism leads to unfair advan-

tages for some at the expense of

others. As long as any of these

conditions exist there is room for

progress.

There is still much to be accom-
plished in the improvement of the

physical and mental condition of the

race. Although much has been done

to protect man from disease and to

conserve human life, as the lower

death rate proves, physical efficiency

can still be increased tremendously
through an increased application of

scientific knowledge.

Vital statistics are often quoted

to show a favorable increase in births

and a low death rate. Such condi-

tions are indeed important, but some
nations with exceptionally high birth

rates are in an extremely unprogres-

sive state. But though good health

records may be indicative of favor-

able conditions, some of the essen-

tial elements of life may be lacking.

However, any nation that can pro-

duce a high statistical curve in health

records can be said to have made
great social progress.

The laws under which we live ; the

services of federal, state, and city

governments ; the basic institutions

which affect daily life, such as edu-

cational and cultural institutions ; the

inventions which alter modes of liv-

ing, and even the kinds of clothes

we wear and the food we eat, under-

go continuous modification. Some
of these changes may have marked
a backward step and some may have

produced a stationary condition, but

most of them have given rise to for-

ward movements in the patterns of

human life. But since it is so dif-

ficult to judge what is of real benefit

to the continuous development of

the race, it might again be said that

the test lies in the state of general

welfare and happiness that is eventu-

ally attained.

But since life is so complex and
such multiple factors condition hap-

piness, often false standards of prog-

ress are set up with the mistaken

idea that they will lead to joy and
betterment. Calling attention to

some of these mistaken ideas should

help to prevent their recurrence,

and to develop more balanced judg-

ment in determining what changes

should take place.

A frequent error is the assump-

tion that an increase in wealth and

economic goods is a measure of prog-

ress. Although wealth is important,

it can be a source of misery as well

as happiness. If progress is to be
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measured by the increased service

of wealth in behalf of humanity, it

must be understood that the term

"wealth" refers to those commodities

which satisfy human wants and not

to the amount of money a single

individual has. Progress depends

upon the use to which wealth is put,

both nationally and individually. In

and of itself it may be worthless as

a means of happiness. To support

social progress its use has to be di-

rected according to the best under-

standing that economic and social

leaders can bring to bear upon its

dispensing and use. Such an under-

standing cannot be better defined

than national ideals permit. This

is an example of what is meant by
the necessity for the general public

to have an understanding of the

meaning of social progress, because

a nation depends upon its citizens

for its level of achievement in all

directions.

In regard to the use of wealth for

social progress, it can hardly be de-

voted to a higher means than the

provision of better houses, better

clothing, a more adequate food sup-

ply, and greater conveniences and
pleasures for the advancement of

humanity at large. Such a wide
distribution of the benefits of wealth

cannot be brought about without an
extension of ideals and education in

that direction. How it is to be
managed is as yet unsolved. But
as long as some people accumulate

more money than they need for even
a luxurious standard of life, and
others have much less than they

need for the necessities of life the

problem of the use and distribution

of wealth will remain a challenge

to those interested in social progress.

However, it is desirable to present

this ideal, because when even a small

number of people become aware of

the fact that such an ideal is worth

striving for as a means of supporting

democratic governments, religious

organizations, and other prevailing

institutions in the countries that

these lessons serve, education to-

wards social progress has undoubt-

edly been stimulated.

Mention should be made of the

great influence that education, sci-

ence, and the arts have as condition-

ing factors in influencing human be-

havior. They come to people almost

as gifts because they are available

to every one who cares to take ad-

vantage of the opportunities offered

at his very door; but they should

not be taken too much for granted.

None of them are either all good
or all bad in their influence as "con-

ditioners." Any one of these fac-

tors may be used either towards
progress or retrogression. In addi-

tion to the great benefit that edu-

cation is to mankind, it may teach

false standards. Art and all sup-

posedly cultural subjects may be evil

in their influence. Science may tear

down spiritual and religious values.

But none of them need to. And it

is the responsibility of those who are

interested in social progress to ob-

tain an understanding of what will

lead to progress along these lines

according to the highest meaning
that he is capable of understanding.

But the layman cannot do this alone.

All these conditioning factors can

be bettered only through proficient

and specialized leadership in the

fields mentioned, and with the intel-

ligent cooperation on the part of

the layman. We should seek spirit-

ual guidance for the benefit of so-

cial progress through prayer and
through contact with our religious

teachers and officers. It is of vital

importance, and its fulfillment de-

pends upon those who are privileged

to obtain an understanding of its

meaning.
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In the second classification, prog-
ress is measured by man's control

over physical nature. His comforts
and scientific progress in life are

measured according to his increasing

ability to bend nature to his ends
instead of adapting himself to its

rigors and unmodified necessities.

But, the extent to which he has
adapted his great utilization of na-
ture's gifts to the welfare of all

mankind reveals how far he has
moved towards social progress. For
scientific progress is not identical

with social progress and does not
necessarily imply social progress. In
fact, the two are quite separate. Only
so far as the marvelous results

which have been accomplished in

adapting nature to man's needs have
been devoted to the benefit of all

mankind can a nation be said to have
advanced towards social progress.

Such progress presupposes a certain

amount of idealism; therefore a
combination of such idealism with
scientific knowledge is necessary to

the general progress of humanity.

Natural energy, such as water
power and electricity have been cap-

tured and reduced to man's needs.

Great irrigation projects have been
devised. The discovery of radium
has transformed medical treatment.

Other scientific discoveries have
done much for the preservation of

health and the prolongation of life.

Research in chemistry has contrib-

uted greatly to industrial efficiency,

and has thus added to the comfort
of life. Each instance tells the story

of increased control over natural

phenomena. Any nation is civilized

only to the extent that man has
mastered nature and turned it to his

use. And again, it has achieved
social progress only to the extent
that these benefits are devoted to

all its members.

All the above factors are units on

the measuring stick of human prog-
ress. Their test is proved by time
in terms of human welfare and
greater happiness.

The second purpose of this lesson
directs attention to the advancement
of social progress through the im-
provement of those conditions over
which each individual has control.

The development of a sound pro-
gressive system of education is one
of the first essentials. Each genera-
tion must be brought into touch with
the social inheritance of the race.

But the transmission of the cumu-
lative knowledge of the past is but
one part of the responsibility of edu-
tion. It has been pointed out that

the improvement of life demands
the growth of knowledge and its

proper utilization. A continual re-

adjustment of education to fit social

needs is essential. It must always
aim toward moralizing life. The
mind must be liberated from ignor-

ance, intolerance, and social preju-
dice.

The Lord has said : "For behold,

this is my work and my glory—to

bring to pass the immortality and
eternal life of man." (P. of G. P.

:

Moses 1 :39) Such a goal is the ulti-

mate end of all progress. As mem-
bers of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints our responsi-

bility is doubly great. Not only are

we obligated to maintain the social

achievements contributed by civiliza-

tion, but in addition our goal is set

for the "eternal life and immortal-
ity" of all mankind. Such ideology

carries increased obligations and du-
ties to church members. Each mem-
ber of the Church should strive to

promote and harmonize the finest

intellectual, cultural, and economic
achievements of the race. He should

advance the spiritual salvation of

all through a more meaningful par-

ticipation in the ordinances and prin-
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ciples of the gospel. To this end

the effectiveness of one's actions

must be tested by altruistic motives.

He should cooperate with the social

achievements of the race and be ac-

tive in promoting the progress of

the church in its march toward its

goal. There is probably not a ward
in the church but what needs more
help in promoting social ideals.

Intelligent leadership toward goals

which do not get lost in the multi-

tude of daily tasks is called for.

More religious toleration, more al-

truism, more spirituality is needed
at home and at the church gathering,

as well as in the world at large.

Activities

Outline a plan by which you would
try to overcome some of the ob-

stacles to social progress in your

own ward or community.
In most communities many people

are apathetic toward community en-

terprises and reform movements.
Devise a scheme for getting people

in your community interested in

some needed project.

Compare the present characteris-

tics and achievements of your com-
munity with conditions of from ten

to fifteen years ago. On the basis

of the comparison decide if the com-
munity has been as progressive as it

should have been.

Child Guidance

Lesson 7

How to Administer Rewards and Punishments

pEW policies in child guidance are

more difficult to settle on than
what to do about punishment. Some
parents lay great store by the doc-
trine, "Spare the rod and spoil the

child." Others base all their hope
on love and forgiveness, and on al-

lowing the child complete freedom.
In recent years, our attitude has
swung toward the latter point of

view, which William James called

"soft pedagogy." Probably the an-
swer is not yet, and the proper place

of punishment may be more clearly

recognized in the future. Certain-

ly too little discipline and too much
coddling frequently defeats the

mother's fine intentions of rearing
her child into a happy adult. On
the other hand, there can be no doubt
that the use of corporal punishment
is to be discouraged in general. This
is not because it is never of value,

but because it is so difficult for par-

ents to properly determine when and
how it should be used.

Felix Adler claims corporal pun-
ishment makes criminals, and we of-

ten do find in the histories of delin-

quents that flogging is the principal

resort of the parents in disciplining

the child. Yet in other cases we find

that the most striking factor con-

tributing to incorrigibility is the ut-

ter lack of any effort on the part

of the parents to correct the behavior

of their children. Under the latter

kind of treatment, misbehavior often

sprouts like weeds in an uncultivated

garden.

In psychological literature on
learning, we always have with us

some attempt to describe or explain

why we retain successful acts and
eliminate unsuccessful ones. Thorn-
dike, in his famous work on edu-

cational psychology in 1914, taught

the doctrine that successful acts are
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retained because they are more satis-

fying or more pleasurable and that

unsuccessful ones are eliminated be-

cause they are annoying or unpleas-

ant. Somehow the satisfyingness or

unsatisfyingness were thought to

"stamp in" the right act and "stamp
out" the wrong one respectively.

This was called the "law of effect."

It meant that whether the effect of

the act is pleasant - or unpleasant

determines whether it will be re-

tained or not. This "law" has been

under much fire in recent years, be-

cause of certain issues we shall not

take space to discuss here. A later

version of the doctrine, based on
much experimentation, holds that

the effect of an act, or its conse-

quences, may consist simply in know-
ing what the result is, regardless of

whether it is pleasant or not. It

is now fairly well agreed that learn-

ing does not take place without this

knowledge of the effect of the sep-

arate acts involved. Much of the

learning of children in social rela-

tions, and moral as well, rs extremely

slow because the effects of the acts

are not clearly seen. Manipulating

the social environment does not

yield such clear effects of acts as

does manipulating a toy automobile.

Thorndike has recently given evi-

dence that seems to indicate that re-

wards lead to learning and that pun-

ishments have very little to do with

it. We build habits out of the acts

that seem to lead us most directly

to our goals. Punished acts, accord-

ing to Thorndike, are not eliminated

by the punishment itself but are se-

lected out by substitution of right

acts with their rewards.

Animals, such as white rats, will

not learn to tread a maze properly

if they are not motivated by some
strong urge such as hunger. If food

is not found at the end of the hun-

gry rat's quest, it doesn't learn the

maze even though it is permitted to

explore the maze all it pleases. When
the reward is found without excep-

tion, the rat learns a complicated

maze in the course of thirty or forty

trials, so well that it makes no error.

The goal seeking of the small child

is much the same. If the result

obtained is not agreeable to him he

is not likely to persist in that act.

Moreover, the reward must follow

immediately after or it may lose its

connection with the right act. Here
the immature child is caueht in a

dilemma: much of the routine he is

expected to follow doesn't seem to

make sense. The parent then be-

comes tempted to hold out candy,

stories, toys, and other rewards to

bribe the child into doing what
should be done for its own sake.

Recently a mother reported that her

child would not attend to his toilet

unless she gave him candy at the

same time.

Perhaps younger children do need

more than older ones such extrinsic

rewards. As the child grows, he

can be motivated more and more
by remote incentives such as social

approval, self-respect, and other less

apparent values that accrue from a

well regulated life.

Parents make two general uses of

rewards: first and most commonly,

to get things done ; second, to teach

the child proper habits. The first

method teaches the child to do what

is required for the sake of rewards

which have no relation to the act.

The unhappy result is that unless

an artificial goal is set* up thereafter,

the act is not done.

The second use of rewards re-

quires deep insight into what is

going on in the child's mind. The
reward is then carefully calculated

to grow out of the act as a natural

consequence. The child who has

done a good job of washing his face
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is told modestly that he looks nice

—because that is one of the main
reasons we should keep clean (social

approval). When the child has be-

haved bravely at the dentist's he

might be given some special favor

;

but he should not be promised it

before as a bribe. If you promise

rewards, the heroic act, the good
impulse that might have originated

in the child is defeated because the

act then becomes directed toward the

bribe rather than toward the value

of the act itself.

Parents must also guard against

setting up for the child an artificial

social world in the home. Over-
generous praise by parents may be-

come a handicap for the child when
he attempts to find his way in the

wider, and less generous, social

world out of the home. An over-

inflated opinion of one's self may
be a serious impediment throughout

life. The considerate parent will

choose to be sympathetic and encour-

aging to the growing child by giving

a measure of praise not too incom-
patible with what life is to be like

out of the home.

While a safe rule with regard to

praise is to be somewhat conserva-

tive, it is still more important to

consider carefully the meaning to

the child of punishments adminis-

tered. "Let the outcomes of acts

do the punishing," like every rule,

is valuable only when seasoned with

a good measure of discretion. True,

the child must learn that fire burns
by sooner or later suffering a burn,

that interference with the play of

other children brings slaps, and that

not attending to the toilet brings a

disagreeable situation ; but no one
would contend that it is necessary

to let the natural consequences of

pulling down boiling pans of water,

crossing crowded highways, and
putting hands into wringers admin-

ister their own punishments. A
certain amount of warning and care-

ful watching on the part of parents

would prevent some of the terrific

toll from accidents of this kind to

the preschool child.

Prompt and uncamouflaged re-

buke is sometimes the natural con-

sequence of an act and should be

so taught. One famous psycholo-

gist a number of years ago believed

in permitting his children to do as

they pleased always. On one occa-

sion a new grand piano was pur-

chased for the home. The parents

were away at the time it was deliv-

ered. When they returned the boys
were casually carving up the legs and
walls with their pocket knives. They
were still permitted to do as they

pleased. This is obviously freedom
carried to an absurd extreme.

One great danger in the use of

punishment is that it is too likely

to be administered in anger. Pun-
ishment in anger is not given for

the education of the child, but to

vent the mother's or father's anger.

It accomplishes just that, and in ad-

dition is likely to make the child

resentful. For punishment to be

effective, as already pointed out, it

must follow promptly upon the mis-

deed and the child must be made to

see immediately the connection be-

tween his act and the punishment.

Sometimes we hear "Just wait 'till

your father comes home, Young
Man." Father is given the disagree-

able task of laying on the stripes.

Is there any wonder that the boy
who is a victim of this treatment

intensely dislikes and fears his fa-

ther? The lesson drilled into such

a boy is "Be sure not to get caught

next time." It cannot be empha-
sized too strongly that punishment
of this kind does not correct the

faults at which it is directed. Few
faults are so serious that we should
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wittingly exchange them for deceit-

fulness and loss of cooperation with

the child. More will be said in a

subsequent lesson, under the title,

"Parent-Child Relations," as to how
seriously punishment affects coop-

eration.

One of our fine mission presi-

dents once called in a missionary be-

cause of misconduct and said in the

course of his rebuke, "Brother, I

love you with all my heart; but I

hate your damnable sin." This in-

cident illustrates a fine point which
is applicable to children: Learn to

distinguish between the act and the

child. If a child tells a falsehood,

he should not be called a "liar." He
has simply told a falsehood, but we
should not generalize him into a lost

soul. Many slight acts cause seri-

ous consequences, i. e., a child bounc-
ing a ball into a precious vase. The
act should be evaluated psycholog-

ically—in terms of what the child's

intentions were, and what his reac-

tion is to his mistake—rather than
economically or materially, before

determining what the treatment

should be. This is hard doctrine

to follow ; since the more serious

the material or social consequences
of misbehavior, the more violent is

the anger of the parent and the more
lively the punishment is likely to be.

Whenever punishment must be

administered, the child should be

made to feel that the love of the

parent has not been irreparably lost.

Joseph Smith taught the proper pro-

cedure when he spoke through rev-

elation : "No power or influence can

or ought to be maintained by virtue

of the Priesthood, only by persua-

sion, by long-suffering, by gentleness

and meekness, and by love unfeign-

ed; by kindness, and pure knowl-
edge, which shall greatly enlarge the

soul without hypocrisy, and with-

out guile—reproving betimes with

sharpness, when moved upon by the

Holy Ghost ; and then showing forth

afterwards an increase of love to-

ward him whom thou hast reproved,

lest he esteem thee to be his enemy."
(D. & C. 121:41-43.)

In conclusion the following prin-

ciples are suggested for considera-

tion by the class:

1. Let rewards and punishments

be natural consequences of acts so

far as is consistent with common
sense. The more intrinsic the incen-

tives, the less need for extrinsic re-

wards or punishments.

2. Don't lecture until your words
wear out. Emerson said, "How do
you expect me to believe what you
say when what you are thunders so

loudly in my ears I can't hear you."

Make few threats, and make only

those that can be carried out to the

letter.

3. Plan a program for the child

that allows for a proper balance be-

tween freedom and regulation. Min-
imize the need for punishments by
providing normal outlets for the

child's activity.

4. Be consistent in your program.
Make an agreement with others co-

operating in the care of the child

on some definite procedure, and then

hold to it. Don't laugh at a child

for pranks today and thrash him for

the same acts tomorrow. Try to

agree among yourselves on methods
of discipline so that the child cannot

find a retreat in the other parent

or relative in the home. No disci-

pline can be effective when the par-

ents are at cross purposes on the

procedure.

5. Make punishment consistent

with the psychological nature of the

act. Watch for tendencies in the

child that indicate he wants punish-

ment in order to be the center of the

stage. Isolation is the best cure for

this behavior.
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6. Don't punish in anger, because

a competition is set up between the

parent and the child that obscures

in the minds of both just what is

the meaning of the punishment. See
that the child comes to dislike what
he has done, not to dislike you or

himself.

7. Don't praise so lavishly that a

faulty evaluation of self is devel-

oped.

Problems for Discussion

1. What are the objections to the

doctrine "Spare the rod and spoil

the child?"

2. Distinguish between extrinsic

and intrinsic rewards.

3. Why does most corporal pun-
ishment fail to accomplish its pur-

pose?

4. Why do artificial rewards,

bribes, fail in their purpose ?

5. Point out some exceptions to the

rule, "Let the consequences of the

acts themselves do the punishing."

6. What is the danger of over-

praising the child in the home ? What
is the danger of never giving en-

couragement ?

Notes to the Field
{Continued from page 109)

Speeding Up Social Progress

"V^TE must come to realize that so-

ciety is not static, not fixed in

the course it has long followed. We
must realize that society is dynamic,

full of drive, energy, motion ; in one

way or another social conditions are

always changing.

What may we as Relief Society

women do?

I take my answer from the talk,

"A Present Day Challenge," given

by a Stake Board Member in our re-

cent conference-conventions.

"Woman's Place." "Never before
in American history have women
had such an opportunity to make
their influence felt as in these chang-
ing social and business conditions,

when the whole world cries for peace

and security."

a. Woman's scope has broadened.

In order to protect her own home
she must go outside of it to study

the influences that threaten its se-

curity.

b. Women must interest them-
selves in activities that affect their

homes : public-health ; recreation

;

discipline; child-welfare; social se-

curity; sanitation; education; tem-
perance. It takes united and intelli-

gent effort to accomplish results.

In this speeding up of Social

Progress is this not our challenge ?

"White House Conference," page
133—2nd paragraph

;
pages 347-348,

"The Child and the Church."

1936 Index

HPHE index for 1936 is now ready, may have cloth binding including

price 10c. Those desiring their index for $1.50 and leather binding

magazines bound through this office including index for $2.00.



Magazine Drive

Y\/E print these additional reports

as we did not have the in-

formation needed to include them
with those published in the Decem-
ber Magazine. There will be no
more reports published until after

the next Drive. We are sorry these

Agents did not get their reports in

on time to receive the free Maga-
zine subscriptions.

We regret that the name of the

Magazine Agent of the Washington
Branch was not given in our Decem-
ber report. It should have been

Frances Naylin Stephens.

No. No.
Ward Stake Enr. Sub. % Magazine Agent

Hurtsville Branch Australian Mission 9 14 156 Violet Cook
Carey Blaine 49 70 143 Virginia Eldredge
Grand Forks Branch
No. Dak. Dist. No. Central States Mis ;. 9 11 122 Lottie Lehew

Firth Shelley 35 41 117 Ada Johnson
Chinook Branch, Milk
River District No. Central States Mis.23 26 113 Delia Lott

Jamestown Branch,
Erie District Eastern States Missiori 16 17 106 J. M. Applebee

Veyo St. George 17 18 106 Mildred Bowler
Sparks Branch,
Nevada District California Mission 46 48 104 Hortense Shupe

Tacoma Branch Northwestern Sts. Mis.49 50 102 Elsie M. Sweet
Belle Fourche, So.

Dakota Branch Western States Mission 8 8 100 Sadie Meridith
Pomona San Bernardino 16 16 100 Edyth Mutch
Samaria Malad 56 56 100 Jennie Peterson
Mt. Trumbull St. George 13 12 92 Annie Van Leuven
Erie Branch, Erie

District Eastern States Mis. 12 11 92 Madeline Scott
Palmyra Branch,
Cumorah District Eastern States Mis. 11 10 91 Maude S. Collins

Buffalo Branch,
Cumorah District Eastern States Mis. 10 9 90 Grace H. Warlike

Pima St. Joseph 122 110 90 Blanch Peterson
St. George East St. George 65 57 88 Effie Syphus
Shelley First Shelley 71 61 86 Esther Christensen
Leeds St. George 32 26 81 Hazel H. McMullin
Tetonia Teton 26 21 81 Ruby Hogan
West Seattle Branch, Marguerite Engebret
West Wash. Dist. No. Western Sts. Mis. 16 13 81 son

Ivins St. George 15 12 80 Clara Martinson
Lynn-Salem Branch,

Mass. Dist. Eastern States Mission 10 8 80 Gertrude E. Fogg
Bozeman Branch,
Yellowstone Dist. No. Central Sts. Mis. 14 11 79 Marie J. Monson

Pine Valley St. George 13 10 77 Effie M. Snow
Santa Clara St. George 44 34 77 Otillia E. Tobler
Toponce Idaho 13 10 76 Hazel Davids
Fall River Branch,

Mass. Dist. Eastern States Mission 4 3 75 Laura West
Gunlock St. George 16 12 75 Beatrice Leavitt

Scranton Branch,
Susquehanna Dist. Eastern States Mission 4 3 75 Ella Brown

Eastern States
Mission 287 351 122 Grace S. Colton



Recipes

By Extension Division of the University of Idaho

Paradise Pudding

1 lb. marshmallows
1 medium can pineapple

1 c. English walnut meats
1 pt. cream
Chop marshmallows in small

cubes. Drain juice from pineapple

and chop fine ; add the chopped nut

meats. Chill. Whip cream stiff and
mix all together just before serving.

Delicious.

Marshmallow Raspberry Fluff

Whip a pint of thick cream very
stiff. Fold in the beaten white of

an egg and sweeten to taste. Have
ready a cupful of finely chopped
soft marshmallows ; sprinkle these

through the cream, mix and serve

very cold.

Parfait

This delicious dessert is made in

various flavors but the foundation is

always a boiled syrup, such as is

used for icings, with the white of

eggs added. Boil 1 cup sugar and
x
/2 cup water into syrup and pour
over the well-beaten whites of four
eggs. Beat until cool and then add
1 qt. of whipped cream. Into this

may be stirred any flavoring or

crushed fruit desired. This is not

beaten while freezing like ice cream
and sherbets, but is packed in ice

and salt until congealed.

Jam Pudding

1 c. jam
l/2 c. butter

1 c. sugar
4 eggs
Bake in stone dish for fifteen min-

utes. Serve hot with whipped
cream.

Glorified Rice Pudding

1 c. cooked rice (^c, raw rice)

34 c. brown sugar
iy2 tbsp. butter

1 tbsp. gelatine

% c. milk
l
/z c. cold water
1 c. (yz pkg.) sliced dates

1 ts. vanilla

y2 c. cream whipped, or two egg
whites beaten stiffly

Soak the gelatine in cold water
for at least five minutes. Scald the

milk in the top part of a double
boiler, add the butter, sugar, and
rice. Add the gelatine and stir until

the gelatine has dissolved. Remove
from the fire, add the vanilla and
dates. Cool until the mixture begins

to stiffen. Fold in the whipped
cream or beaten egg whites. Pour
into a mold which has been rinsed

in cold water and set aside in a cold

place until firm. Serve plain or

with additional whipped cream. This
recipe serves 6.

Apricot Cream Sherbet

Measure 2 c. of canned apricots

which have been mashed through a

potato ricer. Cover with % c. sugar
and let stand 3 hours. Fold in 1 c.

of cream whipped stiff, and freeze.

Peach Dessert

Place 6 peach halves in 6 ice cream
glasses, cup side up. To chopped
meat of 6 prunes add 34 c - finely

chopped pecans and enough peach
syrup to make a soft paste. Fill de-

pressions in peaches with this mix-
ture and place another peach half

on top, cup side down. Add spoon-
ful of peach syrup and top with
whipped cream.
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HIGHEST
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HOME-GROWN SUGAR

ANDi
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George

Washington
Biographers say that early

in life he mapped out a plan of

business activity and then bent

every effort toward achieving

his goals.

Abraham
Lincoln

"I will study and prepare, and
perhaps my chance will come."

L D. S. BUSINESS

COLLEGE
70 North Main Street

Salt Lake City

Please send me the booklet,

"Planning Your Future."

Name

Address

You Get

Double Value

from your subscription to

THE RELIEF SOCIETY
MAGAZINE, and other

Church publications, when
you preserve your magazines

in permanently bound vol-

umes. Send your back num-
bers to us now!

DURING
FEBRUARY

We will return them to you
postpaid, attractively and

durably bound in cloth,

stamped in gold.

Relief Society Magazine $1.50

Improvement Era 2.00

Children's Friend 2.00

Instructor 1.50

per volume

The Deseret

News Press
29 Richards Street

Salt Lake City, Utah

"Pioneer Printers and Binders

of the West"
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An Independent Income lor Lile
You, too, when you reach sixty or sixty-five, may have an assured monthly in-

come, for life, through Beneficial Life Insurance. Start now to build for a com-
fortable old age the Beneficial way. Ask your local Beneficial agent for par-

ticulars.

Home Office—-Beneficial Life Bldg., Salt Lake City. Utah
heber j. grant. president
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PRESIDENCY OF RELIEF SOCIETIES:

Let us provide absolutely free delicious "Ju-See
Fruit Drinks" that will insure the success of your
17th of March Anniversary program.

Send us the name of a thrifty, dependable woman
who lives in your ward and is interested in securing
a good job.

Immediate action will insure two fine values

—

1st—A deserving woman will get a fine job.

2nd—Your entire society will enjoy delicious

refreshments free.

Write at once to

EVERBEST PRODUCTS
305 East 2nd South Salt Lake City, Utah

Come choose your

WALLPAPERS
The same famous brand . . IMPERIAL

. . that you've seen advertised in the

national magazines. And the full

assortment of colorful and exciting

patterns. See them all at this mod-

ern store—or at the dealer in your

town who shows the IMPERIAL line

of wallpapers.

You'll want to redecorate your home throughout when you see the new

and distinctive beauty of IMPERIAL Washable Wallpapers. Reasonably

priced. All guaranteed washable and fast to light.

SALT LAKE GLASS & PAINT CO.
35 East First South Street Salt Lake City, Utah

Home of

LOWE BROTHERS and PRATT & LAMBERT PAINTS
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American BeautyWASHERS
Easiest in the World on Clothes V T UU

Use Your Old Washer As a Down |JlJ
Payment

and
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GRANITE FURNITURE CO.
1050 East 21st South

Murray
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SALT LAKE KNITTING STORE
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EFFICIENT
Spring Cleaning

BENNETT'S
Cleansers

and

Polishes
There's one for every household

need
Look for this mark

BENNETT GLASS & PAINT GO.

Leisure-Time

Reading
Make the reading of good books

one of your chief leisure-time ac-

tivities. You will not only enjoy

—you will learn. Our book ex-

perts will be glad to help you

plan your reading. Call in or

write for information.

Visit our lending library

DESERET BOOK
COMPANY
44 East South Temple

Salt Lake City

This is just one model. There's
a size and style to suit every
requirement. You can buy on
EASY TERMS.

The Modern

Magic Chef
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makes cooking a joy

instead of a job

You can't realize how modern the

new gas ranges are until you

see the new Magic Chef. It has

scores of modern improvements

to make your cooking easier,

quicker and better. Visit our

showrooms and see this modern

gas range.

MOUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY
COMPANY

Salt Lake Oaden Provo
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Your Electric Servant

I never grow tired. . .

or sleep. . .

or take a day off.
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tasks, for which you pay only a few cents per day.

Ask your electrical dealer or the Utah Power &
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For Every Meal

BREAD
Bread is the one food you can eat
three times a day without getting
tired of it

—

and without sacri-
ficing; proper diet. For bread is
more nearly a well balanced food
than is any other item in your
diet.

Eat More

Fisher's Vitamin D Bread

Product of

AMERICAN LADY
BAKING COMPANY

The Big: Home-Owned Bakery

Beautify Your

Home Grounds
Write for our free "Sketch Blanks"

and start right with a correct

planting plan.

Also our Free Garden Book con-
taining 112 pages of just the in-

formation needed by every Farm-
er, Gardener, Orchardist, or Home
Owner.

A Postal Card Will Bring the

Service—Send It Today!

Porter-Walton Co.
Seed & Nursery Specialists

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
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Visiting Teachers

By Ora Julander

They planted a seed in my heart that day
And it grew from that tiny thing,

'Till it filled my heart with new desires,

Gave my soul a truer ring.

My only thought was of work undone,
Timely tasks so hard to do.

When the mind is tired, 'tis a tragic thing,

It seems one never gets through.

But they came to my door with a smile for me,
A handclasp of love and cheer,

And I rested a bit as we talked that day
'Til my mind began to clear.

They brought me a message that lifted me up,

Gave me courage to face that day,

Gave me hope and strength to go on again,

But in a different way.

Did they know they had given all that to me ?

Can they know the good they do ?

The souls they lift, the hearts they cheer,

The seeds they planted that grew ?

May they have God's blessings with them always
As each day they do their part.

May He ever be near them with those gifts

They give to that other heart.
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The Relief Society in the European Mission
By Amy Brown Lyman

HpHE auxiliary organizations of

the European Mission are a

great asset to the missions and like-

wise a great asset to their own mem-
bers. They are very effective agents

in creating interest in the Church and
in spreading the Gospel. Their in-

fluence for good is readily recogniz-

ed by all observing and thoughtful

people, and their well-planned and
well-prepared programs, which are

so attractive at home, are also at-

tractive abroad.

The first convert to the Church in

Czechoslovakia was the direct fruit

of Bee Hive work. A fine young
woman convert in England was re-

cently asked how she became inter-

ested in the Church. She answered,

"First through attendance at a Gold
and Green Ball." The entertain-

ment, she said, was so wholesome
and attractive, so well organized and
well carried out, and so "different"

that she thought M. I. A. must be

high grade and a superior organiza-

tion. And as she later learned of

its fine ideals and standards and that

it was an auxiliary of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,

she decided that the Church itself

must likewise be superior and wor-
thy of investigation. She was in-

trigued by the great interest mani-
fested by the Church in young peo-
ple—in their lives and in their prob-
lems. And the idea that they were
thought to be so worth while was a

real inspiration.

A woman in Denmark who made
a casual visit to the Relief Society,

later attended regularly and then

joined the organization. Through
the society she became so interested

in the Gospel that she finally accept-

ed it and is now an enthusiastic

member.
That the auxiliary organizations

have enriched the lives of those who
have joined them is readily appar-

ent and that they are appreciated for

the good they have done and are do-
ing is freely acknowledged by their

members.
/~F,he Relief Society, because of

its long establishment in Europe
and because of the great contribu-

tion it has made with its welfare

work in times of depression, and
particularly during and after the

war, is probably the best known of

the auxiliary groups. Had its ranks

not been constantly depleted by emi-

gration, there is no telling what its

accomplishments might have been.

For sixty years the organization has

been functioning in England ; sixty

years in Norway and Sweden ; fifty-

eight years in Denmark ; from fifty-

three to fifty-six years in Germany ;

and fifty-one years in Holland and
Switzerland.

Oecause people and organizations

are so busy and so absorbed in

their work while making history,

they often neglect to record that his-

tory or to keep complete records.
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So it has been difficult to secure def-

inite historical data concerning the

organizations. Through available rec-

ords it is found that the work was
begun in the various missions as

follows

:

England 1874-1877. The first rec-

ord in the Millennial Star states that

at the London Conference held on
April 22, 1877, it was reported that

three female Relief Societies had
been established in that Conference,

namely, the North London, Lam-
beth, and the White Chapel Branch-
es. In Norway (Oslo) and in Swe-
den the first organizations were ef-

fected in 1877 ; in Denmark (Copen-
hagen) in 1879. Two dates are given

for the first organization in Berlin,

Germany, March 1881 and August
1884. The first date of an organiza-

tion in Holland (Amsterdam) is

1886; in Switzerland (Berne) 1886;
in Palestine (Syria) 1918; in South
Africa (Capetown) 1922; in France

; in Czechoslovakia, April

26, 1930.

In a recent but brief survey, it

has been found that the Relief So-
ciety organizations in all the Euro-
pean missions are fully organized
and functioning well which is the re-

sult of the broad vision and earnest

efforts of the capable women who
have supervised the work. The
4,694 members are striving earnest-

ly today in 280 branches to carry for-

ward the work. Meetings are held

weekly in all the branches. Branch
Conferences are held yearly in all of

them, and in ninety-eight per cent of

the local units these conferences are

held on Sunday which gives an op-
portunity to present the work to the

public.

'~Phe course of study prepared by
the General Board is giving the

greatest satisfaction. There is a

marked improvement in the number
who are taking part in the lessons

and in the increased enjoyment of

them. The women are more enthusi-

astic over class work than they have
ever been before. The theological

lessons which have always been the

most popular are still so, but a close

second to them are those on child

welfare. The literary lessons are also

appealing and are fully appreciated.

It is interesting to note how fa-

miliar these women are with the

scripture for which they seem to

have a real love. Many branches in

the British Mission are enthusiastic

over the Scripture Project. In one
small branch 706 chapters were read

from October 1 to December 15. At
a Relief Society meeting in London
recently visitors were greatly im-

pressed with the presentation and
discussion of the Theology lesson.

There were only ten present, but
each had brought her books—-Bible,

Doctrine and Covenants and Book of

Mormon, and the passages they

could not quote off hand, which were
few, to prove their points, they read-

ily found in their books. And these

were not college women, they were
not even high school graduates.

The members are reporting gen-

erally that the popularity of the

child-welfare lessons is due to the

fact that they are gaining practical

every day help through them. That
they are becoming more tolerant, are

understanding better their responsi-

bility as parents, are coming to real-

ize that children are not alike and

that each needs special study and
consideration. They are beginning

to realize that much of the mal-

adjustment with grown-ups is due to

the fact that they were not under-

stood as children and did not have

the right care and consideration.

A unique feature in connection

with the lessons is that they are pre-

sented weekly in nine different lan-

guages.

The difficulty of the work in Pal-
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estine-Syria can be imagined when
it is realized that only three of the

twenty-seven members can read and

write, and that no common language

exists among the members. Part of

each lesson period last year was de-

voted to the teaching of Armenian
so that there might be one language

understood by all members.

HPhe charity work is being care-

fully handled with a sense of re-

sponsibility to donors as well as to

the needy. With Social Security

programs operating in the various

countries, Relief Society funds are

often used in a supplementary way
to insure comforts not otherwise

provided for. In connection with

this department are the work meet-

ings. In the Swiss-German Mission

last year 610 articles were remod-

eled and distributed.

Not the least important of the

benefits of Relief Society are the

social features. The various enter-

tainments, such as bazaars, socials,

dramatic performances and concerts

help to develop and cement friend-

ships which become everlasting. In

a number of districts and branches

there are choruses of mothers and

daughters which provide delightful

music and which often assist with

the music at District Conferences.

A member in Belfast, Ireland, made
the following observation: "The
spirit of Relief Society is like the

spirit of the Gospel, it breaks down
barriers and transforms strangers

into friends."

The work of the society, where it

is really known, is appealing to other

humanitarian groups. They are in-

terested in its organization and op-

eration and in its aims, objects, and
ideals. In the German-Austrian Mis-
sion, notably, advantageous contacts

are being made with educational

groups and with public welfare

agencies and organizations.

A n interesting item is the prepara-

tion of a simplified hand book

in the Netherlands organization

which has been translated into the

other foreign languages. This with

the regular hand book in the head-

quarters libraries is helping to stand-

ardize the work and giving long-

sought-for information.

A new development in the past

few years has been the transfer of

responsibility, for much of the local

work, from the missionaries to the

local members. The supervision of

the Relief Society within the dis-

tricts (comparable to stakes) and
branches (comparable to wards) is

now almost entirely in the hands of

the local sisters. Each mission has

an executive board of four mem-
bers, presided over as a general rule

by the wife of the mission president.

The other three members are local

women.
At a District Conference recently

a district supervisor conducted the

Relief Society Meeting in a manner
that would have done credit to any
seasoned Relief Society Stake Presi-

dent. And the reports of branch
presidents were as well given as

those you might hear anywhere.

HpHE operation of Relief Society

work in the European Mission
is thus a great force for good. It is

helpful to the Church and a great

benefit and blessing to its own mem-
bers. Through its varied program
women are having the opportunity

for supervised study, for self-ex-

pression and for intellectual develop-

ment, the like of which they had
never enjoyed before becoming mem-
bers ; opportunity for the unlimited

exercise of their humanitarian in-

stincts through giving help and ex-

tending service to others ; and rare

opportunity for the development of

leadership which is so much needed
in the world today.



Place of the Relief Society in the

Church Security Plan
By President Harold B. Lee

Tn one of our Stakes a very griev-

ous and unfortunate circum-

stance arose that resulted eventually

in the excommunication of a mem-
ber of a Seventies Quorum of that

Stake, because of his unchristian-

like conduct which manifested itself

in untruthful and unwarranted state-

ments regarding the Church and its

leaders. The day following the hear-

ing at which this action had been

precipitated, a letter was received

from the wife of the man who had

been dealt with. She pledged her loy-

alty to the Church and described the

conduct of her husband as above re-

proach in his habits, his morals, his

relationships in the home, etc., and

then closed her beautiful letter with

this statement:

"For twelve years he was faithful

and diligent in performing his du-

ties in the Church. He paid one-

tenth of every dime he made. In

1930 he lost his job. For more than

three years he walked the streets

day after day looking for work.

Since March, 1930, we have not paid

an honest tithe. He became discour-

aged. He met up with men who told

him things. He began to doubt, to

find fault and this is what it has

led to."

When a righteous judgment shall

be rendered in the case of this man
who shall be adjudged to be the more

at fault, he against whom action was
taken in this instance, or the priest-

hood quorum and Relief Society Or-
ganization that failed to measure up

to an ordained responsibility of

looking after the unfortunate and

distressed within that community?

Tn the record of proceedings of

a meeting held in Nauvoo on

March 17, 1842, to effect the organ-

ization of the "Female Relief So-

ciety of Nauvoo," the following

statement was made by the Prophet

Joseph Smith, in defining the ob-

jective of the society:

"That the sisters might provoke
the brethren to good works in look-

ing after the wants of the poor,

searching after objects of charity

and in administering to their wants,

to assist by correcting the morals and
strengthening the virtues of the com-
munity and save the elders the

trouble of rebuking, that they may
give their time to other duties in

their public teaching." (Excerpts

from Relief Society Records.)

In this plain and direct statement

of the Prophet Joseph, the relation-

ship of the Relief Society Organiza-

tion to Priesthood Quorums is

clearly defined. It is the direct re-

sponsibility of each Priesthood Quo-
rum to look after its own mem-
bers, and the Relief Society Or-

ganization is an auxiliary to the

Priesthood, or as the Prophet Jo-

seph stated ,they are "to provoke

the brethren to good works in look-

ing after the poor of their quorums"
and to "search out objects of char-

ity" and relieve distress before griev-

ous circumstances such as related at

the beginning of this article results

in the necessity for "rebuking" and

passing judgment on individuals who
have yielded to temptation during

the dark hour of doubt and uncer-

tainty. Truly has it been said, "that

the most dangerous time in a man's

life is when he is brought to feel in

his heart that nobody cares what

happens to him."

The opportunity for this close co-

operation between Priesthood Quo-
rums and Relief Society Workers is
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provided for in the Church Secur-

ity Program with an organization

in every ward of the Church,

known as the Ward Employment
Committee, or the Ward Security

Committee, as some have termed it.

This Committee brings together

members of the Ward Bishopric, of-

ficers of the Melchizedek Priesthood

and Adult Aaronic Priesthood Quo-

rums, and officers of the Relief So-

ciety, to look after the individual

needs of every member of the Ward,
the Ward Relief Society Organiza-

tion "searching out objects of char-

ity" and rendering temporary as-

sistance under the Bishop^s direc-

tion pending a weekly meeting with

the Ward Committee where Quo-
rums may be assigned to neceessary

CHART SHOWING RELIEF SOCIETY RESPONSIBILITY IN DIRECT-
ING AND SUPERVISING IN COOPERATION WITH PRIESTHOOD
AUTHORITIES, THE VARIED OPERATIONS OF THE CHURCH

SECURITY PROGRAM

PRESIDENCY OF GENERAL RELIEF SOCIETY BOARD

SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF THE
GENERAL BOARD

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF
RELIEF SOCIETY PRESIDENTS
(15 Regional Organizations)

Sewing
Centers

STAKE PRESIDENTS OF
RELIEF SOCIETY

(118 Stakes)

Canning
Centers

Distribution

Centers

STAKE BISHOP'S STOREHOUSE
(If operating on a stake basis
rather than a regional basis)
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projects that require labor, with the

Ward Bishopric coordinating all of

these agencies and supplying the fi-

nances that may be needed.

In rendering such assistance,

every opportunity must be given to

those who are assisted to perform
some labor or render some service

for the assistance they are to re-

ceive. This is as fundamental to the

program as the supplying of neces-

sities.

If layettes are needed for exam-
ple, sisters who may need these ar-

ticles should be given the opportun-

ity of doing as much of the work as

possible with volunteer work pro-

vided by other sisters if neceessary.

This principle should be applied in

canning operations, clothing remod-
eling, quilting, etc., and in some in-

stances sisters should be sent into

the homes of needy families to help

them plan to meet their home prob-

lems.

In the chart included herein, there

is pictured the Relief Society Or-
ganization as it relates to various ac-

tivities in the Church Security Pro-
gram which will result in the pro-

viding of necessities as required.

At the head of the great Relief

Society Organization is the Presi-

dency of the General Board ap-

pointed by the First Presidency of

the Church and who by their ap-

pointment are requested to work in

close cooperation and harmony with

the General Church Security Com-
mittee appointed under the chair-

manship of Brother Melvin J. Bal-

lard to carry out the wishes of the

First Presidency and Presiding

Bishopric in this program. To fa-

cilitate a constant supervision of

storehouses and women's activities

connected thereto a Special Com-
mittee has been appointed from
members of the General Board who
are expected to keep in close con-

tact with the Relief Society Organ-
izations of the various regions and
stakes throughout the Church to

promote efficiency and economy and
to standardize in such a way as to

accomplish the most for the efforts

put forth.

In regions, particularly in congest-

ed areas, it is advised that from
among Relief Society Presidents of

Stakes participating, there be chosen

an executive committee to call

meetings of the Presidents and to

solve problems that may arise from
time to time in connection with the

work at the various women's cen-

ters, and of course, always be in

harmony with the instructions from
the Special Committee of the Gen-
eral Relief Society Board and the

Regional Officers chosen from
among the Priesthood Presidents.

In the event of isolated stakes

where distribution and work proj-

ects on a regional basis would not

be practical or advisable the Special

Committee or the Presidency of the

General Board may deal directly

with the Stake Presidents of Relief

Society in the establishment of wom-
en's centers as may be advisable

within storehouses or ward units op-

erating within the stake.

Tn each stake in order to promote

the purposes of unity in supervi-

sion throughout the wards of the

Stake there should be organized the

Stake Committee consisting of a

member of the Stake Presidency as

Chairman with the Stake Women's
Work Director and Stake Priesthood

Work Director, Chairman of Bish-

ops' Executive Council, Storehouse

Manager, if any, and the Stake Re-
lief Society President, as members
of the Committee. At this meeting

the Relief Society President has the

opportunity of discussing the work
of the sisters throughout the Stake
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with the Stake Presidency and the

brethren of the Priesthood.

A careful study of the chart pre-

sented and an analysis of the

real purposes of the Church Secur-

ity Program should establish clearly

the fact that the most important ob-

ject that is to be achieved by the

Church Security Program is the

promoting of a spirit of cooperation

and unity throughout the entire

Church. The other essential to the

success of the Church Security Pro-

gram is expressed in the story of the

rich young man who came to the

Master with the inquiry, "What
good thing shall I do that I may
have eternal life?" and the Mas-
ter enumerated the commandments
which he must keep in order to gain

eternal life, to which the young man
replied, that he had done all these

things from his youth up. The Mas-
ter then made this verv significant

declaration: "IF THOU WILT
BE PERFECT, go and sell that

thou hast, and give to the poor, and
thou shalt have treasure in heaven

:

and come and follow Me."

HPo the extent that individual

units throughout the Church are

interested in giving to the limit of

their possibilities beyond their own
needs, to that extent they are ap-

proaching perfection in the Church
Security Program. To the extent

that Relief Society Organizations in

Wards are operating in cooperation

with Priesthood Quorums and Bish-

oprics just to that extent is there a

security program in that ward. There
can be no security throughout Zion
until Relief Society Sisters rise to

the prime purpose of their organ-
ization "to provoke the brethren to

good works in looking after the poor
and in searching out objects of

charity."
•

T argely due to the splendid ef-

forts of the sisters of the Re-
lief Society throughout the stakes

and wards much has been accom-

plished toward the realization of the

purposes of the Church Security

Program. Thank the Lord for the

Relief Society Organization ! But,

our work has only begun. This com-
ing year we must redouble our ef-

forts, profiting by the mistakes we
have made and add to our success

to the ultimate triumph of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints in demonstrating to the

world its ability to satisfy every

need of the human soul.

What the Relief Society Does for Its Members
By Sara Hodson Carruth

FOR ninety-five years the Relief

Society has functioned as the

organization for service for the

womanhood of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints. Who
can measure the achievements of

those years?

Today the lives of some seventy-

four thousand members are being

enriched and enlightened by the

programs the society offers.

"TJURING the last decade in our

country, as well as in other pro-

gressive countries of the world,

great emphasis has been laid on the

subject of Adult Education. It is

interesting to reflect that for long

years previous to this time the Relief

Society had been carrying forward a

great project of adult education for

the women of the Church.

Pefinite lessons on vital subjects
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were carefully outlined a year in ad-

vance by expert educators. These
lessons were studied and discussed

each week by hundreds of Relief So-

ciety groups. Group thinking and
discussion were encouraged. Many
thousands of L. D. S. women thus

learned to talk things out. The fol-

lowing words of modern scripture

proved at once an urge and an in-

spiration, "Seek ye diligently and
teach one another words of wisdom

;

yea, seek ye out of the best books
words of wisdom ; seek learning even

by study and also by faith."

Through the years, splendid

courses in theology, literature and
social service have been given. With
such stimulation many members be-

came students.

Classes in home making have re-

ceived a great deal of consideration.

Special attention has been given to

such subjects as home nursing, home
sanitation and beautification, child

hygiene, needle work and handicraft

of many kinds.

From the beginning the members
have been made to feel that they

should continue with mental activity

and education as long as life should

last.

The fact that these women were
busy home makers with husbands
and children to care for was, they

believed, but an added reason why
they should be mentally alert and,

"go on learning."

Side by side with this cultural

program, and always in the van-

guard, has been the relief program
—the service for human welfare.

Taught to give freely of themselves

in the service for mankind, experi-

ences of these unselfish women as

they have gone into the homes dark-

ened by want, sorrow, sickness or

death have given remarkable oppor-

tunities to apply the truths learned in

the interest of human betterment.

Perhaps no volunteer organiza-

tion in the world has so rich a heri-

tage of traditions. The members
lived and loved and worked together

unselfishly, not alone because of their

sympathy for their fellow men, but

because they believed therein lay

"Pure religion, undented before God
and the Father." Such has been the

past of this organization.

V^HAT of today? Never in its

history has the society had so

much to offer its members. Among
these offerings is a series of lessons

comparable to college extension

courses—-lessons that meet present

day needs ; advanced thought, simply

worded. The products of the best

minds and the noblest workers are

garnered. World happenings and
living issues are presented. The aim
is always to discover truth and
beauty that may be applied in the

lives of the members. It would seem
that no woman could be exposed to

these lessons without becoming a

better home maker and a finer citi-

zen.

No doubt the greatest spiritual

growth comes through the study of

the Theology lessons. As we medi-

tate on the glorious truths of the

Gospel and on the life and ministry

of the Savior, our faith that we are

indeed the children of God, destined

to become like Him, is strengthened.

Thinking and talking together along

these lines develop an awareness of

our obligations and a determination

to live in harmony with God's laws.

Thus a divine purpose is given to

life.

In the lessons of the Literary De-
partment the works of the great

masters with their deep understand-

ing of human nature are studied.

These bring to the members a clearer

interpretation of the values of life.

They revel in their lofty ideals and
in their beauty of expression. Dur-
ing this season many hundreds of

our women have come to enjoy the
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study of biography as never before.

It has proved a very real intellectual

recreation.

In the Social Service Department
much emphasis has been placed on
the rearing of the child—woman's
most important work. There are

splendid lessons for those mothers

who are trying to understand their

children's personalities, who are

eager to intelligently guide their

loved ones along the paths of physical,

mental, emotional and social health.

Community problems are studied

with the purpose of developing civic

pride and of making living condi-

tions better in our towns and cities.

The Relief Society offers these

courses of study to every member
without charge—free as the air they

breathe. The practice of publishing

the lesson outlines in the magazines

each month makes it possible to

standardize the work in all associa-

tions and places the lesson material

in the hands of all the members.

/TlOOD music also comes in for

serious attention. Every wom-
an has a chance to develop her talent

along this line through group sing-

ing under good leadership. The Re-
lief Society Chorals throughout the

Church are bringing much that is

fine, joyous and uplifting into the

lives of its people.

/-PHE Society gives to its members
the joy of association with fine,

good women. They grow by such

contacts. The most beautiful friend-

ships are -formed—friendships that

surely will be eternal. The organ-

ization furnishes an outlet for social

activities. Many lovely affairs are

enjoyed by all the members. They
learn to get along together ; to play,

as well as to work together. Indeed,

many of the members have but few
other social contacts.

HPHE Relief Society is a great

training school for service. Over-

shadowing all else is the opportunity

it gives its members to learn to serve

well. Every member, no matter how
humble or timid, may become a

worker—a teacher—a leader. Every
opportunity is given for socialized

self-expression.

/""\UR system of visiting teaching

gives opportunity for thousands

of women to participate. As they

go into the homes each month with a

special spiritual message and tact-

fully ascertain the needs of the

families, there comes into the hearts

of these teachers a great love for

their fellow men and an increased

charity for his weaknesses. With
an intelligent conception of social

welfare problems they are able to

encourage the distressed and dis-

heartened, to comfort the sorrowing,

and lift the burden of fear from the

hearts of many. They minister both

materially and spiritually. As these

teachers go about doing good they

come to feel that they are richly re-

paid. They find that they have de-

veloped a new fund of confidence

within themselves, and that they

have built up a new set of interests.

Above all is the joy of a deep seated

conviction that they are doing the

will of the Master. "Inasmuch as

ye do it unto the least of these, my .

little ones, ye do it unto Me." In

such ways the work of the Lord is

glorified and advanced.

HPHOSE who have worked in the

Relief Society for many years

find a never failing source of satis-

faction in watching the development
of the members. Women of little

or no background have been stimu-

lated to study and participate until

they have become outstanding teach-

ers. Timid little women have with
encouragement and practice become
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poised and gracious presiding of- Growth comes only through self-ac-

ficers. Many volunteer social work- tivity and by overcoming difficulties.

ers in our cities and counties, who Think of the influence for good our

are now doing excellent community women might be if they all were
betterment work, have had all their doing their full part.

training from Relief Society sources. ._. ,, r , .
, J ,.
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word of • personal testimony

WHAT a marvelous thing it
is that the experience gained in

would be if all the women of
Rehef Society work has helped me

,, ,-m , , , • i . „„ in my attitude towards lite and lite s
the Church were taking advantage ,{ , , , , ,

r . * , ... % , rp? problems. It has broadened my
of the opportunities ottered. Ine f . ,
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, i . horizon and has helped me to find

organization set-up seems almost . . . . . .
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r ^, i. • i x 4-u ioy m simple things. It has taught
perfect: Ihe material tor growth J J ,/ 1 °. , ,
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.

, , , j i r \u nie loyalty to a mighty cause and
is prepared and placed before them

:

, / J
. / j. . •

., .,, , • , , r , has given me increased trust in my
All that is lovely or of good re-

f ello

fi

wmen . It has given me tl/e
port to assist them in living well fortitude and the ability to face some
balanced happy lives. However, of the hardships and trials of life

they must realize that they must do with a degree of courage. Humbly,
their own growing. No organization I thank my beloved Society for its

can take the place of self effort, valuable contribution to my life.

LOVE'S TORCH

By Isabelle Ruby Owen

Fling out your blue-gold banner

!

Lift high your blazing torch

!

Sing out in rapturous manner . . .

" 'Loved seventeenth of March !"

A day when angels fired the heart

To thrilling deeds of worth

—

Which came to be of Life a part,

Rich blessings brought to earth.

Since first there fell a pearly tear

From tender woman's eyes

—

Her hands have touched the Harp-of-Love,

Bringing blessings from the skies.

Since first that trusting band set out

—

Truth's banner wide unfurled,

The hand which rocks the cradle

Has brought vision to the world.



Trails of the Old Kaibab
By Elsie C. Carroll

Chapter X

THE next morning, without'

seeing Steve, but being again

reassured by Fred that he

was going to be all right, Helen re-

turned to the Park.

She learned from Wood Russell

that Uncle Billy had come to the ho-

tel before going to the ranch and
had taken Hawley and several others

with him to investigate some clue

Lon Dean thought he had regarding

the stolen cattle.

Helen had been surprised to learn

that Hawley was a deputy sheriff.

"Yes," Wood told her, "He's been

an officer almost ever since he's been

here. He doesn't have much to do.

There used to be a bootleg escapade

once in a while, but now since things

are wide open, nobody's worrying

about bootleggers. Steve's trouble

is about all the law-breaking that's

been going on around here for some
time, and that's a stumper. Every
time he loses a bunch of cattle, they

follow the tracks to a certain place

where they just disappear. Hawley
has spent days out there with Steve,

and they've had officers from Fre-

donia and Flagstaff. But it's always

the same. I can't imagine that Lon
has solved the riddle ; but how I

wish somebody could. It's uncanny,

and it's getting Steve's goat. He
doesn't seem himself any more."

"Steve thinks," Wood went on,

"that the thieves are connected with

someone right here on the mountain
who knows just exactly what he's

doing every day. The cattle always

disappear when he's away from the

ranch, but right while some of his

men are there watching—sometimes
just while they're in the cabin for

dinner. But if that theory about the

thieves being right here on the moun-
tain was true, we ought to find his

cattle in some of the other herds, and

he's never found any, though he al-

ways looks at round-up time."

"Does Mrs. Morley have any cat-

tle?" Helen asked.

"No—not that I know of."

"How long has she been here, Mr.
Russell, and what is her business?"

"Well, she was here when we
built the hotel—and that's been

eight years. She must have been

here off and on for about ten or

twelve years. She was younger and
more girlish when I first knew her,

but not any more popular than she

is now. As to her business, I think

she's bought up a lot of mining stock

out there north of her place. Her
main business though, I think, is just

to have a good time and to help oth-

ers enjoy themselves."

I.JELEN spent most of the next

day in her cabin, thinking. She

felt sure she had some small clues,

and she was to put them together in-

to a logical theory. At last she was
ready to act.

She rode to Pete Rockwood's
camp and asked him to take her for

a ride in his plane.

"I'm not ready to fly over the can-

yon yet. I'm saving that for a spe-

cial thrill. Today I want to fly over

the mountain and see how the forest

and the cattle ranches look to a

bird."

"All right. I'll take you any place

you want to go."

The plane lifted and headed back

over the mountain.

"Tell me about the various ranches
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and points of interest," Helen said

through the tube.

"That clearing over to the left is

Jacob's Lake," Pete said. "On the

right is Hawley's ranch. Want to

fly over it?"

"Yes." In a few moments they

were sailing over a large tract of land

thickly dotted with grazing cattle.

"It's one of the best ranches on
the mountain. He's one of the big-

gest owners in the West. You can

see his herds scattered all over this

side of the ridge. His land goes

clear down to the rim of the canyon
on this side."

"Can you fly a little lower?" she

asked. "I've never seen a herd of

cattle."

"You'll have a good chance here.

Looks like they're having a round-
up. See, the cowboys are gathering

them in from all over the range. We
can skim right over their backs if

you say. There aren't many traffic

rules out here."

The plane zoomed down so low
over one of the bunches of cattle

that Helen could see each animal
very distinctly. They passed above
the ranch buildings and Pete told her

which were the mess hall, and the

sleeping quarters. She could see the

huge corrals and sheds. They could

even make out the figures of the men
at work.

"It looks as if they're getting

ready for branding," Rockwood ex-

plained.

Helen started. Two weeks ago
Bernice Hawley had spent two or

three days at her father's ranch dur-

ing the branding round-up. She had
told Helen many details of the op-

eration. It was strange they would
be branding again—though perhaps

not so strange either. This tiny piece

of information fitted into her picture

puzzle.-

"What makes you think they are

getting ready for branding?"

"You see the men over there un-

loading barrels. That's probably

tar and other substances* they heat

up for the brands. This is about the

time of the year that a lot of mark-
ing and branding is done, and I don't

see why else they'd be rounding in

the cattle. It's early to gather in

the sale stock."

"Is House Rock Valley far from
here ?"

"It's just opposite—on the other

side of the mountain, but it will only

take Pegasus a few minutes to get

us there."

The plane lifted while they flew

over the higher ridges separating the

two ranches. They skirted a cut-

back in the canyon which formed a

huge notch between the two range-

lands. Helen studied the topography

of the country, every sense alert. She
leaned out looking through the field

glasses Pete had given her. No, she

was not mistaken. That was a line

of cattle moving slowly along a trail

on the face of the canyon following

this cut-back.

"There's Plouse Rock Valley be-

low us now," Rockwood announced.

Helen looked down at the clear-

ing. She could see the corrals and

the ranch buildings near the edge of

the wooded hills. A surge of emo-
tion swept over her. Her father had

helped to build those structures. If

he had lived she might have spent

happy summers with him there. The
cattle she saw scattered here and

there might have been hers—hers

and Steve's together.

"Can we land here?" she asked.

"Sure." He brought the plane to

the ground a short distance from

the buildings.

The place seemed deserted. They
went into the main building. It

seemed to have been recently occu-

pied, for a fire still burned in the

stove and used dishes were on the

table.
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"Shall we have lunch?" Pete

asked.

"We should wait for our hosts to

invite us, shouldn't we?"
"Not in this part of the world.

Out here they expect people to help

themselves and make themselves at

home. Cabins are always left open

and stocked with food. I'll make us

some sour-dough flapjacks. It's

funny nobody's around. This is

Steve Heyden's place you know

—

have you heard how he is since the

rodeo?"
"I think he's getting along all

right." What would Pete do if she

told him her relationship to this

ranch ?

t)EFORE their food was ready

Uncle Billy, Hawley, and sev-

eral other men came to the cabin.

They had observed the plane from

the other side of the clearing and

had come to see what the landing

might signify. They were surprised

to see Helen.

"I'm out sight seeing," she ex-

plained. "We just thought we'd

give you a friendly call and see if

you've caught the cattle thieves yet."

"Has Steve been losing more cat-

tle?" Rockwood asked.

"Yes." Uncle Billy told him. "His

calves went a few weeks ago, and

the day of the rodeo a bunch of

young steers he had rouned up so

he could keep a special watch over

them dropped out of sight. Of course

Steve don't know that yet. And he

don't know that Lon is gone again."

"Wasn't he here when you came

out that night?" asked Helen

amazed.
"Not a hide nor hair of him. So

we don't have no idee what that clue

was that he thought he had."

"Do you think he's been kidnap-

ped again by the thieves ?"

"Nobody knows what's happened

to him," Hawley said. "It seems

useless to try to solve the mystery

of this ranch. I've been working on

it for years, but it beats me." Helen

looked at him closely and she thought

his eyes shifted from her direct

gaze.

She was eager to have a few

words alone with Uncle Billy, and

finally succeeded in drawing him

aside.

"Uncle Billy, I believe I know

where those lost cattle are."

She had no chance to say more for

she saw Hawley approaching. She

gave her old friend a sign for si-

lence, but he looked incredulous.

As she was flying back with Pete

Rockwood she led him to talk of

Hawley.
"He's a queer chap. I've taken

him around quite a little in my plane

;

to Texas a couple of times and quite

often to Salt Lake City. Somehow
he doesn't seem to belong here as

most of the cattle men do—Uncle

Billy and Steve Heyden for instance.

I think he has a swell little girl

though. She seems more like the

West than he does. But she could

fit in anywhere. She'd be a little

peach—if she wasn't so crazy about

Steve Heyden."
"I don't see why she shouldn't

care for you even more than for

Steve. You're nearer her age and

you seem more her type," Helen

told him.

"Do you really think that? Gosh
I wish you'd tell her."

"I shall."

"I did have one inning. She let me
bring her home from the Lodge the

other night after Steve's accident.

She was so broken up over that, that

she even let me comfort her a little."

HpHE next day Helen rode to the

Lodge. She must tell Steve

what she had learned, for action

must be taken at once if the mystery

was to be solved. She hoped he was

well enough to talk and help her plan

what to do.
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To her surprise he was up and
around. In fact he was outside some-
where—the bell-boy told her—tak-

ing a short walk—perhaps on one
of the near-by trails.

Fred, she found, had been called

to a sick man at a road camp back on
the mountain.

She sat in the lobby waiting. As
the minutes passed she became rest-

less and went out on the porch to

look for Steve. Presently she walked
out onto one of the foot-paths below
the lodge.

She didn't want to get far away
as he might return by some other

path ; so she sat on a bench overlook-
ing the canyon. She began tracing

with her eyes resemblances in the

natural structures before her, to fa-

mous pieces of sculptured art. Pres-
ently she heard voices on the oppo-
site side of the rocky projection in

the path near which she sat.

"Tess, I don't understand. You
can't mean what you seem to be say-

ing."

Helen despised eaves-dropping
and started up. Then she realized

she couldn't retreat without being
discovered, and to go on was im-
possible, for Tess and Steve were
on the narrow trail. Besides, there

was distress in Steve's voice. What
could the woman be saying to tor-

ture him?
"You can't expect me to believe

that you don't understand what I

mean, Steve. I'm throwing myself
at you. And I've never done that

for any man. I'm forgetting that

there is such a thing as pride, for I

love you. You've known for a long
time that I've wanted you. But
you've ignored me. I tell you, Steve,

that loving you has made a different

woman of me. I want to be decent.

I promise if you'll come to me, you'll

be the only one. I don't expect you
to marry me, at least not now; not
until I've proved myself and have
made you want to marry me."
"My God, woman, you don't know

what you're talking about."

"Don't I ! I've been thinking of

nothing else for weeks. I know you
don't care for me now. You may
even imagine that you love someone
else; but you're not the kind to be
satisfied with another man's wife.

And I can make you care. Isn't it

something worth while that I'm of-

fering you ? This mystery is break-
ing you. You're not only losing your
cattle ; you're losing your health.

And you'll lose your mind too before
you'll ever solve the riddle. You
ought to know that, after twelve
years of trying. Isn't my offer to

disclose the whole thing worth any-
thing to you?"

"Yes," shouted Steve, "But by
God it's not worth the thing you
ask. Get out of my way and let me
pass."

There was a slight skirmish on
the other side of the boulder and
Steve, head-bandaged and white with

anger and disgust, rushed past

Helen up the path toward the Lodge.

For a moment she sat motionless,

then she followed him.

(To be continued)

^HOOSE always the way that seems the best, however rough it may be

;

custom will soon render it easy and agreeable.

—

Pythagoras.

jLJAVE a purpose in life, and having it, throw into your work such strength

of mind and muscle as God has given you.

—

Carlyle.



Raising Funds for Relief Society
By Belle Smith Spafford

IN the conduct of any organiza-

tion certain expenses are in-

curred. The Relief Society is

no exception to this rule. Often
the raising of funds by methods
other than direct donation becomes
a problem. This is particularly true

with Stake organizations in com-
munities where the Wards are wide-
ly scattered. In these Stakes the

traveling and other expenses are ex-

ceptionally high and the assembling
of the people difficult. Any activity

undertaken must therefore be very
carefully planned, expertly managed,
extensively advertised and of such
quality as to justify the support of

the people. The Relief Society or-

ganization encourages activities
which motivate any phase of its

work, which provide opportunities

for the development or enrichment
of the lives of the women, which are

of service, and, in keeping with the

dignity and standards of the Society.

The Relief Society Stake Bazaar
is possibly most often resorted to in

raising funds. This provides mo-
tivation for the Work and Business

Department, is an avenue for the

disposal of articles made by the sis-

ters, provides social contact and is

usually quite remunerative. In

arousing interest and support for

this activity, however, ingenuity is

often heavily taxed. In one Stake
a unique and successful bazaar was
held entitled "The Nations Meet."
Each ward represented a Nation

;

Italian, Irish, Alaskan, Hawaiian,
American—Indian, Mexican and
Japanese, carrying out in every de-
tail distinguishing features of the

Nation represented. Attractive
booths were erected and articles

made by the sisters in the Work and

Business Department were offered

for sale. Each booth also sold nov-
elties characteristic of the Nation.

Refreshments were provided in

keeping with the theme, each ward
serving but one course. The Irish

served potato salad ; the Indian, corn

bread; the Alaskan, ice cream, etc.,

so planned and arranged as to make
it possible to purchase a satisfying

and well balanced meal by patroniz-

ing each ward. Cakes, pies, bread,

jellies, bottled fruit, etc., were enter-

ed for competition. These articles

were judged, prizes awarded, and
then were offered for sale. During
the afternoon and evening excellent

programs were presented, each ward
providing one number representa-

tive of its nationality. The ward
whose booth was most typical of the

country represented as well as the

one having the best program num-
ber was given an award. The entire

affair was planned and directed by
the Stake Board and the earnings
shared by both Stake and Wards on
a 50% basis.

A Christmas Gift Shop proved a
similar source of revenue. This
opened at 6 o'clock with a Cafeteria
lunch, each ward being responsible

for certain portions of the menu. The
Gift Shop was gay with Xmas col-

ors, a tree and a Santa Claus. Each
ward had an artistic booth featuring

such articles as hand made handker-
chiefs, Xmas Candy, aprons, dolls

and reconditioned toys. One very
popular booth sold Xmas puddings
and fruit cakes beautifully wrapped
and containing the recipe. Profits

were shared by Stake and Wards.
Another Stake, covering a rather

small area, found Silver Socials

stimulated interest in Relief Society
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to the extent of considerably increas-

ing the enrollment as well as being
remunerative. The Stake was di-

vided into four sections and a large

and very attractive home was util-

ized in each section. Every woman
in the Stake was given a personal in-

vitation to the social being held in

the unit in which she resided. The
finest talent in the Stake was drawn
upon to present a program based on
a Literary lesson. The artists par-

ticipating were beautifulhy costumed.
The program numbers were rotated,

thus the same program was present-

ed in each home. Light but attrac-

tive refreshments were served and
voluntary donations received. Stake
officers presided at each home. The
fact that these socials were held in

beautiful homes seemed to promote
interest and support.

A Flower Show was a gorgeous
and successful enterprise. So many
flowers were on display and so
artistically were they arranged that

the hall was a veritable bower of
loveliness. A fee was charged to
enter flowers for competition. In-
terest was so keen that there were
over 100 entries. Flowers, plants,

slips, etc., which had been donated
were sold. A Flower Queen was an
added attraction. During the after-

noon an orchestra and the Relief So-
ciety choruses provided entertain-

ment. In the evening the story of
Persephone, the Goddess of Spring,
was depicted in pageant. Light re-

freshments were offered for sale

during the entire day and a small
admission charged.

A Stake Opera did much to arouse

interest in Relief Society, to encour-

age Relief Society music, and to

create Stake spirit. A colorful light

opera suitable for mature voices was
selected. The chorus comprised an
equal number of singers from each

ward selected by the Ward Relief

Society choristers. Try-outs were

held for the selection of leads. Beau-
tiful yet inexpensive costumes were
designed and made by the Work and
Business Departments. Scenery
was also made through the co-opera-

tion of the brethren. Each ward
made a large unusually clever poster

which was hung in a conspicuous

place in the ward amusement hall

as one feature of the advertising.

The Sunday evening before the per-

formance soloists were sent to each
ward and rendered well chosen se-

lections from the opera. The opera
was a credit to the organization and
a great financial success.

Where there is a picture show in

the stake it has been found paying
to sell tickets on a % basis. Through
the kindness of the management of

a show house in one stake the Relief

Society was allowed 50% of all

tickets sold and used and 100%
where tickets were sold and not used.

The stake printed their own tickets

but the management secured an ad-

vertisement for the back of the

ticket which defrayed the expense of

printing. The greatest of care must
be exercised, however, to see that a

picture sponsored by the Relief So-
ciety is a suitable one.

Unique or novel dances with a

popular orchestra, a good floor, and
a good floor manager are usually suc-

cessful.

Pageants based on Relief Society

work, particularly the educational

courses secure the support of the

people.

Ice cream, strawberry, or harvest

festivals, have been a source of rev-

enue in some stakes.

Sponsoring lectures, particularly

illustrated ones, readings, book re-

views or musicals may be profitable

when the artists participating are ex-

ceptionally good.

Whatever the activity undertaken

by a stake it is imperative that the

approval and whole-hearted support
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of the ward organization be secured.

Stake organizations must bear in

mind that the wards have their own
organizations to finance and should

plan so as to interfere as little as

possible with ward activities. On the

other hand ward organizations must
realize that the stake organizations

exist for service to the wards and
has no place, save the wards, from
which to draw. Co-operation is es-

sential to success. In almost any un-
dertaking it is wise to plan early

enough to allow thorough prepara-
tion and extensive advertising. Ac-

tivity should be presented at a time

somewhat removed from any other

major activity. Success is more
often assured when tickets are sold

in advance. This requires an enthu-
siastic, accurate, energetic ticket

manager.

Success must not be measured in

terms of money alone. The develop-

ment of the women, the contacts

made possible, the spirit created are

of the greatest importance.

"There is no excellence without

labor."

No Compromise With Evil
By Josephine Gardiner Moench

WE are beset with many
temptations today, but let us

consider if we are tempted
beyond our power to resist. Have
we, who claim to be the descendants

of God's chosen people, the strength

and courage which Bible history

shows us they possessed? Can we
picture a temptation stronger than
was brought to bear upon Daniel and
his companions? They were not only
given the privilege of partaking of

what was considered in the king's

household the choicest food and wine
in all the land, but they were com-
manded by the king to do so. But
we are told that "Daniel purposed in

his heart that he would not defile

himself with the portion of the king's

meat, nor with the wine which he
drank," and begged that for ten days
they be privileged to choose their

own food and drink. What was the

reward of resisting the temptation
which was placed before them ? We
read, "Now God had brought Dan-
iel into favor and tender love with
the prince of the king's eunuchs . . .

so he consented to them in this mat-
ter and proved them ten days, and at

the end of ten days their counte-

nances appeared fairer and fatter in

flesh than all the children which did

eat the portion of the king's meat."

So the servant consented that Daniel

and his companions should choose

the food they ate. We can rightfully

suppose that they lived up to the

highest standard they knew in other

respects during the three years in

which they were in training. At the

end of that time they were brought
before the king and he "communed
with them . . . and in all matters of

wisdom and understanding that the

king inquired of them, he found them
ten times better than all the magi-
cians and astrologers that were in all

his realm."

HPHE same laws apply to the youth

of today as to Daniel and his

companions. To those who have the

same high resolve as Daniel, that

they will not defile themselves with
food and drink and riotous living

which their intelligence tells them is

injurious to their bodies and their

souls, will be given the same reward
of strength, endurance, and wisdom.



Interesting Monotony
By Florence Ivins Hyde

I
SUPPOSE I should have felt

complimented when I was told

that I am too intelligent to spend

my life "keeping house." "The
monotony of it makes me nervous,"

my acquaintance said, "and besides

that I think we owe something to

the public." Instead of puffing up
as perhaps I should have done, I

bristled. I almost resented the sym-
pathy of this woman who leaves her
one child to grow up alone while she

spends the mornings in her car and
the afternoons playing bridge or at

some "culture club."

And so in my own mind I began

to "throw my quills." Such women
are exceedingly generous with their

sympathy and advice. They could

just weep for Mary Gray when her

sixth child was born. They feign

the greatest compassion because the

husband of Mrs. M. doesn't earn

enough to furnish her with hired

help. "It is enough," I have heard

them say, "to have to plan all your
work without having to execute it

too." They think that to be parasitic

is an evidence that fortune has

smiled upon them. I have seen some
look with a supercilious air of com-
passion upon their unfortunate sis-

ters, never realizing that this house-

wife whom they pity, this slave who
grinds away at her job, has her own
powerful defense.

A/TANY women relish the advice

of such writers as Dorothy
Dix when she says that every wom-
an should take a vacation away from
her husband and children, once a

year. That when she has cooked
1095 meals, washed that many dish-

es, and made more than that num-
ber of beds, she has earned a vaca-

tion. They absorb with interest the

stories of such writers as Sinclair

Lewis when he describes the bore-

some life of the small town woman.
Such daily tasks as the routine of

hearing her husband build a fur-

nace fire every morning, "got on
her nerves" so completely that her
only alternative was to walk away
and leave it all. Perhaps it does not

occur to them that a housewife can
be well adjusted and see romance
even in housework. For rearing a

family covers a multitude of arts

;

it taxes the ingenuity and intelli-

gence to the very limit, and women
who are doing the job successfully,

look almost with disdain upon the

woman who feeds her family from
cans.

HPHE profession of housewifery

can be both stimulating and re-

munerative. With her first child, a

woman's serious problems begin. She
must learn something of nutrition

and if she does it as it should be
done, her mental capacity will be
taxed, equally, I am sure, with the

bridge player. Understanding the

"why" of feeding the family places

her on a par with the profession of

medicine.

It is not long before the wide-

awake mother begins to wonder,
"What stories should my child

hear?" and as she delves into the

fine books at hand in an effort to

answer this question, she learns that

nothing a child ever learns after-

ward, influences him more than the

stories told in his childhood, a chal-

lenging statement. And when as she

proceeds, the truth begins to sink in

that human destiny is largely shaped

by the nurture or neglect of child-
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hood, she discovers that her life's

work is mapped out. And to her it is

not a sacrifice, for in her attempt to

understand her family and to solve

its problems, she is led into a study of

most of the problems of life, from
bookkeeping to all the things that

make for the enrichment of life.

VyHEN her child begins to talk

and she thinks it unusually

bright or as in some cases unusually

dull, it is exceedingly stimulating

and wholesome to find out what
other children have done in the way
of developing a vocabulary, and if

she has enough intellectual curiosity,

she is led into a study as fascinating

as the adventures of Monte Cristo,

himself. .

DERHAPS the time comes when
she feels her child is not reach-

ing the heights in school grades that

some other child is doing, and she

wonders why. A study of the in-

telligence of school children is one of

the most interesting studies science

has to offer. From it she soon learns

that although children differ vastly

in mental ability, the schools still

hold them all up to the same stand-

ards of excellence,—a problem worth
looking into. A large proportion of

children are forced to leave school

with little preparation for life,

simply because they are intellectually

incapable of mastering the curricu-

lum which the school has set up. In-

terest, will power, social adaptabil-

ity, leadership, personality, all have
a great influence upon success, but
some of the saddest failures in life

are due to the selection of a voca-

tion which requires a higher grade
of ability than the individual pos-

sesses. One feels a certain security

in the knowledge that many such

mistakes might be prevented by the

use of intelligence tests.

All these facts make this house-
wife wonder, "what can I do about
it all?" And from here the path is

not long to a serious study of human
behavior, involving such practical

home problems as correct habits, co-

operation in the home, the conflicts

and escapes of youth and ado-
lescence, religious education, and
many other constantly recurring
problems. She has a comforting ex-
perience when she learns that men-
tal conflicts are natural during ado-
lescence, that the solution of the con-
flict is the secret of existence, that

failure to solve it means disaster and
that it is possible to learn hozv to

solve it.

TN this day of confusion it is worth
while to learn that religion, like

other things, must be taught; that

one great truth is to never teaeh any-
thing which has to be unlearned ; and
that the early habit of straight and
unhampered thinking is one of the
finest heritages we can give to our
children.

Every reaction of a child to a situ-

ation is just as definite a symptom of

his mental and emotional set-up as a
temperature is a symptom in disease.

And so, handling a family is a job

for the elite. Enrichment of life

does not consist of frills and pub-
licity. Notoriety is not the thing to

be sought after. It is infinitely more
satisfying to hear a son or a daughter
say, "Mother, let's have a grate fire

and read," than to be asked to speak
before some club. A mother par
excellence is hard to compete with.



A Rational Proposal
By Vivian R. McConkie

WHEN in human industry it

was discovered that two
people working together

could accomplish more than the sum
of their work separately, the begin-
ning of the modern doctrine of in-

dustrial co-operation began. The
same theory proves true in the unit-

ing of efforts of ecclesiastical organ-
izations. In any organization co-

operation of the different members
of the group is essential for efficient

and wholesome activity. Likewise,

the co-operation of groups is a step

toward a bigger, more concentrated,

and influential program. The virtue

and permanence of this closer rela-

tionship would be insured by a
hygienic, progressive attitude, which
would avert disintegrating conditions

and would maintain coherence and
solidarity by purposive activity in the
performance of significant organ-
ization projects, to which all could
contribute for a common purpose.
As a result an attitude of confidence
would pervade the organizations, for
confidence is developed and is main-
tained by purposive activity and by
productive achievements, without
which the desired results of our col-

lective efforts can scarcely be achiev-
ed. If the art of working together is

helpful to social and economic causes
it would be equally helpful in church
organization, for all of the members
of the church have, or ought to have
the same purposeful aim in view.

JUST as integration is the most im-

portant characteristic of the

wholesome individual personality, it

is the most significant characteristic

of the mechanics of church groups.

Homogeneity is an equally desir-

able condition for the women man-

aged auxiliaries. The Relief So-
ciety, the Young Women's, and the
Primary Associations are working
for the same great cause, that is, to

help their members save themselves.
The integration of these organiza-
tions is vitally important, for it

causes them to fit more perfectly in

the plan of redemption, and is not
too much to be hoped for. It can be
effected by the women's organiza-
tions, for they have a common pur-
pose,—a common task. But its ac-

complishment requires co-ordinated
interests.

TXrE do the things in life that we
are interested in doing. Our

interests determine our courses. We
make our own elections. We have
individual agency, so we classify our-

selves both here and eternally. The
interests of all mothers, daughters

and primary children of the church
ought to be challenged. With close

co-operation between the organiza-

tions of these various groupings,

what could not be accomplished in

the unifying of interests, by placing

first things first. Interests are of

relative value. Our daily conduct re-

veals them, as well as our under-
standing, our appreciation, and our
hearts, for the Lord gives unto the

children of men according to the de-

sires of their hearts. We ought,

therefore, to elect to desire the things

that will take us back into the divine

presence. Such lofty purpose needs
all available power to help and en-

courage it on its way. With closer

co-operation of the organizations in

whose care is entrusted all of the

women and children of the church,

every member could be accounted

for.
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A/TANY do not have sufficient un-

derstanding of the worth while

things of life to intelligently evalu-

ate. Many are deceived by the crafti-

ness of men, and follow after vain

things, and neglect eternal values.

Some church members are interest-

ed wholly in educational pursuits. A
few have brilliant minds but lack

balance and faith in God. With the

great variety of existing conditions

it is comprehendable why only a part

of the women of the Church are en-

rolled or actively interested in the

women's organizations. Our prob-
lems are so interrelated that if they

were viewed from a larger perspec-

tive, with clearness of vision of im-

portant and practical affairs, with

the co-operative efforts of all of the

women and of all of the children in

the church, a greater degree of per-

fection could be reached. No organ-

ization would lose its identity

through this enlarged vision and ex-

tended interests. To do so would
merely contemplate unifying efforts

and would continually keep in mind
the big purpose of it all.

The women's organizations of the

Church could purposively and atten-

tively co-ordinate their plans, and
the execution of them, in such a way
as to solve many problems that

threaten us. For instance, the liv-

ing of church standards would be a

significant task to work on. I have
unbounded confidence in the influ-

ence of good women, in this respect.

Our efforts would be incommensur-
ate. If conditions can not be justi-

fied as they are ; if there is waste of

energy or loss of effort, or failure in

attainment, then something ought to

be done about it. The Lord has given

us the organization and the agency to

act, and we ought to move forward
according to newly created condi-

tions. We ought to keep apace, me-
chanically, with the need. That seems
to be the Lord's plan. If our efforts

are less fruitful we ought to inquire

whether we ought to mend our meth-

ods. How great a force for right-

eousness it would be if all Relief So-

ciety mothers ; all Mutual girls, and
all Primary children, acted according

to their knowledge; if each knew
how to live, and if each had the will

to purposively co-ordinate mind and
body. No wind is favorable to the

captain who does not know the port

to which he is bound.

'TPHE Church Security Plan offers

wonderful opportunity for col-

lective planning, co-operatively ad-

ministered. The plan of the priest-

hood is a plan of co-operation. The
progress of the whole Church pro-

gram is dependent upon this princi-

ple. It seems clear that a co-opera-

tive plan for the women's organiza-

tions could and ought to be worked
out. By that I mean a plan that is

best for all concerned, that will ob-

tain the best results. The women
ought to develop a plan that would
be best for their executive officers,

—

one that is best for all the members
of the organization; one that would
give to them the greatest opportu-
nity to serve, and one that would de-

velop the keenest possible helpful

desires. It ought to hold up and to

magnify the fine standards of the

Church, for only through them can
there come a high degree of excel-

lence. Careful co-ordination of the

efforts of the executives of the Re-
lief Society, and of the Young
Women and of the Primary, in the

distribution of responsibility to their

membership, is an important thing to

insure success. All persons must
put forth an effort worthy of them-
selves, then the results will be so

much greater. No matter how hard
the officers work, with their limited

physical strength, they can not hope
to accomplish all that their members
can do. There must be no lowering

of standards in the execution of these
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duties. On the contrary the stand-

ards of the people must be made
comparable to the standards of the

Church. There must be established,

in the hearts of members, a healthy
attitude toward projects so estimable
as caring for the needy, the develop-
ment of faith, the establishment of

good character, and the understand-
ing of the gospel. Each must be
taught that the response of the in-

dividual will be representative of
themselves; that the gift is worthy
the giver.

A NOTHER virtue of close rela-

tionship would be that all would
become acquainted with the pro-
grams of each other, as well as with
their needs, their capabilities, and
with their strength, which would in-

evitably lead to a closer understand-
ing, and to greater love one toward
another. Our problems are all so

interrelated, and we are all so inter-

dependent that youths' problems are
mother's problems, and children's

problems are the problems of both
youth and mother. Closer co-or-

dination of these auxiliaries would
aid the gospel plan, which has been
given for the blessing and for the
progress of man, in its forward
march, and would aid the women of
the Church to more clearly see, as a
whole, and to unify their efforts.

With this greater interest all spe-

cial drives, which, after all, are in-

stituted for personal salvation, ac-

complished through the furtherance

of the Lord's purposes, could be ac-

complished with less effort and with
greater efficiency. For instance, the

children's hospital penny drive, a

project assigned to the Primary, car-

ries individual responsibility, but
the mother, who is a Relief Society

member, possessing understanding
and being aware of the project, could
prepare the family to receive the

Primary workers, and to satisfy their

needs. A vast increase of pennies
would result, if every family were
so organized and taught. Every
member of the family would be
learning to give. What an achieve-
ment! to learn, early and well, how
to give. When these primary chil-

dren and mutual girls become moth-
ers, they, having learned to give,

would be disposed to make a suitable

monthly contribution to the Relief
Society, for charitable purposes.
Having been a ward Relief Society
president for some years, the need of
generosity has been doubly clear to

me. People do not give because they

have an abundance. Of course, one
can not give that which he has not,

but generally we give because we
have learned to give. Generosity is

less universal than is selfishness.

Commonly it must be developed.

Many people must learn to give or

they will never be generous. It is

hard to deny one's self of coveted

pleasures, or of that which one needs
badly, to give for another. We love

material substance, and before we
can learn to part with it, a long
course of training is usually neces-

sary. One must be elevated to a
higher level before he is generous.
He must have developed a good
heart. We respond because our
hearts have been touched, and our
training determines whether our

hearts can be touched. The state-

ment : "If I had I would give," like

many virtues, is over-worked. It

would be well if all who could give

would do so, and if all who have not

would honestly say that they would
if they had. But there are only a

few who can not give, if it is not

more than the widow's mite. Many
women would give, not if they had
the ability, but if they had the de-

sire to give,—if they were acquaint-

ed with generosity, and with the joy

of freely giving. The rule is, and
it seems natural enough, that the
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needs and the desires of men exceed

their ability to acquire, so, when
they give it is a sacrifice. By force

of long development and of will they

learn to place self in the back-

ground, and to give because they

have cultivated the desire to give,

and not because their wants or their

needs have been gratified. An ex-

ception to this rule is the case of the

rich man, which is so rare as to need
no comment. I vision the day, when,
through close co-operation between
the women's organizations of the

Church, all Latter-day Saint girls

who grow to womanhood in Church
activity, and who have homes of

their own, will have been taught

that they are expected to so budget
their expenditures that they can give

a monthly contribution to the visit-

ing Relief Society teachers, and who
will be willing to do so without pain.

With the merging of efforts of

these organizations, and with mu-
tual adjustments made, and with the

technique of working together learn-

ed, duplication of effort will be elim-

inated. Take for example an enlist-

ment project of "Every member ac-

counted for." One group of work-
ers could make the survey for the

three organizations concerned. As-

sume that the Relief Society visiting

teachers were given, early in the sea-

son, before the fall meetings begin,

a prepared questionnaire, and were
asked to fill in the names, addresses,

ages, and telephone numbers of the

members of the family. From the

information an enlistment secretary

could prepare a list of eligibles for

all three organizations, and place

them in the hands of the several

executives. Each presidency could,

in that manner, acquire all the in-

formation regarding prospective

members, etc., that a separate group
of workers could supply, and what
is more important, all of the organ-
izations would become gospel con-
scious, with relation to the whole
scheme of the women's organiza-
tions; family interest would be
aroused; mothers would be "aux-
iliary" minded, and all would grow
"Tuesday conscious," and there

would be a broadening of services

rendered on that day. Finally, the

conception that the gospel is for man
would impress itself upon us and we
could unite our full efforts toward
righteousness. We could vitalize

such slogans as: Faith enough to

trust in the Lord; If the Lord be
God, serve Him; A spiritual awak-
ening in the home; Every member
of the family accounted for on Tues-
day ; etc., etc. In short, more of the

glorious blessings that the Lord has
in store for the faithful would in-

evitably be our portion, if we would
apply maximum co-operative meth-
ods to our efforts in accomplishing
our Gospel assignment, which great-

er co-operation, it seems to the

writer, could be worked out for the

salvation of many and to the glory

of the Lord.

'RATIONS will not war against each other when those who make up the

nations have nothing but love and unselfishness in their hearts. The
place to start is with one's own self.

—

Lawrence D. Wright.

PEMPERANCE and labor are the two best physicians of man ; labor

sharpens the appetite, and temperance prevents from indulging to ex-

cess.

—

Rousseau.



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM?

RECORDS
Take Time to Salvage the Worth Whiles

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"Having had a great knowledge of the goodness and the mysteries of

God therefore I make a record of the proceedings in my days." I Nephi 1:1.

Cince the beginning of time truth

has been recorded for the good
of humanity. The first truths, writ-

ten in the rocks by the hand of Na-
ture, tell the story of the creation

of the world, a story that men are

today slowly and studiously deciph-

ering.

Ancient Scripture, man's written

testimony of God's dealings with

His children, has for long years been

a guide to the Christian heart. In

loving remembrance of the Mas-
ter's great work, his Apostles wrote

the story of his life and his mes-
sage, that it might be passed on to

other generations for their eternal

betterment.

When in ancient times, the Proph-

et Lehi and his family began their

journey into a new world, it was
necessary that they should carry

with them the recorded Word of

God, even though it had to be ob-

tained at the cost of a man's life.

"It is better that one man should

perish," directed the spirit, "than

that a nation should dwindle and
perish in unbelief." (1 Nephi 4:13)

The Nephites of this early day,

were a record making people. They
had a religion and a literature. They

nf/ni»'<in h*t r)/v»-/T 'htn~i»~ ix7ziv~***~
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cherished the traditions and the re-

ligious belief of their forefathers,

the Israelites. The Lamanites were
influenced by no such civilizing

force, and they became a degenerate

nation. Without records men do not

reach a high degree of civilization.

The uplifting influence of the re-

corded word is essential to growth
and development.

A vital part of the Church of

Jesus Christ in these latter days,

rests on the sacred record of Mor-
mon, the ancient prophet and his-

torian.

f\UT of the world's confusion of

1830, came the restored Gospel
with all of its promises for women.
Twelve years later, the Woman's
Relief Society was organized in

Nauvoo, by the Prophet Joseph
Smith. His words of instruction

and inspiration were recorded and
carefully preserved by the organiza-

tion.

During the subsequent journeys
of the Church, from state to state,

this record was held in safe keep-
ing. After the tragic death of the

Prophet, it was valued even more
highly than before.

When the Saints began their west-
ward trek, it was stowed carefully

away with their precious treasures,

and was carried more than a thou-

sand miles across the barren plains.

And when the organization again
became active, the record was
brought forth, that its inspired

teachings might give strength and
courage, comfort and cheer to the

women of Zion.

Paul of old, gathered together the

truths of the Master's teaching, and
through his own great epistles, pre-

served for humanity the Gospel phil-

osophy in all its strength and beauty.

In a similar manner, the Relief

Society women went through their

early day records and gleaned out

the Gospel truths that were to guide

them in their activities. These truths

give the foundation principles and
the philosophy and purpose of the

Relief Society work. They reveal

the part that women are to take in

establishing the Gospel of Peace in

these latter days. Here are some
of the Prophet's words of revela-

tion and prophetic promise:

"The Society is not only to re-

lieve the poor but to save souls.

"And I now turn the key to you
in the name of God, and this Soci-

ety shall rejoice, and knowledge and
intelligence shall flow down from
this time.

"You should be armed always
with mercy. Be pure in heart. By
union of feeling, we obtain power
with God.

"Work together in a cooperative

manner, and respect and hold sa-

cred the confidences of one another.

"If you live up to your privileges

the angels cannot be restrained from
being your associates."

Hown through the ages the wheat
has been separated from the

tares and garnered for the use of

man. Is it not the obligation of

each generation to conserve the best

that the past has given, as a con-

tribution to the future?

Do not throw away too lightly the

lovely gifts of life. Do no permit
the really worth-whiles to be tossed

into the scrap heap. Standards and
institutions that have cost years of

inspiration and sacrifice to build,

should not be cast on the wheel of

chance.

The ideals and traditions of a
nation and a people, that have been
purchased at so great a price, should

not be permitted to perish; but

should be preserved and wrought
into the very life of that people, to
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uplift and glorify the daily quiet

tasks that make up life.

AflucH of the history of any na-

tion is gleaned from the daily

journals of its pioneers. Is one of

these precious journals, stowed
away in some old trunk in your
home, the ink on the yellowed pages

fast fading into oblivion? Is Grand-
mother sitting at home alone and
lonely, with a wealth of priceless

memories that have not yet been re-

corded? Perhaps she is nearly

ready to graduate from the school

of life. Any day her book of mem-
ory may be closed. Are you going

to wait too long to record these in-

teresting experiences, and permit

them to be lost to you and yours

forever ?

These pioneer stories should be

saved. Memories grow dim with

age. In a few years there will be

no one left to tell these tales from

experience.

It is a great joy to any person to

see his life's story set down in per-

manent form, but it is especially ap-

preciated by those who tread the

sunset trail of life.

/Genealogical and Family Rec-

ords, Books of Memory, and

Treasures of Truth, are invaluable

when properly prepared. Certificates

of blessing, baptism, ordination, etc.,

should be carefully kept.

What of the miraculous manner

in which God's watch care has been

over you and yours through the

years? Why not make a record of

these experiences? Modern Mir-

acles, by Jeremiah Stokes, is a real

contribution to the faith-promoting

publications of the Church. Our
theologians, historians, biographers

and poets, from year to year, are

adding to and enriching the litera-

ture of the Latter-day Saints.

And monuments in stone and

bronze are recording the deeds of

matchless valor of those early day
men and women who trod the lone

trails stretching across the prairie,

to establish a commonwealth in the

heart of the desert.

Are you writing the story of your
life? When you embark on your
last great adventure will your loved

ones have to scurry through a few
scraps of information to supply the

demands of the news reporter?

Why not begin the writing of

your biography while your mind is

still alert and your memory depend-
able? You know, as no one else

can ever know, what has made the

biggest mark on your life. In writ-

ing your story do not give space to

a clutter of uneventful prose ; neith-

er should you make it a weather re-

port nor a calendar of social events.

In looking back over your life,

select the big moments; the events

that have shaped your life ; the high

lights; the sweetest, happiest mo-
ments ; the tenderest remembrances.
You might include some old sweet

songs, or bits of poetry, wise say-

ings, new truths, amusing stories.

But above all, let it reach the depths

of your inmost life. Make it a rec-

ord of your highest aspirations, your
best plans, your greatest achieve-

ments and your loveliest memories

;

that it may be an inspiration and a

joy to all those who read it.

Busy mothers seldom find time

for daily journals. That need not

discourage them. A weekly or a

monthly report will serve their pur-

pose quite as well. Some persons

make a written report to themselves

once each year. A report at regular

intervals is an urge to progressive

activity.

In every life there are some mo-
ments of leisure. Why not use a

portion of this free time to salvage

some of the worth-whiles of life?



Appreciation for Value Received
By Hattie Miller Moore

TODAY'S mail brought the

Relief Society Magazine.
The magazine has always

been very welcome in my home, but

during the last few months that I

have been far from my Utah home
the day has come to be a red letter

day that brings my magazine.

Eagerly I turn the pages, thrilled

as I do so in anticipation of the en-

joyment in store. I notice with joy

and pride that one of the foremost

contributions bears the name of a

friend from our stake at home. Then
I turn the pages on through the les-

son department to the report of our

late magazine drive. I note the long

list of names of our sisters from
different stakes and missions of

Zion; what a band of missionaries

working toward the same objective,

to get our fine magazine into more
homes. The magnitude of its circu-

lation is so great, going as it does

to all parts of the world. There are

not words to tell, and no way to

measure, the far reaching influence

for good that this fine publication

carries into the lives of the daugh-
ters of Zion.

TN rather a reminiscent mood, my
mind travels back*vard over the

years so rich with memories of Re-
lief Society work. I truly feel espe-

cially blest, in that during the last

sixteen years I have had the very

great honor and pleasure of working
as an executive officer in three dif-

ferent ward organizations, and as a

member on two Relief Society Stake

Boards. As I look back over these

happy busy years, so rich in expe-

rience to me, it seems that all along

the way the Relief Society Magazine
has stood as a guide to point the

way, not only in lesson material, but

also as a real spiritual guide, with

its high ideals, to a more perfect

life.

'I X 7HAT a contribution to my
memory book are the friend-

ships of those many fine women with

whom I have labored. To me it is

like a rosary of rare gems, as I

count them o'er, their different per-

sonalities each with its fine individ-

ual charms, shine with beauty. What
a rosary ; God bless them all. What
other woman's organization in the

whole world today can bring into the

lives of its members the rich rewards
that we, as Relief Society women
enjoy. Would that our dearly be-

loved prophet could have looked into

the future and seen its growth ; could

have seen its influence on so many
lives, not only in relieving human dis-

tress but also the testimonies gained

by those who are called to carry the

work, surely a marvelous work and
a wonder, his spirit must hover near
and inspire our wise leaders who
constitute the general board of our
Relief Society, for only through in-

spiration could they so efficiently

carry on the great work.

A/TY grandmother, Elmira Pond
Miller, was a member of the

first Relief Society of the Church.
I loved to listen to the interesting

stories of those hard days. She, like

many other brave mothers, was
driven from her comfortable home
in Nauvoo by an angry mob. She
was given one hour to pack her little

family and what food, clothing, and
bedding she could get into one
wagon, leaving her dearly loved

home with its warm fire burning in

the fireplace, and all her household
treasures. Among her bedding were
two big feather beds. These beds
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were afterwards emptied, and from for the many joys and blessings it

the bed ticking shirts were made to has added to my life. May our Heav-
be used to help clothe the boys in the

enl Father continue to ins ire and
Mormon Battalion, Surely her heart , . , ~. L _ ,

.

,

was full of the true spirit of Relief
bless dear Slster Roblson and every

Society work, which is one of true member of her board, that through

service. Dear little grandmother I their able leadership our Relief So-

love her memory. ciety work may go steadily onward

'"TODAY as I turn the pages of my and upward with our beloved mag-
1

magazine, my heart overflows azine going before as a beacon light

with thankfulness and appreciation to show the way.

TO A SPINNING WHEEL
By Bird Knowlton Ekman

What you could tell if you could speak

O Spinning Wheel!
What storied bygones that we would seek

You could reveal.

A century has passed and more
We have been told

Since you were brought from foreign shore

By one then old.

The yea,rs relentless, score on score

Have passed you by.

The feet that pressed your treadle floor

Now quiet lie.

Was there a golden-haired young bride

Who spun the flax

That grew about the country side,

While husband's ax
From nearby uncleared forest rung?
Do you remember joyous bound
Of children's feet

Their cries that made the walls resound,

The rhythmic beat

Of rain on thatched or sodded roof ?

Was there a grey and dim-eyed crone

Too old for tears

Who bent where flickering fire-light shone

Silent with fears?

Of helpless age and she alone

Remembering
How fearlessly in days gone by
Her joy would wing
As swift her wheel made distaff fly

While she would sing

What you could tell if you could speak

O Spinning Wheel.



Results
By Dorothy Clapp Robinson

Scene : Any Relief Society room any
work day. Women working at ends and
one side of quilt—side to audience is

rolled to center. Table at right back
where art is being taught by Mrs. Tracy.
Upstage right is Mrs. Swift mending
hose. Mrs. Duwart is upholstering old-

fashioned rocker. Counselor in charge
of work moves about quietly. Curtain
rises as Mrs. Brown enters. Women greet

her.

Brozvn : Good morning.

Counselor : Morning ?

Brown: Good afternoon, then.

Quilting again and I dare say you
have been at it since nine o'clock

this morning. I believe you quilt

for the love of it.

Hailey. (Smiling.) That could be

one reason. Another might be

that people need bedding.

Brown: (Moves about looking at

quilt.) Old pants and coats again.

How dull.

Vincent: (Teacher Topic leader.

Cultured, quiet voice.) I have been

thinking how bright and colorful

it is.

Counselor: There is appreciation

for you. All of those red pieces

were gray until I dyed them.

Brown: I cannot help admiring

your heart more than your judg-

ment. Why shouldn't the one for

whom it is intended do the work ?

I wonder why we do not have

more planning in this organiza-

tion. Our work seems so point-

less. We work on and on, never

getting anywhere. Always doing

things the same old way.

President : As long as we have good

sisters like you, Sister Brown, to

give us the old trousers and coats

we shan't worry about the work
of it. I think you don't want

to quilt. They are making flowers

at the table.

Brown : They are clever but so im-

practical. What would I do with

one?
Tracy: (Holds flower against

Brown's coat.) This would look

beautiful against your coat. Shall

I show you how to make it ?

Brozvn : No, thanks. I could buy
one and save the time. (Speaks
to Swift.) And you are mending
hose that need burning. If those

are for charity I should think it

would pay to buy new ones. Our
time is too valuable to work need-
lessly.

Swift : New ones would be this way
in a week.

President: Sister Brown, they are

renovating clothes in the kinder-

garten room if you would rather

sew.

Brozvn: I think I shall quilt. I

haven't time to stay long and I

may as well quilt as anything. But
the work seems so futile. If we
knew who we were doing it for it

would give us more of a feeling

of getting results.

Tracy : I think it is fun not to know.
I like to imagine the rooms it

might brighten ; or the kiddies' de-

light in its warmth. As for the

flowers, since the stake leader

taught us how to make them I

have sold over fifty dollars worth.

Vincent: Have you really ? I think

that is remarkable.

Brown : Very good for pin money
but it would never make any real

impression on a home.
Tracy: (Aside.) That is what you

think.

Neal: (Flings open door and takes

in room with laughing glance.

Makes salute.) Ladies. I have
arrived.

President: We were wondering
when you would get to meeting
again.
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Counselor: (Laughing) How did it

happen ?

Neal : To tell the truth it was either

come to meeting or have head lines

in the morning paper.

Secretary: That sounds desperate.

Was it really that urgent?

Neal: Worse. I had a feeling I

should take a vacation. Move
over, someone, and let me quilt a

fan.

Tracy: How about learning some-

thing new ?

Neal: No, thank you. I came to

talk, not to learn. I want so-

ciability. Pass the needles. Now
where is the thread? Thanks.
(Threads needle and sits between
two women.)

President : You should come every

week. Shut in as you are with

babies and a sick mother-in-law

you need to get away more often.

Neal: Oh, no. Oh, no. Lesson

days give me no chance to talk

and that is why I leave home.

Vincent : One can tell you have not

been attending classes or you

would not have made such a state-

ment. We do give our women
opportunity for expression, con-

structive self-expression.

Oakes: (From art table. She is an

old poorly dressed woman.) I

think it is the lessons that give the

Spirit to the work.

Neal: Class Leaders must have

changed since my day. As I re-

member them they did all the

talking.

President: Certainly they change.

Relief Society has never stood

still. We move forward learning

new and better ways.

Brown: I was just remarking be-

fore you came in, Mrs. Neal, that

we need to have our work planned

so we shall get better and more
certain results.

Hall : ( Cultured, fashionably dress-

ed, enters holding girl's coat.)

Will you look at this? Would
you ever guess this material was
ten years old? I am so proud of

it. Do you know this is the first

time in my life I have ever made
over an article of clothing. I am
as proud as if it were fancy work.

Swift; (Quietly.) It is much bet-

ter than fancy work.

President : It is a work of art, my
dear.

Hall : But I could never have done

it so well if Mrs. Holden had not

been so patient with me. She

taught me the steps one by one.

When it is done in the right way
it is not hard at all. And it is

much more interesting than any-

thing I have done before.

President : And the beautiful thing

about it, Marcia, some little girl

will take as much pride in wear-

ing it as you have in making it.

Hall: That is one thing I should

never have learned outside Relief

Society. I started it through a

sense of duty and found it to be

interesting. I had always thought

I was too busy to be bothered with

such things. While all the time

my closets were crowded with

things that might have been used.

I shall have another article ready

by next work day. (Exits.)

President : Time for reports. Where
is my secretary? (Sec. takes

books and both exit.)

Melton: (Puts head in door.)

There is a woman here who wants

to see Erva Tracy in a hurry.

Tracy : For me ? Are you sure ?

Melton : Isn't your name Mrs. Or-

ton Tracy? Better hurry. (Exit

Tracy and Melton.)

Vincent: I do hope nothing has

happened again. She has had so

much trouble lately.

Hailey: You would never guess it

to see her and she seldom misses
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a meeting. I don't know what
the art department would do with-

out her.

Brown: That illustrates a point I

was trying to make a while ago.

We are not practical enough. A
woman on relief should by all

rights be learning renovating in-

stead of art. (Oakes lifts head
sharply.

)

Neal: Have a little mercy on her.

She probably eats, sleeps and has

her being with that. A change is

good for the soul.

Counselor: (Looks up from thread-

ing needle.) And she is not on
relief.

Brown : Oh, I beg pardon. I

thought—

.

Counselor : They were, but when
the Church asked its members to

get off relief they did so at once.

They believed they could find

something.

Neal: Did they find something?

Counselor: Nothing steady yet;

but he has been ill, you remember
or perhaps you didn't know about

it.

Vincent : Before Mrs. Brown came
in we were discussing the lessons

on Child Guidance. Have any of

you read the one in this month's

magazine ?

Hailey: My magazine just came
yesterday. (She smiles.) Trust

Edna to bring us back if we get

too near the gossip line.

Vincent: When discussing person-

alities it is easy to drop into gos-

sip. It is such a waste of time

when our magazine and lessons

give us such a field for construc-

tive thinking. That is the big les-

son Relief Society has taught me.

It keeps me so busy I have not

time for negative thinking.

Secretary: (Appears at door.) Will

the first district teachers come to

report ?

Counselor : They are working with

the machines. (Exit Sec.) I

wonder why Erva has not come
back. Do you suppose she went
home?

Baker: (Enters.) I have the Sacra-

ment set washed. Now what shall

I do?
Counselor : The Refreshment Com-

mittee are serving today. Would
you like to help them ?

Baker: Oh, yes. I don't get a

chance to do that very often.

(Exit.)

Duwart: There, my chair is fin-

ished. It has been waiting many
years for that new dress. I have
kept it in the attic because I

couldn't afford to have it uphol-

stered. That chair came across

the plains in 1854.

Hailey: I didn't know your folks

were pioneers.

Duwart: Yes. My grandparents

were Mormons -if I am not. But
I like your Relief Society so well

who can say what I might be some
day.

Swift: (Puts last hose in bag.)

There. Someone's mind will be

at peace for a few days. It must
be time for my report. (Exits.)

(Enter Tracy looking white and ex-

cited.)

Hailey : Erva, what is the matter ?

You look like you had seen a

ghost. Sit down. (Urges her

toward Duwart's chair. Tracy
sits.)

All: Is something wrong? Did
someone get hurt ?

Tracy: (Lifts head. Tries to

laugh.) No. Nothing is wrong.

But I did see a ghost. The ghost

of Hope. Oh, girls, I have work.

Work. I can't believe it. Four
months at a good salary.. Teach-

ing art in a girl's school. (Rises.)

Oh, you can't guess what this

means to me.
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Oakes: Yes. I think I know. I

know exactly what it means.

Tracy: I must go home and tell

Ortan.

Counselor: (Wiping eyes.) They
are going to serve. Can you wait ?

Tracy: I would rather go at once.

Brown: (Stands up suddenly.) Mrs.

Tracy, will you let me drive you
home? I should love to—after

what I said. I want to do it for

you.

Tracy : Will you ? It is such a long

walk and I want to get there quick-

ly. (At door she turns.) I shall

always be grateful to Relief So-

ciety for giving me my chance.

My right to take care of my own.

When this is done something else

will take its place. I know it will.

And—and, oh, it isn't just the skill

I have developed with my fingers

but the lessons, too. They have
given me a background. I shall be

able to talk to those girls. I shall

be able to meet them on their own
ground.

Baker: (Enters.) Will you all come
into the kindergarten room, please.

We are ready to serve. (Exit

Brown and Tracy.)

(Women leave except Counselor and
Oakes.

Counselor: (To Oakes.) Go on
with them. I will get this off the

frames so when they get back we
can bind it. (Starts taking quilt

from frame.)

Oakes: Maybe I should bind it at

home.
Counselor: No. We will finish it

for you. It will take only a few
minutes. Mrs. Brown isn't as

hardboiled as she sounds. You
must not mind what she said.

Oakes: I don't mind much but she

did rile me a little. I suppose I

should do better but taking care

of grand-children at my age is

kinda hard. Especially when I

have to help with the living, too.

I was so thankful you didn't tell

her who the work was for.

Counselor : Why, we never tell any-

one that. One of the first lessons

we must learn is to "not let the

right hand know what the left

hand does."

Oakes: I do appreciate your help.

Getting them stockings done alone

will save me days of work for I

am so slow at that. But didn't

Mrs. Brown rile you when she

said them things about Relief So-

ciety and getting results ?

Counselor: No. We hear that

every once in a while. It is a

waste of time to pay any attention

to it. After all, eyes see and hearts

understand each in its own way.
Our work is to find what the

women need and supply it if we
can. Like Erva Tracy. When
she started to our meetings she

was starved for something pretty.

On the other hand Mrs. Hall has

known nothing but beauty and se-

curity. We tried to awaken in her

a sense of duty toward others not

so fortunate as herself.

Oakes : You can't always tell, any-

how.

Counselor: That is certainly true.

Results seldom come in the form
in which we expect them. Then
why should we try to judge? A
more understanding heart than

ours will do that. Have you heard

the verse that says:

"The dream I dreamed was beautiful,

most eagerly I tried

To bring its counterpart to life but

longings were denied

;

Wearied, at length, I paused, and then

this vision came to me,
The gain I'd made in effort was my

dream's reality."*

Verse by Delia Adams Leitner.



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

A/IARCH—Kindnesses freely be-

stowed are the joy of life and
the only riches one takes into eter-

nity.

£)R. MAGDA de SPUR, of

Budapest, is giving a course of
lectures in the United States on
comparative conditions of women
in the different nations. She la-

ments the fact that today Hungar-
ian women have fewer privileges

than they had in the 13th and 14th
centuries. Then, they were permitted
to serve in their upper legislative

house. Dr. de Spur said: "You
American women, of all others, are
treated more like human beings."

OME. HETTIE DYHREN-
xvx FURTH holds the world's rec-

ord among women for mountain
climbing. Last year with her hus-
band she received the Olympic gold
medal for the best mountaineering,
after their ascent of the Himalaya,
"Throne of the Gods."

MRS- OSA JOHNSON, de-

prived forever of the compan-
ionship of her valiant husband, keeps
up her wonted courage, and in her
convalescence from the injuries re-

ceived in the plane accident, is plan-
ning a return to explorations in the
jungles.

fy|RS. PATRICK CAMPBELL,
erstwhile actress, still beautiful

and golden voiced, entertains her
friends with readings from her fa-

vorite plays and her new book on
"Hollywood."

J^UELLA FERRIN SHARP, one
of Zion's sweetest singers, died

the last of January. She will be re-

membered by thousands for her gen-
erous bestowal of her gift of song.

J-JELEN HOWE, a new and bril-

liant monologuist, unlike her con-
temporary, Cornelia Otis Skinner,
uses no scenery, no makeup, no
changes of costume beyond a casual
scarf, or fan, for a touch of color,

yet her "Characters and Carica-
tures" are living presentations of
types and circumstances.

£)R. ELLIS R. SHIPP and Mrs.
Susannah T. Robison, two not-

able Utah mothers, celebrated their
90th birthdays recently. Both still

enjoy their Church and social ac-
tivities.

JLJRS. REBECCA N. CUTLER
and Mrs. Roseltha Hyde Woolf

,

two notable Relief Society stake
presidents, died in the late winter.

f^JARTHA ABBA, of Milan,
Italy, is one of the true dramat-

ic artists like Katharine Cornell who
has never succumbed to Hollywood
gold. Pirandello has dedicated his
two last plays to her.

JOSEPHINE LAWRENCE'S
J new novel, "The Sound of Run-
ning Feet," is an interesting study
of present day Sociological prob-
lems but like her other novels, it

fails to solve them; and yet, who
can?

DEARL BUCK'S last two books,
"The Exile," and "Fighting An-

gel," like Alice Hobart's "Yang and
Yim," treat of missionary life

among the Chinese. They are true
stories of her mother and father
thrillingly and wonderfully told.
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Reorganizations

A MONG the most recent reor-

ganizations in our Stake Relief

Societies are the Duchesne and West
Jordan. News of this type always
brings with it a certain pang of re-

gret, for in the years of devoted
service given by the fine Stake work-
ers a very strong bond is established

between the sisterhood of Stake
Presidents and the General Board of

Relief Society. New Presidents are

always welcomed into the fold, and
fine cooperation follows, but those

who have served for so long and so

faithfully never lose their place in

the hearts of their co-workers.

At the Quarterly Conference held

in Duchesne November 21, 1936,

Sister Evelyn C. Moffitt was re-

leased. Sister Moffitt has served in

the organization for the past twenty-

eight years, first as President of the

Boneta Ward, when the Ward was
organized; later she was counselor

to Sister Holgate in the old Du-
chesne Stake, and on June 20, 1920,

when the Duchesne and Roosevelt

Stakes were divided, Sister Moffitt

was chosen as President of Duchesne
Stake. The position she has filled

faithfully and well until the last

conference. Quoting from an ac-

count coming from her own locality

:

"During this period of time she has

endeared herself to all of the of-

ficers of the Stake and Wards in

which she has labored. Her life has

been an inspiration, a ray of sun-

shine and hope to all who have met
her. Her home in Summer is a

flower garden bursting with beauty

and fragrance from early Summer
until late Fall; even in the Winter
her home is filled with flowers. It

is small wonder that when or wher-
ever we meet her her countenance

beams with hope, love and charity

that make us forget our cares and we
look to that which is bigger and bet-

ter in life." Sister Margaret M.
Pace succeeds Sister Moffitt as Pres-

ident, and the best wishes of the

Relief Society General Board go to

both sisters.

^THE West Jordan Stake Relief

Society was reorganized Sun-
day, January 10, 1937, at the regular

Union Meeting. Sister Mary J.

Pixton, who was chosen Stake Pres-

ident May 22, 1927, was released.

This was made necessary due to her

health which has failed for some
time. During the ten years of Sister

Pixton's Presidency she has brought
to her work a spirit of service and
devoted self-sacrifice. The General
Board has greatly appreciated the

fine cooperation which they have al-

ways found in her, and in her retire-

ment the sincere wish is expressed
that her health may be completely

restored, and that she may live to

bless Relief Society with her serv-

ice for many years yet to come.
Sister Evelyn Neilsen, former Pres-

ident of the Riverton Second Ward
was chosen to succeed Sister Pixton,

and we are very sure that a bright

future is in store for this Stake.

Daughters' Day
A T the Presidents' Breakfast at

April Conference last year, it

was decided by unanimous vote to

establish a day in Relief Society in

which the mothers might be honored

and the daughters brought to see the

possibilities and the beauty in Relief

Society. We have heard from many
quarters that this day was most suc-

cessfully celebrated, but we wish to

correct what seems to be an erron-
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eous impression as to the name. We
do not wish to have what might be

confusing with other names and days

in other organizations, so the name
chosen for this particular day in

Relief Society is "Daughters' Day."
April was selected as the time for

the observance of Daughters' Day,

as it is the natal month of former
President Clarissa S. Williams, who
has given more daughters to the

world than any other General Relief

Society President. The exact date,

however, is not as important as the

observance. The Stakes are at lib-

erty to choose a time in the Spring

or early Summer when they can have
the most successful celebration,

keeping in mind the honor to our
beloved President.

Literary Department

TN response to numerous requests

for reading material, the following

list is suggested:

"Joseph Smith—An American
Prophet"—John Henry Evans.

"Charles C. Rich"—John Henry
Evans.

"Grandmother Brown's Hundred
Years"—Harriet Connor Brown.
"Audubon"—Constance Rourke.

"The Proselyte"—Susan Ertz.

"Twenty Years at Hull House"

—Jane Addams.
"Jane Addams"—J. W. Linn.

"My Friend, Julia Lathrop"

—

Jane Addams.

"North to the Orient"—Ann Mor-
row Lindbergh.

"My Garden of Memory"—Kate
Douglas Wiggin.
"A Backward Glance"—Edith

Wharton.
"Take it Easy"—Walter Pitkin.

"An American Doctor's Odys-
sey"—Victor Heiser, M. D.

"Actions and Reactions"—Roger
W. Babson.

"The Exiles"—Pearl Buck.

"Books as Windows"—Mary
Lamberton Becker.

"Microbe Hunters"— Paul de

Kruif.

"Men Against Death"—Paul de
Kruif.

"They Lived: A Story of the

Brontes."

"Red Mother"—Frank A. Lin-

derman.
"The Prairie President"—Ray-

mond Warren.
"Schumann Heink"—The Last of

the Titans"—Mary Lawton.
"The Son of Man"—Emil Lud-

wig.

"The Good Earth"—Pearl Buck.
"Henry Van Dyke. Biography"—

Tertuis Van Dyke.
"Companionable Books"—Henry

Van Dyke.
"Little Journeys to the Homes of

Famous People"—Elbert Hubbard.
"Through Memories Halls"—Or-

son F. Whitney.
"An American Idyll"—Cordelia

S. Parker.

"He Knew Lincoln"—Ida M.
Tarbell.

"Giants in the Earth"—O. E.
Rolvaag.

"The Book Nobody Knows"—
Bruce Barton.

"Larry"—The John Day Com-
pany.

"The Blue Flower,"—Henry Van
Dyke.

"The Prophet"—Gibraum.

Theology Department

'TPhe present Theological lessons

—

the study of "The Ministry of

The Savior" — are meeting with

great favor and it is said the classes

can scarcely wait for the month to

pass, because of the interest felt in

this much told but ever new story.

Neither is this surprising, for

where is there a subject so broad
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and tense; so full of absorbing in-

terest and dramatic situations.

It is a story of a life, so brief it can

be written by the apostles in less

than thirty pages, and yet so full of

living values it can be read forever.

The teachings of the Savior, so

simply, and yet so beautifully drawn,

from the depths of social economics

to the heights of spiritual furors

touch alike the heart of the child and
the mind of the sage.

Knowledge gained from this study

opens the door of the heart and
causes one to more clearly valuate

and interpret life's problems. It can

scarcely help to awaken a desire to

serve more nobly, to live more
truly, and to judge more kindly.

It is quite natural and in order

that these lessons should be followed

by testimony bearing, and what rich

experiences are brought forth when
the soul is charged with the divine

spirit. One need not go afar for

wondrous or miraculous happenings,

for each day brings its own wonders
and miracles. True there are in the

Church many instances of the mani-

festations of the holy spirit, and an-

swers to the prayers of faith. Life

is full of the goodness and the wis-

dom of the Lord, to testify of these

things and of the joy the gospel

brings, strengthens one in faith, and
hope, and charity. "Blessed are

they that keep his testimonies, and
that seek him with the whole heart."

-oc^^Voi*-

FOR WOMEN WHO LOVE TO SEW

By Vesta P. Crawford

Give to women who love to sew

Printed cloth of gay design,

Lace that's sheer and webby fine,

Organdy for sash and bow,

Pink batiste for ruffled clothes,

Thread in colors blue and rose

;

Give to them who love to sew

Smallest buttons made of pearl

—

And give to each a little girl

!



Notes from the Field

Julia A. F. Land—General Secretary

TWIN GROVE'S WARD RELIEF SOCIETY, YELLOWSTONE STAKE

Yellowstone Stake

npHE above picture is that of the

officers of the Relief Society in

the Twin Groves Ward. This was
taken at the close of the seventeenth

of March celebration last year. The
picture has very special significance

to Relief Society as it is so fine a

blending of the more mature sisters,

with their gentle, sweet faces, ex-

pressing the spirit of Relief Society,

and the large number of young
women who are interested in carry-

ing on the work which has been so

well accomplished by their mothers.

It is this spirit of youth, seasoned

and guided by life experience, that

makes the Relief Society able to be

the great power for good w,hich we
find it in our Stakes.

Panguitch Stake

Tn September, 1936, a radio pro-

gram was given by the new Pan-

guitch Stake Relief Society board

honoring the retiring President and
her board members. The material

considered was the life of President

Elizabeth Henderson, from birth

until she retired as President of the

Panguitch Stake Relief Society.

Each Ward in the Stake participated,

after which a tribute to the retiring

officers was read. This tribute was
presented in the form of a poem by
Sister Eleanor Bruhn. The first

stanza had for its special theme Ser-

vice; the second, the fidelity to the

lesson work ; third, fellowship in Re-
lief Society and service to the

Lord; fourth, devoted particularly
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CORNISH WARD, BENSON STAKE

to "Aunt Lizzie" as the President

was familiarly known ; and in all of

this the development made possible

through Relief Society was express-

ed. Special attention was called to

the unselfishness of the President,

and following the tribute to Sister

Henderson each one of her board
members was honored by a special

stanza suggested by her predominant
qualities. The whole poem was an
expression of love and honor for

those who had carried the work so

successfully during the past, and it

breathed hope and faith for the new
officers. A birthday cake with fif-

teen candles and gifts for each of

the retiring members were presented

to the board. After the serving of

light refreshments the delightful en-

tertainment came to a close.

Benson Stake
/~PHE above picture is a most in-

teresting group of sisters known
as the Relief Society Birthday Club.

A very delightful custom has grown
up in the Cornish Ward of Benson
Stake intended to do honor to the

sisters whose lives are well advanced,

and who have given years of service

in Relief Society work. A party is

held for each member on or near the

date of her birthday. There is a

committee appointed from the Ward
Relief Society which looks after all

the details, except refreshments,

which are planned by the Visiting

Teachers in the particular district

where the honored guest resides.

The Teachers and Executive Officers

of the Ward supply the materials.

It has been a real pleasure to the
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TUTTLE WARD, IDAHO STAKE

sisters to perform this labor of love,

and a great means of increasing the

sociability in the Ward.

Idaho Stake
'HpHE above picture represents the
1

Relief Society of the Tuttle

Ward in Idaho Stake. These sisters

have made a very enviable record in

Relief Society activity. Among such

was the idea of securing subscrip-

tions for the Relief Society Maga-
zine in order to achieve the one hun-

dred percent. Many of the sisters,

could not afford to take the Mag-
azine, so a plate supper and dance

was held. The members of the Re-

lief Society furnished the materials

for the supper, and helped prepare it.

The proceeds of this were then used

to subscribe for the Magazine. In

this way the sisters earned their

subscription and went over the top.

In the Church Security program
more than nine thousand cans of

fruits and vegetables were provided.

Another very splendid accomplish-

ment was the clinic which was held

for children from thirteen to eigh-

teen years of age. Tonsils and

adenoids were given attention, and
more than two hundred and sixteen

patients have been aided.

Twin Falls Stake
VITORD comes from the Twin

Falls Stake of a very success-

ful program which was carried

through in the various Wards as a

Ward Conference program. At this

time the President made her report,

giving as the objective of Relief

Society to help all mothers that each

may be an inspiration in her home.
The class leaders were willing and
ready to give to the sisters the bene-

fit of their study that their lives may
be enriched. Then follows a detailed

statement of the objective of the

Theology lesson, as quoted from the

report, and just how the work may
be treated the first Tuesday. This

is followed by the Work and Busi-

ness program, the aim of which is to

create a sisterly feeling and a coop-

erative spirit by working together

and exchanging ideas and lending a

helping hand for the relief of the

more unfortunate. This is followed

by the Literary Lesson on the third
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CHARACTERS IN DRAMATIZATION OF QUEEN ESTHER
LA VERKIN WARD, ZION PARK STAKE

Tuesday. The subject is Biog-

raphies, the story of real people,

their struggles, their hopes and
dreams and accomplishments. There
is nothing more stimulating than

contact with a truly great person-

ality. This is followed by the Social

Service on the fourth Tuesday. So-

cial service is the service to society,

and the responsibility of Relief So-

ciety in carrying forth its fine work.

Each lesson discussed the different

responsibilities to children, home,
community, State and Nation. The
musical director senses her responsi-

bility, saying: "Music is a sacred,

a divine God-like thing given to man
by Christ to lift our hearts up to

God and make us feel something of

the glory and the beauty of God, and
of all that He has made." This is

followed by a statement of the his-

tory of music as it has been spon-

sored in Relief Society. The Mag-
azine Agent gives her very fine

statement in securing subscriptions

to the Relief Society Magazine,

showing how the sisters cannot af-

ford to be without it, as it is their

means of spiritual and mental devel-

opment.

Zion Park Stake
TOURING the latter part of last

year a very delightful entertain-

ment was sponsored by the LaVerkin
Ward of the Zion Park Stake.

Among other activities was the

Visiting Teachers' Convention which

was held at Springdale in June, and
the above picture shows the char-

acters as they were presented in the

dramatization of Queen Esther.

There was an original song which

was given at this time, the words
composed by Carmilla Judd, and the

music by Mildred Sanders.

Lyman Stake

A VERY excellent report of the

Lyman Stake Relief Society

day was sent to the office. Relief

Society members from all the Wards
of the Stake were in attendance,

many of the sisters coming a dis-

tance of over one hundred miles to

be in attendance. The first meet-

ing began at 10:30. This took the

form of a general assembly where
the President, Sister Martha Field,

gave a report of the year's work.

This was supplemented by some of

the officers who gave accounts of
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particular activities. Notable among nah Blackner. This rug has the ap-

these was the fine work of the Sing- pearance of chenile, and is very

ing Mothers, who had practiced some beautiful. At noon a delicious

of the songs suggested by the Gen- luncheon, served cafeteria style, was
eral Committee, and had learned provided for all the guests, and' at

these and furnished their beautiful two o'clock there was a re-assem-

music. Every Ward in the Stake bling of the sisters when a demon-
had a part in the exhibit of all kinds, stration in Magazine binding was
which included embroidery, cut given by trained leaders. This

work, crocheting, knitting, tatting, useful art was greatly appreciated as

flowers made from paper and wood it enables the sisters to take proper

fibre, quilts of many designs, braid- care of their magazines and repair

ed, woven and hooked rugs, luncheon books which may need such service,

sets, layettes and hand-painted pic- A dance in the evening concluded the

tures of various kinds, too numerous fine day's activities, and all felt that

to mention, made a display long to it had been one of the most success-

be remembered. In addition to the ful ever held in the Lyman Stake,

exhibition of finished work a dem- The credit for this was undoubtedly

onstration of rugs from bias strips due to the Stake President, her

of woolen material, crocheted with Board and the fine cooperation of

carpet warp, was given by Mrs. Han- the Wards.

A RELIEF SOCIETY WORKER
By Nephi Jensen

In sun or rain she's just the same

;

In her simplicity

And domesticity

She's as real as gold's deepest vein.

She flashes no pedantic phrase

;

In sadness or in mirth,

Her words are words of worth

;

And often raised in finest praise.

She has the heart of an unspoiled girl,

A mother's tender face

And a woman's fine grace

;

For she lives in her boys and girls.

She is neither giddy nor gay

;

She shuns the pace that kills,

Her thrills are the heart thrills
;

That come along Joy's serving way.

She spurns the spot-light's dizzy glare

;

And the maddening swirl

Of life's frenzied whirl

;

For she lives in the light, ever fair.

She never covets the front page

;

She loves serenity

Enjoys sublimity;

And just grows young with coming age,
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Editorials

Our Birthday

AS we reach our ninety-fifth

milestone we rejoice at the

flourishing condition our organiza-

tions are in all over the world. From
the United States, Canada, Mexico,

South America, Africa, Europe and
the Islands of the Sea, come reports

that gladden the heart, for wherev-
er the Church is established the Re-
lief Society functions, aiding the

Priesthood, bringing uplift to its

members and adding to the efficiency

of the work of the Master.

Each year our numbers increase.

Greater and greater achievements

mark each year's endeavor. Our

Magazine subscriptions last year

reached the highest peak in its his-

tory, 41,500. Each year more are

participating in the lesson work. The
response to the Security Program
has been wonderful.

We express deepest appreciation

to all who have made this success

possible. We hope each organiza-

tion will have a delightful birthday

party, one worthy of the Relief So-

ciety cause. May the months that

will elapse ere another anniversary

is celebrated be filled with even

greater achievements.

Safeguard Children

I
T has come to our attention that

in some remote districts children

are suffering from malnutrition.

Wherever such conditions prevail

Relief Society officers should wage
a campaign of education and see

what can be done to supply the

foods that are necessary to the well

being of the little ones. Tomatoes

and tomato juice can be bottled.

Carrots, turnips, cabbage, parsnips

can be stored for winter consump-

tion. Milk is necessary and parents

should see that their children get

the required amount.
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Leadership Week

YX/'E congratulate the Brigham
Young University on the suc-

cess of the 1937 Leadership Week.
President Franklin S. Harris and
Harrison R. Merrill were outstand-

ing in extending hospitality, seeing

that everything moved smoothly,

that all were comfortable and happy,
and that every facility of the insti-

tution was available to their guests.

The program was as always, very

fine. One wished she could be in

several sections every period. The
hundreds who attended returned to

their homes enlightened, inspired,

enthused.

We are all indebted to the Brig-

ham Young University for this won-
derful period when our vision is en-

larged, our intellect quickened and
our spirits fed.

A Fine Spirit of Helpfulness

TXTE have been deeply impressed

with the evidence of kind
thought that has been manifest by
some of our subscribers. Enjoying
the Magazine themselves they are

anxious that others who cannot
themselves subscribe may have it.

One sister subscribed for ten of her
friends. One of our well known
writers sends several subscriptions

to Great Britain each year. She fur-

nishes the money and asks those at

the head of the work there to sug-

gest to whom the Magazine shall

be sent. Box Elder Stake recently

sent in $4.00, $2.00 from the Stake

Board and $2.00 from the Fifth

Ward of Brigham City. They asked

that Sister Rich of the Canadian

Mission suggest to whom these four

subscriptions should be sent. This

is a fine spirit of helpfulness and

will do much missionary service.

Lotta Paul Baxter Released

V\7"E regret to announce that

Sister Lotta Paul Baxter
owing to the condition of her health

has asked to be released from the

General Board. She has been one
of our most efficient and most be-

loved members, and we are sure all

will join us in regretting her depart-

ure from our number and will earn-

estly pray that health, strength and
happiness may be her future por-

tion.

Four New Board Members

TTTTE are glad to announce the ad-

dition of four new Board
Members—Sisters Vivian R. Mc-
Conkie, Leda T. Jensen, Beatrice F.

Stevens, and Rae B. Barker. We
are introducing these members to

you in our next Magazine. Their

past records show that they will do

most efficient work, and we know
our Sisters will learn to love them

as they work with them.



Lesson Department
(For First Week in May)

Theology and Testimony
Lesson 8

The Christ and the Gathering of Israel

Helpful References

In the Bible: Deuteronomy 30:1-5;

Isaiah 5 :25-26; 11 : 11-12; 14:1-2;

35:4, 10: 43:5-7; 54:7; Jeremiah
3:12-15, 18; 16:14-16; 23:2-4,

7-8; 31:7-12; Micah 4:1-2; Mat-
thew 15:24; 24:31; John 10:16;
Revelation 18 :4. See also "Ready
References."

In the Book of Mormon: I Nephi
10:14; 19:15-17; 2 Nephi 6:11;
9:2; 10:7; 30:7-8; Jacob 6:2; 3

Nephi 5 :26; 20:29-33; 21 :1 ; 26-

28.

In the Doctrine and Covenants : Sec.

29:7-8; 42:36; 45:17, 25, 43, 69;
57:1-2; 58:56; 63:36; 101:13,20-

22, 64-69; 105:24; 110:11; 125:

2; 133:7, 26-35.

Smith: The Way to Perfection,

Chapter 20.

Talmage: Articles of Faith, Chap-
ters 18, 19.

1. Israel the Spiritual Leavening
Agent in the World.

It is of special significance that the

Christ was born of an Israelite

mother and brought up among the

Israelites. It is perhaps of greater

significance that His personal min-
istry was confined to Israelites. Why
was this? It can scarcely be acci-

dental. Nor to the Latter-day Saints

is it such. In the economy of God
the Israelite nation was seemingly
chosen to be the spiritual leavening

agent in the world. The Old Testa-

ment bears record of this, as also

does the New Testament. These

books cannot be properly understood
without knowing that the salvation

of the human race is in great meas-
ure linked up with the fortunes of

the house of Israel. Jehovah, the

pre-existent Christ, once said to

Abraham, "I will make of thee a
great nation, and I will bless thee

above measure, and make thy name
great among all nations, and thou
shalt be a blessing unto thy seed
after thee, that in their hands they
shall bear this ministry and Priest-

hood unto all nations ; and I will

bless them through thy name ; for

as many as receive this Gospel shall

be called after thy name, and shall

be accounted thy seed, and shall rise

up and bless thee, as their father."

(Abraham 2:9-10.) Thus it is seen
how the Redeemer planned to send
forth His word by a people especially

delegated and chosen. The declara-

tion of the Christ to the woman of

Samaria that "salvation is of the

Jews" (John 4:22) is also in accord
with the promise made to Abraham.
On another occasion our Lord said,

"I am not sent but unto the lost

sheep of the house of Israel."

(Matthew 15:24.) When He ap-

peared to the Nephites, the Christ

confirmed and extended our under-
standing of the peculiar relationship

existing between Himself and the

House of Israel. (3 Nephi 15:11-

16, 20.)

2. Israel To Be Gathered Prepar-
atory To Reign of Peace.

Israel through the centuries has
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been alternately blessed and pun-
ished according to her regard or dis-

regard of the covenant made with

God. She has been scattered, but

even in this the wisdom of a wise

Creator can be seen. The Savior

taught, as did the prophets before

Him, that Israel should eventually

be gathered to help bring to pass

God's purposes preparatory to a

reign of peace among men. While
speaking of the latter days, Christ

declared, "And now I show unto

you a parable. Behold, whereso-

ever the carcass is, there will the

eagles be gathered together ; so like-

wise shall mine elect be gathered

from the four quarters of the earth."

(Pearl of Great Price, An Extract

from a translation of the Bible,

verse 27.)

3. Not All of Israel To Be Gath-

ered To Palestine.

Unfortunately, the Gospels do

not contain in fulness the Savior's

instructions concerning the gath-

ering. They are limited in their

scope; we have to rely on the Book
of Mormon and the Doctrine and
Covenants, to give us a clearer in-

sight to His interpretation of this

doctrine. It is plain that the Christ

in His teachings about the Gather-

ing refers to distinct groups of Is-

raelites. We shall see this as we
proceed. "And I will remember the

covenant which I have made with

my people ; and I have covenanted

with them that I would gather them
together in mine own due time, that

I would give unto them again the

land of their fathers for their in-

heritance, which, is the land of Jeru-

salem, which is the promised land

unto them forever, saith the Father."

(3 Nephi 20:29.) This scripture

cannot mean that all of the House
of Israel will be gathered to Pales-

tine. Doubtless it refers to the great-

er portion of them, the house of

Joseph mostly being excepted. Christ

in speaking to the Nephites, said,

"And it shall come to pass that I

will establish my people, O house

of Israel. And behold, this people

will I establish in this land, unto

the fulfilling of the covenant which

I made with your father Jacob ; and

it shall be a New Jerusalem." (3

Nephi 20:21-22.) The Jaredite

prophet, Ether, was also permitted

to see in vision the establishment of

the remnant of the house of Joseph

on this continent. "Behold, Ether

saw the days of Christ, and he spake

concerning a New Jerusalem upon
this land. And he spake also con-

cerning the house of Israel, and the

Jerusalem from whence Lehi should

come—after it should be destroyed

it should be built up again, a holy

city unto the Lord; wherefore, it

could not be a new Jerusalem for

it had been in a time of old; but it

should be built up again, and be-

come a holy city of the Lord; and

it should be built unto the house of

Israel. And that a New Jerusalem

should be built up upon this land,

unto the remnant of the seed of Jo-

seph, for which things there has

been a type. . . . Wherefore, the

remnant of the house of Joseph shall

be built upon this land; and it shall

be a land of their inheritance; and
they shall build up a holy city unto

the Lord, like unto the Jerusalem of

old ; and they shall no more be con-

founded, until the end come when
the earth shall pass away." (Ether

13 :4-6, 8.) It is thus plain that the

house of Joseph, comprising the

tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh,

will be gathered and remain on this

continent. They will inherit it to-

gether with the righteous Gentiles.

(3 Nephi 21 :22-28.)

4. The Savior Speaks of the Lost

Tribes of Israel.

The Savior, while yet among the
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Nephites, referred to a distinct body
of Israelites other than the Jews
and His immediate audience. He
declared, "And verily, verily, I say

unto you that I have other sheep,

which are not of this land, neither

of the land of Jerusalem, neither

in any parts of that land round

about whither I have been to min-

ister. For they of whom I speak

are they who have not as yet heard

my voice ; neither have I at any

time manifested myself unto them.

But I have received a commandment
of the Father that I shall go unto

them, and that they shall hear my
voice, and shall be numbered among
my sheep, that there may be one

fold and one shepherd; therefore I

go to show myself unto them." (3

Nephi 16:1-3.) The "sheep" re-

ferred to by the Christ without doubt

were the so-called "lost" tribes of

Israel, the Ten Tribes, for our

Lord had already appeared to the

Jews and to the remnant of Joseph

as represented by the Nephites. But
the Israelites mentioned by Him can

scarcely have been the ancestors of

the body of Israel in the Church
today, as many people contend. We
should certainly have had some tra-

ditions about the appearance of the

Christ to them, but we have not. Our
patriarchs pronounce us as mainly

of Ephraim. The Doctrine and

Covenants speaks plainly of the

"ten tribes" and makes a special

distinction between them and the

other portion of Israel. The Proph-

et Joseph Smith and Oliver Cow-
dery in a joint revelation say, "And
Moses appeared before us, and
committed unto us the keys of the

gathering of Israel from the four

parts of the earth, and the leading

of the ten tribes from the land of

the north." (Doctrine and Cove-

nants 110:11.) If the present gen-

eration in the Church consists of the

Ten Tribes, then we see no point in

the distinction the revelation makes
between "the gathering of Israel

from the four parts of the earth,"

and "the leading of the ten tribes

from the land of the North." (See

also Doctrine and Covenants 133

:

26-35.) Suffice it to say, that the

gathering of the Ten Tribes is an
important part of the work of the

Christ in this dispensation; but the

gathering is to occur in the future.

Speculation as to the exact place

where the Ten Tribes are at pres-

ent is fruitless and is of no special

importance to us. We can be sure

the Lord will do His work at the

appointed time and place.

5. The Gathering of Israel At-

tracts the Attention of the World.
The gathering of the house of

Israel is a significant factor in call-

ing the attention of the peoples of

the world to the plan of salvation.

Many souls have already been led,

and many will yet be led, into the

fold of Christ by virtue of their

curiosity in the movements, and in

the teachings of the house of Israel.

"Behold, I will send for many
fishers, saith the Lord, and they

shall fish them; and after will I

send for many hunters, and they

shall hunt them from every moun-
tain, and from every hill, and out

of the holes of the rocks." (Jere-

miah 16:16.)

Questions

1. Why should there be a "chos-

en" people? In what sense is God
impartial so far as all His children

are concerned?

2. Why is it necessary for Israel

to be gathered?

3. Why is the Church at present

not emphasizing the gathering to a

particular place?

4. To what lands will the tribes

of Israel be gathered?
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Problems

(Treat only those that time and
circumstances permit.)

1". Show in as many ways as you
can how the nations of the earth

have been blessed by the scattering

and gathering of Israel.

2. Point out how it is impossible

to understand the Bible properly

without adequate knowledge of the

part Israel is to play in the salva-

tion of mankind.

3. From a consideration of recent

events show how the Jews may be

gathered to Palestine.

4. Explain as well as you can
why the Christ ministered only to

the house of Israel.

Teacher's Topic
(For May)

The Good Samaritan

Luke 10:25-37

A ND, behold, a certain lawyer

stood up, and tempted him, say-

ing, Master, what shall I do to in-

herit eternal life?

"He said unto him, What is writ-

ten in the law? How readest thou?
"And he answering said, Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with

all thy heart, and with all thy soul,

and with all thy strength, and with

all thy mind ; and thy neighbor as

thyself.

"And he said unto him, Thou hast

answered right ; this do, and thou

shalt live.

"But he, willing to justify him-
self, said unto Jesus, And who is

my neighbor?

"And Jesus answering said, A
certain man went down from Jeru-
salem to Jericho, and fell among
thieves, which stripped him of his

raiment, and wounded him, and de-

parted, leaving him half dead.

"And by chance there came down
a certain priest that way ; and when
he saw him, he passed by on the

other side.

"And likewise a Levite, when he
was at the place, came and looked
on him, and passed by on the other

side.

"But a certain Samaritan, as he
journeyed, came where he was ; and
when he saw him, he had compas-
sion on him.

"And went to him, and bound up
his wounds, pouring in oil and wine,

and set him on his own beast, and
brought him to an inn, and took care

of him.

"And on the morrow, when he
departed, he took out two pence,

and gave them to the host, and said

unto him, Take care of him; and
whatsoever thou spendest more,
when I come again, I will repay
thee.

"Which now of these three, think-

est thou, was neighbor unto him that

fell among the thieves?

"And he said, He that showed
mercy on him. Then said Jesus unto
him, Go, and do thou likewise."

In the question, "Who is my
neighbor?" Christ shows the person
is our neighbor who is in need.

This parable exposes those who
make great pretentions but whose
lives are not consistent with them.

. The Samaritans were hated and
despised by the Jews. They would
have no dealings with them. Christ

spoke this parable to the Pharisees
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who in their proud self-righteous-

ness held aloof from all others. Ac-
cording to their teachings none but

Jews would be considered neigh-

bors.

The good Samaritan permitted no
consideration of family, friendship,

personal inconvenience or national-

ity to influence him in his work of

charity. It was enough for him that

the unhappy man lying there on the

road needed his help.

Before the Samaritan resumed
his journey he finished his work of

charity; he did all that was neces-

sary to be done.

To this beautiful example which
he had related Jesus added this

question, (Luke 10:36) : "Which
now of these three, thinkest thou,

was neighbor unto him that fell

among the thieves ?"

However the lawyer might feel

about what a Samaritan would do,

he must admit that the good Samar-
itan had proved himself a neighbor

to the poor unfortunate man. Christ

added, "Go and do thou likewise."

That is, to give service to any one

who needs your help, for he is your
neighbor.

No doubt you could relate in-

stances where the spirit of the good
neighbor has been shown and where
true neighborliness has not consist-

ed alone in giving material relief.

Discussion

According to this parable could

there be an individual unworthy of

assistance if he were in need?
How can one be "a good neigh-

bor" in our present day?

Work and Business

Floors and Floor Coverings

Handicraft, pp. 28-30

HPHE floor, besides serving as a

support for the furnishings of a

room and affording a stable and lev-

el footing for the occupants, is the

real foundation for the equipment
of a room. If this foundation is

not good, the effectiveness of all the

rest of the room is greatly reduced.

Floors may be made of a large

variety of materals, but wood seems

to be the best for most indoor rooms.

Concrete, tile, mosaic stone, and

brick all have their place, but are

not desirable where people sit and

have their feet in contact with the

floor for any length of time. How-
ever, a floor may have the appear-

ance of tile by following the instruc-

tions given on page 28 in "Handi-
craft For Every Woman."
The kind of wood to use for a

floor is a matter of individual taste.

Oak is the most popular because of

its beautiful grain, rich coloring,

strength and durability. Maple,

beech, birch, pine and fir are also

used. No matter of what material

the floor may be made, the finish is

an exceedingly important consider-

ation. Since the floor is also the

background of the room, it should

always be the heaviest note, as dark

colors suggest qualities of strength

and support. It has been said that

a dark color and a wax finish con-

stitute the magic formula for floors

whether they be hard wood or soft

Old floors where the physical con-

dition is good but the surface is nol

satisfactory for waxing may very

advantageously be stained or paint-

ed with floor or deck paint, or they
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may be effectively grained by fol-

lowing directions found in "Handi-
craft For Every Woman," pages

28 to 30. No floor is so bad that

it cannot be made really good look-

ing with stain or paint properly ap-

plied. Walnut is the first choice in

color for a floor stain, since it is

dark and glows with beautiful re-

flections, and it is so neutral that it

blends with any furniture. If the

floor is in bad condition with un-

even boards and unsightly cracks, a

crack-filler will work wonders. Then,
too, the floor that is painted some
color is decorative, especially with

a rag rug or a hooked rug as cov-

erings. Some helpful suggestions for

making rugs are found in "Handi-
craft For Every Woman," pages 98
to 100.

In most rooms the rug covers so

much of the floor surface that it in

reality becomes the foundation. The
decoration of a room begins with

the floor coverings, which act as a

keynote for all furnishings. Choose
the rug to contrast with the walls.

A contrasting color gives a richer

effect than a corresponding color

;

that is, if walls are brown or tan,

a blue rug or one in which blue pre-

dominates will be more effective

than a brown or a tan one. The cor-

rect balance of values between floor

coverings and walls adds a sense of

space and airiness to the room that

cannot otherwise be obtained. Rugs
break a room up, making it look

smaller, while carpets draw it to-

gether giving the maximum appear-

ance in size. For a long narrow
room the use of a carpet is the only

way to avoid the appearance of a

hall. The size of the rug is impor-

tant ; decorators tell us that a too

small rug is as much a misfit as a

too small dress.

The question of durability in floor

coverings is most important. The
better grades of domestic rugs such

as the Wiltons, Axminsters, and
Chenilles are made very much in

the same way as the Orientals with

a high upstanding pile which is

closely and firmly bound together at

the back, and they are fully as dur-

able as the Orientals. Then, too,

as in the Orientals, the yarn in the

better grades of domestic rugs is

dyed in the skein before being

woven. Since the wool forms the

entire face and wearing surface of

a rug or carpet, the amount used is

a big factor. One can usually tell

something about the amount of wool
by the height of the pile and the

closeness of the weave. The qual-

ity of a Wilton rug is judged by
looking at the back. The more
rows per inch the better the grade.

Linoleum is another useful cov-

ering ; in fact, it is one of the popu-
lar demands of the day. It has

been said that linoleum has "come
out of the kitchen" and found a

welcome in living room, dining

room, bed room, and hall. Fiber
rugs and grass rugs are colorful

and serviceable for use in sunrooms
and porches.

After acquiring a perfect floor

covering treat it with respect, for

care and economy. Regular clean-

ing of rugs to prevent dirt from
working down into the back and
possibly cutting the threads, and re-

moving spots before they have had
a chance to get ground into the pile,

will keep the floor covering looking

fresh and will add vastly to their

length of life.
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Literature

(For Third Week in May)

Lesson VIII

Julia Ward Howe

Tn the autumn of 1844 Mrs. Howe
returned to America, and located

in what was known as the "Doctor's

Wing" of the Perkins Institution.

Up until now she had known Bos-
ton only as a visitor. "She had
been the acknowledged queen of her

home and circle in New York.
Now there were many adjustments

to make. She was the wife of a

man who had neither time nor in-

clination for society; a man of ten-

derest heart but of dominant per-

sonality, accustomed to rule
—

" a

man devoted to causes to her known
only by name, one who was to spend
comparatively little time in the

home.
The daughters Laura and Maud,

respectively, Mrs. Richards and
Mrs. Elliott, who are the writers

of the biography, say of their fa-

ther that during the thirty-four years

of their mother's married life, "the

doctor was captain beyond dispute

;

yet sometimes the mate felt she

must take her own way and took

it quietly."

Nevertheless, while the book
gives ample evidence that Mrs.

Howe had problems to meet which

any woman must have, married to a

man who was both physician and
philanthropist, yet there is abun-

dant evidence that she was happily

married, and that the children, six

in number, enjoyed greatly the

home their parents made for them.

Dr. Howe soon discovered that

his wife was not comfortable at the

Perkins Institution so he purchased

Green Peace, which turned out to

be the children's "Paradise." As
Green Peace was out from the heart

of Boston, they sometimes spent

the winters in Boston, where Mrs.
Howe indulged her liking for com-
pany, and met, as was her wont
through life, the prominent people

of her time.

It was while she was at Green
Peace that she wrote: "Boston has
been greatly enlivened during the

past month by a really fine opera,

with a fine orchestra and chorus, all

Italians. The Prima Donna is an
artist of the first order, and has an
exquisite voice. I have had season

tickets and have been nearly every
night. This is a great indulgence,

as it is very expensive, and I have
one of the best boxes in the house,

but 'Chev' is the most indulgent of

husbands. Think of all he allows

me, a house and garden, a delicious

carriage and pair of horses." Her
daughters say that through her life

and her long widowhood she never
ceased to call for their father partic-

ularly if excited. "Chev" was her
usual name.

At times we glimpse the long

hours of waiting growing out of his

many interests. In August, 1846,

she wrote to her sister Louisa from
Bordentown, where she appears to

have been vacationing, "Sumner
and Chev came hither with us, and
passed two days and nights. . . Phil-

anthropy goes ahead, and slavery

will be abolished, and so shall we."

These were the days when the

young wife sang in her nursery:

"Rero, rero, riddlety rad,

This morning my baby caught sight of

her Dad.
Quoth she, 'Ah Daddy, where have yoy

been?'
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'With Mann and Sumner a-putting-

down-sin!'
"

In 1846 she spent the winter at

the Winthrope House in Boston.

She writes to her sister Annie who
was the youngest of the three sis-

ters : "I have been singing and writ-

ing poetry, so you may know I have

been happy." She tells later of the

friends she entertained. Sometimes
they were interested in music and
sometimes something else. Some-
times William Storey was at her

home at other, times it was Agassiz,

whom she spoke of as "the learned

and charming Frenchman."
The winter of 1847 was also spent

in Boston. John Greenleaf Whit-
tier was a visitor that season. This

is what she says of him : "I shall

always be glad I saw the poet Whit-
tier in his youth and mine. Sumner,
I think, brought him to our rooms
and introduced him to me. His eyes

glowed like black diamonds—his

hair was of the same hue, brushed
back from his forehead. ... A year

or two later my husband invited him
to dine, but was detained so late that

I had a tete-a-tete of half an hour
with Mr. Whittier. We sat near the

fire rather shy and silent, both of

us. Whenever I spoke to Whittier,

he hitched his chair nearer to the

fire. At last Dr. Howe came in. I

said to him afterwards, 'My dear,

if you had been a little later, Mr.
Whittier would have gone up the

chimney."

Mrs. Howe's first child was a girl

named Julia. The second child was
also a girl. Mr. Howe wished for

a son, as fathers are wont to do

;

but said jokingly to his wife, after

the arrival, that "he would forgive

her" if she would name her Flor-

ence after Florence Nightingale.

They had met Florence Nightingale

in London. She was then a young
woman of twenty-four. She asked

Dr. Howe if he thought it would be

"unsuitable or unbecoming" for a

young Englishwoman to devote her-

self to works of charity in hospitals

and elsewhere, as the Catholic Sis-

ters did. The Doctor replied: "My
dear Miss Florence, it would be un-

usual, and in England whatever is

unusual is thought to be unsuitable

;

but I say to you, go forth if you
have a vocation for that way of life

;

act up to your inspiration, and you
will find that there is never anything

unbecoming or unladylike in doing
your duty for the good of others."

The third child was a boy named
Henry. Today I think we should

describe him as "a lively number."
Then came Laura, named after

Laura Bridgman, and later Maud.

Sometimes those who knew the

activities of the parents wondered
about the children. To this the

daughters answer: "The little

Howes were having perhaps the most
wonderful childhood that ever chil-

dren had." At Green Peace they

climbed cherry trees, picnicked on
the terrace behind the house, played
in the fish pond, they were always
merry, vigorous, and robust. Some-
times they played in the great dining

room, where Flossy would do the

dagger dance from Lady Macbeth.
Then perhaps the door would open
and in would come their father as a

bear in his fur overcoat "growling
horribly," then they would scamper
to the corners "in terrified delight."

At other times they gathered around
the piano where their mother sang
to them the songs of all nations.

But as the sixties approached
there were dark days in the nation
and dark days in the Howe home.
Christmas day, 1859, Mrs. Howe
gave birth to a second son, named
Samuel Gridley, which was his fa-

ther's name. "His little life was all

beautiful, all bright." He was the
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companion of his mother's walks,

the delight of his father's few leis-

ure hours. "For him new songs were
made, new games invented. Both
parents looked forward to fresh

youth and vigor in the sweet com-
panionship. This was not to be.

Little Sam died of diphthertic croup
May 17, 1863."

This heavy sorrow for a time

crushed both his parents. His fa-

ther became seriously ill from grief.

His mother found some relief in

nursing him and caring for the oth-

ers ; but she wrote to her sister An-
nie, "I cannot yet write what has

come to me, Chev and I feel that

we are baptized into a new order

of suffering—those who have lost

children, loving them, can never be

like those who have not."

Then came the Civil War. A
month before Little Sammy's birth,

Mrs. Howe wrote, saying: "Chev
has been greatly overdone by anx-
iety and labor for Brown." Then
comes her own comment about John
Brown. "The attempt I must judge
insane but the spirit heroic. .

'.

. The
gallows cannot dishonor him—he
will hallow it."

In 1861 Mrs. Howe went to

Washington with Governor and
Mrs. Andrews of Massachusetts,

Mrs. Clark and her husband. Her
carriage was surrounded by march-
ing regiments. She and her com-
panions sang the songs everyone was
singing. Among others "John
Brown's Body." "The soldiers

were pleased and called out 'Good
for you !' " Mr. Clark said to Mrs.
Howe, "Why do you not write some
good words to that stirring tune?"
She replied, "I have often wished

to do so."

Next morning as she lay waiting

for the break of day the words came
to her. First, "Mine eyes have seen

the glory of the coming of the

Lord." She lay perfectly still. Line
by line, stanza by stanza, the words
came sweeping on with the rhythm
of marching feet. She saw the long

lines swinging into place before her

eyes, heard the voice of the nation

speaking through her lips. She wait-

ed till the voice was silent, till the

last line was ended; then sprang

from bed, and groping for pen and
paper, scrawled in the gray twilight

the 'Battle Hymn of the Republic'
"

The hymn was first published in

the "Atlantic Monthly." "It made
its way rapidly. It was sung, chant-

ed, recited, and used in exhortation

and prayer on the eve of battle. . . .

It was the word of the hour and the

Union armies marched to its swing."

A negro brought word of the vic-

tory at Gettysburg to the Northern
soldiers in Libby prison. Then Mc-
Cabe, the fighting chaplain, stood

up in the midst of the prisoners and
sang, "Glory, glory, hallelujah."

After he was released he told of

his prison experience at a great

meeting in Washington. When he

came to Gettysburg "he sang the

'Battle Hymn' once more." Peo-

ple shouted and wept. When the

song was ended the voice of Abra-
ham Lincoln was heard, as he ex-

claimed, "sing it again!"

Browning says, "A man's reach

should exceed his grasp or what's a

heaven for?" Mrs. Howe certainly

reached high when she wrote the

hymn. She wrote many good poems
but the "Battle Hymn of the Re-
public," was her supreme achieve-

ment. Elsewhere there is authority

for the fact that she received $500
for it. This being true, it is $300
more than she received for her first

volume of poetry published under

the title "Passion Flowers."

While in Washington Mrs. Howe
saw Abraham Lincoln. He was
seated so near the famous portrait
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of Washington by Stewart as to

suggest comparison. Mrs. Howe
writes : "On the canvas we saw the

calm presence, serene assurance of

the man who has successfully ac-

complished a great undertaking, a

vision of health and peace. In the

chair beside sat a tall, bony figure

devoid of grace, a countenance al-

most redeemed from plainness by
two kindly blue eyes, but overshad-

owed by the dark problems of the

moment."

Questions

1. What is Florence Nightingale's

claim to fame? Why would a man
of Mr. Howe's temperament be in-

terested in her?

2. You have in the lesson a pen
sketch of John Greenleaf Whittier

and one of Abraham Lincoln. Mrs.
Howe uses few strokes ; does she

make you see both men vividly?

3. Where was the Battle Hymn
of the Republic first published?

4. Do you think there is both spir-

it and artistry in the Battle Hymn

of the Republic? If so, tell why.

If not, tell why.
5. Select some phrases from the

poem that sound like the tramp of

an army.

6. Which of the five stanzas do

you think most poetic? Which is

your favorite?

7. Julia Ward Howe says : "From
my childhood the Bible had been dear

and familiar to me." Trace refer-

ences from the Bible in the "Battle

Hymn of the Republic." Such ref-

erences not only supply the sugges-

tive quality in which good poetry

abounds, but it gives us a figure of

speech known as literary echoing.

8. Is there reverence in the hymn ?

Select some phrases that indicate rev-

erence.

9. Do you think the hymn merits

its great popularity? Have the

"Battle Hymn" sung and also read

it to the class if there is time.

Note : Added material may be ob-

tained by reading "Julia Ward
Howe," by Laura E. Richards and
Maud Howe Elliott.

Social Service

Lesson VII

The Observance of the Law
Text: Civic Sociology, Edward A. Ross, Chs. 17 and 18.

'"Phe behavior of the members of

society to each other as individ-

uals and in regard to group life as

a whole has always been one of the

important problems of social life.

The attitudes that people build up
towards the rights of others, and the

willingness with which they temper
their actions for the good of all

largely determine !the atmosphere
of government.
Government has been organized

as an administrative power to con-

trol and regulate behavior. It is the

outgrowth of the small occurrences

that underlie the general trend of

daily life and may be likened to a

rope in which each strand and twist

contributes to its character. But
some people feel that the social in-

heritance which has come down
through the generations in the name
of liberty and freedom grants them
the privilege of being a law unto

themselves without due regard for

the consequences of their actions.

They sometimes claim that individ-

ual rights justify behavior which is
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not in harmony with public welfare.

Such rights, sometimes called per-

sonal liberty, are the outgrowth of

centuries of previous experience.

But as society has developed and its

institutions have become more com-
plex the manner of expressing one's

rights has been changed to meet new
conditions. The rules which have

been devised to govern individual

actions have been accepted as laws

with the principle of group welfare

in mind quite as much as for the

protection of individual rights from
the unprincipled actions of others,

or of individual rights in the name
of personal freedom. The willing-

ness with which people comply with

these rules, or the laws of govern-

ment, constitutes the great problem

of law observance. The subordina-

tion of individual desires to the in-

terests of the group comprises the

problem of social control. Greater

social control and more willing

obedience to the law is an important

need of the day.

To improve the individual reac-

tions to group situations and to law

observance for the benefit of so-

ciety as a whole, the following pur-

poses will be developed

:

First: To show the relationship

between personal liberty and the

social order.

Second: To develop an attitude

which will contribute to better law

observance.

Personal liberty may be defined

as the rights, privileges, and immuni-

ties which are possessed by an indi-

vidual by virtue of his birth and
citizenship. They are his guides in

the pursuit of happiness. But since

the dawn of history the term "per-

sonal liberty" has received various

interpretations which have given rise

to a great deal of conflict and con-

fusion in its application to humanity.

Its present status has been achieved

at incalculable costs. Every country

points with pride to national figures

who have given freely of their prop-

erty, efforts, and even of their lives

to bring justice and freedom to its

citizens. The roster of national

heroes is made up of just such fear-

less and courageous characters. Na-
tional spirit and loyalty has thus been

developed. The American and
French Revolutions were fought in

the name of liberty.

It is no wonder that today it is

considered one of the priceless treas-

ures of humanity and one which
should be defended at all cost!

In the days when life was simple

the privileges of personal liberty

were very different from the priv-

ileges in the complex industrial

world of modern times.
'

In the agricultural age man lived

largely by himself, and, to a wide

extent, his pleasures were whatever

his fancy desired. Probably, the

deepest tradition in the hearts of

those who people the North Amer-
ican continent is laid in an agricul-

tural foundation. There are three

governments represented on this

continent : The Canadian, the United

States, and the Mexican. But there

are many more nationalities. The
population of these various coun-

tries is composed of the greatest mix-

ture of peoples on earth. Also, the

history of North America has been

too brief to establish deep roots in

the generations which have occupied

the land. Therefore, without long

established family traditions, without

the welding force of a single race

or nationality in any one of the gov-

ernmental provinces (which condi-

tion is especially true of the United

States), and without the background

of age, relatively speaking, it is

natural that the traditions of the

countries mentioned should stem

from the agricultural period which
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was the beginning of life in America
as it spread from border to border

and from coast to coast. It is prob-

ably the greatest single common bond
in the otherwise contrasting hearts

of the people of the American na-

tion. For even those who have
come to this country as immigrants

since the agricultural age inherit the

ideal of personal freedom and rug-

ged individualism which has come
down as the common heirloom of

this era in American history. And
that inheritance, as embodied in the

agricultural tradition, places a tre-

mendous emphasis on the ideal of

personal liberty and freedom.

But it is well known that personal

liberty as an ideal has lost much of

its gilt-edge meaning in the impact

of the industrial age upon the agri-

cultural life. Life has become ex-

ceedingly complex. Economic power
has become more centered in the

hands of the minority, and the des-

tinies of the many are controlled

by the few as far as money is con-

cerned. But even this condition has

not deprived the great mass of the

American people from still enjoying

the greatest amount of personal lib-

erty ever known in organized society

since the dawn of history. How-
ever, since the disappearance of the

frontier and the centralization of

population, a great socializing force

has been brought to bear upon this

ideal. And with the increasing com-
plexity of society, personal liberty

cannot be maintained without a real-

ization of the relationship of the in-

dividual to the group. A well-order-

ed society depends upon the ascend-

ency of the group over the individ-

ual. Personal freedom is an ex-

tended condition which reaches from
the smallest unit of group life to the

largest. Government has been or-

ganized to control this ascendency.

And individual reactions must be

tempered to meet the requirements

of group life if the maximum
amount of personal freedom is to be

enjoyed.

Most people are familiar with the

inalienable rights which are rehears-

ed in all of our civic teachings.

Among these may be mentioned par-

ticularly the privilege of worshiping
according to one's conscience, the

freedom of speech, the freedom of

the press, and the right to earn an
honest living. When life was sim-

ple these ideals could be carried out

with little regard as to what others

might be doing. But as people be-

came more dependent upon one an-

other a greater amount of action in

common has come to be recognized

as essential to life. This can be ac-

complished only by the giving up of

individual wishes and desires for the

sake of the common welfare, or in

deference to social judgment and so-

cial needs.

Another approach to this problem
may be made from the educational

standpoint. It is a mistake to look

upon the child who is trained under
the so-called system of "child-cen-

tered" education as the privileged

child if such training grants him
greater freedom than is commensu
rate with group life, as he is bound
to discover when he attempts to take

his place in society. It is the child

who is taught the social ideal of

the welfare of all and respect for

governing powers who is privileged.

The social ideal cannot be taught

too early in life. And it is just as

important for those people who en-

joy special privileges and opportun-

ities from economic favor to learn

to appreciate the social ideal as it is

for the really under-privileged to

learn that jealousy, envy and destruc-

tive tendencies will not bring about

their ideas of personal freedom.

To develop harmony of living, or
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to promote ways of life in which ac-

tion in common is shared, laws are

made for all people to follow. Some
laws are permissive, that is, they

grant permission to do certain

things. Others are prohibitive, and
deny the right of undesirable actions.

Back of both types of regulation is

the essential thought of directing the

actions of all for the common good.

These rules form the basic law of

the land.

Since liberty aims to preserve in-

herited rights for the individual,

obedience to law is liberty. Unless

the will of the people, as expressed

in law, is carried out the people do

not rule. But liberty is secure only

as the people actually do govern.

Law restrains the arbitrary interfer-

ence of one person with another. The
strong are inclined to take advan-

tage of their strength and destroy

the liberty of others. It is the func-

tion of law to secure freedom for

all and to protect it from destruc-

tion at the hands of the violent and

the ruthless. Since the greatest

amount of personal liberty cannot

be enjoyed without some restraining

power on those who would take ad-

vantage of others, that power, or

force, is exercised by government. It

is essential that there must be law

and a government that has the force

to execute the law if there is to be

liberty. Such regulation is society's

way of preserving the maximum
number of personal rights and privi-

leges for each individual.

The second problem in this lesson,

namely : The creation of a sentiment

in favor of greater law observance

is vital to every living soul. Not
only are peace and happiness de-

pendent upon it, but the safety of

life itself. A growing toll of death

from the careless and reckless

drivers, the jay-walker who crosses

the street at the wrong place, the

merchant who misrepresents the

goods he sells, the dairyman who
fails to observe principles of sani-

tation, and the family which know-
ingly spreads the unseen disease

germ are but a few among the thou-

sands of cases which are daily chal-

lenging our freedom in the pursuit

of happiness. Each violation re-

veals the need for a greater social

consciousness and an improved at-

titude toward law observance.

The need for education in this

field is revealed by the fact that

most persons acquire their attitudes

and political philosophies in family

life rather than through any process

of individual analysis or careful

study. The teachings in the family

and the example of every action

should contribute to the creation of

a social attitude.

Each citizen shares in the moral

obligation to maintain the law. One
who aims to live by his rights alone

is not fulfilling his entire social ob-

ligation. Rights alone are not a suf-

ficient basis for a settled social or-

der. The only possible basis for

such an order is the conscious rec-

ognition by each individual of his

obligation to make the observance

of law a reality, even though the law

may at times fail to accord with his

personal wishes and interests.

Growing out of this principle is

another thought. Because laws are

often neither wise nor just, the pos-

sibility of changing them should not

be too difficult. It often happens

that a law is passed which is in ad-

vance of the moral standing of the

people. A period of confusion and

law violation follows. During the

adjustment many justify the ignor-

ing of the law or even its open vio-

lation on the grounds that it in-

fringes upon their liberty or some
inherited principle. As long as the

law exists each one should obey its
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principles. Those who feel that it

should be changed should register

their protests in the manner pre-

scribed by law, but they should con-

tinue to obey it as long as it re-

mains upon the statute books.

Laws regulating the traffic and

speed of automobiles are examples

of the bad effect that the ignoring

and personal interpretation of regu-

lations can have upon society. The
annual death toll of over 36,000 peo-

ple in the United States alone and
the injury of upwards of 1,000,000

more testifies to the greatest disre-

spect for law ever known to a well

organized country. Thus the evil

is two-fold in its nature. Many of

the guilty and careless speed de-

mons undoubtedly believe that the

law violates the individual's person-

al rights. But apparently those peo-

ple have never been taught the right

of society to control the actions of

the individual for the good of society.

The responsibility for teaching

this attitude rests with the basic in-

stitutions of society, namely, the

home, the schools, and the church.

The church, particularly, has a pe-

culiar responsibility as an agent of

culture and social control. Perhaps
too much time is spent expounding
dogma and not enough effort is

placed upon an attempt to modify
human behavior. Both phases are

essential to a well-rounded life, but
the opportunity for the latter is not

recognized by many religious teach-

ers.

Several avenues of approach are

open to those who would improve
the social conduct of others. People
may be appealed to through a sense

of social justice, through the desire

for sociability, through the power
of social and personal suggestions,

through the force of personal ideals,

and through the sense of justice and
fair play. Too often we expect ac-

tion to be modified by an appeal to

authority. Such a method is usually

ineffectual, especially with the young
adolescent. An appeal to the natural

emotions and desires is far more ef-

fective than detached information

of an intellectual nature.

The first obligation, then, of a

citizen is to obey the law. The duty

is binding whether one likes a given

legislative act or not. Every one

should use his influence to promote

the attitude of law observance in

both private and public life. When
all people can so order their lives,

law observance will be a reality in-

stead of a goal toward which so-

ciety is striving.

Activities

1. Make a list of the laws which

are most frequently violated in your

community. Prepare a short talk

which could be delivered to the vio-

lators which would persuade them
to observe the law. Be sure the

appeal is made on the basis of the

experiences of the listeners.

2. Name a few characters in

Church history or local community
life who have been good citizens in

the highest sense. What are the

qualities in the lives of these indi-

viduals that have made them ideal

citizens? Show the relationship of

these qualities to the principles de-

veloped in this lesson.
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Child Guidance
Lesson 8

Some Suggestions on the Parent-Child Relationship

A n intense emotional experience,

as we learned in the lessons on
anger and fear, tends to become as-

sociated with all the circumstances

surrounding the child at the time.

The frightening of a child with

threats of the bogy man and pun-
ishing him severely act as boomer-
angs to the parent ; the child asso-

ciates the parent with the unpleas-

ant experience. Since the parent is

likely to be interested in getting im-

mediate results, she loses sight of

an extremely important considera-

tion, one that should enter into the

parent's thinking whenever any
treatment is given the child ; how
does it affect our relationship to each
other? Are we going to get along

better or worse, eventually, because

of what I do now?
Concentrated thinking on the

parent-child relationship is the prime
condition for successful child man-
agement. The parent, for better or
for worse, always enters into every
discipline picture. When sight is

lost of the importance of the rela-

tionship itself, we see the parent who
may get immediate results from giv-

ing a sound and impulsive thrashing.

But at what cost? At the price of

losing the cooperativeness, or rap-

port, of the child. No discipline is

effective by the severest test when
rapport does not prevail. Rapport
here means a certain kind of inti-

mate and friendly cooperativeness.

In this lesson we shall merely
mention a few conditions that de-

stroy a good relationship between
the parent and the child, and at-

tempt to suggest how a good rela-

tionship can be established and main-
tained.

Every parent is bound to make

many mistakes in attempting to

work through the numerous details

of training a child; but if the rela-

tionship can be restored and kept
wholesome, she is likely to be a suc-

cessful mother. One of her first

struggles in maintaining this ideal,

is to overcome the desire to keep
the child preserved as a baby. The
attention of such a mother is obvi-

ously diverted from the child and the

relationship to her selfish interest.

If the mother's love is enlightened,

she will permit the child to grow at

his optimum rate. This point was
elaborated in an earlier lesson on de-

velopment. The parent's problem
persists throughout the growth of

the child and becomes particularly

acute during adolesence when the

child begins to change into an adult

and to live his own life with a new-
born thirst for freedom. The need
for a wholesome relationship at this

period is as obvious as it is difficult

to achieve. To see the youth's point

of view is more imperative during
adolescence than at any other age.

But to look at earlier childhood

further, the innumerable frustra-

tions through which a child must go,

and the many more unnecessary ones,

permit a parent to break down the

good relationship that might have
carried over from the fondling days

of infancy. "Don'ting" a child un-

necessarily is a fertile cause of poor

cooperation. But the question may
be asked, What can be done for the

child who persists in opening the

refrigerator and taking all the lids

off the bottles, who must throw
things in the living room or across

the dinner table, and »who throws

himself on the floor when you show
affection for his little sister? The
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first thing to do is to inquire into

why he does these acts, because if

you don't know his reasons, your
treatment is likely to fail. He may
open doors and bottles because he

is in an "opening and closing" stage

of exploration. Perhaps he has noth-

ing else to do. One wise mother
gave just such a boy plenty of small

cosmetic bottles, and some larger

ones, suitcases to open and close

with large bottles inside and smaller

ones inside them, and a wallet with

snappers and papers to put in and
take out. Throwing tendencies per-

haps require harmless opportunities

to throw—plus plenty of long-suf-

fering vigilance when the skill in

throwing breaks loose in the dining

room. Thoughtful correction in

time will teach the child where to

throw and where not to throw.

When the child throws jealousy

tantrums, sometimes it is a sign he
is not being given normal outlet for

his affection. Care should be taken

not to stop too short in showing af-

fection to the older child when the

newcomer is born. Give him rea-

sonable opportunity to learn to

share with another.

In other words, frustration calls

for substitution of legitimate outlet

for the child's activity. This meth-
od happens to be the simplest way
of managing children, or adults,

and it also has the great advantage
of preserving good relationship be-

tween parent and child.

Children are much like fish in one
respect; they can't be driven but
they can be baited. The parent who
becomes irate at her utter futility

in driving the child to do what she

wants is like a fisherman who swears
because the fish won't take his

hook. Perhaps the bait is wrong.
This fact has profound implications

for moral and religious teaching.

Many is the lost soul who might
have been saved if we had not been

quite so over-zealous and had been
better strategists. The preaching and
nagging about proper conduct are a

potent solvent for the bonds of good
feeling between the parent and the

child. When the bond is broken, the

tow rope on a rough sea is severed.

More than that, the breaking of faith

may so embitter the child that every
ideal you taught may be violently

disliked, particularly during adoles-

cence ; and when authority has been
overthrown, all of the idols must be

smashed forthwith to prove that the

emancipation is complete.

Salesmen formerly spent most of

their time expounding the virtues of

their product, but too often they for-

got to ask if the consumer wanted it.

Now the needs of the consumer, his

wants, determine the strategy. In

our moral and religious teaching, to

make the moral and religious ideals

beautiful, to surround them with the

pleasant feelings of love and consid-

eration in the home, to carefully

point out how they satisfy the needs

of the growing personality, and to

avoid like the plague "scenes" of

unpleasant preaching and command-
ing and threatening—these are the

true steps in leading the hearts of

the young to love the truth. Our
children can learn to dislike our fine

ideals just as the infant can learn

to fear all furry objects when he is

severely frightened by one.

But if good rapport is maintain-

ed, if love and respect are always

preserved, usually the child can be

won over eventually. President Jo-
seph F. Smith once said to a group
of Sunday School workers, "The
Sunday School teacher should gov-

ern the children, not by passion, by
bitter words or scolding, but by af-

fection and by winning their confi-

dence. If a teacher gets the confi-

dence of a child, it is not impossible

to accomplish every desired good
with that child." (Gospel Doctrine
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p. 368.) Don't fight his opposition

as a general rule, but take him "into

camp" with you and help him to ra-

tionalize his own point of view with

a better one. Admit his problem,

then try to help him solve it.

A more subtle danger than the

one just mentioned is that of being

over-indulgent, over-solicitous about
the child. Personalities are often

crippled for life by the over-con-

scientious parent who protects the

child so much that he fails in that

development which can come in no
other way than through making one's

choices and taking the consequences.

White rats have been guided
through mazes in various ways so

that they couldn't make any mistakes,

i. e., so they couldn't enter any blind

alleys. But it was learned by the

experimenters that these rats didn't

learn the mazes at all. When they
were left later to their own choices

to find food in the maze, they didn't

find the food any better than if they
had never been in the maze before.

Somewhat the same outcome is to
be expected of our children when
the parents do all of the deciding,
initiating, and taking of conse-

quences of mistakes. This type of

parent-child relationship is defective

because the parent overshadows
normal opportunities for the child

to learn to be a responsible person-
ality in society. No irreparable dam-
age is done to our children if, as

they begin to leave the shelter of

their own dooryard, they appropri-
ate the toys or enterprises of neigh-

bor children and come home with
skinned noses. Harm is done, how-
ever, if the parents uphold their chil-

dren with no thought of the blame
that should sometimes rightfully

fall on the children.

With all other considerations

aside, good feeling between parents

and children is one of the finest goals

of human striving. It can abide

throughout the growth period of the

child only when his ultimate good
takes precedent over the immediate
wishes of the parent. The far-seeing

love of the true Latter-day Saint

home is the cornerstone for achiev-

ing this goal.

Problems For Discussion

1. Interpret in the light of this

lesson Doc. and Cov. 42 :45 : "Thou
shalt live together in love, insomuch
that thou shalt weep for the loss of

them that die, and more especially

for those that have no hope of a

glorious resurrection."

2. With the two previous lessons

in mind, discuss the appeal, "If you
only loved me you couldn't do a thing

like that. For my sake, why don't

you try to do better?" What danger
is there in thus putting the love our
children have for us to "test" ? Sug-
gest an improvement on this pro-

cedure.

3. What significance would you
attach to the fact that Burt, one of

England's best authorities on delin-

quency, states that delinquency is

associated with defective discipline

in the home more often than with

any. other condition ? What does

this mean in terms of parent-child

relationship ?

4. Discuss the proposition that

problem children do not need psy-

chological treatment so much as

their parents do.

5. What effect do you suppose
poor relations between parents and
their children in this life will have
upon their relations in the hereafter ?



Breaking Dishes
By Caroline Eyring Miner

WITH all the care of Michael
Angelo or a Raphael put-

ting the finishing touches to

his work of art, but with a spirit as

low and debased, in proportion to

my maturity, as theirs must have
been exalted, I placed the last broken
fragment of a very much prized

china butter dish into its niche and
placed it in exactly the most likely

spot for it to be accidentally bumped
when the cupboard door was next

opened.

It was a base intrigue—I wanted
someone to suffer the tongue lashing

and worse still, to be responsible for

the very real heart wound which
the discovery of that broken dish

would occasion my mother. I was
responsible for it, of course. That
is it was my accident. In putting

away the dinner dishes, the doing of

which was to have been a very happy
surprise for my mother and sisters

upon their return from meeting, I

had pushed it from the shelf and
broken it into half a dozen pieces.

My first impulse was to gather it

up and, presenting the pieces, accept

my doom. But I was alone—that

was the determining factor—I might
not be found out, And so I had
pieced it together and contrived to

place it so that someone—whomever
Fate picked—might by merely open-

ing the cupboard doors let it fall

to pieces like the Deacon's Wonder-
ful One Hoss Shay.

This particular butter dish was
one of the few remaining parts of a

very lovely china set which my fa-

ther had bought for my mother years

and years before, dating back almost

to their wedding day. It was very

white and very thin and very clear

and had tiny pink rose-buds in beau-

tiful decorative sprays on it. There
had been a tragic scene at the break-

ing of each piece of the large set

of dishes, in not a few of which

tragedies, I had played the prominent
role.

The outcome of the incident you
may easily have guessed. The cup-
board was opened by someone else,

but so cautiously that when the six

pieces of butter dish clattered to the

floor it was wholly unexplainable by
that opening, and since I was the

only child at home I was apprehend-
ed, tried, convicted, and punished
in the manner in which I had an-

ticipated with the result that I re-

solved more firmly than ever to learn

to do a better job of covering up
my accident another time.

Breaking dishes has a special hor-

or for me to this very day. I never
handle a very valuable dish but I

have the feeling that as surely as

I live I am going to drop it. I don't

always do so but I do it often enough
to make it an expensive and a very

uncomfortable complex; one that I

hope to avoid in my children.

A breakable dish of any kind was a

luxury to be prized and protected,

and its breakage to be lamentably

mourned by my mother who lived in

very straitened circumstances in

pioneer communities during her

childhood. It was very difficult for

mother to realize that breaking

dishes were accidents of the purest

kind and not wilfully destructive

deeds, although she later came to

realize it. We children had to use

and wash the breakable dishes so the

scenes over broken dishes in our

home were quite frequent.

Every time a dish is broken in my
house today, I say to myself, "It was
an accident; childish and careless,

no doubt, but an accident. One of

the accidents I used to have so fre-

quently as a child and I won't shout

at the offender nor lament the break-

age of the dish aloud for fear he will

want to piece it together in my ab-

sence and so deceive me to spare a

scene. A broken dish or broken con-

fidence ! I will take the first."



TO THE TEACHERS
By Fern Russon

To you who labor in the Cause of Right,

Whose duties urge you on from morn till night

—

In homes where loved ones' needs must be fulfilled

By ever-ready hands and hearts sweet-willed

—

We bring a greeting that is fond and true

And filled with love and gratitude to you.

We know your home-tasks must be left undone

That a reward for service might be won

;

We know the journeys out among the fold

Through summer's stiflng heat and winter's cold
;

We know the storms that oft beset your way
As forth you travel on a dreary day.

And, too, we know the sunshine that you bring

To homes round which sad mem'ries often cling

;

We know the words of helpfulness and cheer

That leave your lips in accents kind and dear.

We know the comfort of your tender smile

That lingers in the mem'ry all the while.

And—yes—we know the prayers you needs must pray

That God will give you fitting words to say

When called to homes where sickness rules in might

And doubts and dangers lurk from morn till night.

We know the help you need from heaven above

To carry on your work of light and love.

We know the confidences that you share

With those down-trodden in a world of care

;

Where weakness, want and misery play their part

To stifle all that's fine in each brave heart;

And to these trusts, God help you to be true

That ne'er a hurt be backward traced to you.

And so again in gratitude that's real

We come to do you honor, for we feel

That bravely have you earned an honor day

And truly have you won unending praise.

Humbly you've sown,—great shall your harvest be

While works and words march on triumphantly.

And now we hope your hearts are cheered and brightened

;

We hope your labors will be ever lightened

By knowing that your steps in service trod

Are helping others feel the love of God.

And may His spirit ever follow you

And bless the words you say—the deeds you do,

And may you, while the seasons hurry past,

Make each new effort greater than the last.
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A Father 's Hands
These are the hands that write the checks that pay the

family bills. They are strong hands, entirely capable
of earning a livelihood for the family.

But what if the hands are robbed of their power by
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a planned life insurance program in this strong com-
pany.

All Beneficial policyholders share in the Company's
net profits.

Home Office- Beneficial Life Bldg.. Salt Lake City. Utah
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Springtime Breezes Make Beauty Everywhere

By Lettie B. Rich

The snow capped mountains are calling,

With a soft and gentle breeze,

As it sings through the canyon gorges,

Kissing new leaves on the trees,

Caressing wild birds and blossoms,

Like the touch of a mother's hand
Sweeping on down to the valley,

Greeting the level lowland.

Now it wakens the sleeping river

From its icy winter dreams,

Waving, rippling, and dancing,

Reflecting the bright sunbeams,

Soothing and calming the tired nerves

Watching it glide along,

Flowing gently toward the sea

Murmuring a soft, sweet song.

Down in the cool green meadow
Where you breathe the verdant air,

The meadow-lark is singing

Of springtime beauty everywhere.
The blackbirds join in the chorus

With yellow and red on their wing.

Little blue flowers and cowslips

Peep up to proclaim the spring.

Wherever you go there is beauty
If your spirit and heart are right,

The wonderful work of God you will see

From dawn till stars twinkle at night.

Your soul will be filled with gladness
As the day slowly sinks to rest,

Watching the beautiful sunset
All aglow in the golden West.
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Vivian Redd McConkie
By Luella W . Cannon

HAD you journeyed across the

plains as a Mormon pioneer,

having experienced the trials

and hardships of such a trip, would
you not have welcomed upon your
arrival in Salt Lake Valley, the op-

portunity of being settled once more ?

We are familiar with the fact that

no sooner did many of these fam-
ilies begin to feel settled, than new
calls came to them to do other pio-

neering.

I have in mind a family which ac-

cepted a call to the southern part of

Utah Valley. Later they pressed on
into Iron County. In 1879 when
Pres. Brigham Young issued a call

to a group of saints to settle in San
Juan County, these same people were
included in that call. This was a

more severe test of their faith than

any which had previously confront-

ed them. It called for great cour-

age and real power of endurance, for

an extremely difficult task lay before

them. With implicit faith in the

inspiration of their prophet and
leader, they set out on their under-

taking.

The party was made up of one
hundred and fifty people, with one
hundred wagons. The journey was
begun in Oct., 1879, and completed
in April, 1880—of six months dura-

tion. In order to reach the San Juan
country in the extreme southeastern

corner of Utah, they were compelled

to cross the Colorado River, a very
difficult and hazardous undertaking.

With almost perpendicular cliffs and
ledges banking the stream, a way
had to be discovered to conquer this

barrier. As this band of people

halted, puzzling as to how this giant

task might be accomplished, a moun-
tain sheep was noticed, making its

way down a ledge. This proved to

be the key to the situation. The
trail of the sheep became the path

of the people. It led them to the

hole in the rock, through which they
were able to reach the riverside. Of
course a means had to be devised by
which the wagons and equipment
might be brought down, too. A plan

was hit upon by which the wagons
were taken apart and the parts were
lowered over the precipices by means
of ropes. What time and patience

all of this must have taken, before

they could continue on ! Even after

this they faced the danger of cross-

ing the Colorado. We marvel at their

determination and perseverance ! On
and on they moved, through the

great natural bridge section. They
camped on the stretches of flat rock,

so common to this type of country.

Drinking water was obtained from
pools left by the rain. Although
winter time, the weather was not
cold. Of course, had they chosen
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summer for such a trip, the heat

could not have been endured.

In the spring of 1880 these people

settled at Bluff, about which a whole
story might be told. It is situated

on the banks of the San Juan River,

in a unique and fascinating setting.

As the name implies, it really is in

the bluffs, which are highly colored

in tones ranging from yellow to red.

The climate is semi-tropical, the soil

fertile. This place soon became a
flourishing town, which I was told,

is farther from a railroad than any
other town in the United States. To-
day it appears almost as a ghost of

some prosperous day. Although
nearly deserted, because of river

floods, an observer is impressed by
the substantial and beautiful homes
built by those people.

y^MONG these settlers in Bluff

was the Redd family, which has
stood out prominently in the devel-

opment of San Juan. J. M. Redd
was among these, and this brings
me to the introduction of the subject

of this article. J. M. Redd, known
for his fearlessness and for his

knowledge of that great country, has
guided many people on trips to the

Natural Bridges. In his late teens
he was the life of the pioneer party.

Unmarried as he made this first trip

to Bluff, he returned to Iron County,
where he married Lucinda Pace and
with her, again made his way to

Bluff.

yiVIAN REDD McCONKIE,
one of the latest additions to

the Relief Society General Board,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
M. Redd. As a daughter of these
brave, courageous pioneers, she is

a worthy representative. I feel con-
fident that even as her people un-
hesitatingly met their call in one of
the greatest pioneer ventures on rec-

ord, so she would meet such a call

were it necessary today.

She was born in Bluff, Oct. 13,

1889, the third child in a family of

nine. Her parents were real home
makers, intelligent, generous, and in-

dustrious. The impelling force in

the lives of these people was the

Gospel of Jesus Christ. The im-
portance of education was not lost

sight of. Vivian went to school in

Bluff until she had finished the sev-

enth grade. Many miles away, in

Bear Lake, Idaho, her schooling con-

tinued. Her higher education was
had at the University of Utah and
at the Agricultural College at Logan.
While attending the University of

Utah she became captain of the first

girl's basketball team of the univer-

sity. The most important event in

connection with her Agricultural

College experiences was the meeting
of Oscar W. McConkie, whom she

later married, and who is now Judge
McConkie.

"DETWEEN her college days and

her marriage she taught school

for two years in Monticello, her
family having gone there to live. In

1913 she and Oscar McConkie were
married in the Salt Lake Temple.
Three years were spent at Ann Ar-
bor, Michigan, where Brother Mc-
Conkie attended law school. For
one year she studied speech at the

University of Michigan. Returning
to Utah they lived for ten years in

Monticello where Brother McConkie
practiced law. In 1926 they took up
their residence in Salt Lake City,

having been members of the Twen-
tieth Ward ever since.

THROUGHOUT her life Vivian

has been a devoted church work-
er. In San Juan she served as Relief

Society counselor in the ward four

years ; as stake secretary to her moth-
er who was Stake President of Relief
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Society, and ten years as first coun-

selor to the Stake President of the

Mutual Improvement Association, as

well as divers other positions of trust

and responsibility. Since coming to

Salt Lake City, she served for three

years as president of the Twentieth

Ward Mutual, and almost eight

years as Relief Society president.

Undoubtedly her latest call to service

has come because of her fine under-

standing of and her accomplishments

in Relief Society undertakings. She

truly has been "the servant of all."

She is a woman of action, rather

than of words. She is dependable.

There is no place for laziness or

triviality in her life. • She does find

time however for worth-while ac-

tivities outside the routine of home
and church. In connection with Re-

lief Society activities, she is a regular

attendant at the L. D. S. Gym and

has become an efficient swimmer.

Possessing a calmness of nature, she

seems to do things with very little

effort. Accepting life and all it of-

fers as a privilege, she meets even

the hardest tasks cheerfully. Her
time and talents are given so un-

selfishly. She is a worthy daughter

of worthy parents.

With a noble husband and six

lovely children she enjoys the bless-

ings of a happy home. These chil-

dren are following in the footsteps

of their parents.

A GREATER insight and under-

standing of this family came to

me as a result of a visit with them
several years ago, when they were
spending the summer in Monticello.

Had but one member of my family

been invited to spend two weeks in

Monticello, I should have considered

the invitation most generous, but

when five of us were invited I was
perfectly overwhelmed. By telling

something of the experiences we en-

joyed on this trip, it may give you a

greater insight into the nature of

Vivian McConkie and her people.

Near the Blue Mountains—Mon-
ticello is considerably higher than the

great stretches of sparsely populated

country round about. Even in the

midst of summer, the nights are very

cool and the days pleasant. Flowers

grow beautifully there, and when I

think of Monticello I think of flow-

ers. Sweet peas are especially beau-

tiful in that climate, so large and

very fragrant. Fresh sweet peas we
enjoyed in our room during our en-

tire stay.

With over a dozen people to plan

meals for each day, I discovered

what an excellent manager our hos-

tess was, also what a good cook.

Things were done quietly with no

friction. It all seemed so easy, al-

though I realized that a great re-

sponsibility was being shouldered.

.

Our vacation included a camping

trip for several days in the Blue

Mountains, with the McConkies and

some of their friends. A trip to the

great Natural Bridges followed,—

a

never-to-be-forgotten experience, —
the memory of which I shall always

treasure. We were invited into the

homes of relatives and friends of

these people. Their sincerity and

genuine hospitality touched my heart.

When the time came to say good-

bye we felt as though we were tear-

ing away from those we had known
always. For miles as we drove along

the highway, homeward bound, the

silence was not broken. Our hearts

were too full to give utterance. The
trip had definitely done something

to me. I am better for having had
it. With gratitude in my being I

shall always feel indebted to these

people.

Through this article, I trust that

readers may gain some insight into

the life and character of Vivian Mc-
Conkie. May our Heavenly Father
richly bless her in her new venture.



Leda Thompson Jensen
By Donna D. Sorensen

THIRTY-SEVEN years have
brought a variety of experi-

ences to Leda, the daughter of

John O. and Fannie Green Thomp-
son, born at Ephraim, Utah. Her
accomplishments and the honors
which have come to her have been
indicative of her heritage and train-

ing. She has met life with the same
zest and zeal which made her parents

and grandparents valuable members
of pioneer communities.

Leda has always been keenly eager

for learning. Particularly fortunate

was she in being born in a family

where individual preferences were
considered. Provision was made for

her to attend Snow College. Then
followed a two-year service in the

Mexican Mission field and the ac-

quirement of a new language.

Upon her return from her mission

she determined to pursue her educa-

tion with the university as her ob-

jective. To achieve this desire she

taught for a few years in the grade
schools in her home town. Later

she spent one year at our state uni-

versity and the remainder of her col-

lege work she acquired at the Brig-

ham Young University at Provo.

/~pHE year she graduated with the

class of 1927 found her as vice

president of the student body. My
first contact with her came in this

year and I was impressed with her

democratic spirit. She was an out-

standing success in this office as she

possessed the ability of delegating

responsibility wisely and she also had
that rare capacity of fraternizing

with the students. With her talents

she was liberal and she often repre-

sented the school in programs sent

out to neighboring towns. Depend-
ability, too, played a part in her suc-

cess. No promise was too small to

be overlooked when once Leda had
given her word.

Nor was this office the only honor
which came to her at the university.

Because of her musical talent she

was chosen to sing one of the leading

roles in the school opera, "Elijah.
1"

Her ability in her major field,

Home Economics, led to her being

selected as a charter member of

Gamma Phi Omricon, Home Eco-
nomics sorority. She also won the

Hazel Nobel Boyack Efficiency

Honor Medal to the best student in

the Home Economics department.

General scholastic capability

placed her among the students grad-

uating from the university with

highest honors.

\yHEN Leda married Dr. Ernell

Jensen in June, 1931, she not

only assumed the responsibility of

wifehood common to each bride but

she also faced courageously the task

of mothering his four children. Later

a son and a daughter of her own
gave added responsibility.

In this new calling Leda brought

splendid training and boundless en-

ergy. One of the true tests of edu-

cation comes in whether the individ-

ual can apply that knowledge which

has been gained. Truly in this situ-

ation knowledge and application

stand hand in hand. The home
duties and family life of the Jen-

sen's have been admirably worked
out. Because of a firm belief in the

value of working according to sched-

ule and the proper budgeting of time

the home functions as a smooth
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working unit. Sister Jensen is an
efficient homemaker but still she

finds time to engage in church ac-

tivities, to interest herself in gene-

alogy and to perform temple work,
to sew extensively and to read wide-
ly. However it would not be pos-

sible for her to go so far afield had
she not had the encouragement, the

support and the cooperation of her
splendid husband.

JUST as Leda in her life has recog-

nized a time for learning so too

has she learned the value of giving.

Her teaching in school has been done
on both the elementary and the sec-

ondary levels. The Pleasant Grove
High School claimed her for three

years after her graduation. Un-
doubtedly, however, the major por-
tion of her usefulness as a teacher

has been in a secular capacity. The
Sunday School, The Primary, the

Mutual, and the Relief Society have
all been recipients of her earnest,

trained effort and talent.

VERSATILITY i s Leda's because

her innate desire to garner truth
and knowledge has willed her to be,

because her training has enlarged
her vision and because she herself

has learned to manage well her many
duties.

CISTER JENSEN has always

possessed the quality of recog-

nizing and appreciating the fine in

each individual. Her tolerant, dem-
ocratic spirit and friendly interest

in people generally have made her
beloved by many. These friends will

rejoice in this new honor which has
come to her.

TLJER interest in Relief Society has

been stimulated by the admir-
able example of her mother who has
labored many years in this organiza-

tion. Leda was chosen to serve as a
social service teacher in the Relief

Society of the Highland Park Ward
in 1934. So well did she function

here that the following year Sister

Nellie O. Parker, Relief Society

stake president of Highland Stake,

selected her to serve on the stake

board in the same department.

To Relief Society women every-

where Leda T. Jensen will bring a

keen understanding of a homemak-
er's problems, a mind trained to

think clearly and logically, a sincerity

in her work which comes with a

fervent testimony of the gospel and

a feeling of friendliness which will

endear her to those whom she will

serve.

-^XfQjgfcO*-

SPRING SONG
By Linnie Parker Gold

I like these "tree-top" days—they bring
A certain steady, splendid swing
Of curtains—branches—everything

—

I like the way the wind is playing

—

Roaring, ranting, swinging, swaying,
Like a giant voice that's saying

:

"I am blowing in the Spring !"



Beatrice Farley Stevens
By Stringam A. Stevens

KNOWN and admired by a host

of friends for her genial dis-

position, her sympathetic un-

derstanding of human nature, her

fine instincts for right living and the

higher cultural values, and her un-

failing optimism, Mrs. Beatrice Far-

ley Stevens comes to the General

Board of the Relief Society well

equipped to give valuable service to

this great organization. She brings

with her a profound reverence for

the divine origin of the Church and

for the authority of its leadership,

and a wide understanding of and

respect for its institutions and pur-

poses.

As an active and enthusiastic

worker in the various wards and

stakes where she has resided, as a

devoted mother, and as the wife of a

man whom she has always encour-

aged to give his best efforts to his

varied Church assignments, she has

exemplified in her own life the no-

blest virtues of Latter-day Saint

womanhood.

ZOOMING from pioneer Latter-day

^ Saint ancestry on both sides of

her family, she was born and grew

to young womanhood in Ogden,

Utah, where she received her early

education and musical training. For

one year she taught in the Morgan

school district and for two years in

the Ogden City schools. She was

always very active and well known in

musical circles in these communities.

TT7HILE a very young girl Mrs.
** Stevens began her church

work as assistant secretary in the

M. I. A. of the Fifth Ward at Og-

den. Later she became a teacher in

the Sunday School and for several

years was a member of the Ogden

Tabernacle Choir.

\TRS. STEVENS is the wife of

^ Stringam A. Stevens, son of

the late Bishop Thomas J. Stevens

of the Ogden Fifth Ward. In ad-

dition to her own personal responsi-

bilities, she has shared in all of the

many activities and church assign-

ments which have come to her hus-

band. Mr. Stevens has served, at

various times, on stake Sunday

School Boards, in three ward Sun-

day School superintendencies, and in

a ward bishopric. During recent

years he has been a member of the

stake high council and a counselor in

the Liberty Stake Presidency. At

present he is a member of the Y. M.

M. I. A. General Board and of the

General Committee of the Church

Security Program.

Shortly after their marriage, she

and her husband moved to Salt Lake

City where they have since resided,

and where Mrs. Stevens has contin-

ued to devote herself to church work.

For several years she was connected

with the Primary Association, acting

as chorister, class instructor and

ward president. For five years she

was president of the Young Wom-
en's Mutual Improvement Associa-

tion of the Thirty-third Ward and

later was a counselor in the Stake

Presidency of that organization in

the original Liberty Stake. She has

been Gleaner Class Leader and chor-

ister in the Y. W. M. I. A. of the

Thirty-third Ward for the past sev-

eral years.

Although her most recent assign-

ments in church work have not been
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in the Relief Society, she has given

service to that organization in the

capacity of organist, ward teacher,

and class instructor. She has learn-

ed to know and love the work
through the example of her mother,

who has given a lifetime of devoted

service to that organization.

Perhaps Mrs. Stevens' most out-

standing service has been in the mu-
sical activities of the various organi-

zations. She has had wide experi-

ence in training choruses of young
people. In addition to writing sev-

eral songs she has written and pro-

duced a number of successful acts

for M. I. A. Road Shows. One of

these acts, "The Magic Bowl," will

be remembered by many readers, for

it was presented in numerous wards,

stakes, and missions throughout the

Church.

HPHE new Relief Society board

member is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Asa C. Farley, formerly of

Ogden but now residents of Salt

Lake City. She is the mother of two
children,—a daughter Virginia, wife

of Dr. H. R. Reichman of Salt Lake
City, and a son Robert S. Stevens,

who is now serving as a missionary

in the British Mission.

Although she has been identified

with and active, in various civic, cul-

tural, and educational organizations

for many years, her greatest inter-

ests and happiness have been in her

home and Church. She has great

faith, courage, and ingenuity—char-

acteristics invaluable in facing and

overcoming difficulties. Sympathy

and kindness are among her out-

standing qualities.

A MASTER BUILDER
PROFESSOR E. H. EASTMOND

By Minnie I. Hodapp

In chosen words did he define

Art's slender, upward-leading line;

And clustered these in sunset fires

As brightly burnished temple-spires.

The rushes by the placid lake

Grew animated for his sake;
Each stalk and stem and blade of grass,

He viewed in fancy's looking-glass.

And flowers were ever proud to grace
The mantle in his urn or vase

;

They beckoned to him joyously
From hill or field or verdant lea.

And he could wield a magic brush

:

Paint morning glow or twilight-hush.
Or sun-kissed snow-peaks which aver
The soul's sublime excelsior

!

His home-sweet-home, a hallowed spot
Of heart-ease, mirth, and tender thought,
Where with his dear ones he could trace
Bright beauty in things commonplace.

He heard the voice of peace and trust

Faith's lowly whisper from the dust,

And vivified for age or youth
The pearl of joy, the gem of truth.

Lo, characters of ancient fame,
Out of the living: past they came;
Responsive to his wand-like touch,

They breathed and spoke and taught us
much.

He looked on life with royal eyes
And bade us glimpse rare Raphael skies

;

He gave us vistas pure and bright
To solace, strengthen, and delight.

Disciple of our Latter Day

!

Truth's message in his heart bore sway

!

And he proclaimed our Prophet's story
In tints and hues. and tones of glory.

His inner world was happiness,
His life the sweet, supreme success,
A master-builder for all time
With motive Christ-like and sublime

!



Rae Barlow Barker
By Jessica Bird Goates

THROUGH memory, we turn

back to the active scene of our

pioneer fathers and mothers,

and to the great contributions they

made for the development of their

cherished philosophy of life— the

gospel. Nor has the significance of

their work been lost sight of by many
of their children and grandchildren.

In their time and way they too are

making contributions as evidenced by

consistent service. Such a one is Rae
Barlow Barker, christened Mercy
Rachel.

TSRAEL BARLOW St., a pioneer

of 1848, and Lucy Heap, a mem-
ber of the handcart company, settled

in Bountiful, where Rae's father,

Hyrum H. Barlow, was born. Her
mother, Margaret Burton, was a

daughter of Wm. W. Burton of Og-
den and Ellen Fielding. Both par-

ents had an untimely death, leaving

Rae, with her two sisters and a

brother, to be reared by their beloved

Aunt Mercy R. Stevens. How well

they were fostered is indicated by the

fact that each of them, together with

Aunt Mercy's own daughter, was

given a college education.

TN her early life on the Burton

ranch in Star Valley, Wyoming,
Rae rode ponies, chased blackbirds,

herded and milked cows, turned the

cream separator, and most of all

learned to appreciate people in the

humble walks of life. She has never

lost that common touch, which makes

all people interesting to her. Her
winters were spent at school in Og-
den and later at the University of

Utah.

A FTER completing her college

course she taught school, but in

her leisure time she became interest-

ed in engineering—or at least in an

engineer. Her marriage to Howard
Barker in 1917 marked the begin-

ning of another happy adventure.

They have known the real meaning
and joy of team-work. The two
little Barkers who joined their part-

nership a few years later proved to

be two good reasons for studying

foods and studying and practicing

child welfare, better speech, funda-

mentals of religion, and home build-

ing.

ILJER church activities have been

numerous and varied. She was

a teacher in Sunday School at fifteen,

has taught in the Primary and Sem-

inary, served on the Weber and Lib-

erty Stake Mutual Boards, and has

both taught and been an officer in

ward Mutual and Relief Society or-

ganizations.

Of all her opportunities for serv-

ice, that with the Emigration Ward
Relief Society has brought her the

greatest joy and satisfaction. Her
efforts as a teacher in the literary and

better speech departments, and as a

counselor to Sister Belle Lambourne,

have won her a lasting place in the

hearts of her associates. From her

own point of view, the experience

has been like a university extension

course rather than a church duty.

She is imbued with the idea that the

Relief Society offers unlimited pos-

sibilities for progress. She feels that

any woman who once gets the spirit

of the Relief Society program will

experience that same stimulation and
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incentive to serve which she has en-

joyed.

Rae Barker is deeply sympathetic

and extremely tolerant. She makes
decisions only after weighing both

sides. She not only firmly believes

in Jesus' precept, "Judge not that ye

be not judged", but goes far towards
practicing it. She meets the vicissi-

tudes of life courageously, attacks

her problems intelligently and judi-

ciously, and is true to her convictions.

She radiates cheer, peace and love

to all who are near her. The latch-

key of her home is always hanging
outside.

Humility, sincerity and charm are

three of her choicest qualities, and
her prayer is ever "God give me

mountains, and strength to climb".

The following quotation, which I

cannot repeat exactly as it was writ-

ten, is one which Rae treasures, and
she says it has acted as a spur to her

for many years

:

"I am only one, but I AM ONE.
I can not do everything, but I can

do something.

What I can do, I ought to do,

And what I ought to do, by the help

of God,
I will do."

"LJER great devotion to Relief So-

ciety work, along with many
other qualifications, will surely make
her a valuable addition to the General
Board. Her host of friends wish her

joy and success in her new venture.

THE TABERNACLE CHOIR
By Pliny A. Wiley

Sweeping over the mountains
At the dawn of each Sabbath Day,

Comes the music of melody's fountains

To hallow and bless our way.

From the city fair by the inland sea

When the organ calls to prayer,

A benediction comes to me.
I catch a strain celestial there.

When the voices sweet of the singers rise

I fancy they soar to meet
The white robed chorus in Paradise

Singing our earth to greet.

O golden choir of the golden West
We cherish each song of thine.

May thy highest notes and thy holiest

By the crystal sea, become Divine.



Little Moments of Eternity

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM?
PRAYER

Take Time For Spiritual Blessings

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,

unuttered or expressed."—Montgomery.

WHIEN fragrant odors from the

first spring blossoms come
drifting in through the open

windows, and curtains are lightly stir-

red by soft breezes, the heart is filled

with grateful joy. New life burst-

ing forth from what was but yester-

day a gray, cold world, is symbolic of

life everlasting which has come forth

from the silent tomb of the past.

We think of the shepherds in the

quiet fields of Bethlehem as they lis-

tened in awed wonder to the glad

song of the ages. We remember how
the Master walked and talked with

men, and how they followed him
through the streets and down to the

sea, listening to his every

word, his message of peace

and of love and of hope eter-

nal.

We, too, stand in awed
wonder when we think of

how his joyous message was
rejected and how he was cru-

cified by the very world that

he had come to save. And
then, how the miracle of

prophetic promise was
wrought. Never were hearts

lifted up in greater gladness

than were the sorrowing

hearts of His beloved dis-

ciples, when He walked forth

from the dark tomb in tri-

umphant glory.

They, too, would live

again. They, too, would go
on eternally—they and their
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children after them, and all man-
kind, down through the countless

ages.

HpHAT heritage of eternal truth,

of life everlasting, has come
down to you and to me. In the long

years of its coming it has not lost

any of its beauty or its glory. Do
we accept it in its fullness ? Are we
ready to follow in the path of light

that it spreads from our hearts to the

harbor of our dreams?
The magic key that will open the

door to all of its blessings is in our
keeping. It is an ancient key, the

same one that has been used through
the centuries ; the first and the most
important of all of the keys of the

Kingdom of Life. It is the Key of

Prayer. Through its use we may
enter into communion with the Most
High, and receive help and comfort
and strength according to our needs.

QOMMUNION with the Divine

is a high privilege. It implies

understanding and cooperation. It

is more than a mere request to have
our needs supplied, have special fa-

vors granted. Is it not possible for

us to establish a high fellowship, a
divine friendship with our Maker,
that we may share with Him our joys

and our triumphs as well as our sor-

rows and our misfortunes?

Have we not risen some mornings
to a world so running over with glad-

ness that we wanted to pour out our
souls in gratitude to the kind Provi-

dence that had showered us with such

a fullness of happiness ? Some bless-

ings are so perfect and so beautiful

that they become a ceremonial of joy,

a glad rapture, for which we are un-
able to express our appreciation ex-

cept in prayer.

Sometimes a sorrow comes to us
so devastating that it seems to strip

life of all its beauty and loveliness.

We feel that the very foundation of

our existence is crumbling under our
feet. Such sorrow finds only one
source of comfort. Only the Master
knows how to heal a broken heart.

He can lift us out of the thick, black

night of sorrow or sin or humiliation.

He can put our feet back on the path
of life and give us courage to go for-

ward and meet any emergency that

awaits us.

DUT we must do our part. If we
wait until our need is upon us,

and then come running in haste for
the blessings we desire, we are some-
times unprepared to receive it.

Where a person plans and studies
and struggles over a long period of
time to accomplish some worthy de-
sire, his very effort is a perpetual
prayer. He is ready for the blessing,

and what has been going on through
the years stands as a silent testimony
of his worthiness. He has already
opened up the way for the fulfillment
of his dream.

There are times when frequent
prayer is not only a comfort but a
necessity to some persons.

TfyTHEN my children were little,"

confided a gentle old lady, "I
felt the need of guidance at every
turn.. It was then that I formed the
habit of offering little silent prayers
as I went about my work. I think
most mothers form such a habit. It

seems like we need wisdom and pa-
tience and courage every hour of the
day. I know exactly what the Mas-
ter meant when he said we should
'pray always.' I used to feel that a
guiding influence was right at my
side, companion like, lending a help-

ing hand in all of the numberless joys
and trials of the day."

She was silent for awhile and then
she continued, reminiscently, "There
was a quiet sheltered nook just off
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the path, down near the spring,

where I used to go to pray every

morning in the summer. To me it

was as hallowed as a sacred prayer

room. When I entered into the si-

lence and the beauty of that little

place, my cares and worries all slip-

ped from my shoulders like an old

cloak. I felt that I was in the very

presence of the Divine. That quiet

little moment of prayer in the morn-
ing seemed to fortify me against

every emergency. I knew that a kind

watch care would be over me all

through the day. Yes, the comfort-

ing influence of an unseen presence

has carried me over the river of pain

and sorrow many times."

She smiled sweetly. She had
found the "peace that passeth under-

standing."

T^O we deliberately plan for mo-
ments of devotion ? Do we find

time for spiritual blessings, for the

fulfillment of our high hopes?

^[O lovely thing in life comes cheap.

We have to pay for heaven as

we go. We can't suppress the spiritual

influences through the years and then

expect the portals to swing wide at

our approach. Why not open our

eyes to a little of each day's efful-

gence ? Not walk right through the

eternal glories blindfolded.

Have we learned to listen to the

singing melodies of life ? To glimpse

the radiant gladness that each day

holds? The choicest blessings that

any heart can harbor are in the off-

ing. Are we going to find time for

them ?

Stripped of the sheen of ideality,

the glory of divinity, what is life?

Truly, "white hyacinths for the soul"

are as essential as daily food and
shelter.

THE GATHERING

By Theodore E. Curtis

Lift up thy gates, O Zion ! From afar

Thy children come rejoicing as of old.

Thy light rekindles, like a guiding star,

To light them from the darkness to the fold.

In thee all racial prejudice shall cease

;

In thee the hearts of many nations blend

;

Thine is the fountain of eternal peace

Where Israel's troubled pilgrimage shall end.

Thy light is like a flaming diadem,

And many lands have turned their hearts to thee.

To Zion, and to old Jerusalem,

They come like rivers rolling to the sea.

From every quarter of the spacious earth,

From every land beneath the starry dome,

From out the ancient darkness and the dearth

The children of the promise gather home.



On the Trails of the Old Kaibab
By Elsie C. Carroll

Chapter XI

STEVE was pacing the floor of

the lobby when Helen reached
the Lodge. His surprise at

seeing her was reassuring, for she

wondered if he could have recog-

nized her when he rushed past.

"Steve," she said, trying to keep
her excitement under control, "I have
something very important to talk

over with you. Are you well enough
to ride? I have Maje and perhaps
we can get another horse here."

He was eager to get away.
"I don't know what the doctor

would say, but I feel all right." He
called a bell-boy and arranged for a
horse ; in a few moments they were
riding away.

For a little time Helen hesitated

about telling him what she had come
to disclose. He looked so ill and
wretched that she wondered if Dr.
Grosbeck would have let him come.
It seemed to her, however, that the

physical danger of this ride could

not be as harmful as the mental
torture Tess Morley had put him
through.

"Well, what did you want to tell

me? That you think I'm a bum
trainer to get smashed up like I did

the other day?"
"Oh, Steve, that was dreadful. I'm

glad I wasn't there to see it." He
looked at her in surprise, but she

went on.

"Steve, I believe I know where
your lost cattle are. That's what I

came to tell you."

Quietly she laid her theory before
him. As he listened his eyes filled

with amazement, but they still held

their old cynicism. He'd had theories

himself that seemed as logical as

hers.

"Haven't you ever suspected Haw-
ley?"

"Gracious, no! Why should I

suspect him? He's a deputy-sheriff

and has been helping me all these

years."

Carefully she told of all her ob-
servations which had led to her
suspicions. She recalled the day
they met Hawley after they'd seen

Lon with the questionable-looking

stranger. She told of the meeting
of Hawley and this same man shortly

after Lon had come back wounded.
She mentioned, too, that she was
quite sure Hawley had ridden from
the rodeo with the same man just

before Steve went into the corral for

his riding exhibition. She told what
she had seen as she had flown over
the mountain with Pete Rockwood,
and the aviator's comments about
the evident preparations for brand-

"Can't you see, Steve, how easy
it would be for him to change your
double H to his crossed four bars ?"

He looked at her seriously.

"You're right ! And my ear-mark
could be easily cut to his, too. But
why would he be doing a thing like

that to me ?"

"The question we're concerned
with first, is to prove that he is doing
it. Did you ever examine any of

the brands on his old cattle—the ones
he claims to have brought here when
he bought the ranch?"

"I don't know. Why?"
"I was just thinking—," but she

checked herself. She wouldn't push
her beliefs about Hawley's original

herd just now. "There are ways of
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telling if new brands have been put

over old ones, aren't there ? I heard
some men talking about it one day at

the hotel."

"Yes, that isn't difficult."

She wasn't sure that Steve was
fully convinced by her theory. His
face was troubled and drawn.

"Let's get to House Rock as soon
as we can," he said. "Hawley should
still be there."

When they came to the top of the

ridge overlooking the ranch build-

ings Helen stopped.

"Steve, before we go on, I must
tell you something else." She hesi-

tated, wondering how he would take

her revelation.

"I want to tell you who I am and
why I am doubly interested in get-

ting to the bottom of this mystery."
He regarded her wonderingly, but

he had experienced too many sur-

prises and shocks of late for any-
thing to startle him.

"Steve, my father helped your
father build those houses and cor-

rals. Together they created and
built up the Double H Cattle Com-
pany. That herd which disappeared

so mysteriously after Sam Hunts-
man's death—should be my cattle."

He gasped.

"You mean—I—I don't get it.

Did Sam Huntsman leave a daughter

in Chicago? Are you—

?

"Sammy Huntsman, junior—
Helen, to please my aunt."

"Then you're not mar—You're

not Mrs. Latimer ?"

She hesitated for an instant.

"Yes," she said slowly, "I'm also

Mrs. George Latimer."

She started Maje on down the

trail. Steve's face was still blank

with amazement as he followed her.

A GROUP of men on horses were

near the central cabin. Uncle
Billy was the first to recognize Steve

and Helen. He rode toward them.

"Steve what are you doing here?
What's Doc Grosbeck thinking of to

let you come ? You're like a ghost."

"I'm all right, old scout. What's
the news? Have you found Lon?"
The old man shook his head

mournfully. Weariness and dis-

couragement were in his eyes.

"Hawley thinks we'd as well give

it up again."

"With Lon missing?"

"He says there don't seem to be

nothing else to do. He thinks may-
be Lon'll turn up agin like he did

before, unless maybe they killed him
this time. Anyway, he says, Lon's
only an Injun."

Steve's eyes flashed an anger to

match that of the old man's.

"Did he say that?" His face

was grim as he rode to the group

by the door. Helen feared for

what he might do. But his voice

was quiet as he greeted the men,

though she could see his knuckles

standing out white as his hands

gripped the pommel of his saddle.

"Uncle Billy tells me it's the same

old story. So we may as well call it

off. If you fellows who came out to

help Mr. Hawley will leave your

bills with him I'll settle later. Thanks
Hawley, for coming out again."

"I'm sorry, Steve," Hawley said

as he prepared to go. "It's a beastly

shame this keeps happening to you.

Wish I knew how to get to the bot-

tom of it. But, as usual, there's

nothing to get hold of."

As soon as Hawley and his men
were out of sight, Steve turned to

Uncle Billy.

"Did you know that Helen is Sam
Huntsman's girl ?"

"Yes. I've knowed it quite a

while. I didn't tell you, because I

knew you'd worry more than ever

over how things has gone, and I

thought you had enough jist now."
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"We've got to find out if Haw-
ley's at the bottom of this business."

"Hawley?" Uncle Billy's eyes

fairly popped from their sockets.

"He's yeller, of course, sayin'

what he did about Lon, but surely
—

"

"Let's go in and fix something to

eat while Helen tells you what she's

been telling me. Then we must get

into action."

They made Steve lie down on a
bunk in one end of the room. Uncle
Billy stirred up the fire and Helen
put things about the room in order
as she repeated her suppositions.

"By my soul, I believe you're
right. And to think we've lived here
with the skunk all these years and
didn't guess. But how's he been
doin' it ? That's the part we still got
to find out."

Steve lay watching Helen. His
eyes were dark pools of melancholy.
She seemed to feel his gaze and
turned to look at him.
"How do you like your shack?"

he asked.

She guessed what he was thinking
and crossed to the bunk.

"Don't be foolish, Steve. It isn't

my shack."

"Don't you think you should send
for your husband to come and help
straighten out this mess?"
Uncle Billy brought food to Steve.
"Yourn and mine is on the table,"

he told Helen.

AT that instant there was a noise

outside, and the next moment
Lon Dean burst into the room. They
all gathered around him.

"I see 'em go. Now I can come
out and eat. Give me coffee. Give
me bread." They could see that he
was famished and they let him eat

for a few moments before trying to

get from him the things they wanted
so much to know.

It took some time for Lon to make

his story comprehensible. Not until

he finally led them to Jim's Cave and
revealed one of the strangest inven-

tions ever devised could they be sure

they were listening to facts.

Lon explained how he had left

the calves on that day before his

first disappearance and had gone in-

to the cabin to prepare his dinner.

When he came out, the calves were
gone. As on previous occasions, he
tracked them to Jim's Cave, where
the trail, of course, ended against the

solid rock of the cavern. But as

he came out of the cave and stood

wondering what to do next, he sud-
denly was aware of a horseman be-

side him. He didn't know where
the man had come from and was
frightened by his sudden appearance.

The stranger told him he had come
to help find the cattle thieves and
asked Lon to go with him.

Lon got his horse and the two had
ridden to the other side of the moun-
tain, past Hawley's ranch to a trail

under the rim of the canyon where
Steve's calves were being driven to

Hawley's range. He didn't know
how the calves had got onto the

trail, but he saw immediately that the

secret trail led by way of the cut-

back in the canyon to the ridge join-

ing Steve's range.

He began asking the red-bearded
stranger questions, but he was sud-
denly knocked in the head, and fell

from his horse.

When he regained consciousness

it was dark and he was alone. His
hands were tied ; his head was throb-

bing. After awhile he succeeded in

loosening his hands, and bound his

bleeding head with a handkerchief.

He crawled back over the trail in

the darkness. At dawn he came up-

on his horse which apparently had
escaped from his assailant. He
reached a ridge on the mountain that

was familiar, but his head hurt so
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he scarcely knew what he was doing, the rodeo for a few hours, so again

When he came to a trail leading to he was alone.

Tess Morley's place, he gave the When he saw that the steers were
horse the reins and the next thing he gone, he followed as before down to

could remember was awakening one Jim's Cave where the tracks dis-

day in a bed at the Lodge with Steve appeared. It was at this point, how-
and Dr. Grosbeck standing over him, ever, that his memory of that other

asking him questions about which occasion flashed back to him. He
he knew nothing. He couldn't re- felt that the stranger must have

call anything. His memory came come from the cave.

back, he explained, the day of the He went inside and to his surprise

rodeo, when again he was watching the dead tree at the back of the cave

the cattle—this time the young was moving.

steers. The other boys had gone to {To be Continued)

SPRING
By Beatrice E. Linford

Dear God, each year you make the world

More beautiful

!

This year you fair outdid yourself

It's wonderful

!

Its splendor, and its freshness fairly

Dazzle me,

Such beauty it has never been

My joy to see

!

Such sweet celestial songs and sunshine,

Joyful spring!

Such radiance has loosed my cold,

Frozen heartstrings

!

My soul is all atremble, God,
You are so near,

I feel your presence, all life's meaning
Seems so clear

!

-oe^gjg^w-

EASTER
By Elsie E. Barrett

Easter voices the cry
—"There is no death,"

Busy Nature proclaims it in rhythmic breath

And marvelous displays

In renewal of life after winter's lament,

Bringing summer more charm for the season thus spent

In preparation days.

Every flower and tree in the valley's broad sweep
Softly whispers with smiles "All will waken who sleep."



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

A PRIL with smiles and tears

Bespeaks the promise of the

years

For Eternity's wide garden.

AMELIA EARHART'S latest

venture to circle the world over

the equator, carrying a laboratory

equipment for scientific experiment

is the thrill of the year in women's
activities.

A/TRS. MYRON C. TAYLOR,
wife of the chairman of the

United States Steel Corporation is

credited with having opened the way
for negotiations between the Steel

Company and labor organizations.

Would that woman's influence

might always be as wisely used.

T/-ATIE BENNETT of Colorado,

rural mail carrier for 31 years

has retired at the age of 65. "The
mail must go through" was her slo-

gan and through sunshine or storm
she went her way over rough un-

surfaced roads.

A/TRS. ELIZABETH WHITA-
KER, an honored pioneer

mother of Utah, celebrated her 98th
birthday last month. She led through
the years a life of useful activity.

A/fRS. ANGELINE CARTER
died at 103 years of age, never

having consulted a doctor until two
days before her death.

QRACE COOLIDGE'S husband,

the late Calvin Coolidge, in his

autobiography pays her this tender
compliment. For almost a quarter
of century she has borne with my
infirmities and I have rejoiced in

her graces."

J^JISS LILLIAN FISCHER,
Hollywood fashion expert, ad-

vises women to "wear hats that suit

the face and really help you, 'Give

you a lift.' Better to wear a becom-

ing hat several seasons than have a

lot of poor ones."

pLIZABETH BERGENER is in

London, starring with her usual

success, in the Biblical play "The
Boy David."

T) IDU SAYAO of Brazil made her

debut with the Metropolitan this

season. She has previously appeared

in opera in Paris, Milan and Buenos
Aires.

T UIS RAINER received the
J
award of the Academy of Mo-

tion Picture Arts and Sciences for

the best performance by an actress

in 1936. Her role was Anna Held
in "The Great Ziegfeld."

OOSITA DIAZ, beautiful cinema

star is reported to have been

executed by the Nationalists in war-
torn Madrid.

A/fALVINA HOFFMAN, sculp-

tress, has published a book of

her experiences and travels in many
lands titled "Heads and Tales." It

is one of the most popular of the

new books and extremely fascinat-

ing. Margaret Irwin's "The Stranger

Prince," choice of the English Book
Society and Willa Cather's "Not Un-
der Forty," chosen book of the

month by the Atlantic Monthly are

also considered among the best of

the late books.



Lotta Paul Baxter
By Thomas B. Child

(Bishop of the 10th Ward)

LOTTA PAUL BAXTER
stands out as a successful

homemaker, a loving wife,

mother and stepmother, a patient

nurse, a progressive teacher, and a
loyal friend. She is also a good
conversationalist, a forceful, inter-

esting speaker, and altogether a
thorough Latter-day Saint. She has
thrust in her sickle with her might,

laying up a store in heaven where
neither moth nor rust can corrupt,

nor thieves break through and steal.

It would be a mistaken view to infer

that her keen interest in the vital is-

sues before us as a church are on the

wane but rather that her retirement

will give opportunity to the coming
generation to take hold of its heritage

and make its contribution to the work
with new blood, new ideas and in-

creased vigor. In her release the
General Board loses a valuable mem-
ber.

CISTER Baxter was born Febru-
° ary 14, 1870, on Valentine's Day,
and has lived on the same city lot all

her life. Since her children have
married and made homes for them-

selves, she makes her home with her

sister, Maude Paul, who is apprecia-

tive of her companionship.

A VISIT to their home is most

interesting. It was built by her

parents in 1862, and has about it the

feeling and look of respectful se-

clusion and contentment which we
strive in vain to imitate in our rapid-

ly building cities. One enjoys the

old fashioned mantel piece and fire-

place with its burning log. Her
mother's portrait, a painting by Ram-

sey, still hangs on the wall. This

cultured lady set the standard for her

family. She was president of the

Relief Society in the Tenth Ward
for over 30 years. She lived to the

ripe old age of 91. Sister Baxter

is proud to tell you that they are

happy to be in the old home where
the spirit of father and mother seems
to dwell, for together they made the

adobes of which the home was built.

"Here we were taught the Gospel,

and father in addition stressed the

subject of Democracy. He loved

Burn's Poems, especially "Cotters-

Saturday Night" and "A Man's a

Man for A' That", which were often

read aloud to the family."

It is the hope of Sister Baxter and
Maude that the old home will be

respected and preserved as long as

possible. Like Ruskin said of stones,

they can say of adobes. "When we
build, let us think that we build for-

ever. Let it not be for the present

delight nor for present use alone.

Let it be such that our descendants

will thank us for and let us think as

we lay stone on stone that a time is

to come when these stones will be

held sacred because our hands have
touched them and that men will say

as they look upon the labor and
wrought substance of them, 'See

!

This Our Fathers did for us.'
"

The writer cannot help but make
the comparison between this home
and our growing modern idea of pre-

ferring a hotel with no responsibility

or an apartment house where it is

easier to move than go through the

inconvenience of house cleaning. In

her home furniture, rugs, light fix-

tures, radios, refrigerators, etc., do
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not have to be exchanged every year ters, who are students of nature,

or so for the latest model. working in the garden at all hours of

the day. Every type of flower adapt-

TX7"HEN we speak of the home we ed to this climate is carefully studied

must include the garden, "Just an<^ cultivated. I ventured once to

an Old Fashioned Garden" as the ask "Which is your favorite flower ?"

song says. You can see the two sis- She replied "Just flowers, even to the

LOTTA PAUL BAXTER
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commonest and there is not a wild

flower that grows that I do not love."

She loves the great out-of-doors and
says, "I get more actual proof of the

resurrection from the garden than

from any other source. When I

want to be pepped up I get the seed

catalogue and plan for spring." This
love of the soil and the garden is in

a great measure responsible for the

practical side of her nature. It gives

such a real demonstration as to

whether one is failing or hitting the

mark.

She is very fond of poetry, especi-

ally Shelly, Tennyson and Edgar A.
Guest and from all of these she

quotes freely. Feeling the lack of a

spiritual touch in Edgar Guest's

poem on the home, she added this

:

"You've got to pray to make it home,
And everyone unite,

In asking God to bless you there,

And keep you in the right.

Then as you journey on life's way
Toward the Master's throne,

You'll know that prayer has sancti-

fied

And made your house a home."

Dickens is a favorite author be-

cause of the social reforms he advo-

cated. However she says "My chief

interest now is in Current Events,

and stories have failed to interest me
in my later life." When her young-

est baby was three years old she took

a course in literature at the Univer-
sity under the late Professor Rey-
nolds.

Sister Baxter has always taken ad-

vantage of the opportunities that

have come her way. She was born
in the Church ; baptized at the age

of eight; secretary of the Primary
at nine. In 1887 was chosen as sec-

retary of the Y. L. M. I. A. of the

Tenth Ward, Salt Lake City, which
position she held until April 12,

1892, when she was chosen second

counselor to the President of the

Y. L. M. I. A. From July 6, 1887

to April 26, 1903 she acted as Presi-

dent of the Association, and later

served as an aid on the old Salt Lake
Stake Board of the Y. L. M. I. A.
When the Salt Lake Stake was divid-

ed into four stakes in 1904, she was
chosen Stake President of the Y. L.

M. I. A. of Liberty Stake which
position she held until 1912. Then
she acted for one year as a teacher

in the Tenth Ward of the Y. L. M.
I. A. In 1914 she was chosen as

second counselor in the Liberty

Stake Relief Society and in October
1915 was set apart as President of

the Liberty Stake Relief Societies

which position she held until chosen

a member of the General Board in

1921. Fifty-five years of efficient ser-

vice have been given to the church,
the last 16 being devoted entirely to

the Relief Society General Board
work. During this time she has visit-

ed almost every stake in the Church
including Mexico and Canada. She
has many friends in all places and
was always a welcome representative

and received many requests to return

the visit. She says, "This service

has been of priceless value to me and
has given me a background that I

could have received in no other

way."

One of the most notable changes

she observes at the conclusion of her

long service is the changed attitude

of the Priesthood toward the Relief

Society work. In the beginning the

idea of cooperating with the Relief

Society was new to the bishops, mak-
ing it hard to get their attendance at

conventions but now they work har-

moniously in a common cause.

She is considered an inspirational

speaker, her success being in her sin-

cerity, directness, and sympathy for

workers, their struggles and failures.
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She is encouraging, always telling

people how well they are doing.

The mother of four children, she

reared also her husband's family of

six and a grandson whose mother
died at his birth. Home is where
she is to all her husband's children.

Samuel E. Baxter, her husband,

was a faithful High Priest in the

Tenth Ward, Superintendent of the

Sunday School, and came up through

the ranks of the Church as did his

devoted wife. The last five years of

his life he was confined to his bed
with a severe illness and during this

entire time she waited on him her-

self, never complaining, always
cheerful and willing to lend a hand
to others even when over-burdened.

She was a skillful manager in her

home and knew how to get along

when she had little to do with. When
conditions in the home were the

most discouraging she tried doubly

hard to be optimistic. It is said of

her that on these occasions she

brought out the best linen and silver-

ware to make the best showing pos-

sible.

One of her favorite sayings is,

"If you can't have both, be rich in

spiritual rather than in material

things." Dante said of Aristotle,

"He was the master of them that

know." I say the same for Lotta
Paul Baxter and feel that she ranks

with those strong characters and
mothers like Anne Hutchenson and
Elizabeth Fry, who in spite of every

obstacle raise a family, capably ex-

press themselves, and make their

contribution to the welfare of man-
kind. Those seeking work and the

hungry were never turned away
from her door. There was always

some wood to be sawed or some
work to be done in the garden. She
is a wonderfully practical woman

and eminently fitted to be a teacher

of the Relief Society work.
People with whom she talks recog-

nize in her a kindred spirit and she

is often consulted privately by many
people about their problems.

She realizes that many of the criti-

cisms of our failure to live up to the

teachings of Christ are justified. An
examination of her life will reveal

the fact that she is a real disciple of

the Master and entitled through her

sacrifice, preparation, and righteous

living to deliver his message in our

generation.

The criticism of John Stewart

Mill was that our lives were a com-
promise between the Christian Creed
and the interests and suggestions of

worldly life.

True as steel herself, she hates

hypocrisy and sham and the just

criticisms of John Stewart Mill are

the evils she is trying to correct. She

believes that these evils can be cor-

rected through legislation as well as

religion. She stands decidedly and

loyally on the side of the poor and

downtrodden. She is of the salt of

the earth and her salt has maintained

its savor.

To put the thought of Thos. A.

Kempis in my own language, her eye

of intention and desire toward God
and her fellow man has always been

pure and thus she has made her way
confidently through the storm of life.

Life is real and life is earnest to her.

She hates curiosity and gossip and

condemns all those, like the Jews of

old, who came to Bethany to the

home of Mary and Martha, not to

see Jesus but to see Lazarus whom
He raised from the dead. There are

only two classes of people, says Pas-

cal, who can be called reasonable.

Those that serve God with all their

heart because they know Him and
those who seek Him with all their
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heart because they do not know Him.
Native goodness and faith seem to

be grounded more firmly in such

characters as Sister Baxter than in

most of us. Napoleon, when writing

from St. Helena about the subjects

he would like his only son taught in

school, made this observation: "But
after all what you say to him, or all

that he learns, will be of little use to

him if he has not in the depth of his

heart, that sacred fire of love of good
which alone can accomplish great

things."

The fearlessness of her ancestors

has been perpetuated. When con-

versing with her she is very interest-

ing and you always know your mind
will be awakened. She is no "yes

woman." Robert G. Ingersol, writ-

ing on individuality, once said that

a man of humble circumstances was
invited to dine with a gentleman.

The man was so overcome with the

honor that to everything the gentle-

man said he replied "Yes". Tired at

last of the monotony of acquiescence,

the gentleman cried out, "My good
man, say 'NO' just once so there will

be two of us." She is a good listener

also but in the end will not hesitate

to express her opinion.

She obtained her power by obedi-

ence to the laws of the Gospel.

Lotta Paul Baxter makes no claim

of noteworthy attainment, but to the

writer of this article her life is beau-

tiful. Goethe, who was educated to

judge the good, the true and the

beautiful said, "My teacher taught

me that the ideal of beauty is simpli-

city and repose, hence it follows that

no youth can be a master." She is

a master. "Strait is the gate, and
narrow is the way which leadeth unto

life, and few there be that find it."

-<)C^^^3l» <*

THE WOMAN'S PART
By Caroline Eyring Miner

TT is great, and there is no other

greatness—to make one nook of

God's creation more fruitful, better,

more worthy of God ; to make some
human heart a little wiser, manlier,

happier—more blessed, less accurs-

ed." So said the great philosopher

and historian, Thomas Carlyle, and
in making this statement I think he

meant to comfort Jane Carlyle, his

brilliant, talented wife, who had
stood by and sacrificed her possible

fame and success for him and his

career. He meant likewise to con-

sole all women in general who long

to accomplish those things that will

bring fame and renown but who are

held down to home and family bur-

dens and interests.

Woman's nook is her home which
she must ever strive to beautify, to

keep clean and orderly, to make of

it a fruitful school wherein her chil-

dren may grow and develop and love

and accomplish. She must strive to

make of it a haven of rest and hap-

piness and peace for her husband. If

she, the ambitious family woman,
succeeds in this, she is great, and

the world will so acclaim her. It is a

field, never crowded, and worthy the

strivings of the most talented wom-
an.



The Gift
By Ivy Williams Stone

THE Hanks family had the dis-

tinction of being the poorest

people in all the various com-
munities where they had temporarily

resided. They had the poorest house,

the shabbiest clothes, the most chil-

dren. But by a strange, ironical

twist of life's compensations, the fin-

est babies! Strong, sturdy, brown-
eyed youngsters! At one country

town, where the nondescript car had
breathed its last throb, the Hanks'
twins had captured first prize at the

baby show. Thus, the family had
been enabled to purchase a car slight-

ly less worn than their other one, and

to follow the lure of the highway to

Littleton.

In this "MORMON" town things

had been better. People were kinder,

acting as though even poor folks

might be human. The "Ligion

Lady," as the Hanks' children called

the visiting Relief Society Teacher,

was most kind. She didn't pick up
her skirts and look into corners

where she shouldn't. She didn't act

better and give curt orders about an-

tiseptics and soap. She never criti-

cized Ellis Hanks because he seldom

worked. She didn't smile knowingly
when Mrs. Hanks explained that a

man might have a broken back and
still eat hearty ! Why this LIGION
LADY even invited them to church,

and when Mrs. Hanks went, in her

shoes that were much too large and
her coat that was much too thin, the

Ligion Lady beckoned her and
moved over and gave her a seat.

\XfHENEVER the Ligion Lady,

otherwise known as Mrs. Wil-
son, mother of the beautiful, frail,

golden haired little Marjorie Wilson,

came to the Hanks' house, the look

of hopeless resignation faded mo-
mentarily from the beaten eyes of

Mrs. Hanks. Mrs. Wilson acted

just like another real woman, with

problems of rearing children and
rustling food. She always took the

youngest baby on her lap and made
him shout with laughter; she man-
aged to make all the other six Hanks'
children smile with the joy of living,

their auburn curls and luminous
brown eyes and firm hard bodies a

testimony to inborn ability to with-

stand privation. "How I wish they

were mine !" The Ligion Lady would
whisper, and every time she came she

brought each child a gift. Never old,

soiled clothing; never poor quality

food. The clothing she gave was al-

ways clean and whole, with never so

much as a button missing ! The food
was tantalizing, and each visit was
followed by flour, or coal, and once
shingles on the decrepit roof. And
she sent a man to help lay them, re-

membering the broken back that

Mrs. Hanks was always using to

shield her husband.

And, thanks to the ministrations

of this good sister and her sister

workers, the last two Hanks' babies

had been hospital born. For the first

time in her starved, down-trodden
existence, Mrs. Hanks had known
the joy of clean linen, the assurance

of three meals a day, the luxury of a

real bed. The nurses had been kind

;

the two youngest Hanks' babies had
lain, side by side, with the children

of the rich, superior in physical qual-

ities, on a parity for attention.
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C\N a certain day in October, as

she made her report to the Re-

lief Society President, Sister Wilson
looked discouraged. "There's so

much sickness in my district," she re-

ported. "One family with scarlet

fever ; a little boy dangerously ill

with an ulcerated tooth, one father

with a broken leg. And Mrs. Hanks
will be needing hospitalization and
another layette in the spring."

"What? AGAIN?" Incredulity

marked the voice of Sister Meecham.
"Why, it was only last year that we
sent her. We've scarcely gotten that

bill paid."

"Again," repeated Sister Wilson.

"And it was last year, and the year

before that, and maybe it will be next

year too. And there's nothing left

from the last layette. The only re-

deeming feature about them is the

babies are finely built and strong.

And beautiful too. The little girls

look like Madonnas. I wish this

baby could come to me. I have pray-

ed for another baby for years."

"The Lord will provide," method-
ically Sister Meecham reached for

paper and pencil. "Coal and coats

for the Larsons. Light bill for old

lady Toole. Special shoes for lame
Tommy Green. His paralyzed foot

is getting shorter and shorter."

CISTER Wilson did not go to the

Hanks' house again. And her

good intentions about the layette

were rudely interrupted when little

Marjorie fell ill. The cars of doc-

tors were parked for long stretches

of time in front of the Wilson home.
And, in spite of doctors, nurses, se-

rums and administrations, the hand
of death, bearing infantile paralysis,

reached out for the beautiful Mar-
jorie. The grief-stricken, childless

parents faced long years of loneli-

ness. Wide eyed and tearless they

looked at the delicate body, ravaged

by this strange, unfathomable dis-

ease. Friends vied with each other

to help them in their sorrow ; flowers

in profusion were sent to the strick-

en home. At the graveside services,

Mrs. Hanks, wearing a hand-me-
down coat that was much too thin,

and shoes that were much too large,

stared at the profusion of flowers,

the host of friends. She had been

unable to send any flowers ; she could

offer no solace, and her thwarted

soul yearned to extend sisterly sym-
pathy to this woman who had given

to the less fortunate so generously.

The seven little Hanks, sturdy, hard

bodied and beautiful, stood about

wide eyed. From a respectful dis-

tance they had worshipped this deli-

cate, fair haired little girl, who seem-

ed to them like an angel.

A S the days slipped by Mrs. Hanks
formed a resolution. In all her

years, this Ligion Lady was the one

person who had treated her as an
equal ; as a real human. Surely the

Lord would open the way for her to

return this kindness. Thus, for an
unexplained reason, Mrs. Hanks re-

fused hospitalization for her eighth

baby. She declined the proffered lay-

ette ; but accepted with her usual hu-

mility the donations of miscellaneous

clothing that various people sent.

There were woolen baby shirts,

somewhat shrunken ; blankets that

had accidentally been boiled
;
paling

bunnies, slips and dresses of vary-

ing lengths. Whenever a package
smelled suspiciously of soap and anti-

septics, Mrs. Hanks laid it aside

without bothering to open it. This

eighth baby should conform to the

old time standards of living as main-

tained by the Hanks' before their

arrival in Littleton.

/^\N an evening in April Mr. Hanks
came home jubilant and debon-

air. The air was full of the odors of
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spring ; he had sighted a flock of wild
geese migrating northward. The
work of his particular project was
finished, and there would be a tempo-
rary lull before the next project

would need laborers. The highway
lured and beckoned; the coins from
his last check jingled in his pocket

;

the vision of further regular employ-
ment faded. A nostalgia for revolv-
ing wheels, gasoline and roadside
camp grounds overpowered him.
Three years in this one town had
been too much. There were still

many places Mr. Hanks had never
seen. As soon as Ma was able to

travel, they would move on. Having
made his decision and feeling mental-
ly relieved thereby, Mr. Hanks ran
a joyous hand through his thick, au-
burn curls, revealing the cowlick that

necessitated a side part. Perhaps, if

this coming baby proved to be twins
again, they could win another prize
and buy a larger car!

Mrs. Hanks recognized her hus-
band's symptoms as readily as if they
had been chicken pox or mumps. He
took them spasmodically, but always
they were the same. She sighed re-

signedly, and felt only surprise that

she had been permitted to stay three
years in Littleton among the kindly
Mormons.

TpHE eighth Hanks baby was born
in the small, dilapidated house,

unattended except by Mr. Hanks and
the eldest daughter. Wrapped in the
illy matched garments, a fat, plump,
curly haired little girl began life in
a decrepit baby basket, one of two
that had been donated. Unmindful
of her handicap of birth, she slept

peacefully, while her brothers and
sisters gazed at her without wonder.
Babies had long since ceased to be a
novelty in their lives. Mr. Hanks
spread his shoulders a trifle wider

—

the vision of the rolling highway

was a little closer, and one more
could readily be adapted to the ac-
commodating auto.

J^ WEEK later the Hanks were
ready to move. In the tempo-

rary absence of the others, Mrs.
Hanks packed the baby in one of the
two baskets

; in the other she packed
some valueless cartons. Then she
took an old faded quilt, that had
never known a bath, tore it in two
and tucked a half over each of the
two baskets. "We have to pack a
new baby warm," she told the family.
"Spring air mightn't be so good for
her. This here other basket has
some things we don't need, and I
want to leave 'em with the Ligion
Lady. Maybe there'll be other folks
come to live here, that she'll want to
help."

In the middle of the night they
were ready to start. Mr. Hanks
wanted to be out on the long, open
highway by the break of day. He
loved to roll along as the sun came
up; also he did not want any med-
dling officer of one of those relief
projects to order him to another job.
Somewhat irked at the delay, he
drove into town at Mrs. Hanks in-
sistence, to deposit the battered bas-
ket with the Wilson's. But a wom-
an could be set in her ways, and
realizing this, he toyed with the dog
while Mrs. Hanks carried the basket
to the front porch of the Wilson
home, and set it carefully within the
shelter of the porch wall. Then,
with the friendly wind sweeping
through his uncovered, uncombed,
auburn locks, Mr. Hanks drove joy-
ously on, his worldly wealth of chil-
dren packed around him in the moan-
ing car.

THE hastily summoned friends
stood about the Wilson living

room, as Mrs. Wilson, her eyes shin-
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ing, the love of life again in her every ling bathed and properly clothed,

movement, told and retold the story. Look at her lovely brown eyes, her

"I was awakened by a funny little plump hard body, her auburn curls
!"

cry. Like someone shut in. I—I "Who in the world could have left
listened, and it came again. I fol-

a bab ?
„

ied an inquisitive
lowed the direction of the sound. J ^
God had heard my prayers ! There,

in this decrepit old basket lay the "Who, I wonder?" parried Mrs.

darling. A beautiful, little girl. O Wilson, with shining eyes. In her

Sister Meecham, bring the layette the hand she held a crumpled, soiled

Relief Society made for Mrs. Hanks, scrap of paper on which had been

Sister Brown, bring over your basin- written, in laboriously scrawled let-

ette! I cannot wait to get the dar- ters: "TO THE LIGION LADY."

TOLERANCE
By Bertha A. Kleinman

Than courage for some far-off circumstance,

Than fortitude for tasks remote and strange,

More patience give me and more tolerance,

For those I love, for those at closer range;
More lenient I would be when others fail,

When things go wrong that are not mine to mend,
With prejudice and scorn of no avail

—

There would I train my verdict to suspend;
Than wisdom, rather let me supplicate

For patience and forbearance to condone

;

Than judgment in the weighty things of state

More kindness let me culture for my own

;

I shall be wise when I can tolerate

!

I shall be just and all the rest can wait

!

TAKE UP YOUR CROSS
By Christie Lund

Shoulder your cross and bear it up the hill,

There shall be strength enough,
If there is faith, if courage like a still

Star shining makes smooth the places rough.

Take up your cross and know that God is good,
Know that the dawn is mothered by the night:

Know that your soul will soon stand undismayed
Invincible upon this same hill's height.



Cross Questions
By Agnes Just Reid

DADDY, do you know that our
little girl is smoking cigar-

ettes?" There was an exer-

cise of throat clearing, much rattling

of a newspaper, then with a calmness

that was not altogether convincing

:

"Well, yes, I have suspected it

for some time."

"Don't you care ?"

"Care ? Of course I care. I have-

n't thought of anything else for

weeks."

"Why have you never mentioned
it to me?"
"Many times I have failed to men-

tion such things to you, Margaret;

you are so unreasonable. I remem-
ber that you cried until you were
hysterical when you first heard that

the Barret girl was smoking and she

was only the daughter of a friend. I

supposed when you heard this it

would so upset you that it would
make you ill. I felt I could not be

the one to tell you."

"Didn't you think I'd find out

sometime ?

"Yes, I knew you were bound to

find out sometime. It is only because

of your complete trust that you have
not found it out before. Her fingers

show it. I've been trying to find a
different job for her. The girls,

where she is working now, all smoke
and I suppose they were always re-

minding her that she could not do it

because of her religion. I hoped if

she got back with the kind of girls

she went through school with, she

would be as ashamed to smoke as

she is ashamed to not smoke where
she is. Loraine has always been too

much inclined to follow the crowd."
"Oh, Frank, I know that is true.

Her favorite saying has always been

'When in Rome, do as Rome does.'

I never wanted her to work in that

terrible office. I hate everything

about it. What a failure I have been
as a mother

!

"No, no," Frank assured, putting

his arm around her.

"It has been the hope of my life,

from the time I heard her first cry,

that she woiild go on a mission. I

can't ever hold my head up again. I

am disgraced in the sight of God and
my friends."

"There, there, Margaret, don't feel

so bad about it. Lots of girls smoke.
There are really worse things than
smoking."

"Yes, I know there are worse
things than smoking but if every
girl in the world smoked, the fact

that our girl does would still be the

same shock to me. God has entrusted
her to you and to me. If she has
disregarded the teachings of the

Church and of our home, we have
failed Him."

"Oh, my darling, I'd hardly say
that. Loraine is a fine girl. Yester-
day you would have been incensed if

anyone would suggest that she is not
perfect. She is still the same girl.

She does not think smoking is wrong
when so many other girls do it."

"Doesn't she ? Well, then why did
she try to keep me from knowing it ?"

"That is just because she knows
what a fuss you will make about it."

"No, I will not make a fuss about
it. It is a hurt too deep for words.
I dread to talk to her about it, but
down deep in my heart I shall al-

ways know that something of her
purity has been polluted. She has
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followed the crowd instead of her

conscience. Something of the trust

that I have felt in her all these

twenty-five years of her life has been

destroyed. I can never feel sure of

her again. Always I shall be asking

myself : 'When it comes to drinking

will she follow the crowd? When
it comes to breaking all of the com-

mandments, will she follow the

crowd? Has she lost the power to

say no ?'
"

Margaret was sobbing hopelessly.

"Oh, don't say that, sweetheart.

She does not know how hard you are

taking it. She should understand

how you feel."

"Who should understand how she

feels?" Said a young voice behind

them. Loraine had slipped in quiet-

ly thinking they were in bed. Her
mother lifted a pitiful tear stained

face from her father's shoulder.

"What is it, Mommie dear, has

someone been mean to you?

"Yes, life has."

"Life, mother? I do not under-

stand. You are always so filled with

the joy of life."

"Until tonight, yes, but the joy has

gone from it." She was sobbing

again.

Loraine thoroughly concerned,

turned to her father.

"Tell me what is the matter ? Who
has hurt my mother this way?"

"You have."

"I have? What have I done?"
"Shall I tell you, or can you

guess ?"

Something in her father's search-

ing look carried the thought to her

and the color left her face.

"Who told you mother?" She ask-

ed in a strained voice.

"No one told her. She just knows
and it is breaking her heart."

"Oh, my darling, sweet mother.

God forgive me for ever bringing

sorrow to you. I thought you'd
never know. Why was I ever such

an idiot?"

Her father reached out his free

hand and pulled her down beside

them on the couch.

"Loraine," he said, "there is a new
job waiting for you with Arms and

Jenkins. You'll be back with Peggy
and Jean, the best friends you ever

had. You can go to work there to-

morrow. Don't you think for your

mother's sake, for my sake, you can

leave all of your mistakes of yester-

day back at the old office and begin

anew ?"

There was a long silence during

which his two best loved clung to

him and sobbed, then with her wet
cheek against his, Loraine whis-

pered : "God helping me, I will," and
her mother leaned over and kissed

her trustingly.

REJUVENATION
By Emma Rigby Coleman

O, might I walk with God today,

For springtime breezes fill the air

;

The earth is being born again

And everything is freshly fair.

He seems each spring to recreate,

From dormant sod, a world anew.

Just as His Son on Calvary's Cross

Brought life, through death, for me and you

!



A Man And His Idea

By Dorothy Clapp Robinson

THE great thing in life is not

where we are but in what
direction we are moving."

—

0. W. Holmes.
In recounting pioneer experiences,

particularly those that brought cul-

ture and refinement into desolation

and poverty, we are inclined to

think of v/omen only as having made
supreme effort. The story of how
Ephraim, Utah, secured a library is

the story of a man and the growth of

his idea.

Fort Ephraim was, undoubtedly,

like other frontier towns in eighteen

hundred seventy-three and four. It

was a long way from centers of

learning. A long way even from its

parent city, Salt Lake City. But

where it was mattered little for it

was moving in the right direction,

and the direction was toward greater

cultural opportunities. It came
about in this way

:

pPHRAIM had the same problem

that all towns, modern or fron-

tier, have to face, that of what to do

with their idle young people. Unlike

some towns Ephraim had a man who
recognized the situation and set

about to remedy it. That man was
A. C. Neilson, a returned mission-

ary, and undoubtedly a man who
loved and understood youth. About
him he gathered the boys of the town
from fifteen to twenty years of age.

Like most frontier towns it was a

composite group but being Ephraim
it would have a more than average

number of Scandinavians. It was in

November, 1874, that Mr. Neilson

organized the boys into a study

group. They studied theology most-
ly, for there was small chance to

C. R. DORIUS

study anything else. The class met
in a building known as the South
Ward School House. It stood where
the Folmer Bertleson store now
stands. The boys studied hard all

winter but when spring came they

were ready for action. What was
there in this outpost of civilization

that boys could do that they liked

and still make money ? A committee
was appointed and after looking into

various probabilities decided to burn
lime. That was something everyone
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needed and something they could do.

A scouting party was sent out and

they found just the right place at

the mouth of the canyon back of

Ephraim. There they could get

wood, pine and cedar, to burn and
plenty of blue lime rock to be

burned.

They could have gone back and

forth from home but that wouldn't

have been nearly as much fun as

camping out. So in a protected cove

in the canyon they built camp. Un-
der Mr. Neilson's direction a kiln

was built. While some of the boys

worked on it others hauled wood and

rock. It took about four weeks to

complete the kiln and burn the rock.

Then it had to stand another two
weeks to cool before it could be taken

out and sold.

There was no question about mar-

ket for in those days everyone used

lime. They used it to disinfect

wheat for smut, to spray trees, to

whitewash their houses and for nu-

merous other things where a disin-

fectant was needed. During the six

weeks the lime was in the making the

evenings were spent in study and

recreation. Their wise leader saw to

it that they had something to take

up their time and energy. The lime

when taken out was in white powder
form as the commercial product is

known today.

That was their beginning. With
the money earned from the lime they

broke up twenty acres of land and

seeded it to wheat. This land had

been homesteaded by A. C. Neilson

and was given by him to the boys

for their venture. They did so well

with it they bought a threshing ma-
chine and called it the Young Men's

Threshing Machine. They ran it

for ten years. At that time Sanpete

was known as the granary of Utah,

producing as much as 250,000 bush-

els of wheat a year. So there was

plenty of work for their machine and
their profits grew.

TT was in 1874, too, when they

began work on their library.

When the money for the lime began

to come in they spent some of it for

room rent and put what books they

had in it for the public to use. They
canvassed the town for donations.

Something to read, that was their

big cry. Some two or three hundred
books were donated. Beyond a doubt

most of them were serious in tone

for people did not carry trash that

long thousand miles across the

plains. Human energy was too pre-

cious and then trashy books had not

yet seen their heyday. Yet in pack-

ing for the West many book lovers

had tucked away volumes that were

invaluable to them. To add to the

donated books the boys bought ref-

erence works. Now Mr. Neilson's

idea had really begun its growth.

They had a library. From the first

it was a success. In 1882 the group

sold their land for about thirty dol-

lars an acre and the profits were used

for the library. The City Council

pleased with the splendid effort, took

over the project and provided more
room and means.

By this time the Y. M. M. I. A.
organization had reached Ephraim.

When the city council took over the

responsibility for the library they

chose C. R. Dorius to direct the

work. Mr. Dorius had been one of

Mr. Neilson's boys and taken part

in the project from its inception.

At the time he was chosen for the

library work he was President of

the Mutual organization. Under his

direction the work grew in extent

and power. In 1912, largely through

the work of A. W. Jensen, an at-

torney of Ephraim, a sum of $10,000

was secured from the Carnegie

Foundation toward the erection of a
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CARNEGIE PUBLIC LIBRARY, EPHRAIM, UTAH

building. P. D. Jensen was mayor
and through his leadership and en-

thusiasm the building was started

the next spring.

It was completed in 1914. Since

then it has made even greater strides

than its founders dreamed of. It

has today nearly eight thousand
books, three newspapers and fifty-

two periodicals. It has nearly twen-

ty-five hundred borrowers who have

cards. It averages a loan of 1098
books a day. Mr. Dorius is still

with it as President of the Board.

There is no way of computing the

good Mr. Neilson has done by put-

ting an idea into action but it is com-
forting to know that at least one man
who was with it in the beginning has

lived to see its fulfillment.

LESSONS
By Ida May

In fifty years I've learned—a minute
Has always sixty seconds in it.

Twice twelve hours every day
Use them, waste them as one may.

To high or low, to rich or poor
'Tis never less, 'tis never more.

A kindly act of some one hour
Has in its grasp undreamed of power.

The petty meanness of a second
Returns to be both weighed and reckoned.

For human love means more to me
Than all the sky and earth and sea.
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SPRING RHAPSODY
By Grace Zenor Pratt

Your loveliness is all too poignant, Earth,

Your beauty shakes my soul, striving to hold

The sweetness of this springtime rhapsody.

I would distill your fragrance, color, harmony,

For some eternal memory, to keep within this heart,

Forever more. . . .

Just yesterday, it seems, by river's brink, I saw
The pussy-willows bend on silver spray;

'Twas Spring ! I hushed the eager song upon my lips,

And bowed my head to pray . . .

Today, a green hill calls across a valley wide,-

—

A cherry tree, dressed like a lovely bride,

Beckons to me . . .

And here, a mocking bird spills liquid melody

From out his tiny quivering throat . . .

Pure silver, note on joyous note . . .

... He may have sung to the wide world, you say-
But ah, he sang this song for me, alone, today.

I see the hawthorn's waxen buds unfold, exquisitely

—

A dog-wood, misty-white upon a hill

;

I glimpse an almond bloom, rose-pink upon a bough . . .

The lush green meadows, tulips in the grass,

. . . And weeping willows whisper as I pass.

A row of new-leaved poplars, straight and tall

Against a sunset sky, can hurt one so ... I wonder why . .

A breath of lilac fragrance from a hedge

Can bring quick tears in Spring, when one is passing by.

The muted music of the sea and earth and sky is minor

When hearts are all too willing to be glad,

A bit of nature's melody can make them sad

With its eternal mystery.

O Earth, you are so beautiful, today . . .

My voice is stilled ... I cannot bear to sing, nor speak,

But silent—pray.

(^^^S>
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION

4402 SOUTH REDWOOD ROAD
SALT LAKE C.TY. UTAH »



He Finally Said "Yes
By Olive S. Felt

tt

THE question was somewhat
different from that to which
a girl usually says "yes," but

few swains ever toiled longer or

harder nor were they more deserv-

ing of that word.

It happened this way : When we
bought our home four years ago
there was an apple tree in the north-

west corner of our back yard. It

meant well, but it was overdoing
things. It was losing all regard for

anything in its way. One branch

was interfering with a tall and beau-

tiful arbor vitae tree, another limb

was crushing down a dividing rose

fence; and still another was disre-

garding all propriety of the art of

staying "in your own back yard."

I registered these faults when we
moved in, but it being winter, I de-

cided to wait and give the tree a

chance to redeem itself during the

green season. The vision of an ap-

ple tree in full bloom softened me
somewhat, especially when that vi-

sion ripened into heaps of luscious

apples. That would be something

on a city lot. But imagine my dis-

appointment the next spring when
only four or five branches bloomed.

I told my husband it was a bit out

of place and should be taken out. He
said, "No, it is good shade and cov-

ers the bareness of that corner." I

said no more, for our back yard did

give us comparative privacy.

HpHE next spring I felt repaid for

sparing its life. It bloomed
forth in all the glory that only an
apple tree can. I anticipated gath-

ering in shelves of golden apples.

But to my horror, before the sum-
mer was over, there was not an apple

left upon that tree. They had fallen,

fallen, fallen, and lay in a yellow,

wormy, rotting mass upon the

ground. And they had utter disre-

gard as to where they fell. In the

neighbors' yards, among the flowers,

and on the lawn; but when one had
the audacity to seek out my head as

a place to light, well— . I looked
over that rotting mess, and resolved

that it should never happen again. I

spoke in this strain to my husband
who merely repeated what he had
said before.

T*HE winter cooled me off a bit,

and by spring I thought little

more about it. I was busy on the

front yard. Then one day it hap-
pened! A man came to help with
odd jobs and while I was directing

him my eyes fell upon that tree.

Without the least thought of conse-
quence I said, "First, I'd like you to

take out that apple tree." The tele-

phone called me back into the house
and it was half an hour before I went
out again.

Horror ! Was that our back yard ?

That place with that gaping, open
corner? The whole neighborhood
seemed to be gazing and grinning

through it. My heart sank. Could
one tree make such a difference? I

was heart sick. Couldn't it be plant-

ed again ? I was in agony. It would
take years to grow a tree in its place.

The man saw what I saw and said,

"I wondered if you'd like it." 1

walked toward all that fallen majesty
and there appeared the face of my
neighbor on the west. "I'm so glad

you have cut it down," she said, "it

was a bother in driving our car in

and out of the garage, and it was
ruining the fence." I directed the

man to dispose of the tree and went
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back into the house. I dreaded my
husband's homecoming. What could

I say? I tried to build up a line of

defense, but it was useless. I had
none. So I decided to be very busy.

Being busy might help me to bear

the onslaught when it came. But it

didn't come. In its place was stony

silence. I ventured a few questions

on the weather and his sick patients,

but the words froze in mid-air.

I really had not taken his "no"
seriously. It had been given rather

casually, I thought. Now I could

see through its lightness. He had
not taken me seriously. He had
given me credit for better sense.

T HAD to do something, but what ?

A few days passed. Then with
seeming nonchalance I asked him
what he thought would look well in

that corner. No help ! Did he think

this or that tree would grow there?
Still no help!

Finally, in desperation, I went to

our gardener. Oh blessed relief ! "A
pergola covered with silver lace vine
will do it," he said. "A flat top
pergola.

My budget allowed for very little

over necessities. Should I hire a
man to come and do it ? No, I would
do it myself. I made my plans and
went to work.

We had taken down a long

pole once used as an aerial. I sawed
that into four 8 ft. lengths and tar-

red about 1^2 ft. up one end of each.

I had to buy the 2x4's for the con-

necting "beams" on top, but I bought
used pieces and it cost me very little.

I lived close to a lumber yard and
could get all I needed of their trim-

mings for nothing. These I used for

the lattice work. Some of them
were strong enough for perpendicu-

lar reinforcements between the

corner 4x4's. The holes were easy

to dig, for the ground was loose

where the tree had been dug up. I

buried the tarred ends and stamped
them in securely. The front two
stood about 8 ft. apart, and the back
ones about 7 ft. apart. The floor

space was about 5 ft. deep.

I was anxious to get the vines

started so I planted them then. I

wanted to buy three, but my gar-

dener said two would do, so I re-

luctantly took his word. Those
plants seemed to sense my anxiety,

for how they did grow! (I think

my gardener sensed something, too,

for he gave me big strong plants.)

I went on with the pergola. I nailed

each strip about 8 in. apart up three

sides and across the top. Before I

had it painted the vines were half

way up on it.

MOW for the rest of my plans. I

have always had a weakness for

water, and a pool and rock garden
had haunted me from the beginning,

but I had held them in reserve. Now
success had made me bold. . Besides,

it was all so intensely interesting. I

ventured a question to my husband
as to size and position of the pool,

but with stilted graciousness he sug-

gested that I go on in my own way.

In my youngster days we loved to

picnic near a spring in the moun-
tains. The spring was overhung
with rocks, making a cave effect.

That picture stayed with me, and I

determined to reproduce it. My gar-

dener suggested a place where I

could get my rocks, so with his wife

to direct me and a neighbor to help

choose them we set out. We were
near the mountains east of our home
when Mrs. Gardener exclaimed,

"Here, Mrs , this is

just what you want." There lay an
iron arch. Goodness knows how it

got there or for what it had been

used. I remembered her husband's

cautioning me against one and that

the top was already on the pergola.

But her enthusiasm and my love for
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arches got the better of me, so we
set about to figure out possibilities of

getting it home. Believe it or not,

that thing fit securely on the back
bumper of my car. Without a nail,

rope or wire, it rode all the way
down that rocky road to the high-

way and on to home. Could any
gardener discourage its use after

such luck ? He could not. I planted

it in with the two front posts of the

pergola and rounded the roof lat-

tice in line with it. No architect

could be more proud of a cathedral

than I was of that pergola.

T NEEDED more rocks. Besides I

had found none large enough to

make the "cave" part. My neighbor
and I went alone this time. On our
way we spied the remains of a con-

crete cistern or culvert. There was
an arched block about 3 ft x 4 ft.

Just the thing! So we jumped out

and attempted to roll it towards the

car. How could anything of that

size be so heavy ? It was off the road
about 30 ft. We finally got it along-

side of the car, but try as we might,

we could not lift it in. We thought
of dragging it but I had neither rope
nor wire. Suddenly I thought of the

skid chains. Out they came and
only as two women could do such a

job, we hitched it to the car and pro-

ceeded to drag it home. But sad-

ness befell us, for about two blocks

above home we went over some car

tracks and our block parted asunder.
But both pieces held in the chains,

so rather crestfallen we went on.

("DID ask a neighbor boy to help

me dig the pond and place the

rocks. To our relief we found the

largest piece big enough for the cave
roof. There were some wires stick-

ing out of the front end. We bent
these up and filled them with dry
sod and dirt which covered up all

signs of the cement. That end is

now one mass of green rock cress.

The rest was easy. We plastered

the pool by hand. (It was so small,

about 5 ft. by 4 ft., oval.) This made
it possible for the grass to grow close

up to and hang over into the water.

I set out my rock plants and again a
feeling of vast satisfaction surged
through me. It was rather pic-

turesque, if a bit crude. In fact, I

caught my husband giving it special

attention when he watered. And
once he ventured forth with, "Why
don't you put some of these petunias
down in the rock garden?"

I have replaced some of the plants,

(I suppose I shall keep on replacing)
and planted some mountain moss
around the edge of the pool. The
vines completely cover the pergola

—

defects and all—and our back yard
is again quite private.

TX^E spend our dinner hour there

every evening in summer. It

is the one cool place of retreat. Peo-
ple exclaim over its coolness. I look
shyly towards my husband and say,
"It must be the water that makes it

so cool." But never would he com-
mit himself. Oh, how I tried to
draw out his opinion of that corner.
Always the subject was changed.
One evening I was telling a din-

ner guest something of my expe-
riences. I said, "It is called O 's

folly. Hubby, to this day, will not
put his O. K. on it."

"Well," she said, "he must think
it is all right for he brought me here
before you came out." My heart
soared. He had sanctioned it,

though not to me. Dare I approach
it again? I would await my chance
and try once more.

It came early one morning as we
were looking out after a night of
refreshing rain. "Isn't that a glo-
rious tree," I asked, pointing to the
arbor vitae. "It surely is," he said.

"And isn't that whole corner pretty
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now?" My heart nearly stopped
beating but I looked straight up at

him. "Ah—yes," he said, as he bent

over me. He said it. At last he
said "yes." What does it matter

that the apple tree could have been

sprayed? What does it matter that

a landscape gardener might smile in-

dulgently at my work? What does

anything matter? He has said "yes."

Appreciation
By Sadie Willes Adamson

WHO has not known the influ-

ence of a good story or poem
and been bettered by its

reading? Sometimes that influence

has been the key note of success. A
higher level has been reached. A
better life has been lived. Many have
found God. Sometimes the simplest

story brings out the greatest lesson.

The grasping plastic mind reaches

out and by the easiest method tiny

seeds are planted within the human
mind that live, sprout, and grow;
enriching the heart and soul. Reread
the "Song of the Lark," by Arvilla

Bennett Ashby, in the Relief Society

Magazine, June, 1934, also "Old
Hands," by Estelle Webb Thomas,
in the March, 1934 issue. Try to

visualize their deep meaning. Af-

ter reading the poem, I felt it could

indeed have been meant for my de-

parted mother. It recalled her gentle

ministrations and the beauty of her

soul. She didn't care a lot for a ca-

reer but she was very much interest-

ed in progress. I don't think I have

ever met a woman who had a more

cheerful outlook on life nor one who
had so thoroughly the "Gift of Ap-
preciation" as did she. She was edu-

cated, cultured and refined. I real-

ize she has, left me a wonderful her-

itage and I only hope that I may live

that my own life may be approved.

May I climb the ladder of life grip-

ping firm with "worn hands." What
matters if I appreciate the mean-

ing back of their appearance ?

IN A GARDEN AT NIGHT
By Florence Bedell

Last night I sat within a garden place

And dreamed awhile where peaceful shadows lay

;

I thought of Him who came one night,

Within Gethsemane to pray.

And here I saw the slender lilies shine,

Bejeweled with dewdrops silver white,

—

Then dreamed I of His tears that fell,

Like pearls on lilies, that dark night.

Close by my side a yearning crimson rose,

Like blood against a moonbeam set.

Whispered to me, the deathless love

Of Him whose blood drops fell as sweat,

Upon the hushed brow of Olivet.



The Building That Endures
By Jennie Barlow Duffin

NEARLY all living creatures

are builders. Beavers make
dams ; birds build nests ; chil-

dren fashion mimic fortresses ; and
men erect towers to last forever. But
time destroys them all. Yet life goes

on expressing itself in new and bet-

ter forms : the palace rises where the

cottage falls; and man, the master
builder, heedless of the scythe of

time, continues ceaselessly to build,

and shall continue. Yet of all his

mighty structures only one thing

will endure, and that is Character.

In the effort to build manhood and
womanhood, there are many disap-

pointments, many ruins. Everyone
can look back upon noble resolutions

which have tottered and fallen to the

ground. But he that rises undaunted
every time he falls, rises wiser, and
is therefore building character.

T ET us briefly consider what char-

acter stands for in human evo-

lution. If we had before us a per-

fect man, in what varying aspects

might we study his personality?

There would first of all be the

physical aspect. For were we to look

upon human beings only as animals,

and classify them in the order of

physical perfection from the hunch-
back to the Apollo, could we doubt
for a moment that character build-

ing begins on the purely physical

plane? He who discovers the laws

of nature and weaves them into

hygienic habits of life, is building

physical character; and to have
physical character is to have health,

vigor, beauty, power—all the physi-

cal qualities which are fundamental
to perfect manhood and womanhood.
We may next look at the intellect-

ual aspect. Here human beings

range also from the defective and
feeble-minded up to such giants of

intellect as Newton and Thomas Edi-

son. What is it that distinguishes

men on the mental plane? Is it not

the power to think clearly and by
thinking to conquer the forces of

nature? Training and subduing
them to the uses of man as we did

the horse and the ox? What in-

deed, is the sum total of our mate-

rial civilization, but the triumphs of

the intellectual character?

"It is good," says Shakespeare, "to

have a giant's strength but it is

tyrannous to use it like a giant."

What attribute of mind and soul

shall prevent us from using our

strength as does the giant? This
thought helps us to value the moral
aspect of character, the power which
makes for righteousness. Our uni-

verse—the world in which we live

and move and have our beings—is

instinct with moral law, just as it is

with physical and intellectual law.

Whoever discovers any principle the

living of which would elevate the

race—whoever seeks the good, the

beautiful, and the true—and makes
it a part of his daily life, is building

moral character.

It is on this plane that civilization

is gradually moving upward. Physi-

cal character may furnish forth a

valiant army ; whether for war or

for industry; intellectual character

may discipline and direct that army
to the marvelous material achieve-

ments of the present age ; but moral
character alone, the incarnation of

justice, can insure the onward and
upward movement of civilization.

But there is yet a higher aspect of
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human development than that of jus-

tice; it is the law of love. Picture

the Man of Sorrow, hanging on the

Cross, suffering as it is not given

mortals to suffer; jeered at and spit

upon by Pharisee and hypocrite ; and
yet such was his love, even for his

enemies, that he could pray, "Father,

forgive them, they know not what
they do."

Such is the social aspect of char-

acter—mercy, sympathy, self-sacri-

fice, love ; and all the world is a train-

ing school for it, if man could but

forget selfishness and self.

Lastly there is the spiritual aspect,

the power by which we commune
with the Infinite. Whoever attains

even to the beginning of this power,

enters heaven here on earth; who-
ever grows strong in it, becomes

prophet and seer, learns to commune
with God and angels, even while his

feet still touch the earth.

The perfect man would thus have

a fine, powerful physique; a keenly

trained intellect ; a moral power ca-

pable of guiding his life into paths

of justice ; a power of sympathy and

love extending even to his enemies

;

and lastly, a spiritual insight which

should enable him to commune with

the Source of all life and light.

(CONTRAST now with this five-

fold aspect of character-build-

ing, the pitiful ambitions which dom-
inate mankind today.

To be a millionaire satisfied the

builders of a generation ago ; now it

is to be a multi-millionaire ; and to

what end? Merely to gratify the

same passion for display, which led

to the gorgeous court of Solomon.

And yet looked at from heaven's

point of view, how cheap such

glories are ! How fast they fade and

wither! "Consider the lilies of the

field," said our Savior, "they toil not,

neither do they spin ;
yet Solomon in

all his glory was not arrayed like one
of these."

Thanks to the clarifying vision of

our age, more and more do men and
women take the lily, rather than the

golden throne, for the model of their

lives ; building character rather than

heaping unto themselves riches.

TN four lines of Gray's immortal

poem the foremost ambitions of

mankind are pointed out as leading

only to the grave. The "boast of

heraldry" stands for antiquity of

family, for blue blood, a form of

glory, which attracts the American
heiress, just as the empty title is at-

tracted by her millions. Is it a noble

ambition to strive for?

The second ambition is the "pomp
of Power"—an ambition as fierce

among lesser mortals today, as it was
with Napoleon, Caesar, or Alexander

of old. But few ever attain it ; fewer

still make the world better for hav-

ing attained it. To be in the public

eye for a brief period may be a daz-

zling sensation ; but is it a worthy or

enduring ambition ? Ask the meteor

that blazes for three seconds across

the sky, then sinks into the earth for-

ever!

"Beauty" is mentioned as the third

glory for which mortals strive; but

alas! it is not beauty of character,

merely beauty of face and dress, of

show and fashionable display.

"Look on beauty," says Shake-

speare "and you shall see 'tis pur-

chased by weight, making them light-

est that wear most of it." Then he

mentions "the crispy, snaky, golden

locks," often worn to dazzle and en-

snare men's hearts, as being "the

dowry of a second head, the skull

that bred them in the sepulcher." Is

it not a biting characterization of

mere surface attractiveness ?

Gray puts "wealth" as the last and

greatest of human ambitions. But
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even wealth fails to glorify man or The paths of glory lead but to the

woman, after the breath shall leave grave."

their bodies. In the language of the

P° ' But character—character leaps be-

"The boast of heraldry, the pomp of yond the grave, it grows brighter as

power, all human things fade. The earth

And all that beauty, all that wealth and all its glories may pass away.
'ere gave But character still remains ; for it is

Await alike the inevitable hour

:

builded within the human soul.

THE BLUEBIRD'S RETURN
By Adeline Rasmussen Ensign

I thought when I heard the birds singing

That happy I'd be all the day,

But Bluebirds I found were soon winging

—

I hadn't prepared for their stay.

They flew to my neighbor's fair garden,

A garden delightful to see,

And stayed there—they found such a welcome,
My neighbor had worked patiently.

Then seeing my neighbor I asked her

Why happiness stayed at her door,

And smiling she gave me the answer,

A secret she'd learned long before.

"I never leave weeds in my garden,

I pull them when ever they start,

For weeds are my faults and I pluck them
Before they cast stains on my heart.'*

And now I can hear the birds singing,

And happy I am all the day,

I'm weeding the faults in my garden,

And Bluebirds are coming to stay.

^g^gg^i*-

LONESOME
By Ella J. Coulam

I miss you in the Springtime The world seems cold and dreary
I miss you in the Fall, When you are far away

But oh ! on Winter evenings But when you come back home again,

I miss you most of all. Then Summer will come to stay.



Notes to the Field

Work and Business Department
HPHE linoleum cut which took the

first prize in the recent contest

conducted by the Work and Business

Department was used by the General
Board at a dinner party given in

honor of the First Presidency and
members of the Quorum of the

Twelve.

Mrs. E. H. Slade of Weber Stake,

winner of the prize, reproduced one
hundred copies of her original de-

sign on dainty rice paper which she

tinted by hand. These were used
as a decoration on a folder at each
plate which contained the program
and menu. They were very artistic

and were much admired.

Theology Department
"Theology is a Semaphore pointing

the way to Life Eternal."

HpHE lesson "The Miracles of

Chirst", is the concluding les-

son of the 1936-37 group. These
lessons have all been presented for

the purpose of strengthening the

testimonies of Relief Society women
in the Divinity of the Savior : in the

words of John, "That Ye might be-

lieve that Jesus is the Christ, and
that ye might have Light."

This seems an opportune time to

review, clarify and clinch the objec-

tives of the lessons which have been
taught. For example, in what way
was your testimony of the Divinity

of the Savior strengthened by the

lesson, "Christ's Ministry Foretold
by the Prophets ?"—"Christianity

Before the Christ?"
—"The Divine

Code to the Ideal Life ?" etc.

In presenting the lesson "The Mir-
acles of Christ", opportunity is af-

forded to further strengthen the

testimonies of the women by show-
ing that Miracles are an essential

characteristic of the true Church of

Christ, that they are a testimony that

the promises of the Savior through
the Prophet Joseph Smith have been
realized.

Article Seven of the Articles of

Faith might well be quoted as an
introduction to this lesson.

In view of the fact that there are

so many interesting and important
phases to this lesson, some of which
are more familiar to the class mem-
bers than are others and therefore

apt to receive more than their due
share of attention, it is suggested
that class leaders in preparing this

lesson make a clear, logical, concise

lesson plan. In doing this we are

more able to maintain a proper bal-

ance among the various parts of a

lesson, and give to each phase it's

proper amount of attention, as well

as to control any part of the lesson

which might have a tendency to get

out of hand. In preparing this plan

all material contained in the Maga-
zine should be included. Discussion

might be profitably divided among
the following headings.

Nature and Purpose of Miracles.

Value of Miracles.

Pattern—Church of Christ

Miracles—Illustrative Types.

Present Church and Miracles.

Types.

Miracles essential characteristics

of True Church Sacredness.

Our responsibility.

As Latter-day Saints we recognize

that we should maintain our distinc-

tiveness as a Church, in that we
should recognize the power of God
to perform Miracles now and in the

future, not only such as were per-

formed in the past, but even greater.

however, in view of the modern
tendency toward unbelief and even

ridicule, we must bear in mind the

commandment recorded in The Doc-
trine and Covenants, Section 84:73.

"But a commandment I give unto

them that they shall not boast them-
selves of these things, neither speak

them before the world; for these

things are given unto you for your
profit and salvation." Good judg-

ment tells the Latter-day Saint
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where, when and to whom to relate
the miraculous.

In presenting miracles performed
in i the present day it is advisable for
the teacher to adhere closely to re-
corded history.

In presenting these lessons it is

suggested that as much of the mate-
rial contained in the Magazine be
drawn from the class as possible.
Class participation is an essential
part of good teaching. The women
are subscribers to the Magazine, read
the lessons and love to contribute.

A Happy Experience
By Nettie D. Bradford

THE study of the life of Julia
Ward Howe brings forcibly
to my mind some pleasant ex-

periences my husband, Dr. Robert H.
Bradford, and I had while he was
majoring in Metallurgy and working
for his Ph. D. at Columbia Univer-
sity, New York City.

Dr. Henry Marian Howe, son of
Julia Ward Howe, Prof of Metal-
lurgy at Columbia, was considered
the best authority on Metallurgy in

this country and for that very reason
my husband went to Columbia in
order to do his thesis work under
Dr. Howe's personal supervision.

_
No teacher could have been more

kind, helpful and interested in any
one than was Dr. Howe in this
young Mormon student from Utah.
They had many conversations to-
gether during which the principles
and doctrines of our Church were
freely discussed. Dr. Howe was
a gentleman and a scholar in every
sense of the word. Shortly after we
were settled in our little apartment
Dr. Howe and his wife came to call
on us. It was a Sunday afternoon.
My baby not being well, I had re-
mained home from church and when
the door bell rang I wondered who
it could possibly be. Upon opening
the door I was surprised to see a
distinguished looking lady and gen-
tleman—both rather small in stature—who introduced themselves as Dr.
and Mrs. Henry Marian Howe.
They were very friendly and made

me feel quite at ease in their pres-
ence. A short time before Thanks-
giving Day we received a note from
Mrs. Howe inviting us to their home
for Thanksgiving dinner. We were
young and inexperienced so I wor-
ried considerably—what should I

wear?—was it proper to take the
baby? (I had no one to leave her
with).

The evening arrived. When we
reached the home we were met at
the door by the butler who, after
assisting us in removing our wraps,
formally announced "Prof, and Mrs.
Bradford." Dr. and Mrs. Howe
greeted us very cordially and after
chatting for a short time in the draw-
ing room^ dinner was announced. A
most delicious turkey dinner was
served. Nothing could have been
finer had we been real dignitaries.
Dr. Howe related incidents of his
father's work with Laura-Bridgman,
the blind and deaf girl, and many
events in his mother's life. After
dinner we were taken up stairs into
Dr. Howe's "den" where they
showed us many relics and gifts to
their parents from the nobility of
Europe, also a copy of "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic" in his moth-
er's own hand writing.

It was then that Mrs. Howe gave
our baby a little porcelain dog to
play with and insisted that she take
it home with her ; this, she still has
among her most treasured keepsakes,
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PROGRAM OF QUEENS WARD, NEW YORK STAKE

New York Stake

A N impressive portrayal of the

Relief Society Magazine was
given by the Queens Ward of the

New York Stake at its annual meet-

ing. The thought was to bring the

organ of the Society vibrantly before

the whole Ward. To this end a

large copy of the cover of the Mag-
azine was set up on the stage. The
President of the Queens Ward, Eva
Frampton Driggs, after speaking

briefly on the work the organ is

doing in holding Relief Societies all

over the world in unity, and in bring-

ing inspiration and practical help to

officers and members everywhere,

announced that some of the living

pages of the Magazine would be

opened. The curtain was drawn, and
Flora Tanner Woolf stepped forth

from the pages of the Magazine to

introduce with appropriate historic

setting the past Presidents of the

whole Relief Society. When the

leaves had been closed on these living

pictures out of the past, they were
again opened to give something from

the living present. Following this

a trio was sung. Finally came a

little play, "The Bible at the Fire-

side," enacted to make vivid the

"Home Project." The program was

enjoyed by most of the members
of the Queens Ward, and by a good-

ly number of visitors. It was gen-

erally acclaimed as one of the best

ever given in the ward. It was uni-

fied, varied, filled with choice en-

tertainment, and with lasting lessons

out of real life. More than this

it achieved its central purpose—to

impress the vital values in our Relief

Society Magazine.
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RELIEF SOCIETY MAGAZINE PORTRAYED
Standing Left to Right: Beth S. Driggs, Ethel L. Handley, Thyra T.

Stoddard. Seated, Left to Right : Lois Park, Margaret C. Merrill, Bernice Dyer.

Big Horn Stake

"\X7TTH deep gratitude for past

blessings, this progressive

Stake began the New Year. "The
annual ball, January 3, 1936, pro-

vided a social atmosphere where all

could relax when Father Time had
written 'Well Done' after the labors

of Nineteen Hundred and Thirty-

five. Patriotic February, the month
of Pioneer story writing contests, is

replete with hallowed memories of

early life among the Mormon Pio-

neers. March brought us much
closer to our ancestors and added
another page to a record already rich

in memories of other Annual Days,
and Biographies of many brave and
wonderful men and women. April
is truly a month refreshing. Our
representatives to the General Con-
ference braved much storm and zero
weather, and brought back a bless-

ing to our Stake. May saw our

Stake Board strengthened by the

appointment of three new members.
Then the Cantata, "Spring Cometh,"
presented at our Union Meeting and
by special request repeated in the

general assembly with the Priest-

hood. And everywhere throughout
the Stake, gardens gave promise of

a bounteous harvest. June gave us a

thrill which will not soon be for-

gotten. The observance of Daugh-
ters' Day, honoring General Presi-

dent Clarissa S. Williams, is remem-
bered with reverence for its hallowed
story of mother love and service,

and the devotion of lovely daughters.

Something happened in July which
must be classified as history-making
events in this Stake. July seven-

teenth may, in the not far distant

future, be a red letter day on our
calendar of humble beginnings of

important undertakings, and may be
remembered as the birth of an in-
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stitution. It marks the beginning of

our Music Institute which today is

remembered by enthusiastic music
leaders in all our Wards. Another
corner-stone was laid July Four-
teenth upon which stands an edifice

of great strength and beauty in com-
munity life. The organization of a

Relief Society at Cody, with six

members, which has today more than

doubled its enrollment, and has al-

ready been recognized as an efficient

organ through which City Welfare
Organizations can work to better ad-

vantage. In its activities it is abreast

of many of our older associations.

In July also the Relief Society moth-
ers cooperated with the Aaronic
Priesthood leaders to stimulate

greater activity among the members.
August, a lucky month for the Ro-
man Emperor Augustus, was not

less splendid for the Big Horn Stake.

The movement for a Leadership

Week had its inception within the

realm of Relief Society, but our
Presidency were quick to realize a

Stake-wide benefit to all auxiliaries

and took command of the Ship of

Leaders and enlisted the support of

the General Authorities of the

Church. Crowded classrooms was
the answer. It is pleasant to remem-
ber, in connection with this great

undertaking, the unselfish spirit of

our beloved leaders, President

Archie R. Boyack and President

Hazel N. Boyack, who forfeited a

well-earned vacation, a trip which
would have taken them into impor-

tant eastern cities to obtain sugges-

tions for bringing greater education-

al opportunities to the good people of

the Big Horn Basin. The joy which
came from seeing the eager, enthu-

siastic lesson groups, may, we hope,

prove a compensation to these able

educators. Before we leave this pe-

riod of activity we are reminded that

those who missed the wonderful dis-

play of fresh and preserved fruit

and vegetables during our conference

week, really missed a wonderful ex-

hibit, and an opportunity to see many
varieties new to this locality. We
hope no one missed the music fes-

tival presented by the combined Re-
lief Society Choruses. In Septem-

ber the air was filled with the clarion

cry, BUY A MAGAZINE! This

campaign completely overshadowed
all other of our Magazine efforts in

the Big Horn Stake, having four

Wards among the ten leading ones

of the Church. Our sincere gratitude

goes to our loyal and efficient Ward
Presidents and workers. October

brought another golden opportunity

for garnering inspiration from the

General Conference for the Winter's

work. November's bright spot was
the visit of our General Board Mem-
ber and the extensive exhibit of use-

ful and decorative articles during our

conference-convention. December
distributed many blessings to the

needy in all Wards in conformity to

the Relief program launched in July.

'And the King shall answer and say

unto them, Verily I say unto you.

Inasmuch as ye have done it unto

one of the least of these my brethren,

ye have done it unto ME.' December
ends with our Aspirations and Goals

set higher for Nineteen Hundred
and Thirty-seven.

CX^^
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Editorial

Sacrament Meeting

A LL too few of our people sense

the great importance of attend-

ance at Sacrament meeting. It is a

commandment of our Father that

we should meet often and partake

worthily of the emblems of the

broken body and spilt blood of our

Redeemer. Only unavoidable things

should keep Latter-day Saints away
from this service.

M'ANY do not seem to sense that

the primary object of attend-

ance at Sacrament meeting is that the

soul may be spiritually fed through

the partaking of the Sacrament, wor-
shipping God, and holding in con-

stant remembrance the atoning sacri-

fice of Jesus Christ. So many are

now expecting some fine musical

feature or some extra good speaker,

otherwise they fail to attend. If old-

er women take this attitude, what
can we expect of their sons and
daughters ?

f\NE time a young girl after at-

tending Sacrament meeting said,

"Well, I didn't get much out of that

meeting." Her mother rebuked her

by saying, "Then you didn't take

much to it. You always bring away
in proportion to what you take. If

you went seeking spiritual light and
to worship and partake worthily of

the Sacrament, you would come
away enriched."

A LL too often there is lacking as

strong a spirit of worship in

these gatherings as there should be.

We sometimes wish that we could get

the reverent attitude that many of

the people of the world have in as-

sembling in their churches where
they earnestly pray and seek for

things of the spirit.

A T a ward conference recently

one of the presidency of the

stake pointed out that Sacrament
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meetings are not only for adults but

also for children. He urged parents

to bring their boys and girls to the

Lord's House on the Sabbath that

they may be built up and renewed
and form the habit of attending these

important meetings-

Mothers, are you taking your boys

and girls with you on the Sabbath
Day to the Sacrament meeting? I

have observed our Bishop's children

from the time they were babies ac-

companying their parents to these

meetings setting an example to the

entire ward. Many other parents

do the same. These children are

happy and enjoy the association.

They are brought up in the way they
should go, and we feel sure that

when they are old they will not de-

part from it.

Drifting From Fundamentals

f^\NE of our fine new Stake Relief

Society Presidents at a Church
Security Regional meeting recently

said, "I am glad the women are called

upon to do something. I was raised

from paper bags. When I was mar-
ried, my husband took me to a forty-

acre farm. There was nothing on it.

We had to do everything ourselves.

I soon found that everything that

had to be done I loved to do, whether
it was helping plant potatoes, raising

chickens or what not. We have had
eleven children. We have worked;
they have worked ; and as they have
become ready for the university, we
have been able to send them there."

Women today need to face life and
master difficulties as did this woman.

They are drifting too far from fun-

damentals. Mothers are not training

their daughters to do the homely
tasks that women have done through-

out the ages. Any woman who does
not teach her daughter how to make
good bread, has failed in instructing

her in one of the necessary things

that a girl should know. Unless girls

are taught to sew in school, many
grow up unable to do plain sewing

or fashion tiny garments. Two
things result unless these girls have

innate ability along this line, either

they suffer intensely in learning how
to make their children's clothes or

they buy them all ready made or hire

them made. This makes a big, un-

necessary drain on the income.

Daughters' Day

£VERYONE who deeply appre-

ciates Relief Society and realizes

how much it does for its members is

anxious that others should enjoy its

opportunities and privileges.

Sister Jennie B. Knight at the

1936 April Conference called atten-

tion to a rich source for recruiting

our ranks—our daughters. As an
effective way of introducing them to

the spirit and work of Relief So-
ciety she suggested the annual ob-

servance of Daughters' Day in every

Relief Society in the Church. The
two-fold purpose of the Day is first

to magnify the blessing of mother-

hood ; second, to have daughters who
are not members of the Society give

the program as a means of interest-

ing them in the activities of the So-

ciety so that later they will be anx-

ious to join our ranks."

While the suggestion was made
that April 21 be set aside as Daugh-
ters' Day, because it is the birthday

of President Clarissa S. Williams,
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our sixth General President, who
was the mother of eight daughters,

any day may be used that will be

best suited for this purpose.

Some have reported that they have
enrolled some of the young women
who became interested in this great

work through observance of Daugh-
ters' Day last season.

What a boon this organization is

to young mothers, taking them for

a short period of time, from the

routine of life and giving them a

new outlook, food for thought, and
an understanding and interest in this

great organization.

Presidents, do not forget the prop-

er observance of this day. Let no
year pass when it is not an outstand-

ing feature of the year's events.

The Fussy Individual

TX7"E presume no one has escaped

the distress caused by a fussy
individual "one who makes unneces-
sary ado about trifles."

I know a woman who almost al-

ways when she comes into a room
where a group of her friends are,

says it is either too hot or too cold,

there isn't enough air or there is a
draft, there is too much light or too

little, so when she arrives there is a
feeling of expectancy. Her friends

wonder what she will want to have
done first. A group may have been
happily considering problems, but

when she arrives, they are disturbed

by the lowering and raising of win-
dows and blinds.

Fussiness grows rapidly in one
who does not nip it in the bud. How
terrible a thing it is to let it grow
upon one until he becomes what
Arnold Bennett calls "the complete

fusser" may be gleaned from the fol-

lowing: Mr. Bennett says, "The
complete fusser has slowly con-

vinced himself that the proper ful-

fillment of his destiny depends ab-

solutely upon about 10,000 different

things and he attaches a supreme and
quite vital importance to all 10,000

of them." Mr. Bennett thinks even
this individual, though, has a use, as

he may serve as a "terrible warning
to pull up."

It is a terrible thing to have a

disease that has no cure. Mr. Ben-
nett says, "There is no cure for

the complete fusser, because he is

unconscious of being fussy. What
the world regards as fussiness he re-

gards as wisdom essential to a rea-

sonable existence. He sincerely looks

down upon the rest of mankind.
Spiritual pride puts him into the

category of the hopeless case—along
with the alcoholic, the kleptomaniac,

and other specimens whom he would
chillingly despise."

Fortunately few became "complete
fussers." The thing to do is nip
the thing in the bud. Examine your-
self carefully. When you go to a
table do you spoil the meal of all who
sit around it by your fussiness, loud-
ly proclaiming that you can't eat this,

that you can't eat that, that this is not
good for one and that is very injuri-

ous. Many a hostess has had a de-
lightful dinner or luncheon spoiled

by such people. If there are certain

foods that you can't eat, say nothing
about it and eat those you can.

Are you so fussy about some little

defect that you fail to enjoy the
whole? If your introspection reveals

that you are peculiar, lose no time

in overcoming your peculiarities, for

a fussy individual can destroy the

peace, happiness and well-being of

any group.



Lesson Department
(For First Week in June)

Theology and Testimony

Lesson 9

The Miracles of the Christ

Helpful References

In the Bible: Matthew 17:14-21;

Luke 7:1-10; John 2:1-11.

Talmage : Articles of Faith, Chap-
ter 12.

Renan : Life of Jesus, Chapter 16

(Use discreetly).

1. Primitive Church Blessed With
Spiritual Graces.

The miracles of the Christ were
among the graces with which the

Primitive Church was blessed. They
were by no means the most impor-

tant graces ; nevertheless, they were
numerous enough and of such a na-

ture that they command the atten-

tion of all men. The simple ac-

count of them in the Gospels has

exerted, and still exerts, a powerful
influence upon the world. The di-

vine ministry of our Lord was
bound, in its very nature, to mani-

fest some outward evidences of

God's love for His Son. In every

age of the world, when the priest-

hood of God has been given to men,
certain unusual spiritual powers have
operated to bless the people of the

Church. These blessings will never

cease so long as men have faith in

God. Mormon, one of the last of

the Nephite prophets, said, "It is by
faith that miracles are wrought ; and
it is by faith that angels appear and
minister unto men ; wherefore, if

these things have ceased, wo be

unto the children of men, for it is be-

cause of unbelief, and all is vain."

(Moroni 7:37.)

2. Modern Unbelief.

It is unfortunate that the miracles

of Christ's ministry are doubted in

certain influential circles. This
doubt, some would have us believe,

is steadily increasing. It is not our
purpose in this lesson to take much
space in closely analyzing the situa-

tion. Suffice it to say, that we all

ought to be watchmen upon the tow-
ers of Zion and to take note of the

tendencies of our time. Many mod-
ern writers hold that primitive Chris-

tianity was very credulous, and that

people were constantly looking for

occurrences bordering on the super-

natural. One great Jewish scholar

classifies the miracles of the Christ

as follows : ( 1 ) Miracles due to a

wish to fulfill some statement in the

Old Testament or to imitate some
prophet. (2) Poetical descriptions

which, in the minds of the disciples,

were transformed into miracles. (3)

Illusions. (4) Acts only apparently

miraculous. (5) The curing of nu-

merous "nerve-cases." In a few

words this represents the type of

criticism brought to bear, by modern
critics, against the miracles.

3. Miracles Not Performed to

Satisfy Idle Curiosity.

Our Lord did not perform mir-

acles on any occasion to satisfy the

idle curiosity of men. In most in-

stances miracles were performed to

alleviate pain and suffering, either

mental or physical. They were acts

of mercy and kindness extended by

the Savior out of pure love and

sympathy for His fellow men. How
different the attitude of certain

Pharisees toward miracles ! "Then
certain of the scribes and of the
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Pharisees answered, saying, Master,

we would see a sign from thee. But
he answered and said unto them, An
evil and adulterous generation

seeketh after a sign ; and there shall

no sign be given to it." (Matthew
12:38-39). The law here enunci-

ated by the Christ in reference to

sign seekers is cited by the Prophet

Joseph Smith with approval, and he

remarks that it is "eternal, unde-

viating, and firm as the pillars of

heaven." (See Parry— Joseph
Smith's Teachings, pp. 10, 163). In

the present dispensation numerous
Elders of the Church have had oc-

casion to observe the truthfulness of

the Savior's statement. Miracles

will never be performed for ^any-

thing except righteous purposes. In

a revelation given March 8, 1831,

the Lord speaks in this wise of the

gifts of the spirit : "For verily I

say unto you, they are given for the

benefit of those who love me and
keep all my commandments, and him
that seeketh so to do ; that all "may

be benefited that seek or that ask of

me, that ask and not for a sign that

they may consume it upon their

lusts." (Doctrine and Covenants

46:9.)

4. Types of Miracles.

The Gospel of John is replete with

instances of miracles performed by
the Master. In the second chapter

of his record John writes, "This be-

ginning of miracles did Jesus in

Cana of Galilee, and manifested

forth his glory ; and his disciples be-

lieved on him." (John 2:11.) Near
the close of the record, he says, "And
many other signs truly did Jesus in

the presence of his disciples, which
are not written in this book: but

these are written, that ye might be-

lieve that Jesus is the Christ, the son
of God ; and that believing ye might
have life through his name." (John
20:30-31.) John realized the true

significance and value of the miracles

performed by his beloved Master,

and he emphasized them in his writ-

ing. The first miracle performed by
Christ, the turning of water into

wine, is of peculiar interest, because

it was performed on a particularly

joyous occasion, that of a marriage
in Cana of Galilee. (John 2:1-11.)

The Christ and His disciples were
there, as also was His mother. When
the wine ran short, our Lord, in a
manner known only to Him, exer-

cised His power by turning water
into wine to be used at the feast.

There was no ostentation or vain dis-

play ; it was done to further innocent

pleasure and to give to the happy oc-

casion the stamp of His divine ap-
proval. Not the least value of the

miracle was the fact that it strength-

ened the faith of His disciples. The
miracle reveals to us that the Son of

God was not "long-faced" as many
moderns would suspect Him to be.

He partook of innocent pleasures,

and enjoyed seeing others engaged
in happy amusements.

The healing of the centurion's

servant is another type of miracle of

which there are at least nineteen
recorded in the Gospels. (Luke
7:1-10.) A leader of Roman sol-

diers had a beloved servant who had
become ill, "ready to die." For some
reason, unknown to us, the cen-
turion had faith enough to im-
plore the Christ, through Jewish
elders, to heal the servant. The
Savior yielded to his importunities
and started with a small company to

the home of the centurion. The lat-

ter soon learned of the approaching
party and sent messengers to say he
was not worthy to have the Master
in his home. "But," said he, "say
in a word, and my servant shall be
healed." The centurion thought in

simple terms. If Jesus were really

the Christ he could command, even
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at a distance, and the servant would
be healed. Christ was master of the

elements even as he, a centurion,

was master of a band of Roman
soldiers. Christ marveled at his

faith and said, "I say unto you, I

have not found so great faith, no,

not in Israel." (Luke 7:9.) This

miracle, like the others that had to

do with healing processes, revealed

the tender compassion of the Christ

for those with physical ailments. In

the instance of the centurion there

is added significance in the fact that

our Lord was willing to heal a Gen-
tile, one outside the body of the

chosen people. The mercy and com-
passion of the Christ is extended to

all of God's children, whether in the

fold or out of it.

The only other type of miracle

we shall consider here is that which

has to do with the casting out of

demons. There are four such in-

stances of great interest mentioned

in the Gospels. (See Luke 4 :33-37

;

Matthew 12:22-37; 8:28-34; 17:

14-21). These references will rich-

ly repay close study. The power of

evil spirits to afflict and torment

certain human beings is not gener-

ally recognized in the age in which

we live. Instructive is 4t to note

that certain evil spirits recognized

the Christ and cried out. He re-

buked them and commanded them
to come out of their victims. In one

case (Matthew 17:14-21) the demon
refused to come out at the command
of the disciples of Christ. When
the Master later cast out the demon
he had to instruct His followers

that some evil spirits "goeth not out

but by prayer and fasting." We do

not fully understand the powers of

the unseen world. This we do know
by experience, that faith and prayer,

coupled with the powers of the

priesthood, can overcome the power
of Lucifer just as the Savior demon-

strated to His followers long ago.

"And Christ truly said unto our
fathers : If ye have faith ye can do
all things which are expedient unto

me." (Moroni 10:23.)

Questions

1. What Article of Faith ex-

presses the belief of the Church with

respect to spiritual gifts? Let the

class repeat it.

2. Does the Church still have the

spiritual gifts that were to be char-

acteristic of it? If so let members
of the class relate some incidents

that are faith promoting.

3. Are miraculous manifestations

confined only to the operations of

the priesthood ?

4. Why is it usually unwise to

broadcast to the public at large the

occurrence of miraculous manifesta-

tions ?

Problems for Futher Study
(Treat only those that time and

circumstances permit.)

1. Read carefully Matthew 1 :22-

23; 2:5-6, 14-15, 17-18; 3:13; and

John 2 :9- 1 1 , 23 ; 4 :49-50, 54 ; 9 : 16

;

20:30. How do the two Gospels

differ in method? State as clearly

as you can the reason for which you
judge each was written.

2. Examine the beliefs of schol-

ars, as the lesson sets forth, in the

light of the Doctrine and Covenants,

Sections 24:13; 35:8-11; 45:8;
46:21.

3. State the Book of Mormon
teaching respecting miracles. Con-

sult 2 Nephi 10:3-4; 26:12-13; Mo-
siah 3:5-6; 3 Nephi 17:5-10; Mor-
mon 9:15-20.

4. Let the class determine wheth-

er or not the performance of mir-

miracles is an infallible sign that a

man is sent of God.



Teacher's Topic

(For June)

The Unmerciful Servant

Matthew 18:23-35

^THEREFORE is the kingdom of

heaven likened unto a certain

king, which would take account of

his servants.

"And when he had begun to reck-

on, one was brought unto him, which
owed him ten thousand talents

:

"But forasmuch as he had not to

pay, his lord commanded him to be
sold, and his wife and children, and
all that he had, and payment to be
made.
"The servant therefore fell down,

and worshipped him, saying, Lord,
have patience with me, and I will

pay thee all.

"Then the lord of that servant was
moved with compassion, and loosed
him, and forgave him the debt.

"But the same servant went out,

and found one of his fellow-serv-

ants, which owed him an hundred
pence ; and he laid hands on him, and
took him by the throat, saying, Pay
me that thou owest.

"And his fellow-servant fell down
at his feet, and besought him, saying,

Have patience with me, and I will

pay thee all.

"And he would not ; but went and
cast him into prison, till he should

pay the debt.

"So when his fellow-servants saw
what was done, they Were very sor-

ry, and came and told unto their

lord all that was done.

"Then his lord, after that he had
called him, said unto him, O thou

wicked servant, I forgave thee all

that debt, because thou desirest me

:

"Shouldest not.thou also have had
compassion on thy fellow-servant

even as I had pity on thee?

"And his lord was wroth, and de-

livered him to the tormentors, till

he should pay all that was due unto
him.

"So likewise shall my heavenly
Father do also unto you, if ye from
your hearts forgive not every one
his brother their trespasses."

The parable shows the possible

extent of sin in the individual as well

as the extent of divine forgiveness

and is intended to enforce the true

spirit of forgiveness. Jesus was
well aware that no law of the king-

dom is more difficult to obey. The
pardon of personal wrongs is not
easy because of the desire for re-

venge and retaliation. Yet these

feelings must be subdued before true

forgiveness will come.

The generosity of the king is

typical of God's loving kindness as

Jesus would show by this compari-
son of the sinner to God. Mercy
received should be recognized by
mercy shown. The wrongs we suf-

fer should weigh as nothing com-
pared with wrongs we commit. We,
ourselves by our own unforgiving
spirit close the door against God who
is always ready to forgive.

The feeling of forgiveness comes
to us when we put ourselves in a

position to receive it. No life can
be open for forgiveness that harbors
resentment. Revenge is not sweet:

it returns to us to warp and darken
our own souls.

Christ, most unjustly treated by
the people he had come to serve said,

"Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do."

We often make mistakes in judg-
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ing the motives of others and fail to

forgive as we should as a result of

this. If we do not forgive, how can

we hope to be forgiven ?

"Judge not that ye be not judged.

For with what judgment ye judge ye

shall be judged and with what meas-

ure ye mete, it shall be measured to

you again."

Discussion

Are we willing to extend to others

the same charity and loving forgive-

ness that we expect to receive our-

selves ?

Work and Business

(For June)

Equipment and Method of Home Laundry

TO do or not to do the family

laundry at home is the question

many women ask themselves. There
are many arguments for and against

it, taking into consideration points

difficult to measure by the dollar-

and-cents yardstick, but however
answered and whatever method used

the housewife wants her wash to be

clean, sanitary, with white clothes

white at low cost, prompt and effi-

cient service, and a saving of time,

energy and clothes. In trying to

solve this problem for yourself don't

listen only to the home laundry

equipment salesman who warns
against terrible chemical, unsanitary

plants and awful ripping and tearing

machinery in his competition plant.

Don't heed only the commercial

laundry salesman who tells of hor-

rible washer accidents and chronic

physical ailments from his competi-

tor's home appliance shop. Visit

your commercial laundry, talk with

the manager and see how and under

what conditions your clothes are

cleaned and compare with your own
methods of washing. Then select

your home equipment or commercial

plant with the same care as in choos-

ing your daily bread, your dairy and
market, and remember the wear and

tear elements in both depend upon
the performance of machinery and

upon skill of the operator. As in

any kind of business, equipment and
organization of labor make home
laundry work easy, interesting and
pleasurable. The kind and amount
of equipment will depend on where
you live, your standards of living,

climate, number in family, space, oc-

cupation, and income. An estimated

cost including electric washing ma-
chine, electric ironer or mangel,

electric hand iron, tubs, clothes bas-

ket, line and pins, ironing board and
pad, varies from $125 to $200. It

may cost less or even more if equip-

ment is stationary. It is economy to

buy quality rather than quantity so

that if only a washer and hand iron

can be had, make sure they are of a

good type so there will be ease and
little expense in operation and up-
keep. Ample space in which to

work, with plenty of light, heat,

good ventilation, convenient hot and
cold water, with adequate supply,

and a satisfactory means of drying

clothes, make work easy and effi-

cient.

Besides equipment, water, soap

and agitation are the trio that gets

clothes clean. For supplies as soap,

water softener, starch, bluing, stain

removers, etc., it Costs from 20c

to 50c per week, while utilities, as

water, gas, electricity or other fuel
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will vary from 40c to 75c per week.
And labor whether hired or your
own time from 30c per hour to $1.25

per day. If water is hard, softeners

are necessary but must be used care-

fully and in combination with soap
for best results. There are several

kinds, such as borax, washing soda
or sal soda, sodium hydroxide or

lye, and trisodium phosphate. These
vary in effectiveness and cost. If

used excessively they weaken the

fibre of the clothes and turn them
yellow. Remember, too, that soft-

eners must be given time to react

with the mineral salts in the water.

After the curds have formed, skim
them off before adding soap. They
react better in hot than cold water.

There are many types of soap on
the market as the bar, flake, chips,

beads, powder, all of which may con-

tain little or much free alkali. Some
also contain substances other than

soap. A good quality contains little

if any free alkali. Always use hot

water and thoroughly dissolve soap

then add cold water to make proper

temperature. A good soap solution

with a standing suds of at least two
inches is best for proper cleaning. It

penetrates the fabric and picks up
the grease and soil and by means
of agitation keeps it separated from
other paticles so that it can be floated

off by the suds. If the suds dies

down the dirt falls back into the fab-

ric which results in grimy looking

and streaked clothes. Soaking them
too long in soapy water has the same
effect. Some knowledge of textiles

is necessary in order to do a good
job of cleansing them. The differ-

ent kinds and their characteristics

have been given in previous lessons

;

these will determine the method of

handling in washing. For the ordi-

nary family wash which consists

mainly of cotton fabrics, the fol-

lowing method will give clean, sweet,

white clothes and clear, bright color-

ed ones. First sort, placing all of

one kind together, such as table lin-

en, bath towels, etc., and remove all

stains. Soften water if necessary,

and remove skum or strain out pre-
cipitate, add enough soap to make
permanent standing two inch suds.

Make first water luke warm. Wash
five to fifteen minutes in machine,
depending on kind of clothes and
amount of soil. Do not overload
machine. Leave room for water to

swish through clothes. Wring out
into second hot water prepared the

same as first. It acts as a bleach.

Rinse thoroughly in three waters us-

ing plenty each time to remove all

particles of lint and soap. The first

quite warm or hot, the second luke
warm, and the third cool. Use blu-

ing in third if desired, and rinse one
piece at a time to prevent streaking.

Starch if necessary, and hang in

sun, when possible, to dry. Colored
cotton should be treated the same
way except that the second suds wa-
ter needs to be cooler, and they
should be dried in shade. To insure

easy and quick ironing, proper hang-
ing out and removing from line are
important. All flat pieces as table

cloths, sheets, towels, if placed half

way over line with crease in center

lengthwise and edges together, can
be folded as removed, and will avoid

many wrinkles which later have to

be ironed out. Bath towels need no
ironing. They retain more moisture
if not, but if dried straight can be
folded evenly and put away. All

clothes are easier ironed if dampen-
ed with warm water long enough be-

fore hand to allow moisture to be
evenly distributed. Sheets carefully

washed, hung and dried, will require

three minutes to iron on an electric

ironer. Blankets and other woolen
articles require luke warm water for
washing and all rinsing, twice as
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much soap as other fabric^, and very

little agitation. Too hot water and
rubbing of one fibre against another

causes shrinkage. Dry in a little

breeze to make soft and fluffy. Silks

and synthetic fabrics require quick,

gentle handling, with mild soap and
good suds. Rinse thoroughly and
roll in towel and iron while damp
with medium hot iron.

Literature

(For Third Week in June)

Lesson IX

Julia Ward Howe

DURING the period of ad-

justment after her marriage

Mrs. Howe's daughters say

of her that: "Humanity, her hus-

band's faithful taskmistress, had not

yet set her to work, and the long

hours of his service left her lonely,

and the babies once in bed—at a

loss." No one would have guessed in

the latter part of Julia Ward Howe's
life that such a thing was ever true

;

for her life became a symbol for

practically all the great public move-
ments involving women as well as

many that involved both men and
women.

She had turned to public work
after the death of "little Sammy."
Then there came changes in the home
that were sudden. The Howe home
was one of intense activity. Mrs.
Howe always played for her children

to dance except on rare occasions

when they had an orchestra in the

home. She loved parties. Her hus-

band once said that were she cast

off on an island with none other than

a colored servant she would find oc-

casion for a party. Three of her

daughters were married within a

few months of each other, and the

son married somewhere near the

same time ; so that her youngest

daughter Maud was the only child

left at home.

Dr. Howe's health had begun to

fail; "instead of lecture or concert

came the ever-shortening walk with

the Doctor," and evening games,

"which lightened a little his burden
of pain and weariness. Yet she was
preparing on January 4, 1876, to

keep a lecture engagement of long

standing, when the blow fell. He
was stricken down, and lay for

some days insensible, waiting the

final summons."
"There was no hope of his recov-

ery; those around him waited pa-

tiently, any violence of grief held in

check by the silent rebuke of the

serene face on the pillow." The
day after his death she wrote in her

journal : "Before breakfast went
into Chev's room, so sweet and
peaceful. . . I laid my lace veil, my
bridal veil, upon the head of his

bedstead. . . In place of my dear

husband I have now my foolish pa-

pers. Yet I have often left him for

them. God accept the poor endeav-

or of my life !" After the memorial

meeting in his honor she writes

:

"Yesterday seems to have filled the

measure of the past. Today I must

forward in the paths of the future

!

How shall I deserve ever to see him
again ?"

She had the pleasure of writing

his biography soon after his death.

It was in a condensed form so that
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it could be put in Braille for the

blind.

A final word before we leave this

union of two great and highly gifted

people. They had spent a season

at Green Peace with their grand-
children just before Dr. Howe's ill-

ness settled upon him. They had
much joy with their grandchildren
in and about Green Peace just as

they had had with their children

before.

"It was a changed world without

that great and dominant personality.

She missed the strength on which
she had leaned for so many years."

Looking back over her long life she

is seen in three aspects : "those of

the student, the artist, and the re-

former. First came youth with its

ardent study; then maturity, with

its output of poems, plays, essays.

So far she had followed the natural

course of creative minds, which
must absorb and assimilate in order

that they may give out. It is in the

third phase that we find the aspect

of her later life, a clear vision of the

needs of humanity, and a profound
hospitality which made it impera-

tive for her to give with both hands
not only what she had inherited, but

what she had earned."

'"PHE first public cause espoused

by her was that of peace. "Study
no longer sufficed ; the need of serv-

ing humanity actively, hand and
foot, pen and voice, was now ur-

gent." Why she asked, "do not the

mothers of mankind interfere in

these matters, to prevent the waste

of that human life of which they

alone bear and know the cost? . . .

The august dignity of motherhood
and its terrible responsibilities now
appeared to me in a new aspect, and
I could think of no better way of

expressing my sense of these than

that of sending forth an appeal to

womanhood throughout the world,

which I then and there composed."
The appeal bears the date of Sep-
tember, 1870. Mrs. Howe was then

fifty-one years of age. On her fifty-

second birthday she wrote: "The
great joy of the Peace Idea has un-
folded itself to me." It had given

her great joy to work for it. Forty
years more stretched before her
crowded to the very brim with work
for others.

In the spring of 1872 she went
to England, hoping to hold a Wom-
an's Peace Congress in London. In

London she had "the privilege" of

attending a "great Prison Reform"
meeting. "In 1843 Julia the bride

would not have considered it a privi-

lege to attend a meeting for prison

reform. She would have shrugged
her shoulders, would perhaps have
pouted because the Chevalier cared

more for these things than for the

opera. . . Now, she stood in the place

that failing health forbade him to

fill, with a depth of interest, an
earnestness of purpose, equal to his

own. She, too, now heard the sor-

rowful sighing of the prisoners."

In 1876 there was a great peace

meeting in Philadelphia. "There
were delegates from France, Italy,

and Germany, each with a burning

desire to be heard, and all worth
hearing, but none able to speak Eng-
lish. There was a call for Mrs.
Howe. The German, Frenchman,
and Italian stood in turn by her side.

At the proper moment she lifted

a finger, and then gave in her per-

fect English each speech in full to

the delight of the delegates and the

admiration of all. Her presence,

it is said, turned a meeting from a

threatened failure to a noble suc-

cess." Her work for peace ended
only with her life. Two years after

her death the last celebration of her

Mother's Day, for that is what she
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liked to call these meetings, "was
held in Riverton, New Jersey, on

June 1, 1912, by the Pennsylvania

Peace Society in conjunction with

the Universal Peace Union. On the

printed invitation to this festival

we read:

'Aid it, paper, aid it, pen,

Aid it, hearts of earnest men.
—Julia Ward Howe, 1874.'

And further on, 'Thirty-nine years

ago Julia Ward Howe instituted this

festival for peace—A time for the

women and children to come togeth-

er, and pray and work' for those

things that make for peace."

Then, too, the Association for the

Advancement of Women was near

and dear to her. It finally resolved

itself into the General Federation

of Women's Clubs. In its first

form she had been its president for

twenty-five years. She always plan-

ned to attend the yearly as well as

the Biennial Meeting. Late in her

life we find her rushing by automo-
bile from the Biennial Meeting to

Newport where a reception was be-

ing held for some delegates on their

way home.

She worked with full strength for

the admission of women to the col-

leges. There was much opposition.

"Still the patient hands knocked,

the earnest voice called ; till at length

—being friends as well as foes in-

side—slowly with much creaking

and many forebodings, the great

doors opened ; a crack, then a space,

till today they swing wide, and the

Higher Education of Women now
stands firm as the Pyramids."

She attended her first Suffrage

meeting almost by accident. She was
sauntering about in "Horticultural

Hall in a rainy-day-suit" when she

received an urgent invitation to join

the workers on the platform, Wil-

liam Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phil-

lips, Thomas Wentworth Higginson,

James Freeman Clarke. She knew
them, "they were her husband's old

companions-in-arms." She felt she

belonged with them.

The New England Woman Suf-
frage Association was organized,

and she became its first president.

This office she held with some few
interruptions through life. She often

said she was glad she joined the

suffrage movement because it

brought her into such high com-
pany.

TLJER last service to the cause of

woman suffrage was to send a

circular letter to all the editors and
to all the ministers of four leading

denominations in the four oldest

suffrage States, Wyoming, Colorado,

Utah, and Idaho, asking whether
equal suffrage worked well or ill.

She received 624 answers, 62 not

favorable, 46 in doubt, and 516 in

favor. A letter from her to the

London Times, stating these results,

appeared on the same day that the

news of her death was cabled to Eu-
rope.

A noble mother of a noble family

her children joined and supported

her in her active life. "Each child

had its special room," say her daugh-
ters, in their mother's life, "though
no door was locked to any." In all

things pertaining to philosophy, Ju-
lia was her special intimate ; for help

and sympathy in suffrage and club

doings, she turned naturally to Flor-

ence, an ardent worker in these

fields ; with Harry she would espe-

cially enjoy music; with Laura she

would talk of books ; while Maud
was the 'Prime Minister' in social

and household matters.

There was another whose compan-
ionship she prized greatly, who was
part of her household at one time.
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This was her nephew, Francis Mari-

on Crawford, the American novel-

ist. She first met him in Rome at

the age of twenty-three when she

says he was "extremely handsome."
Also she says, "he was the most
genial and companionable of men.

To this, may I add, agreeing entirely

with Mrs. Howe, the best conversa-

tionalist I have ever met. 'In 1882

Crawford lived with his aunt at 241

Beacon Street, Boston. They were
most companionable and happy to-

gether.' " He sang and his aunt ac-

companied him. But he did more
than sing, for while a member of the

Howe household he wrote his first

three novels, Mr. Isaacs, Dr. Claud-

ius, and A Roman Singer.

Much of Mrs. Howe's time was
consumed meeting distinguished peo-

ple from any part of the world. If

we had them all in line, the people

who came to breakfast or invited her

to breakfast, the people with whom
she lunched, met at dinners, recep-

tions, it would make a pageant of no
mean length. Once a Persian Prince

appeared saying he had come to

the United States chiefly to see the

President and Mrs. Howe. After
making record in her journal of a

luncheon with Mrs. Humphry Ward,
she says: "A delightful call from
Mrs. Humphrey Ward. We had
much talk of persons admired
in England and America." On
another occasion we read : "Mrs.

Abel Lefranc, the French lecturer

of the year at Harvard, came to

lunch with her. He apologized for

only being able to stay for the lunch-

eon hour," because of pressing

business. "He stayed for two hours

and a half after luncheon was over.

She was entirely at home in French,

and the Frenchman talked over the

problems of his country as if to a

compatriot."

She had, too, her ministerial as-

sociation, an organization of women
ordained to the ministry. Julia Ward
Howe often filled a pulpit. Also her

Boston Authors' Club. One after

another these friends of hers went
before her into the new life. She
wrote for and spoke at their me-
morial services. Then their Cen-
tenaries overtook her: Longfellow,

Whittier, Holmes, Dr. Howe; she

wrote a poem for each in turn.

Her birthdays! Her seventieth,

eightieth, and ninetieth were cele-

brated in appropriate manner and

many in between. There were flow-

ers from many sources and many
expressions of appreciation ; for not

only was she remembered by those

who loved and honored her but by

those who honored and loved her

husband. On her eighty-sixth birth-

day they had a festival modelled on

the Welsh Eistedfodd. The poets

came with tributes in verse. Robert

Grant wrote

:

"If man could change the universe

By force of epigrams in verse,

He'd smash some idols, I allow.

But who would alter Mrs. Howe?"

CHE wrote frequently for maga-

zines. From many angles hers

was a teeming life. Shortly before

her death she was asked to write an

article on the three greatest persons

she had known. She wrote of Ralph

Waldo Emerson, Theodore Parker,

and her own beloved "Chev," Dr.

Samuel G. Howe.

In the autumn of 1909 she was

elected a member of the American

Academy of Arts and Letters, and

in December she wrote a poem called

The Capitol, which she wanted to

read at its first meeting. Her daugh-

ter Maud felt it unwise for her to

attempt the trip to Washington, but

finally agreed to accompany her. Its

officers, William Dean Howells,
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Robert Underwood Johnson, and
Thomas Nelson Page telegraphed

begging her not to run the risk of

the journey. "Ha!" she flashed out,

"They think I am too old, but there's

a little ginger left in the old blue

jar
!"

In March she was ailing. "Dr.

Langmaid came, pronounced her

lungs sound as a brass drum. There-

upon she wrote a poem for the cen-

tenary of James Freeman Clarke."

Just before her ninety-first birth-

day which was shortly before her

death the question of pure milk was
before the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture, and was being hotly argued.

A message by telephone urged Mrs.
Howe to say a word for the good
cause. The hearing was in prog-

ress. She asked for a half hour to

prepare; but before the time was
over her speech was sketched and
she dressed "in her best flowered silk

cloak and her new lilac hood, a birth-

day gift from a poor seamstress."

She sat through many speeches; fi-

nally she was called to speak. It

was noticed no oath was required of

her. "You may remain seated, Mrs.
Howe," said the chairman.

"I prefer to stand," she replied.

"We have heard," said she, "a good
deal about the farmers' and the deal-

ers' side of this case. . . There is

one deeply interested in this matter
from whom we have not heard. I

am here to speak for him: the in-

fant !"

"The effect was electrical. In a

silence charged with deepest feeling

all listened as to a prophetess, as

step by step she unfolded the case

of the infant as against farmers and
dealers."

"As Arthur Delion Hill, counsel

for the Pure Milk Association, led

her from the room, he said, 'Mrs.

Howe, you have saved the day !'
"

May brought the ninety-first

birthday. She was deluged with

flowers and messages. Early in June
she was preparing to go to Oak Glen

where she usually spent the summer
with her daughter Florence. She

had a fall and broke a rib.

Then came October. She was to

receive the degree of Doctor of

Laws from Smith College. She had
already two such degrees, one from
Tufts College and one from Brown
University, her husband's alma ma-
ter. Wednesday, October 5, 1909,

was a perfect day. "She was early

dressed in her white dress, with the

college gown of rich black silk over

it, the 'mortar-board' covering in

like manner her white lace cap. Thus
arrayed, a wheeled chair conveyed

her to the great hall, already packed

with visitors and graduates, as was
the deep platform with college offi-

cials and guests of honor. Opposite

the platform, as if hung in air, a

curving gallery was filled with white

clad girls, some two thousand of

them, as she entered the room they

rose like a flock of doves, and with

them the whole audience. They
rose once more when her name was
called, last in the list of those hon-

ored with degrees ; and as she came
forward, the organ peeled, and the

great chorus of fresh young voices

broke out with

'Mine eyes have seen the glory of

the coming of the Lord—

'

Later in the day the students of

Chapin House brought their guest

book, begging for her autograph.

CHE had heard the Battle Hymn
played and sung on many occa-

sions under many different circum-

stances, but the last time it came
from the heart and voices of the

young college girls whose cause she

had fought so valiantly many years
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before. On October 17, 1910, she

passed to her reward. Bronchitis

followed by pneumonia had done its

work.

"Those who were present at her

funeral will not forget it. The
flower-decked church, the mourning
multitude, the white coffin borne

high on the shoulders of eight stal-

wart grandsons, the words of age-

long wisdom and beauty gathered

into a parting tribute, the bugle

sounding taps as she passed out in

her last earthly triumph, the blind

children singing round the grave,

on which the autumn sun shone with

final golden greeting."

Questions

1. Name some public questions

in which Julia Ward Howe was
interested. How did she manifest

that interest ?

2. How do you think Mrs. Howe
would react to the "wars and ru-

mors of wars" of our time? Is it

possible that she would be some-
what disappointed at the turn of

things? If so, why?
3. Which activity caused her to

send statistics from a group of West-
ern States to the London Times?
Relate the circumstances.

4. It was Daniel Defoe, the au-

thor of Robinson Crusoe, who re-

vealed the value of concrete particu-

lars in writing fiction. This tech-

nique borrowed from the novel is

made much use of in the literary

biography. Note the details in de-

scribing Mrs. Howe's costume when

she went before the Massachusetts
Legislature to plead for "pure milk."

5. The ordinary way of reporting

in relation to a degree is to say:

that the degree of Doctor of Laws
was conferred on the candidate; in

contrast to such a statement note

the picture drawn of the activities

at Smith College when Mrs. Howe
received the doctorate at their hands.

We may expect numerous instances

of portraiture in a literary biogra-

phy. The life of Mrs. Howe has

many pen portraits of friends and
sometimes as in the case of the de-

gree at Smith of events. In these

portraits note the number of care-

fully selected details that are made
use of;

6. We expect felicity of expres-

sion in a literary biography. A few
examples of unusual and expressive

words and phrases are included from
the biography. She speaks of the

"tear and trot" of her Boston life.

Again in discussing a speaker she

wrote : "He insisted upon Mr. Em-
erson's having been an evolutionist,

and unfolded a good deal of his own
table cloth along with the mortuary
napkin." Again: "I think I am
eminent for undertaking ten times

more than I can do, and doing about
one-tenth of it." And again: "I

must write you at once or my si-

lence will expand into a broad ocean
which I shall be afraid to cross."

Note: You will find additional

material in Julia Ward Howe, by
Laura E. Richards and Maud Howe
Elliott.



Social Service

(For Fourth Week in June)

Lesson VIII

Advantages of Group Life

Text : Civic Sociology by Edward A. Ross, Chapter XIX.

"Behold, how good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell

together in unity!

"It is like the precious ointment

upon the head, that ran down upon
the beard, even Aaron's beard ; that

went down to the skirts of his gar-

ments ;

"As the dew of Hermon, and as

the dew that descended upon the

mountains of Zion; for there the

Lord commanded the blessing, even

life for evermore."

THIS is the 133rd psalm—one

of the songs of David. The

lines have been quoted to

show the strength and the blessings

that may be derived from group life.

The psalm is strengthened by the ref-

erence to Aaron, the founder of the

great Aaronic Priesthood. It sug-

gests that grace and pleasure, the

blessings of the Lord, and even life

for evermore are all to be derived

from group life.

The Latter-day Saint Church is

organized for constructive strength

in group life. It is based upon the

hope of goodness in unity.

The strength of the mob spirit

is the power that it wields over hu-

man life and its institutions. This

power may be dedicated to a worthy
spirit or to a destructive one. Mob
strength may be heroic, or it may be

beastly. But in either case its power
is beyond question. The text deals

with the inherent dangers in mob
psychology, such as its instability,

credulity, unmoral nature regardless

of the moral or unmoral nature of

those who compose it because of its

lack of responsibility in and of itself.

Because collective action is capable

of rising to as great heights as it is

of sinking to unpleasant depths, this

lesson will be devoted to the strength

of organized groups, and £o the

great capacity for good that lies in

organizations which are properly di-

rected. It will be well to study the

text to get an understanding of the

nature of crowds, mobs and groups,

and the distinctions between them,
but the thoughts presented here will

be in relation to the opposite aspect

from that presented by the text.

Some types of association help

one to develop socially desirable ac-

tions while others do not. They have
quite the opposite effect. Each in-

dividual should seek to cultivate that

form of association in group life

which will contribute to a finer per-

sonal life, and to which he will, in

turn, devote something of his best

self. A knowledge of group life,

of its capacities and limitations for

both good and evil is essential to

wholesome conduct. The present

lesson will emphasize the finer as-

pects of group life by developing

the following points

:

1. To show the advantages of

group life.

2. To encourage intelligent par-

ticipation in group life.

Collective behavior is one aspect

of society which cannot be ignored

in any consideration of social science.

It is as old as the race itself. The
first family was no sooner founded

than groups were formed.
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Roughly speaking, we refer to

the crowd as the casual gathering of

people for any purpose whatsoever

which brings individuals together.

The mob is an excited crowd bent

upon some definite object. Its pur-

pose may be for good or evil, but it

is transitory, and it lacks considered

thought. It is a highly emotional

gathering without intelligent direc-

tion. It may be extremely destruc-

tive and leave a permanent scar upon
society as the result of its unpre-

meditated action. But even when
its enthusiasm is dedicated to some
high ideal it can create nothing of

a constructive nature. Lasting good
comes only through the channels of

deliberate thought and wise control.

But a group is a body of people that

may be organized for some specific

purpose which can be very useful in

serving a high ideal.

No normal individual can live

without the association of his fel-

lowmen. We are creatures of as-

sociation, and we respond to the in-

fluences which surround us. Some
types of group life bind people to-

gether into permanently desirable

relationships, while others are tem-

porary in their influence. Others

produce undesirable reactions. To
develop those forms of group life

which promote socially desirable life

and to shun that form which has a

tendency to develop unsocial and
even detrimental reactions to life

situations is a problem which each

individual is constantly facing.

pROUP life is more than the sum
total of the lives of the individ-

uals who compose the group. The
fact of association produces an in-

fluence which is quite distinct from
that of the natures of those who
form the group. It gives rise to

qualitative characteristics that are

the outgrowth of the combined group

action and group spirit. The pecu-

liar psychology which permeates the

mob spirit leads to behavior which
no individual in the group would
dare to indulge by himself. Mob
action is the result of group spirit

that arises from some uncalculated

impulse. Knowledge of the symp-
toms and probable course of mob
action enables one to avoid being

carried away by the lawless spirit.

It is extremely important that one
should understand how to curb the

crowd spirit when its existence is

manifested for an unwholesome
reason.

Knowledge of the everyday forms
of association in which all people

participate is also of great impor-

tance. Groups are held together by
having common interests, aims, and
accordant activities. The more bonds
there are to unite people the more
lasting the association is apt to be.

But, if a single bond, such as the

religious, is of enough importance it

can unite people of widely divergent

interest and contrasting stations in

life. For instance, when a Latter-

day Saint of high standing in the

Church or eminent position in life

meets in a religious capacity with a

man or woman whose worldly posi-

tion is of the humblest order, there

should be a deep feeling of common
worship and understanding between
them. But it is necessary that peo-

ple should be conscious of the simi-

larity of interests in their group life

so that the mental phase of their

association harmonizes with their

outward acts. The more numerous
and the more personal the bonds
which bind people together the more
lasting their association is apt to

be. When people consciously and
of their own volition develop a bond
of common action and sympathy
their association is likely to endure

as long as the binding elements exist.
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Perhaps the family illustrates the

effect that united interests exert as

cohesive influences better than any

other single phase of group life. In

its normal state the family has so

many elements in common that the

unity of action within its bonds is

very nearly complete. The individ-

ual members of the family are usu-

ally conscious of their common
interests. However, as the thoughts

and actions which the family have
in common become fewer the mem-
bers gradually drift into different

channels, and the unity of the family

is consequently weakened. But the

common biological ancestry of the

family is an exceedingly strong bond
which generally holds the members
together when consciousness of all

other ties has gone. If social groups

could develop as many ties of lasting

significance, the unity of such groups

would probably be as great as those

of the family. Naturally, there

should be some discrimination

brought to bear upon the group in

weighing the importance of striving

for such ties. But where they are

considered wholesome and worth the

effort personal differences should

give way to broader outlook, and
cementing bonds should be encour-

aged.

In some communities there is a

strong group spirit of interest and
loyalty. Common forces such as

work, communication, cooperation

in mutual enterprises, and welfare

interests act to bind the group mem-
bers together. On the other hand
it is possible to find localities which
seem to lack the spirit of unity and
cohesion, and as a result no local

sentiment seems to exist, and the

community suffers from lack of en-

thusiasm and the benefit of combined
action.

TN cities where there are several

wards of the L. D. S. Church,

ward with much unified and local

spirit which is entirely lacking in a

neighboring organization. A care-

ful analysis of the situation will most
likely reveal threads of life and com-
mon interests running through the

organization which is imbued with
group loyalty. The more numerous
and enduring these threads become
the more permanent will be the co-

operative spirit. The results may
be likened to an ordinary automobile
tire. In its manufacture, upwards
of thirty thousand individual cotton

cords are brought together with a

rubber coating. Any single cord or

group of cords would be immedi-
ately destroyed by the strenuous

work to which they are put, but
when they are bound together in the

rubber matrix so that all of the cords

act as one they have greater durabil-

ity on the road than a steel tire of

equal weight. The cooperation of

the individual strands produces a
flexibility and a durability which is

as nearly indestructible as the in-

genuity of man can make. And
thus can group action multiply the

strength and power of individual

effort.

The intelligent participation in

group life is a social goal worthy of

cultivation. Those groups whose
objectives and patterns of life lead

to more wholesome living should

be fostered. This is of particular

significance in relation to the welfare

of the Latter-day Saint Church. The
loyalty, perseverance, and the un-

conquerable faith of the early Saints

was due to the common goals and
ideals of life which the Gospel en-

gendered These qualities supported

the pioneers in their long trek across

the plains to their home in the moun-
tains. But where the bonds of com-
mon fellowship and religion have

become weakened the unity in the

faith has diminished

it is possible at times to observe one If group life is to be a factor for
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good, it necessitates great and fine

leadership. But the quality for splen-

did leadership in the Latter-day

Saint Church has been so effectively

demonstrated for good that it has

excited notable comment by open-

minded people throughout the world.

Since the leaders in this Church are

chosen from the ranks of its mem-
bers, it behooves each member to

prepare himself for leadership and
intelligent group participation. The
Church has been organized on a

basis that offers tremendous educa-

tional and cultural advantages as well

as the opportunity for profound

spiritual and religious growth. Con-
sequently, the Mormon way of life

not only gives, it asks that many
shall serve. And the vitality of

group life in the Church depends

upon intelligent participation in the

group and conscientious preparation

for whatever position of leadership

one may be asked to fill.

Important lessons for the welfare

of ward organizations may be drawn
from an understanding of group

movements. Ward authorities should

aim to develop greater and more
numerous bonds of unity among
members and to lessen petty jealous-

ies and discordant influences. The
Apostle Paul expressed this thought

in his message to the Corinthians

when he said, "Now I beseech you,

brethren, by the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the

same thing, and that there be no di-

visions among you; but that ye be

perfectly joined together in the same
mind and in the same judgment."

(I Cor. 1 :10.) The common religious

inheritance and beliefs should be

sufficient for unity when individuals

are spending only a part of their

time in Church activities. Mission-

aries, who devote their whole time

to teaching the principles of the

Gospel, are held together insepar-

ably while so engaged. The bond is

unbreakable when life is patterned

upon such a common ideal of devo-

tion. But with those whose major
energies are devoted to the econom-
ic struggle for existence, the relig-

ious bond may become weakened.
But with such a great religious

inheritance as Mormonism provides,

people should seek to become united.

Areas of common experiences should

be sought and created to meet situ-

ations of weakened religious force

because of variations in economic
interests. People seek amusement
—they must have leisure time activ-

ities. They naturally associate with

those whose desires and experiences

are similar to their own as they strive

to adjust to a changing world. Sym-
pathy, common interests, and mutual
customs act like magnets to draw
people together, while opposite in-

terests, thoughtless and unkind crit-

icism, are not conducive to close

companionship. If ward authorities

keep these principles in mind, many
people who might otherwise be out-

side the immediate fold of the

Church may become vitally inter-

ested.

A LTHOUGH it is possible to

nourish and develop our minds
with religious apd spiritual informa-

tion by means of radio sermons, the

influence of the group spirit is thus

lacking, and there is no opportunity

for the development of the strength

and unity of thought and feeling that

arises when kindred souls meet. Ser-

mons by radio enjoyed in the quiet-

ness of the home will never be an

adequate substitute for the general

meetings of a religious organization

conducted by the constituted author-

ities of the Church. Religious fervor

is a group product and is contagious.

Wholesome group life is enhanced

by desirable forms of association.

Each individual should seek to im-

prove his own social standing and to
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add to his own happiness by con- of that group loyalty with the causes
sciously striving to participate in of group loyalty in your own ward,
those groups which will further his 2. Compare the advantages to be
highest ideals. gained by listening to a sermon on

Activities tne radio in your home and listening

1. Some fraternal orders have de-
to the same sermon in * reSular

veloped a form of group loyalty
meetmg in your own ward,

which induces individual members 3. Why is it that police officials

to give mutual support even under generally attempt to control crowd
most adverse conditions. Compare, and mob spirit by keeping the peo-
as far as you are able, the causes pie on the move?
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MY MOTHER
By Alice R. Rich

My mother had no time or strength to spare

For other than the duties of the day,

But after hours she sowed petunia seeds

To give us sweet perfume and blossoms gay.

Though evening duties call for all her time

We claimed her for the story we liked best,

She came and told again the fairy tales,

That sent us to sweet dreams and peaceful rest.

A quiet hour I'm sure she often craved
Yet all our friends were welcome in her home

;

Her heart reached out and every mother's child

Who knew her, shared that love, not just her own.

The world would never call my mother great

She wrote no verse, she sketched no pictures rare,

But everyone who knew her called her friend,

And memories of her linger everywhere.

Her gentle ways, her kindly helpful hand,
Marked carefully the path she'd have us go.

And on and on her love calls through the years
Like strains of sacred music soft and low.
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The British Coronation

By Amy Brown Lyman

FROM the earliest time kings

and queens have worn crowns
as a sign and symbol of their

authority. In some countries, parti-

cularly England, the crowning of the

king has been regarded as a natural

and necessary ceremony to be per-

formed for each new sovereign.

The English regalia and crown
jewels today include a number of

very interesting crowns, both old and
new. The most important of these is

St. Edward's crown, the one with

which the king is actually crowned
and which is used on no other occa-

sion. It is known as the Crown of

the Realm—the Crown of England.

It was made in 1662 at the time of

the Restoration and is the successor

to and replica of the ancient crown
of England which with the other

regalia was destroyed by the com-
monwealth government. After the

Coronation ceremony is over this

crown which is very heavy, weighing
nearly seven pounds, is replaced by
the light but more magnificent Im-
perial State Crown which is worn by
the king on the return procession and
at the opening of Parliament.

The crowning of the English king,

or the Coronation, follows the acces-

sion to the throne which has pre-
viously been officially proclaimed and

which is in itself already of binding

force. It is the formal public recog-

nition and ratification of the acces-

sion, and has become a ceremonial

token of wider significance. Immed-
iately upon the death of an English

monarch his heir becomes his al-

ready constituted successor. For the

crowning ceremony however, there

is no fixed time nor date. It usually

occurs after the period of mourning
is over.

The Coronation of King George
V took place thirteen months after

his accession to the throne. The
date for the present Coronation was
set for sixteen months after the ac-

cession of Edward VIII, and it was
not changed after the Abdication of
the latter and the accession of King
George VI.

Six months after the accession of

Edward VIII the date of May 12,

1937, was announced for the Corona-
tion and preliminary plans began to

take form at once in court and gov-
ernment circles, and in business and
social realms. These plans were in-

terrupted at the time of Edward
VIII's Abdication on December 11th,

but were resumed at once after

George VFs accession on December
12th.
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TX/'HILE the British Coronation

is a magnificent, brilliant and
elaborate ceremony, it is also a sacred

religious ceremony. It is a solemn

and aweful compact between an in-

dividual and a people, the individual

promising to discharge his function

worthily and faithfully, and the peo-

ple on their side, pledging their alle-

giance to him in the accomplishment

of their joint work.
The famous Abbey of Westmin-

ster which was founded by Edward
the Confessor (1042-1066) is the

setting for this great and important

event. William the Conqueror was
the first king to be crowned in the

Abbey and since his time all corona-

tions have taken place within its time

hallowed walls.

The complete coronation includes

WESTMINSTER ABBEY, ST. MAR-
GARET'S AND BIG BEN

the procession to and from the Abbey
and the ceremony within the Abbey.
Briefly the coronation ceremony
proper consists of the Recognition,

or presentation of the king ; the tak-

ing of the oath ; the anointing of the

king on the palms of the hands, the

breast and the head, with hallowed
oil ; the investure of the Royal Robe
with the orb, sceptre and ring (the

wedding ring of England) ; and the

placing of the Crown upon his head
by the Archbishop of Canterbury, as

the people shout "GOD SAVE THE
KING". The peers then put on
their coronets and the bishops their

caps, the trumpets sound and by a

signal given the great guns of the

Tower commence to fire. Then, en-

throned in the ancient coronation

chair, the king receives the homage
of leading representatives of the

various ranks, in succession.

The crowning of the Queen next

takes place. She proceeds to the

altar attended by her train bearers.

She is anointed on the head, receives

the consort's ring and the crown is

placed upon her head by the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. As her crown
is placed the princesses and peer-

esses put on their coronets and there

is a glittering of jewels such as one
never sees in any other ceremony.
The Queen is now invested with
her robes and regalia, and when their

Majesties have partaken of the sac-

rament the ceremony is over. The
King then exchanges the Crown of

St. Edward for the Imperial Crown,
and the Royal Robe of State for

his robe of purple velvet. There
then remains the great procession

from the Abbey to the Palace.

Included in the ceremony are an-

thems, prayers, scripture reading
and a sermon by the Archbishop of

Canterbury.

It is a tense moment when the

king takes the oath. Kneeling be-
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fore the altar he swears to main-

tain the statutes, laws and customs

of the realm, to use justice and mer-

cy in all his judgments, and to main-

tain the laws of God and the Pro-

testant religion.

In olden times the Coronation ser-

vice lasted three days and nights

but in the last two or three centur-

ies it has been greatly shortened and

revised, although no fundamental

change has been made for eleven

centuries. For the present Corona-

tion the Archbishop of Canterbury

has fixed the actual service to cover

only two and one-fourth hours. The
people will start arriving at 6 a.m.

and are expected to be in their seats

by 9 a.m. A luncheon will be sup-

plied in the Abbey.

AX7"HAT a splendid spectacle a

Coronation is ! The rich old

Abbey is thronged with peers and
peeresses in their robes of state, and
with royal and other guests ; and "all

down the immense vista of arches

there is one blaze of scarlet and
gold."

In addition to the dignity, gran-

deur and solemnity of the occasion

there is also a joyous aspect in which
the populace may join. The streets

are profusely decorated, bells peal,

cannons boom, banners wave and
crowds in gay colors throng the

streets and with joy and excitement
shout, God Save the King.

Miles of Coronation seats which
line the route of the procession are
filled with people who sit for hours
to witness the great pageant, good
naturedly eating their meals which
are included in the price of the seats.

For the ceremony on May 12th

Westminster Abbey has been thor-

oughly renovated, newly furnished,

seated and carpeted, richly and gor-

geously decorated in crimson, gold
and blue colors. It will no doubt

be thronged with the most repre-

sentative gathering of national life

that it is possible to imagine : Roy-
alty; church and state; lords and
commons, the judiciary; army and
navy; foreign representatives and
other special guests. There will be
people from every part of the Brit-

ish Dominions beyond the seas ; from
the frozen waters of the St. Law-
rence, the Rocky Mountains, the In-
dian jungles and the islands of the
sea—all desirous of showing their

loyalty and devotion to Empire and
Crown, and to the King himself.

The Queen mother has announced
her intention of witnessing the

crowning of her son, which is a de-

parture from the precedent set by
Queen Alexandria. A specially dec-

orated box in blue and gold will be

provided for her and her personal

attendants.

The two little daughters of the

King will also attend the ceremony

—

Princess Elizabeth, the eleven-year-

old heir apparent, and Margaret
Rose.

The procession from the Abbey
to the Palace will, it is expected, be
a most gorgeous and magnificent
pageant, surpassing all previous ones.

It will be two miles long and will

cover six miles en route. It will

include the King and Queen
;
Queen

Mary; the royal family (the princes

and princesses of royal blood) ; vis-

iting royalty, including the pictur-

esque Indian princes in their color-

ful robes and glittering jewels ; ec-

clesiastical dignitaries, governmental
representatives ; officers of state, for-

eign representatives and their at-

tendants ; special guests ; military es-

corts, overseas troups, etc. There
will be included representatives of
every race.

'"PHE King and Queen will ride in

the Royal glass coach of state

which will be placed near the end
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KING GEORGE VI, QUEEN ELIZA-
BETH, FRINCESS ELIZABETH
AND PRINCESS MARGARET ROSE

of the procession. It was built in

the year 1762, but has been entirely

regilded and redecorated. It will

be drawn by eight bay horses with

crimson harness decorated with crim-

son ribbon and gilt coats of arms.

These horses were selected on the

basis of appearance, health, good
behavior in crowds, and indifference

to noises. For months they have

been drawing vans and equipages

through the streets of London in

preparation for their part Jn the

great procession.

More than fifty miles of London
streets will be decorated ; the decor-

ations to exceed in extent and mag-
nificence anything ever before at-

tempted. The main colors are to be

red, white and blue with numerous
new shades and tints.

London is preparing for thou-

sands of visitors. Arrangements
have been made to seat 7,700 in the

Abbey and 85,000 in reserved seats

along the route of the procession,

with reserved standing places for

30,000 more. The seats have all

been thoroughly tested for strength.

The Queen's Coronation gown
will be white or ivory satin heavily

embroidered in gold, and her robe

and train will be purple velvet em-
broidered in gold and trimmed with

ermine. A new crown has been made
especially for her. The jewels which
consist of diamonds only, will be set

in platinum.

The King's Imperial Crown is a

blaze of jewels containing 2,783
diamonds, 227 pearls, 17 sapphires,

11 emeralds and 5 rubies.

Golden lame has been chosen by
Queen Mary for her gown. It will

be elaborately decorated with lovely

embroidery. The Princesses Eliza-

beth, and Margaret Rose will be
dressed in white and wear purple
robes.

The Earl Marshall has decreed

that only white and cream dresses

may be worn by the ladies aside

from the gold and silver for peer-

esses' robes. The Coronation court

gowns will be fashioned after the

formal evening dress with the ad-

dition of a train.

For months women in court and
official circles have been preparing

their elaborate wardrobes for the

great events. Old jewels have been

reset and new ones purchased. Dress

makers, milliners and jewelers have

surely profited by their expenditures.

Nor is the finery confined to wom-
en. Men, including royalty, nobility,

ecclesiastics, government officials,

army and navy officers, etc., will in-

deed compete with the opposite sex

in the color brilliancy and gorgeous-

ness of their dress and adornment.

An outstanding exception will be
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the American Ambassador, who will

wear plain evening clothes, and who
will probably be the only one thus

attired.

TV/TANY social functions will fol-

low the Coronation and extend

over the whole summer. The fes-

tivities will begin May 5 and con-

tinue until July 22. They will in-

clude banquets, garden parties, mili-

tary and air force revues, receptions,

concerts, balls, theaters and grand
opera.

The official program includes court

presentations, state banquets, palace

garden parties and two court balls

at Buckingham Palace on May 14

and 26, with 1,500 guests at each,

making a total of 3,000 guests who
will attend the two events. At the

first there will be a great gathering
of princes and princesses, politicians

of almost every nation with their

wives, the diplomatic corps and other

specially invited guests. Each ball

will last two and one-half hours

—

from 10 to 12:30. On each occa-

sion the King will start the dance
with a lady guest, the Queen will

come next with her partner.

King George is the youngest Brit-

ish monarch to ascend the throne
since the time of Queen Victoria.

Among his attendants and associates

and those of the Queen will be found
a large number of young men and
women and debutants. The Queen
has chosen as her four canopy hold-

ers and her six train bearers young
peeresses ranging in age from 17 to

22 years. Both the King and Queen
are fond of dancing, a fact that will

make their parties, balls, and other

social functions the gayest of the

century.

In honor of the Coronation many
gracious offerings and courtesies are

being extended. As a good will ges-

ture the Government is allowing a

Coronation grant to the unemployed
—an extra payment of half crown
and a shilling for each child. To
show his interest in the industrial

areas King George has sent person-
al invitations to four working peo-
ple—two men and two women—to

attend the Coronation Service in

Westminster Abbey.

One of the men is a tin plate pol-

isher and the other a coal miner. One
woman is an employee of the Gen-
eral Electric Co., and the other a car-

pet weaver. The latter in express-

ing her joy said, "Little did I think

when I was weaving the gold car-

pet for the Coronation that I would

be present for the historic event, and

see it in the Abbey."
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NOW AND THEN
By May H. Marsh

Brave little mother with three little boys,

One right after the other,

Grant and Billy are mere babies yet,

And now, a new little brother.

But after their baby years have all passed,

And one right after the other,

They grow into handsome and manly men,

Oh ! What a proud little mother

!



Nellie (X Parker
By Evelyn N. Wood

NELLIE O. PARKER

SISTER NELLIE O. PARKER
comes to the General Board
with the best wishes and love of

all who know her. When such
women are called to this high office,

it is not hard to see the workings of

the Spirit of Inspiration in the selec-

tion of our leaders. She comes well

prepared; schooled in spirit and
mind, even as a rose full blown in

a shady glen gives willingly of its

perfume and beauty, gathered from
a life time of purposeful living.

But even as with the rose, there

has been a time of preparation, a
gathering of the opportunities
around, to mellow her judgment and
soften her heart. Born into a home

where individual effort counted
much, she was early taught the

values of life by a frugal mother.
Two quotations remained in her
memory from early childhood : "Re-
member, life is just about what you
make it," and "Where there is a will,

there is a way." These stood out as

beacons, lighting each avenue where-
on she must travel. But this was
only part of her training.

Her father was an exact com-
plement to her mother and of a
highly spiritual nature. Nellie, as a
composite picture of both of them
was able to put order in her days,
sweep out the clutter, and keep her
mind and body strong and clean in

order to reach her goal. The}
gave her a passion for accuracy, but
not at the expense of beauty. She
possesses a sensitive awareness of
the motives and feelings of people,

so that with the least effort, she is

able to get the best from her asso-
ciates.

CHE had been taught that the pur-

pose of every Latter-day Saint
life is to give willingly of her time
and talents to the Church. With
a conviction that the Spirit of the

Lord can make even the ordinary
man, extraordinary, she resolved to

take advantage of this leadership

training. At the age of thirteen she
was called to be secretary of the

Primary, and later a teacher. Then
the Gleaner class was a real thrill to

her, and later as President of the

Mutual, she received a fine training

in the viewpoint of young people.

CISTER PARKER was graduated

from the Brigham Young Uni-
versity, and taught in the Provo
schools for four years before she
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joined Brother Parker, then a strug-

gling young man with an ambition

for law. During their stay at the

University of Michigan, she was
able to further satisfy her hunger
for knowledge, by taking courses

along with her husband.

tJER first introduction to Relief

Society Board work came when
she was asked to be assistant secre-

tary on Sister Keeler's board of

Utah Stake. She had previously

taught the Literary lessons in the

ward in those intervals between five

babies. When her husband was ap-

pointed Attorney General for the

State of Utah, they left Provo to

make their home in Salt Lake City.

t> ESIDES her work in the Church,

Sister Parker has been very ac-

tive in social organizations. A
natural-born executive, she has been
president of the Nelke Reading
Club, Sorossus, Delphian, and pres-

ident of the Uintah Parent Teach-
er's Association. Under her leader-

ship the first Summer School in the

Uintah School District was organ-
ized.

JN THE spring of 1929, just a few
months after she had come to

Salt Lake, Sister Emmeretta Brown
called Sister Parker to the Granite
Stake Board as the Literary teacher.

Then when Sister Latimer was
taken as the counselor, Nellie was
asked to take her place as the Social

Service Leader, and when Sister

Latimer was made the new presi-

dent, she asked Sister Parker to be
her counselor. But events were
happening fast ; a new Stake, High-
land Stake, was to be created, and
she was to become its first Stake
President. Under this new position

she grew and developed easily and
graciously. Her Board was efficient,

each one doing her best, not because
she was driven, but when in her
presence it was just naturally ex-

pected that each give her all; she
was the sort of person to whom one
willingly gave allegiance.

She believed that while Relief So-
ciety must take care of the physical

needs of the people in the Church,
that it must also offer cultural train-

ing for women. She therefore
sought to encourage every advantage
for the educational guidance of
mothers. In accordance with this

spirit, Ward libraries were encour-
aged. Each woman was urged to

contribute a good book. The Stake
also collected a library, which was
at the disposal of any Ward at its

request. Some of the Wards were
able to collect as many as 150 books
in one year.

DUT the practical side of her must
also have its turn, and she con-

ducted a demonstration of the uses
of made-over clothing. All the
women were encouraged to make
something useful and good looking,
from something used, and all of
these were placed on display at the
Stake House.

Those who love her have mem-
ories that stand out on the horizon
of her leadership, memories of situ-

ations that could have caused feel-

ings and friction. Odd little occa-
sions that no one could have antici-

pated were thrust upon her. There
would be a tense moment, as all

waited, with faces turned toward
her. Then somehow her arms would
go around two i^eople, a nice com-
ment would be lxrade about the in-

tegrity of both. All was running
smoothly again, before many knew
that a crisis had been passed. Her
oil of human kindness and under-
standing soothed many troubled
waters before even |those waters
knew that a storm had been nigh.

TN the Spring and Summer,
x

troubles began to arise at home.
Her husband needed more of her
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time. For just a moment she was
confused. Then with that clear

vision that she possessed, her mind
was made up. There must be no

room for regrets. The promise that

she had made to herself on her

wedding day, that nothing should

ever come before home and family

stood out in her mind. She was con-

stant in her devotion and so cour-

ageous throughout his long sickness.

No sacrifice was too great if it was
for her home or her family. She

was just beginning. There were so

many wonderful things that she

could see to be done. She had been

given only one year to accomplish

all that her heart told her she could

do. But it was not hard for Sister

Parker to give it up, and never would
she consider it a sacrifice. Hers was
the happy faculty of being able to

adjust to any condition and finding a

way to be happy in it. Her resig-

nation was sent in to President

Ashton and accepted. That one

never loses out by doing the thing

that is right, has always been one of

her firm convictions.

VlfHETHER she was conducting

the affairs of her home, pre-

siding at a Board Meeting, or stand-

ing by the side of her husband, she

was master of the situation, doing

the task ahead with a sweet dignity

and poise that was remarkable.

Quiet, unassuming and rather shy

she has never pushed herself for-

ward, but has been called to many
responsible positions. She has never

sought greatness, but greatness has

come to her. As she has served,

each one of her experiences had en-

riched her background and under-

standing. She comes to the General

Board well seasoned in wisdom and

vision, and with a humility that re-

assures her heart that the Lord never

asks us to do anything, but what He
spreads a mantle of inspiration

around us, that we may be able to

accomplish the task He requires of

us.

*\<x?§&x»

MRS. SARAH ALLRED AND HER SEVEN LIVING DAUGHTERS



Lace Stockings
By Mary Ek Knowles

ELLEN was rinsing the last of

the week's wash when the

phone rang. She turned off

the washer, wiped her wet hands on
a hand towel, stepped with amazing
skill over blocks, toys, and a rag dog
with one eye, and cautioned Denny
to "be quiet while Mummy answers
the phone."

"Hello." It was Paul. Her heart

skipped a beat, her dark eyes soft-

ened. Nice to feel that way about

your husband after eleven years of

married life.

"Mrs. Dale," Paul's voice inform-

ed her with studied seriousness,

"we're going out to a dinner at

the Plaza Hotel."

"A dinner dance, Paul? When?"
"Tonight."

"Tonight ! But Paul—" If that

wasn't just like a man. "I haven't
—

"

"Don't tell me you haven't any-

thing to wear. Go to town. Buy
something. It's going to be a big

affair. See you tonight, sweet-

heart."

"C* LLEN hung up the receiver with

a steady hand. Must get a wave.

Hire Nora Daniels to tend Denny.

She frowned at her reddened hands.

Wouldn't have washed if she had

known. If only there were more
time. * * * Then excitement pos-

sessed her. She swooped up golden-

haired Denny, hugged him tightly,

sang, "Mummy's going out to-

night * * * going to a dinner dance
* * *" stirred the soup—the three

older children would soon be home
for lunch—put Denny down, and

took the budget book from the cup-

board.

She would have to buy a dress.

No hope of renovating the thrice-

altered blue crepe. And shoes. And
by all means, stockings. Her one

and only good pair had a darn in the

heel.

For fifteen minutes while the little

Dutch clock ticked on the wall and
Denny built a leaning tower of

blocks, she juggled figures on a piece

of white paper, her forehead wrin-

kled, her dark head bent. "Four-
teen dollars and sixty-five cents—no
—say fifteen dollars,"—she finally

announced aloud." That meant, of

course, letting the doctor bill and the

payment on the piano go until the

first, but—Oh, if only she could buy
a dress like Aunt Jasmine had worn
to the Andrews last week. Couldn't

pay as much, of course. Aunt Jas-

mine had a good paying position, ali-

mony from her divorce, an apart-

ment with maid service and—no
children.

It was with a feeling of high ad-

venture and reckless, luxurious ex-

travagance that Ellen began the af-

ternoon that clear April day. It is

rare indeed for the mother of four

growing children to have $15.00 to

spend on herself. Not that it would
always be that way. Things were a

little close now with Paul just start-

ing in business for himself, but some
day—well—some men had the abil-

ity to get ahead. Paul was one of

them.

She entered the first shop and
told the stout, beaming saleswoman
her need.

"Dinner dress?" She piloted El-

len over deep-piled rugs to the realm

of glass cases, soft lights, and long

mirrors. She brought out a peach-

colored taffeta dress, long and full,
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with a short, demure jacket." Ex-
quisite, isn't it? You can just step

in here
—

"

Ellen caught her breath for the

sheer loveliness of the gown, but held

up her hand. "I'm afraid—how
much is it ?"

"Just $29.50. A bargain at that

price, isn't it?"

"Yes, but
—

" Ellen hesitated, feel-

ing stupid and painfully conscious of

last.year's black felt hat and the darn
in her left heel. "Haven't you some-
thing a little less

—

"

The saleswoman lifted her arched
eyebrows and sniffed audibly. "I'm
afraid not. We don't carry cheap
merchandise." She turned her back
on Ellen with an injured, hurt air.

IX/'HY, Sue Daniels never paid

more than ten dollars for a
dress, Ellen consoled herself when
she was again outside. Of course
Sue was smaller, easier to fit— . Sud-
denly Ellen laughed. That awful
saleswoman. What fun she would
have telling Paul about it.

"* * *

she looked surprised, darling, and
she sniffed, just as if I'd suddenly
pulled a dead fish out of mid-air and
held it under her nose!" Surely,

in the next shop she would find just

what she wanted. Still, for all her
optimism, that heady feeling of ex-
citement was gone. She felt tired,

let down.
No wonder. She had had no lunch

!

In the last minute rush of finishing

the washing, giving Nora instruc-

tions about Denny and getting her-

self ready to go she had entirely neg-

lected that little matter. She hurried

down the street and into "The Red
Robin." A bowl of soup, and a

sandwich, they would take away that

gaunt, empty feeling.

£LLEN MCCARTHY." She
turned suddenly at the sound of

her name. Saw Marjory Adams,

Drucilla Lane, and Judy Allan at a

nearby table. And suddenly the

years rolled back. She was a school-

girl again. Hurrying from classes

to lunch with this same trio.

She hurried towards the table,

clasped slim white hands in her own,
kissed Marjory on the cheek and
seated herself in the empty chair.

Everyone talked at once.

"This is a reunion. First Mar-
jory, then Drucilla, now Ellen."

"It's been years
—

"

"Twelve years
—

"

"Don't remind me!"

Ellen looked at the three women.
They didn't look any older. The
three pretty school girls had become
three smartly clad, sophisticated

women. That hat of Judy's—black

straw, plain, but so smart, with the

tiny nose veil. And Marjory. The
sheer blue wool dress she wore cried

Paris and Chanel in every line. As
for Drucilla. No one could wear
tailored things with quite the same
dash as she. Ellen felt suddenly
self-conscious. She straightened her

hat, and hid her rough hands be-

neath the table. She must look like

a little brown wren alongside them.

The conversation turned to the

subject of what each had been doing
in the twelve years since they last

met. Marjory had been in Paris

studying art. She clasped her long,

perfectly manicured hands and told

of the exhibit of her work to be
held that summer in New York.
Her etchings were attracting no lit-

tle attention, she informed them with

a proud little lilt in her voice. Dru-
cilla asked what she thought about
the future of modernistic Art, and
Ellen felt herself suddenly shut out.

She remained silent, trying to keep
pace with their clever, brilliant talk.

Judy had made a name for herself

in the world of music and she had
"dabbled a bit, with no little success,
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my dears," in the theater, under

the name of Anna Tanya. The talk

veered to the latest plays on Broad-
way. Again Ellen was on a lonely

island.

Drucilla was private secretary to

a big steel king.

"But weren't you and Larry
Downes engaged to be married?"

Judy asked.

Drucilla laughed a short, hard

laugh. "I recovered from that. He
had some impossibly old-fashioned

ideas about marriage, children, and
love in a cottage."

"Not really
!"

"Mid-victorian."

"You'd have been a fool
!"

Ellen felt her skin tighten and her

face flush.

"And you, Ellen. What have you
been doing?" someone asked.

Ellen hesitated, conscious of the

three pairs of eyes fixed upon her.

Well, what had she been doing?

What had she to relate? How to

tell in so many words of the sacred-

ness of those first months of mar-
riage to Paul; of that miraculous

feeling of being not one soul, but

two, eternally bound together. Could
mere words describe that ecstasy

when first she had known she was
to be a mother ; the long months of

waiting while her body grew heavy
with its precious burden, and that

moment when she looked upon her

baby daughter, and felt in some
small measure as He must have felt

when He rested on the seventh day
and looked down upon the world.

Would they be interested in the bat-

tle she had had nursing Bud back to

health after a siege of scarlet fever

—Bud so husky and strong now,
with his freckled face and his pride

in "the* gang"—or the fact that

Alice, at the age of ten, could play

on the piano, by ear, any piece she

might hear? She might tell them

that little Betty was at the head of

her class in school, and that butter-

milk, of all things, had been the only

milk little Denny's system could

digest from the age of two months
on. But would these drab facts in-

terest them? They had all seemed
vitally important to Ellen at the

time, but now they seemed uninter-

esting, colorless.

She heard her voice, weak and
faint, as if from the bottom of a
deep, dark well. "Me? Why noth-
ing, I guess. Just raising a family.

I have four children, you know."

There was an embarrassed pause,

and then Drucilla laughed. She al-

ways had been able to laugh herself

out of an embarrassing situation.

Ellen left soon after, and there
were friendly goodby's and fervent
promises to "meet again." But Ellen
knew this could never be. They be-
longed to a different world. As she
walked away she could almost hear
their comments and the undercurrent
of pity in their voices. "Such a
shame," they would say, "she used
to be such a brilliant person. An A
student in English. Such an amaz-
ing sense of humor. Remember her
screamingly funny compositions?"
And then they would forget her, re-

turn to their smart, sparkling talk.

pLLEN tried to recapture her
mood of an hour before; she

told herself, "Snap out of it, my
dear. You've new clothes to buy
yet, and a party to look forward to."

But she was conscious of a dull feel-

ing of resentment as she traveled
from shop to shop hunting a dress.

She found herself comparing each
gown with the taffeta one and think-
ing "* * * this one is shoddy, cheap
* * *» or «* * * the shade fs all

wrong, it makes my skin look mud-
dy * * *" and "* * * $29.50 isn't

a scandalous price to pay for a dress.
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I'll bet Judy paid that much for her

hat * * *" and finally, "* * * I

haven't had a decent dress since I

was married * * *" In the end,

spurred into action by the lateness of

the hour, she chose a black rough

crepe dress, long, with short puff

sleeves, marked down to $9.79 frorn

the winter season. She could re-

move the tawdry gold bow, wear her

strand of pearls and her pearl ear-

rings, "and look as I always do, drab,

practical, a season behind," she

thought.

The tall clock on the corner of

Main and Broadway told her it was

five o'clock. She quickened her

steps. Still shoes and stockings to

buy. No time, now, to get a wave.

She used to wave her own hair when
she was going to school. Brush it

until it gleamed, then steam it with

hot towels and push the wave into

place. But that took time. Time!
When had she a minute she could

call her own, an undisturbed night

of sleep? No wonder fine lines were

already making their appearance in

her fair skin.

She passed a shoe store and feast-

ed her eyes on a pair of fragile,

golden sandals. Just what she want-

ed ! Golden sandals and a shimmer-

ing taffeta dress. She saw the price

tag $10.50 and walked away. "Mar-
jory, or Judy could have bought

them without even a glance at the

price tag," she thought as she walk-

ed one flight up and bought a pair

of black kid pumps with a silver

metal bow.

With her purchases under her

arm she made her way towards the

hosiery counter in Bengels Co. And
then she saw them, on the end of

the counter near the elevator. Lace
stockings. Fragile as a spider's web.

As soft in color as the first warm
breath of spring. "They are just

new," the salesgirl remarked at her

elbow. "Beautiful, aren't they?"

Ellen nodded and touched them
gently with a gloved hand. The
price tag said, "$2.50." They would
go well with a peach-colored taffeta

dress and gold sandals, wouldn't

they?" she asked, torturing her-

self.

"Oh, yes. Beautifully," the clerk

assured her.

Suddenly, standing there at the

hosiery counter with her packages

under her arm, her hat crooked, and
her nose shiny, Ellen wanted those

stockings more than anything else

in the whole world. And she had
just 65 cents in her purse. "I just

wanted something for everyday,"

she lied bitterly and bought a pair

of semi-chiffon hose for 59 cents.

She didn't look at the lace stockings

again. Didn't have to. She would
never forget them.

HpHEY became, as she walked

home, the symbol of everything

lovely she had wanted in the last

eleven years and couldn't have.

Lovely things she had wanted
marched through her mind in tan-

talizing procession. A brown coat

with a beaver collar; a pink knitted

suit with a beret to match ; a white

felt picture hat with a blue band;

a star sapphire ring like Aunt Jas-

mine's. Aunt Jasmine! Or Judy,
or Drucilla, or Marjory. Catch them
denying themselves anything. She,

Ellen, was as intelligent as any of

them. "I could have been a writer,

a newspaper woman." But what
had happened? She had fallen in

love with Paul. Let her heart rule

her head. Oh, of course, some day
she would have all the lovely things

she wanted. Maybe. Some day!

She wanted them now, while she

was young. "You should have

chosen a career, Ellen McCarthy
Dale," she told herself.
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DUD met her at the door. "Won
the ball game, Mom." She saw

his tousled hair, his dirty shirt, and
the rip in his overalls. "Bud, you've
torn your overalls again. ' You must
think were're made of money," she

almost screamed. Bud said, "Yes'm,"
and disappeared into the bedroom,
a hurt look on his freckled face.

Alice ran in from the kitchen.

"Oh, mother," she reached for

Ellen's packages, "let me see!"
Ellen frowned down into her eager,

upturned face. "Leave things alone
!"

Little Betty, always shy, remained
in the background, her round, se-

rious eyes on her mother's face.

The phone rang. "It's Mr. Dale,"

Nora called.

Ellen unfastened Denny's cling-

ing hands from her skirt.

"Get a dress, honey?" Paul
asked.

"Oh my, yes," she answered. "I

bought a silver lame evening dress,

solid gold sandals, an ermine jacket

and—and lace stockings, thin as a

spider's web !" She was very near

to tears.

There was a moment's silence,

then Paul's voice came over the

wire, worried, husky. "What's the

matter, honey? Didn't you have
enough money?"

Ellen made no reply. She couldn't

speak. "Maybe I can borrow ten

from Mike."
"No. Don't bother." Borrow

ten and be six months paying it

back. "I have to get busy." She
hung up. "Shame, shame," she

scolded herself. "Paul hasn't had
a new suit for three years." But she

didn't care. She didn't care

!

JUST at that moment a low, cream-

colored roadster drew up in front

of the house and stopped. Aunt
Jasmine got out of the car and came
walking up the path. Aunt Jas-

mine in a clever, apple-green outfit,

her gray hair perfectly waved.
"Fashion note, for spring," Ellen

thought. "Select a bright, light

weight wool dress for wear un-
der your winter coat." She bun-
dled her packages together, threw
them in the hall closet and shut the

door*.

"Hello, darling," Aunt Jasmine
greeted. "You look tired. Anything
wrong?" Ellen made no reply, but
fastened her eyes on a flat package
in Aunt Jasmine's hand. Denny
toddled in from the kitchen, his

arms held up. "Damin, Damin," he
lisped. Jasmine threw the package
carelessly, wearily on the table and
reached eagerly, hungrily for Den-
ny. "Just something I bought me
as I came through town. See if you
like them." She walked over to the

window with Denny in her arms.
Ellen unwrapped the package,

and a tiny moan escaped her lips.

Lace stockings ! Not one pair, but

three ! The very stockings she had
wanted. It wasn't fair ! Bitterness

and weariness culminated into tears,

and she wept silently, one hand on
the lace stockings, the other hand
to her lips. It wasn't fair. Aunt
Jasmine had everything!

Then she looked up, saw Aunt
Jasmine standing by the window,
Denny in her arms, his dimpled hand
on her lips, the light making a halo

of his bright curls. But it was the

look on Jasmine's face that checked
Ellen's tears, and sent the bitter-

ness from her heart with one clean

stroke. For in that unguarded mo-
ment she saw disillusionment, fu-
tility and poignant loneliness in the

other woman's face.

"Oh, I've never known that," she
thought, indescribable loneliness. I

never will. I have my children.

True, they will grow up, marry and
move away. But they will return
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for warm, cozy visits. They and
their children and their children's

children. Always she would have
her fingertips on life's pulse.

The thought came to Ellen that

Aunt Jasmine was the Marjories,

the Judys, the Drucillas, ten, fif-

teen years from now. Successful,

rich, bored and lonely. The grass

always looked greener on the other

side of the fence. Until this mo-
ment she had seen only the attrac-

tive part of the older woman's life.

The ease and comfort, the money.
She had not realized that money
could purchase only material things

that faded and tarnished and lost

their thrill the moment after pur-

chase.

Ellen's life was full, busy, soul-

satisfying. Career! Why, she had
chosen a career! The most impor-

tant one in the world. Careers of

Music, of Art, of Literature, they

were all very important. They made
for a rich and more abundant life,

but first there must be people born

to enjoy them.

The Career of Motherhood!
"It is such an age-old occupation

that people take it for granted,"

Ellen thought, "like the miracle of

the sun rising every morning, or the

wonder of green sprouts pushing

their way through the damp earth

in the spring. We mothers are part-

ly to blame. We take it for granted

ourselves. We are apologetic about

our calling. "Just raising a family,"

I said this afternoon, and I lowered

my eyes. I should have held my
head high."

She would start a new vogue
among mothers. Pride in their task.

It was an inspiring thought. It took

her firmly by the hand and lead her

to the top of a lofty mountain.

She carefully folded the lace

stockings in the box, put the lid on
and tied the string in a tight, hard
knot. She was humming a happy
little tune.

«1C^^^1».

THE WOULD-BE-MOTHER
By Ella J. Coulam

My heart goes out on Mother's Day
To the lonely Would-Be Mother,

Who smiles and tries so valiantly

Her yearning hopes to smother.

Would she have scolded if her little lad

Made tracks on the kitchen floor?

Would she have censured him
When he loudly banged the door?

Would she have said unkind and hurting things

When he lost his cap and ties?

Would she have been too tired for story-hours

Or to see the love-light in his trusting eyes ?

Dear God help me to be as kind

As that Would-Be Mother yearns to be

;

Help me to guide these little ones

And please dear God—bless such as she.



Edward P* Kimball
A TRIBUTE TO EDWARD P. KIMBALL AT THE ANNUAL

CONCERT OF THE RELIEF SOCIETY OF THE WASHINGTON
BRANCH AT THE WASHINGTON CHAPEL, FRIDAY, MARCH

19, 1937

By Melvin C. Merrill

O 1lUT OF the heart of the moun-

tains came sweet melodies. On
waves of ether were they carried

far and wide by modern miracle.

From a huge musical mechanism,

delicately attuned, came the soul-

stirring strains. At the console sat

a master, in a setting world-renown-

ed and visited by hundreds of thou-

sands from every clime. Thus did

the inhabitants of earth come to

know the famous organist, Edward
P. Kimball.

In America's Capital near the

eastern shores of this beloved "land

of the free" was builded a chapel,

a gem of beauty. From the moun-
tains came the stone, unbelievably

attractive in sunshine and shadow;
from the records of the past came
the unique figure on the spire her-

alding a message of peace and good
will to the nations. Into the interior

was placed the heart of the struc-

ture, an instrument of high quality

whose melodious sounds were to

soothe the ears, soften the hearts,

and regenerate the souls of thou-

sands.

DUT who would be called upon to

produce these effects ? Came the

thrilling announcement, "Edward P.

Kimball, Senior Organist of the

Salt Lake Tabernacle!" The result,

a flutter of excitement in our Branch
to have one so great and distinguish-

ed chosen for the appointment.

Awed we were at the prospect.

Then came the great one, and
with him came Hazel and Marion
and Ted and Don. And we found

that he was human, and we opened

our hearts to him and his family.

His warm, colorful personality melt-

ed away our timorous trepidations

and we came to love him like a

brother. To us all he was soon gen-

ial Ed. Kimball. But we found him
greater than we had even expected

;

we found him great in artistry, great

in ability, great in faith, great in

enthusiasm, great in companionship,

great in humility, and great in ser-

vice. In his work here he daily ex-

emplified the implied suggestion that

"He that would be greatest among
you, let him be the servant of all."

And the Relief Society, as well as

all the other organizations in the

Branch, can testify with grateful

appreciation of his helpful service

to them.

JNSTEAD of a single set of abili-
x

ties and talents, as have many
artists, we soon found that Ed had

four, and we became convinced that

in all the world he was the one best

selection for the important position

he held among us. Not only was he

a capable and accomplished musician,

but he was as well a fluent and en-

tertaining speaker, a lovable and cor-

dial mixer among his fellowmen,

and an experienced, practical man
of affairs particularly qualified to

be the Director of this imposing

building with its technical and in-

tricate apparatus. The immaculate

condition of this chapel after three

and a half years of daily use bears

glowing testimony to his efficient

and painstaking efforts in supervis-

ing its care and upkeep.
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T ITTLE children loved him,
young people loved him, and

the older ones loved and admired
him for his talents and abilities. Our
hearts have been indeed saddened
this week. The large audience that

assembled here on Tuesday, that

filled the choir seats and the chapel,

that crowded the recreation hall, and
that overflowed on to the stage, bore

eloquent tribute to the love and re-

spect that Edward P. Kimball had
won among us. Not alone were
members of our Church there, but

others as well—fellow Rotarians and
friends and admirers. And though
the appeal was so sweetly sung to

"Dry Those Tears," those assembled

found it difficult or impossible to

comply.

t^ROM the mountains came to us

this choice spirit; to the moun-
tains its tabernacle has returned for

interment. Ed, our friend and pal,

has gone, and we shall see him no
more in all our journeys through

the rest of this life. But though he

is gone he is not forgotten, nor ever

will he be, as long as memory lives.

His personality still lingers among
us—his smile, his joviality, his en-

thusiasm, his lively ways. And from
every room in this well-kept build-

ing and from the beautiful grounds
without its colorful walls comes to

us his cheery voice.

"V/TY FRIENDS, his message to

us tonight is, carry on, do your
best, go forward. He would have
this program conducted as though
nothing tragic had just happened.

Therefore, let the strains of sweet

music resound, from both voice and
instrument. Magic refrains will

arise out of the depths of our emo-
tions as we this night appreciate the

excellent performance rendered for

our entertainment. And as we de-

rive spiritual benefit from the ren-

ditions we shall also receive ennoble-

ment of soul as we recall our as-

sociations with Edward P. Kimball,

the glorious work he did, and the

mission he so effectively filled. Al-

ways for us his personality will play

on and on and on, and the strains

will be heavenly music to our ears.

Excerpt From Radio Talk
By President Louise Y. Robison

TN her radio talk on Sunday, March

21, President Robison said:

"Tonight we remember one of

these great souls whom we lovingly

call an Honorary Member—Edward
P. Kimball. The last service he

rendered was in training a Relief

Society chorus in Washington for

their annual celebration. He died

before the program was rendered.

Instead of a celebration the evening

Friday was turned into Memorial
exercises in honor of the man be-

loved. One speaker made the fol-

lowing statement which finds re-

sponse in all our hearts, 'Always for

us his personality will play on and

on and on, and the strains will be

heavenly music to our ears.'

"Funeral services were held for

him today where heartfelt tributes

were paid to his memory. But be-

cause of the service he has so gra-

ciously and so generously given to

the Singing Mothers, we wish to

offer as a tribute of appreciation to

the memory of a great musician, a

true friend, the beautiful words of

Alfred Tennyson, 'Crossing the

Bar'."



A TRIBUTE TO EDWARD P. KIMBALL
By Grace S. Colton

His heart was filled with melodies

;

His eyes saw heavenly visions and celestial glory.

As the notes rippled off his fingers,

We sat through that quiet hour of music,

And all the good of earth came back to keep, us company.

The whole scale was at his command,
And as he played exquisitely,

We saw the hills of home and heard the music in the trees

—

The breaking of the morn
;
glad, triumphant,

The brilliant shadows in the sky as night changed places with the day

;

Father, Mother—all the golden days of youth

;

The evening prayer, as heart swelled with the melody

In praise of God.
Wedding bells and happy hearts

—

A child is born ; rejoicing

!

Flowers in the garden, beauty running riot everywhere
;

Children at play in bright sunshine,

Tossing their laughter and their shouting

;

Death, and the low soft notes of comforting ecstasy

;

The murmur of lapping water on the shore

;

The mighty majesty of the waves amid the storm,

As wind tears water into foam and lashing music

;

Church bells calling to worship on
His Holy Day—,
And then the hour was over, and we went away

;

******
And after that, the closing of the organ,

The closing of the eyes. ******
There's a note of quiet sadness

Around the little church today,

For the hands that played the organ
Are stilled; the artist gone away.
He went out the open doorway
In the quiet afternoon,

Easter lilies on his bier.

The sobbing of the organ
And his choir you could hear.

But the memory of the gladness

That he put in every heart,

Will be ever in our keeping,

Never more from us to part.

Brother Kimball, may the choir

In the land you've gone to see,

Have you softly play your music
Throughout all eternity.



On the Trails of the Old Kaibab
By Elsie C. Carroll

Chapter XII

"T COME close to the tree in the

cave," Lon explained to the

group listening to his strange story

of the stolen steers. "I hear sound.

I listen. Steers bellow back in hill,

ver* strange. I heap scart. I listen

more. I hear men. Tree move little

more. Then come still. I wait little

while. Then I look at tree. I bring

axe to cut down. When I hit, it

jump off ground and show door. I

show you."

Lon struck the dead tree which
was apparently rooted to the floor

of the cave, and it sprang upward
to the ceiling of the cavern, reveal-

ing an aperture in the wall of the

cave which led to an open valley

behind.

Upon examination they found
that this tree was suspended from
the rock roof of the cave by raw-
hide ropes, ingeniously concealed in

the dead branches. When it was
lowered into place by the ropes

which were operated from the rear

side of the cave by crude, but clev-

erly contrived pulleys, it fit firmly

onto the floor and appeared to have
at one time grown there. It was
so close against the wall that no
light came through from the other

side of the opening when the tree

was in place. But when it was lift-

ed, a doorway, two and a half feet

wide and five feet high was opened.

Both Steve and Uncle Billy had
been in the cave hundreds of times,

and they could now scarcely believe

their eyes.

Lon went on to tell how he had
gone through the opening to the

box-like canyon into which he now

conducted the others. They could

see where this led out through a sort

of tunnel to the notch in the Grand
Canyon itself. Fresh tracks from
the steers were still visible.

They examined the stone weights

which raised and lowered the tree.

The pulleys were so arranged that

a heavy jar on the tree itself, or a

jerk from the outside on one of the

ropes would lift the tree. It lower-

ed itself automatically as the ropes

unwound.

Lon explained that after he had
made the discovery and had con-

nected it with his former experi-

ence, he had started to the Park to

tell Steve. He had met Helen and
had relayed the message to her, re-

turning to make further investiga-

tions. He had followed the stolen

steers at a safe distance, and when
they were bedded for the night on

a shelf of the canyon trail, he had
returned to the ranch, expecting to

find Steve with help.

When he had found Hawley with

Uncle Billy and the others, he had
hidden on the ridge above the cab-

ins, waiting for an opportunity to

reveal what he knew without giving

the discovery away to Hawley.

"But I don't understand yet,"

Steve said, "just where the cattle

are now, or how Hawley is going

to get them to his range."

"This trail around the face of

the canyon," explained Helen, "joins

your range land with his. I'm sure

I saw that train of steers down un-

der the rim of the canyon when I

was flying with Pete Rockwood yes-

terday. His men are taking them to

his corrals where the brands will
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be changed from Double H to Cross-

ed Four Bar."

"I wonder if you can be right."

"There's one way to find out; to

be at Hawley's ranch when those

steers arrive and catch him red-

handed in the act of changing your
brand."

"We'll try," Steve declared, new
fire in his eyes. "Uncle Billy, Lon
will take you around this secret trail.

You can keep out of sight and fol-

low the thieves onto Hawley's
range with the steers so there'll be
no alibi. Helen—Mrs. Latimer

—

and I will go to the Park and phone
to Fredonia for some real officers

and be out at Hawley's ranch when
the cattle are brought in."

CTEVE and Helen made the trip

back to the Park almost in si-

lence.

Once he said, "I can't help think-

ing how it must seem to you—hav-
ing your dad go the way he did

—

and then coming out here to find

things in a mess like this. I prom-
ise I'll try to make it up to you the

best I can."

"You have nothing to make up,

Steve. If Mr. Hawley or someone
else took my father's cattle, that

was not your fault."

"I'm afraid you'll have a hard
time making your husband believe

that it isn't somebody's fault." Still

she did not tell him.

It was almost dark when they
reached the hotel. Steve put his

call through for the officers, then
prepared for bed. Helen insisted

upon his allowing Wood Russell to

dress his wounds and upon his stay-

ing at the hotel instead of going to

Uncle Billy's cabin as he planned.

He looked ill with weariness and
anxiety.

When Wood had finished, Steve

came to tell Helen good night. She

was in one corner of the lobby, pre-

tending to read.

"It's strange to think who you
really are—and that our dads were
pals."

"They were like David and Jon-
athan, Uncle Billy told me." She
was afraid to look into his dark

brooding eyes lest he should read her

secret.

"It would have been great if we
could have known each other when
we were kids, and grown up as

friends.

"But we are friends now, aren't

we?" Helen stood up and held out

her hands.

"Yes—friends," he repeated. He
held her hands lightly for a moment
then gripped them close.

"Good night," he said abruptly

and hurried from the room.

"LJELEN found a letter from Aunt
Nettie waiting in her cabin.

"Your foolishness," it informed
her, "has cost you dear. George
has started suit for divorce, charg-

ing you with desertion. Can't you
come to your senses? If you will

hurry home it may not be too late.

Without finishing, Helen crushed
the letter in her hands. Her heart

was singing.

Free ! Free

!

17ARLY the next morning Bernice

Hawley came to Helen's cabin.

"I'm sorry for the things I said

to you at the Lodge. Pete Rock-
wood has been showing me how
foolish I've been—in more ways
than one. I've found out that I do
care for him—even more than for

Steve. I hope you'll forgive me
and forget how nasty I was."

Helen patted the girl's hand and
kissed her cheek.

"It's all right, dear. I know that

in your heart you know better, and
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I'm glad about you and Pete. I

promised to say a good word for

him, but evidently he didn't need it."

"I came early because I'm going

to Salt Lake today. Dad is selling

out. Pete's going to take him to

Texas tomorrow to finish up his

deal. I may not see you again. But
I just had to tell you that I know
that you're not like Tess Morley and
that I hope you'll be good to Steve."

Helen flushed.

"There's nothing between Steve

and me. But I'm glad you came to

tell me good bye, and hope you and
Pete will be very happy."
As Bernice walked away, Helen

felt like adding a little prayer for

that wish. She was sorry for the

humiliation and shame Bernice was
sure to have to face as her father's

daughter.

CHE hurried to the hotel to inform

Steve about Hawley's plans to

sell. That explained why his men
were rounding up the cattle.

"We haven't been any too soon,"

Steve said excitedly. "I hope
there's no way he can give us the

slip now. Those officers ought to

be coming."

They still hadn't arrived, how-
ever, when he and Helen had fin-

ished breakfast.

"To play safe," Steve said, "I'm
going out to that observation tower
overlooking Hawley's ranch. You
know where it is, don't you? The
one the rangers use to watch for

forest fires on the west side of the

mountain."

"Yes, I know."
"As soon as the officers come,

bring them out. We can see from
there when my—our—steers are

brought up out of the canyon onto

the range."

A moment later he added:
"The more I think of it, the

stronger the evidence seems. Haw-

ley's herd is your cattle plus what
he has stolen from me. Fortunately,

as we were saying yesterday, there

are ways of discovering changed
brands even on old cattle. I believe

we'll be able to prove that he and
maybe that red-bearded rascal were
the men your father hired to drive

his cattle to Texas. Your trip out

here may be worth while yet."

For a moment he stood as if he
were going to say something more,
but instead, he walked to his horse

and rode away.

CTEVE had not been gone long

when the officers arrived. Helen
made the necessary explanations.

At first they were incredulous

about Hawley's part in the affair.

It was difficult for them to believe

that he had violated his deputyship

in such a manner. But Helen's

story was so convincing that they

went with her, at least eager to find

out the truth.

When they reached the tower,

Steve was waiting impatiently. He
could already see the cattle coming
up from the rim of the canyon. In

a short time they would be in the

clearing where Hawley and his men
were waiting to complete their job.

Steve tried to persuade Helen to

go back to the hotel. "There might

be shooting," he explained. But
she would not listen.

The officers rode on ahead down
the ridge to the clearing where the

branding was to be done. A little

back from the edge of the timber

they waited to explain their plan.

"You two," said the sheriff, "wait

here while we creep down a little

closer. We'll whistle when the mo-
ment comes."
Again Steve wanted Helen to go

back.

"It's really dangerous with fel-

lows who would do what these have

done. Your husband would never
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forgive me if I let you in on a thing

like this."

"My husband knows I would let

myself in on it if I wanted to be

there," she told him.

Steve leaned towards her, and
placing one hand on her saddle horn
drew their mounts close together.

"Helen—would he care very
much—if I kissed you—once—for

what we might have been to each

other?"

"We won't ask him," she said,

lifting her face.

For a moment their lips clung;

their senses blurred into a great joy.

Then the sheriff's whistle came
through the trees.

They rode into the clearing.

Hawley was shouting directions as

the steers were driven into the en-

closure. He stood with the brand-
ing iron waiting for his men to

fasten a second steer securely

enough that he might place the new
brand exactly over the old one.

Helen was surprised to see Tess
Morley on the opposite side of the

corral with her movie camera, tak-

ing pictures of what was going on.

"Why should she want pictures

of this ?" she wondered aloud. Steve
said nothing, but he thought he
knew.
The people in the corral were so

intent on what they were doing that

they did not see the sheriff's party
until the officer called:

"Hold on Hawley! Your jig's

up!" The officers, with pistols and
handcuffs in evidence scaled the

fence.

Hawley looked at them a mo-
ment with dropping jaw. Then he

threw the branding iron in their

direction and shouted an oath.

As they drew nearer he pointed

to a red-headed man who was in

the act of mounting a horse.

"Don't forget Red Morley there

and his girl, Tess, if you're going

to take anybody. It was them who
planned this racket."

Like a flash the red-bearded man
was in the saddle. Spurs struck and
he sped in the direction from which
the cattle had just come. But he

was met by Uncle Billy and Lon
and brought back, cursing. Tess did

not move.

The officers snapped handcuffs

onto Hawley and read their war-
rant.

"You fellows bring the other

two," the sheriff ordered his depu-

ties and Uncle Billy. We'll go over

in this cabin and have a little chat."

Tess, with her head high, gave
one glance in Steve's direction and
walked toward the cabin, leaving

the camera on the tripod by the

fence.

Steve and Helen stood looking

over the corral full of milling cattle.

Down in the edge of the clearing

they could see another herd strug-

gling around a bed of salt.

"It's too good to have the puzzle

solved," Steve sighed. "And it's

better still to know you'll have your
father's herd."

"LJELEN did not speak. Her eyes

were far away. After a little

Steve broke the silence again.

"It's going to be a job for a good
lawyer to figure out what's my
share and what's yours."

She brought her eyes to him then

and asked slowly, "Why need we
bother to have it figured out? Why
can't we go on as partners with the

Double H Cattle Company our fa-

thers started?"

Steve started, not daring to hope
what her words suggested.

"But your husband—would he
—

"

"My husband," said Helen with

a look for Steve which he could not
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mistake, "is an unfortunate incident

in my past." Her hand crept into

his. "For us there is only the pres-

ent and the future."

He took her into his arms and

held her close. Twilight flung her

mantle over the valley and the brood-

ing spirit of the Kaibab filled their

souls with wordless content.

THE END

Glorious Motherhood
By Agnes Just Reid

TX7"HEN a young mother hears

the cry of her first-born, she

feels that the ecstasy of that mo-
ment can never be equalled, but

when a second baby comes her joy

is two-fold. Imagine then a moth-
er who has seventeen times experi-

enced the thrill of motherhood and
who still has that number of living,

loving, healthy, intelligent children.

How can one mother heart hold so

much of joy!

CUCH is the lot of Dorothy Dean
Yancey, of Blackfoot, Idaho.

She does not, however, think that

she has done much. She told her

experiences—and such experiences,

hesitatingly because she could not

see how they would be interesting

to anyone else.

The Yanceys are not wealthy peo-

ple in the way the world measures
wealth. Most of their married lives

they have lived on a farm where
there was much hard work and little

reward. Now, Mr. Yancey has a

small trucking business. Wherever
they live, the problem of the home-
maker has been the same, keeping

the washing and the mending and
the sewing and the cooking done
for this big family, yet this brave

woman does it all and finds time to

help on the outside to bring in some-
thing to help meet expenses.

She has been blessed with good
health, but there is something be-

sides good health that has carried

her through thirty years of married

life and kept her youth still shining

in her face.

As a child, she loved babies more
than anything in the world. At her

mother's home the babies grew up
too soon so that she never had a

chance to take care of them. She
determined to have lots of babies

in her own home. When her first

one was one year old, the second

one was born, so that while she held

one in her arms, she reached out

and held a bottle for the older one
to get his food. Since that time, her

busy hands have always been doing

double duty.

Only six months of her married
life has she had help in her house.

After the first twins were born, she

did not get strong right away and
she was obliged to hire help. She
has had twins three times. The last

pair, and the youngest of the fam-
ily, are now four years old. When
they were born there were six ba-

bies too young to go to school. Six
babies at once ! Most mothers would
consider six a good sized family and
would prefer a few years between
birthdays, not this dauntless mother.

When asked about wash day, she

said: "Oh, I get along all right. I

always get up earlier on wash day,

about three o'clock, and have it all

out of the way by the time the chil-

dren get up."

On ordinary days she gets break-

fast while the family is getting

around, then the older children do

the kitchen work while she cleans
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rooms and makes beds, so by the

time the children go to school, the

work is done and this busy mother
is free to sew or to go out to work
for others.

Does she ever go to Church? Oh,
yes. The whole family never fails

to go to Church twice every Sun-
day. She gets up a little earlier to

get them all ready but she does not

mind that. She also attends Relief

Society meetings regularly and
teaches a class.

It looks as if the hardest days
might be over for this busy mother
since there really is not as much to

be done in her town home as there

was on the farm. As the older chil-

dren grew up to help with the house
work, she did much of the outdoor
farm work. Whenever possible she

has thinned beets, plowed beets and
cut potatoes. One spring she cut

eight hundred sacks of seed, aver-

aging seventy-five sacks a day.

Some of the neighbors were skep-

tical so they gathered to see her give

a demonstration. She not only

proved that she could cut that many
but some of the doubters went over

a sack carefully and found only

three sets without eyes. No ma-
chine yet invented can keep pace

with her.

There has never been a death in

the Yancey family but one baby was
still-born and four others were pre-

mature and never lived.

Three of the older ones are mar-
ried ; one son returned recently from
a mission in South Carolina, and a

daughter works for the Interstate

Commerce Commission at Washing-
ton, D. C.

The rest of the family she has
with her and when things seem too

quiet around the house, she bor-

rows one of her grandchildren for

a while. She has even been called

in to take care of other people's

children while they go on vacations,

for the neighbors all realize that she

is a most remarkable mother.

«)<x»g13Vsi»—

MAY DAY REVERIE

By Delia Adams Leitner

Children round the May pole dancing

Weaving ribbons gay;

Prisms flashing on green velvet,

Greet the month of May.

Watching you, oh tripping fairies,

Time rolls back the scroll,

Happy childhood playmates join me
Circling round the pole.

Precious memories they bring me,

Though the teardrops start,

Treasuring these, I keep forever

May day in my heart,



To President Heber <L Grant
Among the deeply appreciated letters received by President Grant on his eightieth

birthday was the following

AN APPRECIATION

'"PHIS morn at dawn, while

scarcely yet awake, remem-
brance came that this was the Natal

Day of our great Leader—that he

had reached the milestone marked

"Four Score."

There welled within my soul a

prayer of gratitude and praise for

what his life has meant of uplift

and of service to mankind. Perhaps

few days have passed in all those

eighty years, when someone was not

cheered or gladdened by some

thoughtful, kindly act of his.

It seemed as though I saw again

his mother's radiant face, when, as

she finished reading his most recent

note to her, she smiled and said:

"Unless he comes himself he almost

always writes a note to me each day

which shows his loving thoughtful-

ness."

Next came a prayer that God
would spare him long, and give him
health and peace, with increased

wisdom as the years shall come and

go. At once I seemed to feel that

mine was only one of a half million

who, this day, were praying thus.

A multitude with hearts in unison,

asking the same great boon. How
could he be other than a man of

God—strong in the strength that

God alone can give—wise, tender,

helpful, sympathetic, when all these

prayers were offered that he might

be such a man?

Strange would it be, indeed,

should faith like this remain un-

heeded ! And so my gratitude found

new expression in the thought that

even faith and confidence and prayer

of mine, might have availed in some
small measure to bring lengthened

life and health and blessing to our

Leader who is much beloved.

Richly blessed my life has been

through mingling with his kindred

and himself. His mother while my
neighbor taught me much of cheer-

fulness, of patience and implicit faith

and trust in Providence. Ever since

my girlhood, have I shared the bless-

ing of his wife's companionship

;

and her fine intellect and spirit as

well as rich experiences and oppor-

tunities that have come to me through

her, have left sweet memories that

are priceless. From the ten lovely

daughters who have come to bless

our President's home, have I gained

much.
Rachel—far-seeing, frank, prac-

tical, efficient, does honor to her

noble heritage.

Lutie — sympathetic, generous

tactful, whose heart is educated more
highly even than is her splendid

mind. A true neighbor in its finest

sense she proved to be, when for

almost half a score of years it was
my blessed privilege to call her mine.

Flo — typifies the home-loving,

home-making mother, and yet with

all gives generously to others from
the riches of her well stored mind.

And who can measure or enumerate

the joy and comfort given by Edith,

through the sharing of her glorious

gift. She knows no cast of rich or

poor, of high or lowly born, but ever

goes to place of sorrow or of mirth

to love, to serve, to bless.

With Anna we have shared a gift

of more material kind—delicious

viands prepared by her own capable

hands, and many homes are richer

in happiness because the things

she knew so well she taught to

makers of these homes.
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To Mary, the ever calm and placid

daughter, I am much indebted. She
gives me treasures from the deep

springs of her intellect and spirit

that refresh my soul and furnish

food for thought through future

days.

"Aunt" Emily's daughters I have

not known so well, yet have loved

and admired them for their poise

and charming personality. More
than thankful have I been for luck

or chance or circumstance that the

younger two came to live beneath

the same roof in lovely Deseret, for

several weeks. They came thither

while I chaperoned a group of

charming girls on a vacation trip.

'Twas Frances' trousseau they had
come to make, but Frances had her

thoughts amid the clouds—on music
or on Wallace, so gifted Emily plan-

ned and wrought as though by
magic. Of course she let all of us

help just a little on the lovely things

that are so thrilling to girls' hearts,

and so the music and the stitching

and the close association of those few
short weeks, brought friendship that

became more valued with the years

that came and went, while Emily still

was here.

Among the fourth generation

there are some whom I have known
and loved from their childhood until

now, when they bring their babies

to make friends with me. Besides

all this, the daughters chose their

husbands from among the families

of my friends. In several instances

have I known five generations on
both sides—in others three or two.

And so for President Grant and
all who share his honored name we
pray like Tiny Tim "God Bless You
Every One."

—May Booth Talmage.

-4e^g§gjft»

TO MY MOTHER
By Gertrude Perry Stanton

She did not lack in other gracious gifts,

—

A gleam of humor brightening careworn hours,

A clear intelligence of mind and heart,

A love of birds and animals and flowers,

A generous sharing of her scanty store,

A sense of justice rarer still to find;

But still I treasure most this memory

—

She was so kind.

Her life knew many burdens hard to bear;

For her no luxury or careless ease,

But patient still, and cheerful, she wrought on,

And gave but little thought herself to please.

And so I covet most, as I look back
On childhood days now left so far behind,

The gift of charity that suffers long,

And still is kind.



The Promise
By Blanche Sego

ELEANOR MARTIN opened

her shabby pocketbook and
placed the five dollar bill in-

side, as she thanked her employer

and left the store.

It was her earnings for the few
days in which she had held the posi-

tion as clerk in the small country

grocery, during the rush of cus-

tomers that the sale had brought.

Holding her head high with a

new sense of self reliance, she walk-

ed slowly down the sidewalk.

Which store would be the best for

her intended purchases? she won-
dered. Benton's, the one on the left,

did not keep the kind of shoes she

wanted for the twins ; but they might

have the cunning little anklets with

the rose stripe, she had dreamed of

purchasing to match the shoes.

Well, she would try Burdick's.

They would be almost sure to have

both—then a sudden thought came

to her and she stopped outside the

door weak and ashamed. The
tithing! There was the fifty cents

due on this five dollars; then four

dollars more on that forty Dewey
earned in the early spring. They
had postponed payment of tithing

thinking that they could get more
money later.

Three times she had been in pos-

session of enough to pay it ; but each

time had smothered conscience

with the thought that the children

were needing things so badly that

she would wait.

Dewey too, had been willing to

wait. He had been gone now, two
weeks, seeking employment. The
last letter she received from him was
so full of hopelessness and bitterness

that she had cried for hours over it

and had prayed earnestly that he
would soon be fortunate enough to

find work.
There was barely enough flour in

the house for another baking of

bread. Where would the next come
from? If she used this five dollars

she could purchase flour and the

articles for the twins, also.

Even as the thought came to her,

however, there came also another.

As if in accusation the words came
to her mind

:

"Will a man rob God? Yet ye
have robbed me. But ye say where-
in have we robbed Thee? In tithes

and offerings."

Then the promise following these

words came to her. The promise
of the Lord that upon those who
gave their tithes and offerings, He
would open the windows of heaven,
and pour out such a blessing that

there should not be room enough to

receive it.

Eleanor's face suddenly lighted.

She had decided. Even though it

would take all but fifty cents of her
earnings, she would pay their tithing.

The fifty cents would be more
than sufficient for the purchase of

the anklets, and she supposed she
could black the children's old shoes
so that they would do a little longer.

With light feet she hastened on
her way to Bishop Hadley's house,
anxious to pay it now for fear temp-
tation might be too strong for her
before the following fast day.
The bishop happened to be at

home. He kindly inquired concern-
ing her health and that of her fam-
ily, adding later that he hoped they
were in improved circumstances.

It was on the tip of Eleanor's
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tongue to blurt out the truth; they

had only two or three handfuls of

flour in the house; that the twins

were needing clothing, and that even

now, her husband was walking the

streets of a nearby city, tired, hun-

gry and hopeless.

However she shut her lips firmly

together and remained silent. They
would try a little longer without

asking the bishop for assistance.

As he made out the receipt, Bishop
Hadley remarked, "I am pleased to

see more tithing coming in. Our
ward has been behind on its tithes

and offerings, and many of our peo-

ple are in need of assistance, which
it is often difficult to render because

of this. The condition is improving
lately, I am glad to say."

Again a surge of shame swept
Eleanor. Of what had she been
thinking? Of course she must give

the remaining fifty cents in her pos-

session for a fast offering. She
could not recall but one offering that

had been given by them during the

entire year.

Hurriedly she gave the money to

the bishop. "Here is our fast offer-

ing for the month, Bishop Hadley.

As I may not have the opportunity

of attending the next fast meeting,

I will give it to you now."

Thanking him as he gave her the

tithing receipt, she started home-
ward, conscious of a sweet peace

and calm that had settled over her
troubled spirit.

The twins must wear their ragged
shoes and stockings, but it really did

not seem to matter so much after all.

She, Eleanor Martin had done her

duty, and the little she had given

might help some poor family in

greater need than her own.

HpHAT night after kissing the

children good night, and patting

their yellow curls as they strayed

over the pillow, she knelt by their

bedside and prayed that they all

might be able to obtain the neces-

sities of life and be ever faithful.

Two days later Eleanor received

a letter from her husband. How
different it was from the previous

one! After wandering for days,

seeking work, he had made the ac-

quaintance of a splendid young man,
who, he later learned was head of a
large business firm there in the city.

Upon hearing her husband's story

and receiving references from him,

the young man had given him em-
ployment which paid well and would
last for some time.

This had happened two days be-

fore; the evening of the day upon
which Eleanor had given her offer-

ings.

Towards the end of her husband's
letter were the worlds, "Now dear, I

will be able to send you some money
immediately, as my employer is go-
ing to give me some in advance, be-

cause of our circumstances. Out of
this, I wish you to pay our tithing."

Eleanor was glad that Dewey too,

had at last seen the light.

Sinking to her knees in gratitude

and humility, she gave thanks to One
who never fails to keep His prom-
ises, for the great blessings they had
received both spiritually and tem-
porally, which filled her heart to

overflowing.



Our Inspired Leaders
By Grace C. Jacobsen

TT was a year or two previous to

the great financial crash of 1929,

as I remember it, that Bishop John
Wells came to Sanpete as a visitor

to the quarterly conference repre-

senting the General Authorities,

bearing an important message to all

Latter-day Saints.

At that time we were enjoying

the heyday of prosperity and mak-
ing plans for a greater future in

expansion and investments in ma-
terial wealth.

The parable of the Savior was
being repeated. Old barns were be-

ing torn down and new ones built

wherein to store the good things of

the harvest, the "Golden Calf" was
ready for the worshipers, and then

on that calm Sunday afternoon this

man of God arose, and addressed

the people on their temporal salva-

tion.

Much of that sermon fell on un-

heeding ears, and the soundness of

that advice was not generally rec-

ognized. The seeds of inspiration

fell on shallow ground and the sun

of prosperity soon burnt them up.

There were some, however, who
listened and profited thereby. To
recall all the speaker said is im-

possible, but the following was the

kernel of truth that has lived on and

borne fruit an hundredfold

:

"The Latter-day Sairtts are to

build up the waste places of Zion

by tithes and offerings unto the

Lord. They should be industrious,

and wise in the use of their time

and means. Live in peace and good

will toward each other and all men.

Keep out of unnecessary debt, and

above all let all wildcat schemes

alone."

As we look back over the recent

past and see the homes and farms

lost, the wreckage and sorrow
wrought by the evil of living above

the ability to pay, it is sad, indeed,

especially when fair warning had
been given.

'"pODAY wildcat schemes have be-

come a national industry. Rack-
ets spring up like mushrooms, with

never-ending numbers and varieties.

This sly false viper, reaches its

polluted fingers into every nook and
crevice of our national structure.

This public enemy invades the

blooming garden of babyhood, and
destroys its lively buds without

shame. It sears the field of prom-
ising youth without dread, and creeps

with stealthy step into the domain
of men and women, slinks into the

home, robs the aged, undermines
business, exacts its pound of flesh

from misfortune, grief and even

death itself. No one is safe, no one

escapes unless he be wise and lets

all wildcat schemes alone. How we
need to follow the advice of our In-

spired Leaders!

f^NE of the most illuminating

books written on this subject

is "The Run For Your Money,"
written by joint authors Ellison and
Brick, which is now in the second

printing.

This book is the result of a thor-

ough investigation of the racketeer-

ing game and shows how these hu-

man leeches make vast fortunes off

the trusting, honest people who can

be fooled into the net of deception so

carefully spread for their feet.

"Pray always that ye enter not

into temptation." "Know the truth

and the truth shall make you free,"

are the safest guide posts in life,

and the source of never-failing

strength and security.



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM?

MEMORIES
Take Time To Meditate

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"Day after day as the swift moments fall,

We are hanging pictures on Memory's wall.

The painter is ready, and dark or fair,

Our thoughts and acts are pictured there."—Selected.

YOUTH looks to the future, age, to the past.

Youth plans her achievements. Age re-

members her victories. The vision of to-

day becomes the reality of tomorrow. And the

accomplishment of the present will be the mem-
ory of the future.

Youth chooses the career of age, patterns her

ideals, determines her vocation, selects her com-

£)ora.
l^arlfcv

Williams.
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panion, and in a measure, forms the

habits that will bind age hand and

wrist or will lift her to the glory of

the stars.

"Tomorrow will hold in her outstretched

hand
The fruit of her yesterday's seeds."

Today is the warder of the gates

of tomorrow. Are we going to let

things enter into the present that

will defeat the purpose of the fu-

ture? Let us rather pray with

Henry David Thoreau:

"Great God I ask Thee for no meaner
pelf

Than that I may not disappoint myself."

/^\UR memories are what we make
them. What beautiful, perma-

nent things can we put into life to-

day that will shed a halo far into

the future and help us to overcome
every difficulty?

Memory is one of the choice gifts

of life. We can lift ourselves out

of the deepest abyss of sorrow or

despair, on the golden wings of

memory.

"I love old roads that lure my feet

Along the way of quiet streams,

With rustic spans where I may pause

And weave a golden web of dreams'."
—Grace Ingles Frost.

T ET us watch for the glad mo-
~* ment when we may reach out

and help a fellow voyager over the

river of experience that we have

crossed with so much effort and so-

licitude.

Have we experienced the pleasure

of reading to some blind person for

a few minutes every week? Do we
ever write letters for the palsied old

lady next door? Have we learned

how to "play house" graciously with

the little children in our home? Do
we put vision and beauty into the

stories we tell to the neighborhood
girls and boys? Does the gift we
carry to some little discouraged

mother bring hope with it and for-

ward looking joy? Have we learn-

ed that we must never, never sup-

press nor betray the confidences of

our children when they come to us

with their high hopes and their far-

reaching ambitions?

"Each day I seek for higher, better paths

Than feet of mine have ever trod.

—

Paths nearer to my brother man
And closer to God."—G. W. Hendricks.

COMETIMES a word of hope, a

reminder of present virtues or

past achievements has saved a dis-

couraged person from the brink of

sin or despair. Many a child has

cherished in memory some precious

letter or lovely promise that has led

him to greater heights and finer ac-

complishments. Our blessing rest-

ing over our children as a benedic-

tion, will not only cheer and comfort

them but it may be a saving factor

in some crucial hour of temptation.

A MOTHER and a daughter once

exchanged gifts at the begin-

ning of the year with the thought

that these tokens would commem-
orate a loving understanding be-

tween them. "Whenever you use

this little gift," said the mother,

"think of me, and try to do the

thing that will bring your life to

the sweetest, the happiest and the

highest plane possible. And when
I use my gift I shall think of you,

and shall try to be to you what my
mother has been to me, a joy, a

strength and an inspiration. And
no matter how far apart we may
chance to be let us each pray for the

other's welfare and happiness, that

this little pact may hold us to the

right and lift us to the heights. If
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we lose or break the gift, never

mind, it is only a symbol of the re-

ality the memory of which can never

be lost, and we can still build our

hopes on the remembrance of what
has been."

"Let Fate do her worst, there are relics

of joy,

Bright dreams of the past, which she

cannot destroy.******
You may break, you may shatter the vase

if you will,

But the scent of the roses will hang
round it still." —Thomas Moore.

F ET us cultivate the habit of never

retiring to our beds at night

without having read something in-

spiring, or having listened to a love-

ly melody, or looked at a beautiful

picture, or done a kindly deed dur-

ing the day.

An elderly lady once told how she

kept a little Book of Happiness.

Each night she recorded in the book
some pleasant incident of the day.

"This practice," said she, "keeps me
always alert to the lovely events of

life. If nothing occurs worth record-

ing during the day, I make it my bus-

iness to bring about some beautiful

happening. I go in search of joy
and I always find it, and incidentally

share it with someone else."

Another woman who wove her

memories into beautiful quilts and

rugs said, "They remind me of the

dresses I wore to weddings and pic-

nics and celebrations of all sorts. To
look at them is like looking at a

picture book."

Relics, souvenirs, photographs
bring pleasant memories. Scrap
books may be made rich in wit and
wisdom. And the person who col-

lects and memorizes choice poems
and bits of prose, adds a wealth of

beauty to his vocabulary and an in-

spiration to his living.

"So there are a hundred ways
To the long-lost yesterdays,

Where our youth forever gleams

—

Down and down the road of dreams."
—Wilbur D. Nesbil.

TF life is rich in service and sacri-

fice and is forever sustained by
the assurance of divine guardian-

ship, there will be no depths of de-

spair that we can not overcome and
no heights of glory that we may not

aspire to reach. And from the

wealth of a full and wholesome life

will come our glad memories, mem-
ories that will hold us to the fulfill-

ment of our dreams.

"From what oil I could find in the valleys

of truth,

And what wick I could weave from the
threads of my thought,

I have lighted a lamp, with the dreams
of my youth,

And lifted to those who have toiled and
have fought."

—Selected.

"VTO man can be provident of his time who is not prudent in the choice of

his company.

—

Jeremy Taylor.

TF you wish to be held in esteem, you must associate only with those who
are estimable.

—

Bruyere.

T3ETWEEN two evils, choose neither ; between two goods, choose both.

—

Tryon Edwards.

OEACE rules the day, where reason rules the mind.

—

Collins.



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

The apple trees are blooming,
There's laughter 'long the way,

Oh the gladness of May!

TV/TRS. J. BORDEN HARRI-
1V1 MAN, New York and Wash-
ington socialite, will be the second

woman envoy to a foreign country

if she accepts the appointment of

Minister to Norway.

TENA MADESEN PHILLIPS
expresses disappointment that

women are not participating more in

statecraft. It is strange, that after

the long struggle for suffrage, more
women have not come in to high po-

sitions. Is it that men are too tena-

cious of their prerogatives or that

after all women are too indifferent?

One cabinet member, one minister

in the foreign service, one federal

judge, a director of the mint, one
United States senator, two women
governors ; that is about all the ma-
jor positions women have acquired

during the seventeen years of suf-

frage.

A/TISS ELEANOR RATHBONE
and the duchess of Athol,

members of the British parliament,

are urging a firmer stand by their

government against the Italian atti-

tude in Europe and Africa.

A PREMIUM on motherhood has

been established by Boris, king

of Bulgaria. He has granted suf-

frage to all married women over

twenty-one who have borne children

in lawful wedlock.

TV/TRS. EVA MAESER CRAN-
DALL of Utah, is the author

of a poetic drama, "John Hafen," de-

picting the life episodes of this fine

artist. The drama was presented at

the Springville National Art Show.

QUEEN ELIZABETH has chos-^ en her gown for the Coronation

—ivory silk embroidered with gold

worked into forms of Tudor roses,

thistles, shamrocks, daffodils and lo-

tus blooms, standing for England,

Scotland, Ireland, Wales and India.

With her robe of royal purple and
ermine, she will be a picture of ele-

gance long to be remembered. The
little princesses Elizabeth and Mar-
garet will be permitted to wear the

purple robe without the ermine.

A/TRS. LILLIE T. FREEZE, one

of Utah's choicest and gifted

mothers, died last March. Known
as a writer, a missionary among chil-

dren, a singer of beautiful songs,

her spiritual influence brought sol-

ace to her legion of friends.

DERTITA HARDING in her
13

latest book, "Golden Fleece,"

reviews the lives of Franz Joseph

and Elizabeth of Austria. This

young biographer of the Hapsburgs
first won favor with the public

through her book, "Phantom
Crown," the thrilling story of the

ill-fated Maximilian and Carlotta

and their Mexican adventure.

(CAROLYN WELLS' new novel,
V-^ "The Mystery of the Tarn,"

is said by the critics to be as well

mixed up a concoction as any Miss
Wells has brewed.

pRACE CANDLAND JACOB-
VJ SEN of Mount Pleasant, Utah,

is represented by a poem and brief

biography in "American Voices," a

new anthology.



A Shrine to Will Rogers

A LITTLE chapel is to be a

part of the Will Rogers
Shrine of the Sun which is

nearing completion on a promon-
tory of famous Cheyenne mountain
above Broadmoor hotel, just south of

Colorado Springs, Colorado. The
Will Rogers chapel and shrine will

be everlasting as the mountains and
as steadfast as the sun.

This beautiful silver shaft stands

out—like the man it honors. Its

base is imbedded in the backbone of

the nation, on the front range of the

Rocky Mountains. Its spire kisses

the Colorado sky. It is away from
the busy world ; it affords peace and
quiet ; it is almost part of God's great

mountains ; it commands meditation

;

it is dignified and picturesque, seem-
ingly a link between the early im-

prints of the famous humorist, and
his celestial home.
The granite tower, resembling a

feudal castle, was conceived and en-

tirely financed by Spencer Penrose,

Colorado Springs pioneer and friend

of Mr. Rogers. It was designed by
Charles E. Thomas and built by
Milton J. Strong.

The spire is a genuine castle in the

air, reached by the "ladder-to-the-

sky" Broadmoor-Cheyenne highway
which zig-zags up the face of Chey-
enne mountain. It contains only

materials that will endure. There
are no nails and no wood in the con-

struction. More than 5,000 cubic

yards of light pink granite was taken

from a large single boulder near the

memorial, to make the tower walls.

By night the shrine will be flood-

WILL ROGERS' SHRINE OF THE SUN
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lighted as a sparkling gem studded

against the velvet of night. From
the pinnacle will burn a sodium light

with provision for it to shine per-

pertually. There are four rooms in

tier inside the shrine, connected by
a spiral stairs leading to an observa-

tion alcove on the top. At the base

of the 100-foot shaft will be the

Will Rogers chapel, which will be

open to all mankind.

Another of the rooms will be the

Will Rogers Memorial room. Mr.
Davidson, American sculptor who
was a close friend of Mr. Rogers, is

now completing an oversize bust of

Mr. Rogers, in his Paris studio for

the memorial room.

Randall Davy, noted Santa Fe
artist, is painting the history of the

West on the interior walls. The
frescoes are arranged so that visitors

may follow the. history chronolog-

ically by ascending the stairs. Davey
will probably do the religious paint-

ings in the chapel before the mem-
orial is dedicated next summer.
Thousands have already visited the

shrine, which has been under con-

struction for 28 months.

Around the shrine is a five-acre

sanctuary filled with native Colorado

flowers and evergreens.

Mr. Rogers has stood on the knoll

where the memorial has been built

at the 9,000-foot elevation. Just two
miles from the shrine is the base of

Pike's Peak, the snow-capped moun-
tain sighted in 1806 by Lieutenant

Zebulon M. Pike as he camped with

his troops at Port Pueblo, 42 miles

to the southeast. Pike and a hand-

ful of followers tried to scale the

high peak, but they unsuspectingly

ascended Cheyenne mountain, dis-

covering their error when they rest-

ed on the promontory now marked
by the Rogers shrine.

Pike told his exhausted troopers

that the peak which took his name
could never be scaled by man. Its

rugged crown is raised above timber-

line to 14,109 feet. Pike was wrong,
because Spencer Penrose, the same
man who built the Will Rogers
Shrine of the Sun, built the famous
cog railroad and the world's auto-

mobile highway to the summit of

Pike's Peak.

The shrine was named "Will

Rogers Shrine of the Sun" because

it often is shut off from the world
when tufts of white clouds float be-

tween it and the plains half a mile

below. The sharp angles catch the

sun's rays, especially in the late af-

ternoon as the sun drops behind the

lofty peak, which break the sunlight

into spears of crimson which play

upon the granite memorial and
chapel.

Missionary Centennial

M ]

rRS. BERTHA A. KLEIN-
MAN has written a pageant

for the Great Britain Missionary

Centennial. This will be presented

in May following the Coronation in

London and perhaps in Preston,

England, where the Gospel was first

introduced. Mrs. Kleinman has fea-

tured the Relief Society in this dra-

matization, even though it was not

organized until five years after the

ushering in of the Gospel in that

land.

We print herewith some excerpts

from Mrs. Kleinman's very fine

work. President Grant has decided

to go to this celebration, and Mrs.

Vida Fox Clawson expects to take

a large party from the mountain

States to celebrate this wonderful

event.



THE FIRST FOREIGN MISSION

GREAT BRITAIN 1837

To north, to south, to eastward and to west,

On crested wave, to earth's remotest isle,

Brave envoys bend their mission quest to launch

The Message of Salvation to the world.

At Truth's exalted lamp they light their flame,

The old, the young in sainted retinue

—

Across the seas to Britain's fair domain
And thence to lave a waiting continent.

A ripened vineyard ready for the scythe,

For Israel's choicest blood is sprinkled there,

And in that whited harvest-tide to be

Whole nations shall be garnered in a day.

Resound ye hills, ye pinnacles and steeples,

God of our fathers, List the symphony,
Harken ye stars as Zion calls her peoples,

To lift their anthemed praises unto Thee

!

In theme superb the Epic of Salvation

Entones its matchless text to all the world,

To those who live—to earth's remote creation,

To those who die the message is unfurled.

Centennial Dawn, O blessed dispensation

O Glorious Faith that lights the hearts of men,
Encrowned upon the Rock of Revelation

The Gospel fullness is restored again

!

(As great tableau of the nations is shown, with pageantry moving aside as

President Grant mounts among the nations and proclaims his matchless testimony.)

MISSION OF THE WOMEN OF THE CHURCH
Tableau

:

The organization of the Relief Society, March 17, 1842. (With anthem
adaptation of "Daughters of Zion," by ladies chorus.)

In ministry of holy charity,

To feed the widowed and the fatherless,

To carry solace to the desolate,

To ease the pangs of suffering and death

—

Called he the women of the fold to serve

In delegated ranks of sisterhood.

Emancipated they to mission fields

None but a prophet could inauguarate

;

Lo ! Zion's daughters, chosen and elect,

Enfranchised first and foremost of the earth.—Bertha A. Kleinman.



Relief Society Conference
April 2 and 3, 1937

By Julia A. F. Lund, General Secretary

T'HE Annual Conference of

the Relief Society of the

Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints, was held in Salt

Lake City, Friday and Saturday,

April 2 and 3, 1937. President

Louise Y. Robison was in charge.

In addition to the Officers' Meeting
and two General Sessions, there were
five Departments held—the Secre-

taries', Magazine, Social Welfare,
Work and Business, Choristers' and
Organists'. The special features were
the Reception for Mission and Stake
Presidents and Officers, the Mission
and Stake Presidents' Breakfast,

and an Illustrated Lecture on Abra-
ham Lincoln.

The attendance at all meetings
was very gratifying and enthusiastic,

including representatives from 117
Stakes and 9 Missions. The fol-

lowing was the response to the gen-
eral roll call: Mission Presidents,

8; Mission Officers, 2; Stake Presi-

dents, 95; Counselors, 126; Secre-

taries, 81 ; Board Members, 422

;

making a total attendance of 734.

The music for all sessions was
especially good. The Relief Society

Singing Mothers, under the capable

leadership of Charlotte O. Sackett,

were assisted by Professor Frank
W. Asper at the organ, Alta B. Cas-
sity at the piano, and William M.

Hardiman with the violin. The
soloists were, Margaret Summer-
hays, Margaret S. Hewlett. There
were also the fine contributions of

organ music by Adeline R. Ensign,

and duets by Brother and Sister

Stewart McMaster, and Richard
Keddington and Dorothy Kimball.

The Reception for General, Mis-
sion and Stake Officers, held in the

Hotel Utah, was a thoroughly de-

lightful event, and offered an op-

portunity for Relief Society mem-
bers from all parts to meet, make
new acquaintances and renew old

ones.

A special feature was the illus-

trated lecture on Abraham Lincoln

by Dr. George W. Middleton. This

was a most valuable climax to the

study in Literature of the life of

a great National hero.

HpHE Presidents' Breakfast, held

at the historic Lion House, was
one of the very pleasant features

of the Conference.

The Presidency and General

Board gratefully acknowledge the

beautiful flowers sent by the North
Sevier Stake.

The ushers for the different meet-

ings were kindly furnished by the

following Stakes: Ensign, 'High-

land, Liberty, Pioneer, Salt Lake
and Wells.

OFFICERS' MEETING

Official Instructions

President Louise Y. Robison

THE General Board is offering

a new service to you at this

Conference. To relieve you
from taking notes, we have pre-

pared, and will send to your home

address a synopsis of the program
of each of the Department Meetings.

Division of Responsibility : There

seems to be a misunderstanding

about the responsibility of Counse-
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lors in some of the Stakes and
Wards. Only a short time ago we
met two fine, intelligent Counselors

who were discouraged because they

knew nothing of the Stake Presi-

dent's plans for Relief Society

work. In another Stake the divi-

sion was made too well. The Presi-

dent and each of the Counselors

had special work, but they never

held meetings to discuss their plans

which would enable them to co-

ordinate the work.
Years ago we asked to have a

division of responsibility. The
Presidents—Stake and Ward—are

to have supervision of the Teachers
and all Welfare work. They may
have an Aid or Welfare Worker,
but the President should be con-

sulted and help make plans for per-

sons or families in need of assist-

ance. Each Counselor—Stake and
Ward—should be given a definite

department of the work to supervise

and develop. The Counselor best

fitted for the educational work,
either first or second counselor,

should be given this department,

while the other Counselor would
have charge of the sewing and hand-
work department. The Presidency
should meet together frequently,

where plans should be freely dis-

cussed and suggestions made.

Relief Society Funds : Six months
ago, we tried to emphasize the rul-

ing that all money collected by Re-
lief Society Visiting Teachers must
be turned into the Charity Account,

and used only for charity. We are

sorry if this has worked a hardship

on any Society, but we feel this to

be the proper procedure, and in all

kindness ask you to live strictly to

this ruling. Reports have reached

us that some of the Stakes use An-
nual Dues for purposes other than

strengthening Relief Society in the

Stake. Annual Dues must not be

used to make donations for any oth-

er purpose, no matter how worthy
the cause. It is not to be used in

building or furnishing meeting

houses, for contributions to Com-
munity Chests, War Veterans, nor

for parties or gifts where only Stake

Board members are benefited. It

can legitimately be used in defray-

ing expenses of Board Members in

their official visits to Wards, in at-

tending Relief Society General Con-
ference, in entertaining Ward Offi-

cers and Ward Workers when such

gatherings are necessary for giving

instructions and stimulating interest

in Relief Society work. Where there

is a surplus it can be used in helping

the weaker Wards carry their re-

sponsibility. It may interest you to

know that not one cent of the An-
nual Dues, which you send to us,

is spent in entertainment or gifts

of any kind. It is used entirely for

traveling expenses of General Board
Members, in visiting Stakes and
Missions, and for the literature and
correspondence to the Stakes and
Missions. If you have revenue from
Stake parties, pageants or bazaars,

that money may be used for any
purpose you choose, but Annual
Dues are for one purpose only

—

building up Relief Society.

Transients: A heavy burden is

placed on our people in California

by residents of Utah, Idaho, Wyo-
ming and other States, who, without

sufficient money, go to California

expecting to find employment. Cali-

fornia Stakes have their own to

care for, and it is unjust to add to

the load they are already carrying.

California is a beautiful place in

which to live when we have the

means to pay for the sunshine, but

I imagine that even the sunshine did

not bring great joy to a young couple

who had not eaten for two or three

days, and who made their wants
known on the day their rent was
due. Counties, outside the one in
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which we have legal residence, are

not responsible for our needs. Will
you sisters impress upon the people

of your communities to be quite sure

there is employment in other places

before leaving the County in which
they reside.

A/TANY people from our commun-
ity have moved to California

and have established homes. Some
of them have not affiliated with the

Church, and it is difficult for the

Stake and Ward Officers to locate

them. If you know of any such
person will you send word to the

Stake President or the Bishop of

the Ward, who will be happy to

contact the individual. A very splen-

did service is offered by Brother
Homer Durham, of Los Angeles,
who invites all Church members to

visit the Deseret Club and become
acquainted with local groups.

Lessons: As you will be told in

your Relief Society Magazine sec-

tion this afternoon, the lessons for

the next year will begin in the July
number. This is to allow you sis-

ters who want to begin your work
in September to do so. It is agree-

able with the General Board to have
you begin in September and con-

tinue through until May, rather than
to begin in October and close in

June. We do ask, however, that

the whole Stake has a uniform time
of beginning and closing.

Reports Received: We want to

compliment you splendid women on
the reports you have sent in. Just

a short time ago the Work and Busi-

ness Department wanted a ques-

tionnaire to go to all the Stakes to

find out what your plans were for

the Work and Business Meetings.

I said to the Committee, "We will

send it out, but it is not possible

for them to get the report in time."

It is amazing how many have come
in. When we sent out the material

on Child Character Education the

response was most gratifying. Dr.
Cushing came to the office to ex-

press her appreciation for your fine

work. At the Brigham Young Uni-
versity Leadership Week, Mrs.
Hayes, a National Officer of Parent
Teachers, said they never had such
a response, they did not believe it

was possible. Miss Scorup came
from the Capitol to thank the Re-
lief Society. We are thanking you,

because it was you who did the

work. It was very fine.

Financial Report Given At Ward
Conferences: In some of the Ward
Conferences it is customary to re-

port the financial condition of Re-
lief Society. We feel that this is

not the best thing to do. We do not

want to hide any report. The Bish-
op and the Ward Clerk have access

to our reports, but there are some
people who feel if we have forty

or fifty dollars in the treasury, we
should give more generously in the

Ward. Others may feel there is

no need to make contributions. We
think it is better not to report the

amount on hand. The number of

persons assisted may be reported,

but of course using no names.
Visiting Teachers: Reports indi-

cate that the Visiting Teachers are

doing better work. This is because

of the help that is given in the Wards
and Stakes. We would like to call

your attention, however, to a re-

port that in some of the Stakes the

Visiting Teachers make their visits

on Sunday. We much rather this

would not be done. Sunday is a

home day, and while more people

may be in on that day, it breaks into

the Sabbath. That is a family day,

and it would be better not to have
Visiting Teachers call on Sunday
unless there is something very un-

usual, such as a message from the

Bishop or Relief Society President.

Employment Bureau : We have
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at Headquarters of Relief Society

a very fine Employment Bureau.
Many girls, coming in from the

country for employment, possibly

because of limited funds, will stay

at dangerous rooming houses over-

night, and try to find employment
the next day. If these girls would
write to Sister Amy W. Evans, at

General Board of Relief Society

Headquarters, and tell her what
their qualifications are, and what
they would like to do, then let Sister

Evans write to them and tell them
when they can come in, it would save
a great deal of expense, and more
important than the expense, it

would save many heartaches. These
girls are usually fine, clean girls,

but they are away from home and
loved ones, and they sometimes do
things for a little fling that they
would not think of doing in their

own homes. It is very seldom a
girl can go out for a fling without
heartaches after. If ' these girls

would get in touch with Sister Evans
we could find them lodging in a
good place while arrangement is

being made for work.
May Day Health Program: We

have been called as a group to work
with the May Day Health Program
for Children. The programs are to
be under the direction of the Parent
Teachers. Most of our Relief So-
ciety women belong to Parent
Teachers' organizations, but we are
asking that all Relief Societies co-

operate in this excellent movement.
You will not be asked to supply
funds, but anything you can do to

encourage and cooperate in this

splendid work will be appreciated.

Relief Society Assistance In
Church Security : For years the Re-
lief Society has sewn, made quilts,

clothing, and layettes for those who
have needed these articles and did
not know how to sew. We are going
to change this method and assist the

sisters in doing the work themselves.

In one of our Wards in Salt Lake,
at the Work and Business Meeting,
all of our fine Relief Society wom-
en were sewing on a layette, and
the young mother—a young, able-

bodied, strong, intelligent woman
sat and held her hands, and her
mother sat there and held her hands,
and the Relief Society sewed. Going
back in the history, we find the Re-
lief Society sewed for the mother
when her children were little, and
if it goes on this way the Relief
Society will be sewing for the grand-
children and great-grandchildren.

We do not want to be hard. If

there are mothers who are ill, or
who go out to work, and have a
hard time keeping up their work, of
course we shall be happy to help
them. There is not anything that
will bring a person out of despair
and some of the women have all the
excuse in the world for being in

despair, as quickly and as thorough-
ly as to create some beautiful, useful
article. If the mothers will learn
to make dresses for their children
it will bring delight and happiness to
them, and they will have the desire
to do more.
V\7"E are asking in each Ward of

the Church, if you have a drive
for used clothes, take out a few
pieces that you know would be suit-

able for making over for these in-

dividual families. There will be
much more of an incentive for the
women to take care of clothes if

they make them themselves, rather
than having handed to them any-
thing that happens to be on hand.

This is not in conflict at all with
the Church Security. The Church
Security have their big splendid pro-
gram, in which we are all united.

For the past year we all gave every
bit of help we could, and many of
the women worked beyond their

strength. As a result many of our
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Ward Presidents are resigning, say-

ing they cannot carry the load as

they did last year. When anything

new is begun, it takes effort, and we
were happy to give the service. We
want to continue doing anything the

Church Security want us to do, but

we hope it will not be necessary to

sew day after day and send that sew-
ing into storehouses, unless there is

some special need. Our call now is

to see that every woman who is able

and strong enough to knit, to sew,

or to use her hands in any useful

way, be taught how to do something.

This will give more encouragement
to them than all the work others

could do for them. We have said

for years we want to administer to

the strength, and not the weakness,

of our people, and it is administering

to their weakness to do anything for

them that they can do for themselves.

That is "Mormon" doctrine, and has
been ever since the Church was or-

ganized. In canning fruit, instead

of us going to the meeting house, or

our Relief Society room, and putting

up fruit for our sisters' use, it would
be better to have someone teach

women to put up the fruit for their

own needs. See, too, that those who
need the fruit are supplied with bot-

tles and sugar at the time the fruit is

ready. The pride of having a dozen
jars of peaches that she has put up
herself will be a great stimulant to

any woman. We want to lift our
women up. They have had a hard
time, and it is our pleasure to help

them get the joy that comes through
meeting their own problems.

I pray that our Father in Heaven
will bless you that you can interpret

the needs of the people ; that you can
see where you can help in such a

way that will add to the strength of

those whom you serve. When the

census is taken we want to have our

people make a better report than the

people in the world, because we have

had inspired leaders, who, for years,

have been helping us.

Annual Report

Julia A. F. Lund, General Secretary

TT GIVES me great pleasure to

give to you a very brief report

of the Relief Society. This state-

ment, as it is now presented, is a

complete statement of the totals, as

we have included the Stake Boards
this year in our Statement of Re-
ceipts. This may seem, on the face

of it, to change the report slightly,

but you sisters will understand it

when the details are given in the

public statement. This represents

the Missions, Stakes and Wards of

the Relief Society: Total Balance

on Hand January 1, 1936, $188,256.-

30; Total Receipts during 1936,

$296,295.63 ; Total Balance on Hand
and Receipts, $484,551.93; Paid for

Charitable Purposes, $66,189.48;

Total Disbursements, $280,916.50;
Total Balance, December 31, 1936,

$203,635.43; Total Assets, $1,003,-

820.70; Ward Conferences Held,

1,427; Number of Visits by Visiting

Teachers, 986,687 ; Number of Spe-

cial Visits to Sick and Homebound,
215,260. Membership in 1935, 72,-

093 ; in 1936, 73,062 ; an increase of

969. The Membership includes:

Executive and Special Officers, 15,-

236; Visiting Teachers, 24,602;

Other Members, 32,255. Average

attendance in 1935, 32,335; 1936,

31,784; a decrease of 551. Paid for

Charitable Purposes in 1935, $66,-

863.86; in 1936, $66,189.48, a de-

crease of $674.38.
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Counselor Kate M. Barker

"CfOR some time the General Board

has felt the need for some outlet

for the handwork of our Relief So-

ciety women. They have looked for-

ward to the time which seemed op-

portune for beginning this project.

In our Church we have so many
expert needlewomen. We felt that

if the General Board could start a

Woman's Exchange in Salt Lake
City, where we might contact the

tourists and sell this handwork, it

might be a very great help to our
people. It would give the mothers
in the home an opportunity in their

spare time for creating something
beautiful, and also help to increase

the family income.

As Sister Robison has said, our
Presiding Bishopric and General Au-
thorities have been very much inter-

ested and very kind. They have
given us the large room upstairs in

the Bureau of Information. We are

delighted with this because it is on
the Temple Block, where every tour-

ist who comes to Salt Lake goes. We
hope to have things in readiness for

this season's tourist trade. We have
drawn up the following rules in re-

gard to this.

WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
1. Name—The organization shall be

known as:

MORMON HANDICRAFT

Sponsored by L. D. S. Woman's
Relief Society

2. A non-profit organization for the

outlet of Handwork.

3. Membership — there may two
types of membership

:

a. Stake Board or Ward Mem-
bership, when the proceeds go
to the Stake Board or Ward

organization. The price of

membership is $1.00 per year,

b. Individual Membership. The
price of membership is 50c per

year.

4. Twenty-five percent of the price

of the article will be taken for

overhead. This percent to be
taken when the article is sold.

5. The Stake Work and Business

Supervisor, with the Ward Work
and Business Supervisors will

constitute the Stake Committee to

contact the women and pass upon
the work to be sent in to assure

the work to be of the highest

standard of excellence.

6. Application for Membership must
be made through the local Com-
mittee. This year this committee
will seek out and invite expert

needle women to participate.

7. When an article is sent in, the

person contributing will give the

cost of material used and what she

considers a fair price for the ar-

ticle.

8. A Committee of the General
Board, or ones chosen by the

Board, will be the final judges of

the articles to be featured. This
Committee will also assume the

responsibility of equalizing prices.

9. A Paid worker will have charge
of the shop.

10. The General Board does not
guarantee to sell articles sub-
mitted. The obligation they as-

sume is proper care of the ar-

ticles after they are received,

insurance against fire and theft,

exhibiting, trying to sell, and if

not sold within a reasonable time
to return the article to the owner.

11. We advise the insuring of all

articles by the sender when mail-

ing.
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The Spiritual Side of Music

Janet M. Thompson

HpHERE is so much of beauty and
inspiration in music let us pro-

vide a richer field for it to live in—

a

field where it can more fully develop

the spiritual life—where it can more
harmoniously speak to us—where it

can more consistently help us.

The importance of music in its ap-

plication to the Relief Society pro-

gram is deserving of thoughtful con-

sideration. Music in any service

should be the best circumstances will

permit. In the process of elevating

this art to higher levels certain stand-

ards should be observed.

Various elements enter into the

treatment of music which either build

or unbuild the spirit of it. Definite

and essential elements involved in

our building program are:

1. The quality and character of mu-
sic.

2. The ability and responsibility of

the performer.

3. The attitude and cooperation of

the congregation.

The quality and character of music
is a most vital element. There may
be the finest of quality in what we
choose to use but is it appropriate

in character? Relief Society stand-

ards prescribe that music shall be ap-

propriate for all occasions—that it

shall be good music.

Let us make our music two- fold in

purpose—aim to touch the hearts

and lives of our people—maintain

the very highest ideals of music. Let

us dignify it—make it worthy and
effective, remembering always that

nothing is perfect enough for the

worship of God.
The ability and responsibility of

the performer involves another ele-

ment. The charm of one who per-

forms lies in her ability to select

proper music—to render it in such a

way that it can be interpreted and
felt by the audience. Experience
has proved that when either a vol-

untary or a song is selected at the

moment it is to be used neither the

composition nor the playing or sing-

ing of it is worthy of its true pur-

pose.

Our women have demonstrated
that their ability to stimulate others

to greater appreciation of music does

not lie in some rare accomplishment,

but rather in humble, sincere and
earnest endeavor. It is genuine ac-

knowledgement of responsibility and
vision of possibilities that prepares

one for intelligent performance of

her duty.

The attitude and cooperation of

the congregation is another import-

ant element. Our songs, which for

the most part are expressions of

prayer, praise and thanksgiving, have
been penned by men and women of

superior faith and courage. Many
of them have been written after great

thought and sacrifice has been made.

How often are these lovely songs

just mechanically and passively

sung? Do we respond to the spirit

of the song when no emotion is stir-

red ? Do we have full understanding

of its meaning and significance—do

we sing thinkingly—do we convey

the message intended?

If hymns speak to us of faith, let

us express that faith in song. If

they utter words of doctrine let us

teach that doctrine through song. If

they offer words of comfort and
solace let us impart that message in

song.

Let us strive to improve the qual-

ity, the character and effectiveness

of music. There is a great field for

musical service—let us work for

spiritual excellence in that field.
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Libraries

lulia A. F. Lund, General Secretary

C\P making many books there is no

end," we read in Ecclesiastes.

The collection of books, the author
of which is the Human Race, is so

vast that we do not know just how or

when it started. We know we shall

never see the end of it. It is one of

the eternal verities of life, linking to-

gether the past, the present, and the

future. All we know of the great-

ness of the past is revealed mainly
through the libraries.

One of the most important events

in the history of the world was the

invention of printing by means of

movable type. The honor for this

immense service to humanity goes to

Johann Gutenberg of Mainz, Ger-
many, who was born about 1400. For
many centuries the art of reading and
writing was a patrician one, enjoyed
only by the Select few. To prepare

books was an extremely expensive

and laborious process.

So printing was the greatest tool

ever forged to aid the march of hu-

man progress toward the goal of

complete social living. This inven-

tion was sanctified by use for the

spiritual as well as the material wel-

fare of mankind. Aristotle says,

"All men by nature are actuated with

the desire for knowledge." This

desire is undoubtedly the incentive

which has led the great nations of the

world to collect extensive libraries,

of which they should be extremely
proud, provided their people use

them.

While the idea of libraries is as

old as civilization, the free, public

library is strictly modern. The idea

followed public schools. Access to

schools was free. Why not access

to books ? In half a century the free

public library has emerged from
nothingness, into an entirely accepted

indispensable national institution.

The Relief Society has always kept
in step with the march of progress.

Its members have been lovers of

books. The idea of libraries in

Wards and Stakes is not of recent

origin.

The slogan adopted some time ago
has borne rich fruit. "The best read-
ing for the largest number at the

least cost," has resulted not merely
in the collection of books to be placed

somewhere and kept, but made a part
of Relief Society activity, used,

studied, digested.

Of all the privileges we enjoy in

this century of opportunity, there is

none for which we ought to be more
grateful than for the easy access to

books. The usual method of our
Heavenly Father in passing knowl-
edge along is to endow His children

with intelligence to search for it. One
of our problems today in the multi-

plicity of books available, is, what
books to read and how to read them.
Here Relief Society can render a real

service in literary guidance. Soci-

ologists tell us that libraries are our
cultural reservoirs. It is possible for

us to have one such cultural reser-

voir in every Stake and Ward set-

up.

It is not the great number of vol-

umes nor the fine bindings, but the

kind of books and the use to which
they are put, that really counts.

Much depends upon the librarian.

She must have real enthusiasm for

her calling. The good teacher does
not teach subjects; she teaches her
pupils. So the good librarian is not

the mere custodian of the books. She
is interested in women, and the guid-
ance she can offer them, in awaken-
ing their minds, and stimulating their

interest. The National Library As-
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sociation does not hesitate to give the

major portion of credit for the phe-

nomenal success of its work, to effi-

cient librarians.

We can all do our bit in building

libraries, by bringing to the center

the books and periodicals that have
been useful to us and encouraging
our Sisters to raise the whole level

of existence by coming to know life,

through the minds of the great souls

of earth. To find something in the

spirit of the times with which one

can be in harmony, is to be happy.

Carlyle has wisely said that a col-

lection of books is a real University.

As we progress in our courses of

study, we can create in all our or-

ganizations "a real University," a

guide to youth, an entertainment for

age, a source of real power to us all.

DEPARTMENT MEETINGS

Magazine Department

Mary C. Kimball, Chairman

VX7"E deeply appreciate the earnest,

efficient work of our Magazine
Agents and the loyal support of our

officers and teachers. We are grate-

ful to our many subscribers for their

support also.

Last season was our banner year,

when we had a subscription list of

41,500. We heartily thank those

who have i made such a high list pos-

sible.

This year we have a pamphlet of

printed instructions. We hope our
Agents and Officers will carefully

read and reread them until the de-

tails are in their minds. This will

result in fewer misunderstandings

and fewer mistakes.

We urge most strongly that rec-

ords of all transactions relating to

the Magazine be kept in each Ward
and that the Stake Magazine Agent
shall know the condition of each

Ward in her Stake. Each Agent
should be careful and accurate in

sending in orders. The Magazine
loses a great deal each year because

many Agents fail to give the towns
where the subscribers live and tell

when the subscription should begin.

Wise Agents will seek renewals

before old subscriptions expire and
will be on the alert during the entire

year to get as many subscriptions as

possible. The time of the Drive will

not then be strenuous, but will be a

closing up of the year's work, getting

as many subscriptions as possible,

and sending in the reports.

Devices to increase the subscrip-

tion list where necessary and where
deemed advisable should be thought

out early and worked to a successful

issue. Each year Magazine gift sub-

scriptions are increasing, and the last

two or three years several have sent

in money that subscriptions might go
into the mission field.

We hope all who reached over

75% last year will go still higher

and that those who did not reach this

mark will attain it this season.

May 1937 far surpass 1936 in sub-

scriptions received

!

Salesmanship

By John D. Spencer

A~PHE profession of Salesmanship

embraces all of the other profes-

sions known in the field of endeavor.

Outside of the field of salesmanship

we are at a loss to know of a single

occupation or activity or mode of
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living that is not encompassed by the

title of "Salesmanship". One selects

the doctor, lawyer, or minister be-

cause of the qualities of salesmanship

which he possesses.

The steps in acquiring this are:

first, the Objective. We resolve to

be someone in particular, someone
out of the commonplace, out of the

ordinary, so that people see in us

something just a little above the

mediocre, and that is a very fine ob-

jective.

Second, the Slogan
—"Do now, no

matter how difficult, that which is

right." Be discontented, not with

what you have, but with what you
are.

Third, the Challenge. This is

rather an uncomfortable challenge to

confront one with
—"Am I the kind

of salesman that I would buy the

Relief Society Magazine from, and
if not, why not?" We have before

the class what we call a mirror chart,

which indicates the negative and pos-

itive qualities that go to make a per-

sonality, and the students are asked

to face that chart every day.

Fourth, Definition. Salesmanship

is the combination of qualities, both

natural and acquired, in man which
enables him, acting for himself or

as an agent, to negotiate the transfer

of something of value for a consider-

ation, on the basis that all parties to

the transaction must be benefited. I

rather like the Golden Rule element
that there is a limitation on all forms
of selling. There are certain pro-

cesses, and we urge upon you the

preparation of all these processes on
the theory that this whole selling

process is no stronger than its weak-
est link—appearance, your approach,

the arrangement of your sales talk,

the knowledge of your article, and a

fine warning, this is my own mes-
sage, knowledge of your article.

Know all about it and vindicate the

charge you make for it by the things

you know about it. Loyalty to your
article, and that in its broadest scope,

is your challenge. You owe some-
thing to the institution promoting
this fine thing. As you make your
talk listen and ask yourself, "Would
this talk convert me to the purchase
of this Magazine, and if not, why
not?"

There is treatment of competition,

tactfulness, presentation, and get

away.

We have established in our class

an Eleventh Commandment, "Thou
shalt not be grouchy." I beg of you
to weigh that and analyze it, and you
will find it vindicated 365 days of the

year.

Good morning is our greeting.

Make every morning a good morn-

ing. You are not properly dressed

until you put on a smile. Was every-

one happy when you left home this

morning, and if not, were you the

cause of the unhappiness? Remem-
ber self-complacency kills growth.

It is very much easier for a fine sales-

man to sell shady goods, than for a

shady salesman to sell fine goods.

It is said, and there is no guess

work about the fact, 70% of the

failures to sell are caused by negative

personality, and the fault lies wholly

within ourselves. Try to put your

finger on the thing you could have

said. Try to put yourself before the

mirror, or the search light, and say

"Something was wrong with this

sale. It was not my approach, there

is nothing wrong with that, but there

is something about me, what is it?"

Do you ever stand aside and watch
yourselves go by? Do you ever

wonder what vibration people got

when you said "Good Morning!" or

the manner in which you shook
hands, or the quality or naturalness

of your smile? There is nothing in

salesmanship that can be neglected.
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The Benefit of the Magazine in our Stake

Josephine Hanks, Union Stake Relief Society President

"^"O doubt all of you here present

have, at some time, seen a canal

with its network of arteries running

out in every direction, carrying the

life-giving water to the plants and
vegetation in the farms and gardens.

We can liken our Relief Society

Magazine to just such a project. It,

too, has a fountain head, and a net-

work of arteries through which it is

carried into thousands of homes, and
through it comes the spiritual water
of life, that which Jesus spoke of at

the time He met the woman of Sa-
maria at the well, and asked her for

a drink.

In Oregon, the rolling hills as well

as the lowlands are farmed, and on
these far-away farms we have a num-
ber of Latter-day Saint families, and
the only source of contact these

mothers have with the Society, is

through the Relief Society Magazine,

and when the rare opportunity

comes, perhaps once or twice a year,

when they can attend meetings, they

do not come as strangers, but they

are able to take an active part in the

lesson discussion, and can talk on the

many splendid things that are being

accomplished by the Relief Society

at home and abroad.

Our Agents have been successful

in placing the Magazine in a number

of non-L. D. S. homes. Through
the faithful efforts of some of our
Relief Society sisters, five of the

mothers have been converted, and
are now active members in the

Church.

In one of our Wards during the

height of our so-called Depression,

there were five men out of eighty-

two families who had permanent
work. The mothers sensed this con-

dition, and they knew if they sub-

scribed to the Magazine for the com-
ing year, and paid their Annual Dues,

it was up to them to do something

about it. They got busy and put on

two splendid entertainments for

which they charged a small fee. They
had them advertised in the other

Wards, and invited their outside

friends, and the results were very

gratifying indeed. Next they made
four beautiful quilts, and one of the

mothers having a daughter living in

Los Angeles, they disposed of these

through her, and realized fifteen or

twenty dollars apiece. After they

had taken out enough for their An-
nual Dues and forty-five dollars for

Magazine subscriptions, they had a

sum left. This splendid piece of

work was accomplished through

united effort, determination and
plenty of hard work.

Social Welfare Department

Amy W . Evans, Chairman

npHE Quest For Security" offered

a most stimulating general theme
for this department. President

Louise Y. Robison, who is a member
of the Utah State Board of Public

Welfare, spoke upon "Public Social

Security". Mayola Rogers of the

Relief Society General Welfare De-
partment discussed "Security and

Case Work for The Aged". Harold
B. Lee, Chairman of the General

Committee, completed the well-

rounded program with a very inter-

esting address on "Objectives of the

Church Security Plan".

Of all the fears that trouble hu-

manity perhaps the fear of poverty

is the most prevalent.
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Fortunately for us poverty and
happiness are not incompatible ; how-
ever, we associate closely poverty and
misery. We have a great urge for

economic security.

This has been keenly realized dur-

ing the past few years as so many
have been denied the assurance of

work sufficient to supply the bare

necessities for existence.

In order to provide safeguards

against the major misfortunes of

life, our Federal Government ap-

proved the Social Security Act on
August 14, 1935.

This Act provides for the follow-

ing security measures: Unemploy-
ment Compensation, Old-Age As-
sistance and Old-Age Benefits, Se-

curity for Children, Aid to the Blind,

Extension of Public Health Service,

and Vocational Rehabilitation. The
States accepting the provisions of

this Act must meet the standards of

the Federal Government before ob-

taining Federal funds.

A brief explanation of this act may
be obtained from your State Welfare
Board or from the Social Security

Board, Washington, D. C, Informa-
tion Service, Circular No. 1.

Much has been said about financial

aid to the aged, but in order to as-

sure a greater degree of happiness

for our aged friends we must realize

that more must be provided than the

bare physical necessities of shelter,

food and clothing. More often than

not, the aged person needs special

medical treatment which, in turn,

should be adequately interpreted by
one who understands the implica-

tions of the deteriorative diseases.

The aged person needs to be relieved

of worries and fears which seem so

simple to us and yet which loom so

large in his life. Another great need

of most old people is to have some-
one who can build them up in spirit

by listening with genuine interest to

recitals of past experiences. Many
old people need someone who can

restore their faith in youth so they

will not feel as if they have been cast

aside like "an old shoe". In other

words old people need services which
go beyond merely handing them a

check every month—they need social

service.

Security for its members, both

spiritual and temporal, has been one
of the objectives of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

from its organization.

In order that individuals may gain

economic security through their own
efforts, and thus preserve their self-

respect and independence, it has been

the policy of the Church to start in-

dustries, to encourage the develop-

ment of land for farming and graz-

ing, the raising of farm products and
the use of the natural resources of

the country. The building of homes,
places of recreation and of worship
has been a great activity of the

Church which has furnished much
employment.

To meet the present situation of

unemployment, the program of the

Church is to intensify all these activ-

ities and also to create new resources

for employment so that the members
will still have the opportunity to ob-

tain security through their own work.

The Work and Business Department

Lalene H. Hart, Chairman

pLANNING of 1937-38" was the

subject presented by Nettie D.
Bradford. The survey of the fine

work accomplished was Church-wide
in its scope and covered first—

A

Stake Program for Work and Busi-
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ness for 1936-37, and second—

a

Statement of what had been the most
successful plan during the season.

Many fine quotations from the re-

ports were included, as suggestions

for future plans.

Lalene H. Hart presented an out-

line for a "Project For Every Relief

Society Woman". The purpose of

this is "to help women to understand

and to evaluate their own work and
their problems".

Vivian R. McConkie gave "Work
and Business", first—As a Work
Day, second—As a Social Day.
Leda T. Jensen gave "Better Buy-
manship".

Many constructive suggestions

were advanced by the Sisters in their

able discussions. Details of these

will appear in the Magazine later.

Choristers' and Organists' Department

Janet M. Thompson, Chairman

/"^JREAT numbers of eager chor-

isters and organists met in the

auditorium of the Bishops' Building
Friday, April 2, to participate in de-
partment exercises. A program had
been carefully prepared by the Music
Committee, so that the problems
which beset the choristers and or-

ganists might be discussed and help-

ful suggestions offered. Most of the

stakes were represented and the at-

tendance was very gratifying. "Vi-
talizing Relief Society Music" was
the theme of the meeting. Professor
Frank W. Asper spoke to the sub-

ject from the "Viewpoint of the Or-
ganist". His contribution to the suc-

cess of the meeting was manifested
by the interest given his sugges-

tions, and the many questions that

were asked were given answers that

gave them information and confi-

dence. Excerpts of this information-

al talk will appear later in the Maga-
zine. Mrs. Charlotte O. Sackett

gave to the group many helpful sug-

gestions on proper breathing, tone

production, rhythm, etc. Also songs

for the year's work were presented,

rehearsed, and helpful hints given

for the perfecting of these beautiful

chorals.

The interest manifested, and the

large attendance of these faithful

choristers and organists are indica-

tions that music will rightfully take

its place in the educational scheme of

Relief Society work. We hail this

awakening

!

The songs selected for study dur-
ing the year are the following:

"How Lovely are Thy Dwellings,

O Lord."

"Inflammatus." (Chorus only)

"How Lovely Are Thy Messen-
gers."

"Crossing the Bar."

"Holy Redeemer."
"23rd Psalm." (The Lord Is My

Shepherd)

Helpful Suggestions to Choristers

and Organists

Always approach your work with

a prayerful heart.

Try to understand your relation-

ship to the Relief Society meeting as

a whole.

Choristers and organists must be
enthusiastic and carefully prepare

their work for the month, if they ex-

pect the Wards to make the music a

living, vital thing.

The Ward Choristers and Organ-
ists should be conversant with the

lesson work so that appropriate

hymns and other songs will be

chosen.

The music prepares the setting for

the meeting.
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The words of the hymns should be

understood so that their spiritual

meaning may impress every heart.

This, in great measure, depends upon
the chorister. She must be the mag-
net to draw from her singers the out-

pourings of the Spirit. The enjoy-

ment she feels in Song will be con-

tagious.

Your job is an important one, not

a small one.

Be on time to play appropriate

prelude music which has been select-

ed and prepared beforehand.

Exert every effort to make the

music as effective as the other fine

educational features.

Increase your capabilities by con-

stant study and practice. Always
have an ideal in view.

A chorister should cultivate pa-

tience, consideration for human
faults, a sense of humor, adaptability

to unpleasant occurrences. Real lead-

ership is manifested in the splendid

results of her work.

It is not necessary to have a song
practice in Union Meetings. This
should be done in the music section.

Help to elevate the standard of the

music in your Ward and Stake.

"It is our duty and privilege to

honor God by bringing to Him only
what is best." Our songs should be
in very deed "prayers unto the

Lord."

The chorister works with the most
wonderful musical instrument of all

—the human voice. The opportuni-
ties of the one working with this

instrument are unlimited.

The Secretaries' Department

Julia A. F. Lund, Chairman

HPHE Secretaries' Department was
very interesting. The Value of

Records and the importance of ac-

curacy in keeping these was stressed

by President Wilford A. Beesley in

a most scholarly address which was
the basis for an animated discussion

in which all participated.

RECORD BOOKS. 1937 is the

last year for the use of the present

Stake and Ward Record Books. Be-
fore compiling the new edition, the

office is very anxious to have the

Secretaries of Relief Society submit
their suggestions, which will be given

consideration. This should be done
just as soon as possible, as the com-
pilation of the new Record Books
is to begin at once, and we are anx-
ious to have the reaction of the sis-

ters who use them.

The services of an expert Ac-
countant were secured to give advice
in the matter. The gentleman in

question is a Certified Public Ac-

countant, also a Stake President.

This rare combination afforded ad-
vice in the most modern and efficient

methods of accounting together with
an intimate knowledge of the Church
set-up and standards.

HISTORY AND MINUTES.
The attention of the Secretaries is

called especially to the history for

which space is provided in the Rec-
ord Book. It is understood that the

Secretary of the Relief Society is

also its historian. In this part should
be given a record of what the organi-

zation has accomplished, and the

place it has held in community in-

fluences and activities; also the rec-

ord of outstanding personalities, or
of events in which Relief Society has
participated that have been of special

significance to the organization. It

is a wonderful page for future ref-

erence.

The Minutes are a record of ex-
ecutive action and the regular routine
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of Relief Society programmed work
and its accomplishment. It is hoped

that the Secretaries will have these

up to date and completed before

starting on the new book.

ANNUAL REPORT. Particular

attention was given to the auditing

of the Annual Reports and the cor-

recting of the balances. It is not

possible for this office to go into

every Ward. This is the fine service

that is asked of the Stake Secretaries.

They know their own Wards and can
find the errors which throw the

Stake reports out of balance. It is

hoped the Stake Secretaries will be

able to do this as a preparation for

a correct report for the next year.

First General Session

THE LORD'S DAY
By Jennie B. Knight

"For the Lord is good ; His mercy

is everlasting and His truth endur-

eth to all generations."

f EST we forget, during this pe-

riod of our conference we are to

consider the Sabbath or the Lord's

day. What has He said concerning

it? According to the Bible the first

Sabbath was established by God
Himself ; celebrating the creation.

—

Genesis 20 :58.

"The heavens and the earth were

finished and all the host of them* *

and He rested on the seventh day

from all His work, and God blessed

the Sabbath day and sanctified it."

The Ten Commandments written

by the hand of God on Sinai reveal

His deep interest in the spiritual

and physical welfare and happiness

of His children. (See Exodus 20.)

That the Israelites might be impress-

ed with the sanctity of the Sabbath,

during their travels in the wilder-

ness, God sent no manna on that day

but they were commanded to gather

twice as much on the sixth as on
any other day.

Down through the corridors of

time we find the prophets, Isaiah,

Nehemiah, Ezekiel and others de-

claring the word of God in explicit

instructions regarding His holy day.

Through Ezekiel He made a cove-

nant saying, "Hallow my Sabbaths;

and they shall be a sign between
me and you, that they may know
that I am the Lord your God."

Jesus honored the Sabbath day
and proclaimed himself Lord of the

Sabbath, emphasizing its blessedness

when he proclaimed that the Sab-
bath was made for man and not man
for the Sabbath.

That Sabbath observance and par-

taking of the Lord's supper on that

day was a custom of the Christian

churches, is attested by the Apostles

Mark, Luke, John and Paul.

The benedictions of a sacred Sab-

bath were not withheld from the

people of Book of Mormon days,

that these benedictions are vouch-

safed to all who obey the command-
ments of God is reiterated by Jo-
seph Smith.—Doctrine and Cove-
nants, Section 59.

"Thou shalt thank the Lord thy

God in all things. That thou may-

est more fully keep thyself unspot-

ted from the world, thou shalt go

to the house of prayer, and offer up
thy sacraments upon My holy day.

For verily this is a day appointed

unto you to rest from your labors

and to pay thy devotions unto the

Most High.

"Nevertheless thy vows shall be

offered up in righteousness on all
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days and at all times, but remember
that on this the Lord's day thou

shalt offer thine oblations and thy

sacraments unto the Most High con-

fessing thy sins.

"And on this day thou shalt do
none other thing only let thy food
be prepared with singleness of heart

that thy fasting may be perfect, or

in other words, that thy joy may
be full. And inasmuch as ye do

these things with cheerful hearts

and countenances the fullness of the

earth is yours."

That we may know thy truth, that

endureth to all generations, "Lord
God of Hosts, be with us yet, lest

we forget, lest we forget."

PHYSICAL VALUE OF A DAY OF REST
By Beatrice F. Stevens

HPHE Sabbath day was instituted

much earlier than the time of

Moses at Mount Sinai, but evidently

the Israelites at that time needed
to be forcefully reminded of this

commandment. In our day there

is serious need for bringing to mind
the significance of this day, a need to

remember blessings derived from its

proper observance. While it brings

definite obligations, it was never in-

tended that the Lord's day be made
burdensome, but rather to add joy

and happiness to our lives. Immeas-
urable good comes from making it

truly a day of worship and rest, and
not the least of the benefits derived,

are physical.

All diligent members of our
Church know that for them the

Sabbath is not a day of rest in the

sense of idleness, one with no re-

sponsibilities. Yet it should be and
is for relaxation. There are many
ways to receive physical refresh-

ment. When the Lord asked that

one-seventh of all time be set apart

for rest and worship, He knew the

needs of those ancient people, and
foresaw what would be best for us
today. He has given us much to help
safeguard physical health in this age
of speed and distracting conditions

—our Word of Wisdom and our
Day of Rest.

There is nothing of greater im-
portance to us as mothers than keep-

ing in good health—so much of the

well-being of those dearest to us

depends upon that. To awaken on
a Sabbath morning knowing it will

be an exceptional, a very special day,

the culmination of six days of wise

planning, what a reassuring and
restful experience. The relief from
fatigue that comes from too con-

stant performing of the same tasks,

is most conducive to good health.

Rest is not only a great step to-

ward the cure of disease but an im-

portant aid in its prevention, both
mental and physical. Because the

nature of physical man is to deteri-

orate, a resting time is necessary to

recreate and preserve our capabili-

ties.

There is much today that gives

us concern as parents. Patience,

sympathetic understanding and
proper example will aid materially

in solving our problems. Is it not

of untold value for the father to

have one day a week when he may
draw closer to his family and enjoy

the relaxation that comes from a

more intimate and friendly contact?

Being in church in the atmosphere
of worship, brings peace. There,

I for one, may find freedom from
cares that weary and disturb my
peace of mind. It is a good place to

check on the past week's activities

and discover mistakes, thereby gain-
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ing strength and wisdom that may
help toward improvement.

Jesus said the Sabbath was made
for man and not man for the Sab-
bath. The important thing is to use
it wisely in order to receive the

greatest blessings.

To be the people the Lord would
have us be, "a light set upon a hill,"

depends upon individual members
of the Church. It should be the aim
of each to perfect himself, spiritual-

ly, mentally and physically. What
a wonderful opportunity the Sabbath
day offers for these objectives! If

we are attuned to the spirit of the

day, we will "think the most, feel

the noblest and act the best."

EXAMPLE OF PARENTS, AS RELATED TO THE
OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH DAY

By Vivian R. McConkie

I
T is written : "Train up a child in

the way he should go: and when
he is old, he will not depart from it."

This is a challenge to the women of

the Church, and they ought to re-

spond according to Church stand-

ards, among which standards Sab-
bath Day observance is of major
importance. "Training" implies con-

duct control, and not merely teaching

moral codes. Parents who do not

teach religion by example as well as

by precept, and who do not train by
restraints, when necessary, build

foundations on the sand, and winds
of skepticism may entice their chil-

dren from truth. Faith and under-
standing must be developed, if the

child knows that there is a God who
rewards for well doing and who pun-
ishes for transgression. Without a

knowledge of the gospel there is no
security, and if parents fail to teach

and to train their children in the

Church, the sin will "be upon the

heads of the parents," but the par-

ents' suffering will not save the chil-

dren.

Divergent opinions prevail as to

precepts because of lack of scriptural

understanding. Private interpreta-

tions stimulate false standards and
invite senseless yieldings to unsound
philosophies. Mothers ought to re-

strain and to direct during maturity

of reasoning faculties. Habitual

repetition makes acts agreeable, and
it is shameful to permit destructive

repetitions in children of tender

years, without restraint. Intelligent

direction of desires is surely as im-

portant as going to school on time,

yet we unhesitatingly require that.

With relation to the Sabbath, par-

ents should first know what ought to

be done on that day, and then should
adjust their ideals to conform to

Church standards, rather than to

shape Church standards to their

ideals. If parents would study the

scriptures more and more confusion
as to standards would grow less and
less.

Objective study is a high form of

learning. It will help one to estab-

lish purposive co-ordinated activity

between mind and body Understand
the nature of your children and know
your own ideals are patterned after

the divine will, then study the means
of their achievement. Never relax

your efforts until mental develop-

ment makes safe election possible.

Control the child's acts and direct his

thoughts and ambitions until he ac-

quires self direction and judgment.

When his reasoning powers mature

he will see the wisdom of imposed

restrictions. Watch their spiritual

training and development as you do
their daily diet, and habits of clean-

liness and their mental and physical
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progress. Your child will be happi-

est if you do not require him to de-

cide whether he will obey the law.

During the formative period the

parents' standards and examples are

the child's ideals. Therefore, the

parent ought never to sin even

though others are sinning, or to be

little even though hedged in by little

people, or to lower himself to match

lower standards, or to do as Romans
do (if evil) because he is in Rome.
Elect the good. There is no middle

ground. Hear Joshua: "And if it

seem evil unto you to serve the Lord,

choose you this day whom ye will

serve, . . . but as for me and my
house, we will serve the Lord."

SACRAMENT—PHYSICAL ASPECT
By Counselor Kate M. Barker

T 1'HE Lord, through the Prophet

Haggai, rebuked His people for

their neglect of the temple at Jerusa-

lem. Because of their negligence

they had lost the blessing of the

Spirit of the Lord. But after the

people had been stirred to a new loy-

alty and devotion, and the temple had
been rebuilt, having the best they had
to offer put into it, the Lord spoke

again, saying : "I am with you." He
knew that the care they took of the

places of worship was indicative of

the depth of their love of the Gospel.

In partaking of the Sacrament we
have a glorious privilege of atuning

our spirits with the Spirit of our

Heavenly Father. Our spirits are

sensitive to physical surroundings,

and should not be disturbed by lack

of care in the physical aspect of the

Sacrament Service. I wonder if, as

a Relief Society organization, we
could not cooperate with our Bishops

by taking the responsibility of having

the Sacrament cloth freshly washed
and ironed for every service ! Our
Father in Heaven expects us to profit

by the light He has given us, and in

this day we know about germs. We
could help set the standard in our

Wards that the Sacrament glasses

be sterilized after each service, so

that when we partake of the Sacra-

ment we will not be wondering if the

glasses are sanitary—that in passing

the Sacrament to another we are all

careful about our hands, gloves, coat

sleeves, that we do not do anything

which detracts our neighbor's mind
from the sacredness of the ordinance.

We are the mothers of the boys

who pass the Sacrament. So much
of what the boy feels is of most im-

portance depends upon what the par-

ent feels is important. When our

children graduate from school we, by
our very attitude of pride, by our

attendance, by our interest in their

personal appearance, make them feel

how proud we are, and the import-

ance of the occasion. Can we not

see what we are doing to our boys
when we pay less attention when
they are asked to pass the Sacra-

ment? Let us go to Church with

them, make them feel that we are so

proud of the honor which has come
to them. Let us impress upon them
the sacredness of the Sacrament, that

this is a very special occasion, that

they must take particular care of

their personal appearance, that hands
and nails must be immaculate, that

this is one of the greatest services

they will ever have the opportunity

to perform. Could we not have a

white shirt for them, which we take

care to have freshly laundered, and
see that every boy has such a shirt ?
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THE COVENANTS OF THE DAY
By Leda T. Jensen

pROM the New Testament, the

Book of Mormon, and the Doc-
trine and Covenants, we have definite

and ample proof that our Savior, the

Redeemer of mankind, made the par-

taking of the sacrament a vital and
necessary part of the spiritual life of

his followers in both the meridian of
time and in this dispensation.

The sacred covenant with its at-

tendant blessing which we repeat as

we consecrate the emblems of the

broken body and the spilt blood of

the Lord has been revealed to the

Latter-day Saints so that we have the

exact words of the covenant recorded
in the Doctrine and Covenants. As
a witness to this sacred scripture,

we have the same blessings of conse-
cration recorded by Moroni in the
Book of Mormon.
The sacrament is administered to

commemorate the atonement of the

Lord Jesus as consummated in His
agony and death. Each time we
partake of the sacred emblems we
manifest before the Father that we
do remember His Son, and by the

act of partaking of the bread and the

cup, we make solemn covenant that

we do take upon us the name of our
Redeemer, and make a pledge and an
agreement that we will keep his com-
mandments, and we do this in the

hope that we may have his Spirit to

be with us.

No member of the Church who
refuses to observe this sacred ordi-

nance can retain the inspiration and
guidance of the Holy Ghost. If we
really realized and felt the need of

spiritual food for growth, we would
be present at the appointed place

where this may be and is adminis-
tered.

Why do we not all come? Is it

because we do not feel ourselves

worthy to partake, or is it because

we do not appreciate the reason and
significance for partaking?

If we are properly instructed we
know that it is not our privilege to

partake of the emblems in sin and
transgression. The one thing that

would make for the safety of every

man and woman would be to appear

at the sacrament table every Sabbath.

We would not go so far astray in

one week that we could not rectify

the wrong we have done. The week-
ly observance of this ordinance

would help us to be worthy to par-

take.

The Father looked on with great

grief and agony at the earthly suf-

ferings of His Son, but His love for

us made it possible for Him to give

the Savior to us, the Redeemer of

the world. If we knew what it cost

our Father to give us His Son, if we
realized how essential the sacrifice

made by Jesus is to us, we would al-

ways be present at the sacrament
table to honor the gift that has come
to us.

As the Standard Bearers of the

Church, we need the sacrament. We
need to renew our covenants every
week. We need the Spirit of the

Lord so we may be able to keep our-

selves unspotted from the sins of the

world, from Sabbath to Sabbath, and
some day be worthy to eat and drink

with our Savior, in His Father's

kingdom.
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THE SACRAMENT MEETING BLESSES THE WHOLE FAMILY
By Rae Barlow Barker

JESUS could foresee the compli-

cations, confusion, and uncertain-

ty of life in our day. He knew we
would need the blessings He had
promised if we observed His sacra-

ment : peace, strength in right doing,

assurance of His power, "His Spirit

to be with us."

If we succeed in obtaining these

blessings for the whole family, we
must do more than wish and hope.

The desired results will need the best

efforts of both the home and the

church. The guiding hand of an
ingenious, planning parent will be
needed which can bring the family

together to enjoy varied activities.

Then, going to sacrament meeting
together will more naturally follow.

If there is a spirit of tolerance in the

home, and a genuine display of fel-

lowship in our sacrament meeting,

many who now feel unwanted may
be encouraged to be with us.

An old philosopher claimed there

were three roads to accomplishment

:

inspiration, investigation, and appli-

cation. That parent, and we might
also add that speaker, can best in-

spire who himself has been inspired.

Investigation should include more
than a study of the gospel. It might
stand us in hand to know what our
children's interests are. If we stand

on common ground with them in our
thinking, it will be much easier to

direct their activities on the Sabbath
day. Application will demand all the

tact, faith, and intelligent planning

at our command. A well-planned

work-week, with opportunity for rec-

reation, is important. One mother
knew the secret of forming habits.

She often correlated her children's

happy experiences with their Sab-
bath meeting, saying, while they were

still enjoying a particular situation,

"There are many ways of displaying

gratitude for these good things. One
way is to go with thankful hearts to

partake of the sacrament." That
family regularly enjoys the benefits

of the sacrament meeting.

After Jesus administered the Last
Supper to the disciples, He said, "If

ye know these things, happy are ye
if ye do them." Knowledge is a per-

sonal thing. As individuals and par-

ents we may know that the benefits

of the sacrament service are realities.

It does not follow, however, that the

members of our families possess the

same knowledge. But with faith,

study, and activity we can each know.
We have a real challenge to stimulate

those near us to find out for them-
selves if the promises hold good.

Can we meet the challenge? Not
wholly within the family. The sac-

rament meeting itself has a responsi-

bility—also the individual. Compet-
itive interests make it necessary that

we are ever on the alert to improve
the quality of our meetings. Each of

us can contribute to the sacrament
service by his presence if he goes in

the spirit of worship. With the sac-

rament, as with the radio, we have to

be where the instrument is and be
"tuned in" if we want to get the

message.

The Book of Mormon promises

that if we ask with a sincere heart,

with real intent, He will manifest

the truth to us. Can we stimulate

our families to apply a similar test to

the worth of the sacrament meeting ?

Can we open to them the vision that

by mutual participation our lives are

enriched ?

"If ye know these things, happy
are ye if ye do them."
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HPHE following are the organizations and reorganizations since October
Conference.

Organizations

Date Stake Appointed President
Feb., 1937 Chicago Lois E. Astin

Reorganizations

Date Stake Released Appointed President
Feb., 1937 Cassia Effie H. Walker Annie M. Mercer
Nov. ,1936 Duchesne Evelyn C. Moffitt Margaret M. Pace
Oct., 1936 Moroni Anna S. Blackham (De-

ceased)

Elillian Ivory

Jan., 1937 Ogden Ida M. Treseder Cora S. Jenkins
Nov.,1936 Rigby Lettie E. Call Phoebe 'Cordon
Feb., 1937 Curlew Rebecca N. Cutler (De-

ceased)

Rennis A. Larkin

Mt. Ogden Almira C. Rich Ethel B. Andrew
Mar. ,1937 Oquirrh Phoebe Ridd Ella P. Bennion
Jan., 1937 West Jordan Mary J. Pixton Evelyn Neilsen

The Relief Society organization felt greatly honored by the presence

of Sister Luacine S. Clark, who added her expressions of appreciation

and her encouragement to the sisters in their work.

Second General Session

REPORT ON EUROPEAN MISSION RELIEF SOCIETIES

Emily T. Merrill, Former President

TN the European Missions four

Conferences are held each year.

Two are devoted to the Priesthood

activities, the other two are auxiliary

conference-conventions, in which the

auxiliaries combine, perhaps the Re-
lief Society and Sunday School, or

the Relief Society and Primary.

These conferences begin on Saturday

evening, usually with a social meet-

ing, and three meetings on Sunday
are devoted to conference work.

The home group plan, adopted in

the European Mission wherever pos-

sible, has given increased responsi-

bility to the local saints, the priest-

hood and members of the Church.

According to this plan, the districts

and branches are patterned after the

Stakes and Wards of the Church
here in the States, and the District

Presidencies and the Branch Presi-

dencies are local members. This has

released the Elders from much of the

work which they had to do in pre-

siding over these units of the Church,

and has given them much more time

for proselyting activities. It has also

increased the opportunity of the local

saints for activity, and that has had
splendid results. We know that we
gain through activity, and we enjoy

our membership in the Church better

when we are active.
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In the Missions the auxiliary or-

ganizations are supervised by a Mis-

sion Board, with a minimum of four

members—Presidency and Secre-

tary. The districts have supervisors

and the branches have such officers

and teachers as circumstances will

permit. More teachers could be used,

but there is always a shortage of suit-

able leadership. Where there is a

good Relief Society there will be a

live, active branch. Relief Society

is the mainstay of the Branch and
the righthand of the Branch Presi-

dent.

Our Branches for the most part

are small, and therefore our Relief

Society groups are small. The mem-
bership is scattered over a great area,

and for the most part they are poor

people. Transportation is quite an
item in their limited budget. When
they come to the meetings on Sun-
day they feel that is all they can

afford. In a number of the missions

where this scattered membership
exists, the sisters meet on Sunday,
while the Priesthood are gathered
in their meetings.

There are a great many older sis-

ters who are timid and hesitate to go
out in the evening. These meet in

the afternoon, and the younger sis-

ters who are engaged during the

day meet in the evening. There is

no uniformity as to day or hour, but

it was felt advisable to hold these

meetings when as many as possible

of these sisters could benefit by the

wonderful work done by the Relief

Society.

The sisters do enjoy the lesson

material which the General Board
provides. Special attention has been

given to the preparation of these

lessons, in order to meet the needs

and conditions of the different mis-

sions. You know all of the lessons

must be translated into a foreign

language, and sometimes books from

which the lesson material is prepared

are not available in these foreign

languages. Special lessons in social

service work have been written, and
literary lessons taken from the litera-

ture of these particular countries;

the German literary lessons from
German literature, and the French
from French, and so on. Much
thought has been given to this, and
the mission workers and mission au-

thorities are certainly very grateful

for this wonderful service.

Many of our devoted members are

called upon to make sacrifices in a

financial and social way because of

their membership in the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,

but they make these gladly and will-

ingly because of the abundance and
richness of life that has come to

them because of their faith and mem-
bership in the Church. No better

way could we all serve and preach
the Gospel of Jesus Christ than in

our way of living, showing the spirit

of true brotherhood and sisterhood.

It seems to me what the world needs
today more than anything else is a
demonstration of Christianity in ac-

tion.

Since the main purpose of Relief

Society has always been to render
service, we have called upon the sis-

ters over there to do some special

work. You know when you want
something well done, you call on the

sisters to do it.

At the Mission Presidents' Con-
ference held in June, 1935, in Liege,

Belgium, the Presidents decided to

ask the Relief Society sisters to or-

ganize a Home and Neighborhood
Primary. This effort has been
crowned with success in many ways.
We had to take the outstanding lead-

ership to do this, but other sisters of

the groups were called forward to

learn to be leaders in our Relief So-
cieties. These Home and Neighbor-
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hood Primaries all had enrolled chil-

dren of non-members; the sisters

became acquainted with the mothers

of these children and entered the

homes and had an opportunity to

leave a message. Many of these

mothers became interested enough
to come to Church and to Relief So-

ciety meetings, and some joined the

Church. A great number of the chil-

dren who were contacted are now en-

rolled in our Sunday Schools. The
benefit of this is, that all those who
were contacted heard the message of

the restored Gospel. The seed was
sown—who knows what the harvest

may be ! We might not see, but

some day this message will come
back to them.

The growth of the Church on the

outside is very slow, but there is

growth from within. We can only

hold the children and the young peo-

ple of our members through our or-

ganization work. The Relief Society

sisters are outstanding leaders in the

Gleaner, Sunday School and other

organizations.

Those of you who have sons and
daughters laboring in these foreign

missions I am sure would like to hear
just a few words about the mission
authorities, especially the mission
mothers. These are set apart as con-

sulting advisors to all the women's
organizations, and are selected as

president of the Relief Society, or

the Primary or the Young Women's
Mutual Improvement Association,

whichever organization needs them
most, or the one in which work they

are most familiar. In addition to

these duties, all the material used in

the foreign mission needs to be

translated, and adapted to the coun-

try, and this is the work of the mis-

sion mothers. They have a family

also which needs the supervision and
the care of a mother just as if they

were living here, and the family has

grown tremendously. All the mis-

sionaries, your sons and daughters,

are members of the Mission Presi-

dent's family, and that is a great re-

sponsibility. Many of these young
people have never been away from
home, they are in strange lands,

among strange conditions and people.

Is it any wonder that they become
homesick and disheartened ? And so

the Mission President and his wife

encourage them, cheer them up, ad-

vise them, stand by them, pray for

them as they would for their own
children. I think no parents could

be more concerned with the health

and welfare of these missionaries

than are the mission parents.

ADDRESS
By Counselor Kate M. Barker

W J'E all appreciate life and oppor-

tunity. We are thankful we
were born in this wonderful age. But
great blessings and opportunities

mean great responsibility. Our Fa-
ther in Heaven is watching over the

earth and has a glorious plan of

establishing the Kingdom of God on
earth. He also has a general plan

for each of His children, and is de-

pending on each of us to help further

the Gospel plan. If we appreciate

this, can we do less than put our
best effort into the work? Can our
standards be too high? Jesus said,

"He who is not for me is against

me." I think He meant actively for,

and that inasmuch as we are passive,

think superficially, inasmuch as we
fail to put enough effort and time

into our thinking and doing, so that

we are thinking and acting straight

and honest, inasmuch as we fail to

put our heart and soul into the work
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-just so much are we against Him.
But we can only be sure we are

solving our problems in the right way
if we have the help of our Father in

Heaven. He has said "Look unto

me in every thought, doubt not, fear

not." But "There is a law irrev-

ocably decreed in heaven before the

foundations of the world upon which
all blessings are predicated."

We have been given very definite

laws governing prayer. We must
ask in faith. Faith does not come
without effort—waiting until the mo-
ment of need and saying, "I will have
faith." Faith comes through obedi-

ence. Our prayers must be sincere.

They are sincere when we put forth

our best efforts and then humbly ask
for guidance or confirmation. When
Oliver Cowdery wished to translate

a part of the Book of Mormon he
failed to receive the necessary inspi-

ration, and the Lord said to him:
"Behold you have not understood;

you have supposed that I would give

it unto you when you took no thought
save it was to ask me." There is a

difference between asking our Father

in Heaven to bless the poor, and in

asking that we may see the needs and

help to bring the blessing.

Let us pray for our Church lead-

ers, but let us also give our Father

in Heaven the assurance that if He
will inspire our leaders we will put

forth our best effort to follow their

guidance.

The Lord has also said, "Pray in

your families." Family prayer will

do much to keep the family close to-

gether. Praying together does some-
thing to people. But there is a dif-

ference between praying and saying

our prayers. Family prayers must
never become routine. Let us show
our children what prayer means to

us. When Jesus was with His dis-

ciples He received so much help and
comfort from prayer that they said,

"Lord teach us to pray."

Let our prayers be that we may
have new insight, and new unselfish-

ness that we may not disappoint our
Father in Heaven in the tasks He has

given us to perform.

President Grant's address and that of Bishop Sylvester Q. Cannon
will appear in a later issue of the magazine.

ADDRESS
By President Louise Y. Robison

'VXTE have been greatly blessed

during our two days' Confer-
ence. We are grateful to our Heav-
enly Father that so many of our
Sisters have been in attendance, and
especially are we thankful for the

outpouring of the Spirit of the Lord
which has been in our meetings.

The six months since our Relief

Society Conference in October have
been very busy months. Conference-
conventions were held in many
Stakes in October, November, and
in the early part of December. Re-
ports of the excellent work of Relief

Society brought back by the General

Board Members were most gratify-

ing. Sister Lyman, now President

of Relief Societies of the European
Mission, attended the International

Council of Women in Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, representing the Young
Women's Mutual Improvement As-
sociation and Relief Society and as a

Delegate from the United States

Council of Women. We have kept
in touch with all the Mission Relief

Societies through a monthly Bulletin,

which has been greatly appreciated.

In almost every letter from our Mis-
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sion Presidents word comes of the

benefit of these messages.

Before Christmas we sent a Bulle-'

tin to all Relief Societies urging

mothers not to buy toy fire-arms for

their children. We have had favor-

able comment on this movement in

many Eastern newspapers as well as

those published at home.

We are deeply interested in alco-

hol education and have purchased a

moving picture film entitled "The
Beneficent Reprobate", which is a

powerful lesson on the injurious ef-

fects of alcohol in the body and also

the benefit of alcohol in industry.

Through the cooperation of the Gen-
eral Boards of Sunday School, the

Mutual, and the Primary, this has

had a showing to a vast number of

people. We are indebted to Brother

Hamer Reiser of the Sunday School

Board and Brother Orson Goddard
for exhibiting this picture. We hope
to create interest in having alcohol

education taught in schools. Will
you Sisters take this matter up with
your School Boards and have the

children and young people taught
what alcohol is and what alcohol

does?

We are delighted with the work
of our Magazine Agents. There are

220 Wards which have reached

100% subscribers.

We are deeply interested in the

type of radio and moving picture

programs which our children hear

and see. A listening adult is passive

but children absorb wild programs

and live them. A friend of mine

has a young son who has been listen-

ing to one of the programs which tell

most vividly the methods used in kill-

ing people. This mother was shock-

ed when, a few weeks ago, this very

young son said, "The kidnaper of

the Matson boy did his work all

wrong. Now I would have done so-

and-so." Broadcasting and moving

picture companies are eager to pre-

sent the type of program which the

people wish. If all mothers would
take the pains to know what children

hear and see, then write these com-
panies expressing appreciation for

suitable programs and also telling

why others are objectionable, we
would have more wholesome enter-

tainment.

I had the privilege of attending

the National Council of Women in

New York, in December, where an

excellent forum was held. Many of

the subjects can be carried into our

organization with profit. For in-

stance, Mr. Ralph Borsodi, who has

made a study of the subject over

many years, gave us some informa-

tion on the value of good housekeep-

ing. Mr. Borsodi claims that the

profession of housekeeper is the

most valuable of all professions and
economically of great importance.

That women who make homes—rear

and teach children—who direct the

educational and spiritual activities of

the family and who spend the family

income wisely—are certainly not in-

ferior to women who earn money in

the business or professional world.

Discussing this subject, we wonder
why so many of our Latter-day Saint

girls choose almost any sort of em-
ployment rather than house work,

and more disturbing still is the

knowledge that many of those who
accept such a position are frequently

poorly prepared. Some do not even

know how to make good bread, and

sewing is almost a lost art. Refer-

ring again to the subjects discussed

at the National Council under the

title "Education for Marriage", Dr.

Parker said, "There is no avenue

which people are entering for which

persons are so poorly prepared as

marriage and the responsibility of

rearing a family." If this is true, it

is especially serious for Latter-day
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Saints, for we know that the family

is not a temporary group, but should

and does continue throughout eter-

nity. Are Relief Society mothers

preparing their children—sons as

well as daughters—for this most im-

portant undertaking ? I was in con-

versation with a man who, a few
years ago, was manager of a store in

a mining community. He stated that

it was the custom for miners to run

charge accounts at the store. A
number of these miners received the

same amount of wages, but the dif-

ference in the manner of spending

was unbelievable. As a result some
would be constantly in debt, while

the thoughtful, well-trained families

would have a surplus. Can one won-
der why, when one of these women
who had a family of growing chil-

dren, daily bought five or six loaves

of bread and two dozen cookies ? At
the average price of ten cents a loaf,

the bread bill would be $15 a month.

Flour may be more expensive now,
but not long ago a good housekeeper

told me that she could make 40 loaves

of bread out of a dollar's worth of

flour. You who have access to the

April copy of the Readers Digest,

read an article by Kathleen Norris

—

"A Plea for Less 'Happy' Talk":

Under consumers department, the

slogan "Know what you want—buy
what you ask for" brought out in-

teresting information. We are study-

ing this in our Relief Society in or-

der to know what material will give

the greatest service and the most
pleasure.

Can there be more worthwhile

projects than these I have just men-

tioned, for us to consider in our

homes and in the Relief Society ? In

almost every Ward there are women
who are bewildered with the respon-

sibilities of home, because they do
not know how to meet the situation.

For years Relief Society women have

been making quilts and clothing for

women who do not know how to

sew ; now we want to help them find

happiness in sewing for their own
children. I hope all women will co-

operate.

McDonald says, "To have what

we want is riches, but to be able to

do without is power."

The story is told that the servant

of the Grail, in the dawn that pre-

ceded the coming of Parsifal,

aroused the young men about him
with the stirring cry

—"Hark to the

trumpets ! Come, let us thank our

God that we have the power to hear

the call of life and the power to

answer as the duty calls." If we
wish to have "the power to answer
as duty calls" the privilege is

ours. Our Father answers earnest

prayers of women today as He ever

has done. But it is not enough to

know, we must learn to act on what
we know.

Let us return to our homes with

the earnest desire to meet life cour-

ageously. Let us develop within our
own lives those virtues which will

give us the power to help others to

live more abundantly.

Our Church offers us the oppor-

tunity—Relief Society is the medium
through which we may develop the

finest attributes of life.

Q_V^
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Editorials

Memorial Day

TT IS a beautiful thing for the

living to think in loving appre-

ciation of the dead. Calling to mind
their virtues helps to strengthen the

virtues of those who remember.
People shrink from oblivion; they

like not only a personal immortal-
ity but also to have so lived and
achieved that those after them hold
them in reverence, their achieve-

ments in honor.

Memorial Day had its origin when
two years after the Civil War the

women of Columbus, Mississippi

strewed flowers alike on the graves

of the Confederate and of the Na-
tional soldiers. So moved was Fran-
cis Miles Finch that he wrote his

beautiful lyric "The Blue and the

Gray," which has become the credo

of the day.

No practical results came from
this incident until May, 1868, when
Adjutant-General N. P. Chipman
suggested to the National Com-
mander John A. Logan of the Grand
Army of the Republic that their

organization should inaugurate the

custom of spreading flowers over

the graves of Union soldiers at some
specified time. Thereupon General

Logan issued an order naming the

30th day of May, 1868, "for the

purpose of strewing with flowers

or otherwise decorating the graves

of comrades who died defending

their country during the late rebel-

lion, and whose bodies now lie in

almost every city, village, or ham-
let churchyard in the land. * * * It

is the purpose of the commander-
in-chief to inaugurate this observ-

ance with the hope that it will be

kept up from year to year while a

survivor of the war remains to hon-

or the memory of the departed."

Since then Memorial Day has be-

come a holy day. Not only are the

graves of soldiers decorated but

friends and relatives go to "God's

Acre" with flowers to pay tribute

to those they loved in life and love

in death.
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Tithing

I
T has come to be the custom in the

Church to feature the subject of

tithing during the month of May.
The call is "Bring ye all the tithes

into the storehouse, that there may
be meat in mine house, and prove
me now herewith, saith the Lord of

hosts, if I will not open you the win-
dows of heaven, and pour you out a

blessing, that there shall not be room
enough to receive it."

How richly blessed those have

been who have observed this law.

One of the great battles all have to

fight is against selfishness and those

who pay tithing become less selfish,

learn to give joyously, and learn to

practice thrift and economy. It

brings happiness to them to do with
less that the Church may be built

up. Tithing helps the one who pays
it to learn to love the Father, his

children and his work more and
more.

Reception in Honor of President Brigham Young

oN Tuesday evening, June 1, 1937,

in the room adjoining the histor-

ic Lion House on the east, which was
originally used by President Brig-

ham Young as his office, will be held

a formal reception from 7 to 10 p. m.
when the public is invited to come
and pay respects to the memory of

this great colonizer.

In the receiving line will be the

officers of the John Young Family
Association, J. Don Carlos Young,
only living son of President Young,
and the following daughters of Pres-

ident Young: Clarissa (Clint) Y.
Spencer, Ruth Y. Healy, Mabel Y,
Sanborn, and Fannie V. Y. Clayton.

Next in line will stand the L. D. S.

Church Presidency, followed by His
Excellency, the Governor, His Hon-

or, the Mayor, and presidents of the

State organizations of the Sons and
Daughters of the Utah Pioneers.

After passing the receiving line

the guests will be invited to go to

the Lion House where members of

the Sons and Daughters organiza-

tions of the Utah Pioneers will con-
duct them through the various rooms
of this historic Pioneer home.

While the family for many years
has celebrated President Young's
birthday in family reunions, this is

the first formal reception to be
given. It is intended that it shall

be repeated on each anniversary, so

that all who desire may participate

in paying respect to the memory of

this great pioneer.

Dr. Joseph T. Kingsbury

QR. JOSEPH T. KINGSBURY,
President Emeritus of the Uni-

versity of Utah, passed away April

10, 1937. For nearly sixty years he
was associated with the University

—

a longer service than that of any
other of his associates. He joined

the institution in 1878 when there

were only three teachers. He serv-

ed as Instructor, Professor, Acting
President, Vice-President, and Pres-
ident, and since 1916 as President
Emeritus. As a tribute to his splen-

did service Kingsbury Hall was
named in his honor.

President Kingsbury was faithful

to every trust. He was honest, sin-

cere, mild, gentle, yet firm and un-
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yielding when matters of principle

were concerned. He was ever kind,

considerate, thoughtful, a lover of

peace and harmony. He had a philo-

sophical turn of mind, his decisions

being reached after careful study and

thinking the subject through. Serene,

stable, a man of strong character and

sound judgment, he moved through

life shedding a beneficent influence

on those with whom he mingled.

Lillie T. Freeze

T ILLIE T. FREEZE, one of the

well known and greatly loved

women of the Church, passed away
March 23 at the age of eighty-one.

Three of her four children survive,

a son and two gifted, fine daughters

who lovingly ministered to her.

During her long life she has played

many parts. When but four she ap-

peared in dramatics. As a young
woman she assisted her father and
brothers in making a garden. Later
she carried sacks of wheat that she

had gleaned from Forest Dale to her

home on First South and Tenth East

Street. She assisted her father in

constructing a rock house, carrying

rocks and water up a ladder to the

second story. Later she worked in a

candy store and factory to secure

means to enable her to attend school.

For fifty years she served as a

member of the General Board of the

Primary Association, and for fifteen

years as a member of the General
Board of the Young Women's Mu-
tual Improvement Association, hold-

ing both offices at the same time.

She traveled extensively and did

much writing. Later she served as

President of the Relief Society at

Ocean Park for two years, was
Counselor for two years, and for

four years was a member of the Cali-

fornia Relief Society Mission Board.

Although she endured great phy-

sical suffering for many years, she

was ever sweet, cheerful, interested

in people, causes and events, and has

brought sunshine and encouragement
wherever she has been. She deeply

appreciated lovely poems and fine

prose and was wont to clip extensive-

ly. Then when she thought a cer-

tain poem or thought would bless a

friend, she sent it to her. In her

life she exemplified how beautiful a

thing it is to suffer and be strong.

A MOTHER'S OPPORTUNITY

TX/'HAT gratitude fills a mother's

heart when her son is ordained

a Deacon. If she has been wise,

she has studied, thought and prayed

that she might herself realize and

then lead her son to sense the won-
der and the power and the glory of

receiving power delegated from God.

She will endeavor to see that he

magnifies his calling, faithfully ful-

fills his obligations and does to the

best of his ability every duty con-

nected with this office. Thus ad-

monished by his mother a boy should

be outstanding in his quorum.



Motherhood
For gift of Motherhood, dear Lord,

We give Thee thanks to-day,

For all the joys and all the cares

It brings to bless our way.

For sacred hours when light of life

Burns dimly, while Thy power
A hallowed radiance sheds around

To bless our travail hour.

For taste of life's most poignant joy

—

For strength to bear life's sorrow

—

We thank Thee Lord, and pray for grace

To meet each fair to-morrow.

Love's magic weaves a mystic spell

More sweet than many others,

When first we join our hands with Thine
And thus become—Thy Mothers.

Magdalene C. Stephens
(A 'Singing Mother")

A Wish And A Promise
TO LOUIE WALSH DAVIES*

By Gladys Davies Ellis

How I wish I could make a song for you,

Low, and soft, and sweet.

But, alas, no song that I can write

Ever seems complete.

Not even the melody played on the harp

Can take the place of the magic
Of you in my heart.

I seem to see your lovely face

In every movement of the throng,

I see your sweetness and your grace

In every flower and every song.

The only song I can write for you
Is a song of sweet similitude.

And so I will, for your dear sake,

All shining and lovely prove,

I'm just an ordinary girl transformed
Made beautiful because of your love,

MY MOTHER.
*Louise Walsh Davies has not only been a loving mother to five children, but she

has given most devoted service to the Church for over forty years. She was an
organist in the Twenty-first Ward at the age of fourteen, and for forty years served
that Ward and the Twenty-seventh Ward, not only as ward organist, but as organist in

many of the organizations. She was also President of the Mutual for years in the
Twenty-seventh Ward. She has been the organist in the Salt Lake Temple for thirty

years. She has never been tardy nor absent except when ill or out of the City. Surely
this is a record to be proud of.
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Nothing can take the place of a mother's

care; her loving arms enfold and protect from

babyhood to maturity. As Mother's Day comes,

we gratefully join in the universal tribute to

Motherhood.

And in the interest of more thoughtful con-

sideration for mothers, we ask you fathers a

question: Have you made provision that, in

the event of your death or disability, the

mother of your children will be able to raise

her family in comfort and security? Have you

done a father's part to guarantee them free-

dom from want?

Life insurance is the one certain way to

assure for a mother the means of carrying on

alone. What more fitting observance of Moth-

er's Day than to provide her with the security

of planned life insurance protection? Call your

local Beneficial agent today and ask him to

help you plan an insurance program in this

strong company.

iKSHfiAKCE COMPAWV
Home Office—Beneficial Life Building

Salt Lake City, Utah
heber J. Grant, President

Trust Bldg., Phoenix, Ariz.; R. F. Cottle. 420
D. Greenwood, 208-11 Jennie Rogers Bldg .,

Idaho Falls, Idaho; David Petersen. 21 >avid ESles Bldg., Ogden, Utah; Thos. H. Robinson,

GENERAL AGENTS—Alien Cam.ro».
.
502 .Titl«

-Idaho Bldg., Boise, Idahc

810 White Bldg., Seattle Wash.; H. M. Rollins. Lyman, Wyo
,
Thos. L. Smart. 202 Wonder Bldg.

Reno, Nev.; E. J. Sorensen. 310 Park Central Bldg., Los Angeles Calif ; Roy Utley, 310 Parle Central
Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.; Archer Willey. 605 California Bldg , Oakland, Calif.; Geo. A. Zundel,
4335 Sacramento Ave., Chico, Calif.
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THE SHAFT TURNS HOME

By Bertha A. Kleinman

Say something that shall happiness enstate,

Some word of praise, some pleasantry, each day,

Say on until the habit you create,

And bickering and slander drown away

;

See beauty every day and pass it on,

Some lovely thing that others do not see,

A primsy cloud, a star, a burst of song,

And shape the discord into harmony.

Not now and then, but every single day,

Do something for another in his need,

Some gift of self, his burden to allay,

And see your own load lighten at the deed,

For as you help another to endure,

The shaft turns home—you help your own self more

!



ELDER ALBERT E. BOWEN
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Albert Ernest Bowen
of the Council of the Twelve

By Dr. W. W. Henderson

THIS article is a brief story of

conversion to the church in

a foreign land; immigration

to America under trying circum-

stances ; crossing the dusty, unpro-

ductive plains from the Missouri

River to Salt Lake Valley by foot,

or cart, or covered wagon; coloni-

zation and the hunt for homing
places in the wild desert lands of the

Great Basin; settling down to con-

quer the untamed resources which

man had never touched, and win
an existence from soil that had been

almost forever the possession of the

sage, the native grasses and the wild

beasts which lived among them. This

is a brief mention of a God-fearing
people, striving together in these new
lands to build up social communities,

and then the silent but certain call

to the great centers, of those pioneer

youth who looked with vision beyond
the horizon which bounded the little

and much limited far-away settle-

ments in which these youth found
themselves. It is a story of magni-

ficent leadership spread far out, and
the return of this leadership, in a

generation or two, to the very cen-

ters from which a wonderful move-
ment spread, to take an influential

hand in guiding the great master

wheel that gave, and still gives, spirit

and wisdom and vitality to the whole

affair. This grand panorama is the

course that has been run by Elder

Albert Ernest Bowen, with his good

forebears beginning the pageant on

British soil and with his own skillful

hand now participating at the great

and guiding helm.

pO ye unto all the world and

preach the gospel to every crea-

ture." (Mark 16:15) No greater

labor of love was ever laid on the

faithful than that ; and probably no

greater order was ever given in be-

half of mankind. II Duce would

send his emissaries into other lands to

impose fascism. Der Feuhrer would
impose the nazi doctrine ; and Stalin

would have communism of his kind

cover the earth ; all of them by force,

if necessary. Jesus would have his

missionaries go voluntarily to carry

the love of God to all who dwell on

earth, that peace may abide in all the

nations and good will in every heart.

It was this lovely message of the

Savior that the faithful missionaries

of the Church were attempting to

bear to all men ; it was this "sound
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of the gospel" that caught the atten-

tion of David Bowen, the young man
in Wales, and Annie Shackleton, the

young woman in England, unknown
to each other, who were destined to

meet and be joined in holy wedlock,

far away in the land of Zion, and be

the parents of Elder Bowen.
"He that believeth and is baptized

shall be saved, and he that believeth

not shall be damned." This state-

ment does not carry a promise to pay

for goodness nor a threat to destroy

those who fail. It is merely a plain

statement of natural consequence. If

one believes and then acts as if he

really does, appropriate reward is the

only result that can follow. If one

does not believe he will likely not act

as if he does and this failure like all

failures has damning consequences.

The life and the actual day to day
living of David Bowen and Annie
Shackleton and the family they

brought up have been consistent with

a sincere and devout acceptance of

the gospel of Christ. They heard the

"word," they did what it required,

and the "house" they built upon "a

rock" has never been shaken by
wind, or rain, or flood. The reward
has been certain.

"TJAVID BOWEN came to Utah

from Wales in 1856. Annie
Shackleton came from England in

1860. Both were in early youth, but

they paid for their own passage with

hard work and hard saving. They
both came to Utah alone, as far as

their own families were concerned.

They met each other in Salt Lake
City in 1860, married in 1861, and
lived in Salt Lake until 1869. In

these eight years, they acquired a

little home of their own in the city,

a five acre tract in "The Big Field",

a family of four children, an in-

creased love for the gospel they had
espoused in their youth, and an en-

larged vision of the part they must
take in the great movement they

were a part of.

(COLONIZATION was one of the

most evident of the Latter-day

Saints activities in those early days.

Thousands of people were coming
annually to join the saints in Utah.

Not only must the population spread

out into new territory to prevent

overcrowding, but all promising

places must be taken possession of

while the opportunity was favorable.

Under a carefully planned program
of settlement set up by the church

under the direction of that greatest

of all known colonizers, President

Brigham Young, some of the saints

were moving eastward from Salt

Lake into Wyoming, some were
moving southward into Utah's Dixie,

and into Arizona, some westward
into Nevada and some northward in-

to Idaho. The most successful at-

tempt at colonization the world

knows about was being carried on
with order and enthusiasm. People

coming to Utah from all Lands were
finding new homes and happily

building up hundreds of successful

and happy communities. The spirit

of colonization took hold of the

Bowens and the Bowens .took hold

of the movement. It helped them
along into new opportunity. Im-
portant as this was to them, it was
very much more important to the

colonization movement. They helped

it. They gave the movement direc-

tion and strength ; they gave it wis-

dom ; they gave it tenacity, industry,

intelligence and fortitude. Those
colonizers who moved along with

the Bowens did so largely by rea-

son of the Bowens. Ask any of

them who were there and they will

tell you that the Bowens were the

moving and uplifting spirits in the

settlement. Elder Bowen said in one
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of his excellent essays, "The life of

one great man is worth more in the

world than the cattle on a thousand

hills." (B. Y. C. Bulletin, Vol. X,
No. 3.) It was so with this fine

Bowen family in that great move-
ment of people seeking new places

to make homes and build commun-
ities.

HPHE Bowens settled on Hender-

son Creek, a few miles south

of Malad, Idaho, in the fall of 1869.

It was here that Elder Bowen was
born in 1876. The family moved a

little later on to Samaria, a settlement

about five miles southwest of Malad.

This was their home for many years.

They played a leading role in devel-

oping community life, in building

churches, in organizing and carrying

on religious institutions, in setting up
schools, in accumulating good books

and in crystallizing moral and relig-

ious sentiment into worthy standards

of living.

One brief glance into the Bowen
home in the evening is beautiful.

Father Bowen was industriously and

thoughtfully reading the Bible or

other church works. These were his

favorites and claimed all his spare

time. Mother Bowen was enjoying

another classical English work of

Thackeray or Scott or Dickens or

another of this class, which she had
managed in some ingenious way to

possess; pausing at times to drive

home a beautiful lesson to the rest

of the family everyone of whom had
a book in his hand or his "head in a

book." Every winter evening was a

night school. Mother teaching the

great English classics, father teach-

ing the Church works, and every

member of the family an honor stu-

dent. Given a few homes like this in

every community and they will easily

make the whole world into a para-

dise. Elder Bowen truthfully said, a

quarter of a century ago, "Improve-

ment is like everything else ; the de-

sire for it has to be inspired before

it can take place, and it takes oppor-

tunity to suggest possibility and be-

get desire. No one can have a desire

for that which his mind has not con-

ceived and the presence of that which

leads to and suggests worthy con-

ceptions, begets noble desires, and
these in turn find expression in

exalted achievement." (Loc cit)

Elder Bowen must have gotten this

grand thought right out of his own
home.

A LL that has been said in this

brief article, so far, constitutes

the solid foundation upon which Al-

bert Ernest Bowen has built his life.

Probably he would not, or could not

wish a better foundation. How
could there be a better one ? He had

within him that blessed gift of un-

derstanding which enabled him to

see clearly what the entire panorama
was, of what it was all about. He
had also that magnificent gift of

response which reacts sensibly to

wholesome stimulus. By the time

he had come to his youth, he was all

wound up like some superior mech-
anism, having within him an unyield-

ing power to keep on going. Energy,

ambition and determination had been

so deeply implanted in him, that

there was never a thought of devia-

tion from the courses on which his

good father and his ingenious mother
had started him. He was never like

a meteor to shine out in a brief dazzle

and then fall somewhere, but like a

planet set going within the limita-

tions of universal law to find his

course to be constant and progres-

sive.

gERT BOWEN had visioned col-

lege days, and in spirit, had at-

tended college long before he arrived
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there. He had known some of his

school teachers intimately, had seen

how grand it was to be learned and
had dared to envision himself some-
time engaged in the noble vocation of

school teacher.

At the Brigham Young College in

Logan he met many other young
folks, brought up as he had been, in

the same great movement, by sturdy

parentage, in rough country under
conditions of material poverty and
spiritual riches. To all these fine

young folks, he was an inspiration.

No student ever outclassed him in

character and scholarship. The
leadership we mention in our first

paragraph made itself strongly mani-
fest in A. E. Bowen the very
first year he was at college. His
instructors remarked that he was
distinctly on his way to the front

ranks. Nothing but an all defeating

calamity could have stopped this

young scholar on his wy to some
position of eminence where he could

be useful to the most people possible.

Elder Bowen said in the general con-

ference of the church on April 6,

1937, "that the only thing in the

world that counts is people. In all

of his ministry Jesus was concerned
only with people; nothing else mat-
tered." Elder Bowen's old college

day friends know that he was think-

ing this same grand thought thirty-

five years ago. "I have never re-

garded myself as a person of particu-

lar consequence," said Elder Bowen.
(Loc. cit) All his friends know that,

and many will recall that his re-

mark is a | worthy example of Emer-
son's great truism "All great men
are willing to be small." (Compen-
sation) Space compels that this

article come to a close. We trust

to others to tell much that we must
necessarily omit.

OROTHER BOWEN has never

had to ask the question "Where
shall I get an opportunity?" He has
always been able to see opportunity.

He has, however, often faced the

perplexing question "Which oppor-

tunity shall I take?" Many of them
have come to him. The wisdom to

choose rightly has ever been his.

When he received the late call to

the Apostleship he very modestly

said, "I pledge you that I will give

it all my strength." This is a magni-
ficent pledge, and it is no new pledge

for A. E. Bowen. He made this

pledge first on Henderson Creek.

He repeated this pledge when he
went to college, and again when
selected for the debating team forty

years ago, and how many times be-

fore and since, nobody knows. This

pledge is not a slogan of his, it is a

lifetime policy as deep seated as the

very internal organs that keep him
breathing.

IDEALISTS

By Claire Stewart Boyer

We are all poets to the same degree

That we are true to what we wish to be.



The Lotus Eater
By Mabel S. Harmer

HELEN'S heart sank as she

stood and watched the train

speeding rapidly on in the

distance. She had so hated to leave

it. There had been a sense of secur-

ity and wellbeing within its hand-
somely finished interior that had de-

serted her the minute she had step-

ped out onto the station platform.

When the train had finally gone
around a curve and out of sight she

looked about in her more immediate
vicinity. The little town lay close

to some towering mountains, the

largest she had ever seen. She won-
dered if her destination lay beyond
them or out west over the plain that

seemed to stretch on barren and
most uninteresting.

Only two other passengers had
left the train at the little wayside
town and they had already disap-

peared, apparently lucky folk know-
ing where they were going and how
to get there. Deciding that she had
best be making some attempts to find

out where she herself was going she

walked into the station and up to the

ticket window. The station agent
was enjoying his lunch and had an
abundance of thick sandwiches and
a bottle of milk spread before him.
Helen coughed politely a second
time before he turned around and
said, "Yeah? What kin I do fer

you, sister?"

"I'm going to Medford," she an-
swered, "and I'd like to know how
to get there."

"Well, I dunno now. The mail's

gone. Leaves at nine in the morn-
ing. Guess maybe you'll have to

stay here over night. There's a good
hotel in town."

"But I don't want to stay here

over night," objected Helen. "Isn't

there anyone else going out ?"

"Billy's outside with a load of

freight. He might take you if you
don't mind riding on a truck." The
agent turned back to his lunch with

an air of having done his full duty
and Helen went outside. She found
the truck with the driver indus-

triously piling it high with boxes.

She scrutinized him carefully for a

minute but finally decided to take

her chances with the truck rather

than spend a night in Junction City

and began pleasantly, "Are you" she

hesitated. She couldn't very well say,

"Are you Billy?" when she had
never seen the man before. "Are

—

are you going to Medford?" she

finally managed to say.

Billy stopped loading and looked
around at her. He was a man about
fifty, short and spry and just es-

caped being grizzled looking. He
beamed on Helen affably and said,

"Sure thing. Just about ready to go.

Want to send somethin' along?"

Helen smiled back at him. "I'd

like to go myself if you can make
room for me."

Billy looked dubiously at the pile

of luggage over on the platform.
"I might put you in," he said, "but
I don't know about your stuff over
there. I guess you'd want to be
taking that along."

"I'd have to take my traveling bag
and I wouldn't dare leave my violin,"

she answered, "but the rest can
wait."

"Wall, jest to show you that my
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heart's in the right place," said Billy

cheerfully, "I'll unload some of this

stuff and put yourn on. I told Pete

I'd bring out this canned goods if I

had room. Well—I ain't got room,"

and suiting his action to his words,

Billy began taking the boxes out.

"I don't like to inconvenience

anyone," laughed Helen, "but I

imagine that I need my clothes just

as much as Pete needs canned to-

matoes."

"Sure you do," agreed Billy.

"Now you climb right up there in

the driver's seat and I'll have this

stuff out in no time."

Helen climbed up in front taking

her violin case along for safe keep-

ing while Billy packed her trunk and

suitcase into the space recently oc-

cupied by Pete's canned tomatoes.

When he had made everything se-

cure, Billy got in beside her and

started off with a jerk.

"Old Bertha here do hate to

start," he said half apologetically,

"but she's a good nag onct she gits

goin'."

Helen decided to reserve judgment

on Bertha's prowess for the time be-

ing but hoped for the best.

As they drove through the main

street of the town she noticed some
eating houses and suddenly remem-
bered that she had had no lunch but

decided that she couldn't very well

ask Billy to wait for her while she

stopped to appease her appetite. It

prompted her, however, to ask how
far the distance was to Medford.

"Just fifty miles," answered Billy.

"We can make it easy in two or three

hours if all goes smooth."

Helen fervently hoped that all

would go smooth and wished that

she had had the forethought to take

the box of chocolates out of her

handbag before Billy had tucked it

away so securely behind. It occurred

to her that she ought to introduce

herself and she raised her voice

above the noise of the truck to say,

"My name is Helen Burt."

"Oh, sure," nodded Billy in ap-

parent satisfaction, "you're the new
schoolteacher."

"Yes, I am," replied Helen. "How
did you know?"

"Wall, today's Friday an' school

starts Monday an' you're young and
pretty so that wa'n't so hard to

figure out."

"Are all school teachers young and

pretty ?" asked Helen in amusement.
"All the ones that come out here

are, but they mostly only teach about

a year or so," chuckled Billy.

"Why ? What happens to them ?"

"They marries and settles down."
Billy nodded for emphasis.

"Out here?" queried Helen.

"Sure. Why not?" demanded
Billy. "This is a fine country out

here."

"I'm sure it is," agreed Helen.

"Where's your home town?" ask-

ed Billy in a tone wherein Helen
thought she detected a bit of a chal-

lenge.

"Long Beach, California," she an-

swered.

"Hm—you don't have any snow
down there, do you?" Billy was
mildly scornful.

"No," admitted Helen. "At least

none that ever stays on the ground."

"Wall you'll see plenty of it out

here in Wyoming." Billy waxed
eloquent. "Sometimes it covers all

the fences and gits so deep here in

these mountains that the mail can't

git through fer a week at the time.

You can't go anyplace 'cept in a bob-

sleigh and the thermometer drops to

40 below."

Helen gave him a sidelong glance.

"You are just teasing me," she said

smiling.

"Not on your life, I ain't," Billy

asserted vigorously. "There'll be six
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.months when you won't see anything

but snow on the ground as fer as you
kin look.

"How long have you lived here?"

asked Helen.

"Fifty years. Ever sence I was
born."

"Well then, I guess I can stand it

for one year," and Helen settled

back philosophically to enjoy the

scenery about her.

"They were well into the canyon
now and although "Bertha" pro-

tested at the extra effort the climb

required of her she nevertheless kept

going stoically on.

The pines and quaking aspen

made a picture of vivid greenness

that was new and refreshing to

Helen after the brown autumn of

southern California that she had just

left. She felt some of the enthusi-

asm returning that she had felt when
she first started out on her journey.

She was young and there was ad-

venture ahead. What if the snow
did get four feet deep and the ther-

mometer drop to 40 below? It

might be ever so much fun and
would certainly be something to tell

her grandchildren about when she

was old.

Right now, however, she could

think of nothing more delightful

than eating a good square meal. She
had eaten her breakfast way back in

another state and hadn't expected
that it would have to sustain her
halfway across the country.

"Have we much further to go?"
she finally asked Billy hoping that

he might urge the truck to a little

greater speed.

"Nope. We're well over half way.

Why—gettin' tired?"

"No. not especially," said Helen,
although she had long since decided

that there were other things more
conducive to comfort than jolting

over fifty miles of canyon road in a
truck, "but I am hungry."

"Shucks ! is that all ? Well, I kin
soon fix that. Ma alius puts in a
few extry sandwiches in my lunch
in case I git stalled on the way. Here
they are"—and reaching down under
the seat, Billy brought forth a paper
bag and placed it in Helen's lap.

She found the sandwiches to be
of true western proportions but they
were neatly wrapped in clean wax
paper so she accepted them grate-
fully.

Half an hour later Billy turned
around a curve in the mountain road
and said triumphantly, "There's the
valley. Ain't she purty?"

Helen leaned forward breathless-
ly. Ever since she had received her
contract to teach in the little Wyo-
ming town she had tried to visualize
it but the scene before her was en-
tirely different from her mental pic-
ture. Instead of the broad sage-
brush covered plains of her imagin-
ings she saw a valley etched in del-
icate green. Several small towns
were scattered about at almost pre-
cise intervals with ranches covering
every other available bit of space.
There were very few trees except
the quaking aspen that clung to the
lower part of the hills.

Helen smiled back at Billy. "It's
awfully pretty," she agreed. "I know
I am going to like it. Which town
is Medford?"
"The first one comin' up," he an-

swered, nodding at the village just
below them. "Do you want to go to
Mis' Riley's?"

"Well, I don't know. Isn't there
a hotel of some sort?"

"That's Mis' Riley. She usually
keeps the teacher an' anyone else
that happens to be passin' through."

Helen was not much taken with
the idea of moving into a home for
the winter, unsight and unseen, but
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there seemed to be no other choice

so she agreed that Billy should leave

her at Riley's.

He stopped in front of a large

frame house and honked uncere-

moniously at a woman working out

in a sketchy garden. "Hi, Ellen!"

he called as the woman straightened

up slowly and began walking toward

them. "Here's the new teacher."

As this was apparently meant to

be some sort of introduction Helen

acknowledged it with a smile.

"Come right in," Mrs. Riley said

affably, quite as if she had been ex-

pecting Helen—which perhaps she

had. "If you'll unload her things

Billy, I'll get Pa to help carry them
in. "Oh, Johnny!" she called to a

fair haired boy standing on the

porch, "Go tell your pa the teacher's

come."

H ]ELEN descended from the truck

and walking toward Mrs. Riley,

held out her hand. "My name is

Helen Burt," she said. She was
beginning to think that if she didn't

soon give them something else to

call her she would be known perma-

nently as "the teacher."

Mrs. Riley hastily wiped her

hands on her kitchen apron before

she took Helen's and then she led

the way into the house and up a

narrow stairway. "This front room
will be yours," she said ushering

Helen into a small low-ceilinged

room. "Make yourself to home."
Billy and Mr. Riley were just

behind with her trunk and the three

Riley children brought up the rear.

When Helen was duly installed and

Billy had been paid, the whole ret-

inue departed leaving her what she

was tempted to describe as "alone

at last."

She took off her hat and looked

around her. The room held a large

double bed, a table, two chairs, a

dresser and a small black heating

stove. Helen gazed at the latter

almost in amazement. She hadn't

realized that such things were still

in use or at least that she would
ever be called on to use one herself.

CHE unpacked a few clothes and
then went downstairs as the

room was chilly and there was no
fire as yet in the black stove. She
wandered into what was undoubt-
edly the parlor since it contained

a piano but it was cold here too.

There were sounds of activity and
odors of cooking food issuing from
the kitchen but Helen wasn't sure

that she would be welcome there so

she went back upstairs for a sweater

and went outside.

The air was crisp and invigorat-

ing and she walked rapidly down
the road. She passed a few houses

with their invariably larger barns

at the rear and herds of cattle

standing in nearby fields.

Suddenly she espied a red brick

building a short distance away that

was unmistakably the school house.

A sharp thrill of anticipation ran

through her. She simply must see

it closer. Perhaps the door would
be unlocked or if not, she could at

least take a peek through a window.
By cutting through the field she

could reach it in a few minutes.

She hesitated a moment and then

climbed the fence and jumped down
with an agility of which she was
rather proud. She was half way
across the field when a masculine

voice called to her, "Hey, you ! Get

out of there
!"

Helen who had been picking her

way rather carefully over the un-

even field glanced up to see the own-
er of the voice standing near a gate

made of log bars. She gave him
only a cool glance. She wasn't go-
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ing to hurt his old field by walking

on it.

"Hurry up, you little fool !" he

called again, apparently noticing

that she was being deliberately slow.

"Can't you see that critter watching

you ?"

She glanced around and noticed

an unusually large animal eyeing

her with distrust and suspicion. For
a brief second Helen thought that

she would take her chances with the

animal rather than obey the com-
mand to run but a sudden snort be-

hind her changed her mind in a hur-

ry and she fled with all her energy

to the gate where the waiting man
seized her and pulled her over.

He set her down on the ground
and gave her an extra shake for

good measure as he demanded,
"Haven't you got any sense? Don't

you know that's where Jed Mason
keeps his bull?"

Helen released herself from his

none too gentle grasp, and glared

back at him, "No, of course I don't

know. Why should I?" she asked

indignantly.

"Oh, I beg your pardon, Ma'am,"
the young man was suddenly em-
barrassed. "I didn't notice before

you was a stranger.

Helen let him squirm a few mo-
ments for punishment and then

smiled as she said, "It's quite all-

right, and thanks for jerking me
over the danger line."

{To Be Continued)

The Sheepskin on the Wall
By Sibyl Spande Bowen

THE only bright spot in the

whole picture to Mark Man-
son was Sue, sitting several

rows ahead of him, with the "D's",

the ugly mortar board cap perched at

a pert angle on her bright brown
hair. Her head was thrust slightly

forward, her lips were parted. There
was an air of breathless expectancy
about her, as if she were on the brink

of a thrilling adventure, as if she be-

lieved all those old saws the com-
mencement speaker was loosing with
such pious unction on the graduating
class seated in their black gowns be-

fore him.

"She looks like a bird," Mark
thought, "all enthusiasm, as if the

world had been handed to her on a
silver platter today." He eyed the

facile-tongued orator balefully and
thought, "Oh yeah, we're the world's
hope all right. They won't even give

us a job."

The speech came to a caressing

close. The audience, half-hypnotized

by the smooth flow of words, sat

silent for a moment, then broke into

relieved motion, coughed, buzzed
with long suppressed chatter, and
crowded out behind the seniors to a

triumphant recessional march from
the orchestra. The seniors marched
into the faculty room to receive con-

gratulations, kisses and flowers.

There was no one there for Mark.
His people lived too far away, but

Sue was completely surrounded by
the Davis family. She waved to

Mark, a sheaf of red roses in her
hand. He made motions, their secret

sign code. Sue laughed, and nodded
her head. She would meet him, this

indicated, at their particular bench at

the far end of Cedar Walk.

TV/TARK found their bench, laid the

suitbox containing his cap and
gown beside him, and sat down to

wait. The crowd about the univer-
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sity thinned rapidly, rolling away in

long lines of cars, hurrying down
the walk in garrulous twos and
threes. The walk empty, Mark sank

his head between his hands and glow-

ered to his heart's content. It was
a beastly mood to end his college

career in, this panicky feeling of not

being wanted, of having no place to

go. It wasn't fair. He felt a hand
on his shoulder, and turned to face

Sue, lovely in her pale silk dress and
white coat.

"I sneaked up on you," she

laughed, and do you know you look

like you're posing for a picture of

'young man in deep despair'. Move
over. I've gorgeous news for you.

For us, I mean. Uncle Jed Davis
dropped in for the big day, and he
says we can run the company store

down at Cherry Creek. Now we
can get married at once, Mark, the

way we planned to if that job down
in Arizona had come through."

Mark's frown had lifted at Sue's

first words. At mention of the store

his mouth tightened angrily. "Did
you say good news? Listen here,

Sue, I love you with everything I've

got, and I'd give a good deal to get

married right away, but there are

limits. You ask me to go down in

the desert and run that dinky little

mining camp store after I've slaved

away here for four years getting a

degree so I could be an engineer.

Not on your life. I'll find a way to

use my training, or I'll do nothing."

Red flared into Sue's cheeks.

Her brown eyes sparked angry
glints. "You'll do nothing, then, I

guess. Just about six hundred sen-

iors after a few coy jobs, so your
chance isn't so bright, my lad." She
dropped her anger swiftly and laid

a hand on his arm. "Mark, dear, it

won't be permanent. Just so we can
get a start."

"Nothing doing, darling. I'll get

a job in time. Don't you worry about

that. But it'll be the job I want, not

just something to pay the grocery bill

with," Mark said, tossing a blond
lock out of his eyes.

Sue was white. "I—I see. Your
job comes first, I come second. I—

I

thought—oh, well what's the use

talking about it. I won't stand in

your way, Mark. You'll be better off

without me hanging on to you—free

to wait for the right kind of job."

"Sue," Mark cried, "don't talk

that way. You know how I feel about
you. It's just that I don't want to

start wrong. I won't ask you to wait

for me if you don't want to." His
blue eyes were pleading, but Sue saw
only his set, stubborn mouth.

Suddenly they were standing, fac-

ing each other with hostile wariness.

Mark couldn't tell how it happened.
Certainly the last thing he wanted
was a break with Sue, who had been
his "girl" all through college, but
here it was.

"Thanks for suggesting it," Sue
whispered with an attempt at irony,

"that's a neat way of putting it

Don't worry. I'm not the kind to

'wait' for anybody. I—oh, what's
the use. Happy landings, Mr. Engi-
neer." She turned and ran across

the lawn, but not before Mark had
seen the glint of angry tears in her
brown eyes.

Mark felt a sudden, sinking, deso-
lation. She'd gone. Well, let her, if

that was the way she wanted it. He
had himself to consider in this affair.

He sat down on the bench again, his

long frame slumping dejectedly on
the bench. There was no particular

reason why he should go anyplace,

he reflected bitterly. For all Sue,
or anyone else cared, he could sit out
his life on the edge of Cedar Walk,
and the world would never know the

difference. Just one less nuisance
looking for a job. He was quite

overwhelmed with this warm wash
of self-pity.
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A N old man ambled down the
"^ walk from the Assembly build-

ing. A dressy old soul, Mark noticed

sourly, with fawn-colored gloves and
a red carnation in his buttonhole.

That ruddy face was vaguely fa-

miliar. He was expensively dressed,

too, the way certain of the older gen-

eration could afford to dress. They'd
had all the chances, of course, when
the country was new and there were
more jobs than men. Mark wished
with all his heart that -he had been
born thirty years earlier.

"Couldn't get a cab. Too many
other people wanted them, so I

thought I'd walk down this way to a

bus. You get them here, don't you ?"

the old fellow remarked cheerfully,

pausing before Mark. "Mind if I

share that bench with you for a few
minutes? Too nice a day to hurry
away from a grand campus like this

one."

Mark moved his suit box ungra-
ciously and the man sat down. The
lid slipped from the box and dis-

closed the cap and gown within. The
old man pounced on it happily.

"So you're one of those lucky

young graduates I saw today." He
took off his own expensive felt hat

and perched the mortarboard atop
his thick white hair. "Here's how I

looked forty years ago, just such a

June day as this one. Of course the

hair was red, and the face wasn't,

but you get the general idea," he
explained expansively, turning his

slightly cherubic old face up to the

summer sun.

Mark grinned, in spite of himself.

The old fellow was in such a gay
mood he couldn't keep his own pri-

vate grouch. "Are you one of our
alumni, sir?" he asked, more agree-
ably, "I understand it's the forty-

year reunion today, all right."

"Not of this college, son. Not this

college," the old man said, remov-
ing the cap and turning it about on

his hand, "my college could hide in

a wing of this big place and never

be noticed. Cherry Hill College, it

is, down in Virginia. But it was a

real college, son, don't forget that.

Old Dr. Peabody never let a man get

a degree unless he was educated, and
then he got his sheepskin with all the

flourishes the college could put on.

Real sheepskin, too. None of this

parchment paper stuff for Dr. Pea-

body."

"Well," Mark growled, plunged
into melancholy again by the men-
tion of sheepskins, "I guess it does

not make much difference to us fel-

lows. Likely we won't ever get a

chance to use even an imitation one."

The old man broke into his cherry-

cheeked grin again. "Ha, that sounds
like home to me. You know I never

got a chance to use my education,

either, real sheepskin and all."

"You never got a chance to use it?"

repeated Mark, lifting his head and
tossing back the blond lock in amaze-
ment, "why that's ridiculous. Forty
years ago this country could use all

the men it could get, trained or not.

They didn't have enough of any pro-

fession."

"Had plenty of lawyers even forty

years ago," the old man twinkled,

"but that's not the story. Fact was,

when I got back to my father's farm
after I graduated, father was on his

death bed. He made me promise I'd

run the farm until the younger boys
were through college, so they could

have the chance I'd had."

"Just like a woman asking her
daughter never to marry until she
died," Mark objected, "it wasn't
fair."

"You bet it was fair," the old man
flashed, "we knew what duty was in

those days. And I got married, all

right. Martha and I built us a pretty

little place the other end of the farm
and I hung my sheepskin on the wall

while the boys and I ran that place
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and made it pay. All three of them
went through Cherry Hill college be-

fore mother died, and then we sold

the farm and divided up the money.
I had two boys of my own by that

time, with a baby girl thrown in for

good measure. Then, with the farm
off my hands, and the boys on their

own, I decided to set up an office

and practice law, as I'd been trained

to do."

"But you were too rusty on it, by
that time," Mark surmised, shaking

his head, "it must have been several

years after you graduated, wasn't

it?"

"Ten, to be exact," the old man
admitted, "but you're wrong about

getting rusty. Good common sense

gets a chance to sharpen up every

day of your life, and I'd kept up my
reading. Once a man knows how to

use his law books he's always ready

to set himself up. Here, you take

this," he handed the mortarboard to

Mark, "before I have it all used up
in twirling."

"As I was saying, I was all ready

to practice. Even passed my bar ex-

aminations, when the panic of 1907

hit our valley pretty hard. Folks

were uneasy and fearful. A fellow

by the name of Wilkins had been out

West, and he began to talk about the

free land to be homesteaded. One
valley in particular would accommo-
date the whole lot of us with a half

section of land apiece, and there was
a company ready to build a reservoir

to irrigate it if enough people filed on
the land to pay them to start work.

A group of old friends and neigh-

bors came to the house one night and
asked me to head a bunch who want-

ed to start out anew in the West.
Pretty discouraged with things at

home, they were. The way they'd

been handling their farms the land

was about worn out, and no jobs to

get when they did give up the old

places.

"Martha was against it at first.

We had our pretty little place, and
enough money to keep us until my
practice was worked up, but she was
soon talked over. She could see as

well as I could the men needed some-
one to organize things if they were
going to make a new start.

"So we sold out and went West.
We didn't homestead. That was our

first mistake. We let that irrigation

company talk us into buying land

from them for about a dollar an acre.

We thought it was dirt cheap, but we
didn't know the West.

"We'd been used to easy farming,

and signed up for so much clearing

and cultivation and fencing that a

bunch twice our size couldn't have

got it done in the two years we
agreed upon. We worked early and

late, grubbing sagebrush, digging

post holes, and chasing out jack-

rabbits. Then that irrigation com-
pany began to hint around we might

lose our land.

"You can bet I got busy. I took

the trip, I remember, to the capitol,

to explain how we needed more time

to fulfill the contract. I have to laugh

now, when I think of it.

"They didn't want us to have

enough time. It would have broken

their hearts and spoiled all their

plans if we'd had enough time. That
shyster bunch had tricked us green-

horns into biting off more than we
could chew, and got us there, sixty

families working thirty sections of

land, with houses, barns, plowed
land and everything started fine, just

so they could take it away from us

and bleat 'contract broken'. I guess

my education had been napping when
I let them put that over in the first

place.

"But I woke up, you can bet. I

got right busy, passed the bar ex-

aminations in that state and sat down
to get us out of the mess we were in.

The company had the nerve to offer
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to let us buy our own farms at ten

dollars an acre. You can imagine

how mad that made us. It took me
over two years to clear our titles and
put that bunch of crooks where they

belonged. All good solid law work,
you might say, but still I wasn't

practicing my profession exactly;

wasn't using my education the way
I'd thought to when I graduated.

"By that time we had a little town
there. Other families had moved in

and we'd built a church and a school-

house. It looked as though the time
had come when I could quit farming
and put out my shingle. So Martha
and I sold our half section, built us
a little town house and got busy on
plans fo"r the office. Somehow, I

wasn't so happy about it as I'd ex-
pected to be. I'd been a sort of
public prop for so long I scarcely

knew how I'd go about the process
of simply minding my own business.

But as it turned out, I didn't get a
chance to try it."

Mark had been listening with his

mouth half open, and now he gave
a deep sigh and slumped back onto
the bench. "I see. You'd been out
of touch with your profession so long
you couldn't take it up when you did
have the chance. That's what I'm
afraid of, myself. That's why I

won't take just any old thing."

"Not so fast, son. You jump at

conclusions too handily," the old man
interrupted, out of patience, "I didn't

say I was out of touch. I was all

ready to go, as you young folks say,

but people all over our state had
heard of me by that time. They made
me senator and sent me to Wash-
ington, and I've been so dratted busy
these last twenty-five years I haven't
even had time to think of my own
affairs." The old man ho-hummed,

rearranged the red carnation in his

buttonhole, and prepared to get up.

Mark looked at him for a dazzled

moment, and then burst out, "Why
I know who you are now sir. You're
Senator Gray, and you're one of the

guests of honor here today. How
did you get away from them, to

stroll off here by yourself?"

Senator Gray chuckled. "You
learn how to give 'em the slip, son,

so you can enjoy yourself once in

a while. They owe me a little time
to myself, don't you think, seeing

they never did give me a chance to

use my education ? Well, it's been a
pleasure, chatting with a young fel-

low like you, just out of college, all

eager for a chance to get started and
show the world how it's done." He
lifted his hat jauntily as Mark sprang
to his feet, and strolled down the
path humming a little tune in pleas-

ant off-key.

A LL eager for a chance ! Mark
forgot to be sarcastic about that.

He was eager for a chance, and per-

haps that little store down in the

desert was it. You couldn't tell any-
thing about blind alleys, it seemed,
if farms and moldy old irrigation

projects were roads to glory. A
light came into his blue eyes as he
gathered up his hat and suit box and
strode down the path. He could
reach Sue on the 'phone by now. If

not, he'd get hold of someone's car
and drive out to her place. He'd get

there. Everything was suddenly pos-
sible. She must know about him,
at once. And it didn't matter how
small that store was, or where it was.
The thing was, to get started doing
something. That is if Sue would

—

oh, of course she would. Sue was
that kind of a girl.



Conference Address
By Bishop Sylvester Q. Cannon

I
AM happy to greet you. I take

it that the largest part of this

congregation consists of the pre-

siding officers in Stakes, Wards and
Missions of Relief Society, and as

such I congratulate you on the

splendid work that you, in coopera-

tion with the Presidency and Gen-
eral Board of Relief Society, are

doing in this great organization.

I have great respect for the Re-
lief Society. My first experience

with it, and I am reminded of this

by Sister Merrill's report, was some
thirty-seven years ago when I was
twenty-three years of age, presiding

over the mission in Holland and Bel-

gium. In those days there were no
mission supervisors in Relief So-

ciety, Sunday School or other or-

ganizations; but the Mission Presi-

dent had to combine within himself

all the supervisory duties of the or-

ganizations ; and so I had occasion

frequently to visit the Relief Society

in the various branches of that Mis-
sion, and of instructing them, theo-

retically of course, as I had no prac-

tical experience. But it was sur-

prising how kind they were at re-

ceiving my suggestions and instruc-

tions.

Some time later I was called into

the Presidency of Pioneer Stake, and
had the pleasure and opportunity of

frequent contact with the Relief So-

ciety in that Stake, and in the Ward
organizations throughout the Stake

;

and I learned to appreciate in large

measure the wonderful work being

done by them. I found in the Ward
conferences that the Bishoprics of

the Wards would report, in every
instance, that the Relief Society was
a great support to the Bishopric by
looking after the welfare of those

in need,—the sick and those in dis-

tress.

In more recent years I have had
the pleasure of meeting the Presi-

dency of Relief Society, as nearly as

possible every week, to discuss with

them their problems and successes.

I have realized in large measure how
splendidly the work is being done,

and how unselfishly and whole-heart-

edly the sisters in this great organi-

zation are doing the service which
is so necessary all the time, and has

been particularly necessary in the

last few years during the times that

have been less fortunate for the

people throughout the Church and
throughout the Nation.

T HAVE not had time to think of

many things to talk about this

afternoon, but I made a few notes

to which I would like to call atten-

tion. The first thing is what the

Prophet Joseph Smith had in mind
when he organized the Relief Society

on March 17, 1842, in connection

with some of the General Authori-

ties of the Church. I would like to

read this brief statement of the pur-

pose of Relief Society: "To care for

the poor, the sick and unfortunate

;

to minister where death reigns ; to

assist in correcting tbe morals and
strengthening the virtues of com-
munity life ; to raise human life to

its highest level; to lift and enlarge

the scope of women's activities and
conditions ; to foster love for re-

ligion, education, culture and refine-

ment ; to develop faith ; to save

souls ; to study and teach the

Gsopel."

What a wonderful charge that is

for any organization, and how for-

tunate the Relief Society is to have
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such a charge placed in their hands.

You have great traditions in this

organization. You have been for-

tunate enough to have been organ-

ized by the founder of the Church
under the direction of the Lord, to

get instructions direct from him to

your organization, and to carry for-

ward so faithfully and well the pur-

poses for which the organization was
instituted.

I would like again to read a fur-

ther statement of what the Prophet
himself said: "I now turn the key
in your behalf in the name of the

Lord, and this Society shall rejoice,

and knowledge and intelligence shall

flow down from this time hence-

forth. This is the beginning,of bet-

ter days for the poor and needy, who
shall be made to rejoice and pour
forth blessings on your heads." A-
gain he said, "Let kindness, charity

and love crown your works hence-

forth." Again, "As you increase in

innocence and virtue, as you in-

crease in goodness, let your hearts

expand; you must be long-suffering

and bear with the faults and the er-

rors of others." Again he said,

"Said Jesus, 'Ye shall do the work,
which ye see me do.' These are the

grand key-words for the Society to

act upon."

The Savior, you remember, went
around doing good. That was His
work, to preach the Gospel, to bind

up the wounds of those who were
bruised and hurt, and to bring com-
fort to all with whom he came in

contact. That is a splendid example
to be set for members of the Relief

Society who are following in His
footsteps and endeavoring to accom-
plish this charge.

the present time, the officers and
members have nobly and zealously

fulfilled every duty. I know that

you are going forward to give of

yourselves unselfishly for the wel-

fare of those who need your help.

Now, as I see it, among the im-

portant objectives of the Society are

social welfare and relief for those

in need, maternal and child welfare

and educational programs. There
are other things that are being done
in the Society that are very helpful,

but it seems to me these are the

fundamental objectives you have
within your responsibility.

In social service the Relief So-

ciety has adopted what is to me a

very splendid plan, of taking from
the best social service practice of the

day the essentials to be employed in

investigating carefully and confiden-

tially the needs of the members of

the Church within the Wards under
the direction of the Bishopric and of

supplying the reasonable needs. They
are not professional social workers,
they are volunteer social workers
who are full of sympathy and kind-

ness and consideration, and who en-

deavor to see that those who are in

need get what they require without
any public knowledge of their con-
ditions except through the Relief So-
ciety social workers, the Presidency
and the Bishopric of the Ward.
With that method and that plan they

are doing a very splendid work. I

know quite thoroughly what their

conditions have been, what they are

doing, how they are trying to train

women in all the various societies

throughout the Church to do this

work in a just, kindly and sympa-
thetic way.

"LJOW has the Society measured
up to its responsibilities? I

am sure that in all the years that

have passed since that time up to

TX7TTH regard to maternal and
child welfare, I am just re-

minded in this connection that the

health of mothers and children is
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being promoted very actively by the

Relief Society. For instance, whe-
ther it be due to that work, or other

things, the lives and health and
right living of the mothers in this

Church,—the maternal death rate

—

is considerably lower than through-
out the nation. Taking the report

of the United States as a whole for

the year 1934, which is the last pub-
lished record, the United States has
a considerably higher death rate

from causes incident to childbirth

than is the case in the Church. It

is 10.2 per 100,000 population. The
Church has a death rate of 7.9 per
100,000 population, or 23% less. In
the matter of infant mortality,—that

is the death of infants under one
year of age,—the 1934 report shows
that in the United States as a whole
the average per 1000 live births is

60.1. In the case of Latter-day
Saints it is 33.1,—about half,— and
yet our conditions in many cases are
in some respects more primitive.

There are more people living on the
frontier among the Latter-day Saints
than there are throughout the United
States as a whole, and yet I am sure

there is a great deal that can be done
now and in the future through the

efforts of Relief Society in coopera-

tion with all the agencies that are
cooperating for better health condi-

tions, better protection for mothers
and children, and better education
with regard to the care of infants.

We hope this death rate can be re-

duced still more, and better health

and better protection provided in all

of our various communities no mat-
ter how far away they are from med-
ical centers. That is a very worth-
while and very important thing that

needs to be done.

It is said that "a mother and fath-

er can live in the same house with a
child for years, and still never know
the child because they have never

won its confidence." What a mis-

take for the parents not to have the

confidence, love and understanding

of the child's wishes and desires.

That is one of the great charges, as

I see it, against many families in

this nation. Burbank said, "If we
had paid no more attention to our
plants than we have to our children,

we would now be living in a jungle

of weeds." As mothers in the home,
they have more influence, and should

have more of the confidence of their

children than anyone else, and they

should jealously guard that confi-

dence, and undertake to maintain it

and increase the confidence between
mother and child, that the mother
may influence the child to grow in

faith and righteousness, to resist evil,

immorality and every other thing

that will lead it away and interfere

with its progress in the Gospel of

Jesus Christ.

THE Relief Society is coopera-

ting whole-heartedly and ener-

getically with the Church Security

Program. As an organization they

have certain duties and responsibili-

ties to be carried out, and should not

be hampered or restricted by Stake

Presidents or Ward Bishoprics.

Their funds for specific purposes

should not be diverted. They are

entitled, as an organization, to carry

out, under the Stake Presidents and

Bishoprics, the purposes for which

they have been organized. Every
one of these brethren who realize the

splendid work they are doing will

encourage them to carry out the

plans for which they are organized,

including their splendid unselfish

service for the general needs of the

people in the Church who are in

distress and trouble. They do spe-

cial work that should not be interfer-

ed with. They are called upon at

all times, as the Prophet Joseph said
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they should be, to take care of con-

ditions of death, sickness and dis-

tress, many of which are immediate
and urgent, and they should main-
tain certain supplies and equipment
for such emergencies. They are giv-

ing such whole-souled service, that

they should be heartily sustained and
encouraged in these efforts.

TT is said that anyone who is not

willing to give to life more than

he takes out of it is not living up to

the standards and ideals which all of

us should maintain. I am sure the

Relief Society manifests the other

attitude,—they are giving much more

than they are getting back ; they are

doing much more than they are get-

ting credit for. They do not ask

for credit, they are not seeking

praise, but go forward quietly and
unselfishly to accomplish the work
they are doing. I pray that the

Lord may bless and assist all of

you in the great work you are doing,

that you may be strengthened con-

tinually, and keep in mind continually

that one of the great purposes is to

help all Latter-day Saints to help

themselves to become self-sustaining.

May the Lord bless all of us in our

efforts to this end, I pray in the

name of Jesus Christ, Amen.

A LOVE SONG
Terrence Sylvester Glennamaddy

We lay 'mong the purple heather

And gazed on the fair blue sea

;

And the wind and waves together

Sang lullabies dreamily.

The birds made a heavenly chorus,

And our young hearts were so

gay

;

For love was the sunshine o'er us

Through that happy summer day.

And love was our golden gloaming,

And love the glorious light

That shone as we went a-roaming
On that blissful summer night.

But the bloom fades from the heather

And the light fades o'er the sea

—

Then what of the wintry weather
That must come to you and me ?

When the light fails in the evening,

And the song-birds fly away,

And the restless waves are foaming,

And the wind flings back the spray,

When the warm earth-heart is holden

In a cell under the snow,

Will love make the grey days golden,

And the darkest nights aglow?

Will its jeweled crown of splendor

Be won at life's evensong?

Will your love then be more tender,

And mine more divinely strong?

The silence is all unbroken,

Ah, why should I need a word ?

Thy soul, dear heart, it has spoken

:

I have heard, love, I have heard.

SUMMER TIME
By Nina W. Kerrick

Summer's come, so little lamb
Frisk and frolic all you can;
Zephyrs sweet your fleece will fan
While you bleat a welcome
To the fairest month of all.

See, the dewdrops softly fall

—

They too, whisper, "Welcome".

Fly wee bird, the day is done

;

See, the night is coming on,

Oh, 'tis fairer than the dawn

!

Look ! the moon advances

—

Slowly o'er the sky she creeps,

And the milky way she sweeps
While she smiles and glances.



Cooperation
By Bishop John Wells

COOPERATION is the act of
working jointly together. In
the sense of working together

for a common result, cooperation is

as old as human nature. A coopera-
tive society is defined as a voluntary
union of persons, on a democratic
basis, to supply its members with
goods and services, or to employ its

members in producing for sale, or
to sell its members' produce, or to
finance its members, or to combine
all these aims in one, and at the
same time to distribute surpluses in

a manner agreed upon by the mem-
bers as fair to each and all. Cooper-
ation is rooted back far into the past,

but it is this modern world which
has created the need and given the
opportunity for the present coopera-
tive movement, which now numbers
more than 100,000,000 members. The
success of the movement depends on
"all for each and each for all" and
this relies largely on the degree of
intelligence, honesty and loyalty of
the group, and the active interest of
each member.

QREAT BRITAIN is the home
of cooperation as a movement,

and of consumers' cooperation in

particular. As early as 1761, a Fen-
wick Weavers Society in Ayrshire,

Scotland, supplied its members with
tools for their work and oatmeal for

home consumption. In 1795, 1,400

inhabitants of Hull, in order to pro-

tect themselves "from the invasions

of merciless men", established a so-

ciety. Their flour mill continued to

operate for one hundred years.

Other societies were organized in

+he towns of Davenport and Sheer-

ness, with various degrees of suc-

cess.

With the efforts of Robert Owen
of Manchester, in 1820, and Dr.
William King of London, 1827, and
others, the English people began to

take cooperation seriously. Changed
conditions developed in England.
Many workers realized there was
something better for them than to

work merely as industrial machines.

Although the ideals of these pioneers

of cooperation were not realized,

the short-lived cooperative stores

showed the advantages of commun-
ity cooperative trading.

In 1844, twenty-eight impoverish-

ed weavers of the cotton spinning

factories of Rochdale, near Man-
chester, conceived a simple idea

which revolutionized cooperation and
is still the basis of producers' and
consumers' cooperative societies.

Their first effort was the purchase of

a sack of flour which they divided

among themselves. Finding it much
cheaper to do this, than to purchase

from the retail stores in small a-

mounts, these twenty-seven men and
one woman (Ann Tweedale) agreed

to operate a small joint store. It

took almost a year for them to save

one pound each. On December 21,

1844, these pioneers having saved

$140.00, bought supplies from whole-

salers and in turn repurchased them
through their store. At Toad Lane,
Rochdale, their store opened with

four staple products ; tea, sugar,

flour and rice. These weavers had
taken the good principles which time

had proved valuable to those who
had tried cooperation previously, but

they had also somehow stumbled on
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to a plan which would make the

dreams of Robert Owen and Dr.

William King and others a reality.

Credit is due the Rochdale pioneers

for standardizing the cooperative

system. These Rochdale weavers,

though untrained men in business,

blazed the trail and prepared the

way for the great era of coopera-

tion.

The principles upon which the

Rochdale Cooperative Society was
founded are (a) Open membership
for all classes of people, (b) Demo-
cratic control. One member, one

vote, thus upsetting the old system

of one share, one vote. No voting

by proxy, (c) Capital investment at

a low rate of interest, (d) Part of

the profits set aside for reserves, for

education and for other purposes to

be determined at a stockholders'

meeting (e) The surplus not return-

ed to stockholders, as dividends, but

divided among the consumers or pur-

chasers. This surplus or profit is

returned once a year, based on the

purchases of the consumer, (f) No
political, religious, or racial dis-

crimination, (g) No extensive adver-

tising. No special merchandise sales.

No deliveries or credit. All sales

cash and carry, (h) Rigid account-

ing and careful auditing.

In Great Britain, in consequence

of opposition, it became necessary to

organize societies to purchase goods
in the open market for distribution

to the consumers' cooperatives.

These societies known as the Co-
operative Wholesale Societies have
been organized on the same princi-

ples as the regular consumers' co-

operatives. The wholesale societies

supply bakery products, shoes, cloth-

ing of all kinds, coal, milk, dairy

products and meat to consumers'
cooperatives. Not only have the

Wholesale Societies provided for the

individual needs of their members

and others, but they have developed

along educational and recreational

lines. These societies own a large

number of manufacturing plants,

maintain libraries, arrange for lec-

tures, establish and maintain week-
end schools, distrbute and publish

their own periodicals, give concerts,

dances and entertainments in their

own halls and promote field days for

old and young. The Wholesale So-

cieties have also gone into the field

of insurance, maintaining life and

fire insurance cooperatives. Small

loan banking has been highly devel-

oped. The Cooperative bank in

Manchester has the largest turnover

of any bank in England. The Co-

operative Bakeries have reduced

the price of bread. In Edinburgh a

pound loaf made by the Cooperatives

sells for three and a half cents. The
great Cooperative Bakery in Glas-

gow, the largest in the world, covers

four blocks, employs 1,700 people

and has one hundred and thirty

trucks to distribute its products. One
of the great Cooperative Wholesale
Societies in England employs 30,

000 people. The manager of this

great institution gets a salary of

about $3,600.00 a year ; however, af-

ter a certain period he retires on full

pay. These wholesale cooperatives

supply their own consumers' coop-

eratives exclusively. The coopera-

tives neither manufacture nor sell

intoxicants of any kind.

In Great Britain, the Consumers'
Cooperatives have 7,483,976 share-

holder members, with assets of over
a billion dollars and with yearly sales

amounting to $1,000,200,000. There
are 210,953 employees in the Con-
sumers' Cooperatives, and many
thousands more are employed in

other departments of cooperative

work.

The Women's Cooperative Guild,

founded in England in 1883, and
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having 58,000 members, holds an
important annual congress ; is a self-

governing organization mainly of

married women, intent on stimulat-

ing and organizing the ideas and abil-

ities of the woman in the home, both

as a cooperator and a citizen.

A/fR. HOWARD A. COWDEN,
President of the Consumers

Cooperative Association of North
Kansas City, Missiouri, who visited

cooperative institutions in England
in 1934, records some interesting

facts for that year. He writes of the

displays at the Cooperative Congress,

showing that almost every human
want can be supplied through Coop-
erative Societies. The London So-

ciety, with 535,000 members, has

over two hundred grocery and meat
stores as well as fifty departmental
stores. He states, "It distributes

milk and sells coal, drugs, eye-

glasses, theatre and travel tickets. It

will launder your clothes, give you
a permanent wave, tap your shoes

and rent you a bus. On all this

business it pays patronage dividend.

Then, if in spite of all these services,

you happen to die, it will conduct

your funeral and pay your heirs in-

surance for which you have paid no
premium but which you have earned

by trading with the London Coopera-
tive Society. London has four great

Cooperative Societies with nearly a

million cooperators."

(CONSUMERS' Cooperatives are

not unknown to me, for as a

young boy I well remember my
mother, who was a member, purchas-

ing from the Society in Nottingham.
She owned one share of stock in the

Society which cost one pound. Her
purchases were entered by the So-
ciety in her pass book, together with

the amount and date of purchase. At
the close of the year a dividend was

usually declared of not less than

10% on her purchases, or in other

words, she received a proportion of

the Society's surplus according to the

amount of her purchases.

T\ENMARK, avowing her debt to

Rochdale, exhibits a rural popu-

lation using its double power as pro-

ducers and consumers to attain a

very complete cooperative welfare.

Danish cooperatives have reached a

development unknown in any other

country. Josephine Goldmark in

"Democracy in Denmark" states that

the Danish system of cooperation has

won its world eminence through two
remarkable factors : the small farm
unit, essential in its intensive animal

industry, and the large-scale coopera-

tive farm associations responsible for

the maintenance of uniformly high

quality of production and also for

marketing and finance. Nearly all

Danish farms are owned by the oc-

cupant—probably not more than 5

per cent being held by tenants. Of
the 206,000 Danish farms, 90 per

cent are members of the cooperative

dairies ; the milk of more than 86
per cent of all the cows is processed

in these dairies. Private dairies now
number only about 338 as compared
with 1,402 cooperative dairies. Of
the 85 packing plants in Denmark,
62 are cooperative. The cooperatives

for feeding supplies conduct over 67
per cent of the business in this field.

The cooperative seed associations

have the largest seed business in

Scandinavia and fill about 40 per cent

of the seed industry in Denmark.

(COOPERATION in Ireland com-

menced in 1906. In a little cabin

amongst the barren hills of Donegal,

a few Irish peasants conducted in

turn, every evening, a tiny coopera-

tive store. This Templecrone so-

ciety has now become a peasant con-
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sumers' and producers' cooperative.

The farmers' creameries are prosper-

ing under Government supervision.

In joining a creamery the farmers

take shares in proportion to their

cows, guarantee milk supplies and
receive payment monthly, or oftener,

in proportion to the butter fat from
each supplier (less the value of sep-

arated milk returned) with the sur-

plus on working costs divided in the

same way at each year end. The prin-

ciple is the simple Rochdale idea

adapted.

CWEDEN, with a population of
° over 6,000,000 is one of the high-

ly developed cooperative countries.

More than one-third of the inhabi-

tants of Sweden conduct their busi-

ness through cooperative societies

exclusively. Their manufacturing

plants, wholesale distributing houses,

consumers' cooperatives and produc-

tion institutions are noted for their

high standards and the quality of

their products.

(COOPERATIVES in other Euro-

pean countries is developed to a

marked degree. In Norway, Spain,

Holland, Finland and other coun-

tries cooperation plays an important

part in the peoples' welfare.

TN all countries where liberty even

in a small degree prevails, cooper-

atives are developing. It may be

surprising to some to know that there

are hundreds of cooperative organi-

zations in Africa, Asia, and South
America.

Statistics of 1933 show 14,651 co-

operative societies in Japan, with 5,-

247,541 members. In Japan, coop-

eratives have been sponsored by
Toyohiko Kagawa. He recognized

seven kinds of cooperatives and is

laboring to establish all seven kinds,

since he feels that these seven cover

all fields of human economic inter-

ests. The seven kinds are : Produc-

ers, Consumers, Credit, Marketing,

Utilities, Insurance, and Mutual Aid.

He said, regarding the cooperative

movement in Japan, "If we could

have the seven kinds of cooperatives

—we then would have no competitive

and profiteering economic motives,

we could have a good state."

/CONSUMERS' Cooperation in

America dates from 1845, only

one year later than the original be-

ginnings in England. There have

been many waves but it was not until

recent years that cooperatives under

the Rochdale system have become
active. The cooperative movement
in America is far less developed than

in Europe. Cooperative organizations

are most developed in the Middle

West. Cooperatives operate retail

and wholesale enterprises, gaso-

line filling stations, bakeries, laun-

dries, restaurants, creameries, saw
mills, coal mines, farm supply houses,

etc. Cooperatives have established in

North Kansas City an oil blending

plant, the first of its kind owned by

a cooperative organization in the

United States. The oil is distributed

locally and quantities are shipped to

the cooperatives in Europe. Ohio
farmers have formed a cooperative

society for the manufacture of fertil-

izers. In 1935 there were in the

United States 8,794 cooperative mar-

keting associations, with 2,490,000

members; and 1,906 cooperative as-

sociations purchasing farm supplies,

according to the 1936 Bulletin of the

Farm Credit Administration. Unit-

ing all the cooperatives in its feder-

ation and propaganda stands the Co-

operative League of America, with

J. P. Warbasse, President, with

headquarters in New York City. "Its

purpose," A. D. Warbasse states, "is

to spread the scientific knowledge of
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cooperative technique based on the

soundest phases of the European ex-

perience, so that no longer will iso-

lated societies be obliged to experi-

ment for themselves. Through its

propaganda it aims to guide the

movement with the knowledge of the

history, the purpose and the ideals of

cooperation."

"Perhaps the most fundamental
influence of the cooperatives in Den-
mark," writes Josephine Goldmark,
"has been through their effect on
distribution of wealth. The profits

of agriculture instead of being con-

centrated in the hands of a few have
been spread out to a very large num-
ber of farm owners in the form of

'surplus' dividends at the end of the

year ; in the form of modest salaries

to the managers of the cooperative

societies." If the principles of the

Rochdale system were followed in

any country, would not this same
fundamental influence obtain ?

/T*HE interest of the leaders of our

Nation are turned towards co-

operation as it is being carried for-

ward in the European countries. Ac-
cording to the Deseret News account

of March 12, 1937, a Presidential

Commission last summer visited Eu-
rope and studied the various Co-
operatives. These societies offer

everything from food to funerals, the

Commission reports. All members
agreed that the European Coopera-
tives were "big business." One mem-
ber of the Commission expressed the

idea that European Cooperatives

were a combination of idealism and
practical business. The question of

the future of cooperation is of parti-

cular interest.

]^ATTER-DAY SAINTS at an

early day were advised regard-
ing this matter of cooperation. I

quote from a letter written about the

year 1868, to the officers of the

Church, signed by President Brig-

ham Young, his Counselors, and
eleven of the Council of the Twelve
Apostles

:

"One of the great evils with which
our own nation is menaced at the

present time is the wonderful growth
of wealth in the hands of a compara-
tively few individuals. The very

liberties for which our fathers con-

tended so steadfastly and courage-

ously, and which they bequeathed to

us as a priceless legacy, are endan-
gered by the monstrous power which
this accumulation of wealth gives to

a few individuals and a few powerful
corporations. By its seductive influ-

ence results are accomplished which,
were it more equally distributed,

would be impossible under our form
of government. It threatens to give

shape to the legislation, both State

and National, of the entire country.

If this evil should not be checked,

and measures not taken to prevent

the continued enormous growth of

riches among the class already rich,

and the painful increase of destitu-

tion and want among the poor, the

nation is likely to be overtaken by
disaster; for, according to history,

such a tendency among nations once
powerful was the sure precursor of

ruin. The evidence of the restive-

ness of the people under tins condi-

tion of affairs in our times is wit-

nessed in the formation of societies

of grangers, of patrons of husband-
ry, trades unions, etc., combinations
of the productive and working class-

es against capital."

It would seem that the world is

unchanged. Are we not confronted

with the same problem today?

T ET us turn to an objective of the

Church Security Plan : To pro-

mote equality, make our people self-

supporting, provide profitable em-
ployment and to substitute coopera-
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tion among our people, for competi-

tion and individualism which now
exists. The basis of cooperation is

consideration of the group as a

whole, rather than the individual. It

means bringing the producer and the

consumer together and eliminating

the costly middle man ; the trading of

what you have for what you need.

(COOPERATION will raise the

standard of living, increase the

avenues of employment and produce
for consumption and not for compe-
tition. I favor the statement made
by J. P. Warbasse: "Cooperation

rests on the simple principle that we
human beings need one another. The
positive expression of this human
need is cooperation. We human be-

ings need one another; we need not

only to be helped by others but we
need to help others in order that we
ourselves may arise to the highest

fulfilment of life." Cooperation in-

troduces the spirit of fellowship be-

tween individuals ; among races and
nationalities.

A S Latter-day Saints we cooperate

in spiritual matters. Ours is a

practical religion. It is applicable

to every-day living. Let us cooperate

more perfectly in our temporal af-

fairs, or in other words "live and help

others to live."

CTATISTICIANS claim that
women spend three-fourths of

the yearly earnings for the mainte-

nance of home and family. Since

women wield such a powerful influ-

ence, would it not be well to ask

yourselves the question: In my ex-

penditures am I cooperatively mind-

ed?

/^J.OD bless you women of the Re-

lief Society for your labors in

caring for the poor, the sick and un-

fortunate, for your loyal support in

carrying forward the Church Secur-

ity Plan. This is the spirit of coop-

eration. It is your high task to

CARRY ON

!

-*\z/f<8l§*w*-

TRIBUTE
By Grayce Brown Lindenau

Today my Mother-heart pays fond tribute

To sister Mother-hearts in life's brief span

Whose deeds shape destiny and soul of Man.
With deep respect my solemn thoughts salute!

And then assuaged and speechless they are still.

Hark ! Millions of slow footsteps in the cove

:

Brave lives spent for the good of those they love

—

My solemn thoughts salute and then are still.

Where are Youth's unachieved hopes long since born.

Though steps are slowed and hair is silver grey?

Where disappointments in grave silence borne

And hid with smile's deception, day by day?

Lost in the calm of storms long ago spent

!

In peace, in service earned ; in sweet content.



A Daughter Remembers Her Father
By Lorene Pearson

UNDER the pressure of every-

day living most absent people

are quickly forgotten; if a

personality does survive for any

length of time at all, we think of him
or her as an outstanding person. But
when a man is remembered, vividly,

seventy years after his death, we can-

not do otherwise than credit Heber

C. Kimball as having been a most

remarkable individual. Mary Mar-
garet Kimball Moffatt was only six

years old when her father died, yet

to listen to her as she recalls him for

you, one would think he had just

stepped out of the room.

V\7"HAT was it, I wondered, that

so impressed those who knew
him? What quality did he possess

that he lives today ? Puzzled by these

questions I asked for an interview

with Mary Moffatt, affectionately

known to her family and friends as

Aunt May. She lives with her

daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Quayle, in Laramie,

Wyoming. There, in a living room
that spoke in its arrangement, its

choice of furniture and lovely house

plants, of still another vivid and dy-

namic personality, I waited for Mary
Moffatt. As I waited I could not

help feeling that the daughter and

the granddaughter, both of whom
I already had had the privilege of

knowing, someway suggested the vi-

tality and splendid exuberance of

Heber C. Kimball. I knew from the

biography by Orson F. Whitney and
from his own utterances in the Jour-

nal of Discourses and elsewhere, that

this pioneer leader of early Utah had
been a man of immense energy and
vision, and that he had been endow-

ed, not only with these attributes,

but also with a strong feeling for

detail and orderliness—an unusual

combination of diverse traits. But

perhaps this explains, at least partly,

his own achievements, and the very

special type of personalities that he

seems to have bequeathed to his de-

scendants, at least all of those whom
I have met.

A ND when I saw the charming,
"^ white-haired daughter, walk

steadily across the floor to grasp my
hand, quite as if she weren't 76 and

had not been blind for 30 years, I

knew that there would be more than

the memory of Heber Kimball to

play a part in recalling him; there

would be also the reverberation of a

dominant will to overcome all ob-

stacles.

Then, quite as if we had just been

talking of her father Aunt May re-

sponded to my questions with an in-

stant smile and said, "It seems as if

I might just have finished prayer

with him. I remember now, particu-

larly, the time he had me kneel by
a chair with my brothers and mother.

He prayed as if he were talking to

God and that God was right in the

room. I was so impressed with this

feeling that I looked around to see if

He were there." Again and again

Mary Moffatt referred to this special

consciousness that her father was in-

timate with the Almighty. "He seem-

ed to open his heart to God and he

was always rewarded."

The same intimacy that he had with

God he seemed to achieve with all

with whom he came in contact. There
was no person too insignificant, no
problem too trivial, to which he did
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not give his full attention, and, if

asked, his best advice. This was true

not only ih the growing community
of Salt Lake City, but within his own
large family. "All father's children,"

Mary Moffatt volunteered, "had

Mary Margaret Kimball was but

six when her father died, yet she

can recall him quite as if seventy

years had not elapsed.

great love and reverence for him."

And not only did he talk to them
singly, but often he felt called upon
to lecture all of them upon conduct,

that they might develop a foundation
for action that would carry them far

in good living. On one occasion, his

daughter recalls, he found a pin in

the street. Bringing it in, he assem-
bled his families and talked to them
of how it was made, and although
small, should never be thrown care-

persistence in teaching the children

lessly away. The habit of thrift, of

using every scrap of material goods

that was one's portion in this world

to the very best advantage, this was
his constant emphasis.

A ND he was the very embodiment

of what he taught. Mary Mar-
garet, although she was a very little

girl, can remember so well the adobe

houses he had built with the row of

linden trees planted along the street

and the sound of water running in

the ditches ; but better yet she can

remember the neat garden, tilled so

carefully by Father Tucker under
the supervision of Heber Kimball,

and the orderliness with which the

storehouse was kept. She can re-

member taking her little pail and go-,

ing to Father Tucker to have him
unlock the room where the molasses

was kept ; he would turn the spigget

in the barrel and give her just her
portion.

Everything was handled in this

way. Each received his allotment

and no more. And he was a big

enough man that this rule applied

also outside the walls of his own do-
main. When there was a great fam-
ine in the valley one drouth year, he,

owning the flour mill, put his fam-
ily on strict rations and gave away
tons of flour to the needy. He was
able to see the necessity of consider-

ing oneself a part of a whole com-
munity, not merely of a small seg-

ment like one's family.

'"PIED up with this feeling for pro-

portion and generosity was his

belief in the necessity of hard work
for every individual. "Just as if it

were yesterday," the white-haired
daughter said, "I can hear him say,

'the things you have to work for you
value'." Then she told of how in-

dustriously her mother worked, how
all of the wives worked, and of their
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in their care to learn the discipline

of labor. Mary Margaret can re-

member arranging peach halves on a

shingle, placing them in the sun,

watching them until they were dry

and stored away for winter use.

OUT there was also gayety—in

good proportion. Heber Kim-
ball, and other leaders in the Church,

had reserved long benches in the old

Salt Lake Theatre for their families.

The little girl can remember going

with her mother. She does not partic-

ularly recall any of the plays, she

was too young for that, but she does

remember an amusing incident con-

nected with attendance. Daniel H.
Wells used to sit on his bench near-

by, and invariably he brought a bag

of candy that he divided up among
the kiddies who sat around him.

That was a characteristic of all the

early Church leaders, and of Heber
Kimball in particular—an interest in

children. Often the tall, busy pio-

neer would stop in the street to talk

earnestly with a child. "And how
important it made us feel," Mary
Margaret said. "I think this atten-

tion did more to keep us from doing

mischief than anything else. We
knew he regarded us with the same
consideration as grown-ups and we
respected the responsibility he put

upon us in this way." Brigham
Young also had this deep interest in

children. Mary Margaret remem-
bers running along the street with

a group of playmates quite a dis-

tance from home. The President

stopped in the midst of them and
said, putting his hand on Mary's
head, "I know whose little girl you
are. I could tell by those dark brown
eyes that you are a Kimball."

Of course, Mary Moffatt does not

remember the grand balls of those

early days, she was too young to at-

tend, but she does remember hear-

ing her mother, Christeen Golden,

say so many times in later years that

the happiest days of her life were
those she had spent in Salt Lake City

with the theatre and balls and dinner

parties and a best silk dress. So
strong was her attachment to the

MARY MARGARET KIMBALL
MOFFATT

past that in the years that followed,

no matter what vicissitudes were her

lot, she cleaned herself up every af-

ternoon, and put on a white apron

to replace the colored one of the

morning—just as she had done when
her husband lived.

•^HRISTEEN GOLDEN, as her

daughter remembers her, was a

neat, refined, cultured woman, ambi-
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tious for her children, and devoted

to Heber Kimball. She had been a

dressmaker in Philadelphia at the

time she first heard the gospel. She
was immediately converted, be-

cause, as she always afterwards said,

it was the most beautiful thing she

had ever heard. But it was beyond
the understanding of her people ; and
they could not comprehend why she

would leave them and the settled

East, to emigrate to the wild West.
However, she had the courage of her

convictions and gathered to Nauvoo

;

there she first heard Heber Kimball

preach and her faith was not only

strengthened a thousand fold, so real

was his message, but she found a

man to whom she could give her

respect.

The lasting devotion of Christeen

Golden, in common with the other

wives could be not better assured

than by stating that none of them
ever remarried after his death. It

was a sad and terrible thing, the

death of Heber Kimball, for it

broke up his large family and scat-

tered them to far places. Mary Maf-
garet was ill with pneumonia at the

time her father passed away, but she

was carried in to him that last day
and, in his usual way he talked to

her and advised her to accomplish

something in her life if she would be
happy. His was the first funeral to

be held in the yet unfinished Taber-

nacle. It was a day of clouds and

rain. The wives marched in the

downpour to the Tabernacle with the

coffin and afterwards to the place

where he was to be buried. Great

crowds thronged the streets and
Temple grounds and the cemetery.

Mary Margaret was carried to the

services. Most vividly she remem-
bers her own grief and the rain but

more strikingly yet the end of the

services in the open. The rain sud-

denly ceased, and over the new
grave a rainbow circled the sky like

a halo.

Later, Christeen Golden and her

boys and little girl moved to Bear
Lake to live. But Heber C. Kimball
was never forgotten. Several of the

wives regularly visited Christeen.

and her daughter can remember that

years after the husband's death these

women would talk and laugh by the

hour. They would recall jokes of
Heber C. Kimball, ways he had, even
the very words he used, just as if

he had stepped out of the room not
a moment before.

pERHAPS no better phrase could

sum up the personality of this

man than a remark Aunt May often
remembers her mother making. "I
respected him for he was a man of
God."

The ingredients of health and long life, are great temperance, open
air, easy labor, and little care.—Sir P. Sidney.

The building of a perfect body crowned by a perfect brain is at once
the greatest earthly problem and grandest hope of the race.—Dio Lewis.

Health is so necessary to all the duties, as well as pleasures of life,

that the crime of squandering it is equal to the folly.—Johnson.

To become a thoroughly good man is the best prescription for keeping
a sound mind in a sound body.—Bowen.



Trifles Light As Air
A Play in Two Scenes and a

Foreword

By Rosannah C. Irvine

Characters'1

Gossip, an attractive young woman, fash-
ionably dressed.

Wisdom, a wholesome, sincere young
woman dressed modestly, but in excel-

lent taste.

Frances, a typical young wife and
mother.

Eltza, commonly called Lide. A true

friend, and peacemaker.
Daisy, knows everybody's affairs and

talks all the time. When the girls in-

terrupt her, as they do constantly, she
continues talking in an undertone to

herself until she catches someone's eye,

when she uses a louder tone to hold the

attention.

Belle, kind and friendly, but listens to

gossip.

Sadie, yoodnatured, carefree, irrespon-

sible, and always laughing.

Eve, sweet, gentle, and considerate.

Kitty, sometimes malicious, always likes

to create a sensation.

Johnny Junior, four year old son of
Frances.

*{The names of the characters in this

play are fictitious, chosen at random. If
they are the names of any persons, it is

merely a coincidence.)

{These seven girls have known one an-

other since childhood. There is a deep
and sincere affection established through
long association. This feeling must be

apparent to the audience, in spite of the

sharp, ill-natured things they say. lust
as children in a united family sometimes
quarrel without disturbing the love exist-

ing among them.)

Foreword

Gossip, (enters, left, in front of
the curtain), I am Gossip. I need
no introduction. You all know me.
I am the most popular person in any
group. I am the center of attraction.

I am a particular favorite among
people of leisure. I am theatrical. I

love to startle people. I have many
moods. Sometimes I am pleasant and
amiable. However, I am frank to

say, I do not enjoy being kind and
gentle. It's too innocuous. I prefer

to be dramatic and fascinating. The
most dull and inoffensive story can

be made attractive by the addition of

a little spice. And the more one

has of spice the more one wants.

Many people pretend not to like

me. Usually it is only a pretense. My
experience is that most people like

a touch of slander. Some people try

to avoid me. That is because they

are afraid they may become too fond

of me. Even people who honestly

dislike me yield to my fascination if

I can win their attention. I am really

in my glory if I can attract such
people and distort an innocent piece

of news into a hateful bit of malice.

That is spice, and I love it. Most
of you here know me and like me.
You see me often. You meet me on
every street corner, and at all your
parties. I shall be at your next social

gathering, I hope. If you are all

there, I'm sure I shall be there also.

(Exit, left.)

Wisdom (enters, right, as Gossip
disappears) , I am Wisdom. You all

know me, I think. Most of you are

my friends. Unlike Gossip, I can-

not say that I am always wel-
come in every assembly, especially

not where she is holding the center

of the stage. I am neither amusing
nor theatrical. I am more soothing
than startling. I do not seek the lime

light and seldom am I in it. Many
people think I am unfriendly and
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austere. I am neither; but I am
too reserved and shy to force myself

upon the attention of anyone.

It is the part of wisdom to counsel

those who desire justice and truth;

and I am always eager to assist those

who seek me, {exit, right).

Scene I

( The curtain rises on the well furnished
living room of Frances Moore. The room
is attractive with plants and flowers. The
seven girls, Frances, Eliza, Daisy, Belle,

Sadie, Eve, and Kitty are discovered sew-
ing and chatting. They all seem to be

talking at the same time.)

Daisy {speaking above the din),

Did you know that Jane and Harvey
have broken up? I saw her last

night with Tom. She looked gorge-

ous. She had on a— {She goes right

on talking after the others have taken

up the thread of her theme.)

Belle, Well, I don't blame him.

In spite of her lovely clothes, she's

a flat tire.

Kitty, Harvey's chasing after

that little Jones girl, now. That is,

when somebody else gives him a

chance. {Kitty, Daisy, and Belle ex-

change significant glances. Eliza

glares at them. Frances does not
notice.)

Sadie, {hastily), Say, Fan, I

haven't seen Junior for months.

Can't I just tiptoe out on the sleep-

ing porch and take a peep at him?
Frances, I hope he's still sleep-

ing. Be careful not to disturb him.

Eve, I want to go, too. I won't
waken him.

Daisy, Oh yeah ! I can't imagine
either of you looking at that child

without kissing him. Don't let them
go, Lide. They'll be sure to— {She
goes on talking.)

Eve, Don't be a crab, Daisy. Of
course we won't disturb him.

Sadie, Speaking of crabs, don't

you dare to crab my chair while I'm

gone {Exeunt Eve and Sadie.)

Daisy {continuing in a louder
tone, as if she had not even stopped
for breath), Fan, you shouldn't have
let them go. Of course they'll wake
him. Well, I'm going to take her
chair anyway, here by the window.
I don't care what she says. She can't

have everything, the best chair, the
best light, and seeing the baby and
everything— {She takes Sadie's
sewing and puts it on the chair she
has just vacated, and seats herself in

the other one.)

Belle, Fan, doesn't Johnny come
home to lunch?

Frances, He usually does, but
he's doing some extra work at the
office right now. And, besides, I

didn't want him around today.

Kitty, I'll wager he didn't want
to come home today, anyway. I have
a hunch that he isn't especially fond
of this club. Come on, Fan, fess up.
He doesn't like us, does he?
Frances {laughing), Well, to tell

you the truth, Kit, he says that in-

dividually you are all just grand, but,

that collectively he thinks we're the

worst gang he's ever known. He
says we ought to be ashamed to call

ouselves the Pleiades. He calls us
the Sensational Seven. He says
that's more appropriate than naming
ourselves for stars whose business it

is to shed light and beauty on this

dreary world.

Kitty, I get it. He not only
doesn't like us, he thinks we're a
menace.

Da^sy, Do you really think he
thinks that ? I'm sure I'm not a men-
ace to

—

Eliza, Of course you aren't, Dai-
sy. Kitty was just fooling.

Daisy, Well, I don't care. If he
told Fan

—

{Sadie and Eve enter each holding
a hand of Junior.)

Daisy, There! What did I tell
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you? You girls ought to

—

Frances, Junior, darling!

Sadie, Fan, he was lying there

wide awake.
Eve, Fan, he has the most angelic

smile. He smiled at us, and then

clambered out of bed. He says he's

a Pleiades, and wants to see the

party.

Daisy, I suppose you rocked him
bye-bye again like the good nurses

you are—not! You just wait till

your children

—

{The girls all make a fuss over

Junior, each giving him a hug and

handshake. He is friendly and po-

lite and quite self possessed. Sadie

and Daisy have a good natured

squabble over the chair. Sadie fin-

ally wins and seats herself smiling.)

Daisy {grumbling), I always get

the worst of everything. I wish I

—

Frances {taking Junior on her

lap) ,Darling, why didn't you have

your nap?
Junior, I don't have to have no

nap when I'm four years old.

Frances, Dearest, you mustn't

say that. You should say, "I don't

have to have any nap when I'm

four."

Junior {with conviction), All

right ! I don't have to have any nap
when I'm four.

Frances, But darling, you do!

You have to have a nap every day,

so you'll grow big and strong like

Daddy.
Junior, But, Mommie, you said

I don't have to have any nap when
I'm four. {Laughter.)

Belle, You certainly did say

that, Frances. He got you that time.

You'll have to watch your step with

that child.

Frances, Run into the bedroom,

sonny, and put on your shoes.

Junior, All right, Mommie.
{Exit.)

Belle, Fan, he's the sweetest

thing I've ever seen.

Daisy, You always talk in the su-

perlative, Belle. You'll have to be

more careful around this crowd.

Most of us have little darlings of our

own. My Jean is the cutest thing.

Yesterday Charles asked her

—

Eve, I'd like to steal him, Fan.

Suppose you let me have him. I'll

give you our house and lot, and a

note for a million dollars.

Daisy, Just when could you get a

million dollars? You know that

Styers woman ? Well, she went to

—

Eliza, Oh, Daisy, we've all heard

the story. I don't believe there's a

word of truth in it . . .

Daisy, Well, it is true whether

you believe it or not. You never be-

lieve anything, Lide. You're always

on the defensive when

—

Frances {looking fondly at Jun-
ior who is sitting on the floor near

her struggling with his shoes), Not
a chance, Eve, much as I think of

you. It's almost a sin the way John-
ny loves that child. I tremble when
I think—if anything should hap-

pen

—

{Kitty and Belle look at each

other.)

Eliza {belligerently), Nothing's

going to happen ! He's as healthy

as a young cub. And you and John-
ny are healthy, sane, and in love.

{Kitty and Belle again exchange
glances. This time Frances catches

the look. She is surprised at Lide's

tone.)

Frances, Of course nothing

could happen.

Daisy {with a heavy sigh), You
never can tell ! Such atrocious things

happen nowadays. Men fall in love

with other

—

Sadie, Now, Dismal Daisy, re-

member your failing.

Eliza {speaking sharply, at the

same time Sadie speaks), Daisy, if

you would think more and talk less,
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you'd be better off. Why must you
vocalize every thought that pops in-

to your head?
Daisy, Well, what on earth have

I said now? You don't need to all

jump on me every time I open my
mouth. I only said

—

Frances (uneasily picking up
Junior and hugging him), Death is

the only thing that could separate us.

(then lightly), Who started this any-

way?
Daisy, There are lots of things

worse than death. You know that

Dale man ? Well, he and

—

Frances (jumping up), Oh girls,

I forgot the candy. I made some this

morning. Excuse me a minute.

Girls (all together), Fan, how
lovely ! Your delicious candy

!

Frances, Junior darling, you be

a good boy. (Exit.)

Junior (climbing an Lide's lap),

All right, Mommie.

Daisy, Isn't Fan the innocent one

!

She's either a mighty good actor or

the most simple

—

Eliza, Daisy, if you don't keep

quiet, I'll brain you.

Daisy (grumbling), I never can

say anything without you all jump-
ing on—

Sadie, Why don't you try it some-
time—not saying anything?

Daisy (aggrieved), You girls all

say such mean things to me, some-
times I think you don't like me. I

don't talk half as much

—

Kitty, Well, I must say Fan must
be both deaf and blind not to see

what's going on.

Eliza, Kit, you ought to be muz
zled. You're not a kitten any more.
You're grown. Johnny's a grand

person, and he's devoted to Fan.

Belle (pleasantly), Lide, being

an old maid, is still an optimist.

Sadie, Meow! Meow!

(Frances enters with a plate of candy

which she passes around. The girls all

take some, and exclaim with delight.)

Eliza, Junior darling, do you

want a little of it ?

Junior, No, Aunt Lide, I want a

big of it. (Laughter.)

Eliza, All right, Sweetness. May
I give him a big of it, Fan?

Frances, He may have a very

small piece with no nuts. Here's one

for you, Precious.

(She gives him a piece. The telephone

rings. Frances leaves the room to answer
it. The girls all begin to talk at once.

Above the hum of voices only the follow-

ing is heard.)

Daisy, It's terrible the way John-

ny is carrying on with that Jones

girl. If Frances had her wits about

her

—

Eve (Sweetly), Daze, you talk too

much, if you know what I mean.
Daisy, Oh, I know what you mean

all right, but you needn't preach. I

saw them the other day and he was

—

Sadie, Did you know that that

Jones girl is flying to Chicago this

afternoon? They say she's going to

be married.

Belle, And will Johnny be discon-

solate. It's disgusting the way she

runs after him.

Sadie, The eternal quest, you
know. I feel sorry for Fan. She's

too grand a person to have that hap-

pen to her.

Kitty, Lide, you ought to put Fan
wise to what's going on. He's mak-
ing an awful fool of himself.

Eliza, Kit you ought to be more
careful with your tongue. If you
love Fan as much as you ought to,

you couldn't spread such lies. And
besides, (indicating Junior) "Little

pitchers have big ears."

Junior, Am I little pitchers, Aunt
Lide? That's what my Daddy says

sometimes.
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Eliza, Yes, darling, I'm afraid

you are.

Junior, But, Aunt Lide, they hang
pitchers on walls. I don't want to

be hung.

Eliza {laughing and hugging
him), Heaven forbid! It's pictures

they hang on walls, Precious, not

pitchers.

Junior, Are my ears very big,

Aunt Lide?
Kitty, I'll say they are

!

Junior, {putting his arms around
Lide's neck, he whispers in her ear.

The 1 girls all stop talking.)

Daisy {in an aggrieved tone),

Just look at that ! I can shout at this

gang till I'm black in the face, and
nobody pays the least attention. But
let even a baby whisper, and every
last one of you

—

Sadie, What's the secret, Junior?
Eliza {laughing), May I tell

them, Junior? {Junior nods his

head) I don't believe it is a secret.

It is a pretty wide spread belief. He
asked me if all women are liars.

{The girls all shriek)

Junior {solemly) , My Uncle Bill

says they are.

Belle, What does your Daddy
say?

Junior, My daddy says he 'sposes

they are, all but Mommie and Aunt
Lide.

Kitty, Ho-ho! The two perfect

women.
Junior,. Aunt Lide, when I grow

up, will you marry me? {Laughter)
Eliza {seriously), I couldn't,

Honey. By the time you're a man
I'll be an old lady. Probably I'll have
false teeth, and a wig and walk with
a cane.

Junior {with a heavy sigh), Then
I see where I'll be a bachelor

{Laughter)

Sadie, There's a poser for you,
Lide. Why break the heart of this

gallant lover?

Frances {entering, excited) That
was Johnny on the phone. He's just

had a call to meet a man in Chicago.

He's flying this afternoon. The plane

leaves at five. I'll have to pack his

bag. Will you girls excuse me for

a few minutes? {exit. The girls

look at each other significantly.

After a moment's silence they all be-

gin to talk again.)

Daisy, Well, ain't that sumpin'

I've heard of quick work, but this

—

Kitty, What do you say to that,

Lide ? That Jones hussy is going to

Chicago on that plane. {Junior takes

a box of toys and plays with them on

the floor. He pays no attention to

the conversation.)

Eliza, It is the merest coincidence.

Belle, Of course Johnny's hurry

up trip to Chicago doesn't prove any-

thing; but it certainly doesn't look

so good.

Sadie, Why be hard on the poor
man. Every dog has his day.

Eve, I don't believe half they're

saying, but I do feel sorry for Fan.

She's such a darling.

Kitty, Darling but dumb. If she

would only wake up, she might stop

all this before it goes too far.

Daisy, That's just it. I said to

Mrs—
Eliza, For pity's sake, girls,

hush ! Fan will hear you.
Kitty, That's the best thing that

could happen to her.

Eliza, Do you have to believe and
repeat every vile thing you hear?
That's a queer way of showing
friendship. Slander repeated, is like

a snow ball rolling down hill. It gains

momentum and volume with every

turn over.

Belle, It's my friendship for Fan
that makes me want her to know
what's going on.

Kitty, Even you believe it, Lide.

You know you do. You can't deny

it.
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Eliza, Deny it? Of course I can.

Is travelling on the same train with

a woman sin ? Johnny is the soul of

loyalty.

{Frances enters unobserved.

Hearing the last remark, she backs

out hastily.)

Belle {significantly), Well, you
ought to know.

Kitty, It's enough to convict him
in my eyes. I saw them together last

night. I bet they cooked it up then.

Sadie, Kit, I'd hate to be you. You
spend only part of your time with

other people. But you're always with

yourself. Imagine having to live

every minute of your life, night and

day, with such a disposition!

Kitty, You keep out of this, Sade.

You know perfectly well, Lide, that

he's crazy about that little snip. He's

with her every day.

Eliza, Kit, I tell you you're a kit-

ten no longer. You're grown up, and
have full grown claws.

Kitty {angrily), Say, Lide, you
smile when you say things like that

to me ! The trouble with you, Eliza,

is that you're in love with him your-

self. Everybody but Fan knows
that, too.

Eliza, That's the meanest thing

you ever said, Kitty. And it's utter-

ly false. Just because I'm not mar-
ried, why do you think I'm in love

with the husband of my dearest

friend?

Belle, Everybody thinks it's true

Lide.

Daisy, Everybody but Fan. She's

so innocent that

—

Eve, Well, I for one don't believe

it, Lide. I never even heard it before.

Sadie, Every man is innocent in

the eyes of the law, until proven
guilty.

Kitty, Well, Johnny's guilty if

you listen to me.

Eliza, Kit, I wish, sometime when
you're saying disagreeable things,

that you would look in a mirror. It

would make you change your hateful

expression and overcome your mean
disposition.

Kitty, It's the truth that hurts.

And some people can't take it.

Daisy, Well, I know that Johnny
and that little minx are

—

Eve {Sweetly), As I often tell

you, Daisy, you talk too much.
Eliza {harshly), Daisy, you're

worse than Kit. Did it never occur

to you that silence is a wonderful at-

tribute? {picking up a book from
the table) Let me read you some-
thing that Fan has marked. Here it

is, {reads) "Do thou thyself but hold

thy tongue for one day ; on the mor-
row how much clearer are thy pur-

poses and duties; what wreck and
rubbish have these mute workmen
within thee swept away, when intrus-

ive noises were shut out!'' That's

from Maeterlinck.

Daisy {indignantly), Intrusive

noises ! Well, I like that ! As a mat-
ter of fact I don't talk any more than
any one else. I only say

—

Belle, I believe that Johnny is in

love with that wench, but I really

don't know anything.

Eve, There's mighty little we do
actually know in this world, when it

comes right down to it. So we should

be very careful what we say.

Daisy, Well, I know that if Char-
les did anything like that to

—

Eliza, Johnny hasn't done any-
thing, I tell you. Why are you so

anxious to destroy the happiness of

this family?

Eve, Yes, girls, put up your hatch-

ets.

Daisy, I only said I thought Fan
ought to

—

Kitty, Where there's smoke there

must be some fire.

Sadie, I think we had better call

this the Tomahawk Club. Or better

still, let's lay off other people's faults
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and try to correct our own.
Eve, Today we've certainly lived

up to Johnny's opinion of us,—

a

gang of scandal mongers.
Kitty, That's his defense, in case

Fan gets wise.

{Frances enters. She is pale and trem-
bling. She speaks with cold calmness.)

Frances, I think I'm wise now,
girls. You've left nothing unsaid.

{The girls are overwhelmed with what
they have done. They all talk at once.)

Eliza, There isn't a word of truth

in what has been said, Fan dear.

Belle, We were just on a gossip-

ing jag, Fan. I'm sorry.

Daisy, I didn't say anything, Fan.

Johnny's grand. He only

—

Sadie, Johnny's all right, Fan, and
everybody knows he's crazy about

you.

Eve, It was contemptible to re-

peat such silly chatter. Don't be-

lieve a word of it, Fan.

Kitty {feeling truly guilty and
penitent), I'm sorry, Fan, for what
I said. Please forget it, and forgive

me. We'd better go, girls.

{They gather up their sewing. Eliza

goes into the bedroom and brings out their

hats, etc. All but Eliza exeunt hurriedly,

looking chagrined and unhappy. Junior
has been playing on the floor. Frances
takes him on her lap. She sits rocking
nervously.)

Eliza, Fan dear, don't mind their

gossip. Even Kit doesn't believe it

right down in her heart. They all

know that Johnny is too wonderful.

Frances {interrupting her cold-

ly), You're too ardent a champion
to be convincing, Eliza. You are only

hurting his cause. You had better

go, too.

Eliza, Fan, I'm your best friend.

Please don't believe what they said.

I love you, dear.

Frances (losing her self-control)

Will you please go, and leave me
alone! I don't need your love nor

your pity.

{Eliza prepares to go. Junior, realizing

that something is wrong, tries to comfort
his mother. She hugs him tightly, rock-
ing silently.)

Eliza (leaving reluctantly),

Good-bye, Frances. I'm still your
friend, darling.

{Exit. Frances, still rocking silently

with her boy in her arms, begins to sob
violently as the curtain falls.)

SCENE II

{It is the same room several months
later. There are no signs of festivity.

Most of the chairs have been removed.
There is one small bunch of flowers on
the table. Frances is sitting by the win-
dow sewing. She appears older and less

carefully groomed. She is unhappy and
worried. Eliza enters as the curtain rises.

There is excitement under her studied
calmness.)

Eliza (cheerfully), Hello, Fan.

How is he today?

Frances (coldly), He's about the

same, thank you.

{Eliza lays a package on the table and
then takes her things off.)

Eliza, I brought some oranges for

Junior. Shall I peel one for him?

Frances (in a low, hostile tone),

No! He's asleep. Lide, I don't see

why you keep on coming here.

Eliza (sitting down near Fran-
ces), Because, in spite of your un-

friendly attitude, I believe that you
need me. I'm sorry for you, Fan,
and I'm terribly interested in Junior.

Frances (harshly), I don't need

you nor your pity. I know why you
come. So does everybody else, (wild-

ly) You come to gloat over me.

{Eliza starts up angrily. Then she gams
her self control. She goes to Frances,

but does not touch her.)
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Eliza (sternly), Frances, you
must listen to me. You're letting a

crazy idea get possession of you.

And if you are not careful, it will

drive you insane. You've accused me
of loving Johnny. I do love him.

I've always loved him. He and I

played together when we were babies,

and we've been the dearest friends

all our lives. I've known him longer

than I have you, Fan. I think he's

one of the grandest persons I have

ever known. But I've never loved

him in the way you think. I'm not in

love, with him, and never have been.

I've never told you a falsehood, Fan,

and you ought to believe me now. As
a matter of fact, I'm in love with

someone else. (She shows Frances a

ring on the third finger of her left

hand.

)

Frances (suddenly interested),

Really, Lide, are you engaged?

That's wonderful. Who is he ?

Eliza, Arnold Travers. I don't

believe you know him. But he and

Johnny are good friends. We were

engaged once before, and broke up
because of a silly misunderstanding.

That's when we were in college.

Johnny and he and I were there to-

gether. We've both been terribly un-

happy ever since, but neither would
make the first move. It was only

when we realized how unhappy John-

ny is that we came to our senses.

Arnold and Johnny have been to-

gether a good deal lately. He wrote

me a while ago, asking if he might

come to see me. I wired him to come.

Frances (weeping), Oh Lide,

forgive me. I'm glad for your happi-

ness, but I'm so unhappy.

Eliza (sitting down by her.) Of
course you are, you foolish girl.

(Earnestly,) Fan, I'm going to talk

to you, whether you like it or not.

You see now that you were utterly

wrong about me, and you are dead

wrong about Johnny.

Frances (hotly), Lide, I've asked

you never to mention his name to me.
The least you can do is to let me for-

get.

Eliza, I have something to say to

you, Fan, and I'm going to get it off

my chest before I leave this house.

(Frances starts up indignantly),

Hold your horses, Fan, and sit down.
You might as well listen, for I'm
going to keep right on talking. I tell

you Johnny is the soul of honor, and
loyalty. Even if he were as guilty as

you try to make yourself believe he
is, he would still deserve a chance to

make good with you, because he loves

you. You are not perfect yourself,

you know. Like loads of other peo-

ple you wrap yourself around with

your saintly hypocrisy. You don't

give a hoot what becomes of Johnny,
just so long as you preserve your
precious dignity. You banish him
from home and family, and ruin

three lives, because your silly pride

has been injured. You turn against

the man you love and who loves you
far more than you deserve, and the

father of your boy. And what's it

brought you? Unhappiness! And
you deserve all you'll ever get of that.

Good people,—people who are truly

good, are kind and forgiving. But
you're hard and selfish. I'm like

Sadie, I don't want to go to heaven
if it's going to be full of your kind
of good people.

Frances (who has been restless

during this tirade, springing up in-

dignantly), You can't talk like that

to me! I won't stand it! You're a
shrew. You talk of kindness. You
claim to be my best friend. And
when I need friendship and kindness
you come here and scold me. You
don't know how I feel. You never
will know till it comes to you. I won't
stand your meddlesome interference

in my affairs. If you were as kind
as you pretend to be, you wouldn't
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come here and belabor me, when I

need sympathy and comfort.

Eliza {sternly), You don't need
sympathy and comfort. What you
need is a spanking to jar you out of

your silly obsession. You've con-

victed Johnny without a hearing, on
the vicious chatter of those silly girls.

Frances, The whole town knows
about it. And I did give him a hear-

ing. When he came home that day
for his travelling bag, I accused him.

Of course he denied it, but his guilty

looks betrayed him. I needed no
further evidence.

Eliza, Sure, he looked guilty.

Who wouldn't? Suppose he had
sprung something like that on you
out of a clear sky, you'd look guilty

too. Anybody would. Your very in-

dignation and embarrassment would
appear as guilt. I told you once be-

fore, but you were hysterical and
didn't hear me, I suppose, that the

Jones girl is Ralph Hodges' step-sis-

ter, poor little waif. She has no one
on earth but Ralph. She got in with

the wrong crowd, and Ralph asked

Johnny to look after her. But their

going on the same plane was the mer-
est accident.

Frances, Oh of course it was an
accident. So was his taking her to

lunch, and walking home with her

nights. I suppose they were all acci-

dents. Or was it his duty to reform
her? They both seem to have for-

gotten that he was married.

Eliza, Oh Fan, for pity's sake

wake up and use your brain! If

Johnny were that kind of a man he

wouldn't (She picks up an unopened
letter) Why Fan, here's a letter from
him you haven't read yet.

Frances (snatching if from her,

she tears it and throws the pieces in

the waste paper basket) No ! And I

don't intend to. It can go with all the

rest.

Eliza, Haven't you read any of

his letters ?

Frances, No !

Eliza, And you've never seen him
since that day?
Frances, No! And I haven't

talked to him on the phone ! And I'm

never going to see him nor talk to him
again as long as I live. (Wildly) I'm

through, Lide, I'm through ! Finish-

ed ! And I prefer to manage my own
affairs.

Eliza (patiently), Frances, even

granting that all you have heard were
true, which it isn't,—it would still be

your duty as his wife to see him and
give him a chance. (Impressively)

Truly, Fan, I think I do know how
you feel. Naturally, believing all the

things you heard about him, your

love suffered a severe shock. But
it's not dead yet. Not by a long shot.

I know that, Fan.

Frances (doubtfully, after a long

pause), I don't know, Lide. I

wish I did. I don't believe I could

ever have confidence in him again.

Something inside of me died that

day. I thought it was love, but per-

haps it wasn't—only joy, and faith,

and hope.

Eliza (softly), "And the greatest

of all is Charity."

Frances (earnestly), Lide, I

want you to tell me the absolute truth

now. Do you honestly believe in

Johnny as you claim you do ? Would
you trust him if he were your hus-

band?

Eliza, I'd rather die, Fan, than

make a mistake about you and John-
ny. I'd stake my life on Johnny's
honor and his love for you. Fan, it

was just such a tragic mistake that

separated Arnold and me all these

years.

Frances (hopelessly), I wish I

could feel that way. But I can't. I'd

always distrust him.
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Eliza, You must make yourself

trust him, Fan.

{Junior enters in night clothes and a
bathrobe. He looks ill.)

Junior, Mommie, won't you let

me talk about my Daddy now ? Aunt
Lide did. (He whimpers softly) I

love my daddy, Mommie. I want my
daddy. Won't you let him come
home again, cause I'm so sick?

Please, Mommie.
Eliza, Blessed little lamb.

Frances (taking him in her arms)
Hush, dearest, you mustn't talk.

(Eliza takes a shawl and hands it to

Frances who wraps it around Junior.)

Junior (Sadly), You used to love

my daddy, Mommie. Why don't you
love him now? Why can't we talk

about him?
Frances, Darling, you must trust

mother.

Junior (weeping softly), Uncle
Bill says little boys need their dad-
dies. I love you, Mommie, but I love

my daddy, too. I can't get well, Mom-
mie, till my daddy comes home.
Frances, Hush, darling.

Junior, Why must I hush, Mom-
mie?

Frances, Because, dearest

—

Eliza (breaking in), Because,
dearest, your mother is a

—

Frances, Lide!
Eliza, Well, you are, Fan, and

you know it. You're all the things

you think I want to say. (Then
casually, as if she had suddenly
thought about it) Of course, if you
haven't read any of Johnny's letters

you don't know what a terrible con-
dition he is in.

Frances (startled), What's the

matter with him ? It he ill ?

Eliza, Pneumonia—is

—

Frances, Pneumonia? Oh, Lide,

Why didn't you tell me ? Is he seri-

ous?

Eliza, Yes, Fan. The condition

—

Frances, Where is he ?

Eliza, The hospital—is

—

Frances, The hospital! Then he

is in a serious condition. Lide, you've

been here all this time and never told

me!
Eliza, I didn't suppose you'd care.

You remember you said a few min-

utes ago that you would never see

him nor talk to him again?

Frances, Yes, I know. I felt that

way then, but somehow I feel differ-

ent now. Something has happened to

me inside—here, (putting her hand
on her heart. She puts Junior on the

couch).

Eliza (in a surprised tone), You-
're not going to him.

Frances, Of course I'm going to

him.

Eliza, Then you were mistaken.

Love didn't die.

Frances, (laughing hysterically)

,

I don't know. I feel as if I'd got it

worse than ever. (Soberly) If he

should die, Lide, I don't think I

could ever forgive you for not telling

me at once.

Eliza (calmly), No, I suppose
not. I wouldn't blame you. But I

don't think he'll die now—not for a

while at least.

Frances, Will you stay with Jun-
ior while I'm gone?

Junior (raising up, eagerly),

Where are you going, Mommie?
Frances, I'm going to Daddy,

Junior darling.

Junior, Oh Mommie, are you ?

Eliza, I'll call a taxi, (exit)

(Frances goes into the bedroom. Junior
throws the shawl off. He kneels on the
couch, raising his face and clasping his

hands. His lips move in silent prayer.
In a moment or two, Eliza enters. Seeing
Junior, she stands quietly until he has
finished his prayer. He lies down and
she tucks the shawl around him.)
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Eliza, That's my brave boy. Pray-

er is a wonderful thing, Junior. It

can move mountains.

Junior, Has it ever moved any
mountains for you, Aunt Lide?

{Frances enters. She is dressed for the

street.)

Frances, Did you call a taxi,

Lide?
Eliza, Yes, it's out in front, now.

(Frances kisses Junior fondly. Then
she hugs and kisses Eliza impulsively.)

Frances, Bless you, Lide, dar-

ling ! (Exit

)

(Eliza picks Junior up. She dances
gaily around the room with him in her
arms.)

Eliza, Junior, darling, it worked

!

It worked! My prayers have come
true!

Junior, What worked, Aunt
Lide ? Did you move any mountains ?

Let's see.

Eliza (taking him to the window.
They peek out), Yes, honey-boy, I

really believe I have,—a mountain of

doubt and unhappiness. See that car,

pet ? There's a man in that car with

your mommie. I'll bet a doughnut
he's going to hug and kiss her just

as your daddy used to do. There
they go. See, they're driving away.

(Junior begins to cry). Don't cry,

lover. They won't go far. Maybe
they'll drive around the park, and
then they'll come home to their own
little lambkin.

Junior (excitedly), Is that man
my daddy, Aunt Lide? You said

he was sick in a hospital.

Eliza, No, darling, I didn't say

that exactly. Your mommie thought

I said that. He's only homesick for

you and your mommie. He's been

waiting around the corner for the

last hour.

Junior, Oh, Aunt Lide, I'm glad.

That's because I prayed for him, isn't

it?

Eliza, Yes, sweetheart, I'm sure

of it.

Junior, Aunt Lide, do you think

I could move mountains, if I pray-

ed?
Eliza, Of course you could, dear,

if you had faith enough, and it was
the right thing to do.

Junior (excitedly) Aunt Lide,

look! They've come back. They're

coming in ! ( Waving and throwing

kisses) Oh, Daddy, Daddy! (laugh-

ing hysterically) My daddy's come
home and I brung him. That's better

than moving old mountains. Huh,
Aunt Lide? (Eliza puts him down
and he runs toward the door, call-

ing, "Daddy! Daddy!" as the Cur-
tain falls.)
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MY WINDOW BOXES
By Delia Adams Leitner

Smilingly they cheer me
All the busy day;

Humdrum tasks grow lighter,

Burdens slip away.

Nodding gay petunias,

Pansies every hue,

Nasturtiums and verbenas,

Forget-me-nots so blue.

The garden is so lovely

But time for it is rare,

So window boxes give me
The beauty I can share.



Hope Chests
By Harrison R. Merrill

A'

EVERY woman at some time in

her life has had, either real or

imaginary, a Hope Chest. This

hope chest, as nearly as I can make
out, is a cherished receptacle into

which goes from time to time pre-

cious things—table linens, quilts,

dishes, scarfs—against the coming of

the great day.

I have always thought the prac-

tice a good one.

I have seen some of those hope

chests. Beautiful were they for the

fine cedar wood of which they were
made and for the wonderful dreams
with which they were filled. When a

woman marries these receptacles of

the dreams of the future often be-

come store-places of the treasures of

the past. That is as it should be, no

doubt. Dreams have come true, and
the memories of their fruition are

dear.

T that time a different kind of

hope chest takes the place of

those made of wood. It is a tiny

little head out of which look two
precious eyes, one on either side of

a promising prominence which may
(some day be a reasonably well-

shaped nose above a rose-bud mouth.

The girl who once dreamed over

her precious linen and silk now
dreams over her treasure of flesh

and blood. She knows that wrapped
mysteriously somewhere in the tiny

head is a brain out of which someday
must grow a personality. She knows
how delicate is the mechanism, if it

is a mechanism, how susceptible it is

to impressions. That is, she knows
—if she is a wise little dreamer with

dreams still unmaterialized—dreams
of a beautiful, well-mannered girl

who will grow into a responsibile,

sensible woman, or of a splendid boy
who may someday be governor or

president.

Unfortunately, on account of the

eagerness of that little brain for ma-

terials upon which to feed, many a

word, or look, or act goes into the

little "hope chest" unknown to the

fond mother. On the other hand,

she often consciously attempts to slip

something into the child's mind and
thinks she has done so when in real-

ity it has glanced aside or has been
smothered by some other interest.

Every fond mother, I hope, when
she looks at sonny or daughter sees

in him or her a community leader,

a wielder of influence in his set.

However, many a parent acts as if

she expects the influence to be a bad
influence. She tells son or daughter

how to act and then acts in a con-

trary manner expecting her words to

take effect and her acts not to.

T STAND astonished and amazed
and subdued in the presence of a

baby—anybody's baby. That is the

amazing thing—anybody's baby ! For
some of the least promising have be-

come wonders of the world, and
some of the most promising, the dis-

appointment of parents and the

world alike.

For instance, who could have
dreamed that the slave's child hid-

den away in the bullrushes would one
day become one of the world's great

leaders and law-givers; who could

have foretold that the little hope-
chest in the three-sided Kentucky
cabin would be done in heroic size

in marble and would sit forever en-

shrined both in his country's capital

and in the hearts of his countrymen ?

Of course, the old argument still

goes on, the old question is still

asked: How much which went to

make a Lincoln what he was, was
born in him ; how much was put in

him by his teachings and environ-
ment? No one as yet can answer
the question definitely, but certainly

we have enough data to indicate that

environment is important. Lincoln
came out boldly and declared : "All
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that I am and all that I ever hope to

be, I owe to my angel mother." Since

she died when he was nine, she must
have taken great pains with her little

Kentucky "hope chest". What a
dream come true was he

!

A MOTHER is on the spot, if I

may be allowed to use a slang

term. Though undoubtedly she is

not responsible for all of the heter-

ogenous ideas that get stored up in

her loved "hope chests", she is re-

sponsible for many of them. She
may have been entirely innocent,

ignorantly innocent, when she gave

a twist to a child's thinking which
someday led to disaster ; but nature,

unfortunately, does not excuse the

innocent. No matter how innocent

one is of the damage that will be done
by laying a hand on a hot stove, he
will be burned if he does it.

These little "hope chests" are so

sponge-like in their nature, so ab-

sorbent, that they will sop up every-

thing that comes their way. It is

a wise mother who goes through the

little "chest" occasionally to see what
has gone into it and then wisely to

remove some of the rubbish before

damage is done.

Perhaps the child as he grows be-

comes too acquisitive, he "finds

things" every once in a while—brings

home tops and marbles and markers
which he has "found" somewhere.
Little acts like those often betray the

contents of the "hope chest."

Mary saw her Boy at play; she

heard His words, and treasured His
deeds and His words in her heart,

for they were good deeds, good
words. I wonder if she ever had to

remove little warped ideas that got

in her Son's mind? Some people
would cry, "Sacrilege!" But Paul
said, "Though He were a Son, yet

He learned obedience by the things

which He suffered and being made
perfect ..." and so on.

^TOW, I am certain I have rambled

far enough for my readers to

get some inkling of what I have been

trying to say. It is merely this:

when a girl marries her old hope
chest of wood is replaced by little,

but much more precious ones of

flesh and bone and brain, and that

if she is a normal mother she has

great dreams for the little ones ; she

sees them in important places as

good men and women, and conse-

quently, she prayerfully goes about

the joyous task of filling those little

"hope chests" with proper things

—

ideas which make and build the

world as well as the personality.

When the time arrives, she sends

them to school and Sunday school

for further cramming. I have tried

to say that we cannot always get

the things we want into those little

"hope chests" ; that often unknown
to us, we put ideas in which will

cause trouble if by wise and proper

methods they are not removed before

a character is warped.

A/fY suggestion on how to fill a

hope chest of this kind may not

be worth much, but here it is: I

think the mother and the father,

too, for that matter, should live a

normal, genuine life without artifice

or show. They should know that

living the good life is the only way
under heaven to teach the good life.

They should set their standards by
their way of life and expect their

children to live according to those

standards, not according to what
they teach.

Dr. George H. Brimhall used to

quote the lines, "Your actions speak

with such a loud voice I cannot hear

your words."

Hope chests, yes,—and how pre-

cious they are when properly filled

with solid, sane ideas which make
and remake the world.



The Woman Smoker
By Virginia B. Jacobsen

WITH the astounding increase

of women smokers during

the past ten years, we cannot

help wondering why so many women
have taken up the habit in spite of

so many rational arguments against

it. A few years ago, certain tobacco

companies appealed to woman's van-

ity by their advertisements "to reach

for a cigarette instead of a fattening

sweet". By capitalizing on woman's
desire for slab-like figures, their

cigarette sales leaped to unbelieved

proportions almost over night.

The question is often asked, "Do
women smoke because they really

like it?" For our own information

we have asked some twenty women
why they smoke. It is interesting to

note that not one of those queried

admitted that they smoked because

they like it. They wanted to appear

good sports, or it seemed sociable,

some did it because it was forbidden

by parents or teachers, but most of

them thought that it was the smart
thing to do.

It is encouraging to note that sev-

eral older women, in positions where
they have occasion to observe youth
in general activities, state that many
girls who have smoked are quitting

for various reasons.

One young woman who had smok-
ed for years said that she had quit

smoking. "To prove to myself that

I could stop if I really wanted to,

I decided to stop smoking for six

weeks. During that time when I

was around my friends who smoked,
I realized how offensive I must have
smelled to others. It so disgusted me
that I decided never to smoke again,

and I have not touched cigarettes for

two years. I value my personal at-

tractiveness too highly to allow any

unpleasant odor to detract. We shun

people with halitosis, B. O., or any

other repulsive odor. Why should

anyone tolerate the nauseating odor

tobacco leaves clinging to the breath,

hair, and clothes of the smoker?

Any girl who smokes and believes

that she is deceiving others is only

deceiving herself."

A GROUP of college students

discussing smoking one day,

brought forth some interesting points

of view. "I decided that I couldn't

afford to smoke any more. I was
spending more than enough to keep

me in silk stockings, and I never

seem to have enough stockings."

Said another, "That's one reason I

quit. When I realized that I could

have about seven good hats, or three

dresses, or seven pairs of shoes, or

scads of accessories with the money
I was spending on smokes, I decided

to quit."

"You are right about the expense,"

said another ex-smoker, "but the

thing that made me stop was some-
thing else. When I realized that I

was becoming a slave to a mere
habit, that I could not finish a three

hour exam but had to hand my paper

in unfinished because I had to have
a smoke, I decided that it was time

I quit smoking. You should see the

difference in my marks now that

I can finish my exams."
"I stopped smoking because I was

so fed up with dodging mother and
dad and my kid brother for fear they

would smell my breath and know
that I had been smoking. I felt like

a sneak thief every time I went
home. If anything was said about
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it or anyone acted suspicious, I had
to pretend that it was because the

other girls had been smoking. I feel

like an honest woman once again

since I quit."

TVvfANY medical authorities firmly

believe that there are decided

ill effects resulting from this un-

wholesome habit. The startling in-

crease of the cigarette habit among
women in recent years has brought

about some study of the matter by
the medical profession, but perhaps

not as extensive study as its import-

ance demands. While some very

strong statements have been made
by some of these investigators, we
prefer to remain silent on the sub-

ject until more scientific evidence has

been brought forth.

'""POBACCO companies themselves

admit in their advertising that

tobacco is irritating in several ways.

We do not have to go farther than

the radio or magazines in our homes
to hear and read claims that the in-

jurious elements have been removed
from i this brand or that. This brand

"Does not get on the nerves", that

brand "Does not irritate the throat",

another brand "gives you a lift".

There are countless drugs which will

give a "lift" to your tired heart and
nerves and muscles, but even the

heavy smoker would not recommend
using them. And yet, tobacco tends

to induce an uncontrollable desire

for it just as many drugs do.

A THLETES training for compet-

itive events are forbidden the use

of tobacco. If it were not harm-
ful to the body why would those

seeking physical perfection and su-

per endurance be so restricted? If

tobacco soothed the nerves and quiet-

ed them instead of deadening them,

athletes under great stress would be

helped by it. Any stimulant, which

puts an added strain upon the heart

and nervous system by forcing it

to pep up when it is fatigued, is in-

jurious.

TT is the general consensus of opin-

ion among the medical profession

that smoking may tend to irritate the

sensitive tissues of the lips and
throat, and in time prove a factor in

development of cancer of those

parts of the body. As one case help-

ing to prove this supposition, they

cite the case of General Ulysses S.

Grant who died of cancer of the lip.

It was felt at that time as now, that

his cancerous condition was perhaps

due to his constant smoking.

It is interesting to note that can-

cer of the lip, tongue and throat is

rarely found in women, but is usual-

ly confined to men. With the in-

crease of smoking among women, it

will be important to note, a few
years hence, if there is an increase of

mouth cancer among women smok-
ers.

If there is the slightest possibility

that smoking might help to induce

cancer, it is reasonable that the finer,

more sensitive tissues of women
could more easily become affected by
such irritation. Any woman who
will take up smoking with even the

remotest possibility of its producing

cancer, is foolish indeed.

"DECENTLY there appeared in

the Believe It or Not column of

the newspapers, a picture of a resi-

dent of Tampa, Florida, who during
the past sixty-five years has smoked
an average of ten cigars a day, or a

total of 237,000 cigars. Consider

what this one man could have done
for himself or the world with the

vast amount of money he has sent

up in smoke. He could have en-

dowed a university, or a hospital
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for crippled children ; established a

research fellowship which would

have helped to make the world a bet-

ter place in which to live; collected

a fine library; educated several fu-

ture Edisons or probable Metropoli-

tan Opera stars. This case, of course,

is extreme, but it illustrates the vast

amount of money spent on tobacco

that might be put to better use.

"In the light of the great array

of accumulating facts as to the

wasteful, destructive, degenerating

effects of tobacco, it is inconceivable

that any woman with a love for life

and with a conception of her duty

to her family, her fellow men, to the

world, and to her God, can continue

to smoke."
"We make this solicitous appeal to

woman to seek to maintain her beau-

ty, charm, and attractiveness, and

forever to resist any desecration of

her fair body temple, which is to her

and her children one of the greatest

gifts of God."

Two Little Girls in Pink
By Ruth Partridge Richan

WHEN word came to Nephi
that Brother Brigham would
come sometime after the

24th the folks all got together and
decided to build a social hall in which
to entertain his party, and surprise

him as well. There were committees
for getting rock and putting it into

shape for the foundation, committees

for making adobies, for getting tim-

ber out of the mountains, and so on.

Everyone turned in and helped and
inside of six weeks the building was
up and finished.

Now this had been excitement

enough for two small girls, Eliza-

beth Claridge and Sarah Sperry,

called "Pet", but now, a real theatri-

cal troupe from Salt Lake City

came through and here was a chance

to break in the new building. Pet's

father led the town orchestra which
would play for the actors so the lit-

tle girls stood a very good chance in-

deed of seeing the play. And they

did see it, not only one night, but

every one of the several perform-

ances.

The hit of the show, as far as

Elizabeth and Pet were concerned,

was a Scotchman in magnificent at-

tire who did the Highland Fling to

the tune of "Old Aunt Sally" with

such spirit and abandon that the two

young ladies, aged five, could not

sleep at night for thinking of it. Big

eyed with admiration they nightly

watched the intricate steps and when

they were alone they practiced them.

It happened that one day Sister

Burchel spied them dancing and

knowing a good thing when she saw

it, told her Sister, Bishop Anderson's

wife and Sarah Shell who kept the

only store in Nephi. These three

got their heads together and the up-

shot of it was that a surprise for the

whole town was planned for the 24th

of July.

There was no time to be lost.

Brother Henroid who was in both

the band and the orchestra played

"Aunt Sally" by the hour and the

tiny feet stepped it off. Sister Shell

made the long hard trip to Salt Lake

City for the costume stuff, all on the

quiet. Pet must not even tell her

parents, for she was staying with her

grandmother Miller when she was-

n't at Elizabeth's house, and no one

was to be told. This was the hardest
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part of all, for little girls like to

talk as well as big ones.

And so the great day arrived and
the new social hall was again

all a-buzz. The seats around the

dance floor were jammed for the pro-
gram. Brother Henroid had per-
suaded the orchestra leader to teach
his men "Old Aunt Sally" not telling

them why.
There was a lull in the program

—

everything was ready. There was a
great fanfare of trumpets! The
double doors of the social hall were
pushed open and in skipped two fair)'

creatures who began at once to dance
the Highland Fling!

Their dresses, from Salt Lake,
were soft pink tarleton. Their tiny

short skirts disclosed white fluffy

peticoats at every kick. A pink and
white dotted scarf went under the

right arm and crossed on the left

shoulder for a plaidie. Their hair

was in ringlets. Small legs in long
white stockings twinkled in and out

with pink ribbons wrapped in dia-

mond pattern up to the knees and
tiny feet capered in black satin slip-

pers.

It was decided that the whole
thing must be repeated for Brother
Brigham when he came.

Meanwhile the Scotchman of the

theatrical troupe who had inspired

all this had hurt his foot and was
staying in Ephraim. Bishop Ander-
son was so enthusiastic that he sent

for the afflicted thespian and had
him teach the dance to the little girls

in its entirety and he was paid for
his work.
At last Brother Brigham came.

The brass band went out to meet his

party, looking mighty spruce in a
new gaily painted semi double-deck
band wagon drawn by four berib-

boned prancing horses, and the band-
men themselves were attired in white
suits trimmed with blue braid. The
President and his party were brought
in state to the new social hall where
a band concert and banquet were to

be the great events of the day.

What a concert! "Nelly Gray",
"Hard Times", "Dixie", "Old Dan
Tucker", "Do Da Day" and of

course "The Star Spangled Banner".
Right in the middle of the banquet
came the fanfare of trumpets, the

doors were flung open, and the tiny

girls danced the Highland Fling,
their eyes wide with awe at the great
man who sat at his table on the stage

and watched them so intently.

After it was over the floor mana-
ger and the door keeper handed up
the panting little sprites to Brother
Brigham and there they sat, one on
each knee, and looked into his blue

eyes.

It was later, much later, that

Elizabeth and Pet learned that the

President had wished to take them
back with him to dance in the Great

Salt Lake Theater, but their parents

said no—even to Brigham Young.

-*]<x*3jjU»>3i*-

The wages lost, the work spoilt, the health ruined through drinking

are beyond computation.—Sir Thomas Oliver, M. D.
He who has health, has hope; and he who has hope, has everything.

—Arabian Proverb.

Look to your health ; and if you have it, praise God and value it

next to a good conscience ; for health is the second blessing that we mortals

are capable of—a blessing that money cannot buy; therefore value it, and
be thankful for it.—Isaak Walton.



Little Moments of Eternity

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM ?

HOPE-CHESTS

Take Time For Preparation

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"Happiness is the perfume of the rose

of love."

—

Dr. Frank Crane.

THE first romance, according

to the Holy Record, began in

Eden when the Creator gave
'Adam the woman he was to love

and cherish, the woman who was to

become the mother of the human
race.

When Adam and Eve walked out
of the sheltering security of Eden,
they went hand in hand into a new
world of trials and obligations. Their
great loss did not dissolve the holy
relationship that held them together.

Humanity, following in their foot-

steps, has made a beaten path that

is destined to go on forever. It is

the oldest path in all the world, the

most luring and altogether the most
romantic of all of the roads of des-
tiny.

It is a sacred and a beautiful un-
dertaking when a man and a woman
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join hands and begin the journey
down this old, old road. All along

the way they will find tasks and re-

sponsibilities and sometimes disap-

pointment and sorrow; and it will

require strength and courage and
great faith to complete the journey
successfully. But there will be sun-

shine as well as shadow all the way,
because you must remember, it is

a path of romance—and paths of

romance are always filled with love-

ly surprises and high adventure.

After all the years, marriage is

still one of the institutions for which
there is no legitimate substitute.

Around it time has woven poetic

beauty and romantic dreams that

make it more hallowed than any
other experience.

\XTHILE the little girl is still

crooning lullabies to her dolls,

she begins to build the hopes that will

eventually shape her life. As she

grows older the dream becomes more
vivid and colorful, until it finally

materializes into a reality She
finishes dainty bits -of linen and
selects small household treasures to

be stored away in her hope-chest

with reverent anticipation of the

greatest event of her life.

What a wealth of lovely traditions

cluster round about the sacred

drama! What tender sentiment and
prayerful planning should enter into

her happy preparations!

The beautiful creations that go in-

to the hope-chest are only a meager
part of the wealth that she is stow-
ing away. The richer dowry is the

treasure of heart and mind and soul

that is daily becoming a part of her

possessions.

And while she is garnering these

priceless gifts, somewhere, a com-
panion is making happy plans of the

home he will someday build for the

woman of his dreams. Into that

little House of Joy must go all of his

idealism, all of his high hopes, all

of his glad wholesouled service. And
out of her precious hope-chest must
come all of the beauty, and the per-

fume, and the refined loveliness of

life, with which to furnish the crea-

tion of their hearts.

HPHE building of a little House of

Happiness is a solemn adven-
ture for a man and a woman to

undertake. They want to make
sure that it rests upon a solid foun-
dation of enduring sentiment and
Divine approval, and that only genu-
ine, wholesome materials shall be,

used in its construction.

One can scarcely hope that a house
of shoddy materials thrown together

hurriedly will last through eternity.

To make it a work of enduring art

requires much time and prayerful

effort. It must be the best that earn-

est hands and hearts can provide, a

place of peace and joy and security,

a hallowed, permanent institution.

For who can say what little feet

may patter over the sunny floors,

and what songs and laughter may
echo from the cheery hearth ? Who
can know how long a line of de-

scendants may march through the

halls of this little House of Joy?
Or what illustrious characters may
be sheltered under its humble roof ?

Is it not possible that a poet, a states-

man, or a prophet of this lineage,

may supply a pattern of life for the

comfort and the blessing of the chil-

dren of men?
Then, too, life is full of stern

realities. Sorrow may cross the

quiet threshold, and promised joys

may slip away, like sand through the

fingers. When a man and a woman
go down into the shadows they be-

gin to fear that, after all, life is not

made of star-dust and roses as they

had hoped it would be. But if they

have realized their inspired ideal in

the erection of the little House of

Life, they need have no fear, for it

will stand against the sternest fate.
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"For like a child, sent with a fluttering

light

To feel his way along a gusty night,

Man walks the world. Again and yet

again,

The lamp shall be by fits of passion
slain

;

But shall not He who sent him from the

door

Relight the lamp once more ?

—Edward Fitzgerald.

Love fears no evil. Is she not

cooperating with the Divine in the

high adventure of life? Resting in

this security she waits joyously to

set forth on the beaten path of the

ages. Her deft fingers are prepared

to weave the happiness that will go
into the chest of hope. Her strong

white hands are ready to polish the

windows and the shining hearth in

the little House of Life.

With love forever in attendance,

the man and the woman may enter

with assurance on the open road to

joy.

"If Winter comes, can Spring be far
behind ?"

—

Shelley.

From the Ends of the Earth

By Vesta P. Crawford

"Here in my varied garden,
Row on row and bed by bed,

The flowers of all nations
In gorgeous bloom are spread."

FROM the ends of the earth
northward and southward,
east and west, flowers have

been assembled to beautify the

American garden. From far-off

mountain tops and distant lonely

swamp lands ; from foreign deserts

and alien meadows have come the

radiant blosoms to meet together in

cultivation. America has been called

the melting pot of the world because
so many nations have contributed to

build its commonwealth. "From afar,

gracious Lord, thou hast gathered
thy flock," says the beloved hymn.
And yet the nationalities of people
within our borders are few when
compared to the multitudes of flow-

er families represented.

Europe and Asia, Africa and Aus-
tralia, the Far East, and even the

polar regions and the islands of the

sea have sent us rare blossoms that

bloom as if long ago they had for-

gotten their native homes. Even our

most familiar garden flowers are de-

scended from plants older than the

pyramids of Egypt, older than the

Indian ruins of Peru and Mexico.
Do you know that the tri-colored

pansy, the gorgeous dahlia, the bright

nasturtium, the tulip and the zinnia,

and even the geranium, as we know
. them now, are not native to our
shores but have descended through
a long line of alien ancestors? On
any day, in fall or spring, or sum-
mer, you may walk in an American
garden and see the blossoms that

have been brought from the ends
of the earth. You may take a world
tour in your own backyard.

TT is very interesting to know that

a large and varied group of flow-

ers come to us from the shores of

the Mediterranean Sea, from the

historic countries that border the wa-
ters once called "The Great Sea."

One cannot mention that sea with-

out thinking of great events of his-

tory that have occurred in the land

"roundabout." There in olden days
came the ancient Aryans from the
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AMERICAN POND LILIES IN THE HIGH MOUNTAINS

"cradle of the race" in the mountains
to the east ! there, it is said, the walls

of Troy were built ; there flourished

the art of Greece and the splendor

of Rome ; and there, on the borders
of that sea, Jesus lived, and in Med-
iterranean countries his disciples

carried the Gospel message.

It is from the shores of the Great
Sea that the snapdragons of our gar-

den (Antirrhinum majis) , and cal-

endula, carnations, candytuft, and
stocks and wallflowers and Centau-
rea (bachelor buttons) have come.
Ancient Egypt has sent us fragrant

mignonette in blossoms of red and
white and the tall callas with a flow-

er cup of smoothest creamy velvet.

Palestine is the home of the gor-
geous cyclamen which we raise in-

doors, and from the Holy Land come
also tulips and hyacinths, the nar-
cissus and daffodils and gladiolus.

The crocus is of Chaldea, that land
across the desert from Palestine

where two great rivers, the Tigris

and the Euphrates, empty their wa-
ters into the Persian Gulf. The holly-

hock has for ages decorated the

lonely ravines of the land of Syria

and Henry Van Dyke tells us that

the valleys are like "an embroidered
sash of bloom laid across the sack-

cloth of the desert." The Rose of

Sharon (Althea syriacus) is a na-

tive of the Holy Land, particularly

abundant in the rugged canyons that

slash the blue ranges beyond Jordan.

pROM South Africa come the

crimson and scarlet blossoms of

amaryllis and the pelargoniums, par-

ents of the familiar pot plant that

we call the geranium. Not so well

known are the mesembryanthemums,
purple and bright red and golden
orange, and the Montbretias, (Tri-

tonia), which are relatives of the

iris and bear blossoms of red and
pink and tawny yellow. Every year

some new bloom from the farthest

point of Africa is brought into

America and planted in our gardens.

(CHRYSANTHEMUMS are of

the Far East, the national flow-
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ers of Japan where they are grown
in great diversity of form and color.

Gardenias, those most exotic flow-

ers, come from China, and many
poppies, too, are oriental. It must not

be thought, however, that all our

adopted flowers come to us directly

from the lands of their nativity.

Some traveled strange paths and
were long cultivated in Germany or

Holland or France or some other

European country before they were
brought westward across the At-

lantic.

DRIMROSES seem to be typically

English and of these flowers the

poet Wordsworth wrote:

"A primrose by a river's brim
A yellow primrose was to him
An3 it was nothing more."

But some primroses come from Asia

and from the mountains of conti-

nental Europe. Primrose elatior, the

English primrose, is yellow.

Snowdrops and some violets are

English and the pansy there is called

"heartsease." Certain varieties of

daisies grow in England, too. It was
Bliss Carman, the Canadian poet,

who wrote these lines about daisies

:

"The bobolinks rallied them up from the

dell,

The orioles whistled them out of the

wood;
And all of their saying was, 'Earth, all

is well!'

And all of their dancing was, 'Life, thou
art good.'

"

COUTH AMERICA has sent us a

varied measure of rich blossoms,

Portulaca (grandiflora) and canna

(iridiflora) ; velvety gloxinias from
Brazil and petunias from Argentina.

Tigridia, the tiger flower, which re-

sembles both the iris and the lily, is

older than the Aztecs who treasured

it because its bulbs were delicious to

eat. The nasturtium, one of the very
oldest of our flowers, is from Mexi-
co and South America. There it

nourished when the Mayan empire
was at the height of its glory. Ager-
atum and cosmos and marigolds and
poinsettia are from Mexico, and per-

haps, also, the gorgeous tuberose.

TT may be that the Mexican an

cestor of our garden zinnias might
find difficulty in recognizing the

flowers that are his posterity. Cer-
tainly the first zinnias were not so

double and so intricately petaled and
strangely colored as our modern
blossoms. And dahlias, too, have
followed a road of change. A Span-
iard saw the small crimson flowers

in the mountains of Mexico and he
took the seeds to his homeland and
planted them in his garden. Then
dahlias were grown in Germany and
France and England and finally

brought to the United States.

It is a strange long road, a path
of mystery, sometimes, that the flow-

ers have traveled to come at last into

our American gardens.

«S^G2g^>»_

If the mind, that rules the body, ever so far forgets itself as to trample
on its slave, the slave is never generous enough to forgive the injury, but
will rise and smite the oppressor.

—

Longfellow.

Everyone can tell when the moon is full, but it takes a conference of

scientists and doctors to define when a man is.

—

Canadian White Ribbon
Tidings.

The man who follows Booze as a hobby will have Poverty as a
Playmate.—"Cobbers."



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

JUNE—Attar of roses, songs of

birds, cloudless skies

Velvet touch of golden butterflies

Messengers of heaven

—

Is this earth or is it Eden?

HPHE Golden Rule Foundation

presume each year to designate

the outstanding mother of America.

Last year California claimed the

"Queen Mother;" this year the state

of Nebraska. According to the rat-

ing system of the Foundation, estim-

able as these two mothers are, there

are millions of American mothers
with equal qualifications. Every man
will tell you "There never was a

mother like mine."

UELEN KELLER is touring the

Orient, giving lectures and in-

troducing a newly developed "talk-

ing book" to Japan's 200,000 blind.

As she embarked at Yokohama a

culprit stole her purse. In returning

the loss the embarrassing incident

afforded the ultra polite Japanese an
opportunity for apologies, in which
art they are past grand masters.

DRINCESS Elizabeth of England,

recently celebrated her eleventh

birthday. Perhaps no living child re-

ceives such care. Her education and
training is a reminder of that of her

great, great-grandmother, Victoria,

while though further removed from
the crown, there was always the pos-

sibility' of succession in mind.

M 1'RS. AMY BROWN LYMAN
and Alice Louise Reynolds

were the two women, among ten

alumni members of the Brigham
Young University signally honored
for distinguished service this year.

AMY JOHNSON, noted aviatrix,

is studying the Weem's system

of celestial navigation, at Annapolis
preparatory to entering the New
York-Paris derby in August, com-
memorating the tenth anniversary

of the Lindbergh flight.

tJELENE MAYER of California

has won for the third time the

U. S. women's fencing champion-
ship.

PHILIPPINE women have won
by popular vote their suffrage.

MARY TEASDEL, artist, died

last April. In the city library at

Smithfield, Utah, there is a choice

collection of her paintings which like

a memorial will ever be a reminder
of the unusual talent of this gifted

daughter of the pioneers.

p\R. ROSALIE S. NORTON in

her interesting auto-biography
gives credit to American women,
physicians and mothers for leading

the world in public health, sanitation,

and a sane fight against disease.

UA R G A R E T MITCHELL'S
"Gone With The Wind," was

awarded the Pulitzer prize for the

best novel of 1936. No one was sur-

prised but the author, for seldom,
if ever, has a book had such a sale.

JOAN HASLIP has written "Par-

J nell," one of the outstanding bi-

ographies of the year.

MRS. KATHERINE PYPER
;1V1 PRESTON, and Mrs. Emma
Jensen, two notable Utah women
died this spring. Both prominent
in church and club work.



General Relief Society Consolidated

Statement of Cash Receipts and

Disbursements

STAKE, WARD AND MISSION REPORTS
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1936

Julia A. F. Lund—General Secretary

Balance Cash on Hand January 1, 1936:

Charity Fund $ 44,138.99

General Fund 97,599.08

Wheat Trust Fund 10,141.52

Stake Board Funds 36,376.71

Total $ 188,256.30

Cash Receipts:

Charity Fund $ 69,620.64

General Fund:
Contributions $ 97,959.55

Annual Dues 25,733.06

Other Receipts 50,169.91

Total General Fund Receipts 173,862.52

Stake Board Receipts 52,812.47

Total Cash Receipts 296,295.63

Total Cash To Account For 484,551.93

Cash Disbursements :

Charity Fund 66,189.48
General Fund

:

General Expenses 110,542.82
Annual Dues 27,524.67

Other Disbursements 24,227.75

Total General Fund Disbursements ——— 162,295.24
Wheat Trust Fund 2,465.37
Stake Board Disbursements 49,966.41

Total Cash Disbursements 280,916.50

$ 203,635.43

Balance Cash on Hand December 31, 1936:

Charity Fund $ 47,570.15
General Fund 109,166.36
Wheat Trust Fund 7,676.15
Stake Board Funds 39,222.77

Total $203,635.43

Merchandise Received $ 20,319.05
Merchandise Disbursed 13,364.20

Balance on Hand $ 6,954.85
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
STAKE, WARD AND MISSION REPORTS

AT DECEMBER 31, 1936

ASSETS

Cash on Hand, All Funds $ 203,635.43

Cash on Hand, Presiding Bishop's Office 407,423.82

(Wheat Trust Fund)
Other Invested Funds 35,307.91

Total 646,367.16

Real Estate and Buildings $167,834.91

Furniture and Fixtures 92,268.10

Total 260,103.01

Other Stake Board Assets 61,196.24

Other Assets 36,154.29

Total 97,350.53

Total $1,003,820.70

LIABILITIES

Indebtedness $ 332.23

Stake Board Net Assets 100,419.01

Balance, Net Assets 903,069.46

Total $1,003,820.70

STATISTICS

Membership

:

January 1, 1936:

Executive Officers 15,236

Visiting Teachers 24,602
Other Members 32,255

Total Membership January 1, 1936 72,093

Increase

:

Admitted to Membership During Year 9,415 9,415

Total Membership and Increase 81,508

Decrease

:

Removed or Resigned 7,491

Died 955
Total Decrease 8,446

Membership

:

December 31, 1936

:

Executive and Special Officers 15,711

Visiting Teachers 24,860

Other Members 32,491

Total Membership December 31, 1936 73,062

The Total Membership Includes

:

General Officers and Board Members 26
Stake Officers and Board Members 1,338

Mission Presidents and Officers 102

Number of Stakes 118

Number of Missions 32

Number of Relief Society Ward and Branch Organizations 1,782
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Number of Visiting Teachers' Districts 13,721

Number of L. D. S. Families in Wards 142,942

Number of Relief Society Magazines Taken 40,075

Number of Executive Officers Taking Relief Society Magazine 6,484

Number of Meetings Held in Wards 62,867

Number of Stake Meetings Held 2,252

Number of Stake and Ward Officers' (Union) Meetings Held 1,216

Number of Ward Conferences Held 1,427

Average Attendance at Ward Meetings 31,784

Number of Visits by Visiting Teachers 986,687
Number of Families Helped 15,152

Number of Days Spent with the Sick 39,929
Number of Special Visits to the Sick and Homebound 215,260
Number of Bodies Prepared for Burial 1,917
Number of Visits to Wards by Stake Officers 6,690

COMPARATIVE FIGURES FROM RELIEF SOCIETY REPORTS

1934 1935 1936
Paid for Charitable Purposes $ 62,608.95 $ 66,863.86 $ 66,189.48
Total or Present Membership 70,515 72,093 73,062
No. of Relief Society Organizations 1,728 1,744 1,782
No. of Relief Society Magazines Taken 30,449 35,899 40,075
No. of Days Spent with the Sick 44,397 43,996 39,929
No. of Special Visits to Sick and Homebound.. 222,630 228,871 215,260
No. of Families Helped 17,284 16,647 15,152
No. of Visits by Relief Society Officers to Wards 6,089 6,113 6,690
No. of Visits by Relief Society Visiting Teachers 972,488 994,261 986,687

DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERSHIP OF RELIEF SOCIETY

Stakes Missions

Arizona 2,647 Argentina 100

California 3,056 Australia 187

Canada 1,392 Canada 134

Colorado 491 Europe 4,514

Idaho 10,822
Hawaii 630

-., • ,,-r Mexico 148
Jf«a«> J?f New Zealand 497
Nevada 90S Samoa 442
New York 165 South Africa 132
Oregon 186 Tahiti 415
Utah 38,436 Tonga 159

Wyoming 1,460 United States 5,979

Total Membership in Stakes. .59,725 Total Membership in Missions. .13,337
Total Membership in Stakes and Missions 73,062

(Note: In the foregoing report all funds are held and disbursed in the various
Wards, with the exception of the Annual Membership Dues.)

Gold that buys health can never be ill spent; nor hours laid out in

harmless merriment.—J. Webster.

A sound mind in a sound body ; if the former be the glory of the latter,

the latter is indispensable to the former.—Tryon Edwards.

To preserve health is a moral and religious duty, for health is the basis

of all social virtues. We can no longer be useful when not well.—Johnson.



Notes From the Field

Julia A. F. Lund—General Secretary

Northcentral States Mission.

A REPORT of most successful

activity in the Relief Society of

the Northcentral States Mission

comes from the President, Sister El-

fie S. Richards. During the past

season the sisters have been most ac-

tive in their Magazine campaign, in

the Church Security work, and in

carrying through the educational pro-

gram of the Relief Society. The fol-

lowing explanation of the Relief So-
ciety colors, blue and gold, comes
from the pen of Sister Richards:

"Our Relief Society colors—Blue

and Gold—what priceless things they

stand for.

Gold—for wheat that women gath-

ered and stored for 42 years.

Gold—for the hearts of the women
all over the church who serve so un-

selfishly.

Gold—for the golden thread of

testimony that makes all things pos-

sible.

Gold—the distinction of royalty

—

the mark of intrinsic value of every

department of our work to every ac-

tive member.

Gold—the legal tender of service

MRS. ELEANOR SEEGMILLER AND HER SEVEN DAUGHTERS
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THESE TEACHERS WEATHER THE STORM

that makes alive our motto : "Charity

never Faileth."

Blue—for the truth of the Gospel

that turned the key for women.
Blue—for the loyalty of every

member who has the true spirit of

Relief Society work.

Blue—like the canopy of heaven

whose achievements cover 95 years

of progress.

Blue—for bluebirds of happiness

in homes whose ideals are the Gos-
pel standards.

Blue—the forget-me-not that
brings the 'human touch' to the

needy, sick, sad and lonely.

Blue—for our trust in our Heav-
enly Father's care.

St. George Stake.

HPHE Spring of the year is Daugh-
ters' Day in Relief Society. This

is a most delightful observance and
quite true to the spirit of Relief So-

ciety work. The picture on the op-

posite page from the St. George

Stake is a beautiful example of

what Daughters' Day may mean
in Relief Society. Sister Eleanor

J. Seegmiller, for fourteen years

Stake Secretary of the Relief So-

ciety, is the proud mother of seven

lovely daughters, all active in Relief

Society or other auxiliary work in

the Church. We congratulate Sister

Seegmiller on this beautiful demon-
stration of Motherhood.

Franklin Stake.

CPEAKING of Visiting Teachers,

'

we are reminded again of one of

the most unique and beautiful cus-

toms in Relief Society. Reports come
from many parts of our widely sep-

arated groups telling of the devotion

of the Visiting Teachers and the

lovely service they render. The
above picture is an eloquent testi-

monial of all that is fine in this serv-
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ice. It was taken during the recent

Spring, when the sisters were visit-

ing their districts. To quote from
the description accompanying the

photograph : "These teachers weath-

er the storms. No blizzards, snow
drifts nor rain stop them from mak-
ing their visits each month. In Sum-
mer they generally walk through

their district, and it covers a distance

of more than two and a half miles.

This is often quite as great a test of

endurance as the Winter storms
when one considers the heat and dust.

In 1936 these two sisters had 100%
record for visiting teachers." We
congratulate this Stake and Ward in

having Sister Zepha B. Peterson and
Venus W. Skinner. "They are sure-

ly angels of mercy bringing good
cheer to the homes they visit."

Maricopa Stake

npHE
1

of

picture below is a group
members of the Papago

Ward Relief Society in the Mari-
copa Stake. A very interesting

chapter on Relief Society work in

relation to this group may be written.

Through the efforts of the Stake
President, Sister Shupe, and Sister

Hicks of the Stake Board, the wom-
en have participated most enthusi-

astically. Their handwork is beau-

tiful, and is, to a great extent the

preservation of their native arts.

They have also developed a fine

group of Singing Mothers. The les-

son work is presented, and many of

the sisters take a keen interest in

this. A library has been organized

and many things which look for ful-

ler development are in the offing this

year.

Garfield Stake

HPHE Garfield Stake reports a very

successful year in Relief Society

work. The program is drawn for a

whole year's work with those things

which have the greatest significance

in the different months considered.

In September, clothing for children

is considered and a discussion offered

on hygienic clothing and how the

general health and posture of chil-

dren may be influenced by the type

of fabrics and clothes which they

wear. October, inexpensive art

work that has for its purpose home
beautification and making the best

use of that available. November,

PAPAGO WARD RELIEF SOCIETY
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E'SCALANTE WARD RELIEF SOCIETY

best toys and their selection for the

children of all ages. December, suit-

able candies and cookies for children,

and the making of proper Christmas

baskets for the shut-ins and old peo-

ple. January, winter vegetable prep-

aration, and a study of the types of

balanced diets. February, rug mak-
ing, with attention to proper color

combinations and different kinds of

rugs, braided, crocheted, hooked, etc.

March, the cleaning and proper stor-

ing away of winter clothing to pre-

vent moths, etc. April, a general

clean-up day in Relief Society and
Church buildings. June, simple

draperies and kitchen curtains, suit-

able styles and fabrics in relation

to colors, etc. July, entertaining

children through summer outings,

etc. August, the exchange of pat-

terns and unusual recipes for making
the less known articles of household
consumption.

These activities were climaxed by
a fine display held at Conference.

French Mission

A N interesting account of how the

Relief Society work is progress-

ing in the French Mission comes
from the President, Sister Hannah
Ursenbach. With the exception of

one branch, the organization is con-

ducted by local sisters, who have a

very progressive outlook, and seem
to grasp the meaning of Relief So-
ciety work and carry it on very ener-

getically. The printed copies of the

lessons have been received, and the

courses are followed just as nearly

as possible. In some of the districts

Union Meetings are held each month,
and a representative from each Re-
lief Society in the district is in at-

tendance. The lesson work is given

by one of the sisters, who presents

it in a very intelligent and interesting

manner. The sisters of the Mission
are very grateful for the opportuni-

ties offered them, and for the ma-
terials which are sent to aid them
in their regular courses.
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Mormon Handicraft

V|ORMON HANDICRAFT was
a dream, then a plan and is now

a reality. It has opened its friendly

doors to all, especially the visitors to

our city. Its beautiful setting over-

looking as it does the Temple
grounds is very advantageous. This

and its worthy unselfish purpose

should assure its success.

TT has been organized to help meet

the crying need for more income

and more ways of supplementing

and adding to the family resources.

Our people have been drawn from
many different lands and they have

brought their characteristic traits and
talents with them. Many are gifted

and artistic and do excellent hand-

work.

Mormon Handicraft affords a

market for this work and has been

instituted primarily for this purpose.

In order to be self-maintaining it

must retain a small amount of the

proceeds when the articles are sold.

It is hoped that it will be possible to

reduce the amount of the retainer

when experience proves that it can

operate on a smaller amount.
The movement has great possibili-

ties for developing new avenues of

employment. While our women have

always made fine quilts, this should

create a demand for many more.

The same might be hoped for other

things such as rug making, sewing,

needle work, pottery, wood carving,

painting and sculpture. The making
of jellies and jams from native

fruits, ground cherry preserve like

pioneers made can be featured. Dried

corn, candy, honey, figs and sorghum
should prove salable and might de-

velop into an industry at points

where materials are found and are

available.

"PHE General Board appreciates

the loyal and hearty cooperation

that has been given by many stakes,

wards and individuals. St. John's
Stake, Arizona, was the first to take

out a membership. It was followed

closely by North Weber and its 8th

Ward. Highland Stake brought
many fine articles with its applica-

tion for membership. Wasatch
Stake brought in a variety of aprons.

Sister Broadbent, of Wasatch
Stake, was the first individual to

proffer an article for sale. Granite

Stake has the distinction of being the

first to take out a membership for

the stake and for each ward in the

stake.

TT is hoped that our fine workmen
will avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity to turn the work of their lei-

sure time to profit without leaving

their homes. Not only will it add to

their income but it will increase their

skill, their power to do and through
excercising their self-expression

happier, fuller living will result.

I
T can be a challenge to all our peo-

ple to develop their talents and
latent possibilities ; to create and
make things of a high standard of

excellence. "By their works ye shall

know them."

These articles displayed and of-

fered for sale will be the banner of

the Mormon people to the world.

Emerson said that if a man makes
even a mouse trap better than any
one else the world will beat a path

to his door.

TXTE trust that each member of

our great Relief Society or-

ganization will use her leisure to

grow to full stature of her possi-
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bilities. As Walter Pitkin quotes

an old English saying:

"Rest is not quitting the busy career,

Rest is the fitting of self for one's

sphere."

Mormon Handicraft is organized

to aid you ; to encourage you by
making a market for your hand
work.

Work and Business Department—
Knitting :

TLJAVE you ever tried a knitting

exchange? If not you will find

it a very profitable and enjoyable ex-

perience for a Work and Business

Meeting. Have members bring knit-

ting to meeting and then exchange
their patterns and instructions with

one another. At the same meeting a

fashion show of knit dresses and
sweaters, as well as a display of knit

articles, adds much to the occasion.

Hand knit dresses are among the

most durable and inexpensive cloth-

ing, as well as the most fashionable.

At a recent fashion show of "knits"

in a large department store, the aver-

age cost of material was $5.00. There
were dresses and sweaters for all oc-

casions and they were truly beautiful.

Knit children's and baby clothes are

very durable and comfortable. They
launder well and are especially good
for school. One may obtain from
the local merchants illustrated book-
lets on knitting which give full de-

tailed instructions on how to make
the articles illustrated. These book-
lets contain many suggestions, and
ideas for things not illustrated for

those who are interested and quick to

see possibilities. The following is a
practical list of these booklets

:

"Hand Knits" Vol. 97, price 15c.

Resort Fashions, published by the

Bear Brand and Bucilla Yarns.
"Fleishers Classic Hand Knit"

—

Both Men and Women's clothing,

Price 20c.

"Bernat's Handicrafter," Price

25c.

"Minerva Capri Book," price 25c.

"Fleishers Children's Book," this

is very fine, and has everything for

children. Vol. 33, price 25c.

"Fleishers New Hand Knits far

Youth (Girls),", price 25c.

"Fleishers New Fashions in Hand
Knits," Vol. 45, price 25c. (This is

very complete and beautifully illus-

trated.)

"Knitted Creations," by Nantung,
designs for men and women, price

25c.

We must not forget shawls. Is

there anything lovelier to wrap a

baby in than a fluffy knit white
shawl? Undoubtedly many women
will like new patterns for these and
will bring shawls for display.

Enlistment Committee

EFFICIENT Enlistment Commit-
tee Gets Results," is the very in-

triguing title under which Sister

Elizabeth McKay Hill discusses this

very important work in Relief So-
ciety. We are very grateful to Sis-

ter Hill for the following account of

this fine service, and the office heart-

ily endorses it:

"Enlistment work" in the Bonne-
ville Stake under the capable leader-

ship of Ella Coulam is one of our
strongest departments. Sister Cou-
lam is a past President, and a woman
blessed with the gifts of vision, wis-

dom and tact.

"A committee of four with one
acting as Chairman is chosen in each
Ward and it is their duty to learn and
interest all who are not attending Re-
lief Society. A card catalogue is

compiled containing the name, ad-

dress and telephone number of each

woman living in the Ward eligible
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for Relief Society Membership, and
by comparison with the roll the com-
mittee is aware of the women whom
they should interest through personal

contact.

"It is suggested that the teacher

supervisors call members of the en-

listment committee to accompany the

regular visiting teacher when her

companion cannot go. This enables

the enlistment committee members
to visit all parts of the Ward and
gives them an opportunity to broaden
their acquaintance and interest new
members. On regular meeting day,

the enlistment officers act as a recep-

tion committee and introduce to the

presiding officers and other members
all new-comers and those not ac-

quainted. Nominations for member-
ship may be made by the enlistment

committee members.
"On Union Meeting days, the

Stake Board member invites a repre-

sentative from each of the Ward
Committees to help receive at the

door, so that to each one who attends,

a familiar hand is extended and in-

troductions are exchanged enabling

all to become Stake conscious as well

as Ward conscious.

"The Relief Society Handbook is

used as a guide in class work at

Stake Department meetings ; each

committee member learns what Re-
lief Society really stands for and can
therefore talk intelligently on the

subject.

"When Bonneville Stake was or-

ganized in 1935, we had an enroll-

ment in our Relief Societies of 435.

At the close of 1936 our enrollment

was 480. During the year two new
Wards were organized from Yale
and LeGrand Wards, creating Yale-

crest and Gilmer Park; as a result,

Gilmer Park enrolled 19 new mem-
bers and Yalecrest 24 new members.

"For January, February, March,
1937, due to enlistment work, Thirty-

third Ward has 6 new members, Yale
Ward 6, Yalecrest 7, Emigration 3,

LeGrand 11, and Gilmer Park 2.

"We will ever owe a debt of grati-

tude to Myrtle B. Shurtliff, who was
instrumental in starting this work in

1922, when she was President of

Liberty Stake, our Mother Stake."

LESSONS FOR 1937-38

The Ministry of the Savior.

In the Theology Department the

following lessons will be studied

:

1. Some Mormon Contributions

To An Understanding Of The Life

And Teachings Of Christ.

2. Some Mormon Contributions

To An Understanding Of The Life

And Teachings Of Christ. (Cont'd.)

3. A Supreme Rule of Life—The
Law Of Brotherhood.

4. The Use Of Parables In

Christ's Teaching.

5. Some Thoughts On Prayer
And The Reign Of Law In The
Master's Teaching.

6. Christ And The Doctrine Of
The Resurrection.

7. Christ And The Atonement.
8. The Second Advent Of The

Messiah.

9. The Influence Of The Christ

On Civilization.

The main references for this

course are

:

Bible.

Book of Mormon
Doctrine and Covenants.
Pearl of Great Price.

Gospel Doctrine—Smith.

The Way to Perfection—Smith.

Jesus The Christ—Talmage.
The Articles of Faith—Talmage.

An additional list of reference

books found in the different lessons

which will be very helpful for com-
parison for those who can get access

to them follows. Some are not avail-

able even to those who have money
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to purchase them, but some of them

will doubtless be found in the semi-

nary libraries.

Critical Introduction to the Old
Testament—Gray.

Introduction To The Old Testa-

ment—McFadyen

.

Literature Of The New Testament

—Scott.
New Testament Criticism—Dana.

Jesus of Nazareth—Klausner.

Experience With The Supernatu-

ral In Early Christian Times—Case.

The Teachings of Jesus—Rail.

Notes on the Parables of our Lord
—Trench.

The Parables of Jesus—Goebel.

The Parabolic Teaching of Christ

—Bruce.

The Parables of Jesus—Buttrick.

Why I Believe in Religion

—

Brown.
Religion and The Mind of Today

—Leighton.

The Mediation and Atonement

—

Taylor.

The Art of Florence—H. H. Pow-
ers.

Great Books—F. W. Farrar.

TEACHERS' TOPIC

In the Teachers' Topic certain

traits and dispositions of the Master
will be given. The following are the

topics :

1. The Strength Of Jesus.

2. The Firmness Of Jesus.

3. The Optimism Of Jesus.

4. The Courage Of Jesus.

5. The Reasonableness Of Jesus.

6. The Humility Of Jesus.

7. The Patience Of Jesus.

8. The Poise Of Jesus.

9. The Friendship Of Jesus.

LITERATURE

In the Literature Department Bi-

ography will be continued with the

following lessons:

1, 2, and 3—Sacagawea.

4 and 5—Log Cabin Lady.

6, 7, 8, and 9—The Romance Of
An Old Playhouse.

These volumes may be secured at

the Deseret Book Store at the follow-

ing prices

:

Star Of The West, Sacagawea
$1.00 postpaid

Log Cabin Lady $1.25 postpaid

The Romance Of An Old Play-

Star Of The West, (Sacaga-

wea) $1.00 postpaid

If the entire course is purchased

at one time the price to Relief So-

ciety is $4, postpaid.

MISSION LESSONS

The Mission Lessons in Biography
are as follows:

1. Margaret Bach Huefner.

2. Jennette Evans McKay.
3. Magdalena Straubhaar

Schwendiman.
4. Melissa Jane Lambson Davis.

5. Margaret Stalle Barker.

6. Review And Discussion Of
Lessons 1-5.

7. 8, and 9. Sacagawea.
Mission Lessons in Child Guid-

ance:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Social Behavior.

Work and Play.

Children's Lies.

Sex Education.

Adolescence.

Personality Adjustments.

Success And Failure.

Mental Hygiene Of Childhood.
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Editorial

Wonderful Loyalty

HPHIS month brings the end of

our regular weekly meetings in

many stakes. We feel proud and

grateful for the wonderful loyalty

of the membership of Relief Society

in all the wards and missions of the

Church. Some who live within a

very short distance of the meeting

house hardly realize the struggle that

some women have had to attend their

meetings. Recently a Sister came in

the office from the Portola Branch,

Nevada District, of the California

Mission. This branch has only 16

members enrolled. They live in

widely-scattered districts. Sister

Inez Roberts, one of the members,
makes a total of 53 miles to attend

the meetings. On her way she does

a good deed by calling for one of

the class leaders who lives 20 miles

away from the meeting house.

Some of our Visiting Teachers

have walked many, many miles in

going around their districts. One
woman who lived in Canada told me
that she had to go around her district

on horseback, and several times she

would have to get off the horse, un-

fasten a big gate, lead the horse

through, fasten the gate, and mount
and go on her way.

We find that it doesn't matter how
difficult -it is to get to the meeting

places nor how far our Visiting

Teachers have to go in making their

rounds, the members get to the as-

sociation, the districts are visited.

Surely the blessings of our Heavenly
Father must attend these women who
show their loyalty to His work and
their appreciation for the organiza-

tion effected by the Prophet Joseph
Smith which has done and is doing

such a marvelous work for women.
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Amazing

AS we visit the literary classes

from time to time we find the

teachers wishing there were more
time to tell the lovely things that are

in the section of the book under

discussion, so imagine our surprise

the other day to hear a woman who
had recently returned from a near-by

State, say that she visited a literary

lesson and the teacher said, "I will

have to repeat, because last month
the teacher gave everything in the

book. Next time we'll have a party

so as not to repeat again." We

wonder how it is possible for any-

body to read the life of Abraham
Lincoln by Carl Sandburg and not

feel that there was enough in it not

only for three but for many, many
lessons. Teachers show their back-

ground and standing by their appre-

ciation of that which is fine. We
hope all our teachers in the future

will so appreciate the fine things in

the books studied that there will not

be one who will feel that it is neces-

sary to cover three lessons in one

because there isn't enough material.

Changes in Officials in Salt Lake Temple

pLDER GEORGE F. RICH-
ARDS and his wife have for

years presided over the work in the

Salt Lake Temple, showing marked

efficiency and characteristics that

have endeared them to all who have

entered its sacred precincts. Now
they have been asked to superintend

the work of all the Temples, and
their experience will fit them to emi-

nently perform this task. President

Richards will also serve as acting

Patriarch.

Elder Stephen L. Chipman will

now take Brother Richard's place,

and he will be assisted by George F.

Richards, Jr., and Nicholas G.
Smith. All three have character-

istics that fit them for this exalted

position. Kindly, gentle, under-
standing, devoted to the work, they

too, will be loved and will carry on
the work most successfully.

Superintendency of Y. M. M. I. A.

HpHE Church through its great

educational system has the big-

gest percentage of men and women
ready to fill posts of 'responsibility

and distinction of any body in the

world. And so when a vacancy oc-

curs, there are many possible choices

to fill it well.

When Albert E. Bowen was chos-

en as an Apostle, it became necessary
to reorganize the Young Men's
Mutual Improvement Association.

Three outstanding men now head it

—George Q. Morris, Joseph J. Can-
non, and Burton K. Farnsworth. All

three are graduates of the University
of Utah and for many years have
held leading positions in the Church.
They all know the Mutual Improve-
ment work through years of service
in its interest. They are full of
faith in the Gospel, progressive in

their thought, and deeply interested
in the youth of Zion. We are sure
their superintendency will be marked
by efficiency and progress in the
great work they are heading.
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To Our Contributors

TT is well known that stamped ad-

dressed envelopes should accom-
pany all manuscripts submitted to a

Magazine. In the past we have re-

turned the manuscripts of many who

have omitted this obligation, but

hereafter we shall not return manu-
scripts unless the writer sends post-

age, neither can we keep them for

future call.

Lessons for 1937-38

"\X7"E call our readers' attention to

the fact that we shall begin

publishing the lessons for 1937-38 in

the July issue of the Magazine. We
hope all whose subscriptions expire

with the June issue will renew now
so that they will have the material

for next fall. Not only should they

subscribe but they should put their

Magazines away carefully so they
will know where they are when need-

ed for next season's work. Maga-
zine Agents would do well to inter-

view those whose subscriptions ex-

pire during the summer months and
get renewals.

Erratum

TX7"E regret that an error was made
in our March issue in the date

of the first organization of the Pal-

estine-Syrian Mission Relief Society.

The first Relief Society was organ-

ized in 1906 at Aleppo and another

organization was effected at Aintab
in the same year, while Sister Mary
R. Moyle Booth, wife of President

Joseph Booth, was laboring in that

mission. This was then known as

the Turkish Mission.

To Stake Presidents

A BOUT the time that this Maga-
zine reaches you, you should re-

ceive a package containing enough
"Instructions to Magazine Agents,"

receipt books and order blanks for

each Ward in your Stake. Will you
kindly send these to the Ward Maga-
zine Agents at once, urging them

to secure as many subscriptions as

possible now ? Call their attention to

the fact that the lessons for next

season will begin in the July issue,

and that all those whose subscrip-

tions expire before that date should

renew at once in order that they may
have their lessons ready for next fall.

To Our Magazine Agents

Y<'OU will soon receive from your

Stake President a pamphlet, "In-

structions To Magazine Agents,"

your order blanks and receipt books.

Since the lessons for next season

will begin in the July issue, we urge

that the Magazine Agents get as

many subscriptions as possible now,

so that none of our members will be

without the first lessons next fall.

For a long time we have urged

that the securing of Magazine sub-

scriptions be an all-year campaign,

rather than leaving all the work un-

til the month specified for our Drive.

If this advice is followed, the period

from September 15 to October 15

will then be a time of gleaning, of

making and sending reports; the

work will not be strenuous, and much
greater success can be attained in

this way.

Let us make 1937 far exceed 1936,

wonderful as that record was.



A Generous Gift

OROTHER JACOB MAGLEBY
of Thornton, Idaho, has done a

gracious thing that we believe has

never been equalled before in our

history in sending 18 yearly sub-

scriptions to women residing in his

Ward. He asked Mrs. Martha
Briggs, secretary of Archer Ward
Relief Society, to give him the names
of all the mothers in the Ward over

50 years of age, also all the widows

who did not have the Magazine in

their home, whether they were mem-
bers of the Church or not. The list

was sent to him. He returned it with

a check, asking that a year's subscrip-

tion to the Magazine be sent to each

one.

We thank Brother Magleby for

his generosity and for the kindly

thought that prompted it.

FATHER
By Linnie Fisher Robinson

'Tis fathers' day and so I thought

To send you this bouquet;

Inadequate to speak my love

Or half my heart would say.

My gratitude is for the faith

You manifested clear

;

And kept at any sacrifice,

'Tis that I hold most dear.

Obedience I early loved

Because you walked aright

;

My reverence was half for you

When taught the gospel's light.

For thrift, I thank your honest heart

Your fine scholarly mind
;

This is a mighty tool to have
As I have come to find.

I thank you for your charity,

For all the help you gave

—

By hearing every call that came
And going forth to save.

Now, though the years have taken

toll,

Nobility still flings

Its gracious halo 'round your head,

And ranks you with the kings.

HOME
By Lydia Hall

Adventurers, who sail through skies of blue

On eagle wings beyond the horizon,

Your clear eyes seeking unknown lands where you
May view strange wonders 'neath a foreign sun;
O, brothers of the restless heart who hear
And list to the call of the seven seas

It must be fine to rove year after year
Discovering all of earth's mysteries,

But O, the strongest call to me today,

The one that fills my fondest dreams is home,
Beneath the old roof tree I want to stay,

I love the fireside too much to roam,
I am content to be where joy is still,

A small, brown wren beside the window sill.



COMPENSATION

By Ella J. Coulam

If the sun were always shining

And the skies forever blue,

We would never see the starlight

Or flowers filled with dew.

If our paths were strewn with roses

With no thorns to hurt our feet,

We would never know the value

Of true friends that we meet.

If the winter snows kept falling

With no summer for relief,

We would never know the peace

That follows after grief.

I WISH
By Julina B. Green

I wish my past misdeeds could be

Completely cast aside like garments old,

Nor leave a stain, nor spot on me,

Nor on my future life still keep a hold.

I wish my selfish heart could yield

To others all that's rightly theirs,

And not uphold its own ungodly ways,

But lose them in unselfish prayers.

I wish my loved ones and my friends

Could cover all my wrongs with charity

And only see in me my better self

And understand me as I try to be.

I wish that I could live a life so sweet,

So truly lovely and so undefiled

That every act or thought might safely be

Exposed unguarded to a little child.

I hope in that fair future life

My puny virtues might expand
To such dimensions that by each loved one I can be

Truly understood ; and understand.
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COMMENCEMENT—.4 Milestone

COMMENCEMENT is a milestone in the life of the graduate. It

means that the first lap has been run. It will soon be time, with

the graduate's entry into business, profession, or other occupa-

tion, to take the race of life seriously- To every graduate we wish

success.

Another milestone in the life of every young man or woman is the

time when he or she first takes out a life insurance policy. This first

policy is an auspicious start along the road to economic security—and it

removes much of the worry along the way. Insure with the Bene-

ficial—this strong company will go all the way with you. Call on your

local Beneficial agent; or, if you do not know him. drop a postcard

to the home office.

I4LUFE
AMY

Home Office- Beneficial Life Bldg.. Salt Lake City. Utah
heber j. grant. president
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PIONEER
By Conrey Bryson

He pauses a moment, alone, at the top of the hill,

And looks at the desert, now heaving its thorn-cluttered breast

;

The land that his bruised, aching fingers must conquer and till,

The land of his promise, the spot where his children may rest.

He raises his face to the parching and pitiless sky,

Then hopefully kneels for a while on the blistering sod.

Arising, the dreams of his youth are aflame in his eye.

This powerful man of the plains has communed with his God.

A vision is spreading before him. The pastures are green,

And cities are buzzing in riotous tumult and flare,

Men fighting for gold in the maze of the whirling machine.

The pioneer listens, and knows that his children are there.

His heart stops a moment, alone at the top of the hill.

He walks to the desert. His head now is weary with care.

Does he hear the voice of the desolate farm and the mill ?

The "Give us a job" that is rending the hot dusty air ?
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Inez Knight Allen
By Alice Louise Reynolds

TNEZ KNIGHT ALLEN, dis-

tinguished daughter of distin-

guished parents, has gone to her re-

ward—the reward of the just in

Christ Jesus our Lord.

Her deft hand and full heart

touched many phases of community
life, and all for good. She wove into

the pattern of her life beauty and
ideality, and as the pattern unfolded

it revealed a woman of skill in many
things—a woman of tact in all things

—a woman who was a pioneer in

three lines of service.

TNEZ was born in Payson, Septem-

ber 8, 1876. Her parents were

Jesse and Amanda McEwan Knight.

She loved and honored them
throughout her life. Her deep affec-

tion for them was reciprocated by
their deep affection for her. It is to

be hoped that she has talked over

her father's life and character with

some one who will in the future be

his biographer, else there will be

great loss; for no one understood
"Uncle Jesse" better than did his

daughter Inez. Mrs. Allen received

her early schooling in Payson, but

so deeply inbued was her father with

the spirit of Dr. Karl G. Maeser
that he moved to Provo in 1898 that

his children might have the advan-
tage of attending Brigham Young
Academy.

'TPHEN came her mission, which

will always be historic; for she

and Mrs. Jennie Brimhall Knight
were the first women to be called on
missions in the same manner as most
women are called on missions today,

and not in connection with their

husbands.

f")N HER return she acted in the

capacity of dean of women at

Brigham Young Academy, although

it was not known by that name at

that time. At the same time she

served as secretary to her father

whose volume of business was daily

increasing.

CHE has been an interested and

ardent Church worker through-

out her life. She began in the Sun-
day School as a teacher, but was
soon taken on to the stake board of

the Relief Society where she served

as secretary and afterward as coun-

selor to Martha A. F. Keeler, wife

of Joseph B. Keeler. In 1918, on
Sister Keeler's retirement, she be-

came Stake President which office

she held until 1924. She was the first

President to employ a trained social

worker, and was the leading spirit

in the organization of the Commun-
ity Welfare office still functioning

in Utah County. Her administration

was of a very high order and un-
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usually efficient. It was character-

ized by a number of innovations, by
intelligence and vision.

TOURING the war she served as

chairman of the Utah County
Council of Defense and Liberty

Loan Committee. She was Vice-

Chairman of the Utah County Red
Cross, and in recent years has served

on the Utah County Relief Com-
mittee.

CHE WAS active in politics. She

was the only woman in Utah
County ever placed on a ticket for

the state senate. She believed that

woman should take a part in better-

ing government whether national or

local. Some of us recall the picture

of William Jennings Bryan, standing

on her mother's porch, urging those

who came within the range of his

voice to support her for the Senate.

They also remember that when he
was through, President Heber J.

Grant told the throng gathered that

were he a resident of Utah County,
irrespective of party affiliation, he
would support Mrs. Allen. She
never went to the legislature, but she

did make it possible for others to go
and rejoiced at their success; for

she lived to see women from both
major political parties serve the leg-

islature from Utah County.
She served her party nationally as

a presidential elector. She was a del-

egate to the National Convention
held in New York in 1924, and
served the state as National Com-
mittee woman four years. It was in

this capacity that she attended the

National Convention at Houston,
Texas, in 1928, and at this time her
public work became sufficiently sig-

nificant to give her a place in

"Who's Who."
On June 11, 1902, she was mar-

ried to Robert Eugene Allen.

Mrs. Allen was as outstanding in

her domestic life as she was in her

public work. She with her husband
builded a home from whence five

stalwart sons have gone forth,

equipped to serve the modern world.

Four of those five young men have
done service in the mission field.

She used to say that her daughters

were her sons' wives. Like her sons

they are a group of useful and cul-

tivated young women, who will miss
her greatly as will her two grand-

children. On Friday, preceding her

demise, which occurred on Satur-

day, June 5, she was at a luncheon,

where about twenty-two of her

friends were gathered. She talked

of her grandchildren, of their proud
fathers and fond mothers, and the

last word from her lips that fell

upon my ears concerned her son

Robert and wife who are in Paris,

France.

The Allen home was a home of

interest and happiness. Often it has

been my privilege to dine with the

family. Such times were always oc-

casions for me, as I listened to

Brother and Sister Allen and their

sons and daughters converse togeth-

er. Sometimes it was serious conver-

sation, at other times it was full of

humor, talk that caused a lot of mer-
riment and fun ; it was table talk of

a very high order.

T HAVE stated earlier in this arti-

cle that she pioneered in three

fields. These fields were missionary

work, social work, and the cause of

women in social and political life.

TLJER crowning work for her

Church has been in the Relief

Society. So diligently did she seek

for knowledge in this field that she

became a social worker of repute,

sought for on county boards and on
state committees. By every instinct

of her being she was eminently fitted

for this work. Born of parents of

large sympathy, the driving power
of her soul was sympathy. She had
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'such great understanding' say many
who knew her. 'She could go to the

most rural community and put at

ease the timid,' say others, 'bringing

peace where there had been distress.'

Always she saw what was lovely in

a situation, and drew one's attention

from the unlovely to the lovely. She
was a sort of alchemist turning base

metal into gold in a spiritual sense.

Her success as Stake President of

the Relief Society was in all proba-
bility due much more to the sym-
pathy she aroused for those less for-

tunate in life than from any tech-

nique she made use of, although she

sought and used the most progres-

sive methods in her work.

TT WAS the intellectual acumen
blended with fine feeling and

deep concern for others that was
basic in her success both as an ad-

ministrator and as a public speaker.

She was effective as a speaker, but

when she spoke she always warmed
hearts and almost as often drew
tears from the eyes of her listeners.

A/TRS. ALLEN was connected

with various circles of women

:

The Brigham Young University

Women, the Nelke Reading Club,

The Yeasharah Club, which is an
organization of lady missionaries,

and the Alice Louise Reynolds Club,

which she was prominent in bring-

ing into being in 1932. She was four

years the Chairman of the Central

Committee; she was also a member
of Chapter Two, of the Club known
as the Alice Louise Reynolds
Friendly Circle, all of Provo, and
for some time she has been a mem-
ber of the Friendship Circle of Salt

Lake City.

TNEZ KNIGHT ALLEN, highly

respected, deeply beloved, leaves

behind a place that others cannot fill.

As she moved about in the various

circles with which she has been con-

nected, her face glowed with the love

her soul radiated, and the memory
of her soul's glow will be a part of

the wealth of all who ever knew
her as long as there are those remain-
ing who felt her handclasp and who
knew her smile.

Some there are who create art,

others there are who make of their

lives a work of art—she belonged to

the latter group.

A TRIBUTE TO INEZ KNIGHT ALLEN
By Sebrina Cropper Reynolds

Dear heart, the tie that binds us ne'er

can sever

Though thou the pure, the good art

called away

Thy memory lingers—we'll forget

thee never

The Father called—we would not

bid thee stay.

Go claim the crown of honor and ap-

proval

That He a loving Father will bestow.

Our hearts bow down with grief

at thy removal

It is so hard dear one to see thee go.

But we will hold forever in remem-
brance

Thy kindly word, thy genial pleasant

smile

Our lives are enriched, inspired be-

cause we knew thee

Thy soul was pure—thy life un-

known to guile

;

Though rich endowed the humble
knew thy favor

Thou wert so keen to take the suf-

ferer's part

It was of such as thee, that spoke our

Savior

When Christ said: "Blessed are the

Pure in Heart."



The Grandmother
By Marguerite Johnson Griffin

SUSAN ABBEY, old, stooped,

and gray, walked slowly and
with faltering steps toward her

daughter's home. She was just re-

turning from Relief Society and the

meeting had cheered her and invigor-

ated her while she had been there,

although she was in a city far from
her old home and lifetime friends.

But now as she approached the ram-
bling white house which sheltered her

daughter and her daughter's brood
of children, the old despair and emp-
tiness returned to lay its hand upon
her heart which had known its varied

pains and joys, but never this futility

which she was feeling now. It was
but a few short months since Ira, her

beloved husband, had departed from
this world, leaving her, an empty-
hearted old woman, to go on breath-

ing, eating, and fitfully sleeping, but

never again really living, until her

days, too, should be finished.

She entered the gate, and weary
from her walk, but more weary from
the meanderings of her mind, she

seated herself on a rustic bench built

artistically between two shade trees.

There was no need to hurry in. In-

side there was nothing for her to do.

It was always, "No, Grandmother,
you sit down and rest. We'll soon be

through." They meant to be kind.

And perhaps it was for the best that

she be kept from heavy house-work.

For her legs were stiff from rheu-

matic pains, and her hands were quite

unsteady.

Before Ira's death, they had lived

alone together, the two old people.

She had cooked and washed and
mended for- the two of them quite the

same as she had always done, and
people had been wont to remark how
spry she was. But since Ira had

left her, something had happened to

her. She felt broken in body and
spirit. She wished she might have
gone, too. Why must she go on liv-

ing ? She was not needed here. Her
children were all self-sufficient,

grown, married, some of them with

married children of their own. But
still she must live on, a burden to

herself at least, if not to the children

who, she knew, loved her devotedly,

and wished to care for her in their

homes and make her life as happy as

possible.

But a mother's joy is not in being

served, but in doing for her children,

and when she feels she can no longer

do for them, then for her at least

life has lost its meaning. So it was
with Susan Abbey. Since there seem-
ed to be no future for her to think

about, she must needs recreate the

past. She had been a pretty girl

when she was young, slender and
graceful. She looked down at her
hands, wrinkled and gnarled. It was
hard to believe they could ever have
been young. What a priceless thing

youth is ! Much too precious to be
bestowed upon the young who take it

so for granted, who never stop to

think that it will pass one day. She
sighed with the weariness of age.

At least it was nice to remember she

had been pretty. And Ira ! So tall,

so straight, so up-right. They had
been ideally happy together to the

very end.

She thought of her children one by
one, the six in their order and the

wee one they had laid away in a tiny

grave before its life had scarce be-

gun.. What glory, that memory of

chubby arms about her neck, of baby

laughter, of rollicking, pattering
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youthful feet. And then the empti-

ness as each one had married and
they had been left alone, a middle-

aged couple growing daily older.

But at least they had had each other,

and all these things, the sadness and
the joy, had welded their hearts into

one.

And now he was gone. No won-
der she felt only half alive. No
wonder life seemed empty, aching.

For the sake of her children who
were good and kind, she had tried to

be brave and smile. All her life she
had felt that each human being had
enough troubles of his own without
being made miserable by another's

whining. All her life she had hidden
the aches her heart had been called

upon to suffer. But now it was al-

most too hard. For a brief moment
she gave herself to the crudest of all

things, self-pity. How she longed
for a return of the days when her
little brood had been around her.

When there had been sticky hands to
wash, grimy necks and ears to scrub,
hungry little mouths to fill, sleepy
eyes to lull to rest. But now her
children were doing these things for
their children and she was no longer
needed. She was in the way, and
useless.

ORISK steps upon the walk caused

her to look up and strain her
near-sighted eyes for recognition. It

was Emily, her granddaughter, who
had been married less than a year.

She did not live very far from her
mother so it was no matter for won-
der to see her come lightly through
the gate, for her visits were very
frequent. Nonetheless, the old lady
was surprised that the young girl

walked straight to her before going
into the house. Not so much by that

fact perhaps, for all the grandchil-
dren were affectionate toward her,

but because of the girl's flushed
cheeks and the worried lines upon
her usually smooth brow.

"Oh, Grandmother," she said upon
a deep-throated sigh, which bespoke

more anxiety than words. And after

kissing the older woman, she threw
herself upon the grass at her feet.

"How are you, Emily?" the old

lady asked softly, her mind no longer

upon her own troubles, but search-

ing vainly to find what might be
challenging the composure of this

beautiful young girl, whose heart

had always been so light, whose eyes

so joyous.

"Oh, I'm all right," she said terse-

ly, and then abruptly gave way to

emotions she had tried to conceal.

"No. I'm not. I'm miserable, and
I've got to tell someone. Grand-
mother, I'm going to have a baby."
Some happiness leaped up in the

old lady's heart.

"A baby," she repeated reverently.

It would be her first great-grand-
child. A baby's coming meant anti-

cipation, new hope, new life. As
long as there were children the world
could never grow old. "That is won-
derful, Emily," she went on with
gently subdued elation. "I'm so glad
for you."

"Why, Grandmother? Why are
you glad?"

The old woman's bright eyes

scanned the young face before her.

With keen intuition she said, "In
other words, my dear child, you won-
der what there is in it to be glad

about. In other words you were
wishing

—

"

"Yes, Grandmother, I was wish-
ing it didn't have to be. All my fun,

my good times, will be over. There
will be work, and restless nights,

sickness, worry. Oh, you see, I know
what it means. I am mother's oldest.

I've had my share of baby tending."

"Yes, of baby tending, perhaps,"
came the slow gentle voice, "But not

of baby loving." The girl started to

protest, but the woman hastened on.

"Oh, I know you loved them, but
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they were your brothers and sisters.

You were a child. Now, you are a

woman. You will love the wee one

with a mother's love which is quite

a different thing and quite a wonder-
ful thing, too."

"You're sweet, Grandmother,"
breathed the girl. "You had your
share of babies, didn't you? You'd
think you would be tired of them."

"No, child. There is eternal joy in

babies. The world would be a dreary
place without them to refresh its

laughter and dim its pain. So, Emily,
be happy about the wonderful thing

that is coming to you. You are

standing upon the threshold of the

greatest experience of your life.

True, some people give childhood the

credit for being the happiest time.

To be sure, it is the most care-free

time. But nothing can equal the days
when your babies are small, even
though they bring years fraught with
work and responsibility."

"You make it sound nice anyway,
Grandmother," the girl replied some-
what doubtfully.

"Well, you know, dear, the Sa-
viour said, 'Suffer little children to

come unto Me'. In spite of the

short time He was given on earth in

which to fulfill His mission, He was
never so busy that he was annoyed
by children's eager prattle. Instead
He took them in His arms and bless-

ed them, for, said He, 'of such is the

kingdom of Heaven.' He came to

do a vicarious work for us, and so

likewise does every mother of man.
She does something for another hu-
man soul which he could not do for

himself. With the goodness of God,
she creates for him a human body,
and suffers pain that he might enter

this life. It is a holy thing, Emily.
An achievement to be proud of."

"You're an angel, Grandmother.
You make me feel ashamed of my-
self," she said whole-heartedly. I'll

always think of your words when-

ever I feel wearied by the task. Af-
ter all, Mother did it for me and for

my brothers and sisters. I must be
worthy of her. I must be as brave
as she."

"And after your baby is here, you
will feel that your reward outshines

everything, everything," the old lady

promised musingly.

From the doorway of the house,

Susan's daughter and Emily's moth-
er called. "What are you two doing
out there? You better come on in."

"You go in, Emily," suggested the

Grandmother. "I want to sit here a

little longer, and think a moment,"
she added almost under her breath.

As the girl skipped lightly away,
the woman mused upon the glory of

children. What would she do now
without her boys and girls, their boys
and girls? Then indeed her life

might be empty. They were good to

her. They loved her. Could they be

blamed that their busy lives and fly-

ing feet of youth sometimes made
them seem unmindful of the ache

she bore in her heart? After all,

why should they carry her burden?
She was a mother and a mother must
bear her own problems as well as

those of her children. It was human
nature. Her back straightened visi-

bly. Yes. She would somehow find

the strength to hide her sorrow and
not dim the happiness of these

younger lives. And then, there was
Ira, somewhere, waiting, whom she

must make proud of her.

T ATER in the evening the young
grand-children were in bed and

the older ones had gone off to Mu-
tual, when her son-in-law had gone
back to the office for a little extra

work, Susan sat knitting quietly by
the side of her daughter, Martha.
The room was calm and still, and Su-
san felt almost that if she raised her

eyes she might see Ira, instead of

Martha, sitting by her, poring over

the pages of a book. Ira had been
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such a student, and many an evening

they had spent enjoying quiet just

such as this, with her knitting, mend-
ing, or sewing, while he read, some-
times aloud, but more frequently to

himself. He could cover more
ground when he read silently, he
said, and his mind could never rest

inactively. Good, dear Ira. She
wondered if over there they missed
the absent ones as much as they were
missed here. Perhaps they were too

busy, and perhaps they perceived the

Gospel Plan so much more plainly

that the time did not seem so long.

Activity is the best healer of lone-

liness. But what could you do when
your body was old and gnarled, and
handicapped you in things demand-
ing much expenditure of energy?
What could you do when you could
only sit and knit and think?

"Mother—"
Her daughter's voice stopped the

channel of her thoughts as always
that call from her children had done
from the earliest time that they could
lisp the word. Her mind was wash-
ed clear of all memories and ponder-
ings and waited in attention for her
daughter's words.

"Yes, dear," she said.

"Mother," the voice was hesitant

and perplexed. "I am in an agony of
fear. Emily is to have a baby."

"Yes, I know. She told me. But
what have you to fear ? She is a good
girl. She will make a fine mother."

"Indeed she will. The best," she
answered heartily. "But she is so
young. It is such a hard ordeal."

"Not as young as you were with
your first one. Nor I," she rejoined,

apparently without sympathy.
"That is true," murmured Martha

as if the thought brought no consola-
tion.

The Grandmother's voice softened
gently.

"I know, dear. I know what you
are feeling now. I felt it for you,

for each one of my girls. You would
like to spare her the suffering. But
it is a good thing you can't. You
would likewise spare her the joys of

motherhood."
"Mother, you are right. You are

always right. You make me see so

clearly. But it is so hard to sit back
and watch, and be able to do nothing
but wait, all the while knowing what
suffering it means."

"But Emily is young and strong.

Doctors can offer more help now
than they could in your day, or in my
day. It may not be as hard as you
think. Usually one suffers more
fearing a thing than facing it. More
things have been worried about than
have actually taken place."

"How true ! But it takes so much
courage," the younger woman plead-
ed.

"I think," said the Grandmother
with misty eyes, "that one of the first

lessons a mother must learn is pa-
tience. And if she holds fast to it

and forgets it not, it will lead her
straight to the possession of that

courage she needs."

"You are wonderful, Mother,"
breathed the other woman. "How do
you remember such wonderful phil-

osophies for every occasion?"

"I'm afraid, daughter, that I often
forget them when I need them most.
Patience—It is one of the things I'm
afraid I was quite forgetting to hang
on to."

"Patience," murmured the other
woman as if to fasten it well upon
her heart-strings. "Patience."

"Perhaps you would like to know,
Martha, what Emily said to me this

afternoon. She said she must be as
brave as you have always been."

The younger woman's eyes flashed
quickly upon the wrinkled face be-
fore her, and there was self-reproach
burning in them.

"I have much to live up to then,
haven't I ?" she murmured.
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"No more than any other mother,"

replied the old lady gently. "Our
daughters can have no more patience

or courage than we ourselves have to

impart to them."

"How brave I ought to be, then,"

breathed Martha, rising abruptly to

kiss her mother warmly and affec-

tionately. Then she quickly left the

room to conceal the hot tears which
were searing her eye-balls.

"What a lot I have been forgetting

since Ira died," mused the old lady.

"Things he would not have me for-

get."

CHE had hardly time to collect her

thoughts when John, Martha's
oldest boy, dashed impetuously into

the house. It was hard to believe

that Mutual was already over. The
evening had passed so quickly. But
here was John, and there was hot

anger written all over his face.

"Have a nice Mutual, John?" she

asked simply.

"Naw," he blustered. "Everything
went haywire. It's the basket-ball

team. I'm captain, you know. And
Dan Marks has had some kind of a
feud on with Bill Drake. I don't

know what it's all about. But he is

jealous because Bill Drake got public

credit for a play that Dan takes cred-

it for. Of course, Bill could not

have made it if it hadn't been for

Dan's fine playing, too. But at any
rate Dan's sore, and is quitting the

team. That's some sportsmanship, if

you ask me. Letting personal feel-

ings enter into a game. Dan's our
best player, too. You would think he
could be a little more generous to

Bill whose playing has never even
been noticed before. Well, he can
just get out, if he's asking to."

John's chin was setting into a hard
firm line. "Even if he is our best,

we'll get along without him. We'll
show him." The youthful face was
hot and flushed with passion.

"Of course you can get along with-

out him, John," said the little old

lady with calm assurance. "Your
team will carry its good work along.

That is one thing that is always true.

No individual can drop out and ruin

the existence of a good organization.

Take the Church, for instance. It

will go on, regardless of whether you
and I do our part in it or not."

"I'll say," remarked the youth,

feeling elated that Grandmother
agreed with him.

"But even so, son, we must re-

member that if we don't do our part

in the Church, although the Church
will still go on, it will not be quite as

complete as if we were still within

the fold. Now, take your basket-ball

team. It will carry on, but will the

playing be quite equal to what it was
when Dan was on the team ?"

"I'm afraid not. That's what wor-
ries me. But we can't let him think

he is so important
—

"

"You see, John, the Church needs
you and me. Your basket-ball team
needs Dan. It's like this. If one of

our family, any one, should be taken
by death, the rest of us would still

go on living, but not quite as before.

There would be an emptiness." Her
voice trembled faintly at the word.
"Our happiness would not be quite

as perfect. So it is with the Church
and your basket-ball team, when one
is missing who should be there."

"Why, Grandmother, I had never
thought of it like that before," said

the boy with a new light in his eyes.

"But how can I make Dan stay?"

"I think it will be very simple. In-

stead of being afraid of letting him
know how important he is to the

team—After all that is but a sign of

jealousy upon your part—tell him
what his work means to the success

of your team. Tell him you can't do
without him. That will soften his

heart, I'll bet you a dollar, and will

make him feel good. Everyone likes

to feel appreciated. And perhaps if
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you are very tactful, you can even

straighten out the feud, as you call

it, between him and Bill, and you
will all be better friends. The best

of friendships grow out of condi-

tions which are hard to weather, and
every leader must have humility to

take the lead in settling disputes,

must have the generosity to praise

ability and effort put forth by one
of his subordinates, and he must
know that there is no member, even

ever so humble, that he can do with-

out."

"Gee, Grandmother! You're a

whizz ! "And he, too, kissed her

goodnight with boyish bruskness.

CUSAN thought that no compli-

ment had ever been paid her

equal to being called a whiz by a boy
so young, so full of energy, so full

of flashing anger which could mellow
as suddenly to impetuous generosity.

And as she climbed the stairs to bed
that night she was amazed to recall

how full her day had been, she who,
but a few hours ago, had thought
her life hopelessly empty. She saw

now that a mother's duties must
never end, no matter how old and
bent she may get. As long as she

lives and breathes there are children

to be watched over, grandchildren,

and soon a great-grandchild. No.
There was no longer dirty faces to

wash, but there were gloomy spirits

to brighten and angry passions to

subdue. There were no longer hun-
gry mouths to feed, but groping souls

to nourish with the counsel and wis-

dom of age. And no matter how
old they might be, there would be

tears she could dry, not with a hanky
as in days past, but with words of

consolement and prayers of faith.

How busy must a mother be all her

days!

"It is not only that I need them
now as never before, but they still

need me," the Grandmother breathed

triumphantly.

And sleep, the sleep of peace and a

new purpose in life, brought rest to

eyes which so shortly before had
wept in mourning, but now would be

dried henceforth by the calm patience

of courage.

HOME
By Susan T. Jennings

Home need not wear a polished mien,

Nor bear a studied grace

To mark its hospitality

And make it choice of place.

But all its charms and attitudes,

Its welcomings should be

As kingly cloak to garb therein

A fine sinceritv.

I care not for its class or cast,

Nor for its warp and woof

;

For home is where the heart throbs true

Beneath whatever roof.



What Should Mothers Do?
By Jean Cox

THIS is written from the out-

side looking in. In a recent

article in Scribner's entitled

"The Modern Woman Goes Home,"
by Mrs. Ralph Borsodi, a clever

analysis is given of the importance

that production still plays in the

homes of today. In this she ques-

tions the net earning capacity of mar-
ried women outside the home as

compared with the women whose
major job is homemaking. She has

convinced herself that there is both

happiness and economic satisfaction

in the home production of food,

clothing, and laundry.

It is the conclusion of Mr. and
Mrs. Borsodi that the average

woman who cooks, cans, preserves,

bakes, and launders at home for her

family produces more wealth than

she could produce by earning money.

Her own hourly earnings on home
work have been so large that she

believes that the same sort of cost

analysis for nursing, music teaching,

and entertainment would prove that

the value of her economic contribu-

tion within the home would be sub-

stantially equal to the value of the

man's economic contribution in in-

dustry.

Far too much recognition has been

given to the job of money making.

This, unfortunately, in Mrs. Bor-

sodi's opinion, has overshadowed
many of the human values to which
homes contribute and unfortunately

this great movement of women into

industry competing in many cases

with men during the working day
has not been an unmixed blessing.

Some thinkers contend it was a

costly mistake and as a result home
life has been cheapened. Birth of

children has been deferred for years,

if not indefinitely. Respect for

woman's work in the home has been

minimized. Some of the very

foundations of living have been be-

littled. In many cases, home stand-

ards of living have been cheapened
and, unfortunately, made ugly.

Mrs. Borsodi claims that the

largest part of the food, clothing,

utilities and services needed to live

in accordance with the high standards

prevailing today can be produced

in the home, quality for quality, at

a lower cost than they can be pro-

cured from the factory system. Her
records, covering several years,

show that an intelligent woman can

easily earn 20 cents to 50 cents per

hour year in and year out with no

losses for unemployment. The
amount earned depends somewhat
on the size of the family, standard

of living and the amount of work
accomplished. In some kinds of

production where equipment is satis-

factory the earnings per hour range

higher than the above figure.

From careful study of canned

versus homemade foods Mrs. Bor-

sodi showed that the total earnings

in one month in home prepared food

over canned was $10.36. Of course,

there are some splendid reasons for

using canned fruits, vegetables, and
meats. By using some prepared

foods and preparing others and then

comparing the finished meal with

down-town meals the average wom-
an, who organizes well and works
efficiently, will find that her earning

power may range from $1.00 to $1.50

an hour in meal preparation.

In one or two cases her figuring

is a bit spectacular; however, the
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article on the whole is challenging

and well worth reading.

TT is the opinion of the author that

where women work long hours in

shops or industries, personal and
home costs are apt to mount.

Lunches and very often dinners are

eaten down town. Frequently the

family decide that as they are near

a theatre a show is advisable. When
this becomes a tri-weekly habit the

profit from work outside the home
dwindles to an uncomfortable per-

centage. Because home time is lim-

ited when the woman works it is

frequently decided that entertain-

ment of guests should also be done

down town. It takes time and en-

ergy to keep up the establishment

in first-class shape even with help.

It is so easy to forget to put oil in

some of the various and sundry

lamps which contribute to a smoothly

running comfortable home. There
is danger of last minute annoyances

from finding empty cans of staple

supplies, linens that have been folded

too long, dishes grimed with smoke
or dust, or silver tarnished from lack

of use. Hospitality means pleasure

in sharing and company planning is

not happily done if one is anxiously

waiting for the moment to leave for

work or for home.

OOWEVER, far more important

for consideration than monetary
costs and values is the family build-

ing or the human element in home-
making. Traditions which have
come down from one generation to

the next must be of some value. If

the man is to be really the head of

the house it is necessary for his ego
that he be respected as such. Among
the most treasured ideals of family
life the man's job has been that of

providing. Perhaps it is better after

all to give encouragement and con-
fidence that he is still equal to that

responsibility for the family. While
children are small this is especially

important. After all, accepted tra-

ditions represent the best from pre-

vious generations. Family economic
and social havoc may result from
throwing overboard too many estab-

lished principles of successful fam-
ily life.

In cases of emergency or dire need
womenhave gone into different kinds

of industry and carried the working
day load in addition to extra re-

sponsibilities before and after hours.

Unfortunately, however, the lure of

associations in stores and offices

more often than not keeps the wom-
an on the outside job after the im-
mediate need is passed. During the

present depression when the husband
remained unemployed many mothers
have kept their families off the

relief rolls. Contact with many of

these fine women brings admiration
for sportsmanship and willing sacri-

fice, as well as administrative ability.

The exceptional childless woman
who manages well, who desires a

career, and whose husband is more
or less married to his job, may be
guilty of grave injustice to herself

if she does not find some outside

means to use up her pent-up energy.

However, if this desire for money
making and resultant independence
carries on for 10-20-30 years let us
hope that the sacred bonds of matri-
mony will not be stretched to the

breaking point. In some cases it is

true that an extra job in the fam-
ily adds interest and stimulates give-

and-take relationships. There are
cases on record, however, where the

official head of the family becomes
tired of this business partnership and
desires a more rested companion to

share his interests and approve his

ambitions.

There is also grave danger in the
home that the over-ambitious, ner-
vous woman may work far beyond
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her strength. There are certain

eliminations that are good form and
failure to see true values is sheer
folly. Saving a few cents in pay-
ment for labor may result in other-
wise unwise expenditure of many
dollars for hospital and doctor bills.

More important, however, than
money waste is the devastating effect

on children and husband of living

with frayed nerves and almost con-
stant resulting irritability.

Recently a friend made the state-

ment that she did not feel very
democratic after she had been around
some children raised in private

schools as they were so charming
and proper. Another woman com-
menting on children who had been
raised in schools abroad expressed

her feeling by saying, "Those chil-

dren have lovely manners and speak
several languages beautifully but
their emotions seem all bottled up,

to me, they are stilted and un-
natural." "Half of Bob's pleasure,"

she continued, "in spelling the words
correctly or working his arithmetic

problem is running up to me with
a man hug and whispering, T got all

my problems today.' This exuber-
ance means more to me than correct

suppression." "Even in private

schools," she continued, "there are

too few instructors or house moth-
ers to really share successes or sor-

rows with youngsters." "And then,"

she asked, "what are mothers for?"

"D ECENTLY there was a discus-

sion of a financially successful

family. The children had attended
boarding schools most of their lives.

During these youngsters' late ado-
lescence the emotional life of the

family landed on the rocks. There
was the usual triangle and subse-

quent divorce. Not to be outdone,
the mother remarried. With so lit-

tle respect for marriage as a holy
institution it was not at all remark-

able that one of the daughters par-
ticipated in a runaway marriage.
Neither will it surpass understand-
ing if this hasty marital experience
climaxes in a spectacular divorce.

The mother had been very proud of

a business career which had been
unusually successful. During the

discussion the question was raised—
need there have been a family smash
if the mother had remained satisfied

with her wife and motherhood re-

sponsibilities and kept the family to-

gether as a group?
In family life as well as in busi-

ness dealings it is unethical to "rob

Peter to pay Paul." The desire to

rob, more often than not, results

from over ambition. In questionable

big business it is outsmarting the

victims. On the sheet it may be

petty larceny totaling to only a few
cents or a few dollars. In the home
it may be gross injustice resulting

from shifting personal responsi-

bilities. Can the few extra dollars

for a better car, a bigger rug, a de-

sired trip, compensate an inferiority

complex in a child caused by being
brought up by a disagreeable maid
over months or years while mother
has a career? Can lack of compan-
ionship between husband and wife,

mother and children be measured by
a few paltry dollars ?

There are frequently occasions of

special needs when extra money
seems imperative. If an ambitious

child desires training above all things

else, it may be wise to break the ac-

cepted routine of living. Sometimes
a woman whose desire for beauty or

for social advancement have been

nearly smothered find some outlet or

change is necessary. These and
other examples, however, are not

sufficient argument for the number
of married women trying to do two
jobs. It is the exceptional woman
with almost limitless energy who
should expect much satisfaction in
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dividing time, interest, and energy
between her home and the so-called

business which in many cases results

in unfairness to the different mem-
bers of the family.

"PHE mentally, emotionally or

physically fagged individual

lacks understanding and quick sym-
pathy. Recently a deserted wife who
was trying valiantly to earn a living

made the comment, "Why do mar-
ried women want to work and go
home too tired to give a decent wel-

come to husbands or be too weary to

more than mumble responses to the

recounting of children's various ex-
periences?" "It frightens me," she
continued, "for fear my children will

think I have lost interest in what
they do." "My head throbbed last

night after a hard day in the store.

Jack's voice broke a bit when he
said, 'Mom, you didn't listen, I won't
tell you again.' " Perhaps this par-
ticular incident was unimportant,
but what will be the cumulative ef-

fect of self-repression on Jack's nor-
mal development?

Susan, age four years, is accepted
as one of the difficult children in

kindergarten. She has what might
be called the pouting habit. At home
it works. Mother is the first one to
leave in the morning and Father is

too hurried to resort to first prin-
ciples of discipline. The two older
brothers and one sister, usually hur-
rying to school make vague promises
to her pouting demands in their de-
sire to get to school before the last

bell. The last half hour before
Susan fs on her way with the neigh-
bors' children is most trying for
Nora as she frantically tries to get
Susan to eat according to orders
and only succeeds in irritating the
youngest member of the family to
tears. With only half enough break-
fast Susan is bound to be trouble-
some until mid-morning lunch when

her behavior approaches that of a
better conditioned child. After her
return home in the early afternoon
she demands first one attention and
then another but is definitely un-
happy because of lack of personal
interest and understanding of her-
self. She is unfortunately an un-
loved child. Her social-emotional
satisfactions are similar to John's
definition of a vacuum—"a hole
where there ain't nothing."

"PHERE are comparatively few
cases on record where children

have been sufficiently divorced from
home atmosphere to talk freely in
the office or at the business of either
parent. Too often offices are de-
void of personal effects as well as
happy memories. In comparison,
the pre-dinner atmosphere at home
is usually marked with anticipation
and friendliness. Frequently the
usual food aromas stimulate confi-
dence. One mother of three boys
maintains that the most opportune
time for confidences is in the kitchen
when she is too busy to seem
curious as to what has happened in
the past twenty-four hours. A little

extra stirring on her part which suc-
cessfully hides her anxiety usually
overcomes any reticence on the part
of the child. The name of the latest
girl friend comes naturally into the
conversation. Plans for the next
party come up for approval. It is

commonly understood that when
Mother and one member of the fam-
ily are engaged in conversation that
there is a recognized "busy" sign on
the opposite side of the door. Per-
haps paid employees can obtain simi-
lar confidences but the evidence fails
to show it.

In one home where managing the
household was the major responsi-
bility Mrs. A. found that the back
living room if she were resting en-
couraged understanding discussions
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and admissions. It must be under-

stood that a feeling of peace and

ease are necessary before one person

old or young divulges secrets or

thoughts that are essentially his.

Where a woman works outside the

home the time element becomes
rather an important one. Just as it

takes time to build friendships out-

side the home it also requires care-

ful attention and interest to main-

tain rapport among the family

group.

Lack of courage sometimes re-

sults in children taking a round-a-

bout course. The other evening a

somewhat bashful four and a half

year-old wanted to share candy with

neighbors. He filled a box from his

bag of candy and began passing to

his mother. Not quite understand-

ing his hospitable intent she sug-

gested he save his candy until to-

morrow. His objection to this for-

tunately was not overruled so that

after passing to the family he finally

reached the guests who accepted the

proffered gift and expressed appre-

ciation over his thoughtfulness.

Thoroughly satisfied with his success

in sharing his sweets he soon went
happily to bed. Due to the under-

standing guidance in his home this

child, fortunately, is becoming a so-

cial individual who plays and works

wholeheartedly. He has the ad-

vantage of being both understood

and loved more than some less for-

tunate children of his age.

HpHERE seems to be a growing

need for more women to re-

evaluate the one full time job not

listed as an occupation in the United

States Census. It is high time that

the opportunities thus afforded in

the home of working out satisfactory

human relationships be more appre-

ciated. Building healthy bodies,

creating wholesome mental attitude,

and developing satisfactory habits of

work and play requires both leader-

ship and training. Planning and
spending the family income affords

fine experience in getting money's

worth. Satisfactory use of labor-

saving devices demand both intelli-

gence and care. Necessary produc-

tion and utilization of foods, fabrics,

and materials demand greater intelli-

gence than many jobs outside the

home require. Family building is

the biggest responsibility that a

woman can have. Success in estab-

lishing satisfactory cooperation and
harmonious relationships with other

members of the family elevates the

job of homemaking to a composite

one of skilled worker, executive, and
teacher. This combination is seldom
listed in employment ads.

C^^
Be sober and temperate, and you will be healthy.—Franklin.

Joy, temperance, and repose, slam the door on the doctor's nose.-

Longfellow.

It is better to be neat and tidy than tight and needy.
—

"Cobbers."

Alcohol is the pick-me-up that lets you down.
—

"Cobbers."



Growing Old Gracefully
By Beatrice E. Linford

A FEW years ago most people

that I saw were older than

myself. Now it is quite dif-

ferent, so many I meet are younger

than I am. This can mean only

one thing, I am growing older. To
me that is about the most tragic

statement I could make, because all

my life I have had a horror of grow-
ing old. I think I have dreaded this

more than any other thing with

which I am confronted.

I do not fear death, although I

do not wish to die, now. However,
I think I should much prefer death

to a tragic, helpless, old-age period.

I do not fear famine, war, rebellion

or earthquake, but I do fear grow-
ing old.

The first question that presents

itself is, why does one fear old age

with such intensity? It is perhaps

because in looking around us we
see so many elderly people who
have lost their loveliness, their

vigor, their strength, they have out-

lived their usefulness, and are now
merely a burden upon their loved

ones and associates. While no one is

blaming them, it is a sad condition.

Life is so lovely, so beautiful, and
there are so many wonderful things

in this world to do that one need
never lack for something pleasant

and interesting to keep him occupied.

Just try to imagine becoming at

some time in life so tired and feeble

that all this beauty by which we are

surrounded would no longer be of
interest to us.

True, gray hairs and wrinkled
cheeks are not necessarily the only
signs of old age. There are people
I know whose hair is snowy white,

yet their spirit is as full of happiness
and interest as youth. How every-

one admires the person who keeps
young in spite of the gray hairs

and the added weight of years.

On the other hand, we find people

who seem to be old when they are

born. They seem never to have
anything youthful or cheery about
them. To be around them is to be
ever permeated with a spirit of

gloom.

There is one woman in particular

who has seemingly been just as old

as she is now ever since I was a
small child. She wears a woolen
petticoat in the summer time for

fear she will catch her death of cold,

and she never ventures out without
a fascinator or two to tie-around her
head. When the first snowfall ap-
pears, she hibernates for the winter
and one never sees her except
through a tiny crack in the door. She
is mortally afraid of fresh air.

Never does she forget a sorrow
or grief. She never misses a fun-
eral if she can possibly get to it.

She never forgets the death of a
loved one, nor will she ever let any-
one else forget it. All her life she
has enjoyed very poor health and
each illness is minutely reviewed for
the benefit of each unenlightened
friend ; then she continually bewails
the fact that no one ever comes to

visit her.

Thirty years ago she lost a child
with pneumonia, she still weeps
every time she recalls it. Her hus-
band died, (happy release for him)
and she has been weeping ever
since, although he was paralyzed for
months, and it was impossible for
him to ever recover. To me this

woman has always been old. If I

had to live with her I myself would
be old.
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Fear old age as I may, I know-

it is inevitable, and I must face it.

So I have tried to build a few rules

for myself to prevent such a hasty

old age, or at least that I might ap-

proach it sensibly. Let us consider

together just what we can do about

this problem of age. What can we
do to keep young or at least to grow
old gracefully ?

Health is one of the first require-

ments toward perennial youth, and
one of the simplest rules toward
health is to eat the proper foods.

Let us not allow ourselves to be-

come over corpulent, if it can pos-

sibly be avoided. If this does hap-

pen, watch the diet carefully, and
reduce a few pounds. Our own
Word of Wisdom is a pretty good
rule to follow if one wishes to keep
young, because proper living tends

toward health and beauty. Famous
beauty experts are beginning to rec-

ognize the value of keeping the

Word of Wisdom as taught by the

"Mormons."
Exercise, keep active; it is a

serious thing to allow one's self to

become stiff and inactive. If health

permits, long walks should be taken

daily in the open air. If you dance,

continue to dance; if you skate or

ski or swim, play golf, tennis, or

like horse-back riding, keep on do-

ing them ; do not cease because you
are a little older. These things keep
the muscles from growing flabby and
old.

It is a good plan to keep busy, to

always have some interesting work
to do. Of course, we all have our
daily tasks, but we need a change

from them or they become monot-
onous. There are hundreds of in-

teresting things to do outside of our

daily routine, so many that space

will not permit an enumeration of

them all. A flower garden to dig

in, with tender plants to care for and
nourish into gorgeous blooms is a

good suggestion. A vegetable gar-

den is even a better suggestion.

Raising a garden of any kind is a

splendid way to keep young, or to

forget trouble.

Let us join a cultural club, literary,

flower garden, mother's, art, or any
club where we will have something

interesting to plan for and inter-

esting people to cultivate.

Next we must take an interest in

community affairs, the school, the

church, the government of city,

county, state, and nation. We must
keep alert to events transpiring in

the world. We must try to keep just

ahead of our children, but if they

succeed in getting ahead of us let's

not allow them to find it out.

We should read a few minutes

every day, fifteen minutes is what

Dr. Elliot prescribed. We must be

sure to get this in even if it has to

be done after retiring at night.

Reading helps to keep us alert. "As
a man thinketh so is he

!"

Other interesting things that

might be done are, taking music

lessons, or learning to paint, carve

or model in clay. A class in applied

art would be interesting, or learning

to write, dance, or speak French.

Perhaps you think I am insane to

make such suggestions as these to

ageing people, but I have seen mid-

dle-aged women take dancing, and

music lessons both, and make a suc-

cess of them. We know that the

old-fashioned idea that people grow
too old to learn is all out of date.

Whatever we do we must not

grow lazy and lose interest in our

surroundings. Having something

to do worth doing and loving to do

it is the greatest joy of life.

For our next venture let's doll up
a bit, change the style of our hair-

dress, part it in the middle or cut it.

We might get a permanent wave, use

a little rouge, lipstick and wear ear-

rings. We should make our clothes
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in the latest style and set them off

with little bunches of gay flowers.

Let's get us some nice perfume and

manicure our nails, and it will be

surprising how the years will sud-

denly drop away when one begins to

primp up a little. Then after we
are all dressed up, let's get our hus-

bands to take us to the opera, to the

dance, or to whatever is going on,

and make up our minds to enjoy it.

Assoc'ation with young people

helps to keep one young. Attend

ReKef Society, Sunday School, or

Mutual and be one with the class in

their parties. Partake of their

youthful enthusiasm, joy, and spon-

taneity; laugh as they do, and grow
young again as you guide them to

beautiful maturity.

The next prescription is to be

happy. We should not let little

things worry us and should learn

to laugh away the big troubles.

"When the day is gloomy sing some
happy song", are the words of a song
which is certainly good advice to all

who would keep young. We should
cultivate the habit of smiling at

everyone we see. Some modern
beauty critics tell us that smiling

causes wrinkles, but if it does, the

wrinkles obtained through smiling

will be turned up rather than down,
and on the face rather than in the

heart. Whatever we do let's keep
the wrinkles out of our heart, be-

cause after all is said and done old

age like real goodness cometh from

within. The poet tells us that age

is a quality of mind.

AGE

"Age is a quality of mind
If you have left your dreams behind,

If hope is cold,

If you no longer look ahead,

Tf your ambition fires are dead,

Then you are old.

"But if from life you take the best,

And if in life you see the jest,

If love you hold,

No matter how the years roll by,

No matter how the birthdays fly,

You are not old."

Added to this we should strive to

do some kind act every day or at

least every opportunity that pre-

sents itself. We might send a tray

of lunch to a sick neighbor or a

freshly baked pie or a new loaf of

bread to another. We can send a

flower to a lonely old lady, call a

friend on the telephone, send a

birthday greeting to a loved one, or

a cheery verse to one who is sad.

We can speak kindly to someone
who is unfortunate, and all these

things will bring a deep content and
satisfaction that makes for true hap-
piness, and the truly happy are never

old.

After all is said and done the only

things we really keep in life are those

we give away. So let us share our
youth and happiness with everyone,

then will they truly be ours.

GROWING OLD
By Filindia S. Huff

Dear Lord ; I do not care if I am growing old

;

For I can take with me down through the years,

The beauty of a younger day.

Though hair grow white, and footsteps lose their grace,

I still may laugh at childhood's happy face,

At morn I pluck a rose;

And though its leaves may wither and decay;
I still may smell its fragrance down to the

End of day.



The Lotus Eater
By Mabel S. Harmer

CHAPTER 11

HELEN was tremendously
relieved to have Monday
morning" arrive so that she

could begin her work. It had
rained all day Saturday and Sun-
day and the valley had looked
grey, sodden and desolate. Helen
found herself desperately fighting

a threatened case of homesickness
and wondering if spring would
ever really come and take her

back to the luxurious golden sun-
shine of California. The Rileys

had been very cordial to her but
there was no one in the family
anywhere near her own age with
whom she might be congenial and
after all, it was their business to

make her comfortable and not to

supply her with mental diversions.

She had spent part of Sunday
reading the few magazines she had
brought with her and had written
a letter to Wayne Kent whom she
facetiously called "the boy I left

behind me" but when she had at-

tempted to write a letter to the
folks at home, the state of her feel-

ings began to show in the letter

so she stopped for the time being.

She was not going to let them
know that she was homesick if

she could help it.

She dressed carefully for school,

brushing her fair hair until it

shone and putting on a soft blue
blouse that matched her eyes. She
wanted very much to make a good
impression on her students and
remembered that when she had
been little she had always liked

the pretty teachers the best.

There were two other teachers
at the school, one for the primary

grades and a man who acted as

principal and taught the upper
grades. Helen found herself as-

signed to the third, fourth and
fifth grades with nearly thirty stu-

dents. She felt bewildered and
almost helpless and wished that

her training had consisted less of

theory and more of practice. She
finally struggled through the day,

however, and said goodnight to

her young charges as pleasantly

as if the day had been altogether

a happy one.

pLORENCE CALL, a local girl

who taught the younger chil-

dren, came in to find Helen seated

at her desk trying to rub some of

the weariness out of her forehead.

"How did it go?" she asked
pleasantly, perching herself on one
of the student's desks.

"Perfectly terrible," said Helen
with a doleful look. "Does it ever

get any easier and does one ever

get used to this job?"
"Of course it gets easier. The

first day is always confusing but
you'll soon get the swing of

things. There are always prob-

lems like the Morris boy who
seems to live only to plague the

teacher, and Jeanie Welch whose
nose always needs attention, and
Ben Roberts who insists upon
bringing various live pets to

school and—

"

"Oh, don't tell me any more,"
interrupted Helen throwing up
her hands, "I won't sleep tonight

if you do."

Florence laughed. "It isn't all

disagreeable," she said. "There
are lots of pleasant things about
the work too."
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"I hope so," sighed Helen, "I'll

need a few."

"Do you think you are going to

like it out here?" continued Flor

ence sociably.

"I've got to like it," answered
Helen a bit grimly. "I'd die if I

had to live nearly a year in a town
that I didn't like. I'll be all right

though, as long as I can keep busy.

I found out long ago that its usu-
ally the people with nothing to do
who are unhappy."
"Oh, we always manage to keep

busy out here even if we do live

in the country," said Florence.

"There are dances on Saturday
nights. Later on there'll be sleigh-

ing parties and we can see the

best movies made by driving five

miles over to Riverton. Would
you like to go to the dance with us
this week?"

"I'd love to." answered Helen,

"but will it be all right for me to

go without an escort?"

"Perfectly all right. We don't

stand upon ceremony out here.

Anyway—you'll soon have an es-

cort."

"Really ! And to whom will the

honor go?" Helen asked highly

amused.

"Jo Bevers. He always takes

out the school teacher."

"I think it's funny," chuckled
Helen, "the way everything is pre-

arranged for me. Billy Prentiss

took me straight to Riley's be-

cause that is where the teacher
always stays and he assumed that

eventually I would marry and set-

tle down here because the teacher
always does and now you tell me
that I already have a beau. Do
all the teachers conform to the
pattern?"
"Not quite all," admitted Flor-

ence with a smile, "but most of
them do."

"Well I shan't," said Helen with

finality, "but anyway I'll be most
happy to go to the dance with

you."

T^OR a week Helen left the

schoolroom each night to go
home and spend the evening read-

ing or writing letters in her tiny

room. The Riley's seemed to

spend most of their time in the

large kitchen and although they

urged her to "make herself at

home" she always felt like she was
intruding when she ventured back
there. By the time Saturday eve-

ning arrived she was thoroughly

tired of her own room and looked

forward to going to the dance
more so than she could remember
having done in years.

She felt the eyes of almost

everyone in the hall upon her when
she walked in with Florence and
her friends and knew that they

were being more or less critical

of her so she made a special effort

to appear friendly and unassuming.

She was most anxious that she be
liked by the people of the little

community during her stay there.

The hall was crudely finished

and the music, without any doubt,

the worst that Helen had ever

danced to but everyone seemed to

be having an especially good time

and she was certainly in the mood
for one herself.

Her dancing partners were
plentiful and of all descriptions.

The first one announced himself

as a cowboy "just turned loose off

the range" and most of the rest

of them fell into the same cate-

gory. Usually they danced well,

however, and as soon as they

found out that "the girl from the

city" wasn't going to be "high

hat" with them they were cordial

and friendly.

She was keenly interested early

in the evening to notice the young
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man who had helped her over the

fence the week before eyeing her

rather solemnly from a distance.

He was tall and well built with
very dark eyes and hair and a

much more sensitive looking face

than Helen had expected in a cow-
boy, which she supposed he was.
She rather imagined that she

would like to dance with him but
he made no effort to seek an in-

troduction nor even to speak to

her.

The dance was half over when
Florence said with proper em-
phasis, "Miss Burt, may I present

Mr. Bevers?"

Jo Bevers had been away to

school and now worked with his

father who owned the general

store. He lacked the bronzed com-
plexion of the other boys who
spent most of their time out of

doors. He was better dressed and
carried such an air of superiority

that Helen felt an almost uncon-
trollable desire to slap him. She
danced with him instead, however,
and made herself fairly agreeable.

She also danced a second time
with him but when he came up
the third time she thought it was
about time she nipped the appar-
ently incipient courtship in the

bud so glancing around she said,

"I believe I am dancing this with
someone else." The tall, dark
man had moved a trifle closer and
walking a few steps over to him
she said, "Isn't this our dance?"

"Er—sure," he answered after

a moment's hesitation. They
danced around the hall in silence

once and then he said, "I suppose
I had better introduce myself.

My name is Dan Marshall."

"I know," said Helen frankly,

"I asked."

"He looked at her with a puz-
zled air for a minute and then

asked, "Why did you want to

dance with me?"
"I didn't especially," was Hel-

en's surprising answer, "although
I am very glad to have a chance to

thank you for helping me out the
other evening. I just didn't want
to dance with someone else."

"Oh, I see," he said and then
added with just a tinge of sarcasm.
"I'm glad to be of service at any
time when you need help in escap-
ing from wild animals or undesir-

able dancing partners."

"Are you disagreeable to every-
one?" Helen asked, looking up at

him and wishing that he would
guide rather than push her around
the hall.

"No," he answered shortly.

"Oh—just to me then." It was
more a statement than a question.

The floor leader saved him from
replying by suddenly calling

"grand right and left" and they
separated to go around the hall

in different directions. Helen was
a bit chagrined that they had part-

ed so unsatisfactorily.

TN the week that followed she

met Dan Marshall often at par-

ties and dances and always he
treated her with an aloofness that

she found most provoking. All of

the young people of the commun-
ity were most friendly and in-

variably included her in their

merrymakings with this one ex-

ception. Dan seemed to have a

positive determination to treat her

coolly.

She was not sure whether it was
this that formed the basis of his

attraction for her or whether she

was really interested in him for

himself but she had to admit that

he held decidedly more attraction

for her than did any of the other

young people of the town. For
that matter, she could never re-
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member ever before having had
the same feeling for anyone that

she had for Dan. Her friendship

with Wayne Kent at home had
been only a High School boy and
girl affair, at least that was the

way she had always regarded it,

and there had been only a few
other casual friendships with boys.

Now, however, she frequently

found herself daydreaming of Dan
Marshall and thinking that it

might be very thrilling to fall in

love with someone like him.
He looked so strong and cap-

able that she could fancy him do-
ing his work in the great out of

doors with a minimum of effort.

He had a slow smile that seemed
to come as much from his dark
eyes as from his lips and Helen
found herself wishing that he
would direct it at her more often.

Contrary to Florence's predic-

tion she did not accept the atten-

tions of Jo Bevers and hoped that

eventually Dan would show more
interest in her, but as the winter
wore on he continued to treat her
in the same distant manner.

"LJELEN was at once amazed
and delighted with the snow

that came early in November and
eventually grew so deep that it

covered the fence tops. She loved
nothing better than to get into a

large bobsleigh with plenty of

warm quilts and go singing down
the country roads on crisp frosty
evenings. Her struggle to keep
warm with the little black heater
in her room was another mattei

and there were mornings when
she thought that she would un-
doubtedly freeze before she was
able to get a fire going. There
were times when she found it best
not to think of California with its

sunnv skies and roses blooming
in midwinter.

On the whole, however, she ac-

cepted it all in the spirit of ad-

venture and thrilled to each new
experience. Next to bobsleighing

she loved the times when the

crowd went coasting up on the

hillside. There was something
about skimming down the long
white expanse that almost took
her very breath away, and the

ravenous appetite that such an
excursion produced was sure to

be delightfully appeased with
oyster stew in someone's hospit-

able kitchen later on.

/^\NE moonlit night when she

had joined the young people

for a coasting party, Helen had
trudged up the hill a dozen times
for the joy of whisking down again
over its icy whiteness. Dan was
in the crowd as usual, and as usual
had kept a safe distance away
from her. They had decided to go
down only once more before go-
ing home and when Helen reached
the top she saw Dan sitting on his

sled about to start out alone. In

an impulsive moment she ran and
flung herself down in front of him
and the sleigh started off.

Dan swung away from the

course they ordinarily followed
and took a path down the side of

the hill that was much longer.

The force of the swiftly moving
sled threw her back against Dan
and she felt a surge of emotion go
through her that was both ex-

quisite and painful as his arms
tightened in her support.

As they sped on Helen had a

feeling that she was traveling

through space. She wished that
it might never end and then sud-
denly saw that it was about to

end quickly and perhaps disas-

trously. A fence loomed in front

of them that had been so nearly
hidden by the snow that they had
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failed to see it until it was too late

to stop. Dan attempted to slip

off the sleigh and pull Helen with
him but before he could do so they
struck a post and Helen was
thrown several feet onto the snow.
She was stunned for a few mo-

ments and lay quite still. Then
she felt Dan lifting her up and cry-

ing frantically, "Helen, oh Helen,
are you hurt?"
She kept her eyes closed for a

moment longer fearing to break
the spell and when she finally

looked up there was such a look

of anxiety and love in Dan's e3res

that her heart pounded up into

her very throat. She smiled faint-

ly at him as she asked, "Would it

matter?"
"Matter?" he echoed, "Oh my

dear!" He held her hungrily for

a moment and then released her.

"What is it Dan?" asked Helen

touching his arm ever so lightly.

"He looked back at her with
tightened lips. "I don't dare to

love you," he said, "You should
know that."

"And why don't you dare?" she
asked breathlessly.

"Our lives have been too differ-

ent. You are refined and edu-
cated. All I could offer you would
be a home out here in this wild
country. It wouldn't be enough
for you."

"It would be—with you," she
said softly, smiling up at him.
"Helen, are you sure? Do you

realize what you would be giving
up?" Dan's voice was tense as

if he were trying to burn the
words into her consciousness.

"I realize that I love you, that

nothing else matters," she answer-
ed.

{To be Continued)

A Day For The Old Folks
By Marie J. Maker

THE custom of having Old
Folks' Day, I am told, started

back in '76, or thereabouts.

It happened this way

:

Mr. McCune and Mr. Savage
were walking along a street of Salt

Lake City, nodding and smiling in

a friendly manner to all whom they

met. Finally they turned in at the

home of one of their old friends to

bid him the time of day, only to find

none of his family home except the

real little ones, who were being cared

for by their grandparents.

"When do you take your outing ?"

inquired Mr. Savage of the grand-
mother.

"Oh," she smiled, "Our days for

good times are over. If we get

enough to eat, a fire in winter to sit

by, a cradle to rock, we have our

pleasure."

The two men walked on down
the street to find many other cases

where the old folks were taking care

of their grand-babies while the par-

ents were away. There were no
complaints from these elderly baby-

tenders. They were cheerful and
happy about it.

"Seems to me," said Mr. McCune,
"these old folks should have their

day, too."

"You are right," said Mr. Savage.

"We must see that they have an out-

ing, also
!"

T TNLIKE so many generous ideas

that are talked about but never

materialize, this one went through,
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for these two men gathered others

together, and planned the first Old
Folks' Day.

All the old people met in a grove

that first year, and they have met
one day each year ever since in all

the towns of Utah, on the most con-

venient day for the individual com-
munities.

f")N Thursday, the eighteenth of

June, 1936, Ogden honored her

old folks, and nearly two thousand

of them gathered in Lorin Farr

Park. No attention was paid to na-

tionality or religion: the only pass-

port needed was Old Age. The
honored guests must have seen at

least seventy years. Those between
seventy and eighty years were given

a red badge, from eighty to ninety a

blue one, and a few proudly wore the

white badge, showing that they were
ninety years old or more.

HPHIS was my first Old Folks'

party, and my friends and I

arrived early. At ten minutes to

eleven there were a few workers on
the grounds, setting up cookstoves

and refrigerators, and arranging the

easy chairs and sofas for the infirm.

The leaders of the different wards
were there, and committee women
hurried to and fro.

Then it was eleven o'clock and cars

began rolling into the grounds, from
long shining cars down to little shaky
one-ton trucks, all disgorging old

people. Some of them were straight

and sprightly, some leaned on others

for support, a few were carried in

on stretchers. Wheel chairs were
common. One man came in staring

straight ahead of him, looking

neither to the right nor left. We
thought he might be too aristocratic

for the common herd, but found
later that he always stared straight

ahead of him from necessity.

T^ORTY tables, each seating about

that many people, were laid un-

der the shade trees, and without

benefit of place cards one found one-

self (miraculously) seated beside

some old friend one had loved but

had not seen for years.

Dinner was served promptly at

twelve, and no one who ever sat at

one of those tables will ever forget

it. Baked ham such as no Ken-

tuckian ever excelled; fried chicken

—huge platters heaped with golden-

brown, delectable portions which

were pressed upon us until we felt

like crying, "Help !" Every variety

of vegetable was represented at that

dinner.

Then the tables were cleared, and

dark and white layer cake was pass-

ed; and when white layer cake is

good it is a family tradition. To
top the feast, we were served straw-

berries and ice cream.

"LJAPPY from plenty of good food

and congenial company, the

grandmothers and grandfathers, with

a liberal sprinkling of great grand-

mothers and fathers, wandered in

clusters of twos and threes from

ward to ward assemblage, greeting

old friends.

ENTERTAINING programs were

now put on for the guests; the

songs they had loved long ago were
sung again. As I passed one group

a strong young voice was singing a

numerous song and the old people

beating time with their feet.

Walking on, I found the scene

changed. This ward was senti-

mental; the old folks seemed to

enjoy themselves immensely being

sad. Some were even wiping their

eyes as they sang, "In a corner ob-

scure and alone, they have whetted

a slab of the granite so gray, and

Sweet Alice lies under the stone."
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At another place "Roll Along,

Prairie Wagon, Roll Along," fairly

shook the ground.

TN some parts of the grounds the

guests were just visiting. There
was no one here to frown on grand-
ma when she held the center of the

stage, telling about her infirmities.

Home remedies were freely dis-

cussed, and the days recalled when
there were no hospitals and the mid-
wife brought into the world the

future statesmen, lawyers, and doc-

tors.

One pioneer with flowing beard
and dimmed eyes recalled the time
when he was camping by a road in

Idaho, and a young Indian and his

squaw came along

:

"The woman appeared very ill. I

invited them to come and eat, and
gave them bread, coffee and bacon.

Pretty soon the young squaw, with-

out comment, got up and went off

alone into the sagebrush. We hitch-

ed up our teams and prepared to

clear camp, but before we drove on
the young Indian woman came back
carrying a tiny, new red papoose in

her arms. The Indian women are

'heap strong','' he observed.

"Another time," this pioneer re-

lated, "a band of my mules got away
from me, and joined a herd of wild
Indian ponies, up in the Reservation
north of Pocatello, Idaho. I asked
some Indians to try to get my mules
back for me, which they did. As a
reward, I gave each one of them a
red shirt which pleased them might-
ily, and for a long time afterwards
a red shirt was not an uncommon
sight on an Indian."

"Those were the days of quick
shooting," observed another old

timer, "Many of the pioneers car-

ried forty-five calibre revolvers.

The cost of them was about forty-

five dollars in Salt Lake City. We
used to practice shooting, never
taking aim, but just shooting by in-

stinct. I could drive a tack at three

rods with one of those six-shooters."

Next I paused to listen to two old

ladies exchanging reminiscences of

the early days : "I was sent to a

neighbor's to get a candle mold, and
delayed to play with the children

instead of starting for home at once.

At last I noticed the sun nad set, and
grabbing the mold. 1 lit our for

home. I had to go through some
timber, and I heard wolves howling
somewhere in it. I was so scared

that chills chased each other up and
down my spine. I imagined I saw
long gray shadows through the trees.

The most welcome sight of my life

was my brother coming on horse-

back to meet me, yelling like a Com-
manche Indian."

The other old lady said, "When
we need a paper of pins now we
order them from the store, but I

mind the time when my sister and
I picked long thorns off'n the goose-
berry bushes. And they made good
pins, too. And do you recall how we
forked potatoes out from the hills

of new potatoes with a table fork?
If we didn't have any luck, there was
no supper that night."

'"PHE busy committee ladies were
helping the old folks up to the

tables for their second meal that day.

They were growing weary from so

much talking and excitement. But
sound sleep would visit their couches
that night as a result of their glad

day spent in the open.

CLy^



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

JULY—Rich in her summer love-

liness Earth gives a clarion call

to her festivals.

T ADY NANCY ASTOR, Ameri-

can born Viscountess and first

woman to sit in the British parlia-

ment has had conferred upon her by
King George VI the Order of the

Companions of Honor, for conspicu-

ous service of national importance.

QUEEN ELIZABETH is fond

of dancing. Her favorite is the

waltz which will be most popular
during coronation year.

A GNES DAVIS, who won the

Atwater Kent Radio audition

this year, made her debut as Elsa

in "Lohengrin" at the Metropolitan

last May.

gLEANOR ROOSEVELT show-

ed again her philanthropic spirit

in suggesting the purchase of a wheel
chair for a crippled girl with the

money contemplated for flowers for

herself.

INEZ KNIGHT ALLEN of the

Relief Society general board
who died last month was a choice

and valiant daughter of the Church
and State . dearly loved and deeply

mourned.

TX/TNIFRED HATHAWAY of

New York was awarded the

1937 Leslie Dana gold medal for

outstanding achievements in the pre-

vention of blindness.

JS^ELLIE TAYLOR ROSS pre-

sided at the dedication ceremo-
nies of the U. S. mint in San Fran-
cisco. "Time Marches On" and so

does the status of women.

gLIZA LUELLA UDALL, Re-

lief Society president of St.

John's stake for 35 years, and first

presiding officer over the women in

the Arizona Temple died last

spring. Her life was full of service

and sacrifice.

gLEANOR FARJOEN'S latest

book "Humming Bird" is an
imaginative fantasy as quaint as

"The Old Curiosity Shop" and as

delicate as a Watteau picture.

P. M. DELAFIELD, English nov-

elist in her new book "I Visit

the Soviets," maintains her delight-

ful style of story telling in giving

the reader a true picture of her Rus-
sian travels. She also causes one to

feel it is better to read about Russia
than live there.

^X/TLLIE SNOW ETHRIDGE
has published "I Live and

Breathe" a charming southern story,

rich with humor and amusing de-

scriptions.

QLGA MORRIS' "Windswept,"W
Edith Roberts' "Candle In The

Sun," and Queen Marie's "Marks"
are some recent books for vacation

reading.

JhDNA ST. VINCENT MIL-
LAY'S new volume of poems

called "Conversations at Midnight"
will be a welcome book to the lover

of poetry.

jV^/J
A R J O R I E HILLIS' "An
Orchid On Your Budget Or

Live Smartly On What You Have"
is destined to be as popular as the
best seller "Live Alone And Like It"

by the same author.



Recollections of the Lion House
By Edith Young Booth

"How dear to my heart are the scenes of

my childhood,

When fond recollection presents them

to view

!

The orchard, the meadow, the deep-

tangled wildwood,
And every loved spot which my infancy

knew."

HOW often have these lines

struck a responsive chord as

I recall my impressions of the

dear old Lion House in my child-

hood.

At that time my Grandmother,

Harriet Elizabeth Cook Young, oc-

cupied six rooms of this historic

mansion. Her kitchen and dining

room were on the ground floor, on

the west side of the second floor she

had her parlor and one bedroom,

across the hall east was her guest

chamber, and a portion of the third

story she occupied as a combined

library and storeroom. In the latter,

popular magazines of that period,

Peterson's, Family Herald, Bow
Bells, and Perry's, as well as the

local church publications

—

Woman's
Exponent, and the Juvenile Instruc-

tor were piled up by years to be read

during her leisure time. The door

to this room was locked, and only

on rare occasions were any of us

permitted to enter.

Because of frequent searches

during the "raid" by United States

deputy marshals, my father was in-

vited to bring his family to live in

some of Grandmother's and Aunt
Twiss's rooms for about a year.

I vividly recollect the cellar room
in the southeast corner of the

ground floor, and the laundry room
in the west center of the same floor

where were found such conveni-

ences as running water, tubs and a

stove with large brass kettles, etc.

The green door shutters, the long

dark halls, the wide staircase, al-

ways filled me with delight, mingled

with awe. Once I dared suggest that

I slide down the banisters, but

Grandmother very sternly told me
not to do this, stating that Grand-
father Young would never have

approved of such an undignified ac-

tion. Likewise, when I swung on

one of the huge doorknobs, she im-

mediately stopped me with the same
admonition.

I knew very little of the great

pioneer's life at that time, but I re-

ceived the deep impression from her,

that whatever he disapproved of, I

should refrain from doing.

Before Grandfather's death it was
the custom of the family on going

out at night to take their own lamps

and place them on a table in the hall

near the front door while they were
away. As each one came in, he took

his individual lamp_tp his own room
and the last one in locked the door

for the night.

(GRANDMOTHER was aristo-

cratic in appearance and nature,

and although she lived by herself,

she never once ate a meal without

a clean white tablecloth. In fact

her table was "laid" with a castor in

the center containing salt, black and
white pepper bottles, vinegar, mus-
tard and oil, plate, knife, fork and
a goblet, with her napkin in a silver

ring, ready to be used at the next

meal. These she covered with an-

other white cloth.

That was always my impression

of the table when I visited her alone,

after our family had moved back to

the farm. Although just a tiny girl,
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this appealed to me as a very sensible

thing to do. I thought, with a sigh,

how easy setting the table would be

if we at home could just put the

dishes back on the table, and avoid

the trouble of taking them out of the

cupboard again.

Then it seemed so nice and quiet

for a change to have the two of us

eating together instead of our noisy

ten. And the things we had to eat

!

Bakers bread, or "store bread" as it

was then called, was practically un-

known to us, and to have Grand-
mother give me a dollar, and send me
to Scrace's Bakery (oh that name,
how many happy recollections it re-

calls) and buy bread, cakes and pies

indeed gave to an eight year old girl

a thrill that has never been forgotten.
I

A SORT of religious feeling came
over me whenever I sat on one

of her Mohair chairs, or the settee

in the parlor. They appeared so

grand, and the bright parlor carpet,

which was of a large red and green
pattern, made me even more appre-

ciative of the fact that Grandmother
lived in Salt Lake, or as some of the

country folk called it then, "The
City."

My oldest sister, Rose, stayed with
her for three months one winter, and
I remember very well visiting them
for a few days. How I loved to

sleep in those beds with the high
backs, and how the washstands, yel-

low like the woodwork, and wood-
boxes near the fireplace added to the

coziness of the bedrooms.

I
N each of the bedrooms was one

of the Lion House parlor chairs,

the most comfortable to sit upon I

have ever tried. One of these price-

less heirlooms is in my possession.

H^HE thrill which my sister Stella

and I received by being permit-
ted to sit on the lion in front of the

house is one still bright in my recol-

lection. My father, Oscar B. Young,
explained the significance of the

lion's being placed on this home. In
Vermont his father's birthplace, all

well-to-do-farmers had a symbol on
their dwelling, and these were known
far and, wide. This tradition was
perpetuated in both the Lion and
Bee-hive Houses. Grandfather had
always greatly admired the lion's

bravery and majestic appearance,
and the industry of the bee.

How I loved to go through the

high rock wall in front of the Lion
House, and the huge wide gate with
the heavy iron latch.

'"TRIPS to the tithing office store

were another interesting fea-

ture. Produce both of the farm and
shop, and merchandise were all re-

ceived as tithing in those days. Eggs,
meat, butter, could be obtained at this

church institution.

The barns at the rear of the Lion
House were used by us as play-

houses, particularly the hay loft, as

there were very few animals kept
there in those days.

Large lawns were laid out on the

west side of the building, on these

my brothers and sisters also spent
many happy hours in play .

There were small porches or tiny

balconies on the west of the Lion
House upstairs, where I used to love

to stand and gaze at the Angel Mor-
oni, and the glorious Salt Lake
Temple. No Hotel Utah obscured
my view then, and how reverent I

felt, and often wondered if I would
ever be privileged to enter that won-
derful building, and be married for
time and eternity, and do work for
the dead.

Such were the thrills and happi-
ness for the blessing of knowing my
Grandmother, and being in the Lion
House when it was used as a home

!



Little Moments of Eternity
What Shall We Do With Them ?

BANNERS
Take Time For Loyalty

By Leila Marler Hoggan

'By the driven snow-white and the living blood-red

Of my bars, and their heaven of stars overhead

—

By the symbol conjoined of them all, skyward cast,

As I float from the steeple, or flap at the mast,

Or droop o'er the sod where the long grasses nod,

—

My name is as old as the glory of God.
... So I came by the name of Old Glory."—James Whiteomb Riley*

OUR forefathers pledged their

lives, their fortunes and
their sacred honor to the

cause of liberty and justice in the

new world. It was a solemn mo-
ment when they entered into that

pact and affixed their names to

that immortal document. What
courage and fortitude and
strength of character that test

must have demanded. What a

great undertaking it was for that

little handful of God-fearing pa-

triots to enter into the struggle

that would redeem their pledge
and would establish for us this

glorious nation.

Only a soldier who has faced
the battle front can realize the

physical hardships and mental
strain they must have endured.
Had not Washington glimpsed
the vision of triumphant freedom,
in that crucial hour at Valley
Forge, the high efforts of that he-

roic band might have ended in a
broken dream.
And again, when the fate of the

nation was in the balance, Lin-
coln's spiritual insight restored
the tottering structure of State.

His message revealed to America
the high standard of liberty that

was becoming enshrouded in doubt
and fear. The heart of democracy
was touched by his plea, "that this

nation, under God, shall have a new
birth of freedom ; and that gov-
ernment of the people, by the

people, for the people, shall not
perish from the earth."

That call is re-echoing down
the years to all true Americans
today. Will its clarion notes

counteract the spirit of unrest that

is abroad in the world?

A LAWLESS element sweeps
through the land. Unprin-

cipled men would fain overturn
the ancient creeds, scrap the basic

institutions of society, and tear to

bits the sacred documents of law
and order. This insidious force is

attempting to undermine the very
foundation of the temple of liber-

ty. But that holy structure is

builded on a groundwork broad
and deep. It is made of enduring
stones of character and high pur-

pose, cut by the hands of heroic

patriots. Whole-souled sacrifice

and prayerful humility entered

into the construction of that di-

vinely patterned sanctuary. It is

built to stand against all of the
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unholy designs and chaotic
schemes of unscrupulous minds,
providing that "we, the people,"

faithfully discharge the solemn
obligations with which we have
been entrusted.

TT is an essential part of our

freedom, a solemn duty that we
owe to our illustrious dead, that

we shall take time to review their

struggles and recall the great

price that they paid for the privi-

leges we now enjoy. This grateful

heritage has come to us so easily,

without effort on our part, that

we, perhaps, accept it somewhat
thanklessly.

We must remember that the

American flag is more than a piece

of painted linen. It cost long years

of pain and sacrifice and sturdy
endurance to place those stars and
bars on that sacred banner. It

is emblematic of the highest

American idealism. It has come
down to us unsullied. Should we
not make it our solemn obligation

to revere and guard it, and to hold

secure for generations yet unborn

the spirit of liberty and freedom
that it proclaims to the world?

Representative America still

clings to the faith of its fathers.

Our medium of exchange still

bears the inscription, "In God We
Trust." A bulwark of strength
continues to surround the sacred
rights and institutions that the

nation has so dearly purchased.
These ideals and traditions are

patterns that must not be lost but
be cherished and wrought into the

lives of each succeeding genera-
tion.

"O blessed land of labor and reward

!

O gracious Ruler, let Thy reign en-

dure:
In pruning-hook and plow-share beat the

sword,
And reap the harvest sure

!"

—James Whitcomb Riley.**

*Name Of Old Glory : From Home
Folks, by James Whitcomb Riley, Copy-
right 1900, 1928. Used by special per-

mission of the Publishers, The Bobbs-
Merrill Company.

**Soldiers Here Today: From Fugi-
tive Pieces, By James Whitcomb Riley.

Copyright 1914. Used by special permis-
sion of the Publishers, The Bobbs-Mer-
rill Company.

SONNET
By Alice Lee Eddy

'Earth turns no beaten wanderer from her breast

But heals him with her sunshine and her rain."

She comforts him with hills and fields of grain,

Refreshes him with lake and mountain crest,

Soothes him with snows, and perfumed winds Spring-blest.

No bleeding prodigal has sought in vain

The solace of her silences, or lain

Upon her verdant bosom without rest.

She strengthens him with discipline of toil,

Renews his courage with the marching years.

Some primal alchemy in warm black soil

Blots out the bitterness of dismal tears.

No one so vile but night can hide his scars,

And none so low he cannot know the stars.



The Great White Throne
By H. R. Merrill

A MONG the wonders of Utah two

that are widely known are the

Mormon Tabernacle Choir and the

Great White Throne. The one is in

Salt Lake City, the other in Zion

National Park, more than 300 miles

away. Many interested people have

dreamed of getting the two togeth-

er. Obviously, the Throne could not

be moved ; therefore, it became nec-

essary, if the miracle was to be

worked, to transport the great choir

to the Throne.

Many agencies cooperated and on
May 30—Memorial Day—the great

choir with its officers, conductor,

and accompanist went to Zion to

broadcast from the foot of the Great

White Throne.

Though it scarcely ever rains in

Zion National Park, it did on Deco-
ration Day, adding to the difficulties

to be overcome. It was a lovely day,

however, for the artist, the musician,

and the poet. Zion was in one of her

lovely moods.

Long before time for the services

to begin the automobiles rolled into

Zion to be on the spot when the

great choir should get into action.

Thousands wanted to hear the melo-

dies of Zion fill the City of Zion.

They wanted to hear the melodies

roll up Angel's Landing and rever-

berate back against the mighty walls

of the Great White Throne.

\X7"E HAD spent our night at

Bryce, going over to Zion in

the early morning. It was raining

when we entered Long Valley and
continued to rain as we approached
the portals of Zion. It was lovely,

however. The rain made the green

greener and washed the world clean,

leaving only sweet fragrances of joy-

ful growing things. The pines Rnd
the cedars filled the air with incense.

As we drove down toward the

tunnels our joy increased. Rain had
washed the cliffs absolutely clean un-

til every seam and fissure and crack

could be seen. Those great stone

mountains were transformed into

beautifully sculptured and ornament-
ed pieces of architecture. Flowers-
great white and pink penstemons

—

were everywhere clinging to the crev-

ices where there was a spoonful of

soil. All were in bloom making the

place a lovely fairy garden whose
massive walls disappeared into the

over-hanging mists.

Out of this fairy land we slipped

into the matchless tunnels through
whose wide portals we could catch

glimpses of the great stone city to-

wards which we were making our
way. From the tunnels we glided out

onto the bean-stalk roadway that

"hitchety - hatchetied" down the

mountain side.

A S WE entered Zion we found

ourselves a part of a great pa-

rade of cars. It was now raining

rather hard and CCC boys stood be-

side the road in their nor'westers and
slickers and looked a bit bedraggled
and chilly—but cheerful. Rows of

cars were parked about the lodge.

We were urged to go on up the can-

yon and did so. At that time every-

body expected the rain to stop in

time for the broadcast.

At the public campground, the

main highway was blocked and we
were directed into a parking area

where gobs of mud like gobs of hasty
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pudding stuck above the red water
that was as thick as milk. Having had
l'ttle breakfast, while it rained and
the cars assembled, we sat in ours

and ate some things we had provided.

As 9 :30 a.m. approached, we noted

a truck pass with the loud-speaking

equipment in it and the word got

around that the first site selected for

the broadcast, on account of the rain

had been abandoned. We followed

the cars that immediately began roll-

ing out of the parking places and
soon found ourselves on the highway
some distance from the lodge where
the choir had assembled and our way
blocked. Not liking our position, we
decided to go up to the Temple of

Sinawava and there, while we en-

joyed the temple and the Great

White Throne, listen to the choir by
means of the radio in our car.

Since the road had been blocked

and we were able to get by only by
means of an important piece cf paper
we earned, we were practically alone
in the great Temple. Mists rose par-
tially obscuring the Great White
Throne and from every cliff cas-

caded waterfalls, many of them
nearly 2,000 feet in height. It was
lovely, but we soon discovered that

what we had heard is true—radio re-

ception down in the deep streets of
Zion, is nil.

A FTER enjoying the cliffs and
waterfalls for some time, we re-

turned to the lodge where we sat

and listened to the choir and to Pres-
ident Heber J. Grant's fine Memor-
ial Day message. The loud speak-
ers picked up the choir voices and
sprayed them upon the canyon air.

It was thrilling despite the rain to

stand there in the awful presence
of the Spirit of Zion canyon at

THE GREAT WHITE THRONE ON MEMORIAL DAY, 1937
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the foot of the Great White Throne
and hear the great choir sing.

The miracle had been worked.
Four hundred choir members, their

officers, conductors, and accompa-
nists, had been picked up in Salt

Lake City and transported to the foot

of the Great Throne from which
their music was broadcast to all the

world. It sounds easy, but it was not

easy.

Imagine 400 people arriving at a

railroad terminal in the early morn-
ing nearly one hundred miles from
the spot from which they were to

broadcast. Of course, they could not

have reached that broadcasting sta-

tion had not careful plans been laid.

One hundred cars from Cedar City

and the two Dixie stakes were await-

ing the train. These cars had been
gathered by hard-working commit-
tees whose love for Zion and the

choir was so great that nothing could
daunt them.

Dr. D. Eldon Beck, chairman of

the St. George committee, said the

job was a big one, but after it was
all done and the men were back home
again there was a general feeling of

satisfaction because all felt that they
had done a big thing for art as well

as for the state of Utah and the

Church.

A FTER the broadcast in Zion, the

choir was taken to St. George
where a sacred concert was sunsr.

Many visited the temple and made
the day one long to be cherished.

We listened to the choir and to

President Grant and then while the

rain still fell and the mists still hid

the towers of Zion, we rolled out of

the silent city on our way home. We
felt that we had been in a holy place

and could easily imagine we had
heard angels sing, their voices like

silver bells among the cliffs. Presi-

dent Grant was at his best. His mag-
nificent voice was filling the canyon
until all who were there could hear

his message.

The rain hampered but did not
spoil the undertaking. Some day it

will be repeated, for a thing as fine

as that should not be allowed to be-

come only a memory.

We went to Zion poorly prepared
for rain. Not content with sitting

in the car, I tied a tablecloth around
my head, wrapped myself in a blank-

et, and strolled about taking pictures.

As I passed close to an auto I heard
a man say to a lady in his car : "It

isn't an Indian ; it is only H. R. Mer-
rill."

Despite the cold, despite the rain,

despite the disappointment at not be-

ing able to use our radio, it was a

grand occasion for those who actual-

ly went to the canyon to worship
among the cliffs.

A QUILT
By lone Mohler

I used to think a quilt

Was just a bunch of scraps,

Patterned in a casual sort of way,
Padded and quilted leisurely,

And spread upon a bed.

Day after day.

I little knew the patience

It took to match the blocks,

That love and faith and hope

Were all required.

That perseverance is a part of art
And courage keeps your hands

From getting tired.

I used to think a quilt

Was just a bunch of scraps,

And Life is patterned
Much the same,

Perhaps.



We The Audience

In practically every group of Relief Society women, there is : the woman who
was converted in a far away country, the woman born under the covenant, and the

woman who has strayed from the fold and who has returned.

1—I AM A CONVERT

AS I sit in the midst of my own
Ward's Relief Society mem-
bers, I suddenly become con-

scious that I have been added to

them, like a plant that has been

brought into a garden that has al-

ready been designed. I am quiet, I

drink in all that is said and try to

find the right place in my mind for

each idea. It is like trying to put

the pieces of a stained glass window
together. There are many beautiful

thoughts, and I know that some-
how they all belong to the Gospel;

but I have been learning this great,

new plan of salvation for a short

time only, so I am at times con-

fused.

Quietly I sit, humble because I am
unable to contribute anything to the

group. Then as a lesson is given my
heart yearns to know a point on the

subject of salvation. If I am saved

no faster than I gain knowledge, I

must know more. The Gospel came
to me so late in my life. Many years

have I lost. I must eagerly gain all

I can each day. So before I stop to

realize how afraid I am, I raise my
hand and ask a question. Suddenly
I am overwhelmed with my own dar-

ing. I am taking the time of many
women who already know the an-

swer. When the teacher calls on me
I am trembling. My words tumble
over themselves and don't come out

in the English order. There is a

puzzled look on the face of the

teacher, but soon a light comes into

her eyes and she says, "Do you mean
this— ?" and she puts my question

in straight running words. My face

is not hot any more and I say "Yes,

yes!" eagerly, and she answers my
question with kindness. I am grate-

ful but I still feel embarrassed that

I have taken the time of the class.

Then a glorious thing happens

!

Another member adds a thought
that seems to have blossomed from
mine, and everyone is lifted. I am
then glad that I asked my question.

It maybe was The Master Gardener
pruning about the roots of my soul,

and the soil was cultivated for those
near me as well. I am no longer
lost. I belong to the class.

But yet another day comes and I

find myself surrounded by women
who have studied the Gospel and
lived it all their lives. They are tell-

ing what their religion means to

them. One after another they arise

and speak. Back into my own life

I drift on their words, and ask my-
self the question "What does the

Gospel mean to me?" Indeed it

means so much, there are no words
strong enough to tell it. I recall the

day of the coming of a missionary to

my home, of reading tracts, of pray-

ing for the light, and then of the

coming of my testimony. The sacred-

ness of it comes over me and burns
within me. I want to share it with

these women around me, but per-

haps they would think me too ex-

cited over my possession of the pre-

cious truth. They are so used to it

and it glows so calmly in their eyes.

So I sit still, lost to my present self.

My mind journeys back to the old

country, and I live again all that hap-

pened after my conversion : the giv-
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ing up of my comfortable home,
being disowned by my father, and
worst of all the disloyalty of my
dearest friend. Why should I tell

these women, who have known such

peaceful lives, of my sacrifices and
suffering? Then I am startled to

find that someone else who was con-

verted to the church is telling her

story. I feel her exaltation, and be-

fore I realize it I am on my feet

telling of the great truth I have
found in this world for my salva-

tion.

As the meeting is dismissed some-
one presses my hand, another speaks

to me and I go home with a song
in my heart. Now I feel I have be-

come a part of the Women of Zion

!

But there is always a space between
me and the women who were born
in the Gospel. They seem to have
the ease of women who have al-

ways had wealth, the greatest of all

wealth, the wealth of the Gospel. I

am excited because I have so sud-

denly come into my heritage. Per-

haps they are calm because their

stained glass window has all been put
together for them, while I am piec-

ing mine slowly, day by day.

2—1 WAS BORN UNDER THE
COVENANT

'"PHERE is a certain steadiness of

soul that comes to a person who
is sure of his path in life. As a

descendant of Utah pioneers I have
a conviction of the truth of the Gos-
pel. My parents were intelligent

people, my grandparents were brave

through the trials of the early days.

I have absolute faith in them. I am
sure they selected their religion wise-

ly and well.

A goodly heritage is the greatest

boon a person can have. But I am
not altogether proud. I know that

in humility I must perform my

duties and live up to the ideal my
ancestors set for me. I do not ex-

pect to live without trials ; I wel-

come them. I know the test will

come to me as it came to the pioneers

but it will be a different test. I am
facing a new frontier that has new
terrors. I believe there are problems
today as great as the Indian problem
of the pioneers. There are pride and
prejudice stalking about, waiting to

torment me. Pride carries his toma-
hawk and has already threatened to

mar my personality. I tell myself
that pride is human, that a heart is

behind his painted face. But intui-

tively I know that he is a savage who
is restless. And he will try again

and again to assault my spiritual self.

How often he comes into my home
and tries to bully me out of my
faith.

Prejudice is another uncivilized

tempter which haunts me. He has

tried to wrench from me my spirit-

ual heritage by offering me a tempt-
ing dish of pottage—more money if

I will but drop my religious scruples,

more pleasure if I will but give up
my church work, more honor if I will

but play the game of favor. Some-
times it is difficult to resist these

temptations. Sometimes when I

think I am free from pride and pre-

judice, I turn to see their shadows
upon me, as my grandmother may
have seen the shadows of the Indians

upon her door.

I do not hear the howl of wolves
as my grandmother did, but hardly

a day passes without the echoes of

war and crime on my horizon. At
times it comes very close to me, and
I too hold my baby tight. Famine
is one of the terrors the pioneers
faced and I know how they suffered,

but I, too, have passed through a
depression that forced me to go with-

out food, to work overtime and to

keep smiling. I have indeed then
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sought the comfort of my church in

greater humility. I have pressed my
only whole dress, knitted a gay flow-

er for my coat and lifted my chin

a little, trying to hold the thought of

pioneer courage in my heart.

At Relief Society meeting I have

looked around at the other women
who appeared well-dressed. I have

known that some of them were strug-

gling as hard as I to keep their chil-

dren from feeling the brunt of hard
times. And they too were wearing

the shining armor of bravery. The
songs we sang gave us new strength,

and we felt that if we helped each

other just a little and didn't let our

own feet stumble, all would be well.

And ever and ever we must repeat

to ourselves, "We have the Gospel,

we have the Gospel !" Surely we can

never let the pioneers down. They
expected great things from the chil-

dren they gave to the west. Not
only must we keep the prairie yield-

ing its abundance to us, but when
stretches of desert appear in our

lives, we must let the seeds of our

faith blossom as the rose.

3_I WON MY RIGHT TO THE
GOSPEL

T X 7"HEN I look back upon my life,

I find that two forces have

ever struggled within me: the faith

of my father and the doubt of my
mother. As a child, at the end of

each Sunday School, I would walk

home alone wondering about the

Bible story or the vision of Joseph

Smith. One day I talked to our

hired girl who was a convert from
England, and I was so,overwhelmed

with the power of the Gospel that I

bore my testimony the following

Sunday. The class laughed at me,

I don't know why; perhaps my
words were queer, but I thought it

was because I was so serious. That

laugh killed something within me

and I decided not to believe again.

At college, I was glad when the

Bible was called a book of myths.

I told myself I knew it all the time.

I listened to friends who made fun

of Joseph Smith. But in my book-

case was a Book of Mormon that no
one could explain away. I believed

that I could live adequately without

religion. I was too busy for such

concerns anyway. But my heart

went back again and again to the

lost comfort of it.

After I finished college I began
to adventure into the great religions,

and found they bent toward the light

I knew. I turned to the philosophers

and found that from Socrates on
they too were humble before the

Great Directing Mind. Kant, the

German idealist, suggested "All the

planets have been or will be inhabit-

ed." That sounded like our own
religion. Bergsen, the Frenchman,
sought "an energizing principle

which might make more intelligible

the miracles and subtleties of life."

And our own William James said "I

firmly disbelieve, myself, that our
human experience is the highest

form of experience extant in the

universe."

Such findings made me eager to

go back to my church and to study

its principles from an adult point of

view. The Relief Society was the

most appealing and comfortable aux-
iliary so I became a member. I was
extremely interested, comparing
every idea advanced there with the

theories I found outside. One day
while looking for some material for

the literary lesson I happened upon
a dialogue written by Poe. It took

place between a spirit that had been
in heaven a long time and a new
spirit that had just come from earth.

The explanation of the universe

given to the new spirit was identical

with Brigham Young's explanation.
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The joy of discovery made my quest

for truth intriguing. Then followed

other books substantiating the de-

tails of the Gospel. The great Swed-
ish philosopher Swedenborg gave
the picture of the three glories and
the celestial world with the nature of

angels and spirits even as Joseph
Smith had done. I found that others

had knocked and had truth revealed

to them, the same truth that our
own prophet had received.

I became eager to share my find-

ings. I was stirred by the ardor and
the devotion of the members of my
Relief Society, and caught in the

spirit of truth, I bore my second
testimony.

My quest has not ended. With
every new adventure into inspired

books, whether they are books of

literature, of philosophy or science,

I find a part of the Gospel of the

Latter-day Saints. Only recently the

great scientist Eddington said "God
may be a person" and "We cannot
answer in leaping electrons, tensors

or mathematical equations" for the

meaning of the universe, "So when
we seek the meaning in conscious-

ness we find that it is about a spirit,

within which truth has its shrine."

Someone has said "A religion is

not yours until you have arduously
won the right to it." I am thankful
I doubted, otherwise I might never
have found substantiating truth in

far places. There is no placidity in

my belief. I do not take it for grant-
ed. Day by day with further proof
I shall earn the right to it. I am
dedicated to the quest of truth that

its rays may make the gem of my
religion shine more gloriously with
eternal light.

*GJ!§V3»-

THROUGH THE YEARS

By Ella J. Coulam

She was so gallant in declining years

—

Most valiantly she walked to meet old age.

Her smile stood out to halt the gathering tears

That seemed to threaten her determined wage
Of war, on fear and doubt and discontent.

She stood upon life's hill-top looking back
On dreams of service and a life well spent,

With head held high, she faced the unknown track.

Why should we fear, in going down the years
To walk thus, as courageously as she?
As slowly the glory of sun-set nears,

Keep an open mind to face eternity,

A sense of humor for this strange new role

With a prayerful mind and a reverent soul.

'G^O



To the Pioneers of 1847

(Dedicated to the late President Charles

Ora Card and his Company of Utah Pio-

neers who Founded the first Mormon Set-

tlement' in Canada in the Summer of

1887)

By C. Frank Steele

Old Chief and the snow-crowned
peaks

Where rise the lordly rivers

And the gentle, willowed creeks.

Behind them the pleasant valleys,

Canyon torrents, and rills;

Homes, joyous and flower-scented,

The rhythm of shops and mills

;

Mild skies and the lilac mountains

With a silver sea at their feet

;

Their friends, their kin, their proph-

ets,

Their Zion, beloved retreat

!

Before them the vague Tomorrow
On a new and an alien soil

;

Northward and ever northward

They press as they sing and toil.

Before them a new isolation,

A strange and uncharted land

—

Scarce a fire or a friendly furrow

Greets their weary, plodding band.

Yet over the trail roll their wagons
As their fathers had rolled before,

Strong men who loved their home-
land

Yet loved they duty more.

North to the Land of the Blackfeet,

This their appointed goal

—

A Camp of Israel guided

By a great and Godlike soul.

And the wheels of their wagons bear

them
To the heights of the Great Divide

:

On the east the rippling prairie,

Hills to the westward side

;

And beyond the hills the mountains,

They halt on the soil of Canada,

Break the fruitful, virgin sod,

And caught in the spell of the si-

lences

They find the peace of God

;

And above them arch the heavens

With their banners wide unfurled,

And their eyes are bathed in the sun-

light

And fanned by the Winds of the

World.

And the promise of things to follow.

Of the world that is to be,

Homes, cities, a Temple holy

With its gifts of eternity

Gladdens the hearts of the pilgrims,

And their courage never wanes
As God gives a wondrous increase

To their Zion of the Plains.

Thus they build, they sow and har-

vest,

And strength for each new day
springs

Fresh in the hearts of the exiles

And their songs of praise take wings.

And beyond the seas of bunch grass

And the trails of the buffalo

The West of the Future is calling

And its destiny they know.

And Peace shall abide, and plenty,

No more shall their children roam

;

Here they shall build for Tomorrow
And in love they shall make it Home.

<5^-&r~D



Address

ADDRESS BY HON. ELBERT
D. THOMAS, OF UTAH, AT
THE THIRTY-SECOND IN-
TERPARLIAMENTARY CON-
FERENCE IN BUDAPEST ON

JULY 4, 1936

I
AM asked to speak for America.
This I cannot do, for under our
Constitution the American peo-

ple speak for themselves, and they

alone can speak for America. Nor
can I speak for my colleagues in the

Senate of the United States, because
under the rules of the Senate there

is unlimited debate which implies

that each Senator will speak for him-
self. Those rules are obeyed—quite

differently from the way in which
the limited debate here has been
obeyed. You see, we get obedience

by having no limit. We tell a Sen-
ator he may speak on to the end of

the session, and in that way we get

obedience! (Laughter.)

I have noted in the speeches and
also in the report of our secretary a

spirit of discouragement concern-

ing the affairs of the world. As stu-

dents of history, if we remember the

past, there is nothing in the present

to be particularly discouraged about,

for throughout history conditions in

the world have been always, as it

were, in a state of flux, and never
has the ideal been found. I know
of no time and of no place when and
where men have lived in a state of

bliss and conditions have been such
that there has not been concern. Dis-

couraged as we may be, I know of

no time in the whole history of the

world when so many men, women,
and children were living quite so well

as they are living today. That, gen-
tlemen, is something.

We have talked about the League
failure. We should not talk about

the League's failure or the League's
success. Those are words which
have no place in the growth and de-

velopment of institutions. It is the

L e a g u e's development or the

L e a g u e's retrogression that we
should think about.

I am sure that I cannot contribute

much to the great deliberations here,

but I may suggest a thought, and I

give it to you from my heart: The
idea that nations shall meet and dis-

cuss their problems before the whole
world is greater than any organiza-

tion established for that purpose ; the

idea behind the Inter-Parliamentary
Union is much greater than the union
itself ; the idea of the League is very
much greater than the League itself

;

the idea behind the great American
Constitution is much greater than
the Constitution itself. For an Amer-
ican to lose faith in international co-

operation would be for him to lose

faith in the greatest fact of the

American governmental history, for

in the United States of America
there are 53 separate and distinct

parliamentary organizations, and 49
of them represent sovereign entities,

absolute, except for powers reserved
in the people, in their own spheres.

It is out of these experiments, it is

from these experiences that we have
become what we are. We know how
far the Federal idea can go. We
know the bounds in which the whole
may speak and the curbs it may place

on any one of its parts. The theory
behind that which international or-

ganization now calls a sanction we
placed in our Federal Constitution.

We know both its strength and its

weakness. From our experience we
know how far to go and when to

stop.

The American Federal Govern-
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ment guaranteed in our Constitution

a republican form of government in

every one of the various States, but
never once has the Federal Gov-
ernment attempted to do anything
about it. Why ? Because we knew,
from the very experiences which we
underwent when we organized and
wrote our Constitution, that once an
attempt were made to coerce a State,

the Union itself might be destroyed.

T BELIEVE I have caught the

spirit of the delegates here; I do
not know whether I can reflect it,

but if so I should like to in what I

shall now say. Mr. Rockefeller has
restored great monuments at Ver-
sailles. Are the French people whom
the present French Republic today
comprises resentful that a monument
which represented a theory of gov-
ernment no longer prevailing and
contrary to present theory is to be
made to live in stone ? No ; because
they see something more vital than
the theory, something finer than the

past it represents. France does not

wish to return to that past, but she
may cherish the beauty it produced.
There is no compromise there. That
which is good she preserves. That
which is bad had no place in the

restoration. Her pride is not touch-

ed that an American contributes to a
perpetuation of the beauty of her
past. France does not resent that

the world rejoices with her in this

monument to her culture. If the

world can unite in appreciation of
beauty, it may unite in appreciation
of other accomplishments. That de-

sire of nations is with us today, for

as I turn from one delegation to an-
other I am reminded of the spirits of

their pasts.

First, as I face the Greek delega-

tion, my thoughts turn to ancient

Greece and I remember what

Sophocles caused his Antigone to

say, "It is easy to join for hate and
for evil-doing, but it is hard to join

for love and for peace." Is that not

our struggle today ? Inspired by the

presence of our Japanese friends I

select a Hokku poem which, it seems
to me, reflects the idea and the spirit

of the Inter-Parliamentary Union.
The poem gives us this picture

:

There are many roads that lead to

the top of the mountain,
But when once the summit is gained

the same moon is seen.

Speech after speech from far-off

corners of countries represented
here reflect the Japanese poet's

dream, no dream to us who have
climbed the mountain ! The moon
and the ideal it represents are ours

!

I fancy a picture of the striving of

nations, I can feel the spirit of those

nations, and I note that there has

been expressed here, time and time
again, in very deed, the long-prayed-

for "desire of nations." Whether
that desire will be fulfilled or not de-

pends upon the way in which the

people of the world accept the re-

sponsibilities of the present day.

Shall we act like the ancient Hebrews
who patted themselves on the chest

and were proud, and claimed they

were the chosen people of the Lord,
or shall we be like the thoughtful of

those ancients who realized that only

those were entitled to be called God's
chosen people who first of all chose

to be God's chosen ones? We can

behold the moon of world unity only

if we climb the road that leads to

the summit. We can be that which
we seek to be only by striving in

harmony with the fulfilled purposes

of our hoped-for ends. If good will

is to come to us, we must reflect good
will. If the world is to be made a

place of peace, we must learn and

must live the way of peace.



Music Department
By Professor Frank W. Asper

IN ORDER to make something

of our music, the most necessary

requirement is that the instru-

ments have the best of care and are

kept in good condition. With our

pianos the following points should

be observed

:

Extreme care should be used to

keep them covered as much as pos-

sible so that the dirt will not get

inside the case. Moths always con-

gregate where there is dirt and it

is possible for the moth to complete-

ly destroy the felt and hammers used

on pianos. They should also be made
inaccessible to mice.

A piano should never be placed

against an outside wall but should

be inside the room in order to guard

against extreme changes in tempera-

ture—the ideal way would be to keep

the room at a constant temperature.

Then too, it will be found that there

will not be so much dampness against

the inside wall as against the outside.

Our houses and auditoriums are all

very dry, and this is especially true

during the winter when there is very

little humidity in the air, and makes
the likelihood of the wood cracking

very great, and for this reason it is

very often advisable to keep one or

two plants very close to the piano.

The evaporation from the leaves cf

the plants will keep the air sufficient-

ly moist to avoid any trouble in this

way. To keep them in a damp base-

ment is also bad for them. Avoid
drafts as this will tend to check the

wood and will cause undue expan-
sion and contraction in the piano

wires.

The piano wires are very delicate-

ly strung. Until the last few years

the wires were attached to pins which

were cylindrical in shape and driven

in the pin-block and if the wood was
not of the proper kind or grain or

seasoning, they would slip. There are

many of these old pianos now and it

is almost impossible to keep them in

tune as there is nothing to stop the

tuning pin from turning. In our

more modern pianos, however, the

tuning pins are tapered, thus en-

abling the one who takes care of

the instrument to drive them further

into the wood and in this way hold

the piano up to pitch.

A PIANO should be tuned twice

a year, if possible in the spring

and fall and usually at the same pitch

as the building is heated, generally

about seventy-two degrees. If you
are particular about your instrument

you will insist that they are always

tuned to A-440 or C-523.25. During
the course of the year, due to the

terrific strain on the wires, a piano

will drop one or two vibrations. If

they are not pulled up to pitch at least

once a year, it is only a matter of a

short time until they will be so low

that it will be impossible for any
other instrument to play in tune with

them, and any attempt a tuner might

make to bring it back to pitch will re-

sult in broken wires, sheared tuning

pins and possibly a split pin-block.

'^'OTHING is so repulsive as play-

ing on a piano if sweaty or

dirty fingers have been over it. The
keys should be wiped off with wood
alcohol, but always use the utmost

care not to allow any of it to get on
the finish or it will turn it white.

In polishing the case, the best method
is to use castile or Ivory soap in

warm water. Dip a piece of soft
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cheese cloth in warm suds and wring
it out, then wipe with a moistened

cloth. After this wipe with a dry
piece of cheese cloth. The many kinds

of polish are also quite satisfactory,

as well as the better brands of furni-

ture wax, providing they are rubbed
off as much as possible.

All of these suggestions as to

temperature, etc., are applicable to

the reed organ as well. In addition

the "performer should always take

care that the stops are pushed in

when not in use. This will avoid any
difficulty that might be encountered
with dust entering the wind chest.

'S^O

ELIZA L. S. UDALL

THE GREAT DIVIDE
By Bertha A. Kleinman

In Memoriam for Sister Eliza L. S. Udall

Sister Eliza L. S. Udall was noted or her pioneering activities in Arizona,

for her kindness to the Mexicans and for her hospitality. Most of the Church lead-

ers have been entertained by her and her husband who for so many, years presided

over the St. John's Stake. She served for thirty-five years as Relief Society Presi-

ent of that Stake. She was the first matron of the Mesa Temple.—Editor.

The day is done and through the Sunset Gates

Another bark glides swiftly out to sea,

In prime and loveliness the flower fades

And darkness shuts the brave eyes tenderly.
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But yesterday so gladsome and alive,

With kindly word and smile and cheer for all

—

Her day replete—why need she linger on?
The day is done, she heeds the Master's Call.

We cannot know the meaning of it all,

Why some must go and some of us remain,

Except that she so treasured and beloved

Is needed, too, and loved in God's Domain.
We cannot know the meaning of the storm
Why bough and branch must bow before the blast,

But this we know—the rugged cliffs take form
And stand serene when every storm is past.

And this we know and this we cannot doubt
That, somewhere in the glory of His scheme,

No pang is wasted and no heartache lost,

Nor tears unheeded in His blest regime.

Beyond the mystic "Parting of the ways"
Her lovely soul has taken wings and gone,

And unto us is left the lonely days,

The span of waiting and the carry-on.

Somewhere God yearns for spotless souls like hers

To grace the beauty of His Gardens there,

Where none of all the millions of the earth

Can fill the place He calls for her to share.

A little ways, a little time to wait,

Then in the dawn beyond the Great Divide
Her loved ones too shall follow where she leads

And all within His Love be satisfied.

APPRAISAL
By Alberta H. Christensen

I shall not care what they at last may say

Who caught my voice, in passing touched my hand.

They merely glimpsed an hour of the way
Of years ; how could they ever understand
The integer, who only chanced upon
The fraction imprint in the leeward snow?

And they who saw my lip in smile attired,

—

How could they know 'twas not a guise I wore,
Shielding with pride some cankerous hurt I bore?
What could they know—who saw me stumbling, fall

—

Of granite heights to which my step aspired ?

But you—who long have known my every mood

—

Your weighing flawless, and your verdict true—
-,

Oh I shall never care what they may say

;

Only beloved, what can be said by you.



Notes To The Field

Theology Department

"Theology is ordered knowledge,
representing in the intellect what re-

ligion represents in the heart and life

of man."

HpHE ministry of the Savior will

be the continued subject for

1937-38. The truths embraced there-

in will undoubtedly be studied with

interest and zeal, for in the past year

an increase in attendance, and satis-

factory progress in the study of the

scriptures has been noted.

The attention of the class leaders

is called to the paragraph preceding

lesson 1 in regard to listed refer-

ences. The Latter-day Saint scrip-

tures (those starred,) together with

the lessons themselves afford suffi-

cient material and proof of all state-

ments made, and unless the other

books are not easily available, as

stated, it is not necessary to acquire

them.

As believers in the divinity of the

mission of the prophet Joseph Smith,

it is a satisfaction to have the light

of knowledge through revelation of

the word of the Lord on these sub-

jects—the time of the Savior's

birth, The miracle of His birth, The
place of His baptism and His divine

power
;
questions so much discussed

and pondered over by the learned

theologians of 'the world without

agreement or positive answer. The
Doctrine and Covenants, which is

direct revelation and the Book of

Mormon, translated through the

power of God, give definite and clear

statements on these matters and will

certainly tend to strengthen the testi-

monies which will follow the discus-

sion of the lesson.

There is no reading in all litera-

ture that so enriches the mind and

understanding and at the same time

yields such a field for thought and
conjecture as the scriptures; almost

every verse is a poem, every episode

a drama and all combined an inspira-

tion for the higher and truer attain-

ments of life.

May this year's work be a joy and
development to the souls of all our

members, and a strengthening of

their faith and testimonies.

Literary Department

TT has been suggested that Pale

Moon and The Indian Love Call

would be very delightful musical

numbers to be used during the study

of The Star of the West.
The following is a quotation from

a letter of Mrs. Ethel Hueston, the

author of The Star of the West. It

is an interesting side light on the

book, which gives one the feeling of

reading real history in the delightful

narrative.

"The Library of Congress loaned

me copies of the Original Journals
of Lewis and Clark, and I carried

them with me on a motor trip fol-

lowing their trail from St. Louis, up
the Missouri River and across the

mountains to the Pacific, visiting as

many of their points of interest as

could be located. I can assure you
that my account is entirely authentic,

using their daily diaries as a base.

When the weather is mentioned, the

weather is as they recorded it. My
account was really a novelized ver-

sion of their journals, instead of an
historical romance. I introduced not

one fictional character. I only sup-

plied detail and conversation, but

every incident recorded was included

in their journals ; in brief, terse form
of course.

"One thing that was clearly indi-
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cated in their Journals seems to me
should be particularly stressed to

young students ; the effect of disci-

pline. You will observe that all the

infractions of rules and orders oc-

curred in that first year, between St.

Louis and Mandan. There was dis-

obedience, absence without leave, de-

sertion, theft, incipient rebellions.

Every case was dealt with, by a

committee of the men; sentences

were agreed upon, and justice admin-
istered. And the discipline proved
its point; after Mandan there was
not one other case of trouble with the

men. Rules were established, and
they were obeyed. The men were
loyal, obedient, and zealous ; the lead-

ers were careful, considerate and
just."

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPT.

A CALL to arms is heralded to

the members of the Church.
"Church-wide Beautification of our
Places of Worship."
Here is another opportunity for

the application of our social service

Lessons in Civic Sociology.

The keynote of success in this

project is loyal cooperation of ev-

ery member of the family.

That the Relief Societies have
long since been standard bearers and
pace setters in the beautification pro-

gram is evidenced by the lovely

rooms you have furnished in your
various wards. Many Relief Society

rooms are covered with carpet, the

walls and woodwork decorated in

appropriate colors, harmonious

drapes and suitable furniture give an

atmosphere of peace and rest to all

who enter your rooms.

The hours of. unselfish though

weary toil are forgotten in the pride

and heartfelt satisfaction you feel

when you see what you have accom-
plished.

That you will not fail to cooper

ate in every way possible to extend

your improvement program to every

nook and corner of your Church in-

side and to the grounds surrounding

it is self evident, because you have

never failed in loyally supporting

any movement for the beautification

of our Church.
Among the many needs of the

Church is efficient janitorial service,

care of sacrament service, improved
sanitation, screened windows, com-
fortable seating, carpeted isles or en-

tire floors, pride in class rooms,

more trees, shrubs and flowers,

walks, and fences.

When the bishop calls for your

suggestions concerning these prob-

lems we hope this little message will

have given you an opportunity to

have been thinking about the matter

and find you well prepared to help

where you are most needed.

ERRATUM
TN publishing the prices of the

books for our Literary course

next year on page 395 of the June
issue a line was dropped. By turning

to the advertising section in the front

of the book the Deseret Book Com-
pany gives the correct price list.

^^^



Notes From The Field
Julia A. F. Lund—General Secretary

Malad Stake

pROM the Malad Stake comes the

following comprehensive report

of the activities of 1936-37. We cer-

tainly congratulate Sister Nellie K.
Dredge, the President. It is diffi-

cult to see a phase of activity which
this enterprising Stake has not con-

ducted.

In August of 1936 the Stake
Board sponsored a pre-school clinic.

The cooperation of the doctors and
dentists with Relief Society was
most complete. The mothers of the

community had been brought to real-

ize the importance of having the chil-

dren examined and the corrective

work done.

The class leaders' and visiting

teachers' convention held in Septem-
ber was a most successful event.

The following is a copy of the mate-
rial on the card which was given to

each visiting teacher:

"To be dependable.

To make prayerful preparation of

my work.
To deliver my message.
To speak no ill.

To be a mother in my district.

To live worthy of my calling.

To attend all my Relief Society and
Visiting Teachers' meetings.

To take sunshine into the homes I

visit.

To look for something beautiful in

every home.
To have tact and kindliness above

all else.

To seek self-development daily,

through the spirit of God, in

exercising all spiritual and ma-
terial resources."

In September also the Relief So-
ciety joined with the Y. W. M. I. A.
in conducting a county fair and a
most beautiful flower show. The
sisters from the entire Stake brought

flowers of different kinds. The event

was most successful.

In December the Stake Board pre-

pared lunch and program and went
to the Washakie Ward, where a very
fine social was held with the Laman-
ite sisters. These sisters took part in

the program of songs and games and
in every way indicated their ability

to cooperate in Relief Society work.
The theme "Why we have a Work
and Business meeting" was the sub-
ject for the Relief Society Confer-
ence. The Lamanite sisters made
three beautiful quilts, the patterns

and quilting and every phase of the
work was done as beautifully as
could be. There were also embroid-
ered pillow cases, luncheon sets, and
real buckskin gloves beautifully

beaded. There were also many other
lovely articles of a similar nature.

The canned fruit made by the Wash-
akie sisters was just as beautifully

done as any in the Stake. So much
of the credit for the fine work ac-

complished by the Lamanite sisters

belongs to their President, Sister

Margaret Parry, whose patience and
persistence have produced beautiful

results.

The Stake Board and the local Re-
lief Societies assisted the Old Folks
Committee in their entertainment in

February. A hot dinner was served
to about four hundred by the Relief

Society sisters. This was followed
by a lovely program.

On March 17 the Stake Board out-

lined a uniform program for the

celebration of Anniversary Day, and
the event was carried out in exquisite

detail in all the wards.
To stimulate enrollment and aver-

age attendance the Daughters Day
program was observed.

The majority of Relief Society

membership attended the Temple
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Mission which was sponsored in the

Logan Temple in May of this year.

A ladies' chorus of Relief Society

members sang the selections and the

Relief Society Stake President spoke

during the meeting.

The Scriptural Project has been
taken up with great enthusiasm and
many of the members have com-
pleted the reading of the Bible and
memorized the names of the books.

In concluding her report Sister

Cecelia D. Rutter, the Secretary,

writes, "Each year we aim to make
a change in reference to our pro-

gram for Relief Society Conference.

One year we took Theology as the

subject, then Literature. This year

we took Work and Business, and
asked each ward to bring in the quilts

"It is marvelous how well and how
beautifully the sisters have cooper-

ated in contributing toward the

Church Security Program. Shelves

and shelves of lovely fruit of every

variety have been conserved, and
twenty-six serviceable quilts made,
men's and women's clothing of vari-

ous kinds, and dozens of pairs of

wearable shoes and household arti-

cles have been contributed through
the Relief Society to the Security

work.

"Our chief aim has been as a Stake

Board to cooperate with the Priest-

hood, and to the very best of our

ability carry out the details and ad-

vice and timely instructions which

the General Board have sent to us."

SAN BERNARDINO WARD RELIEF SOCIETY

or other articles that had been made,
so that at the Stake Conference,
held on Sunday evening, there was a

beautiful display. The Conferences
have been held and successfully car-

ried out. The songs and talks all

coincided with the theme, and the
spirit of each Conference was beau-
tiful.

San Bernardino Stake
T^ROM one of our younger Stakes

the above picture is sent. We
were very happy to have this from
San Bernardino. This picture was
taken at the recent celebration of the

anniversary of the founding of Re-
lief Society. The script was written

by Sister Roxana F. Hase in honor
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of the seven General Presidents of

the Relief Society. Those who im-

personated the General Presidents

were all either active or past presi-

dents in Relief Society work. While
some of our Stakes may. be young in

point of organization, they all have
the spirit of Relief Society work, and
we are most happy to hear from
them.

Mission, and others write, "We all

feel that the Relief Society Magazine
is indispensable to us. The wonderful
material which it contains is of great

help to us, and we want to tell you
how much we appreciate it."

Tongan Mission

CROM far-away Tonga a very de-

lightful letter came from Sister

HAMILTON, MONTANA, RELIEF SOCIETY

Northwestern States Mission

HPHE office was very happy to re-

ceive the above picture from
Sister Helen Jorgensen, Supervisor

of the Mission Relief Societies. It

is of the Hamilton Relief Society

in the Montana District. According
to reports from the Mission's office,

this is one of the most enthusiastic

organizations among the members.
It is well organized and demonstrates

upon all occasions a very fine spirit

of cooperation. The activities and
lesson program are successfully con-

ducted. The picture was taken upon
the occasion of their annual celebra-

tion for the Anniversary Day. This

Evelyn H. Dunn. The picture on the

opposite page is of the Haapai Dis-

trict. Sister Dunn has this to say of

her organization: "The sisters are

faithful in doing all that is asked of

them, and I am sure they enjoy the

work. We have just finished a very

successful conference in each of the

districts and the Relief Society ses-

sions were enjoyed by all the Saints.

"We experienced a bad hurricane

in the Togatabu district in Febru-

ary, but no one was injured. The
Saints seem to be able to have plen-

ty of food, even though their crops

were badly damaged. The work of

the Relief Society, in helping the
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TONGAN MISSION

poor and unfortunate is just a con-

tinuation of the old native customs,

and I am sure there will be no one
in want of food and clothing as long

as others of the Saints have any.

They are very wonderful to help

one another and scarcely ever ask
for money from the Relief Society

to do it with. I am sure they are

blessed for their goodness."

TO UTAH
By Terrence Sylvester Glennamaddy

For you, O Sunshine State, the hardy pioneers

Poured precious blood and strewed along the trail, white bones
To mingle with those of buffalo ! And hot tears

Of lonely wife oft wet a pile of cold grey stones

;

But when the wagon train moved on, with lifted head,

And confidence in God, she turned toward setting sun,

Determined fertile vales to till. Though he was dead

—

She went ever on, and by her side their son.

Now golden wheat fields wave where once was only sage

;

No more does blood of hero saint stain red the trail
;

No savage demons over peaceful prairies rage;

Nor Renegades burn wagon trains and rob the mail.

God give to Utah and her faithful children, peace
And courage to continue building, down the years;
From everything that binds our faith give just release,

Oh Blessed Father of the sons of pioneers.
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Editorials

Difficulties

TX/ITH the coming of July 24 we
think of that sturdy band who

pioneered the West and of the hard-

ships they endured. We pity them
because they went through such try-

ing experiences, but hardships are

not wholly undesirable. Through
overcoming difficulties there comes a

courage and fortitude that makes for

the strongest character. Facing diffi-

culties brings strength that an easy

life never develops. Pioneering

brings out latent resourcefulness. It

makes for brotherhood. Each feels

the other's difficulties and tries to

lighten the burden. All share in the

joy that comes. Many people have
been dwarfed, the best in them never

developed because they have been

shielded from every hard thing.

Hendrix Willem Van Loon, noted

historian, said at the National Edu-
cation Association convention in

New Orleans:
"During the last three generations

we have done nothing but give in to

our children. We gave them schools

that were far too good for them. We
deprived them of all trouble and
made learning as easy and pleasant

and painless as going fishing.

"We told them there were nice

little jobs awaiting them just around
the corner with a nice wife and a

mink coat and a nice house and a nice

mortgage, nicely handled by a nice

bank.

"As long as America had stood for

hardships, for pioneering, for fight-

ing one's way through the wilderness

—as long as there had been adven-
ture and uncertainty in the American
scheme of things—we had a definite

and concrete American philosophy

of life and nobody dreamed of im-

porting from abroad what we could

find so infinitely better right here at

home."
Isn't there a great deal in this ar-

raignment ? Are we not all shielding

children too much from difficulty and
trying to make everything so easy

that they do not develop the strength,

sturdiness, fortitude, that meeting
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hard tasks gave to their parents?

Much as mothers realize the

strength that comes from battle, the

fortitude that results from overcom-
ing difficulties, yet they ever seek to

shield their children and make life as

easy as possible for them. Fortu-
nately they are not able to wholly do
this, otherwise their children would
be very much weaker than they now
are. Psychologists are telling us that

we should all do something we don't

C\F all the notifications that our

Magazines have failed to reach

their destination we think the loveli-

est message we have received was
written by Rose M. Hardy. She
said:

"Dear Relief Society Magazine.
For some reason you have failed to

greet me with your messages of love

want to do every day, that we should

attempt difficult tasks for the

strength that will result. It is well

known that the furnace fires free

the metal from the dross, and so it is

no wonder that the Pioneers devel-

oped such strong characters. They
had to face difficulties ! They had to

develop their ingenuity ; they had to

stand together, helping each other to

overcome difficulties and to bring

victory out of seeming defeat.

An Art

and cheer this month. Needless to

tell you how lost I am without you,

especially when I have to present the

lesson in the Theology Department.
You know how much I need you, so

please get here as soon as you can.

Affectionately."

It's an art to be able to do things

in such a sweet way as this.

Magazine To Be Larger

VX7"E are glad to announce that

henceforth our Magazine will

be increased four pages in each is-

sue. This will give us seventy or

more pages of reading matter, ac-

cording to the number of ads carried

in each number. This is quite a
growth from the size of the first

issue, which had forty-four pages of

reading matter.

SAGE SONG
By Martha Ball

I love to stand on yonder hill

And gaze out o'er the great expanse
Of purple, tufted, scented, sage,

After the storm, after the dance

—

After the dance of the sparkling rain,

Whose tiny feet spread sweet perfume
On every tuft of silver sage,

On every quivering virgin plume.

I stand alone on yonder hill,

A soul bereft of a home-spun age.

Seeking sweet peace in the solitude,

Finding release in the primitive sage.



Lesson Department
Theology and Testimony

Lesson I

Some Mormon Contributions to an Understanding of the Life
and Teachings of Christ

TN this and the following lessons

there are pointed out a number of

distinctive Mormon contributions to

Christ's life and work. In many re-

spects the point of view of the Lat-
ter-day Saints is entirely different

from that of the world. Those who
desire to further pursue their studies

as here indicated, and who have li-

brary facilities, may do so by com-
paring points of view expressed in

the following list of books. The
starred books are Mormon publica-

tions.

Smith

—

*Gospel Doctrine.

Smith

—

*The Way To Perfection.
Talmage

—

*Jesus The Christ.

Talmage

—

*The Articles of Faith.

Gray

—

Critical Introduction to the

Old Testament.
McFadyen

—

Introduction To The
Old Testament.

Scott

—

Literature of The New
Testament.
Dana

—

New Testament Criticism.

Klausner

—

Jesus of Nazareth.
Case

—

Experience With The Su-
pernatural In Early Christian Times.

1. The Time of Christ's Birth.—
Many scholars have attempted to

determine precisely the date of

Christ's birth. However, we shall

not here presume to point out the

various lines of reasoning and
methods used by those who have
sought to fix this important mile

post in world history. Suffice it to

say that very able scholars disagree

upon the year of our Savior's birth.

The results range all the way from
B. C. 1 to B. C. 9 with B. C. 4
being in all probability the most ac-

ceptable mean date. Dr. Joseph

Klausner in his book, Jesus of
Nazareth, is of the opinion that Jesus
"was born in the reign of Augustus
two to four years before the Chris-

tian era." Now two of our modern
scriptures enable Latter-day Saints

to more precisely point out the time
of our Lord's birth. The Book of

Mormon has several helpful refer-

ences. Nephi definitely shows that

"even six hundred years from the

time that my father left Jerusalem,
a prophet would the Lord God raise

up among the Jews—even a Mes-
siah, or in other words, a Savior of

the world." (1 Nephi 10:4; com-
pare 1 Nephi 19:8; 2 Nephi 25 :19.)

The Nephite scripture records the

fact that Lehi and his family were
commanded by the Lord to leave

Jerusalem "in the commencement ot

the first year of the reign of Zede-
kiah, king of Judah." (1 Nephi 1 :4,

2:2-4.) Zedekiah's reign must have
commenced, therefore, about three

years earlier than ordinarily sup-

posed. The fulfilment of the Ne-
phite prophets' predictions are re-

corded in 3 Nephi 1:1-21. One
should read also in this connection

the prophecy of Samuel, the La-
manite. (Helaman 14:2-7.) The
Nephite people were given a mar-
velous sign of Christ's birth which
occurred according to our reckon-

ing in the year B. C. 1. The Doc-
trine and Covenants (20:1) seems
to point out even the day of

Christ's birth. "The rise of the

Church of Christ in these last days,

being one thousand eight hundred
and thirty years since the coming of

our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ in
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the flesh, it being regularly organized

and established agreeable to the laws

of our country, by the will and com-
mandments of God, in the fourth

month, and on the sixth day of the

month which is called April." The
exact date of Christ's birth is thus

set on April 6, B. C. 1. Some people

may feel this contribution to be of

little importance. We feel that any
contribution made to our knowledge
of the Christ is of value. The conse-

crated labors of thousands of schol-

ars are a testimony to that opinion.

2. The Problem of the Virgin

Birth.—In times past comparatively

few people doubted the simple

straightforward stories of the birth

of Christ as related in the gospels of

Matthew and Luke. While there

have been those through the centur-

ies who have been doubters, it is

within comparatively recent times

that the scepticism has become so

pronounced. From some recent books
on early Christian history one would
almost glean the idea that the Pales-

tinian of Christ's day, indeed most
of the peoples of the Mediterranean
world, were living in a fool's para-

dise of supernaturalism. Examples
are cited from the literature paral-

leling practically every miracle men-
tioned in the New Testament, includ-

ing Christ's miraculous birth. The
conclusion we are supposed to draw
is that the gospel stories simply re-

flect the naive and crude thinking of

the day. We doubt not the individ-

ual examples brought forward to

sustain this point of view, but we do
very seriously doubt that Christ's

followers were much less stable in

their views of life than we are today.

The chances are that they were very
much like ourselves. Even if this

were not so, there is no definite proof
that Christ was not born in the man-
ner stated by Matthew and Luke.
Aside from all this we have the as-

surance of the Book of Mormon that

Christ was born in the manner men-
tioned by the gospels. Nephi's vision

in which he was shown a virgin

"bearing a child in her arms" leaves

us with little doubt in the matter. (

1

Nephi 11 : 13-21) But there can be
no doubt when Abinadi tells us that

the Son of God was "conceived by
the power of God" (Mosiah 15:3),
or when Alma makes the explicit

statement that "he shall be born of

Mary, at Jerusalem, which is the land
of our forefathers, she being a vir-

gin, a precious and chosen vessel,

who shall be overshadowed and con-

ceived by the power of the Holy
Ghost, and bring forth a son, yea,

even the Son of God." (Alma 7:10)
These inspired statements are of

great value to us.

3. Where Was The Savior Bap-
tized? Most scholars of the present
day believe the Savior was bap-
tized in the river Jordan at a place

called Bethany. If one will read
the Revised Version of the Bible

or some other modern translation

as John 1 :28, he will discover that

the reading "Bethabara" of the

King James version has been
changed to "Bethany." Unfor-
tunately, none of the other gospels

gives us a check on the name of

the place where John was bap-

tizing. All Matthew 3:13 says is,

"Then cometh Jesus from Galilee

to Jordan unto John, to be bap-
tized of him." Many ancient man-
uscripts read "Bethany," others

"Bethabara." Origen, one of the

early Church fathers, states that

he himself changed the readings of

some ancient manuscripts from
Bethany to Bethabara, because he

had made a visit to Palestine and
had found no Bethany beyond
Jordan, but only the one that was
•near Jerusalem. Now, in view of

the conflicting evidence, how are

we to know the name of the place

where John baptized the Christ?
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Here, again, the Book of Mormon
comes to our rescue. Nephi, in

speaking of the prophecies of his

father Lehi, refers to a "prophet
who should come before the Mes-
siah, to prepar e the way of the
Lord," and then says, "And my
father said he should baptize jn
Bethabara, beyond Jordan; and
he also said he should baptize
with water; even that he should
baptize the Messiah with water."
(See 1 Nephi 10:7-10.)

4. Did The Savior Perform Mir-
acles? In last year's theology les-

sons one lesson was devoted to the
miracles of Christ. We shall

not at this point, therefore, spend
much time in considering them
except to point out the contribu-
tion our modern scriptures make
in reference to their reality. The
general trend of thought in our
day, it will be remembered, is to

discredit the performance of mir-
acles by Christ and to attribute

the New Testament accounts to

the unusual supernaturalism ram-
pant at the time of their writing.

With this thought the Book of
Mormon emphatically does not
agree. Thus, Nephi in a vision of
the future reports, "I beheld the

Lamb of God going forth among
the children of men. And I be-
held multitudes of people who
were sick, and who were afflicted

with all manner of diseases, and
with devils and unclean spirits

;

and the angel spake and showed
all these things unto me. And they
were healed by the power of the
Lamb of God ; and the devils and
the unclean spirits were cast out."

(1 Nephi 11:31.) King Benjamin
spoke of the Christ who "shall go
forth among men, working
mighty miracles, such as healing

the sick, raising the dead, causing
the lame to walk, the blind to re-

ceive their sight, and the deaf to

hear, and curing all manner of

diseases." (See Mosiah 3:5, 6.)

In the light of modern thought
the Book of Mormon thus gives

a distinct contribution.

We shall consider other con-

tributions in the following lesson.

Questions

1. Why is it important for Lat-
ter-day Saint parents to under-
stand the current trends of relig-

ious thought?

2. Why have the people of the

Church, generally speaking, not

investigated the possible contribu-

tions of our modern scriptures to

an understanding of the life and
teaching of Christ?

3. In what way would it be in-

consistent for Latter-day Saints

to deny that the Christ performed
miracles ?

4. Why can we not fully appre-

ciate the contributions of our mod-
ern scriptures without knowing
the religious thought of our day?

Problems

Treat only those that time and
circumstances will permit.

1. Discuss the following state-

ment made by a prominent writer.

"The Christians' Bible" is rich in

miracles. Supernaturalism runs
like a scarlet thread through the

whole book from Genesis to -Reve-

lation. For centuries this phenom-
enon was contemplated with entire

satisfaction by both laity and clergy.

But in modern times a different way
of thinking has been gaining favor."

2. Let the class read 1 Nephi
19:10-17, 23, and point out contri-

butions made to our present know-
ledge.
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Teacher's Topic 1937-1938

Introduction

"The building of character is one

of the most important things in life.

There is no greater task or more
profitable undertaking than the im-

provement of our own lives. Our
value to the world must be measured
in terms of character. We cannot

dream ourselves into a great life or

a developed character. We must take

hold of ourselves where we are and
with well directed effort, patience,

and determination, overcome those

weaknesses which hold us back." In

the building of any structure a plan

or pattern is essential. The most per-

fect character pattern provided

mankind is that of Jesus of Naza-

reth. Everywhere it is looming larger

before the eyes of thinking men.

This year we shall study certain

traits and dispositions of the Master

with a view of increasing our appre-

ciation of this "perfect character" to

such an extent that we will strive to

be like unto Him. "A character

which shines like a pillar of light is

the world's greatest sermon and most

powerful influence for good."

Lesson 1

The Strength of Jesus

Yearly Aim : "To study the Mas-
ter with a view of incorporating in

our own lives His character traits."

"To believe in Jesus is to imitate

Him."

It is God that girdeth me with

strength and maketh my way per-

fect.—Psalms 18:32.

"The good commander is not im-

perious,

The good fighter is not wrathful,

The greatest conqueror does not

wage war."

T-JE is strongest who rules by in-

fluence. For nineteen centuries

the influence of the Christ has been
spreading across oceans and conti-

nents, growing with the years until

today his name is held in reverence

by millions. The meek and lowly
Nazarene, born of humble parents,

never held a position of State nor
ever raised or led an army. As he
lived among men he held no position

of power or prestige. He drew his

followers largely from among fisher-

men and country folk. He devoted
only three years of his life to active

teaching. Yet he has been "a power
mightier than the legions of Caesar

or the wisdom of the greatest

school."

The great strength of Jesus is not

only apparent in retrospect. Those
who lived in his day, saw his face,

heard his voice, bear testimony of it.

John, the Baptist, was a man
mighty among men, but when Jesus

presented himself before John to be

baptized, John answered, "I have

need to be baptized of thee and com-
est thou to me?"

As Jesus walked by the Sea of

Galilee he saw Simon and Andrew
fishing, and Jesus said unto them,

"Come ye after me and I will make
you to become fishers of men." And
straightway they forsook their nets

and followed Him. In the same man-
ner did James and John follow after

Him. To their death these men were
most ardent disciples of the Christ.

Only one of great strength could

have drawn and held men thus.

As Jesus taught in the synagogue
at Capernaum many listened to Him
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and followed Him. He was like a

man among other men, a friend to

all—The words which He taught

were not wholly new. But the people

were astonished at His doctrine for

His word was with power.

Another illustration of the power
of Jesus is the estimate people placed

upon Him when Jesus asked,

"Whom do men say that I am ?" And
they answered, "Some say thou art

John the Baptist ; some Elias ; and
others Jeremias, or one of the proph-

ets." They compared Him with great

ones who had gone before. This is

remarkable. "The name of no man
living was great enough to convey
their idea of the strength they felt

resided in Jesus."

When the Roman officials came
to arrest Him and asked Him if He
was indeed Jesus of Nazareth and
He said, "I am," they fell backward
to the ground.

The greatest proof however of the

strength of Jesus is the intensity

with which men both hated and loved

Him—"He moved among people like

a gentle current yet wherever He
went He stirred and agitated human
society to its depths." He was hated

until they crucified Him and He
kindled a devotion that has burned
for 19 centuries.

The great strength of Jesus lay

in the divinity of His nature and His
central theme was righteousness and
the brotherhood of man. He expect-

ed the best in humanity and staked

His faith preeminently upon the in-

dividual. He leads each one to search

his own soul for the divinity within

him; to grow strong through faith

in God and service to mankind;
through self-mastery; through the

exercise of patience, kindliness, love,

purity of thought and action. "It is

God that girdeth me with strength

and maketh my way perfect."

—

Psalm 18:32.

In the preparation of these les-

sons The Character of Jesus by Jef-

ferson, has been most helpful.

References:—Matt. 3:14; Mark
1:16-20; Luke 4:31; Matt. 16:13-

14. Jefferson

—

Character of Jesus.

Questions

1. Give further examples of the

strength of the Savior.

2. How may strength of character

be developed?

3. Analyze the character of the

prophet Joseph Smith ; Brigham
Young; Heber J. Grant. Show
wherein their strength lies.

4. What usually makes for
strength in leadership?

Literature

Lesson 1

Sacagawea

COME people may wonder why a

half-savage Indian woman's bi-

ography should be selected for study

in a course of this sort. The defense

offered, if a defense is needed, is that

nobility should be recognized wher-

ever it is found.

Sacagawea was an Indian woman
who lived in this land of ours and

who had an important role to play in

the winning of the West.
Sacagawea takes her place among

the very few Indian women of

America whose works brought them
into notice if not renown.

In studying biography as litera-

ture, we shall attempt to do two
things : become acquainted with the
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character whose biography we are

studying and with the author of the

biography, by noting her manner and
method of presenting her character.

A biography, if it is to lay claim to

literary value, must be well written

and must present the life in question

in a convincing manner.
Sacagawea, a Shoshoni maiden,

was born in what is now Idaho about

the year 1785. Nobody knows ex-

actly where or when. However, a

monument has been erected at what
has been selected as her birth-place

in the Salmon River country and cal-

culations have led historians to be-

lieve that she was born about the date

suggested.

Accident—or was it the inscruta-

ble workings of a higher power-
placed this slender Indian girl in the

path of an epic expedition and made
her a most important character in

the drama that took place during the

years 1804-05.

Mrs. Hueston's romance of the

Lewis and Clark expedition begins

with this girl at the age of about 13.

While she calls her story a romance,

we must not forget that it is built

upon facts gleaned from the journals

of the party and from her own ex-

perience in traversing the route taken

by the explorers.

The author says in her foreword

:

"I ought not to call myself the author
of this book. It was really written

by six dead heroes, Americans all.

Their names were Lewis and Clark,

Floyd, Ordway, Whitehouse and
Gass. I have merely novelized the

original journals of the Lewis and
'

Clark Expedition

—

America's Epic

of Exploration."

The Shoshonis, according to the

story, had gone over the mountains
to the east in search of game for their

winter's supply of meat and clothing

and wigwams when they were at-

tacked by the Minitarees, a tribe of

Indians of the North. Sacagawea

was taken prisoner. As young as she

was, however, she had already been
betrothed to White Bear, an Indian

much older than herself. He had
bound the betrothal while she was yet

an infant by giving her father a mule
and a good horse.

Mrs. Hueston's description of the

girl on page 13 of the book, is well

done although, of course, we" must
remember that the description has
been novelized.

The naming of the Shoshoni girl

Bird-Woman—Sacagawea—is inter-

estingly presented. When Wild
Crow, the Minitaree brave, took the

girl to his camp, he told his squaw,
Cold Flower, that he had brought her
a fish. He called the little girl a fish

because he had caught her in a stream
of water whither she ran in an at-

tempt to escape. When, however, he
dismounted and went to assist the
little girl to the ground, she, who had
lived all her life with horses, sprang
to her feet on the horse's back and
leaped to the ground unassisted.

"The big Minitaree roared with
laughter," says Mrs. Hueston.

" 'Did I say it was a fish I

brought !' he ejaculated. 'This is no
fish. It is a bird I have caught you.
See, she flies! she flies like a bird.

She is a Bird-Woman.'
"The delighted squaw shook with

chuckling laughter.

'Tsakaka-wea !' She repeated.
'She is a Bird-Woman.'
"And so they called their little

maiden Sacagawea, Bird-Woman."
See page 22.

Sacagawea was happy in the home
of the Minitaree, but not for long.

There the house was better than she
had been used to, the beds were dif-

ferent but more comfortable, and the
food was more plentiful. She had ac-

customed herself to living, though a
slave girl, in the home of Wild
Crow and Cold Flower when for-
tune's wheel made another turn and
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she became slave-wife to Charbon-
neau.

This shift of fortune was tragic,

but it was important. Had she not

made this change she might never

have been taken on the Lewis and
Clark expedition and they might

never have succeeded in crossing the

Shining Mountains.

While Sacagawea's life was under-

going the changes noted, Lewis and
Clark were preparing to ascend the

Missouri River in order to explore

the new Louisiana Purchase for

President Thomas Jefferson. These
two young men were close friends

though they were quite different in

personality. Lewis was known as a

dandy—a Sublime Dandy—while

Clark was more practical. Lewis was
given the higher rank, but he insisted

that for the trip Clark was to be his

equal and was to be called Captain.
" 'There is no Lewis Expedition,'

said Lewis sternly. Tt is Lewis and
Clark, once and for all. Whether
we come back in the glory of success,

or whether we find a place of rest in

some happy-hunting-ground of the

Northwest—it will always be Lewis
and Clark.' He smiled suddenly, a

warm engaging smile. 'Damon and
Pythias,' he said. 'David and Jona-
than, Lewis and Clark. We are the

third in a great triumvirate of friend-

ship.'
"

The expedition in three boats left

Camp DuBoise at 4 p. m. May 14,

1804, and started slowly up the Mis-
souri River bent upon going where
white men had never been before.

This party, after spending months
on the yellow Missouri, came at last

to the Mandan towns in what is now
North Dakota, where they remained
for the winter. Here they met Char-
bonneau, an interpreter, and learned

that one of his wives was a Sho-
shoni girl. They were immediately
interested for it would be necessary
for them to pass through the Sho-

shoni country where they hoped they
would be able to establish friendly

relations and secure horses with
which to carry themselves and their

belongings over the Shining Moun-
tains.

Charbonneau, eager to be engaged

as interpreter for the party, sent his

handsomest wife—Sacagawea—with

gifts for the white strangers. Her
meeting with Lewis and Clark is well

told by Mrs. Hueston: "Accompan-
ied by another Indian girl—Little

Rabbit—Sacagawea presented her-

self at the fort and said they had
called with presents for the white

chiefs. Lewis and Clark, determined

to make friends with the Indians, in-

vited the two women in.

"With the swift keen glance of the

Indian, she ( Sacagawea) took in the

entire businesslike room: its tables,

its benches, its strange shining in-

struments. She saw Lewis coming
from his papers at his desk with a

sigh and a polite, conventional smile.

And she saw Clark ! Saw the friend-

ly, honest blue eyes; the firm kind
lips ; the bright hair tossed back on
his forehead. Her breath came quick-

ly. This was a great chief ! Stirred

as she had never been in all her
young life, trembling, but undaunted,
she presented the robes.

" 'With compliments,' she said

faintly."

Then ensued a conversation be-

tween the white chiefs and the little

strange squaw and they found in her
intelligence and learned of her na-
tionality. They asked about the

Snake Indians and learned that these

girls were of them. Realizing that

they could not take the girl away
from her husband, they immediately
engaged Charbonneau as guide with
the stipulation that the worthless fel-

low was to take his Shoshoni wife
along with him.

During the weeks that followed,

Sacagawea gave birth to her first
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child, who was also to make the trip

over the Shining Mountains and
down to the great Western Sea rid-

ing most of the time on his mother's

capable back.

"At four o'clock on a Sunday af-

ternoon the expedition left Mandan."
On board the largest boat was Saca-

gawea, the Indian slave-girl, envied

of all the Indian women in the place.

"Dressed in her handsomest leath-

er skirt, with the longest and neatest

fringe, wearing her embroidered col-

lar and her tinkling earrings, Saca-

gawea stood erect in the stern of the

white pirogue, the baby dosing at her
back. It was the hour of her tri-

umph."
Sacagawea had met her crisis and

was safely on the road to immortal-
ity as well as to the Great Sea beyond
the Shining Mountains.

The quotations in this lesson
"From Star of the West,

By Ethel Hueston, Copyright 1935,
Used by Special Permission of the

Publishers, The Bobbs-Merrill Company."

Suggestions for Class Presentation

1. Maps will add interest to this

and the following two lessons. Road
maps will do, if no others are avail-

able. These maps could be marked
as the party progresses up the river.

2. Some one might be asked to

make a brief report upon the Louisi-

ana Purchase.

3. Characterize the following by
reading passages from the book or

other books about them: Lewis,

Clark, Sacagawea, Charbonneau, the

Missouri River.

4. If there is a woman in the class

who has known Indians well, it might
be interesting to have her tell of ex-

periences with them.

5. Give an estimate of Ethel Hue-
ston's ability at presenting places and
people in an interesting manner. Give
examples of her insight by reading

passages from the book.

6. Other books which might be

helpful, if available : Red Mother, by

Frank B. Linderman ; Dona Marina,

by George Gardner, Improvement
Era, Jan., 1933, Page 153; The
Story of the Red Man, by Flora

Warren Seymour ; Tudor Publishing

Co., New York.

Social Service

Lesson 1

Independence Through Cooperation

Text: "Civic Sociology," by Ed-
ward A. Ross, Chapter XX.

(COOPERATION is a very im-

portant aspect of social welfare.

But the term itself implies a certain

amount of personal curtailment in

favor of group organization, while

independence presupposes freedom.
Independence is one of the funda-
mental traits of human nature, there-

fore the spirit of cooperation cannot
thrive in a democratic society unless

it contributes to this trait. Because
it is difficult to understand how in-

dependence can be gained through

personal sacrifice for mutual benefit,

the ideal of cooperation is difficult to

project upon the popular mind, and
it is still more so to attain. But in

the modern world all life is depend-

ent for its actual existence upon the

closely interwoven activities of so-

ciety. There is no part of the social

fabric which is not contingent upon
this condition. Therefore coopera-

tion is vital to life. Naturally greater

independence can be achieved
through a recognition of this vital

necessity than through its ignoring.
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The relation of independence to co-

operation makes an interesting study.

Our text describes independence

as a state of mind which has nothing

to do with the fact that one happens

to be employed. It is a feeling of

satisfaction which arises from a state

of well-being toward life. Such a

state is not fostered by the hatred

which arises from an attempt to sur-

pass others by means of selfish com-
petition or to subdue them through

the force of conflict. Both conditions

are negative and destructive to In-

dependence because they destroy the

feeling and the state of well-being

if one is alive and sensitive to the

welfare of others. Neither contrib-

utes to the spirit of independence as

described or to a cooperative society.

This lesson will attempt to show
how cooperation contributes to inde-

pendence, or freedom from strife.

The following points will be devel-

oped:
1. The importance of cooperation

in all of life's activities as a means
to independence.

2. The means of developing the

cooperative spirit in economic, spirit-

ual, social, and intellectual life.

The desire for independence exists

in all people. Many persons think of

this quality only in relation to its

political meaning ; others regard it as

a matter of economic life. But in-

dependence has numerous applica-

tions to life situations. Among other

standpoints it may be interpreted

from an economic, spiritual, social,

and intellectual point of view. Inde-

pendence in all of these phases is

highly desirable, but since each is

subject to different implications in

the minds of different people, a gen-
eral definition of each will be given
here for the purpose of discussion,

and their means of attainment will be
indicated.

Economic independence is free-

dom from financial worry as achiev-

ed on the economic level that is com-
mensurate with one's earning capa-
city.

A state of comfortable economic
independence was rather easy to at-

tain in the early history of all Amer-
ican pioneering. It was achieved by
a remarkably high percentage of col-

onizers and settlers in the agrarian

state of society. Fathers, mothers,

and children worked together as one
for the common good of the family.

Industrial depressions, loss of for-

eign markets, and the changing of

trade routes were not greatly feared

because the economic comfort of a

family did not depend upon them.
The production of goods was essenti-

ally a family matter, or at most a

community concern ; and that family

was happy which could see a supply

of goods stored away in its cellar

and granary for the needs of its

present and near future. Security

was a family affair which rested

largely upon personal initiative ra-

ther than upon group, national, or

international relations. This homely
economy was conducive to the build-

ing of a stable character. It provided
an outlet for the spirit of rugged in-

dividualism, and it developed many
sterling qualities, among which was
this cherished feeling of independ-
ence through self-sufficiency.

But the population has undergone
the great movement from rural to

urban life. Agriculture is now only

one phase of life. Moreover, it is as

closely related to the activities of

organization as any other field of liv-

ing. Farmers are as much dependent

upon cooperation in the science of

soil-production as are members of

densely populated centers dependent

upon organization for their living.

The former state of personal suffici-

ency has entirely given way in all

walks of life to the necessity for

group organization, division of labor,

community of action, and harmony
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of national and international pur-

poses.

But the need for money is more
keenly felt than ever before, because

as individual production has de-

creased the necessity to buy has in-

creased. There is no commodity of

daily life for which money has not

been exchanged at one stage or an-

other. In this cooperative scheme of

production which now exists it seems
that many give much in time and
labor while others receive most of

the profit. But it must be remem-
bered that without the brain of or-

ganization the smallest paid em-
ployee could receive nothing; and
also, that in the cooperative scheme
of living the least important position

is a vital cog in the scheme.

But how does this condition of

cooperation solve the problem of

economic independence for the man
of small means ?

There is a double answer to that

question. Firstly : All wages and in-

come, great and small, are absolutely

dependent upon the organization of

society. Man curtails his independ-

ence in order to gain more. But
secondly, and of greater importance

than this, is another kind of inde-

pendence which it is well to point

out : Insight into any man's life re-

veals the fact that the man of wealth
is hardly less free from economic
worry than the low-waged employee.

There is a philosophy to be gained
from this: Economic independence
is not a matter of the amount of

money that one has to spend as much
as it is a state of mind which frees

one from worry. There is a kind of

beauty in life to which all men are

entitled ; it is often plentiful in hum-
ble dwellings and frequently lacking

in mansions. What one buys is actu-

ally of less importance than how one
lives, and the feeling with which one
spends. Naturally freedom from debt

is important to economic independ-

ence. But barring disaster, this state

can be maintained on a small income.

Mass production makes it possible,

for which we have to thank the co-

operative scheme of life. Independ-
ence can thus be gained—and also

independence of mind can be gained
if we remember that the lad who
shines the traveller's windshield at a
filling station is of no more and yet

of no less importance to the scheme
of things than is the man in the tire

factory who stands all day long be-
fore a rubber press, and that neither
he, the traveller, nor the lad could
exist without the other, and that none
of us could get along without the
organizing head. We must also real-

ize that the man at the head who is

free from worry and is economically
independent because he slaves us to

the bone while he reaps the advan-
tage is a myth—he does not exist.

Livings are made through coopera-
tive enterprises. Economic inde-

pendence is a state of mind. Because
we can buy advantageously as a re-

sult of the cooperation which fur-
thers mass production we can live

on our incomes if we will. There is

happiness to be found on a very small
scale of living ; and happiness is in-

dependence.

Spiritual independence is no more
a matter of standing alone in the in-

terpretation of religion than is the

problem of earning a living an in-

dividual question. But again there is

a seeming contradiction to solve.

Spirituality is a personal matter; it

pertains to the very core of each per-

son's inmost nature. It springs from
the inner life. But it must be remem-
bered that without the organization

of religion there would be no soil

with which to nurture its growth.

Even the great prophets who have

founded religions have been depend-

ent upon a higher source than them-

selves. They have looked to God,
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and have received divine revelation

and guidance.

Without spirituality no man can
call himself an independent being

—

because he is a slave to fear and
earthly convention. But the fact of

death makes of man a solitary crea-

ture in at least one inexorable way of

life; and there are other ways of
aloneness to the thinking person.
But the presence of spirituality in

one's nature gives him communion
with higher forces which ease the

lonely heart and foster independence
because of the feeling of sufficiency

which he gains from a sense of har-
mony with the universe.

Therefore personal sacrifice for

the benefit of religious organizations

should be counted a great blessing

because of the good that one receives

from belonging to such cooperative

spiritual organizations, and because

of the good that one can do for

others. Truly, religious organiza-

tions are a matter of giving and re-

ceiving. The principles of our own
gospel are guides to living in accord-

ance to the precepts of the Great
Master and our own religious law.

By living in harmony with the consti-

tuted authorities of the Church and
their subordinates who devote them-
selves to the plans and work of the

authorities one gains an understand-
ing of Christianity and Mormonism.
Such understanding leads to spiritual

independence through the growth of

religious knowledge and a testimony
of its truth.

No finer example of cooperation

can be found than that of two mis-
sionaries who represent opposite in-

terests in life and yet who work with
one heart and mind while they are

engaged in teaching the gospel.

When life is so lived a veritable testi-

mony of the truth results which gives

to each possessor a feeling of spirit-

ual independence.

Social cooperation is the develop-

ment of community or national unity
of interest towards which great num-
bers of people are willing to work.
This kind of cooperation leads to

personal independence because an al-

truistic effort which furthers the in-

terests of all people fosters an aware-
ness of the common interests of life

;

and by giving of one's self in devo-
tion to the great social causes, inde-
pendence is created through the
knowledge of having done one's part
as well as from the benefits that are
reaped through the combined action
of cooperative effort. Such an effort
should result in social betterment.
There is no question that the general
health level of a whole nation is

raised after a united effort has been
made to eradicate such communicable
diseases as tuberculosis, diphtheria,

typhoid fever, small pox, etc. The
degree of independence which man
gains as a whole is measured by the
degree of unity which is attained in

the struggle to free humanity from
a scourge. Thus both personal and
national independence is gained
through social cooperation.

Intellectual independence is a
highly desirable attainment. It de-

velops confidence and self assurance

in the pursuit of one's life goals. It

fosters leadership among men, and
through leadership society is organ-
ized to cultivate intelligence among
the great masses of people. In help-

ing the masses to gain a degree of in-

tellectual maturity their contribution

to the welfare of society is propor-
tionately increased. Research labor-

atories bring forth hidden truths of

science through cooperative effort.

Universities impart knowledge and
seek to develop desirable social pat-

terns of life. But neither research

laboratories nor universities could
exist without the cooperative support
of tax-payers, beneficent men of

wealth, and community support.

The people of the world are truly
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in need of a greater spirit of coopera-

tion in all of life's activities. Indus-

trial, social, intellectual, and even re-

ligious life can reach far higher de-

grees of success when contributing

parties actively cooperate for the mu-
tual good of all. It is only through
conscious cooperation in all life pur-

poses that the greatest degree of in-

dependence may be possible to each

individual.

Activities

1. Study some of the conflicts of

interest to your community, and en-

deavor to work out some form of co-

operation which would unite the con-

tending parties. Would your solu-

tion bring a greater spirit of inde-

pendence to each side of the contro-

versy ?

2. It is said that social progress is

measured in part by the discovery of

new forms of cooperation. Discuss

the statement and illustrate your

point of view with local examples.

3. Point out the part which co-

operation has played in building up
the prestige which the National

Woman's Relief Society now enjoys.

Literature for Missions

Typical Women of the Church

VIT'E hear much about what men
in the Church have done,

not much about the activity of

women. This does not mean,
however, that the part performed
by women is unimportant. The
contrary is the truth. The work
done by the women of the Church
has been of the utmost value, and
their faith and devotion to the
Church have often been greater
than that of their men folk. Very
high praise is justly due the wom-
en for their loyalty and service.

In the following lessons a con-
sideration will be given to the life

activities of five very worthy women.
Their lives were lived largely in the

quiet and retirement of the home.

These women were not exceptional

—

they were and are typical of many
thousands of other worthy women in

whose lives are found exemplified in

full measure the high qualities that

go to make genuine nobility of char-

acter—the type of nobility most
pleasing to God.

The lives of these women may be

studied with great profit by other

women. They moved in humble

walks of life where the very great

majority of women move. Their fi-

delity, heroism and success cannot

fail to be a lofty inspiration to all

other good women who are striving

to live acceptably to our Father in

Heaven.

Lesson 1

Margaret Bach Huefner
Born in Alsace-Lorraine

(^.OD'S children live in every land

and clime. His Gospel—the plan
of salvation—is universal, designed
for all His sons and daughters wher-

ever they have lived or may live. On
hearing the Gospel message some
choice souls of many different lands

have accepted it. Among those who
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did this was Margaret Julia Bach,

born July 17, 1881, in Sarreguemine,
Alsace-Lorraine.

She was a quiet girl and deeply-

interested in religious matters. In

her early girlhood she read the Bible

a great deal and through the influ-

ence of one of her brothers became
acquainted with various denomina-

tional groups. At the age of twelve

she was convinced that the Lutheran
Church (to which her parents be-

longed) did not comply with the

teachings of the Bible. About that

time the Lutheran minister sent her

from his class saying, "I will not

have a Baptist in my class." She had
attended the meetings of the Baptists

but was not a member, although

several members of the family had
joined that denomination.

When she was fifteen, she joined

the United Brethren and enjoyed

their discussions and gatherings, but

she was not satisfied because there

were some of their teachings that

did not seem to agree with the Bible,

and there were many questions con-

cerning religious doctrine which they

could not answer.

Four years later, while she was
walking along the street, a young
man walked up to her and handed
her a leaflet. She felt singled out

and looked at the leaflet and found
that it referred to an unfamiliar re-

ligious group, the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. At
home the tract was read several

times, and Mother Bach decided to

ask a neighbor for more information

concerning it. This neighbor was a

Latter-day Saint, and in answer to

the inquiry of Mother Bach, she

sent her husband and a missionary

to the Bach home.

After several months' investiga-

tion, Margaret, her father, her moth-
er and a sister accepted the message
of the Mormon missionary, and they

were baptized. Now the persecution

began ; the minister of the Lutheran
Church delighted to persecute the
Bach family in the market place

while they were trying to sell the

produce grown in their truck garden.
Many slanders were circulated about
them, and they were continually dis-

turbed no matter where they went.

In the Spring of 1903 Margaret
left her home in Sarreguemine and
came to America. She arrived in Salt

Lake City on May 22, 1903, in good
health and feeling happy. She was
met by friends who made her wel-

come, and she immediately felt at

home. On the Sunday following her

arrival, she attended the German
meeting where she met further

friends, among whom was Brother
Frederick Huefner, who had but

recently returned from a mission to

Germany.
A week after her arrival, she ob-

tained work in a home in the Eight-

eenth Ward. She attended the vari-

ous meetings there and found a host

of friends among the young people

of the Ward. She regularly visited

the German meetings each Sunday
and found full satisfaction in her

Church membership and the assist-

ance given her by her friends.

On December 23, 1903, she mar-

ried Frederick G. F. Huefner in the

Salt Lake Temple. They bought a

home and were very happy together.

During the first year, before the old-

est son was born, she very often went

to the Salt Lake Temple to perform
ordinance work for the dead. After

the first baby was born, her attend-

ance at the Temple was less frequent

because the duties of the home re-

quired her attention. They were
blessed with four children, three boys

and one girl. Her husband was very

active in his Church duties, and she

assisted and accompanied him when-
ever possible.

On New Year's Day, 1912, her

husband suddenly died. He had left
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the house in apparent good health

to check on some matters pertaining

to his daily work and was stricken

with a fatal heart attack. However,
Sister Huefner's testimony was that

all was well in the providence of God
and that the Lord would provide

for her and assist her in the rearing

of her children. Brother Huefner
had often remarked that he felt that

he would be called upon another mis-

sion, and she felt that this was the

call for him to perform work in the

spirit world. He had done most of

the ordinance work in the Temple for

his ancestors, and it was now neces-

sary for him to minister and preach
unto them.

She was left alone with the four

small children; the oldest son was
seven years of age and the youngest

was eight months old. But with full

faith in the Lord she set about to

rear her children as she and her

husband had planned together. She
found that the Lord was with her

more than ever, and she was able to

care for and rear her family as she

desired. She took care of the home,
went out as a seamstress to earn

money, directed the school activities

of the children and carefully guided

them in their religious duties. She
sewed all of their clothes and made
most of their playthings. With the

help of her boys she kept the home
in proper repair. During those years

she came to fully appreciate the

teachings of her parents who had
taught their children to be frugal and
to be good managers. Notwithstand-
ing the training which she had had,

there were many problems which she
did not know how to solve and then
she went to the Lord in prayer and
she received the inspiration and as-

sistance to solve them.

As the children grew she had them
help her to make a living for the fam-
ily. After school they sold maga-
zines and daily papers to earn money.

As soon as she was old enough the

daughter took care of children. One
after the other of her children fin-

ished grammar school and graduated
from high school. They were active

in the various organizations of the

Church, and they were always found
doing something to earn means to

sustain themselves. Her oldest son
attended the University of Utah for

two years and then was called on a
mission to Germany. She was ex-
tremely happy that her son could
go to carry the message of the Gospel
to others even as the missionaries

had brought the message to her. It

was a struggle to take care of the

needs of the home and also to send
money to her missionary son, but

she found that the means were al-

ways provided. On several occasions

she obtained enough work just a few
days before she planned to send a

letter to him, which provided her
with the necessary amount to send
to him to pay his expenses.

Her oldest son returned from his

mission in the Fall of 1927, and in

1930 the next son also went on a
mission to Germany. During this

time, too, she worked and planned to

assist him in his missionary work,
and she was happy to render this

service.

Her children all received a good
education and are all well employed
in daily work. They are happily

married, and she now has four
grandsons. The oldest son is a mem-
ber of a Bishopric and the other two
boys are active in various Priesthood
and Auxiliary organizations. Her
daughter is President of the Relief

Society in the Ward in which she is

resident.

During all these years Sister

Huefner has regularly attended her

meetings and has taken part in the

Relief Society and other organiza-

tions in the Ward. She took her
children with her to Sacrament
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meetings and saw that they were tid-

ily dressed when they went to Sun-
day School or Mutual or when they

went to other necessary meetings.

Sister Huefner is truly grateful

for the blessings which have come
to her. She has been sustained and
helped in her problems by the Lord,
and she praises His name for the

joys and experiences that have come
to her. She is unwavering in her
testimony that the true Gospel was
brought to her and that she has ex-
perienced the blessings of the Lord
and the inspiration of His Spirit dur-
ing all of her life.

Her neighbors, associates and
friends admire her for her integrity

and humble spirit and for the cour-

age and faith which she had in rear-

ing her family. They love to associ-

ate with her. Her children honor
her and are grateful for the teach-

ings which she implanted in their

hearts and that she assisted them, by
precept and example, to gain a testi-

mony of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Questions for Discussion

1. Relate how Margaret Bach

Huefner came to join the L. D. S.

Church.

2. Tell why you think she was re-

ligiously inclined.

3. The Gospel as taught by L. D.
S. Missionaries is in harmony with
the Bible. Give illustrations of this

truth.

4. State how you think Sister

Huefner got her testimony of the di-

vinity of the Gospel as taught by the
Elder.

5. In what ways may a testimony
be obtained?

6. In what ways did Sister Huef-
ner overcome discouragement and
solve perplexities?

7. State how her faith in prayer
was justified.

8. Tell why she was a good
mother.

9. What correct principles of

child-training did she use?

10. Point out the nobility in her
character.

1 1

.

What high moral and spiritual

qualities did she exhibit?

12. Wherein does her strength of

character lie ?

Child Guidance
Lesson I

Social Behavior

PERSONALITY grows out of the

need people have for getting

along with each other. It is what the

individual learns in the give and take

of everyday contact with others. A
hermit who has no society with his

fellows has very little or a poor per-

sonality, while the statesman whose
great business is to influence and con-

trol others has a strong personality.

He knows how to manipulate the

people he deals with because he un-
derstands their needs as well as his

own.

In the infant, personality begins to

appear when he learns that crying

will bring his mother to the cradle

side. This kind of control over the

mother is essentially of the same na-

ture as that of the polished adult who
uses all of the arts and graces of

polite society to promote great busi-

ness deals or to foster the fine friend-

ships and loyalty that make our so-

cial lives secure and satisfying.

Smiling is one of the most power-
ful tools for controlling people. The
person who can pull himself together
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and smile in a tense moment saves

himself much trouble. The infant,

who is more interested in people than

in things, smiles by the end of his

second month when adults approach
him. He squeals and babbles at them
by the time he is eight months old.

Expressions of interest in the pres-

ence of an adult result from the fact

that people have always been asso-

ciated with the satisfying of his

wants. At about six months, the

child responds with laughter to bod-

ily stimulation, and at seven months
he laughs when toys are presented.

Normally a child does not have
much interest in the welfare of

others until he is two to five years of

age. At two years, children have
ordinarily begun to play in pairs, but

not cooperatively. The child's inter-

est is directed more to what the other

child has that can be appropriated to

his own use than in the other child

himself. However, between three

and five years there is a gradual in-

crease in the number of children who
gather voluntarily into groups for

play, groups of five being the most
common if that many are available.

Children under two years care

nothing about the age of their play-

*mates, but between two and twelve
years there is a preference for those
of the same age and sex.

If observation were made of chil-

dren of all ages, children who are ob-

stinate or negativistic would be
found more frequently at ages two
to four years than at any other

period. This point was mentioned
in a previous lesson on temper tan-

trums, in which it was pointed out

that the child goes about on its feet

at this age and is trying to get con-

trol of the new world to which his

feet bring him. He is also beginning
to get control of the larger social

world through language. But be-

cause he has not yet gained complete
control over the new objects and

people, he is inclined to be obstinate

and to throw temper tantrums for

want of a better way out. The tan-

trum frequently brings what he can-

not acquire through any other meth-
od and is retained as a social habit

because of its great usefulness.

Boastfulness reaches a peak at age
ten or twelve years for most chil-

dren, which indicates that the child is

inclined to compensate or substitute

for a sense of inadequacy just before
he launches into the early stages of
adulthood.

Children have no inborn ideas

about how to get along with people.

They must learn to handle people by
the same painful route that they
learned that fire burns. But to learn

the social value of various acts—and
every child tries literally thousands
of ways of getting along with peo-
ple—is more difficult than to learn

how to handle a bicycle or an electric

train. With material things the con-
sequences are generally clear and in-

variable ; but in handling people the

result of a given act is often vague
and varies with the person it is di-

rected towards and the effect on the

same person is often different at dif-

ferent times. The lad who has just

learned at school that flipping a paper
wad at a comrade brings a volley of

laughter, is struck with consternation

when his newspaper-reading father

sees nothing funny in paper wads.

In other words, the "score

changes" from person to person and
the child is in a constant dilemma to

know what to do under each new
social circumstance. When we re-

flect upon the number of social con-

tacts and adjustments a child makes
in an ordinary day, we can see how
his personality habits are acquired.

He learns to interpret the facial and
vocal expressions of people, he learns

many of the rules of regulated living,

he learns a respect for the welfare
of other people, and thus his person-
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ality grows as he acquires the cultur-

al controls his group imposes upon
him.

The home, of course, is the great

laboratory for building personality.

If the example set by parents is poor,

the children will suffer. Parents of-

ten criticize in the children the very

conduct of which they have been

guilty themselves.

Relations between children them-

selves may have a profound effect on

their personality growth. The young-

er sister of a domineering child may
lack normal qualities of leadership

and may always be timid and lack

self confidence because the older sis-

ter has always assumed the respon-

sibility of making all of the decisions.

On the other hand, the dominated

child may compensate by becoming
very overbearing herself and obsti-

nate to the extreme.

The 'only child' has his own pecu-

liar difficulties. He is frequently

pampered and protected, and be-

comes the emotional outlet for par-

ents (or grandparents) who have no
other. The importance of the child's

needs are paramount in the home,
much to the injury of his personality,

for when he attempts to adjust so-

cially out of the home he is woefully

lost and must learn new ways of get-

ting along.

A child's social experience should

be guided so that on the whole it

will be pleasant to him, but not at

the expense of others. Severe em-
barrassment at the first attempt to

enter into new relations with people

often makes children timid. Timid-

ity in turn makes the child avoid

social contacts and deprives him of

the personality development which

comes only from many efforts to find

his way among people.

An extreme example will illus-

trate this point. A child of nine

years was brought to a psychological

clinic because he was doing poor

school work. He was taken to a
room for an individual verbal ex-
amination to determine if he had the

intellectual ability to do the work of

his grade in school. In spite of tact-

ful attempts to draw him out, he
steadfastly refused to talk. Finally,

a non-verbal, jig-saw puzzle type of

test was brought in. The boy im-
mediately took great interest in the

new task and his cooperation was
perfect throughout the examination.
But this test did not require him to

say anything. His mentality was
perfectly normal

;
yet after two hours

of interesting work at the test, the

boy still had not and would not speak
a word. It was learned that he
would not ever speak in school, and
yet his school work was fairly good
except for that one difficulty. He
spoke about school when he was at

home and with other children, but

he would not answer any questions

or talk at all in the presence of

strange adults. Further study reveal-

ed that the child, always somewhat
timid around older brothers, had en-

tered the first grade under great emo-
tional strain; he would not respond

and was promptly threatened and
every effort was made to force him
to speak. This was a bitter experi-

ence, and was perhaps often repeated

the more resistant he became. Chil-

dren probably made fun of his timid-

ity around the playgrounds. To
speak before adults or strangers be-

came so unpleasant that he could

not even be tricked into saying a

word.

Severe unpleasantness affects the

child's participation in group activity

and perhaps has much to do with the

trend of his entire personality devel-

opment. Unscrupulous strangers who
frighten children sometimes do ir-

reparable harm.

Only practice in social situations

will enable one to learn how to make
those fine distinctions which mark
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the considerate, well-liked, and soci-

ally desirable adult. Children should

be given many contacts with all ages

of people, particuarly those of their

own age.

Timidity is not the only defect that

may develop in the attitude of the

child toward the group. Overbear-

ing children are common and equally

as unsuccessful socially when they

become adults. Placing of such a

child in a group where he cannot

hold the center of the stage on all oc-

casions may help to balance him.

More success will be found, however,

by attempting to see what lies behind

his aggressiveness. Often it will be

found that the child is covering up
some inadequacy he senses in some
other phase of his personality, such

as failure to excel in school work.
(This problem will be treated more
in detail in a subsequent lesson on
"Personality Adjustments".) An
understanding parent can be of con-

siderable help by showing how
friends and general favor with other

children are lost when the child per-

sists in pushing the others aside and
never giving them a chance at being
in the center of the stage.

Group games are accepted, next to

intimate family relations, as the most
promising means of developing per-

sonality in the child. Vigorous activ-

ity, respect for the rights of others,

ability to follow rules of the game,
and ability to work cooperatively for

a common aim are factors of value

in most phases of life. Group games
are the best remedy for the timid

and withdrawn child, if the games
are well regulated and the child is

wisely introduced into them.

Problems for Discussion

1. Show what value the following

particular habits have in helping

one to get along with other peo-

ple:

a. A pleasing, well modulated,
conversational voice.

b. A genuine smile and ready
laugh.

c. Careful avoidance of too fre-

quent use of personal pronoun
"I".

d. Effective methods of working,
appearance of being a useful

person.

e. An intelligent insistence on not
being pushed aside or being im-
posed upon by more aggressive
people.

f. Eagerness to be center of the

stage on occasion, but recogni-

tion of the same right for

others.

2. To what extent do you think per-

sonality (including disposition)

can be changed ? How ?

3. Show how shyness and timidity

result from unpleasant early so-

cial experience.

4. What would you do to help a child

who has become very shy? For
one who is overbearing in a

group ?
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PEACE
By Claire Stewart Boyer

Peace can come only to a quiet heart,

Allay thy strife

—

And trust a far infinity

Instead of life!
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Your Song
By Sylvia Probst

Yesterday I walked through browning fields

To bring our white Chrysanthemums to you.

A wind beside me rattled in dead corn,

And overhead some wild geese brushed the blue.

How strange that all the restlessness I felt

In Autumn's woods and fields and far-flung skies.

Should make me think of something that I saw
Once in the mystic blueness of your eyes.

Nobody knew. Your hands grew rough and old

Because of menial tasks throughout the years,

But when pipe organs whispered soft refrains

Your eyes would ache with burning unshed tears.

You made a paradise of common things

When fate denied to you your great desire

—

The light of evening stars and tapers glimmering

—

Though in your heart there lived a smouldering fire.

And yet my dearest dear, God must have known,
Perhaps on heaven's street you've reached that goal,

But no musician knew a lovelier song
Than was the perfect music of your soul.

And though for you there were no gilded ways,
Though desolate and steep the road you trod,

Your song, my dear, was so worthwhile to me
Because of it I learned to know of God.
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Poverty
By Linda S. Fletcher

THE setting sun was just jewel-

tinting the surrounding

mountain ranges, when Mary
Hamlin, astride a horse, drove a

straggling herd of milk cows to the

boarded corral and proceeded to milk

them. There was a song on her lips

and a look of shining happiness on
her somewhat hard face, molded into

lines of rebellious acceptance by life

on this Utah-Arizona dry farm.

Poverty had played havoc with her

dreams, but it now seemed that her

most cherished ambition was to be

realized, and she forgot the disap-

pointments she had known.
There was peace on this isolated

farm,—peace in the low murmur of

the pines on the wooded upland

where nestled the little gray house;

and the evening calm seemed to em-
phasize the exultant song of the toil-

ing woman.
When the last scanty udder was

empty, Mary carried the foaming
pails to the little out-building where
the separator stood. Of an old-

fashioned make, it was distressingly

hard to manipulate ; but the woman
seemed tireless this evening.

The feeding of the persistently

grunting swine completed the chores,

and then Mary hurried into the

house to prepare supper. From her

well-filled cellar shelves, she selected

some choice fig preserves for the

meal, and then she added several

other dainties to the board.

As she worked, she paused every

now and then to listen at the door,

and soon she was rewarded by hear-

ing the sound of leisurely approach-

ing wagon wheels. She hurried out

to welcome her children.

Her daughters, Norma and Elva,

had been away all Summer, working
at a hotel in a nearby town. Jim,
the fourteen-year-old son, had been
to bring them home. They were
vivaciously glad to be back, greeting

their mother affectionately, and
praising the good things she had
prepared for their supper. Mary's
eyes glowed with pride as she gazed
upon their fine, intelligent faces.

It had been the dream of her life

to educate her children well. Jim
had completed the district school

work the preceding Spring, and now
all three were ready for high school.

It was necessary that they go some
miles to the college town to get their

high-school training, and Mary had
planned to go with them to keep

house while they attended school.

The girls had earned money for

clothes and tuition; and Arthur
Hamlin, the husband and father, was
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now at Hurricane making arrange-

ments to sell enough cattle to supply

the money necessary for their other

expenses.

A/TARY proudly exhibited the

stacks of quilts and table cloths

she had made from "pieces" and
flour sacks, all adorned with hand
embroidery and fine stitches ; and
then she took the girls into the cellar

to see the fruit she had put up for

winter.

"Would that Daddy were as much
of a manager as you are, Mumsy,"
declared Elva, the sixteen-year-old

daughter, as they surveyed their

mother's handiwork. "Do you think

he will sell the cattle ?"

Mary smiled. "He promised to let

them go at any price." Then her
face took on a look of determination

that still had back of it a longing

that was almost a prayer. "He has
failed me so often,—but he can't

fail us now. I couldn't bear it. This
is the one dream I have had that

must come true
!"

Merry hopefulness did not return

until the girls were unpacking. They
got out the dress materials and
fashion magazines they had pur-
chased, and indulged in an orgy of

planning for their school wardrobes.
Well they knew that their mother's
clever fingers could reproduce any
model that they chose. Was not their

home beautiful with her needle-work
—the embroidered curtains and
counterpanes, table runners, cush-

ions, rugs, all the product of her
good taste and skill ?

TT was late when Mary retired.

She must have a last look at her
girls who had left her dreaming over
the magazines. As she stood looking

at the picture they made in the soft

radiance of the moonlight that en-

tered through the open window

—

Elva's bright curls mingling with

Norma's darker tresses—a little

voiceless prayer escaped her lips,

"Help me to give them life's choicest

gifts."

/~PHE next day, the Hamlin's set

off for a picnic in the pines to

which all the neighboring farmers
were coming with their families. The
good old community jollity that the

Latter-day Saints are so expert in

producing was the order of the day.

Jim had brought his ukelele, and
Norma and Elva sang all the new
songs they knew.

After the songs were over, Ralph
Howe and his mother came over to

greet the girls. The Howes were
neighbors of the Hamlins, and the

young people were soon eagerly en-

gaged in comparing notes concerning

the Summer's happenings and plan-

ning for the good times to come that

Winter at school. Ralph had attend-

ed high school for two years, and
they never tired of his stories of

school life.

The day of communal intercourse

was over all too soon. At home the

girls donned the customary overalls.

Norma busied herself around the

house, while Elva rode off to bring

in the cows.

As Elva reached the gate in the

rear of the plodding ruminants,

Ralph Hyde, who had driven over

and had reached the gate at the same
time, felt a quick thrill at her sweet-

ness. "Funny I never noticed be-

fore what a sweet kid she is," he

thought.

With a laughing, "Allow me," he

made an entrance for her charges,

and then walked by her side to the

house, his gay conversation awaken-
ing the girl's pretty laughter.

Norma had finished setting the ta-

ble and was now at the old-fashioned

piano. The music she was coaxing

from the lovingly cherished instru-
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ment was so beautiful that it hushed
the laughter of the boy and girl as

they paused in the door-way.

Mary Hamlin sat in a dream near

her daughter, visioning the fulfilling

of her hopes for her children. Norma
played with a touch of genius. When
the music ceased, Ralph applauded

softly. "You play well, Norma; you
will be a 'wow' at school

!"

When Jim entered with the milk

and cream, Ralph ate supper with

them ; and then they all went driving

with him out into the sweetness of

the desert twilight.

V\7"HILE they were away, Arthur

returned. He looked some-
what dejected, and squared his

shoulders in moody defiance as he
thought of Mary's sharp tongue.

Well, there was little to tell. He
busied himself, setting out some sup-

per of which he partook in moody
silence, furtively listening.

When the family returned, after

bidding Ralph goodnight at the gate,

they found Arthur sitting in an arm-
chair with his back to the door, read-

ing. They stopped in the doorway
when he did not turn around, all

anxious to formulate an eager ques-

tion, yet dreading a disappointing

answer.

But Mary had faced too many dis-

appointments to make her wait long

to hear what news her husband might
bring.

"Arthur, have you nothing to say

to us ?"

Arthur, in his efforts to appear
unconcerned, seemed brutally
dogged. He answered without turn-

ing. "The buyer I went to see is

taking only a limited number, and
that at an absurdly low price. I

won't let my steers go at the price

he is paying."

The girls and Jim seemed stunned.

Mary, in an over-mastering rage,

rushed forward and seized her hus-

band's arm.

"Do you mean that you have failed

me again ? This is the end ! Poverty

!

Poverty! How my life has been

blighted by it
!"

She turned to the children who
were gazing at her in alarmed and

tearful wonder. "We will ask no
more of your father. I will see that

you go to school."

Arthur made no plea. His appar-

ent coldness cloaked a feeling of

utter dejection as he realized how
little anything he could say, any de-

fense he might make, would alter his

wife's decision. Out into the barn

he went to throw himself on the

fragrant hay and there combat the

weight of sorrow he was too proud
to show to anyone.

npHE next few days Mary packed

up her fruit and vegetables and
her own and the children's belong-

ings. Not many days were needed
in which to complete her prepara-

tions for departure, and she did not

prolong them. The little house looked

bare enough when all her home
touches were removed. Mary took

down curtains, and packed up em-
broidered articles that decorated the

rooms, only to put them back in

their places with smarting eyes. She
could not leave Arthur a despoiled

home—not in that sense, anyway.

One day as she was sorting papers

at the desk, she found in one of the

drawers a house plan she and Arthur
had drawn up together when he had
brought her, a happy, hopeful bride,

to his farm. Vividly she recalled

the first years together—her ambi-
tious planning that they should buy
up-to-date machinery and a better

grade of cattle. But it seemed to

her, Arthur had made no very deter-

mined effort to have her dreams
come true. He had resented her
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assumption of authority and superi-

ority and had gone on making a fail-

ure of his operations. Mary had
become shrewish in her revolt against

the barrenness and defeat of life.

—

They had drifted farther and farther

apart ; she could not turn back now.

Arthur went about his work with

apparent stolidity, but his lips often

echoed the tortuous thoughts that

found lodgment in his brain : "I must
somehow prove to her that I am not

worthless ; I can't let her go, she is

part of me!"—but the habit of re-

straint had become so strong within

him that he did not believe that

Mary's decision to go might be

changed.

TX/TIEN at last Mary and the chil-

dren were ready to leave with

a loaded wagon, Arthur was some-

where out in the fields, and there

were no goodbyes to say. The chil-

dren, convinced by their mother's

constant indictments that their silent,

undemonstrative father was a hin-

drance to their progress, said no

word but gazed their farewell to

the farm in silent wistfulness. This

mood was soon forgotten, however,

in the beginning of what to them
seemed boundless adventure. This

was their chance to win success in

the world about which their mother

had told them so much. She had

planned their future with them ever

since they had been old enough to

be impressed with ideals.

No one knew that the father, left

behind, groaned in anguish of soul

at his failure, and resolved then and

there that he would do all in his

power to redeem that failure. And
the mother, no longer sustained by

anger, found it hard to go out on her

self-appointed way, for conscience

whispered that she was not altogeth-

er guiltless.

A RRIVED in the little college

town that was their goal, Mary
found, after much difficulty, a house

that satisfied her ideas of a suitable

place to live, and then advertised

for boarders. This was the only

way that appeared whereby she

might earn the money for necessary

expenses. Two boys came to her

first, and before long four more
boarders were added to her family.

The winter was a long, hard one
for Mary. So much housework to

do, sewing for the girls to be man-
aged, and the necessity for the most
careful expenditure of the money
she received from her boarders, in

order that it might cover her ex-

penses, all weighed heavily upon her.

She felt amply repaid, however,

when she went out to the dances and
social gatherings of the college and
noted how popular her children

were, and how well they looked in

their home-made clothes.

Norma's teachers were delighted

with her talent at the piano, and
when, one day, Elva came home,
excitedly bringing the news that she

had won the principal part in the

school play, Mary felt more than

repaid for her long hours of toil.

CPRING came early—as it does in

that semi-tropical country —
bringing with it the usual quota of

tourists across the Arrowhead Trail

;

and Mary received an offer to act as

housekeeper at the principal hotel.

The girls could have jobs there, also,

and there was work for Jim in the

garage.

C\N the dry-farm, Arthur, urged

on by his resolution to make
good, at last waked to his oppor-

tunities. He recalled the practical

improvements Mary had always

urged him to make. With the help of

Ralph, who was home as usual for

the Summer and pitied the lone man
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who was his neighbor—he was able

to buy the tractor and threshing out-

fit that he needed, as well as some
minor tools, and was encouraged to

get rid of his profitless cattle. He
again experienced a thrill of interest

as he gained faith in himself. When
fall came, crops had been so good
that he was able to send a substantial

check to his wife. He hoped that

the mute proof of his endeavor to

make good would win some kind

approval of his efforts.

Mary did not even open the letter.

She could not trust herself to do so,

though her better self pleaded with

her to give her husband a chance to

plead his cause.

"I have put my hand to the plow

;

there is no turning back now until

I have accomplished what I set out

to do," she muttered as she returned

the letter.

Arthur was very much hurt by the

return of his peace-offering, but still

he could not give up hope. "Some
day," he said half aloud to himself,

as he went grimly forth to his work
at the harvest.

T^OUR years flew by in a maze of

school joys and triumphs for the

Hamlin children. But the years had
not been so happy for Mary. Too
much work had left her little leisure

to enjoy. Norma had worked only

one Summer at the Hotel and had
then decided that housework was not

good for her hands. Both Norma
and Elva had been admitted to the

companionship of girls who had
every advantage that money could

buy ; and Mary found her every mo-
ment occupied with tasks for which
her girls found no time—there was
always a dress to press or some sew-
ing for her to do when the hotel

work was finished.

How happy she was when they

came home one day to tell her that

they had all been offered positions in

a nearby school—Norma, as music
teacher, Elva, as oral reading teach-

er, and Jim, as instructor in the

manual-training department.

"We can rent a pleasant cottage

where I can keep house for us all,"

Mary planned. The joy made her

forget how tired she was.

"^TORMA was to play several num-
bers in a recital to be given a

few weeks before the close of school.

Mary was finishing the embroidery
on the dainty gown for her to wear
on the occasion, when the first blow
fell.

Jim came in from a chat with a

tourist returning from the coast.

"Mother, there is a chance for me to

go to school on the coast, and become
a good auto mechanic. It would not

be for long, and you know I want
to get on my own as soon as I can.

What do you say to my going? It

looks like a real chance to me."

"Of course, you must go," she

said. It would mean only a short

postponement of the rest she had
planned.

On the night of the recital, a large

crowd of tourists, on their way far-

ther West, stopped for the night at

the hotel.

After dinner, when they ques-

tioned how one might spend the eve-

ning in such a quiet little town, the

hotel manager suggested that they
attend the recital at the College. And
so fell the second blow.

Norma's playing was a revelation

of innate ability; and one of the

tourists, a cultured Bostonian, sought
out the girl and her mother after the

recital to propose that Norma be
sent to the Conservatory in Boston
for further training. He offered her

a scholarship. Norma was flushed

with triumph and happiness, and
Mary had not the heart to say one
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word that would mar her daughter's

joy. It was arranged that Norma
should leave for Boston as soon as

school was out.

(COMMENCEMENT came at last,

with the usual round of gaiety

for the young people ; but Mary was
kept busy every spare minute press-

ing finery and working on dainty

hand-made, embroidered garments

for Norma's Boston wardrobe.

"D ALPH, who had been graduated

two years before, came in, as

was his usual custom, for the Com-
mencement festivities. Mary noted,

with a pang, how blushingly happy

Elva was whenever he was near;

but she stifled her uneasiness with

the thought that the girl was yet so

young.

Tired, after her hard day, Mary
went out on the vine-twined porch

of the hotel to listen to the strains

of music that floated from the Gym-
nasium building across the way,

where the youth of the school were

dancing. The soft, moonlit dark-

ness made her tiredness slip away
as she recalled her own school-days.

Soon voices in the rose-garden,

just beyond, became audible to her.

Elva and Ralph had come from the

dance, and Mary could hear the

young man pleading:

"But you won't make me wait,

dear ? I want you so much."
And Elva, acquiescing: "If Moth-

er says it is all right."

Mary fought for composure,

knowing that she must again sub-

merge her longing for well-earned

freedom and rest in furthering the

happiness of another of her children.

How selfish they were,—with the

unconscious selfishness of youth that

takes all with no thought of the sacri-

fice that its demands mean to those

who have cherished it for so long

!

Mary hurried to her room and

pretended to be asleep when the girls

came up. They were quiet in their

dis-robing but whispered together of

the happiness of the evening.

The next day when Elva came
with Ralph tor her blessing, Mary
was quietly composed.

HPHE next few weeks were busy

ones. Elva and Ralph were
quietly married and slipped away to

California for their honeymoon. Jim
was glad to be off to his school, and
Norma left for Boston in eager ex-

citement. Then came loneliness for

the mother.

When the last child had left her,

Mary's small savings were complete-

ly exhausted, and there was still the

necessity of meeting Jim's expenses.

One day, however, she received a

letter from her boy which read

:

"Dear Mother:—Hurrah! Have just

had a check from Dad, and he says I am
to call on him for any funds I may need.

Glad to be able to relieve you from the

necessity of sending me the wherewithal
to see me through

—

"

Mary felt resentful and deserted.

She had given her all to her children,

and now they needed her no longer.

Oh, the loneliness of those long eve-

nings after toil that now seemed so

futile ! Ambition folded its wings
and only sorrowful remorse filled

her heart.

"Is it not always thus," she asked
herself, "for those who have no com-
panion to bear them company in the

afternoon of life? What God has

joined"—had she not put asunder

what God had joined?

/-PHE days went by somehow. Let-

ters from the children were in-

frequent. At last she could bear

her loneliness and remorse no longer.

Acting almost sub-consciously, she

told the hotel manager that she was
going away for a few days—she was
tired

—
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Mary flushed as she realized how
eagerly she was returning to the

place she had thought she never

wanted to see again. But she must

know how Arthur was faring and

catch a glimpse of the old home once

again. She bade the driver of the

automobile whom she had hired to

bring her out, to set her down some
distance above her old home and
then to wait for her in the shade

of the pines.

As she neared the gate, she was
surprised to see, among the pines on

the upland, a new house—the house

of her dreams. She quickly drew
herself behind a tree, as she saw
Arthur and Mrs. Hyde coming from
the building. There came the bit-

ter thought that this was perhaps the

reason why Arthur had so submis-

sively accepted her absence. Anger,

and something else, which she recog-

nized with a flush of shame, flamed,

as she saw how earnestly he listened

to what his companion was saying.

They both entered a car drawn up
at the gate, and drove away in the

direction of the Hyde farm.

Mary's anger changed to submis-

sive repentance as she watched them
go. She had no claim on the stal-

wart man who lifted his head so

proudly. The Arthur she remem-
bered had been cowed by her sharp

tongue, her unbelief, and her dis-

loyalty. Tears of remorse forced

themselves from her eyes as she

realized that she had helped in his

failure and had, in no way, aided in

his success.

When her grief had somewhat
spent itself, she could not resist vis-

iting, just once more, the spot that

had been the scene of her early mar-
ried happiness. She realized that

Arthur was no doubt boarding at the

Howe's and had, perhaps, gone there

for luncheon. Yes, she would have
a little time

—

First she went to the little house

in the rear that had long been her

home. Here her children had been
born in those happy days when she

lived in dreams of what she would
accomplish for them.—The house
seemed to be deserted; the rooms
were clean but bare.

Then she drifted on into the new
house, where a genuine surprise

awaited her. The house was so con-

veniently and beautifully furnished.

Her soul cried out in longing that

here was a real home.

On through the rooms she went,

and into a sunny bedroom, with
roses peeping in through the window.
The room held a double bed ; and,

from the wall, a picture of herself

smiled at Mary. He had not for-

gotten her, then?

On the table near the bed was
an open ledger. She glanced at it

and these words met her eyes : "To-
morrow I go for my Mary. Pray
God she will want me." It was a

diary.

Mary fell on her knees, sobbing.

"I thought I had poverty before, but
this aloneness is the real poverty,
poverty of the heart

!"

A step and a smothered ejacula-

tion sounded near her, and she raised

her eyes to see Arthur standing
there, his arms open. With a stifled

cry, she was in them, all her bitter-

ness and loneliness forgotten in her
great need of him.

"Arthur, you want me, even after

I failed you so?" she questioned,
wonderingly.

"We failed each other, Mary,"
Arthur replied quietly; "but thank
God that we are to know the rest

of life together. We will never fail

each other again, I am sure."

And Mary, confident in the
strength of the new manhood that

enfolded her, breathed softly : "Nev-
er again."



Motoring To Mexico

By Ivy W. Stone

WOULD you enjoy a trip

ABROAD, without the ex-

pense of steamers and minus
the hazard of seasickness? Would
you like a vacation different in every

respect from any that our United
States can offer? Would you get a

thrill from picking orchids and ba-

nanas and oranges in a virgin jungle,

and have as a climax for such ad-

venture the knowledge that the cost

of the trip was not prohibitive—that

it actually was NOT breaking your
bank account?

If you wish such an experience,

turn southward into Mexico. Drive

in your own car over the new Pan
American Highway: see provincial

Mexico as she has been since the

days of Cortez ; see the native jungle

Indians as they have lived for cen-

turies, and travel at your own pleas-

ure, stopping when and where you

feel the urge. If you enjoy sports,

you may attend the fiestas in the

large cities, where red flags wave,

crowds become vociferous, and the

matadores and toreadors are always

successful. If you are studiously

inclined, you will revel in the numer-

ous attractions of the National Mu-
seum in Mexico City. You may
wander at will through numerous old

cathedrals which Cortez and his fol-

lowers built, and which are frequent-

ly lighted with alabaster domes, dec-

orated with ornate altars of twenty-

two carat gold, and whose gardens

are luxuriant with rare tropical flow-

ers and blossoming shrubbery. Many
of these old churches are closed, and
are rapidly falling prey to the ele-

ments and ravages of insects and
time.

npIME was when the Mexicans

expended all of their surplus

energy on revolutions. Uprisings

and outbreaks, revolts and insurrec-

tions were the common and to-be-

expected procedure. But ten years

ago the Republic started a new con-

quest. The soldiers were peons,

armed with shovels and machetes.

The guns were road machines. A
highway northward from Mexico
City was constructed, the first big

link in the proposed South American
Highway, a road that linked Mexi-
cans with their northern cousins of

the United States. Less than a year

ago the road was dedicated, and we
of the United States were invited to

come down as friends

!

"El Camino," as the highway is

called by the natives, is a marvelous
piece of roadwork. It is thirty feet

wide on curves and twenty feet wide
on the straightaway. All curves,

underpasses, etc., are plainly marked.
The deep sluggish rivers are beau-
tifully bridged, and the mountain
road has a six per cent grade which
you can easily make in high gear.

The road dips to only five hundred
feet above sea level and rises to

eighty-two hundred feet. It leads

through tiny villages, manufacturing
cities, sugar cane plantations, citrus

orchards, fields of maguey plants and
miles upon miles of virgin jungle.

The response to the invitation was
so overwhelming that for the mo-
ment the abilities of the hosts were
over taxed. We did go down; we
are still going down, and it is esti-

mated that many more will go down
in '37. Those who have been tell

such glorious tales, display such mar-
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velous souvenirs, that Motoring To
Mexico has become the slogan for

the tourists of 1937.

TT is an exceedingly cheap trip.

Gas stations are not competitive,

and gas costs about the same as in

the States. In the large cities, like

Mexico City, Monterrey and Vic-

toria, the motorists may designate a

choice of two or three brands of

gas ; but out on the open highway,

Gas is GaSj every motorist patronizes

every station, grateful for a full

tank. The local gas may give your
car a little "knock, knock," but it

does no harm, is all in the day's ex-

perience.

EXCELLENT, English speaking

guides may be obtained for about

$2.50 per day. They are good

drivers, are versed in Mexican his-

tory, and save you both time and
money. Splendid hotels may be ob-

tained for about $2.00 per day per

couple, with meals ranging from 25c

for breakfast to 75c for a six course

evening dinner. Mexico is so color-

ful, so variegated, that no matter

what your tastes, you are constantly

diverted and enthralled.

A T the International Bridge over

the Rio Grande River we were
inspected by customs officials with

long waxed mustachos and holstered

pistols. They looked forbidding, but

actually were genial, good natured

and leisurely. Our luggage was in-

spected merely to ascertain that we
were not smuggling narcotics, liquor

or firearms. We had to establish

proof that we actually owned the

-THE FLOATING GARDENS OF XOCHIMILCO.
-WASH DAY NEAR PUEBLA.
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car; then for the nominal sum of

$1.00 each and another for the car,

we were given passports, entitling

us to tour Mexico for a period of

three months, for pleasure only.

Mexico does not wish her northern

cousins to enter into business down
there, as they resent the exploitation

of their natural resources by foreign

capital.

V\7"ITH a feeling of exhilaration

we headed southward, over

the longest straight piece of auto

highway in the entire world—45

miles. We felt safe and secure in

the knowledge that the car was in

good condition, that we had two good
spares, that we were vaccinated

against small pox, inoculated for ty-

phoid fever, had two gallon jugs

filled with certified water, and that a

twenty dollar green back had been

changed into enough pesos to pay all

expenses into Mexico City.

What a Change! It did not seem
possible that only a river separated

two such widely divergent countries.

Here the word "leisure" is always

spelled in capital letters, and no one

ever hurries ; Ford trucks gave way
to burros, shoes became a rarity, di-

verging roads became mere paths,

women and girls balanced huge

wooden trays on their heads, or stag-

gered under the weight of water

jugs. Little naked boys tended their

goats on the roadside, unconscious

of their nudity. Tiny burros trotted

along, loaded with huge cargoes of

hand-made chairs, pottery, charcoal,

firewood or corn. Windowless huts

of square cactus or palm thatches

became commonplace. Gorgeous
flowers surrounded every hut, while

the family baby, pigs, chickens, bur-

ros and pet parrot shared the door-

yard in pleasant comradarie.

The jungle is thorny and resentful

of trespassers, but lures the traveler

with its flambuoyant flowers and col-

orful parrots. We soon realized that

nature has provided all things with

a means of protection, and that the

jungle is no exception. Its thorns

and density repel the animals which

have to forage for a livelihood, and

consequently all loose cattle, pigs,

burros and horses turn to browse in

the deep, sun-kissed barrow pits

made by the recent road builders.

Here the grass is sweet with no
thorns or brambles. Thus these

stray animals have come to accept

the new highway as theirs by divine

right. A burro browsing on . the

left hand side of the road is very

apt to nonchalantly jay walk across

the road. Once there, he changes

his mind, and at his own peculiarly

slow pace he ambles back again. The
cattle are long horned and are apt to

choose the middle of the new road

as their resting place for the night.

Thus the warning of the Mexican
government to drive only in daylight

is quite in order. The orchids of

the jungle are parasites and may be

found in season. The bougainvillaea,

a tall flowering shrub, tosses its pur-

ple sprays of blossoms toward the

poinsettias, which reach a height of

twelve feet. The highway is nearly

eight hundred miles long, and in No-
vember of thirty-six, no Mexicans
had thought to put up a road side

stand to display their native wares

!

CO far, the tourists have been toler-

ant and patient, trying to avoid

hitting any wandering animal. But
whenever a stubborn animal has been

the loser over a disputed right-of-

way, the ever present turkey buzzard

is always Johnny-on-the-spot to do
his bit of sanitary regulations. Mex-
icans claim they need no garbage

wagons, and so long as the turkey

buzzards are protected, this claim

is substantiated. The long necked,
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bald headed, drab colored, ugly bird

has remarkable eyesight, and is for-

ever circling overhead, waiting,

waiting, waiting! The instinct which
tells him his vigilance is rewarded
is uncanny. As we motored south-
ward, we did not pass a single dead
animal. Returning twelve days la-

ter, however, the carcasses of four
burros were along the roadside, and
the voracious buzzards were too en-
grossed in their occupation to note
our passing car. Whenever I saw a
dead burro, I thought of some sor-
rowful family, who had lost a treas-

ured possession. For a burro is the
peon's contact with the outside world.
It is the family carriage, truck and
carryall.

Mexican Foods? Of course you
may eat them, if you wish. After
you leave Monterrey and until you
reach Mexico City, it is difficult to
obtain American foods, for the Mex-
ican cooks, though most willing, have
not yet learned the mild dishes which
their northern cousins prefer. But
the tourist should remember that a
stomach which has been accustomed
to little or no seasoning cannot sud-
denly adjust itself to highly spiced
foods without protest. A traveling
stomach is quite apt to become a
temperamental stomach. You must
decide for yourself if you are willing
to forego the novelty of eating for-
eign, highly flavored foods or of run-
ning the risk of spending part of
your valuable time in bed. Person-
ally, I took my breakfast eggs soft
boiled, instead of having them served
"eggs rancherio," which means fried
and floating in a deep red sauce ! I

was content to watch other diners
gasp and reach for water as they
swallowed the hot enchiladas tortil-

las, tamales, and the black coffee
cooled with boiling milk! In the
provinces the goat butter, home
made, smelled as though it might

have been stored in a pyramid. But
in Mexico City, Sanborn's and Lady
Baltimore serve as fine foods as the
most epicurian could wish for.

ALL Mexicans love their burros

and their chickens ; consequent-
ly even in the large cities there is a
night long chorus. In the tropical

large village or small town of Valles
we slept in an excellent tourist camp
operated by a Mexicanized native of
Sweden. Other large hostelries were
in process of construction. But the
builder of today hesitates to invest
overmuch, due to the strange law
known as "expropriation," wherein
the government may purchase your
property at any time, and pay the
owner only the assessed valuation

!

TN the Moctezuma mountains the
skill of the young engineers met

a real test. The road rises to a
height of 8200 feet above sea level.

It is safe, and wide, and was blasted
from the solid rock of the mountains.
Round and round it curves and
winds, with many laps above you and
many below you! Scarcely a day
is free from fog, and the tourist
watches eagerly for the rift in the
low hanging yapor that he may see
the vista of the endless mountain
range. At the peak of the pass, we
were fortunate in having the mists
roll away and disclose the farm lands
of the native Indians, tiny patches
of cleared jungle on the south side
of the densely covered mountains.
Here, with endless toil, the natives
have cut away the ever encroaching
jungle and planted their corn, fully
a mile above the river. Road crews
and soldiers patrol the mountain
road, ever watchful for the safety
of the nation's guests. Retaining
walls are being built, and the careful
driver need have no qualms over
safety. But as we rode along, secure
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THE PYRAMID OF THE SUN.
A LITTLE SHEPHERD BOY.
THE PALACE OF FINE ARTS.
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in the luxury of a good car, we
passed many an old cargadore (bur-

den bearer) scantily clad, ofttimes

barefooted, slowly making his way
afoot, bent over with the weight of

marketable goods which he would
pack into Mexico City, fully fifty

miles away

!

A/TOST old style Mexican homes
are built with an austere plas-

tered front facing the street, with

the solitary door and two windows
heavily barred. Thus they conceal

their real beauty. But once within

the walls, the visitor sees a well-

tended patio, with a well and tropical

flowers.

TV/TOST tourists will find it con-

venient to establish hotel con-

nections in Mexico City, to engage
a guide and plan daily trips to the

various points of interest. Days
could be spent in the National Mu-
seum, if you have an archaeological

turn of mind. You must not miss

the opera, if only to see the famous
glass curtain, installed by Tiffany.

You must inspect the Bordia Gar-

dens, where many rare tropical flora

are nurtured. Diego Rivera murals,

painted on the veranda of the old

palace at Cuernavaca, are destined to

become famous. The Pyramid of

the Sun, second largest pyramid in

the entire world, is only 27 miles

from Mexico City. At Toluca you
may see the sixty thousand Indians

milling about on their market day;

at Saltilla you may see the gorgeous-

ly hued serapes as they are woven
from native wools. Taxco is charm-

ing, as it is the one city where the

government insists the architecture

shall adhere to the old style. The
floating garden of Xochmilco will

entice you with its canals, gondolas

and flowers, and Chilula where Cor-
iez built three hundred sixty

churches is replete with old history.

About ten miles north of Mexico
City you will drive over the identical

road which Cortez built. Flowers
are everywhere ! Orchids in corsages

cost only 28c ; gardenias fresh every

morning for 3c; colorful markets,

selling everything from beds to ba-

nanas, from spices to ground fish,

and old auto tires for sandals!

]y[EXICO CITY has thousands of

beggars ; every auto is a poten-
tial taxi. Every street corner has
its vendor of tickets for the national

lottery. The "Lotteria Nationcal"
they call it, and it is government
controlled. Every purchaser knows
that his money goes for the main-
tenance of schools and hospitals, and
the odds are twelve to twenty that he

will win something. In Chapultepec

Castle the visitor may see the relics

of the great and the dead ; memen-
toes of epochal history, including

the silver ink stand of the ill fated

emperor Maxmilian I, and the solid

gold wash bowl of his consort, who
was later named the "Mad Carlotta."

~Y\7"E spent twelve days south of

the Rio Grande River, and
traveled 3500 miles in Mexico. We
ate and slept very comfortably;

bought over fifty dollars worth of

souvenirs, and did not spend over

$250.00. It was the cheapest and
the most enjoyable trip we have
ever taken. We were not robbed

or cheated. Our hosts were cour-

teous, obliging, genial and patient.

The manager of our hotel even per-

mitted us to pay our bill with a check

drawn on our local American bank

!

'""PHIS new highway will link the

two Americas. It is conducive

to understanding, tolerance and good
will. We, as a nation, will soon
realize that while Mexican ways are
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not our ways, they are still good ing to our United States we had to

ways. We must learn that Mexico satisfy our own customs officials that

does not wish to become a carbon we carried no plant life of any kind,

copy of our machine controlled civ- not even an orange, banana or a

ilization. They have a civilization cotton boll; that we did not have a

of their own which they honor and green parrot or a baby anteater

desire to maintain. tucked into a dark corner, and that

we were vaccinated against small-wE left with regrets, wishing
pQx ,^ Qne of us^ permitted

,iahabV
W^ to bring in one hundred dollars

custom would permit us to "shut worth of souvenirs duty free,

up shop" in the middle of the day, Happy carefree Mexico, we will

and take a three hour rest. Return- yet return

!

REWARD
By Conrey Bryson

The trail is steep and filled with stones.

A bold man climbs it, breathing hard.

He gains the top, and there he moans,

And grumbling, waits for his reward.

A carefree youth comes up the trail

And stops to pass the time of day,

"What, no reward? How could you fail

To find reward along the way ?"

I stopped to watch a gentle fawn
That drank from this clear laughing brook.

I watched an eagle soaring on.

I stopped again to better look

At ferns upon a bed of moss.

I watched the squirrels in the trees.

A clumsy bear then walked across

The path, to rob the honey bees.

I watched the fleeting lizard dart

Among the rocks and up the crag.

I almost heard the noble heart

That fluttered in a frightened stag.

All these I found beside the way,

The way you found was long and hard;

But look, a sunset crowns your day,

And even yet, you have reward

!



A Vest Pocket Tragedy
By Elsie C. Carroll

FRANK'S grey suit which she

had been going to sponge and
press, slipped from Peggy's

arms, as with a little gasping sob she

took in the significance of the note

she had found in the vest pocket.

"Frank, old Pal,

"I can't let you slip out of my life after

all the days and nights we've spent to-

gether. I shall be in Tremonton Thurs-
day on the 11 :1S. Can't we arrange a
little ' trip such as we used to take—off

by ourselves? There are things I must
talk over with you.

"Don't fail me.
"Yours as of old.

"Jen."

Peggy knew she must be dream-
ing. Such a thing couldn't happen
to her! And yet there it was—

a

letter to her husband from another

woman, suggestively intimate, ask-

ing him to meet her.

She felt cold and hot and smoth-

ering all at once. The old, old trag-

edy shattering her life—and less

than two months after her wedding
day.

Her first impulse was to call the

office and ask Frank to come home.
Yet could there be an explanation

to a note like that ? Besides, she sud-

denly remembered, Frank wasn't

at the office. He had told her he

might have to go over to Thurston
to finish up a deal his employer had
left when he had been called to Chi-

cago, and a little before noon just

as she had returned from the corner

grocery, the office girl had called to

say that Mr. Demming had tried to

get her before he left, and that he
would not be home until late in the

evening.

"I shall be in Tremonton at 11:15

on Thursday." O, it was all too

plain. They were off on their little

trip now.
Peggy wanted to scream as she

threw herself upon the yellow and
orchid bed and gave herself up to

hysterical weeping. Through her

tortured mind raced story after story

she had heard or read, of other de-

ceived women. The magazines and
movies were full of them. And so

was life. There had been her own
Aunt Deborah, never dreaming of

her Uncle Peter's interest in his

stenographer until it had developed

into a crisis after long years of de-

ception. And there was Florence

McCormick who had been so sure

of Jim's love and loyalty that she

wouldn't even believe that odious

woman who had stolen him from
her, until Jim himself confessed his

faithlessness.

But Frank!
And he had seemed especially dear

when he had kissed her goodbye
this very morning—holding her as

though he would never let her go
and telling her how sweet and ab-

solutely perfect she was.
And all the time—this letter there

in his pocket—and him knowing he
was going to meet this other woman.
Peggy sat up and tried to think

what she should do. There was only
one thing of course. She must go
away.

But the thought of going home
was intolerable—the humiliation

after all her ravings about Frank's
perfections. She had painted for

her folks their life and love as a

paradise of bliss.

She couldn't go to some big city

and find a job for she'd had no ex-
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perience ; she had no references ; she

had only a few dollars. She went
for her purse and found that the

exact amount it contained was
$10.87.

In her desperation she thought of

Cousin Letitia. She could get to

Granger for $7.10. Letitia would
be surprised, of course, but it would
give her time to think, to plan.

The tightness in her throat felt

like a burning band. Her head was
throbbing. She wished she could

die. She went about all afternoon in

a tortured daze, doing the things that

needed to be done in the apartment

;

washing out things she would need
to take with her.

As she was getting out of the bath,

the clock struck eight and she real-

ized that the next train south would
not leave until 1 1 :43. She wanted
to get away as soon as possible, but
she still had her bag to pack and
her farewell note to write to Frank.
All afternoon she had been trying

to think what she should put in that

note.

At last she sat down at the little

mahogany -desk and took out some
stationery. A flood of memories
swept over her as she recalled the

day she and Frank had selected the

desk at Lannin's. A month ago

—

and now the end. In one of the

drawers were Frank's letters—one
for each day of that month after

graduation before their marriage.

Bitterly she wondered if he had been
writing to this girl Jen at the same
time. Probably she had been right

there in Kemmerer with him —
"Their glorious nights."

Page after page Peggy wrote and
tore into shreds. The coo-coo clock,

Frank's birthday gift, struck nine,

then ten, then half past. She must
get away before Frank returned—
if he should come before morning.

The girl at the office had said he

would be late.

In desperation Peggy finally wrote

a single line
—

"This will explain

why I have gone away," and placed

it with the letter she had found in

his pocket on the yellow and orchid

bed.

She would go to the station at

once ; she couldn't bear the sight

of all the intimate things that re-

minded her of her lost happiness.

She put on her hat and coat and
switched off the bedroom light. She
reached for her bag which she

thought she had placed on a chair

by the window. It wasn't there.

She must have taken it to the en-

trance hall when she had gone for

her scarf. In the darkness she

started for the living room.
Her heart stopped beating as she

heard a key in the lock. The door
opened and light flooded the room
as Frank's voice boomed

:

"Why, you're all ready! You
must be a little mind-reader! I've

been hurrying my head off to get

back so we could go to the station.

I couldn't even remember that I had
told you that Jen was coming." He
had given her a tight embrace and
a quick warm kiss as he was speak-

ing.

"But what—who— ?"

"The note I got yesterday from
Jenkins Mallory, my old war buddy.
He'll be here on the 11:15 and we
must have him up. You'll fall for

old Jen like a million dollars. Come
on, honey, we'll have to hurry. I

didn't even turn the ignition off

Lizzie."

"O—all right—but—I—I—must
get—a—handkerchief." In the tiny

bedroom three swift movements sent

a traveling bag skidding under the

bed, a crumpled sheet of paper into

the wastebasket, and a note to the

vest pocket of a grey suit.



The Life and Letters of John Galsworthy
By Lais V . Hales

FOUR YEARS ago in the early

hours of January 31st, 1933,

England and the world experi-

enced a great loss. John Galsworthy,

who on Nov. 10th, 1932, had been
awarded the Nobel Prize for liter-

ature, passed quietly and unknowing-
ly away at his beloved home, Grove
Lodge, England. Memorial Service

was held on February 9th in West-
minster Abbey and on March 28th,

at the top of Bury Hill, far. from
the road, his ashes were scattered

upon the sunbaked turf near the

gorse-fragrant hedge, according to

his bidding in his poem, Scatter My
Ashes!

QALSWORTHY lived richly in

his sixty-five years. In sur-

roundings, of which the keynotes

were health, beauty, and sanity, he
spent a pleasant, wholesome, and
unspectacular boyhood. He early

made himself short-sighted by too

much reading. In school he was
nicknamed "Peace" because of his

reserve and pleasant aloofness. His
father was his idol. Ill health of

his mother deprived him of her com-
panionship but he wrote many ten-

der, charming letters to her while

away at school. "I loved my moth-
er ; she loved me," he has recorded
in his diary.

jT\URING his few brief years at

Oxford his fondness for wan-
dering about at night in the poorer
districts, listening to the conversa-
tions of the poor, was the first ink-

ling that he was no ordinary boy.

I suppose he was even then gathering
material for his knowledge of man-
kind. In 1890, to get away from

an unfortunate love affair he sailed

for Africa. It was on this eventful

voyage that he met Joseph Conrad.
A lifelong friendship resulted. In
one of his letters, about this time,

Galsworthy writes : "I do wish I had
the gift of writing. I think that is

the nicest way of making money,
only it isn't really the writing so

much as the thoughts that one wants.

What is a good thing to quicken the

sympathies ?"

An incident which was to quicken,

more than any other event in his

life, his sympathies, took place on
the last day of April, 1891, when his

first cousin, Arthur, married Ada
Cooper. This marriage was a tragic

mistake. Blameless and helpless she

lived in extreme unhappiness. First

through chivalry and compassion
Galsworthy was attracted to her. In
1895 she said to him: "Why don't

you write ? You're just the person."

By this and other steps they were
drawn together. Not until 1905 did

Ada and Galsworthy marry. Those
years between were frightful to them
both. It was a love which tried

Galsworthy as in a fire, and yet

yielded him the greatest happiness
that man can know; a love which
was the shaping and the making of
his life. Galsworthy learned at first

hand the frightfulness of a loveless

marriage. Those~ years left an in-

delible mark upon his life. No won-
der that so much of his work deals

with love, marriage, tenderness,

companionship. Never did two peo-
ple love each other more, nor with
better cause. Their communion en-

dured unshaken to the end. At one
time he wrote

—
"I am probably the

most happily married man in Eng-
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land." His Forsyte Saga, which is a
study of love at its best and worst,

he dedicated to his wife
—

"the dear-

est and most lovely companion." Ada
Galsworthy, by her share in them
"halved his sorrows and redoubled

his joys."

T^OR eleven years Galsworthy

wrote and made not one penny.

Those were years of reflection, medi-
tation, searching of heart and mind,

unbroken aspiration. Then in 1906
appeared that most beautiful book,

The Man of Property (the begin-

ning of The Forsyte Saga). It had
taken him three years to write it.

With it his name was made and his

income commenced. Written here,

there, everywhere, the most scattered

of his books, it is his most poignant

one. In answer to a woman who
questioned him as to his object in

writing, he wrote
—"My object is on-

ly that of expressing my philosophy

and my philosophy is merely a belief

that if we all understood and toler-

ated each other a little more than we
do the world would be a happier

place to live in." During the next
six years Galsworthy wrote plays,

novels, poetry, short stories, always
with this object back of them.

TN 1912 he and Ada visited the

United States. New York City

and the Grand Canyon they appre-
ciated. With the lengthening of their

visit here they failed to sail, as they
had intended, on the Titanic on its

fatal voyage. They returned in 1919.

Galsworthy lectured very successful-

ly realizing a profit of $4000. This
he handed over gracefully to his pub-
lishers—Scribners — for Armenian
and Syrian relief. Again in 1931,

for the last time, they visited here.

It was after this last visit that Gals-

worthy wrote to a friend
—

"I never
feel happy lecturing."

£)URING the years of the World
War Galsworthy suffered deep-

ly. His fertile imagination magni-
fied his suffering. Even before the

war he had made it a rule to live on
half of his salary and give the rest

away. But from nothing published

during the war did he personally

profit one penny; it was all given
away among an amazingly wide ar-

ray of charities. The war, spun
out, constant writing, the heavy ad-
ministrative responsibility of the P.

E. N. Club made of John Galsworthy
a tired man at the beginning of the

year 1921. He said he was tired.

The sands were running out.

1922 found him a "best-seller."

He had written his most beautiful

short story, The Appletree, and was
ready to start on his End of the

Chapter. He was corresponding
with Thomas Hardy, John Mase-
field, G. B. Shaw, Conrad, and often
enjoying their presence in his be-

loved home. For him "home life

was in the true sense a private mat-
ter ; and so comparatively few knew
more of him than that he had perfect

manners and a kind heart. Many
thought him a cold creature. For it

was only with a few intimates that

the essential warmth of Galsworthy's
nature shone through his gravity,

that the tender, almost caressing

quality of his affection was made
manifest." By 1926 he was lectur-

ing too much for the good of his

health. By 1927 honors were coming
to him with great frequency. H. V.
Marrot in his book on Galsworthy
quotes from a letter of Granville

Barker's written to Galsworthy, "No
one wears honours with more un-
conscious grace than do you."

'TPHE next ten years Galsworthy

spent reading, writing, playing

tennis (in which he was far too great
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an individualist ever to play doubles

really well) horse-back riding, trav-

eling, always giving generously of

his time and money. He and Ada
were particularly happy in assisting

the numerous members of the Gals-

worthy clan. While Galsworthy

wrote, Ada, "the scent and the colour

and the shape of his life," would
work among her flowers. She filled

the highest function of all in bring-

ing beauty into Galsworthy's life but

she helped him in many other ways.

For thirty years she was his secre-

tary. Galsworthy's letters, kindly,

encouraging, honest and interesting

pay many tributes to Ada. In one
he writes

—
"I think of her sometimes

as a piece of rare silk, with a bloom
on it as delicate as that on grapes,

but which you can't rub off." Yes

—

the years between 1922-1932 were
happy ideal years for them both.

TN November, 1932, Galsworthy re-

ceived the Nobel Literature Prize.

The Prize money—something over

9000 pounds—he made a Trust Fund
for the benefit of the P. E. N. Club
with its Centres in thirty-five dif-

ferent countries. About the same
time he made his final living appear-

ance before the public with his novel,

Flowering Wilderness. After this

the shadows began closing in fast

about him. Slight ailments which
he had long resolutely ignored began
to appear more markedly. Then
came the day when he remarked:
"You had better look at me well now,
because it's the last time you'll ever

see me quite well again." He was
right. Everything seemed just a lit-

tle more difficult to do. Gradually

he became confined to his room and
then to his bed. His nephew re-

cords : "Not one word or gesture

of complaint did he ever show
through all the indignities of the

sick room. He just looks, and looks,

and looks." His last conscious con-

tact with the world was to gently

caress the sorrowful face of Ada.
Of his death H. V. Marrot says

:

"One rebels at the thought that such

a man, with so much yet to give,

with so much service yet to do,

should thus untimely be swept away,
that one whose life of mercy more
than most had deserved mercy at the

hands of Life, should have died as

he did. But he outlived neither his

art nor his love. His last conscious

moments were brightened and made
sweet by his beloved Ada. Instead

of protesting against Life let us find

a source of pride in his career, and
encouragement in his example. None
that ever knew him can lose him
from their hearts while they live

:

and, in the time that must come,

when none are left who looked into

his face, who heard his voice, who
touched his hand, when this poor
record is all that remains to conjure

up the living man he was, his works
—so like himself—will still endure
to speak for him. Alike for us and
for future generations there abides,

a strength and a refreshment, the

beauty that he made in all his writ-

ings as in all his life."



The Lotus Eater
By Mabel S. Harmer

Chapter III

THE long Wyoming winter

which Helen had once dread-

ed sped rapidly away, espe-

cially after she had become engaged
to Dan. They had made up their

minds to be married late in May just

after school was out. Dan was going

to Omaha to buy some thoroughbred
sheep at that time and they decided

that they could make a honeymoon
out of the trip as well. Helen would
have loved to have been married at

home but the trip was an expensive

one and they needed their "cash

on hand" for the beginnings of a

home. The trip to California could

come later.

"Are you quite sure that you don't

want to go home first, honey?" Dan
had asked her for perhaps the tenth

time one evening.

"Quite sure," Helen answered. "I

can use the money to much better

advantage for linens and such. I'm
going to have everything nice even
if I do live on a ranch. Do you want
me to go?" she added teasingly.

Dan looked down at her with his

dark eyes very serious as he an-

swered, "I just want you to be very
sure about all this, my dear, and I

thought that if you went home first

you would know that you weren't

making any mistakes. Besides," he
added in lighter mood, "where do
you think you are going to buy a lot

of fancy linens—in Bevers General

Store or from the mail order cata-

logue ?"

"Neither one," she answered
laughingly. "I'll buy them in Omaha.
I'll shop for towels and tablecloths

while you shop for lambs."

Helen herself wondered occasion-

ally if she were really afraid to go
home for fear it might make her

want to change her mind about her

marriage. At times a faint dread en-

tered her heart when she thought of

spending the rest of her life out in

this country where there were so

few of the more sophisticated gay-

eties of life : no concerts, no shows
except the movies, no large stores in

which to buy modish dresses, not

even a library.

When she was with Dan, however,
all doubts vanished. He was so

strong, so genuine and so handsome,
even if he did lack the veneer the

city sometimes gives. Above all, he

was devoted to her and she loved

him so much that the pleasures of

city life paled into insignificance be-

side that love.

CHE had written home and had her

mother send her a pretty blue

crepe dress to be married in. "Mar-
ried in blue, always be true," she

quoted gaily as she tried it on and
went down to show it for Mrs.
Riley's admiration.

"That looks just grand, dearie,"

was Mrs. Riley's comment, "espe-

cially with your yellow hair, but I

did sort of hope that you'd have

a white dress and a veil."

"Well, every girl dreams of being

married in a white satin dress and
veil, I suppose," said Helen, "but

I thought being away from home and
all—I'd rather not."

"I guess you're right," answered
Mrs. Riley with a sigh, "but we
never had a wedding in the house

before and I would have liked to

have it right fancy. Anyway, I'm
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going to cook you a nice weddin'

dinner and have a bride and groom
on the table like I read about in the

papers."

"That will be lovely of you," said

Helen, giving Mrs. Riley a hearty

hug, "and you can dress up the bride

for the table as much as you like."

'"THE wedding took place at Mrs.

Riley's on a morning late in

May. It was still like early spring

in Wyoming and Helen was sure

that there had never been a more
beautiful morning upon the earth,

that the ground had never worn a

more delicate covering of green and
that never had more fragrant breezes

played about.

Mrs. Riley had yearned to invite

a crowd and make a gala affair of

it but Helen had insisted that the

guests be limited to Dan's family

and her two fellow teachers. She
had heard something of the pranks
which the young people of the town
thought appropriate for weddings
and she was determined that the sa-

credness of her own should not be
marred.

In one last attempt to preserve

the time honored traditions of mar-
riage, Mrs. Riley had tried to per-

suade Helen that she should stay in

her own room and not see the bride-

groom until the minute before the

ceremony but as soon as she heard
Dan's step on the porch, Helen flew

downstairs and let him in herself.

Dan was apparently almost

speechless, either from joy or excite-

ment, but he managed to say as he
handed her a huge cardboard box,

"Here's something for a bride."

Helen opened it eagerly and ut-

tered a cry of joy as she lifted up a

lovely bouquet of roses. "Oh Dan !"

she gasped, "how gorgeous ! How
in the world did you do it?"

"I just took some of those fellows

at their word that advertise they'll

send flowers by wire and by George,

they did," he answered visibly filled

with pride, and then added softly,

"I was determined that my bride

should have flowers."

"Your bride has everything," said

Helen as she lifted her face for his

kiss.

T ATE that evening they boarded

the train at Junction City for

Omaha. Dan's younger brother had
driven them out in his car from
Medford after Mrs. Riley's elabor-

ate wedding "dinner" was over.

Helen settled back in her seat and
smiled dreamily as they drew away
from the station. She thought of

the time, such a few months away
when she had last stood on the little

board platform in front of the sta-

tion. The whole course of her exist-

ence had been changed in that time

and she was starting out upon the

greatest adventure she would ever

know during her life. "It's up to

me," she thought, lifting her head
unconsciously, "I can make a success

of it, if I try."

"Do I have anything that would
buy those thoughts?" asked Dan,
reaching for the small hand that now
held a slender gold band beside the

engagement ring.

"I was just thinking what a re-

markable prophet old Billy is," she

said in mock seriousness.

"Old Billy?" he asked puzzled.

"Yes. You know, he brought me
out to Medford in his truck when
I first came to Wyoming and he
assured me then that I would marry
one of the boys and settle down in

the valley."

"Nice fellow, Billy," said Dan
complacently, "I'll buy him a present

in Omaha."
Helen and Dan found much be-

sides a present for Billy to buy in
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Omaha. In fact, Dan complained
that their honeymoon was being
turned into a regular shopping spree

and that they would have to move
out into the hallway of the hotel if

Helen didn't stop bringing home
stuff from the stores.

Helen only laughed and brought
forth more new things to show him.
She hadn't realized how she had
hungered to walk up and down the

aisles of a real store. Besides, she
was buying for her own home and
what bride doesn't thrill to the joy-

ous tasks of choosing those first new
things ?

"This will make a pretty gay dress,

won't it, old lady?" asked Dan as

he held up a piece of bright flowered

cretonne.

"Dress, you goose !" laughed
Helen, "that is for curtains and so

is this and this," picking out dainty

pieces of figured scrim.

"Isn't all this rather fancy for

an old ranch house?" asked Dan
rather dubiously.

"All the more reason for trying

to brighten it up," answered Helen
gaily.

"I get kind of scared when I think

of taking you out to that old Liv-

ingston ranch to live," said Dan, still

serious, "but it was absolutely the

only thing I could get."

"I know. Don't you worry about
it. We'll make it do nicely for the

time being," and Helen gave his arm
an encouraging pat.

"And what might these be?"
asked Dan, picking up some bits of

embroidered linen.

"Guest towels for the bathroom,
of course. Aren't they pretty ?"

"They're pretty, all right," admit-

ted Dan, "but there isn't any bath-

room."
Helen's gay spirits were momen-

tarily dampened but she soon bright-

ened and said as she folded up the

towels, "Well, then, we'll hang them
in the kitchen or save them until we
do get a bathroom. There'll be one
some day, won't there?"

"There'll be everything some day
for the sweetest girl in the world,"
he whispered as he held her close.

The happy week came to a close

all too soon and Helen packed "the

fruits of her schoolteaching" as she

called her purchases and she and
Dan celebrated their last evening in

town by going to the best theatre

they could find.

/~PHE next morning Helen found
herself on the train, all alone,

bound for home. It had been neces-

sary for Dan to go on the train that

carried the sheep so that he could
take care of them and Helen had
chided him laughingly for leaving

her to spend the last half of her
honeymoon by herself.

She found the flat plains of Ne-
braska wholly uninteresting and in-

stead of looking at them she fell to

daydreaming about her future home.
She smiled when she thought of

Dan's misgivings about her. Her
own family, too, had been rather

skeptical and had urged her "to wait

until fall, at least, and think things

over." That, of course, was only

because they didn't know Dan, she

thought complacently. When they

met him they would understand that

she couldn't possibly have helped

falling in love with him. And she

would show them all that her mar-
riage could be just as successful as

that of the most comfortably situ-

ated bride in California.

A T Junction City Helen left the

train and went to an hotel to

wait for Dan whose train was ar-

riving some hours later. When he

finally came he urged Helen to take

the 'mail' car and go on to Medford
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ahead of him but she stoutly refused

to finish her honeymoon out alone

and insisted that she be allowed to

come along with Dan.
"All right, Bo-Peep," he finally

agreed, " but you will find that riding

with a truckload of sheep is not

the quickest or the most pleasant

way of getting through this canyon."

After the first twenty miles she

was very much inclined to agree with
Dan. The truck lurched and swung.
The driver's seat was too high up for

her to sit comfortably and there was
no top to protect her from the sun.

Because of frequent storms in the

mountains the roads never complete-

ly dried up and more than once,

when they jolted over a deep rut

or hole in the road, she was afraid

that she and the sheep were going

to land in a pile at the bottom of the

canyon but through some kind fate

the worst never happened and they

came into Medford just as dusk was
falling.

"I'd better take time out to stop

in at the store and get a few grocer-

ies, honey," said Dan, as they drove
into town. "There's not a thing out

to the ranch to eat. Want to come in

with me?"
"No thank you," answered Helen.

"Just pick up anything so that we
can hurry along home." The
thoughts of buying groceries rather

appalled her when she realized her
lack of experience along that line.

She wanted a little time to get her
bearings before she started in, espe-

cially if Jo Bevers happened to be
in the store. He had never quite

forgiven her for choosing Dan in

preference to himself and always
made an attempt to strut his superi-

ority.

Dan came out presently with a
well-filled box which he placed at

her feet and then climbed into the

truck and drove on.

'TPHE ranch which Dan had started

to buy was about five miles out

of town. There was a four room
frame house built precisely like a

cardboard box with an utter lack of

imagination. Helen had been out

there only once and had disliked al-

most everything about the place in-

cluding the furniture, but she had
promised herself that she would soon

have everything different. She would
paint every foot of it herself, if need
be, and brighten it up with new
curtains and cushions. In time she

would have new furniture and even
a new home, eventually. Dan had
said so himself.

TT was dark when they reached the

ranch house and Helen was thor-

oughly chilled from riding out in the

open for so many hours. She walked
numbly into the house after Dan
who was carrying the box of grocer-

ies. He set them down on the kitchen

table and lighted the gas lamps.

"I'll get some kindlings and you
can make a fire and get some supper
while I take care of the sheep," said

Dan. "These thoroughbreds have
to be handled just so, you know."

Helen didn't know and she didn't

care. She was decidedly weary of

sheep mixed in with a honeymoon.
She was also cold and hungry, how-
ever, so she found an apron and set

about making a fire in the kitchen

range.

Her months of struggling with the

little black heater in her room at Mrs.
Riley's did not seem to be of any
particular help now. The range was
balky and smoked no matter what
draughts she opened or closed. She
finally left the fire to burn or smoke
as it chose and began pulling things

out of the box to see what would be
the most easily prepared for supper.

There were eggs—that would be
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simple—and a piece of bacon. Why
in the world wasn't it sliced? She
found a knife that proved to be none
too sharp and cut the bacon into

thick jagged slices. She put it into

a pan to fry over the still indifferent

fire and started to set the table.

Her own dishes had not arrived

yet and there were only a few ugly,

badly cracked ones left in the cup-

board. There was no table cloth so

Helen washed off the dust of many

weeks from the table as best she

could before setting it.

The bacon and eggs were ready

long before Dan came in again, so

Helen sat down by the fire to get

warm. She had never imagined that

a June night could be so cold even in

Wyoming. She looked around the

kitchen. It was dirty and cheerless

in the light of the gas lamp. Tears
filled her eyes which were not caused

entirely by the smoking stove.

{To be continued)

Music Department
ESSENTIALS OF GOOD CHORAL DIRECTING IN THE

CHURCH SERVICE
A Talk Delivered to the Choristers' and Organists' Section of the Relief

Society during the April Conference

by
Lorin F. Wheelwright, Supervisor of Music, Salt Lake City Public Schools

ONE splendid quality of the Re-
lief Society and one that is

not often mentioned is its ex-

cellent influence on the young people

of the Church who as babes in arms
accompany their mothers to the

weekly Tuesday meetings. I could

never claim an active membership
in the Relief Society but I can claim

a regular attendance for a period

of five years. Having a mother who
has been on the Mt. Ogden Stake

Board during the past seventeen

years, I think I can still claim an
honorary membership. Through this

close contact I know how zealously

the members of your organization

attack the vital problems of life. I

wish to speak today on one of these

problems, namely, the development

of spirituality through worshipful

music ; and I wish to concentrate on
the function of the choral director

in the church service.

There are four points I would like

to develop. The first one is this:

the Church wishes for worship IN
music but not for worship OF music.

This means that our first object is

the worship of God. Therefore the

mere beauty of a piece of music does
not justify its use. It must be ap-

propriate. An art song, such as "I

Love You Truly" is undoubtedly a

beautiful piece of music but it could

hardly be classed as worshipful mu-
sic. The following questions might
be asked in regard to any church
service to aid in the selection of ap-

propriate music.

a. What is the dominant theme
of the meeting?

The theme may vary considerably

from the various topics of the liter-

ary lessons which might call for mu-
sic employing the writings of certain

authors to more highly religious

themes dealing with theology.

b. Do the hymns, solos, and chor-

uses appropriately fit the main
theme ?

If the service is the Tuesday Re-
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lief Society meeting and the lesson

theme concerns the home, it is quite

obvious that the music should con-

cern the home. However, a mere
subject appeal is not sufficient. The
music in text and melody should

engender the spirit of warmth and
congeniality characteristic of the L.

D. S. home. This is best achieved

through music which does not em-
phasize the love motive ordinarily

characteristic of the secular love

song, but rather such a selection as

"Love at Home," or "Our Mountain
Home So Dear." Both of these

songs possess the beauty of music
and text which might express the

•dominant theme.

c. Is the sequence of selections

arranged according to a sensible

plan ?

Every program should have some
form of organization. It might be

the development of mood, or the

development of a chronology, or the

development of associated topics.

Whatever plan best fits the theme
should be followed in the musical se-

lections as well as in the talks and
the discussions. A very humorous
example of an incongruity of the

various parts of the service is this

one given by Mr. Gehrkens in his

book, "Essentials of Conducting"
(published by Oliver Ditson Com-
pany). "During the first year of

the great war a choir had just fin-

ished an anthem written by an Eng-
lish composer as a prayer for peace,

the concluding strains being sung
to the words, 'Give peace, O God,
Give peace again. Amen !' As the

choir sat down after an effective

rendition there was a hush in the

congregation showing that the mes-
sage of the music had gone home to

the hearers, but a moment later the

spell was broken as the speaker arose

and in a stentorian voice proclaimed
the text of the day, 'For I come not

to bring peace unto the world but a

sword.'
"

d. Are the selections to be sung or

played of such a character that they

may be sincerely expressed?

A careful reading of the text by
the director in advance of the meet-

ing will often be sufficient to elim-

inate the cheap and the trivial. If

it is too silly to be spoken, why sing

it? If the text has fine literary

value and the musical setting is ap-

propriate, singing can enhance its

effectiveness.

The second point I wish to em-
phasize is this, a musical organisation

zvill advance just as far as the leader

can take it and no further. It has

often been demonstrated in the na-

tional band and orchestra contests

that the finest organizations usually

come from the least expected

sources. Invariably the superiority

of the organization can be traced to

the superior leadership rather than

to superior talent. The chief char-

acteristics of this leadership may be

expressed in four qualities as fol-

lows:

a. Scholarly approach to the prob-

lems of musicianship, which implies

that the director is always primarily

a student of good music.

b. Confidence in one's own ability,

which is usually evident in the di-

rectness of approach and the tenacity

to fine standards.

c. Clearness of speech and ex-

pression, which necessitates well-

formulated ideas effectively spoken.

d. A loving care for the thing

being done—a quality that inspires

supreme loyalty on the part of or-

ganizations. If is this aspect of de-

votion to beautiful music together

with willing workers, which knits an

organization into an effective whole.

The third point I wish to mention

is this : Worshipful music flourishes

best when audience, conductor, and
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organist are ready to pursue a joint

enterprise. To accomplish this it is

necessary that

:

a. The musical program be

planned in advance.

b. Books be in the hands of all

those who are to sing.

c. Numbers be announced dis-

tinctly and the verses to be sung be

clearly stated.

d. If interludes are to be used, the

audience, conductor and organist

should know ahead of time.

e. The length and type of intro-

duction should be determined.

f. A key note should be clearly

sounded before actual singing be-

gins (the beginning phrase).

g. The singing group should stand

together.

The fourth point and the most
important one for the musical di-

rector is this : The effective con-

ductor must be a musical craftsman

who knows the tricks of his trade.

The essential problem of good di-

recting is one of communication. The
musical conductor exists only for the

purpose of exerting leadership in the

execution of a musical enterprise and
that enterprise in our particular case

is the expression of choral music.

In a sense the conductor's position

embodies a generalship in which
ideas must be conveyed from a cen-

tral source to a participating body.

The principal means of this com-
munication is the use of gesture. It

cannot in any sense be confined to

baton technique. I would like to

speak, therefore, on several phases

of this communication which are es-

sential to effective leadership.

a. The posture of the conductor

must express alertness and purpose.

He must be "on his toes" in the

sense that he embodies a perfect

example of good singing position.

This means that one foot is probably

slightly to the front, that his weight

is well balanced, that "his ears are

up" (straight spine, controlled dia-

phragm, head in line with body,

avoiding any protrudance of the

chin).

b. The facial expression should

portray an inner feeling of readiness

to act. During the actual singing

the conductor's countenance should

anticipate the changing moods of the

music and suggest to the audience

what is in store.

c. Hands, arms and baton should

be used with freedom and economy
of movement. The preparatory beat

is decisive ; the indications of dy-

namics are consistent ; the tempos
are clearly defined ; the holds and
releases are definite ; and the beats

of the measure are indicated by a

consistent pattern which always

gives the first pulsation a decisive

down stroke. Mannerisms, such as

bending of knees, holding the baton

crooked, beating time entirely on the

right side of the body instead of the

center, continual use of the left hand
and angularity and monotony of beat

pattern, must be religiously avoided.

Every conductor should get before

a full length mirror and study his

own idiosyncrasies.- The finest way
in the world to improve one's style

of directing is to "see yourself as

others see you."

d. The text should be memorized
by the conductor, so that full atten-

tion can be given to an adequate in-

terpretation of the words through
appropriate gesture. Rarely should

the conductor sing with the group
because he can listen more carefully

and guide the performance better

when his attention is not placed in

his own singing. Good conductors

often appear to be singing when con-

ducting a congregation because they

"mouth" the words. In reality they

are merely giving the cues for the

text without vocalization. It is ex-
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tremely dangerous to sing while con-

ducting special choruses because the

director's whole attention must be

focused on the response of his group
and means for varying that response.

We might summarize this discus-

sion by the generalization that the

best conductors are the ones who are

easiest to follow, because they select

music suitable to the occasion, they

possess the personal qualities of su-

perior leadership, they prepare all

details in advance, and they com-
municate their ideas to the perform-

ing organization through significant

and appropriate gestures. The re-

ward of this kind of musical leader-

ship in worshipful music can best be

expressed in the words of Long-
fellow's poem "The Arrow and the

Song."

Note : Any choral directors who
desire help in selecting anthems and
choruses should contact the Church
Music Committee, 50 North Main
Street, Salt Lake City. Carefully

graded lists of effective materials

are now available.

Spanning a Century
By Alice R. Rich

SOMETIMES while searching

in our garden for late blooms
we are surprised to find, shel-

tered among the heavy foliage, a rare

flower with all the strength and
beauty of the earlier summer time.

Sometimes, too, while re-reading a

choice piece of literature, a favor-

ite chapter in scripture or an oft read

poem, we find a new thought, a new
meaning and an added beauty in

construction or diction or a thought

that has never before so impressed

us. These charms have always been

present but we have not been in just

the mood to see and appreciate them
in their fullest.

It has been my pleasure very re-

cently to stumble on such a value,

here in Toronto where I have lived

for nearly two years. One of our

German speaking converts, Bertha

Puckness, an active church worker,

has lived for months with a dear

old lady, Mrs. Henry Gunter, who
came from that far off land of Ger-
many many years ago to this great

melting pot of America. When a

girl of 19 she left her home in Ger-

many and landed in New York with

only three pennies in her pocket but

with a lot of good advice from her
father.

"Elizabeth," he said to his daugh-
ter, " you keep away from the young
fellows. If one of them asks you to

marry him, ask him if he can keep
a wife, what his trade is, has he
any money, who his parents are and
where he comes from? Remember
that." Elizabeth did—to the letter

when that man came.
She reached New York 1863. It

was a very different place from the

New York of to-day. There was
in the hustling little city a well-

known German hotel proprietor who
always sent his son to meet the boats
and collect his stray countrymen.

So before long, this immigrant
girl found herself established with

her countrymen as a servant in the

hotel, and here, two years later, she

met Henry Gunter, a handsome
young piano maker and after a short

courtship they were married, not

however until she had carefully

asked him all the questions her fa-

ther had suggested. They lived to-

gether sixty-nine years,—the great-

er part of that time here in Toronto
where they have been very happy
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ELIZABETH GUNTER

among their friends. Both she and
her husband have been active in mu-
sical circles.

T BECAME interested in Mrs.

Gunter when Bertha told me of

her childhood activities with the

early Kindergarten movement in

Germany. I wanted to talk to some-
one who had really known the great

Froebel, so I took the opportunity

to visit her in her neat home on
Roxton Road. I was welcomed by
the plump, white haired little woman
just past her ninetieth birthday, but
still active and bright, doing all her
own work, and looking after the

furnace. In her broken English,

with her black eyes sparkling with

enthusiasm, she told me the follow-

"Yes, I was born in Schweina,
Germany, and with my sister and
a small group of little children I was
enrolled in a Kindergarten under
Fredrick Froebel (the founder of

Kindergarten) at Mariental, Ger-
many. Of course the real work of

this school was conducted by young
women teachers, but Froebel, him-
self, a man of medium height with
rather long hair and a kind face

and gentle voice, was much of the

time at the school, conducting the

play and teaching the little songs,

dances, and finger plays. Oh! it

was lovely all the time at the little

school ! And we were so happy to-

gether. If you like I'll sing you one
of the little songs we sang almost
daily at the play school."

With her wrinkled little hands she
held up the white apron she wore
over her black dress and danced
around her-living room floor gather-

ing flowers from imaginary bushes
and filling her apron and arms, sing-

ing in her broken English, occasion-

ally lapsing into the language of her

native Germany.

A FTER all these many years

Mrs. Gunter's soul is full of

love and tenderness awakened in

her at the tender age of four or five

when she came under the wise train-

ing of Froebel. This great teacher

felt that pre-school children were
neglected and he planned for them
graduated courses of exercises,

modeled on the games in which he
found them most interested. It was
during the years that Froebel was
training young teachers to carry out
his wonderful plans that my dear old

friend found her way into his Kin-
dergarten. Self activity was the

keynote. The children were taught

to do things ; it was play but as they

played, they learned.

MOW past ninety, Mrs. Gunter is

keen and alert, active every
minute. When she is not busy with
her household duties, she works in

her little flower garden in the sum-
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mer. As she explained there were
no "jounger" in her family and to

pass the hours during the cold

weather, she spends her time cro-

cheting. The rooms were filled with

her handiwork. There were ap-

pliqued borders on the window
blinds, doilies on the table and man-
tel, centerpieces on the cushions, and
across the front window was hung
a beautiful curtain with a large pea-

cock design in crochet. This, she

explained, had taken her over a year

to finish "by doing two rows every

night." She is proud of the curtain

and proud to see people stand on the

sidewalk to admire it.

It was a most pleasant experience

for me to partake of her humble
hospitality and to her, I am sure, it

was a real joy to have someone listen

with keen interest to her reminis-

cences of the long, long ago. It re-

minded me of the years in Brigham
City when my older children were
babies. There I belonged to a

Mothers' club where we studied

Froebel's Mother's Play Book. As
we discussed his methods and at-

tempted to put his suggestions into

use with our own little ones, Froebel

and his early inspirational methods
of training children seemed a thing

far removed from us here at home.

Now after only a few years, I mingle

with one of the very first of his dis-

ciples and an ardent admirer of him.

To me this is quite wonderful.

In our conversation she said to

me, "Oh! I love children. When-
ever I see children on the street, I

stop to watch them at their play.

When I know of an entertainment or

operetta, where children take part, I

try to go, and many, many days,

I visit the Kindergarten here where
children are taught much the same as

I was taught back in Germany. Oh

!

I love them and I love to be near

them. When the lawyer makes out

my will, I am going to leave to the

children all of my money, above that

which will take care of small wants
during my life."

F)AVID STARR JORDAN says

:

"There is nothing in all the

world so important as children, noth-

ing so interesting. If ever you wish
to go in for philanthropy, if ever

you wish to be of real use in the

world, do something for children."

"The life of my dear old friend,

Mrs. Gunter, bears out this bit of

philosophy.

The tender love and kind con-
sideration she has for little children

fairly beams in her gentle face. Evi-
dently these virtues were awakened
in her at a tender age when she sat

at the feet of Froebel and absorbed
from his understanding heart, his

great love and appreciation for the

child, the hope of the world.

Such a rare and lovely find has

quickened me to pay my humble
tribute to her

:

'Tis sweet to have acquaintance with

a soul like hers.

To hear her reminiscences

Of joyous childhood days,

Now near a century gone,

Is like an echo from a fairy realm.

Her love for little children,

Her faith, her hope of heaven,

Her joy in making bright

A home for those she loves

Have left on her an imprint sweet.

Her radiant kindly face

Reflects the joy she feels.

Truly a life like hers

Has been a light to some one's feet,

Has done its bit

To make this good world better.



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

A UGUST—Hope soars high, for

smiling nature offers her most
precious gifts.

TOURING the summer months, the

book lover finds for his delec-

tation a choice variety of books to

amuse and delight for an idle hour,

either in the garden hammock, the

woodland camp, the canyon cottage,

or on the ocean cruise.

/^LADYS HASTY CARROLL,
author of "As the Earth

Turns," has written another story

of Maine farm life, "Neighbor To
The Sky." Edith Thomas Nettle-

ton is interesting and amusing with

her new book, "Grandmother Bates

Sees The World," while for deeper

thinking Thursa Graymar has writ-

ten an appraisal of the present di-

vision in the schools over progressive

and traditional theories of education

titled "The School At The Cross

Roads." Genevieve Wimsatt offers

a dramatic Chinese story of mysti-

cism, "The Lotus Flower."

-P\APHNE DU M A U R I E R,

granddaughter of the great Vic-

torian author, has furnished a dis-

tinct contribution to biography with

her book "The Du Mauriers."

T/TRGINIA WOOLF has re-

ceived the highest praise from
the literary critics for her last book,

"The Years."

pANNIE HURST, luxuriously

ensconced in a palace overlook-

ing the Grand Canal in Venice, is

working on another novel, doubtless

with Hollywood rights in mind.

gLIZABETH of England and her

father, the Earl of Strathmore,

received the Order Knights of the

Garter together, at Windsor Castle

last June. Queen mother Mary and
Elizabeth are the only two women
members of the Order.

I^ADY NANCY ASTOR made a

prolonged visit to her homeland
this summer and while she refused
to talk for the press on public ques-

tions she did make some astute ob-
servations on the labor question.

A MELIA EARHART'S tragic

• adventure in the South Pacific

threw all other thrills of the year
into the shadows.

TADWIGA JEDREZEJOWSKI
J of Poland, brilliant tennis player,

won the championship at Wimbledon
this summer. American women have
held it for the past seven years.

J^ELEN GAHAGEN has been

invited to sing the lead at the

Salzburg festival this summer. She
also expects to tour Europe in con-

cert before returning to her Ameri-
can home.

pjELEN HAYES, charming ac-

tress, was as "nervous as a

school girl" when she had conferred

upon her the degree of doctor of

letters this summer.

A/TARY NORTON as chairman

of the labor committee of the

House of Representatives with

Frances Perkins secretary of labor in

the cabinet almost places a monopoly
of the labor question in the hands

of women.



Ferdinand's Strategy

By J. S.

THE sun shone like brass in

the little mesa and even the

herd seemed to wilt in its hot

glow. Scattered along the river edge

and the hillside, they grazed with

their big, mellow orbs half-shut.

Ferd looked down at them from
his post on the hillside. It was hard

watching, these hot July days.

Nothing less imperative than the

strict discipline of his uncle's estab-

lishment could keep him awake and
alert, as one must be, with some of

the finest stock on the ranch under
his supervision, and lawless Mexican
cattle thieves about everywhere
wanting only a chance to drive off a

stray from the herd.

Ferd prodded himself with this

fact as he found himself nodding
dangerously under the shade of the

scrub-oak where he sat with his dog.

Ferd gave an extra sharp glance

around to see that none of the cattle

were straying.

They were all there, even to Black

Moll, the pig, who disdaining the

society of her kind, devoted herself

exclusively to the company of the

cows as steadfastly as Touse, only

that Touse was wont to run the wan-
derers down and bring them back,

while Moll enjoyed straying as well

as any of her bovine friends.

HpHE story of Moll's eccentricity

was the choicest bit of history

going about the ranch. In trying to

get some corn that had fallen

through cracks in the corn-crib un-
der the barn, she had managed to

wriggle through the hole made by
two broken boards, and finding food
plentiful, had been in no hurry to

extricate herself from her retreat,

though the ranch hands had tried in

every way to induce her to move.

With the water, which was shoved
under the barn daily, providing
against suffering in this way, she
lived under the barn for two weeks

;

when one day she suddenly appeared,
having almost broken her back in her
attempt to get out. Exile had changed
Moll materially ; for when she came
back, she displayed a lofty and
grunting contempt for her com-
panion-pigs, keeping exclusively to

the society of the cows.

There were a pair of dun-colored

Jerseys to which she seemed par-

ticularly attached, and the spot where
these chanced to be was a certain in-

dication of Moll's whereabouts.

Ferd saw the three now close to-

gether, near the outer line of cattle,

and smiled as he thought of Moll's

queer partiality. But how hot it

looked down there in the valley ! The
glaring sunlight seemed to scorch

the grass. Ferd put his hand over
his eyes to shut out the glare as he
stretched himself out in the shade of

the tree.

"pERD opened his eyes with a start.

Touse was down by the river

edge scampering after the cows that

were making for a bridge down the

stream. Ferd roused himself with
an effort and with sleepy eyes
watched the dog round them in. It

did not take long and as Touse raced
in with the strays, Ferd, who was
just beginning to realize how low
the sun was, stood up and began
hurriedly to count the herd. When
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he had finished he went over it all

once more. Thirty-three—there was
no mistake, and before he had closed

his eyes the thirty-five were all in

the valley. He got up on a big

boulder and looked around. Apart
from the herd there was no sign of

an animal anywhere in sight. He
went to where his pony was tethered

at the foot of the slope, and mounting
her, rode swiftly around the spur
of hills that cut off the view of the

lower valley. His new vantage gave
him command of a stretch of level

plain for at least two miles on either

hand, and in that area no sign of the

cows was visible.

Ferd's heart sank as he thought
of the home-going. What would his

uncle say when he knew that he had
slept at his post? He could guess
beforehand the stern look that would
come into his face—and who could
tell that it might not result in his

being sent back home in disgrace?
Ferd shuddered as he thought of it.

Affairs at home had been bad
enough before his mother's death:

but with her restraining influence

removed, his stepfather had made
their place a reproach to the locality

;

and when, a month since, Uncle Jake
Perly rode over from his ranch in

the next county and offered Ferd a

home, the change was a comparative
paradise. Ferd's instincts were of

the better sort, and his uncle's house-
hold, though ruled with stern disci-

pline, was a haven of righteousness

after Pete Rider's lawless one.

There were no idlers permitted

at his uncle's ranch, and Ferd was
given charge of the herd through

the day. Uncle Jake had already

suffered considerable loss through

the carelessness of his hired herd-

boys, and in entrusting Ferd with

the charge of the cattle, he had im-

pressed upon him a clear sense of his

responsibility.

It was with sorrowful heart that

Ferd reflected upon the possible out-

come of his mid-day sleep. If the

cows were stolen, it would mean total

loss, for it was not easy to gain

possession of cattle that had been
rebranded. If there were only some
one here to go in search of them at

once it might not be too late to save

them ! He looked back longingly in

the direction of the ranch. If only

one of the hired men would appear

!

But there was no one in sight in that

direction, though a horseman had
just turned the bend the other way
and was coming toward him.

It was Joe Riley, a boy who some-
times worked for Ferd's uncle, and
Ferd hailed him with eagerness.

"Have you got anything special

to do, Joe ?"

"No. I've been trying herding

over at Rugby's, but they were too

tough for me and I left."

Ferd told him about the strays.

"Won't you stay with the herd till

I take a look around? I can't bear

the thought of going back without

them."

"I don't wonder," said Joe with

a smile. "I wouldn't face your uncle

with the news for fifty dollars, if

I'd been to blame. By the way, I

wonder if the animals Sam Smith
told me about could have been yours.

He passed our place awhile ago and
asked me if we'd lost any stock. Said

he'd seen two cows and a black pig

makin' tracks towards the top of

Hyde's hill as fast as their legs could

carry them."

"Black Moll and the Jerseys!"
exclaimed Ferd. He had not had
time to notice which of the cows
were gone—or that Black Moll was
not among those left, but Joe's story

left him no doubt as to the identity

of the strays.

"You'd better get on your horse

and go after them as quick as you
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can," said Joe. "I'll stay with the

herd till you get back, and if you
don't catch up with them before sun-

down I'll drive the rest home."

T^ERD hurriedly proceeded to act

upon this advice, and as he
turned to gallop away he called out,

"Tell uncle I shan't come back till

I can bring them with me, Joe."

Hyde's hill was only two miles to

the north. With Bess at her best,

it did not take long to reach the spot,

and spurring the mare up to the easy

ascent, Ferd passed the crest and
looked eagerly around. He could

see no sign of the strays, and as the

valley below was broken by big

clumps of timber, he was afraid his

search was to be difficult.

Riding down the hill he left the

road and rounded the nearest stretch

of trees, hoping to gain a glimpse

of them beyond, but without avail.

In the clearing, a short way ahead,

he espied a house, and rode up to

the door. An old man answered his

knock and Ferd hastened to put his

question.

"Jerseys?" he repeated. "Why I

saw two Jerseys and a black pig

about an hour back skirting along

them trees the other side of the road.

They were druv by a man a-horse-

back; looked like one o' the Rugby
gang, but I couldn't make out for

sure because o' distance and the sun
bein' in my eyes. If the Rugbys
have got hold of 'em you might's

well go back home."
"Where is Rugby's place?" asked

Ferd with sinking heart.

"It's about five miles northwest

o' here
; you keep the road till you're

clear o' the next strip o' woods and
then take the one that turns west."

Ferd touched Bess lightly with
his spurs and galloped away. It was
nearly sundown, and there was no
time to lose. It was in fact just as

the sun sank from sight below the

hills that he came in sight of Rugby's
ranch, which was known as the

haunt and refuge of outlaws

throughout the country.

TN his ride to the ranch Ferd had

mentally formulated a daring plan.

He knew Rugby's by reputation well

enough to guess that if the strays

had fallen into their hands, he could

not hope to regain them except by
strategy. His uncle had suffered

once before through their trickery;

and though the clue given him by the

old man was indefinite, it was the

best and only one he could act upon.

Riding boldly through the gates,

which were still unfastened, he spoke

to a couple of men who were wash-
ing their hands and faces at a pump
in the back yard.

"Is Joe Rugby here?" he asked.

"I'm Joe Rugby," answered the

elder of the two, eyeing Ferd as

he wiped his hands on the rough
towel.

"I'm Pete Rider's step-son," vol-

unteered Ferd, his knowledge of

some of his step-father's dealings

with the Rugbys making him use
his name with assurance.

"You're all right then," the man
answered with tardy cordiality.

"Pete Rider's all right, and I'll be
glad to hear what word he has sent."

"I wanted a change, and I've come
to see if you'd take me on the herd,"

said Ferd. "I heard you was with-

out a boy, and thought maybe you'd
give the job to me."

"You're right about our wantin'
one, and if you think you're fit for

the job I don't see why you shouldn't

have it."

"I've herded nearly ever since I

can remember," said Ferd confident-

"Well, I guess if you can suit Pete
Rider you'll suit us," said Jake with
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a meaning laugh. "Did you come
purposin' to stay tonight?"

"Yes," said Ferd stoutly.

"Had your supper?" Jake ques-

tioned.

"No," Ferd answered. "I haven't

had anything to eat since breakfast."

"Well, I guess you're ready for a

meal then? Tie your horse to the

fence there and come in to supper."

Ferd did as he was bidden and

was led into the kitchen, where a half

dozen men were already gathered at

the supper table. Jake introduced

him by stating Ferd's business, and
after a few minutes' talk among
them he was left to eat his meal in

silence.

After supper the rest of the men
went down to the corral to do the

milking, and after putting his horse

in the stable, as Jake directed, Ferd
eagerly followed them.

Leaning over the low bars, he

made a rapid but cautious inspec-

tion of the cattle in the inclosure.

There were four or five Jerseys

among them ; the most of them dun-

colored, and having a general re-

semblance to the two strays.

He did not dare go close to them
for fear of awakening suspicion;

and though he knew that they might

be driven away through the night as

a precaution in case of search being

made for them, he was forced to go

to bed at last, without having satis-

fied himself with any positiveness as

to the strays being at Rugby's ranch.

HPHE next morning he was up be-

fore five, helping with the milk-

ing; and as he sat with his head
against the flank of a gentle white

cow, a queer, crescent-shaped brand
close up on the under side of her

foreleg attracted his attention.

He had heard his uncle tell how
he had tried to trace a valuable brace

of cows that he had lost three years

since, by that mark, but though a

search had been made at Rugby's,
who were generally suspected of the

theft, no animals of the color ever

were found at the ranch. Ferd
guessed that they had driven the

two cows off in the night and sold

them ; but here certainly was the

same brand in the identical spot as

described by his uncle; and it was
not unlike the Rugbys to make a

bold bluff and bring the cattle back
into the vicinity.

While he was busy surmising upon
his chance discovery, scraps of con-
versation carried on between two of
the men near him came to his ears.

"Seems to me 'twas a big blunder
to kill her so near home. The
squealin' must o' been heard for

miles around."
"I didn't hear it," said the other.

"You wouldn't hear a cannon fired

in your ear, when you're asleep,"

laughed his companion. "All the

same 'twas enough to rouse the

•dead."

"What set Jake on killin' her?"
"Had to—she made such a row

tryin' to git to them cows. Squealed

and fought like mad when we put

her in the pen with the rest o' the

pigs."

Ferd's heart begun to beat furi-

ously.

What further proof needed he
than this ?

There could be no doubt they were
talking of "Black Moll" and if she

were here, then too, were the cows,

and if so, probably were of those he

had seen in the corral last night.

After breakfast Jake came to him
with detailed instructions as to the

cattle.

"We don't want you to take 'em

beyond ear-reach today," he said.

"There may be people round here

makin' trouble about strays, and if

there is, just you blow three times
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on your whistle and we'll come and
settle 'em. People round here seems
to think we keep a free stray pound,"
he went on with pretended indig-

nation, "and go through our herd
for everything in the shape of ani-

mals they lose, the year round."

Ferd drove the cattle out of the

gates hardly able to conceal his joy,

as he saw the five Jerseys among
the others. The spot Jake desig-

nated took him in the direction of
Hyde's Hill; and driving the cattle

beyond the nearest stretch of timber,

he selected a suitable place for pas-
turage. With the help of the dog
they had sent out with him he suc-

ceeded in keeping them rounded in

within "ear reach" of the ranch, as

Jake had instructed him. But not

within eye-reach. No sooner had
the strip of woods shut him from
view of the ranch, than Ferd dis-

mounted, and fastening his horse

nearby, proceeded to inspect the

brands on the dun Jerseys. They
were all cleverly executed, but Ferd
was too familiar with the entire busi-

ness not to detect the odor of the

newly-singed hair on two of them,
and the slight bungling that had let

the iron slip short of the stem of

the initial letter "P" that was to

convert it into an "R."

It had been indeed an easy chance
for rebranding, as they had only to

add the tail of the R to his uncle's

initial, and add the "J" with the

ring, to complete the Rugby brand.

The newly scorched hair was Ferd's

best proof, and so sure a one to him
that he determined to lose no time in

acting upon his conviction. He had
already decided what to do. To at-

tempt to drive the cows home would
be madness, as they would probably
miss him before half of the twelve
miles could be covered with the slow-

moving cows.

The only way was to ride towards

home himself as swiftly as possible

with his news, trusting to the chance
of meeting some one who would bear

his message while he could perhaps

return to his charge and allay suspi-

cion. His plans were to succeed even
better than he had hoped. Keeping
in the shadow of the spruce and pine

trees that lined the slope of Hyde's
Hill, he had just reached its crest

when he saw riding up the opposite

ascent, his uncle, with two of the

farm hands, who were searching

both for himself and the cattle.

In a few words he told them of his

strategy and the discoveries he had
made, and acting upon his suggestion

the three men waited till Ferd rode
back to the herd to report conditions.

In a few moments they saw Ferd's
red handkerchief below waving them
to come forward; and a short ride

brought them in sight of the herd.

It took but a short time to verify

Ferd's discoveries. Henry Perly
finding among the cattle not only

the white cow which Ferd had by
chance identified, but also the other
valuable animal that had disappeared
at the same time.

Not wishing to dispose of the two
valuable milch-cows, the Rugbys had
boldly brought them back to their

ranch, trusting to their usual luck,

and the fact of the long time of their

absence to guard against their being
identified.

TT was no easy task driving the

four cows back through the trees

and underbrush to the top of the hill

beyond sight of the Rugbys ranch,

but they knew if they were once
seen it would mean an onset by the
entire gang at Rugby's who outnum-
bered them three to one.

Previous encounters with them
had satisfied the little party that dis-

cretion was the better part of valor,

even with right distinctly on their
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side. It was not yet noon when they
arrived home safely with their prop-
erty, and a telegram sent to the coun-
ty seat brought the sheriff with a
half dozen deputies to the ranch in

two hours' time.

It needed only the positive proof
in Henry Perly's possession to give

the sheriff a long-yearned-for chance
of arresting the members of the

Rugby outfit, and breaking up an
establishment and organization that

had been a menace to the county for

many years.

f\N the day following the arrest,

Perley called his nephew into

the best room, a spot usually reserved

for state and momentous occasions.

"We have got to have a reckoning
Ferdinand," said his uncle with one
of his sternest expressions on his

face. "You proved unfaithful to

the trust I placed in you, and I must
punish you, however much I dislike

the task. I have engaged Joe Riley

to take charge of my cattle hence-

forth, and I am going to send you
away."

The swift tears started in Ferd's

eyes.

"Where can I go if I leave you,

Uncle?" he asked chokingly.

"You are to go to school in Denver
for two years," said his uncle in a

surprising matter of fact tone ; "and
after that to Annapolis University,

if you prove yourself as smart in

your examinations as you have in

this Rugby business." Then his

stern face relaxed into a kind smile

;

and though Ferd's tears flowed un-

restrainedly at his sentence of ban-

ishment, it was for joy exclusively,

and with no sense of shame.

SIDE BY SIDE
By Linnie Fisher Robinson

We sit by the fire—we are bound, he and I,

By a hundred small ties and by large ones a score

;

He reads in his paper—I read in the fire

And travel when free to memory's shore.

He thinks I'm content to remain here as he,

He doesn't suspect how I roam far and free

With youth in my eyes and slender white hands
And eager young feet for the questing of lands.

He looks up and turns and smiles real as life,

And says, "I declare you look young tonight, wife."

I nod and smile—he turns back to his paper
And I travel on, now the journey is safer.

Oh, once I was young and did fret while men read

And wondered how grandma could sit still as dead,

With a sweet patient smile as content as could be

;

I never did guess—I never did see—
Did she travel, too, while grandpa was newsing?
Perhaps—for he made the same speech Jim was using.



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH

THEM?
VACATIONS

Take Time For Rest

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"After the turmoil of the day-

God sends the quiet, kindly night."—Selected.

I
N THE beginning it was divinely

arranged that night should fol-

low day; that a rest period, a

holy Sabbath, should come after con-

secutive days of toil. There is a

rhythm, a vibration in everything in

nature, an ebb and flow, effort and
relaxation, toil and rest, struggle and
reward.

Labor without cessation defeats

its own purpose. Life demands time

out, in which to rebuild and reani-

mate the weary body and to refresh

the soul. Remaining too long in the

quiet valley of uneventful days of

toil does not promote growth. The
spirit demands diversion, recreation.

MOW that man has taken life into

his hands, as it were, and light-

ened labor and lengthened leisure,

there is an ever increasing quantity

of free time to be programmed. With
fewer work obligations and more
free hours, the problem of giving

direction to our leisure time activi-

ties demands serious consideration.

If free time becomes empty time

the very purpose of leisure is de-

feated. Hours of unemployment are

an opportunity for creative effort,

education, self-realization; a time

for meditation and prayer, a time to

cultivate the soul.

Our lives are seldom a material-

ization of our ideals. Shifted about

like pawns on a chess board, we fail

to realize our most cherished aspira-

tions. The accomplishment of life-

long desires is postponed from year
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to year, until the vision of hope be-

comes dimmed or outgrown.

Are we not going to awaken some
fine morning shocked and disap-

pointed because of unfulfilled prom-
ises, frustrated plans, broken
dreams ? Why should we continue to

surrender to the caprice of fate the

realization of our highest hopes ?

HPHE visions that come to us are

but prophecies of our ability to

make them realities. Why not de-

mand a settlement with ourselves

this very year ? When our vacation

season is over we want more than a

record of wasted empty hours. Let
us see to it that our free time this

season yields something of joy, of

beauty, of growth, the beginning of

some accomplishment that will satis-

fy the far cry of the soul. Let us
take out of our vacation some genu-
ine, lovely thing that will enrich life,

that will bring joy and inspiration

to the heart.

If our vacation is limited to a day
in the canyon or an afternoon in the

park, we still need not surrender our

hope of some fine accomplishment.

Many beautiful experiences can

come out of one's own backyard. A
few days or a few weeks of time

can be set apart as a rest period, and
plans can be made for a vacation at

home. The summer hours from
dawn until the stir of the day's ac-

tivities begin, are most delightful

hours. And with a little previous

planning it is remarkable what can

be achieved in the quiet early morn-
ing.

There are little rests all along the

way of life, quiet moments of relax-

ation that may be used in any num-
ber of delightful ways. The use to

which one puts these unemployed
moments is the governing factor in

his development and promotion. In

the utilization of leisure one must

not fail to take time to rest, to relax,

to recreate the inner life.

'"PHE person who indulges a hobby
needs no suggestions as to how

he shall spend his leisure, for most
of his free time is directed toward
the perfection of the activity that

glorifies and shapes his life. Effort

spent in the pursuit of a hobby is not

toil, for it refreshes and recreates

one, body and soul. No better leisure

activity could be found, providing

the hobby satisfies some inherent

urge. When it does that, the par-

ticipant finds purest joy in the exe-

cution of any labor it may necessi-

tate. He puts into it his best effort

and highest inspiration. And he
takes out of it joy and satisfaction.

And in the end it often amounts to

some fine achievement, some worthy
contribution to humanity.

I" IFE demands solitude. We need

time for meditation and prayer
if we would develop our spirituality.

Have you not felt the nearness of the

•Divine when you have stood alone

under the stars in the silent night?

And have you not sensed an unseen
presence in a sheltered nook in some
deep canyon as you listened to falling

water in the distance or to a soft

wind whispering through the leaves ?

Should we not take time to cultivate

our finer sensibilities, to put our-

selves "in tune with the Infinite"?

f ET us make the most of our free

time, and deliberately plan to

cultivate all that is best within us,

"to meet leisure time," as Jay B.

Nash urges, "with a supreme person-

al enthusiasm."

Let us lift ourselves on the wings
of the morning to the greatest

heights we are able to ascend, and
demand of our hours of leisure that

they yield something significant and
beautiful, something that satisfies the

soul.



The Work and Business Project

By Donna D. Sorensen

SEWING, laundering and the

preparation of food will prob-

ably last as long as human
beings exist. Formerly these ac-

tivities were performed in the home
but during the past century tremen-

dous changes have occurred. The
home has gradually been relinquish-

ing these three activities to outside

agencies. Some sweeping general-

izations have been made from time

to time as to just how wide-spread

this transferrence has been and how
advantageous or disadvantageous it

has been to the family. With these

facts in mind the work and business

project was planned for next year

to achieve two objectives: first, to

supply factual data to verify or chal-

lenge general statements about pres-

ent day family life; second, to help

women to understand and to evalu-

ate their own work and problems.

The first objective will be reached
when the results from the ward sur-

veys are compiled; the second ob-

jective we anticipate will be achieved

at the end of our work next year.

The survey which will have been
conducted will be revealing and de-

cisive in helping the ward and stake

leaders of the work and business de-

partments to outline their programs
for the coming winter.

The tri-fold project may be ap-

proached and stressed from the eco-

nomic issue involved, the desire for

greater solidarity in family life and
the consumer angle.

VyOMEN should feel a general

satisfaction in making their

personal contribution to the family

income. This may be made through
organized and systematic effort in

their legitimate field—the technicali-

ties and details of housekeeping and
homemaking instead of leaving the

house to disinterested agencies—

a

decisive step toward the restoration

of sound and healthful living. One
woman with a family of four, after

keeping records of what it costs to

produce things in the home not for

sale says : "I have found little in the

way of food, clothing and services

of various kinds which could not be
produced in less time than the aver-

age woman would find it necessary

to spend in order to earn the money
with which to buy factory-made
things. Record-keeping covering the

cost of raw material, cost of fuel,

cost of overhead and time involved

has convinced me that if the average
woman were to do a complete job of
cooking and baking at home she
would earn the equivalent of $6.00
net per week. If to what she could
earn in her kitchen were added to

what she might earn in her sewing
room, her laundry and above all, her
garden, the sum would show that

she could earn far more than does
the average woman who leaves her
home in order to earn cash, and if

women were to use modern appli-

ances to do this work, not only would
they pay for the appliances with the

cash now expended for goods, which
they would be producing at home,
and not only could they have better

food, better clothing, and better

laundry work, but they could have

them without the drudgery formerly

associated with home-making, with

plenty of leisure for cultivating the

graces of life."

This project approached from the
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standpoint of the economic values

involved will be truly enlightening

and some profitable discussion and
splendid demonstrations can be ar-

ranged. Some suggestive topics and
activities follow

:

Bread Making

Home experiments conducted by
women as to cost of home-made
bread and comparison with bakery
products.

Discussion and tests as to value

of hard and soft wheat flours.

Varieties of quick breads.

Demonstration of mixing and bak-

ing bread.

Demonstration on making refrig-

erator rolls if the community has

a large number of refrigerators.

Exhibit of breads from favorite

recipes and exchange of recipes.

Score several loaves of both home-
made and bakery bread using the

score card for yeast breads. Discuss

nutritive value and the varieties of

yeast bread.

Sewing

Demonstration of short cuts in

sewing. (Various women active in

sewing could be asked in advance
to demonstrate the short cuts they

have discovered.)

Demonstration in simple tailoring.

Demonstration of how to oil and
care for a sewing machine.

Suggestions for remodeling cloth-

ing.

Have a "cotton dress" day prob-

ably in the spring in which you ask

each member to wear a cotton dress

which she has made or purchased
ready-made. Compare the two types

from the standpoint of (a) cost and
durability, (b) satisfaction to wear-
er, (c) workmanship.

Exhibit other types of articles

both made at home and ready-made
and use above comparison.

Laundry

Presentation of accurate data as

to the cost of home and commercial
laundry.

Demonstration of methods for

laundering woolen blankets, quilts,

and woolen fabrics.

Discussion of soaps and water sol-

vents.

Discussion and demonstration on
stain removal.

Latest methods in washing and
rinsing.

Equipment and supplies.

/^\NE prominent woman tells that

she found herself involved in a

multiplicity of duties outside the

home. She became dissatisfied at

the demands on her time as she felt

she was not spending enough time

with her two growing children. She
remembered with delight the closely,

knit family life which prevailed in

her girlhood home and when she

evaluated her activities with this in

mind she decided to engage in some
of the activities in the home which
she remembered her mother per-

forming which brought her such

happiness. She wanted her children

to remember as she had done the

smell of newly baked bread and
spicy cookies and she deliberately

sacrificed some of her activities for

just such homely tasks in order to

further a more closely allied relation-

ship in the minds of her children be-

tween mother and home. There is

decided value in the family and the

mother working together in this best

of family units, the home. It makes
for solidarity to all contribute to a

common end. Probably some of

our work and business leaders will

want to stress just such an appeal
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in their treatment of the project. If

this thought predominates it will col-

or the presentation of the material

with a consequent minoring of the

economic issue.

APPROXIMATELY 80% of

the family buying is done by the

housewife. Where the majority of

the homemaker's time in a commun-
ity is put to some economic use that

is of greater service than it would
be in the home probably the con-

sumer approach to this project would
be found more profitable. In such

an event the program would prob-

ably include discussions as to how
the public is protected in the buying

of foodstuffs, trade-marks and their

value and reliability, report of visits

to the local laundries, discussion as

to installment buying, inspection in

the community, etc.

HPHE value of this project lies in

the leeway which is allowed

stakes in their interpretation of the

survey and the adaptation of their

program to meet community needs

and conditions. One of the responsi-

bilities of Relief Society is to teach

mothers to help themselves and as-

sume their tasks by fitting them in

greater measure for those tasks.

Mothers who desire to learn to sew
or make good bread, if convinced

that it pays, could be assisted on
work and business day, or individual

instruction could be given in the

home. To those who have been mak-
ing such contribution all their lives

in their homes a new appreciation

should come to them at the realiza-

tion of what their economic contribu-

tion alone has been.

Judgment and imagination and

the ability to enlist and interest the

ward membership in the project will

be needed but at very least our wom-
en at the end of the year will have

faced and evaluated their own prob-

lems and will have come to an un-

derstanding of their own choice of

life.

Articles and Bulletins Which Will

Help in Furthering Project

Cost
All About Laundering, Hamilton and

Jeffryes, The Service Editor, Mc-
Calls, Dayton, Ohio 30

Soaps and Cleansing Agents, House-
hold Finance Corp., 919 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111 2 for .05

Circular No. 88—Bread Making in the

Home, Elna Miller.

Circular No. 480—Soap and Water
Softeners, Ellen Agren.

Circular No. 676"—Home Made vs.

Ready Made.
All three obtainable from U. S.

A. C. Extension Service, Logan,
Utah.

Selection of Cotton Fabrics F. B. No.
1449 05

Quality Guides in Buying Ready-
Made Dresses. No. 105 05

Present Guides for Household Buying .05

All three obtainable from Supt.

of Documents, Washington, D. . C.

Magazine Articles

American Home, January, 1934
—

"Is

There Actual Economy in Doing the

Family Wash at Home?" Delia T. Lutes.

Scribner's, Feb., 1937—"The New
Woman Goes Home," by Mrs. Ralph Bor-

sodi.



Notes to the Field

Theology Department

TN HIS "The Archeological Dis-

coveries and Their Bearing Upon
the New Testament" Dr. Camden
M. Cobern says, "In the lifetime of

our Lord there was a 'widespread
habit of writing among all classes

of the population,' and no doubt the

leading facts were written down and
circulated 'almost as soon as they

took place'—though doubtless at first

in fragmentary form—so that prob-
ably the first account of the death
of Jesus 'must be presumed to be
written in the year he died.' (Milli-

gan). As soon as the converts be-

came so many that the original apos-
tles could not easily carry authori-

tative facts personally to all Chris-
tian communities, a need of records
would be felt which, because of this

general habit of note taking and
writing, could be readily supplied."

To the Latter-day Saints it is in-

consistent and untenable to hold that

Christ made no formal attempt to

have records made of His teachings.

When Lehi's sons were sent back

to obtain the records, Nephi pointed

out that it was necessary that they

should obtain the plates in order that

they^ might have "the words which
have been spoken by the mouth of all

the holy prophets, which have been
handed unto them by the spirit and
power of God, since the world be-

gan, even down unto this present

time." And when great difficulty

was encountered in obtaining the

record, Nephi was told that it is bet-

ter that one man should perish than
that a nation should dwindle and
perish in unbelief.

Joseph Smith was admonished,
"Behold there shall a record be kept

among you."—D. and C. 21 :1 ; and

John Whitmer was appointed to keep
Church records and history contin-

ually—D. and C. 47 :3.

Had a record of the Master's

teachings not been kept, the loss

would have been so great that no

mortal can estimate it.

Literary Department

HPHE character of the Indian girl,

Sacagawea, is a moot point. Many
reviewers said the portrayal of the

character of Sacagawea made her

too simple, to ingenuous ; said she

should have been more enigmatical,

a Mona Lisa among savages, far

beyond her race and her times. I

did not find her so. She was loyal,

loving, sympathetic and brave; but

many of the other Indians, both men
and women, were the same. I found

her virtues entirely the natural, in-

nocent, virginal virtues of an un-

spoiled, noble young girl. She was
a little vain, wanted to make a good
appearance. She coveted sweets and
rare tidbits, and secreted them with

childish greed. She didn't take care

of herself when she was sick; but

she took good care of her baby. She
admired the white men, recognizing

their superiority; she wanted to be

like them. An innocent virtue.

When Clark was sick, she gave
him the portion of spoiling white

flour she was preserving to show
her child when he was older

;

womanly, generous, kind-hearted.

To me, she is a powerful proof that

all the great, heroic, spiritual virtues

have root in unspoiled nature. She
was not a Mona Lisa ; she was just

a brave, big-hearted, good young
woman.

I feel it is only fair to call atten-

tion to the fact that up until very
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recently, it has been argued, rather

brilliantly, that Sacagawea returned

to her own tribe ; never went to St.

Louis ; did not send her children

down to Clark ; and lived to a ripe

old age and died on the reservation.

Dr. Grace Hebard wrote a masterful

book on that premise. But she gath-

ered her material before the present-

day sources were available. Now
in the St. Louis historical society,

they have the actual records where
Clark paid for the schooling of the

children ; they have a copy of the

letter Clark wrote to Charbonneau;
they have the actual diary of Luttig,

the clerk at Fort Manuel where she

died; as well as the words of the

English traveler, Breckenridge, who
was on the boat with her on that

long and laborious trip up the river.

And every date, and every word of

description, tallies with other rec-

ords. I examined all records with

minute attention and was obliged to

accept this version. And I am hap-

py to say that almost without excep-

tion, the Amercian historians and
Historical Departments of the differ-

ent States are in complete agreement
with me."

—

Ethel Hueston. Letter

to Prof. H. R. Merrill.

Eliza Roxy Snow Memorial Contest

THE General Board conducts

the Eliza R. Snow Relief So-

ciety Memorial Poem Contest

annually. Three prizes will be

awarded—a first prize of $15, a sec-

ond prize of $10 and a third prize

of $5. The prize poems are pub-
lished each year in the January issue

of the Relief Society Magazine. The
General Board reserves the right to

publish any of the other poems sub-

mitted, and to pay for the published

poems at the regular Magazine
rates. The contest opens each year

upon publication of the announce-
ment in the August number of the

Relief Society Magazine, and closes

October 15.

RULES OF THE CONTEST

1. This contest is open to all Lat-

ter-day Saint women.

2. Only one poem may be sub-

mitted by each contestant.

3. The poem should not exceed
fifty lines, and should be typewritten,

if possible; where this cannot be

done it should be legibly written.

4. The sheet on which the poem
is written should be without sig-

nature or other identifying marks.

5. Only one side of the paper

should be used.

6. Each poem must be accompa-
nied by a stamped envelope, on which
should be written the contestant's

name and address. Nom de plumes
should not be used.

7. Statement should accompany
the poem submitted that it is her

original work, that it has never been
published, that it is not now in the

hands of an editor, or other person,

with a view of publication, and that

it will not be published nor submitted

for publication until the contest is

decided.

8. Members of the General Board
and persons connected with the Re-
lief Society office force are not eli-

gible to enter this contest.

9. A writer who has received the
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first prize for two consecutive years among the group of persons who are

must wait two years before she is recognized as writers.

again eligible to enter the contest. 11. The poems must be submitted
10. The judges shall consist of not later than October 15.

one member of the General Board, 12. All entries should be ad-
one person selected from the Eng- dressed to Eliza R. Snow Memorial
lish department of a reputable edu- Poem Contest Committee, 28 Bish-

cational institution, and one from op's Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.

WHEN I AM ALONE

By Miriam C. Bitner

"My, don't you get lonesome when you are alone?"

I am asked in a pitying tone,

And I smile when I think how the time passes by
So swiftly when I am alone.

Perhaps, I dream I am a child again

Kneeling at mother's knee,

And I say, "Now I lay me down to sleep"

As her dear voice prompted me.

Again I am in the rose garden at home
Where, a maiden, I loved to stroll

;

Or I'm picking violets blue near the meadow path

As I'm coming home from school.

I think of a beautiful song I've heard,

And I hum it o'er to myself

;

Or I live again in books I have read,

That are now laid on the shelf.

And though I may not leave my chair

I have no time to fret or moan
For I go to memory's beautiful land,

When I am left alone.

Q_yJ>
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Editorials

Church Security

TXT'HEN once the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints

puts its hand to the plow it does

not turn back. In inaugurating the

Church Security Program it is put-

ting the best efforts of its best trained

men into it. As President McKay
says, "It calls for the everlasting

teamwork of every human soul in

the Church." It will succeed, for a

spirit of determination and effort

akin to that which prompted the Pio-

neers to cross trackless plains and
subdue the desert is back of it. God-
inspired and God-directed, with the

whole-hearted cooperation of the

members of the Church, the world
will be shown what Christian co-

operation and Christian brotherhood
can do. It will encourage self-ini-

tiative and bring about cooperative

help that will result in the good of

the whole body. The work is mov-
ing forward, much is being accom-
plished, but greater achievements
will mark future efforts.

In order to finance the Church

Security work a call has been sent

forth asking all the members of the

Church to observe the Fast Day most
devotedly by abstaining from two
meals on that day and giving what
the food would cost for the further-

ing of this great plan. A minimum
of $1 per capita is expected. San
Francisco Ward of San Francisco

Stake last year reached $1.79 per

capita. The people are also urged
to attend the Sacrament service.

We hope every Relief Society of-

ficer and member will more than

meet this standard. Not only will

finances be raised in this way but
spirituality will be increased. The
Church Security work will not only
aid the financially distressed but will

bless all who further it. The call

has come down through the ages.

"Be One, Oh My People, Be One."
This gives work that calls all to-

gether in a great cause and will in-

crease efficiency, brotherhood, and

good will.
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Our Project

QUR reading Project for 1937-38

will be the reading of the New
Testament. Last season many of

our Relief Society women read the

entire New Testament through very

carefully. This will prepare them
for a very much more effective study

of the Scriptures this year.

It will be remembered that when
the Project of Scripture reading was
started in our organization, it came
in response to a plea from the Mis-
sion Relief Society Presidents that

our young people should be sent to

the mission field with a greater

knowledge of the Scriptures. While
we deeply appreciate the vast amount
of Scriptural reading done by our

members, we are fearful that not as

many of the children are becoming
familiar with the Scriptures as we

had hoped would be the case when
the Project was started.

We suggest that this year the par-

ents get their children together on
every Sabbath day or any other defi-

nite time and read from the New
Testament. Having read it last year,

they will know what portions will

be most attractive to their young
people. We hope also they will have
children memorize some of the beau-

tiful passages to be found in Holy
Writ.

We heard recently of a family who
made it a practice on the Sabbath
Day before dinner to have the chil-

dren each tell what he had learned

in Sunday School. Would it not be

a fitting thing on the Sabbath Day
to have each child give a Scriptural

quotation he had learned during the

week?

Phenomenal Growth

VXTE recently received from the

Washington Branch of the

Eastern States Mission a directory

prepared by the Relief Society. The
cover contains a fine picture of the

beautiful chapel. This directory

contains 439 names. On the back

cover are the names of the directory

committee, the Relief Society ex-

ecutive officers, the special officers,

the class leaders, the supervisors of

visiting teachers, and special cooper-

ators, and the Relief Society district

Red Cross unit.

The directory includes the full

name of each member, her husband's

initials, her address, her telephone

number, and where she formerly

lived.

Of this list of names 203 are paid

members this year. When we pub-
lished the report of our Magazine
Drive in December, this branch had
only 77 members enrolled. They
had the highest Magazine subscrip-

tion in the Church—212 or 275%
of their enrollment.

After the Magazine Drive was
over, these indefatigable women
started on the membership, and the

result of their wonderful efforts can

be seen in their remarkable increase*
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Two Valuable Courses
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TX/'E call our readers' attention to

two very valuable courses of

study that are appearnig in our Re-
lief Society Magazine. The one
"Child Guidance" is a continuation

of a two-years' course of study writ-

ten by a professional who gives most
helpful suggestions to mothers in the

rearing of children. The other, a

new course, "Typical Women of the

Church," is a treatise in biographical

study, that will be most beneficial

to all who will read it. Whether these

lessons are taken up in the organiza-

tions in any way or not we feel that

no subscriber can afford to miss read-

ing these valuable contributions.

Let No Time Be Lost

V/TANY members of the Relief So-,

ciety when moving to various

States do not immediately affiliate

with the local organization. In order

that they may be contacted as soon
as possible it would be a valuable

thing for their friends or relatives at

home to send their names and ad-

dresses to the Relief Society Mis-

sion President who will be delighted

to have these people welcomed and

invited to affiliate and participate in

the local work.

U^^sjn

ANTHEM—SERVE AND PRAISE THE LORD
By Lula Greene Richards

Serve the Lord of might and won-
ders

—

Praise Him for the hail and thunders

Which He sends each in its time,

For His matchless strength and
worth

Which shall purify the earth

—

Bring to pass its glad new birth

Through His works sublime.

Praise Him for abundant mercies

—

Love which will rebuke all curses

As from evil men refrain.

O America—West land!

Where God's sacred Temples stand,

By His wisdom built and planned,

Wherein Christ doth reign.

Kingdoms — nations — cease from
warring,

To all lands their rights restoring,

To each tribe its own accord.

Watch the course of "Jesse's

Stem—"
"Jews rebuild Jerusalem

—

"

Ephraim here, "Earth's polished

gem,"
All shall serve the Lord.

By His gracious hand protected,

With the just be resurrected

—

To secure such high award,
Selfish pride and envy shun,

See each duty justly done,

And with Christ the perfect One
Serve and praise the Lord.



Lesson Department

Theology and Testimony

SOME MORMON CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN UNDERSTANDING
OF THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF CHRIST (Cont'd)

CUFFICIENT references are giv-

en in the body of the lesson as

well as in the questions and problems.

Those persons who have good li-

brary facilities may desire to extend

their reading and to compare points

of view as represented in the books

listed in Lesson I. See introduction

to previous lesson.

1. Did Christ Command Records
to be Kept? Many have held that

Christ made no formal attempt to

keep records of His discourses. It

is pointed out that He merely wanted
to establish a fellowship among men,
that the formation of a church was
not in His program. Hence, there

would be no special need for the

keeping of records. Moreover, the

very retentive memories of Christ's

disciples have been held responsible

for the preservation of the incidents

and teachings in the gospels. The
gospels are supposed to have been
written long after His death. The
Modern Scriptures, the Book of

Mormon and the Doctrine and Cove-
nants, make clear the fact that these

conjectures are, in the main, only

partly correct. The Book of Mor-
mon records in some detail very

valuable observations made by the

Christ during His appearance to the

Nephites. In 3 Nephi 23 :8-ll the

Savior criticises the Nephite records

because they did not contain an ac-

count of the fulfilment of the proph-

ecy of Samuel, the Lamanite, to the

effect that many saints arose from
the dead after Christ's resurrection.

"And it came to pass that Jesus com-

manded that it should be written;

therefore it was written according as

he commanded." (3 Nephi 23:13)
We immediately ask ourselves why
the Christ should be so careful to

see that correct records were kept

among the Nephites and not among
His disciples in Palestine. Reason
would seem to tell us that records

were kept in the Palestinian Church.

We are confirmed in this by reve-

lations recorded in the Doctrine and

Covenants. One ought to study

carefully sections seven and ninety-

three in which reference is made to

records kept by John. "And it shall

come to pass, that if you are faithful

you shall receive the fulness of the

record of John." (Doctrine and
Covenants 93:18) Neither ought we
to forget that when the Christ

preached His first great sermon to

the Nephites, He delivered the main
part of it substantially as it is given

in the Sermon on the Mount. (Mat-
thew 5, 6, 7) The extremely close

likeness of the account in Matthew
to that of the Nephite record (3

Nephi 12, 13, 14) is explainable to

us only on the assumption that the

first named account was written at

or about the time the Sermon was
delivered. Furthermore, it will be

noted that Matthew's and Luke's

(Luke 6:20-49) records of the Ser-

mon differ in details. We believe

that this was due to the fact that

the latter is a second-hand account.

2. Was Paul the Author of the

Sermon on Love? The sermon on
love found in I Corinthians 13 is
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generally admitted to be one of the

choicest bits in all literature. But

was Paul really the author of it?

For many years the writer has point-

ed out that it is doubtful if Paul was.

The reason for this judgment will

be indicated directly. Some time

between 400 A. D. and 421 A. D.

Moroni, the last of the Nephite

prophets, wrote some of the words

of his father "which he spake con-

cerning faith, hope, and charity." In

the course of these teachings Mor-
mon quotes words that are almost

identical with those found in I Cor-

inthians 13. (Carefully compare

Moroni 7 :45, 46 with I Corinthians

13:4-8). The similarity in these

passages can not be accidental. Why
does a Nephite prophet on this con-

tinent quote passages so nearly like

those attributed to Paul? It seems

to us there is a logical solution of

this problem. It is, namely, that

neither Paul nor Mormon were the

authors of the passages in question.

Both were quoting from a common
author. And who was that author?

Our suggestion is that Christ was
the original author of the sermon,

and that He delivered it both to the

Jews and to the Nepbites. Who
would be a more likely author of

such a sermon than the Savior of

the world ? The contribution of the

Book of Mormon on this subject is

of obvious importance and interest.

What a rich mine this book will be

to future generations of scholars

!

3. The Savior's Use of the Scrip-

tures. An interesting book could be

written with the above title. Here
we shall only refer to certain in-

stances of the Savior's use of scrip-

ture, that are of special interest. The
first reference that catches our atten-

tion is to the Book of Daniel. We
shall refer to the Savior's sermon
recorded in the twenty-fourth chap-

ter of Matthew as revised by the

Prophet Joseph Smith and as pub-

lished in the Pearl of Great Price.

In verse 12 the Savior is recorded

as saying, "When you, therefore,

shall see the abomination of desola-

tion, spoken of by Daniel the proph-

et, concerning the destruction of

Jerusalem, then you shall stand in

the holy place ; whoso readeth let

him understand." Another refer-

ence to Daniel in a somewhat differ-

ent connection is given in verse 32.

The interest of these references to

Latter-day Saints lies in the fact that

modern authorities generally agree

that the book of Daniel was written

about 165 B. C. If this date is

correct, the book, in any instance,

could not have been written by
Daniel, the prophet. And if Daniel

did not write it, why should the

Savior make reference to him in such

important matters as the coming de-

struction of Jerusalem and the de-

structions imminent to the Second
Advent? From our point of view it

is quite unlikely that the Christ was
referring to any other than the

Daniel of the Babylonian captivity

who lived about 600 B. C.

Most modern authorities also

agree that the greater portion of the

book of Isaiah was not written by
that prophet. Particularly, chapters

40-66 are said not to come from him.

But few chapters from 1-39 are at-

tributed to him. It is interesting to

note, however, that the Book of

Mormon quotes extensively from
different parts of Isaiah. The Savior

quoted Isaiah to the Nephites with

approval, including what are now
disputed chapters, (cf. 3 Ne. 20:11,

12; 22; 23:1-3) We rather suspect

that modern writers hack the book

to pieces and deny that Isaiah wrote

most of it because they do not suffi-

ciently understand it. The message

of the book as a whole is not clearly

comprehended.
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The Book of Ezekiel is another

much misunderstood book.A modern
author writing of Ezekiel says,

"There is much in him that is fan-

tastic, and much that is legalistic.

His imaginations border sometimes
on the mechanical. . . . The order
and precision of the priestly mind
are reflected in the unusually sys-

tematic arrangement of the book."

Another writer says, "He is one of

the few persons definitely pictured

as a trance prophet. In his home,
or in a council of elders, he suddenly
goes off into acute psychic states

which stimulate ideas and focus at-

tention upon grave-issues." How
different the attitude taken by the

Lord toward Ezekiel's "grotesque
imaginations" and "legalistic" turn

of mind! In a revelation to the

Prophet Joseph Smith (Doctrine and
Covenants 29:21) the Lord refers

with approval to some of his "gro-

tesque" and "legalistic" writings.

The world may someday realize that

Ezekiel was a real prophet and not a

"priest," in the narrow sense now
current.

The people of the Church, gen-
erally, have not had their attention

called to the fact that the Christ

quoted and explained quite a con-
siderable passage from the book of

Micah, the prophet. The reader is

invited to compare 3 Nephi 21 : 12-21

with Micah 5 :8-15. It is significant

to us and of great interest to know
that our Lord singled out part of

Micah's prophecy and applied it to

the latter days. Micah was a great

prophet.

All the illustrations given above
are indicative of the fact that the

Church has some real contributions

to make to the world in respect to

the life and teachings of Christ. We
ought to study and appreciate them
more.

Questions

1. What interesting contributions

to our knowledge, other than those

brought out in the lesson, are given

in the seventh section of the Doc-
trine and Covenants?

2. What contribution does mod-
ern revelation make relative to

Christ's teaching about the New
Jerusalem ?

3. Could you explain the teaching

of Christ in John 14:12-27 without
the help of a modern prophet? (See
Parry

—

Joseph Smith's Teachings,

pp. 21-23, or History of the Church,
Vol. 3, p. 380.)

4. Do you think Christ taught the

doctrine of the three glories to His
ancient disciples? Hint: Compare
Doctrine and Covenants 76:70-89

with I Corinthians 15:40-42.

Problems

Treat only those that time and
circumstances will permit.

1. Find as many references as you
can in our Modern Scriptures which
show that God's people in all ages

were record keepers.

2. Some claim that the record of

the Christ found in the gospel of

John was not written by John the

Revelator. Examine Doctrine and
Covenants 93:6-18 and compare
John 1:1-32; John 21:21-23 and
compare Doctrine and Covenants,

Sec. 7 ; I Nephi 14 :20-27. Do you
believe the Church has a contribu-

tion to make on this subject?

3. Interpret Micah 5:8-15. Hint:
Compare the passage with 3 Nephi
21 :12-21. It will be helpful to read

the whole chapter in 3 Nephi.

4. Compare Moroni 10:9-17 with

I Corinthians 12 :8-ll. How do you
account for the similarities in the

two records ?
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Teacher's Topic

THE FIRMNESS OF JESUS

CHARACTER grows, we are all

on the move. Some of the most
beautiful mircales are the slow but

steady remoldings of character. Let
each man take the character of Jesus
of Nazareth as a form for his own."

"Be sure of the foundation of your life

Know why you live as you do.

Be ready to give a reason for it.

Do not in such a matter as life

Build on opinion or custom
Or on what you guess is true;
Make it a matter of certainty.

Then be firm."
—Anonymous.

"Character is wrought out in the arrival

of life

When duty and desire are welded by the
hammer strokes of will."—Geo. H. Brimhall.

Firmness is a character trait no
less desirable or praiseworthy than
tenderness, gentleness or gracious-

ness. "Gentleness of nature is not

a virtue but a defect unless accom-
panied by tenacity of will. Sweet-
ness is not enough to make a man
useful and noble. Along with sweet-

ness there must go strength and un-
derneath the moods soft as velvet

there must lie a resoluteness hard
as steel." Sometimes the character

trait of firmness is spoken of as

"back bone" and again as "will

power."

Some one has said, "the Will is

character in action." Firmness in

character must be exercised under
the guidance of intelligence; of ef-

fective thinking and sound judg-
ment. Otherwise it becomes head-
strongness, stubbornness, obstinacy.

The willed character under the con-
trol of intelligent willing on the part

of those who have learned how to

think effectively, has given to the

world its leaders.

The behavior of an individual is

powerfully influenced by the social

group in which he moves. Firm must
be the one who upholds his standards

when they run counter to those of

his associates. Firm must be he

who would not walk in paths marked
out by custom. The strongest and
most independent often submit to

customs against which the heart pro-

tests. The majority of people are

not strong enough to be themselves

but are echoes of their neighbors

and walk in paths marked out by
others.

Great strength is required not to

yield to the wishes and demands of

people of influence. Only one of

unusual firmness will not compro-
mise principles to win the favor of

the influential. The respect and
good will of neighbors, friends, and
loved ones is genuinely sweet but the

purchase price of these should not be

a sacrifice of principles. The world
is ever calling for men of stability,

men who stand firm.

In Jesus of Nazareth we find firm-

ness super-abundantly. Here was
a man whom nobody swerved or

dominated. He did not yield to the

wishes and demands of a nation. His
countrymen had formed definite

ideas of the Messiah. They wanted
and expected him to be the "King
of Kings." Jesus did not attempt

to carry out the program on which
the hearts of his countrymen were
set. He stood firm "in choosing

the road that led to supremacy by
way of Gethsemane and Golgotha."
He had the strength of will to per-

form his duty even though he had
to disappoint the dearest wishes and
expectations of his people.

Jesus was the greatest of all re-
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ligious leaders. He stood out firmly

in defiance of certain teachings and
ceremonies of the Jewish Church
such as Sabbath observance, the use
of the Temple, etc., until his non-
conformity labeled him a blas-

phemer.
He had abundant opportunity to

win the favor of the influential of

his day by compromising his prin-

ciples. His steadfastness to them
made for him enemies who finally

crucified him.

To turn a deaf ear to the entreaties

of loving friends requires a firmness

possessed by few. Jesus did this with

Peter. "Jesus began to show unto

Peter how that he must go unto Je-

rusalem, and suffer many things of

the elders and chief priests and
scribes ; and be killed, and be raised

again the third day.

"Then Peter took him and began
to rebuke him, saying, Be it far from
thee, Lord, this shall not be unto

thee."

But he turned, and said unto

Peter, "Get thee behind me, Satan.

Thou art an offence unto me: for

thou savourest not the things that be

of God, but the things that be of

men."
Jesus firmly resisted the impor-

tunities of his family. His mother's

exhortation went unheeded in order

to obey the call of his Father in

Heaven. His experience in the tem-

ple when twelve years of age fur-

nishes an illustration. Mary said to

Jesus, "Son, why hast thou thus dealt

with us? Behold thy father and I

have sought thee sorrowing."

And he said unto them, "How
is it that ye sought me? Wist ye

not that I must be about my Father's

business?"

Jesus was not only firm himself.

He wanted all men to be firm and
steadfast. Consider the quotation,

"And ye shall be hated of all men for

my name's sake ; but he that shall

endure to the end, the same shall be

saved."

All His promises and warnings to

mankind remain unshaken and un-

changed.

Steadfastness in human charac-

ter is admired by all. Individuals

must learn to recognize bigness and
importance, must develop worthy
principles then be loyal to them
against all persuasion. Lacking this

we are unpredictable and poorly fit-

ted for workaday service. No one

can exercise will power for another.

Each one must do that for himself.

Never let it be said of you, "Anyone
can talk him into anything," or "He
is a good enough man, but so easily

influenced."

References

Character of Jesus—Jefferson.

Mark 2 :27.

Matt. 21 :12-16.

Matt. 17:21-23.

Luke 2:41-49.

Matt. 10:22.

Questions

1. Compare obstinacy with firm-

ness and give examples of each.

2. What present day conditions

require firmness on the part of Lat-

ter-day Saints in upholding Church
standards ?

3. Why must Parental attitudes

with regard to L. D. S. standards

be as firm as conduct?

4. Show why firmness of char-

acter is essential to success in life.
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Literature
Lesson II

SACAGAWEA
'~PHREE boats constituted the fleet

which carried the Lewis and
Clark Expedition up the river. On
the largest and best of the boats

was the leather lodge which Saca-
gawea shared with her husband and
the commanders.

"Clark recorded the dramatic mo-
ment of their departure in his Jour-
nal. 'Two Capts.,' he wrote. 'Three
sergeants. Two interpreters.' To
complete the record he included a
roster of the men. Of the original

twenty-nine who started from St.

Louis three were gone : Sergeant
Floyd slept on his bluff above the
river; Red and Newman had been
sent to St. Louis in disgrace. La-
Page had been recruited in Mandan
in place of Newman and Charbon-
neau had been added; Charbonneau
and Sacagawea. Sacagawea! Clark
hesitated. He scratched his head.

" 'Charbonneau'," he said, 'spell

your squaw's name for me. I want
to put it in my Journal. Spell slow-
ly'."

But Clark almost gave up in des-

pair after Charbonneau had pro-
nounced and spelled it several times.
" 'I spelled it,' said Clark with con-
siderable pride. 'It was not easy,

but I did it. She's got a right to go
in the record along with the rest of
the party'."

How much of a right to go into

the record she was to have he was
to learn over and over before the
long journey was finished. She be-
came somewhat important immedi-
ately by being able to add to their

food supply from the native fruits

and vegetables along the way.
"Usually they stopped for the

main meal of the day at 2 o'clock.

Then while the cooks prepared food,

Sacagawea wandered in the woods,
searching for small grains and vege-

tables. She discovered wild arti-

chokes, hidden in holes by mice for

winter provender. She raided their

nests prodding in the earth about
small collections of dead wood with
a sharp-forked stick until she had
collected all she could carry, and
was sufficiently rewarded by Clark's

warm smile.
" 'Janey, what an unexpected as-

set you are turning out to be !' he
declared. T dare say in the end it

will be you and no one else who
keeps us from starving, saving our
lives and our expedition'."

"She flushed happily. Poor Saca-
gawea! If only she could under-
stand the important words that went
with the friendly smiles. She tried

hard to pick up a little English, but
it was not easy. Not only Char-
bonneau's imperfect knowledge
made it hard, but the odd dialects

of the men themselves—Scotch and
Irish, rough frontier vernacular,
Yankee, and pleasant Southern
drawl."

The journey must have been a de-
light to the little Indian woman. Ever
so many new and wonderful things !

Flour and sugar were wonderful to

her. She asked the cook if she might
have some of each to put away to

show her little son when he grew up.

Sacagawea often walked on shore
with the Captains and especially with
Clark whom she trusted most. They
plied her with questions about her
people and made an attempt to learn
some of the Shoshoni language.

" 'When you see my people,' Saca-
gawea told them, 'tell them quickly
that you are white men. Tab-ba-
bo-ne. That is the word. Tab-ba-
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bo-ne. White man. Tell them at

once. For you are now burned black

as the Indians, and no Indians come
here except to fight and steal their

horses and their women. Pull up
your sleeves and show them your
white skin, quickly and cry, 'Tab-

ba-bo-ne !'
"

As the boats got farther up the

yellow river, hardships increased,

but Sacagawea was one of the

staunchest and complained the least.

To Charbonneau she was an abject

slave waiting upon him, obeying his

slightest wish. The Indian woman
not only kept her own moccasins
and clothing mended, but she mend-
ed those of her worthless husband
as well as those of the party. Eager
to do her share to make the expedi-
tion a success, with her boy on her
back she ranged the banks of the

river in search of foods that only
the natives could find.

Sacagawea's courage and re-

sourcefulness were exhibited one
day when a squall of wind nearly
capsized the boat. The Captains
were on shore and the boat so nearly

sank that many precious articles

would have been lost had not the

Bird-Woman kept her seat in the

back of the boat and gathered them
in as they floated past.

" 'Janey, y°u are a good soldier
!'

they declared. 'You are a great

mariner! How did you get all this

stuff?'

" T picked it out of the river,' she

said simply. 'As it went swimming
by, I caught it with my hands. It

is our Great Medicine. Our Great

Medicine must not drown.'
" 'Janey, you should be captain of

our fleet—no, our admiral ! You are

a real hero ! You have saved the ex-

pedition !'
"

After the party had landed and
had eaten, the Captains said to each

other :
" 'The squaw is a good wom-

an. She is no coward—like some'."

In the meantime, as they went
along, the two Captains, Ordway,
Whitehouse, and Gass were record-

ing the incidents of the trip from
which this book we are studying

was made. Mrs. Heuston took those

same journals with her and made the

trip up the Missouri and down to

the Ocean, just as they had done
except, of course, she went in an
automobile and not in the slow-mov-
ing boats.

So impressed was Clark with the

intelligence and loyalty of the Bird-

Woman that "In mapping the tribu-

taries of the Missouri, Clark sug-

gested that they name a creek for

Sacagawea in recognition of her re-

sourcefulness and courage in salvag-

ing their goods from the river.

The voyagers went slowly toward
their goal. The boats gave them
trouble; the bears attacked them; a

buffalo bull nearly wrecked their

boat, but they kept on until at last

they were beyond the trail ever made
by any white man. And all the time

the little Bird-Woman grew in favor.

Hardships, poor food, and the

care of her boy had their effect upon
Sacagawea. She finally fell ill and
came close to dying, to the sorrow
of the entire party who waited upon
her as best they could, the two Cap-
tains giving her every aid. Lewis
prescribed, but Clark gave her the

medicine. Whitehouse wrote in his

book: "Our squaw is very sick and
I am very sick myself."

The men of the party had been

so fine, on the whole, that one day
when they were near Great Falls,

Montana, Clark said :
" 'We could

have combed the world and not

found a finer crew. . . .

'

" 'There is God's truth in those

words,' Lewis replied. 'There must
have been some divine influence

back of their selection'."
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The portage around the Great

Falls was most difficult. Storms

added to their peril and hardships.

Clark, Sacagawea, Charbonneau and

the baby came nearly being swept

to their death by a flood, but the

little Indian woman was as coura-

geous during floods on land as she

had been on the river and her hus-

band about as worthless. Near this

spot they celebrated July 4, 1805.

It was only a few days later that

Lewis noting the abstraction of Saca-

gawea, asked her if she were ill.

" 'This is the land of my people,'

she said dreamily. T have been here.

Many snows ago. My tribe comes
here. The Three Forks is very

close. We shall see my people soon'."

They went on and soon came to

"three noble rivers" which they

christened the Gallatin, Madison and
Jefferson, "the author of our enter-

prise." As soon as Clark, who had
been sick, was able, they went on
halting for dinner on that day on
the exact spot where Sacagawea had
been captured by the Minitarees. The
men clustered about her following

her from point to point, to hear her
exciting tale afresh on the side of

its occurrence."

As the party went forward, Saca-

gawea became more and more agi-

tated. Her meeting with her brother,

Chief Camehwait is. very cleverly

told by our author. Sacagawea was
so much perturbed that she was un-
able to continue as interpreter.

Lewis, the fine gentleman that he
was, seeing her agitation, postponed
the council until she could converse

with her brother and learn about her
people.

It was for this contact that the

little Bird-Woman had been brought
along. Had she not been with the

party, it is doubtful if the Expedi-
tion could have succeeded. She

learned of the disaffection of her

brother in time to tell Lewis who,
through his diplomacy, won the

chief's aid.

While camped with her own peo-

ple, Sacagawea was told by Lewis
that White Bear, who had been her

betrothed, still claimed her. The
little woman, so long a slave, felt

that there was nothing to do but to

remain with her husband. However,
Lewis once again revealed his saga-

city and bought White Bear off, al-

lowing Sacagawea to continue with
them to the very edge of the great

Ocean.
After almost unbelievable hard-

ships, the expedition finally got
across the Rocky Mountains and on
October 7, 1805, launched their im-
provised boats upon the Snake River
and were off for the coast.

At last the party came in sight of
the great bay and later the ocean.

They had made the trip in safety.

Spending a miserable winter on the

cold and rainy coast they set out
upon the return journey the follow-
ing spring. Many of the incidents

of that winter, Mrs. Heuston has re-

lated with charm and a deep under-
standing of human nature. The
closing paragraphs of chapter fifteen,

beginning with "Going home!"
might well be read in class.

It was on a Sunday, March 23,

1805, that the little party, the Indian
woman and her half-breed child

among them, took to their boats for
the long journey up the Columbia
and back over the shining mountains.

Poor little Indian slave of the lazy

bad man ! How surprised she would
be to learn what has been written
in many books about her ! How sur-

prised to know that thousands of
white women are studying the inci-

dents of her life gleaned from the
things that "were written in the

book.
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Suggestions for Study

1. Trace the movements of the

party from the Mandan towns to

the mouth of the Columbia River.

The map could well be brought into

use again here.

2. Have members of the class,

where more than one text is avail-

able, have passages of beauty ready
to quote.

3. Picture as best you can Saca-

gawea's meeting with her brother.

4. Note that in the second para-

graph of Chapter 13 the Lemhi River
is mentioned. It might be well to

have someone give a brief sketch

of the Lemhi settlement in Idaho,

the first white settlement to be made
in that state. It was made by the

Mormons, Lemhi being a Book of

Mormon name.
5. Picture Christinas 1805 as

these people celebrated it at the

mouth of the Columbia. Note Saca-
gawea's Christmas present to the

"Red Head."
6. Evaluate Mrs. Heuston's story

as literature. Has she succeeded
well in presenting situations, char-

acters, actions?

The quotations in this lesson from
Star of the West, by Ethel Hueston,
Copyright 1935, used by special permission
of the publishers, The Bobbs-Merrill
Company.

Social Service

Lesson II

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Text: Civic Sociology, Edward A. Ross, Chapter XXI.

pREEDOM of speech is one of the

rights of an enlightened culture

which people should respect and
cherish as a privilege. In compari-

son to the history of man, free ex-

pression in society, both in its written

and its verbal form, is of very recent

date. Even the idea that each mem-
ber of a country has the right to ex-

pect his government to protect his

person and his property is a com-
paratively new acquisition to citizen-

ship. Such a concept has developed

gradually through the passing of the

centuries in which government has

slowly taken shape. And hundreds
of years of struggle have been re-

quired to extend civil liberty to in-

clude such rights as freedom of

speech, freedom of the press, and
fair trial for misdeeds.

But, as with all desirable rights,

the enjoyment of these privileges is

attended by corresponding dangers

and responsibilities. Personal lib-

erty incurs the responsibility of obe-

dience to law. Freedom of speech

and of the press also necessitates

very definite obligations. As always,

the greater the amount of freedom
and the number of privileges which
a government grants to its people,

the more sacred is the trust which
has been vested in them, and the

greater is the responsibility for re-

specting the trust.

To contemporaries, the privilege

of freedom of speech might seem
old, but comparatively speaking, it

is of recent date. The law is still

new in its application, and even to-

day, it is sometimes questioned. Be-
cause neither its meaning nor its ob-

ligation is very generally understood,

the following purposes will be indi-

cated in regard to the subject in this

lesson

:

1. To understand the meaning
and privileges of freedom of speech.

2. To understand the limitations
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which should act as a restraint upon
public utterance in order that the law
may be exercised with caution.

The expression "freedom of

speech" will here include both its

written and verbal aspects, or the

freedom of the spoken word and
that of the press. It means that

a citizen has the right to speak for

himself or an organization without

restriction. The opinions which he
expresses may harmonize with or
directly oppose the established order.

But in either case, according to the

legal rights of the individual, the

freedom to express himself may not

be questioned.

The early foundations of the

Western nations was laid upon the

struggle for civil and political rights.

Those who settled the New World
desired freedom to worship, to write,

and to speak as they pleased. They
also claimed the right to earn a liv-

ing as they wished. Before the con-

stitution of the United States was
accepted those who drew up the doc-

ument found it necessary to attach

the Bill of Rights. This Bill in-

cluded the specifically mentioned

guarantees that no law could ever

be passed which might limit the free-

dom of worship or abridge the right

of free speech, free assembly, or the

right of petition. Similar provisions

have been incorporated in each state

constitution as it has been drawn up.

It is under such guarantees that

street and public meetings for the

preaching of the Latter-day Saint

gospel and similar functions have
been guaranteed.

It is an understood fact in de-

mocracies that people do not belong

to the government, but that the gov-

ernment belongs to the people. No
problem can be solved in a repre-

sentative nation without the fullest

and freest discussion. Ideas and
theories on practices of governments,

economic policies, principles of wor-
ship, and the value of social customs
always differ. But unrestrained dis-

cussion of such differences lends sta-

bility to the basic institutions which
are under consideration. Naturally

there is no escape from much that

is neither wise nor provident. But
although a subversive condition may
gain ascendency from time to time,

falsehood and unsound ideas usually

become gradually sifted out and dis-

carded once they are made plain to

the public. Thus freedom of speech
becomes a great asset to a nation.

Freedom of speech also acts as a
safety valve by which grievances find

an escape through discussion. If

they are justified, rectification may
occur ; if not, their folly may become
plain. Freedom of discussion in re-

gard to vexing problems on which
there is great diversity of opinion
also helps to clarify the spirit and
logic of opposite points of view. Al-
though the wisest course is not al-

ways taken, the discussion should
help to point the way towards the

achievement of what is desirable, or,

at least, worth attempting as a meas-
ure of government. Oliver Wendell
Holmes said: "The best test of the
truth is the power of the thought to

get itself accepted in the competi-
tion of the market."

Even though these rights have
been found very useful to both the

government and to the governed, and
although they are guaranteed by the

organic law of the land, they have
been repeatedly challenged. Al-
though new conditions are constant-

ly arising which call for interpre-

tation, there are some elements in

society which would suppress the

freedom of speech. In times of na-

tional stress and disaster, laxness in

moral standards produces a tempo-
rary breakdown in law enforcement.
The right to free expression is then
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restricted. For example : during the

struggle between the forces of abo-
lition and those of slavery that pre-

ceded the Civil War, the suppression

of civil liberties occurred in many
states. Among these suppressions

was the curtailment of the freedom
of speech. During labor contro-

versies strikers have been repeatedly

imprisoned and driven from their

homes in spite of the constitutional

guarantees of personal protection,

property rights, and that of freedom

of speech. Present disputes over
new governmental forms and over

the rights of laborers versus their

employers are bringing the same
rights into question. It is true that

although some rights which are guar-

anteed by law have not always been
protected, such rights are often

spoken of as "sacred" by those who
at times violate the guarantees.

However, freedom of speech is a
right which should be exercised with
care. It is a tool or a weapon of

defense to be used by individuals and
organizations throughout the nation.

But it has been used in the past, and
it can be used during the present,

so unwisely that it has created a
reactionary force which has in turn
resulted in greater restriction of

freedom. When mob violence was
used to drive the Mormons out of

their successive settlements, with its

culmination in Illinois and Missouri,

the mob suffered, as did the country

in general, in the reaction to the

violence. The government restricted

the right of freedom of speech to a

large extent for some time after

the persecution. Because the mob
took upon itself the punishment of

those whom its defendants wished

to restrict, the whole country lost a

portion of its right to free speech for

some time. The loss was shown in

the restrictions which were placed

upon all people in the matter of ex-

pressing their honest religious con-
victions.

It is well to realize that such pos-
sibilities exist in order to avoid them
with due consideration for proper
restraint. It is important that the
privilege of freedom of speech
should not be abused.

It is unpardonable to exercise the

right towards the destruction of lib-

erty. Although freedom of speech

is a fundamental law of the country,

it should never be interpreted to

justify a concerted attack upon gov-
ernment or upon any form of so-

ciety. There is a limit that must be

placed upon the freedom of speech.

It shall not directly give rise to an
unlawful act. The Supreme Court
of the United States has clearly

pointed out some of the limitations

of this law as the following quota-

tion illustrates

:

"That a state in the exercise of its

police power may punish those who
abuse this freedom by utterances

inimical to the public welfare tending

to incite crime, disturb the public

peace, or endanger the foundations

of organized government, and
threaten its overthrow by unlawful
means, is not open to question."

United States Supreme Court, 268
U S 652.

It is clear however that it is the

use and not the abuse of free speech

that should be emphasized. And
because fanatics and demagogues
frequently do wrongfully appeal to

sympathy or resort to violence to

gain their ends, the public should

be on constant guard against their

devices in the name of free speech.

People must learn to recognize the

natural and reasonable restrictions

that really act as a safeguard to the

law.

Along this line of thought, Mr.
M. C. Harrison in Censorship of
Speech and the Press, by Berman,
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has suggested limitations somewhat
as follows

:

1. There is no excuse under the

plea of free speech to one who di-

rectly or intentionally incites unlaw-
ful action.

2. All governments have the pow-
er to determine how near to, or how
remote from immediate incitement to

crime, the law will take cognizance

of spoken words.

3. The extent of free speech, or

better, the amount of social toler-

ance to minority opinions, depends

directly upon the general sense of

security within a country. In war
times the margin of security is re-

duced. Since the public mind then

becomes hysterical and apprehensive,

a large degree of social tolerance

and the so-called right to free speech

disappears. For example, during

the World War, any one who ex-

pressed sympathy for any belliger-

ent was apt to be branded as an
undesirable citizen. If the person

was of foreign birth the social in-

tolerance was extreme. Arrest or

ejection from the country was often

demanded. But in times of peace

the same kind of remark is not sub-

ject to particular notice.

During periods when communism,
anarchy, or other radical departures

from accepted governmental forms
are being widely discussed, the basic

guides for restriction should be kept

in mind. Although free discussion

is lawful and may contribute to a

wholesome philosophy of life, no one
has the right to promote or encour-
age unlawful acts under the protec-

„

tion of the law. Just as mob violence

weakened the principle of law ob-

servance and order in the United
States, the Inquisition which was the

persecution of protestants who were
bold enough to express their re-

ligious views, prolonged the Dark
Ages in earlier history.

When restriction originates in

government itself, liberal citizenship

is denied. For example: the once

great religious leaders in Russia and
Germany have disappeared. Loss of

property and other dire consequences

have also resulted. And when citi-

zens do not respect the right of free

speech, we have such dreadful oc-

currences as assassination of presi-

dents. Two United States chief ex-

ecutives, Abraham Lincoln and Wil-
liam McKinley, have lost their lives

because radicals have not granted

those presidents the right to express

their views according to law, and
also because the radicals were un-
willing to attempt the accomplish-
ment of their purposes through the

regular channels of discussion.

Thus there is a happy medium
to be sought. Both repression of

the law of freedom of speech by a

government and its abuse by the

citizens result in periods of restric-

tion to the exercise of the right.

That group or organization which
understands the meaning and privi-

leges of freedom of speech has with-

in its grasp a powerful means for

the achievement of many desirable

purposes. But where such priceless

and hard-earned privileges are en-

joyed, those who have the right to

them should sense the obligations

and limitations of such power. Peo-
ple should realize that freedom of

speech should be used for the build-

ing up of institutions and for the

improvement and intelligent ad-
vancement of mankind and never for

destructive purposes or discord.

Activities

1. Prepare a report on the diffi-

culties experienced by missionaries
in teaching the gospel through street

meetings. How much of the oppo-
sition has been due to the failure of
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people to recognize the rights of free

speech ?

2. On all questions of social pol-

icy and change why is it a good thing

to allow an organized minority ample
time to discuss its opinions before

any legislative step is taken?

Literature for Missions

TYPICAL WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
Lesson 2

JENNETTE EVANS McKAY

CISTER HUEFNER was a Ger-

man, born in Wales. We have

seen that she suffered no handicap in

the Church by reason of this fact.

Let us now pass in brief review the

life of a Welsh-born girl, Jennette

Evans, born August 28, 1850, near

the town of Merthyr Tydfil. It was
in May of that year that her parents

and their older children became
members of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints. Thus
Jennette was born in the Church.

But in those days in Great Britain,

as generally elsewhere, it took very

much courage to join the unpopular

Mormons. The Evans family ex-

hibited this courage in high degree.

For joining the Church her father

was disinherited and cut off by his

relatives. In order to join the body
of the Church in America, he emi-

grated with his family in 1856, sacri-

ficing a comfortable home and con-

siderable other property, being able

to sell them for only a small frac-

tion of their value. But undaunted,

the Evans family went to Liverpool

and sailed for America.

Profiting by the sad experiences

of some who began the long, hard

trek across the Plains from the Mis-

souri River to the Salt Lake Valley

in the Rocky Mountains very poorly

prepared, Brother Evans exhibited

the good judgment characteristic of

him by making a thorough prepara-

tion for this trying journey. On his

way from Liverpool to Salt Lake
he stayed three years in Iowa work-
ing hard to acquire a satisfactory

equipment for crossing the Plains.

This done, he and his family crossed

in the Summer of 1859 and settled

in Ogden, forty miles north of Salt

Lake City.

Jennette was six years old when
she left her native land with her

family, and nine when they arrived

in Ogden. Of course, she grew up
with a keen memory of the experi-

ences of that long journey and wisely

profited by the many lessons she

learned. Her parents were industri-

ous, thrifty people. Times in early-

day Utah were hard and life simple.

Nevertheless her parents believed in

educatisn for girls as well as for

boys ; hence their children were given

the best advantages the crude schools

of the times afforded. Being studi-

ous and a lover of books, Jennette

avidly seized every educational op-

portunity. These opportunities ex-

isted in the home, in Church organi-

zations, in social contacts with her

friends, as well as in the school room.

None of them was neglected. Thus

Jennette grew up to be a well-trained
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and beautiful young woman, popular

with all her associates.

One young man had been watch-

ing her for years. Finally he ven-

tured a proposal of marriage, was
accepted, and so Jennette became
Mrs. David McKay on April 9, 1867.

After marriage they moved from
Ogden to Huntsville, a village in a

high mountain valley a few miles

east of Ogden. This continued to

be their home the remainder of their

days, a very happy one, made so by
the love, unity and faith of the hus-

band, wife, and their devoted chil-

dren. It was always an ideal Latter-

day Saint home.

It must be clearly understood,

however, that such a home is not

necessarily free from difficulties and
trials. The McKay home had plenty

of these.

Brother McKay was a farmer and
stockman. He took his beautiful

young wife to live in a farm home,

a small one at first, furnished with

only bare necessities. And he was
even in debt for these and the farm.

But hard work, thrift and wise man-
agement gradually reduced the debt

until after thirteen years the farm
was debt free and happiness supreme
now reigned in the home though

deep sorrow had previously entered

there. Death had taken their two
eldest daughters within a week of

each other.

But now another trial came into

this happy home, just made debt free.

It was a call from the President of

the Church for Brother McKay to

go on a mission to Great Britain.

How could this call be answered?
Brother McKay was now out of

debt, but he had no money to pay his

way abroad and support his wife and
her three young children (a fourth

was expected) while he was away.

So he said to her: "There can be

no argument about my going now;

it is absolutely impossible for me to

leave. I shall write explaining con-

ditions and ask for a leave of one
year." This seemed to be the only

reasonable thing to do.

Sister McKay replied: "And do
you think there will be fewer ob-

stacles to your leaving in one year

than there are now?" His answer
was : "Certainly, my dear ! You will

be well and strong again: without

any more notes coming due, we
could have a small savings account,

and the farm could be rented so you
would not have that to worry about."

After some deliberation, to this

statement she quietly answered: "I

think it will be better for you to go
now."

Get the picture: a strong young
Scotch husband (Brother McKay
was born and spent his early years

in Scotland) who almost worshipped
his wife, so great was his love, now
looked into her face fully convinced

that it was impossible to leave her

now in her delicate and their im-

poverished condition ; to do so would
mean that she would have to manage
the farm and support him and the

children while he was away.

This task seemed to him insuffer-

able, especially in view of her deli-

cate condition. But so great was
her confidence in the Lord that she

felt all would be well ; hence she in-

sisted that he leave for his mission

without delay. Argue and persuade

as he did, he could not change her

decision. At the moment she, too,

could not see how she would be able

to manage. Yet had not the call

come from the Lord through His in-

spired servant? She could not doubt
it. Hence certainly all would be
well. In this crisis faith conquered,

for it was supreme. A delicate

woman exhibited herculean strength,

and she was not later disappointed.

Her husband left shortly for his
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mission. Ways unexpectedly opened

;

kindly friends did what they could;

the Lord was ever near, though not

without some trials, the McKay fam-
ily prospered through the capable

management of Sister McKay. The
Lord made her equal to every task.

Her baby girl arrived safely; her

eight-year-old son, David, and his

younger brother Thomas, willingly

did their bits. Accordingly, she was
able to keep the boys in school, to

execute the plans made with her hus-

band before his call to a mission, to

enlarge and furnish the house, and
to provide him with needed means.

On returning home her husband

saw with astonishment the enlarged

dwelling, the well-kept farm, and
the healthy, happy family. During
his absence his wife had written him
little about their material affairs. As
they knelt in family prayer that

night, as was their custom, the hus-

band poured out his heart in grati-

tude to the Lord for the faith of his

wife, that sent him so promptly, on
his mission, and for the many bless-

ings they all received during his ab-

sence.

Sister McKay was the mother of

ten children, eight of whom still

live. The quality of the mother is

usually reflected in the children. "A
tree is judged by its fruits." Those
acquainted with the fine family she

left need no further proof that Sister

McKay was a high-grade woman. It

is no surprise to learn that she en-

couraged her children to educate and
make the most of themselves. All

eight of them attended college,

though this involved sacrifice and the

strictest economy. To attend col-

lege they had to go away from home
to other towns.

Sister McKay loved refinement

and culture; but she loved service

even more. Her husband was Bishop

of their Ward for twenty years. As
a Bishop's wife she found ample
opportunity to exercise her sympa-
thetic and generous nature. She was
always looking after the sick in the

Ward and those in need of comfort
and cheer. Her home was as open
as .a public hostelry for the enter-

tainment of visitors to the Ward.
All callers received a warm welcome
and were made to feel at home. She
never sought for office; yet all her
life she was an officer and worker
in one or another of the auxiliary

organizations of her Ward.

She was always a strong support
to her husband and encouraged him
in his Church duties in every way
in her power. She did the same for

her children. Her four sons all

filled one or more missions. Two
of her four daughters filled missions

for the Church.

Sister McKay died January 5,

1905. On this occasion the Salt Lake
Tribune, the largest circulating

newspaper in Utah, and at the time

bitterly anti-Mormon, said of her:

"Few women in Weber County were
more widely known or more uni-

versally loved than Mrs. David Mc-
Kay, and the announcement of her

death has caused a gloom of sorrow

not only throughout Ogden City and

Weber County, but over the entire

State."

Questions for Discussion

1. What reasons may be given for

the statement that Jennette Evans'

parents were religious people?

2. What reasons may be given for

the statement that her father was a

wise, capable man ?

3. Give reasons for believing that

Jennette Evans was refined in her

tastes.
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4. Point out why she was a good
wife.

5. Show that she was a good
mother.

6. Show the value of prayer in

daily life.

7. Give instances to illustrate the

value of faith as a guiding principle

in her life.

8. Her two eldest sons are David
O. McKay and Thomas E. McKay,

Second Counselor to President Grant
and President of Ogden Stake, re-

spectively. Why do you believe their

mother must be given great credit

for the fine achievements of these

two sons?

9. Show that Sister McKay found
joy in serving others.

10. Show that she was sympa-
thetic and unselfish.

11. Give reasons for believing she

did not seek office or public positions.

Child Guidance

Lesson 2

WORK AND PLAY

DLAY accomplishes several valu-

able results in the life of the

child. In the first place, it helps

him to gain muscular strength and
accurate control of his body. The
muscular coordination of children

who have been brought up on a care-

fully planned play program is dis-

tinctly more developed than in the

case of children whose play activi-

ties have been limited.

In addition to muscular coordina-

tion, play brings the child into con-
tact with many objects and situations

which enrich his sensory experience.

Manipulation of materials also per-

mits him to develop certain concepts
which are necessary for successful

adjustment in the physical world, for

example, how to fit things together,

how to pile objects so they will not
fall, and knowledge of what various

materials will withstand without
tearing or breaking.

Even more important as an out-

come of play activity is the growth
of self-feelings and other aspects of

personality. The child learns the

joy of feeling himself as the cause

of a ball flying through the air, or

of a castle of blocks taking form
and being shattered with a sweep of

the hand. To pull the string of a
kite or to walk a tight rope or fence

gives the child the same sense of

control, and this is frequently the

principal delight in various forms of

play. It is the reason why children

play. Play also helps to prepare the

child for future life and gives vent

to surplus energy ; but the child plays

for the sake of playing, because the

activity is pleasant in its own right

;

and it is pleasant, because it gives

growth to his ego or self.

Play, then, is activity which the

child enjoys for its own sake and
which is free from external control

or interference, and with no fixed

goal in sight. Work, on the other

hand, is controlled from the outside

and is directed toward a goal other

than the activity itself. This distinc-

tion has important applications for

the parent. The child who is busy
at constructing a wind mill is usually

irritated when the observing "dad"
comes along to tell how it ought to
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be done. Instruction or direction

from without promptly changes the

task from play to work. It is not

play unless the child can change his

plans at will or abandon them com-
pletely if he cares to. If the child

can be led to find for himself in-

structions on how to do the job, it

still remains play. So long as no
harm is being done, let the child

find his own way while he plays

:

put opportunity in his way, but

avoid directing what he shall do.

In recent years, educators have
clearly recognized the value of play

in the growth of the child, but the

parent should keep in mind that the

work attitude and the play attitude

are essentially different, in that play

is free activity initiated and con-

trolled by the child while work is

controlled activity restricted by the

task and directions originating in

someone other than the child himself.

To attempt to "sugar coat" work
and routine in order to get the child

to do it, is a mistake. To entice

him into thinking his routine is a

game sometimes helps to get him to

bed or to wash his hands before

dinner; but as soon as the novelty

wears off, the mother still has the

task of building up the proper habits

in relation to these tasks.

Early in the life of the infant, the

mother should begin to establish a

routine which is quite rigid and
which must be followed for its own
sake. Thus, regular hours of sleep-

ing, eating, and attendance at the

toilet should be insisted upon in or-

der to build up physiological or bod-

ily rhythms which will later take

care of themselves without fussing

on the part of either child or mother.

The infant does not need to know
why these things must be done in

order for them to become habits

which will attend to themselves, or

with a minimum of urging. This is

the work side of infant training.

Play or free activity should not be
emphasized to the neglect of this

very essential part of the child's

training. Later other chores may
be assigned for regular attendance
and built into habits that will to some
extent become automatic also.

Routine and chores have an im-
portant relationship to play. Later
in the life of the child play is a re-

lease from control; but if there is

no control through routine and
chores, how can play have its full

value? Work may be made a con-
dition for play by such teaching as

the following: "Now, Jimmy, let's

hurry and put the play things away
and see how quickly and well you
can wash for dinner so you can get

back to your play that much sooner."
If regular routine as to meal time

has been established, hunger sensa-

tions will be present at this moment
and will make dinner look like a

pleasant diversion from play. We
are all familiar with how even chick-

ens can be taught to be hungry at a

regular feeding time. The freedom
that comes from getting the routine

"over with" so the child can do as

he pleases again makes real play pos-

sible.

Play life for the only child, or the

child in a small apartment or dwell-

ing, suffers frequently from the in-

terference of the parents. Interrup-

tion of activities in progress for the

child (or adult) is distinctly dis-

tasteful at best. When the parent

persistently shouts for the child to

be quiet, to go somewhere else, or

not to play with the telephone or

sewing machine, his play life is defi-

nitely hampered and he may even
fall victim of a certain degree of the

treacherous feeling that he is not

wanted. What is really wrong in a

home where this happens? The par-

ents have not taken the child's need
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tor play seriously enough and have
not made proper provision for it.

A special room for the child or chil-

dren to play in is as important as any
other room in the house. It should
be constructed so that there is little

danger of damage to the room or
injury to the child, and when he is

in his room he should be king. Places
should be provided for putting away
toys and play materials, and proper
light, heat, and ventilation should be
provided so that the room will be
pleasant in every respect. A num-
ber of cheerful pictures are often
valuable aids to this end.

Since the child's need for play is

as real as his need for food, he
should be provided with ample ma-
terials suited to his stage of mental
development. A number of guides
to the play materials most suitable

for various ages are now available,

such as, "Play and Playthings," by
Wolf and Boehm, (distributed by
Child Study Association of America,
54 West 74th St., New York City).
Plain blocks, large and small, bright-
ly colored, are especially desirable
for small children because they per-
mit much building up and tearing
down, and permit so many novel
tasks the child can set for himself.
At a later age, Tinker Toys and the
mechanical building sets are perhaps
the most desirable type of play-
things as well as the least expensive
in the long run. Wind-up toys are
not usually to be recommended be-
cause they so often have sharp edges,

their paints sometimes contain poi-

sonous amounts of lead, and the

springs usually break within a few
days. Provide plenty of paper to

cut up and mark with crayons and
a small blackboard if possible, also

picture books in abundance. Teach
the child to make as many of his

own toys as possible, for the enjoy-

ment of making them is often as

great as in using them.
A well planned play room will

soon become the most favored haunt
in the house, and it will save the

work and trouble of having the play

things all over the house. The child

should be left as much alone in the

play room as is consistent with safe-

ty and peace among the other chil-

dren. Occasionally the mother
should interfere to settle difficulties

among the children and to see that

the child follows his daily routine.

She should see that the child has
plenty of interesting materials at

hand and sometimes even play with
him to get him interested in some
new activity, but in general she
should leave him to himself as much
as possible.

Before two years of age, as we
saw in the lesson on social develop-

ment, the child takes little interest

in cooperating with playmates. It

is not necessary, therefore, to pro-
vide playmates before this age and
the child should be taught to play

alone rather than to depend too much
upon people to provide his amuse-
ment. After two years, however,
he does begin to take an interest in

other children and will play first

in pairs and later in larger groups.
It is important to see that the child

has playmates of suitable age after

he is two years of age. His social

development is greatly hindered
when he has no opportunity to learn

to share with others and to cooperate
with them.

Outside play is generally to be
preferred to indoor because it is

more healthful, and because it gives

the child more opportunity for a
wide range of activity. After about
four years of age, children generally

become interested in group games
with progressively more complex
rules. These games generally call
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for plenty of room. Some parents

make the mistake of putting the

growth of a beautiful flower bed
ahead of the development of the

child. If possible a special yard of

sufficient size should be provided for

outdoor games. A certain amount
of play apparatus can be constructed

at a small cost and should be con-

sidered a necessity in any home
building program. (For suggestions

on economical out-door play materi-

als see "The Child from One to Six,"

Publication No. 30, Children's

Bureau, U. S. Department of La-
bor.)

Many parents say, "Yes, my child

will play ; but what can I do to make
him work?" Children should prob-

ably be taught early in their lives

that some things must be done other

than tasks of their own choosing.

Routine in infant care is a good
preparation for work habits in later

years. The task should be carefully

chosen and should not tax the child's

strength and sense of responsibility

so much that he will be forced to

fail. Choose first those things that

you are sure he can and will do, then

gradually build his sense of responsi-

bility by more difficult tasks, taking

special care always to avoid a break-

down in his willingness. Naturally

the more interest the task holds, the

more easily he can be motivated.

Some chores about a home are

simply too dull for the child to ever

want to do them for their own sake,

in which event the parent must look

for ways to motivate him. An appeal

can sometimes be made to his self-

feelings by pointing out his value

and usefulness to you. Everyone
likes to feel that he is necessary to

someone else. Expression of appre-

ciation is often neglected by the par-

ent, and naturally when the job is

distasteful the child cannot be ex-

pected to do it cheerfully unless he

gets something out of it in the way
of praise, sense of being useful, or

some material reward. Sometimes
he can be shown that everyone has
to do things he or she does not like

to do, and that mother herself often

does tasks for the child because she

is interested in him and that the child

should do likewise. This is danger-
ous ground, however, because devo-
tion to mother can easily be over-

worked as a motive, and the devotion

and the work are both likely to suf-

fer.

It is possible for a parent to culti-

vate in the child an extreme distaste

for work by forcing him to do
drudgery with no other incentive ex-

cept that she tells him to do it. We
should look from the child's point

of view whenever we set a task for

him to do and take care that we do

not ask the impossible. This does

not mean that we should bribe him
into doing everything we ask, but

it means that we should set up some
kind of incentive whenever we ask

a difficult task. Dr. Goddard, who
has had much experience in the train-

ing of dull boys relates the following

incident to illustrate how the ego

feelings of the child can be used to

lead him to do the work

:

"John ... is one of the farmer

boys, he has been carefully trained

and can plough and harrow and

drive a team and do various other

work when once it is planned out for

him. One morning he came over to

the stable and the farmer said to

him, 'John, you can plough that field

today,' but John was not feeling

happy. Perhaps he had a bit of in-

digestion, or he had not slept well.

He did not appear with his usual

good nature, and as a consequence

he replied to the farmer, 'Ain't goin'

to plough that field today.' To which

the farmer replied pleasantly, 'Not

going to plough the field, what do
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you want to do ?' 'Nothing.' 'Noth-

ing? Well all right, do you want to

go back to the cottage and rest to-

day?' 'I don't know, I don't know,
I don't want to do nothing.' 'All

right, John, you just do nothing to-

day. You just have a good time

doing nothing. I'll find somebody
to plough the field and you can do
nothing all day. Of course, I am
sorry that you don't feel like plough-

ing the field, because while I can

find somebody to plough it, there

isn't anybody that can plough it

qidte so nicely as you can.' And the

farmer worked about, pretending to

do something but in reality waiting

for John. John could not withstand

that little bit of flattery—any more
than a normal person. The fact is,

it made him happy and the moment
he was happy the whole situation

changed. After a few minutes he
came along, perhaps rather sheep-

ishly and said, 'Well, I guess I'll

plough the field.' He got the thing

that made him happy." (Goddard,
H. H., Psychology of the Normal
and Subnormal, pp. 324, 325.)

Old and young alike need a bal-

ance between work and play. Moth-
ers would have better mental health

if they would give themselves up to

play more often. If a sharp dis-

tinction is drawn between work and
play in the home, a great step is

taken toward eliminating dawdling,

procrastination, and slovenliness.

The habit of working while we work
so that we can really play while we
play is invaluable for old and young.

Problems For Discussion

1. Show how play contributes to

muscular, intellectual, and person-

ality growth.

2. Why is excessive parental in-

terference incompatible with real

play ?

3. Characterize the difficulties you
would expect the child to meet on
his first steady job as an adult when
he has never done any chores or
regular work at home. What diffi-

culties in marriage would you expect

a girl to meet when she has grown
up under a mother who has always
assumed all responsibility for the

"chores"?

4. What is the effect on the child

when the parents are too arbitrary

in insisting that he do dull tasks

without proper incentives?

5. What concrete measures can

you take to improve the conditions

in your home so that the children

will have better play opportunities?

ONLY A SMILE

By Josephine Gardner Moench

A kindly smile and a pleasant word Or give a timely word of praise,

May break through barriers wide,

And lead us back to common ground,

When differences abide.

We might exchange some recipes,

Or favorite flower seed,

Of which we're all in need.

And lo ! the barrier may vanish quite,

Like mist before the sun,

And bitterness and quarrels end
Before they're scarce begun.



In Profound Appreciation of All My
Misfortunes
By Isaac B. Ball

ON December 11, 1919, the lit-

tle town of Enterprise, Ala-

bama, erected the most un-
usual monument of which I have
ever heard. It was a monument to

the boll weevil, that notorious crop

pest which brought alarming havoc
to Alabama, and in fact to all the

cotton growing states of the South.

Here are the very words engraven
on this monument by the very citi-

zens who were victims of this vora-

cious insect marauder:

"In profound appreciation of the

Boll Weevil and what it has done
as Herald of prosperity, this monu-
ment is erected by the citizens of
Enterprise, Alabama."

Likewise, I personally would erect

a monument to the misfortunes and
the difficulties that have strewn my
pathway through life thus far, and
that have brought such havoc and
suffering to my feelings and peace
of mind. I would erect a monument
to my calamities and defeats in pro-

found appreciation of what they
have done as "heralds" of deeper
inner growths and of higher upward
strivings.

And I write this in the full con-
viction that my own experience is

but one common to human life in

general.

After the scourge of the Mexican
cotton boll weevil had come to En-
terprise, Coffee County, Alabama,
and had shaken its citizens out of

the ruts of narrow traditional crop-

ping systems and soil destroying

practices, and had set them upon the

highroad to better and more lucra-

tive farming procedures, this com-
munity began to realize that what
had seemed to be unmitigated loss

and misfortune was in truth a bless-

ing in disguise. So also have I, in

common with almost every one else,

in his own particular life, lived to

see my losses and heart-breaking

failures turn out to be friends and
trainers for a better life than I had
known before was possible for me.

"Of all possible universes in which

to live, this one is seven times the

worst"—thus have I sworn many
times when the going was tough, and
thus has many another distraught

soul. But afterwards have I sensed

the truth in these lines,

My name's Defeat—but through the bitter

fight,

To those who know, I'm something
more than friend

:

For I can build beyond the wrath of

might,

And drive all yellow from the blend:

For those who quit, I am the final blow,

But for the brave who seek their chance

to learn,

I show the way, at last, beyond the foe,

To where the scarlet flames of triumph
burn.

"Where the scarlet flames of tri-

umph burn"—anything that can

bring you or me to that place of

heart's desire deserves our tribute

and perhaps a grateful monument.
And the particular fellow that can

do that for any one is—Defeat. Good
old Defeat! Good old Trouble!

Good old Hard Luck! Good old

Sorrow ! All these that we fear and

shrink from so naturally prove to be

true friends, a bit gruff, 'tis true, but
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still a good, none-better, group of is foolish. Showers alternate with

trainers for the real battles of life. sunshine, sorrows with pleasures,

pain and weariness with comfort and
CWEET are the uses of adversity." rest ; but the wise accept the one as

They bring us benefits otherwise necessary as the other and learn to

lost. To be droopy because of them enjoy both.

PIONEER MOTHER
By Grace Zenor Pratt

Pioneer Mother, we have seen the light of faith

In your clear eyes looking to westward there

Across the years ; the far-flung vistas of your dreams

Have helped to make the wilderness a place of beauty,

And the rose has blossomed with your tenderness and grace.

You saw beyond the billowing sage and sandy plain—

,

Beyond the toilsome present to some future day,

Far into time itself where faith must sometimes bring

Fulfillment to your dreams,—unselfish, triumphing.

Looking, still forward, you forgot the ceaseless toil

Your hands wrought willingly ; all unafraid you held

A torch on high and that small spark of courage

Has illumined the darkness; now a steady flame

—

It is a light which burns within our souls

And beckons on to higher nobler things.

. . Pioneer Mother, your calm eyes have seen beyond grey dawns,

Beyond rose-colored sunset, mirage, gloom and doubt—

,

Forgetting self, you saw the glory of the years to be

—

You saw the gleaners reap the fields you sowed in patience,

Bring in their sheaves of song and harmony and rhythmic beauty

;

And that was all your generous and loving heart would ask . .

That we who followed you might find a lighter and an easier task.

Q_V_9



A Little Trip to Yellowstone Park
By Ida R. Alldredge

THE dream of years was to be

realized. I was actually to see

that mystery of the ages,

'The Yellow Stone Park." But
how different was the real thing to

the picture that I had carried in my
mind. My wildest fancies had but

feebly portrayed the scene which was
now before me. For miles we had
traveled beneath the majestic pines

standing as sentinels guarding the

way of the weary traveler.

Stopping to rest almost at the very

gates we spent the night in a rustic

log cabin on the banks of a beautiful

stream which was lined on either

side with rushes and gigantic trees.

The cry of the hoot-owl only added
to the beauty of the place.

Loathe to leave this peaceful spot

we hastened on hardly knowing what
to expect at our journey's end, but

thrilled with the beauties of nature

which surrounded us. After enter-

ing the gates we again traveled

through the whispering pines whose
feet laved in the cool water of the

Snake river. Suddenly from the

center of the stream there spouted,

high into the air, a stream of boiling

water rising and falling in rhythmic

measure. Threading our way
through a forest, with a carpet of

green on either side, we passed small

groves of trees standing naked be-

fore us, their huge white trunks

gleaming in the sunlight while their

bare arms pointed towards the heav-

en, as if asking a final benediction.

Far up the mountainside smoke
curled higher and higher. Or was
it smoke? No, just another geyser

sending forth its steaming spray.

TN a clearing not far from the road

we beheld a magic picture. The
earth was arrayed in gorgeous col-

ors—yellow, orange, green, blue and
pink, with varied shades of purple,

all bathed in the warm waters from
an outlet far above, while to the

side a pool of mammoth size reflected

the rainbow hues.

Continuing upon our way we were
suddenly aware of a rumbling, as if

a thunderstorm were approaching,

but this time it came from the bowels

of the earth. One hardly knew but

that it might open at his very feet

and claim him for its prey.

/^\NE of the most beautiful pic-

tures of the entire trip was the

"Morning Glory Pool," which lay

peacefully upon the bosom of the

earth. Shaped as the blossom from
which it derived its name, its dainty

pink blended into the delicate blue,

the shadows cast deeper shades into

its unfathomable depths.

The punch bowl with its scalloped

edges rising about a foot above the

ground is also well named. Its bub-
bling contents makes one wonder if

it never tires of its perpetual mo-
tion. We turned from this to the

paint pots. They too bubble but

unlike the punch bowl the contents

is thick and muddy. After going

a short distance farther we were at-

tracted by a loud roaring and in a

moment we were standing, looking in

awe at what is called the "Dragon's
Mouth." We heard the rising and
falling of the water within the

mighty chasm of the mountain, dash-

ing against its walls and then with

a mighty roar spitting it forth as
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if happy to rid itself of something
unclean. One longs to gaze into that

huge chasm and study the forces

that threaten to destroy and rip from
its foundation the mountain which
shields it.

Hesitatingly we left this fascinat-

ing monster to view its neighbor, the

"Mud geyser," that claimed as one
of its victims a chubby cherub, who
answered the call of his childish

questionings and helplessly yielded

to its diabolical force. It belches,

then swallows with a monotonous
regularity.

We shook ourselves free from its

uncanny influence and hastened on
our way lest it overtake us and lure

us into its terrible embrace.
Again we stood upon a heaving

structure of earth, rent in twain by
countless smaller eruptions and we
seemed to actually feel the earth

shake beneath our feet. Everywhere
the earth has opened up and hot
water belches forth unmindful of its

visitors who dare not trust their host.

/T*IME pressed but we must not

leave until we had paid our re-

spect to "Old Faithful," which rises

to a height of over a hundred and
fifty feet in unfailing regularity,

measuring the hours year by year.

As a last farewell we stopped to

view the river which through count-
less ages has cut its way through
mighty gorges leaping into the

chasms thousands of feet below.
Purple shadows play upon the gi-

gantic cliffs on either side. Step by
step we descended into the deepening
shadows until we stood beneath the

waterfall, sheltered from the foamy
spray.

We left the park behind just as

evening's curtains closed about us
and folded us in the mantle of the
night. The clouds hung heavy in the

sky sending forth their tears, when
lo ! a magic rainbow spanned the

heavens giving us hope and courage
to climb the heights to higher and
better things.

OUR PIONEERS

By Ella J. Coulam

They are so valiant—those old Pioneers,

And wise with wisdom that long living brings,

Old folks who have traveled through the years
Facing dire hardships and conquering things.

The way was made so plain for them to take

And in humility they knelt in prayer
Then blazed the trail for their religion's sake

Trusting in God for His protecting care.

A look of recompense is in their eyes,

Their silver hair is God's great diadem.
Through courage and endurance they are wise,

Unchanging love dwells in the hearts of them.
The brilliant rays of their setting sun
Proclaim to the world—a victory won.



Answered
(A True Story)

By Fern J. B. Russon

A SLIM little lady with a halo

of wavy gray hair and a shy,

sweet face sat on the back row
in the cozy Relief Society room.
She always sat there, as her retiring

nature demanded just such a place.

She was an earnest member, and as a

visiting teacher had many a day
trudged through heat of sun and cold

of snow and wind to carry comfort-
ing words into a bereaved home.
Many a night she had stood faith-

fully near a weary mother, worn with
anxious hours of waiting and watch-
ing over a sick child. Many a dish of

hot wholesome food had she carried

to the lonely old couple around the

corner from her little home.

But she was so shy. Timidity al-

ways conquered when she felt an
urge to arise and give voice to the

testimony that lay deep and sincere

in her heart. Timidity tied her ton-

gue when she felt sure she knew the

answer to a question or the proper
solution of a problem in the lesson.

Timidity nearly ruined her joy every
time the idea struck her that the

Sister in charge might call on her to

offer the opening prayer. And if

such a calamity passed her by, she
would sit in fear until some one else

had been called to pronounce the

benediction. But as the years went
by and her anxieties had proven
groundless, she gained a slight de-

gree of assurance that she needn't

worry.

One day when she really didn't

happen to be thinking about it, she
was startled by the softly spoken
words, "Sister Silver, will you offer

the opening prayer for us, please?"

She sat for an instant, stupefied.

Then, quickly sensing the silence

hanging on her response, she said

slowly and in a low tone, "I'd rather

not. I'm sorry."

COME one else answered the re-

peated request and nothing was
said about the refusal. Apparently,

it was only what almost anyone there

would expect from shy, sweet Sister

Silver.

But down in the heart of the little

lady in the back row, there was tur-

moil, chilling her, reproving her.

"Anna May Silver, why did you do
that?" chided a voice within her.

"Where is your testimony? What
has become of your faith—the faith

left to you as a heritage from your
pioneer parents and strengthened by
your activities in this organization?

Really, you ought to be ashamed."
And she was ashamed.
"You ought to arise and apologize

before this group," continued her

prompter, "and tell your President

she didn't deserve that answer from
you."

These darts and more pricked her

soul. She looked sorrowfully at her

leader, then bent her head and rested

her eyes on the cold, thin hands in

her lap. She prayed a deep, silent

prayer, "Lord in Heaven, forgive my
weakness and my refusal. Truly,

Lord, I repent and plead for Thy
help in this my hour of great need."

PRESENTLY conscience, whose

stern voice first aroused her, was
silent. Only Faith and Courage
came to meet her and each took one
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of Anna May's hands in her own
warm ones. Faith looked firmly into

her eyes and said, "Your mother bent

low in sorrow over the new-made
grave of her first-born somewhere
out there amid the stones and the

storms of Wyoming. She offered a

prayer, "Lord, I do thank thee for

the sweetness this little one has

brought into my life. And now wilt

Thou watch over his grave and keep

his spirit safe with Thee? I thank

Thee for the other child given to me
and for others that may yet be given.

Help me, Lord, to ever praise Thy
wisdom and trust in Thy kindness."

Courage said, "Anna May, your
father and his companions faced a

band of howling hideous savages to

protect the homes where you and
dozens of other helpless infants slept,

and by the magic of their daring and
strength, turned their enemies back
on their course and sent them fleeing

in terror." Anna May thought,

"And I can stand before my Sisters

and give thanks for my blessings

and theirs," and a new feeling of

strength filled her being.

VX/'HEN she emerged from her

introspection, she found the

President looking at her with kind,

understanding eyes that bore no
trace of rebuke and that saw in her

face traces of a new emotion she had
never before noticed.

And now, miracle of miracles,

Anna May knew she wanted to pray.

She actually wished the President

would ask her again. But how was

the President to know ? She could-

n't ask for the privilege could she?

But she turned a hopeful glance to-

ward her leader.

Only parts of the lesson here and
there did Anna May grasp as she

glanced up more often from her lap.

And only a thought now and again

did the President gather as her eyes

wandered increasingly often in Sis-

ter Silver's direction.

No one noticed the silent little

drama being enacted during the

peaceful progress of the meeting. No
one knew that in the heart of the

one there was deep, sincere repent-

ance and a yearning for another
chance. And no one knew that in

the heart of the other there was
simple, divine inspiration that bade
her overlook the refusal and read the

message written on the pale face in

the back row.

At length the lesson ended. It

had been beautiful; but not less

beautiful was the spirit that had
turned a timid refusal into a desire

to be asked to pray. The closing

song "Prayer is the Soul's Sincere
Desire" was sung by the Sisters.

Then the President said, "Sister Sil-

ver, will you offer the benediction,

please ?"

The words that fell from Sister

Silver's lips in humility and fear,

were laden with gratitude, sincerity,

and strength. And while some won-
dered— and still wonder— others
realized the battle that had been
fought and won in the heart of the

little lady in the back of the room.



TO THE DREGS

By Eleanor Welch Schow

They told me the dregs would be bitter if softly I sipped the cup;

I must drink all the rue and the aloes, and I needs must stir it up.

It was mine to drain to the finish, and none but myself could sip

;

So I trusted In Him who gave it, and raised it to my lip

;

But I looked at the loved ones about me, who dreaded to see my pain,

And it grieved me to see them sorrow for me, so I sipped again.

When none was near to stay me, I imbibed all I could in haste,

Though I found it hard to swallow because of an acrid taste

;

Sometimes the draught was so bitter I could not be serene,

And again it seemed a nectar, and sickly saccharine

;

At times it was sacrificial, seething hot as a cup of flame

;

Then 'twas blessedly sacramental, and I quaffed of it in God's name.

When the time came at length to drain it, and the ordeal I braced to meet,

Lo ! My cup bore a sugar coating, and the dregs were honey sweet.

. THE DUST STORM

By Sadie Ollorton Clark

The hills are hidden from my eyes today,

Great clouds of dust enshroud their barren sweep.

The rocks are grimed, the cactus, too, is gray

;

Oh rust hued sky, is there no cause to weep?

There is no sign of spring in this drear land,

The dust destroys the blossoms 'ere they form,

And every stream where water flowed, lies sand.

There is no grass to hold the dew at morn.

My thoughts turn backward to a spring I knew,

High mountain peaks, snow capped, beneath a sky

Of purest azure. Clean winds swept on high,

And racing clouds were feathers on the blue.

The yellow clouds still roll, yet I can sing,

For I still keep the mem'ry of that spring.
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Where the Virgin River Flows
By Lydia Hall

There's a larid in Southern Utah
I will always love the best,

Where the sunlight and the moon-
light _

Gild the hills with loveliness,

Where the regal, tall, white yucca

And the sego lily grows
Down in Utah's dear old Dixie

Where the Virgin river flows.

Land of rainbow colored canyons,

Valleys glorious and grand,

Land of sunshine and of cactus,

Purple sage and desert sand,

Where the mocking bird is singing

When the Summer morning glows
Down in Utah's dear old Dixie
Where the Virgin river flows.

Dixie, homeland of my fathers,

I would live forever here

Where the brightest stars are gleam-

ing

And the skies are blue and clear

;

Here is peace and here is beauty,

Here man can forget his woes,
Here I find my earthly Heaven
Where the Virgin river flows.
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Utah Becomes Art Conscious

By Ruth Grant

BRIGHAM YOUNG once said,

"If I were placed upon a can-

nibal island and given the task

of civilizing its inhabitants, I would
straightway build a theatre." He
might just as easily have said, "A
music hall or an art gallery," for he

realized fully that the highest type

of civilization finds expression in

such fruits of the fine arts as come
from an appreciation of the best in

drama, literature, music and paint-

ing.

The people of Utah are "art con-

scious" to rather a high degree

—

and they should be. Perhaps they
should be much more than they are

considering their heritage from the

past and the inspiration which should
come from such beautiful surround-
ings.

I7ROM the very first day that the

pioneers entered the valley and
gazed upon the gray and purple of

its sagebrush stretches they were
taught that, "Man does not live by
bread alone," although, at that time,

the struggle for bread was enough
to test the mettle of the most valiant

of the band. In spite of all hard-

ships, the leader insisted that the

seeking after the artistic and spir-

itual things of life must be a daily

part of the lives of these strugglers.

Two brass bands were included in

the first companies to leave Illinois

on the westward trek and, no matter

how footsore and weary the people

might be after trudging all day over

the trackless plains, the evenings

were spent in song and dance around
the campfire, providing conditions

were at all favorable. Thus was
implanted in their hearts, along with

the need for the preservation of the

body, a desire for the expression of

the soul.

The missionary system of the

Church also played an important part

in laying a foundation for artistic

effort and appreciation among its

people by bringing as converts splen-

did artists in various lines from all

parts of the world. By this means
from Australia came Ridges, the

organ builder; from Wales, Giles,

the blind harpist, and from other

countries the painters Weggeland,
Ottinger and Hafen.

Utah drew these artists here be-

cause her rugged barriers consti-

tuted a haven of refuge from reli-

gious intolerance and then, having

brought them here, offered for their

inspiration scenery with beauty un-

paralleled in the entire world. Gi-

gantic canyons with granite rocks

and ledges topped by green pines,
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mountains whose color and imagery
defy exaggeration, deserts that are

brilliant and harsh in the noonday
sun or soft and hazy in the mauve
of evening and sunsets that are mir-

acles of beauty. Every road leads to a

new vista of loveliness. Every hour
of the day changes the mood of the

landscape with a turn of nature's

kaleidoscope.

A ND what have the people of the

state done to carry on the splen-

did work begun by those pioneer

artists? What use have they made
of the magnificent natural beauties

which surround them? Many have
worked energetically to keep art on
the pinnacle it deserves and to en-

able others to experience the joy and
satisfaction that has come to them.

As far back as 1892 a group of

early Utah artists organized the first

society in the territory for the stimu-

lation of ar r
, under the name of the

"Society of Utah Artists." These
pioneers in the field of art appre-

ciation included J. Will Clawson,
Edwin Evans, John Hafen, J. T.

Harwood, T.crus Pratt, J. B. Fair-

banks and Herman Hagg. They
put on an exhibition once a year, in

any available building, and as it was
during the depression days of Grover
Cleveland's administration there

were many empty buildings. Through
their efforts, they made very definite

progress towards first making Salt

Lake City "art conscious." Their
organization continued active until

1899 when it was, in a measure,
supplanted by the Utah Art Insti-

tute.

TX7"HEN Utah became a state in
VV

1896, one of the first acts of

the new legislature was the creation

of the Utah Art Institute for the

furtherance of art, making Utah the

first state in the union to enact such
a measure. At times the biennial

appropriation has been as high as

$2000 to carry on the purposes of the
institute, while at other times, a legis-

lature more interested in other mat-
ters has made the appropriation
much lower.

One of the outstanding results of
this measure was the creation of the

permanent collection of the works of
Utah artists which is housed in the
State Capitol and named the "Alice
Art Collection" in honor of Mrs.
Alice Merrill Home. .

A great deal of credit must be
given to Mrs. Home for her work in

the advancement of art in the state,

both from the standpoint of what
she has done to assist individual

artists and what she has done to en-

hance the appreciation of art on the

part of the public generally. She
fought for years to gain adequate

appropriation from the various state

legislatures and has sponsored count-

less exhibitions throughout the state.

She has also given valuable assist-

ance to schools that were beginning

their permanent collections.

T~VHE community which has done

most for the furtherance of art

is the city of Springville. The results

of its efforts are outstanding, not

only in Utah, but in the entire

country. Each year the exhibit

draws the works of famous artists

throughout the nation and during

one month people come from all over

the state to view the splendid col-

lection. A common question during
April is, "Have you seen the Spring-

ville exhibition yet ?" and if one must
answer in the negative, he hastens

to add, "But I'm going to."

The idea had its origin because

Springville was the home of the

great artist, John Hafen and the

noted sculptor, Cyrus Dallin. Not
many miles away were born two
other fine artists, Edwin Evans and

J. T. Harwood.
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The exhibit has been under the

direct sponsorship of the High
School but almost every member of

the community, young and old, does

his bit to cooperate in this splendid

project. Otherwise, such wonderful

success could not have been achieved.

One class makes it a yearly practice

to buy one of the pictures on exhi-

bition. The purchase fund must be

made up throughout the year nickel

by nickel. Thcr° is a candy sale

one week, a dance or play the next,

until by one means or ;; n )ther, the

nickels grow into enougli dollars to

buy a beautiful painting for the per-

manent collection of the school.

The exhibition now has an added

interest because of the fine new art

gallery that has recently been erected

to house the pictures. 1 he building,

which was made possible partly

through government funds, is archi-

tecturally a fitting background for

the treasures it will hold. The na-

tional exhibition can now, for the

first time, be displayed to the best

advantage and, in addition, there will

be a space for the school's permanent
collection to be on display during

the national exhibition, which has

not been possible before.

ZITHER schools throughout the

state, perhaps following the

splendid example set by the Spring-

ville school, are working hard to

acquire a creditable gallery of paint-

ings. Two such are the North Cache
High School, whose gallery has been
named for Miss Florence Ware and
the South Cache who have named

theirs in honor of Lawrence Squires,

a young artist of great promise who
died a few years ago.

"VTOTEWORTHY among recent

efforts to make the people of the

state art conscious, has been the

building of the Art Barn. Here in

a charming setting on the east bench

of Salt Lake City is the tasteful

building made possible through the

earnest efforts of Mrs. John Jensen

and others. New exhibits are hung
every few weeks and the lover of art

is welcome to go to the Art Barn at

any time and enjoy the beautiful

paintings. Other phases of the fine

arts also are promoted by groups
who meet there to study music,

drama or creative writing.

V\7ITH the Federal sponsorship
VV

of art through the W. P. A.,

which has been carried on in this

state under the efficient direction of

Miss Judy Lund, a new era has

opened up for artists and art lovers

which should have far reaching re-

sults. Upwards of $50,000 has been
spent within the past few years and
36 artists have been employed in

worthwhile artistic projects. Among
the noteworthy accomplishments of

these artists were the painting of the

beautiful murals at the State Capitol

and at the veteran's hospital.

With the heritage of the inspira-

tion of the pioneers, the support of

nation and state, and the matchless

scenery within our boundaries, the

future of art in Utah should be a

brilliant one.



The Lotus Eater
By Mabel S. Harmer

CHAPTER IV

BEFORE Helen had been at the

ranch house a week she had
put the new curtains up at all

of the windows with a wonderfully
cheering effect. She had polished

furniture and scrubbed floors and
woodwork until Dan had begged her

to desist. Finally he had hired a

woman from Medford to come in

and scrub until Helen was entirely

satisfied.

"Now I must have gallons of

paint," she announced. "The kitchen

is to be a lovely shade of blue with

coral trimmings. We will do our

bedroom in orchid and—

"

"Who is going to spread all these

gallons of paint around?" interrupt-

ed Dan amused.

"Why I am, of course. I love to

paint. And couldn't you do the out-

side of the house or have someone
else do it? It looks so terribly

weatherbeaten."

"Well—I guess I could," an-

swered Dan dubiously. "But it looks

as good as the other houses in the

valley, doesn't it?"

"It does—but it doesn't look good
enough. Won't you try, dear?" she

asked, perching herself on an arm of

his chair and rumpling his dark hair.

"I'll do all I can," Dan promised,

"but paint is mighty expensive, you
know, and I don't have any spare

time in the summer with all the stock

to be looked after."

Helen had to be satisfied with this

much encouragement and as soon as

she could get the paint she started

vigorously to work upon the interior

of the house.

CHE longed for a garden and gath-

ered a few slips of flowers from
friends in Medford but she discov-

ered that growing a garden in this

climate where frost was likely to

strike at any time during the sum-
mer was a very discouraging affair.

She thought enviously of the gar-

den in her home in California where
roses bloomed all the "year around
with almost no effort on the part

of the gardener.

TN spite of all her efforts to make
the kitchen attractive it remained

exactly the opposite of her dreams
of what a bride's kitchen should look

like. The ugly black kitchen range
and the washstand were her special

antipathies. She polished the stove

until it shone but it was still a mon-
strosity in her eyes, that blackened

everything that came within reach.

She had painted the washstand a

gay coral and hung her pretty em-
broidered towels above it but it

simply didn't belong, and the tin

wash basin and Dan's inevitably half

soiled towel hanging about were a

constant eyesore.

Dan was highly amused when she

insisted upon dragging the round
washtub into the kitchen every day
for a bath, but she had her own turn

at inward amusement and gratifica-

tion when she noticed him picking

up many of her habits of personal

cleanliness and daintiness.

TN spite of the inconveniences of

her home and the loneliness of

ranch life Helen was very happy.

There was a thrill in making her

home as nice as she could. She had
her music and would play on her
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violin, sometimes by the hour and

best of all she and Dan had their love

for one another which was more
tender and sweet even than Helen

had dreamed. Dan was utterly de-

voted to her and when she sat out

on their tiny porch of a summer eve-

ning with her head on Dan's shoul-

der and gazed over the soft green

meadows of the valley, she felt a

contentment and happiness such as

she had never before experienced.

TT was Dan's suggestion that they

give a party in their "new" home.
He was not particularly fond of

parties but he was dreadfully afraid

that Helen would become lonesome.

"We'll invite the gang in and show
them what a pretty wife and a nifty

house looks like," he said, beaming
at Helen with pride.

"Oh, I'd love it, Dan," cried

Helen, her eyes shining. "It will

give me a chance to use the best

linen cloth I bought in Omaha and
the silver candlesticks that Aunt
Margie sent and Nina's crystal gob-
lets.

"Gosh, honey!" protested Dan,
"do we have to put on a lot of

swank? Can't we just let the crowd
come and have a gay time?"
"They can sit down to a decently

set table and still have a good time,

can't they ?" asked Helen a bit coolly.

"I thought that you wanted my
friends to see my nice things."

"Well I do, of course," answered
Dan rather dubiously, "only—well,

go ahead, it's your party and you
have it the way you want it."

Helen set to work with a vim pre-

paring for her party. She sent away
for rose-colored candlesticks to

match the goblets and managed to

cut enough blossoms and leaves from
her geraniums for a centerpiece.

When the table was set with the

gleaming new silver, the handsome
linen cloth and the pretty glass and

chinaware that had come as wedding
presents, it was the loveliest that she

had seen in years. She had made
nut cups from rose crepe paper and
painted dainty little place cards by
hand.

Dan had stayed at home all day

to help prepare the dinner and had
worked valiantly at paring potatoes,

beating egg whites and anything else

that needed a strong right arm and
a willing hand. He wished like

everything that Helen had been con-

tent to have a "plain spread" but her

joy in her pretty new things was so

great that he didn't have the heart

to spoil her fun.

Helen wore her blue wedding dress

and looked prettier than ever with

her cheeks flushed rosy with pleas-

ure and excitement. The guests

were all friends of Dan's, some of

whom Helen knew only slightly but

she hoped that after tonight they

would be her friends also and would
be the means of opening up some
kind of social life for them.

The ten guests they had invited

arrived in their cars by twos or

fours and Helen took them first to

her bedroom to remove their wraps.
They were gay enough when they
first arrived but the minute they
entered the front room where the

table had been set up, a damper
seemed to fall upon their spirits and
they sat around the room and gazed
at the formally set table with dis-

tinctly antagonistic eyes.

One of Dan's particular friends,

Jim Lawson, had had trouble with

his car on the way out and asked to

be allowed to wash his hands. Dan
had taken him to the kitchen and
Helen stepped inside the door in

time to hear him say as Dan handed
him an embroidered guest towel,

"Oh, my deah, how fawncy." Both
men flushed hotly when they turned

and saw her there and the incident

served to make all three of them
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still more uncomfortable for the

evening.

Dan helped Helen serve the din-

ner and between them they tried to

keep the conversation going but it

lagged painfully in spite of their

best efforts. The games that Helen
had prepared for their enjoyment
after the dinner were no more of a
success and the last guest had de-

parted at an hour that was still early.

Helen flung herself down on the

couch and burst into tears.

"I'm awfully sorry, honey," said

Dan gathering her into his arms.
"They didn't mean to hurt you. It's

just that they didn't understand."

"Didn't understand what?" sob-

bed Helen indignantly.

"They think that because you are

from the city and are educated that

you are trying to show off."

"Show off!" repeated Helen
scornfully. Does that mean that we
have to use a red checkered table-

cloth and old dishes when we have
company ?"

"We might have a better time if

we did," said Dan with a half smile.

"But never you mind, when they

know you better they won't be afraid

of your fancy do-dads and in the

meantime we'll go sassiety and use

them ourselves."

It was a long time before Helen
forgot the disappointment and
chagrin caused by the failure of her

dinner party but gradually she came
to be accepted among the "married
crowd" and to join in with them at

house parties or church socials.

For some queer reason there was
a sharp dividing line in the com-
munity between the "young folks"

and the "married folks" and the

crowd that Helen and Dan had gone
around with the year before had
dropped them completely. They
were definitely relegated to the older

group.

"PHE winter's snow came to stay

before Thanksgiving Day and
shortly after that Helen knew that

she was going to have a child. Her
first feeling was one of fear at the
unknown path that she was to tread
but it gradually gave way to joy as

she became more reassured. There
had been a good many other thou-
sands of babies born, she decided
and her experience probably
wouldn't be greatly different from
the others.

It would be glorious to have a
pink cuddly baby in the house to

love and play with. She was sure
that after the baby came she would
never again be lonely.

In the meantime during the long
winter months she became terribly

lonely. There were days at a time
when Dan had to be away from home
taking supplies out to the men who
were taking care of the sheep or

taking a carload of cattle to Omaha.
Sometimes Dan's younger sister

stayed with her but this necessitated

such a long drive for the girl to and
from school that more often Helen
was forced to stay alone. During
the day she did not mind so much,
but at night when the howls of the

wind were mingled with those of

the coyotes she shivered close to the

fire in near terror.

Dan's attitude toward the coming
of the baby had amazed her. He
was not at all filled with the joy of

parenthood as she supposed all pros-

pective fathers should be but was
entirely concerned with her own
safety and well-being. At times he

even offered dire threats against

"the judge" as he had already chris-

tened the baby, should the mother's

comfort be too greatly disturbed.

They had decided to go to Dan's
sister's home in Riverton two weeks
before the expected arrival so that

they would be close to the only hos-

pital in the valley, but before they
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had even reached the town, Helen
found that her long period of wait-

ing was over and they drove directly

to the hospital.

"We'll have a room ready for your

wife in a few minutes," said the

nurse in a most matter of fact tone,"

and Dr. Ward will be in this eve-

ning."

"This evening!" gasped Dan.
"But my wife is sick. We want him
right now."
The nurse smiled back agreeably

as she said, "But he is out of town
and won't be back until evening.

You needn't worry anyway. There
is always plenty of time with the

first one."

Some hours later the Doctor ar-

rived at the hospital and called first

upon Helen and then came down
to where Dan was alternately pacing

the floor and squirming about on a

squeaky chair in the small waiting

room. "Not a thing to worry about,"

he announced in the same happy
manner that the nurse had used.

"Your wife is doing very nicely.

Here is the Cheyenne Daily," he
continued, handing Dan a paper.

"Did you see where the Braves won
their third straight today?"

Dan glared first at the Doctor
and then at the paper as he thrust

the latter out of sight.

The Doctor looked at him and
then chuckled. "Take it easy, young
fellow," he said as he left to go
upstairs again, "I never lost a

father yet."

Towards morning Dan crept into

Helen's room where she lay white
but serene on her pillow.

"Are you all right, honey?" he
asked in shaken tones.

She reached out her hand toward
him and managed a feeble smile.

"I'm all right," she said. "They're

dressing the baby. They'll bring

him here in a minute."

Dan turned as the nurse entered

with a small bundle wrapped in a

fluffy blue blanket. "Here he is,"

she said triumphantly, "Isn't he a

fine boy?"

Dan gazed awe-struck while the

baby moved a tiny clenched fisit.

Then he visibly expanded and a

broad grin covered his face. "I'll tell

the world he's a fine boy," he said

in a voice which left no doubt of

his conviction.

(To be Continued)

THE NEXT HILL
By Ella J. Conlam

I go in search of Autumn leaves

All crimson, mauve, and gold
;

I climb the little winding trail

More beauty to behold.

Each turn reveals more splendor,

As on and on I go,

For always over the next hill

The choicest leaves will grow.



How Do We Know?
By Nephi Jensen

IN the fifties and sixties of the

Nineteenth Century one of the

popular subjects of discus-

sion among the intelligentia was
the question of spontaneous gen-
eration of life. Does life originate

in lifeless substance? Does life

come from the lifeless? For sev-

eral decades these interesting

questions challenged the thought
of profound thinkers and eminent
scholars.

Surface indications seemed to

favor the advocates of spontane-
ous generation. On every hand
it was observed that worms, mag-
gots, and flies came into life in

multitudinous swarms, in decay-
ing vegetables and fruits and in de-

caying flesh. Whence came these

multiforms of living things?

From lifeless substance, said the

adherents of the theory that life

comes from the non-living.

T^OR a time practically all scien-

tists fell in with this view.

About this time there was living

in France a young ambitious
scientist who was destined to im-
mortal fame. He was inclined to

question the theory of spontane-
ous generation. His name is Pas-
teur. He commenced to surmise
that the maggots that suddenly
commenced to develop in decay-
ing flesh might be the result of

germinal life coming into contact

with the decomposing flesh. At
^hat time nothing was known of

micro-organisms. Pasteur's faint

surmise led him to make some
very simple experiments. For ex-

ample, he placed pieces of meat
in a jar and covered the opening
with closely knit gauze. He ob-

served that no animal life devel-

oped inside the jar; but that lusty

wiggling things appeared outside
of the gauze. The conclusion was
forced upon the young experi-

menter that there must be infini-

tesimal life germs floating about
in the air; and that it was because
these microbes come into contact
with substance in which they can
breed, that new visible life forms
result.

Through long tedious persist-

ent and industrious years he con-
tinued his indefatigable experi-

ments. In time he discovered the
bacteriological theory of disease,

which gave rise to the great mod-
ern science of medicine, and anti-

septic surgery. And the man who
wrought so splendidly with the
marvelous tools of experimenta-
tion came to be called "The most
perfect man to enter the Kingdom
of Science."

The appellation is hardly exag-

gerated. The story of Pasteur's

successful experiments and inves-

tigations furnishes one of the

noblest chapters in the history of

the modern scientific method,
which has flooded our world with
the glory of light and truth.

TN recent decades science has

made it possible for us to make
everything from a pin to a tele-

scope lense that can penetrate the

depths of infinite space ; and
equipped us with deft instruments
with which we weigh, measure,
gauge, dissect, and analyze every-
thing from a human impulse to

the largest star that swirls

through space at inconceivable

rates of speed.
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The inerrancy of the scientific

method, and its astounding ac-

complishments in recent years,

have had a marked tendency to

cause us to look with disdain upon
other methods of ascertaining
truth. The measuring devices of
science, in the field of mechanics
and technology, have become so
accurate that we are commencing
to insist upon gauging all truth
with the yardstick of the scientific

technician.

If we follow this tendency too
far we are apt to close our eyes
to vast areas of truth ; and fail to

learn some of the vital principles
that exalt and ennoble life.

Sir Oliver Lodge, the great
English physicist, is one of a num-
ber of eminent scientists who rec-

ognize the danger in this tendency
to measure all truth with the yard-
stick of physical science. In his
most interesting book, Reason and
Belief, he gives an apt illustration

of the errors that result from a
purely critical appraisal of all hu-
man knowledge. He quotes the
beautiful description of dawn
which Shakespeare puts into the
mouth of Romeo

:

"Night's candles are burned out and
jocund day-

Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain
tops."

Dr. Lodge observes that this is

a rare bit of poetic truth. And
then he very pointedly says that
as a "scientific statement it is non-
sense." And so it is. Night has no
candles that can burn out. The
moon and stars that give light by
night are inextinguishable. More-
over, "jocund day" has no feet or
toes. Consequently it cannot stand
tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.
And yet, notwithstanding the

fact that this scrap of poetic fancy
from the immortal bard is "scien-

tific nonsense," it is, nevertheless,
profoundly true as a piece of art.

By his unparalleled genius Shake-
speare has made the mere abstrac-
tion "day" fairly live, move, and
breathe.

"^"O thinking person would rec-

ommend that we should lay
aside the test tube, the crucible,
or the tools of the technologist.
But sound wisdom would suggest
that we do not forget that there
are vital truths, whose signifi-

cance and importance cannot be
discovered in the scientific lab-
oratory.

The philosophical way of arriv-
ing at truth is older than the scien-
tific method. The philosopher's
process of determining what is

truth may not be as accurate as
the scientific method, but it is the
only method that is workable in
some realms of truth-seeking.
We can learn some truth as the

scientist does, by technical expe-
rimentation

; and we can also learn
some truth as the philosopher
does, by profound meditation in
the light of the sum total of truth.
Some six hundred years before

Jesus wrought and taught in Gali-
lee, Confucius, a Chinese philos-
opher, attempted to crystalize into
one sentence all the rules govern-
ing human relationships. His con-
solidated code of morals is em-
bodied in his well-known version
of the Golden Rule. "Whatsoever
ye would not that others do to
you, do not to them." Suppose we
were confronted with the problem
of determining whether or not this
noble concept is truth; what
measuring devices would we use?

If we answer this question cor-
rectly we shall be compelled to
conclude that there are fields of
truth seeking in which the yard-
stick of science cannot aid us. We
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cannot determine the soundness of

the conclusion of the Chinese phil-

osopher by measuring", weighing,
dissecting, or analyzing it. We
are compelled to resort to syn-
thesis. We are forced to consider
it in its relationship to the sum
total of moral truth in all of its

manifold relationships. Or, in

other words, we are compelled to

philosophize—fit truth into truth
and make a unified system.

But there are many things we
learn in ways that are even sim-
pler than either the method of the
strict philosopher or the technical
scientist. And these more direct

means of learning often yield ab-
solute certainty.

"I am as certain of what I am say-

ing as I am that two and two
make four," says the man on the
street. All of us have heard this

explanation of the certainty of

knowledge. Few of us have ever
thought of calling it into ques-
tion. And yet, as a matter of fact,

there are many things about
which we are more sure than the
sum of two plus two.
Two is only a mental concept.

So is four. Mere concepts, disas-

sociated with actual experience,
do not necessarily constitute ab-
solute knowledge. But you touch
a hot stove. Your hand is blis-

tered. You conclude that heat
gives pain and destroys your skin.

Here you have an actual experi-

ence plus a concept. In fact, you
have an experienced concept. An
experience, if real, correctly inter-

preted is absolute knowledge.
Take another illustration. You

walk into the garden in the early

morning. The sunlight is turn-

ing the dewdrops in the hearts of

the roses to pearls. You have a

sensation of refined delight. You
feel an actual exaltation of mind.
You conclude that the beautiful

is that which gladdens and en-

nobles the mind. Here again you
have an experience, and you trans-

late that experience into a con-
cept. This experienced concept
is perfect knowledge.
But we dq not arrive at our

knowledge of the meaning of the
beautiful by the technical scien-

tific method. In science we dis-

cover data, collate it, analyze it,

and make deductions. But our
sensation of the beautiful is im-
mediate. We feel it rather than
arrive at it by logical processes. It

was this elementary idea that led

John Burroughs to say, "We do
not know a work of art in the same
way that we know a work of sci-

ence or a product of analytical rea-

soning; we know it as we know
those we are in sympathy with

;

it does not define itself to our in-

tellect; it melts into our souls."

A great many of the things we
know and prize most highly, we
know as we know "those we are

in sympathy with." A frequented
garden nook, an oft-seen land-

scape, a familiar poem, a cherished
story are all things we know sym-
pathetically.

Although we rigorously insist

on utilizing the accurate measur-
ing devices of science in the field

of mechanics and technology, yet

if we are wise we shall not look

with disdain upon the knowledge
the artist acquires by his sensitive

sympathetic touch with the beau-

tiful.

TF we would not want to reject

appreciation of the beautiful

as a means of knowledge, what
shall we say of the mystic's claim-

ed contact with the unseen world?
The mention of the mystic is

apt to provoke a smile and the el-

evation of the eyebrows of those

who insist rigorously upon see-
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ing, handling, weighing and meas-
uring all truth with strictly scien-

tific instruments. But even in the

ranks of those who spend almost
all their time with the measuring
devices of physical science are

found men whose penetrating in-

sight compels them to respect the

mystic's source of knowledge. Dr.

Arthur Stanley Eddington, the in-

ternationally known astronomer,
quotes Dr. J. S. Hoyland as say-
ing:

"There is an hour in the Indian

night, a little before the first glim-

mer of dawn, when the stars are

unbelievably clear and close

above, shining with a radiance be-

yond our belief in this foggy land.

The trees stand silent, alive, lis-

tening, eager. At such a moment
the veil between the things that

are seen and the things that are

unseen becomes so thin as to in-

terpose scarcely any barrier at all

between the eternal beauty and
truth and the soul which would
comprehend them."
Commenting upon this experi-

ence of Dr. Hoyland, Dr. Edding-
ton remarks

:

"Here is an experience which
the observer as technically defined

in scientific theory knows nothing
of. The measuring appliances

which he reads declare that the

stars are just as remote as they
always have been, nor can he find

any excuse in his measures for

the mystic thought which has
taken possession of the mind and
dominated the sense-impressions.

Yet who does not prize these mo-
ments that reveal to us the poetry
of existence?"
Then he adds

:

"We cannot argue that because
natural mysticism is universally

admitted in some degree therefore

religious mysticism must be ad-
mitted ; but objections to religious

mysticism lose their force if they
can equally be turned against nat-

ural mysticism."
The mystic's claimed contact

with the unseen is close to what
prohets call inspiration. The
greatest soul that ever trod this

globe and all His purest followers

have believed that there is a spirit

of light and truth that radiates

out from God, like the waves from
the radio transmission instru-

ment; and that when human souls

are pure this spirit registers defi-

nite intelligible impressions upon
their spirits, very much like the

light that strikes the delicate pho-
tographic plate. All these great
souls have believed with Tenny-
son that

"Spirit with spirit can meet."

A modern classical example of

"spirit with spirit" contact with

the unseen is furnished by the sto-

ry of the manner in which Loren-
zo Snow attained certain knowl-
edge of the divinity of the religion

to which he gave the full measure
of his life's devotion. After his bap-

tism he was profoundly stirred

with a desire to learn from a di-

vine source whether his newly es-

poused religion was true. In a

simple autobiographical sketch,

he tells us that he sought in earn-

est prayer for a divine testimony
of the truth; and that while he
prayed the Spirit of God complete-
ly enveloped him and filled him
from head to foot with light, life,

and unspeakable joy and glory.

All darkness left him ; and he felt

the presence of "refulgent light

and knowledge."
Why should we doubt this in-

spiring testimony? Hundreds of

thousands of devout members of

the church most solemnly testify

that the Spirit of Truth has given
them more than human certainty

of God's power and goodness. The
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imperishable testimonies of this tensifying and quickening power
host of witnesses is the enduring of the Holy Ghost. In other words,
strength and spiritual glory of the the Holy Spirit purifies and inten-

church of God. sifies our consciousness or feel-
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have earnestly sought this spirit-

The Prophet Moroni tells us Ual quickening through which
that we can "know the truth of all man comes into actual contact
things" by the "Power of the Holy with God—the ultimate reality-
Ghost." This homely text holds and feels the infinite joy of fellow-
a profound meaning. The words ship with Him, through which
literally mean that we may be comes "the peace that passeth all

made alive to all truth by the in- understanding."

PIONEER WOMAN
By Myrtle W entworth

She walks by the side of the lumbering train

Over the rough, unfriendly plain,

While the wagon wheels, less patient than she,

Creak and grumble complainingly.

She learns from the scars along the way
How the hostile plain exacts its pay

;

Scattered remnants of bleaching bones,

Or a lonely grave with its marker of stones.

At night by the campfire's dying glow
She watches the pale moon hanging low
And a far-away smile illumines her face

As if her soul dwelt apart from this barren place

Does she dream of that home left far behind,

Where the evening breezes were gentle and kind,

Where gayly frocked hollyhocks fringed the lawn.

And sweet-throated birds called forth the dawn?

No, she visions a place in the distant West
Where her weary feet will at length find rest

;

Where she can kneel on a virgin sod
And hold blessed communion in peace with God.



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

OEPTEMBER — The Lord's

command, "In the sweat of

thy face shalt thou eat bread" is a
blessing, not a punishment.

X/TRS. ALICE SALOMON, so-

ciologist and foremost woman
of Germany, has been expelled

from her native land because of

Jewish ancestry though she is a

devout Christian. Dr. Salomon,
prominently associated with the In-

ternational Council of Women, was
greatly admired by the American
women.

jyjRS. LOUISE Y. ROBISON,
general president of the Re-

lief Society, made an extended and
official visit to the Hawaiian
Islands this summer.

"T)R. ARABELLA REY-
L^ NOLDS died, recently, at the

ripe age of 97. She was one of

the very few women of the Civil

War with a commission. She re-

ceived the rank of Major, for her
heroism at the battle of Shilo.

MARIA ELETTRA ELENA,
age 7, daughter of Marconi,

inventor of wireless telegraphy,
is heiress to her father's fortune
estimated at $25,000,000.

^ATALIE PIXTON, 18, has
been appointed personnel of-

ficer of the Army Amateur
Radio System for Utah. She is

the youngest operator in the Ninth
Corps Area.

jyjARGARET M. HANNA
has recently been appointed

U. S. Consul at Geneva. The State
Department is gradually recogniz-
ing the service of women.

A LICE E. ROWE, honored and
beloved school teacher in Utah,

for 46 years, died last July.

"QR. MARY E. WOOLLEY has
retired from the presidency of

Mt. Holyoke College after a peri-

od of 37 years. She has plans for

broader activity in other fields and
says, "Why shouldn't one start

life at 74 as well as 40?"

gLEANOR PATTERSON,
long-time editor of the "Wash-

ington Herald," a Hearst paper,
has now leased both the "Herald"
and the "Times" and proposes to

run them independently. She is

certainly a courageous woman.

[ARY JONES CLAWSON,
who died last July, was a

woman of many graces. She was
patriotic, literary and socially in-

clined—a true and talented daugh-
ter of the pioneers.

J^JRS. EARLINE WHITE, na-
tional president of the Busi-

ness and Professional Woman's
League, is sponsoring, through
her organization, legislation for
strict equality for women, espe-
cially in regard to hours-and-wage
laws for women workers.

M

PARKINSON
newspaper corres-

PRANCIS
1 KEYES
pondent and author in her new
book "Washington Kaleidoscope"
is very frank in her description of
Washington people, officially and
socially. Nevertheless the book
has a fascinating expectancy and
keeps one wondering who will be
the next target for her brilliant
shots.



Creator of Opportunities
Blanche Kendall McKey
By LaRene King Bleecker

SELECTIVITY is a rare gift.

Few of us have it. Those who
do, achieve really remarkable

success. They become the doers in-

stead of the dreamers.

Utah's well-known writer, Blanche
Kendall McKey, has this rare gift of

selectivity. She is able to appraise

the worth while things of life. With
the weapons of indomitable cour-
age and a keen sense of humor, she

has parried adversity and made of

life a joyous adventure. In her
scheme of living there are no dull

moments, no sighing for things that

might have been; no squandered
time.

j^/JRS. McKEY'S life story is like

an appealing book, its chapters
teeming with human interest. In re-

viewing it, one wonders how so much
vivid drama could be packed into one
life. She has tasted the elixir of

success before the footlights; heard
the plaudits of admiring fans ; asso-

ciated with the great ones of the

stage ; she has known the ecstasy of

a great love and the bitter grief of

tragedy.

Poet, play-wright, actress, wife,

mother, teacher—she has yet found
time to teach, encourage and advise

young people, to be a good friend

and neighbor, to produce and direct

plays and pageants, to travel, to take

part in church activities, and to study
constantly at home and beyond her
state.

"LJER output of poems, plays and
articles is prolific, in view of

the fact that she writes only in her
spare time. Approximately nine

hours of every week-day is taken up

with teaching English in the Ogden
High School. Yet during the past

year alone, her poems and articles

have appeared in three national

anthologies, in several magazines in

the South and West, in The Im-
provement Era, and in The Relief
Society Magazine. She won the

Eliza R. Snow Memorial Poem Con-
test for 1935 with her beautiful son-

net, "Autumn," and a cash prize in

New York from the Avon House
Publishers for two short lyrics,

"Summer Heart" and "Symbols."
She also won last summer with "Pio-
neer Candles," the pageant writing

contest sponsored by the Daughters
of the Utah Pioneers of Weber
County.

CHE loves working with young
people. A natural educator, she

has faith in the integrity of our boys
and girls. In training them, Mrs.
McKey tries, first of all, to build

character and to inspire them to be-

come stronger and better. With re-

markable insight, she senses that, "no
pattern has ever been found to fit

the individual need of youth. In
some respects we are still in the

'trial and error' state as educators.

With all our equipment, beautiful

buildings, high scholarships, theories,

concepts and ideals, we recognize a
need for inspiration in the heart of

adolescence, which we often fail to

reach."

A/TRS. McKEY believes that the

home is the greatest factor for

building character. In her own home
she has striven to make life so happy
that her children would not regret

the loss of the advantages she could

not give them.
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BLANCHE KENDALL McKEY

"I had to get my education while
rearing my family," she explained,

"and life was too strenuous—too

much of a struggle to form any set

rules. I held to the belief that God
had intrusted me with a grave re-

sponsibility, and I had to keep faith."

In addition to her two talented chil-

dren, Richard and Eily, Mrs. McKey
has one little grandson, Kay Kendall
Pearson, who is "The singing joy"
of her life.

One day while the two were play-

ing together, five-year-old Kay stop-

ped suddenly in the midst of the

game, gazed quizzically at his grown-
up playmate for a moment, and then

said, "Gaum, you're quite the fel-

low!"

With his childish discernment he
had given voice to that certain naive

quality which so endears Mrs. Mc-
Key to her students. Though she

requires the very best they can give,

yet, instinctively, they know that she

is indeed, "quite the fellow."
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gLANCHE KENDALL Mc-
KEY, the sister of Kate Thomas,

Senator Elbert D. Thomas, and R.
Kendall Thomas was born in Salt

Lake City, Utah, the daughter of

Richard Kendall Thomas and Carrie

Stockdale. Her father was a well-

known pioneer merchant. He helped

choose the site of the University of

Utah, and, with three other leading

church members, chose the first fur-

nishings of the Salt Lake Temple.

Carrie S. Thomas was a member
of the General Board of the Relief

Society for many years. Coming to

Utah at a very early age as converts

from England, Blanche's parents

were builders in whatever commun-
ity or society they entered. Both
were ardent lovers of the drama.

AS a child, Blanche showed de-

cided tendencies toward the

stage, as did other members of her
family. Wishing to develop and en-

courage this talent, Mr. Thomas
turned one of his barns into a little

theatre, converting the hayloft into a

balcony. The stage had three sets of

scenery and real footlights. Many
of the plays presented in the "little

theatre" were written by Blanche,

the leading roles of which she, her-

self, assumed. Naturally possessed

of a wealth of emotion, the child's

talent blossomed in her high school

days when, under the direction of

Professor Maud May Babcock, she

appeared with pronounced success in

several school dramas. A year or

two later this achievement was re-

peated in the East on the profes-

sional stage, where she found favor

with New York managers. She ap-
peared in dramatic "bits" with Sir

Henry Irving and Richard Mans-
field, and portrayed the roles of An-
nie in the "Bonnie Briar Bush," with

L. H. Stoddart, Tirzah in "Ben
Hur," and Hope Bower in "Eben
Holden." She crossed the continent

with Charles B. Hanford in Shake-
spearian repertoire.

It was during this engagement that

she appeared in the Salt Lake
Theatre as Jessica in "The Merchant
of Venice," to a more than capacity

house, for hundreds of her school

friends turned out to greet her.

The Deseret News of that time
carried a picture of Blanche Kendall
under the caption, "She was a sweet
and gentle Jessica." Today, if one
were to describe her as she is—so

youthful for her years, so gentle and
charming—a more fitting caption

could not be given-—than that of a

"sweet and gentle Jessica."

It was during her engagement
with, "Eben Holden" that the gifted

Utah girl met her future husband,
William Richard McKey, who was
appearing in the title role. Mr. Mc-
Key was a southerner, a man of

established reputation as a character

actor. They were married at the

Mission House in New York City by
President John McQuarrie ; and two
weeks later, Mr. McKey was bap-
tized into the Mormon Church.
From the first day of their meet-

ing, "Dick" McKey's experience and
knowledge of the world shielded

Blanche from influences that might
have destroyed her delicacy.

Upon her departure for Salt Lake
City before the birth of her second
child, he said to her: "Different
women have different kinds of

charm. Your's lies in your view-
point. Never let anything come in-

to your life that might change it."

Although motherhood changed
Blanche's life completely, and after

a year or two, she was faced with
the colossal task of providing for
herself and two children, she strain-

ed to hold on to her outlook on life,

which was one of freshness, of good
fellowship, of belief in the nearness
of Divinity.

Mr. McKey died suddenly in New
York City of a heart attack.
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TN a small way, there were oppor-

tunities in the West for Blanche

McKey to continue her stage career,

and she made a few attempts. But
the thought of her children was al-

ways tugging at her heart strings,

and she decided to give her life to

teaching, that she might have her lit-

tle ones near.

Her career as an instructor in-

cludes one year at Oneida Academy,
five years at Weber College^ three

at Ricks College in Idaho, and nine

at the Ogden High School. As a

teacher of Speech she produced

many artistic plays and pageants,

some of which made a great deal of

money for one public fund or an-

other. A number of these offerings

were of her own composition.

'"THREE times Mrs. McKey won
Drama League State contests

with original plays. In 1926 she won
the M. I. A. Jubilee Prize contest

with "The Unequal Yoke," and in

1930 her play, "The Redemption of

Johnnie Average" was awarded first

place in the National Educational

Thrift Service contest for high

school plays. She is now under con-

tract with the Wetmore Declama-

tion Bureau, having recently sold

them a long narrative poem, "The
Ballad of Herbie Shaughnessy's

Wings."
Mrs. McKey is a member of the

American Association of University

women, having been graduated from
the University of Utah with a Mas-
ter's degree in 1928. She is a member
of the Chi Delta Phi, national lit-

erary sorority, and belongs to the

National League of American Pen
Women.

It is as a poet, perhaps, that Mrs.
McKey's admirers know her best.

She has a natural ear for rhythm and
form. Her lyrics have a wistful

quality, an emotional appeal which
reveals great depth of feeling. In

view of the excellent poetry she

writes, it is somewhat surprising that

she, herself, prefers drama. But it

is in drama that she sees a greater

vehicle of expression. Her dream is

that she may one day retire and de-

vote her entire working time to writ-

ing.

THE FOOL HAS SAID THERE IS NO GOD
By Miriam C. Bitner

As I sit in my chair near the window
Watching the snow flakes fall,

I think of our Heavenly Father

Who ruleth over all.

I see His wondrous handiwork
In this beautiful world of ours,

In the breeze that sways the tree tops,

In the snow and the springtime

showers.

In the fruit of the field and orchard,

In the beautiful birds that sing,

In the tempest that rages in winter,

And the flowers that bloom in the

spring,

In the buzzing bee in the clover

Where it gathers honey sweet,

The beautiful golden sunshine

That makes the earth complete.

Why man should doubt his Creator
I cannot understand,

For everything in the universe

Bears the print of His loving hand.

From the stars that shine in the

heaven

To the tiniest root, 'neath the sod

All nature proves that man a fool

Who hath said, "there is no God."



Sold for Taxes
By Pearl W . Peterson

JIM loved his home far more than

do most boys. He tried moving
from one place to another. Just

when he began to feel at home in one
locality, we would move on. He made
new friends only to lose them again,

until we built this home. It was
most carefully planned, inside and
out. The house was built and furn-

ished to give cheer, comfort and in-

spiration; the grounds planted and
cared for to create beauty and joy.

Jim stood upon the lawn as moth-
er and Mrs. Yorke walked out to find

the brave little snowdrops amid the

glistening green and gold of the win-
ter aconites. He smiled at the

amazement portrayed upon the vis-

itor's face as mother walked slowly
to the flower bed, stooped down and
picked a silver blossom to give to

her guest.

Perhaps mother's acquaintances
thought of her as he had when he
read that never to be forgotten letter

from daddy

:

"Dearest children:
"In spite of all the doctors could do,

your mother is now blind. Her sorrow is

so deep, although she hides it well, that

we must never let her hear one word of

bitterness or regret. She is very anxious
to get back home where she knows every
nook and cranny. You must have every-
thing in its accustomed place so that she
can go safely about and may sometimes
forget her sad affliction.

"Your loving father,

"James Davidsen."

After reading it, Jim closed his

eyes. He wondered how anyone
could live in such blankness. He had
seen an old blind beggar; so, in his

own mind, he saw his busy cheerful

mother changed into a gloomy sad-

faced creature, feeling her way about

or being led wherever she went. So
he had sorrowed.

Later he marveled at her accom-
plishments. He never knew how she

fought to overcome her fear of the

blackness which was her lot. He
had one little glimpse of it on the

day she returned home.
He saw her kneel down by the

couch and heard her whisper this

prayer, "Father, if it be Thy will

that I must walk in darkness

throughout this life, I do thank Thee
for this home, which is so familiar

and dear to me."

'THE desire for safety ranged

against her greater desire to be

busy and helpful. An heroic battle

she waged, thankful every day for

the intelligent thought and care

which had gone into the making of

our home. Soon she became a com-
petent homemaker again, patient,

happy and kind.

But when she ventured alone be-

yond our gateway, she met with a

series of accidents which reached

their culmination when she stepped

into a little hollow, falling and break-

ing her arm in two places. She was
thankful that the hurt was no worse,

yet the fright was never forgotten.

From that time on she made no
more efforts to visit her friends ex-

cept on rare occasions when illness

or trouble came to them.

As Mrs. Yorke walked out to the

gate, she said, "You have a lovely

home, Mrs. Davidsen."

Mother added, "And, because I

know it so well, it is priceless to me."
p|£ 5|C 3jC 5jC

JIM jumped over the fence into

the vacant lot which belonged to

us. In normal times daddy's car-

pentry work took so much of his

time that one lot was all we could
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care for. Jim and his friends used

the other one for a playground. On
the north side was a high board fence

—along this the snow was all gone.

Here they played marbles. Some-
times Jim played alone.

Lyman Scott lived on the next

lot. Jim could hear him talking to

someone. He took no notice of the

conversation until he heard daddy's
name mentioned.

These words came clearly to his

ears, "I feel sorry for James David-
sen. His home will soon be sold

for taxes."

Jim was dumbfounded for a mo-
ment. Could that be true? Our
home ! He thought of mother as

she appeared in strange places, to-

tally blind, lost and miserable. How
could she live without her home?
He saw his father outside the

house. He ran toward him, calling,

"Daddy!"
"What is it, Jim?"
"Will they sell our home for

taxes ?" His father's face paled as
he looked fearfully at the door.

"Don't talk so loud. We mustn't
let mother hear anything like that.

The doctor says she is in a very deli-

cate condition and cannot bear an-
other sorrow."

Jim had never seen his father look
so sad. He had always appeared
jovial.

He went on in a subdued tone,

"Unless we pay these four years

taxes by the last of November, our
home will be sold. But God is good.
I know if we work with all our might
and try to keep His commandments.
He will save it for mother."

Jim added, "She says that our
Heavenly Father will grant us what
we pray for, if we have faith."

"Yes—but faith and work are in-

separable."

"I wish I could get a job."

His father smiled at that, then an-

swered seriously, "Cash jobs are

scarce, these days. We had better

create our own employment."

Jim was puzzled.

"How can we do that?"

"I have thought of only one thing

and it will take some backbreaking

work. Will you give up your play-

ground to save our home ?"

"I'll do anything."

"All right. We will plant vege-

tables in our vacant lot. We should

be able to sell them at a fair profit."

"Oh! That will be fun."

"It will be work. Lyman Scott will

let us use his team and implements,
if I will do carpentry work for him.
Our grocer will take vegetables later

on in payment for seeds."
5jc sjc Sfi sjs

When mother called them in to

supper she asked, "Will you get me
some dark loam from the vacant lot.

Jim?"
Jokingly daddy advised, "You'd

better not carry away too much of

that ground. Jim and I are thinking

of planting a garden there."

Mother spoke impulsively, "Oh

!

I do wish you would. You'd be right

at home and I'm sure we could sell

flowers and vegetables, too. Why!
I can already see a beautiful garden
there."

Jim looked at her puzzled again.

She asked, "Will you let me help

plan it ?"

That sounded like extra work to

Jim.

"We don't have to plan a garden,

mama."
"That depends upon your aim,

son. If you merely want a lot of

work, don't bother. But greatest suc-

cess always comes from well planned
labor. Even God made definite plans

before He created this earth. I don't

believe He is pleased with haphazard
work."
Daddy seconded all she said and
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added, "He will give us a more
abundant yield, if we do His way."
Jim was silenced but he wondered

how a blind person could plan a gar-

den. The mystery increased when
mother stated just where each va-
riety should be planted and why that
was the best place for it. I sketched
the plan very carefully upon paper.

Later daddy said to us, "Mother
lives nearer to our Heavenly Father
than we do. So, I think if we take
her advice, we will be more sure of
His help and without it we will never
save our home."

COON our vacant lot was fertilized,

plowed, harrowed and leveled.

Daddy worked longer each day than
he had ever done before. He seem-
ed ill at ease unless he was busy.
Mother began to worry. He laughed
at her fears and did all he could to
reassure her.

"I have been out of work for so

long I'm getting heavy. I need to

work my surplus weight off. I enjoy
being out in this spring weather."

* * * *

Father and Jim planted' the early

flowers and vegetables. By the time
school was out, the garden needed
all of Jim's time. Six days a week
they worked. Daddy never refused
a cash job so Jim was sometimes left

alone—but every day, no matter
where he was to work, daddy was up
at daybreak and out in the garden,
planting, weeding or thinning.

* * * *

JIM enjoyed carrying the earliest

vegetables to market each morn-
ing. They sold quite well as their's

was the first locally raised produce.

After every chance of sale had been
tried, they gave the balance to those

in need.

The ground so cleared was fertil-

ized again and replanted.

Lyman Scott tried to tease them.

"You act as though both time and
space were invaluable. You work
from daylight until dark and you've
even covered the fences."

Jim was quite proud of the many
vines creeping over the old boards on
one side and the sweet peas cover-
ing the wire netting on the other.

However, the work was tiresome.

Usually, Jim dropped off to sleep

right after supper but always he re-

membered to ask God to save their

home for his mother's sake.

V\/"ITEN the early summer vege-

tables were ready, sales were
not so easily made. Jim was almost
ready to give up when Aunt Julia

became ill. Mother insisted on going
over to be near her. Jim called for

her that evening. There was a smile

on mother's face but it was not the

happy one she wore at home. She
was pale and a big blue bruise show-
ed plainly upon her forehead.

Jim asked, "What's the matter
with your head ?"

Aunt Julia answered, "I forgot to

tell her that I had placed the dresser

where my cedar chest used to be.

She bumped her head when she tried

to find some linen for me."

"It's nothing to worry about,"

mother assured her.

Outside Jim questioned her again.

"How did you get that scar on

your arm?"
"From Julia's electric toaster. I

tried to be useful."

The sob in her voice scared Jim.

When they reached home, mother

said, "You can't realize how much I

love our home."

Jim made a silent vow to go on

working no matter how discouraged

he felt. Mother should not lose her

home through his negligence. He
asked God to make the garden a suc-

cess. And He surely did bless that

special bit of earth. The yield was
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prodigious, the growth most luxur-

ious.

JIM enjoyed digging, picking and
bunching vegetables for market.

But when, night after night, he came
back from canvassing the town to

report that almost every family had
a garden of their own and needed
no more, it seemed impossible to

keep up courage. They canned a

great supply and gave bushels away.

TV/TORE flowers were beginning to

blossom. Great masses of color

in the most effective settings made a

beautiful picture. Passers-by stopped
to admire and many words of praise

came to Jim's ears. Yet he wouldn't

be comforted.

"What's the good of a wonderful
garden if there's no sale for the pro-

duce ?" He wondered if prayers were
of any avail.

Father tried to cheer him. He ex-
plained that the reward comes only

to those who work on in spite of

obstacles or discouragement — to

those whose faith is too strong to

be destroyed by trials.

That evening brought a gentle

summer shower. In the morning, as

the sun spread its beams everywhere,
our garden was a scene of wondrous
beauty. The leaves and vines were a
brighter green, the many-hued flow-
ers were more radiantly colored, the
white blossoms were restored to vir-

gin purity and over all were myriads
of sparkling drops.

Mother's planning had been very
nearly perfect. When we tried to

describe the loveliness to her, she
cried with joy, "Now I know that

you have worked faithfully."

JIM began to take more pride in

creating beauty, forgetting his aim
of mere material profit. He was
especially glad when Senator Hol-
brook, Glendale's most famous son,

stopped to admire the arrangement
and prolific growth. Mrs. Holbrook
was even more enthusiastic in her
praise. She bought several sprays of

rain washed flowers.

The statesman and his wife were
visiting relatives and friends. Sev-
eral times they stopped to talk and
to buy. The last time they drove up
in their big green car, the Senator
praised Jim.

"If you keep on doing such perfect

work, young man, you will make a

splendid mark in the world."

Mrs. Holbrook's words brought
more happiness to Jim.

She said, "I have never enjoyed a
visit to my old home town as much
as I have this one, just because of
your delightful garden."

Jim cut a large bunch of the pretti-

est flowers for her. She insisted on
paying him well. He was elated.

The work was easier, now—more
varied and interesting. The autumn
fruits and vegetables sold quite read-
ily, although the price was low. The
flowers, true to mother's prediction,

brought excellent profits and greater
joy.

•'"THEIR harvest ended the last of

October. Jim stood patiently by
while daddy balanced their accounts.

The garden's beauty had vanished, so

his thoughts now were on his original

aim.

"Is there enough for the taxes?"
Eagerly he asked the question. Fa-
ther hesitated, "No. It isn't enough."
He saw the keen disappointment

mirrored upon Jim's countenance.
Although he was rather perplexed

himself, he tried to reassure his son.

"You really did wonderful work
this summer, Jim. God will reward
you in the best way. He knows better

than we do what is good for us.

Don't worry. There's a month left.

I'll get a little cash as judge of elec-

tion Tuesday."
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Jim couldn't overcome the blues so

easily, but, since actual earning was
denied him, he tried to make up for

it by praying.

The election brought him no cheer

as Senator Holbrook, who had been

so kind to him, was defeated.

A~phen, as though they had not

troubles enough, a strange, bold

woman from Fairland came to their

home and introduced herself.

She said to his mother, "We're go-

ing to buy a home here in Glendale.

So, when I heard this place was to be

sold for taxes, I came to look it

over."

Jim clenched his hands in fury as

a deep pallor overspread mother's

face—but her sweet voice calmed

him.

"I hope it isn't for sale. I'm sure

vou can find another home you will

like."

After the woman left, mother sat

in silence for a moment.

Jim tried to speak consolingly but

his words merely confirmed, her

fears.

"They won't sell our home. We've
got some tax money and we've work-

ed and prayed all summer."
His mother said, "Don't tell dad-

dy about the woman coming here.

He would be sorry."

She went into her bedroom and

closed the door. Soon he heard stif-

led sobs. He heard her prayer.

"Heavenly Father, please do not

let this home be taken from us.

Nevertheless, Thy will be done, only

grant me strength to go on no mat-

ter what must be."

Jim became frightened, "Daddy
said if she found out about it she

would get sick again."

Father came around to the front of

the house to rake up leaves. He call-

ed to Jim, who went out to help.

"Why are you so sober?" Daddy
asked.

Jim didn't have time to answer
before a big green car drove up and
stopped. Senator Holbrook and his

wife stepped out and came to the

fence.

After greetings were exchanged,

the senator said, "Ever since the

election was over, Mrs. Holbrook
has kept up a continual pleading for

your garden lot on which to build

us a home.' I hope it is for sale."

As in a dream, Jim heard father

say, "We might sell it."

Mrs. Holbrook spoke up, "Please

do. We want to spend the remain-

der of our lives here with our old

friends. You've proved that this is

the very best lot in town. We'll give

you a thousand dollars for it."

A great weight seemed lifted from
Jim's heart. He couldn't stand still.

He heard his father say, "Yes, I

will sell for that price."

Into the house and on into moth-
er's bedroom, Jim rushed.

"Mama, they can't sell your house,

now. We've got a thousand dollars.

Senator Holbrook is buying the va-

cant lot. We'll get our taxes paid,"

he shouted.

Mother stood quietly.

Jim spoke more calmly and as rev-

erently as such an exited boy could,

"Mama, don't you think God has

answered our prayers in the very

best way?"

g^8k^>



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM?

BOOKS
Take Time to Read

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"Oh what is so fine as a cozy nook,

With a cushioned chair and a friendly

book? —Wordsworth.

NO greater inheritance has
come to humanity through
the ages, than the gift of

books. Very early in the life of

the race man sought some means
of recording his knowledge and
experience. Depending on the

spoken word, he could reach only
those persons with whom he came
in direct contact; but when he
could record his thoughts on tab-

let or scroll or metal plate, the in-

scription could be passed on to

others. Best of all, it could be pre-

served, not only for his children,

but for descendants of future gen-
erations. Knowledge, experience,

the revealed Word of God could
be made permanent.

The first records were wrought
with much effort, with long hours
of painstaking care. There were
few of them and they were very
precious. Even in Luther's day,

he "longed for the time when a

Bible would be chained in every
church." Man's vaguest dreams
did not vision the production of

such a wealth of books as are pro-

vided today. The invention of

printing has revolutionized the
world of thought.

For those who were fortunate
enough to be able to read,- the
ancient problem was to secure a
book. Today, with free public
schools and free public libraries,

the problem is -how to choose

wisely the books to be read from

among the vast number that con-

tinually flood the market.

/^IFTED minds, through the
^J power of the printed page,

may transport us to the ends of

the earth. With them we may sail

the seven seas to every tropic and

clime, from the frozen fastnesses

of the north land to the dark for-

ests of the torrid zone. We may
learn the lore of the jungle from

Kipling's Mowgli, the little brown
boy who brothered with the wolf

pack. Beebe will take us into the

depths of the sea and show us the

wonders of life that inhabit the

ocean floor. We may stand with

Edwin Markham on the top of the

world and catch his inspiration of

divine beauty. We may weep
with Lincoln over the death of

beautiful Ann Rutledge. We may
laugh with Huckleberry Finn as

he paddles up the Mississippi

River in time to attend his own
funeral. We may suffer, we may
pray, we may rejoice, with the

wise and the good whose living

presence greets us from the pages

of great books.

The soul of man is mirrored in

his written word. If his vision is

beautiful and true, his message

one of courage and high hope, it

reveals itself in his writing. There

are as man) types of books as

there are types of authors. The
printed page is sometimes used
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to promote selfish purposes, to

commercialize fraud, to deceive,

to pollute the soul of man, as well

as to portray truth and beauty.

There are writers who glorify

the common experiences of every
day, who vision the ideal in the
real, who lift us to the stars. Then
there are the iconoclasts, the idol

breakers, who delight in disclos-

ing every flaw in human nature,
who wish to materialize the ideal,

and substitute sophistry for sen-
timent.

TX/TTH the increasing number
of free hours of time from

year to year, and with books of
every sort to be had for the ask-
ing, it is little wonder that the
question is continually repeated.
"What shall we read?"

It is an individual problem.
Each must choose according to
his need. Before deciding what
to read, one should ask why he
reads. Good literature supplies
an outlet for the emotions, satis-
fies the soul's longing, increases
one's joy in life, gives a more sym-
pathetic understanding of human-
ity, a greater appreciation of eter-
nal values, and enriches and en-
larges life

:

"There is no greater magic in

the world than the printed book,"
says Gove Hambidge. . . . Few of
us realize how much the course
and pattern of our lives are shaped
by books."*

How necessary it is that one
should use judgment and discrimi-

nation in choosing his reading ma-
terial. But even scholars realize

that it is difficult to set up stand-
ards by which literary values may
be determined.
Henry Van Dyke in "Counsel

Upon the Reading of Books,"
said : "Any author who has kept
the affection, interest and confi-

dence of thoughtful, honest read-

ers through at least one genera-
tion is fairly sure to have some-
thing in him that is worth read-
ing."

Mr. Van Dyke classified read-
ers into three groups, the simple,
the intelligent, and the gentle
reader. "The gentle reader," says
he, "is the person who wants to
grow, and who turns to books as
a means of purifying his tastes,

deepening his feelings, broaden-
ing his sympathies, and enhanc-
ing his joy in life." . . . The culture
of a finer, fuller manhood is what
this reader seeks. He is looking
for the books in which the inner
meanings of nature and life are
translated into language of dis-

tinction and charm, touched with
the human personality of the
author, and embodied in forms of
permanent interest and power.
This is literature."f

When there are so many rare,

lovely books to be had, why should
time be wasted on volumes that
are a discredit to the author who
pens them? The wisdom of the
world has been salvaged through
the ages by the magic of the print-

ed page. The best minds of all

time have clothed in choice lan-

guage their greatest thoughts.
Like silent friends they stand
ready to instruct, to entertain, to

uplift us with their ripe scholar-

ship and divine inspiration.

Are we going to accept the op-

portunity of forming friendships

with these illustrious men and
women, or are we going to loiter

our time away with writers who

*"Time To Live," by Gove Hambidge,
Pub. McGraw Hill Book Co., New York.

•{•"Counsel Upon The Reading Of
Books," Preface by Henry Van Dyke,
Pub. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, Mass
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do not interpret life's meanings

truly and who view the world from

a murky bog rather than the sun-

lit mountain crest?

H. A. Overstreet, in his "Guide

To Civilized Loafing," said,

"Mental companionships, some of

the finest in the world, may be had

for the asking. I have but to lift

my hand to a bookshelf and I have

converse fit for the gods."$

Let us cultivate a literary taste

and cherish an affection for fine

books. Let us be serious, earnest

and sincere in choosing what we
shall read. We want books that

give us wholesome pleasure, books

with a high purpose, that recog-

nize moral and spiritual values,

that help us to get more joy and

beauty and permanent satisfaction

out of life. We want high adven-

ture, clean and uplifting; mystery,

suspense ; we want art, books that

we can read aloud to our chil-

dren; books that will leave us

stronger and braver, more self-re-

liant and better prepared to meet
life—and death. We want poetry,

soft singing verse that we read for

the sheer joy of its rhythmic beau-

ty. The poets are the prophets of

the race. They supply the ideals,

the vision, that will lift mankind
to the heights.

Before taking time to read ques-

tionable volumes simply because

they are popular and are widely

advertised, we should remind our-

selves that popular opinion makes
mistakes. Popular opinion cruci-

fied the Savior, martyred the

prophets, and has held up for criti-

cism and ridicule the great and the

good through the years.

The person who has a cultivat-

ed taste for good literature is prac-

tically immune to the influence of

t"A Guide To Civilized Loafing," By
H. A. Overstreet, Pub. W. W. Norton &
Co., New York.
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a bad book, but he seldom wastes
his time on this type of reading.

He chooses rather, books that

have moral significance, that

widen his horizon and enrich his

life.

I) EADING is not a habit we
can assume when we are old.

It grows with the years. The per-

son who reads the right kind of

books over a long period of time

adds growth and development and
joy to his soul.

Persons who plan their reading

and check their lists as they go,

will have no unhappy surprises

at the end of the year. A well bal-

anced list includes philosophy, fic-

tion, poetry, biography, history

and religion. Let quality rather

than quantity be your guide.

Do you seek inspiration in your
choice of books ? Do you deliber-

ately aim to read something up-

lifting every day? Are you proud
to display to your friends your
reading list for the year ?

Some persons plan to be always
reading a book and always buying
a book. As soon as one is com-
pleted they begin another. It may
take them weeks, reading at odd
moments and during empty half

hours now and then, but it is a de-

lightful and profitable diversion.

A small container labeled, "Pen-
nies For Books," will soon accu-

mulate the price of some long de-

sired volume. As soon as one is

paid for begin again. There is joy

and satisfaction in owning a few
choice books. Don't you love to

handle a well made book? Don't
vou love the feeling of the soft

leather under your fingers?

There are some books that one

touches with reverence, and some
that are as dear as old friends.

There are books that may be read

again and again.
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"Every year when the lilacs

bloom," confessed a gentle old

man, "I read Lucile again. It

grows in tenderness and beauty
with the years."

T*HE soul of man aspires to the

beautiful, the sublime, that

which is in harmony with the di-

vine. All this we shall find and
more, if we only take time to read.

There is a book for every mood.
Those who form the reading habit

and cultivate a taste for literary

values, have possessed themselves

of the key that will unlock the

treasure chest of the ages.

"Books ! Thanks be to God for the gift

of them,
The pull and the urge and the lift of

them

;

For the keen delight of the printed page,

Priceless alike to the child or the sage;

Thanks be to God for books."—Wordsworth.

The quotations are used by special

permission of the respective publishers.

Needle Point
By Nettie K. Miller

OUR day is marked by a wide-
spread revival of interest in

one of the most delicate of all

embroidery—needle point.

There is an old-world atmosphere
about needle point that is largely

responsible for its continued appeal.

It conjures up visions of stately

Chateaux and candle-lit drawing
rooms, of elegant ladies of the court

with curled and powdered wigs and
tapering jeweled fingers. History,

fancies, and romance are worked in

its very stitches, and shades of an-

cient needle women cling lovingly

to the old bits of silk and wool.

Exquisite pieces of petit point and
gros point, which upholstered the

furniture of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, were ripped off

by the dealers of greater diligence

than taste. Replaced by less faded

coverings, designed to catch the eye

of the New Aristocracy, these pieces

were flung in disregarded piles in

corners.

It may be said with perfect truth

that America is responsible for this

most interesting of rediscoveries.

Immediately after the World War,

American collectors and dealers ap-

peared, purses in ready hands, to

celebrate the wake of Continental

poverty. The discarded bundles of

needle point were shipped overseas,

then paid the compliment of a more
thoughtful observation than had
been accorded by their native land.

"MTEEDLE point has now become
the insistent demand of all who

seek exquisite furnishings and have
the wherewithal for their purchase.

Needle point, which is the general

term embracing both petit and gros

point embroidery, is the most careful

of handicrafts.

The "art" of needle point is not

so much in the detail of its execution,

troublesome and important though
that is, as in the selection, harmony
and contrast of its colors. No medi-
um, save oil, presents a greater op-
portunity for skillful and charming
coloring. It is often called needle-

work pictures, because the patterns

are taken from famous tapestries

—

as gay as the Vienna of romance.
The surface of needle point em-

broidery is divided into small units
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of color, so fine that extraordinary

blending is possible. The results are

harmonious and marvelously "pleas-

ing." The little diagonal stitch was
called "tent stitch" in England, while

in Rome, the Latin synonym for

needle point was "cushion stitch."

/~PHE contemporary amateur, who
considers needle point as a hob-

by, should be forewarned of its

difficulty. Unparalleled patience,

deftness, and good taste are requi-

sites. It is fascinating and difficult.

The linen mesh upon which it is

worked is woven into tiny open
squares of coarse thread. There are

three sizes of stitch. The large stitch,

made with wool yarn, takes up four

little strands of foundation canvas.

This is called gros point. The medi-

um size is on much finer foundation

scrim, and is worked with finer yarn

of D. M. C. mercerized cotton. It

is done with the naked eye, and is

called "petit point done with the

naked eye." Then there is "petit

point made under a magnifying

glass." It takes up only one strand

of foundation canvas, which is very

fine. It is usually made with silk

or D. M. C, only one strand of

thread being used. The real petit

point is called "petit point made un-

der glass," and contains approxi-

mately sixteen hundred stitches to

the square inch. There are, there-

fore, countless thousands of indi-

vidual operations necessary before

even the least conspicuous frame is

filled.

Because it is an embroidery and
not a frame-woven tapestry, it is

especially adapted for use upon a

surface such as a chair seat, or a

cushion, where there is constant fric-

tion or "pulling." A loomed stitch

will bunch and pull, but needle point,

because of the nature of its con-

struction, is practically impervious

to wear.

'HPHOSE eras in which it has espe-

cially flourished have been sep-

arated by wide gaps of time, but it

seems to have recurred in each with

increasing, rather than diminished,

beauty.

The literature which touches up-
on needle point is astonishingly

small. This is the more strange,

inasmuch as needle point seems to

be the oldest and most artistically

important of any of the myriad
forms of needlework. It appears

first historically in the later Roman
Empire, although its origin, like most
other things, seems to have been in

some forgotten period of the Chi-

nese Empire.

The first age in which it attained

any lasting importance was in China
during the thirteenth century. Some
of the most exquisite pieces date

from that epoch. The petit point

stitch was used almost exclusively,

and only silk, as might be expected,

was employed.

During the middle of the sixteenth

century, needle point next appeared
as a definite revival. It first became
the fashion in France, but rapidly

passed across the channel into Eng-
land.

Curiously enough, in a collection

of sixteenth century work at Devon-
shire, there is one old piece of petit

point, worn and faded with time,

in which the English rose, the Scotch
thistle, and the lily of France are

mournfully combined. A center

oval in yellow silk bears two frogs

on a well, a crown and the name
"Mary." Poor Mary of Scots ! Her
lesson on needle point from her
mother-in-law must have served her

in good stead to while away the

hours of captivity at Hardwicke.
Another piece in the collection is

signed E. S. 1590, and would indi-

cate that the Queen's jailor practiced

the stitch also. The innocent occu-
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pation later got the poor Queen in

trouble. Several chair backs being

finished, the Queen directed them
sent to the Duchesse Clery. The
municipals, from whom permission

was sought, thought the designs

represented hieroglyphics, designed

to open a correspondence with the

outside. Consequently, it was for-

bidden to allow any work done by the

Queen to leave the tower.

'^'EEDLE women turned to the

Bible for subjects, and, in many
old pieces, we come onto the familiar

figures of Adam and Eve, and Pha-
raoh's daughters finding Moses in

the rushes. Little bags were worked
in the stitch to hold the elaborately

embroidered books of the period.

Exquisite petit point handbags were
a prized possession, designed with

lyrical scenes worked out lovingly

in many rich colors.

VyHEN Mary and William of

Orange came to the throne,

the Queen was an enthusiastic needle

woman, and set to work with -her

ladies to cover the chairs of the pal-

ace with her handiwork.

She labored "with a diligence as

if she had been earning her bread

by it," according to a Bishop of the

period, who thought it a new sight

to see a Queen work so hard. When
she rode in her coach, she was al-

ways working on her frame.

The vogue for petit point con-

tinued all through the reign of the

dowdy Queen Anne. Needlework
became a veritable passion with the

fashionable ladies of the day. Sofas,

wing chairs, settees, and those little

love seats, "too large for one and
not large enough for two," covered

in petit point, were prominent in

the drawing rooms of the day.

The designs were usually done in

wool with silk introduced only for

the high lights. Often a figure group

formed the center piece. A little

gentleman and lady in the costume of

the period was done in fine petit

point, and this was surrounded by
a scroll design in a coarser stitch.

Some truly ardent devotees of the

stitch even made carpets. In 1774,
the Hon. Mrs. Boscawen writes to

a friend, "I think it curious to see

my Lady Leicester at work on a tent

stitch frame, every night by one
candle that she sets upon it, and no
spectacles. It is a carpet that she
works in shades of tent stitch." Some
of these carpets are 9 x 12 feet in

size, and represent an immense
amount of time and labor.

In France, where upholstered fur-
niture was the invariable rule, its

use as furniture covering, and as
insets, panels in secretaries, side-

boards, bell ropes, and so on, became
widespread.

With the transition of the art into

England, there came a new vitality.

The combination of gros point and
petit point was common during the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, but with
succeeding years, the petit point
stitch almost totally disappeared.

V\/TTH the close of the eighteenth

century, gros and petit point
were almost forgotten, and permit-
ted to mold into disuse. The needle-
work chairs faded day by day, and
the moth carried away a goodly share
of the fine old stitches. Then, with
the Victorian era, Berlin woolwork
became fashionable, and petit point
was done once more. Crude designs
and colors characterized the work.
The Victorian miss shook out her
curls and pouted as she tried to re-
produce the oil paintings of Landseer
or Ruben's Crucifixion, in the coarse
wool. "Mary, Queen of Scots, weep-
ing over the dying Douglas" was a
favorite subject with the ladies, who
shed sentimental tears, as they em-
broidered the touching scene. Others
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copied glaring illustrations in the

London News, and battle scenes of

the South African War, Death of

the Prince Imperial, Victoria and
Albert, and like images were pro-

duced in great number. Often a fire

screen was worked with a motto sur-

rounded with flowers. One old one
read:

"When I was young
And in my prime,

Here you may see

How I spent my time."

We are only just recovering from
the shock that these creations used

to produce, and now, tinged with

age, we class them as "amusing."

T> UT, again, needle point is at a new
height. Probably never before

has a larger audience been attracted

by its peculiar charm, and the old

aristocratic art is growing as fashion-

able as it was in bygone days. The
best class of petit point work usually

comes from France, but America
is ahead of other countries in enthu-

siasm for it, although England and
France have felt the contagion. It

has achieved the highest standard of

execution, quite comparable in every

respect with that of centuries past.

TWO BREAD RECIPES
By Christina V. Wilson

This bread can be made and baked in

three hours time. Fresh milk must be
boiled and cooled.

Whole Wheat Bread—Two Loaves
(9x5 inches)

(Mix in order given)

2 tablespoons honey
2 tablespoons Crisco or other fat

1 tablespoon and 1 teaspoon salt

1 cup boiling water
Stir well, until honey and Crisco are

melted, then add
1 cup canned milk
When luke warm, add
1 yeast cake, crumbled
23/3 cups warm water (or more, de-

pending upon flour used)

.

4 cups whole wheat flour. Beat very well

with spoon, then add
5 cups whole wheat flour

Knead well with hands, shape into

loaves, put into baking pans and let raise

one hour or until dough is Yz inch above
pans. Bake 1 hour and 10 minutes in

oven at 375 degrees.

White Bread—Two Loaves (9x5 inches)

(Mix in order given)

2 tablespoons honey
2 tablespoons Crisco or other fat

1 tablespoon salt

1 cup boiling water
Stir to melt honey and Crisco, then add
1 cup canned milk. When luke warm, add
1 yeast cake crumbled
l}/3 cup luke warm water
4 cups white flour. Beat well with spoon,

then add
4 cups white flour.

Knead well with hands. Let raise, shape

into loaves, and let raise a second time.

Bake 1 hour in oven at 375 degrees.



An Interesting Shut In
By Annateone Davis Patton

Time : Present.

Place : Living room in Rachel Davis'
home.

Characters : Rachel Davis—Grandma,
94 years of age ; Rebecca Holmes—Caller,

Sunshine Committee ; Sarah Ann Adams
—Caller, Sunshine Committee ; Lucy
Graham—Rachel's friend, a few years
younger than grandma.

Scene : As curtain goes up grandma
is seated in an old-fashioned rocker, a
large picture book on her lap. Near is a
table with books, a new quilt top, neatly

folded, a small bowl of pansies, a glass of

water, a ball of carpet rags.

A light knock is heard on street door,

at left.

Grandma: Come. (Two women
enter, members of the Sunshine
Committee. Grandma places hand
over eyes and looks closely at vis-

itors, who advance smilingly, and
hands extended in greeting.)

Rebecca: Good afternoon, Grand-
ma.

Sarah : How are you, Grandma ?

Grandma: Well, well, now this is

lovely. How do you do? Sairy

Ann and Becky. I was hoping you
would call today. I have finished

my picture book for the Primary
Hospital and Sophie made jelly

this morning. She was wishing

she had a way to send some to

Lizzie Walton. They say Lizzie

has two very pretty babies. I al-

ways did like twins. Have you
seen them yet?

Rebecca : Yes, Elizabeth was at fast

meeting Sunday and had them
blessed. They are identically alike.

Two girls born on the 17th of

March. They should be good Re-
lief Society workers.

Sarah Ann : Sister Walton told us

they are direct descendants of

Martha Knight, one of the charter

members of the Relief Society.

Grandma: Aunt Marthy was one

of the original eighteen members.
I suppose if it hadn't been for me,
my mother would have been a

charter member also ; but times

were troublesome and hard for the

faithful saints of those days. It's

no wonder babies had a way of

coming before folks were ready
for them.

Rebecca: (Laughing.) Then you
were almost an "original" Relief

Society member yourself, Grand-
ma?

Grandma: I was born at Nauvoo
on March 12, 1842. I was my
mother's youngest, and the only
one of five children to reach the

Valleys of the Mountains. She
was a widow so she and I were
very companionable. She had a

remarkable memory, often wrote
for the "Woman's Exponent."
Her right hand was twisted from
a felon she had lanced when they
were at Winter Quarters so it was
difficult for her to write. I wrote
the articles for her. I did not
know shorthand or typing—they
weren't even invented yet. I

wrote a fairly good hand. Sister

Wells said it was plain and easy to

read. Mother's unusual memory
for detail, her description, and dic-

tion so clear made it almost seem
that I had experienced the actual

events she told of.

Sarah Ann : Then your mother
knew the sisters that met with the

Prophet and Elders Willard Rich-
ards, and John Taylor to organize

the first Relief Society.

Grandma: Oh, yes, mother said

that although Nauvoo was a thriv-

ing, clean, new, beautiful city, and
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soon became the largest city in the

state of Illinois, there were many-

poor people there because in the

mobbing many families had lost

all worldly effects. Many homes
were broken by the death of a fa-

ther who had been killed by the

mob. Then poor converts were
constantly streaming in from the

Mission field. The women were
eager to help but from time to

time cases of poverty, sickness,

want, homesickness, and apostasy

were discovered. The sisters felt

if they were organized much need-

less suffering could be eliminated.

They heard of a group of women
who had banded together to help

fugitive slaves and had accom-

plished much good.

There were interest groups in

Nauvoo—just as there are inter-

est groups anywhere. The Heber
Kimballs, and the John Taylors

had pianos; those that loved to

sing met there for "singing meet-

ing." There were also "reading

meetings," "sewing meetings,"

"candle makin' meetings," and all

kinds of meetings. So why not

meetings to relieve distress, or

help on the temple whose walls

were rising higher each day. The
women could serve hot meals to

the men that donated their time,

weave and mend for their fam-
ilies. Elvira Coles, who became
the first treasurer of the Relief

Society, bent her arm at the el-

bow and said, "I can carry water

for the masons, I'm so strong."

Everyone laughed. It was re-

freshing to hear some boast of

health. There had been so much
sickness.

Sarah Ann : Conditions must have

been terrible. Why the other

night little Jean was preparing a

paper for junior genealogical

meeting and she read how the

saints at Nauvoo suffered from
cholera and winter fever.

Rebecca : Naturally the people's re-

sistance to disease was lowered.

Just think, in twelve short years

they had been driven from Pal-

myra, New York to Kirtland,

Ohio ; from Kirtland, Ohio, to

Jackson County, Missouri, and
from Jackson County back into

Illinois. And in three years the

city had become the largest and
most beautiful city in the state.

Sarah Ann : Think of it ! That
much moving and persecution in

twelve short years.

Grandma : Yet Nauvoo was a crisp,

busy, new town just three years

old. There were stores, homes,
meeting houses, and a temple with

walls rising higher each day; be-

sides that they owned a steam-

boat on the Mississippi. The
Prophet's boat was called "The
Maid of Iowa."

Rebecca: The fact that women
could become organized in that day
has always been a marvel to me.
Women could not enter the col-

leges. A married woman had no
legal status ; she could not hold
property, she could not use her
own earning without the consent
of her husband ; she could not act

as guardian and control the person
or property of her children; she

could not under any circumstance

secure a divorce.

Sarah Ann : The Prophet just called

the women together and organ-
ized them, didn't he?

Grandma : No, not exactly that. The
women had felt the need of or-

ganization to accomplish results

they desired, both spiritual and
temporal, so they met in Aunt
Sairy Kimball's parlor one after-

noon and discussed plans for

formulating such an organization.

Eliza R. Snow wrote a set of by-
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laws that encompassed the ideals

and objectives of the group. La-
ter they submitted these by-laws

to the Prophet for counsel and
approval. Shortly afterward he

called together eighteen of the

leading women of Nauvoo—let's

see now, there was : Emma Smith,

Sarah M. Cleveland, Phoebe Ann
Hawkes, Elizabeth Jones, Sophia

Packard, Philinda Merrick, Mar-
tha Knight, Desdemona Fulmer,

Elizabeth Ann Whitney, Leonora
Taylor, Bathsheba Smith, Phoebe
Wheeler, Elvira Coles, Margaret

Cook, Sarah M. Kimball, Eliza

R. Snow, Sophia Robinson and
Sophia Marks.

They met in the Lodge Room
over the brick store which stood

on the Joseph Smith homestead
in Nauvoo on March 17, 1842.

The Prophet received them kind-

ly, told them he had been con-

sidering for some time organ-

izing the women. His plan for

the organization was more com-
prehensive and far greater than

the sisters had even imagined.

Those present realized that he was
inspired of God to instruct them
as he did. They opened the meet-

ing by singing "The Spirit of

God Like a Fire Is Burning."

John Taylor offered the opening

prayer. Emma Smith was chosen

president. Emma was a queenly

woman, stately, and dignified, her

soft dark hair parted in the mid-

dle. She wore a lavender dress,

lavender was her favorite color,

and spotless white apron. She
was a Hale before she married,

one of the Pennsylvania Hales.

She was not at all visionary, very

sympathetic and fair—in every

way a leader.

Sarah Ann : Sarah M. Cleveland

was first counselor, wasn't she?

Grandma : Yes, Sister Cleveland

was the first counselor. She lived

right across the street from the

Prophet. She and Emma Smith
were like sisters. When the Saints

were driven out of Missouri in

the spring of 1839, Emma Smith
and her children were cared for

and given shelter by the Cleve-

lands until Joseph was released

from prison. After coming to

Nauvoo the Prophet wrote to the

Clevelands saying he had selected

them a lot near him and Emma.
Sarah Cleveland was practical,

ambitious, quick, and kind.

Rebecca: Elizabeth Ann Whitney
was second counselor?

Grandma: Yes. She was older

than either Sister Emma or Sister

Kimball ; more talkative and eag-

er to show her friendliness. She

came to Ohio from New England

when a young girl. Here she met
Newel K. Whitney, a wealthy

young trader of the Great Lakes

region whom she later married.

Newel and Elizabeth Ann Whit-
ney were living in Kirtland when
the Prophet Joseph first came to

that place. As the Prophet step-

ped from the sleigh, he extended

his hand and said, "Newel K.

Whitney, thou art the man."

Brother Whitney recognized the

Prophet from a dream he had

had of him. Newel K. Whitney
had an experience similar to Cap-

tain John Smith. An Indian girl

named Modlena saved Brother

Whitney's life when he was cap-

tured by the Indians. The Whit-
neys named their daughter Mod-
lena for this heroine.

Sister Whitney was always

proud of the fact that she was
the first to entertain Brother Jo-

seph when he came to Kirtland.

She was a very pretty woman,
had a beautiful voice. She and

Zina Huntington and the Par-
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tridge girls were the great sing-

ers of those days and sang at the

early Relief Society meetings.

Then there was Eliza R. Snow
the first secretary. She was a

vivid, dark-eyed, sensitive wom-
an with a spiritual face. She
knew the hearts of people. None
other had such a gift of beauti-

ful, lucid literary expression.

Her verse was her sermon and
song. No wonder she became poet

laureate of the Church.

Lenora Taylor, wife of John
Taylor was one of the most beau-

tiful women of Nauvoo. She was
the daughter of Captain Cannon
of the Isle of Man. She and
Brother Taylor embraced the Gos-
pel in Canada and moved to Kirt-

land.

Then there was Sophia Pack-
ard; she had been Sophia Bundy
before she married. She was one
of the Massachusetts Bundys, a

very quiet woman, rather inclined

to boast of her husband's accom-
plishments than her own. Brother
Packard walked fifteen thousand
miles in his missionary labors.

Philinda Merrick was a widow.
Her husband was killed in Mis-
souri. Brigham Young had help-

ed her to move to Nauvoo. She
often told of the first meeting of

the Relief Society and how Emma
Smith had urged the women pres-

ent to give her their sewing and
to be prompt with their pay-
ments, reminding them "Sister

Merrick is a widow." "We must
help the widows." In fact, char-

ity was the theme of that meeting.

That very day was found an open
Bible on the pulpit with this verse

written on a small piece of paper

:

"O, Lord, help our widows and father-

less children, Amen.
So Mote it be.

With the Sword and word of truth
defend thou them,

So Mote it be."

A charity donation was taken

at the first meeting. The Prophet
gave a $5.00 gold piece, saying,

"Hereafter, what I do for char-

ity, I shall give through this so-

ciety." He impressed upon them
the meaning of their name—the

Relief Society. The first order
of business after officers were se-

lected was choosing a name. John
Taylor suggested the Nauvoo
Benevolent Society.

Sarah Ann : Why didn't they take

that name?

Grandma : It didn't seem to have
a meaning for their work. Sarah
Cleveland suggested the name,
Nauvoo Female Relief Society,

which name was chosen. The
Prophet instructed them to con-

duct their meetings according to

Parliamentary rules, to admit

members by vote only ; to be mer-
ciful one to another; to be pure
in heart; to keep confidences sa-

cred. He begged them to care for

the sick, the poor, the unfortu-

nate, and the downcast. He said,

"This society should not only re-

lieve the poor but it should save

souls." "If you live up to your
privileges the angels can not be
restrained from being your as-

sociates. I now turn the key for

you in the name of God and this

society shall rejoice. Knowledge
and intelligence shall flow down
from this time. If you would
that God have mercy on you, have
mercy one upon another."

Sarah Ann : The Society grew quite

rapidly, didn't it?

(A bell rings outside. Enter Mrs.

Lucy Graham, carrying a small

work bag. Comes and shakes

hands with Grandma Davis and

the twc younger women.)
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Sister Graham: How are you, Ra-
chel?

Grandma: Better than well—and

you, Lucy?

Sister Graham : So well, I certainly

enjoy riding and I am so spoiled

by my grandchildren, I seldom

stay home any more. If Burt gets

his aviator's license I'm going up
some Saturday afternoon. See

if I don't. (All laugh.)

Rebecca: You are braver than I

am.

Sarah Ann: We have been reliv-

ing the organization of the Relief

Society this afternoon. We were

just thinking how wonderful it

was that the organization could

have come forth in its complete-

ness at the time it did.

Sister Davis : Tap Aunt Lucy. She
is a veritable historic fountain

when it comes to Church Auxil-
iary organizations.

Aunt Lucy : I should be. I had the

privilege of working with Sister

Eliza Snow.

Sarah Ann : I was asking how rap-

idly the Relief Society grew ?

Aunt Lucy: It started with eight-

een charter members. During the

first year the membership grew
to 1,179. Once two hundred wo-
men joined in one day. They held

eighteen meetings that first year,

sixteen meetings were held the

second year. The enrollment had
grown to 2,341. The last meeting
was held March 16, 1844. The un-

settled conditions, the martyrdom,
and the apparent exodus made it

necessary to suspend activities as

a group although separated into

different companies they carried

the spirit of their work through

the journey over the prairies,

plains and mountains, and admin-
istered to the sick along the way
at Sugar Creek, Garden Grove,

Mt. Pisgah and Winter Quarters

and in the Pioneer settlements.

The organization had prepared

them to be obedient, the lack of

which caused so many emigrants

on the emigrant trail to fare illy

in the move to the West.

Rebecca : I never before valued the

Relief Society, or knew its rela-

tionship to the development of

Pioneer life.

Grandma: In 1854, about ten years

after the organization, a group
met in the old Social Hall and
held a meeting. This group was
the forerunner of ward organiza-

tions. Things got started once

more, in an orderly fashion.

Aunt Lucy : When Johnston's army
came and the body of the Church
moved south, meetings were sus-

pended again for several years.

In 1866 President Young recom-

mended the organization of Relief

Societies in all wards and branch-

es of the Church. He chose Eliza

R. Snow as President of the Lat-

ter-day Saints Women's organiza-

tions.

Grandma: The Woman's Exponent
was first issued in 1872 and Sis-

ter Eliza is mentioned in that is-

sue as the president of the entire

Female Relief Societies in the

Church. After 1866 the growth
was rapid and constant, and the

wards were soon organized into

stakes. The first one being the

Union of the Relief Societies of

Weber County.

Aunt Lucy : Today there are more
than 1700 ward organizations, 118

stakes and 35 missions, with a gen-

eral board of twenty-three mem-
bers, and a membership of over

73,000. They have been leaders

in all great social and reform
movements, and kept up their be-

nevolent work as well.
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Grandma: Aside from the charity

work they were early affiliated

with the National Women's coun-
cil, the Suffrage and the Temper-
ance movement, engaged in the

silk industry, and the storing of

wheat, against drought or famine.

For forty-two years they main-
tained this wheat fund. During
the World War when the United
States called upon them for wheat
the Relief Society had 200,000
bushels to turn over to the offi-

cials in Washington, D. C. The
interest from this money is spent
for public health.

Rebecca: Well, did the wheat just

lie idle all those years till the
war came?

Aunt Lucy : O, my, no. They loan-

ed it out for seed to poor people,

gave wheat where crops had
failed, once sent a carload of wheat
to famine sufferers in China. At
the time of the San Francisco
earthquake and fire, a carload was
sent to San Francisco.

Sarah Ann: The Relief Society is

the only church auxiliary that is

legally incorporated, isn't it?

Aunt Lucy: That does not change
its status as a church auxiliary.

That was necessary because of its

holdings.

Rebecca: I appreciate the charity

work, hospital work, wheat fund,

silk industry and affiliating with

the National Women's council,

but to my mind the most compre-
hensive thing is its program of

adult education—its theology, lit-

erature, sociology, art and music,

closely approaches a university

course.

Grandma: The Relief Society is

the Alma Mater of many a Mor-
mon woman. When she can no
longer go out to the meeting the

visiting teacher and sunshine com-
mittee bring it to her.

Aunt Lucy : I never knew how
lovely the Proverbs were until the

visiting teachers gave their topics

this winter.

Grandma: The teachers were so

well prepared, I just looked for-

ward to their calls.

Rebecca : We must go now. I fear

we have stayed too long.

Aunt Lucy : Well, it was a two-in-

one visit anyway.
Sarah Ann : It's been a most prof-

itable visit to me. Frank is driv-

ing to Washington, D. C, this

summer. I shall stop in Illinois

and see the monument erected on
the spot where the Relief Society

was organized. I have a better

understanding of its history be-

cause of this visit (All shake
hands, preparatory to leaving.)

Rebecca: (Shaking hands with

Grandma. ) Be sure to tune in for

the "Singing Mothers," Sunday
afternoon. Bessie has a solo.

(Sarah and Rebecca leave by the

street door, and call back, "good-
by") (Grandma takes quilt top

from table at her left.)

Lucy: Rachel, we don't need to

worry about the future of the Re-
lief Society for the next ninety-

four years, as long as Becky
Holmes and Sarah Ann Adams
are in the harness.

Grandma: There's so much of vital

interest to young mothers. It

would be unfortunate if they were
not interested. Say, Lucy, I'm

goin' to give this quilt to Sister

Philpott for Libby Ricks.

Aunt Lucy: That's right. The best

way to encourage Libby to keep

house is to give her something to

do it with, even if she does live

in an auto camp. That's a pretty

quilt, Rachel.

(Curtain falls as Aunt Lucy and

Grandma are discussing designs

for quilting.)



The Institute at the University of Wyoming
as it appears to an outsider

By Lorene Pearson

TO express what the L. D. S.

Institute at the University
of Wyoming means to one

who is not a member of the

Church may appear, on the sur-

face, to have little value ; and yet,

I believe this project to be a com-
munity affair in a very real sense,

the concern, in fact, of all who
are interested in the welfare of

young people. It has demon-
strated what may be done for the

individual student through intel-

ligent guidance—courses in the
history of religion, and personal
advice from a Director fitted for

the task; and it has shown what
may be done to develop the co-

operative spirit on a most heter-

ogeneous campus.

Three years ago very few peo-
ple in Laramie were aware that

Mormons lived here, and if

they did know they had no
idea what the Church really

stood for. This was no reflec-

tion on the local Branch; rather
it was a compliment to the fore-

sight of the President, Mr. A. E.

Bowman and his enthusiastic part-

ner in the venture, that they real-

ized the need of a concrete sym-
bol of their faith. No group can
make itself felt in a community
without a building, an institution

;

this is particularly true in a Uni-
versity town where the popula-
tion is constantly in flux. Know-
ing this, the local members, par-
ticularly the leaders, devoted ten
years of unremitting effort to
make the beautiful native stone
structure a reality. Theirs was the
pioneering, the hardships, that,

only as they are ended, become
known. As one man said to me,
"I didn't even know there were
any Mormons in Laramie, and
suddenly they spring up all over
the town." He was exaggerating,
of course, and yet the importance
of the Church has increased one-
hundred fold with the building of

the Institute.

It is a worthy monument to the
zeal of the local Branch and to

the response of the Church in an-
swer to their need. Not only does
the building afford ample facilities

for many phases of activity with
chapel, lecture hall, library, ball-

room, two club-rooms and recep-
tion room, but it is also one of the
best designed and most artistical-

ly decorated places in Laramie. It

is with this second phase, the con-
struction of the Institute, that the

first Director, Mr. J. Wyley Ses-

sions, had so much to do; he, with
his charming, capable wife,

brought culture and taste to the
institution in the choice of furn-

ishings ; and, keenly aware of the
awakening interest in the commu-
nity, they fostered the fine social

feeling that has developed. Theirs
was the period of introducing to

outsiders the aims and ideals of

the Latter-day Saints, and they
achieved this most successfully.

And now the present Director,

Dr. Daryl Chase, has inaugurated

yet another phase in the develop-

ment of the organization. He has
emphasized the necessity of schol-

arship, knowing, as he does, that

human relationships are endlessly

inter-related — between the
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Church and the secular world as

well as within the Church itself

—and that learning overcomes all

barriers. The Institute, under
his guidance, has become an in-

tegral part of the community,

—

it has achieved the cooperative
spirit.

This attainment, of course, is

most noticeable within the group
itself; every individual, whether
a member of the Branch or a stu-

dent at the University, obviously

knows himself to be a necessary

part of the Institute ; whatever he
is doing—planting the lawn, pre-

paring a lesson for Sunday school,

or showing visitors through the

building—he feels responsibility

in making the project a success.

HPHIS manifestation is not, of

course, an accidental thing; it

has roots deep in the creative past

of the Church ; the leaders have al-

ways realized the need for more
complex integration as the

Church expanded. And now that

the present generation finds itself

increasingly in secular society

—

even as the early Christian Church
through the missions of Paul
found itself no longer an isolated

institution—organizations are be-

ing established to meet the new
need. The first supplement to pub-
lic education were the Primary
Associations ; then the Junior
Seminaries followed by High
School Seminaries, and, since 1926

the Institutes which are designed
to augment the teaching of the col-

leges and universities in states ad-

joining Utah.

"pROM the very first inception of

the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints there was real-

ization that the whole man was
not only the happiest man, but
the most helpful to others, and

that therefore man's experiences
must be unified—all his experi-

ences, secular, sectarian, spiritual

and physical ; and, knowing that

religion may play the important
part in this significant task, pro-
vision, in the form of organiza-
tions, was made. How real a need
there was for a unifying agent on
the campus at Laramie, could only
too well be told by members of

the Branch, or anyone else inter-

ested in students. Mr. Bowman
and Mr. Quayle did what they
could by holding meetings in their

homes, but no amount of effort

could overcome the inadequacy of

space, the time at their disposal.

I have known L. D. S. students,

and others as well, who came
down here to school, and who,
because there was no organized
effort to aid their adjustment, be-

came one-sided in their outlook.

These students, for the most part,

came from small communities,
rudimentary, not unlike pioneer

communities ; and these young
people had not had the profound
experience of their elders in help-

ing to build these towns; then,

suddenly they came in contact

with a multitude of viewpoints.

Either of two reactions was very
likely to occur—both undesirable

:

one student might decide that he
had been deluded all his life (a

common reaction to a superficial

introduction to the sciences) and
deny completely all that he had
learned as a child; another might
take these new ideas as a personal
insult to himself or his family,

and, without examining them
further, close his mind completely.

Of course, neither of them delved
deeply enough into science or he
would have perceived that it, also,

is in a formative stage, groping to-

wards truth, even as the human
spirit. The danger of the lack of
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guidance in this critical period,

lies in the probability that once
having left the classroom the stu-

dent, for a number of reasons, sel-

dom continues his inquiry into the
nature of things far enough to

work out his salvation for him-
self. His religious education did

not keep pace with his secular ed-
ucation and there was no one to

effectively integrate the conflict.

Not that these college students
themselves were particularly con-
scious of what they lacked, al-

though the more acute sensed it.

It was the parents, as Mr. Quayle
has said, who wanted their chil-

dren to come back to them ma-
tured, not one-sided. These par-

ents, who had gone through de-

privations for the sake of their

faith, knew the price and the re-

ward of unification. But Mr. Bow-
man knew that it was a different

process from that which served

for the parents, and he and Mr.
Quayle worked unceasingly to get

a hearing before the Education
Board of the Church, the Presi-

dent of the University of Wyo-
ming, even before President Grant
himself. The Church saw the
need; for essentially, it is but the

parent "writ large" in this case.

CO now, the individual student

—

the leader of tomorrow—is

able to attain perspective and bal-

ance if he wishes : admirable
courses are offered in general re-

ligion as well as in Mormonism

;

the Director is a particularly able
person to guide in this adjustment.

And the Institute is a building of

which he may be proud ; it gives
him the feeling that his group is

an important part of the commu-
nity ; he feels a collective pride in

this. And when outsiders ask him
"what is Mormonism that knows
the needs of its young people in

the most critical period of life?"

he extends a friendly hand and in-

troduces them to the hospitality

of the Institute.

TO THE DAUGHTER OF A PIONEER
By Claire Stewart Boyer

O if the daughter of a pioneer
Can treasure such a homespun loveliness,

And pass it into lives she holds most dear
Without the loss of its bright stateliness,

Then can a heritage of thought and way
Be greater than the lands of homestead pride,

And sons and daughters in a future day
Will need no fairer, no diviner guide.

For in their quest, the fervent, sythnic beat
Of your nobility will shape their goals

;

It will be music for their eager feet;

It will be power for their yearning souls.

And through the years your homespun loveliness

Will weave a broidery of deep content
;

Each dawn will be your signal tenderness,

Each night of stars the truth your words have lent.

O if the daughter of a pioneer

Can leave this boon to her posterity,

Then can she raise her eyes to God in praise,'

For this, her share in immortality.



Notes from the Field

Julia A. F. Lund—General Secretary

WINNEMUCCA BRANCH RELIEF SOCIETY, CALIFORNIA MISSION

California Mission

~P\ELIGHTFUL news comes in

from the branches of the Cali-

fornia Mission. Annual Day,
March 17, was appropriately cele-

brated in the organizations of this

extensive Mission. The Winne-
mucca Branch celebration included
a beautiful pageant as one of the

features of a delightful program.
The Elko Branch Relief Society

reports a very fine spirit in the work
of the organization. It reflects the

missionary spirit and the friendliness

of Relief Society mingling with
other groups. The literature lessons

have been particularly interesting

and have attracted many women not
of the faith. The fine lessons carried

in the Magazine are a great element
in increasing the subscriptions. Dur-
ing the year there have been many

events which have given a fine op-

portunity for missionary work.
Among these was the anniversary

celebration where a fine program was
presented in which the activities and
educational advantages of Relief So-
ciety were stressed, and the delight-

ful event was concluded with a

luncheon served to more than eighty

people.

Western States Mission

A MONG the Mission reorganiza-

tions of last Spring is that of

the Western States Mission. We
cannot do justice to the splendid ac-

tivities of Relief Society under the

very capable leadership of Sister

Winnifred B. Daynes. The monthly
digest for May, 1937, of the West-
ern States Mission is dedicated to

President and Sister Daynes. The
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keynote of the digest is that "Friend-

ship is the creation of the divine, it

stirs our emotions, stimulates our

heart strings, promotes loftiness of

ideals, and radiates an atmosphere

of true nobility."

Under the leadership of President

and Sister Daynes, a very gratify-

ing increase in all things in the mis-

sion is shown—the number of bap-

tisms, the creation of new organiza-

tions, and the Relief Society is espe-

cially fortunate in the splendid work
done within its organizations. Sister

Daynes has devoted so much of her

rich talent and time to furthering the

wonderful work. As the digest says

:

"The lives of the Saints and investi-

gators of the Church have been
brought to a fuller knowledge and
appreciation of the Gospel."

Canadian Mission

UROM our Canadian Mission

comes a very delightful report

of the entire year's work, showing
the close touch established by Sister

Alice R. Rich with the Relief So-

ciety organizations of this Mission.

Some of the phases of Relief So-

ciety work, viz., that of Work and
Business, which have been difficult

in the past to put over, has received

special attention during this year,

and the women have shown great

interest in the program of activities.

The collecting of used clothing and
its renovation and the making of

new articles for families in need, has

been orte accomplishment. Many
bazaars were held and luncheons

served adding greatly to funds for

the needs of the organization. The
program of self-help as suggested

through the Relief Society is par-

ticularly valuable to many of the

mothers with little children who have
not been taught how to sew, and it

is a very fine piece of work to teach

these sisters to do their sewing and
go far toward helping themselves.

The educational program has been
very popular with the sisters. The
Relief Society lessons are a wonder-
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TORONTO BRANCH RELIEF
SOCIETY, CANADIAN

MISSION

ful aid in broadening the vision and
strengthening the women to do their

part. There have been some group
conventions held, at which time some
of the messages from the General

Conference have been put over, and
these have been a great inspiration

to the sisters, for "they are at heart

true Latter-day Saints and are mak-
ing heroic efforts to live up to the

traditions of the Gospel." Sister

Rich states the Relief Society Mag-
azine is a great aid, as is the Bulletin,

also, in helping to accomplish the

educational work.
In Toronto in all the educational

and practical phases of Relief So-

ciety work the social spirit is not

forgotten, and we feel that some
very excellent missionary work is

done through this medium.

Northern States Mission

pROM the Northern States Mis-

sion in May came a beautiful

Bulletin with the cover design a

picture of Sister Augusta W. Grant,

and the following lovely message
from Sister Grant we feel every

Relief Society sister should read

:

"I am happy to send a greeting to

the Relief Society sisters of the

Northern States Mission. Among
our several Church auxiliary organi-

zations, there is none in my opinion

more important in its scope or more
beneficial in its results, both to its

members and those whose lives it

touches beyond the organization than

the Relief Society.

"Worthwhile as your organization

has been ever since its inception,

there was never a time when it was
more needed than now. May you
all be inspired to do your part in

the great security program of our
Church. The eyes of the world are

upon us, but with such workers as

are to be found in the Relief Society

we will not fail. And from the lives

of service which you live may joy,

and peace come to you all. Sincerely

your sister, Augusta W. Grant."

(Wife of President Heber J.

Grant.)

President May G. Hinckley of

the Mission is to be congratulated

on the very able manner in which
she is carrying on the Relief Society

work. A summary of the Bulletin

indicates a fine suggestive program
for summer-time activities and a

fine account of the Daughters' Day
Celebration, not forgetting the mes-
sage of Relief Society to all its mem-
ber organizations to do fitting honor
to the Constitution of the United
States. Loyalty to this great country

of ours is one of the strong appeals

that can be made to our women, and
a feeling of gratitude for our great

blessings, encouraged through this

study. There is a very fine appeal

to the Magazine Agents, and a por-

tion of the space in the Bulletin is

given to a review of the General
Relief Society Conference held in
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Salt Lake City April 2 and 3 of

this year. Altogether the Bulletin

is a most inspirational message to

the sisters and we feel does much to

stimulate them to rise to all the op-
portunities offered through Relief

Society.

Eastern States Mission
pROM Sister Grace S. Colton, of

the Eastern States Mission
comes a very beautiful report of the

many activities of Relief Society.

To quote Sister Colton: "Reports
from the Mission Relief Societies

of this Mission coming in to me have
certainly made me rejoice. This year
these organizations have accomp-
lished more than any previous year
since I have been working with them.
They seem now to be eager to have
their organization one of the best."

An interesting account in detail

of the educational program, includ-

ing the Scripture reading Project is

reported. Daughters' Day met with
a very enthusiastic response in

Washington, D. C. We feel that the

following, which was furnished by
Sister Colton, is so concrete and
clear a demonstration of the way
this beautiful custom may be put
into our organization, that we pub-
lish the account of it. The regular
program was entirely carried out by
the daughters.

"The literary lesson for April of
the Washington Branch of the Re-
lief Society, was held in the audi-
torium of the L. D. S. Chapel, and

was a continuation of the fascinat-

ing study of Carl Sandburg's 'Abra-
ham Lincoln.'

"Introducing M o t h e r s' and
Daughters' Day, Mrs. Vera S. King
read a delightful poem, written by
Ann Jarvis, entitled 'Parents.'

"Gladys Stewart Bennion had
charge of the program. Eight young
daughters of Relief Society mem-
bers participated in presenting a
charmingly unique resume of the
Life of Lincoln; material selected

from Mrs. Bennion's thesis: 'The
Lincoln Motif in Modern Liter-

ature.'

"Marjorie Willey discussed 'Lin-

coln the Man,' concluding with an
original copy of Edwin Markham's
'Lincoln the Commoner.' Ruth Hales
touched delightfully upon Lincoln's
humor; Renee Overlade took the
subject: 'Lincoln and Depression,'
while Lucy Beth Cardon emphasized
his oratory and qualities that made
Lincoln an artist. Barbara Bennion
used Lincoln's quotations as a means
of interpreting his philosophy, reli-

gion and statesmanship. Evelyn
Iverson gave an excellent reading
of Mrs. Bennion's story of Lincoln
entitled : 'A Stranger at the Cross
Roads.' This story suggests what
is^ meant by the Lincoln Motif in

Literature.

"The musical numbers were
'America the Beautiful,' 'Lincoln,' by
Marian Mitchell, from a volume of
Churchill gems, and 'America'."
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Editorials

Happiness

"Man is that he might have joy."

TN a day when people were taught

that it was unseemly to be joyous,

that the blinds should remain drawn
to exclude the sunlight on the Sab-

bath, that laughter desecrated the

Lord's Day, and that if one were
happy one day he would be miser-

able the next, came the message,

"Man is that he might have joy."

So the restored Gospel emphasizes

the importance of being cheerful,

of living a happy life. The founda-

tion stone of happiness is trust in

God, for calmness, peace, and cheer

come to those who trust in the over-

ruling providence of the Father.

Again and again was this empha-
sized in the lives of the Pioneers.

No hardships were too difficult, no
journey too long, no sorrow too

poignant, but what they could relax

and be happy in their hope, in their

recreation, in their absolute trust.

One day a pioneer mother was tell-

ing her daughter of the time when

flour was so scarce and when their

homes were left ready to be burned
at the coming of Johnston's army.

Her daughter asked, "Didn't you
feel terrible?" "I was never hap-

pier in my life," she replied. She
like Paul had learned the philosophy

that underlies happiness. He said,

"I have learned in whatsoever state

I am, therewith to be content." So
when he was persecuted or in prison,

or beaten, there was a peace, a hap-

piness that only those who trust in

the Lord can feel or understand.

The loving Father intended we
should be happy. A noted Doctor
has said, "Human life was intended

for happiness. If we are not happy,

we are using life wrong. Happiness
is found in the midst of poverty;

happiness has resisted years of un-

just misunderstandings. If one is

not happy he wrongly blames life

;

he should scrutinize more deeply his

use of it. Parents, teachers, friends,

servants, the having or having not,

the obtaining or failing, these cannot
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make us happy or unhappy save as

we determine. Just in so far as we
succeed in crowding fourteen hours

of happiness into our day, * * *

have we succeeded in the business of

living."

A friend once asked Hayden why
his church music was always so full

of gladness. He replied, "I cannot

make it otherwise. I write accord-

ing to the thoughts I feel ; when I

think upon my God, my heart is so

full of joy, that the notes leap from
my pen; and since God has given

me a cheerful heart, it will be par-

doned me that I serve him with a

cheerful spirit." Commenting on
this Van Dyke says, "Pardoned?
Nay it will be praised and rewarded.

For God looks with approval and
man turns with gratitude to every-

one who shows by a cheerful life

that religion is a blessing for this

world and the next." Happiness is

vital to our well being. The wise

man says, "A merry heart doeth

good like a medicine." And Christ's

reiterated message is, "Be of good
cheer."

-T)R. DE SCHWEINITZ in his
"^ volume "The Art Of Helping

People Out Of Trouble" shows the

virtue of "wearing the mask of hap-

piness." He tells a story related by
Lafcadio Hearn in his Japanese let-

ters, who had a cook who ever wore
a smiling, healthy, rather pleasing

face. One day, however, as he
looked through a little hole in the

shoji and saw the cook alone, he
noted that his face did not look

the same. "It was thin and drawn
and showed queer lines worn by old

hardship." As he went in the room,
again his cook's face looked young
and happy, and he said "He wears
the mask of happiness as an eti-

quette."

T-JOW glorious is the attitude of

George Bernard Shaw who
looks joyously forward. He says,

"I want to be thoroughly used up
when I die, for the harder I work
the more I live. I rejoice in life for

its own sake. Life is no 'brief

candle' for me. It is a sort of

splendid torch, which I have got hold

of for the moment, and I want to

make it burn as brightly as possible

before handing it on to future gen-

erations."

We were surprised to read recently

in an article by a well-known writer,

"Marriage humanly speaking is a

job. Happiness or unhappiness has

nothing to do with it." We think

happiness or unhappiness has very

much to do with the success or fail-

ure of the marital tie. Unhappiness
depresses, brings illness and a feel-

ing of futility in its wake. Happi-
ness brings health and power of

achievement. No marriage can suc-

ceed where unhappiness is a frequent

visitor or where it abides continu-

ally.

In order to be happy avoid melan-

choly and self-pity. Some dwell on
one loss and forget the many treas-

ures they possess. Jacob is not the

only one who mourns unduly over

the loss of loved ones. "Joseph is

not and Simeon is not and ye will

take Benjamin also," cried the

mourning Patriarch. "All these

things are against me. If I am
bereft of my children ye will bring

down my gray hairs in sorrow to

the grave."

/~pHE effect of the Gospel message

is shown when death comes.

Instead of putting on the habilament

of woe and gloom, people are now
wearing their bright clothes. In-

stead of isolating themselves, they

are carrying on their duties with

smiling faces.

There is much more to the phil-

osophy of happiness than appears on

the surface. Dr. Link says, "As
personality expands our happiness
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also expands," while Emerson says

that happiness is a perfume you can-

not pour on others without getting

a few drops on yourself.

While the dictionary says that

mental and moral health and free-

dom from irksome cares are the nor-

mal conditions for happiness, many

who are beset with trouble, because

of their faith in God and their

trust in His all-wise providence,

move serenely through the ills of

life "believing them masked joys."
Happiness is vital to our well being
and while it is effected by outward
things, its source is ever within.

Some Helpful Suggestions

A/TRS. EFFIE S. BARROWS of

the Utah Agricultural College

in speaking to Work and Business

leaders of Relief Society in Provo
gave some most helpful suggestions,

which, if carried out, will contribute

to the success of this day in our or-

ganization.

The first thing she emphasized
was punctuality—start and stop on
time.

Second, orderly surroundings. Do
not have a blackboard with a lot of

writing on it before the people so

they will look and be wondering
when the inscription on it was used
and what it was for. Do not have
a lot of handwork heaped up on the

table. People will wonder when you
are going to show it and that it will

take too long if you are going to talk

about all of it. If you are going
to have an exhibit of work, have it

in a different room than the lecture

hall.

Third, familiarity with the sub-
ject, know what you are going to

say and be converted to it.

Fourth, be sure the things you
teach will be useful in the home.
She urged that less fine stitching be
put on quilts that are for warmth.

She said that when they are so

closely stitched they are compressed
together so that there is less warmth
in them.

Fifth, tell what you are going to

tell them, tell or develop it, and tell

what you have told them.
Sixth, have something to show or

illustrate what you are emphasizing,

but do not pass it around while you
are giving your talk, otherwise you
lose your people.

Seventh, do not attempt to do too

much at one session. Leave the

group feeling that the subject has
not been exhausted.

She urged that each kitchen have
a rest and business center, or a

home brain center. She demonstrated
how feasible this is in practically

every kitchen. Packing boxes may
be made into a desk, or if there

isn't room for this, a board with

hinges that can be raised and lower-

ed may be used. Then women
could have their writing material

in the kitchen and could watch the

cooking. This would save much
burning, and many more things
could thus be accomplished. She
pointed out the desirability of hav-
ing a telephone, a little radio and
a clock on this desk.

c^^^^o



Lesson Department

Theology and Testimony

Lesson III

A Supreme Rule of Life—the Law of Brotherhood

Helpful References

In the New Testament—Matthew
5:39-48; 6:1-4; 7:1-5, 12; 9:10-13

18:1-15, 21-35; 22:35-39; 23:1-12

Mark 8:36, 37; Luke 10:29-36; 15

Romans 12:10-21; James 1:27.

In the Book of Mormon—Mosiah
2:12-19; 4:13-30.

In the Doctrine and Covenants

—

Sec. 4:3-6; 38:24,25, 34, 35.

Smith

—

Gospel Doctrine, Chapter
18.

Talmage — Articles of Faith,

Chapter 24.

Rail

—

The Teachings of Jesus,

Chapters 10, 11.

1. The Law of Brotherhood One
of the Supreme Values.—In Christ's

day as in our own—in fact in every

age of the world, men have asked
what the largest and greatest things

are, whether physical or spiritual.

We are prone to ask which is the

highest mountain, the tallest build-

ing, the longest bridge, and what not.

Similarly, in the realm of spiritual

values we ask which are greatest.

In this lesson it is our purpose to

examine Christ's teaching respecting

the supreme value of the brother-

hood of man.
2. On a certain occasion a lawyer

asked the Savior a question. "Mas-
ter," said he, "which is the greatest

commandment in the law? Jesus
said unto him, Thou shalt love the

Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy mind. This is the first

and great commandment. And the

second is like unto it, Thou shalt love

thy neighbor as thyself. On these

two commandments hang all the law
and the prophets." (Matthew 22:

36-40.) On still another occasion

the Christ summed up supreme
values in similar vein when He said,

"Therefore all things whatsoever ye
would that men should do to you, do
ye even so unto them : for this is

the law and the prophets." (Mat-
thew 7:12.)

3. Brotherhood is not Simply a

Relation of Give and Get.—In our
daily relations with men and women
we are too prone to be brotherly

only with our friends. To love only

our friends is more like the law of

the jungle than anything else. It is

not the type of love taught by the

Christ. Dr. Franklin Rail has very
appropriately said, "Jesus' hearers

did not need to be told what brother-

liness was ; the trouble lay not in

the fact but in the extent. Men
limited the practice of brotherhood
then just about as they do now, and
Jesus points out these limitations.

We love, first of all, those that love

us. We love our friends. We send

gifts at Christmas to those who send

gifts to us, and change the day of

God's good will into an anxious sea-

son of buying and trading. That is

not brotherhood, that is simply the

old rule of give and take. Brother-

hood means grace ; it means giving

where you do not get." (Matthew
5:38-42.)

4. Christ's Conception of Brother-

liness.—The Savior pointed out very

definitely the kind of relationship

that should exist between man and
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man. It was to be after the order

that exists between God and man. In
speaking of this relationship Christ

said, "For he maketh his sun to rise

on the evil and on the good, and
sendeth rain on the just and on the

unjust. For if ye love them which
love you, what reward have ye?"
(Matthew 5 :45, 46.) In the Parable

of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11-

32) the Savior demonstrated in

masterly fashion, for the benefit of

the Scribes and Pharisees, in what
true brotherhood consisted. When
the erring son returned home after

spending his means in riotous living,

his father saw him "when he was
yet a great way off" and proceeded

to exhibit his love and affection for

him. The father did not upbraid
him and punish him for his mis-

deeds. He saw the important thing,

namely, that he was able to reclaim

a lost son. We cannot help but feel

that in this story the Savior meant
to portray the action of the father

toward the son as the type of feeling

that should prevail between all men.
How different the feeling exhibited

by the son who stayed at home

!

This son had a mean, hard, critical,

and self-centered attitude toward
the whole procedure of his father.

As Dr. Rail points out, "He does not

say, 'My brother,' but 'Thy son.'

He drags out the details of his

brother's shame, 'who hath devoured

thy living with harlots'. He is as

little filial in spirit as he is fra-

ternal ; he looks upon his father as a

kind of taskmaster (verse 29). When
he thinks of a possible good time it

is 'with my friends', not with his

father." Another masterly treat-

ment of this theme is found in the

Parable of the Good Samaritan
(Luke 10:30-35). The lawyer who
provoked the parable from the lips

of Christ had said, "And who is

my neighbor?" He might just as

well have said, "And who is my

brother?" Neighbor and brother

are practically synonymous in the

thinking of the Savior. The broth-

erly action of the good Samaritan is

not so much brought out in the fact

that he bound up the wounds of the

man whom he found by the wayside,

and whom he brought to an inn, as

in the fact that "On the morrow
when he departed, he took out two
pence, and gave them to the host,

and said unto him, Take care of

him ; and whatsoever thou spendest

more, when I come again, I will re-

pay thee." (Verse 35.) The good
Samaritan was thinking not of the

least he could do for his brother, but

of the most. His brotherly act was
not finished when he left the inn ; it

proceeded to operate even in his ab-

sence. It was characteristic of the

Christ to think of maximum obliga-

tion rather than of minimum require-

ment which characterized so much
of the moral teaching of his con-

temporaries.

5. The Worth of Human Souls
to God Demands Brotherhood
Among Men.—The human soul is

of infinite worth in the eyes of God.
Christ pointed that out when He
said, "For what shall it profit a man,
if he shall gain the whole world, and
lose his own soul? Or what shall

a man give in exchange for his

soul?" (Mark 8:36, 37.) In mak-
ing this statement our Lord did not

have reference to man's mere phys-

ical existence here or hereafter. He
had reference to "his true life as a

man and child of God both here and
yonder." So precious is even a

child that Christ could say, "And
whosoever shall offend one of these

little ones that believe in me, it is

better for him that a millstone were
hanged about his neck, and he were
cast into the sea." (Mark 9:42.)

The modern scriptures emphasize
God's love for man as follows. "Re-
member the worth of souls is great
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in the sight of God. . . And if it

so be that you should labor all your

days in crying repentance unto this

people, and bring, save it be one soul

unto me, how great shall be your

joy with him in the kingdom of my
father!" So we must conclude that

if Christ's teaching means anything

at all, if the souls of men are worth
so much to God, and if God wants
us to be His real sons and daughters,

—it logically follows that man must
exhibit that same kind of unselfish

love toward his brethren that God
displays toward him. This is the

essence of brotherhood.

Questions

1. What advances in our material

culture have made it more possible

than ever to practically demonstrate
world brotherhood? What is your
estimate of the way in which we are

taking advantage of them ?

2. Has the idea of a world broth-

erhood made many gains as a result

of the World War?
3. How do you think Christ would

view the common slogan to the effect

that "Large armies and navies will

keep us out of war?" (See Doc-
trine and Covenants 98:15, 16.)

4. In what ways can our mission-

ary system help advance world

brotherhood ?

5. What problems have you in

your community that the Relief So-

ciety and priesthood quorums could

solve and thus demonstrate a real

sense of brotherhood?

Problems

Treat only those that time and
circumstances will permit.

1. Ask the superintendent of

schools in your district to give you
some facts relative to remedial phys-

ical defects among the school chil-

dren. In the light of our lesson what
is the duty of your community?

2. In the face of Christ's declara-

tion about the brotherhood of men,
explain Matthew 15:24; compare
Matthew 10:5, 6.

Teacher's Topic

Optimism of Jesus

"Nothing can replace in our
spiritual lives the constant pe-

rusal of the Gospels with a view
to treasure up the character traits

of the Son of God that we may
pattern after Him."
"Who is he that overcometh the

world but he that believeth that

Jesus is the Son of God."

"How good is man's life, the mere
living!

How fit to employ
All the heart and the soul and the

senses
Forever in joy

!"

—Browning.

"Optimism compels the world
forward and gives to men the in-

centive to fight with circumstance.

—It is faith that leads to achieve-

ment ; it is confidence in the pres-

ent and hope for the future."

/^\FTEN we class as an optimist

one who lives with the de-

lusion that no matter what he or

any one else does, everything is

certain to come out all right in

the end. This is a cheap sort of

optimism and is the product of a

"shallow brain and stupid heart."

Many individuals there are who
take refuge from the realities of
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life in dreams of good and call

themselves optimists. Optimism
of this sort is like a house built

upon the sand. Then, there is a

dangerous optimism of ignorance

and indifference where a hopeful

outlook upon life is maintained
by refusing to know and to see;

where evil is ignored and only the

good contemplated. How poor,

how undesirable this is !

The optimism to be admired
and desired is that which rests

on a glad belief in the final pre-

dominance of good and a willing

desire to co-operate with the good
that it may prevail. Genuine op-

timism does not deny the exist-

ence of evil, it does not refuse to

look at the world's woes, it rec-

ognizes the reality and gravity

of life, accepting it as something
valuable, looking forward with
faith and confidence in the power
to resist, to change, to meet cou-

rageously and to conquer. It does
not build cloud castles of happi-

ness but sees life as stern yet

worthy, and maintains a hopeful

outlook. Real optimism is neither

unwilling to face disagreeable

facts nor disposed to be daunted
by them, however stubborn they
may be. Dark things are but a

"halt on the way to good." Op-
timists of this type are not easily

discouraged or argued into hope-
lessness. They face the future

with bright anticipation and with
confidence in the present and hope
for the future. They see the best

in everything and everyone and
make that best a part of them-
selves.

The element of optimism in

Christ's life was immensely pre-

ponderant. He came as a proph-
et of good with a message of hope.
He was not blind to the evils, the

sorrows and heart breaks of the
world. He was acquainted with

suffering. He knew the strength
required to grapple with and re-

sist evil. He knew the dark and
the bright sides of life and he was
never daunted. He constantly
exhorted mankind, "Be of good
cheer." He comforted his dis-

ciples against tribulation with a
hopeful outlook. "These things
I have spoken unto you, that in

me ye might have peace. In the
world ye shall have tribulation

:

but be of good cheer ; I have over-
come the world."

Jesus had an abiding faith and
confidence in God and taught men
to have likewise. He exhorted his

disciples, "Have faith in God."
This is the secret of real optimism.
He who has faith in his Heavenly
Father and makes a friend of him,
straightway feels glad, brave, and
ready for any lot.

Jesus had an unswerving confi-

dence in man. The Gospels are

rich with illustrations.

He had confidence in Zacchaeus
to repent. Zacchaeus was a rich

man, chief among the publicans.

When Jesus went to his home
the people murmured, saying that

he was gone to be guest with a

man that is a sinner.

And Zacchaeus stood, and said

unto the Lord : Behold, Lord, the

half of my goods I give to the

poor ; and if I have taken anything
from any man by false accusa-
tion I restore him fourfold.

And Jesus said unto him, "This
day is salvation come to this

house."
Most mistreated of all men the

Master evidenced always faith in

human nature. When he saw that

men were determined to take his

life he said, "If I be lifted up I

will draw all men unto me ! He
felt that no matter what cruel

things human nature might be
guilty of, there was after all, down
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deep in the heart, that which
would respond to forgiveness and
love."

The New Testament though
telling us a heart breaking story-

does not depress us. Its message
is of hope, it breathes always,

"Be of good cheer."

The L. D. S. religion keeps op-

timism alive. The confidence and
trust which springs from our be-

liefs makes optimists of us. It

gives us a basic confidence in the

good destiny of life. Sometimes
we become discouraged and ready
to falter. In the midst of such
feelings we should study the char-

acter of the Master. We must
maintain confidence in self, in

mankind, in life and faith in God.

Disheartening though things may
be at times we must "Be of good
cheer."

References:—Character of Jesus

—Jefferson; John 16:33; Mark
11:22; Luke 19:1-10; John 12:32.

Questions

1. Why is optimism that re-

fuses to face realities of life like

"a house built upon the sand"?
2. Why is it a dangerous opti-

mism to contemplate only the

good?
3. What effect does a study of

the life of Christ have upon your
optimism?

4. Why may Helen Keller, Jane
Addams, Abraham Lincoln be
classed as great optimists?

Literature

Lesson III

Sacagawea

T TSUALLY when a goal has

been reached, a story loses

interest, but not so with this "Star
of the West." Perhaps the reason
can be found in the fact that after

all it is not a romance but a true

story of a noble woman's life. Mrs.
Heuston, full to the brim of the

Indian woman, keeps her tale at

a high level to the very end.

The return trip up the Columbia
and over the Rocky Mountains
was as difficult as the going over.

Eager to get home, the Captains
and the men would not wait until

the snow had melted from the high
mountains. As a result they met
with many hardships.

The Indians along the way were
not very helpful. Indeed, often

they were really dangerous, but
the cool courage and watchfulness
of the Captains won in the end.

All this time Sacagawea's baby
had been growing until on the re-

turn trip he became the idol of the

entire party. Clark, as well as

many of the men, fondled the boy
and made a great fuss over him,
many of them calling him Pomp
or Pompy and not by his own
name.
During the long journey and the

wait at the foot of the Rockies for

the snow to melt, Pomp became
ill.

"One day, Sacagawea did not go
out into the fields to gather roots.

She sat alone in her shelter nurs-
ing the child, who was ill and fe-

verish trying in her own way to

relieve it, with no effect. When
the Captains returned she went to

them, not shyly, now, for it was
for Pomp she must ask this favor.

"Pomp was teething. The Cap-
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tains worked over him giving him
what crude medicines they had
and poulticing him with boiled

onions. They removed the wom-
an and her child to their shelter

where they could be more com-
fortable and where they could look
after the idol of the camp. The
rough men were all disturbed by
the illness and did everything in

their power to assist.

"At last Pomp got better.
" 'Were you afraid he would

die, Janey?' Clark asked when
Pomp was out of danger.

" 'No,' she said simply. T felt

sad that the child had pain, but
I knew you would make him
well.'

"

So implicit was the Bird-Wom-
an's faith in the Captains and
especially in the Red Head, noth-
ing seemed impossible for them to

do. As she told her brother,

"They know everything."

When the party had safely re-

crossed the great Saw-Tooth
Range of mountains which lies

along the border of Idaho and
Montana and had camped once
more at Traveler's Rest, it was
decided that the party should sep-

arate ; a part of it was to go with
Lewis upon an exploration of the

Marias River country and a part

to go with Clark to explore the

Yellowstone, the two companies
to meet at the confluence of the

Yellowstone and the Missouri.

Since Lewis was going into a

dangerous territory, he called for

volunteers. Nearly every man in

the company responded, but he se-

lected from their number to be his

companions Drouillard, Reuben
and Jo Fields, Warner, Frazier,

and Sergeant Gass.
It was decided that Charbon-

neau should accompany Clark.

"And Sacagawea?"
"Sacagawea's eyes were wist-

ful. 'I would like much/ she said,

'to go to the great river of the Yel-
low Rocks. My nation goes there
often. I should like that.'

"

Clark remonstrated with her
kindly as he thought it would be
better for her to go as far as the

Great Falls with Lewis and there

have a good rest while the men
prepared the boats for the river

again. "It is a long and hazardous
trip I am undertaking," Clark said

to her. "We may run short of

food. We may find great danger
from the Crows in that region."

"Sacagawea's dark eyes were
shining. 'Was I ever afraid?' she
asked simply.

"Clark smiled. 'Never. All right,

if you wish it, you may come with
me.'

"

And she went. Indeed, the lit-

tle Bird-Woman would have gone
through fire with the Red Head.
With Clark went twenty men

including York, Sacagawea, and
the child, Pomp.

"Clark was in high spirits. Rid-
ing up beside Sacagawea, he tick-

led the baby on the chin.

."'Hi, Pomp!' he said. 'Off on
a long trip with the Red Head,
eh?'

"Sacagawea flushed with pleas-

ure at the friendly gesture. 'He
likes riding,' she admitted.

"'Riding! He's a lazy young
rogue ! When does he not ride ?

If no horse is allotted him, has he
not always his devoted mother?' "

The following day was July 4,

1806. The party celebrated the
occasion by enjoying a sumptu-
ous meal of deer meat.
As they rode along on this jour-

ney, Clark plied the Indian woman
with questions about the country.

The intelligent squaw was able to

identify the region and especially

the mountain peaks and passes.

They finally arrived at the head
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of the Jefferson River where they

had left one of their richest cache's

of supplies. Here Captain Clark

divided his party again, one part

to follow their old trail down to

the Great Falls where they were
to join with some of Lewis's men,
and the others to go with him
down the unexplored Yellowstone.
Here again, thinking of her own
good, Clark tried to induce Janey
to go with the men the easier way
telling her that his way might be
very dangerous. But once again

she plead with him saying that she

would like to see the River of the

Yellow Rocks.

"Janey, it will be a hard trip,"

he warned her. . . . "If you go
down to the falls with the canoes
you can wait for us there and get

a rest."

"I am not tired," she said sim-
ply.

Clark smiled. "Janey, you shall

go. You are the first man in my
party."

As always, Sacagawea proved
to be Clark's best "man." Know-
ing the country from memory of

her childhood she led him uner-
ringly through passes which he
might have had difficulty in find-

ing.

At last they reached the Yel-

lowstone and started down that

river. On July 25, 1806, they
camped beside a great pillar which
they called Pompy's Tower nam-
ing it after the little half-breed In-

dian boy, pride of the camp. (See
in connection with this name Mrs.
Heuston's note in the Appendix.)
On top of this pillar Clark carved
him name : "William Clark, July
25, 1806."

"Six hundred and thirty-six

miles Clark and his band, six men
and Sacagawea, descended the
Yellowstone in their lashed ca-

noes ; but arriving at the appoint-

ed rendezvous found the mosqui-
toes so thick they could neither

hunt nor dress skins for clothing."

They pushed on and were joined

by Lewis farther down the Mis-

souri. Mrs. Heuston gives a

graphic account of Lewis's ad-

ventures, but since Sacagawea,
subject of our lessons, was with
Clark, it will not be necessary for

the class to follow Lewis unless

they wish to do so.

On August 14, 1806, after hav-
ing been "Where no man had ever

been before," the little party once
more reached the Mandan towns
from which they had started their

journey more than a year earlier.

They were accorded a great recep-

tion, but to at least two people,

the home-coming was not all hap-
piness. Captain Clark was trou-

bled about the fate of Janey and
her little son both of whom he had
come to regard tenderly, and Saca-
gawea was sad because of the
parting from the Red Head, which
was inevitable, and the return

from being a respected guide and
interpreter to a slave-wife of a
worthless cruel fellow.

Clark's "leave-taking" of Saca-
gawea was brief. Sacagawea's
face was pale, like ivory deepened
by time, no longer shining rosy

and copper. Her patient eyes were
without light. But she had no
complaint. She asked nothing.

"Janey," he said gently, "I am
very sorry to leave you in this

place. You are a great soul. I

regret that you must return to

that slavery. I wish you could

continue with us. ..."

"Mon homme will not go," she

said quietly. "Life does those
things."

Charbonneau bustled up.

"Quick, Chienne (dog)," he said,

"bring my pack and my robes. It

is time for going."
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"Janey," Clark said, "when the
time comes, urge him to send
Pomp to me. I will be good to

him. I will have him taught many
things. Make Charbonneau do
this."

"I will try," she said.

With the child she took upon
her back Charbonneau's bags and
blankets, his tools and skins.

She smiled back at Clark a

grave, unshining smile.

"Ordway, send a man to carry

that stuff to the village for the

poor soul."

Unable to endure the sight, he
moved away. Sacagawea, turning

for one last look at the beloved
Red Head, could not find him.

With a smile for the past, a sigh

for the future, she trudged quietly

up to the town after Charbonneau.
William Clark was not soon to

forget the Indian woman who had
been so important during their ex-

pedition, or the little boy, Pomp,
who had been the idol of the camp.

The picture Mrs. Heuston
paints of Sacagawea in St. Louis
in the home of the beloved Red
Head and his white wife, is pa-

thetic and might well be read in

class in order that the sad beauty
of the picture might not be mar-
red. The sad yet happy story of

Sacagawea's death is also beauti-

fully told—dramatically told. The
last pages of the book might well

be read in their entirety.

In concluding these lessons, it

would be well to review the art

found in the book "Star of the

West." The author has taken

some crude journals and a journey
over the old trails and has succeed-
ed in reconstructing a personality

that has the right to be known and
loved by all those who love loyal

and brave hearts. There will be
those who will say that Mrs. Heu-
ston has romanticized too much;
that she has taken too many liber-

ties with the facts available, yet I

am sure readers of the book will

find themselves championing her
efforts.

The quotations in this lesson

From Star of the West
By Ethel Hueston, Copyright 1935,

Used by Special Permission of the

Publishers, The Bobbs-Merrill Company.

Suggestions For Class Work

1. Follow on a map the return

journey of the adventurers. If any
one in the class has followed any
part of the trail, she might be
asked to give personal experi-

ences.

2. To what incident does Clark

refer in his last speech—"plenty

of potatoes?"

3. What is a savage? Review
Clark's statements to his wife near
the close of chapter twenty-one.
Was Sacagawea's son one?

4. Has Sacagawea a right to a

place of honor among women? If

so, upon what are your arguments
based?

5. Do you consider Mrs. Heu-
ston a good writer? If so, why?
If not, why not? How do you
rate the book?

erUf-o.
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Social Service

Lesson III

Public Opinion and Propaganda

Text: "Civic Sociology," by-

Edward A. Ross, Chapter XXIX.

'~PHE field of public opinion is a

very fertile ground for propa-
ganda, but the most intelligent

thinking is based upon calm con-
sideration of all phases of a given
question. Serious opinion is not
the product of the careless views
which are freely expressed by the

man in the street. One should
neither take catch-penny phrases
for such, nor think he is contribut-

ing to the solution of a problem by
himself joining in such conversa-
tion.

However, opinions, ideas, and
behavior are the results of human
contacts and associations, and
moral ideals are greatly influenced

in the same way. Because people
are so responsive to the opinions
of others, the field of public opin-

ion is a very fertile ground for

propaganda. The majority of the

common thought patterns of the
day are founded upon this prin-

ciple. Propaganda is constantly
being spread through the various
channels of expression in modern
life. Mental laziness tends to-

ward its unquestioned acceptance.
But sound ideas and logical meth-
ods of arriving at conclusions are
vital to social welfare.

The customs and institutions

under which we live are constant-
ly changing. Naturally the chang-
es will be directed by those people
who are capable of independent
thought in so far as the limiting
factors of the change do not in-

terfere with the desired course of
action. There have always been
methods of propaganda through

which powerful minds could work.
Invention has made the modern
world a particularly apt field for

the widespread diffusion of con-

certed plans of action. Indeed we
can almost talk over the fence of

another nation's backyard our
present means of comunication by
radio and telephone is so handy.
"All the world is a neighborhood"
is truly an apt slogan.

Some leaders use their power
for the good of society, but many
do not. Most followers fail to rec-

ognize propaganda as such, and
are therefore unaware that they
are being used to further some
particular interest. Often those
who are aware of the fact do not
resist it because they are too lazy,

or they are afraid of adverse cri-

ticism for opposing the prevail-

ing ideas or customs of the times.

Therefore, it is very necessary
to call attention to the need for in-

telligent thought and deliberation

upon any policy of life, whether
private or public, before action is

taken or opinions are formed. In
this lesson the following points
will be discussed:

1. Each individual should strive

to acquire the habit of securing
all the facts upon public ques-
tions before forming an opinion
in regard to them.

2. Opinions should be drawn
from fact and not from propa-
ganda.

Propaganda is the deliberate

spreading of a doctrine or prin-

ciple through concerted action in

order to shape public opinion. It

may be insidious in its working.
The influence is often subtle, and
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generally it is not recognized by
the mass.
However, true democratic gov-

ernment is dependent upon the in-

telligent opinions of its citizens.

Originally the information which
served as a basis for the forming
of opinions upon matters of pub-
lic interest was presented directly

to the people at the town meet-
ings. Opinions were derived from
interpretations and conclusions
which were, the result of due con-
sideration and mutual discussion
of the problems. This system
possessed many elements of safe-

ty, and it contributed to the de-

velopment of logical thought and
well balanced judgment.
But naturally it was suited only

to the simplest form of society.

Today the instructions for gov-
ernmental procedure and the car-

rying out of its wishes may be
given either directly or through
any one of many possible methods.
But these methods of carrying

out the governmental wishes are

often used to serve individual pur-

poses.

Dictators are apt to assume con-

trol of all methods of communica-
tion in their own countries. Peo-
ple who live under them are prac-

tically forbidden to express any
private opinions upon public mat-
ters. It is even dangerous to form
them lest one should think out

loud. Personal initiative is large-

ly forbidden. Laws, the levying

of taxes, and the issuing of de-

crees originate from a single

source.

It is also true that the oppor-
tunity for acquiring knowledge of

the basic facts of every day situa-

tions in countries where a large

measure of individual freedom
exists has become greatly di-

minished. It is difficult to form
logical opinions upon public ques-

tions. Personal contacts are sel-

dom made in town meetings.
Frank discussion of ideas has dis-

appeared to a large extent, be-

cause such means of communica-
tion as the radio make it very easy
for the propagandists to do all the
talking. Their ideas are so dra-

matically presented to the public

that the public does not stop to

question the value of the ideas,

and the mass of people is so near-
ly powerless to counter with op-
posing opinions that the effort to

do so is seldom made.
Advertising is made almost ir-

resistibly attractive. Here it is al-

so very difficult to secure the facts

which are necessary to the form-
ing of logical conclusions. In a

country where the agencies of

publicity have been multiplied as

manifoldly as they have in the

United States, the securing of

facts should be an easy matter.

But the agencies are too largely

controlled by private interests to

make this possible. Only that part

of any idea which fosters favor-

able reactions to the interest

which has subsidized the means
of comunication reaches the pub-
lic by means of the press or the

radio.

Well informed individuals on a

given subject are not those who
generally publicize the facts of

the case.

Newspapers are usually owned
by corporations which regulate

the interpretation of the news ac-

cording to their own interests.

Separate and apart from the in-

terests of the owners of the pa-

pers, an advertiser who spends
enormous sums of money on the

advertising of his business will not

give his publicity work to any
medium which publishes informa-

tion which is detrimental to his

affairs and interests. Magazines
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are likewise owned by special

causes and are thus devoted to

them. The radio sells its time for

private purposes. And the motion
picture industry caters to popular
opinion.

Each agency has its own board

of censorship which usually sifts

the facts which pertain to its in-

terests according to a predeter-

mined point of view.

Under all these circumstances
it is difficult to form unbiased pub-
lic opinion.

In order that the public may
know who is doing the thinking

that is back of the ideas which are

presented to the public, or who is

responsible for them, and also that

the public may know the specific

person or agency who is the means
of utterance, there is a law which
requires that the true ownership
of each newspaper and magazine
must be published, the author or

sponsor of every radio talk must
be announced, and the purchas-
ers of all advertising space must
be made known.
A similar law holds true in its

respective way in regard to the

hundreds of thousands of products
which are offered for sale, because
public opinion is as fertile a field

for propaganda which is offered

by the salesman of goods as for

the projector of ideas.

But relatively few people seek
information in regard to either

matter. They do not investigate,

nor do they question what is of-

fered. They are prone to accept,

and a great body of public opin-

ion is thus formed which is never
weighed in relation to the best

good of both private and public

interests.

Our attitudes upon strikes and
other industrial problems are very
apt to be the result of the propa-
ganda to which the public is ex-

posed. Each participating party

in such controversies deliberately

spreads information which sup-

ports its own contentions, while

those which serve the opposing
force are withheld.

Public opinion upon interna-

tional questions is largely deter-

mined by propaganda.
The mutual hatred of nations

during war times is the result of

this influence. Only those facts

which support their own nation
are given to belligerents. Those
which are opposed are strictly

withheld, as is all fairness of opin-

ion in regard to the combatants.
The recent Italian advance up-

on the Ethiopians was facilitated

for the Italians by the propaganda
that was spread among the Ethi-

opians in regard to the great re-

wards which the latter would re-

ceive as an award for deserting
their own ruler and joining the

Italian cause.

During the World War both the
Allies and the Central Powers
spread information among their

own nations which caused intense

hatred of the opposing nations and
much misinformation and misun-
derstanding as to the cause of the

war. Probably the most deadly
effect of all propaganda during
war times is the horrible influence

which is exerted upon a nation's

own citizens. Hundreds of thou-
sands, and even millions, of men
lay down their lives in the flaming
spirit of war when the torch has
been lighted for no other purpose
than the selfish motives of mu-
nitions magnates and seekers of

greater and yet greater sovereign
power. Potentates have it within
their power to stir up internation-
al hatreds in the name of patriot-

ism, and they are not adverse to

using all the propaganda within
their means to do so, as history
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so sadly points out. When war
results, countless numbers of men
actually lay down their precious

lives to no other cause than sel-

fishness and hatred. Parenthood,

talent, scientific discovery is thus

lost to the world. It is irrepar-

able.

The stories of religious perse-

cutions of past generations furn-

ish excellent examples of the in-

sidious nature of propaganda. Our
own church has suffered from this

cause. False information has been
deliberately spread with a con-

scious effort to form public opin-

ion against the church and its

members. The unfairness of such

unprincipled action is clearly rec-

ognizable, yet it is a rather com-
mon occurrence to find the same
type of work being applied to the

problems of the day.

The greatest example in all his-

tory of the dire consequences of

concerted action against an indi-

vidual is the Jewish demand for

the condemnation of Christ. Pilate

realized that the Messiah was guil-

ty of no offence, but as a result of

the planned actions of Jesus' en-

emies, he was allowed no alter-

native as a result of the trial than

to pronounce the awful sentence
of crucifixion. It is true that

Christ's agony was part of the

Scriptural plan, but that does not

alter the fact that His suffering

was the result of propaganda.

On the other hand, Peter's de-

nial of his Savior is probably the

most dramatic illustration in the

world of the weakness of giving

in to the ruling spirit of propa-

ganda instead of defending a per-

son or the conviction of right in

the face of concerted action.

What can be done to foster

more intelligent public opinion?

People must be taught to seek

all the available facts which bear
upon any important situation.

Opinions should be based upon a

consideration of all points of view.
A demand should be made for ac-

curate and all-embracing views on
public matters. It is important to

realize how difficult it is to get

at such facts, but the habit of

withholding judgment until one
has arrived at them should be cul-

tivated. It should be borne in mind
that special interests are always
seeking support for their own
causes, and that public support is

a very effective weapon against

misrepresentation. It could be
so used if the public would rise to

the occasion. The public has a

right to the facts of a case and to

a knowledge of all sides of a ques-

tion in return for its support. Af-
ter all, subsidies and democracies
are dependent for their very life

upon public favor. Conclusions
in regard to any given subject

should be based upon intelligent

and unbiased opinions.

From the foregoing it is evident

that each individual should strive

to acquire the habit of seeking all

possible knowledge before arriv-

ing at conclusions. He should
learn to detect specialized inter-

ests in public announcements and
advertising. His opinions should
be drawn from facts and not from
propaganda. He should learn to

recognize propaganda. And he

should be unashamed to declare

himself in favor of the right in so

far as he is able to recognize gov-

erning and spiritual laws.

Activities

1. Relate some incident in the

early history of our Church where
members have been persecuted.

See if you can acount for the per-
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secution by propaganda which has
been spread among the persecut-

ors.

2. Determine the ownership of

the newspapers in your home

town. From the knowledge of the

ownership can you detect any
policy which the paper would be

bound to carry out because of its

ownership?

Literature for Missions

TYPICAL WOMEN OF THE CHURCH
Magdalena Straubhaar Schwendiman

Born in Switzerland

T ET us go again to the conti-

nent of Europe for the subject

of this lesson. Out of the thou-

sands of lives found there suitable

for our purpose we have chosen
that of Magdalena Strubhaar
Schwendiman. Switzerland was
her native land, and she first saw
light in a humble home nestled in

the shadows of the mighty Alps
and amid some of the most at-

tractive natural scenery found
out-of-doors in a little mountain
village. It was October 11, 1845,

that her mother gave her birth.

Her father had previously died,

and before long her mother did

also, leaving the little girl to the
care of relatives.

This position of dependency
she began to sense and wanted
to overcome as soon as possible.

Thus she early exhibited the qual-
ity of self-reliance that was later

so helpful to her. She soon ob-
tained employment in a high-class

tourist resort, an attractive hotel

situated near the top of a moun-
tain. Here she met many people
from all parts of the world and
made many friends. Her pleasing
personality attracted their atten-

tion and many of them corres-

ponded with her for years after-

ward. Her influence radiated a

warmth and kindness to all whom

she met, and they said to know
her was to love her.

She was religiously inclined

from birth, believed in prayer and
had an abiding faith in the divine

guidance of our Heavenly Father.

To Him were attributed all her

successes and achievements and
good fortune through life. She
had many offers to marry in

wealth and luxury, but her ambi-
tion was not for wealth. She pre-

ferred and longed for a humble
and wholesome home in which to

rear a family, and a life's com-
panion who did not use liquor nor
tobacco. Young men of this type

were very few at that time. But
she became acquainted with one
such, Samuel Schwendiman.
Their ideals were much alike and
their early friendship developed

in later years into love. In 1871

they were married, and to this

happy union six sons were born

by the year 1884.

The wife realized her responsi-

bility and was indeed an ideal

mother. Her greatest desire was
to see her sons grow up to be
honorable and useful men. She
endured many hardships and
made many sacrifices, but it was
all a privilege to her. Her whole
life was given in service to her
family and her friends. She was a
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natural leader and many were
made happier by following her
teaching and example. Her home
was ruled by love and kindness
and her wishes were readily car-

ried out, because they were al-

ways reasonable, true and right.

She was very fond of quoting bits

of poetry, and the following is one
of her favorites which portrays
her noble ideals

:

"Live always true and right, from
the cradle to the grave,

And never swerve a finger's

width from the ways that
God us gave."

It was in 1884 that the family
first heard the sound of the true

Gospel from the lips of two Mor-
mon Elders. Having read the

scriptures they soon discovered
the follies in the teachings of the

church to which they had be-

longed. They welcomed and
readily accepted the true Gospel
message. They were eager to be
baptized, the ordinance taking
place secretly before daylight on
one of the coldest nights of the

Winter, January 23. The snow
was deep, and they had to walk
a long distance through it to a

stream. Here they had to break
ice two feet thick to reach the

water in which to be immersed.
When the news of the baptism

got out there was considerable

excitement among their friends

and relatives. They noticed that

the time for sprinkling the young-
est son had passed and nothing
was being done about it, and they

really believed that the poor babe
would be damned and lost forever.

As is often the case, the mother
got most of the blame for this

imaginary neglect. Even her near-

est friends turned against her, and
what was a severe trial, her fa-

ther's relatives accused her for

leading him astray in joining the
hated Mormons. But in reply she
quoted scripture and preached to

them. A few of them finally ac-

cepted the Gospel. Many times
she was warned not to entertain
the Elders, but she had implicit

faith that the Lord would protect
them from serious trouble, and
continued to invite them, for she
always felt that all she did for

them she did unto the Lord.
Many unpleasant situations

arose and while persecution was
not severe the majority of their

former friends now looked upon
the Schwendimans as deserters of

the faith of the protestant church.
About two years after accepting
the true Gospel an urgent desire

came upon them to emigrate to the
Rocky Mountains where holy
Temples were being erected and
where the family could be sealed
together for time and eternity.

Disposing of their belongings in-

volved much sacrifice, but by May
1886 all were ready for the jour-

ney to America. Again the moth-
er was blamed for this move,
which neighbors and relatives

thought a most absurd thing, leav-

ing a comfortable home, going in-

to a strange land among strange
people. They told her that her
little babe would never survive
the hard trip, but he did.

They crossed the Atlantic in an
old steamship which sank on its

return trip. The family went to

Idaho because of missionary
acquaintances, settling in Paris,

Bear Lake County, the latter part

of June. The country at that time
was uninviting compared with
Switzerland. The first few years

were nothing but trials and hard-

ships. However, the parents were
never discouraged. At the first

opportunity they went to the Lo-
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gan Temple and did their temple
work and also that of several of

their dead. This work brought
them great joy. Another blessing
and satisfaction to the parents was
the fact that their boys were or-

dained and advanced in the Priest-

hood as fast as they became old

enough, and became active in

Church work.

Just now as the family were so

happy and all was going well, a

great sorrow came to them. The
ra.her took suddenly ill and passed
away on July 31, 1894. Though
grief-stricken the mother and her
family of six boys decided to carry
on as best they could, confident

that the Lord would not desert

them. In accordance with plans
made before the death of the fa-

ther, the family moved over into

the Snake River Valley, where
opportunities seemed better, the
mother doing her part most nobly.
It was a hard task once more to

leave a home and friends and go
to help pioneer a new part of the
country, more so for this grief-

stricken mother with a family of
boys to raise. Her steadfast faith

in the Lord and knowing that He
doeth all things well, gave her re-

newed courage and strength to

say, "Thy will be Done." Indeed,
she often smiled through tears,

and ever looked forward to a
brighter day.

In the new location she at once
joined the Ward Relief Society,

did much effective ward teaching
and helped to relieve the suffering

of the sick and distressed. She al-

ways preferred to give service un-
noticed and without praise. She
lived to see her wish fulfilled that

her sons might all be married in

the House of the Lord, and be
faithful and valiant servants in

building up the Church. She also

rejoiced to see a Family Organ-

ization effected whereby her de-

scendants might be able to do
more efficient and successful gen-
ealogical and temple work. All
this was accomplished through
her counsel, encouragement, un-
tiring efforts for which she was
admired by all.

Grandma Schwendiman, as she
was familiarly called in later years
by all, was always very optimistic.

She looked for the good in every-
thing and in everybody, and was
never known to complain. She
was a good singer and a lover of
music. Her happiest moments
were when she was singing the lit-

tle ones to sleep or humming" a
tune while working. She was also

a lover of outdoors, of flowers, and
always had a beautiful flower
garden. Her flowers brought joy
and brightness to many homes
and church services.

Thrift, economy and good house
management were part of her very
nature. One of the many maxims
she taught and practiced was
"Waste not, want not." Visitors
at her home were always urged to

stay for a meal, in fact, she usu-
ally insisted that they do so. There
was always a jar full of cookies
ready to treat the children who
called to see her. They also en-

joyed her songs and interesting

stories.

• A characteristic was her ability

to use every moment of time to

good advantage. During her life

she developed an unusual memory
through study, memorizing many
choice poems, songs, the Sermon
on the Mount and the Parables of

the Savior, and also many Pro-
verbs and Psalms. This proved to

be a most valuable blessing to her
during the last four years of her
life, because her eyesight failed

her so she was unable to read and
because of an injury by falling,
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she was unable to walk. But she

was still happy, being able to en-

tertain herself by reciting the

things she had learned and by tell-

ing them to her visitors who al-

ways loved to hear them. Her
six sons often visited her and sang
together the good old songs she

loved so well. Also her grand-

children loved to sing and play

for her, and in turn she would
thrill them all with her choice se-

lections.

She lived just 49 years after

she joined the Church, and her

testimony to the truthfulness of

the Gospel in all that time never

wavered. Her descendants now
number 6 sons, 34 grandchildren

and 28 great-grandchildren, and so

far, have 24 years of foreign mis-

sionary work to their credit be-

sides filling numerous responsible

positions at home. Among them
are stake officers, bishops and
counselors, choir leaders, gene-

alogical and auxiliary officers,

teachers and missionaries.

An extraordinary and faith-

promoting incident occurred

which her son relates as follows

:

"A loving friend and neighbor

and faithful sister in the Church,
who had passed away a few years

previously, appeared to mother
one quiet night, sat on the side

of the bed and conversed with
her ; and among many other

things said that she would call

back for her in two weeks. Moth-
er spoke of this visit and conversa-

tion repeatedly, looked forward
and longed for the time to come

because she felt that her time here

was finished, and she knew there

was a place awaiting her on the

other side where she might again
labor and accomplish good. In
exactly two weeks from that hour,

the early morning of January 24,

1933, at Sugar City, Idaho, with-
out suffering, she passed silently

away into a peaceful slumber in

her 88th year."

Questions for Discussion

1. Why was it easy to convert
Sister Schwendiman to Mormon-
ism?

2. Give reasons for believing

she had a strong faith in God.
3. Give reasons for believing

she was self-reliant. Why was this

quality helpful to her?
4. What were her chief quali-

ties? Give reasons for your ans-

wer.
5. Why did people like her?

Answer fully.

6. State why she was an ex-

cellent mother.

7. Give reasons for the state-

ment "She was blest in her de-

scendants."

8. She wanted to live alone in

her old age. Why?
9. She believed in the "univer-

sality of the plan of salvation."

How did she show this ?

10. She lived a very successful

life. State reasons for believing

it.

11. She was a noble woman.
Give reasons.

Child Guidance
Lesson III

Children's Lies

'INACCURATE statements are correct. This type of misstatement

often made by children because is, of course, innocent and should

their original observations are not never be called lying. The child, as
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his mental ability grows, should be

helped in a kindly way to observe

more accurately.

Children should be taught early

the usefulness of being able to see

and remember things as they are

—

not as they would like them to be.

Just as the "wish is often the mother
of the thought," so do wishes in-

fluence a person in what he sees and
what he cares to remember. Much
confusion and unpleasantness arise

among people from their inability to

see and remember things as they are

rather than as they interpret them
emotionally or in terms of their bias-

es and prejudices. Do we not all

see many domestic arguments arise

from this very fault which keeps
us from seeing and remembering
events as other people do ?

Far more serious than inaccurate

observation and memory is the will-

ful warping of the truth. A variety

of motives may underly this type of

misbehavior. First, there is the

fantastic lie which may be conscious

to the child, although it frequently

arises simply from his unconscious

confusion between reality and his

imaginary world. Perfectly prepos-

terous tales are often told by children

about their great acts of daring, con-

quest, or nobility. We might think

of such tales as being an expression

of a "will to power" that is beginning
to arise in the child at a stage of

development at which the power it-

self is not yet present. When the

child lacks true distinction among
his playmates, he may assume su-

periority in his exaggerated state-

ments about what he has done. This
gratifies the desire for superiority

when true superiority is not within

his reach. Care is taken in telling

his tales, that the listeners have little

chance to check up on his inaccuracy

;

and often the poor comprehension

of the children who listen permits

the most extreme type of false state-

ments.

Bragging becomes particularly

common during puberty and early

adolescence, although it is fre-

quently found in younger children.

We have all heard children carry on
conversations similar to this :

—

Eddie : "We've got the mumps
down at our house and you oughta'

see Jane."
Billy: "Well that's nothing.

We've had them too and we've had
the measles and whooping cough be-

sides."

Any mark of distinction, even the

"mumps," may be the starting point

for bragging in small children ; but

during adolescence bragging usually

expresses wishes and ambitions for

the future. As the individual grows
into full-fledged adulthood emotion-
ally and socially, bragging is usually

eliminated or so carefully worded
that it can scarcely be detected. The
achievement of attainable goals and
the discarding of impossible ones

eliminates to a large extent the need
for bragging as a form of rivalry

in adults.

Bragging may persist, however,

as may other types of exaggeration

and fanciful misstatements. Often
in adults these habits persist at great

disadvantage to the person, particu-

larly bragging because it thrives on
deflating the ego of the listener, and
this is always unpleasant to him.

Fantasy, day-dreaming and uncon-
trolled imagination may persist in a

child and contribute to his living in

a world detached from reality, so

common in people of artistic tem-
perament. Frequently this detach-

ment from reality leads to failure in

practical situations and should be
discouraged in the average child.

Of more serious significance than
the types heretofore discussed is the

protective or defensive lie because it

is generally associated with other
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kinds of misconduct. The motiva-
tion is vastly different from that in

the previous types of misstatements.

Parents should take special care not

to teach their children early in life

that lying pays, and telling the truth

"gets a licking." When a child has
stolen something, confesses and is

promptly whipped, truth-telling is

punished, not stealing. The effect

of punishment, as a previous lesson

brought out, tends to fall on the most
immediate circumstance surround-
ing the punishment. Frequently,
parents put a child through "third

degree" to make him confess a truth

he has evaded or withheld, and then
they promptly thrash him. Lies
would seldom be told if parents
could "keep in" with their children

and understand their motives. See
what the child's needs are and help
him to find the right ways of satis-

fying them. If a child accidentally

breaks something, don't punish him
so severely that next time he will

hide the pieces and deny knowing
anything about it. Teach him to be
careful, but for a broken vase don't

break his character by making him
lie about it. The worst aspect of

defensive lies is that they indicate

that the parent has lost the confi-

dence of the child.

Some defensive lies are merely
protections against invasions of a

child's privacy. Parents should not
be too "prying" into all that their

children do. A child can make mis-
takes, be justly sorry and learn the
lesson without the mother's asking
for a review of the details of the

whole unpleasant circumstance.

If the need of the child in telling

fantastic lies is to inflate or expand
his ego, then the need which leads

to defensive lies is the protection of

the ego against deflation or letting

down. They are aimed at saving

one's face. Malicious lies are gen-

erated by the most unsocial of all

motives. These lies are aimed at the

destruction of another person and
are perhaps the most common and
persistent form in adults. Exagger-
ation of the faults of other people,

telling—with additions—tales about
the misconduct of our neighbors
(usually competitors) ; repeating re-

marks, made innocently by one, to

another person in a different setting

so as to arouse animosity toward
the first person—are samples of

malicious lies. They range all the

way from slight perversions of truth

to outright manufacture of scandal.

Malicious lies are serious because
they are all motivated by a desire,

often concealed even to the person
telling them, to destroy or harm
someone else. We usually find this

kind of lying associated with other

social faults such as pride, selfish-

ness, jealousy, and bitter rivalry.

When even an adult is a victim of

one of these emotional states, the

truth literally betrays his eyes, and
if he wants to know and speak only

the truth he sometimes cannot.

In children, malicious lies indicate

that the child needs to be taught to

regard the rights of others to live

and be happy. Teach the child how
much more happiness he can gain

through contributing to the happi-

ness of others than in detracting

from it. Teach cooperative effort,

not rivalry; friendliness, not antag-

onism. Proper emotional satisfac-

tion is essential to prevent the child

from growing bitter. Neglected

children have been found to be more
deceitful in almost every respect

than normal children are. Malicious

lies thrive in hate-ridden homes,
where rivalry and selfishness are

found and where punishment is

harsh and unjust, where praise for

good deeds never passes over the

dinner table. Mothers should guard
their tongues when children are pres-

ent. Little do they think that malign-
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ing the character of a neighbor or

relative may lead the child who lis-

tens to do likewise to his playmates

or his competitors in the home.

Truth telling is necessary among
old and young people because it

keeps one's word good. Lies seem
convenient and useful to the child,

but the price is that lying destroys

the communicating power of his

language. He may want someone
to believe him some time and they

will not, even though he may be tell-

ing the truth. We discount a per-

son's word accordingly as we learn

how untruthful he is. Mark Twain
made a great reputation for his

fantastic lies. His mother replied

when asked if she took any stock in

his astonishing tales of adventure,
"Oh, yes, I know his average. I

discount him ninety per cent. The
rest is pure gold."

Parents can hardly expect their

children to never pervert the truth

when they themselves tell all manner
of "white lies" in the presence of
the children. Mothers sometimes
keep the fathers from knowing all

they do, and the fathers are equally
guilty. Warnings to children not to

tell the other parent certain things
is a vicious influence which can do
nothing but promote evasiveness
and untrustworthiness in the chil-

dren.

In the opposite direction, there is

another danger parents should guard
against ; that is making a child over-

conscientious about the "letter" of

truth with no respect to the "spirit."

Children need not tell everyone they

meet all that is asked of them, nor
should they be taught that strict ac-

curacy of statement is always the

truth. Truth depends upon convey-
ing the right impression, not in

simply saying the right words. A
child attempts her first piano demon-
stration in public. The music is ob-

viously poor as music. A tactless

older sister says, "It didn't sound
much like music to me. You had
better practice a while before you
make a fool of yourself again."

Perhaps the younger one did feel

like a "fool," and the older sister

may have made accurate observa-
tions on the quality of the music ; but
she did not tell the truth because she

gave the child the wrong impression,

that is, that her earnest effort and
pluck were not worthy of praise.

Circumstances force well-behaved
children to sometimes deviate from
the "letter" of truth. If the child

is naturally very conscientious, too

much emphasis on strict literalness

of statement may cause great distress

when the "letter" cannot be fol-

lowed. Some children can easily be

made too conscientious about most
everything, and great care should be

taken in teaching such a child in

order to avoid making him feel sin-

ful, even if he should tell a real lie.

Problems for Discussion

1. Describe and illustrate from
your experience three distinct kinds
of lies. Point out what motive un-
derlies each.

2. What is usually wrong with
the home situation of a child who
tells malicious or destructive lies?

3. What danger can you see in the

persistence of fantastic lies beyond
early adolescent years?

4. Point out some disciplinary

errors parents make which force

children to lie ? Indicate ways these

errors can be corrected.

5. How can you reconcile tactful-

ness with truthfulness?



The Boy and the Cigarette

A radio talk given over KSL, May 4,

1937, by Francis W. Kirkham, former
Utah State Director of Vocational Edu-
cation, and recently Director of the Na-
tional Child Welfare Association of New
York.

I
OFTEN pick up boys on the

highway. "You have a fine

clean face and an intelligent

look," I said to the young man who
entered my car, "I am sure you are

a high school graduate and return-

ing home to enter college."

"You are right," he said, "I

graduated from High School when
I was 17. My father is dead and I

work to help support the family.

I want to go to the Brigham Young
University this year, if possible."

We chatted together but finally I

said, "I suppose you did not use

cigarettes while you were in high

school
?"

"You are right," was the reply,

"but I have been smoking some
since."

I then said to him, "I .sometimes
drink soda water and eat candy be-

cause these have a pleasant taste to

me and satisfy my thirst and normal
appetite for sweets. I suppose the

cigarette tastes good to you?"

"No they don't taste good. I de-

tested the first one I used. A cigar-

ette has no taste, it is only a habit."

"Probably they benefit you in

some way, add to your health or

vigor."

"Naw !" he replied, "They harm
me, I know that."

"Well, probably you would rather

have cigarettes than other things

you could buy for yourself with the

same money?"
"Wrong again, I prefer to go to

movies, buy clothes, take my. girl

to a party and many other things."

"Probably, then, you are spending

your money for cigarettes out of

sympathy, to help the manufacturer."

"You are surely digging it into

me," he replied.

"So this is the situation, you don't

like them, they harm you, you would
rather have other things for your-

self for the money you spend for

them and the fellow who makes
cigarettes does not need your money.
That looks like dumbell work," and
he agreed. Then I said, "Don't
smoke again until you smoke with

me."

I stopped for another lad at an-

other time of about the same age

to give him a ride. He was saturated

with cigarette odor. "Please take

the back seat" I asked him, "The
odor you carry is very offensive to

me." He seemed chagrined. "What
is wrong," he asked timidly. "My
boy, you are a slave to the cigarette.

You have so much nicotine in you
now that forever you will first buy
cigarettes before you buy food or
clothes. Your educational future is

blank. You are nervous and ir-

ritable. Your chances to marry the

girl of your choice is very poor.

"But I can stop when I want to," he
hastened to say. "No not now

—

probably a year or two ago, you
could." "If you had not smoked
before you were twenty-one, pos-
sibly, but, now, never, you are a

slave. The cigarette commands you
and you obey, for he whips you until

you do."

Before he left me, he said he would
quit. I gave him my address and
said to him, "As an acknowledg-
ment of my kindness in giving you
this ride, write me a letter when
you have not smoked for two
months. He did not send the letter.
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Another boy rode with me on his

way to his home in Midvale. There

was no odor of tobacco with him.

He was alert, active and was making

a fine record in High School. "You
do not smoke," I said to him. "That

is correct," he replied.

Last year several hundred Utah
boys from L. D. S. Scout Troops
were at Rochester, New York. They
called at the great Eastman Kodak
factory. While assembled in a room
preparatory to the visit, the person

in charge of the tour through the

factory, addressed them as follows

:

"Boys, this is a great factory with

thousands of people employed. The
hazard of fire is great, we shall,

therefore, ask you to leave your
cigarettes and matches on the tables

in this room until you return."

There was a deep silence and pause.

No one advanced toward the table.

The guide repeated his message,

"Boys, I am in real earnest. We
must insist that you leave your

matches and cigarettes in this room
while you are in the factory."

Then a boy answered, "We are

Boy Scouts from Utah. We do not

smoke." That is the reason no one

advanced toward the tables. The
account of this incident spread

throughout the factory and the city.

A father and his son of ten years,

were companions, chums, playing,

riding together. One evening at the

fireside, the boy said as he watched
"his daddy," "Daddy when will I

be old enough to smoke?" A long

pause and this answer
—"When you

see your daddy smoke again."

It's a joy to get up in a

home heated with

NATURAL GAS
The extra half-hour's sleep—with no furnace to start—gives you

more pep and energy for the day's work. The bathroom is warm
for your shave and shower; the bedroom is warm for dressing;

the kitchen and dining room are warm for breakfast—all without

thought or effort on your part.

GAS HEAT means a WARM HOME morning, noon and night!

Install it NOW1 Convenient Terms

mouirrain fikl supply
- - cornpa iiy - —

36 South State
Serving 21 Utah Communities

Wasatch 1300
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PEERLESS LAUNDRY
For Health and Convenience

Snow White Clothes

1 1 84 East 2 1 st South Hyland 2182

Complete Suits for Men and Women—Children's Clothing

a Specialty

Prompt and Careful Attention to Mail, Telephone and
Telegraph Orders

Temple and Burial Clothes
Variety of Grades and Prices

GENERAL BOARD RELIEF SOCIETY
Open Daily—9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

Telephone Wasatch 3286 29 Bishop's Building

Salt Lake City, Utah

PURE AT THE SOURCE

FAITH
You can't see your milk produced. You can not
see the various steps by which it comes from
the farm to your door-step in clean, shining
bottles.

'^^^mm^m^^^^^^m Arden Dairy has an excellent reputation.
We feel keenly that it is a serious responsibility to supply you with
pure milk. So Arden Milk is good milk, because it is the product oi

a good organization.

ARDEN DAIRY
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W. T. GRANT CO.

241 South Main.Street

Summer Weather-Youll Want Comfort!
No meals to cook over a hot stove these weeks oi summer if you'll plug

into an electric outlet some of these handy electric appliances:

TOASTERS—EGG COOKERS—BROILERS—WAFFLE IRONS—SAND-
WICH MAKERS AND HANDY GRILLS

UTAH POWER & LIGHT CO.

Compliments

....of....

s. H. KRESS & CO.
5-10-25c Store

257-9 Main Street Salt Lake City
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'ZCMI
invites you to spend a delightful hour at their

Vi/eeklti {Book

(Review
Conducted by Constance Osmond Bunnell

Each Monday at 2 p. m.

Presenting books of new and lasting importance selected from our com-

plete stock of fascinating biographies, modern fiction, travel and historical

volumes.

ZCMI Auditorium—Second Floor

Prepare Now For

Winter

Ask your dealer for

Blue -

Blaze .

Goal
COAL

It's

ECONOMICAL AND
DEPENDABLE

Blue Blaze Coal Co.

1102 Walker Bank Bldg.

Salt Lake City, Utah

BULBS
SEEDS
For Fall Planting

Our stock includes the choicest
varieties of Tulips, Daffodils, Cro-
cus, Hyacinths, Peonies, Phlox,

Lilies, etc.

Lawn and Field Seeds For Fall

Planting

Ask for Free Catalog

Giving Full Details

Porter-Walton Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah
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When the School Bells

Ring This Fall—

parel, stationery, etc.,

in her great adventure

are of the utmost im-

Will you have to stand aside
and see your former class-

mates go on without you?

You can keep pace with
them!

portance.

Correctness and smart-

ness are our watch-

words in Wedding Sta-

tionery.

The booklet, "Planning Your
Future," will tell you how.
May we send you a copy?

See our smart new line.

Prices $7.00

L. D. S. BUSINESS And up for 100 Wed-
ding Invitations or An-

COLLEGE
nouncements.

70 North Main Salt Lake City

Wasatch 1812

The Deseret
News Press

Please send me the booklet, "Planning
Your Future."

Salt Lake City
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We Maintain Progress

Home Office — Bene-

ficial Life Building.

Salt Lake City- Ufah.

Heber J. Grant. Pres.

Ever since its founding the Beneficial Life

Insurance Company has adhered to the

policies of sound progress. In line with

those policies we are pleased to announce

the thorough modernization of our home of-

fice building.

Early in September the company will

move into the first two floors, which, along

with the exterior of the building, have been
completely re-finished and re-decorated.

Other improvements include new scientific

lighting, new fixtures, modern fire-proof

vaults, and the latest office equipment.

.end a cordial invitation to our

J us in our new offices.

• --. • .; ._
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Eight Long Months

240 Long Days

240 Long Nights

SAVE 50% OF HEATING
COSTS with LINK-BELT AUTO-

MATIC STOKER. Airmeter—

Automatic Load Signal. Vari-

able Intermittent Drive—Quiet Operation—Deluxe at No Extra

Cost. Call or write for Free Heating Survey.

Utah Fuel Stoker Sales Co.
Judge Building—Salt Lake City

(OjUJwjuL cl VYlohiqaqsL

Do it With Small Monthly Payments

Call Us for Detailed Information

SUGAR HOUSE LUMBER
AND HARDWARE CO.

Phone Hyland 555 M. O. Ashton, Mgr.
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THE REWARD
It takes a smart wife to keep a husband wild about her. He is proud of her
smart appearance. He is equally proud of her ability to manage the

home—her attractive dinner table and the variety of appetizing, nourishing
well-balanced meals. He praises her for serving so much for so little

cost. O. P. S. Stores help in giving ^^ ^^ J1^ ^n^
variety, quality and low budget ex- «J W*J 4% K^okf» fl^i
pense.

"efficient Service
System

"A Surety of Purity"

Plant Bulbs Now
Tulips—Hyacinths—Narcissus—Peonies—Lilies—Crocus

—

Daffodils, etc., in a marvelous assortment.
For complete details write for

FREE FALL BULB AND SEED CATALOG

PORTER-WALTON CO.
Seed and Nursery Specialists—Salt Lake City

"MORE LEISURE HOURS FOR WOMEN"

SEND US YOUR BLANKETS AND QUILTS
so they will be soft and warm for -winter

They are washed in

"RAIN SOFT ARTESIAN WATER"
PHONE—HY. 612—MURRAY 213

BINGHAM 213 AMERICAN FORK 213

Complete

Line . .

.

Meats

Delicatessen

RYSTAL MALACE
HOME OWNED
HOME OPERATED

Fruits

Vegetables

Bakery

And
Party

Suggestions
1st South at 3rd East—17th South at 5th East

South Temple at 2nd East

Home of . . .

"Famous Laddie Boy Bread and Danish Pastry"

"We Feature" Utah Grown—Utah Packed Food Products
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"Everything to Furnish the Home"
THE GREATEST VARIETY AND LARGEST STOCK OF
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The Forward Look
By Delia Adams Leitner

God grant to us, we pray, the forward look,

The bright anticipation—what may be

—

Leaving behind our old regrets, delays

Which bind us to the past. Let us be free

To travel on the upward path in joy,

Untrammeled with the burden of the years,

Seeking the new adventures of the way

With keen delight and undismayed by fears.

For what has been is riches to our souls,

Enabling us to see with clearer view,

Has given us strength and wisdom and prepared

Our hearts and hands for tasks enlarged and new.

So help us bless the past and then forget

The things we cannot change ; oh, let us cease

To harbor ill but trust Thee more and share

What we have gained for service, welfare, peace.
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Elise B. Alder
By Nettie D. Bradford

PLISE BENSON ALDER, one

of our Father's choicest daugh-

ters, was called home to her reward,

August 22, 1937. Her loss will be

keenly felt not only by her family,

but by the General Board and the

many Relief Society members
throughout the Church that she

loved and served so well.

Elise was born in Logan, Utah,
March 10, 1873. Her parents,

George Taft Benson and Louisa
Ballif were of sturdy pioneer stock,

leaders in their communities, and
they endowed their daughter with

sterling qualities. She was excep-

tionally proud of her ancestors, and
she always said that any success she

had achieved was due to her inher-

itance and to her husband who so

ably assisted her in whatever she

had to do.

Mrs. Alder was a beautiful wom-
an of stately, dignified mien. This

made her a splendid presiding of-

ficer. Her devotion to her husband
and her family was outstanding and
gave her a certain queenliness. She
took pride in her family who have

been a credit to a fine mother. She
was extremely happy to be a grand-

mother and dearly loved her grand-
children.

She was always full of enthusi-

asm, and inspired others with her

dynamic personality. It has often

been said by Relief Society mem-
bers in different stakes where Mrs.
Alder visited, "We will never for-

get Sister Alder and her wonderful
talk to our visiting teachers. It in-

spired us all to put forth greater

effort, and practically assured our

success."

She had a very affectionate na-

ture and loved her associates and
admired their achievements. She
was always so proud and happy
when any member of the General

Board received recognition for out-

standing work. She was never back-

ward in giving a word of praise for

a task well done, no matter how
inconspicuous it might be. Her
warm and loving heart gave her a

magnetic personality, and this with

her natural eloquence, her optimism

and faith made her a leader among
women.

"LJER leadership began at an early

age. Her first position in the

Latter-day Saint Church was that of

Secretary of the Primary Association

in the Whitney Ward in Oneida
Stake. Her duties in the Church
organizations have been numerous
and varied since then. She served
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as teacher, chorister, counselor and
president in every organization in

the Church, both in Whitney Ward
and in Salt Lake City. She was a
teacher in the public schools in

Idaho, and taught in the Primary
Department in the Oneida Stake
Academy for three years prior to

her marriage to George Alfred Al-
der in October, 1895. She did not
have a teacher's certificate so one
of the board suggested that she be
replaced by one holding the required

credentials, but Dr. Karl G. Maeser
after visiting her school three times
said, "She is a natural-born teacher.

Keep her as long as you can."

Mrs. Alder was always interested

in music and directed many chor-

uses as well as a ward choir. I have
often heard her speak of "my boys"
when mentioning a boys' chorus of

forty members she was training. At
one time the Whitney choir of 16

voices under her leadership entered

a contest at an Eisteddfod at Lo-
gan. The boy chosen to sing the

baritone part became so frightened

that he could not sing. She unhes-
itatingly sang his role and her group
carried off first prize from the

eleven competing choirs.

She grew up with a knowledge
of Relief Society work, for her
mother was Stake President of the

Oneida Stake Relief Societies for

sixteen years. Mrs. Alder was Sec-
retary of the organization during
some of this time. It was after she

moved to Salt Lake City that her
wonderful work in the Relief So-
ciety really began, however. In

August, 1915, she was appointed
President of the Twentieth Ward
Relief Society. A few months la-

ter she was made President of the

Relief Societies in the Ensign Stake,

where she served for eight years.

It was during her labors as a stake

President that we first became close-

ly associated, for at that time it was

my privilege to be President of the

Relie-f Societies in the Salt Lake
Stake. We often discussed our
work together and visited confer-
ences in each other's stakes. We
worked together with the other Salt

Lake City Stake Presidents to es-

tablish a storehouse to supply the

needy with clothes and other com-
modities, the first thing of the sort

that had been done up to that time.

We also worked together on a Com-
mittee of Stake Presidents for the

arranging of a banquet in honor of

the General Board. Elise B. Alder
was the toastmistress at that ban-

quet which was held in April, 1924.

She was a pleasing speaker and
loved to give talks. At one time she

said that one of her great desires

was to be a good public speaker. Her
desire was realized for many peo-

ple have stated how they enjoyed
Mrs. Alder's addresses in the differ-

ent stakes and at the General Relief

Society Conferences.

TV/TY associations with Mrs. Alder

have continued to be very
close. We were called to the Gen-
eral Board of the Relief Society at

the same time, April, 1925, and dur-

ing' all these years we have sat side

by side in our Board meetings. We
served on several committees to-

gether. Mrs. Alder put her heart

and soul in her work for she loved

to be of service.

Loyalty was one of her outstand-

ing characteristics. She was ever

loyal to husband, children, home,
friends and associates ; loyal and
faithful to her work. Her motto
seemed to be "The work must go
on." A number of years ago she

met with an accident, and was re-

lieved of her duties for several

months because she insisted that she

must not hinder the progress of the

work.
Although so busily engaged in
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public service, she still had time to

do a great deal of handwork. She
loved to crochet, and has made many
beautiful afghans, luncheon sets and
other articles for her family and
friends during her spare moments.
She was never idle.

She was most appreciative. One
of her greatest joys was to repay a

kindness shown her. A piece of her

delicious home-made candy has been
enjoyed by many a one who has

helped her in some way. She was
never happier than when doing

something for someone else. She

loved and helped her neighbors in

various ways. Her life is a shining

example of true service to others.

Perhaps my personal feelings can

be best expressed briefly in this little

poem by Emmeline B. Wells

:

"I count thy friendship as a precious

boon;

Indeed it has been very dear to me;

Among the many women I have known,

None have been truer, or more sweet
than thee."

BUILD AGAIN
By Gertrude Perry Stanton

My plant was broken ; careless, hurrying hands

Had snapped the tender branches from their stem.

With saddened eyes I gazed upon the stump,

Almost discarded it as total loss

;

But thinking that perhaps deep-bedded roots

Might have the strength to start another sprout,

I left it in my window. Months slipped by,

And in the room a miracle was wrought

;

Buds first appearing, sent up shoots, waxed strong,-

The old plant never was so lovely, straight,

Symmetrical as this new growth became.

Sometimes in life it seems a crushing blow

Strikes at the living branches of our hearts,

Leaving us stripped of what we loved the most,

Only a bruised and shattered semblance left.

Courage, faint souls ! If but your roots are deep,

Wholesome, and twined among the things that last,-

The kindly hand of rushing, lingering Time

May bring a fuller life of finer form,

Sprung from the ruins of your former dreams.



Address
REMARKS OF PRESIDENT HEBER J. GRANT AT THE RELIEF

SOCIETY CONFERENCE, SATURDAY, APRIL 3, 1937

THIS is a very remarkable and
wonderful audience for a
week day. I am just wonder-

ing if we will be able to compare with
it in our General Conference meet-
ings Monday and Tuesday, at which
time not only one organization, but
the entire Church will be interested

in the conference.

A S you have heard me say many
times, for that which I have ac-

complished in the battle of life I

give credit to my mother first and
foremost. In my observations I

have found that many men who have
been successful in the battle of life

are indebted principally to the exam-
ple, the energy, and the untiring la-

bors of faithful mothers.

My mother having been all in all

to me, my father having died when
I was only nine days old, I owe her

a debt of. gratitude beyond all the

ability with which God has endowed
me to express it. In my youthful

days many times I shed tears be-

cause of the lack of advice, associa-

tion, and love of a father, such as I

saw extended to boys by their fa-

thers. But take it all in all, I am
grateful beyond expression for the

marvelous example of my mother

who devotedly spent thirty-odd years

of her life as the president of the

13th Ward Relief Society, and the

only reason that she retired from that

position even then—which by the

way was at her own request—was
that her hearing had almost com-
pletely failed her.

I have sometimes attributed my
ability to speak in this building so

that the people could hear, before

we had any amplifiers here and when
it was considered a great task to

stand in this auditorium and address

the people for fear they could not
hear you—as I say I have sometimes
attributed my capacity along this line

to the fact that I had to throw my
voice at my mother in such a way
that she could hear me.

TT is a wonderful thing to be con-

nected with any institution that is

built upon service, upon giving, and
not receiving. I read a book, "The
Return to Religion," by an eminent
writer, a psychologist, who had been
an unbeliever but who returned to re-

ligion because of giving so much
scriptural advice to people who came
to him for instruction. There has
been nothing truer written than the

statement, "It is more blessed to give
than to receive." I congratulate the

good sisters of the Relief Society
that they are going to make a special-

ty—judging from what I read in the

newspapers, both in the Deseret
News and the Tribune—of trying
to train people to do things, and to

do them for themselves instead of
expecting somebody else to do them
for them.

We as a people have the credit of

taking care of our people as no other

Church has done. I remember that

one of my nearest and dearest

friends, not of our faith, was acci-

dentally killed at the depot by a

switch engine, and some months
after his death I attended a social

gathering of friends at the home of

his widow. My wife and I and some
of our daughters were present. Dur-
ing the evening his widow asked me
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to step across the room and sit down
on a lounge with her. She said

:

"Mr. Grant I am going to tell you

something that I believe will please

you. Just a short time before Dave
was killed he said to me, 'Kate, you

know we have lived among these

Mormons for twenty-five long years,

they are, I believe, the very best peo-

ple in all the world. They take

better care of their sick, the Relief

Society sisters look after the sick and

the poor with the help of the Bishop

of the Ward, through the donations

to the Bishop and the Relief Society.

They do not hire some high pressure

salesman to raise a hurrah, and in-

duce people to pay money into their

organization, thirty to fifty per cent

of all the money that is gathered

being used for expenses. All of the

money which goes to the Relief So-

«

ciety funds and the Bishop's funds

for the poor is distributed to the

needy. So really and truly, after

twenty-five years of residence among
this people, I have come to the con-

clusion that they are the best people

to look after their sick and their

poor, and they are really and truly

one great family of brothers and sis-

ters. I don't want to break your heart,

you are a devout Catholic, and your
parents and your grandparents were
Catholics, but, really, Kate, I would
join them were it not for the fact

that it would break your heart. I

took you all the way to Rome to see

the Pope, and it took a lot of red tape

and difficulty for even a millionaire

to get to see the Pope, but the hum-
blest washwoman in the Mormon
Church can get to see the President

of the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints'."

I remember meeting this same man
on Main Street one morning, (I nat-

urally walk a little fast) and he said

:

"Hold on, Grant, don't walk so

fast, I want to say something. Do

you know, you are running your

Church just to suit me. If you had

come down to my office yesterday

and said, 'Dave Wood, you have

lived among us for twenty-five years,

you have the largest livestock busi-

ness in Idaho, and you have a Mor-
mon Bishop running your business,

nearly everybody in your employ is

a Mormon. You have been our

loyal, true friend at home and

abroad, not only in this country, but

wherever you have traveled. I have

been told to come down here, as you
are well acquainted with all the lead-

ing men of the Mormon Church
from Canada on the north to Mex-
ico on the south, to tell you that on

account of your loyal friendship we
are going to let you nominate the

best man in the whole Mormon
Church to fill the vacancy in the quo-

rum of the Twelve Apostles.' I

would not have taken a breath or

batted an eye, I would have hollered

Tvins.' Good day. I am glad you
are running your Church to suit

me'."

That was a wonderful compliment
when you stop to think of it.

T HAD a letter when I, as a young

man, was made an Apostle, from
a non-member of the Church, a man
by the way, of prominence in the

world so far as business affairs are

concerned, the manager of a great

corporation, in which he said: "I

never thought very much of the lead-

ers of the Mormon people, in fact

I thought they were a very bright,

keen, designing lot of fellows, get-

ting rich from the tithes that they

gathered in from a lot of ignorant,

superstitious, and over-zealous reli-

gious people, but now that you are

one of the fifteen men at the head of

the Mormon Church, I apologize to

the other fourteen. I know that if

there were anything crooked in the
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management of the Mormon Church
you would give it all away."

]^0 truer statement was ever made
than the one attributed to Josh

Billings : "Never judge a man by his

relatives, he cannot help them, they

are crowded onto him ; but judge him
by the company he keeps, for he
picks his own." To my mind, there

is no gathering among the Latter-

day Saints where the company is any
finer and where there is a more intel-

ligent and greater desire for the wel-

fare of the people than when our
Relief Society sisters meet together

and when our young women meet to-

gether. There is a spirituality, there

is a humility, there is a genuine love

in the hearts of women, greater on
an average by far than that which we
find in the hearts of men.

I am very grateful indeed that you

good sisters are going to try to edu-

cate people to take care of them-

selves, but it is only fair for me to

say to you that there are a number
of people you are not going to be

able to change. There are many
people who are born tired and never

get rested. There are any number
of people"who just naturally have no

conception of self-independence.

Our country today is in a terrible

condition on that account principally.

When I stop to realize that I once

stood and counted deliberately, while

watching men labor, one, two, three,

four, and then ten times four,—be-

tween two shovelfuls of dirt, and
then the shovel was only half full.

I can not help thinking of what I

was told, I think it was by Brother

George Romney. He said his father

was superintendent of public works,

and he said he could pick out the men
who were working by the day on the

temple block cutting rocks, also in

the great, long carpenter shop, (I

think fully 300 feet long on the north

part of this block). He said, "The

way I can tell whether they are hired

by the day or by the job is that they

are hammering, by the day—by the

day—by the day ; and the others, by
the job, by the job, by the job, job,

job ; by the job, by the job, by the

job, job, job."

MOW, you have got a job on your

hands and a big one. It is going

to require more than educating the

tired people if you get them to do
their full share in the Relief Society.

Your hearts will ache lots of times,

because of your failure to change
some people who, as I say, were born
tired and never got rested.

REFERRING to that wonderful
mother of mine, I remember that

one day we had at least a half dozen,

if not more, buckets on the floor,

'catching the rain that came through
the roof. It was raining very heavily,

and Bishop Edwin D. Woolley came
into the house, and he said:

"Why, widow Grant, this will

never do. I shall take some of the

money from the Fast offerings, to

put a new roof on this house."

"Oh, no you won't," said mother,

"no relief money will ever put a

roof on my house. I have sewing

here"—she supported herself and me
with a needle and thread for many
years ; later with a Wheeler and Wil-

cox sewing machine. I had to be

mighty careful not to take hold of a

thread and pull it, or I might have

my clothes fall off; they had not

learned how to fasten the stitches of

that machine. They later made sew-

ing machines that overcame this diffi-

culty. Mother said, "When I get

through with this sewing that I am
now doing I will buy some shingles

and patch the holes, and this house

will take care of me until my son

gets to be a man and builds a new
one for me."
The Bishop went away and said
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he was very sorry for Widow Grant,

that if she waited for that boy to

build a house she would never have

one, for he was the laziest boy in the

whole Thirteenth Ward. He went
on to tell that I wasted my time

throwing a ball across the fence be-

hind the house hour after hour, day
after day, and week after week, at

his adobe barn. Thank the Lord for

a mother who was a general as well

as a Latter-day Saint, who realized

that it was a remarkable and splendid

thing to encourage a boy to do some-
thing besides perhaps milking cows
if he was on a farm, if he had ambi-

tions along athletic lines.

Being raised as an only child I was
more or less like a hothouse plant,

and when I joined the baseball club

my official name was "sissy." The
boys would say, "Throw it here,

sissy." Mother by this time was
keeping boarders for a living and I

used to shine their shoes. I shined

forty shoes and got a dollar, and I

bought a baseball, and I told mother
I would live to play in the nine that

won the championship of the terri-

tory, and she encouraged me. Many
a night she has tied up my arm with
wet cloths because it ached so badly
after throwing that ball at Bishop
Woolley's barn. I did what I said

I would do, and played in the nine

that won the championship of the

territory. I have never played a

game since.

T X 7"E as a people are set upon a hill,

so to speak. We have a great

work to perform, and we are per-

forming it splendidly, and we are

performing it—that is, the men who
hold the priesthood and occupy posi-

tions in the Church—by the help of

the Relief Society and our young
people who are faithful and true.

Just think of it ! Out of all the Stakes

in the Church, more then eighty have
reached the limit we placed of a dol-

lar a year per capita Fast Day
donation. That is a remarkable

thing, and we are going to take care

of our own, and we are going to

instill in the minds of the people as

far as possible that statement by
Brigham Young, that we kept for

weeks and months at the head of the

Deseret News editorial column, to

the effect that it was his policy not

to give anybody anything unless he
earned it ; that people must do some-
thing to earn that which they receive.

Nothing destroys the individuality

of a man, a woman, or a child as

much as the failure to be self-reliant.

In this book to which I have re-

ferred, written by a psychologist, the

author says he pities the children of

the rich, because they have no chance
to develop themselves, that they are

very greatly handicapped, and say
"I do not have to," "I can do things,

and I propose to do things," is what
we ought to get into the minds of our
children. You faithful, willing work-
ers, inspire your children with the

thought that there is nothing that

counts so much as actions.

We find recorded in the twenty-
ninth chapter of Alma that the Lord
grants unto men according to the de-
sires of their hearts, whether it be
joy or sorrow, life or death ; and we
should have our hearts set upon do-
ing those things that are pleasing to
the Lord.

I remember hearing Brigham
Young praise Edward Hunter for

his great interest in taking care of

the poor as the Presiding Bishop of

the Church. I remember on one oc-

casion his getting rid of a chronic

beggar by keeping me in his office

two solid hours. I was talking to

him when the sister came into the

office, and I started to get up to go
out. He said : "Keep your seat,

keep your seat." This woman was
asking for some help. He would say,
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"Oh, yes, yes, yes." Then he turned

around and talked to me, I started to

go, and he said again, "Keep your

seat, keep your seat." Finally the

woman left and he said, "Wear them
out, Brother Grant," and then he let

me go. He kept me there two hours

to talk to me in order to wear the

woman out. After she had gone he
said: "That woman, that woman,
you know she is a chronic beggar. I

hate a beggar, I hate a beggar. There
are the poor—the Lord's poor, and
the devil's poor, and poor devils."

We do not want to be taking care of

any poor devils, we want to be tak-

ing care of the Lord's poor, and we
want to take care of them to the very

best of our ability, without the slight-

est feeling on their part that they are

in the class with those who are not

worthy of help. Those who are wor-
thy, the poor of the Lord, as Brother

Hunter said, we want to take care

of. Like Bishop Hunter, I love the

Lord's poor, and we should love our

fellow men, and the Lord will bless

us in all our helpful efforts.

T AM sure that we are going to

succeed. I believe that my friend,

David Wood, told the truth when he

said we are like one great family of

brothers and sisters.

After he had been dead a year I

asked permission to have the work
done for him in the temple. I wrote

a letter to his widow, thinking it

would be far better than to ask by
word of mouth for permission to do
the work for this man. I felt that

the wife would have mighty hard

work telling me that I could not do
that work when she had already ac-

knowledged to me that he wanted to

join the Church and would have done
so except for respect for her feelings.

I felt that sooner or later she would
come and give me that permission,

which she eventually did. It was
some months before she came, how-

ever. I do not know whether or not

she had a struggle making up her

mind to say yes. I had the pleasure

of doing the Temple work for my
dear friend.

Years later she was in California

and was very sick. I tried to make
arrangements to go and do my very

best to convert her to the Gospel, so

that she could be sealed to her hus-

band. Circumstances prevented my
going, and she returned and passed

away. I always regretted very much
that I had not had that opportunity.

Finally I met President John W.
Hart one day and he told me that

before Mrs. Wood died she sent for

his wife and begged her to do the

Temple work for her and have her

sealed to her husband. It was one

of the joys of my life to perform the

ordinance uniting those two people

together for eternity.

TN all the work that we do let us

not lose sight of the spiritual part

of it. It seems to be the hardest

thing in the world for people to grow
in wealth and keep the spirit of the

Gospel. A young man in California

said to me : "My, I am so sorry be-

cause of the success that has attended

my brother. He was making eight

or ten thousand dollars a year, was
a tithe-payer, a lover of the Gospel,

and was doing good work here in

California. He was promoted and

given a position in the East at a sal-

ary of twenty thousand dollars a

year, and was soon advanced to

$25,000, and lo and behold, $2,500
tithing a year choked him to death

spiritually. I would say he became
cross-eyed spiritually, so to speak.

The more he got the easier it ought to

have been for him to pay his tithing

if he would only look at what was
left. You know bankers see people's

statements. I know one man who
earned $45,000, and his tithing was
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only $600. His heart should have ex-

panded with gratitude beyond ex-

pression when he looked at $40,500
which would have been left after

paying an honest tithing.

F ET us cultivate the love, of God,
the love of our brothers and sis-

ters, and the love of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ. I owe more to the love

and teachings of my mother, to Eliza

R. Snow, and the Relief Society sis-

ters than I do to the brethren. Why ?

Because I grew up from a little child

in the Relief Society meetings.

Mother had no one to leave me with
and I played on the floor in many of

those meetings. Aunt Eliza used to

talk to me by the hour and tell me
things about the Prophet Joseph
Smith and it inspired in my heart

a love for him almost beyond my
ability to express, in fact, my mother,
Sister Snow and others inspired in

me a love for the Gospel and the

Prophet Joseph Smith and the Au-
thorities of this Church by their de-

votion to the work of God, by their

example, not by talk alone.

Speaking of talking. A man de-

livered a very eloquent address and
afterwards said to one of his friends

:

"What did you think of that talk of

mine ?"

His friend said : "Well, to be per-

fectly frank with you, I didn't hear a
thing you said."

"Why? I have had very many
compliments."

"Well, I never hear anything you
say, because your acts ring in my ears

so strong that I cannot hear you
talk."

Let our actions count. That is

the thing of real value. I appreciate
my association with and my love of

the women with whom my mother
was associated, and I appreciated
having the privilege of going out and
distributing for the Relief Society
things that were donated to the So-

ciety when my mother was the presi-

dent of the Thirteenth Ward Relief

Society. The gratitude of the honest,

true Latter-day Saint who is in dis-

tress, for the help that is given to

him, is one of the sweetest things

that we can receive. "It is the

spirit that giveth life, and the let-

ter killeth." Let us cultivate the

Spirit of God and keep his com-
mandments.

J
BELIEVE, and believe it firmly,

that among all the people of the

Latter-day Saints who are in finan-

cial distress there are hardly any who
have been honest tithe-payers. Some-
how or other God enlarges the capa-
city and ability of those who are
liberal. "It is more blessed to give
than to receive," and we want to

cultivate the spirit of giving. It an-
noys me when men whom the Lord
blesses with great abundance are not
willing to do their full duty. I am
in favor of trying to save the weak-
kneed; I am in favor of trying to

help those who need help ; and I want
never to forget the teachings in the
Doctrine and Covenants, from start

to finish. \ love the revelations of
God to the Prophet Joseph Smith. I

love to read them and re-read them
more than anything else. My heart
is filled with gratitude when I realize

and know that in the day in which
we live a man has been inspired of
God and chosen of him to organize
the Church of Christ upon the earth,

that I am a member in that Church,
and that we have the only true Gos-
pel upon the face of the earth, the
only Gospel, as the Lord says in one
of those revelations, with which he
is well pleased.

When I think of all the blessings

that have come to me because of the

Gospel, I want never to think of the

things of this world, except only as

secondary.
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If we inspire in the hearts of the

people a desire to do their duty it

will be the easiest thing in the world
to take care of all those who are in

distress among this people. The
Fast Day donation alone, if we were
absolutely honest with the Lord
would take care of the poor among
us. You cannot get a good meal for

less than ten cents, and twenty cents

a month for every man, woman and
child in the Church would take care

of those who need care and who are

not chronic beggars. I am in favor

of Bishop Hunter's way with such

people, of just wearing them out. I

am in favor of Brigham Young's
statement, "It is against my policy

to give anything to a person unless

he works for it."

Why do we find great walls of

cobble stones picked up from the

hills? Because Brigham Young
would say, "Go and dig up some

rocks and build a wall;" in other

words, I believe he would tell them

to dig a hole and then fill it up

rather than have nothing to do.

May the Lord help us to grow,

and may you in this additional labor

that you have taken on your hands

be able to convert people to take care

of themselves and be blessed in doing

it. But don't forget you have some-

thing to do in addition.

The Lord bless you all, is my hum-
ble prayer, in the name of our Re-

deemer, Amen.

<5^43K~o>

EVENING SONG

By Vilate R. McAllister

Twilight's trailing purple shadows shroud the hill

;

Amber gleams the lake, reflecting glorious sky

;

Drowsy murmurs flow so faintly from the rill,

While the patient pine-trees sough, and moan, and sigh.

O'er the pasture trills the tinkling of a bell

;

Through the thicket comes the crooning of a bird

;

Venus flings her blazing banner o'er the spell

—

Sweet, ecstatic moment, broken by no word

!

Sweet? Ecstatic? Better empty, void, and drear!

Lonely is the eve, and sad, for me.

The vital thing is missing: You're not here!

Without you night shall be—infinity!



The British Centennial Conference
By Ramona W . Cannon

FOR the Saints of London, the

British Centennial began with

the arrival of President Grant
from the Continent on July 19th. As
the train steamed in to Liverpool

Street station at nine-thirty p. m.,

they were a-quiver with excitement,

and there was a rush toward the

President. He greeted all, was inter-

viewed by reporters, and joined the

group in singing, "We Thank Thee,

O God, For A Prophet".

In Relief Society next evening, as

the members worked on costumes for

the pageant, each told what it had
meant to her to shake the hand of

the Lord's servant.

The following day, July 20, Presi-

dent Grant drove to Liverpool, visit-

ing Sulgrave Manor, the home of the

Washingtons. There he dedicated

the newly acquired chapel, just one

hundred years from the day when
the Mormon Elders first landed in

the city. The Tatler Newsreel took

a moving picture of President Grant,

President Cannon and the Millennial

Chorus outside the building, and dis-

played it in their cinema chain.

The evening of July 21, the Presi-

dent dedicated the Burnley Chapel.

New arrivals in London were Presi-

dent and Sister Clark, Sister Rose
Bennett and Sister Vida Clawson's

party, including Sister Ruth May
Fox, with her Counselors, Sisters

Lucy Grant Cannon and Clarissa

Beesley.

On the 22nd, President Grant
dedicated the Bradford Chapel, af-

terwards returning to London, where
President and Sister Lyman enter-

tained for him on July 24, at the

Royal Automobile Club. Many dis-

tinguished guests from Salt Lake,

also from London attended, includ-

ing the American Ambassador, Mr.
Robert Bingham. Reminiscences of

Pioneer days and experiences were
given, -which were of great interest

to the English visitors.

On the following day, Sunday,
President Grant dedicated the South-
west London Branch, "Ravenslea",

in the afternoon, and the North Lon-
don Chapel in the evening. President

Clark spoke at both meetings, also

Presidents Cannon and Brown. The
chapels were filled to capacity, and
the meeting proved, in each case, a

great spiritual feast.

TT was a fair day, the River Ribble

flowed gently to the sea, and the

restful green of field and wood made
a fine setting for the Centenary of

the first baptism. The sunshine was
a delightful contrast to the continued
rain of the past fortnight. Seven
coaches rolled into Preston from
Rochdale with banners on their sides

and bearing some two hundred mis-
sionaries and Saints. They awaken-
ed much attention as they passed
through the Lancashire towns.

The pilgrimage began at Vauxhall
Chapel. The trustees kindly opened
it for our visit. We imagined we
saw the black-eyed Heber C. Kim-
ball preaching from its elevated pul-

pit. By foot we went on to the site

of the Cockpit where the early meet-

ings and first conference were held.

Thence we proceeded afoot to St.

Wilfred Street, where occurred the
terrific manifestation of evil spirits

on the morning of the first baptism.

Continuing, the growing crowd
marched to the Ribble with the Mil-
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lennial Chorus at the head singing

marching songs.

Assembling on the right bank, over

500 people took part in the open air

service. The theme of the meeting
was the glorious event that occurred
in the waters at our feet a century

ago. They sat on the grass in a great

circle and listened to President Grant
and others, and watched him unveil

a bronze plaque, which will be placed

in the wall of the North London
Chapel.

One of the interesting features

was presenting descendants of those

who participated a century ago

—

Elders John F. Kimball and Paul C.

Palmer, great great grandsons re-

spectively of Heber C. Kimball who
officiated, and Ann Elizabeth Walm-
sley, one of the nine who were bap-

tized in that first ceremony, Elder

Fred H. Thompson, his mother, Mrs.
Lillian M. Thompson, and his sister

Mrs. Elsa T. Peterson, granddaugh-
ter and great grandchildren of Orson

Hyde, and Elders Albert Z. Rich-

ards, Richards G. Smith and Briant

G. Smith, great grandsons of Wil-
lard Richards. The latter two are

grandsons of President Grant and
also of President Joseph F. Smith.

CINCE accommodations for the

conference were not available in

Preston, the gathering was held in

Rochdale, about thirty miles distant.

Two years ago the sentiment toward
the Mormons there was so unfavor-

able that the newspapers refused to

accept paid advertisements for our
conference meetings. A missionary

baseball team was organized and won
the championship for Northern Eng-
land. Through them the citizens be-

came friendly. The sportsmanship,

clean living, and proselyting of these

young Elders has produced a host of

friends.

Hotel accommodations are limited

there, but people opened their homes
to the visitors in friendly hospitality.

CHURCH AUTHORITIES, MISSIONARIES, AND SALT LAKE
VISITORS AT CONFERENCE
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Inside the Rochdale Chapel were
arranged fine exhibits of Primary,

Gleaner, Bee-Hive, and Genealogical

work. One room was devoted to Re-
lief Society handwork. On exhibi-

tion were elaborate quilts, counter-

panes, luncheon cloths, pillow cases,

sideboard mats, embroidered and
trimmed hand-made lace, knitted and
crocheted work. On the walls were
illustrated posters demonstrating Re-
lief Society Health Lessons on the

prevention of accidents in the home

;

a roll of honor of Relief Society

members for 10 consecutive years

;

those who were charter members of

Relief Society organizations ; moth-
ers of five or more children ; and
women who have suffered persecu-

tion for their religion. On exhibi-

tion was a book of wholesome and
inexpensive recipes sent in by mem-
bers. The cover was artistically de-

signed by one of the Saints.

On Saturday morning, after ex-

amining the exhibits and visiting

with each other, the Saints met in

the Chapel at 10 :00 o'clock. Short

but inspiring talks were given by
Sisters Vida Clawson, Laura Nich-

olson, Clarissa Beesley, Lucy G.

Cannon, Ruth May Fox, and Presi-

dents Cannon and Lyman, and Presi-

dent Grant.

At 1 :30 the Gleaner choruses and
the M Men achieved by performing
in song and speech.

During the late afternoon there

was a league game of baseball, our

Rochdale M Men team playing the

Caledonians. President Grant pitch-

ed the first ball, and he and President

Clark sat on the players' bench in the

sunshine and enjoyed watching the

Elders win the game.

/~PHE Rochdale town hall is said to

be one of the most beautiful in

Britain. It was an appropriate place

to present "The Everlasting Doors,"

a pageant produced by Sister Marie
Waldram, Elder Richard S. Tanner
and Elder Robert S. Stevens. It was
an ambitious spectacle, with one hun-

ROCHDALE TOWN HALL
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dred and twenty-six missionaries,

Saints and friends in the cast. The
poetic lines of the pageant were read
beautifully by two English women
and two English men. The richly

colored costumes were made with
much economy under the direction of

Sister Agnes P. Wallace, by mem-
bers of various Relief Societies.

More than eight hundred people sat

in the audience, while an equal num-
ber were turned away. The silence

among the spectators was absolute as

the Biblical and Latter Day scenes

of solemn splendor unrolled before
their eyes, leaving in their hearts a
direct message. The disappointment
among those turned away was so
keen that it was decided to repeat the

pageant Sunday night, following the
evening service, to those who had not
seen it. Again the hall was crowded
and many turned away.

The Sunday meetings totaled nine

full hours. The hall was full for the

testimony meeting at 9:00 o'clock.

This was the Saints' opportunity to

express themselves, the missionaries

and authorities all keeping their

seats. Many remarkable testimonies

were borne of the unusual ways in

which the Gospel had come to people.

At all the remaining sessions guards
had to be placed at the door to keep
the people out after the hall was filled

although it held nearly a thousand.

At the eleven o'clock session, the

Sunday School and Relief Society

were emphasized; in the afternoon
the M. I. A. cause, Saints and visi-

tors were uplifted by the talks of the

Church authorities.

In these meetings President Clark

spoke of the lofty ideals and concep-

tions of Mormonism, and called at-

tention to the necessity of centering

one's interest and love on the Gospel,

not as worshipers of men. He coun-

selled people to live every moment
of their lives so that they are doing

nothing which will destroy the spir-

itual communication between them
and God. He said he would reverse

the opinion sometimes prevalent that

Mormonism was a religion which
only the ignorant embraced. Really

people need to be intelligent to em-
brace it because it appeals to the heart

and mind. The ritual is simple, not

like that of many other churches,

which appeals to eye and ear.

President Grant suggested that

each man should turn into a fault-

finding critic who should hunt and
examine and probe diligently for

faults . . . but only in himself. In
planning one's life, one should seek

to find out what the Lord desires and
make that the important thing, he ad-

vised. He also warned the Priest-

hood against exercising unrighteous

dominion, quoting in fine voice and
without hesitation the 121st Section

of the Doctrine and Covenants. Par-
ticularly he stressed the two spirits

always striving within us, one telling

us to continue with our labors and
do our utmost, and the other trying

to dissuade us from doing our duties.

At the close of his speech, clus-

ters of roses were presented to Presi-

dent Grant by three Latter-day Saint

young women ; red roses symbolizing

one for each year of his youth
;
pink

roses, one for each year of his Apos-
tleship ; and white roses, one for each

year of his Presidency.

With the public address system
1423 persons heard the testimonies

of the authorities.

On Monday morning Sisters Fox,
Cannon, and Beesley met with the

Bee-Keepers of the Mission and gave
many valuable suggestions, while

President Grant addressed the mis-

sionaries. In the general meeting
following, the Sisters were again

heard from, Sister Rose Bennett,

Sister Lucy Cannon, and Sister Clar-

issa Beesley, all of whom bore beau-
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tiful testimonies. Three Primary
children gave short talks and Presi-

dent Grant sang.

Music was furnished throughout

the meetings by the Millennial Cho-
rus (of missionaries), the combined

choirs of the Mission under the di-

rection of Doctor Ray M. Russell,

the Gleaner Choruses, the Primary
and Sunday School children, and
Brother George D. Pyper. He and
Brother Arthur Winter were among
the speakers.

Between sessions, the large group
had luncheon and tea together. A
delightful program was worked out

for each meal.

f)N Spotland Football grounds

Monday afternoon, a new phase

of Mormonism's plan of living was
shown. Hundreds of investigators

had attended our services and learn-

ed our spiritual message; they had
seen "The Everlasting Doors" and
been thrilled by our pageantry,

heard the M Men speeches and
Gleaner Girl singing and felt our ap-

proach to art; they looked over the

Treasures of Truth, Book of Re-
membrance and Relief Society and
Primary handiwork exhibits and
sensed our feeling for history and
our culture. Now they were to see

the physical side. The third annual

field meet of the M. I. A. was being

held.

As an opening to it a most beauti-

ful ceremony took place. From a
high reviewing stand on the green
field, President Grant, the distin-

guished visitors and Mission author-

ities sat and watched a great forma-
tion of hundreds of Saints, mission-

aries and friends off in a corner of

the pitch. Suddenly they began to

march and sing. "Over hill over

dale, ever on the upward trail" rang

out. By twos they came past the

stand and out in front marched up
the farther leg of an elongated "M".
Following its lines, singing as they

went, they completed it as well as

"I" and "A". The living M. I. A.
then faced the stand. An English-

man stepped out with a silken Union
Jack, marched to the platform and
presented it to President Grant.

Then a Welshman presented one to

President and Sister Lyman, a

Scotsman in kilts to Superintendent

Pyper, a northern Irish lass to Presi-

dent Fox and one from southern

Ireland to President and Sister Can-
non. Other presentations were made
by groups, and responses given. "We
Thank Thee, Oh God, For A Proph-
et" and "Carry On" were sung.

The field meet was by districts, M
Men taking part in regular events,

Gleaners and Bee-Hive girls running
in shorter races.

A dance at the Carlton closed the

four day conference. Features were
exhibitions of country dancing by the

Bristol and Scottish Districts, the

latter in kilts, and a grand march
where in sixteens the whole forma-
tion sang "Carry On".

Then handshaking and goodbyes,

and away to Ireland, Scotland,

Wales and the counties of England

the happy groups departed.

President Grant declared it one

of the finest gatherings he had ever

attended. To the Saints his presence

made it perhaps the best they will

ever attend.

Blessed by perfect weather, bless-

ed by unusual enthusiasm and joy-

fulness, and blessed especially by an
outpouring of the good Spirit the

unforgettable Centennial Conference
came to an end.



The Lotus Eater
By Mabel S. Harmer

Chapter V

WHEN Danny was two
years old his father bought
him a complete cowboy

outfit for a birthday present. "But
Dan!" protested Helen laughing,
"It will be two years before he is

big enough to wear that outfit and
much longer than that before he
can ride a horse."

"Well, I don't know about
that," said Dan looking at his

sturdy son with pride. "The way
that boy is growing he'll be ready
for the saddle 'most any day now
and it's best to be prepared. One
of these days we'll be riding the
range together, won't we old

man?"
Danny's answer was a punch to

his father's broad chest with his

tightly doubled little fist. Helen
had declared more than once that
Dan was teaching the boy too
many rough tricks but he went
blissfully on and would romp with
Danny by the hour on the kitchen
floor until Helen would gather the
baby up under one arm and take
him off to bed uttering loud pro-
tests.

She was amused now remem-
bering the days before the baby's

birth when she had worried be-

cause of Dan's lack of interest in

the boy. His delight in the chubby,
blue eyed youngster was unbound-
ed and he spent many an evening
hour building air castles for "the

judge" as he still occasionally

called the boy.
Helen herself wondered how

she had ever lived without the de-

lightful mischief maker about to

work for or to romp with during
the day and to hold in her arms
with his fair head against her
shoulder at night.

She still had her moments of

loneliness, especially during the
long cold winter when it was al-

most impossible to get away from
the ranch with the baby. Looking
for the mail from home became
almost an obsession and she
dreamed constantly of the time
when Danny would be old enough
to take on a visit to California.

She would have been fairly con-

tented at the ranch, now that she

had the baby to help fill her days,

if it had not been for the utter lack

of good music. She derived a great

deal of pleasure from her own
playing on her violin but she

hungered to hear once more a real

concert or an orchestra that play-

ed something better than jazz

dance music.

/~pHE winter after Danny turned

two, Dan's sister Marta, who
was now out of school, came to

live with them so that Helen
would have companionship on the

days that Dan was away from
home. The snow held off until

after the first of December that

year for which Helen was very
grateful. The isolation of the

ranch during the winter months
and the howl of the coyotes was
something she felt she would
never be reconciled to.

During January Dan left with a

carload of cattle for an eastern

livestock market expecting to be
gone a week or ten days. He had
left a good supply of wood cut for
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fuel and made everything- as com-
fortable as possible for the two
women and left them with instruc-

tions to "sit tight and have a nice

cozy time."

Two days after he had left

Danny developed a severe cold

which rapidly became worse.

There had been slight colds in the

past which had yielded easily to

the simple remedies of which
Helen had a complete stock, but
this time, in spite of everything
she could do, the baby's tempera-
ture continued to rise and his

breathing became heavy.

"I can't cope with this any
longer," she said finally to Marta,
"I've got to get a doctor here."

Marta glanced apprehensively

out of the window where a stiff

wind was drifting the snow about
in great billows. "Couldn't you
wait until morning? Perhaps he
will be better by then or the storm
will have died down. I don't see

how you can possibly get through
now," she said.

"I've got to get through," an-

swered Helen grimly, as she look-

ed down at Danny's flushed

cheeks.

"Then let me go," said Marta.

"You can take care of the baby so

much better than I."

For a brief moment Helen was
sorely tempted to let the girl go.

It might be hours before she could

get back and it would be torture to

leave the sick baby and not know
what was happening during that

time but she couldn't ask Marta
to attempt such an ordeal, even
for Danny, and she answered, "No
thanks, Marta. I can't send you.

I'll make it all right."

She left minute instructions re-

garding the baby's care and dress-

ed in the warmest clothing she

could find. It took what seemed

an eternity to her, merely to fight

her way to the stable. Once in-

side she saddled the horse and
rode him most unwillingly into

the biting snow and wind.
The nearest telephone was at

Jennings, two miles down the

road. What a fool she had been,

she thought bitterly, never to have
had one put in. It was true they
had scarcely any need for one
since groceries could not be order-

ed for delivery, anyway, and their

social calls were very few but
they should have forseen that an
emergency like the present might
arise.

She drew her scarf around her
head and leaned down over the
horse's neck. The snow drove re-

lentlessly into her face and her
hands and feet soon became numb.
The animal floundered almost
helplessly about and Helen tried

desperately to urge him on. "Come
on, old fellow," she cried, her
voice choking, "it's for Danny."

It seemed that half the snow in

the valley was being piled into the

roadway. Why, oh why, she

thought, should anyone live in

such a country where nature seem-
ed to let the weather out of all

bounds?

"If Danny gets better
—

" she
began and then said to herself

stoutly, "When Danny gets better,

I'll take him home where he can
play all day in the sunshine."

They fought their way almost
blindly through the storm and
when they finally arrived at the

Jennings door both Helen and the

animal were utterly spent. Helen's

hands were so cold and numb that

she opened the door without the

formality of knocking and the

family seated about the fire inside

stared at her in amazement.
"My land, child," gasped Mrs.
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Jennings, "whatever made you
come out in such a storm?"

"It's Danny," said Helen brok-
enly. "He's sick and I've just got
to have a doctor."

"Well, sit right down and get
warm," said the older woman
pushing Helen gently into a chair

and beginning to remove her
wraps. "Pa, you phone for her
and tell the doctor to come right

out and not wait for the storm to

die down neither."

"Shucks, Dr. Ward don't think
nuthin' of a storm," said Pa Jen-
nings as he went to the telephone.

"He's been running around in 'em
for twenty years now."

Helen clung to her wraps when
Mrs. Jennings offered to take
them. "I can't stay," she said,

"I've been two hours on the way
now and Marta is alone with the
baby. If you'll lend me a fresh

horse I'll start right back."

"Horse nothing," declared Pa
Jennings. "I'll harness up the
covered sleigh and take you back."

"And I'll come too," joined in

his wife. "I've nursed more cases

of pneumony than you've ever

heard about."

Tears came to Helen's eyes.

"Oh, if you only would," she cried.

"I feel so helpless and alone. But
I can't take you out in this storm

!"

"Humph!" replied Mrs. Jen-

nings with a shrug of her ample
shoulders, "I guess one storm

more or less ain't agoin' to hurt

me after all the ones I've lived

through. I drove five miles

through one as bad as this and
helped bring a baby to Fannie
Miller. Here, Sadie," to one of

her -daughters, "wrap up these

irons from the stove and we'll take

'em along to keep our feet warm."
The two women sat in the rear

of the sleigh and drew quilts

around them to help keep the wind
from driving the chill into their

bodies. Mr. Jennings sheltered

himself as best he could while

driving as they fought their way
on through the storm. The horses

crept through the drifts at snail's

pace and at times Helen felt that

she would scream if she couldn't

do something to help them cover
the ground a little more rapidly.

Mrs. Jennings talked and tried

to divert her mind from the

thoughts of the sick boy but Helen
only answered her absent-mind-
edly in between her prayers that

they would be able to get back
more quickly and that Danny
would not be any worse. They
finally ploughed their way
through to her own doorway and
Helen rushed into the house.

"How is he?" she gasped as

soon as she was inside the door.

"About the same, I think," was
Marta's answer. "He has been
awfully restless. I thought that

you would never get back."

"Let's have a look at this boy
who has been scaring his mother
to death," said Mrs. Jennmgs as

she drew off her many wraps. She
set to work with the efficiency of

one who has had to be both doc-

tor and nurse on many occasions

and before long the baby was
breathing much easier and his

fever had subsided considerably.

Now that Helen had someone else

to share the responsibility she be-

gan to show the effects of the

strain she had been under and
Mrs. Jennings ordered her to go
and rest up or she would need
the doctor worse than the baby
did.

It was nightfall before the doc-

tor arrived bringing necessary

medicines and reassurance to the

anxious mother's heart. He tried
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to joke with Helen a little before

he left and said with a chuckle,

"Now I want you to take better

care of that boy. I don't pass out
fine babies like that every day of

the week."
"Don't worry," said Helen grim-

ly, "I'm going to take care of him."

V\/TTHIN a few weeks Danny
was playing around again

very much like his old lively self

much to the satisfaction of his

anxious parents. Helen decided
that she would take him to Cal-
ifornia as soon as it was safe to

travel through the mountains so

that he could have plenty of sun-
shine in which to complete his re-

covery. The snow drifts lay on
the pass through the highest part
of the canyon until late in May
and it was June before the road
had dried sufficiently for them to
drive a car through to Junction
City.

Helen tried to persuade Dan to

go with them but he insisted that
he couldn't be spared from the
ranch. She rather believed that
he was diffident about meeting
her people for the first time and
didn't press the matter. He said
something vague about coming
and getting her if she stayed too
long but Helen was quite sure that
he didn't have any such intentions.
She realized that summer was a
busy time on the ranch and after
all, the important thing was to get
Danny away to a milder climate.

Helen felt more light-hearted

than she had done in years as they
drove through the canyon, lovely

in its gay dress of early summer
foliage. Going home for the first

time in five years. She wonder-
ed if she had changed much and if

she would look "countrified" and
"out of date." Anyway, she had
Danny, she thought gazing down

affectionately at the boy and she

defied any of her family to have

produced anything more wonder-
ful in five years' time.

Dan bade them goodbye at the

station with a crooked smile and
more than a suspicion of tears in

his eyes. "Take good care of your
mother," he said, giving Danny's
cheek a playful pinch, "and bring

me a present when you come
back."

"I'll bwing you a puppy," prom-

ised Danny, who could think of

nothing more desirable for anyone

at any time than a dog.

Danny was wildly excited at the

prospect of riding on a "sure nuff

train" and Helen felt her own
spirits rise as they journeyed to-

ward the West. It was good to

get away from the deadly routine

of ranch life. To see people who
had been places and were going

places and to order food from a

printed menu.

She had telegraphed her father

to meet her at Los Angeles and
her heart was beating wildly as

she and Danny pushed their way
through the crowds from the train.

At last she saw him. Dear old

Dad! With hair a little grayer

and a few more wrinkles but the

same cheery lovable smile that

she had so missed. The next min-
ute she was in his arms and Danny
seemed quite forgotten until he
piped in a solemn voice, "Here's

me."

"Yes, yes, young man," laughed

his grandfather as he released

Helen and swung the boy up in

his arms, "and what a fine young
fellow he is."

They were soon out in the car

and speeding toward their home
in Long Beach where a tumultu-
ous welcome awaited them. The
two boys, Marvin and Ted had
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grown into tall lanky youths in

the time she had been away and
Nina had changed from a square
little girl into a lovely slender miss
of eighteen. "I declare you've all

grown out of bounds, even you
mother," she laughed.

"Tut, tut," said her father. "At
your mother's age a few extra
pounds are very becoming."
"And as long as your father

thinks so, I'm not bothering about
going on a diet," replied Mrs. Burt
decisively.

"I wasn't inferring that you
should," said Helen giving her an
extra hug. "In fact I think you are

grand just as you are."

Danny at once became the cen-

ter of attraction and Helen pro-

tested that they would spoil him
until he couldn't be lived with, but
her father replied complacently
that it was every grandparent's
privilege to spoil the first grand-
child.

[ATE that night after Danny
had been tucked into bed

Helen went out on the porch and
sat down on the step with her
head resting against the pillar as

she used to do years ago. The rich

sweet odor of growing things
crept over her and she took deep
breaths of the pungent night air.

Although she could not see the
ocean in the distance she felt its

presence and a thrill of happiness
swept through her as she thought
of the joyous times she and Danny
would have playing in the sands.

A few minutes later her mother
came out and settled herself down
in a rocker. Helen moved over
and leaned her head against her
mother's knee. As she reached

down and stroked her daughter's
head Helen murmured in tremu-
lous tones, "Oh, mother, it's so
good to be back."

(To be continued)
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Teachers' Visit to An Indifferent Member
By Leah D. Widtsoe

Hostess—Mrs. MacDonald.
Teachers—Mrs. Christianson and

Mrs. Burton.

Maid—Mrs. Lorentzen.

Scene I

(Sister Christianson calls for Sister

Burton. Knocks.)
Sister Burton : Come in. Oh,

Good Morning, Sister Christianson.

Isn't it a beautiful day for our visits ?

(Puts on hat and coat)

Sister Christianson: Yes, in-

deed. I hope you're feeling well,

Sister Burton.

Sister Burton : Yes, thank you.

How are you?
Sister Christianson : Very well

and eager to make our visits.

Sister Burton : Shall we have a

word of prayer first. I think it is

your turn.

Sister Christianson : (nods and
prays) Our Father in Heaven. We
come before thee at this time to ask

that thou wilt be with us during our

special work for Thy cause this day.

Help us to understand our privilege

and inspire us to give each sister

whom we visit the help she may need

in her life's problems.

Bless those whose homes we shall

visit ; may they desire to receive us

and accept the spiritual uplift that

comes only from thee to those who
love and serve thee. We are on thy

special work, Father. Bless our ef-

forts for good. May we leave some
ray of hope and blessing in every

home we visit and may every home
in our district be open to us this day.

We ask this blessing in the name of

Jesus Christ. Amen.
(They proceed on their visits)

Sister Christianson : Shall we
visit Sister MacDonald today ? She's

always so busy with her social duties.

Sister Burton: Yes, let's try

again and give her a special invita-

tion this time to come to Relief So-

ciety.

Scene II

(They knock at the home of Sister

MacDonald)
Sister MacDonald : (who is do-

ing some writing—aside to the maid
who is busy dusting) Oh, my good-

ness, here come the Relief Society

teachers again. What a nuisance ! I

wish they wouldn't call. I just can't

see them today. But, go let them in.

Sister Lorentzen : (goes to the

door—opens it.)

Sister Burton : Good morning.

We are the Relief Society teachers.

Is Mrs. MacDonald in?

Sister Lorentzen : (rather hesi-

tatingly) Ye-s-s. Will you come in ?

Sister Christianson : Wait just

a moment, please. Are you a mem-
ber of the L. D. S. Church?

Sister Lorentzen : Yes—I am.
Sister Burton : Is your home in

Salt Lake City?

Sister Lorentzen : No, I came
from Nephi.

Sister Burton : Do you attend

Sunday School or Mutual in the

Ward?
Sister Lorentzen : I did attend

Mutual once but felt so strange I

haven't been again.

Sister Christianson : Do you
know that the Lion House has a

special M. I. A. Meeting every

Thursday evening at 7:30? They
are most interesting. Try to go
sometime.
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Sister Lorentzen : Thank you, I

wifl.

Sister Burton : And do come to

our Ward again sometime. We will

be most happy to make you acquaint-

ed with some of the young people.

Sister Lorentzen : Thank you so

much, I'll try.

Scene III

Sister MacDonald: Oh, good
morning, sisters.

Sister Burton : How are you to-

day, Sister MacDonald?
Sister MacDonald: Oh, just

terribly busy I haven't a moment to

spare.

Sister Burton : Well, we are not

going to stay long. We have just

called to inquire after your welfare

and to leave a message.

Sister MacDonald : Well, that's

kind of you, but really I am very-

busy. I have an appointment that I

should keep in half an hour.

Sister Burton : We won't detain

you long, but may we take a moment
to tell you about our Relief Society

meetings this year ? They are so in-

teresting. Our lessons are most help-

ful—they seem to be just what we
all need.

Sister MacDonald : Well, maybe
for you, but I just don't have time

for Relief Society. I'm a member of

a Literary Club and a Music Club
and I just haven't time for anything

else. But—won't you sit down ?

Sister Christianson : You know
Sister MacDonald, Relief Society

does something for me that I never

get from any club and I have been

a club worker, too, all my life.

Sister MacDonald: (becoming
rather interested) That is interest-

ing. Just what do you mean? Will

you explain it to me?
Sister Christianson : Well, you

know life may be said to move on
four planes, the physcial, the mental,

the moral, and the spiritual. Most
people live on the physical plane,

spending all their time in looking

after the needs of their families.

That is most necessary, of course,

but the physical alone is not enough

;

to keep abreast of the times we must
develop our mentalities.

Sister MacDonald: I have al-

ways tried to develop myself men-
tally but I thought the Relief Society

was merely a religious organization.

Sister Christianson : This in-

tellectual stimulus we receive from
our wonderful lessons in the Relief

Society. A splendid moral develop-

ment we obtain from our Charity

work and above all, a unique spirit-

ual uplift in our study of the truths

of the Gospel of Christ. Why, the

very fact that our meetings are open-

ed and closed with prayer and the

singing of a heartfelt hymn makes
me feel a nearness to a Higher Pow-
er that I never obtain from any
other study group or social group.

To me, it's a real inspiration that

lasts throughout the week.

Sister MacDonald: Well, I'd

never thought of it just like that.

Sister Burton : Our special mes-

sage this month, Sister MacDonald,
concerns the lesson of the Good
Neighbor as taught by our Savior in

the parable of the Good Samaritan.

Even President Roosevelt is talking

a great deal these days about the na-

tions being good Neighbors. And
goodness knows we need that ideal

developed right at this time in the

midst of turmoil and war.

Sister Christianson: Yes, and
isn't it really interesting that the

Prophet Joseph was inspired to

found our Society that the entire sis-

terhood of the church might have an
opportunity to serve and be good
neighbors to all.

Sister MacDonald: Oh, well, I

haven't time to bother about my
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neighbors. I don't even know who
they are.

Sister Christianson : The par-

able teaches us that anyone in need
is in reality our neighbor. And the

blessing it gives us to help others in

time of need is truly Christ-like.

Sister MacDonald: There are

not many poor in our district are

there ? How can I help ?

Sister Burton : Sometimes peo-

ple are more in need of comfort or

a word of encouragement than they

are of bread. The man in the parable

had bodily wounds but wounds of

the spirit are often more serious and
harder to heal. We may never know
how much a friendly hand shake or

a cheerful greeting may help those

who are wounded in spirit. Besides,

there are many wards that have more
poor than they can take care of and
it is our privilege to help them.

Sister MacDonald : I think that

is true.

Sister Christianson: I'm sure

we all need to be more helpful and
generous in our feelings to others
and the Relief Society gives us the

opportunity to do just that. Do try

and find time to come to meeting
next Tuesday, Sister MacDonald.

Sister MacDonald: You make
it all sound very interesting, but I

haven't been to Relief Society for so
long—I—I

—

Sister Christianson : Sister

MacDonald, I don't live very far

away. Let me call for you next

Tuesday, I'd love to do it.

Sister MacDonald : That is very

kind of you Sister Christianson, I'll

try to make it. I really would like to

do my duty in the church and set the

proper example to my children. I

am very desirous that my son should

fill a good mission.

Sister Burton : Thank you, Sis-

ter MacDonald; you'll never regret

this decision. And some day I'm
sure your son will be proud to say as

President Grant does today, "My
Mother was always a faithful Relief

Society worker and I honor her for

it." We must not keep you longer
but would like to leave with you our
teacher's topic for this month.

Sister MacDonald : Thank you,

you've given me something to think
of, sisters, that I feel will do me
much good. I will think seriously of

what you have said and will try and
make time in my program for Relief

Society. Let me give you a donation.

Sister Burton : Thank you, we
appreciate that, but, remember we
need your presence and your active

support, as well. In that way we can
be a blessing to each other. Goodbye,
Sister MacDonald.

Sister MacDonald : Goodbye
Sisters and I'll try to be ready next
week, Sister Christianson.

Sisters: Goodbye.



The Visiting Teacher
By Joan Young Hale

Sister Johnson : {looking very
sad) Ever since my husband's
death, it doesn't seem there is a thing

worth while for me to do. I just

can't get reconciled to the fact that

he has gone, and it seems there is

nothing to live for.

{Mrs. Thorpe comes to call and makes
conditions worse with her sympathy.)

Mrs. Thorpe: You poor dear, I

know just how you feel, and I don't

blame you one bit for feeling as you
do. If I had lost a loved one I don't

believe I could carry on either. But
I have been told that your church
teaches something about hope for the

dead.

Sister Johnson : Yes it does, but
at a time like this it doesn't help
much, for my life is empty. I am all

alone.

(A knock is heard at the door.)

Mrs. Thorpe: Now you sit still

dear, I will see who it is. You don't

want company do you?

(As the door opens, Sister Johnson
stands up and walks toward the door.)

Sister Johnson : Oh, it's the Re-
lief Society teachers. Won't you
come in? Sister Evans and Sister

Hale, I want you to know my dear
friend Mrs. Thorpe.

(All sit.)

Mrs. Thorpe : I am just a neigh-

bor who came to sympathize with

Mrs. Johnson in her dreadful sor-

row.

Sister Evans: We sympathize

with Sister Johnson too and have
come to bring her a little cheer and
something new to think about. We
also bring a message. (Reads the

card) Christ said, to gain eternal

life, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thy self." "Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thy

heart and with all thy soul, and with
all thy strength, and with all thy

mind ; and thy neighbor as thy self."

Our lesson for this month is about
the Good Samaritan. By helping

your neighbors you can benefit and
help yourself, (hands card to Sister

Johnson.)

Sister Johnson: (hurriedly

reads card.) This card says, "Who
is my neighbor ?"

Sister Hale: Anyone to whom
you can give a helping hand, regard-

less of color or creed, is your neigh-

bor, Sister Johnson. Surely you
can't hope to better yourself, sitting

all alone, and by shutting out all the

beauty and sweetness that's around
you. Especially this time of the

year, when everything is taking on
new life. We just called on Sister

Jones who lives on this block. She
told us how her children's play an-

noys you. She is very sorry, but her

children must be kept happy. You
would not want to stop their laughter

and fun.

Sister Johnson: No, indeed.

Sister Hale : You remember the

saying, "Smile and the world smiles

with you. Weep and you weep
alone."

Sister Evans : Now that's an
idea, (looking at Sister Hale) When
you feel lonely, wouldn't you like to

go over and help Sister Jones, who
is overworked with her patching and
darning ? I know you would be well

paid when you see how much it

would help her. It's several months
since your husband left, and you
have done nothing to help yourself.
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Sister Johnson : What can I do ?

Sister Hale: Sister Johnson, I

met a dear old gentleman the other

day who passed on a wonderful plan

to those who are left alone, with

nothing to do. He and his wife had
been married fifty-five years, and for

the last fifteen years they had been
Temple workers. They were an ideal

couple and had a large family who
are a credit to them. The dear wife

passed away after a short illness and
for a time his grief was almost more
than he could bear. A friend started

to sympathize with him, but he said,

"Of course I miss her but she would-
n't want me to mourn. I will be here
for such a short time. I must be kept

busy. There are so many looking to

me to do their work that I haven't

time to waste feeling sorry for my-
self.

Sister Evans : Isn't that a won-
derful way to feel ? Have you ever

thought of doing work for the dead ?

Sister Hale: Or the living

either ? Why not try forgetting your-
self.

Sister Johnson: {Glancing at

the card and smiling) I am going to

help Sister Jones. Tell me more how
I can help my neighbor ?

Mrs. Thorpe: Why Mrs. John-
son, it is a long time since I saw
you smile.

Sister Hale : One sure way is to

attend your Relief Society meetings.

Associate with the kind of women
who go there. We have wonderful
teachers in each line and you could-

n't go there without feeling the won-
derful spirit and returning smile for

smile. The first Tuesday is Theo-
logy, the second, Work and Business

or Handicraft, the third, Literature,

and the fourth, Social Service.

Mrs. Thorpe: I am very inter-

ested in literature.

Sister Hale : Would you like to

attend our Relief Society with Sis-

ter Johnson ?

Mrs. Thorpe: I would love to,

but I thought it was for only mem-
bers of your church.

Sister Hale: Anybody is wel-

come.

Sister Evans : We need visiting

teachers too, people who are willing

to work can always find a place that

just suits them. So you see you can

be a good Samaritan in more ways
than one. I will leave this magazine.

You can read the lesson, {teachers

arise)

Sister Johnson : Wait until I get

my old cracked tea cup.

Mrs. Thorpe: I thought you
ladies never drank tea. {All laugh)

Sister Johnson: We don't, but

I keep my nickles and dimes in it for

my Relief Society donation. {Hands
to Sister Evans, who records it in

book.)

Sister Hale : {shakes hands) I

believe we have found some one who
will be a good Samaritan to her

neighbor. Goodbye, and God bless

you both.

(Sister Johnson goes to door with

teachers.)

Mrs. Thorpe: This magazine is

open to a poem.
Sister Johnson: Oh read it to

me.

"They planted a seed in my heart that day

And it grew from that tiny thing,

Till it filled my heart with a new desire,

Gave my soul a truer ring.

"My only thought was of work undone
Timely tasks so hard to do.

When the mind is tired, 'tis a tragic thing,

It seems one never gets through.

"But they came to my door with a smile

for me,
A hand clasp of love and cheer,

And I rested a bit as we talked that day,

Till my mind began to clear.

"They brought me a message that lifted

me up,

Gave me courage to face that day,
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Gave me hope and strength to go on again,

But in a different way.

"Did they know they had given all that to
me?

Can they know the good they do,

The souls they lift, the hearts they cheer,

The seeds they planted that grew?

"May they have God's blessings with them
always

As each day they do their part,

May He ever be near them with those
gifts,

They gave to the other heart."

Her Husband's Religion
By Luacine Clark Fox

{The scene is laid in the living-room of
Mrs. Gilbert. There are signs of dis-

order about, and several suit-cases {one
of which is open disclosing its contents
of clothes, etc.) which tell us that Mrs.
Gilbert is unpacking. On the left side of
the stage are two chairs; at the right
side of the table is another chair. Mrs.
Gilbert pauses in her unpacking and
crosses to the phone.)

Mrs. Gilbert: Wasatch 9403.

Yes, please. {Aside) Now, let's see.

I'll have to have my hair waved, and
order my groceries. I suppose I'll

need tomatoes, and lettuce. Per-
haps some crackers. . . {into the

telephone again) Hello? Oh, hello,

Edith. This is Susan. Susan Gilbert

.... Oh, we got in yesterday. . . .

Isn't it the truth? I'm so busy I

don't know what to do .... I've

had nothing but callers all morning,

and the telephone has simply rung
its head off . . . Tom? Oh, he's

fine. {By this time the teachers, Sis-

ter Blair and Sister Stewart have
reached the door, and knock just

after she says "He's fine.") Wait
just a minute, Edith. There's some-
one at the door. Just a minute.

{She crosses to the door and opens
it. For this door the backstage cen-

ter entrance is preferable.)

Mrs. Gilbert : Yes ?

Sister Blair: Is this Mrs. Gil-

bert?

Mrs. Gilbert : Yes, I am she.

Sister Blair : We are the Relief

Society teachers, Mrs. Gilbert. This

is Sister Stewart, and I am Sister

Blair. If you aren't busy, we'd like

to come in a moment and talk with
you. We have a message for you,
too.

Mrs. Gilbert: Well, I'm not at

all interested. My husband is a Mor-
mon, but I. . , well, I used to be an
Episcopalian, but I'm not much of
anything, now.

Sister Stewart: Then, perhaps
you have a message for us as well.

Mrs. Gilbert: Well, really, I'm
not awfully interested.

Sister Blair: I see you're just

unpacking. Couldn't we help you?
We'd love to, though we don't wish
to annoy.

Mrs. Gilbert: Well, come in,

then. {Reluctantly) You'll have to

sit where you can. If you'll excuse

me, I was on the telephone.

Sister Blair : Thank you. {Sister

Blair sits in the chair at the extreme
left, and Sister Stewart occupies the

one Left Center.)

Mrs. Gilbert: {At phone again)

Edith, I've some callers. {Laughs)
The Relief Society teachers!
{Laughs again) Yes, I know. I've

told them that, but they're going to

try to convert me anyway . . . Yes,
I'll call you back. Goodbye, {hangs
up receiver.)

Sister Blair: Isn't there some-
thing we can do ? We'd love to help

you.
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Mrs. Gilbert : No, thank you. I'll

just stop. The rest will do me good
anyway. (She sits in the chair by the

table.) Now, what is this message?
Sister Stewart: Did you say

that you don't belong to any reli-

gion?

Mrs. Gilbert: Yes, I believe I

said that.

Sister Stewart : That's a very
interesting statement. You do have,

I suppose, some philosophy by which
you govern your home, teach your
children, and so on?

Mrs. Gilbert : Oh, I think every-

one does. Yes, I have one. Kindness
to my fellow-men. I feel that as long

as I live the best I know how, and
don't hurt anyone, I've done my part.

Oh, (gives a little laugh), I don't al-

ways live up to it, but I guess you'd

call that my religion—Kindness.

Sister Blair : Do you know that

so many people we meet have that

same philosophy ? It's a very beau-

tiful one.

Mrs. Gilbert: Mrs. . . Blair, is

it?

Sister Blair: Yes.
Mrs. Gilbert: What you have

just said interests me greatly. I had
always understood that you Mor-
mons felt your religion to be the only
thing that was right. I have never
heard such a statement before from
any sect.

Sister Blair : Well, we do think

that our Church is right, Mrs. Gil-

bert, but we also know that there is

truth in every religion. All that is

beautiful and good comes from the
Lord. All truth comes from Him.
In fact, in your philosophy you have
partially uttered His great Formula
for Eternal Life.

Mrs. Gilbert : Have I ? What is

that? I'm afraid I'm not up on my
scriptures. It's so easy to neglect

such things.

Sister Stewart : Let me read it

to you. (Takes out Relief Society

Magazine.) It's in Luke, tenth chap-

ter, twenty-fifth to twenty-eighth

verses, if you care to follow.

Mrs. Gilbert : No, you go ahead.

Sister Stewart: (Reading)
"And behold, a certain lawyer

stood up, and tempted him, saying,

Master, what shall I do to inherit

eternal life?

"And He said unto him, What is

written in the law? how readest

thou?
"And he answering said, Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy strength, and with all

thy mind : and thy neighbor as thy-

self."

Sister Blair : You see, love thy

neighbor as thyself sums up your
philosophy, doesn't it ?

Mrs. Gilbert: Yes ....
Sister Blair: Well, we believe

there is more. The Lord says, "If

you love me you will keep my com-
mandments," and there you have our,

well, we'll call it philosophy.

Mrs. Gilbert : You know I . . .

well, I don't know why I'm telling

you all this, but I was raised in a very

strict Episcopalian family. Their

do's and don'ts seemed very foolish

to me. I was a healthy, ambitious

youngster, and I wanted to have fun.

I missed the Sunday frolics that my
chums had. Even when I met my
husband, much as I loved him, I

wasn't interested in his religious

views, I was prejudiced, I guess.

Sister Blair : Well, that's a very

normal reaction, Mrs. Gilbert. But,

tell me, have you never felt the need
of something greater? Have you
never sensed a higher Power ?

Mrs. Gilbert : I don't know why
I'm letting you talk to me like this.

You're stirring up in me something
I thought was dead. You're so kind

to me, and that's my philosophy. But
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you seem to have something more.

Kindness is only a by-product, so to

speak.

Sister Stewart: We do have
something more. We have the abso-

lute conviction that God lives now,
today. And furthermore, that the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints contains the fulness of His
Gospel, and that it is the only

Church. That's what we have.

Mrs. Gilbert : I wish I could say

that. Truthfully, I do.

Sister Blair : You can, Mrs. Gil-

bert. Let me give you the reference

that Joseph Smith read in the Bible.

James, first chapter and fifth verse.

Mrs. Gilbert : James, first chap-

ter and fifth verse.

Sister Blair: (Nods.) Yes. It

led him to go into the grove and
kneel down and pray. He asked the

Lord which church was the true one.

The Lord answered his prayer, and
He will answer yours.

Mrs. Gilbert : ( Wipes tears from
her eyes) Forgive me. I don't know
what's the matter with me. You're

so kind to me. You know, I've al-

ways made fun of the Mormons.
And then you come and are so nice

to me. It.'s rather like the story they

used to tell us in Sunday School, you
know, the Good Samaritan. You've
been that to me.

Sister Stewart : And that is our

message. That is our topic for this

month. (Gives her card.) The Good
Samaritan.

Mrs. Gilbert: Wait just a mo-
ment. (Goes for purse, takes bill

from it.) I'd like to give you just a

little something for your organiza-

tion. Here. (Gives bill to Sister

Stewart.)

Sister Stewart : Thank you. We
can use this in our charity fund.

Sister Blair : Come to our meet-
ing next Tuesday, Mrs. Gilbert.

We'd love to have you. Next Tues-
day is our work and business day.

You'll find the other meetings listed

on the card we gave you. And the

first Tuesday in every month is al-

ways our Theology lesson. We
would be glad to stop by for you.

Mrs. Gilbert: I'll try. I just

wish my husband could experience

what I have this day.

Sister Stewart: You can pass

the message on.

Mrs. Gilbert: I'm sorry I was
rude at first. I didn't live up to my
philosophy of kindness, did I ?

Sister Stewart: You weren't

rude. We just didn't understand
each other, that's all. Goodbye.
(Shakes hand).

Mrs. Gilbert: Goodbye (shakes

hands with Sister Blair.) Come
again, won't you?

Sister Blair: (At door) We
will. (They exit)

Mrs. Gilbert: (Goes to the door

and looks out after them. She glances

over at the table where the Bible is,

then looks out after them again. She
seems undecided, but slowly walks

to the table, repeating "James, first

chapter, fifth verse." She picks up
the Bible, hesitates a moment longer,

then slowly opens it and looks

through till she finds the quotation.

She is very much moved, and reads

aloud from it in a low voice the fol-

lowing words, as the curtain slozvly

drops) "If any of you lack wisdom
let him ask of God, that giveth to all

men liberally, and upbraideth not;

and it shall be given him."

QS^^



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

QCTOBER—The tired soul sweet

solace finds in depth of autumn
woods and silent canyon lanes.

1V/TAUD ADAMS shows a fine

quality of heart in using her

talents for others' benefit by accept-

ing a professorship in dramatic art

at Stephen's College, Columbia, Mo.

VfADAM CHIANG KAI-SHEK
of China in a stirring appeal

to the Chinese women said, "Today
we face the greatest crisis in our

nation's history. Sometimes it is

necessary to make a supreme sac-

rifice for the sake of national honor.

Let the women of China be not

afraid." Loh Tsi, leader of the Chi-

nese Youth Movement answered the

challenge and marched through
North China villages at the head of

a line of students warning the peas-

ants of the pending disaster. She is

called China's "Joan of Arc."

A/TRS. DIXIE GRAVES' ap-

pointment by her husband,

Governor Graves of Alabama, to

fill the vacancy in the U. S. Senate,

gives two senatorships to women.

JUDITH WHARTON, American
novelist, whose last novel, The

Age of Innocence, was a Pulitzer

prize winner, died last summer at

her beautiful home in France. She
remembered in her will, besides

many friends, her maids, butlers,

chauffeurs, and all who served her.

PLISE B. ALDER and Ethel R.

Smith, two gifted and beloved
members of the General Board of

Relief Society, died this late sum-
mer.

£DNA ST. VINCENT MIL-
LAY, in her recent book Con-

versation At Midnight, has greatly

disappointed many admirers, who
have been charmed by her choice

selection and arrangement of words
in her lovely poems like The Wood
Road, The Harp Weaver, Sonnets,
and others.

UORTENSE McQUARRIE
- ODLUM of New York, has
proffered to the Daughters of Pio-
neers of St. George, Utah (her na-
tive town) sufficient means for a
memorial building to house relics

and historical data.

JUDGE ANNA CROSS of New
J York, says "Crime is a woman's
business and women should work
for social service bureaus attached
to magistrates courts." Judge Reva
Beck Bosone, of Salt Lake City
court, implied the same thought re-

cently in a talk on "Human Rela-
tions" before a body of women leg-

islators.

J^ELEN JACOBS and Alice

Marble were the victors at the
Forest Hills, New York tennis tour-
nament this summer. This is the
sixth successful defense of the
Wightman cup by the American
players.

QENEVIEVE SAVAGE ended
her brilliant career as an avi-

atrix this summer hurtling against
a mountain near Presidio, Texas.
Nothing daunted by this and Amelia
Earhart's tragic end, Jacqueline
Cochran was an entrant in the Ben-
dix trophy race from Los Angeles
to Cleveland.



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM ?

FEAR
Take Time For Reassurance

By Leila Marler Hoggan
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"I have no fear ! What is in store for me
Shall find me self-reliant, undismayed.

God grant my only cowardice may be
Afraid—to be afraid!"*

—Everard Jack Appleton.

IS the fear fiend shadowing your

footsteps? Does some dread

omen, some ghostly premoni-

tion lurk at every turn of your
path? From childhood to old age

we are menaced by irritating wor-
ries and haunting fears. The child

is afraid of the dark, of the bogie

man, of the big stick. Later on he

fears examinations, ridicule, lack of

money. In middle life no greater

bugaboo looms ahead of men and
women than the apprehension of

failure. And when age begins to

make his demands one is assailed

by countless misgivings.

What fear is affronting you on
the pathway of life? Is it sickness,

pain or poverty, or is it old age, de-

pendence, death?

The psychologists name security

and achievement as the two greatest

needs of childhood. Are not these

also essential factors of happiness

for maturity? What condition is

more hopeless to the adult than in-

security and failure to achieve the

dreams of youth? A person who
feels the foundation of his world

tottering under his feet has

no appreciation of the bless-

ings with which he is sur-

rounded. And many times

the sense of instability is

due almost entirely to ex-

aggerated fears rather than

to actual alarming condi-

tions.

"C^EAR is easier to induce

than to cure. It is not

only unreasonable but cruel
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to use it as a punishment in child-

hood. One should seek to allay

rather than to cultivate an emo-
tion that brings only distress and
discouragement. Small children

sometimes suffer greatly because of

groundless fears. It is unwise to

ridicule or treat the situation lightly.

Prudent parents manifest a sincere

interest and sympathetic understand-

ing of such conditions, and attempt

to help the child to meet such ex-

periences bravely and rise above

them.

Both young and old shrink from
the unknown. Vague shapes half

veiled in the shadows assume dan-

gerous proportions when viewed
with frightened eyes. Under the

illusion of fear one views life from
a false distorted angle.

Fear affects the heart, the blood

vessels and the nerves. It is injuri-

ous to physical and mental health.

It blights human happiness and effi-

ciency. It destroys peace of mind
and shortens life.

Both children and adults suffer

untold misery through the years be-

cause of the fears that are forever

menacing aspiration and accomplish-

ment. The progress of the world
is not promoted by persons who are

afraid.

When brought into the revealing

light of truth and reason, fear

shrinks into insignificance. Faith is

the perfect antidote for fear. Cour-
age and achievement are synonymous
terms.

Reassure the child against fear

of the dark. Remind him that

the blind are always in the dark and
that God's love reaches out to his

children in the night time as easily

as in the day, to guard them from
harm. Very early in his experience

help him to find the comfort and
security that comes from the Mas-
ter's gentle watch care and enfold-

ing love.

Help youth to meet life courag-

eously, to face difficulties with calm-

ness, trusting in Divinity for guid-

ance and strength. Also, let us take

time to reassure ourselves. Why
should we carry a burden of fear

all through life ? Have we not faith

enough to outwit such a weakling?

Never worry in the dark. Remem-
ber, worry is a blood relative of fear

and will get us into all sorts of

trouble. Sleep knits up the raveled

nerves. A warm bath, clean per-

fumed linen, a reverent attitude and
the repetition of choice bits of po-

etry will induce sound wholesome
slumber. A change of raiment
changes the thought, and following

a hobby will route even the most
persistent goblin. Cultivate a sense

of humor, funny books and fear are

not on speaking terms.

If you feel that you are cornered
by the pawns of life, don't give up.

Be still. Relax. Seek divine inspi-

ration. Then calmly think it over
and plan the best way out. It is said

that the Twenty-third Psalm was
Woodrow Wilson's daily text dur-
ing the World War. It might pos-
sibly prove helpful to others in

bringing their own frail craft to a
safe anchorage.

If a desperate decision is pend-
ing, wait until morning. One never
can tell what the day will bring
forth. Blessings beyond our best

dreams may be winging their way
to our very door.

Sometimes when a great disaster

or sorrow enters the home, we per-

mit ourselves to say goodbye to life.

Should we not have more confidence

in our Maker than such an attitude

manifests ? Should we not give him
an opportunity to finish the game
we have begun together ? Why close

the book of life right in the middle
of the story? We have no idea of

all of the lovely adventures and
beautiful pictures that the following
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chapters will disclose. Should we
not give ourselves a chance to finish

what we have begun?
"What are a few years more or

less if one plays the game?" asks
Mary Shipman Andrews.**

AHERE are often pauses in the

music of life, but the melody will

go on again, if we will but listen with
faith to catch the lovely strains.

"There will always be stars
Through the window bars

—

If we look to see them shine."

—Mabel W. Clapp.***

As we approach the end of the
trail of life why lose the vision of
the beautiful ? Why should we fear ?

Life is made up of beginnings and
endings. No path that leads heav-
enward is eternally closed against
us so long as we desire higher, bet-
ter things. One door closes only to
open another. According to Nancy
Byrd Turner:****

"Death is only an old door
Set in a garden wall.

On gentle hinges it gives at dusk,
When the thrushes call.

"There is nothing to trouble any heart,
Nothing to hurt at all.

Death is only a quiet door
In an old wall."

And when that door closes behind
us, the portals of heaven will open
before us to admit us into life more
radiant and glorious, and our souls

shall go bravely singing on into new
high adventures and more master-
ful achievements.
The underlying thought of the

Master's message is to bring com-
fort and cheer to the hearts of men.
"Peace be unto you," "Be of good
cheer," "Be not afraid," are some
of the texts of his beautiful Gospel.
His assurance has carried the chil-

dren of men through famine and
battle and sorrow and death. Those
who accept his message find secur-
ity, serenity, and courage to meet
every emergency of life. For his
promises are unto all men, even to
the end of time.

"Have I not commanded thee? Be
strong and of a good courage; be not
afraid, neither be thou dismayed; for
the Lord thy God is with thee whither-
soever thou goest."—Joshm 1:9.

*A Little Book of Brave Thoughts,
Edited by Edwin Osgood Grover, Pub-
lished by The Wise Book Co., New York.

**The Three Things, by Mary R.
Shipman Andrews, Publishers, Little,
Brown and Co., Boston, Mass.
***The same as*

****Death Is A Door, by Nancy Byrd
Turner, in the February issue, 1931, of
Good Housekeeping, 57th Street at 8th
Avenue, New York.

These quotations are used by special
permission pf the respective publishers,
and through arrangements with them to
quote the excerpts in this particular ar-
ticle.

TO MY MOTHER
By Christie Lund Coles

I am a Mother now
And oh, somehow,
In looking back
I understand my youthful lack,

The things I meant to do
Mother, for you.

That long, tortuous night

Gave me the right

To Motherhood.

I understood
In some degree
All you had borne for me.

And now, each night and day,
I pray
I may fulfill my destiny
As worthily

As you upon this sphere,
My Mother, dear.



God in Nature
By Ray J. Davis

"Dear heart, perhaps you can not find

God's hand
Or see His face through some hour of

despair.

Do not be grieved; go seek the good,

clean land,

And you will find Him there.

"Wander awhile down some still wooded
way;

Stoop to the lichen, dig through the

mossy sod.

Stir in the leafmold—and the feathery

spray
Of a fern can show you God."

TO worship God is at times the

most natural thing a man can

do, for the urge of the spirit

whispers to the Divinity within, that

man must pay homage to the God in

all nature. The greatest truths are

often those that are felt, not those

obtained by rationalism. Men train-

ed in the fields of science often allow

this latter type of facts to exclude

the former from their minds, but

tonight I wish to use both fields in

my discussion. To me, Nature seems
to say that the world is not a materi-

alistic mechanism made by blind

chance, but a spiritual plan well con-

ceived and beautifully executed by a

Master-mind who has made his work
so perfect that only those who study
carefully all sides are able to see the

hand of the Maker in the design. It

shall be my purpose to reveal to you
an intelligent design in Nature, and
if I am successful, will you be will-

ing to grant that there must be an
intelligent Designer behind it?

Suppose we liken Nature to a piece

of tapestry. For our purpose we
shall choose one with five figures on
it: a forest-clad mountain at one
side with spire-like peaks; a lake

nestled at its base near the center

of the picture; a meadow with a

sparkling river winding through it

at the other side; a clump of snow-
white lilies at the edge of the lake in

the foreground ; and fifth and finally

a beautiful girl in the full bloom of

youth standing at one side entranced

by the scene. Remember this piece

of tapestry must be made of strong

cords for the warp, while the har-

mony of the design and color must
be made by deftly weaving into it

threads of various hues. Can you
conceive of 'chance' alone making
such a picture ? Now in Nature we
may liken her unchanging laws to the

warp in a similar piece of tapestry,

while the weft, forming the harmony
of color in the design, we will liken

to the work of the Master-artist as

his intelligence plays upon the forces

of Nature forming patterns before

which mortals stand in reverence.

We shall start this tapestry study

by viewing the physical attributes of

man himself. I, personally, am five

feet nine inches tall, weigh about one

hundred and seventy-five pounds,

and possess a certain quality that we
call intelligence. If I could stretch

my five feet nine inches of height to

millions of times* and this figure mul-
tiplied by billions, I would faintly

approach the diameter of some of the

large bodies of the Universe. A
similar statement would be true of

my weight. Now in the other direc-

tion. If I should divide my five feet

nine inches of height by millions

multiplied by billions we should

faintly approach the minuteness of

some of the smaller things of Na-
ture. It is true that man stands ap-

proximately on the median line be-

tween the largest and the smallest
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things known, but it also seems
equally true that his intelligence is

greater than all this, because it is

able to conceive it all.

C\N a clear night when the sky is

a blaze of brilliant diamonds
against a deep blue curtain, the mag-
nitude and grandeur of the Universe
may well overawe us." Our own
earth on which we live is indeed a
minor speck in the immensity of or-

ganized matter. This small planet is

accompanied by eight others which,

with their moons, travel about the

sun. The laws governing their rota-

tions and revolutions are known to

man, and can be measured with the

greatest of accuracy. Our sun in

turn, pulling its planets with it, re-

volves about another big sun, and
this big sun in its turn revolves

about another large attractive cen-

ter. All of the stars visible to the

naked eye are hardly a millionth part

of the stars that make up the system
to which our sun belongs. All of

these bodies revolve about their re-

spective centers with an accuracy
that startles the mind of man. The
diameter of such an organization

would be the distance that light,

traveling at the speed of 186,000
miles per second, would cover in

some thirty millions of years. Far
out beyond our own "Milky-way"
system lies thousands of other such

units each being controlled by, and
helping to control still others.

Surely one is impressed with the

magnitude and accuracy of this great

design when only partially under-

stood.

MOW let us return in thought to

man. He is made up of num-
erous organs, each of these of differ-

ent types of tissues, and these in turn

are composed of small living units

called cells. These cells also are

composed of many smaller units

which function together to make
life possible within the cell. These
facts, however, are but a start in our
mental trip to the smallest things

known. The units within the cell are

composed of numerous particles that

we call molecules, each of which is

made up of few or many atoms. The
atom, in turn, is made up of a nu-
cleus of positive and negative elec-

trons, around which at comparatively

enormous distances revolve few or
many particles of electricity at tre-

mendous speeds. In all of this intri-

cate mechanism we see a similar

plan. The same intelligent design is

found in an atom, a molecule, a cell,

a man, or the Universe as a whole.
Would 'chance' likely build all of

these on the same pattern? This
fact we shall call our first figure on
our piece of tapestry.

YX7HEN one studies the develop-

ment of any animal, beginning
with the fertilized egg and watching
it through adult life, one is impressed
with the accuracy shown. One fer-

tilized starfish egg ordinarily pro-
duces one adult starfish, but if two
such eggs are kept in contact they
will fuse together, and each will pro-

duce one-half of a normal amimal.

Or a person can take a developing

embryo of this same animal, and by
shaking the loosely united cells apart,

cause each separate cell to develop

into a normal starfish, so that there

are four or eight instead of one.

They have also taken these embryos
and forced them through fine meshed
screens, stirred the cells about, then

by placing them in contact, a normal
animal is still formed. The cells

that began to form the arms may
now be forming the disc and vice

versa, but the important thing is

that a normal body is formed. If

an egg be placed between two panes

of glass, the embryo will be as flat

as paper, but if the glass be removed
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soon enough, the animal will still de-

velop normally. What is it that al-

ways causes these cells to form a

body of the same design ?

"V7"ES, you may be thinking, but this

is a low form of life. How
about the higher forms? Well, let

us discuss man. One fertilized egg
normally produces one person, but

occasionally an embryo gets shaken
apart into two or three groups of

cells. Each group will now develop

into a normal person, or a pair of

identical twins, or occasionally trip-

lets are born. Five children from
one egg, the Dionne quintuplets,

were probably formed in this way.
During the development of the body
an arm bud must be formed at just

the right stage. The arm grows with

the skin, muscles, nerves, blood ves-

sels and bones always in the right

place. At just the right time an el-

bow must form, then a wrist, then

the fingers and their joints. One
sees very few abnormal arms com-
pared to the number of normal ones.

So, when you think of the whole
body, with the brain, which is much
more intricate, may I ask you what
made the cells form this particular

design so many times with such few
mistakes ? This power of living cells

we shall call our second figure on our
tapestry.

MOW let us turn to the mind of

man. It develops and grows
with use. Non-living things wear
out when used, but here is something
which, if placed in a good body and
used properly, it continues to im-
prove until death. Even the living

body may in time wear out, but not
the mind if it is used prudently.

This mind grows, conceives of love,

beauty and spirituality, and reaches

upward to the higher things of life

as a flower reaches for the sun.

True, the animal part of man pulls

him back, but behind the scenes of

everyone's life is found this desire

for the best. Aren't you willing to

admit that there may be something
more powerful than man's own in-

telligence when his intelligence is

attracted toward this higher force?
This, I shall call my third figure on
our tapestry.

pOLLOWING another line of rea-

soning, one is amazed at the ac-

curacy of the happenings of Nature.
Of the countless numbers of snow
flakes that fall, we have never found
two exactly alike, and yet the same
general pattern, a center with six

rays running out from it, is found in

every one. A man in New England
spent the major part of his life

photographing snow flakes, and of
the thousands of pictures taken, no
two were identical in detail, but the
same pattern was present in all.

Another example of the accuracy
of Nature's laws may be given. Re-
cently several groups of scientists

went to the southern hemisphere to

study a total eclipse of the sun. For
years they planned this venture.
Some went to the mainland of South
America, some to the islands of the
sea, and some used ships placed at

the most favorable location. The
amazing thing was that each group
knew to the second when the eclipse

would begin at their point. Think
of the speed of the sun flying

through space, think of the earth re-

volving about the sun at its high
velocity, then the moon, too, travel-

ing about the earth. Now years in

advance man told the exact spot on
the earth and the exact time that the

moon would pass directly between
the sun and the earth and cast its

shadow on a small part of our planet.

Do these examples impress you
with the superhuman exactness in

Nature's functioning? This infinite
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accuracy will be our fourth figure

on our piece of art.

/^\UR study of law has been from
the simple to the complex. From

times before history, man knew of

lightning, but it was a long time be-

fore he discovered electricity, and it

was Benjamin Franklin that demon-
strated that the two were the same.

We learned how to make electricity,

use it for light, then in a motor, and
finally for radio. It has been only

the last few years that we really

knew what electricity was, and we
are now in the process of learning

that all matter is nothing but elec-

tricity. We know of what the X-
Rays, made by electricity, are com-
posed, but what is the significance of

the new Cosmic Rays just discover-

ed? They are the most powerful
thing known, shooting clear through
fourteen feet of lead and still mani-
fest on the other side.

Are we yet likely to find a more
powerful force ? No one in his right

mind would dare say "no" after

studying the past, and if science

uses this history as a basis, it could

with good reason answer, "in all

probability we will."

My contention is that a Divine

Power, more important than all else,

is at work in the Universe. My rea-

sons for saying this are: first, the

fundamental design on which the

Universe and all in it are built speaks

of an Intelligent Creator. Second,

living cells possess a power that is

at present superhuman when they

form tissues and bodies. Third, the

exactness of Nature could hardly be

brought about by 'chance'. Fourth,

the intelligence possessed by Man
himself indicates that such a force is

present in the Universe. Fifth, and
finally, man instinctively feels at

times that God is present.

Reason often plays little part in

this conviction of God's existence.

Reason is cold and indifferent and
often stifles such emotions. But
leave the highways of life and the

bustle of men, leave your dislikes

and your worries behind, leave all

that connects you to your present

life, and go into the silence and soli-

tude of the forest or mountain and
stand alone with Nature and the

Great Spirit. "Then will come to

you mystic and mighty visitors,

magic artists to paint upon the can-

vas of your mind ultimate truths.

Then will you behold a vision of the

thoughts and deeds by which men
come closer to the everlasting altars."

Then will be whispered into your
heart, softly as the falling of snow
at eventide, peace and an assurance
of Divinity.

nPO illustrate this last point in clos-

ing, a few years ago, in com-
pany with six other men, we took a
two week's pack trip into the central

part of Idaho. After a week's travel

we came near the middle fork of the

Salmon River. Mr. Scribner, the

forest supervisor who was a member
of our group, told us that up to that

time only two parties had ever been
known to traverse the entire forty

mile box canyon of the river below
us. This stream is often spoken of

as the "River-of-no-return".

We made camp for the night, and
soon after daylight the next morn-
ing, we started on foot down a steep

and rough trail to the bottom of the

canyon. Three of us reached the

river, and while the other two fished,

I spent the day exploring down-
stream. Upon rounding a sharp point

of rocks the scene before my eyes

thrilled me. As far as I could fol-

low the river it was the same mad
rushing stream, full of rapids, whirl-

pools, and boulders, with occasional

still pools where the water halted

expectantly before rushing headlong

into the next maelstrom. The can-
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yon walls rose in sheer majesty of

solid rock hundreds of feet, only to

be broken and rise again, and yet a

third time before it looked safe for

a novice to try to climb. The colors

were not brilliant, but one could see

shades of brown gradually being re-

placed by those of pink and red, with
occasional spots of black or green,

while the dull grey of granite formed
a background on which the tapestry

of other colors was woven.

In sharp contrast to the rocks, the

vegetation stood out in brilliant hues.

The fir, spruce, and lodgepole pine

at the higher and less precipitous

elevations appeared as huge black

patches, while hanging precariously

onto the ledges of the lower levels,

the majestic yellow pine made one al-

most fear for their safety. Lichens

of vivid hues covered patches of per-

pendicular rocks where other plants

could not get a foothold. Choke-

cherries, service berries and other

shrubs filled in much of the space

between the trees, while lillies-of-

the-valley, scarlet gilia, bluebells, and
giant asters made a gorgeous color

scheme before my eyes. At my feet

and near a clear, beautiful spring,

from which I drank, stood a magni-

ficent bed of columbine, and shyly

peeping from under the moss along

its edge were a number of purple

violets, their color all the more vivid

by contrast to the blazing, large,

orange blossoms of the mimulus that

grew in the water. The pebbles,

over which the water gaily babbled,

were covered with a green and brown

growth of algae. In fact, as I sur-

veyed the scene, I became aware that

all possible space was being used to

its fullest extent by plant growth.
Nor were the animals absent. A

crayfish and its young were creeping

about in the spring, water beetles

dived and played in the water, while

a green worm slowly crawled from
his hiding under a leaf and disap-

peared under the bank. A trout

nearby in the river occasionally leap-

ed into the air to get an insect, and
splashed back into the water. A
blue-jay and a grey squirrel above in

the magnificent yellow pine alter-

nately scolded each other and me for

being intruded upon. A deer shyly
came out of the brush down stream
and began drinking from the river,

while overhead soared an eagle sur-

veying all below.

As I turned my eyes from the

things about me and looked down the

canyon, the purple haze formed a

filmy curtain that my eyes could not

penetrate. I looked upward into the

blue of sky with its few fleecy clouds

floating lazily about, and rapidly

sinking in the west was the sun,

shedding its life-giving rays on all

below. I lay and dreamed of what
was beyond the purple haze and the

vivid blue, what made the flowers

grow and bloom, why the river had
cut such a gorgeous canyon, what
gave me the intelligence to appreciate

nature, and there welled up within

my heart a certainty that God was
present in Nature and that all was
well with the world.

k&ISBMS



Importance of Budgeting
By Loreen Davis

BEFORE the world was, God
called a council in the Heavens
to formulate a plan for gov-

erning this universe, from beginning

to end. We acknowledge the im-

portance of this plan. We also ac-

knowledge the importance of city,

state and nation forming a plan of

operation, which always includes a

budget. No successful business is

in existence today that does not have
a similar plan and budget to govern
its operation. Buyers for large firms

are selected for their skill in ascer-

taining in advance how much or how
many of each article will be required,

and the best time and place to pur-

chase it.

How then can a home be conduct-

ed in a well ordered, efficient manner
without first planning and budgeting

both the time and money required?

If the average business were run in

the same haphazard manner as most
homes are, early bankruptcy would
be the natural result.

We are told it is easier to earn

money than to spend it wisely. Real-

izing the importance of training to

increase the earning power, how
much more important then is training

for its spending. Women spend most
of the money men earn—should we
not do it wisely? If each dollar is

placed in its allotted niche there is

none left for impulsive buying of

things that may strike the fancy at

the moment but have little value to us

later. After we have experienced

the fascination of wise spending we
pride ourselves on our ability to

make ends meet. The feeling of

security that comes with the knowl-
edge that there is plenty for all the

necessities of life, increases our ser-

enity.

Keeping track of how much is be-

ing spent for each kind of food en-

ables us to supply a balanced diet for

our families, which in itself spells

health and happiness. It is my duty
as a housewife to know what a bal-

anced diet is and to see that my fam-
ily gets it. The only way I can do
this is to plan in advance to buy cer-

tain articles of food. I must also

know their cost in order to make my
cash supply cover them—what is this

but budgeting? If I do not know
how to budget, I should be taught.

"The proof of the pudding is in

the eating." I can point out to you
families in our church who are oper-

ating on a budget, paying tithing,

keeping well fed, well dressed, happy
because free from debt and with

money in the bank ; while others with

larger incomes are hopelessly in debt,

with little to show for their earnings

and nothing left for tithing. What is

the reason? In the first instance

careful planning of expenditures

with all leaks that drain the pocket-

book stopped and in the second buy-

ing whatever is wanted at the mo-
ment with nothing left for more im-

portant articles needed later.

If you are convinced you and I

need a budget, how much more im-

portant that those who require our

assistance, in many instances because

of unwise spending, should also use

one.



Our Responsibility

By Eva K. Thomas

IT
IS the responsibility of every

citizen to remove or prevent as

far as possible evil, vice, sick-

ness, or sorrow from community
life, and to provide a proper stand-

ard of living and education, that the

youth of the land and generations to

follow may be strong and brave, and
true.

Sir Christopher Wren rebuilt

London after the great fire of 1666.

The legend above his tomb in St.

Paul's Cathedral reads
—

"If you
would see his monument look around
you." Such a legend may be yours
if a keen sense of citizenship and
community welfare makes you public

spirited.

In the family are nourished many
of the finest virtues upon which or-

derly community life depends. How
deep and important are the ideals of

fatherhood, motherhood, childhood.
Loyalty and unselfishness develop
wherever there is wholesome family
life.

The family represents the first

little group where the young and the
old, the clever and the dull, the
strong and the weak learn to live to-

gether, to work together in har-
mony and affection. Here the vir-

tues of good citizenship are discover-
ed such as the knowledge that the
act of one person may hurt others;
that over-work, whether on the part
of parents or children, is harmful,
that selfishness produces evil results,

that the opinion of others should be
listened to and studied.

It is through the family that wom-
en who first loved only their own
little children have grown to care for

the welfare of all little children,

That women who have worked and
sacrificed for their own children have
learned to be interested in the strug-

gles of all women to rear their chil-

dren properly; and that men with

families of their own to work for

have understood and respected the

struggles of other men to maintain

proper homes.
The family also furnishes a motive

for men and women to work hard
and live honorable lives. There are

very few people who can or who de-

sire to live and to work for them-
selves alone.

The oldest form of government is

that of the home with the father of

the family at its head. It should be
and usually is the best of all for it

is founded upon love.

The community is in many re-

spects simply an enlarged family.

Suffrage, economic conditions,

educational privileges have decidedly

altered and broadened the perspec-
tive of men and women. The home,
that institution out of which has
grown the deepest and longest ex-
perience of the race, is no longer an
isolated and independent estate, even
in pioneer lands, because of modern
communication and invention, there-

fore one must have relation to and
interest in community life. To ob-
tain the greatest freedom and happi-
ness in the art of living, there must
be cooperation. Good citizenship is

the key to this goal.

Today we belong to a family

group, to a city or township, to a

state and a nation. The city or town-
ship has most to do with our health

and education, the state makes the

laws for our security and the nation

safeguards our liberties and regu-
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lates our larger activities. In con-

sideration of these facts, a certain

degree of political education is neces-

sary to maintain rule by the people
and the ballot or our vote is the

power of control.

The purpose of government is to

guarantee our rights. In a country
like ours, we make our own laws as

is done in the New England town
meeting, or we elect others to make
laws for us as is done in all the State

legislatures and in the National Con-
gress.

Now if the government is for the

individual and we are to help govern,

we owe it to ourselves and to our

fellow citizens to inform ourselves

as much as possible in regard to our

Government.

Every right implies a duty. If we
have a right to life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness, it is our sacred

duty to help guarantee the same right

to others.

Every American born, male or fe-

male, 21 years of age, if registered

is a qualified elector or voter.

An alien or foreign born is made
a citizen of these United States and
given the right to vote in the follow-

ing manner : After residing here at

least two years, he goes before a

court of law and declares his inten-

tion of becoming an American citi-

zen. Not less than two years nor
more than seven years afterward, he
applies to the court for his naturali-

zation papers and after ninety days
have elapsed he appears before the

judge and his application is heard.

If the judge is satisfied that the ap-
plicant should become a citizen he
thereupon issues a certificate of nat-

uralization.

No foreigner can become a citizen

until he has resided here at least five

years.

Every voter is responsible in part

for the kind of government under
which he lives. It is his duty to see

that good men are chosen to make
the laws and other good men to en-

force the laws when made.
No one who shirks the responsi-

bility of voting has any right to com-
plain if the laws do not suit him or if

officers prove faithless. This gov-

ernment is surely for the people. It

will be by the people only when all

voters do their full duty at the polls,

We should all have a knowledge of

the laws and ordinances of our town,

county, state, and nation, sufficient

at least for our individual conduct
and the conduct of our own affairs.

As citizens of these United States,

it is our duty to see that we are

registered so that we may help to

elect to office men of whom we are

confident, men and women who are

interested in the advancement and
welfare of community, state, and na-

tion, rather than their own advance-
ment and personal gain.

If such men are elected to office

then we can be sure that the health,

education, beautification, recreation,

and protection of every community
will be properly supervised.

The Church is indeed a source of

spiritual aid for right living. Our
church goes hand in hand with law
and order, advancement both spiritu-

ally and morally, for according to

our 13th article of faith, "We be-

lieve in being subject to kings and
presidents, rulers, and magistrates,

in obeying, honoring and sustaining

the law."

To be aware of community oppor-

tunities and help to provide them for

the betterment of family life is the

privilege and becomes the responsi-

bility of every citizen. The citizen

who assumes this responsibility can

'Look around and behold his monu-
ment.'

"I believe in the United States of
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America as a government of the peo- freedom, equality, justice and hu-

ple, by the people, for the people, manity, for which American Patriots

whose just powers are derived from sacrificed their lives and fortunes,

the consent of the governed, a de- "I therefore believe it is my duty

mocracy in a republic, a sovereign to my country to love it, and support

nation of many sovereign states, a its constitution, to obey its laws, to

perfect union one and inseparable, respect its flag, and to defend it

established upon those principles of against all enemies."

or
IN BRIGHTON

By Isabelle B. McKenzie

Have you ever been in Brighton

When the morn was rosy red ?

The leaves with dew were sparkling

The birds sang overhead;

Each cloud was bathed in crimson

To greet the newborn day

As the sun came up in splendor

To chase them all away.

Have you ever been in Brighton

When the sun beat in the glade ?

You took your book and blanket

To sneak off to the shade—
Your book was soon neglected

There was so much to view,

The mountains high—the squirrels—the birds

And Brighton's sky of blue.

Have you ever been in Brighton

As the sun sank in the west ?

And gazed from a friendly porch

As you sat down to rest

;

A calm came stealing o'er you

With the murmur of the pine

—

Oh, it's nice to be in Brighton

At any sort of time.
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Theological Department

TN addition to the citations quoted
in Theology Lesson III, the fol-

lowing passage well illustrates the

proper attitude in Relief Society
work:
"Then said he also to him that

bade him, When thou makest a din-

ner or a supper, call not thy friends,

nor thy brethren, neither thy kins-

men, nor thy rich neighbors; lest

they also bid thee again, and a rec-

ompense be made thee.

"But when thou makest a feast,

call the poor, the maimed, the lame,
the blind.

"And thou shalt be blessed; for
they cannot recompense thee, for
thou shalt be recompensed at the
resurrection of the just."

—

Luke
14:12, 13, 14.

Work and Business Department

CINCE bread forms a large and
important part of the diet of

low-income families, and children of
school age who carry their lunches,

some suggestions might be helpful

to the woman who makes her own
or buys it at the corner grocery. The
keeping qualities depend on various
things such as the ingredients, the

weight or size of loaf, length of time
of fermentation or baking. A me-
dium sized loaf baked a longer time
at a medium temperature will keep
much better and be less likely to

mold than a larger one baked a
shorter time at a higher tempera-
ture. Sliced bakery bread is con-
venient, but it dries and molds quick-

er than the solid loaf, due to more
exposed surfaces to moisture and
contaminated air. For this and
other sanitary reasons it should be
handled as little as possible, and

lightly wrapped after it has thor-

oughly cooled. Bread well baked,
kept in a clean, well aired recep-

tacle in a cool place, will keep from
three to eight days and be fresh

and palatable. Moisture and heat
together with too close and heavy
wrapping causes much of the mold,
off flavor and odor found in bread.

Literary Department

T'HE subject of just what actu-

ally were the facts in the life of

Sacagawea, is a matter of debate.

There are many conflicting opinions

held in reference to whether or not
Sacagawea died a young woman, as

Mrs. Hueston in The Star of the

West portrays, or whether she lived

to be an old woman and returned to

the Shoshone tribe. This will al-

ways remain a matter of doubt. The
opinions of one seem to be as well

founded as another. We are giving

an extract from Mrs. Hueston's
letter to the writer of our literary

lessons, as we feel that it states her

position as fairly as it can be given,

and she seems to be justified in the

view which she takes of the matter.

After all, the important factor is,

that Sacagawea was a real heroine,

and that she rendered magnificent

service in the expedition which
meant so much to the United States.

As women we honor her for what
she was—a noble soul.

"I feel it is only fair to call atten-

tion to the fact that up until very
recently, it has been argued, rather

brilliantly, that Sacagawea returned

to her own tribe ; never went to St.

Louis; did not send her children

down to Clark and lived to a ripe

old age and died on the reservation.

Dr. Grace Hebard wrote a master-
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ful book on that premise. But she

gathered her material before the

present-day sources were available.

Now in the St. Louis historical so-

ciety, they have the actual records

where Clark paid for the schooling

of the children. They have a copy of

the letter Clark wrote to Charbon-

neau; they have the actual diary of

Luttig, the clerk at Fort Manuel
where she died ; as well as the words
of the English traveler, Brecken-

ridge, who was on the boat with

her on that long and laborious trip

up the river. And every date, and
every word of description, tallies

with other records. I examined all

records with minute attention and

was obliged to accept this version.

And I am happy to say that almost

without exception, the American
historians and Historical Depart-

ments of the different states are in

complete agreement with me."

Social Service Department

J7VERY effort should be made by

the class leaders and members
to increase the attendance at the

Social Service sessions. Check with

the secretary to make sure that your

department is not behind any other.

Aim to have more members at each

session this year than at any time

last year. Be pace setters, not only

in the matter of attendance but in

active participation in the class work
and in group betterment. The les-

sons in this department are of the

greatest importance to the older as

well as the younger members be-

cause they are concerned with prac-

tical problems of community life.

They aim to give encouragement to

all the good in your community and

to help in overcoming those features

which are opposed to the highest

ideals of a happy progressive life.

MRS. PEARL LEMON AND HER NINE DAUGHTERS
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By Julia A. F. Lund—General Secretary

CAKE AT REXBURG STAKE ANNUAL CELEBRATION

Rexburg Stake.

'THE fact that rough weather and
almost impassible roads cannot

daunt the courage and enthusiasm
of Relief Society women was borne
out on Tuesday, March 16th, when
nearly six hundred women gathered

in the Fourth Ward Chapel at Rex-
burg to do honor to the anniversary

of the founding of Relief Society.

The happy event was under the di-

rection of the Stake Board, with
President M. Gay Grover presiding.

The hall was tastefully decorated and
the Relief Society colors predomi-
nated. The first hour of the enter-

tainment offered a musical and liter-

ary program, notable in which was
an original poem by Sophie Saurey,
honoring the memory of the past Re-
lief Society Presidents of the Rex-
burg Stake. This was followed by
the presentation of the pageant

"Mothers of Men." The celebra-

tion concluded with a banquet, where
a special feature was the birthday

cake carrying ninety-five silver can-

dles. It was a day of joy and re-

newed inspiration for Relief Society

work.

Bear River Stake.

'TPHE great interest that Relief So-

ciety women take in Temple
work was borne out in the Bear
River Stake when an excursion to

the Logan Temple was sponsored by
the Stake organization. A group of

"Singing Mothers" from the Gar-
land Ward furnished the singing for

the morning meeting in the Temple,
and this proved to be of great inter-

est in bringing in a number of young
mothers. A large and enthusiastic

group participated and added much
to the spirit of temple work.

This enterprising Stake also held
a Teachers' Convention, at which
time a very delightful pageant called

"Women of the Ages" was pre-

sented. This was written by Maude
O. Cook, and paid a beautiful tribute

to the work and importance of wom-
en in the Gospel plan.

A delightful anniversary celebra-

tion was held on March 17th, and
due honor paid to the annual day.

A plan to repeat the district con-

ferences which proved so profitable

the previous year, is under way. All

of the Wards join in supporting the
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Stake in its educational and Church

Security Program.

Panguitch Stake.

A NOTHER Stake gives evidence
"^ of the great interest in Temple
work which is felt by the Relief So-

ciety organization. The Panguitch

Stake has held a number of excur-

sions during the past season, and
each time there is an increased at-

tendance. The Society chartered a

bus and made it possible for anyone
who wished to make the trip at a

very nominal cost. While the dis-

tance to be covered is more than 120

miles to reach the temple, it has been

a very rare opportunity for many of

the brethren and sisters who have not

had the privilege of having their tem-
ple work completed. The last ex-

cursion covered three days, but the

interest held throughout and a fine

spirit of faith and hope in the Gospel
work was in evidence.

Zion Park Stake.

/~PHE office is in receipt of many
delightful accounts of the anni-

versary celebration, and Zion Park
is outstanding among these. Every
Ward in the Stake participated in the

fine celebration, which included a

program of literary and dramatic ef-

fort, music and songs. An interest-

ing feature of the occasion was that

all the plays were taken from the Re-

lief Society Magazine. Between

three hundred and four hundred peo-

ple participated in the happy event.

Granite Stake.

/^)NE of the very beautiful events

closing the regular year of Re-

lief Society work took place in the

Granite Stake Tabernacle under the

direction of the Relief Society Stake

Presidency and Board. A pageant

"The House of Israel" was splendid-

ly presented. The Stake Board and

each of the Wards had a special divi-

sion. "Israel's Heavenly Origin,"

was the first episode presented by the

Stake Board ; "Israel's Division and

Captivity," Hawthorne Ward;
"Preparation of America for Israel,"

Lincoln Ward; "Israel's Earthly

Origin," Richards Ward; "Israel's

Rise to Power," Nibley Park Ward

;

"The Gathering of Israel Begins,"

Forest Dale Ward. The Grand Fin-

ale included the rising of the audi-

ence in singing the Doxology. The
music was of very high order, the

dramatic effects most artistic and the

entire program portrayed, with strik-

ing power, the great history of the

House of Israel and their expres-

sion through the Scriptures. It was

a most inspirational demonstration

of the work of the Teachers' Topic,

Theology and Scripture Reading

project. The Stake and each Ward
should be congratulated upon the ex-

cellence of their performance.
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Editorial

Tasks Worth the Doing

TT is a joy to see how many
places of worship are now made

attractive both outside and in-

side. There is a spirit present
when buildings and grounds are

well kept that all feel. It has often
been remarked that the Temple
Block preaches the Gospel because
it is so beautiful. Tourists often

say "What a wonderful spirit

there is on this Block."

'TPHE efforts being put forth by
the Church will doubtless re-

sult in every meeting house being
made attractive, a suitable place
for worship. We notice too how
much pride people are taking in

making the grounds surrounding
their homes attractive. It need
cost very little. A package of

petunia, or zinnia, or marigold
seed, etc., may bring joy through-
out the summer. The trees,

shrubs, and flowers that are ex-

changed by friends or bought at

small cost not only give satisfac-

tion and pleasure to those who live

in the home but to every passer-
by. Beauty does something to us,

so each householder who makes
his home a place of beauty con-
fers a benefit on all who have eyes
to see it.

nPHE Relief Society will do well

to emphasize the importance
of making every home clean and
attractive, the surroundings well

kept and beautiful. Making a

home is no small task. It requires

many gifts and graces. If each
worrlan would take pride in doing
the many household tasks skill-

fully, she would find joy in the

homely duties, for there is always
satisfaction in a thing well done.

As an organization we shall find

joy in doing our part to further

the Beautification Project of the

Church. We shall also find deep

satisfaction this season in train-

ing the women in our midst to
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make an art of housekeeping, so

that their places of abode will

manifest orderliness and beauty.
Teaching how to make good

bread will be another activity that

the Relief Society will engage in

this year. In the organization
meetings it should be pointed out
what constitutes good bread.

(There are some people who think

they make very good bread when
in reality it is very poor.)

Overcoming

QVERCOMING is one of the

most strengthening tonics

man knows. The Book of Mor-
mon tells us that "It must needs
be, that there is an opposition in

all things. If not so, * * * right-

eousness could not be brought to

pass, neither wickedness, neither

holiness nor misery, neither good
nor bad. Wherefore, all things

must needs be a compound in one

;

wherefore, if it should be one body
it must needs remain as dead, hav-
ing no life neither death, nor cor-

ruption nor incorruption, happi-

ness nor misery, neither sense nor
insensibility."

It is easy to drift down stream.

The weak ever choose the easy
way. The strong let no obstacle

overcome them. Many inventors
have gone without even the neces-
sities of life that they might con-

tinue experimenting until the de-

sired thing was found out, until

the longed-for truth was demon-
strated.

Milton, during months of active

pain, after sight of one eye and
then of the other was lost, with
marvelous strength of purpose
went on with his writing, enrich-

ing the world with priceless gems.
Count Zichy, great lover of mu-

sic, by the bursting of a gun, lost

his right arm. Piano artistry had
been his goal. The seemingly in-

surmountable obstacle of the loss

of one arm did not daunt him. He
became so expert that he gave a

higher standard of left hand tech-

nique than had ever before been
known. This has bettered all

piano work.

Robert Louis Stevenson, dying
of tuberculosis, gave by example
and exhortation, lessons in cheer-

fulness that are unforgetable.

So often we seek easy trails, not
realizing that endurance comes
only through overcoming hin-

drances. All too often our upward
climb is impeded by the valueless

things we carry. Mountains of

difficulty ever confront the one
who would achieve. Footsore,

weary, thirsty, the intrepid spirit

presses on. When at last the sum-
mit is reached, those met at the

top are of the best. "This com-
panionship, however, is but one
of the joys that comes to the soul

of man when for the first time he
looks out upon the vast sea of

granite waves ; as he looks down
on the silver-gold backs of the

clouds, the world of man's making
lost to all vision; when he feels

in his veins the exhilaration of

within, the answer to the call of

victory; when he feels thrilling

the years, the call to mastery not

alone of things, but of self."
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Ethel Reynolds Smith

"And it shall come to pass that mother." She gave birth to nine chil-

those who die in me shall not taste dren and adopted one. As wife and
of death, for it shall be sweet unto mother she achieved her greatest
them." success.

After working on the Salt Lake
TT^E believe the death angel was Stake Relief Society Board, she

a welcome messenger to Sis- served efficiently and well as a mem-
ter Ethel Reynolds Smith, for it ber of the General Board for fifteen

released her from long suffering, years. She was ever ready "to help
Though she only tabernacled in the and to do all in her power, and she
flesh for forty-seven years, she lived often carried more than her share
long when judged by her accomplish- of the load,

ments and her good deeds. She was refined and had an in-

She was the devoted wife of one nate love of the beautiful. Her
of earth's noble men whom she home and her apparel show this ar-

loved and honored. She appreciated tistic bent.

his worth and his loving care of her May her children prove worthy
and their family. She mothered her of their heritage. May they live the

husband's two little girls so success- Gospel of Christ in their daily lives

fully that people have said of her, so that their parents will find joy in

"There never was a better step- their accomplishments.

or
NEEDLES

By Ida Rees

A needle is a common thing,

One of many
Bits of steel with point and eye

Bought with a penny

;

My needle and I have been busy today

Stitching away

;

Not important, a point of steel,

Yet pioneer women hunted all day

If one did stray;

And one that stubbornly pointed north

Led sailors forth

Who found a world had been hidden away

Until that day.



Lesson Department

Theology and Testimony
Lesson 4

THE USE OF PARABLES IN CHRIST'S TEACHING

Helpful References:

Matthew 13:3-8; 21:33-34; 13:

24-30, 31-33, 47-50; 22:1-14; 25:1-

13; 20:1-16; 25:14-30; 13:44-46;

18:21-35.

Mark 4:26-29.

Luke 13:6-9; 14:16-24; 19:11-27

18:9-14; 11 :5-10; 18:1-8; 10:25-27

15:4-7, 8-10, 11-32; 12:16-21; 16

19-31; 16:1-9.

Talmage, Jesus the Christ, Chap-
ter 19. See also index under "Para-

bles of Christ."

Trench, Notes on the Parables of
our Lord.

Goebel, The Parables of Jesus.

Bruce, The Parabolic Teaching of
Christ.

Buttrick, The Parables of Jesus.

1. Parable Defined. One who
reads the Gospels cannot help but be

impressed with the wealth of para-

bolic teaching contained in them.
"And without a parable he spoke not

to them." (Mark 4:34; see Mat-
thew 13:34.) At the outset it will

be helpful for us to inquire into the

nature of the parable before we dis-

cuss the use made of it by the Savior.

The word "parable" is one of about

130,000 words in the English lan-

guage derived directly or indirectly

from the ancient Greek. Goebel, in

his book, The Parables of Jesus,

gives, with some reservations, the

following definition of a parable : "A
narrative moving within the sphere

of physical or human life, not pro-

fessing to communicate an event

which really took place, but express-

ly imagined for the purpose of repre-

senting in pictorial figure a truth be-

longing to the sphere of religion,

and therefore referring to the rela-

tion of man or mankind to God."
The parable differs from the fable in

that it always borrows its matter
from the sphere of actual life, where-
as the latter moves in the realm of

fantasy. The use of parables in the

Bible is confined not to the New
Testament alone ; the Old Testament
contains them. The one told by
Nathan to David about the rich man
and the poor man is notable. (2
Samuel 12:1-4.)

2. An Element of Mercy Shown
in Parabolic Mode of Instruction.

Though the use of parables was com-
mon in the days of our Lord, it is

instructive to note that His disciples

once came to Him and said, "Why
dost thou speak to them in parables ?"

The implication would seem to be
that His parables were only under-

stood after considerable thought and
reflection. In answer the Savior

said, "To you it is given to know the

mysteries of the Kingdom of heaven

;

but to them it is not given. For
whoever has, to him will be given,

and he shall have abundance; but

whoever has not, even what he has
shall be taken from him. Therefore
I speak to them in parables ; because
seeing they see not, and hearing they
hear not, nor understand." (See Mat-
thew 13:10-15.) The late Elder

James E. Talmage in his Jesus the

Christ, pertinently remarks, "There
is plainly shown an element of mercy
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in the parabolic mode of instruction

adopted by our Lord under the con-

ditions prevailing at the time. Had
He always taught in explicit declara-

tion, such as required no interpreta-

tion, many among His hearers would
have come under condemnation, in-

asmuch as they were too weak in-

faith and unprepared in heart to

break the bonds of traditionalism and
prejudice engendered by sin, so as to

accept and obey the saving word.

Their inability to comprehend the re-

quirements of the gospel would in

righteous measure give Mercy some
claim upon them, while had they re-

jected the truth with full under-

standing, stern Justice would surely

demand their condemnation."

3. The Nature and Development

of the Kingdom of God. For the

sake of convenience we can, follow-

ing Goebel, classify the parables into

two general groups. Each of these

can be divided into sub-groups. It

is obviously impossible to adequately

deal with all the parables in one short

lesson. For that reason we shall

consider but a few in each of the two
general groups. The first of these

groups has to do with the parables

that contain teaching respecting the

nature and development of the king-

dom of God. One of the most in-

teresting parables in it is the Parable

of the Sower. (Matthew 13:3-8.)

Possibly a better name of it would be

the Parable of the Four Types of

Soils. This parable deals essentially

with the conditions under which the

Kingdom of God is founded. In it

is portrayed the fact that the success

of preaching is mainly dependent on

the hearers. How true this observa-

tion is can be testified to by practi-

cally all missionaries of this dispen-

sation. The Savior compares the

hearers of the word to different kinds

of soil upon which a sower casts

seed. The Sower may be compared

to an authorized servant of God and
the seed to his message. The effect

of the seed depends upon the type of

soil it falls upon. If it falls upon
hard soil, "by the wayside," it is

quickly snatched up and is of no
effect. If sowed on "stony places"

or "among thorns" it fares somewhat
better for a time, but eventually

withers away or is choked by thorns.

The seed falling on good ground,

however, brings forth good fruit,

"some an hundred-fold, some sixty-

fold, some thirty-fold." So likewise

is the effect of preaching upon hu-

man hearts. Whether the glad news
of the Gospel takes effect or not de-

pends mainly upon the type of spirit-

ual soil it falls upon. If the soil has

been hardened by sin and the con-

science trodden under foot, the seed

has but little chance to take root. If

the soil is shallow and superficial, the

seed may take root ; but it soon with-

ers away. Some soil may be good,

and the seed grows ; but the latter is

soon choked out by the thorns of a

poor environment. The "good
ground" represents those individuals

who are spiritually strong, who have

a broken heart and a contrite spirit,

who have the courage of their con-

victions, and who are undaunted by
persecution. These bring forth much
fruit, and the Church and Kingdom
of God are greatly built up by them.

Of such were the early pioneers of

Utah.

4. The Right Attitude of Mem-
bers of the Kingdom. The second

group of parables deals with the atti-

tude that members of the Kingdom
ought to display toward God and the

World. There are two very short

but excellent parables that teach in

a profound manner the attitude that

one ought to have toward God. They
are The Hidden Treasure ( Matthew
13:44) and The Costly Pearl (Mat-
thew 13:45-46). In these parables
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the "Kingdom of Heaven" is likened

unto a "treasure hid in a field", and
unto a "pearl of great price", respec-

tively. In the first case a certain man
"goeth and selleth all that he hath,

and buyeth that field." In the second

a merchant man, "seeking goodly

pearls . . . found one pearl of great

price, went and sold all that he had,

and bought it." The things of God
are worth acquiring if they require

the sacrifice of everything we have
in the world to obtain them. These
parables call to mind an Abraham
willing to sacrifice an only son, or a

Joseph Smith willing to lay down his

life, for the kingdom of God. Such
men indeed receive the joy in God
that sacrifices everything for the

highest good.

The Parable of the Good Samari-
tan, one of the noblest of all parables,

is a splendid example of teaching

concerning the right attitude of

members of the kingdom toward
man. It is not necessary to recount

the details of it, because it is so well

known. The parable answers the

question, "Who is my neighbor?"

The context ought to make plain that

this question, put by a lawyer to the

Christ, was merely an attempt to hide

his sense of shame at the unexpected
turn which the conversation had pre-

viously taken. So all of us, profess-

ing to understand the Gospel, ought
to be ashamed if we do not under-
stand who our neighbor is. As the

Savior unfolds the story of the

wounded man and the Samaritan,
certain expressions stand out. Note,
"he had compassion on him",
"bound up his wounds", "takes care

of him", "shewed mercy on him",
etc. These are all traits of our
"neighbor." We ought to remember
in this connection the statement of

King Benjamin in the Book of Mor-
mon. "Behold, I say unto you that

because I said unto you that I had
spent my days in your service, I do
not desire to boast, for I have only

been in the service of God. And be-

hold, I tell you these things that ye
may learn wisdom ; that ye may learn

that when ye are in the service of

your fellow beings ye are only in the

service of your God." (Mosiah 2:

16-17)

Questions

1. In what sense was the Savior
merciful by teaching in parables ?

2. What doctrines of the Gospel
can you think of that are taught in

the parable's? Specify the parables

and give references.

3. What parables do you like best ?

Why?

Problems

Treat only those that time and
circumstances will permit.

1. Analyze carefully the parables

of The Rich Man (Luke 16:19-31)
and The Unjust Steward (Luke 16:

1-9).

2. Determine the number of para-

bles in the Doctrine and Covenants.

(See index and concordance). Re-
port on the teaching contained in

them.

3. From a consideration of history

show that the Gospel was taken from
the Jews and given to others. What
parables seem to have foreshadowed
this?

4. Determine which of the Apos-
tles of this generation has written

parables or fables. If possible read a

parable or a fable to the class.
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Teacher's Topic
Lesson 4

THE COURAGE OF JESUS

Yearly Aim—"That we may see

more clearly the character of Jesus

and become so enraptured with him
that we will strive to transform our-

selves more and more into his

image."

"LJAVE not I commanded thee, be

strong and of a good courage

;

be not afraid, neither be thou dis-

mayed : for the Lord thy God is with

thee whither soever thou goest."

Joshua 1 :9.

"Any one can get up courage for

an hour. But to be patiently heroic

daily is the test of character."

"When clouds gather fast stand by
your helm. Many a ship has been

saved because the courage of the

skipper was greater than the fury of

the storm."

Courage is a virtue held in univer-

sal esteem. There has never been

an age in which it has not been

deemed a praiseworthy and a prec-

ious thing. Some of the world's

greatest achievements have been

made possible through this founda-

tion stone of character. It is this

element of courage, greater than all

else, which helps individuals to heed

the call of each day's struggle and
combat all things that lead to failure

and despair.

In the character of Jesus we find

a pattern for all men—In him we
find bravery at its best, courage at its

loftiest. His was not a physical

courage, possessed alike by man and
beast ; it was not a military courage,

that kind which sends a soldier across

the field into a burst of flame, carried

forward by the very momentum of

the movement ; Nor was it that occa-

sional courage that is satisfied with

one great moment of exertion and of

risks. His was the courage of mind
and the heroism of the heart; the

courage of commonplace days mani-
fested hour by hour.

True, the New Testament gives us

many illustrations of the courage of

Jesus, both thrilling and picturesque,

such as his cleansing of the Temple,
or when he came from the Garden of

Gethsemane and startled the band of

men who had come to arrest him by
saying "I am the man you seek."

Think of Christ's appointed work,
the greatest that ever was to be

done upon the earth. What toils,

what grievances attended his mighty
task—If he had wearied, lost cour-

age—what then! He came to this

world to serve mankind, bringing its

greatest blessings, eternal life and
exaltation. Instead of receiving him
with gratitude as mediator and Sa-
vior he was rejected and crucified.

"His life was a tragedy of ingrati-

tudes"—What courage one must
have to go steadily on in the face of

ingratitude

!

What courage is required to face

loss of esteem, among friends and
associates when heeding the call of

duty—As Jesus taught in the syna-

gogue at Nazareth among those who
had known him always, the people

rose up and thrust him out of the

city. But Jesus went on still teach-

ing, still doing his duty.

What more vivid picture have we
of ability to face impending trial

courageously than when Jesus set his

face steadfastly to go to Jerusalem

where he knew they would scourge

him, spit upon him and crucify him.

His was the courage of foregoing

popular applause. He could easily
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have drawn to himself the so-called

"great" of his day but all men were

Jesus' brothers; he associated with

the poor and lowly, even with sin-

ners, thus losing the approbation of

many. Jesus said "I am not come to

call the righteous but sinners to re-

pentance."

The courage of Jesus is the kind

needed by every man and woman.
The courage with which to meet the

problems of every day ; to meet life's

tests. To keep sweet in the daily

grind, to keep on going hour after

hour, to cast off petty irritations, to

meet irksome detail with a mind
undisturbed. We need to remember
"it isn't the big trees that trip us up
as we walk through the forest, but

the vines on the ground, the low un-
derbrush."

"The Lord is the strength of my
life. Of whom shall I be afraid?"
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Questions

1. Explain and give examples of

physical courage; military courage;

occasional courage.

2. What type of courage was man-
ifest by the Mormon Pioneers ? Give

illustration.

3. What type of courage is re-

quired to face ingratitude ? Poverty ?

disappointment ?

4. Upon what elements is courage

based ?

5. Select from the Gospels addi-

tional illustrations of every-day

courage of the Master.

Literature

Lesson 4

LOG CABIN LADY

TOG CABIN LADY" is a book
written with a definite purpose.

Though, in a sense, it is an autobi-

ography inasmuch as it tells the life

of the writer through her most im-
portant years, it is told chiefly to

impress upon women and educators

the importance of teaching their chil-

dren and the children of the schools

the best social usages ; but, more im-

portant still, an attitude toward so-

cial forms.

The author of the book and, there-

fore, the subject of these next two
lessons, is anonymous. We must
speak of her only as Mary, but per-

haps that is an advantage. We can

be more objective in our discussions.

. Marie M. Meloney, editor of "The

Delineator," tells us in the preface

how the book came to be written.

She says she met the author at a
luncheon where a discussion arose

which resulted in her asking "Mary"
for her story. "It took nearly a year

to persuade this remarkable woman
to put down on paper, from her

recollections and from her old letters

home, this simple story of a fine

American life. She consented finally

to write fragments of her life, anony-

mously. We were pledged not to re-

veal her identity. A few changes in

geography and time were made in

her manuscript, but otherwise the

story is true to life, laden with ad-

venture, spirit and the American
philosophy. She has refused to ac-
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cept any remuneration for the maga-
zine publication or for royalties on
the book rights. The money accru-

ing from her labor is being set aside

in the Central Union Trust Company
of New York City as a trust fund

to be used in some charitable work.

She has given her book to the public

solely because she believes it con-

tains a helpful message for other

women. It is the gracious gift of a

woman who has a deep and passion-

ate love for her country, and a ten-

der responsiveness to the needs of

her own sex."

The known items in the life of

Mary can be sketched briefly. Born
in a log cabin in Wisconsin, she mar-
ried at twenty, a man of wealth and
education from Boston whom she

had met at Columbia University.

He, on account of having received a

diplomatic appointment in England,

took his young wife almost immedi-
ately to London where they remained

for a number of years.

This book, interestingly written in

simple, beautiful language, relates

the story of the struggle this back-

woodsman's daughter had to master

the social usages of the various oc-

casions which she was called upon to

face.

"I was born in a log cabin. I came
to my pioneer mother in one of

Wisconsin's bitterest winters," she

begins her autobiography.

"Twenty-one years later I was
sailing for England, the wife of a

Diplomat who was one of Boston's

wealthy and aristocratic sons.

"The road between—well, let it

speak for itself. Merely to set this

story on paper opens old wounds,
deep, but mercifully healed these

many years. Yet, if other women
may find here comfort and illumina-

tion and a certain philosophy, I am
glad, and I shall feel repaid."

"The first thing I remember is

being grateful for windows. I was
three years old. My mother had set

me to play on a mattress carefully

placed in the one ray of sunlight

streaming through the one glass win-

dow in our log cabin. Baby as I

was, I had ached in the agonizing

cold of a pioneer winter. Lying
there, warmed by that blessed sun-

shine, I was suddenly aware of won-
der and joy and gratitude. It was
gratitude for glass, which could

keep out the biting cold and let in the

warm sun.

"To this - day windows give me
pleasure."

That suggestion of windows might
be taken as a sort of keynote or

theme of the book. She scarcely

mentions them again, but the story

is of a person looking out of win-

dows, not always sunny ones, at the

splendor and grandeur of the world
which sometimes warmed and thrill-

ed but which more often frightened

and scorched her.

The library which her pioneer par-

ents had in their home at the time

of the arrival of Mary consisted of
" 'Bancroft's History of the United
States,' several books of mathe-

matics, Plutarch's Lives, a history of

Massachusetts, a leatherbound vol-

ume of Civil War records, Thack-
eray's 'Vanity Fair,' Shakespeare in

two volumes, and 'The Legend of

Sleepy Hollow.' My mother's book,

a Bible."

Until she was fourteen, Mary saw
no other books. "Because 'Vanity

Fair' contained simpler words than

the others, it was given me first; so

at the age of seven, I was spelling

out pages of the immortal Becky.

"My mother did not approve, but

father laughed and protested that the

child might as well begin with good
things."

"When I was fourteen, three tre-

mendous events had marked my
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life," she says. "Sunlight through
a window pane; the log-rolling on
the river when father added two
rooms to our cabin ; and the night I

thought mother would die and leave

me the only woman in eighteen

miles."

The fourth event, however, was
really more important than the three

named—a distant relative in the East
had willed Mary's father her belong-

ings. These were sent on to the

frontier home and there for the first

time Mary beheld a table napkin. A
little later, Mary was sent East to

school where she was soon to meet
the man she married.

During her association with Tom,
the man she was soon to marry,

Mary began to discover the many
things she did not know about social

usage. Intelligent though she was,

she was embarrassed many times

upon discovering that she had made,

some sort of blunder. Tom, though
generous and fine, had difficulty

steering her safely through social

affairs.

"To-day," she wrote in her book,

"I appreciate better than I could then

the gentle tact with which Tom told

me his family was strong on 'good

form'

"The beautiful ease of my hus-

band's women-folk filled me with

admiration and despair. I felt guilty

of something. I was queer. Their
voices, the intonation, even the tilt of

their chins, seemed to stamp these

new 'in-laws' as aristocrats of an-

other race. Yet the same old New
England stock that sired their an-

cestors produced my father's fa-

thers."

Mary was wise enough to know
that the difference between herself

and her husband's women was mere-
ly one of education and opportunity,

not one of inferior blood. But that

thought was not sufficient to ward

off many unpleasant moments when
she found herself at a loss to know
what was the best form.

Her visit to Tom's Aunt Eliza-

beth's home is effectively told by this

woman who lays her soul bare in an

effort to help other women to pre-

pare their own daughters for a new
station in life.

The journey to England as the

wife of an important diplomat and
her presentation at various social

functions in the British capital all

had their moments of tragedy for

the little girl from the Wisconsin log

cabin. Despite her eagerness to

learn the correct dress as well as the

correct social forms, she could not

master everything quickly. As a

result, little incidents repeatedly trip-

ped her up like the one where she

was led into speaking to Mr. Glad-

stone across the table and into mak-
ing what we now call a "wise crack"

when speaking to Sir Thomas Lip-

ton.

"That night," says she, "I repeated

my joke to Tom. Instead of smiling,

he said : 'That's not the way to get

on in England. It's too Becky Sharp-
ish.'

"

The author relates very well her

presentation to the queen when, so

impressed was she that despite her

tutoring, she held out her hand to

shake in a frank American way.

"I have realized in the years since

what a real queen she was. Smiling
she extended her hand—but not to be

touched. It was a little wave, a little

imitation of my own impulsive out-

stretching to a friend ; then her eyes

went to the next person, and I was on
my way, having been presented at

court and done what 'is not done' in

England."

Her experience at the queen's

"drawing room" and her other ex-

periences led Mary to decide to hire

a teacher. Seeing an advertisement
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which read : "A lady of aristocratic

birth and social training desires to be
of service to a good-paying guest,"

she answered it and secured a Scotch
lady to be her tutor. Her lessons in

proper social usage began immedi-
ately, but how long they continued
you will learn in the next lesson.

There is a charm to this story of

an honest, intelligent, country girl.

Mary has handled her life's story

beautifully, giving the reader only

samples of the situations in which
she found herself.

Suggestions For Study

1. This book is so brief and so

charming that much of it could be
read with profit in class.

2. Since many of our Relief So-
ciety sisters have been reared on the

farm, some exchanges of personal

experience might be interesting and
helpful.

3. Can you point out the qualities

in this book which make for interest

and charm ? What would you say is

the "atmosphere" or "dominant
tone" of the story?

4. If there are any women in the

class who have made an ocean voy-
age, they might relate personal ex-
periences connected with the social

life on board.

5. Why did Mary say that in the

years that have passed she has come
to realize what a real queen the queen
really was ? What did the queen do
that was especially fine ? Why was it

fine?

6. How nearly was Tom right

when he said : "Be your own sweet
self and they'll love you ?" Is being
one's self enough?

7. Note how deftly the author
mentions those with whom she as-

sociated—such men as Chauncey
Depew, Mr. Gladstone, the queen.

Why was skill necessary in such
references ?

8. It would be interesting for class

members to renew their acquaintance

with Becky Sharp by re-reading

"Vanity Fair."

Social Service

Lesson IV

TOLERATION FOR THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS

Text: Civic Sociology, Edward A. Ross, Chapters XXII to XXIV

T IFE for the average adult is so

controlled by the economic
forces of society that selfishness and
intolerance give rise to the rules

which govern human living more of-

ten than not. But many people are

not aware of the existence of these

traits within themselves. Nor do
they seem to realize that the qualities

of suspended judgment and tolera-

tion toward ideas, interests, and spir-

itual ideals which differ from their

own, although difficult to acquire, are

necessary to social welfare.

These qualities are dependent up-

on a broad outlook on life and an
altruistic concept of living from both

an individual and a social point of

view. For example: The struggle

for individual success in daily life is

apt to foster personal advancement
at the expense of a one-sided atti-

tude towards life. Community in-

terests often develop sectional loyal-

ty at the cost of an outlook which
should embrace state-wide, national,

and even international vision. Some
people stoutly uphold the right to
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religious freedom for themselves, but

persistently deny the same privilege

to others. And yet the good of so-

ciety requires broad vision, loyalty to

large causes, and true religious free-

dom. But such a comprehensive

ideal challenges the social thinking

of those who seek the improvement

of conditions, and of those who de-

sire that the measure of human hap-

piness should not be limited to selfish

interests and biased judgments.

The present lesson will point out

the fallacy of narrow interpretations

of life by developing the following

purpose

:

Each individual should strive to

cultivate a spirit of tolerance toward

those people whose ideas, interests,

and spiritual attitudes differ from his

own.

Three phases of the problem will

be suggested: first, difficulties ex-

perienced through intolerant atti-

tudes toward opposing religious

views ; second, the hindrances caused

by biased points of view which result

from a restricted outlook because of

community localization that produces

envy and jealousy ; and third, short-

sighted aims in the struggle for per-

sonal advancement.

Toleration implies allowance for

the existence of beliefs, practices,

and habits which differ from one's

own, without personal feelings of

resentment and opposition. Intoler-

ance suggests an antagonistic attitude

which may end in conflict.

That toleration is possible may be

seen from the fact that during the

last two decades there has been signi-

ficant advancement toward the de-

velopment of tolerance in practically

all religious bodies. Particularly

since the World War, Protestant

churches have broadened their out-

looks in search of worthy social

goals. Gradually, the idea is per-

meating the mass mind that greater

good lies in co-operating with people

of different beliefs than in wasteful

argument. Different creeds are par-

ticipating in inter-church activities

in the attempt to solve common social

problems. Such facts indicate a new
tolerance which it is 'well to cultivate

rather than to oppose in any way.

Increasing broad-mindedness is

also shown in the conflict which once

existed between science and religion.

Formerly many churchmen consid-

ered much of the teachings of science

wicked, unorthodox, and heretical,

punishable by imprisonment or even

death.

Compare this attitude with the fol-

lowing statement: "Science and

Mormonism see things in this world

primarily in the same way and also

reason as to the purpose of things in

the same way; the one naming its

product civilization, the other reli-

gion ; both coinciding in the final gen-

eralization, viz. : The uplifting of the

human race." Nelson, "Scientific

Aspects of Mormonism," pg. 12.

One may not understand the state-

ments of natural law as proposed

by scientists, or be able to harmonize

apparent inconsistencies with the in-

terpretation of the revealed Word,
but good judgment should make one

refrain from the condemnation of

things which he does not understand.

Judgment calls for suspended opin-

ion and tolerance with the hope that

further pursuance of the truth will

bring unity to the ideology of con-

flicting theories. Often members of

the same religious body differ more
widely than do different creeds and

separate denominations.

Because of the fact that the pres-

ent generation has undergone much
religious uncertainty, most doctrinal

beliefs and attitudes have been sub-

ject to close scrutiny. Many -have

been modified. And while the funda-

mental principles of the gospel and
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the revealed plan of salvation have in

no wise been altered, the application

of their principles to the general

scheme of life are actually receiving

new interpretations.

It is quite probable that the coming
generation will see more sweeping
changes than the past. Mankind is

in the very midst of vast changes in

the social applications of Christian-

ity. But is it wise to raise strong or

passionate objections to such scru-

tiny and changes, to refuse the right

to modify interpretations, to con-

demn evolving religious philosophy ?

The simple truths of all religious

doctrine will stand the test of any
scrutiny and the resistance of any
application. Should not the spirit of

tolerance prevail in regard to the use

which oncoming generations put

them to as long as life is construc-

tive, rather than destructive, in so far

as humanity is able to judge ? Surely

Mormonism will not fall before such

a test

!

What are some of the aspects in

which people may be called upon to

modify their religious attitudes ? To
anticipate the future is most difficult,

but the following possibilities may be

mentioned: Religious agencies for

the guidance, control and amusement
of youth must undergo modification,

expansion and change in purpose and
personnel management. They must
meet the desires of youth as they

exist and not as adults would like to

have them. The enlarging scope and
work of the Mutual Improvement
Associations is a splendid example
of changes in this direction. The
unified participation of churches and
social agencies in problems for gen-
eral social improvement will prob-
ably increase. The unified control

of charity by churches and social ex-

changes for the benefit of all recipi-

ents is an example of this function,

and is illustrated by the co-operative

work of the Relief Society with other

organizations.

Churches are extending services

to improve the physical and social

betterment of the people by provid-

ing medical service, hospitalization,

social and recreational facilities, ath-

letic contests, general education, and
schemes designed to improve the

economic and social efficiency of peo-

ple. Present points of view are

bound to go through many changes

as these new functions are enlarged.

The second phase of this problem,

biased attitudes resulting from too

localized interests, will be discussed

in regard to a sectional point of view.

Those people who are isolated be-

cause of physical surroundings and
lack of contacts with unlike environ-

ments are of necessity local in their

experiences, but not necessarily in

outlook. Often people who live un-

der such circumstances are intolerant

to most opinions and ideas outside

their own. But, as has been previ-

ously pointed out, few communities
are so isolated in the present age, that

provincial points of view are excus-

able. Radios, moving pictures, and
other agencies of communication tell

the story of life from one end of the

globe to the other. Automobiles,

trucks, railroads, and airplanes make
of even small communities cosmo-
politan centers. While none of these

practices equal actual travel, they

suffice for broad educational ideol-

ogy-

However, this understanding of

apparent conditions, customs, habits,

and methods of living does not ex-

plain the underlying motives of hu-

man conduct. Members of a single

family, fellow-religionists in close

contact with each other, members of

the same nation and race all find it

difficult to make allowance for ac-

tions which are contrary to the per-

sonal point of view. Difference of
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opinion among close associates arises

from opposing points of view. In-

tolerance arises from the closed mind
which will not strive to understand

the opposite position. But if the

selfishness which is fostered by the

struggle for existence is ever to be

overcome, the golden mean of under-

standing and tolerance toward others

must at least become a part of one's

conscious striving. It is well to re-

member that there are three sides to

every question : "Your side, my side,

and the one between."

All people wish to be well thought

of ; each desires to promote his own
economic welfare and enlarge his

prestige in the community. Such
desires may spring from a worthy
cause, but they are often pursued
from a short-sighted point of view.

Too often only the immediate in-

stead of the ultimate effect is con-

sidered. But time is the test of the

effects of behavior, and unless ambi-

tion is built upon a long-time basis,

success is apt to be short-lived. The
desire to succeed should not over-

shadow good judgment or allow the

development of a selfish and intoler-

ant attitude toward others.

Since toleration of opposing ideas,

interests, and spiritual attitudes

brings greater ultimate rewards it

should characterize all emotional,

mental, and objective patterns of be-

havior. To guard against selfish in-

terests and biased judgments is to

add to the ultimate happiness of hu-

manity, and to increase the measure
of satisfaction to one's self.

There is a pattern of human be-

havior which rises above the selfish

struggle of life, which springs from
tolerance. No better example can be

given than the life of Karl G.

Maeser. Extremely well-born, well-

educated, and highly gifted intellect-

ually, he came across some Mormon
pamphlets when he was a youth and

in a very skeptical mood, and while

still a German citizen. Thirsting for

knowledge, he wrote for further

communication. But how he laugh-

ed, how he scorned the crude, rough

usage of language in which his reply

was clothed. Had he not had the in-

sight to perceive the gospel-truths,

had he not been tolerant towards the

unlearned missionaries who brought

their message to him, he would never

have put himself in a position to re-

ceive the testimony of the gospel

which came to him after he had
humbled himself before God and
these unlettered men. Had he not

been tolerant of the crude ways of

the men with whom he crossed the

plains of America, he would never

have discovered their sterling worth.

Nor could he have achieved the high

ideals which he attained in his new
western home. Had he been ob-

sessed with the pursuit of economic
gain, or had he been short-sighted

through a too localized point of view,

he could neither have left the great

heritage of education to the Latter-

day Saints which he did leave, nor
could he have achieved the prestige,

love, and honor which came to him
through his very selflessness. But
toleration was the cornerstone of this

man's life.

Such opportunities for tolerance

and wise living continue to exist.

Activities

1. In Great Britain, the Church
and State are united. Originally the

Government persecuted the dissent-

ers. Yet in 1688 the British Parlia-

ment passed the Act of Toleration,

which permitted practically all Pro-

testant Christians to worship in their

own churches. From the thoughts

presented in this lesson, explain why
the British Government changed its

official attitude.
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2. The Constitution of the United
States declares that every person
should have the right to worship ac-

cording to the dictates of his own
conscience. At first each denomina-
tion condemned and opposed all

others with much bitterness, but in

recent years there has been a decided
trend towards toleration and even to-

wards co-operation in general social

affairs. Explain why this changed at-

titude has come about.

Literature for Missions

TYPICAL WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
MELISSA JANE LAMBSON DAVIS

Born in the United States

HPHE three women briefly consid-

ered in the foregoing lessons

were born in Europe. But God's
noble daughters are not all natives

of the same land. They are found
in every country. This is to be ex-

pected for they all have the same
Father in Heaven, and each child of

His has sparks of divinity within it.

'The subject of this sketch was
American-born. She was chosen for

study because she was in contact with

and a part of the life of Utah from
the earliest days until the present

time, 1937.

Her parents, Alfred B. Lambson
and Melissa Bigler Lambson, who
lived in Nauvoo, were well acquaint-

ed with the Prophet Joseph Smith
and were sincerely devoted to their

new religion and the Church. They
left Nauvoo with the exodus of the

Saints in 1846 and began the trying

and difficult journey to> the West.
Reaching Winter Quarters, Ne-
braska, on the Missouri River, the

father prepared a dugout to house his

family during their stay in the place

and through the Winter of 1846-47.

It was here their first child was born
and named Melissa Jane. This was
November 13, 1846.

In the Spring the Lambsons left

to go with a company of Saints to the

Rocky Mountains. Of course, the

baby Melissa could remember noth-

ing of the long and trying journey
across the plains. Suffice it to say,

her family arrived in the Great Salt

Lake Valley in September, 1847,

only a few weeks after President

Brigham Young and his company
reached there.

Her father soon began to build an
adobe (sun-dried brick) house for

the family, and when he finished it

the following year, it was the first

home in the Valley to have plastered

rooms. But the plaster, like the

adobes, was made of mud. The few
nails used in the house were forged

from wagon tires by her father on
his anvil. Factory nails were not to

be had. Even home-made ones were
so scarce they had to be used very
sparingly.

In the early days in the Valley to

live was to work hard, to do without

all kinds of conveniences, to make
the few simple necessary things

—

houses, furniture, clothes, etc., and to

eat the simplest foods. Everyone
worked and suffered; but all were
optimistic and happy. They endured
all kinds of privations uncomplain-

ingly, for they were free. They had
left persecution far behind. The
air was pure, the sunshine bright, the
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enduring mountains, their shelter.

That God was with them they never

doubted. That He tried them se-

verely they knew. Is not fine gold

purified in the fiery furnace ? They
must prove themselves to be worthy
of God's blessings. Out of their

struggles would rise a great people

to go as messengers of glad tidings

to the nations of the earth, and to

build beautiful temples at home. To
worship God and build up His
Church was their great objective.

To this end the parched land must be

subdued and made habitable. So all

set to work with a hearty goodwill.

Melissa Jane, like all the other

children of the time, grew up with

the country, willingly doing her part

as conditioned by her age. In child-

hood she saw her mother spin cotton

and wool, weave the yarn into cloth,

dye it with colors extracted from na-

tive weeds, cut it into patterns from
which she made the family clothes.

Most other mothers among the Pio-

neers did these things also. They
made their knitted goods, wove their

rag carpets, milked cows, made but-

ter and cheese, raised fowls, tended

their children, kept their homes and
encouraged their husbands to worthy
deeds. Yes, the women worked long

hours and so did the men. But all

were optimistic and happy, especial-

ly the children. They were robust

and healthful, therefore bubbling

over with joyous youth as normal
children are wont to do when cir-

cumstances permit.

President Young was a wise and
able leader. He knew that whole-

some recreation was necessary to the

welfare of his people. He encour-

aged them to sing and dance and en-

gage in innocent amusements. He
enjoyed music, drama and social

gatherings. And so one of the earli-

est public buildings erected in Salt

Lake City was the Social Hall, a

place where all these things could be

indulged in. This was later followed

by the Salt Lake Theater, built in

1868, which became noted all over

the dramatic world, on the stage of

which many of the best English and
American dramatists appeared.

As she grew up Melissa Jane
learned to do the things she saw her

mother do. Being the eldest child

in the family, she was naturally called

upon early in life to help with the

younger children, and then gradually

to help in other household work.
Sooner or later she shared with her

mother in doing the various types of

work incident to the household. To
indicate the thrift of the home, Me-
lissa Jane relates that when seven
years old she was greatly in need of

a new dress. One day while playing

in the yard she found an old bacon
sack that some Government survey-
ors had thrown away. She took it

to her mother. The latter made some
lye by soaking wood ashes. In this

she soaked the sack to remove the

grease. From some weeds a coloring

substance was obtained and the sack

dyed brown. From this the waist

was made and the skirt from a piece

of blue denim. Many years later

when recalling these incidents, Me-
lissa Jane exclaimed, "My, how
proud I was of my new dress!"

Her parents, believing in educa-

tion, as all Latter-day Saint parents

were taught to do, sent Melissa to

school during the school seasons of

her girlhood years. Of course, the

schools in those early days were
poorly equipped physically. The
rooms were usually small, poorly

heated and ventilated, supplied only

with crude furniture and wholly un-

attractive. But they were richly

provided with something money can-

not buy—sincerity, purity of purpose

and the spirit of love. The atmos-

phere of the schools was wholesome,
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indeed. Faith in God was the com-
mon possession of pupils and teacher.

Melissa Jane remembers one of

the most exciting episodes in early

Utah history—the coming of Johns-

ton's Army. She vividly remembers
the consternation produced by the

announcement to 2,500 picnickers at

the head of Big Cottonwood Canyon,
25 miles from Salt Lake City, that

a United States Army was on its way
to Utah. In Missouri and Illinois

the Mormons had been pillaged,

driven and killed by State troops.

They had fled from civilization and
suffered heart-breaking agonies to

find a place where they could live in

peace among the mountains of the

far-away West. Now an unfriendly

army was coming against them. This

news reached them when they were
on holiday to celebrate the tenth an-

niversary, July 24, 1857, of the com-
ing of the Pioneers to the Valley.

The next day they returned to their

homes with heavy hearts, for they

were to move again and burn their

homes rather than let them fall into

the hands of their rapacious enemies.

But it was not necessary for them
to destroy their homes. The sending

of the soldiers was due to a great

blunder of the President of the

United States. When the misunder-

standings had been cleared up, John-
ston's Army entered the Valley

peacefully, marched through Salt

Lake City and made their camp
forty miles southwest of the City.

Melissa Jane said, "Though the com-
ing of Johnston's Army was a most
distressing episode, it proved to be a

blessing in disguise. It was the

means of providing the people with

new wagons, needed supplies, etc.,

which the soldiers traded for grain

and other farm crops." Thus again

the Lord overruled evil and good re-

sulted.

We have spoken above of some

types of recreation in which the peo-

ple indulged in those days. Of
course, there were others. Speak-
ing of her recreations Melissa Jane
says : "We had our good times ; we
had corn husking 'bees', rag 'bees',

candy pulls, etc. The candy was
made by boiling down homemade
molasses to a thick consistency and
'pulling' it. During the fruit season

the girls would often get together in

the afternoons and prepare fruit for

drying. In the evening the boys
would come for dancing. Many
times we bought our tickets to shows
and theaters with farm products

—

grain, fruits, vegetables, etc. I re-

member exchanging a squash or

pumpkin for a ticket to the Salt Lake
Theater.

"We dried a great deal of fruit.

I dried peaches and exchanged them
at the store for goods to make my
wedding dress. We felt it was a real

luxury to have a dress of 'store

goods'." Such a dress made her wed-
ding a particularly happy event,

which took place November 25, 1865.

She married Albert Wesley Davis.

But he had no home of his own to

which he could take his bride. So
they lived for more than a year in

one room of her father's house. Here
their first child was born. In those

days young people were taught the

desirability of marriage. They were
advised not to wait until they had a

marriage stake—home and property.

Girls knew how to make and keep a

home. They expected to be real

help-meets to their husbands. A girl

thrilled at the thought of helping her

husband to make a home. Melissa

Jane Davis was this kind of a wife.

Shortly after the birth of their

second baby, the Davis family was
called to go to the Muddy country,

just beyond the present southwest

corner of Utah, to help settle the re-

gion. In the early days in Utah,
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President Young frequently "called"

a group of families to go out to some
designated place and make their

homes there. Many of the Mormon
towns in all the country round-about
had their beginning by settlers thus

called. Thus the people were spread

out, the available farm lands occu-

pied and room made for the stream
of emigrants that was flowing into

Salt Lake City.

But these colonizing ventures did

not always succeed. The country
was new. The climatic conditions

were not well known. People had
not lived here long enough to learn

the vagaries of the weather. Among
the very few failures was the venture
on which the Davis family was call-

ed. The country during the sum-
mer was hot and dry. The rains

were not spread over the season.

They came in the late summer after

long periods of dryness in the form
of cloud-bursts, causing floods.

The Davis family responded to

the call and went into the inhospit-

able country. Their bedroom was a

wagon box. Their kitchen was a

cone-shaped enclosure made by driv-

ing stakes into the ground and weav-
ing willows through them. It had
a door with willow hinges but no
windows. This structure was pat-

terned after an Indian "wickiup."

Their food was scarce, and they ate

anything they could get. Some of

the people lived on wild segos—small

bulbs dug from the soil of the sur-

rounding country. The summer heat

was so intense that Sister Davis had
to wrap wet cloths about her head to

endure it. She said they all came
down with the ague, and she went to

bed every other day with chills.

But a worse misfortune awaited
them. The heavy rains resulted in

floods that rushed away their crops

leaving them wholly destitute. See-
ing their pitiable situation President

Young released the settlers from the

call to reclaim the region and told

them to move wherever they wanted
to go. The Davis family returned

to Salt Lake City, and were helped

by relatives "to get on their feet."

After finally recovering from the

ague, they moved across the Jordan
River on to a farm where they built

a modest home in which they lived

for many years, their children in the

meantime numbering three sons and
six daughters.

The hard work on the farm was
varied by public activities. Her hus-

band became Bishop of the Ward,
was a member for many years of the

City Council of Salt Lake City, filled

two missions for the Church, attend-

ed to other public duties and finally

was ordained a Patriarch. Sister

Davis also faithfully did her part,

supporting her husband in all his ac-

tivities, besides working in women's
organizations. When their family

was raised, she was called with her

husband as an ordinance worker in

the Salt Lake Temple.

Sister Davis passed away, Aug-
ust 26, 1937 in her ninety-first year.

The quality of her motherhood and

service in the Church is indicated by

her posterity. Her living posterity

at this date consists of 7 children,

30 grandchildren, 43 great-grand-

children, and 2 great-great-grand-

children. Both sons have been on
missions, have served in Bishoprics

and several other Church positions

;

the daughters are all active Church
workers, one of them on the Relief

Society General Board, another on

the Primary General Board, and an-

other was a Relief Society General

Board member when she died. The
others are working on Stake and
Ward Boards. All the daughters

and many of the grandchildren have

been or are now members of choirs.

All grandsons who are old enough
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hold positions in the Priesthood
quorums and in auxiliary organiza-

tions. Her posterity is "true to the

faith." They have seen in her
righteous life an example worthy of

emulation.

Questions For Discussion

1. Point out that Melissa Jane
Davis was "born of goodly parents."

2. What qualities of character did

her parents exhibit?

3. Which of these qualities did

Sister Davis exhibit ?

4. Tell why the journey from
Nauvoo to Salt Lake City was try-

ing and difficult.

5. Tell why her parents came to

Salt Lake City.

6. Outline some of the conditions
prevailing in Salt Lake City during
the first years.

7. Name one or two things Presi-

dent Young did that show he was a

wise and able leader.

8. What school advantages did

Melissa have?

9. What were the motives that

took Melissa's parents to the Muddy
country ?

10. Tell why you think she was a

good wife and mother.

11. A fine posterity proves fine

qualities in the parents, especially in

the mother. Point out that Sister

Davis' faith and nobility of character

were rewarded.

Child Guidance
Lesson 4

SEX EDUCATION

QURIOSITY about sex is as nat-

ural to the child as his inquiries

about how the moon got up in the

sky or what makes the flowers bloom.

The great problem in sex education

is to teach the child that home is

the most reliable and ready source of

sex information he can find.

Restraints of good taste require

that sex questions be discussed pri-

vately. But the child should not be

made to feel that all that pertains to

sex is low and wicked. Lack of re-

liable knowledge and repression of

all discussion leads to a furtive in-

terest which is finally satisfied in the

alley. This information is not only

unreliable, but it is tainted with vul-

garism, which is an obstacle to the

proper idealizing of love.

A child is curious about sex at first

in exactly the same manner as he is

curious about the beating of his heart

or the working of his stomach. There
is nothing wicked in his thoughts.

Physically he is not mature sexually

until he is about fifteen years of age.

Sex, therefore, does not mean the

same thing to him that it does to an
adult whose moral attitudes about the

whole problem are highly developed.

Adult attitudes are so different

from those of the child that chil-

dren's questions are most likely to

embarrass their parents. The child

asks questions out of sheer curiosity

in all it sees ; the parent answers with

expressions of shame and secrecy

—

and these are adult attitudes which
in no way satisfy the child's need for

information. When the parent scolds

a child for asking where babies come
from, she makes him afraid to ask

that question again and many others

that trouble his mind. A sense of

shame is easily cultivated in the child,
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and this feeling drives him from his

mother's side to children in the

streets or back yards for his infor-

mation. Curiosity is not checked by
refusal of information, but is rather

stimulated and made secretive. Chil-

dren will find some kind of answers

to their questions whether we relish

the thought or not.

An unfortunate result of refusing

unemotional and truthful answers to

sex questions is that the parent alien-

ates herself from the child in a field

in which her wise counsel will be

most needed later on.

Some parents fear that the child

will lose his innocence when he is

told the truth, and that knowledge
will somehow lead to experiment. In

sex education, knowledge must come
before experiment. Knowledge prop-

erly given will probably dispose, to a

certain extent, of the desire and need

for experiment. Secret sex experi-

ments and the resulting perversions

undoubtedly often arise and persist

because the inquiring child is driven

from his mother's side to secret

places where there are no controls

over his conduct. In other words,

to guide the child's sex development,

the mother must keep him coming to

her with his questions.

Children occasionally ask sex

questions as early as two years. The
period of greatest questioning comes
between four and ten years, and quite

a large per cent ask their first sex

question at five years. Questions

most frequently asked pertain to the

origin of babies, coming of another

baby, growth before birth, the pro-

cess of birth, sex organs and their

functions, .physical differences be-

tween the sexes, the father's part in

reproduction and the meaning of

marriage.

A mother must have some sort of

accurate knowledge of the facts be-

fore she can answer these questions

reliably. To the question.

"Where do babies come from?"
such answers as "From Heaven" or
"God sends them" are theologically

correct, but not suited to the intel-

lectual needs of the child. He may
seek more details from an unreliable

and vulgar source if you do not sup-
ply them. For a small child, four or

five years old, surprisingly simple but
accurate answers often satisfy. An
example follows:

Billy, six years old, asked his

mother "What did I grow from?"
Mother: "You grew from a tiny

cell, much tinier than the point of a

pin. You lived in my body until

you were strong enough and large

enough to be born. Then you came
outside."

Billy : "Why do mothers go to the

hospital ?"

Mother : "Because a doctor has to

help the baby come out, and has to

cut and tie the cord through which
the mother feeds the stomach of the

baby. The mother is rather tired by
the time this has happened, so she

stays and rests a few days at the

hospital."

Billy: (throwing arms around
Mother) : "Oh, poor mother !"

Mother : "Oh, it isn't 'poor Moth-
er', Billy, at all. Mother is so hap-

py to have a new baby."

Billy: "Well, I wouldn't want it

to happen to me !"

To speak to a child in this manner
is not easy for most parents. Use of

the proper names for sex organs and
the steps in reproduction relieves

some of the emotional tension. Cor-
rect terms are preferred because they

can be found in scientific literature

which the child will need in his later

education, and because correct terms
are not emotionally colored as is the

slang of the street.

Analogies from domestic animals,
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birds and plants are often useful,

partly because a child's curiosity of-

ten arises from watching their mat-

ing and growth. Sometimes a chick-

en which is being prepared in the

kitchen is useful in illustrating what

is meant by eggs or seeds' and the

appropriate comparison drawn to the

human body.

When parents are advised to free-

ly impart knowledge of this kind,

certain cautions are to be kept in

mind. First, the curiosity of the

child should be the guide as to how
much should be told. Mental growth
of the child will call for more infor-

mation at different stages of develop-

ment. But he should not be put off

by "Oh, you are too young to ask

questions like that." Some ques-

tions cannot be fully explained to the

child until his mind grows to a cer-

tain stage, but there is no excuse for

not making an attempt to satisfy the

child with something as near the full

truth as he can grasp.

This freedom of conversation be-

tween parent and child should always

be qualified by a certain good taste

that calls for a degree of privacy, if

not secrecy. The child should be

taught that sex questions are private

among themselves in the home, that

just as people do not enter others'

houses without their clothes on,

neither should they talk about sex

with people outside the home. If a

child comes in with a vulgar expres-

sion from the street, the parent

should realize that he has not yet ac-

quired all of the emotional associa-

tions of the words that an adult has.

The mother should teach the child

the correct words and show him that

they are the ones used by the home
folks and that it is a home matter

that should not be talked about on
the street, nor generally with groups

of people even at home.
Careful cautioning will soon teach

most children the good taste of not

raising sex questions in public and
not carrying newly acquired infor-

mation to everyone in the neighbor-

hood. This accomplished, the par-

ents' problem is greatly simplified,

and much of the strain of the educa-

tional program is removed.
An intelligent program of sex edu-

cation throughout pre-adolescence

(up to about twelve or thirteen

years) should keep relations of com-
panionship between the parents and
child that make possible the lending

of a helping hand through the

troubled years of romance. Most
children cease asking questions after

ten years of age, perhaps because the

parents have closed the door by then

through withholding information

and by administering lectures which
show a lack of understanding of the

child's problems. Adolescents have
problems which require more intelli-

gent help than ever before in their

lives, and useful is the parent who is

still "in with" her child at this age.

If the proper attitudes and con-

trols have been developed during the

previous years, the adolescent child

will be well fortified to meet his

problems. This would mean that he

has been well prepared for marriage

and family life by having acquired

a proper knowledge of sex matters

such as would tend to free him from
some of the emotional handicaps that

lack of knowledge often produces,

and handicaps that so frequently con-

tribute to the difficulties that inter-

fere with marital happiness. At the

same time, close harmony between

the parent and child should have cul-

tivated the controls that make him
desirable as a virtuous candidate for

marriage.

Home, including both parents,

should be the primary source of

knowledge and ideals in sex educa-

tion. However, there is no question
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but that M. I. A. activities and
courses of study are important in-

fluences in harnessing the vital ener-

gies at a critical period of life, and
in engendering the family ideals

which characterize the Latter-day

Saint home.
To teach that happy home and love

life is the reward of good living is a

far more promising educational pro-

cedure than to emphasize too much
the punishments of a wicked life.

Latter-day Saint ideals of home life

are invaluable incentives toward
wholesome living. Sex education

should be directed toward making the

home more secure and more happy.

Problems for Discussion

1. Contrast the attitude of the

child toward sex questions with the

attitude of the adult. Why are their

attitudes so different?

2. Discuss the courageousness of

the parent who "turns off" all of the

child's sex questions because to dis-

cuss them is "so embarrassing."

What evil arises from "silence" ?

3. What is your opinion as to

whether sex information tends to

preserve or destroy the virtue of the

child?

4. State some cautions you think

are important in guiding the parent

in giving information to the child.

5. What part should "good taste"

play in sex education? Distinguish

between good taste on the one hand,

and evasion, prudish shame and sec-

recy on the other hand.

G^fiKc)

ALONE
By Vilate Perkins Kent

Alone today, and all a-sea,

No help seems nigh to strengthen me.

Life's troubled waters o'er me roll

And doubt besets my inmost soul.

The way seems long—the pathway
dark,

No peace affords my storm-tossed

bark;

My faltering step no gain has made,
I cannot see—I am afraid.

Afraid to venture forth alone

—

Afraid of that which is unknown.
I hear no answer to my call

—

I faltering stand, I fear to fall.

Alone ! Must ever thus I go ?

No peace my anguished soul to

know?
Doubtful and faltering all the way,

My fear increasing day by day?
No star of faith to be my guide ?

No friend to travel by my side ?

Nor know that bless'd security

Of placing all my trust in Thee ?

Epilogue.

Alone ! Alone ! Yet need I be ?

How could I doubt Divinity?

'Twas His great wisdom placed me
here,

Then should I question, doubt or

fear?

E'en though my mind can't compre-
hend

The vast beginning or the end

;

No, Lord, I'll trust Thee day by day,

Thy arm upholds me all the way.



Where Do Babies Come From?
By Virginia B. Jacobsen

LITTLE Nora, age six, sat sew-
ing with her mother. Appar-
ently she was paying little at-

tention to the tiny white garments on
which her mother was working. Fi-

nally out of a clear sky of other con-

versation came the remark, "It's a
shame we don't have a baby to wear
those pretty clothes you are mak-
ing!"

"Would you like to have another
little brother or sister?" asked her
mother.

"Oh, Mother, I think it would be
wonderful!" beamed Nora.

"Then, I will tell you a secret.

We are going to have a little baby
soon."

"Are we really? How do you
know?" was the natural question.

"Because it is growing inside my
body. Would you like to feel it

move ?"

Nora looked surprised. "Could
I really feel it move?" She went
to her mother's side, and her mother
placed her small hand on the spot

where a wee growing human was
making its presence felt.

Nora's eyes beamed. "Oh, Moth-
er, I think it is just wonderful! I

have wished for so long that we
would have a baby. Does Daddy
know ?"

"Yes, Daddy knows. He and I

planned for it months ago. I am
glad that you are so happy about it.

You can help me get things ready for

our little baby."

Nora's mother was wise to meet
the situation when it arose, without
emotion, embarrassment, undue se-

crecy, or any tendency to avoid the

issue. Nora was a perfectly normal
child, and she responded to her moth-
er's reply in the same spirit in which
her mother responded to her ques-

tion. It had been a perfectly normal

and natural question. It was a nat-

ural and normal reply.

If Nora is a questioning child and
asks the next question which is likely

to occur to her, "But, mother, how
will the baby get out?" she must be

answered. If we do not answer the

question of birth when it arises, the

child will likely figure it out for him-
self—not very correctly or satis-

factorily—but he will figure it out

in some manner. Or worse still, he
will perhaps get erroneous informa-

tion from ill-informed companions.

It is a very simple matter to say

to this question of how the baby
will be born or "get out," "There
is a special little passage-way in

every mother just made to bring

the baby down and out into the world
when the baby is ready to be born."

This will be enough for some chil-

dren, but with others we can go a

little further to ease their minds and
explain that the passageway is closed

down usually, so that it is fairly

small. But when the baby is ready

to come, the muscles stretch so that

the passage is large enough to per-

mit the baby to be born. If the ques-

tion of pain comes up, we should not

worry the child with recitals of pain,

but should simply say* "Of course

it hurts, but we all must be able to

stand pain at times. It is just part

of being brave."

As long as a child continues to

ask questions, the mother should an-

swer. If she is old enough for the

question, she is ready for the answer.

The time to answer any question is

the time it occurs to the child. We
parents are often shocked and sur-

prised at the questions put to us, but

we must be ready for them.

Hygeia and Parents magazines are

both urging that parents adopt a sane

attitude toward sex education of chil-
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dren, but they stress the need of first

educating the parents. The modern
approach to the discussion of sex

education involves first of all the

adequate preparation of parents for

their part in shaping the thinking

and feeling of a child with regard

to sex.

Hygeia says: "Parents attitudes

on this subject depend to a large de-

gree on the kind of preparation they

have had or take the trouble to se-

cure for their function as teachers

in the matter of sex.

"A satisfactory preparation in-

cludes four things: first of all, a

satisfactory adjustment as husband
and wife, for if there is physical or

psychic maladjustment, they are

poorly qualified for the sex educa-

tion of a child ; second, an adequate

parental understanding of the nature

of sex and its relation to the highest

individual and social values in human
life; third, a suitable vocabulary to

tell the children the needed facts;

and last, the ability of the parents to

face the question in a matter-of-fact

way without a sense of confusion,

shame or guilt when a child asks his

inevitable question. Nothing parents

say is nearly so effective as the way
it is said."

The question of where babies

come from is likely to arise in a

number of different forms, but no
matter how it arises it must be an-

swered. A child brings his ques-

tions to the person who answers
him. A line of communication estab-

lished between parent and child is

one of the most important accom-
plishments. "I'll ask mother," is one

of the safest and happiest situations

which can exist between mother and
child.

Turn back the pages of your own
experience, and remember the time
when these questions came into your
mind. Were you told the fable of

the stork, the cabbage, or the rose,

or one of a dozen impossible tales?

Or were you fortunate enough to

have a mother, who even then, be-
lieved that these questions were right

and natural and should be answered ?

If your mother did answer your first

question honestly and frankly with
perhaps a touch of sentiment, you
went back to her thereafter for fur-

ther information. But if she put
you off, and avoided your question,

you knew she was trying to wiggle
out of the truth and you felt that

there was something about it to be
avoided. From then on you went
elsewhere to satisfy your mind on
these problems.

Although the question of where
babies come from is the most fre-

quent one of the early years, we do
not escape other questions. And
they too must be answered. "Why
do people always get sick when they
have babies ?"—"Why can't we have
a baby ?"—"What makes your tum-
my so fat?" "How can you tell a
baby boy from a baby girl ?" These
and countless other questions fre-

quently confront us at moments
when we are least in the mood for
answering them. But our mood has
nothing to do with the situation. We
parents must be prepared to face

any such problem at the moment
when it arises.

There need be no embarrassment
in answering the question of life.

The child feels embarrassment only
when we ourselves show it. If we
are prepared with the proper infor-

mation, it is a simple matter to an-
swer these perfectly natural ques-
tions when they arise. And they do
arise in the mind of every normal
boy or girl at some time. If your
child is not coming to you for infor-

mation you can rest assured that he
is getting his knowledge from some
other sources, and nine times out of

ten the information he is getting is

neither correct nor wholesome.
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There is no excuse, today, for

mothers and fathers who fail to

properly prepare their children for

clean, wholesome sex life. Our li-

braries are supplied with splendid

books which will be of great help in

preparing the parent for this great

responsibility.

The following list of books is

available in most libraries or may
be purchased at any book store:

New Patterns in Sex Teaching, by
Frances Bruce Strain. (We recom-

mend this book for every home li-

brary.) $2.00.

Growing Up, by De Schweinitz.

$1.75.

Parents and Sex Education, by
Gruenberg. $1.00.

Sex Education for the Child, by
Mary D. Wareing.

Note : The above books can be secured
from the Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. The
prices quoted do not include postage and
sales tax.

SEGO LILY
By Vesta P. Crawford

Oh lily of the desert,

Flower of the arid loom,

The year now turned to summer
Has brought thy velvet bloom

;

Oh lily of the desert,

Flower of the lonely place,

Long have thy fragile blossoms

Adorned this barren space;

Oh lily of the desert,

A chalice brimmed with light,

The shadowed rocks are lumined
By petals shining, white

;

Blossom of the promised land,

Bright on history's page,

Forever may thy splendor glow
Among the western sage

!
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WHERE JESUS WALKED
By Vesta P. Crawford

As Jesus walked among his native hills

He saw the way of seasons on the land,

How welcome rain falls upon desert sand

And drenches waiting seeds to life and fills

Lone gullies with a swathe of waving grass
;

But though earth flaunts her yellow fields of grain,

The glory of her blooming time must pass

And turn to arid measure once again.

He knew that life is like a desert land,

And His all-knowing heart could understand

That multitudes seek not for life alone,

But for some ancient comfort to atone

For change and loss and all our futile tears

—

An everlasting gleam across the years

!
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Chrysanthemums for Color

By Dorothy Nell Mair

WHEN the daylight of early

fall grows shorter and after-

noons bring dusk to shaded
corners, every housewife tries to

work into her budget the price of a

;heerful bouquet. It is the time of

the year when we reluctantly give

up the colorful things of summer,
and just as reluctantly, accept the

approach of winter. We need a bit

of beauty to fortify our spirits, and
this comes to us in the bold, majestic

chrysanthemum

.

Because of its many different va-

rieties from large poms to very small

"button" blooms, and its delicate col-

orings, one caneasily group chrys-

anthemum bouquets about any room
with a pleasing harmony. The
chrysanthemum is the flower of

Thanksgiving time. Perhaps, be-

cause it blooms at a season of the

year when naked trees and chill

winds forecast the coming of bleak

days and cold weather, we herald

the first bloom with a spark of rever-

ence.

|" IKE the rose, the chrysanthe-

mum is a romantic flower, its

history dating back to the time of

Confucius five hundred years before

Christ. From China, the flower was
later taken into Japan where it be-

came a great favorite of the people

and was adopted as the emblem of

their highest order and the crest and

official seal of the Mikado. So much
did the Japanese love and esteem this

pompous bloom, designs of the

flower were used extensively on

sword hilts, bronzes, pottery, art-

work and lacquer-ware. An old sea

captain, returning from the Orient

to Marseilles, brought the plant in-

to France for the first time where it

created a good deal of curiosity and

speculation. Later, other tea mer-

chants brought it into England

about 1795. Ships from the Orient

continued to bring the flower to the

European Continent and England
until a general interest created a

commercial demand.

It was the Japanese Emperor,

Uda, who instituted the first chrys-

anthemum show in 900 A. D. The

next exhibition of importance was

held in England in 1846 when seed-

lings of a small variety were shown.

During the years that followed, it

was regarded as a florist's flower,

and societies for its cultivation

sprang up everywhere. So popular

has it become, it is now second only

to the rose. Certainly no other

flower has a more colorful history
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savoring of the splendor of the

East.

TN the home, the chrysanthemum
is an ideal bouquet flower, cling-

ing tenaciously to life as though re-

luctant to withdraw its stately pres-

ence. The people of Japan, the

greatest flower-lovers in the world,

have taught us the significance of

flowers as a home decoration. To
them, flower arrangement is an ac-

complished art, an expression of in-

dividuality. They have learned the

effectiveness of a few flowers prop-

erly grouped together, rather than

many flowers bunched in crowded
vases. The prevailing colors in the

room govern the colors of the flow-

ers used, as one should emphasize

the other. Bright bouquets should

be placed in darker corners to add
life and cheerfulness. Flowers placed

near a window should harmonize
with the over-drapes, and the vases

in which flowers are held should not

detract from the flowers, but should

give them background. Use tall

vases for arranging the long-stem

chrysanthemums and do not crowd
them. Neither should they all be

of one length. Irregular lengths add
a garden naturalness to the arrange-

ment.

Combinations, too, are effective,

and the chrysanthemum lends itself

pleasingly to color harmony with

other flowers. Bronze and yellow

chrysanthemums are effective when
grouped together ; also, pink roses

and yellow chrysanthemums make
a delightful bouquet. Either of these

combinations on your Thanksgiving
or Christmas dinner table would give

it a regal appearance.

The many varieties of the flower

mean a scaling price range adaptable

to every budget. But even those of

the larger and more select variety

are not expensive when properly

used. Two or three large blooms
can make an effective centerpiece,

either alone, or when combined with

other flowers, for it is not the num-
ber of blooms that gives an artistic

effect, but the way in which they are

arranged and the container in which

they are placed.

(5^€r"c)

RECOMPENSE

By Delia Adams Leitner

I gave from a sense of duty

And looked for reward of praise,

My efforts and work were fruitless,

Ingratitude burdened my days.

I gave for the joy of giving,

Nor thought of returns to be,

And lo ! from unnumbered sources

My recompense came to me.



The Lotus Eater
By Mabel S. Harmcr

CHAPTER VI

HELEN could scarcely wait to

get Danny to the seashore the

next day. They went to town
first and purchased bathing suits and

the necessary implements for digging

in the sand. When Helen had fi-

nally settled herself under a large

umbrella and turned Danny loose

to play in the golden sands under

the bright sun she uttered a sigh of

deep satisfaction.

This was the day she had longed

for for Danny ever since that ter-

rible time last winter when pneu-

monia had gripped the little body
and she had fought so valiantly for

his life. He would grow brown and
sturdy again out here in the ocean

breezes. She began building air cas-

tles for him. Danny should have

an education—the best that could be

had. He should grow up fine and
strong both mentally and physically.

The child came up to her and
started to pat and build in the sand.

'What are you building, Sonny?"
she asked.

"A house," he answered briefly,

absorbed in his work.

"Isn't that funny?" she mused.

"I was building a house too."

"Let's see it," said Danny looking

about.

"You can't see my house," said

Helen with whimsical smile, "mine

was an air castle."

Danny looked mystified for a mo-
ment and then turned back to his

work. "You can see mine," he an-

nounced with an air of superiority.

"It's for you and me and Daddy."
"That's very sweet of you," said

Helen. "Daddy and I will like a

new home. We have been planning

on one for a long time. What would
you like to be when you grow up,

Danny?" she asked, still wandering
about in her air castle.

"A ductor," promptly replied the

boy.

"Oh, a Doctor—like Dr. Ward,"
said Helen enthusiastically. "I think

that will be splendid."

"No," drawled Danny in mild dis-

gust. "A ductor like we saw on the

train."

Helen laughed and gathered him
close to her. "You funny little fel-

low," she chuckled, burying her face

in his chubby neck. But Danny was
not to be so easily diverted from his

labors and he squirmed free from
her embrace. Helen looked after

him rather wistfully as he went back
to his sand-building and a faint

yearning entered her heart. Babies

grew up so quickly. If it were only

possible to keep them close to one
always.

'"PHAT same evening her father

and mother took her to a con-

cert. Helen couldn't remember hav-
ing been so thrilled and excited in

years. She looked eagerly about, be-

fore the concert began at the beau-
tifully decorated hall and the smart-

ly dressed people. Everyone seemed
to have such an air of taking the

whole thing for granted that Helen
longed to shake someone and ex-

claim, "How dare you be so uncon-
cerned about all this? How do you
know that it won't be the last good
music you will hear for five years ?"

She sat through the program as

one entranced and stood up with a

deep sigh of regret when the final
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number was over. Her father who
had sensed her keen enjoyment
looked at her with a sympathetic

smile and said, "We'll have a lot

of these before you go back, my
dear." Helen answered him with a

look of gratitude.

On the way home he said, "We
have a new gadget up to the house

that you will be interested in. It's

called a radio. We have only a pair

of earphones but they are beginning

to put them out now with loud speak-

ers so that a whole room full of

people can hear the program. Now
something like that ought to go over

big out on a ranch."

"I've heard about them," answered
Helen. "Do you think we would
be able to get anything out where
we live ? So far away from a station,

I mean."
"And a powerful enough set

would be expensive, of course,"

thought Helen. Nevertheless it

would bear investigating and she de-

termined to look into the matter very

thoroughly before she went back.

CHE entered at once into an ex-

citing round of gaiety. True to

his word, her father took her to a

number of good concerts. Her for-

mer friends arranged a number of

parties in her honor and there were
extensive shopping trips into Los
Angeles.

Returning late one afternoon from

one of the latter she was sitting gaz-

ing dreamily out of the window when
someone stopped in the aisle beside

her and exclaimed, "Well, bless my
soul, if it isn't the prodigal daugh-

ter."

Helen looked up quickly at the

speaker and then held out her hand

with a delighted smile as she said,

"Why, Wayne Kent. I'm so glad to

see you. Sit down, won't you?"

removing her parcels from the seat.

Wayne promptly dropped into the

seat. "Sure," he agreed, "I'll be

glad to give you a chance to explain."

"Explain, what?" asked Helen
rather bewildered.

"Explain why you didn't come
back. You promised to, you know."

Helen glanced at him out of the

corner of her eye to see if she

could tell whether or not he was
serious and decided that at any rate,

it was advisable to pretend that he

wasn't so she answered lightly, "But
I have come back."

"So I see," he nodded. "About
five years too late."

Helen had no answer for that one

so she decided to change the subject.

"What are you doing now?" she

asked pleasantly.

"Selling real estate. And maybe
you don't think California is the

place to sell it." he exclaimed en-

thusiastically. "Why, Madam, we
have the best climate in the world,

twelve months of sunshine, ocean

breezes, oranges and roses growing
in your back yard. After you have
once seen it you would never dream
of living in—in

—

"

"Wyoming," supplied Helen, smil-

ing her amusement. "And speaking

of climate, you don't even know the

meaning of the word. You should

see one of our winters. Then you'd

really have something to talk about."

"I shouldn't be surprised," con-

ceded Wayne, "but I'll be satisfied

merely to talk about it."

"Perhaps you are wise," said Hel-

en. "It takes a brave heart and
staunch to live through a Wyoming
winter."

"Lady — you win," answered

Wayne in mock seriousness. "And
now tell me about yourself."

"There's nothing much to tell,"

said Helen cheerfully. "I taught

school for a year, married and have

a husky youngster three years old.

We live on a small ranch and hope
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some day to live on a big one. Now,
what have you been doing?"
"Nothing very exciting. I finished

college by some good fortune, went
to work—and here I am."

"And haven't married," Helen fin-

ished in her own mind. She felt a
slight feeling of satisfaction for

which she was immediately ashamed.
Why in the world should she care

whether Wayne married or not?
They had been only casual high
school sweethearts and any feeling

that she might have thought she
entertained for him had faded very
much into insignificance when she
fell in love with Dan.

Wayne really should marry, she
thought, glancing back at him. He
was such a fine, wholesome lad and,
with his merry laugh and his twin-
kling blue eyes, would make an
agreeable companion for some lucky
girl. Yes, there was no doubt in

her mind but that the girl Wayne
married would be a lucky one.

"We have a new model home open
for inspection," said Wayne, as they
neared the station. "Would you like

to see it?"

"Of course," answered Helen
promptly. "What woman doesn't
like to see a new home, even if it

is someone else's—but I really should
be getting back to my boy. I've im-
posed him upon mother all day."

"Imposed !" scoffed Wayne. "Now
you know she adores having a grand-
son around to spoil."

"I'm fraid you're right," laughed
Helen. "In fact the entire family
spoils him in a most frightful man-
ner."

"Then you'll come," said Wayne
with an air of finality. "Besides,

it's still early and you can get home
in plenty of time to help set the

dinner table." He picked up her
parcels and walked over to where

his car was parked after they had
left the train.

Helen had a vague feeling that

she was not doing exactly the con-

ventional thing to be going with

Wayne but she found herself in his

car before she had come to any very
definite conclusion about the matter
so she said nothing more about it.

In a few moments they stopped
in front of a charming colonial home
finished in white stucco and adorned
with quaint green shutters. "There
you are, lady," said Wayne with
an airy wave of the hand. "Every
inch of it entirely modern, just

$8,000 with a mere $1,000 down and
the rest in easy payments that you
would never miss."

"It sounds most attractive," agreed
He'en, entering into his mood, "but
I'm afraid I can't take it today."

"I was sure you would like it,"

Wayne went blandly on with his

sales talk, "but the outside only tells

half the story. Just wait until you
see the interior." He jumped down
and came around to assist Helen
from the car.

She was not sure whether she was
glad or sorry that she had agreed
"to look the place over" as she wan-
dered from one beautifully furnished
room to another. She kept thinking,

"What a nice, sunny room that would
be in which Danny might play. How
I would love that cozy fireplace on a

winter evening. A pale green bath-

room ! It would be sheer joy to

keep it clean." It was the kitchen,

however, that brought forth her
most profound admiration. It was
finished in a deep cream color with
touches of delft blue and looked as

if it would be utterly disdainful of
dirt or soot. There was a sparkling

new electric range, a closet where
all brooms and mops would be kept
discreetly out of sight. There were
various contrivances for making
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housework light, some of which Hel-
en had never seen or heard of be-

fore. Her eyes grew* misty and her

mind filled with a picture of an old-

fashioned kitchen finished in rather

rough woodwork painted by a nov-
ice and dominated by an ugly black

range and a wooden washstand.

She followed Wayne out into the

back yard—a lovely garden spot en-

tirely enclosed by a high stucco wall.

"Now here is the best part of the

whole layout," said Wayne proudly.

"A yard where the children can play

in the sunshine all the year around.

A place to hang the wash away
from prying eyes of neighbors or

to eat your supper on a warm eve-

ning. Now what more can you pos-

sibly ask ?"

"Not one thing," answered Helen
fervently. "After we have sold the

little ranch and bought a big ranch,

we'll sell the big ranch and come
here and buy this house. Will you
save it for me?"

"I'll be glad to," said Wayne gal-

lantly as they walked back to the

parked car. As they drove toward
home Helen noticed Nina on a street

corner being helped into an auto-

mobile by a young man Helen had
never seen before. Wayne also saw
them and asked, "Does Nina see

much of Cary Hughes ?"

"I don't believe so," answered
Helen. "At least, he has never been

to the house that I know of. Why ?"

"Nothing in particular, except that

he isn't quite the sort of a fellow

for a fine youngster like Nina to be

running around with. I thought that

Wendell Baker was calling up to

your house pretty regular."

"He is," agreed Helen, "although

I don't believe he gets all the en-

couragement he would like from
Nina. You know how it is," she

laughed, "the boy who has been

around all the time doesn't have

quite the allure that a stranger does."

"Yes, I know," said Wayne quiet-

ly.

Helen blushed. She had not in-

tended the remark to be at all per-

sonal or to apply in the least to her
own case.

"Just what do you know about
this Hughes?" she asked again. "If

Nina is seeing very much of him and
he isn't the sort of man she ought
to be going around with, we ought
to know about it."

"I know that he isn't good com-
pany for Nina, you can depend on
that much," answered Wayne, "but

don't worry about it until you know
you have some cause. Here, evi-

dently, is where I lose my passen-

ger," as he drew up to her home.
"I'd like to take you to see the folks

some day before you go back."

"I'd love to go," answered Helen,

who had very pleasant memories of

Wayne's mother and sisters, "and
thank you for an enjoyable after-

noon."

"^INA did not come home at all

to dinner and Helen was be-

coming genuinely worried about her

until she walked up to the house

shortly before dark. Helen was sit-

ting out on the front porch and Nina
dropped into a rocking chair beside

her.

"Did you have a nice time?" asked

the younger girl in a tone that Helen
instinctively felt to be a wary one.

"Yes, very," she answered. "I

met Wayne Kent on the interurban

coming in from Los Angeles and he

took me to see a model home that

his company is showing. What did

you do?" she finished, trying to make
her tone sound casual.

"Went for a drive along the

ocean and out to the "Silver Slipper"

for dinner. By the way," she added
carelessly, "you needn't tell father

that I wasn't with Wendell this eve-

ning. He gets all upset if a stranger
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crosses his path and it isn't good for

his digestion."

"Nina !" exclaimed Helen. "That's

a very flippant way to speak of fa-

ther. Have you any reason to think

he would disapprove of your seeing

this particular man."
Nina paused for a moment before

she spoke and then said hesitatingly,

"Well, yes."

"Then why not drop him ?"

"Because I like a little excitement
now and then and an occasional drive

with Cary Hughes isn't going to

wreck anyone's life." Nina tossed

her head as if to clinch the statement.

"Don't be too sure," said Helen
seriously. "An occasional dinner

and drive may lead to something

worse."

"Oh forget it," said Nina sharply,

rising to go into the house. As
she opened the door she stopped long

enough to fling back at Helen, "As
far as that goes, it doesn't look too

well for you to be riding around with

your old beau."

(To be continued)^
"GIVE AND TAKE" BASKETS

By Caroline Eyring Miner

(^RANDMOTHER told me that in the early Pioneer days folks used to

have a "give and take" basket that went the rounds about the neighbor-

hood quite regularly. One good neighbor, for instance, who happened to

have an extra supply of tallow candles might start it by putting some of

them into a basket and sending them to the next-door neighbor who took

them out if she needed them and if not she added something she had a

surplus of, and sent the basket on. In this way, Mrs. C. or Mrs. D. or

Mrs. E. might give or take, butter, eggs, buttons, or anything else that she

needed or had an extra supply of.

The ideal of mutual helpfulness back of the "Give and Take" basket is

just as applicable to us today as it was to our great grandmothers.

*fr
RAINBOW GIFT

By Claire Stewart Boyer

She kept a rainbow in her heart

To shine the dull days through,

But it became a glowing chart

For other women too.



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

In bleak November when trees were
bare

The Pilgrims knelt in praise and
prayer.

MRS. LOUISE Y. ROBISON
of Utah, during her extend-

ed visit to the Hawaiian
Islands this past summer personally

visited and addressed members of the

Leper colony at Molokai, giving to

these imprisoned souls words of

comfort and of hope.

£)OROTHY TAYLOR of Brook-

lyn, won first prize in the na-

tion-wide women's essay contest on
the subject "What woman has con-

tributed most to the development of

the United States from 1825 to the

present time?" Her subject, "Mrs.

Jones," developed the theme that her

contribution was children. Among
the 300 entries the names of Jane
Addams, Susan B. Anthony and
other notables appeared.

J7QUAL suffrage for the women
of Mexico is promised by Presi-

dent Cardenas. He pleads for the

integration of women in the na-

tional life. At the same time Presi-

dent Quezon of Manilla threatens

to veto any suffrage law unless it re-

quires a head tax.

pATRICIA MAGUIRE, beauti-

ful Chicago girl, died suddenly

this past summer from bronchial

pneumonia. For five years she had
sleeping sickness from which her

family and physician thought she

would recover.

A NITA LIZANA, of Chile, cap-

tured the 1937 national women's
singles tennis championship.

QLARA FIFE, of Newcastle,

England, is chairman of Brit-

ain's conservative party and presided

at the conferences of that august

body. She is the first woman to hold

that chairmanship.

MRS. KATE M. BARKER is

Chairman of the Woman's Ex-
change, recently established under
the direction of the National Wom-
an's Relief Society. The Exchange
is for the encouragement and finan-

cial aid of the home woman, skilled

in different lines of domestic art.

J.JELEN KELLER, blind lecturer,

whose mastery over adverse
conditions excited the admiration of

the world, showed her usual cour-

age recently, when forced to under-

go a major operation at the Mayo
clinic in Minnesota.

J7LEANOR ROOSEVELT was

the guiding hand in establishing

the Industrial School for Negroes at

Warm Springs, Ga. The curriculum

includes courses in agriculture,

home economics, wood carving, iron-

mongering and regular scholastic

work from the primary to the ninth

grades.

ANN BRIDGES' new novel,

"Enchanter's Nightshade," is a

charming story with an Italian set-

ting. Susan Ertz has again taken up
a semi-biographical story in her "No
Hearts to Break." It is the story of

the American wife of Jerome Bona-

parte.

(CHRISTY COLES of Utah has a

delicate sonnet "Perhaps" in a

New York collection of selected

poems called "Candle in the Light."



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM?

GRATITUDE
Take Time to Feel Grateful.

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"There's an old spinning wheel in the
parlor,

Spinning dreams of a long, long ago."
—Billy Hill.*

DREAMS and visions have
shaped the destiny of the

race. Always and forever

men are following ideals, seeking

paths that lead to peace and secur-

ity, to "liberty and justice for all."

When Moses led the children of

Israel out of bondage, it was the

knowledge that they were being di-

vinely guided into a Land of Prom-
ise that gave them courage to meet
the adversities of the wilderness.

Lehi's vision was the incentive that

led him and his family over land

and sea to a new world.

It i-n= following a dream of better

thinpj ''..at brought the Pilgrim
Fathers out of the bog of fear and
superstition across an uncharted sea

to the land of freedom.
And the Prophet Joseph Smith's

glorious vision is the divine revela-

tion on which Christ's beautiful gos-

pel of this latter day is founded. It

is the light of progress that led the

pioneers across the prairies and the

mountains to their beloved Utah ; the

ideal of righteousness that drew men
and women from many nations and
many walks of life, through toil and
privation and sorrow, to the mecca
of their dreams.

A RE we going to lose the memory
of that glorious vision ? Do we

undervalue that divine ideal that

gave men and women courage to

*From the song "The Old Spinning
Wheel," Copyright 1933, by Shapiro Bern-
stein and Co., Inc., New York.

cross the seas . in the steerage ; to

trudge a thousand miles across the

dreary plains, abandoning their

household treasures, and leaving

their dead in shallow fire-charred

graves along the way, with only the

stars to keep watch against the

hungry wolves ?

In her Hymn of the Pioneer, Kate
Thomas expresses beautifully the

courage and the faith of the early

day Saints. Here is a short excerpt
from her great poem

:

"Courage, my soul ! All is not barren
plain.

What tho' the way be long and strewed
with dead.

His word is sure who knoweth all thy
pain.

Lift up thine eyes, His heaven is over-
head.

"Praise God, my soul ! My children reap
the seed

Sowed by my faith and watered by my
tears.

God of the nations, God of every creed,
Let them be just to what my soul re-

veres !"t

HPHE restored gospel brought the

Saints a new pattern of life,

simple, practical, true ; a divine pat-

tern, shorn of all superstition and
false traditions. So sure of its di-

vine origin were men and women
that they were willing to go to the

ends of the earth to bring about its

fulfilment. They were willing to fol-

low the call whether it led them to

the red drought of Dixie, the bleak
storms of Bear Lake or the sage
brush and high winds of the Snake
River Valley.

t"Hymn of the Pioneer," by Kate
Thomas.
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In the first years there were long

hours of toil, few privileges, no lux-

uries, and many times meager rations

and fear of Indian hostilities. But
they were ready to endure inconven-

ience, suffering and sorrow, if need

be, in order to sustain and establish

that wonderful message of truth that

had come to them.

When they came into the valleys

of Utah, the men carried with them
their plowshares, assured that the

way would be opened for them to

moisten the baked earth that nour-

ishment for man and beast might be

provided. The women brought their

looms, firm in the faith that if they

would

"Get the spindle and distaff ready,

God would send the flax."

And when a devastating horde of

crickets came upon them, they look-

ed to a divine source for deliverance.

Had not the seas been parted for the

Israelites that they might pass be-

yond the reach of their enemies dry
shod? And had not water gushed
from the rock to slake their thirst,

and manna been showered from
heaven to sustain them ? In like man-
ner the faith of the Saints was vin-

dicated in the miracle of the gulls.

Says E. O. Laughlin

:

"O'er every modern luxury there lies

The shade of ancient hardship. He who
flies

Across a continent on wings of gauze
Threads the thin paths of meteors be-

cause
His fathers wingless, earthbound, as

they groped
Through marsh and jungle, upward

gazed and hoped." %

If that vision of truth was so

priceless to our fathers that they
were willing to sacrifice for it all

things of worth, even life itself, is

it not also worth time and sacrifice

on our part? Are we truly grate-

f'Pioneers," by E. O. Laughlin.

ful for this beautiful heritage? Are
we willing to give a full measure of

time and energy to its promotion?
Or are we content to give a meager
devotion to its furtherance, a luke-

warm faith, just the "bark and twig

ends," the left over scraps of our

time and effort?

HPHE harvest days are over. The
winter's store is in the bin. It

is a season of gratitude, a day of

Thanksgiving. Are we truly grate-

ful for the harvest of life? Is this

home coming day a day of tender

memories in which we garner from
the past all of the gracious blessings

that will enrich our lives and inspire

our children to higher accomplish-

ments ?

It is the spirit of gratitude and ap-

preciation that turns the heart of the

child to his parents, that gives him
a desire to preserve the work of their

hands and to finish what they have

begun.

Let us not forget those heroic

souls who paid in coin of sacrifice

and sorrow for the luxuries that

we now enjoy. Let us not forget the

ideals of truth they have estab-

lished for our happiness. How grate-

ful we should be that God's revealed

word has come to us in this day in

all its radiant glory. May we re-

joice in it and use it to our eternal

betterment as did our illustrious an-

cestors.

This little excerpt is from Blanche

Kendall McKey's lovely tribute of

appreciation of them:

"Tonight we burn your candles, pioneers

:

We glimpse the light that held your eyes

and kept you strong.

Tonight we catch your vision of the

years,

We share the courage of your vibrant
song."§

§ "Pioneer Candles," by Blanche Ken-
dall McKey.
Used by special permission of the au-

thors or publishers.



Music Department

To Our Singing Groups

OUR Relief Society organiza-

tion offers vinusual opportu-

nity to women for training

and development in the field of mu-
sic. Our various groups of Singing

Mothers throughout the stakes, are

making a unique and important place

for themselves. They afford a chan-
nel for self-expression and develop-

ment for individual members as well

as giving much that is beautiful and
inspiring to others.

"This is a day of demonstration
for the Church," said one of our
leaders at a recent meeting. In order
to demonstrate what the Relief So-
ciety women have been able to ac-

complish in music and to provide an
inspirational atmosphere for an out-

pouring of the spirit, plans have been
made for a massed chorus of Sing-

ing Mothers at our April, 1938, con-

ference. Singing groups from the

various stakes will augment the Re-
lief Society Singing Mothers of Salt

Lake City.

Not all of our groups may be able

to participate in our first venture,

but we trust will be prepared to come
later. Select your members with

care, as to ability. Where there is a

great deal of talent the number
needn't be restricted to twelve, in

fact in some cases it may be desir-

able to bring the entire membership.
If a group is unable to come the

chorister will be welcome.

In preparation of the songs com-
mit words to memory.

Let the Relief Society office know
not later than Jan. 1st, 1938 if your
stake is participating and the num-
ber in the group.

PRACTICE SONGS

New

Serial No. 4,371. "How Lovely are

the Messengers," Mendelssohn.
Schirmer Co., New York City.

"Crossing the Bar," Barnby-
Asper.

Serial No. 4,446. "How Lovely
Are Thy Dwellings, O Lord,"
Rheinberger. Oliver Ditson, Boston,

Mass.
Serial No. 89,005. "Inflammatus

(Chorus only)—Rossini. (One
copy.) Flammer, New York City.

Old

Serial No. 256. "Holy Redeem-
er," Marchetti. Oliver Ditson, Bos-
ton, Mass.

Serial No. 5,106. "Twenty-third
Psalm," Franz Schubert. (The Lord
is My Shepherd.) Carl Fischer, New
York City.

Serial No. 7,782. "The Lord's

Prayer," Forsyth-Dews. Schirmer,

New York City.

Instructions regarding the silk

blouses to be worn by the Singing
Mothers group when they feature

the music for the April, 1938 Con-
ference.

A shirt waist blouse made in Salt

Lake City, such as the Singing Moth-
ers group are now using costs $3.00
complete—this includes material,

buttons, ribbon and the making.

For those who prefer making their

own shirt waist blouse there are two
definite requirements—1st, that the

material purchased be exactly the

same as that now used by the S. L.

group. 2nd, that one individual in
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each stake make the blouses so they

will all be uniform.

The material is obtainable at the

Z. C. M. I. Wholesale Department,

and if purchased in one-half or full

bolt will cost approximately 48c per

yard. When ordering write to Mr.
Sharp, wholesale Z. C. M. I. and be

sure to ask for white (not cream)
satin deluxe. It will require ap-

proximately 2!/4 yards for each

blouse.

Blouse Measurements

Width of collar at back 3" finished.

Width of collar to point in front

41/2".

Width of cuff 214"—fit of cuff to

be determined by individual—fits

snugly.

Width of front panel where but-

tons are set 1^$".

2ys " tucks on each side of panel

1/2 " apart, and edge of panel fin-

ished with Vs " tuck so it makes
3%" tucks in all, down front.

Gold ball buttons down panel,

214" apart—number to be deter-

mined by length of blouse. Size of

buttons about 1/2" through.

Band at bottom of blouse 2%"
wide.

4 darts upper part of back of

blouse— 1 on each side of blouse

front—from shoulder seam down.
Tie requires */£ yard Royal Blue 1"

grosgrain ribbon.

Home Scriptural Reading

'"PHE Theology, Teacher-Topic

and Home Scriptural Reading
courses as outlined for 1937-38

should contribute definitely to a

knowledge of the four Gospels. In

correlating these courses all depart-

ments are benefited. It is not the

intention of the organization to use

the entire New Testament as a home

reading course but rather to in-

tensively study the four Gospels. It

is hoped that this year all Relief So-

ciety members and their families will

thoroughly familiarize themselves

with the life and teachings of the

Master as contained in these four

books.

a^o,

|7OR a birthday, wedding or

Christmas present, "Mormon
Handicraft" may have just the

(^-\ thing you are looking for. A love-

ly hand-made article will carry a

personal touch that is so appre-
ciated by every one.

"e)
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Editorial

The Light That Shineth

'"PHE unprecedented attendance,

the enthusiasm, and the spirit-

ual fervor exhibited at the recent

Conference, give evidence of the

eagerness of the Church membership
to partake of the instruction and in-

spiration of those chosen to lead.

The recognition and respect now
accorded the Church challenges the

membership to renewed endeavor in

upholding Latter-day Saint ideals

and standards.

Our venerable Prophet, bearing a

powerful testimony of the truth of

the Gospel, calls upon each individ-

ual to cling fast to the faith, to ob-

serve the laws and keep the com-
mandments.
"And by hearkening to observe all

the words which I, the Lord their

God, shall speak unto them, they

shall never cease to prevail until the

kingdoms of the world are subdued

under my feet and the earth is given

unto the Saints, to possess it forever

and ever.

"For they were set to be a light

unto the world, and the saviors of

men."—D. C. 103 :7-9.

President Grant's confidence, as

expressed at the Relief Society con-

ference, in the faith, spirituality and
industry of the women of the Church
as builders, must be maintained.

They set the standards and lay the

foundations for future leadership.

Only as they fit themselves by obe-

dience to the laws and command-
ments of the Gospel may they wield

that influence essential to the greater

growth and development of this

Church.
Only by individual adherence to

the laws and teachings of the Gospel

may we become the light that shineth

and the saviors of men.



Relief Society Conference

OPENING SESSION
September 29 and 30, 1937

By Julia A. F. Lund, General Secy.

OFFICERS' MEETING

'"PHE semi-annual conference of

the Relief Society was held in

Salt Lake City, Utah, September 29
and 30, 1937, with 20 board mem-
bers, and representatives from 17

Missions and 116 Stakes. The fol-

lowing is the attendance at the offi-

cers' Meeting: Mission Presidents

17; Stake Presidents 85 ; Counselors

119; Secretaries 42; Board Mem-
bers 388; Total attendance 651.

Seven meetings were programmed,
with consultation service for Chor-
isters and Organists, and two spe-

cial features—the Scriptural Art
Exhibit, and the pageant "The
House of Israel." President Louise
Y. Robison presided over the Con-
ference, and Counselor Kate M.
Barker was General Chairman. The
Salt Lake City Stakes furnished the

ushers.

The meetings on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 29, were held in the Assembly
Hall, Temple Square, and were de-

voted to the educational program of

the Relief Society. The opening ses-

sion sounded the keynote of the con-

ference in the greetings of President
Robison "Spiritual Growth Through
Education." The Department Meet-
ings, conducted by the Lesson Chair-

men followed. Special help was given
to Class Leaders and those responsi-

ble for the conduct of the educational

program in Relief Society. The
General and Stake Officers' Meeting
held in the Assembly Hall, Temple
Square, occupied the morning of

Thursday, September 30. The Gen-

eral Session, to which the public was
invited, was held in the Tabernacle
from 2 to 4 p. m.

The attendance was record break-
ing for the Fall Conference. Enthu-
siasm, coupled with spirituality per-

meated all the meetings. The music
from first to last was of the highest

order possible, and added greatly to

the enjoyment of the sisters, and
set an exalted standard of cultural

values. One of the most touching and
beautiful parts of the conference was
the singing of Sister Sarah Ann Ked-
dington and her group of talented

sons and daughters. The whole or-

ganization saluted this wonderful
mother.

The Relief Society acknowledges
a deep debt of gratitude to the Re-
lief Society Singing Mothers, under
the direction of Charlotte O. Sack-
ett; to Alta B. Cassity, Professor
Frank W. Asper, William Hardi-
man, the accompanists ; to Margaret
Hewlett, Bessie Marley, Peggy Ep-
person, Annette Richardson Din-
woodey, Virginia Freeze Barker,

Ruth Jensen Clawson, Evangeline T.

Beesley, Ilene Bagley, Mrs. Lincoln

F. Hanks, and Mrs. J. Stuart Mc-
Master, for their special musical

numbers; to Adeline R. Ensign for

her fine organ music ; to the Cotton-

wood Stake Singing Mothers, un-

der the direction of Sister Nellie

Bennion, Anne Hansen, accompan-
ist, and Zola Jacobs McGee, soloist.

The Scriptural Art Exhibit, un-
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der the joint direction of the The-
ology and Teacher Topic Com-
mittee, was one of the delightful fea-

tures of the Conference ; educational

and cultural, a visual demonstration
of the inspiration to the highest art,

coming from the subject matter of

our Scriptural Reading Project, of

the Teacher Topic, and of The-
ological studies.

The Sacred Pageant, "The House
of Israel," presented by the Granite
Stake Relief Society, was a great

contribution to the entertainment as

well as to the instruction and in-

spiration of the organization mem-
bers. The beautiful portrayal of the

material used in our study courses

—

the meaning of life and the chal-

lenge to woman, were most artistical-

ly portrayed. Sister Myrtle B. Lati-

mer, the Relief Society Stake Presi-

dent, and those associated with her in

the production, certainly merit the

hearty congratulations and deep
gratitude of the Relief Society.

GREETINGS
President Louise Y. Robison

TV/TY dear Sisters : It is one of the

happy experiences of my life to

meet you at Conference. While the

six months go so quickly in general,

it seems a long time since you were
here in April.

This morning we have Mission

Presidents and Representa-
tives from Canada, from many of

the European countries and from al-

most every part of the United States.

We miss some of the faces of those

whom we have loved for years, some
who have been with us and encour-

aged us, but our love and our bless-

ings will go to them even if they are

not here.

Many of us are thinking this

morning of Sister Amy Brown Ly-
man, who is in Europe, doing a splen-

did work with the Relief Societies

of the European Mission. I believe

she is thinking of us too, and possibly

wishing, as we are, that she could be

with us.

Each of you have come with a de-

sire to get something to take back to

your groups. Before closing, how-
ever, I must tell you how greatly

the General Board members have en-

joyed being in your Stakes and in

your homes. How wonderful you
are to entertain us, to care for

your families, and to preside at

your conferences. We do appreciate

you!
We greet our new Mission Presi-

dents and Stake Officers. I am
sorry it has been necessary for a

great number of Stake Presidents to

give up Relief Society. I hope the

new Presidents are here this morn-
ing. Do you sisters know who is

sitting next to you ? She may be a

new President who has never been
here before. Do greet her, and tell

her how much we love the work, and
how much we shall enjoy working
with these new members.

May our Father in Heaven bless

you all. May He bless these fine

speakers who are giving their time

to help us, and may we have an out-

pouring of the Spirit of the Lord,

that we shall say at the close of these

meetings, this is the best conference

we have ever had. I pray for this,

and I do it in the name of Jesus

Christ. Amen.
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REORGANIZATIONS

Date Stake
Aug., 1937 Benson
June, 1937 Box Elder

July, 1937 Carbon
July, 1937 Cottonwood
Sept., 1937 Kolob

June, 1937 Malad
Aug, 1937 Millard

June, 1937 New York
Sept., 1937 Palmyra

Aug, 1937 South Sanpete

Aug, 1937 Teton
Aug, 1937 Uintak

July, 1937 Union

Released
Ruey Bernhisel

Vera D. Sederholm
Frances Christensen
Lavina H. McMillan
Hannah B. Menden-

hall

Nellie K. Dredge
Harriet A. Partridge
Lorena C. Fletcher

Delila Hughes
Mary B. Noyes
Sophia Meikle
Elnora Vernon
Josephine Hanks

Appointed President

Annie M. Farr
Grace V. Price

Belle Johnson
Lyle M. Berry
Hannah Clyde

Maude W. Call

Artimisia George
Eva F. Driggs
Phoebe Markham
Clarice B. Tuttle

Edna Atchley
May T. Johnson
Martha Westenskow

Mission
California

East Central States

Eastern States

North Central States

Samoan
Southern States

Tahitian

Texas
Western States

British

Danish
German-Austrian
Netherlands
Palestine-Syrian

Swiss-German

Released
Florence G. Smith
Kate W. Kirkham
Grace S. Colton

Elfie S. Richards
Olivia S. Waddoups
Ina A. Richards
Muriel R. Mallory

Louisiana H. Peterson
Winnifred B. Daynes

Ramona W. Cannon
Eliza S. Peterson

Elizabeth H. Welker
Hermana F. Lyon
Bertha W. Piranian

Susan G. Kelly

ORGANIZATIONS

Appointed President

Nelle L. Macdonald
Jennie Tew
Priscilla Evans
Mima M. Broadbent
Ruth P. Tingey
Mary T. Clayson
Mrs. Thomas L. Wood-
bury

Lewella R. Christiansen

Ada P. Seegmiller

Zina C. Brown
Mrs. Mark Garff

Susan G. Kelly

Claire T. Murdock
Mrs. Joseph Jacobs
Faun B. McKay

New England Fern C. Eyring Japanese Hazel M. Robertson

West German Ida D. Rees

TEACHER TOPIC DEPARTMENT
Belle S. Spafford, Chairman

PREVIEW OF TEACHER TOPIC FOR 1937-38

Amy W. Evans, Member of General Board

HE Relief Society VisitingT
Teachers this year will approach

with reverent spirit and prayerful

hearts, the study of "The Character

of Jesus." With reverent spirit, be-

cause His is the greatest character

ever known, our divine pattern, our

Savior! With prayerful hearts, in
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order to keep in spiritual harmony
with Him.

It is not the purpose in the nine

lessons to consider more than a few
of His character-traits, and these in

a simple way, not elaborating, tak-

ing from the New Testament illus-

trations of character and incidents in

His life.

The purpose of this study is to

create such a sincere and fervent ad-

miration for Him in our hearts, and
in the hearts of those we visit, that

we and they will aspire with whole
souls to be more like Him.

Plutarch said, "Character is sim-

ply habit long continued." In the go-

ings and comings of our daily lives

we form our characters.

The first character trait to be con-

sidered is the strength of Jesus. The
power to master Himself was a part

of His strength. Would it not be

profitable for us, as teachers, during
that month to see to what extent we
can master self, and thus incorporate,

at least in some degree, this quality

into our own characters. Likewise,

when His firmness is the subject,

for us to check ourselves and see if

we have stood firm when tempted to

sacrifice principle for expediency.

His optimism should increase our
faith in others and help us to be

"one of those happy souls which are

the salt of the earth." Can we not

keep His patience in mind for a

month and by so doing be more pa-

tient and forgiving with the faults

of others ? And in the same way His
humility will help us to be more
teachable, less vain and ambitious,

and His poise will give us better bal-

ance. His friendliness, His reason-

ableness, His courage we might try

to emulate month by month as we
study.

This method may seem a simple

one but it is a very effective one in

forming desirable habits, and, as has

been said, character is simply habit

long continued. We would suggest

that in order to attain the great ob-

jective of the Teachers Topic this

year we first observe ourselves

month by month to determine just

how nearly we approach the pattern

set by Jesus. By so doing we can
influence and inspire others to do
the same.

None are advancing more swiftly

toward the establishment of the king-

dom of heaven upon this earth than

those who strive, by prayer and daily

effort, to conform their lives to the

pattern presented in the character of

Jesus. We hope that the Visiting

Teachers will be twice blessed in

their efforts to take this message in-

to the homes of the people. They
themselves will be blessed as well as

those whom they visit, that at the end
of the year they will be able to

testify to a more abundant life

through this study of the Character

of Jesus

!

THE CHARACTER OF JESUS
Elder Nephi L. Morris

TN the life of Christ we have de-

picted a character of unusual

proportions and sublimity. It is

worthwhile to see with our spiritual

eyes and with great care. It is pos-

sible out of 2,000 years to get some
idea of the proportions of a person-

ality—size, magnificence and qual-

ity! I emphasize quality. Here is

perhaps the most graphic description

of Christ, given by a man named J.

A. Francis, of Los Angeles.

"Here is a man who was born in

an obscure village, child of a peasant

woman. He grew up in another ob-

scure village. He worked in a car-

penter shop until he was thirty, and

then for three years he was an itin-
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erant preacher. He never wrote a

book. He never held an office. He
never owned a home. He never had

a family. He never went to college.

He never put his foot inside a big

city. He never traveled two hun-

dred miles from the place where he

was born. He never did one of the

things that usually accompany great-

ness. He had no credentials but

himself. He had nothing to do with

this world except the naked power

of his divine manhood.
"While still a young man, the tide

of popular opinion turned against

him. His friends ran away. One of

them denied him. Another betrayed

him. He was turned over to his ene-

mies. He went through the mockery
of a trial. He was nailed upon the

cross between two thieves. His
executioners gambled for the only

piece of property he had on earth

while he was dying, and that was his

coat. When he was dead, he was
taken down and laid in a borrowed
grave through the pity of a friend.

"Nineteen wide centuries have
come and gone and today he is the

center of the human race and the

leader of the column of progress.

"I am far within the mark when I

say, that all the armies that ever

marched, all the navies that were
ever built, all the parliaments that

ever sat and all the kings that ever

reigned, put together, have not af-

fected the life of man upon this

earth as powerfully as has this one
solitary life."

Beautifully expressed, graphic in

every way. Now by what power be-

came He so great ? By what human
yardstick would you measure the

proportions of His character? Who
was this wonderfully perfect man?
What human qualities made this in-

comparable character? What does

it mean to us? It is a very simple

old formula. Sow a thought you reap

an act ; sow an act you reap a habit

;

sow a habit you reap a character;

sow a character you reap a destiny.

You all remember that without

repetition—thought, action, habit,

character, destiny—a natural pro-

cess. That is why we want to look

at this life inquiring, who is he? How
did He do the marvelous things He
accomplished? And as we see the

wonderful qualities that went to

make up His character, we too,

humbly and reverently draw the torn

threads of that great fabric of per-

sonality, and weave them into our

own souls, and obtain a destiny. That

is why Christ's life has a great ap-

peal, why it will always be the source

of personal power and influence,

comfort, peace, strength and secur-

ity to men, because He lived our lives

in His way, showing us we may try

to live His life in our poor way.

Here is something interesting. It

is a new light upon the Christ. In

a book recently published is this lit-

tle picture. I do 'not know how trust-

worthy it is, how much we may ac-

cept of it as being reliable. It is

called "The Archko Volume.'^ Here
is the latest report to Tiberius

Caesar, Emperor of Rome:
"Among the various rumors that

came to my ears there was one in par-

ticular that attracted my attention. A
young man, it was said, had appear-

ed in Galilee preaching with a noble

unction a new law in the name of

the God that had sent him. At first

I was apprehensive that his design

was to stir up the people against the

Romans, but my fears were soon dis-

pelled. Jesus of Nazareth spoke

rather as friend of the Romans than

of the Jews. One day in passing by
the place of Siloe, where there was
a great concourse of people, I ob-

served in the midst of the group a

young man who was leaning against

a tree, calmly addressing the multi-

tude. I was told it was Jesus. This

I could easily have suspected, so
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great was the difference between him
and those listening to him. His gold-
en-colored hair and beard gave to his

appearance a celestial aspect. He
appeared to be about thirty years of
age. Never have I seen a sweeter or
more serene countenance. What a
contrast between him and his hear-
ers, with their black beards and
tawny complexions

!"

A NY noble character which
arouses the admiration of men

must possess certain well known
qualities in proper proportion and
degree. First there must be calm-
ness, majesty, self possession. There
must be cleanliness too, for sin is

repulsive, and creates distrust, but
where there is cleanliness there is

confidence and respect. There must
be refinement. He must be a gentle-

man or a gentlewoman to direct and
arouse the admiration of people. To
be a gentleman, to be refined, one
must look to the welfare of others

and not to self. There must be in

proper proportion and balance all

the elements that go to make up a

man, the exquisite quality of tender-

ness, yes, a womanlike quality of

tenderness. One that can say, when
the crowd was tearing little children

away from Him, "Suffer little chil-

dren to come unto me, and forbid

them not, for of such is the kingdom
of heaven."

Purity. "He that looketh upon a

woman to lust after her hath already

committed adultery within his

heart."

Strength. No weak man will hold

the admiration of men, and particu-

larly of women. Women love strong

men. Look at this man, alone, with-

out friends or support, with His
closest associates denying and be-

traying Him, deliberately walking

into Jerusalem to His own cruci-

fixion. Strength!

A person who is admired must be

tactful. There is nothing so impos-
sible as a stumbling person who lacks

that priceless quality called tactful-

ness.

This is a test of tact and loyalty.

Subject to Roman power, will He
be loyal to the Jews or the Romans.
Is it right to pay tribute to Caesar?
You are of the House of Judah, the
reigning house of Israel, is it right

to pay tribute to Caesar? Notice
the tactful reply. Taking a coin,

looking at the inscription on the same
He said, "Render unto Caesar the

things that are Caesar's, and unto
God the things that are God's."

Courage : The cleansing of the

Temple

;

Sincerity: The parable of the

Pharisee and the Publican.

The quality of Mercy : The wom-
an caught in adultery. Everybody
was prepared to execute her without
trial, for an adulterer was worthy
of death, and they had the stones

gathered with which to stone her to

death, a most brutal manner of pub-
lic execution. Jesus sat down on
the sand, and with His finger wrote
some figures in the sand, and this is

what He wrote : "Let him who is

without sin cast the first stone at

her." He went on writing, but did

not look up. In a few minutes they

had all passed by. "Woman, where
are thine accusers." "They have all

gone." "Neither do I condemn thee

:

go, and sin no more." What beau-

tiful mercy! What a tactful ap-

proach !

Self Respect: A man who has

not self respect will not be respected

by others. "Beware," said they,

"Herod will get you." "You go and
tell that old fox that I do miracles

today, but it cannot be that a proph-

et die out of Jerusalem, I suppose

that I will have to meet the fate of

the other prophets.

Will-power : A wishy-washy man
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never did command respect and es-

teem, but a man who can stand by his

convictions, assuming that they be
right, must have will-power. Consid-
er Him in the Temptation ! Behold
Him standing in the green shades of

Gethsemane, where the victory was
won before He was raised upon the

Cross. The great moral and spiritual

struggle had been thought out and
won because of His will-power to do
the thing He knew He should do and
consummate that sacred life. You
and I have these problems every day
in one form or another, of course in

lesser degree.

A man who is lawless and dis-

obedient to the higher laws will not

stand as an ideal and as a potential

power in society. "I came to do the

will of my father." Note the beau-
tiful contrition of heart. In an-

other place, "I do nothing that I

have not seen my Father do," reach-

ing into realms beyond human com-
prehension.

A man without compassion will

not hold human imagination and rev-

erence. Behold Him feeding the

multitude by the performance of a
miracle. "We only have a few
loaves and fishes." Never mind,
set them around in an orderly man-
ner and they will be fed. Five thou-

sand were fed, and when they gath-

ered up the fragments, they had
more left over than they had to be-

gin with.

A man will never hold the admira-
tion of men who is intolerant, nar-

row-minded, bigoted, or fanatical.

Christ had the quality of tolerance

strongly developed in His phil-

osophy. The people said, "Why the

blind are made to see, the deaf to

hear, the dumb to speak, the sick are

healed, and even the devils are sub-

ject unto him." What did He say?
What vision came into His great

mind, reaching far into Eternity?

"Rejoice not that devils are subject

unto you, for I behold Satan, as

lightning, cast down from Heaven."
Sorrow, pathos, pity, tolerance for

the disobedience of man. He turns

from them in his misery, "Rather re-

joice that your names are written in

the Lamb's Book of Life, in that Sa-

tan is made subject to you."

Poise : Behold Him in Geth-

semane with Judas kissing Him on
the cheek. He could stand that be-

trayal kiss, and a multitude came
with staves and swords to arrest

Him. He said, "I was teaching in

the temple and you could have taken

me any time, why these swords and
staves." See what power comes from
purity and innocence ! When Peter

drew his sword and smote off the

servant's ear, note the Master's per-

fect poise, "Peter put up thy sword,

for they that live by the sword shall

perish by it." Then Christ replaced

the severed member upon the head
of the poor servant, performing His
last miracle.

His sense of values : The souls of

men are of the highest value. "What
profiteth a man though he gain the

whole world and lose his own soul."

The souls of men He came to save,

not to destroy.

A proud and haughty man is never

esteemed. Christ was the sample of

humility and meekness. Lord of

Lords, and King of Kings, He threw
off His robe, put a towel around His
loins, bent down on His knees and
washed the dusty feet of the Twelve
Apostles then said, "Let him who
would be greatest among you be the

servant of all."—Humility!

A lazy man is never admired. He
must be industrious in some worthy
undertaking. At eight or twelve,

"Wist ye not that I must be about
my Father's business?" He was at

work all the time. He was ambi-
tious, He was industrious.

Another quality is that of loyalty
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—loyalty to His friends, loyalty to

God. "Greater love hath no man
than this, that a man lay down his

life for his friends."

He showed His faith, His cour-
age, His willpower and His patience.

In the great temptation at the be-
ginning of His ministry there was
the invaluable experience of self rev-

elation, of self discovery, without
which He could not have met the
crisis in Gethsemane ; one was but a
preparation for the other. When that

fearful crisis came three and a half

years later, He said, "Oh Father,
I am sorrowful even unto death, but
come with me, do not forsake me al-

together, stay here while I pray."
Going off a little distance he prayed,

"Oh Father, if it be possible let this

cup of bitterness pass from me." He
knew He could triumph by the aid

of His Father. When He returned
to His Apostles they had fallen

asleep, and He said, "Could ye not

keep awake long enough to be with

me." He passed through an ordeal

which you and I perhaps will never

understand. Even He, the Son of

God, with devotion and consecra-

tion. In severe pain and anguish of

soul while He was on the Cross He
said, "Eli Eli Lama Sabachani,"
which is to say, "My God, My God,
why hast Thou forsaken me." Giv-
ing His life for the benefit of oth-

ers, Satan demanding the price of

sin, which is death, and He was with-

out sin, but upon him rested the

burden of human sin, and He felt

for the moment that He was for-

saken of God, His dearest, most
steadfast friend. But how glorious-

ly He came back, all power is given

unto Him both in Heaven and on
earth. "Go ye therefore and teach

all men, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and the Son and the

Holy Ghost. Lo I am with you al-

ways even unto the end."

Sisters, mothers, in whose hands is

placed the stuff out of which im-
mortal souls are made, you mothers
should rear and train your children,

and train the mothers of future chil-

dren. May you hold these beautiful

qualities of character, as you are

doing, close to their hearts, and draw
from them strength and power to

consummate the glorious work you
are doing unto God's favor and ap-
proval, I humbly pray in Jesus' name.
Amen.

THEOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Annie Wells Cannon, Chairman

ON THIS WE BUILD
Cora L. Bennion, Member of General Board

JESUS said: "I am the way, the

truth and the life, no man cometh
unto the Father but by me."—John
14:6.

His teachings show that His aim
was to deliver men from the effects

of wrong beliefs and motives, and
wrong habits of living and restore

them to complete physical, mental,

moral and spiritual health, "that they

might know the truth and the truth

might make them free."

The Prophet Joseph Smith, like

Paul of old, enjoyed Heavenly vi-

sions. He was sensitive to the in-

spiration of the Holy Ghost. With
Paul he might well have said, "For
I neither received it (the Gospel)
of man, neither was I taught it, but
by the revelation of Jesus Christ."

We are greatly blessed as Latter-

day Saints to know the truth, not

only by reading and tradition, but by
revelation, and upon this faith and
this testimony we can build our lives.

The Prophet Joseph was not only in-
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terested in the spiritual welfare of

the people, but equally so in their

health and happiness. He combined
the spiritual and practical phases of

man's life by elevating the temporal

and practical into the realm of the

spiritual and letting spirituality per-

meate the so-called temporal side of

life. In this spirit he said, "Seek
learning even by study and also by
faith." The Word of Wisdom call-

ed by many a temporal command-
ment is likewise spiritual. Those who
live the Word of Wisdom merely for

health's sake, are misinterpreting its

deepest meaning. Those who will

live it, not only for health but that

they "shall find wisdom and great

treasures of knowledge, even hidden

treasures," and to develop self-con-

trol, moral strength, a finer home
life, an exemplary civic life, and to

get close to their Father in Heaven,
will, alone, find its true meaning. In

our interesting institution called

"Fast Day" we find a two-fold pur-

pose, the one to increase humility

and a prayerful spirit through self-

denial, and the other to give of one's

means to feed and clothe the needy.

The finest experience on Fast Day is

open to those who will both humble
themselves and give. Our Church

Security program is another illus-

tration of the desire of the leaders

of our Church, acting in harmony
with the philosophy of Mormonism,
to care for both the spiritual and
practical needs of our people.

,
To

care for the every-day physical

needs, that is the practical phase of

it. The spiritual and moral side is

equally important and equally stress-

ed. We wish to preserve and re-

establish the spirit of work, of in-

dependence and of initiative. We
want also to cultivate the Christ-like

virtues of sacrifice, self-giving and

love of neighbor among our people,

and without doubt this worthy enter-

prise will succeed to the extent that

we can cultivate both the spiritual

ideals involved, and administer effi-

ciently, the practical problem of re-

lief.

When the Prophet Joseph, under

the inspiration of God, organized the

Relief Society, he had this two-fold

purpose in mind—to care for the ma-
terial needs of the people, and to

develop the sisters spiritually

through channels of love and human
sympathy and service, and through

this service spirituality would come

to them from God.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE CHRIST ON THE MODERN WORLD
Dr. Sidney B. Sperry

'"PHERE are three great civiliza-

tions of the past, which have in-

fluenced our western world : the He-
brew, the Greek, and the Roman.
Most historians are agreed that the

Hebrew civilization gave to our
Western culture its greatest blessing,

a wonderful literature which we
have in the Bible, the prophets who
were harbingers of Jesus Christ, and
the Christ Himself. The other civ-

ilizations have contributed certain

influences and ideals that are Christ-

like to a degree. The Greeks have

given art, their wonderful literature,

sculpture, painting and science; the

Romans have given us government

and law.

I wish to point out, however, that

our Western world, which I have

nominally called Christian, is in very

great peril. The ideals of Christ are

rapidly being endangered in the

world and it is for the teachers of

the Church to become definitely

aware, of these far-reaching and

subtle forces that are tending to

break down our present civilization.
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Aubrey, one of the great thinkers,

has pointed out that our Western
civilization is confronted with three

great weaknesses : lack of direction,

lack of motivation, and poor morale.
In respect to the first, lack of direc-

tion, the author says

:

"It is apparent that we have lost

any clear sense of direction. There
is new need for this sense of direc-

tion in modern life. The traditional

external authorities like the Church,
the Bible, the Family, and the State
have lost much of their hold upon
our thinking. Coupled with this has
been the growth of democratic in-

dividualism which by its nature has
tended towards anarchistic break-
down of common presuppositions as

to the direction which life should
take. This has been further ac-

centuated by the spread of science

and of the sense of complexity. Edu-
cation might be defined as a feeling

for complexity ; for it is the task of

analytic thought to make many prob-
lems out of one, to break up each
problem into its component parts.

The result of all this is that modern
man is bewildered by the loss of any
clear unified goal."

Of the second, lack of motivation,

he says

:

"We are weak in our devotion to

the values that we do see. This is

the problem of motivation which is

so perplexing to the educator."

I believe we all realize that this is

a just criticism of present-day tend-

encies.

Of poor morale he says :

"The third fundamental weakness
in contemporary Western culture is

that we have lost our morale. We
have lost faith in the inherited ideas

about the objectives of life. The ac-

cepted puritan virtues of honesty, in-

dustry, and frugality are seen to be
significant mainly for an era of eco-

nomic production. But for the first

time in human history we are facing

a situation in which we are able

through modern technology to pro-
duce more than we need."

That is a rather sombre picture of
our present day tendencies, but this

thinker is not the only one who be-

lieves that way.
Latter-day Saints, of course,

know that the Church has not alto-

gether escaped the troubles of past

civilizations. As Latter-day Saints

we understand that the fulness of

the Gospel of Jesus Christ was taken

away from the world, but that our
Western civilization has not fallen

completely away from the teachings

of the Christ given to His Apostles
of old.

'TPHE immediate and momentous
question before the world is

what sort of civilization we shall aim
to achieve ; whether it shall be pat-

terned after the ideals of the Chris-

tianity of the Gospels, or developed
along other lines. Do we want a

Christian world or not ? This has

become the momentous question be-

fore our age because the ethical

ideals of Christianity have been chal-

lenged in recent years as never be-

fore in the history of Western civil-

ization and pagan views of life have
been openly advocated. The trend in

Western thought as a whole for sev-

eral years immediately prior to the

breaking out of the Great War was
unquestionably away from Christian

ideals.

"While this fact was appreciated

by practically all careful students of

Western civilization, whether they

were sympathetic with Christian

ideals or not, yet the Christian

church as a whole, and especially its

leaders, remained strangely blind to

the matter."

It is always pleasant to be able to

say nice things to people, things that

tickle their ears, but I take it, that as

Relief Society sisters and teachers
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who are acquainted with the needs

of our times, we shall have the

strength and the courage to face the

problems before us.

We can scarcely pick up a news-
paper these days without seeing the

results of the wrong application of

Western ideals, or Western culture,

on other nations who are not nom-
inally Christian. As Christian people

we have learned to use the methods
of science to produce war materials

and have taught other people than

our own how to use death-dealing

missiles and weapons for the destruc-

tion of human life. Nor is this the

only part of the sombre picture

which might be painted of the pres-

ent situation in Christendom. We
have right in our midst teachers and
students with remarkable influence,

with ability to write, who are filling

the newspapers and magazines with

propaganda, supposedly scientific,

but which to a true Latter-day Saint

can mean nothing more or less than
an attack upon the fundamental prin-

ciples which Christ taught.

In the lessons which you are to

study for the coming year many of

these problems are pointed out.

Many of our so-called Christian men
and women have attempted to indi-

cate to their students the fact that

Christ in reality was not the Son of

God, that He was not born of the

Virgin Mary, that He did not per-

form great miracles as our Gospel
records, but rather He was a man
somewhat like the rest of us, that He
was not divine, and that by a study
of history we can explain in ordinary

terms all of His so-called miracles,

and all of the so-called supernatural

which is found in the New Testa-

ment.

If these teachings, which are so

prevalent are allowed to penetrate

the body of this Church, we shall

then, as a Church, be faced with a

problem the like of which we have

never known before. The persecu-
tion of the early leaders of the

Church will be nothing compared to

the damage that can be done by the

permeation of these teachings into

our theological system. As teachers

you should become acquainted with
what the world is teaching with re-

spect to the Christ. Our Church has
no place for any teaching which says
that Jesus was not the Son of God,
that He did not show 1 great
miracles unto men and unto His
Apostles while He was here in the

flesh. I take it the day will come
when this little body of men and
women known as the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

will be almost the only real defend-
ers of Christianity in existence. Out-
side of our faith however, there are

yet many faithful men and women
who still have a Christ-like spirit,

who are still trying to do the things

which they think are in accordance
with the doctrines of Christ.

T HAVE given you the warning,

now I want to give you just a

little hope. The prophets of old

warned Israel of the dangers that

she was in, yet they held out to her
a message of hope. From some of

our thinkers in respect to the influ-

ence which the Christ has had upon
them, I should like to quote Profes-
sor Walter Marshall, who says

:

"Step by step, not knowing whither
he went nor what the outcome would
be, he followed the guidance of the

Spirit in the pursuit of his mission of

deliverance, until it led him to a death
whose meaning and necessity he did

not himself fully understand, save
that it was the cup which his Father
had given him to drink. The re-

mark has sometimes been made that

the world has yet to see what God
can do with a man wholly surrender-
ed to his Will. The world has seen

;

Jesus was that man.
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"With the clear perception of the

human limitations of the mind of

Jesus there has come a new and pro-

founder estimation of his person and
work. No longer is he mainly to us

the Master Teacher, into whose
words must somehow be read the

sum of all wisdom. Nor is he mainly
the Great Example, who 'went about

doing good' in a manner that we
should endeavor to imitate. He still

commands our respect as the greatest

of all religious teachers, and our love

as an incomparable friend to man

;

but he commands our awe and adora-

tion as the One through whom God
worked the greatest and most de-

cisive of all His mighty acts, which
turned the course of history and
founded a new race of men. For us

as for St. Paul, the appropriate name
for him is not Rabbi, or Good
Master, but Savior."

That is a striking tribute to the

influence of Christ, from one of the

most noted thinkers of our day. I

shall give you another illustration

:

"Jesus, then, was the herald of a

new day in human culture—a day in

which the patterns for conduct

among men shall be taken from the

love, gentleness, and mutual service

which are exemplified by the primary

groups of men when at their best.

Even though he was only a herald,

he, more than anyone else, must be

said to have first set definitely the

patterns of a true civilization op-

posed to the predatory patterns of

barbarian culture. . . .

"Paul, who must surely be reck-

oned among the great thinkers of

antiquity, gave it as his conviction

for his day, 'Other foundation can

no man lay than that which is laid,

which is Jesus Christ.' A recent Eng-
lish writer speaking of the present

tendencies in science has declared

:

'The attitude of serious thinkers is

totally different from what it was
thirty years ago. ... If anyone were

to declare that the dominant school
of philosophy in the near future
would be definitely theistic, and even
explicitly Christian, it would not ap-
pear too bold a prophecy to be real-

ized.'
"

One more tribute

:

"The vision which Jesus had of a

social life based upon love or good
will is not an unrealizable dream. It

is the only possible social future if

the world is not going to turn back

to barbarism. Men have never in-

telligently tried to realize it in their

social life. Instead they have been

satisfied with various cheap substi-

tutes in the form of theological be-

liefs which have diverted their at-

tention from the true problems of the

religious life or with formal pre-

tensions which have thinly disguised

their underlying paganism."

I like to believe that the power of

the Christ, even when the authority

of the Priesthood and the ordinances

of the Gospel in their fulness were
not upon the earth, has nevertheless

permeated the spirit of men all down
through the ages since His death. As
I look back upon the course of hu-

man history in the past few hundred
years, I can but feel that it is the

Christ who inspired the great men
of the Reformation, John Wycliffe,

and others. When Wycliffe, who was
a priest and teacher of his day, stated

that he would translate the Bible so

that the peasant might know more
about it than the Pope of Rome, I

believe that the spirit and the influ-

ence of the Christ was upon him,

preparing the world for a better day,

for a modern day. Forty years after

Wycliffe's death his bones were dug
up and burned and thrown into the

Severn River. Someone has said that

as they went from the river to the

sea, and from the sea to the ocean,

so the spirit of the Christ has per-

meated, to some extent, the whole
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world. I like to think that Tyndale
at a later day was inspired of God,
that he had a Christ-like spirit when
he fled from persecution in England
over to Germany and there trans-

lated the New Testament, and ship-

ped his Bibles into England in bar-

rels ; that it was the spirit of Christ

which was bringing about a new era.

When Tyndale was betrayed,—just

before he was strangled and burned
at the stake he said, "Oh God, open
the King of England's eyes." Less

than three years after his death the

King of England's eyes were opened,

and the very Bible which Tyndale
had helped to translate was published

and put into the English churches. I

like to think that the period of the

Renaissance, and the period of en-

lightenment, were inspired by the

spirit of the Christ working upon
men, preparing them for the usher-

ing in of a new day, in which we
live. I like to feel that the great Re-
formers, Luther, Zwingli, Huss and
others had that Christ-like spirit that

made it possible for a Joseph Smith,

for a Brigham Young, and a

Heber J. Grant, to do their work in

this modern world.

TX7"HILE traveling in Europe I

visited the art galleries and
museums where I saw the beautiful

paintings and sculpture in France,

Germany, Belgium and England.

There I saw the influence of the

Christ as it affected men of superb

genius, who turned their paint brush-

es to the canvas, to place on it an
expression, of their innermost

thoughts which had to do with the

Christ. Men are seeking to preserve

the beautiful works that have cap-

tured and expressed the inner spirit

of geniuses down through the ages,

and which have been produced un-

der the influence of the spirit of the

Christ. We like to preserve marvel-

ous masterpieces of sculpture be-

cause they illustrate the finest aspira-

tions of the human spirit insofar as

they can be transferred to stone, and
it was essentially the religious spirit

under which they were produced.

We have our great works of litera-

ture revealing the influence of the

Christ. What would Shakespeare be
had he not been permeated with the

spirit of the Old and New Testa-
ments, with the spirit of life as he
saw it portrayed in these works?
Most men who are authorities upon
the subject have paid tribute to the

influence of the Christ as one of the

greatest literary figures of all time.

What would Milton's works have
been without the Christ—-"Paradise
Lost," "Paradise Regained," those

masterpieces of literature would
never have been written. What
would Tennyson, Lowell, Browning
and others be had they not had up-
permost in their minds the fact that

the influence of Christ is still in the
world, and that it is a marvelous
power ?

We do not realize quite, the tre-

mendous and lasting influence of the

Christ upon the common things of

our daily life. I see the influence of

the Christ upon certain great scien-

tists of our age, when they can leave

their busy laboratories where they
are attempting to discover the secrets

of nature, and come before groups of

men and women and pay tribute to

the fact that they can still be re-

ligious and scientific at the same time,

that the spirit of Christianity is be-

hind them. I would advise you
teachers to read "The Life of Louis
Pasteur," the great French scientist,

by Rene Vallery-Rodot, and see the

influence the Christ can have upon a
man not of our Church, to be true,

but yet it permeated his very soul as

he went into his laboratory in his en-

deavors to find a remedy for the

sicknesses and afflictions that were
besetting men on every hand. The
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serums, the vaccines, all of the mod-
ern remedies that we have to help

lengthen human life and alleviate

human suffering have in general been
produced by men who were men of

faith and who had a Christ-like

spirit. That is the spirit of Chris-

tianity.

Professor Scott, one of our noted

thinkers has said this: "Christianity

has ever been creating for itself a

new body. When we compare it as

it is now with what it was at the be-

ginning, there seems to be much
truth in the contention that it is no

longer the religion of Jesus, but a

new religion, made up of contribu-

tions from unnumbered sources in

the course of two thousand years.

But there has always been something

that was inherent in itself. All that

it has borrowed has been transform-

ed and quickened by this revelation

given once for all through Jesus

Christ."

T WONDER if, as Latter-day

Saints, we have realized the fact

that the experimental method which

is widespread in our scientific think-

ing is the very thing which permeat-

ed the teachings of Jesus Christ

!

One thinker says : "The whole meth-

od of his teaching was pragmatic.

. . . He asked no man to accept his

truth without investigation. His ap-

peal was always to faith, never to

blind submission. He urged men al-

ways to accept his truth tentatively—
to take it at first only as an experi-

mental hypothesis. Let them try it

out ; let them begin to live and act

as if God, for example, were such a

Father as Jesus described, and see if

it works. Jesus staked His whole
teaching on this appeal to the ven-
ture of faith. Men are asked to trust

him enough to try out his ideas. He
is absolutely confident that the out-

come will be the certainty that he
has the very truth of God."

We need the experimental method
in our Christianity, in our Church,
that we shall actually try out, experi-

ment with what Jesus has said, and
He will back up all that He has said

if we will only make the experiment,
if we will only live our religion as

He has urged us to do.

Professor Denny says : "Jesus is

the world's greatest expert in the

field of religion ; that is, in the search

for God and the ultimate meaning of

human life. That is His authority.

He is not coercive, but challenging.

He does not lay down rules ; He in-

vites experiment. His influence in

History, wherever He has really been

tried, is such as to entitle Him an

honest hearing and a fair trial. That
is all He asks. He says, 'Come and

see.' His only complaint is 'Ye will

not come unto me that ye mav have

life.'
"

You will notice in Christ's method
of teaching and impressing others,

that while he talked to multitudes, it

was a very small number, with whom
he was very confidential. There were

only a few of his intimate disciples

and apostles upon whom He attempt-

ed to put the stamp of His Person-

ality and to confide the secrets and
the mysteries of the Kingdom of

God, and these spirits upon whom
He stamped His Personality were

both receptive and retentive by their

loving response to Him through per-

sonal intimacy and life-giving ex-

periences.

/^"HRIST, unlike most men, could
^ love people not only for what

they were, but for what they could

be. If I may carry that thought just

a little farther, when we go into an

orchard in the early Summer-time,

we see many apples. These apples

are green, and we have no particular

desire for them, but do we throw

them aside simply because we cannot
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eat them at the present time? Let

these apples develop in the light and
heat of the sun, and in due course of

time you will have magnificent fruit

that can be eaten and enjoyed and
whose agreeable aroma will fill a

room. So it is with human souls,

as teachers representing the Christ,

let us love our fellowmen and those

whom we contact, for what they may
be as well as for what they are.

Christ's influence is still in the

world, although the forces of evil are

attempting to prevail against it, and
as Latter-day Saints we have this

precious knowledge, and we have this

high resolve that the Spirit of the

Christ shall yet, in the years to come,

permeate this old world, and re-

juvenate it and make it beautiful that

there may be happiness and peace

and contentment

!

LITERARY DEPARTMENT
Emetine Y. Nebeker, Chairman

LESSON ENRICHMENT
Professor Harrison R. Merrill

Emily Dickinson says

:

"There is no frigate like a book
To take us lands away,

Nor any coursers like a page
Of prancing poetry

This traverse may the poorest take
Without oppress of toll,

How frugal is the chariot

That bears a human soul."

IN
our literary lessons this winter

we are to use "Star of the West,"
by Ethel Hueston ; "Log Cabin

Lady," Anonymous ; "The Romance
of an Old Playhouse," by George D.
Pyper.

Someone has said that literature

is the adequate expression in words
of the meaning of life. Others have
said that literature is the soul his-

tory of a race, that is, we have
secular history which tells of the ac-

tions of men, but literature tells of

their thoughts, their philosophies,

their soul aspirations.

Biography is a phase of literature.

In it we are supposed to get a pic-

ture of the person under discussion,

and presumably the person is very

much worth knowing. Perhaps I

should say not only the person but

the personality this time, since we
are using as one of the biographies

"The Romance of an Old Play-
house."

If you should like to read some-
thing about the new biography, read
an article by that name "A New
Biography," by George Alexander
Johnston, which will be found in the

"Atlantic Monthly" for March, 1929.

HPHE Star of the West is a grand
romance, authentic in the main,

however, do not lose sight of the fact

that Mrs. Hueston frankly states

that she has romanticized and drama-
tized the story a little in order to add
to its interest. She had in her pos-

session two or three of the journals

which were kept by members of the

Lewis and Clark Expedition, and she
went over the entire trail taken by
that historic band more than one
hundred years ago. While on the

ground, she tells us, where some of

these things were jotted down in the

journals, she attempted to picture in

her mind exactly what occurred, and
from what these men wrote she also

attempted to make up conversation

which would carry on the ideas. I

think if you read the book carefully

you will be able to detect these places

where Mrs. Hueston has taken these

liberties.
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Regarding lesson enrichment for

this book : First, I would favor using

a map. In order to try this out my-
self, I drew a map copied from the

fly leaf of the book. I drew it in

large scale, so large that a group of

sisters in a meeting could easily see

the trail of the Lewis and Clark Ex-
pedition. On the map I suggested

the Louisiana Purchase, because

that was the reason for the Expedi-
tion. It might be well to have some-

body in the class, discuss the Louisi-

ana Purchase. It was a tremendous
undertaking at that time to go from
St. Louis on the Missouri River over

to the Pacific Ocean. When our at-

tention is called to the fact that no
white man had ever been over that

territory, it begins to assume historic

proportions.

Some material things representing

Indian life could be brought to the

class, a costume such as Sacagawea

might have used, a baby board like

one in which her little Pomp might

have been carried, a pair of mocca-

sins, a bowl or basket—all of these

things add to the interest. In every

Ward there are women who have

been personally acquainted with In-

dians. It might be a good idea to

bring in some of these people and

from them get a personal knowledge

of the Indian characters.

Mrs. Hueston has made much of

the relationship of Sacagawea to

Captain Clark. She worshiped him
and he recognized her nobility of

soul. In closing the discussion on

the book, I would like to mention the

controversy which has arisen over

her death. Grace Hebard, who is a

very good historian at the University

of Wyoming, has done a great deal

of work on Sacagawea. She came

to the conclusion a few years ago

that Sacagawea grew to be an old

woman, and went to the Wind River

Reservation in Wyoming, and there

died after she was eighty years old.

When Mrs. Hebard published that

account it was pretty well accepted,

but since that day other journals and
accounts have been found, and Mrs.
Hueston seems to be more nearly

correct. According to her book
Sacagawea died at the age of about

twenty-five, soon after the close of

the expedition.

It is known that Sacagawea was
born on the Salmon River. A monu-
ment is erected to her memory at her

birthplace. The Lewis and Clark
Expedition came over into Idaho
from Montana, down Agency Creek
near the spot where Fort Limhi now
stands.

HPHE "Log Cabin Lady," is a very

small book written anonymous-
ly. If you take two lessons on the

book you could read the very choicest

pages from "Log Cabin Lady." Any
Pioneer mother could have been the

subject of this book. It offers a
grand opportunity for all to become
acquainted with our own Log Cabin
Ladies.

The message of the book is that

no matter where we turn, if we are

to live well in this world, we need to

know some things.

It is easier to understand races if

one understands the psychology of

their customs. Social amenities are

too often neglected in America, our
manners are sometimes truthfully

called crude, and one of the things

that we hope will come from the

study of this book is a little more at-

tention to the customs which are

called correct.

For lesson enrichment of this book
I had in mind spending a little time

considering social forces. A panel

discussion might be arranged with

the book as the basis. One thing is

noticeable, a very cultured person

like Queen Victoria or Gladstone

really does know how to meet people.

One of the finest marks of culture is
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manifest when a very cultured per-

son meets an uncultured one, and
despite the shortcomings, treats that

person as an equal. I think that

thought is beautifully brought out,

and the sisters can well make use of

it. I was much impressed with the

latter part of the book because the

author thinks that the West must
be called upon to save America.

COME might wonder why we
should select the biography of an

old Playhouse instead of a person. It

is because we looked upon the Old
Playhouse as being, if not a person,

at least a glorious personality, and
one most important in the training

of the men and women of Zion.

We have Brother George D.
Pyper, General Superintendent of

the Sunday School, once manager of

the Old Playhouse and author of the

book, with us today. He is one of

those souls with whom the Lord was
very liberal. The Lord, first of all,

made him a wonderful man, with a

tender heart. He made him artistic

of soul; He presented him with an
exquisite tenor voice ; He gave him
good judgment. He was an ideal

manager of the Old Playhouse.

George D. Pyper

I have a heart full of gratitude to

President Heber J. Grant for ap-

pointing me nearly forty years ago
to manage the Old Playhouse, and
for the thirty years I was manager
President Grant stood by me in the

direction of that theatre. I felt an
obligation to the community to tell

the story.

The manuscript of the book was
written between the hours of 12

o'clock midnight and two o'clock in

the morning. After the turmoil and
excitement of managing, it came as

a rest to me. I wrote the book, as it

were, on the spot, and from memo-
randa collected over a period of

twenty years.

I have in my home the beautiful

oil painting given to me by Lee
Greene Richards, the artist. This

forms the frontispiece of the book. I

have often sat in front of it looking

up at the old picture, memories
flooding through my mind, for

"There are moments of life that we never
forget

Which brighten and brighten as time
steals away,

They give a new charm to the happiest
lot,

And they shine on the gloom of the

rainiest day."

In reading the story of the Old
Playhouse, I hope you will call to

mind, and have in reverent thought,

the players, how they made our peo-

ple happy, through their fine contri-

bution to cultural development. This
will bring from the lines of that old

book something that will' stay with

you. Most of the people who took

part in those early days have passed

away, and

"When I remember all my friends so
linked together

Who passed away in good or stormy
weather,

I feel like one who treads alone a ban-
quet hall deserted,

Whose lights are fled, and garlands shed
And all but him departed."

Professor Harrison R. Merrill

Brother Pyper has been very
helpful in including in the book the

photographs of many of the import-
ant actors who performed in the Old
Playhouse, among them President
Brigham Young when he was an
actor. When you read the book you
not only get the picture of a play-

house but of people, who regarded
the Playhouse as Henry Miller did,

"A Cathedral in the Desert." Imag-
ine the long stretch of desert between
the Mississippi River and the Pa-
cific Ocean—the land of the coyote,

sage brush, lizard, Indians, trappers,

with just a few people with a love
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in their hearts for the finer things

of life, and then springing up as if

it were planted by God Himself, this

old temple, erected to art. You get

some idea of what the old Salt Lake
Theatre meant in those days.

In every Ward there will be sis-

ters who have known the Old Play-

house through personal attendance
there, and it would enrich the lesson

to have some of these sisters tell

about the Playhouse and their expe-

riences with it.

Even though the Old Playhouse
was erected in Pioneer days the

foresight was so excellent that few
companies found difficulty in pre-

senting their offerings on its stage,

which was adequate for even modern
performances of the most stupen-

dous kind.

"The Lady of Lyons" was one of

the first plays presented on the old

Salt Lake Theatre stage. It will be

presented this coming year at the B.

Y. U. Leadership Week, and I sug-

gest it as a means of enrichment in

your communities. Nearly every

community has its own dramatic

club. Why not turn back the pages

of history and present "The Lady
of Lyons," or some of the other

plays which are available. Some good

dramatic leader could read extracts

from plays.

On the opening night, President

Young's favorite song, "Hard Times

Come Again No More," was sung.

The revival of that old song during

this year might be interesting.

Nearly always in those days, in

addition to the regular plays, a farce

or comedy was presented at the close.

It would be very easy to resurrect

some of these farces and present

them in your own Wards. I would

like to see this a sort of Jubilee year

for the Old Playhouse.

There is also an opportunity for

instrumental music. Brother Pyper

has named many of the selections

played by the orchestra. It would be
very helpful to have some of these

early-day pieces played.

Shakespeare was always one of

the most popular dramatists present-

ed in the old Salt Lake Theatre, be-

cause it was a high-class playhouse,

and the management catered to un-

usually fine things. In some of the

light operas Brother Pyper himself

appeared in the leading role. Many
of the light operas and a few of the

grand operas have been sung in the

Old Playhouse. This fact gives you
a magnificent range of material from
which to choose for the enrichment
of your lessons. When you finish

the book, I believe that you will like

Joseph Smith a little better than you
ever did before, for behind the Old
Playhouse, as behind all things in

the Church, stands Joseph Smith.

You will like Brigham Young a lit-

tle better, because you will be able

to see the artistic side of his nature.

Besides being a great builder of

buildings, and of cities, he was also

a great builder of souls, and always

encouraged drama, opera, and the

finer things of life. You will know
and love a little better all the lead-

ers of the Church, including Presi-

dent Grant, who was always a sup-

porter of the old Salt Lake Theatre.

You will learn to know and love a

great many other men and women
who stood for culture among the

Latter-day Saints, and out of it all,

I am sure, will come a spiritual up-

lift as you become acquainted with

these fine things.

If you have as much fun studying

this course, as I had in writing it, it

indeed will be a glorious year.

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPT.
Jennie B. Knight, Chairman

The address of Harold T. Chris-

tensen on "Why Study Sociology"

will be printed in the December is-

sue of the Relief Society Magazine.
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OFFICERS' MEETING
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1937

OFFICIAL INSTRUCTIONS
President Louise Y . Robison

~YX7"E welcome you here this morn-
ing, and hope you are enjoy-

ing the Conference.
The Membership Cards for 1938

are ready for distribution. If you
will call at the office for the number
you will require, we shall be happy
to supply them without cost to you.

The new four-year Record Books
will soon be ready for you. An order
blank will be sent to each Stake for

you to indicate the number of Ward
Record books you will require. We
earnestly desire all Stakes and
Wards, as well as the larger Branch-
es, to begin the 1938 records in the

new books. May we impress upon
the Stake, Ward and Branch Presi-

dents, the grave responsibility of

caring for the Record Books when
closed on December 31, 1937. The
Secretaries have given long hours of

service keeping these valuable rec-

ords. If there is a vault in the Ward
Chapel, see that the book is placed

in it. If there is no place in the

Ward, the Stake House vault may be

used. As there are some Stakes

where no provision is made for keep-

ing safe these precious records, we
have permission to store them in the

vaults of the Presiding Bishop's of-

fice. We think you had better keep
them for a year after they are com-
pleted, then, if you have no place in

which to safely store them, please

send them to the Presiding Bishop's

Office. It is, however, not as conven-
ient for you if you want to look over

any of the back records, but do take

care of them, because they are most
valuable. When a new chapel is to be
built, use your influence to have
ample vault space for storing rec-

ords. We have the books bound for

four years' record, but later, if there

is a new organization in your Stake,

we can have them bound for three

years, or two years, or one year, so

that the whole Church can begin at

the same time with a new four-year

record.

We have had, during the last

year, some very unfortunate expe-
riences because there has been no
audit made. We have spoken of this

before, but please every one of you
pay attention to the audit. It would
require very little time for the Ward
or Stake Clerks to go over your ac-

counts when you make your annual
reports. If they would audit them,
find how much money there is in the

bank, and put their O. K. on them,
a great deal of sorrow would be
averted. Please be careful about it,

and if necessary, pay for an auditor

to go over the books, especially be-

fore they are turned over to a new
officer.

We hope you are keeping an ac-

count of the number of inactive

members who have become active.

We feel that one inactive member be-

coming active is as valuable as two
new members. I hope you are work-
ing on your inactive rolls. A year
ago we permitted you to pay Annual
Dues for your active and honorary
members, and credit you 100%, but
this does not relieve you from the

responsibility of trying to get the in-

active members on your active roll.

QPEAKING of Annual Dues, we
appreciate greatly the efforts

made by our Stake Officers in send-

ing in their dues last year. There
was a small decrease, but we think
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it was wonderful of you sisters when
you were relieved of this greater re-

sponsibility, to pay the Annual Dues
as fully as you did.

A number of our Presidents have
asked if they could have their

magazine Drive at another period ra-

ther than from September 15 to Oc-
tober 15, and permission has been
given them to do so. We do urge that

you will keep one period, and make
that an intensive Magazine Drive,

whether July or June. Now that our
lessons are beginning to be printed

earlier in the year, if an earlier date

would be better for your Stakes, we
are perfectly willing for you to have
this, but please let us know what time

you prefer, and do not give up an
intensive month's work for your
Magazine.

Sister Hermana F. Lyon, who has

presided over the Netherlands Mis-
sion Relief Society, made a wonder-
ful report of the activities of our
Dutch sisters regarding Annual
Dues. In one branch only two men
out of two hundred, were employed,

but there was 100% membership
dues paid in that branch. The
women did handwork, or extra work,

but they paid their Annual Dues. Can
Relief Society women in our Wards
at home fail to make their 100%
when the Netherlands' sisters set

such an excellent example?

T7T7'E are a bit disturbed over the

report that some of the wards
are using Work and Business Day
for book reviews. We are not oppos-

ed to book reviews at all, but we are

eager to have you keep Work and
Business Day in the spirit for which
it was instituted, and that is in help-

ing our women become better moth-
ers, and in taking care of the de-

pendent children who need help.

There are many Wards in our
Church where children could be

made more comfortable if we could

get the vision of Work and Business

Meeting. Another activity for which
there is a great need, is teaching

women to do fine handwork which
can be sold through "Mormon
Handicraft," and in this way add
to incomes where there is need. It is

much better for mothers to remain in

the home and care for their small

children, than to leave the home and
seek employment. This can be ac-

complished through the medium of

"Mormon Handicraft," in coopera-
tion with the director of Work and
Business.

Much valuable assistance may be
obtained from the Agricultural Col-

leges of each of the States. Mrs.
Maycock, Assistant Director for

Home Economics for Utah, and Miss
Hepworth, of Idaho, have given Re-
lief Society most valuable help

through the County Agents and
Demonstrators. I feel confident if

you sisters will contact the County
Demonstrators, or even the State

Director of the State in which you
live, you will be greatly benefited.

Mrs. Maycock suggests that a com-
mittee of possibly three women from
each Ward, meet with the Stake

Supervisor of Work and Business

and have a County Demonstrator in-

struct them in any phase of better

home-making. This is a rare oppor-

tunity to learn the newer and better

way of doing things. For example,

Sister Ivy Hall, demonstrator for

Salt Lake County, had on display a

baby's dress and slip which were cut

on the bias. They were exquisitely

dainty, and had the advantage of

growing with the baby as there were

no straight seams to bind.

Members of the General Board
have attended demonstrations in

Counties where Stake Class Leaders

from all Stakes in the County, were

in attendance, and we were delighted

with the valuable, practical help

which was given. Many of our

Stakes are taking advantage of this
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expert instruction in sewing, cook-

ing, canning and drying fruits and
vegetables, and in storing vegetables.

We feel confident this assistance is

obtainable in all the States because

of the very willing response to our

request for help from the State

Health Departments. We acknowl-

edge with sincere appreciation the

cooperation and help given to our

women by these officials in each State

which we contacted.

We are greatly interested in the

kind of art needlework which our

mothers and grandmothers did. For
instance, pillow slips trimmed with

fine wide crocheted or knitted lace.

We have sold many pairs of these,

but please remember that we cannot

use old or used articles, no matter

how lovely they are. We want to en-

courage the use of local materials if

possible, artistic articles made of

wood, stone, wool or pottery.

TX/'E are very happy over the ac-

tivity of "Mormon Handi-
craft." Although we discussed with

you at April Conference, the advis-

ability of beginning such a venture,

the shop was not opened until the

middle of June. One hundred thirty-

five women have participated in sup-

plying articles for sale. We have sold

for one woman alone, one hundred
seventy exquisite aprons. Quilts, pil-

low slips, knitting bags, aprons, cop-

per bowls and many other lovely

articles have been sent all over the

United States. Only a few days ago,

five elegant quilts were sent to an
address on Park Avenue, New York.

Up to September fifteenth, 1,348 ar-

ticles were sold. This figure is ex-

clusive of the home-made candy
which is made fresh each day from
Utah-Idaho sugar, and is one of our

most popular attractions. Three
Stakes—Granite, Wasatch and We-
ber, lead the other Stakes in "Mor-
mon Handicraft" membership—each

Ward in these three Stakes has paid

up membership. The Stakes are

members also. Membership has been
issued to Branches in three Missions

—South Carolina District, Southern
States ; Minneapolis Branch, North
Central States Mission and Gebo
Branch, Western States Mission.

We feel very badly to have to re-

turn articles, but there are definite

rules of acceptance—every article

must be approved by the Stake Work
and Business Leader before sending
it to the General Board, and every
article must be perfectly made,—no
unfinished seams or "raw" edges.

'"PHERE are a number of Stakes

who are having a bit of difficulty

about burial clothes. Some of the

Stakes are continuing the old custom
of making burial clothes free of

charge. Sisters, our responsibility is

to give service. If a family has been
in need of bread and shoes, they cer-

tainly will be in need of burial clothes

when loved ones die, but Relief So-
ciety is not to supply any material

things to people who can afford to

pay for them. We want burial

clothes to be on the same basis as

any other part of charity work.
Some of our women are working
beyond their strength in providing

burial clothes, and unfortunately it

is often some sister who makes her

living with her needle. Please sis-

ters, change this attitude.

'"PHERE is a feeling in some of

our Stakes that board members
are not required to attend Relief So-
ciety meetings except when officially

appointed. It is the opinion of the

General Board that unless Stake
Board members attend as many Re-
lief Society meetings as possible, they

are not prepared to advise Ward
Officers as they should.

We are thanking 99% of our
Stake Presidents who make such ex-
cellent preparation for our Stake
Conferences. We do not want you
to be over-burdened, but we do feel
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it is necessary for you to make
proper arrangements for your meet-

ings. When we go to a meeting early

in the morning and find the door

locked, and the key mislaid, or when
we go into the Relief Society room
and find some other organization

there, and we have to walk to the

stake office a block away, it disturbs

the spirit of our meetings. This sug-

gestion is just for the one, and not

for the ninety-nine who do things so

beautifully.

We would like to hear from you

Stake Presidents who have Church
Security supplies which have been

left on hand for a long time. If you

have clothing that is stored in make-

shift places, we can help you if you

will let us know. Be accurate about

the amount you have. Last year one

of our Stakes reported they had

1,000 pounds of dried fruit, and

when the Church Security made
requisition for it, the Stake Presi-

dent could only find 200 pounds. It

was a bit embarrassing.

We are still asking you to help

those women who are not good

homemakers, and we are still ask-

ing you not to let the Ward know
what you are doing. Do keep the

confidence of those whom you are

assisting.

W/E are asking, too, that you sis-

ters consider Relief Society

work your first obligation, next, of

course, to your family. Last year

there was complaint about the Can-

cer Control. Sisters, we thank you

for what you did, but we think you

did altogether too much. We wanted

our women to have this educational

program, and suggested having the

visiting teachers take this material

into the homes, but some of our

women took the whole responsibility

of the campaign. It is a most worthy
cause, and what you can do for it,

without making it burdensome, will

be appreciated.

Peace is another subject in which
we are vitally interested. A few men
are trying to plunge the whole world
into destruction, and every woman
must stand for peace.

In the study of our literary book
"Star of the West" we have an ex-

cellent opportunity to create a favor-

able attitude toward the Indians.

Those of us who believe in the Book
of Mormon, can help bring about the

fulfilment of the prophecy that the

descendants of Lehi would become a

white and delightsome people.

T WANT to leave my love and

blessings with you wonderful sis-

ters. When the roll is being called I

listen to hear your voices, and look

eagerly to see you stand. I could not

have a greater thrill when my own
children come to see me than I do

when meeting you wonderful wom-
en who are so earnestly serving those

whose burdens are too heavy for

them to bear alone. I pray that you
will be blessed ; that your homes and
your Wards will feel your influence

;

that you will have those wonderful

attributes which were pointed out to

us yesterday morning—the Savior's

attributes. This is the only way we
can help our Father's children. May
His blessing and His peace be with

you, I humbly ask in the name of

Jesus Christ. Amen.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND ACTIVE MEMBERS BY 1942

Janet M. Thompson—Member of General Board

TN 1916 the total membership of

Relief Society was 43,894. For

the year ending December, 1936, the

total membership was 73,062. These

figures indicate that within the past

twenty years there has been an in-
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crease in membership of 29,168

—

approximately 1,458 new members
annually.

An enrollment of 100,000 active

members by 1942 would mean an in-

crease in membership of 26,938

within the next four and one-half

years—approximately 5,986 new
members per year. If each mem-
ber would be willing to assume the

responsibility of enrolling one new
active member within the next four

and one-half years, the total mem-
bership would far exceed our ex-

pectations.

There is a fertile field to draw
from. In stakes only, there are

127,248 families. With Relief So-

ciety totaling 59,725 members in

stakes, and 13,337 in the missions,

we have some idea as to what the fu-

ture promises.

It might be of interest to give

some statistics of various wards : In

one large ward there are 544 fam-
ilies. Of this number 160 are repre-

sented in Relief Society, with an

average attendance of 64. In a ward
of average size—150 families, 52

are represented in Relief Society

with an average attendance of 26.

In a small ward of 78 families, 36
ar e represented in Relief Society

with an average attendance of 11.

Total number of families in these

three wards—772 ; number repre-

sented in Relief Society 248, aver-

age attendance 101 ; this indicates

less than one-third are represented

in Relief Society, that less than one-

half of those enrolled attend regu-

larly. If the records of other wards
are comparable to these (we have
every reason to believe they are)

some consideration should be given

to increasing active members.
In one ward a certain President

keeps accurate check of those not

attending. After roll is called, men-
tion is made of those not present and
certain individuals are appointed to

keep in touch with absentees. This

method stimulates attendance.

TT has been said "A great purpose

is magnetic, it attracts resources."

If this be true we can attract re-

sources to build the organization, to

recruit the ranks and make safe the

goal. Some available resources are

—Ward Clerks, Inactive Members,
Class Leaders, Work and Business

Supervisors, Visiting Teachers, En-
listment Committees, Special Pro-

gram Committees, Ward Confer-
ences, Daughters' Day, Musical Ac-
tivities, Special Stake Days.

It might be well to appoint spe-

cial chairmen to supervise the work
that will necessarily arise. If a di-

vision of responsibility is made, it

should result in no one person being

overworked. The President might
prefer to be responsible for contact-

ing the Ward Clerk, the Inactive

Members and Visiting Teachers ; one

Counselor—the Class Leaders, in-

cluding Work and Business Super-

visors, Enlistment Committee, Spe-

cial Program Committee. Another
Counselor might use the Ward Con-
ference, Daughters' Day and Ward
Musical Activities for recruiting

members.
From the Ward Clerk definite in-

formation can be obtained as to num-
ber of families in ward, number in

family, ages, etc. He can also fur-

nish periodically names of new
members in the Ward.
A definite program for interesting

inactive members might be consid-

ered—not an intensive one-year

program—but one that is extensive,

one that will sustain through the

years.

Class Leaders and Work and
Business Supervisors can cooper-

ate by featuring the lessons and
work days, by providing special days

for guests, by inviting them to as-

sist with programs, by keeping in
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constant touch with those whom they

consider prospective members.
Visiting Teachers have a splendid

opportunity to recruit the ranks.

They can take a very definite mes-
sage into the home each month

—

one that will stimulate and help mem-
bers and non-members to feel the

importance of Relief Society.

Enlistment Committees can be

most helpful in strengthening the

ranks.

Special Program Committees can

accomplish much in interesting non-

members.
Attractive high-class programs

usually reach individuals sometimes
considered disinterested.

Relief Society Ward Conferences
are invaluable. Special effort can be

put forth at that particular time to

bring before the public the real val-

ues of Relief Society, to inform them
of its many advantages, of benefits

to be derived through active partici-

pation.

Of all our resources probably the

greatest is Daughters' Day, which
provides a rare opportunity to honor
another generation—future members
—and to acquaint them with Relief

Society functions. If a special com-
mittee were given the responsibility

of planning for this day, preparation

could commence early in the year, a

check made on number of daughters;

with a view to securing as many as

possible to participate on the pro-

gram. A Daughters' Chorus might
be used.

We cannot over estimate the value

of musical activities. Music can
reach the hearts of individuals where
nothing else will, for it speaks a uni-

versal language, it unites humanity,

makes "ordinary living glorious liv-

ing."

Stake Boards can support and
strengthen the endeavors of Ward
Members. A special Stake party

might be held once a year to encour-

age prospective members—to wel-

come new members. A Stake

Daughters' Day might be featured.

SCRIPTURAL READING IN THE HOME
Nellie 0. Parker—Member of General Board

HPHE home project of scriptural

reading was intended not only

for the members of Relief Society,

but also for their families.

If children are to be equipped for

the future, for a fuller appreciation

of life, for leadership in the Church
and for the making of effective mis-

sionaries, they must be well versed

in the Scriptures.

One cannot be truly educated

without a knowledge of the Bible. It

is the greatest book of the civilized

world, and has had a greater influ-

ence on the lives of people than any
other book. It has molded religious

beliefs, ethical and moral codes, and
laws and relationships to one an-

other. Much of the great art and
literature of the world has had its in-

spiration and source in the Bible.

Modern literature abounds with al-

lusions to it, or quotations from it.

Parents of former days felt the

responsibility of teaching their chil-

dren the Bible, and insisted on scrip-

tural reading and the learning of

many of its passages. For the most

part modern children do not receive

such training in their homes. They
miss the spiritual fortification and

soul development, as well as the edu-

cational advantages, that such train-

ing gives. The home misses being

the significant unifying and stabil-

izing power it should be.

This year our project is to read

the four Gospels from the New
Testament with our families. In

study of the life of the Savior and
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His ministry, there will be a real op-

portunity to bring to the children the

great fundamental truths He taught

that they may shape their lives in

conformity to these. Only by fol-

lowing His teachings can they expe-

rience the complete life, and know of

a certainty that Jesus is the Christ,

the Son of the Living God.
In teaching children to under-

stand and enjoy reading the Scrip-

tures, care should be taken to choose

those passages that are suitable for

their age and experience. A mother
who knows her children will know
what appeals to them most, and will

use that approach to their spiritual

feeding. Get the children in a re-

ceptive mood, much as Jesus did His
listeners. Tell a story or ask ques-

tions that will open the way for the

consideration of the subject.

The value of memorizing import-

ant passages should be emphasized.

A chapter in its entirety could be

learned. Its poetic beauty will cre-

ate a love for fine literature. Its

spiritual content and wisdom will de-

velop and guide the soul. Care

should be taken that the personality

of the Savior be presented in the

right light. Oftentimes children,

especially boys, are not attracted to

a meek and lowly being who never

did any wrong. But they will ad-

mire a vigorous, courageous man,
whose wisdom saw the truth through

the chaff of prevailing customs and
beliefs, and who was not afraid to

attack insincerity and hypocrisy even

when displayed by the high priests

and rulers. Young people will glory

in His righteous anger when He
cleansed the temple of the money
changers, as well as in His clever-

ness in answering those who wished

to incriminate Him. When they

accused Him of breaking the Sab-

bath, He answered them by asking

"Is it lawful on the Sabbath Day to

do good or to do evil, to save life or

to destroy it?"

Children will enjoy being shown
how appropriately His parables fit-

ted both the people, to whom He was
talking and the things He wished to

teach and they will also appreciate

the literary perfection. The Prodi-

gal Son is without a peer in the realm

of the short story. *

Parents should begin early with

the children, as their influence is

great then ; tell the story, for ex-

ample, of the birth of the Savior in

a simple realistic way, quoting often

"And the angel said, 'Fear not, for

behold I bring you good tidings of

great joy,' " etc.

If father working in cooperation

with mother, will make special effort

to have these occasions pleasant, with
a feeling of love and trust in each

other, and a happy companionship
with all, great good will result. Not
only will the Scriptures be learned

and loved, but there will be a

stronger, more closely knit family
unit. As Tolstoy has truly said,

"Where love is, there God is also."

Home night, or an hour set apart

for the family, will be a splendid

place for scriptural reading. Allow
each one his turn in choosing, read-

ing or quoting his favorite verses.

I know our Heavenly Father will

come to the aid, and will enhance
and compensate the earnest endeav-
ors of parents who beseech Him in

prayer, that they may in wisdom
teach their children to read "the way
of Life unto Salvation" so that the

children in turn will want to take

the high road unto Life Eternal.



General Session
IN MEMORIAM

Rosannah C. Irvine, General Board Member

DLESSED are the dead which die

in the Lord. . . . They may rest

from their labors ; and their works
do follow them."—Rev. 14:13.

Since last October Conference
four of our lovely Board members
have been called to higher existence

;

Ethel Reynolds^Smith, Elise Benson
Alder, Inez Knight Allen, and Hazel
Hill Greenwood.
Our loss is so recent and so over-

whelming as to leave us stricken and
dismayed.

However, our sorrow must not
cause us to forget their happiness in

their promotion and their glory. The
only consolation that can come to us
in our bereavement is that thought,

that they died in the Lord, and
though lost to us, they have entered
into the place prepared for them by
our Savior according to His prom-
ise of old.

These women whom we mourn to-

day had utterly different and out-

standing personalities. And yet, in

virtue and capability they were so

similar that their characters seem al-

most fused into one composite being.

Different as they were in appearance
and characteristics, the life of each

is peculiarly emblematical of Relief

Society ideals. Their abilities were
recognized, and they were given re-

sponsibility and position according

to their merits. Happily for them,

others had wisdom and vision to

perceive in them capabilities which
were so successfully developed for

the benefit of our cause. If their tal-

ents were of a distinct and varied

order, they at least were of the same
rare, high quality.

Taken in the bloom of their ma-
ture womanhood, while they were yet

active and useful, and in love with

life, we cannot help but realize that

they were called for a special work
on the other side. The wonder is

not that four such noble women
should have been touched by the

finger of God, and taken from us in

one short year ; the wonder is that

we should have had the benefit all

these years of their companionship
and love. These women have not

lived to be forgotten. They will not

pass into oblivion. While they lived

they were an inspiration and a joy

to all who knew them. In death they

shall not cease to be held in reverent

remembrance.

Their faith and courage and de-

votion which reached the extreme
height of human need, their response

to the cry of the distressed, the sim-

plicity of their lives, their love and
loyalty, their delight in their work
must ever remain in our memories to

inspire and guide us to the highest

possibility of human effort.

A ND now, in the order of their

passing, let us pay tribute to

them. Hazel Greenwood, so lovely

to look at, so light hearted and gay,

so talented and useful, such a grand
person to have for a friend.

Inez Allen, so strong, and yet so

simple hearted, so wise, so witty, so

kind, so forceful and true, so dear,

so dear.

Big hearted, loving, lovable Elise

Alder, who, like Browning's Last
Duchess "... loved whate'er she

looked on, And her looks went every-

where."

And brilliant, good, capable, val-

iant, sweet, sweet Ethel Smith. All

four were equally loved by us their

co-workers, companions and friends.

Let us think of them not as lost, but
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gone before. Let us raise our souls

in gratitude to our Heavenly Father

for His kindness to them,—and in

prayer for ourselves that we may be

comforted, and be able to accept in

humility and faith our great loss.

Our feeble words can add nothing

to the beauty and perfection of their

lives. No more perfect epitaph can

be given than that they loved and
served humanity and died in the

Lord.

And when they entered the glo-

rious presence of God, we know that

they heard the voice of the Savior

in greeting, "Come ye blessed of my
Father, inherit the kingdom prepared

for you from the foundation of the

world."

ELDER JOSEPH F. MERRILL
T HAVE not words to express the

honor I feel on being invited to

meet with you, and to talk to you a

few minutes. I have said many,
many times, and most sincerely, that

of all the organizations in the Church
that are asked to assist the Priest-

hood, I think the Relief Society

stands first, and I have said to the

Priesthood that if they could only

take a cue from the Relief Society

their work would be done very, very

much better than it has been done.

I think in this organization we find

exemplified to a degree perhaps

greater than anywhere else in the

Church, the highest and the best mo-
tive that human experience has ever

found. All your work is motivated

by love of the highest and purest

type, and that being so, the spirit

that is in your organizations, in your

meetings, in your work, is, I believe,

God's Spirit.

We are faced, in the Church, with

many problems, some of them very

difficult. I have said that we are

called out of Babylon. I wonder if

we have in the past in part misun-

derstood the meaning of that call.

Babylon is among us. To be called

out of Babylon, as the circumstances

at present prevail in the Church, can-

not mean that we are called to leave

our homes and our lands, and go else-

where and build up communities in

which the Latter-day Saints shall be

the only dwellers. There are no such

lands available, and so while the call

comes to us with ever increasing

force, we ought to look perhaps to a

little deeper meaning of the call than

we have sometimes in the past been

accustomed to give to it. Yes, we
are called out of Babylon, which
means, that we are called to forsake

the ways of the world. Yet living

among the world (non-members of

the Church) with the influences of

the world existing in every com-
munity where Latter-day Saints are

organized, requires that we should be

increasingly on our guard. Particu-

larly is this true with the young peo-

ple, and it is also true with the older

people, because we do find that we
are being influenced to a degree that

perhaps we do not recognize by the

Babylon among us. I think if there

was ever a time in the history of the

Church when the call of repentance

is a needful call, it is today.

May I say that I have taken the

theme for the few remarks I shall

make from a revelation that was
given through the Prophet Joseph
Smith to the Church in the second

year of its organization, November,
1831. May I read a few verses from
the 68th Section of the Doctrine and
Covenants.

"And again, inasmuch as parents

have children in Zion, or in any of

her Stakes which are organized, that

teach them not to understand the

doctrine of repentance, faith in

Christ the Son of the living God, and
of baptism and the gift of the Holy
Ghost by the laying on of the hands,

when eight years old, the sin be upon
the heads of the parents

;
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"For this shall be a law unto the

inhabitants of Zion, or in any of her

Stakes which are organized

;

"And their children shall be bap-

tized for the remission of their sins

when eight years old, and receive the

laying on of the hands,

"And they shall also teach their

children to pray and to walk upright-

ly before the Lord.

"And the inhabitants of Zion shall

also observe the Sabbath day to keep

it holy."

HPHE public and private schools

are organized in our country to-

day, and in the regions where the

Latter-day Saints are organized, to

a degree perhaps that the past has

never known. The schools are ex-

cellent, their facilities are first-class,

their teachers are well trained, and
the discipline is good. In the Church
we have our own organizations

working perhaps more effectively, in

more unity of purpose, and with an
earnestness that we have not known
in the past. In view of these edu-

cational facilities outside of the

home, we are hearing it more or less

frequently said, "It is not necessary

any longer in the home to pay par-

ticular attention to the training of

the children, that is all done for us."

That is a very serious mistake; it

is an entirely wrong view to take.

The influences of Babylon about our

children and about ourselves were
never greater, perhaps, than they are

today, and if this statement is true,

there never was a time when the in-

fluence of the home should be exert-

ed more strongly than it is today. We
cannot get the things taught in the

schools that the home ought to

emphasize, and the greatest of these

is faith ; faith in a living God, faith

in this Church as a divinely estab-

lished institution, organized not that

it might have members to glorify the

Church and make it shine upon the

earth, but organized to help its mem-
bers. As its members increase, it is

necessary that the Church shall be
more and more completely organized

than it has ever been in the past.

There was a time when the mem-
bers of the Church were few, and
the organization was comparatively
simple. Today the members of the

Church are many, and they are found
in every land. In order to adequate-

ly take care of their spiritual and
their material needs, for we believe

that both the spiritual and material

add to the joys of life, it is necessary

that the Church shall be increasingly

more fully organized. But what can

the home do? It is only a unit, of

course, upon which the Church is

founded.

HpHE most effective way to teach

is by example. If the head of

the household and the mother are

truly living the Gospel of Jesus

Christ every day, exemplifying its

teachings in their conduct and in

their relations with their fellowmen,

we shall have brought into the home
an extremely effective agency in de-

veloping a faith in the hearts of the

children.

I have in mind the effect of prayer.

We are commanded to teach our chil-

dren to pray. Do we do that in every

home in this Church ? Does the fam-
ily surround the family altar daily

and kneel in earnest, devoted prayer,

and thank the Lord for all His mer-
cies, and beseech the guidance of His
Spirit and His protecting care

against all the evil influences that

will destroy our faith and bring

misery and sorrow and distress into

the home ? Do we do that, and if we
do, do we ask our children to partici-

pate in the prayer ?

I hope you will pardon me, but I

was brought up in just such a home.
From my earliest recollection, when
I heard my father lead in the family
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prayer I had implanted in my heart

an absolute conviction of the exist-

ence of a living God. My father

prayed with such earnestness, with

such devotion that it seemed to me it

lett absolutely no doubt in my child-

ish heart that the Lord heard every

word of the prayer. As a result of

that kind of training, I think every

member of the family had implanted

in his own heart the same kind of

faith ; and I can say that there was
never a time in my life that I had any
doubt of the existence of God, and
I attribute it to prayer in the home.

In this busy, complex life, do we
neglect devotion around the family

altar with our children ? Do we call

them in and ask them to participate

with us, and is that a service that we
never omit ? It makes no difference

how hurried we are, and the circum-
stances under which we live, can we
not find time to pray? If we have
the guiding hand of God to help us,

if we have the companionship of the

Holy Spirit, we have an influence

brought into our lives that will con-
tribute more to the joy of living,

more to the success of our efforts

than anything else. If we have God
on our side we are safe. But now,
my sisters, you know that we are

subjected to influences from Babylon
that are destroying our faith. Per-
haps there was never a time in the

history of our Church when people
generally had more disregard of ob-

servance of the Sabbath Day than

they have today. Why is it possible

for many amusements of one form

or another to thrive on the Sabbath

Day in Latter-day Saint commun-
ities? How is it possible that the

moving picture industry has its most

thriving day on the Sabbath Day in

those towns where 95 % of the in-

habitants belong to our Church?

Have we forgotten the holiness of

the Sabbath and do we attempt to

remind ourselves and our children of

these things?

If we are going to teach effectively

we must employ one of the finest

arts known to human kind. How can

we influence our children, compan-
ions, associates, and friends? It is

an art, that ought to be cultivated.

There must be tact and love; there

is no such thing in the Church as

force. It is one of the things that is

not recognized in Heaven as legiti-

mate. Our whole work, the phil-

osophy of all our doctrines is based

upon the idea that man is free, that

the soul is free, and that we may be

led, but not driven. Free agency is

a doctrine that is fundamental with

us, and so we cannot force our chil-

dren if we are to properly motivate

them, strengthen them to do the

things we like to have them do. The
method that may be successful with

an eighteen year old girl, may not be

successful with a ten-year-old. The
art of teaching is an art that you sis-

ters in the Church have developed

to a higher degree than is found to

exist anywhere else in the Church,

but there is still room for improve-

ment. We must keep these problems

constantly in mind, and our obliga-

tions not only to ourselves but to our

families, and to the promises we
have made to our Father in Heaven.

T KNOW a college girl seventeen

years of age, who came from one

of the missions in the Church and
spent the summer in one of the

Stakes of Zion. I was a conference

visitor at this stake and inquired

about conditions there. There were
three saloons, the movies were op-

erating on the Sabbath Day, and

there were public dance halls. This

girl was shocked to find such condi-

tions prevailing among our own peo-

ple, the little regard they seemed to

have for the holiness of the Sabbath

Day. It was considered the right
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and proper thing for the young peo-

ple to express their sociability by
partaking of wine, and of course the

cigarette was only a little symbol of

friendliness. So when they were
out in their groups and parties they

must engage in the use of the cig-

arette and in the drinking and the

dancing. Thus she went on to de-

scribe the conditions that existed in

that Latter-day Saint community.
She said, "We have nothing of that

in our branch, we are taught differ-

ently; we are supervised, watched
and strengthened against these influ-

ences of the world." Of course there

are certain conditions in that branch
that I think are favorable. Latter-

day Saints closely drawn together

in that community, are few in num-
ber, they meet and play together. So
while they live among the world,

they are in a sense, outside the world.

But evil influences and temptations

exist there and in other places where
the Church is organized. Satan sees

to that. Hence there is an increas-

ing need for greater spirituality in

the homes, exemplified by increased

devotion of the parents themselves
and by an increased attention to their

children. If they fail, if the children

stray away and are lost, whose fault ?

Well, we have the word of the Lord
for it, the sin will be upon the heads
of the parents, when parents fail in

their duty to their children.

TN conclusion, I most earnestly

hope that this matter of prayer in

the home shall be a service that is

never neglected. If for any reason
any of us have not been accustomed
to it, will we not introduce it? If

we will do so we will find that prayer

in the home, supported by the right

living of the parents, will be the

means of saving many precious souls

that otherwise will stray away to our

own condemnation.
Regarding the Sabbath Day. Do

you yourselves participate in violat-

ing it? I remember reading a few
years ago a book written by an East-

ern gentleman who is well known in

this community. He was decrying,

from the parental and adult point of

view, the recklessness of youth in

these modern days. But he pro-

ceeded to point out that youth did

nothing that it did not see its elders

do. And so I think we need to watch
ourselves, and pray for ourselves. If

the Devil can only overcome the

Saints, then his work is easy. He
has been operating in various ways
from the beginning, but his methods
of operation today may be entirely

different from those of a hundred
years ago. Today, throughout the

whole world there is more friendli-

ness toward the Latter-day Saints.

Are we going to feel that after all we
have nothing sacred, nothing differ-

ent, nothing that will hold us togeth-

er, nothing that will enable us actu-

ally to demonstrate in our living that

we are not of the world? Or shall

we show that we have come out of

the world because of the convictions

that we have that God does live, that

this is in reality His Church, and that

His Priesthood is operating in the

Church and governing the Church?
If we cannot feel this way, if we do

not know these things I think the

thing for us to do is to humble our-

selves and to strive with all the

strength that God has given us, to

develop this faith. Then armed with

this faith can we not accomplish

wonders? If wonders are accom-

plished, my sisters, it will be because

of your valiant efforts.

You cannot do the whole thing

alone, but you can lend your valiant

help. You can help the Priesthood

in all of these activities. Without
your help the Priesthood may fail to

function acceptably to our Father in

Heaven. Therefore, I pray most
earnestly that you will have the Spirit
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of the Lord in your hearts and in

your homes, and that you will labor

even more diligently. God grant this

I pray in the name of Jesus Christ.

Amen.

MESSAGE FROM THE
FIRST PRESIDENCY

World-wide publicity has been
given to the Church Security Pro-
gram, but practically all has been
complimentary and laudatory.

There is considerable hesitancy

and apathy on the part of some Ward
workers to meet the problems square-

ly and to assist distressed families to-

wards the goal of permanent inde-

pendence. Upon the Relief Society

Presidents rests the responsibility

for searching out the needy and un-
der the direction of the Bishop, to

administer to the needs of unfortu-

nate families.

We appeal to the Relief Society

officers of each Ward to work in the

closest of harmony with the brethren

of the Priesthood, first to see to it

that every needy person within the

Ward is supplied from the com-
modities produced within the Ward
for that purpose or from the sur-

pluses that may be had by the Church
generally or from mercantile estab-

lishments as may be necessary, and,

second, to see to it that opportunities

are provided for such persons assist-

ed to work on some project within

the Ward or the Stake so as to give

those who are to be assisted a feel-

ing of independence and a desire to

be self-sustaining.

To the great Relief Society organ-

ization as a whole we extend our

thanks and appreciation for your ef-

forts in the Church Security Pro-

gram in providing food, clothing,

bedding, and other necessities. We
compliment you and bless you for

your efforts, but remind you of the

greater need of teamwork within

each Ward that the greater and more

permanent objective of this program
might be realized, namely : That each

individual family shall be helped in

its efforts to help itself.

Heber J. Grant,

J. Reuben Clark, Jr.,

David O. McKay,
First Presidency.

September 30, 1937.

President Heber J. Grant's ad-

dress will appear in a later issue of

the Magazine.

PRESIDENT
LOUISE Y. ROBISON

TOURING the month of August,

I had the great privilege of at-

tending the Oahu Stake Conference
and visiting the Hawaiian Mission.

It was a rich experience.

I have often wondered why mis-

sionaries were sent to the Islands,

then known as the Sandwich Islands,

at so early a date. The Church had
recently come to Utah, many of the

people were in poverty, few had
comfortable homes, and transporta-

tion was hazardous and uncomfort-
able. There certainly was much to

do at home. But when I went to

these lovely islands, and became ac-

quainted with the people, I felt I

knew the answer. I believe the Lord
loved them so much that He inspired

the leaders of the Church to send

missionaries to them at the earliest

moment.

I bring greetings to you from
these wonderful people. Sister Eliza

Salm, a true Hawaiian woman, is

President of the Oahu Stake Relief

Society, and in all of my visits in

the Church, I have never met a wom-
an who presided with greater dignity

or with more of the Spirit of the

Lord, than Sister Salm did at the

Relief Society conference.

The attendance at Relief Society

Conference and the Stake Quarter-
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ly Conference was excellent. The
arrangement of the Quarterly Con-
ference under President Ralph E.
Woolley, was very fine. President
Woolley attended all sessions of Re-
lief Society Conference, and gave a
message to the older sisters in their

native tongue, which was a great de-
light to them. The singing in all ses-

sions of the Conference was most
beautiful. Few stake choirs in the

Church can equal the Oahu Stake
singers.

President and Sister Bailey ar-

ranged a very comfortable and in-

teresting tour of the Hawaiian Mis-
sion. With Sister Bailey, who was a
delightful traveling companion, I vis-

ited all the islands of the Mission.

The missionaries were unusually
fine, earnest young men, and the
three "Lady Missionaries" were just

as fine and earnest as were the El-
ders. If I ever have a feeling that

possibly the young people are not go-
ing to carry on the work of the
Church, as we hope to have it car-

ried on, I have only to go into the
mission field and see the work the
missionaries are doing, and partake
of their spirit. I always come home
feeling that "Zion prospers, all is

well."

Our first meeting in the Mission
was with the Leper Colony, on the
Island of Molokai, where we have
a fine group of Latter-day Saints
with a well organized Relief Society.

The spirit of faith and cheerfulness

among these afflicted people was
both inspiring and heart-breaking.

The singing here was beautiful. We
also had a district conference of Re-
lief Society on Molokai, under the

able leadership of Sister Bessie

Makikau. The members of the

Church are "Homesteaders" and
have huge tracts of pineapples. The
elders and the local brethren were
most cooperative. We held meetings

all day and far into the night with

these hospitable people.

More time was spent on the Island

of Maui, where Elders and Relief

Society members came from all the

branches, and where a district con-

ference was held. Sister Rose Kaaa
and her able assistants had prepared

an elaborate program, including a

sunrise service on Sunday morning.
This was held far up on a beautiful

mountain under the pepper tree

where President George 0. Cannon
spent a great deal of time while

translating the Book of Mormon in-

to the Hawaiian language. Probably

a hundred members attended this in-

spirational meeting, presided over

and conducted by the District Presi-

dent, Elder Cheever, assisted by five

fine elders. The morning was per-

fect—our Heavenly Father was
most gracious in giving us a rich out-

pouring of His Holy Spirit. It was
a sacred hour, never to be forgotten.

I wish there were time to tell you
of the kind friends who made our

visit a delight, but I could not men-
tion all of them, even in an hour's

time. I was on the islands only three

weeks, but I wanted to weep when
I left these friends, as I may never

see them again. Yesterday Brother

Nephi Morris said that when we
meet people who belong to the House
of Israel, there is a bond of friend-

ship at once. I compliment myself

when I feel that I am one with these

fine Hawaiian saints.

Schools on the islands are very

fine. Mr. Harry A. Franck, the

historian, claims the Public School

System to be the best in the United
States. There are many excellent

private schools. Outstanding among
these are the two schools for Ha-
waiian young people, one for boys

and one for girls, maintained by a

fund of many millions of dollars,

established by a princess many years

ago. Excellent courses in Home
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Economics and the care of babies

are featured in the school for girls.

Due to the civic minded women of

Hawaii, and their interest in the

beauty of their country, there are

no billboards on any of the islands,

but instead there are miles and miles

of flower-lined streets and highways.

I was especially fortunate in seeing

the night blooming cereus. Over a

rock wall, blocks and blocks in

length, were millions of these ex-

quisite blossoms. They bloom in all

their beauty only a few nights once

a year. Flowers in Hawaii certainly

bear out the saying that "the more
one gives the more he has." The
people are most generous in giving

flowers, and every bush and tree

seems to glory in producing more
blossoms.

I had the privilege of attending a

meeting with the Japanese Latter-

day Saints. President and Sister

Hilton A. Robertson live in Hono-
lulu, and preside over the Japanese

Mission. This was a real inspira-

tion. Possibly I have a bit of preju-

dice on account of wars that are be-

ing waged among some of the Na-
tions, so I was especially happy to

meet our Japanese members and par-

take of their spirit. One of the

members had joined the Church

while attending the Agricultural

College at Logan, Utah. In conver-

sation with him he said, "I joined

the Church thirty-eight years ago,

but I have been asleep for thirty-six

years. I can see now what I have

missed, what I would be now if I

had only lived the Gospel as I should

have done during these years."

I am wondering if some of us are

like this fine Japanese doctor, if we,

too, are not asleep. The Gospel of-

fers us such rich opportunities for

improvement of ourselves and for

service to others.

HpHOSE who saw the magnificent

pageant, which the Granite

Stake Relief Society presented in

this building last night, must feel the

responsibility of coming to earth

when the Gospel is restored in its

fulness. When throughout the cen-

turies we were eager to come to

earth, we were reserved until this fa-

vored time. When we think of the

fine women who have lived when
the Gospel was not on the earth,

women who had the blood of Israel

in their veins, but who were denied

the privilege which is ours today, I

am wondering if we appreciate our

blessings. When we sing or read

Parley P. Pratt's inspirational hymn,
"The morning breaks, the shadows'

flee, Lo Zion's standard is unfurled,"

we must feel the challenge that we,

the women of the Latter-day Saint

Church, have in upholding the

standard which is unfurled. Later,

in the same hymn, is the inspiring

line "Jehovah speaks, let earth give

ear." If we truly know that, if there

is in our hearts a burning testimony

that Jehovah has spoken in our dis-

pensation, is there anything in the

world that we can do that is of more
importance than to teach this truth

to our children, and help them to

know that the Gospel is true.

I pray that we will go to our homes
filled with the Spirit of the Lord,

with gratitude in our hearts, feeling

that there is no effort too great, there

is nothing that we can do that is too

much to prove to our Heavenly
Father our gratitude for His bless-

ings to us, I ask in the name of the

Lord, Jesus Christ. Amen.
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Lesson 5

Some Thoughts On Prayer and the Reign of Law
In the Master's Teaching

Helpful References

In the New Testament

:

Matthew 6:5-13; 17:14-21; 21:

13-22 ; 23 : 14 ; 26 :36-44 ; Luke 3

:

21-22; 5:33-35;6:12;9:18; 11:1-

13; 18:1-8.

In the Book of Mormon :

2 Nephi 32:8-9; Enos 1-18; Alma
10:22-23; 22:16; 33:2-11; 34:18-

29; 3 Nephi 12:44; 18:19-23; 19:

6-10, 22-35 ; 27 :l-2 ; Moroni 2-6.

In the Doctrine and Covenants:

10:5; 19:28; 20:33, 47; 25:12;

29:2; 65; 68:33; 84:61; 88:62-
' 65, 83; 98:1-2; 101:7; 109; 130:

20-21.

Talmage, Jesus the Christ :

pp. 237-242, 395, 434-36, 609-614.

Brown, Why I Believe in Religion :

Chapter IV.
Leighton, Religion and the Mind of
Today

:

Chapter XXVIII (Use discreet-

ly)

1. Christ Taught Men to Pray.—
The teachings of Christ breathe the

spirit of prayer. The example of

His own life shows how completely

He looked to a power higher than

Himself. If the Son of God had
recourse to prayer to help him fulfil

His mortal career, how much more
ought ordinary men to seek divine

aid. The Savior taught both by
precept and example the secret of

successful prayer. No true follower

of Christ can miss His express in-

junctions in reference to it.

2. Is Prayer Becoming a Lost
Art?—Many observers believe that

prayer is rapidly becoming a lost

art. If it is, we ought, as a Church,
to guard ourselves from losing one

of the most important aids to the

spiritual life. It may not be amiss
at this point to note the observation

of an American scholar who is par-

ticularly interested in the trend of

religious beliefs among the scientists

of our country. He says, "In the

absence of belief in a God who hears

and sympathizes with man, and who,
under certain conditions, answers his

prayers, traditional worship could

not go on. It appeared to me, there-

fore, of the greatest interest to secure

definite information regarding the

prevalence of that belief among sci-

entists and students." His study

ranges over a period of twenty years.

The conclusion he finally comes to as

a result of careful observation is as

follows : "Nothing in contemporary
anti-materialistic science counte-

nances belief in the God of the re-

ligions—a God, who, on request,

calms the raging seas, cures the sick,

transforms depression into elation,

delivers from temptation, and ac-

cepts thanks and praises for his

merciful deeds." We can be thank-

ful that the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints is still "tradi-

tional" so far as belief in the efficacy

of true prayer and worship is con-

cerned. Let us hope that prayer

does not become a lost art to Latter-

day Saints

!

3. Some Reasons for Neglect of
Prayer.—For centuries before the

Reformation, organized religion had
held back or positively thwarted the

efforts of men to get at the truth

in the physical world, indeed in most
realms of legitimate research. Since

that time the attainment by men of

greater freedom to think and to in-
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vestigate has produced a revolution

in our world. This is especially true

of the work of the past one hundred
years. The tremendous increase in

the influence of science and its meth-

ods has led many to the belief that

science, not religion, will be the

means of saving the world from its

evils and produce a positive era of

righteousness. The use of the sci-

entific method has produced such a

change in our physical environment
and in our thinking that it is quite

natural for many to believe that man
is quite sufficient in himself, that the

universe is held in the grip of cold

hard forces any amount of yearning

and petition cannot change—in ef-

fect, that prayer and worship have
little or no potency in such a universe.

Not all scientists by any means be-

lieve in such doctrine. But enough
do believe in it to cause widespread
doubt in the traditional efficacy of

prayer and worship.

4. The Church Teaches the Ne-
cessity of Prayer.—The Church in

this dispensation reaffirms the teach-

ings of the Christ on prayer as given

in the New Testament. In fact the

risen, resurrected Lord Himself is

the author of the revelations to the

Prophet Joseph Smith, in which
prayer is mentioned. Thus the Lord
says, "Listen to the voice of Jesus
Christ, your Redeemer, the Great
I Am, whose arm of mercy hath

atoned for your sins who will gather

his people even as a hen gathereth

her chickens under her wings, even
as many as will hearken to my voice

and humble themselves before me,
and call upon me in mighty prayer."

(Doctrine and Covenants 29:1-2)

It is instructive to consult the Index
and Concordance in the current edi-

tion of the Doctrine and Covenants
on Pray, Prayer, Prayers, and to

note the number and variety of ref-

erences. No true Latter-day Saint

can afford to neglect prayer in the

light of modern revelation. "All

victory and glory is brought to pass

unto you through your diligence,

faithfulness, and prayers of faith."

(Doctrine and Covenants 103 :36)

5. God Answers Prayers In Ac-
cordance With Law.—Men see clear-

ly enough the reign of law in the

physical world, but ofttimes they

lack sufficient insight in matters spir-

itual. If the latter were acquired,

men would see that Law and order
prevail as rigidly in that realm as

in the world of matter. It need
not be supposed that if God an-

swered prayers there would neces-

sarily exist confusion and contra-

diction in the world of nature. The
Savior said to the Nephites during
His glorious ministry among them,
"Therefore ye must always pray un-
to the Father in my name : and what-
soever ye shall ask the Father in my
name, which is right, believing that

ye shall receive, behold it shall be
given unto you." (3 Nephi 20:19-

20) "Which is right, believing that

ye shall receive" is the key to the

matter ; that is the law in the spiritual

realm. Prayer and faith are essen-

tially interdependent, and law con-

tinually reigns in the realm of the

spiritual. Note in the following the

law concerning faith. "And now as

I said concerning faith—faith is not

to have a perfect knowledge of

things ; therefore if ye have faith

ye have hope for things which are

not seen, which are true." (Alma
32 :21 ; italics ours) The Lord taught

the Prophet Joseph Smith the reign

of law (and it applies to prayer)

when he revealed unto him, "There
is a law, irrevocably decreed in heav-

en before the foundations of this

world, upon which all blessings are

predicated—and when we obtain any
blessing from God, it is by obedi-

ence to that law upon which it is

predicated." (Doctrine and Cove-
nants 130:20-21) The laws of the
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physical world go hand in hand with

those of the spiritual world. In the

eyes of God the temporal and spir-

itual are not compartmentalized. Too
often we poor mortals partially learn

the law pertaining to the physical

realm and then make the mistake of

drawing sweeping conclusions about

the spiritual realm.

6. Christ Taught His Disciples the

Law Pertaining to Prayer.—Christ

taught that prayer ought to be of-

fered with real intent and not with

a hypocritical spirit. It was to be

done simply and not with ostenta-

tion. The simplicity of the Lord's

prayer is remarkable. Prayer to be

effective must often be persevered

in. The remarkable parables of the

Importunate Friend (Luke 11 :5-10)

and the unjust Judge (Luke 18:1-8)

drive home this very point. "And
I say unto you, Ask, and it shall

be given you ; seek, and ye shall

find; knock, and it shall be opened
unto you." Also, "If ye then, being

evil, know how to give good gifts

unto your children : how much more
shall your heavenly Father give the

Holy Spirit to them that ask him?"
(See Luke 11:9, 13) The disciples

of Christ knew definitely that their

prayers would be answered if they

obeyed His instructions.

"If any of you lack wisdom, let

him ask of God, that giveth to all

men liberally, and upbraideth not;

and it shall be given him. But let

him ask in faith, nothing wavering."

(James 1 :5-6)

Questions

1. Do you believe that God in re-

sponse to earnest prayer may change
the usual order of nature and send
rain, good weather, or good crops?

Attempt to give an answer that

would satisfy a reasonable thinking

person.

2. How may God answer our
prayers by not giving us what we
ask for?

3. How would you answer the

argument that God rules over too

vast a universe to be able to pay
attention to the prayers of insignifi-

cant creatures like ourselves?

4. What interesting lessons about

prayer can you learn from Enos 1-18

in the Book of Mormon?

Problems

Treat only those that time and cir-

cumstances will permit.

1. By reference to the scriptures

list the main requirements for an

answer to prayer. Do you believe

these are as binding as any of the

ordinary laws of nature ?

2. Show by reference to incidents

in the life of Joseph Smith that he

had to obey law in the spiritual realm

before he obtained blessings.

Teacher's Topic
Lesson 5 '

The Reasonableness of Jesus

"To be a Christian is to admire

Jesus so sincerely and so fervently

that the whole life goes out to him
in a desire to be like him."

"Reason is the guiding and di-

recting faculty which enables us to

increase the richness and value of

life."

A/TILLIONS of people on earth

are engaged in the quest for

personal happiness. But the human
family is prone to err, constantly

doing things which retard it in reach-

ing its goal. Things which, upon
analysis, prove neither reasonable

nor satisfying. Reasonableness, lev-
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el-headedness, common sense is com-
paratively rare. Yet this ele-

ment of character is fundamen-
tal and of intrinsic worth. Who
is not greatly complimented when
called a person of common sense!

"We call it common sense, not be-

cause it is prevalent, but because it is

a combination of the qualities and
forces which, scattered among many
individuals, may be said to belong

to the common race of men." The
individual who evidences this trait

is the one whose life has richness

and value.

Jesus' life was the epitome of

common sense. His attitude toward
life was reasonable. The tragedy
of the world to him was that men
failed to live that they "might have
joy." He said, "I am come that

they might have life and that they

might have it more abundantly."

Jesus reasoned with men in regard

to the right way of living. He ex-

horted the people at Csesarea Philip-

pi, "What shall it profit a man if he
gain the whole world and lose his

own soul."

"Every sentence of the Sermon
on the Mount is a pearl and every
paragraph is the classical expression
of unadulterated common sense."

The reasonableness of Jesus is evi-

denced in all his teachings. The Jews
had great reverence for the Sab-
bath and the rules for'its observance
were so numerous that it had degen-
erated almost into slavery. The
view of Christ on Sabbath observ-

ance was reasonable
—"The Sabbath

was made for man and not man for

the Sabbath." "Is it lawful to do
good on the Sabbath days or to do
evil? to save life, or to kill?" Thus
he reasoned with the Jews.

Consider how he breaks down the

objections of foolish men to prayer.

"What man is there of you who if

his son shall ask him for a loaf will

give him a stone ? If ye then being

evil know how to give good gifts to

your children, how much more shall

your Father which is in heaven give

good things to them that ask him."

The life and character of the

Savior is the standard by which to

gauge the lives and characters of all

men—In achieving true happiness

the exercise of common sense is es-

sential.—Individuals must be ration-

al beings, thinking clearly, judging

wisely; evaluating all things in the

light of the ultimate best good. The
right concept of each situation, per-

son, thing, event, value and relation

is imperative. The responses made
must be such as to promote well

being.

Common sense enables men to

face life squarely, taking stock of

and utilizing their actual and poten-

tial abilities. Reason dictates that

we must free ourselves from worry,

guard against mental depressions,

letting faith and courage replace

fear, doing always those things

which our own highest interests and

those of others require we should do.

Then be content and confide in Him
who knows why the worlds revolve.

References : Jefferson

—

Character

Of Jesus. John 10 : 10 ; Mark 8 :36

;

Matt. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 ; Mark 2

:

27 and 3 :4.

Questions

1. What constitutes a common
sense attitude toward life?

2. Analyze the Sermon on the

Mount and explain whv it may be

called, "the classical expression of

common sense."

3. Give illustrations other than

those given in the lesson of the rea-

sonableness of Jesus.

4. What constitutes common
sense with regard to worry ; toward

living standards ; education ; reli-

gion?
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Literature

Lesson 5

Log Cabin Lady

TT isn't done in England."

That statement or one like it was
a constant reminder to Mary, "the

log cabin lady," that her social edu-
cation had been sadly neglected. You
will remember that she had engaged
a Scotch lady of aristocratic birth

to act as tutor for her. This ar-

rangement, however, lasted but "one
terrible week." The Scotch lady

was, perhaps, just a bit too insistent

upon what "is done in England."
Mary, as we have called the au-

thor of "Log Cabin Lady," pictures

the break with the Scotch Tutor ra-

ther well, and at the same time, gives

the reader a glimpse into her own
American heart. In the presence of

her husband and two important vis-

itors, Mary had spoken to her chef

waiter and had given him presents

for the children. "When we were
alone," she wrote, "the Scotch lady

turned to me. 'In England,' she

said, 'ladies never converse with their

servants, particularly in the presence

of guests.'

"Then she sealed her doom. 'La-

dies never make gifts to their ser-

vants,' she added. 'Their secretaries,

housekeepers, or companions dis-

burse their bounty.'

"I remembered the old U. S. A.
An American chef waiter might hope
to be the father of a President. . .

"I would learn table manners from
an English lady of aristocratic birth

and social experience ; but when it

came to the human act of a little gift

to a faithful servant, I declared my
American independence.

"I was homesick for Wisconsin,

homesick for real and simple people.

I wanted to go home

!

"That night Tom and I had our
first real quarrel, and it was over

my dismissal of the Scotch lady of

aristocratic birth."

Mary felt friendless and lonely in

England chiefly because she did not

know how to get along well with

people. She was self-conscious and
diffident. She had dreamed much
of England and its famous places

and people, but she found herself

unhappy among the shrines of her

dreams.

A week-end in the country where
Mary evidently thought she would
find rural life such as she had known
in Wisconsin and where, instead, she

met dignity and form, added to her

troubles. Unused to English coun-

try ways she had taken only bare

necessities with herself and husband
for the stay. Upon her return to

London, however, Tom insisted that

she get another companion. This

time she was more fortunate and
got not only a lady of splendid breed-

ing and standing, but a friendly com-
panion as well. Her name was the

Honorable Evelyn, "but we quickly

got down to Mary and Eve," Mary
declared.

With this lady as her companion,
Mary went to France with her hus-

band where the free and easy

manners of the French aided in re-

storing her poise. Eve proved to be

a priceless asset and the two women
became warm friends instead of tu-

tor or companion, pupil or mis-

tress.

In writing of her French experi-

ence, Mary says : "There is some-
thing in being born on a silken

couch. Nothing surprises you. You
are at ease anywhere in the world.

Eve fitted into Paris as naturally as

in her native London. I began to

feel at home there myself. . . .
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"My new friends in Paris dis-

covered my happy secret," wrote

Mary. (She was to become a moth-
er.) "It was my all-absorbing

thought and I was delighted to be

able to discuss it frankly. Mother-
hood is the great and natural event

in the life of a woman in France,

and no one makes a secret of it. I

was very happy in Paris. And then

—Tom had to go to Vienna."

In Vienna Mary found form and
ritual and dress even more rigid

than in England. The acts of im-

portant people were governed entire-

ly by the clock. She, having a mind
of her own, rebelled and made Tom
do the social honors while she and
Eve enjoyed the museums. She was
not sad when after a short time Tom
was called back to England.

Upon her return to England Mary
made her last "bad break." Upon
being told by Mr. Gladstone that

she looked tired and needed to go
to Harwarden Castle for a rest, she

replied: ".
. . It isn't that—I'm not

tired. It is such a happy reason
!"

"I felt Eve gasp. Mr. Gladstone

opened his kind eyes very wide and
his heavy chin settled down in his

collar.

"It was the last bad break I made,"

she said. "But it was a blessing to

me, for it robbed all social forms of

terror. For the first time, I realized

that custom is merely a matter of

geography. One takes off one's shoes

to enter the presence of the ruler

of Persia. One wears a black tie

until eleven o'clock in Vienna—or

doesn't. One uses fish knives in

England until he dines with royalty

—then one must manage with a fork

and piece of bread. One dresses for

dinner always, and waits for the

hostess to say it is time, and speaks

only to one's neighbor at table. In

France one's guest speaks to any or

all of the others ; all one's friends

extend congratulations if a baby is

coming ; one shares all his joys with

friends. But in England nobody
must know, and everybody must be

surprised. No one ever speaks of

himself in England. . . .

"With the aid of Eve I made a

thorough study of the geography of

social customs. ..." The remainder

of the page, at least, should be read

in class, for it not only gives a state-

ment of the understanding of this

girl who had suffered with a "social

custom inferiority complex" but also

of an easy way to become at home
among all people.

"Fear is the destroyer of peace,"

Mary continued in chapter six. "I

knew no peace until I learned not

to be afraid of conventions. The
three most wretched years of my life

might easily have been avoided by a

little training at home or at school."

After their baby was born Mary
and Tom made a hurried trip to the

United States. While they were
over here, Tom sent for Mary's
mother and the twins. ".

. . . And
they arrived at the Waldorf Hotel,

where we were staying. Dear, sim-

ple mother, in her terrible clothes,

and the twins got up with more
thought of economy than beauty

!"

Mary shopped with the twins, but

was surprised to find that her mother
liked best to remain at home with

the baby. "With all the children she

had brought into the world one might

think she had seen enough of babies.

But she adored my little son. How
near she seemed to me then ! How
hungry I had been for her without

realizing it ! I felt that she loved my
baby boy as she had never loved me
or any of her own children." The
remainder of page 72 as well as

pages 73 and 74 might well be read.

It is touching in its beauty.

A little later the trio—Tom, Mary
and the baby—returned to Europe
where life was still somewhat bitter

for the lady who, on account of the
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vacancies left in her education, was
unable to adjust. Mary lays her

finger on her trouble in the following

words : "A hard and bare youth had
made me supersensitive and suspi-

cious and narrow. I wanted to

measure people by the standards of

my own primitive years. I resented

good manners because I believed

they were a cloak of hypocrisy."

While they were still in England,

the baby died. Tom asked for a
1

leave and the couple went back to

Wisconsin to visit Mary's folks. It

was then she discovered that Tom
was genuine through and through

despite the fact that he had good
manners. He was perfectly at home
on the farm and among the farmers

with whom he associated. "Tom was
natural," says she in describing that

visit. "It was just a part of him to

be kindly and gracious to every-

body."

Tom and Mary, now a bit older,

returned to England and Europe
where they lived many years, Mary
knowing at last how to conduct her-

self upon every occasion. Then
came the World War. She includes

here a few interesting pages dealing

with the young ladies, especially, who
went from America to perform their

parts heroically, but—to break many,
many social customs. Mary lived

to see the signing of the Armistice

when in the emotional upheaval of

that day all men became suddenly

equal and social customs and empty
form for a while, at least, were for-

gotten.

"Then I came home and went to

Newport."
In her final chapter, Mary, after

relating a beautiful story of barriers

swept away in England, tells of their

erection by the newly rich in Ameri-

ca—at Newport. There she saw
people aping the ways of European
aristocrats.

"The Far West still keeps the

American inheritance of open-heart-

ed hospitality and its provincial-

ism. The West inherited some of

the finest virtues of our country, and
if it is not bitten by Back Bay, Phila-

delphia, Virginia, or Charleston, it

will grow up into its mother's finest

child," Mary concludes.

"President Harding has said that

he hopes more and more people will

learn to pray in a closet alone with

God. There are many people like

that in our Middle West.

"I say this because I hope it will

help other American women who
love their country to fight for hon-

esty and purpose in our national life,

and for tolerance and respect for

the simple things in our private

lives."

That concludes the picture of this

American woman as she has given

it to us in this brief book. Has she

succeeded well in presenting herself

to her readers ? Has she had a worth-

while message and has she stated

it adequately in this little book ?

Questions and Problems for Study

1. What sort of person is Mary
as you get her picture from this

book? Was the fault of not being

able to get along better all with her ?

Where do you place some of the

blame ; where did she ?

2. In what way is custom—social

usage—a matter of geography? Il-

lustrate by means of examples from
your own lives. In what way did

the discovery that custom is geo-

graphical help Mary to adjust?

3. Discuss
—"Fear is the destroy-

er of peace." Relate the discussion,

of course, to the book and to social

usage.

4. In what way did the World
War and the Armistice affect the

social customs of all nations? Re-

late instances if you can.
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5. What was so disconcerting to

Mary about going to Newport upon
her return from Europe?

6. Evaluate this book as autobi-

ography,

ings'

What are its shortcom-

? In what particulars is it

strong ? Would you grade it as good
literature ? Why ?

Social Service

Lesson 5

The Promotion of Peace

Text : Civic Sociology, by Edward
A. Ross, Chapter 25.

'"PHE great mass of public opinion

is overwhelmingly for peace

—

the prevalence of war and threats

of war throughout the world not-

withstanding. But one cannot have
peace without consciously striving

for it. It begins in the home. To
live at peace within the family and
with one's neighbors is the nearest

approach to world peace. Such an
ideal can be made to induce harmony
among larger social and political

units by inculcating a peaceful atti-

tude to the extent that even war is

impossible.

The citizen's individual responsi-

bility to maintain peace in his private

relations is of no less importance
than that of national leaders to strive

for world peace. While the scope

of the problem is as wide as the

world itself it is also no broader than

the fireside and one's immediate re-

lations. There is a definite rela-

tionship between the condition of

peace at home and the movement for

international peace which seeks to

replace the spirit of conflict through-

out the world with organized discus-

sion and arbitration as a means of

settling misunderstandings and dif-

ficulties. But whether the problem
be viewed in the largeness of its in-

ternational aspect, or from an indi-

vidual and local point of view, the

same basic principles underly the

situation. Only by understanding

these underlying concepts which are

at the root of difficulties and by
striving to eradicate them can peace

be achieved.

This lesson will aim to promote
the cause of peace in the following

ways

:

First, by pointing out the basic

causes for conflict between individ-

uals, and by showing the relation-

ship of such conflict to larger dis-

putes.

Second, through the encourage-

ment of a personal attitude which
is sympathetic toward peace move-
ments.

To promote peace we should first

understand some of the important

causes for conflict. They are lack

of consideration for others, inhuman
attitudes, pride in possession, greed

and avarice, and the desire for

wealth and power. Such causes un-
derly small conflicts and extend to

large. In their most hideous aspect

they take the form of war. Though
infinitely more complex when dis-

pute shows itself outside the home,
all forms of conflict may be settled

by the same remedy—a peaceful at-

titude and a willingness to resort to

arbitration.

The problem of peace, as in all

human relations, is one of adjust-

ment to opposing points of view
and interests in clash.
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But conflict is world-wide. It

commences in the home and spreads

through an ever-widening circle. On
the same assumption peace must also

originate in the home. Its simplest

form is domestic and regional ; its

highest is international. It can be-

come so all-inclusive as to enjoin

the whole world—but not without
conscious education for adjustment.

For instance, though national poli-

cies determine war, in a democracy
national policies are determined by
individuals. If the ideal of peace is

born within the home and multiplies

until that ideal exists within the ma-
jority of homes, resistance to war
eventually can become a more pow-
erful factor in the national fabric

than either the desire or seeming
necessity for war.

And why should it not be?
Though rulers make war, its price

is paid by the masses. Though some
classes profit from speculation, and
some from the manufacture of mu-
nitions, whose home does not suffer

when a nation takes up arms?
Though some nations come out the

victor in conflict, does not that na-

tion's loss override its victory in

bloodshed, suffering, and privation,

both economically and culturally?

Although there have been times
when it has seemed more honorable
for a country to enter a war than
to remain neutral, if all nations

could incorporate peace into their

national ideologies there would be
no war, and no nation would be
called upon for even that kind of

military participation.

The Prophet Isaiah foretold a day
when universal peace should reign

upon the earth preparatory to the

second coming of Christ, the Prince

of Peace, who, it is believed, will

some day rule personally upon the

earth. Isaiah said: "And he shall

judge among nations, and shall re-

buke many people: and they shall

beat their swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruning-hooks

:

nation shall not lift up sword against

nation. Neither shall they learn war
any more." (Isaiah 2:4)

The Scriptures are also witness
to the fact that other prophets have
looked into the future to see the time
when humanity will live together in

harmony.

Although world affairs at the pres-

ent time seem dark and threatening,

the beginning efforts toward a peace-

ful solution of international diffi-

culties have not been without suc-

cess. There have been many chan-

nels in which man has turned his

energy in the right direction. Since

the World War diplomatic organs

have been created to make it possible

for nations to settle their quarrels.

Repeated attempts toward the re-

duction of armaments have been

made in order to lessen one of the

greatest causes of war—suspicion

between nations. In 1918 the League
of Nations was established. While
subject to much criticism and per-

haps imperfect in many ways, the

actual establishment of the League
was in itself a tremendous step to-

ward world peace. During its his-

tory of approximately fifteen years

it has successfully adjusted many
quarrels between nations whose dif-

ferences of opinion were very bitter.

If it never did anything more than

to provide a place where representa-

tives of all nations could gather and
become better acquainted to talk over

common problems it still would be

worth while. The fact that several

important nations did not officially

join the body in no way invalidates

the principles capable of fostering

world peace.

Subsequent to the forming of the

League of Nations some seven dis-

tinct attempts have been made to
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unite the principal nations under
agreements which would facilitate

the adjusting of misunderstandings,

suspicions, and difficulties. No sin-

gle effort has been entirely success-

ful, yet some good has resulted from
each, although failure has attended

many of the major objectives. Trea-
ties have been formed which sol-

emnly bind the signatories to adjust

their difficulties without war. Al-

though violation of some of these

treaties will undoubtedly occur from
time to time, if knowledge of them
is taught at home and their import-

ance to peace is stressed, the ultimate

effect of such an attitude is bound
eventually to bear its influence upon
society.

Progress in this direction is al-

ready noticeable. Although anger
and avarice may still overcome the

desire for peace and nations are still

at war, time was when practically all

difficulties caused them to take up
arms against each other.

These attempted solutions of large

troubles are the result of individual

ideals which have been intelligently

pooled to direct world thought. Some
one's fireside was the birthplace of
one great thought in this direction,

and some one's else of another.

There are homes which give rise to

the vision of peace. When they be-

come the majority, and rulers be-
come subservient to majorities peace
will exist. It is a matter of adjust-
ing to changing ideals and a world
in flux.

The necessity to conform to new
conditions is always present. Since

peace from any aspect cannot come
about without consideration, settle-

ment, or arbitration, an open mind
to change is ever needful.

The present widespread conflicts

between workers and employers are

examples which call for adjustments

to economic changes. Such conflicts

often result in strikes which are

devastating not only to the members
of both sides of the controversies,

but to the nation as a whole, and
even to foreign countries.

For example, when the longshore-

men on the Pacific Coast refused

to work, cargoes were returned to

the source of supply, domestic and
foreign. It seems a far cry from an
Oriental field worker who assists

in the raising of bulbs to a laborer

in the greenhouse half way around
the world. But the babies of each
have known want when longshore-

men strike and refuse to do their

part in the chain of connecting cir-

cumstances. The pocketbooks of the

interested owners in both hemi-
spheres become thinner; taxes may
go unpaid, and communities con-

sequently suffer. The ramifications

of dispute reach far beyond the

sight and sound of their origin.

The promotion of mutual interest

between different nationalities with-

in a country is another matter of

adjustment. Unlike races must
achieve likeness in a common patri-

otic ideal which embraces the general

welfare. Such need calls for large

adjustment.

But it should also be understood

that patriotism does not mean the

condemnation of other peoples and
nationalities whose ideas may be at

variance with a country's own. Nor
should the idea of racial superiority

continue to exist. Each race must
be allowed the right to work out its

own destiny. These problems do
indeed require orientation of indi-

vidual thought and arbitration for

the settlement of both national and
international problems.

Within a nation changes in in-

dustry, government, and education

are constantly arising. But the rate

at which such institutions develop

varies greatly. Hence there is gen-
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erally considerable lag between the

latest developments and a large body
of people. Such lag calls for ad-
justment in order to prevent conflict.

In regard to all of these condi-
tions, the problem of peace is defi-

nitely interwoven. They constitute

questions which can be settled either

peacefully or explosively. Much de-
pends upon the attitude which has
been encouraged at home and in

early life.

What can we as individuals do to

help bring about an attitude of ad-
justment which would lead to peace ?

Live to uphold the ideal of world
peace. Let spirituality prevail in

the home. Foster those concepts
which are opposed to war and con-
flict. Cultivate those where order
and the common welfare are con-
sidered. Educate children to seek
values outside the chaotic, pleasure-
mad impulses of the day that the
flame of brotherly love which should
burn in everyone's heart may not
be obscured.

Religion teaches the brotherhood
of man. There are peace organiza-

tions throughout the world which
try to live up to that ideal. It is

significant to note that the National

Woman's Relief Society has played

a prominent part in the activities

of such organizations. The Latter-

day Saint Church teaches not only

the brotherhood of man, but the

Fatherhood of God through the fam-
ily relationship and its consequent

responsibilities. Its auxiliary organ-

izations supply constructive activities

that lead to positive influences in the

lives of its members. Wholesome
influences of this kind should do
much to bring about a greater state

of happiness among all classes. A
cheerful aspect toward life makes
adjustment to difficulties easier. Dis-
content in regard to one's lot in life

lessens with education for peace.

Although obstacles develop fortitude

and progress is often founded on
difficulties, conflict which results in

hatred and destructive tendencies is

negative to the welfare of man.
Wholesome ideals which lead to

peace cannot fail to make adjustment
easier.

Why should we as a people who
have dreamed our dreams and have
made infinite progress in many ways
not envision a condition of world

peace? We who believe in a cycle

of life which reaches from life un-

seen to life unseen can surely be-

lieve in the effectiveness of an ideal

which is concerned with earthly wel-

fare. It cannot be beyond human
hope. In our philosophy each indi-

vidual life is precious. Let us strive

to create conditions of peace that all

life may be lived to advantage along

the road of positive accomplishment.

With the help of the Lord such an
ideal, emanating from the soul of

man, must be possible of fulfillment.

Activities

1. Each community has its own
peculiar problems which are a source

of friction to many of its members.
Explain how these difficulties may
be settled satisfactorily to all.

2. The border line between the

United States and Canada has never

been fortified. Discuss the effect

of the lack of fortifications upon the

peaceful relations of the two coun-

tries.

<3~--S$--~c)
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Literature for Missions

TYPICAL WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
Lesson 5

MARGARET STALLE BARKER
Born in Italy

HPHE subject of this sketch was
1

born October 20, 1850, at Pra-
rustin, a village in one of the valleys

of the Piedmont, northern Italy. Her
parents, Jean Pierre and Marie
Gaudin Stalle, were of French de-

scent and belonged to a Protestant

group, known as Vandois or Wald-
ensees. This group had suffered

much severe persecution during sev-

eral generations in spite of which it

still clung to the faith of the fathers.

It was a group therefore that was
characterized by strong religious

convictions, for which many thou-

sands of them had fought and died

during previous generations. The
story of their persecutions is one of

the saddest of all the sad, inhuman
persecutions that blacken the pages
of civilization in Europe during the

Reformation.

The Stalles were small farmers
who were able to live only by dint

of hard work and the strictest econ-
omy. Of course, they lived simply
as did most of their neighbors.

Among these people there went a
few missionaries of the Church who
first began their labors in 1850, un-
der the direction of Apostle Lorenzo
Snow, who became the fifth Presi-
dent of the Church in 1898.

The missionaries met with great

success. Thirty families from this

small group joined the Church. They
were opposed and persecuted. Their
persecutors, descendants of cruelly

persecuted people, had not learned

how to be tolerant to other religions.

But among the few converts of the

elders were Pierre Stalle and family,

baptized about 1853.

In November, 1855, responding to

an invitation by Mission President

Franklin D. Richards to emigrate
to Zion, the family soon started for

Liverpool, leaving unsold their little

home and farm. On December 12,

the Stalle family, father, mother and
four children, the youngest of whom
was Margaret, 5 years old, sailed

from Liverpool with nearly 500
other Saints, 437 of whom were
from Denmark, Norway and Swe-
den, 42 from Great Britain, besides

a few others from Piedmont. The
passage across the Atlantic to New
York required 66 days, in decided
contrast to the 4y2 to 8 days required

in these times. The difference in

ship accommodations between then
and now is probably as great as the

difference in time. The accommo-
dations given to emigrants in those

days were extremely meagre.

Reaching New York the family

went to St. Louis by train, then

made its way to Florence, Nebraska,

where in June, 1856, it joined the

first hand-cart companies bound for

Salt Lake City. Before this the

usual method of emigrant crossing

of the plains was by oxteams. This

way was slow. Further, the strong

and able-bodied folk walked beside

their slow-moving wagons. Hence
the idea of hand-cart companies was
soon suggested. Furthermore, hand-

carts were much cheaper than wag-
ons and oxen. Cheapness would
greatly aid the poor emigrants.

The first hand-cart companies ever

to cross the plains to Salt Lake City

left Iowa City June 9, 1856. The
distance was 1,300 miles. There
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were no real roads—only trails, and
these were usually rough. The plains

were dry and hot. In many places

water and fuel were scarce. Even
food was never any too plentiful,

often short. The carts had to be
lightly loaded, for they were to be
pulled and pushed by the foot-sore

pedestrians ; all who were able toiled

at the carts. Is it any wonder that

many were overtaxed and died on
the way, due to exposure, lack of

enough suitable food and other hard-
ships? Of course, the emigrants
could carry in their carts no furni-

ture or heavy belongings, only a

scanty supply of clothes, food and
bedding.

If they had more than these, they

were asked to leave them behind.

Such clothing as the Stalle family

had not left at Florence had to be
worn constantly in all kinds of

weather and to sleep in at night and
was of little value on reaching Salt

Lake City. At times they found
water scarce and had to dip it out
of buffalo tracks after a rain storm.

At other times unusually long
marches were made to reach wood
and water. When there was no ex-
pectation of finding wood, a sack

was hung on the back of the hand-
cart to carry dry buffalo chips, picked

up on the way.

You ask, "How could they think

of starting off on their long, difficult

trek so poorly equipped?" It was
their undaunted faith in a living

God that made them confident that

all would be well. In this connec-

tion read the immortal hymn "Come,
Come Ye Saints," written especially

for the emigrants crossing the plains.

Notice the fourth Verse: "And
should we die before our journey's

through, Happy day! All is well!"

No, they were not afraid of hard-

ships, not even death itself. Liberty

and freedom to worship God in

peace were worth any sacrifice, even

life itself. But mortal life is but
an instant. A happy, everlasting

life beyond the grave and a glorious

resurrection were the important
things.

Soon after beginning the trek

Margaret's father became ill and
later died on the way. Her mother
was still weak from the long sick-

ness suffered on the trip across the

Atlantic. So the family hand-cart

had to be pushed by her sister, 19

years old, and her sixteen-year-old

brother, Margaret herself being only

5 ; while old enough to walk all the

way was not strong enough to toil

at the cart.

The body of her father was
wrapped in a sheet and placed in a

wayside grave between two layers

of sagebrush and covered with earth.

On the day of his death, he told his

family that he could not go on but

that they would reach the Valley

(Salt Lake) in safety and would
never want for bread. This was
a remarkable prophecy. A penniless

widow and four children, none of

whom at the time could speak Eng-
lish, were on the way to a poverty-

stricken country. Yet the dying fa-

ther told them they should never

suffer for the need of bread. And
they never did.

The companies arrived in Salt

Lake City, September 26, 1856, hav-

ing been more than three months
on their weary trek. The problem
for the widow and her four children

was at the moment very difficult,

aggravated by the language handi-

cap. But the courageous woman was
undaunted. The older girls found
homes in which to work, and the

mother, son and Margaret went to

Ogden to live near other friends.

There the mother and her son made
a dug-out, one room in the side of

a hill, to live in.

Years after, Margaret wrote:

"The roof of the dug-out was made
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of willows, covered with bulrushes

and then dirt. The dirt floor was
covered every Saturday with fresh

straw when we could get it. We had
no furniture, but for a bed and a
seat forked sticks were put in the

wall and in the dirt floor, and rushes

were woven in between and covered
with straw. In place of glass for

a window, a piece of cloth was used.

For bread the family gleaned in the

fields and gathered enough wheat
for their winter's supply. Mother
knew how to spin and weave in the

old country. I gathered sun-flowers

for candles and burned them one
at a time, holding them up in my
hand so mother could see to spin at

night. She worked out during the

day as much as she could."

The family lived in the one-room
dug-out for about 18 months, and
then in the early Summer of 1858
joined in the general move of the

Saints "to the South," due to the

coming of Johnston's Army. Re-
turning to Ogden later in the year
after the troubles due to President
Buchanan's blunder had been ad-
justed, the family continued to live

there a year or two, maintaining
itself the best it could. Then the

mother moved to Logan taking her
son and Margaret with her.

But later the girl returned to Og-
den and lived with her married sis-

ter, Mary. Four years later, No-
vember, 1867, she married Henry
Barker. He was an industrious,

thrifty farmer. Their new home
was in North Ogden, a suburb of

Ogden. The house to which Brother

Barker took his bride was a one-

room log hut with a dirt roof. A
year later he built a better house
with a shingled roof. Next he built

a two-story brick house which was
the home of the Barker family until

after the father's death in 1918, and
that of their married daughter Ann

in 1920. Sister Barker then moved
to the home of her daughter Lily

in Ogden, where she still lives, Feb-
ruary, 1937.

Sister Barker is the mother of ten

children—6 boys and 4 girls, 6 now
living. Three (2 boys and a girl)

died when children, and the fourth

died after being married. The four
grown sons all filled missions, their

fields being Australia, England,
Switzerland and the United States.

For several months three sons were
on their missions at the same time,

the family maintaining them with
difficulty. Five grandsons have also

been missionaries.

"Part of Henry Barker's success
was due to his wife. She took the

best care of the family. Food was
wholesome and abundant and cloth-

ing suited to the season and kept in

good repair was provided. At the
same time nothing was wasted, and
everything used to best advantage.
She worked hard and long every
dav."

Still, she gave her children a de-

sire to learn which in herself she

had never been able to satisfy, never
having had the opportunity of going
to school. But before her first child

was born, she decided that her chil-

dren should have an education. She
learned to read and write so she

could teach them to do the same.
This she did at home before they

were old enough to go out to school.

She was influential in keeping them
at school as long as they cared to go.

Two of her sons are prominent edu-

cators, one of them having spent

years in study in Europe and is an
able scholar, well known on two con-

tinents.

Sister Barker is a small woman,
weighing only about 100 pounds. But
she has always been wiry, energetic,

quick to make decisions, and a good
disciplinarian. However, she never
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scolded or whipped her children. To
her such treatment is barbaric. She

would watch for the opportune time

and correct them in love and kind-

ness.

She could not tolerate loafing,

fault-finding, and gossiping. She
provided her children with books to

read during leisure hours and en-

couraged them to bring their friends

home for play. "Study, work, play

—but no loafing," was one of her

sayings. The Barkers had an or-

chard. When fruit was scarce and

prices high, she never refused the

children and their playmates all the

fruit they could eat. However, she

would say, "Eat all you want, but

do not waste."

All through her life she has had

the fine idea of thrift which she in-

herited from her European home.

Soon after marriage her husband

bought 12 matches for one dollar.

She made these last more than a

year. Matches being so scarce and

expensive most people started their

fires with flint and tinder. She

would go in the orchard, even after

the family was well-to-do, and

gather fruit which had fallen to the

ground, and dry it. But perhaps

on that very day she had sent a son

hundreds of dollars for a trip

thought to be necessary for his edu-

cation. How thrifty—how self-sac-

rificing !

For thirty years the Barkers gave

substantial sums to missionaries

leaving the Ward to help them to

their fields of labor. To Sister

Barker the Gospel "meant every-

thing" and no sacrifice for it was
too great. "What is worth doing

at all is worth doing well" was an-

other favorite saying of hers. She

applied this to her religion. Further-

more, "What is done should be done

promptly," she taught.

Though quick to make decisions,

Sister Barker is a woman of good

judgment. When a decision was
made, it meant action at once. With
her "to believe was to do." Entirely

unselfish she has always lived and
worked for others—her family,

friends and all in need. Therein

she has always found her happiness.

She made a happy home for which
she will always be remembered. She
is greatly loved. It could hardly be

otherwise. She always enforced the

rule "no speaking ill of anyone. If

you can't say something good of a

person, don't say anything. If you
want to say anything unpleasant

about a person, say it to his face."

Though in her 88th year (Novem-
ber, 1937) Sister Barker is still ac-

tive in the Relief Society, serving

as an officer in her Ward.

Questions for Discussion

1. What do you know about the

Waldensees, the religious people

from whom Sister Barker descend-

ed?

2. What were some of their char-

acteristics ?

3. What kind of home did Mar-

garet Stalle have in Piedmont ?

4. What were some of the quali-

ties of her mother?

5. Which of these qualities did

Margaret exhibit ?

6. Name some of the hardships

the Stalle family endured in emi-

grating to Utah.

7. With what spirit did they suf-

fer these things?

8. How and where did Margaret

spend her girlhood days in Utah?

9. Recite some of her character-

istic sayings.

10. Tell why you think she was

a good mother.

11. Tell why you think she is a

noble woman.
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Child Guidance
Lesson 5

Adolescence

ADOLESCENCE is usually
thought of as the period of the

"teens." More strictly speaking, it

constitutes that part of a person's

life during which he changes from
childhood to adulthood. In this

sense, there is no age limitation to

the period of adolescence, and wheth-

er a person is no longer an adoles-

cent depends upon whether he has

become fully grown up psycholog-

ically, that is, whether he has ac-

quired the independence to "go
alone" as an adult.

But how to determine when a

person is fully grown up is not easy.

Physically we reach maturity at

about eighteen years of age. Sexu-
ally we become mature at about the

same time, although sexual aware-
ness usually appears at about thir-

teen or fourteen. Our mental growth
ceases at between fourteen and twen-
ty years, that is, our inborn ability

to learn ceases to increase at about
this time, although learning itself

goes on throughout life.

Emotionally, however, most chil-

dren are not completely mature by
the end of their teens. They still

rely considerably upon childish

means of getting their way in the

home. Emotional explosions are

still frequent occurrences. Econom-
ically, in modern society, few of our

young people are self-sustaining by
the time they are twenty. If a col-

lege education is in the family pro-

gram, the boys are seldom established

on a job, nor are the girls settled

in marriage, until they are twenty-

five. For professional young men,
marriage is generally postponed un-

til thirty, and economic independ-

ence is delayed accordingly.

In pioneer days, when life
was primarily agricultural, young
people reached complete maturity

earlier than they do in our age of

commercialism and higher education.

Formerly part of the herds or lands

could be set aside when the children

were biologically or physically pre-

pared for marriage, but today eco-

nomic "weaning" is not so simple,

and parents can seldom be sure that

the children will not "come back

on them" for further economic sup-

port even after they have left the

home nest.

Modern social and economic con-

ditions place certain restrictions up-

on the maturing child, some of

which limitations cause certain deep-

seated conflicts in adolescence. With
the boy or girl in the teens, some

new and urgent needs appear which

give rise to a sense of confusion and

uncertainty for a few years. Some
of the new needs felt are : ( 1 ) need

for freedom from supervision of

parents in such matters as bed time,

friends selected, fashions of dress,

and use of automobiles, as well as

various habits of conduct; (2) need

for association with the opposite sex

;

(3) need for self-support econom-

ically, including finding a vocation

and job
; (4) need for a satisfying

point of view. on life, or need for a

religion or philosophy of life, that

will give meaning to the many new
concepts of the world the adoles-

cent's maturing intellect makes pos-

sible.

A need for freedom from super-

vision in details of conduct arises

partly from the failure of parents to

respect the growing intellect of the

child, and from the parents' unwill-
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ingness to relinquish their dominat-
ing position in the parent-child re-

lationship. The mother often wants
the child to remain a child to satis-

fy her emotional need for someone
to be dependent upon her. On the

other hand, many parents have a
legitimate concern over the conduct
of the adolescent when the parents

realize that morally the youth may
lack good judgment and control of
himself. A wholesome companion-
ship between the parents and the
child is of great importance in guid-
ing the adolescent through the

change from his following their

moral judgments and following his

own.

That adolescents become keenly
interested in the opposite sex is

borne out by an intimate study of the

love affairs of one hundred married
men and one hundred married wom-
en, a study made by G. V. Hamilton,
a psychiatrist. He found that the
average number of attachments for

persons of the opposite sex was
greater for girls between fifteen and
twenty years of age than at any other
period of life, and for boys the great-

est number of attachments was at

an age near twenty. There was
found a rapid increase in the number
of attachments at about thirteen

years for both sexes.

Obviously, mating cannot take

place as early as attraction is felt,

because, if for no other reason, peo-

ple of this age are seldom able to

support children financially as well

as their parents expect. Econom-
ically adolescents are not prepared
for marriage as early as they are

emotionally prepared. This circum-

stance is one of our most difficult

social problems today, a problem for

which we probably have not found a

thoroughly satisfactory solution.

Sublimation, or substitution, in the

form of creative activities in high

school and college is a partial solu-

tion. This program permits associa-

tion between the boys and girls, pro-
vides a great deal of physical ac-

tivity in the way of sports and social

functions, and attempts to build up
wholesome moral ideals for the safe-

guarding of chastity.

For Latter-day Saints, the mission
often serves as an excellent solution

to this problem, at least for a time.

It takes the young person into a field

of service where he can lose himself
in the task of growing into an adult.

Adolescents, characteristically, ac-

cording to good evidence, take little

interest in the welfare of mankind.
Careful studies of changes of in-

terests with age show that one of the

most distinguishing characteristics

of adults, as contrasted with youths,
is their interest in the welfare of
others. Missionary experience prob-
ably promotes this phase of maturity
better than almost anything the

youth can do.

The postponement of marriage is

an outcome in part of modern con-
ditions which call for specialization

of labor and higher degrees of train-

ing than formerly. Unemployment
of youth is one of the most critical

problems facing the world today.

The uncertainty facing the youth
who has not found his first job, or

who may not have even a definite

idea of what he would like to do,

adds greatly to the emotional turmoil

experienced by adolescents so gen-
erally today. Better vocational guid-

ance and placement facilities would
remedy this situation considerably.

Parents sometimes add to the dif-

ficulty of the youth in finding his

way vocationally by their insisting

upon the boy or girl fulfilling ambi-

tions which were frustrated in their

own lives. Thus one boy was driven

to failure because his father insisted

that he would become a great lawyer.
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After much disappointment, the lad

was studied by a psychologist and
was found to be only bright enough
to do well at clerical work. Parents
should rather see their children suc-

ceed at simpler or more humble oc-

cupations than to fail in professions

for which they do not have the abil-

ity, aptitude, or interests.

Uncertainty in the mind of the

adolescent as to the meaning of

things in his world often complicates

his problems of adjustment. Ques-
tions as to his origin and destiny are

likely to arise during these years,

as are many others such as the na-
ture of God, the basis of right and
wrong, and the purpose of life.

Those who are not so fortunate as

to go on missions still have the

Church teachings to answer the great

queries about life and destiny and
to give them a guiding philosophy
that lends purpose and pattern to

existence.

We have spoken of the four main
needs the adolescent has and what
can be done to satisfy them. In
some cases, suitable satisfactions are

not found for these needs, and the

individual fails in one of the follow-

ing ways: (1) he becomes delin-

quent, falls out of school, begins to

steal, commits sex offenses and
drifts to the juvenile courts or in-

dustrial schools ; (2) he may with-

draw from the real world, become
too imaginative, lose all interest in

things outside his own thoughts, be-

come violently disturbed in his emo-
tional life, or may even go insane

;

(3) he may give up the fight entirely

and commit suicide because he can-

not "find himself" ; or (4) he may
acquire drunkenness or drug addic-

tion as an escape from the unpleas-

antness of reality. Usually the mem-
bers of the human family who fall

victims to these tragedies, are the

weak or unstable in mind who lack

the mental strength to fight through
their difficulties.

Psychological weaning is an ex-

pression used by Hollingworth to

designate the time in one's life when
he finally becomes able to think ma-
turely and independently about his

problems, to make his own way vo-

cationally and economically, to trans-

fer a certain degree of affection from
his family to his prospective mate,
to throw off other kinds of emotional
dependence on his family, and to use

"grown up" (as contrasted with
childish ways) of satisfying his

needs. In other words, psycholog-
ical maturity means ability to "go
alone" financially, emotionally, and
intellectually. Many men find it

easy to fall back on their parents for

a little financial aid ; adult women
sometimes call on their mothers for

guidance (or the mothers call on
them to offer guidance) in solving

emotional difficulties in their married
life. These habits are hang-overs

from adolescence. Ability to keep

silence at proper times is a mark of

emotional maturity; prattling is a

mark of childishness. Restraint

from expressing emotion at certain

critical times is also a mark of emo-

tional maturity. Courage to go to

distant places alone, as missionaries

do, is a sign of maturity. When a

person can set up his own goals of

achievement and intelligently pursue

them on his own initiative and in

spite of obstacles, he is grown up.

Parents should strive to see the

needs the adolescent has and to re-

spect them as though they were their

own. Emotional unrest of adoles-

cence comes from uncertainty in

their conception of themselves. This

confusion often makes them obsti-

nate or difficult to approach. The
adolescent is uncertain as to whether

he is still a child or now a man. His
associates are also uncertain arid fre-
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quently hesitate as to whether to say

"kid," "lad," "fellow," or "Mr." His
body is awkward because of rapid

growth and lack of proportion, all

of which adds to his embarrassment
and uncertainty of status.

Habits in parents and children

should be freely revised as new
needs arise throughout the growth
of the child from infancy. The par-

ent who fully sees the child's point

of view should have no difficulty

in permitting this revision of habits.

Part of her emotional growth itself

is to unobtrusively step aside and
see her son or daughter go into the

arms of another never to fully re-

turn as her child. Both parerrts

should take care not to interfere with

the striving for independence which
is so normal in adolescence, for

growth towards maturity comes only

through one's own striving. Good
relations between parent and child,

however, still permit a certain kind
of helpful guidance through this

trying period. If this relationship

has been lost, well-meant attempts

at guidance by parents generally

drive young people to make mistakes

they would not otherwise make. Un-
wise interference with the develop-

ing independence of adolescents is

often the leading cause for their

leaving home and breaking from the

ideals the parents cherished most.

Problems for Discussion

1. What do we mean by psycho-
logical weaning? Distinguish it

from physical maturity.

2. Describe some of the problems
that arise because of the fact that

physiological and economic maturity

do not occur at the same time. What
solutions to these problems would
you propose?

3. What is the parents' problem
in the psychological weaning of the

boy or girl?

4. Show how constant habit and
attitude revision from infancy to

maturity is necessary on the part of

both parent and child in order for

successful psychological weaning.
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VyHAT shall I give? Everyone
is seeking to find gifts that

are different—useful as well as

beautiful.

"Mormon Handicraft" has a

wide variety of hand-made articles

which make very acceptable gifts.



The Home Coming
By Caroline Eyring Miner

WHERE'S mamma?" That's

what we always asked at our
home when mother wasn't

half way down the lane to meet us

whenever we came home. And what
a disappointment that question spell-

ed. At the mere suggestion my
thoughts wing home as surely as the

homing pigeon finds its nest. I see

my mother once again rise from her

chair on the porch where she has

been braiding a rag rug and come
joyously to greet us as we enter the

short lane that leads to the house.

She could never wait for us to get

home but came half way to meet us

with arms and heart open to gather

us to her as if she wished in that one
loving embrace to assure us of the

security of her love against the buf-

fetings of the whole world.

She always was, and still is, a very

busy mother. I don't believe I ever

saw her idle in my life and she arose

early every day in the year. In fact

she was in such a habit of it that

even when she went away to visit and
there was nothing particular for her

to do she was up before daylight

sewing or reading if she couldn't

rake up something more strenuous

to do. She was always busy—but

never too busy to meet us and greet

us when we came home.

"This place is the grandest place

in the world", she said often of our
old home place. She was ever super-

lative in her speech and could never

be critical of anything in the sense of

finding fault with it. As she told

each of us children in turn that he
was the dearest, most thoughtful

child a mother ever had we felt bol-

stered up and sustained for a better

struggle with our problems big and

little another time. This optimism
and gratitude for her own, greeted

us every time we entered the door in

spirit if not in words. What a tug

it was to draw and keep us home
I have only begun to appreciate.

TXTHEN we went away from
home for longer than the day,

to school or to teach school at a dis-

tance there was always a bustle of

housecleaning and cooking of our
especially favored dishes upon our
arrival home, with best of all father

and mother to hug and kiss and
praise and cry over us all at once. I

used to wonder how mother had
enough endearing words and kisses

and energy to go around for all the

home comings there were in our big

family, but it was a well that never

went dry. As I remember reading

of another mother, her heart en-

larged with every child as the body
did, with the difference that her heart

stayed big enough to hold and love

all of her children at once. It was
fun to go away just for the glorious

home coming.

A/TOTHER went away herself

many times ; her Relief Society

work and practical nursing took her

away from us all too often. Once
she went to Utah for a year to nurse
my grandmother who was very ill.

Somehow we pinch-hitted along
without her but what a glorious

home coming we tried to make for

her when she returned. We tried to

imitate all the home comings we had
seen her prepare for all at once. As
I remember the oldest girls of us at

home were ten and twelve and we
cleaned the house until it shone—at
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least where it showed. And what an

array of soggy, burned cookies and
cakes we had! Mother liked them
though, everything, at least she said

so in her superlative optimistic way
and we felt perfectly happy and con-

tented with it all.

Every time mother returned from
even a short stay away she had some
surprise done up in a very secret way
in her suitcase. I know now that all

the dainties, oranges, or candy, or

cakes, or apples that came secretly

from that bag were things that had
been given to her and which she

wouldn't eat in order to have a happy
surprise for her children. Often

they were hard and dried or crum-
bled, but tasted delicious beyond ex-

pression to us then. Mother didn't

like oranges. I thought as a child

that it was such a fortunate dislike

for us and now I believe she didn't

like them just on purpose so we could

have them and not realize she was
denying them to herself which would
have partly spoiled them for us.

I-JOME comings were always joy-

ous in our home. They were
real occasions whether our stay from
home had been long or short. And
they were so happy because of the

parents and children there and the

little things they did and said. It

wasn't only because the mother was
well and strong and able to clean and
cook and run down the lane to wel-

come us home although these things

were inseparable with our home com-
ings. It was rather because of the

joyous spirit of the mother who was
there, her confidence in her children,

the security they knew was theirs in

their mother's almost blinded exag-

geration of their perfection. If she

had been flat on her back as some
mothers are, I think it would have

been the same. Then we would have

gone in to her. A real home coming

is not a reunion of the bodies of the

members of a family only; it is the

reunion and revitalization of their

spirits.

o^^
The Little Things In Life That Make

Us Happy Or Unhappy
By Fae Decker Dix

DO we stress the little things too

much? Are we prone to

overdo them? My mother

used to teach us to take care of the

little things, tie up all the little ends,

before we tackled a big job. Never

were we allowed to settle down to a

book, our lessons, or the dress we
were sewing until the little household

tasks had been performed, the

dishes, the dusting, the bed making.

When all of this was in order then

we were ready for the tasks that re-

quired greater concentration. And
we found it easier to concentrate in

a room of orderly surroundings. "Do
the little things first and the big ones

will automatically take care of them-

selves," was the formula of my
mother's philosophy. And, I have

always found it good.
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Do you remember what started the

quarrel in your home yesterday ? Or,

the hostile argument in a group of

conversationalists? Or, even the

greatest wars of the world? Almost
always it has been a little thing,

sometimes so trifling one cannot re-

call it after the smoke has cleared

away. Verily, it behooves each of

us to guard the little acts of our lives.

HPHERE is victory in the struggle

for anything. And, all the world
loves a struggle." There is some-
thing splendid in the realization that

one is giving one's soul to the strug-

gle for a worthy desire. The full

richness of life cannot be known
without struggle. The consciousness

that we are fighting against odds
somehow lends us courage. "To
have conquered a bad habit, to have

overcome a prejudice, to have at-

tained a new, desirable attitude, to

have achieved, through struggle, any
goal worth striving for, makes the

goal seem doubly dear."

Christ struggled. And, He did

not ever overlook the little things.

He gave love to everything. Never
a soul came to him with trouble too

small for His consideration.

Let us strive to be successful in

these little things:

Finding something to be grateful

for in every sorrow.

Smiling even when it hurts.

Liking all kinds of weather.

Expressing appreciation for the

beautiful things of Nature.

Remembering that "To have what
we want is riches; to be able to do
without is power."

Searching for the spark of good in

even the worst hearts.

When what you most longed for to

succeed, finally fails; or, someone
else succeeds with it, learn to draw

a deep breath, grit your teeth, and

say, "Well, I'll just get out of it all

the good I can . . . and not repeat

my mistakes."

If you hate something you must
suffer through, bear it bravely and
do your best with it, remembering
patience. Look for some good in it.

There must be some good in every

experience.

A ND, then, let us strive to keep

out of our lives the little discon-

tents. They make us so unhappy

—

that futile yearning to travel in for-

eign lands when we haven't the mon-
ey ; that longing for a mansion to live

in when we can only afford a wee cot-

tage ; or the sad hope for fame. Fame
does not ever bring true happiness

just of itself. Every seeker for hap-
piness must eventually come back
home and look in his own heart. If

he finds peace there, and understand-
ing for his fellows, then he must
surely find happiness, too.

After all, if you can say, "I have
health. I have someone to love. I

have food to eat, work to do, clothes

to cover me, I have given my best

to this day's task," . . . can a king
have more ? Materially perhaps, but
we do not take material things along
when we go to receive our certificate

at the throne of judgment. We can-
not take anything but the character

we have built. How, then, shall each
of us fare when we approach that

hour and see the whole record of our
achievement on this earth laid out
before us? What is there actually

left of each of us after all the ma-
terial things in our surroundings are

taken away? Therein lies the key-
note of the work we have to do, and
out of that shall come each man's
"certificate." And, I believe these

"certificates" will be graded and be-

stowed largely from the LITTLE
THINGS we did on Earth.
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AN ACCOUNT RENDERED
There must be a day of reckoning,
When the prices all are told

—

What this man paid for the love he took,

And that one paid for his gold

!

Or the courage it cost that woman
To smile, with her head held high

—

And, what did the lad in the blue suit pay
For breaking the old home tie?

Or why does someone shudder
When the silver raindrops fall?

And, another grow less light-hearted

As night softly lowers her pall?

Yes, there must be a day of reckoning,

Oh, that before it descends,

We might have the great understanding

To love and forgive all men

!
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Business
Position

— yyf course you want one!

You can qualify at the

L. D. S. Business College
quickly and at little cost

—

and receive expert help in

finding work as soon as you
are ready.

Our Employment Depart-

ment has placed more stu-

dents this year than it has
during any like period in our
entire history. As many as
ten calls for office workers
have been received in a
single day.

New classes are beginning
every week. Write, tele-

phone, or visit for detailed

information.

L. D. S. BUSINESS

COLLEGE
70 North Main Salt Lake City

Wasatch 1812

SsumLcl

To your missionary

abroad

It is not too early to

make your selection of

CHRISTMAS GREET-
ING CARDS for that

friend or relative who
is laboring in a strange

land amid strange peo-

ples.

Write or come in today.

JfoL

(DsLtJtMtTbwA,

(pMAA,
29 Richards Street

Salt Lake City, Utah
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WHAT WILL BE YOUR HARVEST?

Autumn is here. For many it is

the best season of all. To the

farmer it means that the harvest is

in. Full granaries and haylofts

give him a sense of security and

accomplishment. He can look for-

ward to a winter of well earned

rest.

In your life, too, there will come

a harvest time, an Indian Summer
when your work is done. And
that part of your life can be a time

of rich, contented living—if it is

free of financial worry. You can

guarantee yourself this economic

freedom by means of life insur-

ance. A planned insurance pro-

gram in the Beneficial, begun

now, will assure a later harvest

of leisure and contentment.

Consult your local Beneficial

agent. If you do not know who he

;s, write the home office.

MMLUR
Home Office—Beneficial Life Building. Salt Lake City. Utah

HEBER J. GRANT, President
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AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN THE
WELFARE OF YOUR COMMUNITY

Every time you buy a gallon of Pep EVERY HOUR
88 gasoline or a quart of Vico motor

oil, you help to foster the welfare of
ol every w°rkin3 d«Y- w« spend

your community. For these high $ 4 5 9 1

quality motoring products are made
right here in the intermountain region

as '°"ows:

by a company that furnishes a liveli- Freight $1191

hood, directly or indirectly, to more J°
xes

J
1™

,„„__ Wages $900
than 10,000 people. Supplies $ 800

All this money is circulated and
L~-» \ recirculated in the intermountain

UTAH OIL REFINING CO.

STATIONS EVERYWHERE IN UTAH AND IDAHO

SPECIAL SALE
OF

MAGIC CHEF
GAS RANGES

Take advantage of this at-

tractive money-saving oppor-
tunity to get the family a
Christmas present that will

bring more leisure, better

meals and greater economy
into the home for years and
years! Come in and see the
beautiful new Magic Chef

models.

A small payment down puts a

range like this in your home.

Easy terms.

MOUNTAIN FUELJUPPLY COMPANY
36 South State !Pa$ Salt Lake City

Serving 21 Utah Communities
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J. P. RIDGES ENGRAVING CO.
42 West Second South Salt Lake City, Utah

ffimm\ We make^T TrpQ
for any printing purpose

Phone WASATCH 3723
Mail orders given prompt attention

TWO NAMES GLORIFY THE GIFT YOU
GIVE FROM CHRISTMAS CITY

YOURS AND ZCMI

Gifts of finer quality that will not only re-

ceive a more appreciative welcome, but
that will find more joy in giving. Gifts that

look finer and last longer, and cost but little

more.

Select all your gifts at Z. C. M. I. the Christ-

mas City.

True Economy Begins With Quality

Complete

Line . . .

Meats

Delicatessen

Ask For Party
Suggestions

in Our
Bakery Dept.

1st South at 3rd East—17th South at 5th East
South Temple at 2nd East

REMEMBER! Fruit Cakes from our own Bakery-
Finest money will buy

'We Feature" Utah Grown—Utah Packed Food Products
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"Everything to Furnish the Home"
THE GREATESTT VARIETY AND LARGEST STOCK OF

Living Room, Dining Room and Bedroom Furniture
in the Intermountain Territory

400 Suites to Choose From

Granite Furniture Co.
Out of the High Rent District

The Home of THE ROUND OAK RANGE AND AMERICAN BEAUTY WASHER
Quality and Service Come First—We Deliver Everywhere

MURRAY SUGAR HOUSE PARK CITY

The NATIONAL Jftgp
224 East 5th South Wasatch 1835

SPECIAL CASH AND CARRY PRICES FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

LADES PLAIN DRESSES TOr
MEN'S SUITS / ^7^

The new manager is an active Relief Society teacher and will appreciate your

patronage

Knowledge, Culture, Inspiration, Are Offered in

Abundance in the

Winter Quarter
JANUARY 3 -MARCH 18, 1938

Larger choice of courses than in any other quarter.

Greater cultural opportunities: Dramas, concerts, opera.

Recitals by such famous musicians as Mischa Elman and Helen
Jepson.

Lectures by thinkers and orators of Church, State, and Nation.

Leadership Week: January 24-28

Brigham Young University
PROVO, UTAH
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TASTY!
For everyday meals as well as

for parties, serve Fisher's cakes,

cookies, and—of course—Fisher's

3etter Doughnuts. They are tasty

and wholesome, and are sure to

win the acclaim of your family

and your guests.

Products of the

American Lady Baking Company
The Big Home-Owned Bakery

GIVE

BOOKS
"There is a peculiar dignity at-

tached to the gift oi a book

that is in no way affected by
its price."

Choose your gift books from our vast

selection of titles for young and old

—

biography, travel, the world's great

classics, the most recent fiction, and

a fine selection of children's books.

We shall be glad to help you in your
choice.

DESERET BOOK
COMPANY
44 East South Temple

Salt Lake City, Utah

'FOUR WAYS BETTER"

BE SURE YOU RECEIVE THE
ONE AND ONLY GENUINE

UTAH
Ss SPRING CANYON COALKNIGHT
1—Starts Quicker. 2—Burns Longer. 3—Less Soot. 4—Leu Ash

"ASK YOUR DEALER"

Complete Suits for Men and Women—Children's Clothing a Specialty

Prompt and Careiul Attention to Mail, Telephone and
Telegraph Orders

Temple and Burial Clothes
Variety of Grades and Prices

GENERAL BOARD RELIEF SOCIETY
Open Daily—9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

Telephone Wasatch 3286 29 Bishop's Building

Salt Lake City, Utah
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BIRTH OF THE REDEEMER
By Merling D. Clyde

Where unknown worlds their countless lights display,

One Star alone shone brighter than them all

:

The promised sign, that He whom Wise Men call

"The King of Kings" within a manger lay.

A stable for abode. His bed of hay,

Where long and silken garments stir

The leaves to mingle with the breath of myrrh,

Was Couch Divine. For God proclaimed, "This Day
Oh, Shepherds of the hills, Arise! I bring

To you glad tidings of the Christ, your King,"

And all the lowly ones of earth gave voice

For Prophecy fulfilled. Oh Earth, rejoice!

That in the little town of Bethlehem

The Prince of Peace came to redeem all men.



The Art Institute of Chicago.

VIRGIN, INFANT CHRIST, ST. CATHERINE.
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The Gift Supreme
By Hugh B. Brown

YULETIDE is a season of gifts.

We remember our friends and
those whom we love and we try

to express the love in some measure
by giving presents. In appraising

the value of any present we give or

receive, we take into acocunt the mo-
tive which prompts it, its value to

the one who receives it and the cost

to the giver. Does love inspire the

giver, does he give of himself ? What
sacrifice does the giving entail? Al-
so, its value may vary according
to the situation or condition of the

recipient. Obviously if he is hungry
or naked and we give him food or
clothing or if he is in prison and
we visit him and bring succor and
release, the value of our gift to him
can not be measured in terms of

money. His need determines the

value.

Imagine yourself under sentence
of death with no right of appeal,

no hope of a pardon, unable to do
anything to save yourself ; doomed
in the darkness to await the execu-
tion, desiring without hope. Imagine,
too, that all whom you love are sen-

tenced to a like fate and together you
sit in dreadful longing, helpless,

hopeless, and forlorn. What would
an opportunity to escape from such
a fate mean to you ?

Suppose the judge had an only
son who was able and willing to

purchase your freedom with his life.

The judge, his father, can give or
refuse this costly gift, the life of his

son. Would not such a gift make
all things of a material value appear
insignificant? Would not you and
your descendants celebrate with
proper observance such relief and
redemption ?

jDECAUSE of the transgression of

Adam, all men are sentenced to

a two-fold death ; death of the body,
and spiritual death—separation from
God through sin. Men were doomed
to await the night of death with no
hope of a morning to follow that

night. The tomb was a blind alley

and death a dread monster. Death
which separates man from all he
has learned to love; wealth, fond
association, friendship. When it

beckons, husband and wife must
part ; children and parents are sep-

arated. How universal and how
sad. It comes to childhood, to youth,

and to old age, but whenever it comes
it is a terror to the human heart.

There is the dread of the unknown
and into it we all must go. Life is

so short and so disappointing even
to the most fruitful of lives, and until
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Christ came, life was hopeless, death

permanent.

In addition to the sentence of

mortality and physical death which
resulted from the fall of Adam, sin

and spiritual death came into the

world. As physical death is a re-

sult of the separation of the spirit

from the body, so spiritual death

results from the withdrawing of the

spirit of God from man. "Where-
fore, it came to pass that the devil

tempted Adam, and he partook of

the forbidden fruit and transgressed

the commandment, wherein he be-

came subject to the will of the devil,

because he yielded unto temptation.

Wherefore, I, the Lord God, caused
that he should be cast out from the

Garden of Eden, from my presence,

because of his transgression, wherein
he became spiritually dead, which is

the first death, even that same death
which is the last death, which is

spiritual, which shall be pronounced
upon the wicked when I shall say

:

depart, ye cursed." (D. & C. 29:

40, 41.)

On the subject of spiritual life and
spiritual death, Elder B. H. Roberts

has written: "Spiritual life, being

union with, relation to and partici-

pation in all the higher and better

things : the good, the true, the beau-

tiful, the pure, the refined, the noble,

the courageous, the unselfish, the

merciful; united with perfect jus-

tice, knowledge, wisdom, power, in-

telligence. To be identified with and

to participate in these moral and
spiritual qualities and the life of it,

is and must be God, and to so deport

oneself that he is thrown out of

harmony with all this, separated

from it, means separation from him
who is the life of all this volume of

higher and better things, this body
of soul qualities, this ocean of right-

eousness—to be separated from it,

I say, is death indeed ! Yes, spiritual

death ; death as real as any physical

death can be. For what would con-
sciousness amount to if it were only
a consciousness of evil that had be-

fallen it?"

TN THIS situation then, man was
helpless. There was no price that

he could pay which would redeem
him from the fall. The judge, in

this case, God, had a son who could

satisfy the demands of justice, re-

deem men from the fall and open
the gate to immortality. Our Father
made this priceless gift ; our Savior

paid the debt. "Surely he hath borne
our griefs, and carried our sorrows

:

yet we did esteem him stricken, smit-

ten of God, and afflicted. But he

was wounded for our transgressions,

he was bruised for our iniquities:

the chastisement of our peace was
upon him ; and with his stripes we
are healed." (Isa. 53:4, 5) "The gift

of God is eternal life through Jesus

Christ our Lord." "For since by
man came death, by man came also

the resurrection of the dead. For
as in Adam all die, even so in Christ

shall all be made alive."

The full benefit of the atonement,

however, comes to us only upon con-

dition of our obedience to the Gos-
pel plan. We must accept this plan

and comply with its ordinances by
"performing the symbols which
stand for its reality." We must re-

pent of sin, return from it, sin no
more, and when we have fully re-

pented and complied with that other

requirement of the Gospel, namely,

water baptism, immersion of the en-

tire body, representing death, burial,

and the resurrection, when we have

done these things and have been con-

firmed by those having authority and
have received the gift of the Holy
Ghost, we are in the way to become
recipients of all the blessings of the

atonement of Jesus Christ and to

have that continuous fellowship with

him which shall be the reward of
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the faithful. Obedience is as neces-

sary as the plan itself. Obedience
is evidence of acceptance, and no
plan, however perfect, is fully ef-

fective unless accepted and worked.
But while it is necessary that we
accept and obey the Gospel, it is a

free gift to all men, beneficial in

part without regard to their own
action, and in full by obedience to

the laws upon which its blessings

are predicated.

TXT"HAT then of the value or im-

portance of this gift of God

—

this Gospel plan, including the atone-

ment of Christ. "What does it

mean, this salvation ! It means to be

put in the way of eternal progres-

sion ; to be associated with the church
of the First Born, both on earth

and in heaven ; to be associated with
angels and archangels as companions
and guides ; increasing in knowledge
and wisdom with the passing years.

Having triumphed over death, phys-
ical and spiritual, there is no more
fear of death, or estoppage in the

path of progress. With good men
for associates and God for leader

and guide, men may go on and up
the shining heights of God's great

highway, until they make themselves

masters of the surrounding universe

in the midst of which they live.

Light and intelligence and love will

be aglow in their hearts then. All

the beautiful relationships that were

formed in earth-life will be re-estab-

lished there ; husband and wife, chil-

dren and parents, kindred and
friends, knitted together in kinship

and brotherhood; all this will

abound ; touching the life of that

brotherhood which binds God's mor-
al and spiritual universe together

through the union of all the great

Intelligences governing therein.

Those who participate in this Gospel,

in this salvation, will be members
of such brotherhood, going on in

spiritual, moral, and intellectual

progress without limitation!" (Rob-
erts.)

Without the atonement of Christ,

man would have remained in dark-

ness, not only without a hope of

resurrection from the dead but

doomed to suffer that spiritual death

which comes through sin. His po-

sition, then, was desperate, was hope-
less, and without a redeemer he was
lost. But the Gospel plan, the gift

supreme, inspired by the love of

God—involving a supreme sacrifice

on the part of the giver brings life

everlasting, eternal joy and endless

progress to all who accept its bene-

fits.

"Herein is love, not that we loved

God, but that he loved us, and sent

his son to be a propitiation for our
sins." (Jno. 4:10.)

"Thanks be to God for His un-
speakable gift." (II Cor. 9:15.)

HEARTSONG
Gertrude Perry Stanton

If I might choose the richest gift

That Providence could impart,

'Twould not be beauty, wealth nor
fame,

—

Just the boon of a singing heart.

For life and love are harsh some-
times,

And stinging tears will start,

—

But with courage I will lift my head
And carry a song in my heart.



Life Eternal
By Mary Ek Knoivles

THE silent men tenderly laid

their burdens on the bed, and
heads bared filed out of the

room. At the door the last man
paused and spoke, his voice gruffly

kind. "Time is short, Sister Smith.

We fear the mob."
The door closed and Lucy Mack

Smith was alone with her dead.

For a moment she remained stand-

ing at the side of the bed, her eyes

wide, her fingers pressed tightly

against her mouth as if to hold back
the screams that threatened to burst

from her lips. Then with a dry sob

she fell to her knees, her arms out-

stretched across the lifeless forms of

her two sons.

For this she had carried her sons

tenderly within the walls of her

body ; for this she had gone down
into the valley of the shadow of

death that they might have life ; for

this, that on a sultry summer night

she might stand in a dimly-lit, shut-

tered room and look down upon the

bodies of her sons, murdered at the

hands of a mob ! Where now was
the power and the glory ! Where now
the flame of faith, burning like a

fire on the mountain top ! Her sons

were dead

!

She raised her head, her eyes ten-

derly caressing the dear lines of the

faces, and her heart was a wounded
thing, torn and bleeding in her breast.

Joseph and Hyrum. Tall, splendid

men, foully struck down in the prime
of their lives. And why, why ! Where
was the justice . . . Men, now . . .

but she had held them as babes in

her arms, helpless and infinitely

dear; on bended knees, with out-

stretched arms she had guided their

first faltering steps ; she had felt

their chubby, warm hands trustingly

in her own. . . . She too was dead.

Her body lived, but her heart, her

soul had died.

How could she bear this thing.

She was but human! She gave way
to loud, passionate weeping, and the

nervous shuffle of feet sounded in

the next room. She checked her sobs.

She must be quiet. Even now the

mob might be near, eager to descend
like vultures and tear the lifeless

forms limb from limb. Those men
in the next room knew, they had
reason to be afraid. With their own
eyes they had seen a crowd of men
turn suddenly from humans into ani-

mals, blood-thirsty and insane ; with
their own ears they had heard the

voice of the mob grow from a rip-

pling murmur to a maddened roar

!

They had seen Hyrum and the

Prophet murdered in cold blood.

They had rescued the bodies during
that brief respite when the mob, ap-

palled by the enormity of the crime
they had committed, fled, as though
in fleeing the scene of the crime

they could forget what they had
done.

Those men in the next room knew.
And she had known. That silver

cord between mothers and their chil-

dren, was it ever severed? In the

dead of the night the sharp report

of a shot had awakened her, and her

first thought had been of Hyrum and
Joseph. In the hours that followed
she had attempted to reassure her-

self. "They are in jail, but they are

safe. Justice will be shown them.

The false charges will be dropped

and they will be freed." But there

had been no answering echo in her

heart. She had known they were
dead.
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UOW to bid goodby to her sons!

Hyrum ! From childhood he had

been passionately loyal to Joseph.

And his loyalty had meant his death.

Joseph ! Was ever there so sweet

a child . . . Joseph as a lad ... in

patched and torn trousers, and rag-

ged shirt, his brown hair sticking

through the holes in his battered hat.

His quiet, serious laughter like glints

of sunshine on a still, deep pool.

Always he had been a meditative lad,

content to sit for hours by the win-

dow, his young chin cupped in his

hands, his eyes gazing off into space,

his mind wondering about great

things. There had been about Jos-

eph, even from the first, that spirit

which set him apart from his broth-

ers and sisters.

That clear April day when he had
come to her and told her of his

vision in the grove. Strange, holy

words to fall from the lips of a boy.

Yet there had been no blasphemy,

no note of levity in his tone. Im-
possible to believe what he said, yet,

looking into his clear eyes she had
known that he spoke the truth, that

indeed he had talked with God, and
her being had thrilled at the knowl-
edge.

And this was the end ! These life-

less, quiet forms, the saddened,

stunned men in the next room. So
much her son had accomplished, her

son, Joseph, standing head and
shoulders above the crowd, his man-
ner and appearance a kingly one.

Without schooling, without learning,

he had founded a new religion, a
University, planned and built a city,

sent missionaries to every part of

the globe. He deserved a better end
than this. Where, Oh God, was
justice

!

The minutes were fleeing fast.

They pressed in upon her, ruthless,

smothering. She muffled her sobs

against the bedclothes and her tears

flowed anew. Pitifully, frantically,

her mind searched for some one

thing, some one thought that would
give her comfort in her hour of

need. But she could find nothing.

Again and again she returned to her

bereavement, and her grief became a

two-edged sword turning in her

heart. It became a torture too pain-

ful to be borne in silence and she

cried aloud, "Help me, God! Help
me to understand. Give me, Oh I

pray Thee, strength in my hour of

need."

As she prayed, the pain left her

body, her mind became as a clear,

quiet, stream flowing forward in the

stillness. The thought came to her,

"I am not the first. I am not the

first mother to mourn on bended
knee at the side of her son. Eliza-

beth, mother of John the Baptist.

She had her tray. Mary, the mother
of Jesus Christ. With agonized heart

she watched Him die. She had her

cross." Then came the thought like

a bright blade of steel flashing in the

sun. "God chose them to be the

mothers of His chosen ones. And
He chose me."

Elizabeth and Mary. They had
known sorrow deeper than tears.

Their sons had died. Martyrs, too.

Dead? Christ dead? Every
Christmas did not Christianity cele-

brate the birthday of a living Christ ?

Would He die as long as love, mercy
and faith were in the hearts of men ?

Had not the ages woven love for

Him into the very fiber and being of

man, made of each truth He taught

a precious jewel sparkling in the

sun? Christ would never die!

Was Joseph dead ? The mortal re-

mains, yes. The body would return

to the dust from whence it came.

But the spirit, the Word of Truth!
Through Christ they were eternal.

In that moment Lucy saw into the

future, saw Joseph's followers, led

by the spirit of God, trekking off

across the plains to a place where
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they could worship in peace. She
saw a city built in the tops of the

Rocky Mountains, and Joseph's fol-

lowers growing from thousands to

millions, spreading the Faith to every
corner of the globe

!

T UCY rose to her feet, her hands

clasped before her. Joseph

Smith, the Prophet, would never die.

Like Jesus Christ, his memory, his

Word of Truth, were eternal

!

Head held high, with queenly

grace she walked across the room,
opened the door, said, "You may
take them now." Her voice was
calm. Her face radiant.

The End

NOTE
The incidents recounted in the

story "Life Eternal" are neither au-

thentic nor recorded, but fiction,

based upon a supposition of what
might have happened following the

martyrdom.

WHAT IS CHRISTMAS?
Alice Lee Eddy

Christmas is a sanctified remember-
ing

Of dreams and joys of childhood's

glad condition,

And to our children's children a

translating

Those memories into well-loved

tradition.

Christmas is a happy reaffirming

Of hope and faith, whate'er our faith

may be.

A pause to build anew our soul's

defenses

And pledge once more our trust and
loyalty.

Christmas is a shimmering ideal

Of brotherhood, and peace to hu-

mankind.
Christmas is not a day, a deed, a

season.

Christmas is joyous heart and gen-

erous mind.



Why Study Sociology?

By Harold T. Christensen

BY THE statement, "It is not

good that the man should be

alone," the Lord intended to

illustrate the natural relationship be-

tween man and woman existing in

marriage according to plan. It has,

however, even wider application than
this. Groups of men may be compan-
ions to each other as well as may
groups of women. Furthermore,
mixed groups contain the element of

companionship even where the mar-
riage relation does not exist. Life as

we know it is essentially group life.

Living entirely alone is extremely
rare in society, and where it does
occur it is accompanied by a shriv-

elling of personality, and the indi-

vidual so isolated develops character-

istics which are odd, infantile, and
sometimes savage.

You and I were given birth by
others. We grow and develop with
the help of others, and we can be
made happy only through the asso-

ciation and companionship of those

around us. The abundant life is

group life, and I repeat, "It is not
good for man to be alone."

But even though this group phe-
nomenon makes possible the happi-

ness of man it certainly does not
ensure or guarantee such happiness.

Sometimes the interactions of human
beings one with another are unbal-
anced, lop-sided, or disharmonious

;

while sometimes thev result in the

supreme joy which God intended.

Too often the associations of men
with each other result in sensuous
satisfactions or even discomfort and
sorrow. Hence the need for under-
standing the nature of group rela-

tionships, that social frictions might
be eliminated and social harmony

established. Sociology is intended
to meet this need.

The science of sociology may be
defined, as that science which deals
with the behavior of men in groups,
and is specifically concerned with
person to person contacts, with per-
son to group contacts, and with
group to group contacts. Sociology
is distinct from economics, which is

the study of the production, distribu-

tion and consumption of wealth; it

is distinct from political science,

which is concerned with the structure
and function of government ; and it

is distinct from others of social sci-

ences which, like these mentioned,
are each concerned with only one
phase of the entire field of social

interaction. Sociology, being the sci-

ence of group behavior, draws ma-
terial from every corner of human
culture.

^yHY Study Sociology? Of
what value is an understand-

ing of the nature of the human re-

lationships? The world today is

almost lost in an avalanche of social

turmoil—wars and revolutions, pov-
erty and famine, political corruption,
crime, suicide, all bearing mute evi-

dence of a ruptured humanity. "Man
is that he might have joy," and yet
social relationships have become so
perverted and corrupted that the hap-
piness which might have been,
scarcely exists. Witness the fact

that from fifteen to twenty thousand
individuals in the United States
every year wilfully take their own
lives, and the suicide rates through-
out the world are on the increase. I

am sure that if these individuals un-
derstood the spiritual possibilities in

the Church, and the harmony pos-
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sible in social relationships, their fin-

gers would hesitate at the trigger,

because then they would know that

life, after all, is worth living. All

is not well with the world today, and
sociology can be one means to the

end of setting it right and establish-

ing happiness.

HpHAT the importance of social

study might be further empha-
sized, it will be well to consider brief-

ly a few of the major contemporary
social problems existing in the world
today. These will certainly not rep-

resent all of the maladjustments ram-
pant in society, but they will at least

suggest the nature and extent of

contemporary social disorganization,

and disorganization must be under-

stood before reorganization can
commence. Let us consider, then,

the following in the order given

:

1. Family Problems.
2. Economic Insecurity.

3. Ill Health.

4. Crime.

5. War.

nPHE family has been considered

the most basic of all social in-

stitutions, and rightly so I think, for

it is the group that first gives man
membership and initiates him into

the complexities of social life. The
early family formed the hub of so-

cial existence. In it birth, marriage,

death and all of the vital events of

life, took place. In it children were
educated for the moral and social

problems of the day. In the early

family religion found a center, as

likewise did economic life, recreation

and government. But as society has

moved onward, untold numbers of

new social groups have come into

existence, and in doing so have come
into competition with the family. As
a result the family has been robbed

of many of these original social func-

tions and is left today stripped, weak,

and tottering.

Any organization is justified in

existence by the functions it per-

forms, and when it ceases to func-

tion it ceases to exist. What has

happened in regards to the family?

At the present time education has
largely gone out of the home ; gov-

ernment is almost entirely in the

hands of the State; recreation has

been turned over to commercial
agencies ; economic life, which was
formerly on the family basis has

now been placed almost entirely on
an individual basis; religion, with

the possible exception of the ideal

"Mormon" family, has passed from
the protecting care of the family ; and
so on. With the birthrate decreasing

rapidly, as it is today, it even looks

as though the reproductive function

of the family is also passing away

;

in fact, many authorities in sociology

agree that about the only leg left

for the family to stand on is the

affectional bond existing between
husband and wife, and some even

claim that this affectional function

is also going from the home. Genu-
ine affection is being supplanted by
a shallow sentimentalism known as

romance. Real love, which consists,

I am sure, of intellectual companion-
ship and spiritual harmony, as well

as physical and emotional attraction,

is being replaced by a croon song,

"live happily ever after" sort of

thing, which is warping the judgment
of our young people, making them
feel that there is nothing serious to

marriage, no thought, no prepara-

tion, no sacrifice, making our young
people feel that eternal happiness is

assured them if only the "one and
only" is captured—and too often the

capturing process consists of display-

ing physical charms and intellectual

emptiness. Love is being robbed

of its intellectual and spiritual quali-

ties, and what is left can only result

in failure. Authorities in discussing

this problem refer to it frequently
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as the "romantic fallacy." Now the

romantic fallacy is not a fallacy in

the existence of romance and affec-

tion, for certainly every marriage
should have this tender element to

luhricate the social relationships if

nothing else. The romantic fallacy,

however, consists of the existence

of romance in a disproportionate

amount, the existence of romance in

the absence of some of the more
fundamental functions of the family

such as reproduction, economics, ed-

ucation and so on. What is needed
is a deflation of romance, and an
inflation of some of the more sub-

stantial elements entering into love

and marriage.

The family todav is in a sorry
plight. The 1930 census revealed
that there was one divorce for every
six marriages in the United States,

and the divorce rate was still on
the increase. This means that at the

present time we have about one di-

vorce for every five or five and a half

marriages in this country. Certainly

the divorce rate is not that high
among the Latter-day Saints. But
the divorce rate, on the other hand,
is hig'her among other groups. Add
to this the many thousands of deser-

tions which take place each year
throughout the United States, and
to this the many hundreds of thou-
sands of couples who are living to-

gether even though their relationship

is incompatible, being held together

only by the expense and stigma of

divorce, and you get some idea of

the heartaches and sorrows which
exists in the very type of group re-

lationship that should produce the

greatest happiness possible for man
to obtain. So you can see that a
great deal yet needs to be done.

What is being done? We have
certain private and governmental
agencies that are interested in the

problem. In the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-dav Saints we are

facing the problem, I think, to a

degree, but even here there is yet

much work ahead of us. The idea

of Temple marriage certainly can
and does help, because in Temple
marriage we dignify and spiritualize

and strengthen this bond that is so

often treated lightly by the world.

But even so, the conditions in our
own Latter-day Saint communities
are not the best. While the divorce

rate is lower than that of the Nation,
still a divorce rate exists, and the

same can be said of desertion and
of incompatibility. Family problems
stare us in the face as challenges to

be met.

I have only touched upon a few
angles of family maladjustment, but
these few perhaps will suggest the

tasks which lie before us in the realm
of courtship, marriage and the fam-
ily. The young people of today need
the help and cooperation of their

parents, of their teachers, and of

their religious leaders. The young
people of today need more than
vague warnings and emotional con-

demnations to keep them straight.

They need sympathetic understand-
ing and enlightened counseling, and
both of these can come from a study
of sociology.

/~PHE second problem is that of

economic insecurity. The world
has progressed in a phenomenal way
during the last two or three hundred
years, economically, mechanically

and industrially. The standard of

living has been doubled and trebled ;

—the radio, the talking picture, the

telephone, the airplane, the electric

light, and thousands of other inven-

tions have given us comforts and
luxuries which even kings dared not

dream about not so long ago. Yet
in spite of all this material advance-
ment the world remains economical-
ly ill. Social relationships have not

kept up with industrial progress, and
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the gap between the two has created

disturbances which are serious —
challenges to you and to me.

In spite of the fact that the stand-

ard of living has been greatly raised,

thousands of people are suffering

for want of the ordinary necessities

of life, shivering from cold in the

winter, going hungry all the year

round, suffering from malnutrition,

deprived of medical attention, and
so on. Even though the wealth of

the world has greatly increased, it

has not been put to the most profit-

able use. Wealth has certainly not

been distributed on an equal basis.

At the present time in the United
States about 1 % of the people own
over half of the wealth, whereas
90% of the people own only about
10% of the wealth. Poverty is very
extensive, reliable estimates placing

from 10% to 30% of the population

in this class. Unemployment runs

into the millions. Estimates vary
on the exact amount, but why should

anyone in a country like this be de-

prived of the right to work in sup-

port of himself and his loved ones!

Someone has said, "It is a mad
world, which finds men poverty-

stricken in the midst of plenty, na-

tions starving when there is too much
food."

Economic security is a crying need
in the world today. What are we
doing about it? The Federal Gov-
ernment is spending millions of dol-

lars each year in relief work and in

social security programs, programs
which are reaching our own local

communities. Private agencies every-

where are doing what they can to

make their contributions. The Re-
lief Society of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints has been
very helpful along these lines. The
Church has recently attracted world-

wide attention by announcing and
putting into operation a security pro-

gram that hopes to give work to all

of the able-bodied within the Church,
and direct relief to those who are

incapacitated, but the goal most cer-

tainly has not been reached as yet.

Much work is before us, and this is

a challenge to the Relief Society and
to the Church. Why study Sociolo-

gy?—that this one more threat to

social happiness might be eliminated.

HPHE third problem that I would
bring to your attention is that of

physical mental ill health. As in

the field of economics, so also in the

field of health, phenomenal advance-

ments have been made during recent

years; advancements in diet, sanita-

tion, medical care, and surgery. But
in spite of all this, the world today
is literally sick. Do you realize that

on the average every person in the

United States loses from about five

to ten days work each year on
account of illness, and do you realize

that approximately 2% of the entire

population is bed-ridden at any one
time? This is in addition to the

many hundreds of thousands of per-

sons who are chronically ill, though
not bed-ridden, and whose effiicency

is thereby seriously reduced.

It is true that the average length

of life has been increased from
somewhere between thirty or forty

years to about fifty-seven years for

men and sixty years for women.
But this increase has come about

largely through the great inroads

made upon the death rate of mothers
at child birth, the death rate of in-

fants under one year of age, and the

general death rates from infectious

and contagious diseases. Decreases

in the death rate have largely been

in the younger age groups of the

population. Figures show that the

death-rate of those past the age of

forty-five has actually been on the

increase. Figures also show that in

spite of the great advancement made
on contagious diseases, which affect
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persons of young ages chiefly, the

death rate from ailments such as

cancer, heart disease, etc., which af-

fect the middle aged and the old,

has actually been on the increase,

indicating that gains made in one

way may be lost in another. This

fact, along with the increase in ac-

cident rate, especially from automo-
bile traffic, indicates that the time

may not be far distant when the

average length of life, instead of

increasing further, will actually de-

crease. I am not decrying the

progress which has been made, only

emphasizing that there is much yet

to be done.

In the field of mental health we
likewise have our problems. Ap-
proximately 1 per cent of the pop-
ulation of this nation must be re-

garded as feeble-minded, and from
5 per cent to 10 per cent of the

population become mentally ill, to

use the popular term "insane," some-
time during life according to statis-

tical estimates, and furthermore
insanity is on the increase. It seems
that the rapid tempo of modern life,

together with its growing complex-
ity, contribute to the increase of

insanity. These figures and facts also

present a challenge to the Church
and to the Relief Society.

What is being done in the Church ?

The Latter-day Saint Church has
always been noted for its healthful

way of living. The Word of Wis-
dom, like the Social Security Plan,

has attracted world-wide attention.

It has made Latter-day Saints dis-

tinctive, and its results have been
good. The death-rate is not so high
in the Church, nor is the rate of

sickness, but in spite of this there

is altogether too much of both. The
Relief Society has played its part
from the beginning—visiting the
sick, providing for the needy, etc.

These are no small contributions, but
in spite of them all the world is still

literally sick. Add all these indices

of health together—disease, physical

breakdown, accidents, feeble-mind-

edness, insanity and so on—and you
will wonder who is left healthy and
free. The physical and mental well-

being of society is not in good shape.

'~PHE fourth problem to be re-

viewed briefly is that of crime.

Government is organized in society

for the protection of life and prop-
erty. Laws are set up to govern
people, to see that individuals, insti-

tutions, and groups do not infringe

upon the rights of other individuals,

institutions and groups. But when
governments become weak and cor-

rupt these controls have little or no
effect and crime flourishes as a con-

sequence. Now to say that crime in

the United States is due to a weak
and corrupt government, would cer-

tainly be wrong, but to say that the

extent of crime in this country is

due to weak and corrupt politicians,

who have wormed their way into

government circles, would not be
wrong. Too often in our society,

certainly not always but too often,

politicians and the criminals are in

partnership. As long as there are

such conditions, I am convinced that

American democracy will exist in

name only. For the preservation

of freedom and liberty which are

essential to democracy, we must
stamp out political corruption and
crime. There is a bit of irony in the

fact that this very nation which has
championed the course of democracy
now has the reputation of being the

most crime-ridden nation in the

world. Figures show that one per-

son out of every hundred in the

United States has been convicted of

crime, and five persons out of every
hundred have been arrested at one
time or another. Figures show that

we have over 150,000 inmates housed
in the Federal and State Peniten-

tiaries of the land. Add to this num-
ber the hundreds of thousands in
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local jails, the hundreds of thousands
on probation and parole, and the un-
told numbers who are never caught,

and you have some idea of the extent

of crime in this country. Further-
more crime is on the increase. Where
is it all going to end? No one can
tell. We know what we would like,

we know what the conditions are,

and the fate of the Nation remains
in our hands. I refer, of course, to

all citizens of the United States.

Latter-day Saints have always
been noted for their emphasis upon
law observance, and this emphasis
has had its results. The crime rates

in our local communities are not as

high on the average as in most com-
munities. But I am sure that if you
will observe the crime records in our
own communities, you will neverthe-
less be startled; they are not at all

flattering. Political corruption needs
to be stamped out; indifference to

laws and government needs to be
corrected ; crime detection needs to

be improved ; and studies on the

cause of crime and the treatment of

the criminal need to be expanded.
All of these are tasks which lie be-

fore the student of contemporary so-

cial problems, and this is another
reason why members of the Relief

Society should study sociology.

THE fifth problem I would like

to consider in order to illustrate

the importance of social study and
social work, is the problem of War,
a problem^ which in our present set-

ting may seem a little distant and
far away but a problem which nev-
ertheless is just as serious, just as

demanding of our attention, perhaps
more so, than any of these other four

problems discussed. The problem
of War is most serious because it

involves life itself, the very heart of

civilization. In personal disorganiza-

tion, suicide and insanity are the end
products ; in family disorganization

divorce ana desertion are the most
serious evidences of maladjustment

;

while in community disorganization

war and revolution are the final ex-
tremes to which the disorganization

may run. We may think that as

society moves on, and man lives

longer in social groups, he would
learn to get along with others better

and hence war and the possibility

of war would decrease as society be-

comes older. This is a logical de-

duction, but such is not the case in

fact. Studies reveal that the last

quarter of a century or so has been
the most bloody part century of any
century recorded in history. This
is true from the standpoints of the

size of armies, of war expenditures,

and of war casualties. We talk of

peace, but the peace machinery of the

world has been largely broken down.
The last World war, in round num-
bers, cost humanity about forty mil-

lion lives either directly or indirectly,

and about four hundred billion dol-

lars. These lives have not been re-

deemed through social advancement,
and the borrowed money has never
been repaid, perhaps never will be.

The end is not yet. Only yester-

day we read of the war in Ethiopia,

and revolutions in various parts of

the world. Today the war in Spain
is only overshadowed by the terrible

atrocities taking place in China. The
feelings of the nations of the world
are on edge ; no one knows when
they may break into flame. To you
and me, located here in the heart of

the Rocky Mountains, perhaps war
is further removed than it is to some
others. But many of you in this

audience will remember the loss of

loved ones in the last World War,
and remembering this you will real-

ize that the possibilitiy for the future

is not too bright.

The world was not made safe for

democracy in the last World war.

It is scarcely safe for anything at
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the present time, and it will never

be made safe by war. The only

way that peace can be established is

by mending the torn fibres of social

relationships in such a way that love

will take the place of hate and co-

operation will supplant the ugly con-

flict of war and revolution. Call this

Utopia, perfectionalism, millennium

or what you like, but it must come
before social life can produce the

supreme joy and contentment which
lie intrinsically within it. The task

is a large one but it is not impossible,

and therein lies our hope.

HPHESE five major social prob-

lems which have been the "meat"
of our discussion this afternoon

—

family maladjustment, economic in-

security, ill health, crime, and war

—

are by no means the only problems
with which society has to deal. Fur-
thermore, my discussion of them has

been altogether too brief and gen-

eral ; but regardless. I am sure that

some of the symptoms of a sick hu-
manity have at least been illustrated.

All is not well with the world, neither

at home nor abroad, and you and I

cannot afford to be indifferent. There
is important work to be done. Soci-

ety will not be reorganized in a day,

nor by the Relief Society alone, nor
certainly not by this talk, but all

helps.

XTOT many centuries ago our pil-

grim fathers were fighting for

life and freedom upon the frontiers

of a new continent. Fewer than one
hundred years have passed away
since our own grandparents rallied

to the leadership of Brigham Young
and braved the dangers of an un-

conquered expanse of territory to

make one of the greatest treks

known in history. Pioneers,- all of

them, struggling to push the fron-

tiers of their day into the distant

horizons of the morrow, and they

succeeded very well
;
you and I are

now enjoying innumerable conven-

iences and comforts made possible

only by the courage of these who
have gone before. But these fron-

tiers of our forefathers, instead of

vanishing, have only shifted to new
fields. Land for colonization is al-

most gone, it is true, but the social

fields of today are just beginning to

be opened up. They are rough and
are full of rocks and weeds ; they

need to be conquered and cultivated.

The tasks which lie before you and
me, though different in their nature,

are just as important and just as

challenging as those of our fathers.

There are religious groups in the

world which make the mistake of at-

tacking these social problems from
an emotionalized spiritual point of

view only. There are other groups,

non-religious in nature, which make
an equal mistake in attacking the

problems from a cold intellectual

point of view alone. We need both

approaches. Inspiration should be

supported by information ; spiritu-

ality should always accompany in-

tellectuality. The Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints and the

National Woman's Relief Society

are both richly endowed with all of

the elements necessary in the solu-

tion of our great problems. Sisters

of the Relief Society, may we accept

the challenges which lie on the social

frontiers of life, and may we lift the

horizons of today to new heights.



Three Wise Girls
By Lillian McQuarrie

WILLIE sang from the bath-

room, "I don't want to make
hist-o-ry," and Esther, in

the dining room, tittered. The bath-

room door slammed suddenly with
such violence the three little girls

jumped.
"What did he do that for?" Ruth,

the youngest, wanted to know, her
blond curls bobbing.

Mother rushed in from the back
porch where she was sweeping snow.
It was a week before Christmas and
the snow was deep.

"What was that?" Her brown
eyes were startled.

"Willie's mad at something !" Jan-
ette's thin, dark little face clouded.

"We don't know what."
A young man appeared in the

suddenly opened doorway. One-
half of his face was covered with
lather. Willie was twenty-one, and
Mother's youngest brother.

"Your innocent children," he an-

nounced with fine sarcasm, "are up
to their tricks—watching me and
snickering."

Esther's eyebrows shot up. Es-
ther was the oldest—almost thirteen.

"Mother," she said, "we weren't

even looking at Willie. We were
clearing the dishes."

"I wish you weren't so sensitive

lately, Will," Mother said. "I'm
sure the girls would leave you alone

if you didn't get so upset every time

they make a move."
Mother went outside again, and

Willie closed the bathroom door.

"What's the matter with him?"
Ruth asked in a loud whisper.

"Sh!" Janette said. "He's in

love." She looked up at her older

sister for confirmation. "Isn't he,

Esther ?"

The tawny-haired Esther nodded.
Little ten-year-old Ruth spread her
hands and hunched her shoulders

with delight. But she knew better

than to make a sound. Willie was
always having outbursts lately. She
couldn't understand why he had
stopped playing with them, or pick-

ing them up and roughing them
when they ran to meet him after

work. But she had a feeling it was
connected with Fay Hughes, nine-

teen, who lived next door.

Summer before last Fay had
moved in and Willie used to slip

over and talk to her on her front

porch in the evening. Soon they

were going driving in his old car.

But now, somehow, Willie wasn't

a bit himself.

After Willie left for the office,

Mother said, "Girls, I want you to

be careful of Willie's feelings."

There was sympathy in her kind,

brown eyes, but a twinkle, too. "Un-
happy people are likely to be cross.

Or maybe we should say 'people who
are cross are unhappy.'

"

Esther said, "What's Willie un-

happy about, Mother? Honestly, we
didn't do a thing to him. He was
singing that old song about 'I don't

want to make history, I just want
to make love,' and I laughed. That's

all."

"That's enough," Mother said,

rather crisply. The girls had an un-

comfortable feeling, as Mother went
upstairs, that they were guilty of

something. But they did not know
what it was.

"I think I know why Willie's un-

happy," dark little Janette said,

brightening. "Did you hear him
talking to Daddy this morning? He
didn't know whether to buy Fay
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a diamond for Christmas, or himself

a new car. What does he want to

give Fay a diamond for, Esther?"

"So they can get engaged," Es-

ther said. "When you want to mar-
ry someone you give them a diamond
ring and then you're engaged."

The blond youngest child listened,

wide-eyed, but made no comment.

/-PWO days later Willie drove

home in a shiny new car. The
girls heard him say to Daddy at

dinner, "Well, Larry, I guess the

diamond's out."

"Too bad, old man," Daddy said.

"But you're young, and there are

dozens of Fays in the world."

Willie laughed, but the girls lis-

tening knew that it wasn't a happy
laugh.

When Esther came up to bed she

was quiet for a long time. At last

she said, "Willie had a quarrel with

Fay yesterday."

"A quarrel!" Janette sat up
straight in bed.

"Like we used to have when we
were young?" Ruth asked, incredu-

lous.

"Yes," Esther said, "and I have

a grand idea. Let's put our money
together and buy a gift for Fay

—

from Willie!"

"But we won't have any left over

for Moth—" Janette began.

Esther interrupted. "I saw just

the thing downtown yesterday. A
real honest-to-goodness Mexican
diamond for only four dollars and
fifty cents."

"My goodness!" Janette said.

"Four dollars and fifty cents!"

Ruth's eyes were as big as saucers.

"A real Mexican diamond?"
Janette said, "And will we have

to tell Mother and Daddy we haven't

bought anything for them?"
"Well," Esther said. "Willie is

closer to Mother than we are because
he's her brother. So if we make

Willie happy Mother will be happy,
and if she is, Daddy will be. See?
So it's a sort of present for every-

body."

"Well, I want to see the Mexican
diamond first, before we buy it,"

Janette said, cautiously.

But her caution was swept away
and she and Ruth fell in love with
the diamond instantly when they

saw it glittering in its velvet nest

in the showcase. Ruth clapped her

hands in ecstasy.

Esther said, "See? Wouldn't Fay
be beautiful in that? With her blue

eyes looking at it, and the diamond
sparkling on her white hand?"
"Oh, it's—grand-elegrant ?" Ruth

cried. "Maybe she'll let us try it

on."

But Janette did not want to be

rushed into anything. "That's a lot

of money for a diamond, after the

way we've borrowed ahead on our
'lowances, and we still lack a quarter.

Now a box of candy, maybe. Let's

just buy Fay a box of candy and
get engaged that way."
"Sh—" Esther said, nudging Jan-

ette. "You have to have a ring. And
anyway, it's for Willie, silly."

T)Y Christmas Eve the three girls

had almost despaired. They had
borrowed to the limit of their al-

lowances, and had even touched Wil-
lie for fifty cents, which he let them
have, absently. They succeeded in

getting the final quarter from father

which he let them have only by sign-*

ing a receipt for it. He looked at

them thoughtfully. "However," he
said, "it's in stamps." They did not

hear him chuckling over it with
mother, later, nor explaining that

he believed in creating little special

problems.

Esther was disappointed. "I won-
der if the man will take stamps."

"It's too late to wonder," Janette

cried. "Get your coats. Mother
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promised we could go downtown
alone."

"And it's nearly dark !" Ruth add-

ed, her eyes round.

At the jewelry store the man
smiled. "Yes, it's still here. Do
you want it wrapped as a gift?"

"Yes," Esther said. "And could

you engrave a name on it?"

"What name do you want?" the

man asked.

"To Fay from Willie," Esther

said, thoughtfully.

They waited, looking at each other

breathlessly, saying nothing. Soon

the man came back. As he wrapped

the box he said, "There will be an

extra charge of ten cents for the

engraving."

Esther slumped dramatically. "We
haven't got that much," she said.

"Only four dollars and fifty cents.

And twenty-five cents is in stamps."

There was a long pause, as the

man put seals on the little box. "Oh,"

he said, at last, "that'll be all right.

Here's a card to write the name on."

He handed them the box. "Merry
Christmas to you," he smiled.

They sighed with relief when they

got outside, and began to run. They
ran almost all the way home. But

even before they opened the door

they heard sounds of trouble. Willie

was turning the radio on so loud it

was deafening. And then he was
turning it off again. It had to be

Willie. It couldn't be Mother or

Father.

The three girls took off their

wraps, and Ruth danced up and

down.
"Here, Daddy," Esther said. "Put

this gift on the tip-top of the tree."

"Who's it for?"

Esther took up a pen from the

desk and wrote "Fay" on the card.

But Father looked at the package

and then at Willie. He shook his

head.

"Too bad," he said. "Wild horses

couldn't drag Fay into this house."

Ruth said, "Daddy, Willie will

bring her. Won't you, Willie?"

"Say
—

" Willie began with scorn.

And then, "Willie! Willie, Willie,

Willie is all I hear ! Why can't you
call me Bill or something? Will-eel"

He ran up the stairs, turning at

the landing, "You kids make me
tired!" They heard his door slam

behind him.

HpHREE little faces looked blank,

and then horrified. Janette

dropped into a chair and Esther

slumped to the Chesterfield. Ruth
just stood, looking at the empty tree

Mother and Daddy would trim after

they were in bed.

Mother said, "What's up? It

can't be that bad, surely?"

And Daddy laughed. "You little

women have been so wrapped up in

giving that you haven't given a

thought to what you're going to

get !" He sounded mysterious, but

it didn't help any.

Ruth climbed up on his lap and
began sobbing, too disappointed to

say anything.

"Hop into bed," Daddy said, after

a while. "Bedtime comes early on
Christmas Eve."

But sleep would not come. They
could hear faintly the voices of

Mother and Daddy, and the crackle

of paper.

They heard Mother say, after a

while, "Here, Larry. Christmas Eve
is the time to open packages. Merry
Christmas, dear."

Esther leaped out of bed. "I know
what we'll do. We'll take that pres-

ent over to Fay right now!" She
ran to the head of the stairs. "Moth-
er!" she called. "Mother, please,

would you mind handing me that

present? The one for Fay?"
Mother did not ask questions. She

only smiled. But Esther was trem-

bling for fear she would say some-
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thing. When she came back to the

bedroom she was smiling. "Get
your clothes on. We're going over

to Fay's."

They dressed, breathlessly, and
tiptoed down the back stairs. The
gate between the two houses stood

ajar, and they were careful not to

touch it because of the squeak in it.

Mr. Hughes answered the door.

"Well, well, well!" he cried.

"Three wise men come to visit us on
Christmas Eve ! No, three wise wom-
en, as I live

!"

"Sh!" Esther said, her finger on
her lips. She glanced back toward
the darkened kitchen of her own
home.

"Oh, Mr. Hughes," Janette said,

"is Fay home ?"

"I should think she is," the man
boomed. "Crying her heart out on
Christmas Eve!"

They followed him into the sitting

room. Fay was lying on her face,

one arm under her, but she sat up
when they came in. The Christmas
tree stood by the radiator, heavily

laden, and strung with icicles.

"You have company, Fay," Mr.
Hughes said. Mrs. Hughes was
wrapping packages at the table.

Fay leaped to her feet. Her eyes,

the girls thought, were more blue

and beautiful than ever, even though
she had been crying, and they had
never seen her golden hair so lovely.

It was out of order and not orimly
tucked behind her ears in smooth
waves tonight.

"Mother says," Esther began,
"that Christmas Eve is the time to

open presents. So we've brought one
over to you."

Fay's eyes filled with tears again.

"Who's—who's it from ?" Her voice
was hushed, and she looked scared.

"Look and see !" Ruth cried.

Fay's slender fingers trembled as

she opened it, and when she saw
the ring box she sat down.
At the sight of the glittering gem

she cried, "Oh ! Oh !" She slipped

the ring on her finger.

"Look inside of it!" Ruth said.

Fay inspected the ring, reading

slowly. "It's—it's from—Willie
!"

Mrs. Hughes said, "Have some
candy, youngsters. Is Willie home ?"

"Oh, Mother!" Fay protested.

"No, thank you, Mrs. Hughes,"
Esther said. "Yes, Willie's home !"

Tears were in her voice. She clutched

her sister's hands. "Well, she said,

"we've got to be going."

They were out the front door and
half-way up the front walk of their

own home before Janette caught her

breath. "What did you drag us

away for, Esther? I wanted to see

what she'd do."

"We had to get out of there before

we told her we bought it!" Esther
said. "Oh, I'm all mixed up my-
self !"

Ruth began to cry. "This is the

worst Christmas
—

" But. Esther
opened the door. Willie was sitting

with Mother and Father, in his new
robe. They were all eating popcorn.

"Well!" Mother exclaimed.

"We've been over to Fay's," Jan-
ette burst out. "We took her the

ring ourselves
!"

"What ring?" Willie sprang up,

excited. "What ring? Tell me,
quick

!"

"An engagement ring," Ruth said.

"A real Mexican diamond!"

Willie collapsed into a chair. "Now
wouldn't you just know it !" He ran

his fingers through his hair and
glared at the children. He was
breathing hard. "She'll think I sent

them ! She'll think I bought an old,

cheap ring!"

"It's not—ch—cheap !" Janette

cried, biting her lip. But the tears

came, anyway.
The phone rang. "If that's for
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me," Willie shouted to Mother as

she moved toward the phone, "I'm
not in. Oh, I'll have to drown my-
self !" But he beat Mother to the

phone and lifted the receiver. They
all watched his face, and after the

first "Hello" it changed unbelievably.

His voice softened, and he smiled.

"Yes," he said, at last, "I'll be

right over." He whirled and ran

up the stairs, and Esther turned to

Mother.

"We had both of their names put

in the ring so—so they would be

engaged
!"

Mother and Daddy laughed.

Willie came down the stairs three

at a time. He had almost reached the

hall when he stopped.

"Hey !" he called, and there was
such gladness in his voice the girls

ran to him. "Listen," he said, bend-

ing down and whispering, "Don't

tell your mother and dad, but here's

a little present for the swellest nieces

a guy ever had!" And when he

closed the door behind him there

were three one dollar bills clutched

in three little hands.

"Oh!" Ruth crowed, "this is

grand-elegant
!"

"And he looked happy!" Janette

said, giggling.

"Like he ought to—he's engaged,"

Esther said.

S^*^£=^3=33=^=3

JOY
Claire S. Boyer

Joy is the miracle of love

Suspended as a star,

The spirit's own divinity

Lifted afar.

c^scgacgrt
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The Source of Radiance Is Love *

By George Gardner

ONE of the great masters

searched his land for a model
from which to paint a portrait

of the Christ. After many years

of search, the great painter found a

young man, in every way the ideal

for his model. During the painting

of the picture there grew a close

friendship between the two.

The divine radiance which suited

the young man to this high and rare

opportunity, so the young man said,

was due to an emotion he felt within.

The inward emotion, he confided to

the master, was due to the daily

association with a young lady of rare

and lovely qualities. The young man
was soon to marry her.

After the painting was complete
the two men separated.

Copies of the masterpiece have
been taken to all parts of the civilized

world to hang in art galleries,

churches, homes and to be printed in'

books. Thus the influence of one
good woman has been felt through-
out the world down through centur-

ies of time.

jV/fANY years after the meeting
of the painter and the young

man there was another great paint-

ing planned, the painting of Judas.
After studying this character for
many years the master again went
in search of a model. He searched

the saloons and the inns and the

slums. One day in a desolate inn

the master saw the one for whom
he searched. At a lone table sat

a man without radiance of face, with-

out interest in life, even without

hope. As the artist approached him
there appeared something familiar

in feature. The stranger spoke the

artist's name in a voice whose every

trace of music had vanished.

"Yes, I remember you. But you
don't know me," the stranger said.

"Many years ago I was your model.

You painted The Christ. It is a great

painting. As I told you then the

love of a beautiful and good woman
gave me a divine radiance. We had
a misunderstanding. I quarreled

with her and in anger went away.

My anger turned to hatred. Hatred
has quenched the fire that then

warmed my life. Do you see any
radiance now?"
The old man sat again as a model

for the great painter.

*See the diary of Leonardo Da
Vinci. This was written in mirror

writing and was recently deciphered

by Professor Manutti.

Some facts in this story were giv-

en by Robert Ripley in a radio ad-

dress over the NBC in 1936. They
are used here through the courtesy

of Mr. Ripley.

V\7TSH your friend a Merry
Christmas with a pretty hand-

painted card from the Mormon Han-
dicraft Shop. Gifts to suit any
taste and pocket-book are to be found
there.

^^^t^^^i^^i^^t^^t^o^^^t^^^^^t^^^.t^^-^^v^-t^^t^^c^t^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^



The Lotus Eater
By Mabel S. Harmer

HELEN was very much hurt

by the attitude which Nina
assumed toward her after

their conversation on the porch. Ev-
erything about her visit had been so

happy up until this point that she

could not bear to have it marred by
unpleasantness now. In the pres-

ence of the rest of the family, Nina
remained the same but there was
no more running into Helen's room
late of an evening for whispered con-

fidences nor would she accompanv
Helen and Danny on their expedi-

tions to the ocean front.

Worse than this, however, was
Helen's concern for her younger sis-

ter. She felt that Nina must be

taking the affair with Cary Hughes
very seriously indeed to allow it to

affect their relations like this.

She had made careful inquiries

about the man and had learned that

while there was nothing very defi-

nitely bad about him, he was known
as a spendthrift and certainly he was
not the type for her pretty golden-

haired sister to fall in love with. She

felt that she simply could not go

back to Wyoming until the affair

had been satisfactorily settled.

She thought more than once of

going to her father and mother about

it but was afraid that they might

reprimand Nina too severely and

cause more harm than good. She

wished she could interest Nina more
in Wendell Baker who was a splen-

did lad in every way but she knew
that the surest way to throw Nina

into Cary Hughes' arms would be

to openly attempt to further Wen-
dell's cause.

"LJELEN finally persuaded Nina to

go shopping with her and Danny
one day on the plea that she could

not manage both her parcels and the

boy alone. She was sure that Nina
had agreed to go only because she

could think of no good excuse not

to go but was happy anyway to have

an opportunity to draw Nina closer

to her again, if possible.

Danny found the dog, which he

had promised to take back to his

Daddy for a present, and insisted

that his mother buy it at once. It

was white and woolly with large

floppy ears and a most enticing red

flannel tongue. Danny would not

allow it out of his arms even long

enough for the sales girl to wrap it

up and beamed ecstatically upon his

newly acquired treasure.

When they had finished shopping,

Helen suggested that they stop some-

where for lunch and they had just

settled themselves cozily and given

their order when a deep masculine

voice said, "May I join this charming

group?" Looking up, she saw the

smiling face of Cary Hughes.

Nina flung her a glance at once

both startled and challenging but

Helen said pleasantly, "To be sure,

we'll be glad to have you."

She meant what she said. Al-

though she had previously been in-

troduced to Cary she had seen.him

only for a few brief moments and

she was glad to have an opportunity

to study the man a little more care-

fully and to decide, if she could, just

how much Nina was in love with

him. He was exactly the type, she

thought ruefully, to catch the fancy

of an unsophisticated young girl.

Dark haired and handsome, care-

fully dressed and with the easy,

debonair manner of "a man about

town."
Helen chatted with him during
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lunch while Nina contented herself

by saying something only occasion-

ally but making up for it by wearing
such a thrillingly happy look that

Helen became more deeply concerned
than ever. When they were through
Cary offered to drive them home and
Helen accepted. She could readily

see that if she could once more gain
Nina's confidence she would have a
far better chance of influencing her
in the right direction than if the

present coolness continued to exist.

When they arrived home Nina
caught Danny up and kissed him
and Helen knew that this was her
way of expressing her pleasure for
the attitude she had taken toward
Cary that afternoon. She stood at

the stairway looking up, after Nina
had run lightly up to change her
clothes and thought with an inward
sigh, "Poor little sister—I hope she
doesn't get hurt too much."

There was a letter from Dan on
the tray in the hall which she picked
up and was about to read when her
mother came in and said, "Mr. Win-
ters, is in there and would like to
talk with you."

JJELEN thrust the letter into her
pocket and walked into the liv-

ing room which her mother had in-

dicated by a nod of the head. She
was somewhat surprised that her
former High School principal had
called to see her but supposed it was
a friendly visit such as a number of
her former friends and acquaint-
ances had made.

"This is so kind of you," she said,

going toward him with a smile.

"Not at all, not at all," he beamed
as he took her outstretched hand. "In
fact this is a visit of both pleasure

and business."

"Business ?" repeated Helen, open-
ing her eyes wide.

"Yes. May I ask if you were plan-

ning on extending your visit here
much longer ?"

Helen instinctively clutched the

letter within her pocket. She had
been away from home for two
months now and while Dan insisted

that she stay until she was "good
and ready" to come home, she knew
that he was desperately lonely for

her and the boy and would welcome
them back most heartily at any time.

She felt that she dared not go, how-
ever, until Nina's affair was settled

one way or another.

She finally answered, "Why—

I

really don't know just how much
longer I shall be here."

"I don't mean to be inquisitive,"

continued Mr. Winters. "The fact

of the matter is that school is start-

ing in another couple of weeks and
our music teacher has suddenly mar-
ried and gone away. They will do
it, you know," he smiled.

"At least the fortunate ones will,"

Helen answered.

"To be sure. Now, the point that

I am driving at is that I would like

you to take the work for a short time
until I can look around and find

another teacher. That is, of course,

if you are going to stay that long."

"I—you'll have to give me a day
or so to think it over," said Helen,
quite bewildered. "I really had in-

tended to leave before then but it is

possible that I could arrange to stay."

"I can wait for a few days, but
I shall have to know as soon as pos-
sible in order that I can look around
for someone else in case you do not

feel inclined to take it," and Mr.
Winters bid her goodbye and left.

Helen ran upstairs with her
thoughts in a turmoil. What an op-
portunity it really was if she felt

that she could conscientiously take

advantage of it. Several more weeks
of the bright sunshine for Danny,
a chance to help put Nina into the

right path and a way to earn enough
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money to buy a radio. The latter

idea had become almost an obses-

sion with her since she had seen the

new models with their loud speakers.

No longer need she be cut off from
all the beautiful music that her soul

had so hungered for. Her little iso-

lated home in the valley would not

hold nearly so much loneliness for

her if she could enjoy this bond with

the outside world.

She drew Dan's letter from her

pocket and read it through twice.

"The lambs don't know how to act,"

he had written, "without the little

fellow to chase them around and I

feel still more lost than the lambs do,

but don't come home until you have
had your stay out."

Helen folded up the letter and
thrust it back into the envelope. That
was exactly what she would do

—

have her stay out. She would never
be satisfied if she went back regret-

ting the lost opportunity. To teach

music in a school had been the dream
of her life. She had hoped for just

such a position before she went away
to Wyoming but it had never ma-
terialized. What a difference there

would have been in her life if it had

!

Then she would never have met Dan.
There would have been no long win-
ters in Wyoming to look forward
to, for perhaps the rest of her life

and there would have been no Danny.
She caught her breath at the very
thoughts of it. No, not for all the

music in the world would she have
had it different.

She felt that there was no reason
why she should not take advantage
of the present situation, however,
and she went promptly downstairs
and phoned her decision to Mr. Win-
ters while her resolve was still high.

Her father and mother were de-

lighted that she was planning a more
extended visit than they had hoped
for at first but Nina said very little.

Helen rather thought that Nina

would have been just as pleased to

have seen her safely on the road

home, in spite of their recent partial

reconciliation.

TOURING the next few weeks she

worked feverishly to prepare

herself for her work. Even though
she expected it to last but a short

while, she was anxious to do her

very best to give the music depart-

ment of the school a flying start

for the year. She dug out her old

books on the theory of teaching and
procured some new ones. She went
over the work as thoroughly as she

could with Mr. Winters until he
laughingly declared that if she turned

out to be too good they wouldn't

bother about finding a permanent
teacher at all.

She had seen Wayne Kent only

at intervals since the day he had
shown her the model home. They
had met once or twice at parties and
occasionally he had waved to her

from his car as he passed her on
the street. She thought that he had
probably forgotten about his invita-

tion to take her to visit his people

until he called her on the telephone

one day to announce that it was his

birthday and he was taking her home
to his birthday party.

"LJELEN was delighted and dressed

very carefully for the party in a

fluffy thin white dress. She was
very fond of Wayne's mother and
two sisters and was anxious that they

shouldn't find her too much changed
from the time she used to go there

to parties during her school days.

She was rather surprised when
she arrived at the house to find that

she was the only guest outside of the

family. "I thought you said that

this was a party," she whispered to

Wayne.
"It is," he answered, nodding his

head for emphasis. "Just wait until
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you see the cake. Cake and ice cream
always make a party, don't they ?"

"I suppose so," Helen agreed. Af-
ter all, why quibble about the size

of the crowd. As long as Wayne's
entire family was present there could

scarcely be any impropriety about

her dining with him. She reflected

that she would probably never have
thought anything about the matter

if it hadn't been for Nina's outburst

on the porch the night after she had
first seen Wayne.

In spite of her slight twinge of

conscience, Helen enjoyed the dinner

as she had not done for "ages." She
never sat down to a perfectly ap-

pointed table, such as the one before

her now that she did not think of

her poor little dinner party given

shortly after her marriage when her,

brave attempt to have things nice

had frozen her guests into silence.

They chatted afterward until late

in the evening and when Helen sug-

gested that she must be going home
Wayne naturally took her out to his

car.

"Have you forgotten where I

live?" she asked as he started off in

the opposite direction from her
home.
"Not exactly. I'm going to show

you the ocean by moonlight."

"Thank you, but I've seen it be-

fore," she answered lightly.

"Perhaps. But you'll have to ad-
mit that you can't see the ocean too
many times by moonlight."

Helen felt that it would only make
the matter absurd if she argued about
it so she decided to have a look at

the moonlit ocean and get home as

quickly as possible. It was not easy

to look "quickly" at the ocean bathed

in the silver moonlight. It was a

sight that was always breathtaking

no matter how many times before

one had gazed upon its loveliness.

They sat in silence for a few minutes

until Wayne broke the spell by say-

ing, "I'm awfully glad that you

aren't going back."

"Oh, but I am going back," said

Helen quickly. "I'm only taking the

school for a few weeks."

Wayne shook his head. "You
may think you are, but you won't.

Do you remember those fellows who
stopped on an island when they were
coming home from the Trojan war
and lingered to feed on lotus, what-

ever that might be ? Well, they meant

to go back home too, but they could-

n't break away. You'll find that

California gets you just like that."

"Nonsense," said Helen with a

short laugh. "My husband and my
home are in Wyoming and I will

certainly go back. I left California

once and I can do so again."

Wayne only shrugged his shoul-

ders and looked most provokingly

unconvinced.

"You shall see," said Helen defi-

nitely ending the argument.

Nevertheless, she was vaguely

troubled after Wayne had driven her

to her home and wished that he had

left the story of the lotus eaters back

in the fifth grade where he had

learned it.

(To be continued)



Christmas Tree
By Blanche Kendall McKey

I am the Yuletide Tree ; I know the

heights.

I grew where I could see the sun
drop low,

The stars dawn pale. I saw the burst

of day
And stretched to greet the flame. I

knew no fear

Of Winter's
wrath — my
branches
green, unnip-

ped,

I snuggled warm
beneath my
quilt of snow.

I am the Yuletide

Tree
know
heights.

— I

the

And you who
make me
monarch for

a day

Set not a tinsel

crown upon
my head.

Beneath the glit-

ter and the tinkling bell,

The fairy, frostlike filigree of light,

Can you not see my spirit, mountain
reared ?

I am a part of earth, and thus a part

Of God, who gave the seed that I

might grow,
I have not lost my vision of the

heights.

I love the gaudy balls you deck me
with.

I love the sparkling laughter of your
child.

I shed a softened light on springing

tears,

For well I know how rise to life

again

The sunsets and
the ruddy
heaths aglow

That passed with

other years

;

soft candle

flame

That lit the depths

of eyes which
smile no
more

!

I grieve not that

my reign is

but a day.

I do not fear the

hour when I

shall lie

A bit of wood be-

side the door-

yard bush;

But for blind eyes that cannot see

my soul

I weep. Give me a crown of praise

that glorifies

;

Raise spirit-lit eyes to me, that I may
know

You hear afar Judea's burst of song,

In my faint light you see Judea's

Star.



Little Moments of Eternity
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THEM?

CHRISTMAS CANDLES
Take Time To Live

By Leila Marler Hoggan

"My feet may tread the lowlands,

But I—I scale the heights,

And view the ways of destiny

By Heaven's gleaming lights."—Grace Ingles Frost.*

ARE we getting all of the sweet-

ness and joy and development,

all of the soul growth and real

worthwhile happiness out of life

that we desire? Are we reaching

out for higher revelations of truth,

for "life more abundant"? Or, are

we so occupied with the hurries and
worries of every day, the transient,

changing activities that clutter the

path of progress, that we have little

time for contemplation of the eternal

values of life ?

How much of our time do we
waste brooding over lost yesterdays,

and day-dreaming of the glamorous
tomorrows that will never material-

ize?

How many days do we live fully,

joyously? Days so complete in their

fruition that they bring to the heart

silent prayers of gratitude?

Many of us find our hands so filled

with the occupations of livelihood

that we fail to make time for life

itself. We become so engrossed in

surrounding ourselves with comforts

and conveniences that we lose the

art of living. We are not so different

from the little girl who called to

her playmate, "Nancy, we've bee

all this time getting ready to play

and now our mothers are calling us

before we even get started."

If life's values were price tagged

we would lament our slender purses

but the rarer gifts, the eternal treas-

ures being free for the taking, we

*"With Pan," by Grace Ingles Frost.
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hesitate to accept them. We are of-

ten very reluctant in surrendering

physical comfort for spiritual devel-

opment.
From day to day we permit our-

selves to be hurried along with the

throng. Our own high purposes are

shelved in order that we may fill our

time with the changing fads and
fancies of the day, the instabilities

that are here but an hour and are

then forgotten.

"Just over the next little hill," we
assure ourselves, "there will be a

quiet path leading into solitude and
meditation, where we shall sit down
and mark out the pattern of our

dreams."

But the pause in the onrush of life

never comes, unless we are brave

enough to step out of line and take it.

It requires time and courage, work
and faith to make dreams come true.

But those who cherish a dream and
who are ready to make their lives

a devotion to its fulfillment, shall

find strength sufficient unto their

needs. "Heaven stoops under our
roof" more often that we realize.

Our eyes are so dimmed with the

shadows of materialism that we fail

to recognize Divinity in the burning

bush.

God's manna is spread all along

life's way, but we must gather our
portion while the day is young. If

we wait until the shadows lengthen

it will be too late. The most precious

gifts of life will elude us unless we
make preparation to receive them and
then retain them by a wise and prop-

er use.

"For most of us," says Gove Ham-
bidge, "the path to the stars lies

through simple and immediate
things."f

|[ ET us take time for the little

priceless ioys of every day that

will make life richer and sweeter.

Why not begin this very morning,

doing some of the lovely things that

we have waited all through the years

to do? Let us put by our first coin

today, towards the purchase of that

beautiful picture that will give us

inspiration every time we look at it

;

that piece of handiwork, that will

give play to our creative ability ; the

inspired book, that will satisfy our
heart's longing ; the sheet of music,

that will be a singing melody to our
soul.

Let us find time for a moving pic-

ture of rare beauty or bubbling
mirth, now and then. Let us make
a place on our program for the lovely

lessons that are prepared for our
inspiration and spiritual growth. Is

there not an odd hour now and then,

that can be spent with some relative

or friend who is shut in and lonely ?

There are numberless joyous ad-

ventures, beautiful soul-stirring ex-

periences that may be had for the

taking, if we will find time for them.

It requires time for companionship
with our children, for the games and
songs and picture books that sweeten
the life of the small child. It takes

time for comradeship with our fel-

lows, for communion with our God.
Bulwer Lytton said

:

"There is no unbelief.

Whoever plants a seed beneath the sod
And waits to see it push away the clod

Trusts in God."

Man has an upward reaching for

communion with the divine, a deep
desire for fundamental truths, an
instinctive yearning for the beauti-

ful. Should we not satisfy these

demands of the soul?

It takes time to enjoy the beauties

of nature, to read the lovely books
that enrich life, to build up an inner

spiritual strength, a susceptibility to

divine guidance, a faith that knows
no doubt or fear. It takes time to

f'Take Time To Live," by Gove Ham-
bidge, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.
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live. Of course it does. But what
is life, after all, if it fails to yield

us joy and peace and satisfaction?

God meant our lives to be radiant,

beautiful, glorious. Did not He de-

clare, "Man is that he might have

joy"?

HPHE gift of all gifts that is most

to be desired, is the everlasting

Gospel of the Master. "It is the

power of God unto salvation." When
we walk in the darkness of despond-
ency it is a light to our feet. In

the midst of turmoil and confusion

it calms our fears. When we are

deep in sorrow it comforts and heals

our breaking hearts. In the hour of

defeat, it gives us wings for new
flight.

Surely nothing else in life is so

precious, so entirely worth cherish-

ing. And yet we become so absorbed

with the trivial demands of every

day, that we sometimes forget. Even
when we are making preparations

for that holy day, the anniversary of

His birth, we are beset by many
cares.

Our festive red candles send out

Christmas cheer to the guest and
the stranger alike. But do we take

time to watch the soft light of a lone

white taper, the light that breathes

a spirit of prayer, of solemn grati-

tude for His supreme sacrifice for

all men?
His gospel is the scintillating can-

dle of truth whose rays will light

our feet into paths of peace. Are
we too busy to take time for the

glorious blessings it holds? Are we
too hurried to kneel in prayer, to

look up at the stars in the silent

night? Surely, on this day of days,

we should take time for these blessed

joys.

This excerpt from Grace Noll
Crowell's beautiful poem, "Leisure,"

is a challenge to each of us in our
hurried preparations for His natal

day:

"I shall have leisure—I shall go out alone
From my roof and my door,

I shall not miss the silver silence of
stars

As I have before,
And Oh, perhaps if I stand there very

still

And very long,

I shall hear what the clamor of living

has kept from me

:

The angel's song !"$

{"Leisure," by Grace Noll Crowell,
Published in Good Housekeeping Maga-
zine, New York City.

Special arrangement has been made
with the authors and publishers, for the
use of the excerpts in this article.



Happenings
By Annie Wells Cannon

TN the gladness of December fes-

tivals, forget not the divine inher-

itance of man is tenderness.

A S Christmas nears one haunts the

gaily decorated shops for suit-

able gifts for the little folks. A de-

lightful custom is to have at least

one book at Christmas for each child

of the household. Never was there a

lovelier display of juvenile literature

than now. Besides the old favorites

in revised and more attractive dress,

\appear scores of charming new
books so alluring that one almost

longs to be a little child again. "Here
Comes the Postman," by Dorothy
Park, beginning, "When I was a

little girl" ; and the thrilling South
American story, "The Red Jungle
Boy," by Elizabeth Steen, "The Lit-

tle House," by Christine Crowell,

and Dorothy Bryan's "Bobby Want-
ed a Pony" and so many others to

choose from for children's happi-

ness.

QLEOPATRA, the most fascinat-

ing figure of ancient civilization,

is the subject of Emil Ludwig's latest

biography. It is a sensation in the

field of literature.

£VE CURIE'S biography of her

mother, Marie Curie, discoverer

of radium and greatest of all women
scientists, is exciting, inspiring and
beautifully written. Other interest-

ing books for winter reading and
reviews given first place by the re-

viewers are Mabel Dodge Luhan's
"Edge Of The Taos Desert," Laura
Riding's "A Trojan Ending," Sally

Salminen's "Katrina," "The Long .

Way Home" by Sylvia Chatfield

Bates, and Louise Redfield Peattie's

new novel, "Tomorrow Is Ours."
"A Japanese Lady In Europe," by
Haruko Ichikawa is also most en-

tertaining; as are "The Faithful

Wife," by Sigrid Unset and "Fare-
well Spain," by Kate O'Brien.

]y[ARY LYON in 1837 founded
Mount Holyoke Seminary, the

same year that Oberlin College

opened its doors for co-education.

Four women were admitted and in

1841 were graduated with degrees

of bachelor of art.

A NNIE JUMP CANNON of

Harvard, known as the "pilot

for astronomers," has been awarded
the honorary degree of doctor of sci-

ence from Mount Holyoke College.

JOSEPHINE ROCHE, assistant

J secretary of the U. S. treasury,

has resigned her position and re-

sumed the presidency of the Rocky
Mountain Coal company in Colo-

rado.

LJANNAH MAD SEN AL-
DRICH, handcart pioneer to

Utah in 1856, recently celebrated her

97th birthday, at which time she

helped in all the arrangements.

pDNA DWYER, sweet singer and

devoted friend, died this past

autumn. She was many years a

favorite in Salt Lake musical circles.

MARIA ECKLAND WAL-
'iV1 QUIST, of Utah, died last Oc-
tober at the advanced age of 100

years.

JEAN BATTEN, New Zealand

J aviatrix, established a new solo

record in her flight from Australia

to England last October.

J UCY EMILY WOODRUFF
*^ SMITH, wife, mother, and
friend, died early in November. Ac-
tive in women's social and patriotic

circles she was beloved for gracious

qualities of heart and soul.



Last Minute Christmas Gift Suggestions
By Leda T. Jensen

CHRISTMAS is almost here.

Have you made or purchased

all those gifts you want to

give to those you love? Or have

your good intentions to make or buy
early this year gone awry as in the

past, and are you trying to decide

what to give and how to find time

to make or purchase these gifts

along with the other manifold du-

ties that crowd themselves into

every day of this busy season of

the year?

To forestall those Christmas gift

jitters that recur every December
a few suggestions might help to

solve that oft-perplexing question

of what to give.

We want our gifts to be just as

lovely and appropriate as we are

capable of choosing. A gift will be

greatly treasured if it conveys a feel-

ing of having been carefully chosen

for just the individual to whom it is

given.

When one wishes something espe-

cially nice in this machine age of

mass production, one considers those

things made by hand. If a handmade
article is beautifully done, there is a

sentimental as well as an intrinsic

value over the machine made article.

"Let's make our gifts" is an ap-
pealing invitation to the woman who
has been taught the value of devel-

oping her hands to be skillful and
useful.

"Let all thy garments be plain,

and their beauty the beauty of the

work of thine own hands," are the

words of the Lord recorded in the

Doc. and Cov. 42:40.

PVERY girl should be taught to

use a sewing needle, knitting

needles, and a crochet hook for num-

berless are the beautiful things dec-

orative and useful that can be made
for herself or for others throughout
her life. There is no more interest-

ing place to begin than in the making
of Christmas gifts. While one lis-

tens to the radio or chats with friends

hands need not be idle, and surpris-

ing is the number of lovely articles

that may result from the use of a

moment's time here or there which
might otherwise be wasted. Loving
thoughts go into those gifts we make,
and to know we have given of our
time and talents make them doubly

welcome to the receiver, especially

if she understands the problems in-

volved.

A PRONS are always appropriate

for the friend who frequently

entertains, for mother who needs
must slip into the kitchen often on
Sundays or holidays, or for sister

who is attracted to colorful, gay, new
designs. Aprons of organdie, swiss

or other sheer, crisp fabrics trimmed
with ric-rac or tape in varying color

combinations are always dainty and
harmonious; gay peasant aprons of

unusual style and combinations of

plain colors with stripes, plaids,

checks or floral designs ; or more
commodious, but attractive aprons
for the kitchen made of good ma-
terial, which will last, are all timely

apron suggestions.

TS your friend contemplating mar-
riage in the near future? Add a

pair of hand-embroidered pillow

slips, a boudoir pillow, a braided mat
or rug for the bathroom or bedroom,
a hand pounded Utah copper or sil-

ver vase or tray, or a colorful pieced

quilt to her growing trousseau.
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/^OULD the baby of the family use

a knitted or crocheted hood or

bonnet, a fleecy soft white or pink

hand-made shawl, a new dress with

tiny embroidered rose buds and deli-

cate crocheted edgings, or a warm,

soft jacket?

HPHAT little niece, three to five

years old, loves to look at her-

self in the mirror when she wears a

new, gay colored print dress. When
it is well made by hand, of fine qual-

ity materials, it will retain its gay

colors to delight her for a long time

after the holiday season is over.

A LL feminine hearts respond to^ the accent that a well chosen

flower lends to a costume. Delicate

colors and fabrics combine for the

evening gown, deeper shades in sat-

in, velvet or chenille for the after-

noon frock, or durable crocheted

flowers for the coat or suit en-

semble.

wearing out after sister has used

them for five or six years since her

marriage. Why not replace them
with some new ones?

A LUNCHEON set, a handker-

chief or guest towel embroid-

ered or otherwise decorated with

sego lilies or seagulls might bring

back fond memories to an out-of-

the-state friend who visited with

you in Utah last summer, especially

if you acquainted her with the early

history of your state.

A HAND-PAINTED china vase

!^ to hold the floral centerpiece,

hand-painted bon-bon dishes, cream

pitcher and sugar sets, or nut cups,

would add that unusual touch to

the luncheon table of the aunt who
so graciously entertained for you
during that merry round of pre-

nuptial parties.

A/TAYBE the lovely handmade
doilies, dresser scarfs, living

room table covers, pillows, etc, are

I
S there a corner in brother's room

that would look brighter and have

more meaning if a small water color

sketch of Utah Lake, Mount Tim-
panogos, or an etching of the Sea-

gull Monument were hung there?

"LEATHER or the boy friend would

appreciate a handmade tie and
pocket handkerchief that match to

add to those articles of personal

adornment of which one never has

too many.

T7"NITTING and fancy-work bags

are always acceptable to the

person who carries her hand work
with her wherever she goes, so she

may add a few stitches when time

and circumstances will permit.

T OVELY handmade quilts and

bedspreads do something to a

bedroom that those fashioned by ma-
chine can never do. Luxurious,
downy quilts of shimmering fabrics

with embroidered or appliqued sea-

gulls and sego lilies for decoration

would be priceless for a mother or

a daughter who lives out of the

state, but whose heart is in Utah
deeply rooted in the pioneer tradi-

tions of her native state.

(^)N the upper floor of the Bureau
of Information on the Temple

block you may find all the sugges-

tions listed above. These beautiful

gifts have been made by the women
of Mormondom.

Simple yet appropriate gifts ex-

quisitely made by hand and attract-

ively wrapped bring joy to the re-

cipient and express the true spirit of

Christmas giving.



Notes to the Field

OPECIAL attention is called to the

material in lesson enrichment to

be found in the Relief Society Mag-
azine. In the November, 1937, issue,

Class Leaders in Theology, Teacher
Topic and Literature will find great

help in the excellent articles pub-
lished under these departments. The
Social Service material appears in

the article "Why Study Sociology,"

in this issue of the Magazine.

Theology Department
A MOST excellent point of con-

tact to use for the lesson on the

Resurrection this month would be to

exhibit the picture "The Two Disci-

ples Running to the Tomb," by Bur-
nand. Some of you will remember
it from the Scriptural Art Exhibit

at our recent conference. This pic-

ture may be procured from your li-

braries or from Rudolf Lesch, 225

Fifth Avenue, New York, for a very

nominal charge. Peter and John
have depicted on their faces almost

the gamut of human emotions, and
it is brought forcibly to our atten-

tion that here was a new event and a

strange one in the history of the hu-

man race, for Christ was indeed the

"First fruits of the resurrection" and
"If one dead body has been raised

to life, unnumbered millions may
also be revived."

A lesson, to be a fine lesson,

should have a practical application,

and it would be very fitting for the

class leaders in this lesson to utilize

the opportunity for planting in each

heart the necessity for faith and in

stimulating the women with hope

anew and comfort. This will not

be a difficult thing to do as most of

our lives have been affected more or

less bv the death of loved ones. We
should sincerely urge the women to

live in the light of the Spirit of God,

so that every one of them might have

burning within the belief in the

resurrection; for the Spirit of the

Lord can instruct them that they can

know for themselves. All of us are

born with powers, but not with

knowledge, and many of us are not

satisfied to abide in the little garden

of the surely known, and so we
should live rightly and pray for the

spiritual gift of faith, which will

widen our perspective and give new
meaning to life's experiences.

Additional References : "Mormon
Doctrine," by Charles W. Penrose,

procurable from missionaries, as it

is a tract. Doctrine and Covenants
93 :33.

Work and Business Department
Since launching our project for

the Work and Business Department,
we find many women showing great

interest in the making of bread as

well as its uses. All left-over pieces

or crusts should be dried, then put

through the food chopper or crushed
with the rolling pin. and the crumbs
stored in a container. It is then

ready to be used in various ways,

such as bread puddings, Brown Bet-

tv pudding, dressing for fowl or

different kinds of meat, a fine addi-

tion to meat or salmon loaf. Mixed
with a little flour it can be used to

dip croquettes of various kinds, fish,

steak, etc., before frying. Slices of

stale bread may be cut into small

squares, buttered, toasted and served
with soup, instead of crackers.

Social Service Department
"Neither wealth, nor pride, nor

past achievement can save a nation

whose peace time patriotism is not

registered in a decent and wholesome
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respect for law and order. The first

duty of popular self-government is

individual self-control."

This Government has always
found, and always will find its de-

fense and its strength in the purity

and loftiness of character of its

private citizens. For the teaching

of self-control, and the building of

character, we look to the homes.
Read "Let There Be Peace," Relief

Society Magazine, March, 1935, page
176. Also from "The Greatest Art,"

Relief Society Magazine, February,

1937, page 83, beginning "Children

learn self-control," etc.

TN presenting the Social Service

lesson, "The Paying of Our Pub-
lic Bills," class leaders may be in-

terested in the following informa-

tion:

STATE OF UTAH TAX
COLLECTIONS, 1936

Property Tax $15,688,722.00*

Individual Income
Tax 498,918.95

Corporation Fran-
chise Tax 508,035.06

Sales Tax 2,966,866.29

Gasoline Tax 2,899,010.77

Cigarette Tax 284,493.48

Oleomargarine Tax 37,634.15

*The property tax figure is the amount
assessed in the taxable year 1936. All

other items represent the actual amount
collected in the fiscal year ending June
30, 1936.

The 1930 population of the State was
507,847.

Beer Tax
Inheritance Tax
Insurance Tax
Public Utilities Fees
Motor Vehicle Fees

104,999.25

195,362.93

298,090.94

59,994.14

1,257,437.54

TOTAL $24,799,615.50

ATTENTION LITERARY
DEPARTMENT

The following are recommended
as supplementary books for this de-

partment :

1. RED MOTHER by Frank
B. Linderman, John Day Co., N. Y.
This is the life history of a great

medicine woman.

2. MEMORIES OF MY
CHILDHOOD by Selma Lagerlof,

Doubleday Doran and Co., N. Y.
This book will be interesting to

those who would like to know some-
thing of other people. It is written

by one of the leading contemporary
Scandinavian authors.

3. MY GARDEN OF MEMOR-
IES by Kate D. Wiggin, Houghton
Mifflin Co. This is a delightful

story of the early life of Mrs.
Wiggin.

4. AUDUBON by Constance
Rourke, Harcourt Co. This book
will be found particularly interest-

ing to those who like birds.

5. LITTLEKNOWN WOMEN
OF THE BIBLE by Eveleen Har-
rison, The Round Table Press. This

book will appeal to many of the or-

ganizations.

COLVE your shopping worries.

Get your Christmas presents at

Mormon Handicraft Shop, where a

large variety of articles will make
choosing easy.
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MOTHERS AND BABIES OE PRESCOTT BRANCH,
CALIFORNIA MISSION

California Mission

HpHAT young mothers through-

out the Church are coming to

realize the great value of Relief So-

ciety, and what it offers to them, is

evidenced by the report from the

California Mission. The above pic-

ture is that of the mothers and the

babies. There are thirty-one babies

included in the picture, twenty-two

more, all under four years of age,

belong to the group. To quote the

report from the mission : "We have a

wonderful Society of young mothers.

There are still a few in our branch

who have not yet joined us, but we
think they will soon be numbered
in our organization. We are very

proud of our young Relief Society

mothers and babies. We older sis-

ters appreciate them so much. They
are excellent workers and have the

enthusiasm of youth, which is so

inspirational to all of us." The Re-
lief Society is conducting a splendid

educational program, the influence

of which will be very extensive.

Brazilian Mission

T^ROM far away Brazil we have

an example of the great force

for cooperative effort which is to be

found in our Relief Society organi-

zation. Quoting from a letter from
Sister Mary Howells, President of

the Mission Relief Societies, we
have the following: "Among the

families in Joinville Branch Relief

Society, a very fine piece of work
was accomplished. The people have

very few of the necessary household

medicines and articles so valuable in

family use. Through the coopera-

tion of one of the larsfe supply houses

in Sao Paulo, a great quantity of

irregular end materials were made
available at a very low price. The
material was sent to the Joinville

Branch, where the Relief Society

diligently made small boxes out of
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FIRST AID KITS PREPARED BY JOINVILLE BRANCH,
BRAZILIAN MISSION

pasteboard, and filled little tins with

healing salve, and small bottles with

antiseptics and greatly needed medi-

cines. In this way First Aid kits

were prepared and donated by the

Relief Society to those who needed

them. The Relief Society Teachers

distributed these among the poor

families, and by this means gained

many friends and investigators. Acts

of this kind do much to allay preju-

dice among the people. The snap-

shot was taken while the sisters

were at work, and shows the kits

when they were completed. We are

endeavoring to organize more so-

cieties in other parts of our mission,

and we feel that our work is pro-

gressing."

Swedish Mission
HPHE Relief Societies of Sweden

held their first mission-wide con-

ference in Stockholm in June of this

year. It was well planned and
showed the efficient leadership of a

CONFERENCE PAGEANT, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
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Mission Board composed of local

members. The reports of represent-

atives from all parts of Sweden
showed that good work is being done

in the branches, and that where pos-

sible, the activities and the lessons

as outlined are being followed. There
was one public meeting wherein the

ideals of the Relief Society were
well presented to a large audience.

Three Relief Society songs, which
had been translated into Swedish by
one of our sisters, were sung at the

meeting. Perhaps the outstanding

event was the pageant, "Back to the

Scriptures." This, too, had been

translated, and was presented under

the direction of a local sister. The
picture is of that particular pageant.

Visiting members were guests at a

dinner, and the following day toured

the city, visiting many of the edu-

cational centers, and they were par-

ticularly interested in that of the

cooperatives. The conference was

undoubtedly a great inspiration for

another year's successful work.

French Mission

CISTER HANNAH URSEN-
° BACH writes: "Although it is

only the beginning of the season,

many of the Sisters have expressed

their gratitude for our program, and
we are looking forward to a very

successful Relief Society year. Dur-
ing the Summer some of our branch-

es have had a vacation, others have
reviewed the lessons, while still oth-

ers have taken up the study of the

Bible. We have held Daughters' Day
socials, and the picture below is one

of such groups which was held in

Liege. Most gratifying results have
followed the efforts made in this

direction. Our branch conferences

will be held during the months of

October and November, and we are

sure these will do much toward
arousing interest in our work.
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Ensign Stake

'"PHE following instructive note is

furnished by Radie O. Hyde,
President of Ensign Stake Relief

Society. The social side, as well as

the economic and educational angle

of our program, is well developed:

"At the Ensign Stake Union
Meeting a demonstration of our
bread-making project outlined by the

General Board was conducted by Sis-

ter Vilate Blaney, Stake Work Su-
pervisor, and Ward Supervisors.

The bread-makers wore crisp starch-

ed cottons. The demonstration be-

gan at nine o'clock, beginning with
washing of hands and proceeded
as though none of those present

had ever made bread. All equipment
and ingredients necessary for making
raised rolls and loaves of whole
wheat and white bread were pro-

vided. Because we learn more by
doing things than by watching things

being done, the Ward Supervisors
made the bread under the direction

of the Stake Supervisor. During
the time the bread was rising, recipes

for variations of raised breads were
copied, such as raisin bread, ice box
rolls, London Hot Cross Buns, and
cakes. Before the two o'clock meet-
ing our rolls and loaves were baked
and exhibited. A luncheon was
served at 12:30 using rolls we had
made. The afternoon lesson dealt

with health and nutritional values of

various breads. The Supervisors of

the Ensign Stake are repeating this

demonstration in their Wards on the

November work day. Since bread

is such an important food, this pro-

ject will be invaluable."

Chicago Stake

A LTHOUGH Chicago is one of

our very new stakes, it is cer-

tainly beginning its history under

most favorable auspices. The Presi-

dent writes: "We feel very happy
and much encouraged in our stake

work. Distance here is a problem
as in some of our other Stakes, how-
ever, at our Union Meeting in Oc-
tober, we had practically a full presi-

dency from each of the eight Wards.
The Ward Conferences were sched-

uled for October and November.
The object of this was to acquaint

the members of the ward or branch
with the work done in Relief Society,

and to show every mother the op-

portunity Relief Society offers. A
plan and suggestions for the confer-

ence were sent to each Ward from
the Stake Board. The following is

a very brief summary of the ma-
terial outlined.

"Work and Business Department :

Home-making—Real home-making,
not just housekeeping, is a stepping

stone toward a more abundant life, a

key to a full and happy life; it

is the foundation of harmony
and happiness in the home. A
smoothly run home makes for more
harmonious living, and paves the

way toward more unity and under-
standing in the hearts and minds of

the individual members of the family.

Therefore, we should see a real need
for studying home-making and prof-

iting by every suggestion and
thought that may be given. The fol-

lowing were then suggested as

assignments for five minute talks:

A well-planned home—budgeting ef-

fort, time and income ; Economic
Problems — bread-making, sewing,

laundering, gardening ; Leisure time

;

Greater solidarity in family life

;

Consumer's Problems.

Suggestions were given for the

Social Service, Theology, Literary,

Teacher Topic, and Visiting Teach-
er Departments, as well as for the

Relief Society Magazine.
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Editorials

Peace

GLORY to God in the highest

and on earth peace, good will

toward men." Thus was the

birth of the Savior heralded to the

world by the angels nearly two thou-

sand years ago.

Peace, a state of quiet, calm, or-

der and security, a state of harmony
between persons and nations. Mil-

lions of sincere people the world

over are striving for the consumma-
tion of this ideal. But all too many
seek for a peace which leaves them
with material advantage, with their

own selfish interests protected. They
seek for peace disregarding the pre-

cepts of the "Prince of Peace."

As with individuals so with na-

tions. The greed and selfishness of

powerful nations stand a blockade to

that ideal state. "The Golden Rule
serves as a guiding principle in the

associations of men and nations only

in a limited way. At a round-table

discussion held in London in 1931

the great leader of India sought to

introduce such an idea when he said,

T have dreamed of a co-partnership

existing between our two great em-
pires, (India and England) by which
they shall be held together, not by
the force of arms but by the silken

cord of love.' Governments, unfor-

tunately, do not work along these

lines. They meet to plan peace with

armed forces behind them. Peace
based upon the theory that "might
makes right" can at best be but an
armistice.

/^\NLY to the extent that men come

to Christ's way may peace be

attained. For a nation to be at peace

its people must be at peace one with

another. To have peace one with

another each person must be at peace

with himself. One enjoys peace with

self only through the constant

searching for truth and devotion to

the teachings of the Master whose
birthday we again commemorate.
Men of God have attained peace

in the midst of a world torn with

greed, strife and turmoil. The Rev.
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Dr. Prentis gave, unsolicited, a short

time before President Lorenzo
Snow's death, the following, "I saw
him. in a business office, where great

affairs, were transacted, where grave
responsibilities are born, and where
serious troubles come. * * * I was
startled to see the holiest face but
one I had ever been privileged to

look upon. His face was a power
of peace, his presence a benediction

of peace."

Peace, one of God's greatest bless-

ings, comes from within. It is within
the grasp of every Latter-day Saint

but it demands as its price eternal

vigilance and constant righteous ef-

fort.

"Rejoice in the Lord alway: and
again I say, Rejoice.

"And the peace of God, which
passeth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through

Christ Jesus." (Phillippians, Chap.

4:4-7.)

Best Wishes

HpHE Young Women's Mutual
Improvement Association, a sis-

ter organization of the Relief So-
ciety, assigned the special responsi-

bility of caring for our daughters,

merits the confidence, support and
praise of every Latter-day Saint

mother. Those who have led this

association, Sisters Elmina S. Tay-
lor, Martha H. Tingey, Ruth May
Fox, together with their associates,

have been women possessed of a

sincere interest in the youth of our
Church, women abundantly blessed

with the spirit of the Father and
the gifts of leadership. In the ap-

pointment of Sister Lucy Grant Can-
non the Mutual is again favored.

From every point of view Sister

Cannon merits this high position.

Years of service in both ward and
general board capacities, her marked
native ability coupled with charm of

personality, and a strong testimony
of the Gospel ably fit her to lead the

70,700 young women members of

this organization.

The Relief Society extends to Sis-

ter Cannon, her counselors, Sisters

Helen Spencer Williams and Verna
W. Goddard, and to Sister Clarissa

A. Beesley, executive secretary, its

best wishes. The Young Women's
Mutual Improvement Association, a
power for good in the Church, is

deserving of the best in leadership.

We congratulate this splendid or-

ganization.

Sympathy

/^\UR sincere sympathy is extended

to the family of Sister Lucy
Emily Woodruff Smith in the pass-

ing of a devoted companion and
mother. Sister Smith is the wife
of Elder George Albert Smith of

the Council of the Twelve. She has

had an active and prominent career

among the women of the Church and
her influence has enriched the lives

of many.

A member of the Young Women's
Mutual Improvement Association

General Board at the time of her

death, we pay tribute to her as a

faithful and intelligent Church work-

er as well as a loyal and devoted

wife and mother.

May peace, comfort and the bless-

ing of our Father in Heaven attend

the family in their day of sorrow.



Music Department
Franz Schubert

By Ida Peterson Beal

BIOGRAPHIES of great people

are interesting, fascinating and
supply entertaining reading

for our leisure time. In the realm

of music we have such men as Bach,

Handel, Hayden, Mozart, and Bee-

thoven. Their works are of the

highest rank. "Their ability was of

that 'all-round' completeness which
enabled them to be pre-eminent in

every form of musical art." Their

characters and personal dispositions

made it quite possible for them to

develop their abilities. With Schu-
bert it is different. In him we have
"genius showing itself of surpassing

power in certain departments of mu-
sic, and in other departments more
or less deficient." "Great and splen-

did as Schubert's musical achieve-

ment was, there is no doubt it would
have been far greater and more
splendid had he had the good fortune

to have possessed a more sturdy and
determined character, a greater ca-

pacity for taking pains, greater tact,

discretion and resolution in dealing

with those difficulties which more
or less are the common lot of all

men. While, therefore, Schubert is

one of the most brilliant stars in

the whole firmament of musical

achievement, he is nevertheless not

a star of the first magnitude."

pRANZ SCHUBERT was born in

a suburb of Vienna, January 31,

1797. His father was a schoolmas-

ter. He had a large family, and
Franz was the fourth of the five sur-

viving children of a family of four-

teen. The father married a second
time and there were five other chil-

dren. The father was poor, as his

obligations were many. He was a

musician and several of the children,

including Franz, were also musical.

Biographers say that Franz's musical

ability was extraordinary, quite as

exceptional as that of Mozart or

Mendelssohn. He possessed a very
fine voice, and at eleven years of

age he was made a chorister in the

choir of the Emperor. This gave
him the privilege of being admitted
to a school called the "Stadtconvict.''

At this school his education went
forward and was almost the only

advantage, social or educational, that

Schubert ever had. Most of his time
he devoted to music and here he
did only those things he could do
without effort. His progress in mu-
sic was enough to astonish everyone.

"He has learned everything—God
has been his teacher" was the opinion

of his teachers of the "Stadtcon-
vict." He received most of his in-

struction from Salieri, the conductor
of the imperial chapel. The boy's

greatest interest lay in musical com-
position. Schubert remained at the

"Stadtconvict" five years, and it is

surprising to know how much he
accomplished in this short period.

There were songs, choruses, a can-

tata, a symphony, several overtures,

several quartets, and many instru-

mental pieces to his credit. "His
songs poured from him with all the

unconsciousness of effort that a

nightingale or lark or linnet may be
supposed to feel."

TXTHEN Schubert was twenty

years old he bade adieu to

his father's home and went to live

with his friend, Schober. Schubert
was not very prepossessing in ap-

pearance. He was short, and stooped

a little, and had short curly hair

and a puffy face, bushy eyebrows
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and a stumpy nose. He was pale but
not delicate. His daily work was
begun in the forenoon and continued
without intermission till dinner time.

The rest of the day was spent with
his friends, going on excursions, or
visiting the inn. When he was taken

to the homes of the great, he was
reserved and shy. To applause he
was very indifferent. He lived until

he was thirty-one years of age, yet

in this short period his works were
manifold. Six hundred songs that

now exist, besides many that were
lost, symphonies, quartets, sonatas,

and other forms of instrumental mu-
sic are but a few of his accomplish-
ments.

TN HIS lyric composition this spon-

taneity of effort seems to have
been exercised without controlling

judgment or attempt at choice and
selection of any sort. Anything
lyrical that came to hand, even if it

were lyrical only in form, was quite

sufficient to set his marvelous gift of

song in flow." Goethe, Schiller and
Mayrhofer provided him with the

lyrics of many of his songs. Shake-
speare and the Bible gave him themes
for his beautiful songs. Goethe's

The Erl King "deserves special men-
tion, for it is exceedingly character-

istic." "In an hour the melody had
been conceived and put into musical

form. Its inimicable accompaniment
had been arranged and completed."

"Such was the birth of the song that

is perhaps Schubert's masterpiece."

Again one must not fail to mention

the Serenade, "the most delicate

dream of passion and tenderness that

the heart of man ever conceived."

"Hark, Hark, the Lark" and "Who
Is Sylvia?" two songs whose words
are Shakespeare's, are considered

perfect types of songs. It is said

they were written on the back of a

tavern bill of fare only a few mo-

ments after "the composer had seen
the words for the first time."

No doubt it was the beauty of the

words of the 23rd Psalm that were
Schubert's inspiration in giving to

the world this beautiful sacred song,

"The Lord Is My Shepherd, I Shall

Not Want."
A friend chided Schubert because

he failed to take pains with his com-
positions. He answered, "I can see

no use in such drudgery." He was
averse to "painstaking labour of any
sort."

\XTE marvel at his ability to pro-

duce so many beautiful com-
positions. His songs are essentially

"songs of sentiment—of sadness, of

longing, of regret, of clinging fond-

ness." His songs that should have
brought him a princely revenue,

brought him almost nothing. He
seemed to lack the ability to make
himself known. His friends were
no better off than he.

For a time he was music master
in the family of Count Johann Ester-

hazy. Here he might have remained
for a lifetime, but he fell in love

with the Count's youngest daughter,

Caroline, a child of eleven years of

age. This situation made his posi-

tion in this household very uncom-
fortable, so he resigned. It was his

only love and was hopeless and un-

requited.

It seems that Schubert had no
skill in managing his own affairs.

He had no business instinct. "He
bargained away the rights of his mu-
sic for mere trifles." His friends

were greatly disturbed. They sought

positions at court for him, and else-

where, but were unsuccessful. His
own lack of ambition was against

him, so he held no other post than

with Count Esterhazy that brought

him any remuneration.

"Poverty, therefore, was Schu-

bert's portion all through life. There
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is no doubt, too, but that poverty

—

absolute poverty—hastened, if it did

not entirely bring about, his untimely
end. When he died, November 19,

1828, it was found that his total pos-

sessions, including his clothes and
his books, were of the value of sixty-

three florins, or about ten dollars."

CCHUBERT had always been a

great admirer of Beethoven—he
worshiped him at a distance. They
met but once and as far as Schubert

was concerned, it proved a disap-

pointment. Schubert's one great de-

sire was to be buried by the side of

the great Beethoven. In 1828 death

came to this gifted man in his thirty-

first year. These two great musicians

lie side by side as Schubert had de-

sired.

"Though Schubert never knew
the happiness of love, he has sung
of it with the purest ideal feeling.

Though his life was clouded with

sadness, he has given to the world
immortal pictures in tones of the

tenderest, loveliest, and truest aspira-

tions of the heart. Though he died

wretchedly poor in this world's

goods, he bequeathed to the world
a rich legacy—the outpouring of a

beautiful soul's musical wealth. The
wastes of sorrow which stretch

across his life were made beautiful

with exquisite flowers of song, whose
perfume will never be lost, and whose
beauty will never fade."

j=^*^=ie^*^=h=^^3

HE PLAYED THE SWEETEST MUSIC
Adeline R. Ensign

He played the sweetest music
So rich with harmony,
That eagerly I listened

Enrapt with ecstacy.

But when I tried to play it

I failed right from the start,

I knew the notes and played them,-

But he played from his heart.

I could not play as he played,

My life had been too free,

For he knew joys and sorrows
That were not known by me.

(5^-®r~c>

Attention

'"THE funeral practice of our Re-
lief Society Sisters of disman-

tling the flowers immediately at the

conclusion of the service has been
called to our attention by the General
Authorities as causing confusion and

breaking into the sacred spirit of the

occasion. We therefore desire that

at all funerals where Relief Society

women are in charge of flowers,

the flowers be not moved until the

mourners have left the chapel.



Lesson Department

Theology and Testimony
Lesson 6

Christ and the Doctrine of the Resurrection

Helpful References

In the Bible:

Isaiah 25:8; 26:19; Ezekiel 37:1

13 ; Hosea 13:14; Matthew 16 :21

20:17-19; 22:23-32; 27:52, 53
28:1-18; Luke 24:30-46; John 5

21, 25-29; 11:23-26; 20:11-29
21:1-14; Acts 23:6-8; 24:14, 15

26:6-8; 22, 23; I Corinthians 15

3, 12-23, 29, 35-55; Revelation

20:5, 6, 12-14.

In the Book of Mormon

:

2 Nephi 10:25 ; Mosiah 15 :20-25

16:6-11; Alma 11:42-45; 40
Helaman 14:15-17, 25; 3 Nephi
11:1-17; 23:7-12.

In the Doctrine and Covenants:
Sec. 29:13, 26; 42:45; 45 :54; 63:

17, 18, 51, 52; 76:15-17, 39, 50,

64, 65, 85; 88:14, 16, 27, 28, 97-

99, 101; 128:12; 130:18; 132:7,

19.

Smith, The Way To Perfection

:

Chapters 41, 42, 43, 45.

Smith, Gospel Doctrine

:

pp. 547-601.

Talmage, Jesus the Christ:

Chapters 37, 38, 39.

Talmage, Articles of Faith :

Chapter 21.

1. The Prophets Understood the

Doctrine of the Resurrection.—Cen-
turies before the coming of Christ

the Prophets understood the doctrine

of the resurrection. They looked

forward to His coming and knew
that He should be put to death. But
they had a perfect assurance that He
would have power in Himself to

burst the bands of death, and thus

bring about the resurrection of those

who did not have power in them-
selves to arise. It is recorded of

Enoch as follows : "And the Lord
said unto Enoch: Look, and he
looked and beheld the Son of Man
lifted up on the cross, after the man-
ner of men ; and he heard a loud
voice ; and the heavens were veiled

;

and all the creations of God mourn-
ed ; and the earth groaned ; and the

rocks were rent ; and the saints arose,

and were crowned at the right hand
of the Son of Man, with crowns of

glory." (Moses 7:55, 56) Isaiah

testifies plainly of the resurrection.

"Thy dead men shall live, together

with my dead body shall they arise.

Awake and sing ye that dwell in

dust: for thy dew is as the dew of

herbs, and the earth shall cast out

the dead." (Isaiah 26:19) The
prophecy of Ezekiel concerning the

valley of dry bones (37:1-13) is a

plain allusion to the doctrine of the

resurrection. There are those who
hold that the doctrine, of the resur-

rection arose relatively late among
the Hebrew people. The Book of

Mormon makes it reasonably certain

such doctrine is not true. The Ne-
phite prophets who lived prior to

Christ's coming spoke plainly of his

resurrection and of the redemption
He was to consummate. Thus Lehi,

speaking of the Messiah, said, "Who
layeth down his life according to the

flesh, and taketh it again by the pow-
er of the Spirit, that he may bring

to pass the resurrection of the dead,

being the first that should rise." (2
Nephi 2:8) The Brass Plates were
undoubtedly a valuable source of in-

formation to the Nephites respecting
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the doctrine of the resurrection. In
these plates were embodied the teach-

ings of the prophets of Israel prior

to 600 B. C, concerning the mission
of Christ. The Book of Mormon
quotes from the Brass Plates the

prophecies of three men not men-
tioned in our present Old Testament.
These prophets were Neum, Zenock,
and Zenos. All three predicted

Christ's last sufferings, and some of

them the great destruction to take
place at His crucifixion. (1 Nephi
19:10-16; 3 Nephi 10:14-16) While
it is true they are not quoted spe-

cifically concerning the resurrection,

there can be little doubt that they
did actually predict it. (Read care-

fully Jacob 6:1, 8, 9; 4:4-6)

2. The Savior Predicted His Res-
urrection.—During His ministry the

Savior made numerous allusions to

His forthcoming resurrection. Mat-
thew records that "From that time
forth began Jesus to shew unto his

disciples, how that he must go unto
Jerusalem, and suffer many things of
the elders and chief priests and
scribes, and be killed, and be raised

again the third day." (16:21) Jesus
said to Martha after the death of
Lazarus, "I am the resurrection, and
the life: he that believeth in me,
though he were dead, yet shall he
live." (John 11:25) Matthew still

further states, "And while they
abode in Galilee, Jesus said unto
them, The Son of man shall be be-
trayed into the hands of men: and
they shall kill him, and the third day
he shall be raised again. And they
were exceeding sorry." (17:22, 23)
These statements and many others

show how well the Christ knew what
his mission was to be. Only by con-
quering death and thus making it

possible for all men to again receive

their bodies, and that in an immortal
state, could He make it possible for

mankind to progress eternally and
to have joy in that progression.

3. Christ's Allusions to His Res-
urrection Not at First Understood.
—-It is interesting to note that the

disciples of Christ did not fully un-
derstand His references to His early

death and resurrection. While He
was with them in the ministry, they

seemed incapable of grasping the full

significance of His statements. His
leadership and wisdom, His unusual
spirituality and personality, coupled
with His relative youth, doubtless

combined to distract the attention of

the disciples away from the possi-

bility of His early death and resur-

rection. Those of us in the Church
can understand how this could be.

We are perfectly sure that the proph-
et Joseph Smith realized for some
time prior to his death that he would
have to be sacrificed in order to seal

his testimony. The apostles and lay

members of the Church evidently did

not fully realize this. Hence the

death of the Prophet was a great

shock to the Church at large. In the

Gospel of Mark it is recorded, "And
as they came down from the moun-
tain, he charged them that they
should tell no man what things they
had seen, till the Son of man were
risen from the dead. And they kept
that saying with themselves, ques-
tioning one with another what the

rising from the dead should mean."
(9:9, 10) In verses 31 and 32 of the

same chapter we read, "For he
taught his disciples, and said unto
them, The Son of man is delivered

into the hands of men, and they shall

kill him ; and after that he is killed,

he shall rise the third day. But they
understood not that saying, and were
afraid to ask him." Other testimony
to the same effect is shown in the

case of the doubting Thomas (John
20:27-29; see also Luke 18:31-34;
John 2:19-22; Matthew 28:16-18).

4. What Happened After Christ's

Resurrection?—The resurrection of

the Savior must have been a glorious
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event to the spirits of righteous men
who had laid down their bodies in

death prior to the time of His birth.

They had waited long for the resto-

ration of their bodies. What a joy-

ful union it must have meant to

them ! Many were permitted to visit

people on the earth. "And the graves

were opened ; and many bodies of the

saints which slept arose, and came

out of the graves after his resurrec-

tion, and went into the holy city, and

appeared unto many." (Matthew 27

:

52, 53). The Christ while visiting

the Nephites after His resurrection

said, "How be it that ye have not

written this thing, that many saints

did arise and appear unto many and

did minister unto them ? And it came

to pass that Nephi remembered that

this thing had not been written. And
it came to pass that Jesus command-
ed that it should be written; there-

fore it was written according as he

commanded." (3 Nephi 23:11-13)

Shortly after the Savior's resurrec-

tion He appeared numerous times

to His Apostles and doubtless per-

sonally directed their course in the

building up of the Church. The tes-

timony of so many witnesses is in-

deed impressive. Added to the New
Testament testimony is that of the

Book of Mormon. The most glori-

ous descriptions in all literature of

the resurrected Christ are to be

found in 3 Nephi. Not only did

Christ appear to the Nephites, but

so far as we can tell He also ap-

peared to the lost tribes of Israel.

"And verily, verily, I say unto you

that I have other sheep, which are

not of this land, neither of the land

of Jerusalem, neither in any parts

of that land round about whither

I have been to minister. . . . But I

have received a commandment of

the Father that I shall go unto them,

and that they shall hear my voice,

and shall be numbered among my
sheep." (3 Nephi 16:1, 3) Some

day we can expect to read their rec-

ord of His appearance to them. (2
Nephi 29:13)

5. The Resurrection Is the Great

Christian Hope.—The hope of a

glorious resurrection is perhaps up-

permost in the minds of most be-

lievers in Christ. The living of a

full rich life here and now can hardly

help but implant in man the desire

to carry on at a higher level here-

after. In the words of Paul, "If in

this life only we have hope in Christ,

we are of all men most miserable."

(1 Corinthians 15:19)

Questions

1. What is meant by the first res-

urrection? Explain Alma 40:16; see

also Mosiah 15:20.

2. What is meant by the second

resurrection ?

3. Can you think of the names of

any individuals who were resurrect-

ed some time after Christ's resur-

rection ?

4. How many witnesses can you

cite to the actuality of the resurrec-

tion?

Problems

Treat only those that time and

circumstances will permit.

1. State how a knowledge of the

actuality of the resurrection can con-

tribute to right living.

2. Read 1 Corinthians 15 :53, 55

and compare Mosiah 16:7, 8; Alma
22:14. Account for the similarities

in language of the two records. Hint

:

Read Isaiah 25:8 and Hosea 13:14.

3. Point out the contributions of

the Doctrine and Covenants to our

knowledge of the resurrection.

4. Show what sources of knowl-

edge we have of the intermediate

state of the soul, between death and

the resurrection.
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Teacher's Topic
Lesson 6

Humility of Jesus

"Whosoever shall not receive the Kingdom of God as a little child shall in no
wise enter therein."—Luke 18:17.

"Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden and I will give you rest.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and
ye shall find rest unto your souls."—Matthew 11 :28-29.

TXfHEN Jesus said he was meek
and lowly of heart he did not

mean that he had a low estimate of

his powers for on other occasions

he said, "I am the light of the world,"

"I am the way, the truth and the

life," "No man knoweth the Father
but the Son."

It is generally accepted that by
humility Jesus meant teachableness,

docility, willingness to learn. Also
willingness to serve, freedom from
arrogance, vanity and ambition.

Jesus did not stand on the dignity

of his position but came down and
mingled with all classes that he might
understand and serve them. He ex-
hibited no condescension, he never
patronized.

On one occasion Jesus took a little

one and placed him in the midst and
said, "whoever shall humble himself

as a little child the same shall be
great in the kingdom of heaven."
In what way is a little child humble ?

First of all he is teachable. He is all

eagerness and willingness to learn.

His mind is always open for truth.

In this respect he is humble. Also
a little child is free from vanity. He
will play in contentment with the

most lowly companion. He knows
nothing of social ambition. He
makes no arbitrary distinctions in

people but has the power to a great

degree to make the true estimate of

character and to base his approval or

disapproval on real worth. His moth-
er, no matter how lowly her position,

is as great to him as a queen of a
nation, so simple and beautiful is

the heart of a child.

Jesus could do nothing with the

Pharisees because they possessed no
humility. They were not teachable,

they knew everything, they were am-
bitious and self-seeking, they were
vain and boastful of their goodness
and their superiority to others.

On another occasion Jesus said,

"Whosoever of you will be the

chiefest, shall be servant. For even
as the Son of Man came not to be

ministered unto but to minister, and
to give his life a ransom for many."

There are so many instances in the

New Testament of the way Jesus
humbly served those with whom he

was associated, showing what true

humility is.

He was always giving up his

rights, refusing to use his power.
He had many opportunities to wreak
vengeance on his enemies but he
did not. His humility was a form
of strength.

Paul says that Jesus "made him-
self of no reputation and became
obedient unto death even the death

on the cross. And therefore hath

God highly exalted him and given

him a name which is above every
name, that at the name of Jesus every

knee shall bow and every tongue
confess that he is Lord indeed."

Discussion

Give incidents from the New Tes-
tament showing the humility of

Jesus.

What are the character traits of

a little child which show the humility

of which Jesus spoke?
What are the rewards of the

"meek and lowly in heart?"
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Literature

Lesson 6

The Romance of an Old Playhouse

TT may be somewhat of a surprise

for many of our readers to find

this book listed among biographies.

However, the writer has felt that

The Old Playhouse, called by Henry
Miller "The Cathedral in the Des-
ert," has a personality, is a person-
ality. Around it clung—-around its

memory still cling—some of the

fondest recollections of cultural mo-
ments in the upward climb towards
culture of an earnest and seeking

people.

The Old Playhouse was a temple
builded to the arts in a day when life

was somewhat rough and uncouth.
Hundreds of people who had left

comfortable homes in communities
of ' culture, found within its walls

food for their hungering souls.

George D. Pyper, author of this

book and the last manager of the

Old Playhouse, was born the very
year in which excavation for the

building began. Those who believe

in the guidance of the stars might
easily hold the fact to be momentous
that a theatre sprang up on his exact
birthplace, the stage of what is now
the Victory Theatre, Salt Lake City,

being located where his cradle once
stood. Among his earliest recollec-

tions were those of the old Salt Lake
Theatre. Always he dreamed of

some day being connected with the

majestic building and what it stood

for.

Early in his career Superintendent
George D. Pyper connected himself

with musical organizations. Posses-

sing a sweet, lyric tenor voice, he
became first tenor of a quartette

which was in great demand. He also

played leading roles in various operas
presented in the Old Playhouse. But
the joy of his life came when he

was asked to become the manager
of the theatre which he had adored
all through his young manhood. For
approximately thirty years George
D. Pyper was manager of the Play-
house and brought to Salt Lake City
the finest road attractions to be found
in the United States. Some of the

greatest actors and actresses that

ever graced the American stage

played behind the footlights of the

beloved theatre. On October 20,

1928, the farewell entertainment was
held in the old building whose doom
had been sealed and whose beloved
stage and walls and roof and pros-
cenium would soon be no more.

Fortunately for all of us, George
D. Pyper, who loved the theatre

with an abiding love, has given us
"The Romance of an Old Play-

house." This book we are to study
in our next four lessons, including

this one.

"One clay more than thirty years
ago," said George D. Pyper in his

foreword, "Heber J. Grant, then
owning a controlling interest in the

Salt Lake Theatre, now President
of the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints ("Mormon"
Church) said to me, 'George, which
would you rather be—manager of

the Heber J. Grant Insurance Com-
pany, or manager of the Salt Lake
Theatre ?'

" T would rather be manager of

the Salt Lake Theatre than anything

else on earth !' I answered.

"A few days later he said

:

" 'Go down and put your name on
the boards.'

"And so," continues Mr. Pyper,

"For thirty years I have been man-
aging the destinies of the very play-

house of old memories, whose smok-
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ing lamps without and trumpeted
orchestra and vampires within filled

me with such mingled fear and fasci-

nation."

From such a man who loved his

work with a genuine and deep emo-
tion came this book of a personality

as real as that of a human being.

This is no mere story of a house,

a building; it is a story of heart-

throbs and a striving for artistic ex-

pression.

George D. Pyper argues that it is

not strange that a people who had
such dramatic experiences as those

through which the Mormons passed
should yearn for dramatic expres-

sion. He italicized these words : "In-

deed, it is not strange that in this

little town of Kirtland, Ohio, should

have lived the fathers of some of

the men and women who were to

tread the stage of a wonderful play-

house to be built in a desert land

thousands of miles away where then

only Indians and wild animals

roamed."

In his first chapter, the author
lists the names of many prominent
families whose sons and daughters
were intimately connected with the

history of the Old Theatre.

Even from the very first, the

Prophet Joseph fostered dramatic
productions. Here is another passage
which Mr. Pyper caused to be placed
in italics

:

"He (Joseph Smith) fostered the

drama by organizing a dramatic com-
pany and was foremost in encour-
aging the production of classical

plays."

"Among the first and foremost
of the Nauvoo actors," says the au-
thor, "and one who whetted the ap-

petite of the Nauvoo people for good
plays, was Thomas A. Lyne, a Phila-

delphia convert to the 'Mormon' re-

ligion." This man, Lyne, had played
with noted actors and upon his con-
version to the Gospel, aided greatly

in fostering an appreciation for dra-

matic presentations. It is interesting

to note that the Church drew to it

the men and women it needed for its

cultural expression. It drew its

architects, its musicians, its painters,

its poets, and even its actors.

Here in Nauvoo, George D. Pyper
argues, were planted the seeds which
were to grow and flourish in the Old
Playhouse. He italicizes this pas-

sage:

"Lyne's productions (in Nauvoo)
took such a hold on the community
that Brigham Young, himself, played
the part of the High Priest in Tizar-
ro' with great success, assuming the

role with real dignity."

In mentioning the Drama of the

Plains in his third chapter, the au-
thor calls attention to the fact that

when the Saints left for the Rockies
in April, 1846, "The practical mind
of Brigham Young brought into the

historic pilgrimage a company of

men destined to take an active part

in an Old Playhouse as yet un-
dreamed of. This was Captain Wil-
liam Pitt's Brass Band that had
cheered the people in Nauvoo."
Where did this band come from?

The author quoted Col. Thomas L.

Kane

:

"The orchestra in service on the

occasion of the departure from Win-
ter Quarters astonished one by its

numbers and fine drill. The story

was told that an eloquent 'Mormon'
missionary had converted its mem-
bers in a body at an English town, a

stronghold of the sect, and that they

took up their trumpets, drums, and
hautboys together, and followed him
to America."

Mr. Pyper points to the fact that

all of these streams of emigrants

flowing into Great Salt Lake Valley

furnished the background for the

building of the Old Playhouse.

The first plays produced in what
is now Utah were presented in what
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was known as the Old Bowery. This

took place in the year 1850, only

three years after the Saints reached

the valley, the first play being either

"Robert Macaire" or "The Triumph
of Innocence." The author is in-

clined to hold with those who believe

"The Triumph of Innocence" was
first. The point, though interesting,

is not important. The important fact

is that a play was presented in the

Bowery in 1850. The first dramatic

company was organized in Salt Lake
City at the home of William Clay-

ton in 1850 with such members as

Hirum B. Clawson, James Fergu-
son, Philip Margetts, John Kay,
Horace K. Whitney, Robert Camp-
bell, Robert T. Barton, George D.
Grant, Edmund Ellsworth, Henry
Margetts, Edward Martin, William
Glover, and William Clayton. "The
ladies were : Miss Orum, Miss Judd,
and Miss Mary Badlam."

The Old Bowery was not very

well suited to play production, there-

fore, in 1852 Social Hall was con-

structed as an amusement center.

This building, which was located on
the east side of State Street between
South Temple and First South,

served for a number of years as a

theatre as well as an amusement cen-

ter for other activities. Almost si-

multaneously, the Deseret Dramatic
Association was organized supersed-

ing the original dramatic organiza-

tion. The Social Hall was dedicated

January 1, 1853. "What this new
auditorium lacked in capacity, was
made up in warmth and spirit, for it

was the loved center of Salt Lake's

socials, meetings, plays, dances, ban-

quets, for many years."

For more than half a century this

place was used by various groups
and organizations and was an imme-
diate forerunner of the Salt Lake
Theatre. The first play produced in

the historic building was on January
17, 1853, the play, "The Irish Lion,"

being the first offering. During the

season of 1855-56, the following

plays were produced: "Ingomar,"
"She Stoops to Conquer," "Rent
Day," "Othello," "Luke the Labor-
er," "New Way to Pay Old Debts,"
"Richard III," "The Widow's Vic-
tim," "His Last Legs," "Loa of a

Lover," "Sketches in India," "Per-
fection." You will note that the list

includes a number of the great plays

of the world.

In 1858 Johnston's Army marched
into Utah. They passed through
Salt Lake City and built a camp
which they named Camp Floyd. In
November of 1858 the Camp Floyd
theatre, built by and for the soldiers,

opened its doors. During the occu-

pation of Utah by the soldiers the

Camp Floyd theatre was the leading

playhouse in the territory, the Saints

being too worried and too much
harassed by the presence of the army
to give much attention to stage pro-

ductions. Upon the withdrawal of

the soldiers in 1860-61 the dramatic

spirit awoke once more and a new
theatre appeared in Salt Lake City.

It was given the name of the Bow-
ring Theatre, named for one of its

chief founders, Henry Bowring.
This was the first building in Utah
which actually bore the name The-
atre.

It was after attending a perform-
ance in this theatre that the idea of

building a playhouse began to take

form. It was about that time that

President Young used the famous
expression: "The people must have
amusement as well as religion."

Hiram B. Clawson was instructed

to negotiate for a site for a large

playhouse. "The Cathedral in the

Desert" was assured.

Suggestions for Study

1. If it is available in your ward,

you will find a sketch of the life of

George D. Pyper in Vol. 37 of the
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Improvement Era. The article,

which appeared in the February,

1934, Era, was written by Claire

W. Noall.

2. Show that the Prophet Joseph
Smith liked the drama.

3. Why was the conversion of

Thomas Lyne important in this story

of the Old Playhouse?
4. Discuss the statement made by

Brigham Young: "The people must
have amusement as well as religion."

Was he right? Is this statement still

true?

5. What agencies in your ward
manage the amusements? Are they

well managed?
6. Trace the movement which led

to the building of the Old Playhouse,

from the days of Joseph Smith to

1861, the date of the starting of

work on the theatre.

7. Describe George D. Pyper as

you know him.

8. How well has George D. Pyper
given the antecedents of the Old
Playhouse ?

9. What is the meaning of the

following, quoted from Chapter 8

:

"Judged from the present period,

one would almost be led to believe

that Johnston's Army was sent to

Utah to assist the Saints in their

recreational activity." How did tliL'

army assist?

Social Service

Lesson 6

The Paying of Our Public Bills

Text : Civic Sociology, by Edward
A. Ross, Chapter XXVII.

FEW problems arouse public in-

terest as quickly as that of pay-

ing for public expenses. The apathy

toward public questions which is

shown by large groups of people

suddenly changes to interest when
demands are made upon their pock-

etbooks. Their interest, however is

not always intelligently formulated.

Often it merely takes the shape of

a defensive attitude toward paying
for public services. Since taxes play

such an important part in the daily

experiences of all citizens, it be-

hooves every one to give thoughtful

consideration to the matter.

This lesson will aim to accomplish
two things

:

First, to help each individual to

understand the chief services that

are received in return for the ex-

penditure of public money.
Second, to develop an intelligent

attitude toward the payment of taxes.

The right of passing upon the

merits of a given tax before it is

levied is one of the sacred privileges

of citizenship for which people have
contested and even fought since the

beginning of civilization. And right-

ly so, for no principle of represen-

tative government touches the sa-

cred rights of liberty closer than

that of taxation. The public credit is

a very important source of strength

and security to the nation ; it should
be cherished and guarded by all

thoughtful citizens. The amounts of

money involved are so large that the

average person is bewildered at at-

tempts to analyze the items
;
yet each

citizen should show an intelligent

interest in public bills.

Perhaps the outstanding character-

istic of our public bills is the tre-

mendous increase in the total amount
during the last decade. This vast

increase in expenditure is due to the

great increase of work being done
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by each branch of government. To
appreciate the services of the various

branches it is first necessary to have

in mind the various taxing divisions

of government. While each country

has its own system there is marked
similarity between the methods of

taxation in the principal nations.

In the United States each indi-

vidual is subject to four or more
separate taxing jurisdictions, each

one of which usually seeks to solve

its problems independently of the

others. These departments are: the

Federal, the State, the County, and

the Municipal governments; and
often special districts also exist.

The Federal government must levy

and collect taxes for its work and
activities. In doing so it largely

ignores the work of other units in

the system. As the services ren-

dered increase, the money to be ex-

pended must correspondingly be aug-

mented. In addition the State gov-

ernment strives to uphold its end of

the manifold services required of it

by increasing its share of revenue.

The county government must be sup-

ported. And finally the special dis-

tricts such as the school must garner

their share of public moneys as in-

tegral parts of the taxing system.

Each jurisdiction has a difficult

problem in its attempt to perform
all of the services required of its

limited revenues. Although the in-

dividual is subject to the aggregate

demands made upon him by all of

these taxing authorities, the author-

ities themselves are unable to meet
even what seems to be the minimum
essentials in their departments.

Consequently it is not enough for

good citizenship that a person con-

tent himself by paying his just share

of the public bill. He has another

obligation to meet in regard to the

public treasuries. Having paid his

taxes, he owes it to himself and his

community to take enough interest

in the way public money is used to

see that it is spent honestly, efficient-

ly, and for those causes which are

most beneficial to the public welfare.

For this purpose the budgets pre-

pared by the different taxing units

should be studied carefully and crit-

icised before the expenditures are

finally authorized. Any interested

person may have a voice in such

authorization.

Budgets for public receipts and
expenditures are always submitted

to public hearings before final adop-

ion. At these hearings, citizens or

their representatives have the priv-

ilege of expressing disapproval of

any items in the budget.

An enumeraion of a few of the

services rendered will help to devel-

op appreciation for the great tasks

of government. Armies and navies

have always been one of the prin-

cipal items of Federal disbursement.

The expenses of carrying on wars,

of paying pensions resulting from
war, and of maintaining the army
and navy take at least three-fourths

of the national income. There is no
present hope of reducing this amount
until the world takes a different at-

titude toward armaments. The vari-

ous administrative departments of

the national government each takes

a large share of the remaining in-

come. No one seems to be willing

to have these services reduced. All

people wish to have the highways
improved, to have better waterways,
more convenient postal service,

greater safety through the regulation

of commerce, more experimentation

in the development of crops which
are suitable to particular localities,

the preservation of the forests, more
productive strains of animals and
poultry for farm purposes, and a

greater utilization of natural re-

sources for the benefit of all people.

Many other such projects could be

enumerated, and the legitimacy of
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each seems to be justified as it in

its own turn is considered and
weighed. It may represent a large

expenditure, but each need seems al-

ways to be essential to the contin-

ued well being and prosperity of the

people.

A new field which is just begin-

ning to be developed for the good
of the public is that of Social In-

surance and Social Security. These
acts empower the government to levy

a tax for insurance against unem-
ployment and old age benefits. Here
again is an added service which in-

creases the public bill, but no one
seems to favor its elimination, or that

of any single item to reduce the cost

of its upkeep. In this case an al-

ready established taxing jurisdiction

has been enabled to extend its power
of taxation in which wages of both
employers and employees are as-

sessed for social benefits.

The services which the State, the

County, and the municipalities ren-

der are likewise increasing. In fact,

most of the institutions which im-
mediately touch the lives of the peo-

ple are controlled by the State, Coun-
ty, and local city governments. Most
important among these should be
mentioned the schools and the pro-

tective institutions which guard the

lives and property of the people di-

rectly. Local governments spend
more for education than for any
other purpose. Yet this institution

cannot perform all of the tasks de-

sirable for the well being of the peo-

ple because of a shortage of funds.

Protection to person and property,

improving of the highways, guard-
ing public health, general govern-
ment and charities also constitute

heavy expenses. Hospitals, correc-

tional institutions, recreation, and
many miscellaneous items take large

amounts of money for their support.

In periods of unemployment, such
as that recently experienced, chari-

ties call for a larger proportion of

public money than in periods of

prosperity. Of course self-respect-

ing citizens should welcome release

from charitable assistance as soon

as the opportunity of regular work
presents itself, but this unfortunate-

ly is not always the case, and taxa-

tion in their behalf continues.

Since local money is spent near at

home where people can see the bene-

fits that are derived from the dis-

bursements there is less need for

education to realize the value of

such expenditures. It is easy for peo-

ple to see how an extension of such

services would be appreciated by
all. For example, in an epidemic peo-

ple are willing to increase the cost

for public health ; when the snow is

deep they like greater road service,

and when fire endangers property

they advocate greater fire protection.

Schools are constantly in need of

greater appropriations in order that

youth might be better prepared to

meet the demands of the economic

and social world; and the reading

public appreciates an extension of

library facilities. And yet, even for

these purposes, taxes are not always

willingly paid. One must understand,

however, that if he is to enjoy such

privileges and benefits he must as-

sume his share of the financial obli-

gation. Public enterprise is sup-

ported by the public purse. But the

purse is made up by every earning

ciizen. Each should learn to count

the cost and weigh the value of every

undertaking whose source of reve-

nue is in the general coffers. And
moreover, he should be willing to

investigate the disbursements if he

expects later to voice his opinion

concerning them.

The problem of justice in taxation

is a subject too broad for discussion

here. However, it is well to keep

in mind a maxim of taxation spoken

long ago by Adam Smith, an early
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economist. He has given many can-

ons of taxation, one of which is:

"The subjects of every state ought

to contribute toward the support of

the government as nearly as possible

in proportion to their respective abil-

ities." While many factors enter

into the capacity of any individual

to pay for public service, the cog-

nizance of this principle will help

him to maintain an intelligent and

just attitude toward tax payments.

The obligation to contribute an

amount which is commensurate to

one's income should be considered

no more than fair. If taxation seems

to supersede 'justice, investigation

and protest should be carried out

along proper channels.

In general the people of the United

States have similar burdens to the

citizens of the principal nations of

the world. A comparison with Great

Britain and France will serve as an

example. However, it should be re-

membered that no comparison is en-

tirely valid because of different liv-

ing standards, average wages earned,

taxable wealth, and many other

factors.

However, in Great Britain 80

per cent* of the taxes are levied by

the national government, in France

70 per cent, and in the United

States 33: per cent. The remaining

part is levied by the local govern-

ments. The average per capita tax

for these countries is as follows:

United States $78.14, France $75.80,

and Great Britain $93.45. On an es-

timated population of 129 million

for 1937 it is anticipated that the

per capita tax burden for the United

States will be over $95.00. These

figures indicate that there is not a

great deal of difference between the

obligations of the average citizen of

these nations in paying the public

bill. But the United States appar-

ently will be subject to a high in-

crease for the current year.

There is greater difference be-

tween various states in this country

than between the nations compared,

as shown by the following table of

representative states

:

State Per Capita Per Capita Total

State Tax Federal Tax Tax
New York $102.00 $28.74 $130.74

Illinois 18.00 28.74 96.74

Washington 46.00 28.74 75.43

Arkansas 24.00 28.74 52.94

It is evident that no matter where

a person lives he is constantly taking

part in the making and paying of

public bills. Through his own in-

terest in the problem he should un-

derstand the chief services received

in return for the public money ex-

pended. Furthermore, through study

and an active interest in the work

of the taxing authorities he should

maintain an intelligent attitude to-

ward tax payment. Only by so doing

is the public at large assured of jus-

tice in taxation.

Activities

1. Secure a local tax notice and

note the purpose of the various as-

sessments and the relative amount

of each. Compare the amounts for

state, county, and city purposes.

2. Point out as many ways as

possible in which national taxes are

levied and collected.

*Tax estimates in this article are quoted

from "Taxes, English, French, Ameri-

can " by Edward C. MacDowell ;
Current

History, Mav, 1936 ; United States federal

taxes are for 1935; state and local taxes

for 1933, and for Great Britain and France

for 1934.
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Literature for Missions
TYPICAL WOMEN IN THE CHURCH

Lesson 6

Review and Discussion of Lessons 1-5

TN lessons 1 to 5 we have briefly

sketched the life and work of

five noble women. They were born
in five different countries—one each

in Germany, Switzerland, Piedmont,

Wales and the United States. They
all went to Utah and spent their

lives in the Church, each raising a

very creditable family. In this re-

spect they were very much alike.

These women were chosen for these

lessons because they were typical of

the mothers in the Church, and to

show that they have many ennobling

qualities in common, notwithstand-

ing their different nationalities. No-
bility, like virtue, love, honesty, etc.

is the same wherever it is found.

Acceptance of the Gospel and liv-

ing its principles make people much
alike—a fact that found a demon-
stration in the people who pioneered

Utah and adjacent areas in neighbor-

ing States. Among these people

there were no class distinctions, no
national distinctions. They were all

brothers and sisters, even though
they came from many different coun-

tries. This fact they demonstrated
in the way they treated each other.

We believe the home is the unit

upon which the Church is built as

well as the Nation. And so the

Church stands for the home and for

every virtue that contributes to its

sanctity and strength. Most impor-

tant among the factors that make a

home is, of course, the mother. There
could hardly be a real home without

a good mother. Hence, in the eyes

of the Church, motherhood and the

rearing of children is the noblest

work of women. So marriage is en-

couraged, but relations of the sexes

outside of marriage is condemned.

Every child is enitled to be born
in legal wedlock. Motherhood of

the type illustrated by the five wom-
en studied is the kind for which the

Church stands. It is this kind that

furnishes any woman with her
brightest crown and insures her
God's everlasting love.

In some of the lessons mention
was made of the coming to Utah of

Johnson's Army, of the move "to

the South," etc. A further word
relative to this matter might be in

order.

When Brigham Young led his

people to the Salt Lake Valley, they

were directed by Church authority.

However, they realized that a civil

government must be set up, which
they wanted done under the author-

ity of the United States as soon as

possible. At the time the Valley was
Mexican soil. But war was on be-

tween the United States and Mexico,
and 500 Mormon men, known as the

Mormon Battalion, marched as a

unit of the United States Army
across the southern part of the coun-
try to California and took possession.

So when the Pioneers arrived in the

Salt Lake Valley, they hoisted the

American flag. When peace was
made between the United States and
Mexico in 1848, all of the western

part of the country was ceded to

the United States.

In March, 1849, a political con-

vention was held in Salt Lake City,

and the Uniied States Congress was
petitioned to organize the Territory

of Deseret. A Constitution was
adopted, and a provisional govern-

ment set up. But it was not until

September, 1850, that Congress
made a law organizing the Territory
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of Utah. President Millard Fillmore

appointed Brigham Young to be the

first Governor. Other officers were
also appointed, most of them non-

"Mormons" sent from the East.

Everything moved along fairly

smooth for awhile. But at length

some of the Federal officers became
disgruntled and returning East told

bitter falsehoods about the way the

"Mormons" treated them and accus-

ed the people of being in rebellion

against the authority of the United
States. In 1857, President James
Buchanan was led to believe that

conditions were so bad that a new
Governor must be sent to Utah, ac-

companied by an army to put down
the rebellion.

Without making any investigation

to find out the truth of the charges,

President Buchanan appointed Al-

fred Cumming to succeed Brigham
Young as Governor and ordered

General Johnston to take an army
of 2500 men to go with Governor
Cumming. Thus began "the Utah
War."

President Young knew there

would be no trouble when the facts

were known. In those days there

was no telegraph lines from Utah to

the East and travel and the mails

were slow. It was July 24, 1857,

when the news that the army was
coming first reached Governor Brig-

ham Young. He was up in the moun-
tains with two to three thousand of

the people celebrating the tenth anni-

versary of the coming of the Pio-

neers. The news produced conster-

nation. Why the army was coming
no one knew. But the Saints knew
what had happened to them in Mis-

souri and Illinois when troops were
sent against them. It was easy for

them to imagine why troops were
coming again. They knew that base

falsehoods were circulating about
them in the East.

President Young was still Utah's

Governor. No official notice that he

was supplanted reached him. Alfred

Cumming would bring that notice

when the army made it possible for

him to come in safety. In any case

Governor Young would continue to

serve until his successor qualified.

Governor Young immediately sent

messengers to Washington asking

for an investigation and the delay of

the coming of the army until after

the investigation was made.

Space will not permit a further

recital of this story. But suffice it

to say Governor Young ordered the

territorial militia to block the can-

yons and keep out the army through

the winter of 1857-58. This the

militia did. Governor Cumming, a

fair-minded man, was invited to

come with a personal escort only.

He came, was courteously received,

learned the truth, and reported to

the President. Then the army entered

peacefully, marched through Salt

Lake City and went into camp forty

miles southwest of the city. But the

move "to the South" was made to

get the people away so the homes
could be burned, if the army began

to fight.

The "Utah War" was ended with-

out any fighting. But "Buchanan's
blunder," as the affair is sometimes

called, cost the United States Gov-
ernment several millions of dollars.

Incidentally it may be said Com-
mander Johnston returned East and

became a prominent General in the

Confederate Army during the Civil

War.

The enemies of the Church who
brought on the "Utah War" wanted

to destroy the Church. In Lesson 4,

we learned that Sister Melissa said

the coming of the army proved to

be "a blessing in disguise." The
Lord overrules.
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Questions for Discussion

1. What qualities of character are

essential to nobility?

2. Show that Sisters Huefner,
McKay, Schwendiman, Davis and
Barker were noble women.

3. State what you like best in each
woman.

4. Point out that each woman had
an undaunted faith in the Lord.

5. Name what you think was the

greatest trial of faith experienced by
each woman.

6. How do you reconcile tribu-

lations with the love of God?

7. It is sometimes said, "the Lord
must have a tried people." Why
do you believe this to be true?

8. How were the Utah Pioneers

tried?

9. Tell briefly about the "Utah
War."

(a) Its cause.

(b) Its purpose.

(c) How it ended.

10. Tell why the Church
(a) Advocates marriage and a

home.
(b) Believes the Church as well

as the Nation must be built upon
the home.

Child Guidance
Lesson 6

Personality Adjustments

'TPHE happiness of the child, which

is the greatest concern of every
conscientious mother, depends upon
how he values himself. He is hap-

py if he feels he can do his tasks

well and that he is really good for

something, and unhappy if he is al-

ways the loser in the games and if

he fails persistently in whatever he
attempts to do. The value he puts
upon himself changes with his vari-

ous experiences.

As the child grows up, he has
shifting roles to play in the drama
of life. He is successful at one
task when competing with one indi-

vidual and painfully unsuccessful
when doing something else with stif-

fer competition. Striving for self-

respect is his greatest concern, but so

is it of his competitors. Someone
must be loser in every competition.
The loser's self-hood depreciates

with each failure, as the winner's
value of himself increases with each
triumph. Shifting of self-feeling

takes place with almost every new
undertaking of the child. His judg-

ments as to his value gradually crys-

tallize into an attitude that may
stubbornly resist change.

As the child becomes more con-

vinced of his inferiority, he devel-

ops, in some cases, an emotional

group of ideas about himself which
is commonly called an inferiority

complex. We shall devote the lesson

following this one to a more detailed

discussion of this topic. Our pur-

pose here is to describe some com-
mon ways the child adjusts to his

feelings about himself—what he

does about it when he feels inferior

or unsuccessful.

First of all, when a child has a

feeling of inadequacy or inferiority,

he may retreat from the struggle as

a temporarily satisfying substitute

for success. Day-dreams about him-
self as a suffering hero or martyr,

or as a conquering hero, often take

the place of real success and are the

most common retreat or escape from
reality found among children. There
are delicate children who are unable

to compete on a physical basis with
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normal children, but who take great

delight in day-dreaming about acts

of great strength, or who spend
much time reading tales of daring

and adventure.

To withdraw from tasks that

bring none of the pleasures of suc-

cess is perfectly normal and sensible,

provided the child withdraws in or-

der to enter into some other accept-

able activity where success is pos-

sible. Truancy from school is com-
mon among dull children because the

tasks set for normal children bring

no reward to the dull child. If the

dull child is not shown something
acceptable that he can do success-

fully, he is likely to substitute dare-

devil or sneaky delinquent acts for

the satisfactions of which he is rob-

bed because the school work is not

suitable for his mental level.

Some very modest, shy, and with-

drawn children suffer severely from
their inability to compete with their

group. Withdrawal because of fail-

ure in one kind of activity may lead

the child to retreat from all activity

and to gain his satisfactions entirely

from an unreal world which can be
more easily constructed to his own
liking than can the real world. The
child who refuses to play with others

or to enter into the activities nor-

mal for his age should be regarded

as a mental hygiene problem and
should be given careful study.

A second type of substitute for

success, or means of patching up in-

juries to one's self-regard, is to shift

the blame to another person or to

make excuses to justify the failure.

This is called rationalisation, which
means the manufacturing of justifi-

cations for doing what we want to

do or what we have done. This ten-

dency may become so serious that

we not only deceive others, but our-

selves as well, as to the real reasons

for our acts. The fox that could

not reach the grapes and excused his

inability with, "Well, they are sour
anyway," was rationalizing.

A child is trying to project or

transfer his failure on to others when
he tattles about his older brother as

his mother scolds him for something
he has done himself. The conven-
ience of being able to play sick helps

many a child, and adult, around an
unpleasant situation. This behavior
originates from motives similar to

those back of rationalizing.

The danger of evasions of this

kind is that they may deceive the

person who makes them and side-

track him from facing his difficulty,

and thereby handicap him in making
a more intelligent adjustment. For
the moment, evasion may relieve the

strain on one's self-respect ; but it

does not make one efficient for meet-
ing future difficulties.

Projections of blame, rationaliza-

tion, and evasions of other sorts

usually indicate that the person rec-

ognizes somewhere something inade-

quate in himself. A person from
poor social background may feel

inferior socially and project this

feeling into snobbish acts. "Running
down" our competitors is another

common compensation for our own
feeling of inferiority.

Children with a certain tempera-
ment do not withdraw from reality

and retreat into a world of day-

dreams and fantasy when they fail,

but rather they "fly into" it. They
become aggressive, boisterous, over-

bearing, and are inclined to bully.

They make a great stir wherever
they go in order to distract people

from seeing their inferiority. The
bully on the school grounds is fre-

quently the laggard in the class room.

He substitutes aggressive behavior

for scholastic success. Extreme cru-

elty to animals or other children may
have its roots in frustration and feel-

ings of inferiority. This kind of

conduct is called compensation. It
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means substitution of what one can

do well for what one cannot do well,

or substitution of a satisfying way
of doing for an unsatisfying way.

The need for compensation always

arises from a sense of inferiority,

and the compensation is aimed at

building up one's importance in his

own eyes, no matter whether the

conduct is good in the eyes of others

or not.

Compensation for feelings of in-

feriority is to be discouraged when
the substitute conduct is an undesir-

able kind. The dull bully makes the

wrong kind of compensation. To
compensate is the intelligent thing

to do when the substitute is socially

acceptable. The girl with a homely
face may compensate by cultivating

charming manners and a good dis-

position. This is a desirable kind of

compensation. Many of our great

geniuses have had feelings of inferi-

ority which drove them to extreme
effort in some other line in order to

overcome those feelings. Napoleon
is said to have been called a "little

runt" during his boyhood and to

have been influenced in his career

by feelings of physical inferiority.

The Kaiser is said to have had a

crippled arm which affected his

whole career. The blind, such as

Helen Keller, sometimes exert ex-

treme effort and succeed in compen-
sating for their handicap and gain

a feeling of self-value through ex-

cellence in a field in which they are

not so handicapped. Alfred Adler.

the originator of the notion of in-

feriority complex, goes so far as to

say that almost all compensation has

its origin in feeling of inferiority

over some physical organ or ca-

pacity.

Another type of personality ad-

justment is called repression. When
a child has committed an act which
is disapproved by his parents, fre-

quently a sex act, he may "push it

out of his mind" because it is repug-

nant to his own conscience. This at-

tempt to forget, or put out of mind,

an unpleasant thought is called re-

pression. When a conflict occurs in

the mind of the child between his

better self and what he has done, he

is likely to cover up the thought and
may actually forget it. Feelings of

guilt may remain, however, and his

self-regard is lowered because of a

lingering remorse of which he may
not be clearly conscious. He will not

talk about these matters, either be-

cause they are too unpleasant or be-

cause he no longer knows them con-

sciously after they are completely

repressed. Recent theories lead us to

think, however, that repressed or

submerged ideas continue to influ-

ence the character of the child. They
are often the basis of deep feelings

of inferiority. The child may com-
pensate for these feelings by becom-
ing on the surface very prudish and
overly righteous. He may fight his

own guilt by preaching to others and
taking undue concern over their

moral welfare. This condition is

frequently found in adolescents who
have violated the moral code in some
way.

Too strong teaching about sinful-

ness of certain acts in the sight of

God and man causes much repres-

sion with the resulting personality

difficulty in the child's adjustments.

Some modern authorities think it

would be wiser to always speak of

mistakes, and drop the idea of sins.

There is little doubt that teachings

which impress the child with his sin-

fulness contribute a great deal to

inferiority feelings. Children might

be willing to talk about their mis-

takes, but not about their sins. Gen-

erally the best solution to the diffi-

culties that arise from repressed

ideas is to have the child "talk them
out" if he can be induced to do so.
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Usually this is a task which calls for

an expert psychologist.

The next lesson will be devoted to

more practical suggestions on avoid-

ing inferiority feelings through giv-

ing the child a carefully thought-out

program through which he can suc-

ceed in satisfying his needs in prop-

er ways. Personality adjustments

spoken of in this lesson should make
the parent aware of some ineffective

ways a child may meet his frustra-

tions. Recognition of the various

means by which a child may attempt

to escape from reality and to com-

pensate for feelings of inferiority

and failure should place the parent

in a better position to help him to

face his problems frankly and to

make more intelligent solutions.

Problems For Discussion

1. Show how a crippled child's

value of himself would likely be af-

fected by other children nick-naming

him "Crip." What two ways might

he compensate for this feeling of

inferiority?

2. Give an example from your ex-

perience of rationalizing. When does

rationalizing become dangerous?

3. Show how day-dreaming is a

retreat from reality. What is the

usual cause?

4. How would you interpret some
cases of bullying in the light of this

lesson ?

5. Give an example of an unwise

and an example of a wise type of

compensation for some feeling of in-

feriority.

MY LADY IS A ROSE
By Ella J. Coulam

My lady is a budding rose

Her petaled thoughts unfolding,

She stands on the brink of womanhood
Desires and hopes upholding.

My lady is a full-blown rose

A queen in a garden fair

She guards her thoughts so tenderly

Dispendsing perfume rare.

My lady is a fading rose

Bowed down in resignation

—

Her day is done, her victory won,
Contentment, her compensation.

A HINT to the busy person

—

"^ Visit Mormon Handicraft Shop
for wide selection of lovely, distinc-

tive, hand-made articles which will

make very acceptable Christmas

presents.
n«»<>-«-•t«te



Honor Roll
MAGAZINE DRIVE

UTGHEST commendation is due our faithful and energetic Magazine
Agents and those who have assisted them in making the Magazine

Drive such an outstanding success. A splendid service has been rendered.

The subscriptions this year are far in excess of any previous record. We
thank all who have supported the Drive by subscribing. We trust the

Magazine will be found a source of information, inspiration, and enjoy-

ment to all.

Many Agents have worked very hard and yet not attained the goal

set. We trust these Sisters will not be discouraged. While high percent-

ages are most gratifying, if the best possible effort has been put forth,

that is all that anyone can do. Some wards may find the percentages listed

differ from those sent in to this office. These wards either did not include

the inactive roll in figuring their percentages or slight discrepancies were
found in enrollment figures when checking with the 1937 annual report.

A subscription coming from a mother and daughter, both members of the

Society, living in one home, is a factor in determining the percentage.

At the April Relief Society Conference bound volumes of the Relief

Society Magazine will be awarded the following ten Sisters for having

secured the highest percentage of subscriptions:

Ward Stake Enroll. No. Sub. , Pet. Magazine Agent

Hurstville Branch Australian Mission 8 27 338 Violet Cook
Worland Big Horn 16 52 325 Clara Gheen
Milo No. Idaho Falls 15 46 307 Lila Gildea

Cody Big Horn 16 41 256 Zelda Moore
Basin Big Horn 17 32 188 Lova Kinghorn
La Grande 1st Union 33 56 175 Emma Stringham
Oakley 2nd Cassia 22 37 168 Josephine Gorringe
Pittsburg Eastern Sts. Mis. 12 20 167 Gwen R. Wrathall
McGill Nevada 70 116 166 Louisa Johnson
Eighth Ogden 79 130 165 Alta H. Poulson

COME interesting letters have been received in connection with the Drive,

revealing the industry and ingenuity of the Magazine Agents and also

the scope and influence of our work.
Sister Violet Cook of the Hurstville Branch of the Australian Mission

reports an enrollment of 8 members, with 27 subscriptions, making a

percentage of 338. One subscriber lives 1,300 miles south of Hurstville,

two 1,850 miles north, one 870 and another 850 miles distant. This shows
that letters have been written far and near in an effort to place the Mag-
azine in the homes of the people.

Sister Cornelia Staker Peterson writes from College, Alaska: "I

received your letter, also the sample copies of the Magazine. I loaned

them and they did the work. I didn't care to be the only one in 'Uncle

Sam's Attic' enjoying our wonderful Magazine. I have secured two
subscriptions and hope to add more." This is the first time subscriptions

have been received from this far away place.

Many other equally interesting reports have been received. We con-

gratulate these sisters on their achievement.
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Ward
Imbler
Sixth

Center
Wash. Branch
Powell
Pacheco
Manavu
Binghampton
Berkeley
Tensleep
Garland
Palo Alto
29th
Arcadia
Phoenix 3rd
Antimony
Pine
Fourth
20th

Glendale
Capitol Hill

Wilson
Clearfield

Mapleton
Heman
San Jose
Mesa First

Adams
Reynolds
Harper
Elmhurst
Mission
Balboa

San Francisco
Arlington
Slaterville

Baker
Omaha
Sixteenth
Fielding

Clinton
Hillcrest

Leland
Luna
Philadelphia
Hooper
Burlington
Montello Branch
Diamondville
Draper First

Roseville
Twin Groves
Chester

Logan Square
Phoenix First

Rexburg Second
Sixth
Grantsville First

Lincoln
Mesa Third

OTHER WARDS 100% AND OVER
Stake

Union
Ogden
Wasatch
Eastern Sts. Mis.
Big Horn
Juarez
Utah
Eastern Sts. Mis.
Oakland
Big Horn
Bear River
San Francisco
Salt Lake
Duchesne
Maricopa
Garfield

Maricopa
Utah
Ensign
Maricopa
Salt Lake
Eastern Sts. Mis.
No. Davis
Franklin
Yellowstone
San Francisco
Maricopa
Hollywood
Malad
Box Elder
Oakland
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
Hollywood
North Weber
Union
West. States Mis.

Salt Lake
Bear River
Weber
Grant
Palmyra
St. Johns
Eastern Sts. Mis.

Weber
Big Horn
Mt. Ogden
Woodruff
East Jordan
Sacramento
Yellowstone
Yellowstone
Chicago
Maricopa
Rexburg
Pocatello

Tooele
Idaho Falls

Maricopa

Enroll. No. Sul'. Pet. Magazine Agent
11 18 164 Mattie Westenskow
58 95 164 Maude Faris
23 37 161 Ireen Duke
13 21 161 Fae B. Hansen
10 16 160 Bertha Cozzens
9 14 156 Margaret B. Cluff

104 159 153 Marie Bennett
4 3 150 Ellen L. Snow
60 83 142 Edith M. Pyle
12 17 142 Annie Duncan
89 128 140 Addren Isaacson
29 40 138 Leah O. Martin
68 92 136 Katharine Riegler
23 31 135 Rose D. Gilbert
52 70 135 Thressa Price
52 69 133 Mary K. Riddle
18 24 133 Ina P. Hunt

114 150 132 Elsie Miller
96 127 132 Edna C. Langton
16 21 131 Julia Kremer
57 74 130 Anna Allcock
10 13 130
63 79 129 Phyllis King
21 27 129 Afton Long
18 23 128 Loraine Brown
29 37 128 E. J. Horsfield
93 103 127 Sarah Shumway
84 106 126 Carrie Ainge
18 19 126 Mrs. Samuel Smith
20 25 125 Delilah Wasden
50 62 124 Lavina Smithen
42 52 124 Ella Rehbock
51 62 123 Frederikka Duffner
51 62 123 Mary W. Harrison
45 55 122 Edith C. Cowan
32 39 122 Sylvia Knight
35 41 121 Rose Kofford
22 26 120 Ida H. Higham
76 85 120 Lulu Gillispie

47 56 119 Mrs. Florence Garn
35 41 117 Angeline Child
85 100 117 Viola Cahoon
35 35 117 Mae Thomas
18 21 117 Clara Snyder
23 27 117 Gertrude Southgate
68 80 116 Florence Naisbitt
46 53 115 Dorothy Yorgenson
13 15 115 Gertrude Jordan
22 25 114 Ella Purdy
57 63 114 Florence Sjoblom
28 32 114 Nellie Boiler

35 40 114 Selma Richards
31 35 113 Mattie Winters
55 62 113 Gertrude Blumel
68 77 113 Katie Campbell
108 122 113 Mary E. Hunt
54 61 113 Frieda Meyers
58 65 112 Dena Boyer
49 55 112 Melvina Reed
67 75 112 Lola White
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Ward Stake Enroll. No. Sub . Pet. Magazine Agent

Ensign Ensign 75 81 Ill Ruby C. Clark

Holbrook Snowflake 28 31 111 Anna G. Thomas
Pella Burley 36 40 111 Maud K. Brown
Preston Second Franklin 63 70 111 Nettie Handy
Charleston Wasatch 48 53 110 Mary Casper
Linden Snowflake 10 11 no Etta C. Rogers
Richards Granite 96 106 110 Jennie Hardy
Unity Burley 39 43 110 Juliana Nielson

Burlingame San Francisco 32 35 109 Harriet Hill

Malad First Malad 63 69 109 Mary L. Mills

Marian Cassia 22 24 109 Hattie Tolman
Milwaukee Chicago 45 46 109 Elise Schnette

Thirteenth Ogden 88 96 109 Edith Wilson
Detroit Branch No. States Mis. 50 54 108 Madge Sweetin
Dimond Oakland 77 83 108 Lillian Rigby
Eleventh Ensign 105 111 108 Edith Fletcher

Kanesville Weber 25 27 108 Aleen H. Hansen
Nineteenth Weber 59 64 108 Toss Kersch
Fourth Cache 152 162 107 Alvena Carlson
Heber Third Wasatch 96 103 107 Annie K. Moulton
Manchester Los Angeles 45 48 107 Gladys Gilberstein

Oakley Third Cassia 30 32 107 La Vina Critchfield

South Gate Los Angeles 57 61 107 Naomi Whales
Burbank Pasadena 38 40 106 Mrs. F. R. Flinders
Evans Box Elder 18 19 106 Alice Buxton
Fish Haven Bear Lake 36 38 106 Harriet Jensen
Heber Snowflake 16 17 106 Elva Shelley
Hilliard Woodruff 18 19 106 Navin Lym.
Lehi Maricopa 35 37 106 Lola Williams
Maywood Los Angeles 40 42 106 Alice Taylor
Nibley Park Granite 93 99 106 Emma Armstrong
Racine Branch Chicago 15 16 106 Florence Boy
Linrose Franklin 20 21 105 Margaret Hobbs
Martinez Oakland 20 21 105 Audie Johnson
Thayne Star Valley 37 39 105 Elise F. Roberts
Winslow Snowflake 41 43 105 Jessie B. Smith
Brigham 2nd Box Elder 84 87 104 Sarah H. Horsley
Burley 3rd Burley 56 68 104 Mrs. D. G. Parker
Hayward Oakland 27 28 104 Eva Loomis
Le Grande Bonneville 76 73 104 Malinda C. Hicken
Pinedale Snowflake 26 27 104 Lorene K. Petersen
Pleasant Grove 2nd Timpanogos 45 47 104 Effa Williams
Redondo Long Beach 25 26 104 Olive Pugmire
12-13th Ensign 100 102 104 Alma Erickson
27th Ensign 86 87 104 Jeanette McArthur
Alameda Oakland 30 31 103 Marie Meuter
Roy Weber 61 63 103 Jane Hyden
Edgehill Highland 90 92 102 Gwen W. Jensen
Goshen Shelley 48 49 102 Rosie Van Orden
Lovell Big Horn 100 102 102 Hazel Davis
Second So. Davis 117 119 102 Annie C. Carr
Spencer Oquirrh 50 51 102 Rebecca Young
Sunset San Francisco 46 47 102 Millie Johnson
12th Mt. Ogden 138 140 102 Esther H. Porter

Wilshire Hollywood 86 90 102 Hilda Jorgensen

Grantsville 2nd Tooele 71 72 101 Merinda Tate

Highland Park Highland 75 76 101 Effie H. Chipman
Shelley 1st Shelley 82 81 101 Esther Christensen

20th Ogden 73 74 101 Mattie H. Manning
Tremonton 2nd Bear River 90 91 101 Belva Laub
Aberdeen Blackfoot 63 63 100 Lillie Stone

Altoona Eastern Sts. Mis. 6 6 100 A. E. Detwiler
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Ward
Basin
Buffalo

Canandaigua
Cedron
Centerdale
Delta 2nd
East Garland
Eleventh
Emigration
Evanston 1st

Evanston 2nd
Farnum
First

Hanna
Heber 2nd
Highland
Kanesville

Lovell West
Mud Lake
Oakland
Perry
Pomona
San Rafael
17th
Springdale

3rd
Torrance
Tremonton 1st

Vernon

Burley 1st

Dublan
18th

Harvard
Mesa 2nd
Rexburg 3rd

Salem
Union
Clay Springs
Preston 6th

Vallejo
Afton North
Holden
Mesa 4th

Alpine

Granite

Huntington Beach
Tempe
Egin
College
Deweyville
Fifth
Gilmer Park
Phoenix 2nd
Richfield

Duchesne
Gilbert

Lava
Eagar

Stake

Cassia
Eastern Sts. Mis.
Eastern ^Sts. Mis.
Teton
Bear River
Deseret
Bear River
Weber
Bonneville

Woodruff
Woodruff
Yellowstone
Weber
Duchesne
Wasatch
Alpine
Weber
Big Horn
No Idaho Falls

Oakland
Box Elder
San Bernardino
San Francisco
Mt. Ogden
Burley

Pocatello

Long Beach
Bear River
St. Johns

Enroll. No. Sub.

13 13

10 9
8 5

20 18

71

39
81

76
107

70

21

91

13

84
27

27
144
20
57
39
18
13

94
26
110

24
85
10

71

39
81

76
107

70
21

91

13

84
27

27
135
20
57

39
18
13

94
26
110
24
85
10

Pet. Magazine Agent

100 Nellie B. Martin
100 Grace H. Warnke
100 Vera Dunn
100 Letha Kunz
100 Mrs. John Smith
100 Irene Little

100 Virginia Adams
100 Lythia Patterson
100 Ida Von Nordeck
100 Edith Davis
100 Martha Johnston
100 LeVera Hendrickson
100 Margaret Vernieuw
100 Emily H. Moon
100 Roda Hair
100 Emily Hyde
100 Aileen Hansen
100 Daphne Despain
100 Myrtle Rose
100 Esther Cooley
100 Selma G. Thorne
100 Mary Snell

100 Louise Bernard
100 Mattie Vogel
100 Mrs. Thos. Dayley
100 Rozilla Tolman
100 Hortense B. Smith
100 Dorma Brough
100 Caddie J. Whiting

WARDS 75% AND UP TO 100%

Burley
Juarez
Mt Ogden
Liberty

Maricopa
Rexburg
Palmyra
Union
Snowflake
Franklin
Oakland
Star Valley
Millard
Maricopa
St. Johns

East Jordan

Long Beach
Maricopa
Yellowstone
Logan
Bear River
Utah
Bonneville

Maricopa
Blaine
Duchesne
Maricopa
Alpine

St. Johns

52
42
80
61

114

47
114
44

25
55
23
63
95
75

18

17

17

34
33

43
29

96
72
100

31

49
24
47
103

51

41

78
60

112

46
108

43

24
53
22
60
73
71

17

16

16

32

31

40
27

89
65
93

29
45
22
51

73

98
98

96
96
96
95
95

95

94

94

94
94
94
93
93

93
93
93

93
92
92
92
91

Delva Hanks
Bernice Coon
Mrs. A. N. Burton
Irene C. Brain
Harriet D. Stradling

Emily A. Ricks
Christy W. Sabin
Rose Koffard

Margaret Witt
Olive Lewis
Ida Fullen
Melba Erickson
Josephine Stephenson
Grace Burton
Annie Hamblin and

Myrl Arrott
Emma Beckstead

Edna Allred
Lauvon Cone
Eva P. Cruser
Mrs. Edith Albiston
Louise Holdaway
Mrs. Rod Snow
Rachel Watts
Mary J. Cosby
Uvada Brown
Matilda Wright
Jennie B. Lamb
Grace Coates
Lurana B. Eagar
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Ward
Lindon
Littlefield

Mayfield
Pioche

West Bountiful
Belfry
Blanding
Burley 2nd
Elwood
Flowell
Lynn-Salem
31st

Welling
Independence
Joseph City

Meadow
Richmond
Sublett

Baltimore
Chandler
Lava
Lehi 1st

Sacramento
Woodland
Archer
Central Park
Crescent
Gunnison
Garcia
New Bedford
Ontario
Weston
Yuba
Kimball
Wrentham
Coltman
Firth

Laketown
Enmore Branch
Hawthorne
Midway 2nd
Palmyra
Tyrells Lake
Declo
Emerson
Gridley

Ucon
Lund
Pocatello 5th

22nd
University
Windsor
Yalecrest
Auburn
Belvedere
Cherry Creek
Circleville

Highland
Paris 1st

Pocatello 2nd
Preston Sth

Stake Enroll. No. Sub,

Timpanogos 57 52

Moapa 17 10

Gunnison 69 63
Moapa 34 31

South Davis 55 50

Big Horn 10 9

San Juan 142 126

Burley 98 88

Bear River 51 46

Millard 24 21

Eastern Sts. Mis. 10 9

Liberty 120 108

Taylor 21 19

Rexburg 32 28
Snowflake 56 48
Millard 56 43

Oakland 28 25
Raft River 9 8
Eastern Sts. Mis. 28 22
Maricopa 48 42
Portneuf 8 7

Lehi 83 73

Sacramento 34 30

Portneuf 17 15
Rexburg 50 43
Grant 61 53
East Jordan 52 45
Gunnison 52 45
Juarez 14 12
Eastern Sts. Mis. 7 6
San Bernardino 21 18
Franklin 94 84
Gridley 35 30
Alberta 20 17

Taylor 13 11

No. Idaho Falls 49 41

Shelley 37 31

Bear Lake 38 32
Australian Mission 23 19
Granite 137 109

Wasatch 59 49
Eastern Sts. Mis. 12 10
Taylor 18 15

Burley 67 55
Highland 138 113

Gridley 44 36

No. Idaho Falls 73 60
Nevada 31 28
Pocatello 98 79
Salt Lake 70 57
Ensign 70 56
Timpanogos 74 60
Bonneville 76 60
Star Valley 25 20

Los Angeles 93 74

Malad 25 20
Garfield 76 61

Wasatch 122 98

Bear Lake 60 48

Pocatello 80 64

Franklin 35 28

Pet. Magazine Agent

91 Nettie Mecham
91 Sadie Rollins

91 Amelia Larson
91 Ora Price
91 Cristie E. Wood
90 Mary Youst
90 Freda Hunt
90 Carrie Fernell

90 Martina Larson
90 Ruth Allen
90 Gertrude E. Fogg
90 Josephine Bruderer
90 Elizabeth Bullock

89 Pauline Perry
89 Estella Cummings
89 Britta Pearson
89 Blanch Harmon
89 Sylvia Olsen
88 Mary Morgan
88 Ada Joiner
88 Margaret Symons
88 Lenore F. Jones
88 Marie Gibby
88 Elsie Bloxhom
87 Iva Weeks
87 Agnes Adamson
87 Anna Smith

,
87 Ann H. Peery
86 Ida Kartchner
86 Eleanore Rimmer
86 Grace Heath
86 Amanda Frederickson
86 Ruth Johnson
85 Mary A. Wheeler
85 Hettie Aliason
84 Mary Stucki
84 Ada Johnson
84 Eunice V. Orvin
83 Margaret Rood
83 Julia Carver

83 Mrs. Susan Probst
83 Maude L. Collins

83 Clara E. Selk
82 Terissa Parks
82 Agnes Kirk
82 Florence Jensen

82 Millie Hill

81 Ellen Fawcett
81 Beth Orr
81 Lucy W. Holmes
81 Emma S. Teudt
81 Mary B. Hales
81 Ruth J. Howells
80 Elizabeth Johnson
80 Percilla Lundeen
80 Merle Moon
80 Elsie Simkins
80 Isabelle McKenzie
80 Catherine Innes

80 Florence Winters
80 Myrtle Palmer
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Ward Stake Enroll. No. Sub. Pet. Magazine Agent

Santa Rosa San Francisco 11 8 80 Edith Ross
Chuachupa Juarez 28 22 79 Cora Judd
Hartley Alberta 19 15 79 Edith Ackroyd
La Grande 2nd Union 48 38 79 Mrs. F. L. Caldwell

Logan 2nd Logan 66 52 79 Inez R. Thain
Malad 2nd Malad 76 60 79 Mary King
Marriott No. Weber 39 31 79 Sarah H. Parry
Riverdale Weber 71 56 79 Belva Vance
Sugar House Highland 80 63 79 Ellen Hampton
24th Salt Lake 77 61 79 Mrs. C. Thompson
Wilford Yellowstone 42 33 79 Myrtle Romrell
Yale Bonneville 91 70 79 Chloe M. Jacob
Bothwell Bear River 36 28 78 Hattie Evans
15th Salt Lake 104 76 78 Mary Price

and Lillie King
Huntington Park Los Angeles 65 51 78 Luella Kendall

Hyrum 1st Hyrum 66 51 78 Mattie Christiansen

Liberty Bear Lake 36 28 78 Sarah Hymas
Pittsburg Oakland 23 18 78 Undine Kutch
River Heights Logan 36 28 78 Violet Niederhauser
Riverdale Weber 72 56 78 Belva D. Vance
Burton Rexburg 43 33 77 Annie A. Briggs
14th Mt. Ogden 78 60 77 Eliza Watts
Hyrum 3rd Hyrum 86 66 77 Julia K. Nielsen
Mayfield Gunnison 69 53 77 Amelia C. Larsen
10th No. Weber 115 89 77 Ellen L. Collins

22nd Weber 44 34 77 Ada Baker
Benson Cache 67 51 76 Carrie A. Reese
Flagstaff Snowflake 33 25 76 Dena Sheehan
Jameston Shelley 38 28 76 Nora Fiedling

Mathews Los Angeles 75 57 76 Elizabeth Bowen
Ninth Cache 109 83 76 Verna C. Jackson
Pleasant View Malad 33 25 76 Ann M. Bailey

Pocatello 1st Pocatello 107 81 76 Bessie England
Stratford Highland 58 44 76 Leone Karpowitz
Sugar City 2nd Rexburg 76 57 76 Florence K. Bean
Whittier Wells 108 82 76 Gertrude Campbell
Butler East Jordan 38 28 75 Eva Boyce
Eighteenth Ensign 160 120 75 Iverne Wallace
Fall River Eastern Sts. Mis. 5 3 75 Annie E. Sarvard
Homestead Sacramento 28 21 75 Ruby Alltop

Lyman Rexburg 33 25 75 Mary M. Robinson

Newburgli Eastern Sts. Mis. 10 6 75 Mrs. Arthur Quick-

Seventh Logan 129 96 75 Mary S. Bjorkman

17th Salt Lake 168 123 75 Julia G. Miller

Sixth Utah 86 64 75 Edna Smart

Star Burley 36 27 75 Rula Tilley

Twelfth Logan 39 29 75 Thelma S. Fuller

Twenty-first Ensign 95 72 75 Mary H. Jordan

Young Logan 32 24 75 Emma Speth

STAKES 75% ANE i OVER

Stake Enroll No. Sub. Percent .Magazine Agent

San Francisco 292 342 118 Naomi S. McCabe
Union 171 192 115 Lila B. Walch
Oakland 395 436 110 Adrian Gee

Maricopa 744 779 105 Zina Dana
Big Horn 630 607 98 Ellen H. Jolley

Ensign 787 756 96 Rose H. Neeley

Burley 460 432 94 Nellie R. Barlow
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Stake Enroll No. Sub. Percent Magazine Agent

Weber 638 599 94 Mabel C. Ellis

Bonneville 480 407 87 Christina V. Wilson
Wasatch 552 476 86 Lacy Swain
Franklin 606 513 85 Jeanette S. Barton
Highland 613 520 85 Kathleen Beckstrand
Chicago 219 181 84 Marie B. Coburn
Los Angeles 508 423 83 Delia H. Wilson
Mount Ogden 600 494 82 Vaborg R. Wheelwright
Salt Lake 930 746 82 Clara B. Wright
Granite 573 465 81 Pearl H Crockett
Juarez 139 112 81 Jennie Bowman
St. Johns 303 203 81 Sarah A. Witbank
Utah 953 772 81 Clara W. Giles

Hollywood 392 315 80 Anna Blair

Ogden 843 664 79 Lois D. Smith
Snowflake 547 421 77 Lulu J. Smith
Shelley 416 308 75 Elva Payne
Timpanogos 339 255 75 Helen S. Walker

He is the happiest, be he king or peasant, who finds peace in his

home.

—

Goethe.

He who loveth a book will never want a faithful friend, a wholesome
counselor, a cheerful companion or an effectual comforter.

—

Isaac Barrozv.

That is a good book, it seems to me, which is opened with expectation

and closed with profit.

—

Louisa M. Alcott.

The secret of happiness is not in doing what one likes but in liking

what one has to do.

—

James M. Barrie.



My Surprise Garden
By Genevieve V. Hunt

HOW often we hear people say,

"I would love to have a flower

garden, but I am always too

busy to take care of one."

I too, was under the impression

that raising flowers meant a lot of

time and hard work. That, how-
ever, was before I started my Sur-

prise Garden.
My first venture began with two

tiny begonia slips that proved so

fascinating in their development, I

could not resist the temptation of

adding pot after pot of other treas-

ures. Now, summer and winter I

have a healthy looking indoor gar-

den that has the magnetic power of

holding visitors entranced with its

colorful beauty.

It is surprising the little time and
work that is required to care for

potted plants. A withered leaf to

pluck—water for the thirsty ones

—

a gentle loosening of the soil. Most
everyone can spare the few minutes
needed each day, no matter how busy
they may be.

f ET us glance over some of my
favorites and I will tell you

about them.

I

The Umbrella Plant (Cyperus al-

ternifolius) is a handsome orna-

mental palm-like plant that needs
very little care, and plenty of water.

A new plant is easily started by in-

verting one of the umbrella shaped
leaves in a glass of water. When
strong looking roots have formed,
and a new shoot appears, plant in a

pot of rich soil and set in a saucer

of water.

I have several varieties of begonia,

all of them profuse bloomers and
very beautiful. They are easy to

grow if given plenty of moisture and

are not exposed to the full rays of

the sun. My favorite of the begonia

family is the Beefsteak, a low
spreading plant, with circular leaves,

red beneath and glossy green above.

This does not require much light,

and will thrive where most begonias

refuse to grow. It is an admirable
plant for a window that is shaded
by a porch or trees. The flowers of

the Beefsteak are a dainty pinkish

white. To propagate, cut the rhiz-

omes in one inch pieces and plant

like seeds in damp sand. When new
growth begins repot in 2 parts loam,

1 part sand, 1/^ part leafmold, and

1/2 part prepared manure. Begonias
need good drainage and several

pieces of broken crockery should be

placed in the bottom of the pot be-

fore the soil is added. A well-estab-

lished plant should be repotted with

fresh soil once a year.

The Sansevieria or Golden Striped

Snake Plant is most striking. It is

very hardy and can stand just about

anything but frost and too much
water. New plants can be started by
cutting one of the leaves across in

two inch sections and planting in

sand.

St. Bernard's Lily makes a hand-
some pot plant, with its recurved,

graceful foliage and large spikes of

white flowers. It likes plenty of

sunshine, and should be planted in

a roomy container, as it thrives bet-

ter when the roots are not cramped.
Like the Umbrella Plant, the St.

Bernard's Lily is very simple to

propogate. Cut off a bunch of leaves

from the long stem, and put in water.

In a few weeks a new plant will

sprout, pot it and keep it well water-

ed.

The common geranium is not hard
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to grow, and it can be relied upon
to keep the house looking gay. It

needs sun, and should be potted in

rich sandy loam. If given too much
water the geranium will sprout pro-
fuse foliage, but few blooms.

English Ivy succeeds admirably
and adds to the beauty of any win-
dow garden. It is a vigorous grow-
er, and can be trimmed into any
shape or trained over a window.
Strings should be fastened for it to

climb on. The strong green string

used by florists is best. Ivies re-

quire a rather heavy soil made of 3

parts soil and 1 part manure. Press
the soil down very firmly so that air

will not get to the roots. The plant

should be given plenty of moisture
but care should be taken that the

soil does not become soggy.

The Wax Plant is a climbing
house plant, and is particularly beau-
tiful when in bloom. The fragrant,

wax-white flowers have pink centers

and produce in succession. It is an
interesting plant at all times.

Wandering Jew is one of the

easiest and most satisfying vines for

house culture, as it thrives equally

well in either soil or water. It has
surprising decorative value when ar-

ranged in glass, or pottery contain-

ers, and is delightful for brightening
up the mantle or adding charm to a
table. It is also most lovely in a
hanging basket.

The Boston Fern is the hardiest

and most likeable of all the sword
ferns. It is very attractive and
grows fairly rapidly. Unlike most
ferns it will not be ruined or killed

if neglected for a day or two. The
Boston will grow in most any soil,

but a well drained sandy loam is

best.

COUTH windows are preferable

for Surprise Gardens, but I have
plants that are doing very nicely in

east and west windows.
In potting plants I place pieces of

broken crockery or small stones in

the bottom of the pot for drainage,

then fill with good rich soil.

The best time of the year to repot
house plants is in the spring when
new growths start. After potting

water the plants thoroughly, and set

them in a shaded place until the
roots have taken hold of the new
soil. Then gradually inure them to

the sunlight. If they need feeding
through the winter, because of large

growth, give them a prepared plant

food. Reliable plant food can be
bought at almost any seed store.

Plants grown in a window will al-

ways turn to the light, and unless

they are moved frequently, they will

become onesided. When they gather
dust spray them with a hand syringe,

or rub a damp sponge over the

leaves. On cold nights pull the pots

away from the windows, and place

newspapers in front of the glass.

Indoor gardens must have fresh
air, no matter how freezing the

weather is. The cold air, however,
should be mixed with the warm air

in the room before it reaches the

plants. This can be arranged by
opening a window, or door, for a
minute or two on the opposite side

of the room.
My garden has cost me very little

as everything in it, with the excep-
tion of the Boston Fern, has been
grown from seeds or slips.

Those who have Surprise Gardens
need not sigh when winter puts an
end to outdoor blooms. Their pot-

ted plants will keep them cheerful,

and more than satisfied throughout
the long snowy months.



Why Do We Celebrate Christmas?
By Eva K. Thomas

N<

BECAUSE Christ was born on
that day? The celebration of

that day grew out of an old

Pagan festival held at this time of

year called, "The birthday of the

Sun." The Pagans were very fond

of pageantry and this festival was a

favorite. So out of this, the idea

grew of using that time to celebrate

the birth of the Spiritual Son of the

world. This gradually took the

place of the old Pagan festival.

TOW the celebration of Christ-

mas is universal and yet the cus-

toms differ in many countries.

In Devonshire, England, it is said

the bees hum all night long in their

hives the night before Christmas.

If you are wise you will go and
wish them a Merry Christmas and
hang a bit of holly on each hive,

else you may get no honey next year.

You must never ask to borrow a

match or a bit of fire on Christmas

Day, because fire is the symbol of

the heart of the house and of hap-

piness. One must never take away
but only add to.

In Norway there is a beautiful

custom, "The Ceremony of Feeding

the Birds." Two or three days be-

fore Christmas bunches of oats are

placed on the roofs and tied to the

branches of trees and shrubs, loads

of grain being brought .into towns
for this special purpose. No one

would think of sitting down to his

own dinner without first giving every

animal on the place an extra portion

in the name of Christ.

1 X 7HY do we give gifts ? Is it be-

cause the Wise Men gave

gifts to Jesus? Or is it because of

our Heavenly Father's great gift to

the world—the gifts of love and
everlasting life which He gave us

when He sent His only begotten Son
to teach the world how to live.

Then if we give gifts to light anew
the fires of love and friendship that

Christ brought to us are we doing so

in the right spirit?

Gift giving is symbolic, symbolic

of love, friendship and peace.

Christmas and our gift giving then

should radiate a feeling of peace and
good will toward men,—a feeling

of deep appreciation for those qual-

ities which Christ sought to teach,

humbleness of spirit, strength of

character and a great love for those

about us. So great a love that self

is denied.

HPHEN is it not time that we con-

template a bit and try to dis-

cover just what we are doing to

Christmas ? Are we really celebrat-

ing the birthday of our Savior in a

fashion that would be pleasing unto

Him ? Are we ministering in a hum-
ble way to those less fortunate ? Are
we making our gift giving a sincere

offer on the altar of love, friendship

and brotherhood, or a matter of show
and glitter that is an effort to cover

a selfish desire for flaunting?

Today the Christmas holiday haf

become so commercialized that we
are apt to lose sight of its spiritual

side.

The customs in many far-away

countries speak of a humbleness, a

desire to make every living creature

happy on this, Christ's Day.
Let us develop the spiritual side

and make of Christmas a festival

commemorating the birth of the Son
of God.



Charity
By Margaret E. Shrewsbury

TRUE Charity does not "do-
nate". It does not "give". It

knows no patronage nor sense

of superiority.

True Charity loves actively. It

shares. It feels the troubles, the

cold, hunger, pain, despair of those

it seeks to bless.

Poverty or constant trouble beats

one almost senseless. It dulls the

brain, slows the body, but it cannot

always conquer sensitivity. It cannot

always deaden self-respect, real man-
hood and womanhood. •

We offer our cast-off garments,
clean, no doubt, but out of style,

perhaps torn or mended and patched,

and we feel we have shown "chari-

ty".

Should our cast-offs be repulsed,

we'd be shocked and irritated. We'd
say, "Well, if they're so poor, they

should be glad to have anything
given to them!" How little we un-
derstand. It isn't the hole in the

garment, or the patched and mended
place, it isn't the warmed-over food
that is frowned upon, no . . . not
these ... it is the patronage with
which the gift was offered that caus-

ed the implusive rebuff! Ah! how
the poor hate Charity.

Yet are we commanded to have
Charity. Listen to the words of Paul
to the Corinthians. Study them and
compare his Charity with Charity as

the world today knows it.

"Though I speak with the tongues of
men and of Angels, and have not charity,
I am become as sounding brass, or a
tinkling cymbal.
"And though I have the gift of pro-

phecy, and understand all mysteries, and
all knowledge; and though I have all

faith, so that I could remove mountains,
and have not charity, I am nothing.
"And though I bestow all my goods to

feed the poor, and though I give my body
to be burned, and have not charity, it

profiteth me nothing.

W

"Charity suffereth long, and is kind;

charity envieth not ; charity vaunteth not

itself ; is not puffed up.

"Doth not behave itself unseemly,

seeketh not her own, is not easily pro-

voked, thinketh no evil;

"Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth

in the truth.

"Beareth all things, believeth all things,

hopeth all things, endureth all things

;

"Charity never faileth. . .
."

'E HAVE many plans for cur-

ing present-day inequality.

"Share the Wealth", "Old Age
Pension", "Communism", "Radical-

ism", many "Isms", but the one great

plan of "Charity", of "Love of God"
and "Love of Man" ... of Sharing,

of Understanding, is not advocated.

"Love the Lord thy God with all thy
might, mind and heart, and love thy

neighbor as thyself."

In that simple sentence, the best

and greatest Man who ever lived,

gave us the solution for all our ills.

"But I love God and my neigh-

bor ! I obey the ten commandments.
I give food to the beggars who come
to the door". You say, and I say.

Of course ! But think beneath it all.

What more is meant? Some live the

letter, some live the spirit, but alas,

few of us live it whole-heartedly and
without reservation.

"It is one thing to give to those

we know and love. To give to

strangers what we do not want or

need, of food or of clothing, but the

most precious gift of all, under-
standing, few of us can spare the

time to give! And Understanding
behind our material gifts is Charity

at its best!

To love the Lord, our God, with
all our might, mind and heart, we
must foreswear all evil, all appear-
ance of evil, every word, thought
and action that is unclean, unfine,
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that will hurt or detract from beauty

and truth.

'TpO LOVE our fellow-man, we
must dig down to bed-rock. We

must understand him, his needs,

dreams, hopes, fears, weakness.

Cease to find fault with superficial

things, hunt beneath the surface for

the cause of his actions, words or

looks that irritate us. Cease to hunt

for snubs, and forget those obvious

ones we do not imagine. In fact,

we must display the qualities of

Charity as Paul defined it.

"Almost impossible for human
nature as human nature is today,"

you say. Yet, Christ lived it. He
advocated it, and until we do live it

ourselves, there can be no unity.

TXT"ERE I as rich as Croesus, I

* would have a difficult time

sharing with my poorer relatives and

friends. Why? Because they would
not understand my true motives.

They would drift away. A few
would accept my bounty, demanding

a share, but they'd say, "Oh, she can

afford it", not realizing they had any-

thing that I might need. They might
or might not envy me, but they'd no

longer share with me their thoughts

and companionship. They would
feel constrained in my presence, be-

cause of my finer apparel, and the

fact that they could not return my
gifts with ones as good. I know this,

because it is my own reaction toward

those of my friends who are better

off than I.

But were they to have Charity, to

understand me, they would sense the

loneliness, the longing for sweet,

fine companionship, my desire to be

loved for myself. They would know
that I wanted only to share my
wealth with them, not condescend-

ingly, but humbly because I could

gain no pleasure from it except

through sharing it with them. . . .

Understanding all this, they would
return gift for gift, in the simple,

loving thoughts and little kindness-

es no one is ever too poor to offer.

And were I, on my part, to un-

derstand their attitude, I would
strife harder to make them under-

stand me. To show my love and
humility. We would both then real-

ize that my wealth was not mine
alone, but their's and God's, and
had been given into my custody to

dispense with to the best of my abil-

ity.

But few of us understand all this,

and we are miserable in our poverty

or our wealth. We cannot or will

not, share what we do have, whole-

heartedly.

TT IS a human need to share. To
enjoy a beautiful sunset, we must

show it to someone else, hear their

exclamations. To enjoy music, we
must have one to listen while we
make it, or to make it for us. Love
begets love, kindness meets kindness.

"Give love and love to your life will flow

A strength in your uttermost need,

Have faith, and a score of hearts will

show
Their faith in your word and deed.

"Give truth and your gift will be paid in

kind
And honor will honor meet
And a smile that is sweet will surely find

A smile that is just as sweet.

"For life is the mirror of King and slave

'Tis just what we are and do

!

Then give to the world the best you have
And the best will come back to you."—Madeline S. Bridges.

CHARE not your possessions

alone, but share your mind, your

heart, your time with God and man.
Share humility and faith, begrudg-
ing nothing. Then will come peace

and unity. Love will sway us, and
God will reign supreme.
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A small investment of time

NOW will yield rich returns

throughout your life. Our short,

intensive courses will qualify

you to meet the demands of

modern business employers.

Gregg Shorthand

Stenotypy

Typewriting

Machine Calculation

Bookkeeping

Walton Accounting

Business English

Personality
Development

Penmanship
Business Law

Etc.

Your welfare is given first consider-
ation here—and our excellent plant,
modern equipment, and thoroughly
competent faculty assure you every
opportunity to make this winter
count!

The demand for young men is

particularly strong now.

L D. S. BUSINESS
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70 North Main Salt Lake City. Utah
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WINTER
PEACE

HE peace of snow-covered mountains is beautiful to see. So is

the peace of a man or woman who enters the winter-time of life free

from past regrets and future fears. But where there is fear of economic
insecurity, there can be no peace.

Life insurance offers the means toward security in old age, and
thus prepares the way for peace and contentment in the winter sea-
son of life.

A Beneficial agent will be pleased to explain how, through a
planned insurance program in this strong company, you can achieve
security for your old age. For the name of your nearest Beneficial

agent write the home office.

MENEH&ALIR
iMSVEAMCBj^LC iAPANf

Home Office—Beneficial Life Building. Salt Lake City,
heber j. grant. president

UTAH

GENERAL AGENTS- .Allen Cameron. 502 Title & Trust Bldg., Phoenix, Ariz.; R. F. Cottle, 420 Idaho Bldg., Boise,
-Idaho; L. D. Greenwood, 208-11 Jennie Rogers Bldg., Idaho Falls, Idaho; David Petersen.

225 David Eccles Bldg., Ogden, Utah; Woodrow M. Rigby. 201 Insurance Bldg., Sacramento, Calif.; Thos. H.
Robinson. 810 White Bldg., Seattle, Wash.; H. M. Rollins, Lyman, Wyo.; Thos. L. Smart, 202 Wonder Bldg., Reno,
Nev.; Roy Utley, 310 Park Central Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.; Archer Willey, 605 California Bldg., Oakland, Calif.;

Geo. A. Zundel, 4335 Sacramento Ave., Chico, Calif.


